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TEANSLATOE'S NOTICE

TO THB

SECOND ENGLISH EDITION.

In preparinga new edition of this translation of Professor Helmhol^z'sgreat work on

the Sensations of Tone, which was originallymade from the third German edition

of 1870, and was finished 'in June 1875, my first care was to make it exactly
conform to tiiefov/rthQennan edition of 1877 (the last which has appeared). The

nomerons alterations nmde in the fourth edition are specifiedin the Author's pre-

bce. In order that no merely verbal changes might escape me, every sentence

of my translation was carefullyre-read with the German. This has enabled me

to correct several misprints and mistranslations which had escaped my previous

very careful revision,and I have taken the opportunity of improving the language

in many places. Scarcely a page has escaped such changes.

Professor Helmholtz's book having taken itsplaceas a work which all candidates

for musical degrees are expected to study,my next care was by supplementary

notes or brief insertions, always carefullŷ stinguishedfrom the Author's by being
inclosed in [],to explain any difficulties which the student might feel,and to shew

him how to acquire an insightinto the Author's theories,which were quitestrange

to musicians when they appeared in the firstGerman edition of 1863, ^^^ ui the

twenty-two years which have since elapsed have been received as essentiallyvalid

by those competent to pass judgment.

For this purpose I have contrived the Harmonical, explained on pp. 466-469,

by which, as shewn in numerous footnotes, almost every point of theory can be

illustrated; and I have arranged for its being readilyprocurable at a moderato

charge. It need scarcelybe said that my interest in this instrument is purely
scientific.

My own Appendix has been entirelyre- written,much has been rejectedand the

rest condensed, but, as may be seen in the Contents, I have added a considerable

imount of information about points hitherto little known, such as the Determi-nation

and History of Musical Pitch, Non-Harmonic scales.Tuning, "o., and in

especialI have given an account of the work recentlydone on Beats and Com-binational

Tones, and on Vowel Analysis and Synthesis, mostly since the fourth

German edition appeared.

Finally,I wish gratefullyto acknowledge the assistance,sometimes very great,
which I have received from Messrs. D. J. Blaikley,B. H. M. Bosanquet, Colin

Brown, A. Cavaill6-Coll, A. J. Hipkins, W. Huggins, F.E.S., Shuji Isawa, H.

Wird Poole, B. S. Bockstro, Hermann Smith, Steinway, Augustus Stroh, and

James Paul White, as will be seen by referringto their names in the Index.

ALEXANDER J. ELLIS.

25 Argyll Road, Kexri":gton:

J^^y l8"5.
DigitizedbyGoOglC



AUTHOR'S PREFACE

TO THE

FIRST GERMAN EDITION.

In layingbefore the Public the result of eightyears' labour, I must first pay a

debt of gratitude. The followinginvestigationscould not have been accomplished
without the construction of new instruments,which did not enter into the inventory
of a PhysiologicalInstitute,and which far exceeded in cost the usual resources of

a German philosopher. The means for obtainingthem have come to me from

unusual sources. The apparatus for the artificialconstruction of vowels,described

on pp. 121 to 126, 1 owe to the munificence of his Majesty King Maximilian of

Bavaria,to whom German science is indebted,on so many of its fields,for ever-

ready sympathy and assistance. For the construction of my Harmonium in

perfectlynatural intonation,described on p. 316, 1 was able to use the Soemmering

prize which had been awarded me by the Senckenberg Physical Society (die

SenckenbergischenaturforschendeGesellschaft)at Frankfurt-on-the-Main. While

publiclyrepeatingthe expressionof my gratitudefor this assistance in my investi-gations,

I hope that the investigationsthemselves as set forth in this book will

prove far better than mere words how earnestlyI have endeavoured to make a

worthy use of the means thus placedat my command.

H. HELMHOLTZ.

Hbidelbebg : October 1862.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE

TO THE

THIRD GERMAN EDITION.

Thb present Third Edition has been much more altered in some parts than the

second. Thus in the sixth chapter I have been able to make use of the new

physiologicaland anatomical researches on the ear. This has led to a modification

of my view of the action of Corti's arches. Again, it appears that the peculiar
articulation between the auditoryossicles called ' hammer ' and * anvil * might easily

cause within the ear itselfthe formation of harmonic upper partialtones for simple

tones which are sounded loudly. By this means that peculiarseries of upper partial

tones, on the existence of which the present theoryof music is essentiallyfounded,

receives a new subjectivevalue, entirelyindependent of external alterations in

the qualityof tone. To illustrate the anatomical descriptions,I have been able

to add a series of new woodcuts, principallyfrom Henle's Manual of Anatomy,
with the author's permission,for which I here take the opportunityof publicly

thankinghim.



PREFACE. vii

I have made many changesin re-editingthe section on the Historyof Music,
and hope that I have improvedits connection. I must, however,requestthe

reader to regardthis section as a mere compilationfrom secondarysources ; I

have neither time nor preliminaryknowledgesufficientfor originalstudies in this

extremely difficultfield. The older historyof music to the commencement of

Discant, is scarcelymore than a confused heap of secondarysubjects,while we

can only make hypothesesconcerningthe principalmatters in question.Of

coarse, however, every theoryof music must endeavour to bringsome order into

this chaos, and itcannot be denied that it contains many importantfacts.
For the representationof pitchin justor natural intonation,I have abandoned

the method originallyproposedby Hauptmann, which was not sufficientlyclear in

involved cases, and have adopted the system of Herr A. von Oettingen[p.276],
as had alreadybeen done in M. G. Gu6roult's French translation of this book.

[A comparison of the Third with the Second editions,shewingthe changes and additions

individually,is here omitted.]

If I may be allowed in conclusion to add a few words on the receptionexpe-rienced

by the Theory of Music here propounded,I should say that pubHshed
objectionsalmost exclusivelyrelate to my Theoryof Consonance,as if this were

the pithof the matter. Those who prefermechanical explanationsexpress their

regretat my having leftany room in this fieldfor the action of artisticinvention

and esthetic inclination,and theyhave endeavoured to completemy system by
new numerical speculations.Other criticswith more metaphysicalprocUvities
have rejectedmy Theoryof Consonance, and with it,as theyimagine,my whole

Theoryof Music, as too coarselymechanical.

I hope my criticswill excuse me if I conclude from the oppositenature of

theirobjections,that I have struck out nearlythe rightpath. As to my Theory
of Consonance, I must claim it to be a mere systematisationof observed facts
(withthe exceptionof the functions of the cochlea of the ear, which is moreover

an hypothesisthat may be entirelydispensedwith). But I consider it a mistake

to make the Theory of Consonance the essential foundation of the Theory of

Music,and I had thoughtthat thisopinionwas clearlyenoughexpressedin my book.

The essential basis of Music isMelody. Harmony has become to Western Euro-peans

duringthe last three centuries an essential,and, to our presenttaste,

indispensablemeans of strengtheningmelodic relations,but finelydeveloped
music existed for thousands of years and stillexistsin ultra-Europeannations,
without any harmony at all. And to my metaphysico-estheticalopponentsI must

reply,that I cannot think I have undervalued the artisticemotions of the human

mind in the Theory of Melodic Construction,by endeavouringto estabUsh the

physiologicalfacts on which esthetic feelingisbased. But to those who think I

have not gone far enough in my physicalexplanations,I answer, that in the first

placea natural philosopheris never bound to construct systemsabout everythinghe
knows and does not know ; and secondly,that I should consider a theorywhich
claimedto have shewn that allthe laws of modem ThoroughBass were natural

necessities,to stand condemned as havingprovedtoo much.

Musicians have found most faultwith the manner in which I have characterised

theMinor Mode. I must refer in replyto those very accessible documents, the

musical compositionsof a.d. 1500 to a.d. 1750, duringwhich the modern Minor

was developed.These will shew how slow and fluctuatingwas itsdevelopment,
and that the last traces of its incompletestate are stillvisible in the works of

SebastianBach and Handel.

Heidklbrbg : May 1870.



AUTHOE'S PEEFACE

TO THB

FOURTH GERMAN EDITION.

In the essential conceptionsof masical relations I have fonnd nothing to alter in

this new edition. In this respect I can but maintain what I have stated in the

chapterscontainingthem and in my prefaceto the third [German] edition. In

details,however, much has been remodelled, and in some parts enlarged. As a

guide for readers of former editions,I take the libertyto enumerate the following

placescontainingadditions and alterations.*

P. i6dt note *." On the French Bystem of counting vibrations.

P. i8a.
" Appunn and Preyer, limits of the highest audible tones.

Pp- 59" to 656." On the circumstances under which we distinguishcompound sensations.

P. 76a, b, c. " Cknnparison of the upper partialtones of the strings on a new and an old

grand pianoforte.

P. 83, note f." Herr Clement Neumann's observations on the vibrational form of violin

strings.

Pp. 89a to 936." The action of blowing organ-pipes.
P. 1 10". "

Distinction of Ou from U.

Pp. 1 1 16 to ii6a.
" The various modifications in the sounds of vowels.

P. 145a. " The ampulla and semicircular canals no longer considered as parts of the organ

of hearing.

P. 1 476." Waldeyer*sand Preyer'smeasurements adopted.

Pp. 1506 to I Sid," On the parts of the ear which perceivenoise.

P. 159"." Eoenig's observations on combinational tones with tuning-forks.
P. I76"2,note. " ^Preyer'sobservations on deepest tones.

P. 179c. " Preyer's observation on the sameness of the qualityof tones at the highest pitches.

Pp. 2036 to 204a." Beats between upper partialsof the same compound tone condition the

preference of musical tones with harmonic upper partials.

Pp. 328c to 3296." Division of the Octave into 53 degrees. Bosanquet's harmonium.

Pp. 338c to 3396." Modulations through chords composed of two major Thirds.

P. 365, note f." Oettingen and Biemann's theory of the minor mode.

P. 372. " Improved electro-magneticdriver of the siren.

P. 373a." Theoretical formulaa for the pitch of resonators.

P. 3744;." Use of a soap-bubble for seeing vibrations.

Pp. 389^2to 3966." Later use of strikingreeds. Theory of the blowing of pipes.

Pp. 403c to 405"." Theoretical treatment of sympatheticresonance for noises.

P. 417^." A. Mayer's experiments on the audibilityof vibrations.

P. 428c, (2." Against the defenders of tempered intonation.

P. 429." Plan of Bosanquet's Harmonium.

H. HELMHOLTZ.

* [The pages of this edition are substituted first edition of this translation are mostly
for the German throughout these prefaces, pointed out in footnotes as they arise." Trans-

BsBLiM : April 1877.

^ [The pages of this c

the German throug
and omissions or alterations as respects the lator.]
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INTEODUCTION.

In the present work an attempt will be made to connect the boundaries

of two sciences, which, although drawn towards each other by many

natural aflSnities,have hitherto remained practicallydistinct "
I mean the

boundaries of physical and physiological acoustics on the one side, and of

Jmiisicalscience and esthetics on the other. The class of readers addressed

will,consequently, have had very different cultivation,and will be affected

by very different interests. It will therefore not be superfluous for the

author at the outset distinctlyto state his intention in undertaking the

work, and the aim he has sought to attain. The horizons of physics,

philosophy, and art have of late been too widely separated, and, as a

consequence, the language, the methods, and the aims of any one of these

studies present a certain amount of diflScultyfor the student of any other %

of them ; and possibly this is the principal cause why the problem here

undertaken has not been long ago more thoroughly considered and advanced

towards its solution.

It is true that acoustics constantly employs conceptions and names

bcMTowed from the theory of harmony, and speaks of the * scale,' * intervals,'

"consonances,' and so forth; and similarly,manuals of Thorough Bass

generallybegin with a physical chapter which speaks of * the numbers of

vibrations,'and fixes their * ratios ' for the different intervals ; but, up to

the present time, this apparent connection of acoustics and music has been

wholly external, and may be regarded rather as an expression given to the

feelingthat such a connection must exist, than as its actual formulation.

Physical knowledge may indeed have been useful for musical instrument

makers, but for the development and foundation of the theory of harmony %

it has hitherto been totallybarren. And yet the essential facts within the

fieldhere to be explained and turned to accoimt, have been known from the

earliest times. Even Pythagoras (fl.circa b.c. 540-510) knew that when

stringsof different lengths but of the same make, and subjected to the

same tension, were used to give the perfect consonances of the Octave,

Fifth,or Fourth, their lengths must be in the ratios of i to 2, 2 to 3, or

3 to 4 respectively,and if,as is probable, his knowledge was partly derived

from the Egyptian priests,it is impossible to conjecture in what remote

antiquitythis law was first known. Later physics has extended the law of

Pythagorasby passing from the lengths of strings to the number of vibra-

^ons, and thus making it applicableto the tones of all musical instruments,

and the numerical relations 4 to 5 and 5 to 6 have been added to the above
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for the less perfectconsonances of the major and mmor Thirds,but I am

not aware that any real stepwas ever made towards answeringthe ques-tion

: What haue musical consonances to do with the ratios of the firstsix

numbers ? Musicians,as well as philosophersand physicists,have generally
contented themselves with sayingin effectthat human minds were in some

unknown manner so constituted as to discover the numerical relationsof

musical vibrations,and to have a peculiarpleasurein contemplatingsimple
ratioswhich are readilycomprehensible.

Meanwhile musical esthetics has made unmistakable advances in those

pointswhich depend for their solution rather on psychologicalfeelingthan

on the action of the senses, by introducingthe conceptionof movement in

^ the examination of musical works of art. E. Hanslick,in his book *
on the

Beautiful in Music' (Ueberdas mvsikalisch Schone),triumphantlyattacked

the false standpointof exaggeratedsentimentality,from which it was

fashionable to theorise on music, and referred the critic to the simple
elements of melodic movement. The esthetic relations for the structure of

musical compositions,and the characteristicdifferencesof individual forms

of composition,are explainedmore fullyin Vischer's * Esthetics '

(Aesthetik).
In the inorganicworld the kind of motion we see, reveals the kind of moving
force in action,and in the last resort the only method of recognisingand

measuringthe elementary powers of nature consists in determiningthe
motions theygenerate,and this is also the case for the motions of bodies

or of voices which take placeunder the influence of human feelings.Hence

^ the propertiesof musical movements which possess a graceful,dallying,or

a heavy,forced,a dull,or a powerful,a quiet,or excited character,and so

on, evidentlychieflydepend on psychologicalaction. In the same way

questionsrelatingto the equilibriumof the separateparts of a musical

composition,to their developmentfrom one another and their connection

as one clearlyintelligiblewhole,bear a close analogyto similar questionsin

architecture. But all such investigations,however fertilethey may have

been, cannot have been otherwise than imperfectand uncertain,so longas

theywere without their proper originand foundation,that is,so long as

there was no scientificfoundation for their elementaryrules relatingto the

construction of scales,chords,keys and modes, in short,to all that is

usuallycontained in works on
' Thorough Bass.' In this elementaryregion

^ we have to deal not merelywith unfettered artisticinventions,but with the

natural power of immediate sensation. Music stands in a much closer

connection with pure sensation than any of the other arts. The latter

rather deal with what the senses apprehend,that is with the images of

outward objects,collected by psychicalprocesses from immediate sensation.

Poetry aims most distinctlyof all at merely excitingthe formation of

images,by addressingitself especiallyto imaginationand memory, and it

is onlyby subordinate auxiliaries of a more musical kind,such as rhythm,
and imitations of sounds,that it appealsto the immediate sensation of

hearing. Hence its effectsdependmainlyon psychicalaction. The pUisti^;

arts, althoughthey make use of the sensation of sight,address the eye

almost in the same way as poetryaddresses the ear. Their main purpose

8 to excite in us the image of an external objectof determinate form and

colour. The spectatoris essentiallyintended to interest himself in this
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image, and enjoyits beauty; not to dwell upon the means by which it was

created. It must at least be allowed that the pleasureof a connoisseur or

virtuoso in the constructive art shewn in a statue or a picture,is not an

essentialelement of artisticenjoyment.
It is onlyin paintingthat we find colour as an element which is directlyj^ -

^*

appreciatedby sensation,without any interveningact of the intellect. On

the contrary,in mvmc, the sensations of tone are the material of the art.

So far as these sensations are excited in music,we do not create out of

them any imagesof external objectsor actions. Again,when in hearinga
concert we recogniseone tone as due to a violin and another to a clarinet,

our artisticenjoymentdoes not depend upon our conceptionof a violin or

clarinet,but solelyon our hearingof the tones theyproduce,whereas the ^
artisticenjoymentresultingfrom viewinga marble statue does not depend
on the white lightwhich it reflects into the eye, but upon the mental image
of the beautiful human form which it calls up. In this sense it is clear that '

music has a more immediate connection with pure sensation than any other

of the fine arts,and, consequently,that the theoryof the sensations of

hearingis destined to playa much more importantpartin musical esthetics,

than,for example,the theoryof chiaroscuro or of perspectivein painting.
Those theories are certainlyuseful to the artist,as means for attainingthe
most perfectrepresentationof nature,but theyhave no partin the artistic

effectof his work. In music,on the other hand, no such perfectrepresen-tation

of nature is aimed at ; tones and the sensations of tone existfor

themselves alone,and producetheireffectsindependentlyof anythingbehind %

them.

This theoryof the sensations of hearingbelongsto natural science,and

comes in the first place under jyhysiologicalacoustics. Hitherto it is the

physicalpart of the theoryofsound that has been almost exclusivelytreated
at length,that is,the investigationsrefer exclusivelyto the motions produced
bysolid,liquid,or gaseous bodies when theyoccasion the sounds which the

ear appreciates.This physicalacoustics is essentiallynothingbut a section

of the theoryof the motions of elastic bodies. It is physicallyindifferent
whether observations are made on stretched strings,by means of spiralsof
bra"8 wire,(whichvibrate so slowlythat the eye can easilyfollow their

motions,and,consequently,do not excite any sensation of sound,)or by
means of a violin string,(wherethe eye can scarcelyperceivethe vibrations ^
which the ear readilyappreciates).The laws of vibratorymotion are pre-cisely

the same in both cases ; its rapidityor slowness does not affect the

laws themselves in the slightestdegree,althoughit comjielsthe observer to

applydifferent methods of observation,the eye for one and the ear for

the other. In physicalacoustics,therefore,the phenomena of hearingare
taken into consideration solelybecause the ear is the most convenient and

handymeans of observingthe more rapidelasticvibrations,and the physicist
iscompelledto studythe peculiaritiesof the natural instrument which he is

employing,in order to control the correctness of its indications. In this

way, although physicalacoustics as hitherto pursued,has, undoubtedly,
collected many observations and much knowledgeconcerningthe action of

the ear, which,therefore,belongto physiologicalacoustics,these results wore

not the principalobjectof its investigations; theywere merelysecondary
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and isolated facts. The onlyjustificationfor devotinga separatechapter
to acoustics in the theoryof the motions of elastic bodies,to which it

essentiallybelongs,is,that the applicationof the ear as an instrument

of research influenced the nature of the experimentsand the methods of

observation.

But in addition to a physicalthere is a physiologicaltheoryofacoiisticsy
the aim of which is to investigatethe processes that take placewithin the

ear itself. The section of this science which treats of the conduction of the

motions to which sound is due, from the entrance of the external ear to the

expansionsof the nerves in the labyrinthof the inner ear, has received

much attention,especiallyin Germany, since ground was broken by
H Johannes Mueller. At the same time it must be confessed that not many

results have as yet been established with certainty.But these attempts
attacked only a portionof the problem,and left the rest untouched.

Investigationsinto the processes of each of our organs of sense, have in

generalthree different parts. First we have to discover how the agent
reaches the nerves to be excited,as lightfor the eye and sound for the ear.

This may be called the physicalpart of the correspondingphysiological
investigation.Secondlywe have to investigatethe various modes in which

the nerves themselves are excited,givingrise to their various scfisations^
and finallythe laws according.towhich these sensations result in mental

images of determinate external objects,that is,in perceptions.Hence we

have secondlya speciallyphysiologicalinvestigationfor sensations,and

H thirdly,a speciallypsychologicalinvestigationfor perceptions.Now whilst

the physicalside of the theoryof hearinghas been alreadyfrequently'

attacked,the results obtained for itsphysiologicaland psychologix:alsections

are few,imperfect,and accidental. Yet itis preciselythe physiologicalpart
in especial" the theoryof the sensations of hearing" to which the theory
of music has to look for the foundation of itsstructure.

In the presentwork, then,I have endeavoured in the firstplaceto collect

and arrange such materials for a theoryof the sensations ofhearingas ah*eady
existed,or as I was able to add from my own personalinvestigations.Of

course such a firstattemptmust necessarilybe somewhat imperfect,and be

hmited to the elements and the most interestingdivisions of the subject
discussed. It is in this lightthat I wish these studies to be regarded.

IFAlthoughin the propositionsthus collected there is littleof witirelynew

discoveries,and althougheven such apparentlynew facts and observations

as theycontain are, for the most part,more properlyspeakingthe imme-diate

consequences of my having more completelycarried out known

theories and methods of investigationto their legitimateconsequences, and

of my havingmore thoroughlyexhausted their resultsthan had heretofore

been attempted,yet I cannot but think that the facts frequentlyreceive new

importanceand new illumination,by beingregardedfrom a fresh pointof
view and in a fresh connection.

The First Part of the followinginvestigationis essentiallyphysicaland

physiological.It contains a generalinvestigationof the phenomenon of

harmonic upper partialtones. The nature of this phenomenon isestablished,
and its relation to qualityoftone is proved. A series of qualitiesof tone are

analysedin respectto their harmonic upper partialtones,and it results
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that these upper partialtones are not, as was hitherto thought,isolated

phenomena of small importance,but that,with very few exceptions,they
determine the qualitiesof tone of almost all instruments,and are of the

greatestimportancefor those qualitiesof tone which are best adaptedfor
musical purposes. The questionof how the ear is able to perceivethese '

harmonic upper partialtones then leads to an hypothesisrespectingthe
mode in which the auditorynerves are excited,which is well fitted to reduce

allthe facts and laws in this departmentto a relativelysimplemechanical

conception.
The Second Part treats of the disturbances producedby the simultaneous

productionof two tones, namely the combinational tones and beats* The

physiologico-phy^sicalinvestigationshews that two tones can be simul- H

taneouslyheard by the ear without mutual disturbance,when and onl)^
when theystand to each other in the perfectlydeterminate and well-known co^'*^'^

relationsof intervals which form musical consonance. We are thus imme-
,

diatelyintroduced into the field of music proper, and are led to discover

the physiologicalreason for that enigmaticalnumerical relation announced

byPythagoras. The magnitude of the consonant intervals is independent
of the qualityof tone,but the harmoniousness of the consonances, and the

distinctnessof their separationfrom dissonances,depend on the qualityof

tone. The conclusions of physiologicaltheoryhere agree preciselywith the

musical rules for the formation of chords ; theyeven go more into par-ticulars

than it was possiblefor the latter to do, and have,as I believe,the

authorityof the best composers in their favour. f

In these first two Parts of the book,no attention is paid to esthetic

considerations. Natural phenomena obeyinga blind necessity,are alone

treated. The Third Part treats of the construction of musical scab's and

Kott's. Here we come at once upon esthetic ground,and the diflfcrcnce"of ^

nationaland individual tastes beginto appear. Modern music has especially|
developedthe principleof tonality,which connects all the tones in a piece
of music by their relationshipto one chief tone, called the tonic. On

admittingthis principle,the results of the precedinginvestigationsfurnish

a method of constructingour modern musical scales and modes, from which

allarbitraryassumptionis excluded.

I was unwillingto separatethe physiologicalinvestigationfrom its

musicalconsequences, because the correctness of these consequences must %

be to the physiologista verificationof the correctness of the physicaland

physiologicalviews advanced,and the reader,who takes up my book for its

musical conclusions alone,cannot form a perfectlyclear view of the meaning
and bearingof these consequences, unless he has endeavoured to get at

leastsome conceptionof their foundations in natural science. But in order

to facilitatethe use of the book by readers who have no specialknowledge
of physicsand mathematics,I have transferred to appendices,at the end

of the book, all specialinstructions for performingthe more complicated

experiments,and also all mathematical investigations.These appendices
are therefore especiallyintended for the physicist,and contain the proofs
of my assertions.* In this way I hope to have consulted the interests of

bothclassesof readers.

* ^The additional Appendix XX. by the Translator is intended especiallyfor the use of t "

mn?ica: %tr\dentsi."Translator.] DigitizedbyV^OOQ IC

""v"t"
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It is of course impossiblefor any one to understand the investigations
thoroughly,who does not take the trouble o( becomingacquaintedby per-sonal

observation with at least the fundamental phenomena mentioned.

Fortunatelywith the assistance of common musical instruments it is easy

for any one to become acquaintedwith harmonic upper partialtones,com-binational

tones,beats,and the like.* Personal observation is better than

the exactest description,especiallywhen, as here,the subjectof investiga-tion
is an analysisof sensations themselves,which are alwaysextremely

difficultto describe to those who have not experiencedthem.
In my somewhat unusual attempt to pass from natural philosophyinto

the theoryof the arts,I hope that I have keptthe regionsof physiology
f and esthetics sufficientlydistinct. But I can scarcelydisguisefrom myself,

that althoughmy researches are confined to the lowest grade of musical

grammar, theymay probablyappear too mechanical and unworthy of the

dignityof art,to those theoreticians who are accustomed to summon the

enthusiastic feelingscalled forth by the highestworks of art to the scientific

investigationof its basis. To these I would simplyremark in conclusion,
that the followinginvestigationreallydeals only with the analysisof

actuallyexistingsensations " that the physicalmethods of observation

employedare almost solelymeant to facilitateand assure the work of this

analysisand check itscompleteness" and that this analysisof the sensations

would suffice to furnish all the results requiredfor musical theory,even

independentlyof my physiologicalhypothesisconcerningthe mechanism of

f hearing,alreadymentioned (p.5^),but that I was unwillingto omit that

hypothesisbecause it is so well suited to furnish an extremelysimplecon-nection

between all the very various and very complicatedphenomena
which presentthemselves in the course of this investigation.")-

* [But the use of the flarmontcaZ,described London, Macmillan, 1873. Such readers will

in App. XX. sect. F. No. i, and invented for also find a clear expositionof the physical
the purpose of illustratingthe theories of this relations of sound in J. Tyndall,On Somuit
work, is recommended as greatlysuperiorfor a course of eightlectures,London, 1867, (the
students and teachers to any other instrument. last or fourth edition 1883)Longmans, Green,
" Translator.] " Co. A German translation of this work,

f Headers unaccustomed to mathematical entitled Der Scliall,edited by H. Helmholtz

and physical considerations will find an and G. Wiedemann, was publishedat Bruns-

abridgedaccount of the essential contents of wick in 1874.
this book in SedleyTaylor,Sound aiid Music^

*^* [The marks f in the outer margin of each page, separatethe page into

4 sections,referred to as a, 6, c, dj placedafter the number of the page. If aiiy
section is in double columns, the letter of the second column is accented, as

p. 13d',]



PART I.

ON THE COMPOSITION OF VIBRATIONS.

UPPER PARTIAL TONES, AND QUALITIES OF TONE.

CHAPTER L

ON THE SENSATION OF SOUND IN GENERAL.

Sensations result from the action of an external stimulus on the sensitive apparatus
of our nerves. Sensations differ in kind, partlywith the organ of sense excited,

and partlywith the nature of the stimulus employed. Each organ of sense pro-duces

peculiar sensations, which cannot be excited by means of any other ; the

eye gives sensations of light,the ear sensations of soimd, the skin sensations of

touch. Even when the same sunbeams which excite in the eye sensations of light,

impinge on the skin and excite its nerves, they are felt only as heat, not as light.%
In the same way the vibration of elastic bodies heard by the ear, can also be felt

by the skin, but in that case produce only a whirring flutteringsensation, not

soimd.
^
The sensation of sound is therefore a species of reaction against external

stimulus, peculiarto the ear, and excitable in no other organ of the body, and is

completelydistinct from the sensation of any other sense.

As our problem is to study the laws of the sensation of hearing, our first

business will be to examine how many kinds of sensation the ear can generate, and

what differences in the external means of excitement or sound, correspond to these

differences of sensation.

The first and principaldifference between various sounds experiencedby our ear,

is that between noises and mtisical tones. The soughing, howling, and w^histling
of the wind, the splashing of water, the rolling and rumbling of carriages, are

examples of the first kind, and the tones of all musical instruments of the second.

Noises and musical tones may certainlyintermingle in very various degrees,and H

pass insensibly into one another, but their extremes are widely separated.

The nature of the difference between musical tones and noises, can generally
be determined by attentive aural observation without artificial assistance. We

perceive that generally,a noise is accompanied by a rapid alternation of different

kinds of sensations of sound. Think, for example, of the rattling of a carriage

over granite paving stones, the splashing or seething of a waterfall or of the waves

of the sea, the rustling of leaves in a wood. In all these cases we have rapid,

irregular,but distinctlyperceptiblealternations of various kinds of sounds, which

crop up fitfully. When the wind howls the alternation is slow, the sound slowly
and graduallyrises and then falls again. It is also more or less possible to separate

restlesslyalternating sounds in case of the greater number of other noises. We

shall hereafter become acquainted with an instrument, called a resonator, which

will materiallyassist the ear in making this separation. On the otlier liand, a

musical tone strikes the ear as a perfectly undisturbed, uniform sound which
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rRmains unaltered as long as it exists,and it presentsno alternation of various

kinds of constituents. To this then correspondsa simple,regularkind of sensation,
whereas in a noise many various sensations of musical tone are irregularlymixed

up and as it were tumbled about in confusion. We can easilycompound noises

out of musical tones,as, for example,by simultaneouslystrikingall the keyscon-tained

in one or two octaves of a pianoforte.This shews us that musical tones

are the simplerand more regularelements of the sensations of hearing,and that

we have consequentlyfirstto study the laws and peculiaritiesof this class of

sensations.

Then comes the further question: On what differencein the external means of

excitement does the difference between noise and musical tone depend? The

normal and usual means of excitement for the human ear isatmosphericvibration.
The irregularlyalternatingsensation of the ear in the case of noises leads us to

^ conclude that for these the vibration of the air must also changeirregularly.For
musical tones on the other hand we anticipatea regularmotion of the air,con-tinuing

uniformly,and in its turn excited by an equallyregularmotion of the

sonorous body,whose impulseswere conducted to the ear by the air.

Those regularmotions which producemusical tones have been exactlyinvesti-gated

by physicists.They are oscillations,vibrations,or swings,that is,up and

down, or to and fro motions of sonorous bodies,and it is necessary that these

oscillationsshould be regularlyperiodic.By a periodicmotion we mean one which

constantlyreturns to the same condition afterexactlyequalintervals of time. The

engthof the equalintervalsof time between one state of the motion and its next

exact repetition,we call the lengthof the oscillation vibration or swing,or the

periodof the motion. In what manner the moving bodyactuallymoves during
one period,is perfectlyindifferent. As illustrationsof periodicalmotion, take the

motion of a clock pendulum,of a stone attached to a stringand whirled round in

^ a circlewith uniform velocity,of a hammer made to rise and falluniformlyby its

connection with a water wheel. All these motions,however different be their

form, are periodicin the sense here explained.The lengthof their periods,which
in the cases adduced is generallyfrom one to several seconds,is relativelylong in

comparisonwith the much shorter periodsof the vibrations producing musical

tones, the lowest or deepestof which makes at least 30 in a second,while in other

cases their number may increase to several thousand in a second.

Our definition of periodicmotion then enables us to answer the questionpro-posed

as follows :-iT/i6sensation of a musical tone is due to a rapidperiodic
motion of the sonorous body ; tJiesensation of a noise to non-periodicmotions.

The musical vibrations of solid bodies are often visible. Althoughthey may

be too rapidfor the eye to follow them singly,we easilyrecognisethat a sounding
string,or tuning-fork,or the tongue of a reed-pipe,israpidlyvibratingbetween two

fixed limits,and the regular,apparentlyimmovable image that we see, notwith-

^ Ktandingthe real motion of the body,leads us to conclude that the backward and

forward motions are quiteregular.In other cases we can feelthe swingingmotions
of sonorous sohds. Thus, the playerfeelsthe tremblingof the reed in the mouth-piece

of a clarinet,oboe, or bassoon, or of his own lipsin the mouthpiecesof

trumpetsand trombones.

The motions proceedingfrom the soundingbodies are usuallyconducted to our

ear by means of the atmosphere.The particlesof air must also execute periodi-cally
recurrent vibrations,in order to excite the sensation of a musical tone m our

ear. This is actuallythe case, althoughin dailyexperiencesound at first seems

to be some agent,which is constantlyadvancingthrough the air,and propagating
itselffurther and further. We must, however, here distinguishbetween the motion

of the individual particlesof air" which takes placeperiodicallybackwards and

forwards within very narrow hmits " and the propagationof the sonorous tremor.

The latter is constantlyadvancingby the constant attraction of fresh particlesinto
itsspiicreof tremor.
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This is a peculiarityof allso-called undulatorymoHons. Suppose a stone to

be thrown into a pieceof calm water. Bound the spotstruck there forms a little

ring of wave, which, advancingequallyin all directions,expands to a constantly
increasingcircle. Correspondingto this ringof wave, soimd also proceedsin the

air from the excited pointand advances in all directions as far as the limits of the

mass of air extend. The process in the air is essentiallyidenticalwith that on the

surface of the water. The principaldifferenceconsists in the sphericalpropagation
of sound in alldirectionsthroughthe atmospherewhich fillsall surroundingspace,
whereas the waves of the water can onlyadvance in ringsor circleson its surface.

The crests of the waves of water correspondin the waves of sound to spherical
shells where the air is condensed, and the troughsto shells where it is rarefied.

On the free surface of the water, the mass when compressedcan slipupwardsand

so form ridges,hut in the interiorof the sea of air,the mass must be condensed,

as there is no unoccupiedspotfor itsescape. II

The waves of water, therefore,continuallyadvance without returning. But

we must not suppose that the particlesof water of which the waves are composed
advance in a similar manner to the waves themselves. The motion of the particles
of water on the surface can easilybe rendered visibleby floatinga chipof wood

upon it. This will exactlyshare the motion of the adjacentparticles.Now, such

a chip is not carried on by the ringsof wave. It onlybobs up and down and

finallyrests on its originalspot. The adjacentparticlesof water move in the same

manner. When the ringof wave reaches them theyare set bobbing; when it has

passedover them theyare stillin their old place,and remain there at rest,while

the ringof wave continues to advance towards fresh spotson the surface of the

water, and sets new particlesof water in motion. Hence the waves which pass

over the surface of the water are constantlybuilt up of fresh particlesof water.

What reallyadvances as a wave isonlythe tremor, the altered form of the surface,

while the individual particlesof water themselves merely move up and down %

transiently,and never departfar from their originalposition.
The same relation is seen stillmore clearlyin the waves of a rope or chain.

Take a flexiblestringof several feet in length,or a thin metal chain, hold itat one

end and let the other hang down, stretched by itsown weightalone. Now, move

the hand by which you hold itquicklyto one side and back again. The excursion

which we have caused in the upper end of the stringby moving the hand, will run

down it as a kind of wave, so that constantlylower partsof the stringwill make a

sidewards excursion while the upper return againinto the straightpositionof rest.

But itis evident that while the wave runs down, each individual particleof the

stringcan have onlymoved horizontallybackwards and forwards, and can have

taken no share at all in the advance of the wave.

The experimentsucceeds stillbetter with a longelasticline,such as a thick

pieceof india-rubber tubing,or a brass-wire spiralspring,from eightto twelve feet

in length,fastened at one end, and slightlystretched by beingheld with the hand "|

at the other. The hand is then easilyable to excite waves which will run very

regularlyto the other end of the line,be there reflectedand return. In this case

it is also evident that it can be no part of the line itselfwhich runs backwards and

forwards,but that the advancing wave is composed of continuallyfresh particles
of the line. By these examplesthe reader will be able to form a mental image of

the kind of motion to which sound belongs,where the material particlesof the

body merely make periodicaloscillations,while the tremor itselfis constantly
propagatedforwards.

Now let us return to the surface of the water. We have supposed that one of

itspointshas been struck by a stone and set in motion. This motion has spread
out in the form of a ringof wave over the surface of the water, and havingreached
the cliipof wood has set itbobbingup and down. Hence by means of the wave,

the motion which the stone firstexcited in one pointof the surface of the water

has been communicated to the chipwhich was at another pointbf the same surface.
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The process which goes on in the atmosphericocean about us, is of a precisely
similar nature. For the stone substitute a sounding body,which shakes the air ;

for the chipof wood substitute the human ear, on which impingethe waves of air

excited by the shock, settingits movable partsin vibration. The waves of air

proceedingfrom a sounding body,transportthe tremor to the human ear exactly
in the same way as the water transportsthe tremor producedby the stone to the

floatingchip.
In this way also it is easy to see how a body which itselfmakes periodical

oscillations,willnecessarilyset the particlesof air in periodicalmotion. A falling
stone givesthe surface of the water a singleshock. Now replacethe stone by a

regularseriesof dropsfallingfrom a vessel with a smaU orifice. Every separate
dropwill excite a ringof wave, each ringof wave will advance over the surface of

the water preciselylike its predecessor,and will be in the same way followed by
V its successors. In this manner a regularseries of concentric ringswiU be formed

and propagatedover the surface of the water. The number of dropswhich fall

into the water in a second will be the number of waves which reach our floating
chipin a second, and the number of times that this chipwill therefore bob up and

down in a second,thus executinga periodicalmotion, the periodof which isequal
to the interval of time between the fallingof consecutive drops. In the same way

for the atmosphere,a periodicallyoscillatingsonorous body producesa similar

periodicalmotion, first in the mass of air,and then in the drumskin of our ear,

and the periodof these vibrations must be the same as that of the vibration in the

sonorous body.
Having thus spokenof the principaldivision of sound into Noise and Musical

Tones, and then described the generalmotion of the air for these tones, we pass

on to the peculiaritieswhich distinguishsuch tones one from the other. We are

acquaintedwith three pointsof difference in musical tones, confiningour attention

H in the first placeto such tones as are isolatedlyproducedby our usual musical

instruments, and excludingthe simultaneous soundingof the tones of difi'erent

instruments. Musical tones are distinguished:"

1. By their forcê
2. By their^Jtte^,
3. By their qiiality.
It is unnecessary to explainwhat we mean by the force and pitchof a tone.

By the qualityof a tone we mean that peculiaritywhich distinguishesthe musical

tone of a violin from that of a flute or that of a clarinet,or thafc of the human

voice,when allthese instruments producethe same note at the same pitch.
We have now to explainwhat peculiaritiesof the motion of sound correspond

to these three principaldifferencesbetween musical tones.

First,We easilyrecognisethat the forceof a musical tone increases and dimi-nishes

with the extent or so-caUed amjditudeof the oscillationsof the particlesof

H the soundingbody. When we strike a string,itsvibrations are at firstsufficiently

largefor us to see them, and its correspondingtone is loudest. The visible

vibrations become smaller and smaller, and at the same time the loudness

diminishes. The same observation can be made on stringsexcited by a violin

bow, and on the reeds of reed-pipes,and on many other sonorous bodies. The

same conclusion results from the diminution of the loudness of a tone when we

increase our distance from the soundingbodyin the open air,althoughthe pitch
and qualityremain unaltered ; for it is onlythe amplitudeof tlie oscillationsof

the particlesof air which diminishes as their distance from the soundingbody
increases. Hence loudness must dependon this amphtude,and none other of the

propertiesof sound do so.*

* Mechanicallythe force of the oscillations no measure can be found for the intensityof
for tones of different pitch is measured by the sensation of sound, that is,for the loudness

their vis viva^ that is,by the square of the of sound, which will hold all pitches. [See

greatest velocityattained by the oscillating the addition to a footnote on p. 75^^,referring
particles.But the ear has differentdegrees of especiallyto this passage. - TraaaUitor.]

sensibilityfor tones of different pitch,so that
DigitizedbyV^jOOQIC
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The second essential difference between different musical tones consists in

theirpitch. Dailyexperienceshews us that musical tones of the same pitchcan

be producedupon most diverse instruments by means of most diverse mechanical

contrivances,and with most diverse degreesof loudness. All the motions of the

air thus excited must be periodic,because theywould not otherwise excite in us

the sensation of a musical tone. But the sort of motion within each single

periodmay be any whatever, and yet if the length of the periodictime of two

musical tones is the same, they have the same pitch. Hence : Pitch depends
solelyan the lengthof time in which each singleinhration is executed,or, which

comes to the same thing,on the number of vibrations completedin a giventime.

We are accustomed to take a second as the unit of time, and shall consequently
mean by the pitchnumber [orfrequency]of a tone, the number of vibrations which

the particlesof a soundingbodyperformin one second of time.* It is self-evident

thatwe find the periodictime or vibrational period,that is lengthof time which ^
isoccupiedin performinga singlevibration backwards and forwards,by dividing
one second of time by the pitchnumber.

Musical tones are said to be higher,the greater-their pitchnumbers, that is,

theshortertheir vibrational periods.
The exact determination of the pitchnumber for such elasticbodies as produce

andibletones,presentsconsiderable diflBculty,and physicistshad to contrive many

comparativelycomplicatedprocesses in order to solve this problem for each

particularcase. Mathematical theoryand numerous experimentshad to render

matual assistance.f It isconsequentlyvery convenient for the demonstration of

the fundamental facts in this department of knowledge,to be able to apply a

peculiarinstrument for producingmusical tones " the so-called siren" which is

constructed in such a manner as to determine the pitchnumber of the tone

produced,by a direct observation. The principalparts of the simplestform of

thesirenare shewn in fig.i
,
after Seebeck. ^

A is a thin disc of cardboard or tinplate,which can be set in rapidrotation

about itsaxle b by means of a stringf f,which passes over a largerwheel. On

the marginof the disc there is puncheda set of holes at equalintervals : of these

there are twelve in the figure; one or

more similar series of holes at equal
distances are introduced on concentric

circles,(thereis one such of eightholes
in the figure),c is a pipe which is

.directed over one of the holes. Now,
'
on settingthe disc in rotation and blow-ing

throughthe pipe c, the air will pass

freeelywhenever one of the holes comes

under the end of the pipe,but will be

checked whenever an unpiercedportionm
of tlie disc comes under it. Each hole

of the disc,then, that passes the end of the pipe lets a singlepuffof air escape.

Supposingthe disc to make a singlerevolution and the pipeto be directed to the

Pig. I.

" IThepitchnumber yf"s called the "vibra-tional

namber * in the firstedition of this trans-lation.

The pitchnumber ol a note is commonly
calledthe pilchof the note. By a convenient

abbreviationwe often write a' 440, meaning
the note a' having the pitchnumber 440 ; or

saythat the pitchof a' is 440 vib. that is,440
doablevibrations in a second. The second

^^^tmfrequencyf which I have introduced into
the text,as it is much used by acousticians,

properlyrepresents Dhe number of times tliat

""y peruxUcullyrecurringevent liappensin
otic iuo7td of titne^ and, applied to double

vibrations,it means the same a;" pitchnumber.

The pitchof a musical instrument is the pitch
of the note by which it is tuned. But as pitch
is properlya sensation, it is necessary here

to distinguishfrom this sensation the pitch
number or frequencyof vibration by which it

is measured. The largerthe pitch number,
the higheror sharper the pitchis said to be.

The lower the pitch number the deeper or

flatterthe pitch. These arc all metaphorical
expressionswhich must be taken strictlyin
this sense. " Translator.]

f [An account of the more exact modern

methods is given in App. XX. sect. B. "

Translator.]
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outer circleof holes,we have twelve puffscorrespondingto the twelve holes ; but
if the pipeis directed to the inner circlewe have onlyeightpuffs.If the disc is
made to revolve ten times in one second, the outer circlewould produce 1 20 puffs
in one second,which would give rise to a weak and deep musical tone, and the

inner circleeightypuffs. Generally,if we know the number of revolutions which

the disc makes in a second, and the number of holes in the seriesto which the

tube is directed,the productof these two numbers evidentlygivesthe number of

puffsin a second. This number isconsequentlyfar easier to determine exactly
than in any other musical instrument,and sirens are accordinglyextremelywell
adapted for studyingall changesin musical tones resultingfrom the alterations
and ratiosof the pitchnumbers.

The fonn of siren here described givesonlya weak tone. I have placedit first
because its action can be most readilyunderstood,and, by changing the disc,it

Pm. Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

can be easilyappliedto experimentsof very different descriptions.A strongertone

isproducedin the siren of Cagniardde la Tour, shewn in figures2, 3, and 4, above.

Here s s is the rotatingdisc,of which the upper surface is shewn in fig.3, and

the side is seen in figs.2 and 4. It is placed over a windchest A A, which is

connected with a bellows by the pipeB B. The cover of the windchest A A,

which lies immediatelyunder the rotatingdisc s s, is piercedwith preciselythe

same number of holes as the disc,and the direction of the holes piercedin the

cover of the chest isobhqueto that of the holes in the disc,as shewn in fig.4,
which is a verticalsection of the instrument through the line n n in fig.3. This

positionof the holes enables the wind escapingfrom A A to set the disc s s in

rotation,and by increasingthe pressure of tlie bellows, as much as 50 or 60

rotations in a second can be produced. Since allthe holes of one circle are blown

through at the same time in this siren,a mucli more powerfultone is produced
than in Seeheck's,fig.i (p. iic). To record tlie revolutions,a counter z z is
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introdaced,connected with a toothed wheel which works in the screw t, and

advances one tooth for each revolution of the disc s s. By the handle h this

counter may be moved slightlyto one side,so that the wheelwork and screw may

be connected or disconnected at pleasure. If theyare connected at the beginning
of one second, and disconnected at the beginningof another, the hand of the

counter shows how many revolutions of the disc have been made in the corre-sponding

number of seconds.*

Dove t introduced into this siren several rows of holes throughwhich the wind

might be directed,or from which it might be cut off,at pleasure. A polyphonic
siren of this descriptionwith other peculiararrangementswill be figuredand
describedin ChapterVIII.,fig.56.

It is clear that when the pierceddisc of one of these sirens is made to revolve

with a uniform velocity,and the air escapes throughthe holes in puffs,the motion

of the air thus producedmust be periodicin the sense alreadyexplained.The If

holesstand at equalintervalsof space, and hence on rotation foUow each other at

equalintervalsof time. Through every hole there ispoured,as itwere, a drop of

airinto the external atmosphericocean, excitingwaves in it,which succeed each

other at uniform intervals of time,just as was the case when regularlyfalling
dropsimpinged upon a surface of water (p.loa). Within each separateperiod,
each individual puffwill have considerable variations of form in sirens of different

construction,dependingon the different diameters of the holes,theirdistance from

each other,and the shapeof the extremityof the pipewhich conveys the air ; but

m every case, as long as the velocityof rotation and the positionof the piperemain
unaltered,a regularlyperiodicmotion of the air must result,and consequentlythe
sensation of a musical tone must be excited in the ear, and this is actuallythe
case.

It resultsimmediatelyfrom experimentswith the siren that two seriesof the

same number of holes revolvingwith the same velocity,givemusical tones of the f
same pitch,quiteindependentlyof the size and form of the holes,or of the pipe.
We even obtain a musical tone of the same pitchif we allow a metal pointto
strike in the holes as theyrevolve instead of blowing. Hence it follows firstlythat
the pitchof a tone dependsonly on the number of puffsor swings,and not on

their form, force,or method of production.Further it is very easilyseen witli

this instrument that on increasingthe velocityof rotation and consequentlythe
number of puffsproducedin a second,the pitchbecomes sharperor higher. The

same result ensues if,maintaininga uniform velocityof rotation,we firstblow into

a serieswith a smaller and then into a serieswith a greaternumber of holes.

The lattergivesthe sharperor higherpitch.
With the same instrument we also very easilyfind the remarkable relation

which the pitchnumbers of two musical tones must possess in order to form a

consonant interval. Take a series of 8 and anotlier of 16 holes on a disc,and

blow into both sets while the disc is keptat uniform velocityof rotation. Two %
tones will be heard which stand to one another in the exact relationof an Octave.

Increase the velocityof rotation ; both tones will become sharper,but both will

continue at the new pitchto form the intervalof an Octave.J'\Hence we conclude

that a mtisical tone which is an Octave higherthan another,makes exactlytwice
as many vibrations in a giventime as the latter.

* See Appendix I. names of all the intervalsusuallydistinguished
t [PronounceDoli-veh,in two syllables." are also given in App. XX. sect. D.,with the

Translator.] correspondingratios and cents. These names

t [When two notes have different pitch were in the firstplacederived from the ordinal

numbers, there is said to be an interval number of the note in the scales,or succes-

bctween them. This gives rise to a sensa- sions of continuallysharpernotes. The Octave

tion,very differentlyappreciatedby different is the eighthnote in the major scale. An octave

individuals,but in all cases the interval is is a set of notes lyingwithin an Octave. Ob-

measurcd by the ratio of the pitch number s^ serve that in this translation aU names of in-

and, for some purposes, more convenientlyby tervals commence with a capitalletter,to
other numbers called cents

^
derived from these preventambiguity,as almost all such words

ratios,as explainedin App. XX. sect. C. The are also used in other senses. " Translator,']
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The disc shewn in fig.i, p. iic, has two circlesof 8 and 12 holes respectively.
Each, blown successively,givestwo tones which form with each other a perfect
Fifth,independentlyof the velocityof rotation of the disc. Hence, two musical

tones stand in the relationof a so-called Fifthwhen the higJiertone makes three

vibrations in the same time as the lower makes two.

If we obtain a muFdcal tone by blowing into a circleof 8 holes,we requirea
circle of 16 holes for its Octave, and 12 for its Fifth. Hence the ratio of the

pitchnumbers of the Fifth and the Octave is 12 : 16 or 3 : 4. But the interval

between the Fifth and the Octave is the Fourth, so that we see that when two

musical tones form a Fourth, the highermakes four vibrations while the lower

tnakes three.

The polyphonicsiren of Dove has usuallyfour circlesof 8, 10, 12 and 16 holes

respectively.The series of 16 holes givesthe Octave of the seriesof 8 holes,and

1[the Fourth of the series of 1 2 holes. The series of 1 2 holes givesthe Fifth of the

seriesof 8 holes,and the minor Third of the series of 10 holes. While the seriesof

10 holes givesthe major Third of the series of 8 holes. The four series con-sequently

givethe constituent musical tones of a major chord.

By these and similar experimentswe find the followingrelationsof the pitch
numbers :"

1 : 2 Octave

2 : 3 Fifth

3 : 4 Fourth

4 : 5 major Third

5 : 6 minor Third

When the fundamental tone of a giveninterval is taken an Octave higher,the
interval is said to be inverted. Thus a Fourth is an inverted Fifth,a minor Sixth

f an inverted majorThird, and a major Sixth an inverted minor Third. The corre-sponding

ratios of the pitchnumbers are consequentlyobtained by doublingthe
smaller number in the originalinterval.

From 2 : 3 the Fifth,we thus have 3 : 4 the Fourth

" 4:5 the majorThird ... 5 : 8 the minor Sixth

" 5:6 the minor Third, 6 : 10=3 : 5 the majorSixth.

These are all the consonant intervals which lie within the compass of an

Octave. With the exceptionof the minor Sixth,which isreallythe most imperfect
of the above consonances, the ratiosof their vibrational numbers are allexpressed
by means of the whole numbers, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Comparativelysimpleand easy experimentswith the siren,therefore,corrobo-rate

that remarkable law mentioned in the Introduction (p.id),accordingto which

the pitchnumbers of consonant musical tones bear to each other ratiosexpressible
Ifby small whole numbers. In the course of our investigationwe shall employthe

same instrument to verifymore completelythe strictness and exactness of this

law.

Long before anythingwas known of pitchnumbers, or the means of countmg
them, Pythagorashad discovered that if a stringbe divided into two partsby a

bridge,in such a way as to givetwo consonant musical tones when struck,the

lengthsof these partsmust be in the ratio of these whole numbers. If the bridge
is so placedthat f of the stringlieto the right,and ^ on the left,so that the two

lengthsare in the ratioof 2 : i, theyproducethe interval of an Octave,the greater

lengthgivingthe deepertone. Placingthe bridgeso that f of the stringlieon

the rightand f on the left,the ratio of the two lengthsis 3:2, and the interval

is a Fifth.

These measurements had been executed with great precisionby the Greek

musicians,and had given rise to a system of tones,contrived with considerable

art. For these measurements theyused a peculiarinstrument,the motiochord.
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consistingof a soundingboard and box on which a singlestringwas stretched

with a scale below, so as to set the bridgecorrectly.*
It was not tillmuch later that,throughthe investigationsof Galileo (1638),

Newton, Euler (1729),and Daniel Bemouilli (1771),the law governingthe
motions of stringsbecame known, and it was thus found that the simpleratiosof
the lengthsof the stringsexisted also for the pitchnumbers of thp tones theypro-duced,

and that theyconsequentlybelongedto the musical intervalsof the tones

of all instruments,and were not confined to the lengthsof stringsthroughwhich
the law had been firstdiscovered.

This relation of whole numbers to musical consonances was from all time

looked upon as a wonderful mystery of deep significance.The Pythagoreans
themselves made use of it in their speculationson the harmony of the spheres.
From that time it remained partlythe goal and partlythe startingpointof the

strangestand most venturesome, fajitasticor philosophiccombinations, till in ^
modem times the majorityof investigatorsadoptedthe notion acceptedby Euler

himself,that the human mind had a peculiarpleasurein simpleratios,because it

could better understand them and comprehendtheir bearings. But it remained

uninvestigatedhow the mind of a listenernot versed in physics,who perhapswas
not even aware that musical tones depended on periodicalvibrations,contrived to

recogniseand compare these ratios of the pitchnumbers. To shew what pro-cesses

takingplacein the ear, render sensible the difference between consonance

and dissonance,will be one of the principalproblemsin the second part of this

work.

Calculation of the Pitch Numbebs fob all the Tones of the

Musical Scale.

By means of the ratiosof the pitchnumbers alreadyassignedfor the consonant

intervals,it is easy, by pursuingthese intervalsthroughout,to calculate the ratiosf

for the whole extent of the musical scale.

The major triad or chord of three tones,consists of a majorThird and a Fifth,

Hence itsratios are :

C:E: G

I : f : ^
or 4:5:6

If we associate with this triad that of itsdominant G : B : Dy and that of its

sub-dominant F : A : C, each of which has one tone in common with the triad of

the tonic C : E : G, we obtain the completeseries of tones for the majorscale of
C, with the followingratiosof the pitchnumbers :

C : D : E : F : G : A : B :c

T*9-fi "4-3 "5-15.9

[or 24 : 27 : 30 : 32 : 36 : 40 : 45 : 48]

In order to extend the calculation to other octaves,we shalladoptthe following
notation of musical tones, marking the higheroctaves by accents, as is usual in

Germany ,t as follows :

I. The unaccented or small octave (the4-footoctave on the organj ):"

m zzso
rz2i

c d e f g a b

* rAb the monochord isvery liableto error, below the letters,which are typographically
these results were happy generalisationsfrom inconvenient. Hence the German notation is

necessarily imperfect experiments."Tratw- retained. " Translator.]
lator.] J [The note C in the small octave was

t [English works use strokes above and once emitted by an organ pipe4 feet in length:
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2. The oncC'Ctccentedoctave (2-foot):"

PABT I.

i
..^ ra"

^

c' ci' e' /

3. The twice-accentedoctave (i-foot):"

-^ 1221

nr22i

(Z" /' r 6"

And so on for higheroctaves. Below the small octave lies the greatoctave,
written with unaccented capitalletters; its G requiresan organ pipeof eightfeet

^ in length,and hence it is called the 8-foot octave.

4. Great or Z-footocta/ve :"

D E F O A

Below this follows the 16-footor contra-octave ; the lowest on the pianoforte
and most organs, the tones of which may be representedby C^D, E, F^ G, A, B^,
with an inverted accent. On great organs there is a stilldeeper,32 -footoctave, tlie
tones of which may be written C,,Dj,E" F,,G,,A,,B^" with two inverted accents,

but theyscarcelyretain the character of musical tones. (SeeChap.IX.)
Since the pitchnumbers of any octave are alwaystwice as great as those for

f the next deeper,we find the pitchnumbers of the highertones by multiplying
those of the small or unaccented octave as many times by 2 as its symbol has

upper accents. And on the contrarythe pitchnumbers for the deeperoctaves are

found by dividingthose of the great octave, as often as its symbol has lower

accents.

Thus C"=2X2XC=2X2X2(7

C = ixixC = ixix^c.

For the pitchof the musical scale German physicistshave generallyadopted
that proposedby Scheibler,and adoptedsubsequentlyby the German Association

of Natural Philosophers{diedeutsche Naturforscherversammlung)in 1834. This

makes the once-accented a' execute 440 vibrations in a second.* Hence resultsthe

thus B^dos (L'Artdu Facteurd'Orgues,1766)

I
made it 4 old French feet, which gave a

'
note a full Semitone flatter than a pipe of

4 Englishfeet. But in modern organs not even

80 much as 4 English feet are used. Organ
builders,however, in all countries retain the

names of the octaves as here given,which
must be considered merely to determine the

placeon the staff,as noted in the text,inde-pendently

of the precisepitch." Translator,]
* The Paris Academy has latelyfixed the

pitchnumber of the same note at 435. This

is called 870 by the Academy, because French

physicistshave adopted the inconvenient

habit of countingthe forward motion of a

swingingbody as one vibration,and the back-ward

as another,so that the whole vibra-tion

is counted as two. This method of

counting has been taken from the seconds

pendulimi,which ticks once in going forward

and once again on returning.For symmetrical

backward and forward motions it would be
indifferent by which method we counted, but
for non-symmetricalmusical vibrations which

are of constant occurrence, the French method

of countingis very inconvenient. The number

440 gives fewer fractions for the first (just]
major scale of C, than a' " 435. The difference
of pitchis less than a comma. [The practical
settlement of pitch has no relation to such
arithmetical considerations as are here sug-gested,

but depends on the compass of the
human voice and the music written for it at

different times. An Abstract of my History
of Musical Pitch is given in Appendix XX.
sect. H. Scheibler's proposal,named in the

text,was chosen, as he tellsus (Der Tonmesser^
'834,p. 53),as being the mean between the
limits of pitchwithin which Viennese piano-fortes

at that time rose and fell by heat and
cold, which he reckons at

'^

vibration either

way. That thisproposalhad no reference to the
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followingtable for the scale of C major,which will serve to determine the pitch
of alltones that are defined by their pitchnumbers in the followingwork.

The lowest tone on orchestral instruments is the E, of the double bass,making

41^vibrations in a second.f Modem pianofortesand organs usuallygo down to C^ %

expressionof the jastmajor scale in \7h0le

nambers, is shewn by the fact that he

proposed it for an equallytempered scale,
for which he calculated the pitch numbers
to four placesof decimals, and for which,of
course, none but the octaves of a' are ex-pressible

by whole numbers." TmtuZa^.]
* [As it is importantthat students should

be able to hear the exact intervals and pitches
spoken of throughout this book, and as it is

quiteimpossibleto do so on any ordinaryin-strument,

I have contrived a specially-tuned
harmonium, called an Harmonical, fullyde-scribed

in App. XX. sect. F. No. i, which
Messrs. Bfoore " Moore, 104 BishopsgateStreet,
will,in the interests of science,supplyto order,
for the moderate sum of 1655. The follow-ing

are the pitch numbers of the first four

octaves,the tuningof the fifthoctave will be

explainedin App. XX. sect. F. The names of

the notes are in the notation of the latter part
of Chap. XIV. below. Bead the sign D, as

*D one,' E^\" as * one E flat,'and ^Bb as

* seven B flat.' In playingobserve that D, is

on the ordinaryD)" or C% digital,and that

^B\" is on the ordinaryGb or ^ digital,and
that the only keys in which chords can be

playedare C major and C minor, with the

minor chord D^FA^ and the natural chord of

the Ninth OE^ O ^B b2". The mode of measuring
intervals by ratios and cents is fullyexplained
hereafter,and the results are added for con-venience

of reference. The pitchesof cf 528,
a' 440, a''b 422*4 and ^l/b462,were taken from

forks very carefullytuned by myself to these

numbers of vibrations,by means of my unique
series of forks described in App. XX., at the ^
end of sect. B.

Scale of the Haruonicaii.

t [Thefollowingaccount of the actual tones

^"Md is adaptedfrom my History of Musical

Translator.]

Pitch. C"t commencement of the 32-footoc-tave,

the lowest tone of very largeorgans, two
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with 33 vibrations,and the latest grandpianoseven down to A,,with 27J vibra-tions.

On largerorgans, as alreadymentioned,there is also a deeperOctave reach-ing

to Cf,with 16^vibrations. But the musical character of allthese tones below E,
isimperfect,because we are here near to the limit ofthe power of the ear to combine

vibrations intomusical tones. These lower tones cannot thereforebe used musically

^
exceptin connection with their higher octaves to which theyimpart a character

of greaterdepthwithout renderingthe conceptionof the pitchindeterminate.

Upwards,pianofortesgenerallyreach a"" with 3520, or evenc' with 4224 vibra-tions.

The highesttone in the orchestra isprobablythe five-timesaccented d* of the

piccoloflute with 4752 vibrations. Appunn and W. Preyer by means of small

tuning-forksexcited by a violinbow have even reached the eighttimes accented c^*"

with 40,960vibraticHisin a second. These high tones were very painfullyunplea-sant,
and the pitchof those which exceed the boundaries of the musical scale was

^ very imperfectlydiscriminated by musical observers.* More on this in Chap.IX.
The musical tones which can be used with advantage,and have clearlydis-tinguishable

pitch,have therefore between 40 and 4000 vibrations in a second,

extendingover 7 octaves. Those which are audible at all have from 20 to 40,000

vibrations,extendingover about 1 1 octaves. This shews what a greatvarietyof
different pitchnumbers can be perceivedand distinguishedby the ear. In this

y/^ I respectthe ear is far superiorto the eye, which likewise distinguisheslightof dif-

1 ferent periodsof vibration by the sensation of different colours,for tliecompass of

the vibrations of lightdistinguishableby the eye but slightlyexceeds an Octave.-h

Force and pitchwere the two first differenceswhich we found between musical

tones ; the third was qualityof tonCj which we have now to investigate.When

of Tone,* (liberdie Qrenzen der Tontcahmeh-

mvngt 1876,p. 20),are in the South Kensing-ton
Museum, Scientific Collection. I have

several times tried them. I did not myself
find the tones painful or cutting,probably
because there was no beatingof inharmonic

upper partials.It is best to sound them with

two violin bows, one givingthe octave of the

other. The tones can be easilyheard at a

distance of more than 100 feet in the gallery
of the Museum. " Translator,']

t [Assuming the undulatorytheory,which
attributes the sensation of lightto the vibra-tions

of a supposed luminous * ether,'resem-bling

air but more delicate and mobile, then

the phenomena of * interference ' enables us

to calculate the lengthsof waves of light in

empty space, ""c.,hence the numbers of vibra-tions

in a second, and consequentlythe ratios

of these numbers, which will then clearly
resemble the ratios of the pitchnumbers that

measure musical intervals. Assuming, then,

that the yellowof the spectrum answers to the

tenor c in music, and Fraunhofer*8 * line A '

correspondsto the Q below it.Prof. Helm-

holtz, in his PhysiologicalOptics^(Ha^id-
buck der physiologtschenOptik,1867,p. 237),
givesthe foUowing analogiesbetween the notes

of the pianoand the colours of the spectrum :"

Fj
,
end of the Red. /" ,

Violet.

G,Red.

Octaves below the lowest tone of the Violon-cello.

A,^i the lowest tone of the largest
pianos. C., commencement of the 16-foot

octave, the lowest note assignedto the Double

Bass in Beethoven's Pastorid Symphony. "^,
the lowest tone of the German four-stringed
Double Bass, the lowest tone mentioned in

the text. F" the lowest tone of the English
four-stringedDouble Bass. 0" the lowest tone

of the Italian three-stringedDouble Bass. ^,,
the lowest tone of the English three-stringed
Double Bass. C, commencement of the 8-foot

octave, the lowest tone of the Violoncello,
written on the second legerline below the bass

stafiF. G, the tone of the third open stringof
the Violoncello, c, commencement of the

4 -foot octave ' tenor C,* the lowest tone of the

Vi61a,written on the second space of the bass

staff, d^ the tone of the second open stringof
the Violoncello. /, the tone signifiedby the

bass or J^-clef. ^, the lowest tone of the

Violin, a, the tone of the highestopen string
[of the Violoncello. c\ commencement of the

2-foot octave, * middle C,' written on the leger
line between the bass and treblestaves,the tone

signifiedbythe tenor or C-clef
. d',the tone of the

third open stringof the Violin. (/',the tone

signifiedby the treble or G-clef
. a',the tone of

the second open stringof the Violin,the * tuning
note * for orchestras, c' ĉommencement of the

I -foot octave, the usual * tuningnote ' for pianos.
e'tthe tone of the firstor highestopen stringof
the Violin, c"',commencement of the ^-foot
octave, g*^,the usual highest tone of the

Flute, c'*,commencement of the |-footoctave,
e'*,the highesttone on the Violin,beingthe
double Octave harmonic of the tone of the

highest open string,a''',the usual highest
tone of largepianos, d",the highest tone of

the piccoloflute, e^",the highesttone reached

by Appunn 's forks,see next note. " Translator.}
" [Copiesof these forks,described in Prof.

Preyer'sessay " On the Limits of the Perception

Gt
,
Red.

A, Bed.

AZ
, Orange-red.

Bt Orange.

c, Yellow.

c9 ,
Green.

dy Greenish-blue.

dt
, Cyanogen-blue.

e, Indigo-blue.
/,Violet.

g, Ultra-violet.

g%^ fi

a, "

at
J

6, end of the solar

spectrum.
The scale there-fore

extends to

about a Fourth

beyond the oc-tave.

" Transla-tor.^
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we hear notes of the same force and same pitchsounded successivelyon a piano-forte,
a violin,clarinet,oboe, or trumpet,or by the human voice,the character of

the musical tone of each of these instruments,notwithstandingthe identityof force

and pitch,is so different that by means of it we recognisewith the greatestease
which of these instruments w^as used. Varieties of qualityof tone appear to he

infinitelynumerous. Not onlydo we know a long series of musical instruments

which could each producea note of the same pitch; not onlydo different individual

instruments of the same species,and the voices of differentindividual singersshew
certainmore delicate shades of qualityof tone, which our ear is able to distinguish;
but notes of the same pitchcan sometimes be sounded on the same instrument with

several qualitativevarieties. In this respectthe * bowed ' instruments (i.e.those
of the violin kind)are distinguishedabove all other. But the human voice is still

richer,and human speechemploysthese very qualitativevarietiesof tone,in order

to distinguishdifferentletters. The differentvowels,namely,belongto the class ^
of sustained tones which can be used in music, while the character of consonants

mainlydependsupon briefand transient noises.

On inquiringto what external physicaldifference in the waves of sound the

differentqualitiesof tone correspond,we must remember that the amplitudeof
the vibration determines the force or loudness,and the periodof vibration the

pitch.Qualityof tone can therefore depend upon neither of these. The only
possiblehypothesis,therefore,is that the qualityof tone should dependupon the

manner in which the motion is performedwithin the periodof each singlevibra-tion.

For the generationof a musical tone we have onlyrequiredthat the motion

should be periodic,that is,that in any one singleperiodof vibration exactlythe
same state should occur, in the same order of occurrence as itpresentsitselfin any

othersingleperiod.As to the kind of motion that should take placewitliin any

singleperiod,no hypothesiswas made. In this respectthen an endless varietyof
motions might be possiblefor the productionof sound. %

Observe instances,takingfirstsuch periodicmotions as are performedso slowly
that we can follow them with the eye. Take a pendulum, which we can at any
time construct by attachinga weightto a thread and settingit in motion. The

pendulum swingsfrom rightto leftwith a uniform motion, uninterruptedbyjerks.
Near to either end of its path it moves slowly,and in the middle fast. Among
sonorous bodies, which move in the same way, onlyvery much faster,we may

mention tuning-forks.When a tuning-forkis struck or is excited by a violinbow,
and its motion is allowed to die away slowly,its two prongs oscillatebackwards

and forwards in the same way and after the same law as a pendulum,onlythey
make many hundred swingsfor each singleswing of the pendulum.

As another exampleof a periodicpiotion,take a hammer moved by a water-

wheel. It is slowlyraised by the millwork,then released,and fallsdown suddenly,
isthen againslowlyraised,and so on. Here againwe have a periodicalbackwards
and forwards motion ; but itis manifest that this kind of motion i"totallydifferent^
from that of the pendulum. Among motions which producemusical sounds,that of

a violinstring,excited by a bow, would most nearlycorrespondwith the hammer's,
as will be seen from the detailed descriptionin Chap. V. The stringclingsfor a

time to the bow, and is carried along by it,then suddenlyreleases itself,like the

hammer in the mill,and, like the latter,retreats somewhat with much greater

Telocitythan itadvanced,and is againcaughtby the bow and carried forward.

Again,imagine a ball thrown up vertically,and caughton itsdescent with a

blow which sends it up againto the same height,and suppose this operationto be

performedat equalintervals of time. Such a ball would occupy the same time in

risingas in falling,but at the lowest pointitsmotion would be suddenlyinterrupted,
whereas at the top it would pass through graduallydiminishingspeedof ascent

into a graduallyincreasingspeedof descent. This then would be a third kind of

alternatingperiodicmotion, and would take placein a manner essentiallydifferent

from the other two*
^
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To render the law of such motions more comprehensibleto the eye than is

possibleby lengthyverbal descriptions,mathematicians and physicistsare in the

habit of applyinga graphicalmethod, which must be frequentlyemployedin this

work, and should therefore be well understood.

To render this method intelligiblesuppose a drawingpointb, fig.5, to be

fastened to the prong A of a tuning-forkin such a manner as to mark a surface

of paper B B. Let the tuning-forkbe moved with a uniform velocityin the direc-tion

of the upper arrow, or else the paper be drawn under it in the opposite
direction,as shewn by the lower arrow. When the fork is not sounding,the point
will describe the dotted straightline d c. But if the prongs have been firstset in

vibration,the pointwill describe the undulatinghne d c, for as the prong vibrates,
the attached pointb will constantlymove backwards and forwards,and hence be

sometimes on the rightand sometimes on the leftof the dotted straightlined c, ad

is shewn by the wavy line in the figure.This wavy line once drawn, remains as a

permanent image of the kind of motion performedby the end of the fork during
its musical vibrations. As the point b is moved in the direction of the straight
line d c with a constant velocity,equal sections of the straightline d c will corre"

spondto equalsections of the time duringwhich the motion lasts,and the distance

of the wavy line on either side of the straightline will shew how far the pointb
liasmoved from itsmean positionto one side or the other duringthose sections of

time.

In actuallyperformingsuch an experimentas this,itis best to wrap the paper

over a cylinderwhich is made to rotate uniformlyby clockwork. The paper is

wetted, and then passed over a turpentineflame which coats itwith lampblack,
on which a fine and somewhat smooth steel pointwill easilytrace delicate lines.

Via. 6.

Fig.6 is tliecopy of a drawingactuallymade in this way on the rotatingcylinder
of Messrs. Scott and Koenig'sPJionautograph.

Fig.7 shews a portionof this curve on a largerscale. It is easy to see the

meaning of such a curve. The drawing pointhas passedwith a uniform velocity
in the direction e h. Supposethat it has described the section e g in jV ^^ ^

second. Divide e g into 12 equalparts,as in the figure,then the pointhas been

j^jfof a second in describingthe lengthof any such section horizontally,and

the curve shews us on what side and at what distance from the positionof
rest the vibratingpointwill be at the end of -j-^,y^, and so on, of a second,

or, generally,at any given short interval of time since it left the point e.

We see, in the figure,that after j^ir̂^ " second it had reached the height i,

and that it rose graduallytilltlieend of y^^ of a second ; then, however, itbegan
to descend graduallytill,at the end of j^ = ^V second, it had reached its mean
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positionf,and then it oontinued descendingon the oppositeside tillthe end of

tI^fof a second and so on. We can also easilydetennine where the vibrating
pointwas to be found at the end of any fraction of this hundred-and-twentieth of

a second. A drawingof this kind consequentlyshews immediatelyat what pointof
itspath a vibratingparticleis to be found at any giveninstant,and hence givesa
completeimage of itsmotion. If the reader wishes to reproducethe motion of the

vibratingpoint,he has onlyto cut a narrow verticalsUt in a pieceof paper, and

placeit over fig,6 or fig.7, so as to shew a very small portionof the curve through
the verticalslit,and draw the book slowlybut uniformlyunder the slit,from right
to left; the white or black pointin the sht willthen appear to move backwards and

forwards in preciselythe same manner as the originaldrawingpointattached to

the fork,onlyof course much more slowly.
We are not yet able to make all vibratingbodies describe their vibrations

Fio,

H

directlyon paper, althoughmuch progress has recentlybeen made in the

methods requiredfor this purpose. But we are able ourselves to draw such

curves for all soundingbodies,when the law of their motion is known, that is,

when we know how far the vibratingpointwill be from its mean positionat any

givenmoment of time. We then set off on a horiEontal line,such as e f,fig.7,
lengthscorrespondingto the interval of time, and let fallperpendicularsto it on ^
eitherside,making theirlengthsequalor proportionalto the distance of the vibrat-ing

pointfrom itsmean position,and then by joiningthe extremities of these per-pendiculars

we obtain a curve such as the vibratingbodywould have drawn if it

had been possibleto make itdo so.

Thus fig.8 representsthe motion of the hammer raised by a water-wheel,or of

a pointin a stringexcited by a vioUn bow. For the first9 intervals itrisesslowly
and uniformly,and duringthe loth itfallssuddenlydown.

Fig. 8. Fig.

10

Fig.9 representsthe motion of the ball which is struck up againas soon as itf

comes down. Ascent and descent are performedwith equalrapidity,whereas in

fig.8 the ascent takes much longertime. But at the lowest pointthe blow suddenly
changesthe kind of motion.

Physicists,then,havingin their mind such curvilinear forms,representingthe
law of the motion of soundingbodies,speakbrieflyof the form of vihration of a

soundingbody,and assert that the qualityoftone dependson theformofvibration.
This assertion,which has hitherto been based simplyon the fact of our knowing
that the qualityof the tone could not possiblydepend on the periodictime of a

vibration,or on its ampUtude (p. loc),will be strictlyexamined hereafter. It

willbe shewn to be in so far correct that every differentqualityof tone requiresa
differentform of vibration,but on the other hand itwiU also appear that different

forms of vibration may correspondto the same qualityof tone.

On exactlyand carefullyexaminingthe effectproducedon the ear by different

forms of vibration,as for example that in fig.8, correspondingnearlyto a violin
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string,we meet with a strangeand unexpectedphenomenon,longknown indeed to

indi\ddual musicians and physicists,but commonly regardedas a mere curiosity,
itsgeneralityand itsgreat significancefor allmatters relatingto musical tones not

havingbeen recognised.The ear when its attention has been properlydirected to

the effectof the vibrations which strikeit,does not hear merelythat one musical

tone whose pitchis determined by the periodof the vibrations in the manner

alreadyexplained,but in addition to this it becomes aware of a whole series of

higher musical tones,which we will call the harmonic upper partialtones ând

sometimes simplythe upper partialsof the whole musical tone or note,in contra-

distinctionto the fundarmntalor primepartialtone or simplythe prime âs itmay
be called,which is the lowest and generallythe loudest of allthe partialtones,and
by the pitchof which we judgeof the pitchof the whole compound musical tone

itself. The series of these upper partialtones is preciselythe same for all com-

H pound musical tones which correspondto a uniformlyperiodicalmotion of the air.

It is as follows :"

The firstupper partialtone [orsecond partialtone]is the upper Octave of the

prime tone,and makes double the number of vibrations in the same time. If we

call the prime 0, this upper Octave will be c.

The second upper partialtone [orthird partialtone]is the Fifth of this Octave,
or g, making three times as many vibrations in the same time as the prime.

The third upper partialtone [orfourth partialtone] is the second higherOctave,
or c\ making four times as many vibrations as the prime in the same time.

The fourth upper partialtone [orfifthpartialtone]is the majorThird of this

second higherOctave,or e\ with fivetimes as many vibrations as the primein tlie

same time.

The fifth upper partialtone [orsixth partialtone]is the Fifth of the second

higherOctave,or g\ making six times as many vibrations as the prime in the

^ same time.

And thus theygo on, becomingcontinuallyfainter,to tones making 7, 8, 9,

"c.,times as many vibrations in the same time,as the primetone. Or in musical

notation

^
-̂^

'^ c g c' e' g' "6't)c" d" "" "/' g" 'V' '6"t"h" c"

omfnanjnmberof,^ 3 4 5 6 7 " 9 lO II 12 13 I4 15 16

Pitch number 66 132 198 264330396 462 528594660726 792858 924 990 105^^*

where the figures[inthe firstline]beneath shew how many times the corresponding
pitchnumber is greaterthan that of the prime tone [and,takingthe lowest note

to have 66 vibrations,those in the second hne givethe pitchnumbers of all the

H other notes].
The whole sensation excited in the ear by a periodicvibration of the air we

* [Thisdiagram has been slightlyaltered to This slightlyflattens each note, and slow beats

introduce all the first i6 harmonic partials can be prodaced in every case (except,of
of C 66, (which, excepting ii and 13, are course, 11 and 13, which are not on the

given on the Harmonical as harmonic notes,) instrument)up to 16. It should also be ob-

and to shew the notation,symbolising,both in served that the pitchof the beat is very nearly
letters and on the staff,the 7th, nth, and that of the upper (notthe lower)note in each

13th harmonic partials,which are not used in case. The whole of these 16 harmonics of C66

general music. It is easy to shew on the (except the nth and 13th) can be played
Harmonical that its lowest note, G of this at once on the Harmonical by means of the

scries,contains all these partials,after the harmonical bar, first without and then with

theory of the beats of a disturbed unison the 7th and 14th. The whole series will be

has been explained in Chap. VIII. Keep found to sound like a singlefine note, and the

down the note C, and touch in sucoessioi;!the 7th and 14th to materiallyincrease its rich-

notes c, "7,c\ e',g\ A-c,but in touchingthe latter ness. The relations of the partialsin this case

press the finger-keysuch a littleway down may be studied from the tables in the footnotes

that the tone of the note is onlyjustaudible. to Chap. X. - Translator.]
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have called a musical tone. We now find tbat this is compound^containinga
series of differenttones,which we distinguishas the constitutents or partialtones
of the compound* The firstof these constituents is the prvme partialtone of the

compound, and the rest its harmonic upper partialtones. The number which

shews the order of any partialtone in the series shews how many times its

vibrational number exceeds that of the prime tone.* Thus, the second partial
tone makes twice as many, the third three times as many vibrations in the same

lime as the primetone, and so on.

6. S. Ohm was the first to declare that there is onlyone form of vibration

which will giveriseto no harmonic upper partialtones, and which will therefore

consist solelyof the prime tone. This is the form of vibration which we have

described above as peculiarto the pendulum and tuning-forks,and drawn in figs.6
and 7 (p.10). We will call tliese pendularvibratio^is,or, since theycannot be

analysedinto a compound of different tones,siynplevibrations. In what sense not ^

merelyother musical tones, but all other forms of vibration,may be considered

as compound,will be shewn hereafter (Chap.IV.). The terms simpleox pendular
vibration;^wiU therefore be used as synonymous. We have hitherto used the

expressiontone and musical tone indifferently.It is absolutelynecessary to dis-tinguish

in acoustics $rst,a musical tofie,that is,the impressionmade by ani/

periodicalvibration of the air ; secondly,a simpletone,that is,the impression

producedby a simpleor pendularvibration of the air ; and thirdly,a cofnpou?id
tone, that is,the impressionproducedby the simultaneous action of several simple
tones with certain definite ratiosof pitchas alreadyexplained.A musical tone

may be either simpleor compound. For the sake of brevity,tone will be used in

* [The ordinal number of a partialtone
in general,must be distinguishedfrom the

ordinal number of an iqrper partialtone in

particular. For the same tone the former

number is alvr-aysgreater by unitythan the

latter,because the partialsin generalinclude
the prime,which is reckoned as the first,and
the upper partialsexclude the prime, which
being the loicest partialis of course not an

upper partialat all. Thus the partialsgene-rally

numbered 23456789 are the

same as the upper partialsnumbered i 2 3
45678 respectively.As even the

Author has occasionallyfailed to carry out

this distinction in the originalGerman text,
and other writers have constantlyneglectedit,
too much weightcannot be here laid upon it.

The presence or absence of the word upjyer

before the word partialmust always be care-

fully
observed. It is safer never to speak of

an upper partialby its ordinal number, but to

call the fifthupper partialthe sixth partial,
omittingthe word upper and increasingthe ^
ordinal number by one place. And so in

other cases. " Translator,]
t The law of these vibrations may be

popularlyexplainedby means of the construc-tion

in fig.10. Suppose a point to describe

the circle of which c is the centre with a

uniform velocity,and that an observer stands
at a considerable distance in the prolongation
of the line e h, so that he does not see the

surface of the circle but only its edge, in

which case the point will appear merely to

move up and down along its diameter a b.
This up and down motion would take place
exactly according to the law of pendular
vibration. To represent this motion graphi-

FlG.

callyby means of a curve, divide the length
e g, supposed to correspondto the time of a

singleperiod,into as many (here 12) equal
parts as the circumference of the circle,and
draw the perpendicularsi, 2, 3, "c., on the

dividingpointsof the line e g, in order,equal
in lengthto and in the same direction with,
those drawn in the circlefrom the correspond-ing

pointsI, 2, 3, ""c. In this way we obtain

ihe curve drawn in fig.10, which agrees in

form with that drawn by the tuning-fork,
tg.6, p. 206, but is of a largersize. Mathe-

matioidlyexpressed,the distance of the vibrat-ing

point from its mean positionat any time

is equal to the sine of an arc proportionalto
the correspondingtime,and henoe the form of

simple vibrations are also called the sin"-

vibrati/yiis[and the above cui*ve is also known

as the curve ofsinesl.
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the generalsenae of a musical tone, leavingthe context or a prefixedqualification
to determine whether itis simpleor compound. A compound tone will often be

brieflycalleda note, and a simpletone will also be frequentlycuXleA tkpartial,when
used in connection with a compound tone ; otherwise,the full expressionsimple
tone will be employed. A note has,properlyspeaking,no singlepitch,as itis

made up of various partialseach of which has its own pitch.By the pitchof a

note or compound tone then we shall therefore mean the pitchof its lowest partial
or prime tone. By a chord or combination oftones we mean several musical tones

(whethersimpleor compound)producedby differentinstruments or differentparts
of the same instrument so as to be heard at the same time. The factshere adduced

shew us then that every musical tone in which harmonic upper partialtones can

be distinguished,althoughproduced by a singleinstrument, may reallybe con-sidered

as in itselfa chord or combination of various simpletones.*

If " [The above paragraph relatingto the

Engliediterms used in this translation,neces-sarily

differsin many respectsfrom the original,
in which a jnstificationis given of the use

made by the Author of certain Oerman ex-pressions.

It has been my objectto employ
terms which should be thoroughly English,
and should not in any way recall the German
words. The word tone in Englishisextremely
ambiguous. Prof. Tyndall{Lectureson Sounds
2nd ed. 1869,p. 117)has ventured to define a

tone as a simple tone^in agreement with Prof.

Helmholtz,who in the present passage limits

the Grerman word Ton in the same way. But

I felt that an English reader could not be

safelytrusted to keep this very peculiarand
important class of musical tones, which he

has very rarely or never heard separately,
invariablydistinct from those musical tones

% with which he is familiar,unless the word

tone were uniformly qualifiedby the epithet
simple. The only exceptionI could make was

in tiiecase of a partialtone,which is received

at once as a new conception. Even Prof.
Helmholtz himself has not succeeded in using
his word Ton consistentlyfor a simple tone

only,and this was an additional warning to

me. English musicians have been also in

the habit of using tone to signifya certain
musical interval,and semitone for half of that

interval,on the equallytempered scale. In

this case I write Tone and Semitone with

capitalinitials,a practicewhich, as already
explained(note,p. ijd',)I have found con-venient

for the names of all intervals,as
Thirds, Fifths,Ao. Prof. Hehnholtz uses the
word Klang for a musical tone,which gene-

f rally,but not always,means a compound tone.

Prof. Tyndall (ibid,)therefore proposes to use

the English word clang in the same sense.

But dang has alreadya meaning in English,
thus de"ied by Webster: *a sharp shrill

sound, made by strikingtogether metallic

substances, or sonorous bodies,as the clang
of arms, or any like sound, as the clang of

trumpets. This word implies a degree of

harshness in the sound, or more harshness

than dink,* Interpretedscientifically,then,
clang according to this definition,is either

noise or one of those musical tones with in-

harmonic upper partials,which will be sub-sequently

explained. It is therefore totally
unadapted to representa tus^^iual tone in

generiU,for which the simpleword tone seems

eminently suited,'being of course originally
the tone produced by a stretched string. The

common word note, properly the mark by

which a musical tone is written,will also,in
accordance with the generalpracticeof musi-cians,

be used for a musical tone, which is

generallycompound, without necessarilyim-plying

that it is one of the few reco^iised
tones in our musical scale. Of oouree, if

dang could not be used. Prof. Tyndall's
suggestion to translate Prof. Helmholtz's

Klangfarbe by clangtiwt(ibid,)fell to the

ground. I can find no valid season for sup-planting

the time-honoured expressiongualtiy
of tone. Prof. Tyndall (ibid,)quotes Dr.

Young to the effectthat * this qualityof sound

is sometimes called its register,colour, ot

timbre.' Registerhas a distinct meaning in

vocal music which must not be disturbed.

Timbre, properlya kettledrum, then a helmet,
then the coat of arms surmounted with a

helmet, then the officialstamp bearing that

coat of arms (now used in France for a

postage label),and then the mark which

declared a thing to be what it pretendsto be,
Bums*s ' guinea'sstamp,'is a foreignword,
often odiouslymispronounced,and not worth

preserving. Colour I have never met with

as applied to music, except at most as a

passing metaphorical expression.But the

difference of tones in qualityis familiar to

our language. Then as to the Partial Tones,
Prof. Helmholtz uses TheilUSne and Partial-

tone, which are aptly Englishedby partial
simple tones. The words simple and tone,

however, may be omitted when partials is

employed, as partialsare necessarilyboth
tones and simple. The constilv^nt tones of a

chord may be either simple or compound.
The Qrundton or fundamental tone of a

compound tone tiien becomes its prims tone,

or brieflyitsprime. The Grundton or root of

a chord will be further explainedliereafter.
Upper partial(simple)tones, that is, the

partialsexclusive of the prime, even when

hoArmonic,(thatis,for the most part,belong-ing
to the first six partialtones,)must be

distinguishedfrom the sounds usuallycalled
harmonics when produced on a violin or harp
for instance,for such harmonics are not neces-sarily

simple tones, but are more generally
compounds of soms of the complete series of

partialtones belongingto the musical tone of

the whole string,selected by damping the

remainder. The fading harmonics heard in

listeningto the sound of a pianofortestring,
struck and undamped, as the sound dies away,

are also compound and not simple partial
tones, but as they have the successive partials
for their successive primes, they have the
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Now, since qualityof tone, as we have seen, dependson the form of vibration,

which also determines the occurrence of upper partialtones,we have to inquire
how "r differences in qualityof tone dependon different force or loudness of upper

partials.This inquirywill be found to givea means of clearingup our concep-tions

of what has hitherto been a perfectenigma," ^the nature of qualityof tone.

And we must then, of course, attempt to explainhow the ear manages to analyse

every musical tone into a seriesof partialtones, and what is the meaning of this

analysis.These investigationswill engage our attention in the followingchapters.

CHAPTER II.

OK THE COMPOSITION OF VIBBATIONS.

At the end of the last chapterwe came upon the remarkable fact that the human

ear is capable,under certain conditions,of separatingthe musical tone produced
bya singlemusical instrument, into a series of simpletones,namely,the prime
I"rtialtone, and the various upper partialtones, each of which producesits own

separatesensation. That the ear is capableof distinguishingfrom each other

tones proceedingfrom differentsources, that is,which do not arise from one and

the same sonorous body,we know from dailyexperience.There is no difficulty
duringa concert in followingthe melodic progressionof each individual instru-ment

or voice,if we direct our attention to itexclusively; and, aftersome practice,
most persons can succeed in followingthe simultaneous progressionof several

united parts. This is true, indeed, not merelyfor musical tones, but also for

noises,and for mixtures of music and noise. When several persons are speaking
at once, we can generallylistenat pleasureto the words of any singleone of them, IT

and even understand those words, providedthat theyare not too much overpowered

bythe mere loudness of the others. Hence it foUows, first,that many different

trainsof waves of sound can be propagatedat the same time throughthe same

mass of air,without mutual disturbance ; and, secondly,that the human ear is

capableof againanalysinginto itsconstituent elements that compositemotion of

the air which is producedby the simultaneous action of several musical instru-ments.

We will firstinvestigatethe nature of the motion of the air when it is

producedby several simultaneous musical tones,and how such a compound motion

isdistinguishedfrom that due to a singlemusical tone. We shall see that the ear

has no decisive test by which it can in all cases distinguishbetween the effectof a

pitchof those partials. But these fading meaning uppery but the English preposition
harvKmics are not regularcompound tones of over is equivalentto the German preposition
the kind described on p. 22a, because the lower fiber. Compare Obergahn, an '

upper tooth/ f
partialsare absent one after another. Both i.e.a tooth in the upper jaw"with Uebermhn^
sets of harmonics serve to indicate the exist- an * overtooth/ i.e. one grown over another,
enoe and placeof the partials.But they are a projectingtooth. The continual recurrence

no more those upper partialtones themselves, of such words as clang,clangtifU,overtone^
than the originalcompound tone of the string would combine to give a strange un-English
isitsown prime. Great confusion of thought appearance to a translation from the German,

having,to my own knowledge, arisen from Chi the contraryI have endeavoured to put it

eonfoundingsuch ^rmomc" with upper partial into as straightforwardEnglish as possible.
t"ne$,I have generallyavoided using ^e am- But for those acquaintedwith the originaland
biguonssubstantive ^rmonic. Properlyspeak- with Prof. Tyndall's work, this explanation
ingthe harmonics of any compound tone are seemed necessary. FinallyI would caution

other oompound tones of which the primes are the reader againstusing overtones for partial
partialsof the originalcompound tone of tones in general,as almost every one who

which they are said to be harmonics. Prof. adoptsProf. Tyndall'sword is in the habit of

Hehnholtz's term OberWne is merely a con- doing. Indeed I have in the course of this

traction for OberpartialtOne,but the casual translation observed,that even Prof. Helmholtz

resemblance of the sounds of ober and over, has himself has been occasionallymisled to em-

led Prof. Tyndall to the erroneous translation ploy OberUitie in the same loose manner. See

overtones. The German obcr is an adjective my remarks in note, p. 23c." TransZato-.l
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motion of the air caused by several diflferentmusical tones arisingfrom different

sources, and that caused by the musical tone of a singlesoundingbody. Hence

the ear has to analysethe compositionof singlemusical tones, under proper con-ditions,

by means of the same febcultywhich enabled it to analysethe compositicHi
of simultaneous musical tones. We shall thus obtain a clear conceptionof what

is meant by analysinga singlemusical tone into a seriesof partialsimpletones^
and we shall perceivethat this phenomenon depends upon one of the most

essentialand fundamental propertiesof the human ear.

We beginby examming the motion of the air which correspondsto several

simpletones actingat the same time on the same mass of air. To illustratethis

kind of motion it will be againconvenient to refer to the waves formed on a calni

surface of water. We have seen (p.9a)that if a pointof the surface is agitatedby a

stone thrown upon it,the agitationis propagatedin ringsof waves over the surface

If 1,0more and more distant points. Now, throw two stones at the same time on to

differentpointsof the surface,thus producingtwo centres of agitation.Each will

giveriseto a separateringof waves, and the two ringsgraduallyexpanding,will
finallymeet. Where the waves thus come together,the water will be set in

motion by both kinds of agitationat the same time, but this in no wise prevents
both seriesof waves from advancingfurther over the surface,justas if each were

alone presentand the other had no existence at all. As they proceed,those

partsof both ringswhich had justcoincided,again appear separateand unaltered

in form. These httle waves, caused by throwing in stones, may be accompanied
by other kinds of waves, such as those due to the wind or a passingsteamboat.
Our circlesof waves will spread out over the water thus agitated,with the same

quietregularityas they did upon the calm surface. Neitlier wiU the greaterwaves
be essentiallydisturbed by the less,nor the less by the greater,providedthe waves

never break ; if that happened,their regularcourse would certainlybe impeded.
% Indeed it is seldom possibleto survey a largesurface of water from a high
pointof sight,without perceivinga greatmultitude of differentsystemsof waves,

mutuallyovertoppingand crossingeach other. This is best seen on the surface of

the sea, viewed from a loftycHff,when there is a lull after a stiffbreeze. We first

see the great waves, advancingin far-stretchingranks from the blue distance,here

and there more clearlymarked out by their white foamingcrests,and following
one another at regularintervals towards the shore. From the shore theyrebound,
in different directions accordingto its sinuosities,and cut obliquelyacross the

advancingwaves. A passingsteamboat forms its own wedge-shapedwake of

waves, or a bird,dartingon a fish,excites a small circular system. The eye of the

spectatoris easilyable to pursue each one of these different trains of waves, great
and small,wide and narrow, straightand curved, and observe how each passes

over the surface,as undisturbedlyas if the water over which it flitswere not

agitatedat the same time by other motions and other forces. I must own that

ITwhenever I attentivelyobserve this spectacleit awakens in me a peculiarkind of

intellectualpleasure,because itbares to the bodilyeye, what the mind's eye grasps

onlyby the helpof a longseries of complicatedconclusions for the waves of the

invisibleatmosphericocean.
We have to imaginea perfectlysimilar spectacleproceedingin the interiorof a

baU-room,for instance. Here we have a number of musical instruments in action*

speakingmen and women, rustlinggarments, glidingfeet,clinkingglasses,and so

on. All these causes giverise to systemsof waves, which dart throughthe mass

of air in the room, are reflectedfrom itswalls,return,strikethe oppositewall,are

againreflected,and so on tilltheydie out. We have to imaginethat from the

mouths of men and from the deepermusical instruments there proceedwaves of

from 8 to 12 feetin length[cto jP],from the lipsof the women waves of 2 to 4

feetin length[c"to "],from the rustlingof the dresses a fine small crumpleof

wave, and so on ; in short,a tumbled entanglementof the most differentkinds of

motion, complicatedbeyondconception.
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And jet,as the ea"r is able to distinguishall the separateconstitaent partsof

this confused whole,we are forced to conclude that all these different systemsof

wave coexist in the mass of air, and leave one another mutuallyundisturbed.

Bat how is itpossiblefor them to coexist,since every individual train of waves has

at any particularpointin the mass of air its own particulardegreeof condensa-tion

and rarefaction,which determines the velocity.of the particlesof air to this

sideor that ? It is evident that at each pointin the mass of air,at each instant

of time,there can be only one singledegreeof condensation,and that the particles
ofair can be moving with onlyone singledeterminate kind of motion, having only
one singledeterminate amount of velocity,and passingin onlyone singledeter-minate

direction.

What happens imder such circumstances is seen directlyby the eye in the

waves of water. If where the water shews largewaves we throw a stone in,the

waves thus caused will,so to speak,cut into the largermoving surface,and this ^

sarface will be partlyraised,and partlydepressed,by the new waves, in such a

way that the fresh crests of the ringswiU risejustas much above,and the troughs
sink justas much below the curved surfaces of the previouslargerwaves, as they
would have risen above or sunk below the horizontal surface of calm water.

Hence where a crest of the smaller system of ringsof waves comes upon a crest

of the greatersystem of waves, the surface of the water is raised by the sum of

the two heights,and where a troughof the former coincides with a troughof the

latter,the aurfiaceis depressedby the sum of the two depths. This may be

expressedmore brieflyif we consider the heightsof the crests above the levelof

the surface at rest,as positivemagnitudes,and the depthsof the troughsas negative
magnitudes,and then form the so-caUed algebraicalsum of these positiveand

negativemagnitudes,in which case, as is well known, two positivemagnitudes
(heightsof crests)must be added, and similarlyfor two negativemagnitudes(depths
of troughs); but when both negativeand positiveconcur, one is to be subtracted H

from the other. Performingthe addition then in this algebraicalsense, we can

express our descriptionof the surface of the water on which two systemsof waves

concur, in the followingsimplemanner : The distance of the surfaceof the water

at any pointfrom itspositionof rest is at any moment equalto the [algebraical]
sum of the distances at which it would have stood had each wave acted separately
at the same placeand at tJiesame time.

The eye most clearlŷandeasilydistinguishesthe action in such a case as has

been justadduced, where a smaller circular systemof waves isproduced on a large
rectilinearsystem,because the two systems are then stronglydistinguishedfrom
each other both by the heightand shapeof the waves. But with a littleattention

the eye recognisesthe same fact even when the two systems of waves have but

slightlydifferent forms, as when, for example,long rectilinear waves advancing
towards the shore concur with those reflected from it in a slightlydifferent
direction. In this case we observe those well-known comb-backed waves where H

the crest of one system of waves isheightenedat some pointsby the crests of the

other system,and at others depressedby its troughs. The multipHcityof forms

is here "extremelygreat,and any attempt to describe them would lead us too

far. The attentive observer will readilycomprehend the result by examining
any disturbed surface of water, without further description.It will suffice for our

purpose if the firstexample has given the reader a clear conceptionof what is

meant by addingwaves together,*
Hence althoughthe surface of the water at any instant of time can assume

onlyone singleform, while each of two differentsystemsof waves simultaneously
attemptsto impressits own shapeupon it,we are able to suppose in the above

* T̂he velocities and displacementsof the addition of waves as is spoken of in the text, I
particlesof water are also to be added accord- is not perfectlycorrect, unless the heightsof 1

ingto the law of the so-called parallelogram the waves are infinitelysmall in comparison I
of forces. Strictlysijeaking,such a simple with their lengths. \
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sense that the two systems coexist and are superimposed,by consideringthe
actual elevations and depressionsof the sur"ce to be suitabW. separatedinto two

parts,each of which belongsto one of the systemsalone.
In the same sense, then,there is also a superimpositionof differentsystemsof

sound in the air. By each train of waves of sound, the densityof the air and the

velocityand positionof the particlesof air,are temporarilyaltered. There are

placesin the wave of sound comparablewith the crests of the waves of water, in

which the quantityof the air is increased,and the air,not havingfree space to

escape, is condensed; and other placesin the mass of air,comparableto the

l^oughsof the waves of water, having a diminished quantityof air,and hence

diminished density.It is true that two differentdegreesof density,producedby
two differentsystemsof waves, cannot coexist in the same placeat the same time ;

nevertheless the condensations and rarefactions of the air can be (algebraically)
iladded, exactlyas the elevations and depressionsof the surface of the water in the

former case. Where two condensations are added we obtain increased condensation,
where two rarefactions are added we have increased rarefaction; while a concur-rence

of condensation and rarefaction mutually,in whole or in part,destroyor
neutralise each other.

The displacementsof the particlesof air are compoundedin a similar manner.

If the displacementsof two different systemsof waves are not in the same direc-tion,

theyare compounded diagonally; for example,if one system would drive a

particleof air upwards,and another to the right,its real pathwill be obliquely
upwardstowards the right. For our present purpose there is no occasion to enter

more particularlyinto such compositionsof motion in differentdirections. We

are onlyinterested in the effectof the mass of air upon the ear, and for this we

are onlyconcerned with the motion of the air in the passages of the ear. Now the

passages of our ear are so narrow in comparisonwith the lengthof the waves of

H sound, that we need onlyconsider such motions of the air as are parallelto the

axis of the passages, and hence have onlyto distinguishdisplacementsof the

particlesof air outwards and inwards, that is towards the outer air and towards

the interiorof the ear. For the magnitudeof these displacementsas well as for

their velocitieswith which the particlesof air move outwards and inwards,the

same (algebraical)addition holds good as for the crests and troughsof waves of

water.

Hence, when several sonorous bodies in the surroundingatmosphere,simul-taneously

excitedifferentsystems of waves of sound, the changesof densityof the

air, and the displacementsand velocitiesof the particlesof the air within the

passages of the ear, are each equalto the (algebraical)sum of the corresponding
changesof density,displacements,and velocities,which each system of waves

wotUd have separatelyproduced,ifithad acted independently; * and in this sense

we can say that all the separatevibrations which separatewaves of sound would

% have produced,coexist undisturbed at the same time within the passages of our ear.

After havingthus in dnswer to the firstquestionexplainedin what sense it is

possiblefor several different systems of waves to coexist on the same surface of

water or within the same mass of air,we proceedto determine the means possessed

by our organs of sense, for analysingthis compositewhole into itsoriginalconsti-tuents.

I have alreadyobserved that an eye which surveys an extensive and disturbed

surface of water, easilydistinguishesthe separate systems of waves from each

other and follows their motions. The eye has a greatadvantageover the ear in

beingable to survey a largeextent of surface at the same moment. Hence the

eye readilysees whether the individual waves of water are rectilinearor curved,

and whether theyhave the same centre of curvature,and in what direction they

* The eame is true for the whole moss of accordingto the law of the parallelogramof
external air,if only the addition of the dis* forces,

placements in different directions is made
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are adTancing.All these observations assistitin determiningwhether two systems
of waves are connected or not, and hence in discoveringtheir correspondingparts.
Moreover,on the surface of the water, waves of unequallengthadvance with

unequalvelocities,so that if theycoincide at one moment to such a degreeas to

be difficultto distinguish,at the next instant one train pusheson and the other

lagsbehind, so that theybecome againseparatelyvisible. In this way, then, the

observer is greatlyassistedin referringeach system to itspointof departure,and
in keepingitdistinctlyvisible duringits further course. For the eye, then,two

systemsof waves having different pointsof departurecan never coalesce; for

example,such as arise from two stones thrown into the water at different points.
If in any one placethe ringsof wave coincide so closelyas not to be easily
separable,theyalwaysremain separateduringthe greater part of their extent.

Hence the eye could not be easilybroughtto confuse a compound with a simple
undulatorymotion. Yet this ispreciselywhat the ear does under similar circum- ^
stances when it separates the musical tone which has proceededfrom a single
source of sound, into a seriesof simplepartialtones.

But the ear ismuch more unfavourablysituated in relation to a system of waves

of sound, than the eye for a system of waves of water. The ear is affectedonly
bythe motion of that mass of air which happensto be in the immediate neigh-bourhood

of its tympanum within the aural passage. Since a transverse section

of the aural passage iscomparativelysmaU in comparisonwith the lengthof waves

of sound (which for serviceable musical tones varies from 6 inches to 32 feet),*it

eorrespondsto a singlepointof the mass of air in motion. It is so smaU that

distinctlydifferent degreesof densityor velocitycould scarcelyoccur upon it,
because the positionsof greatestand least density,of greatestpositiveand nega-tive

velocity,are always separatedby half the lengthof a wave. The ear is

thereforein nearlythe same condition as the eye would be if itlooked at one point
of the surface of the water througha long narrow tube,which would permitof ^
seeingits risingand fEkUing,and were then requiredto undertake an analysis
of the compound waves. It is easilyseen that the eye would, in most cases,

completelyfailin the solution of such a problem. The ear is not in a condition

to discover how the air ismoving at distant spots,whether the waves which strike

itare sphericalor plane,whether theyinterlock in one or more circles,or in what

directiontheyare advancing.The circumstances on which the eye chieflydepends|
forforming a judgment, are allabsent for the ear.

If,then, notwithstandingall these difficulties,the ear is capableof distin-guishing

musical tones arisingfrom different sources " and it reallyshews a

marvellous readiness in so doing" it must employ means and possess properties
altogetherdifferentfrom those employedor possessedby the eye. But whatever

these means may be " and we shall endeavour to determine them hereafter" ^it

isclearthat the analysisof a compositemass of musical tones must in the first

placebe closelyconnected with some determinate propertiesof the motion of the f
air,capableof impressingthemselves even on such a very minute mass of air as

that contained in the aural passage. If the motions of the particlesof air in this

passage are the same on two different occasions,the ear will receive the same

sensation,whatever be the originof those motions, whether theyspringfrom one

or several sources.

We have alreadyexplainedthat the mass of air which sets the tympanic
membrane of the ear in motion, so far as the magnitudeshere considered are

concerned,must be looked upon as a singlepointin the surroundingatmosphere.
Are there,then, any peculiaritiesin the motion of a singleparticleof air which

would differfor a singlemusical tone, and for a combination of musical tones ?

We have seen that for each singlemusical tone there is a correspondingperiodical

* [These are of course rather more than flue organ pipes. See Chap. V. sect. 5, and

twice the length of the correspondingopen compare p. 26d," Translator,]
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motion of the aii^,and that its pitchis determined by the lengthof the periodic
time,but that the kind of motion duringany one singleperiodisperfectlyarbitrary,
and may indeed be infinitelyvarious. If then the motion of the air lyingin the

aural passage is not periodic,or if at least its periodictime is not as short as that

of an audible musical tone, this fact will distinguishit from any motion which

belongsto a musical tone ; itmust belongeither to noises or to several simultaneous

musical tones. Of this kind are reallythe greaternumber of cases where the dif-ferent

musical tones have been onlyaccidentallycombined, and are therefore not

designedlyframed into musical chords; nay, even where orchestral music is per-formed,

the method of tempered tuning which at presentprevails,preventsan

accurate fulfilment of the conditions under which alone the resultingmotion of

the air can be exactlyperiodic.Hence in the greater number of cases a want

of periodicityin the motion mightfurnish a mark fordistinguishingthe presence

^ of a compositemass of musical tones.

But a compositemass of musical tones may also giveriseto a purelyperiodic
motion of tJieair,namely, when all tfiemtisical tones which intermingle,have

pitchnumbers which are allmidtiplesof one and the same old number, or, which

Fm. IX.

B e

comes to the same thing,when all tliesemusical tones,so far as their pitchis
concerned,may be regardedas the upper partialtones of the same prime tone. It

^ was mentioned in ChapterI. (p.22a, b)that the pitchnumbers of the upper partial
tones are multiplesof the pitchnumber of the primetone. The meaning of this

rule will be clear from a particularexample. The curve A, fig.11, representsa

pendularmotion in the manner explainedin ChapterI.(p.216),as producedin the

air of the aural passage by a tuning-forkin action. The horizontal lengthsin the

curves of fig.11, consequentlyrepresentthe passingtime, and the verticalheights
the correspondingdisplacementsof the particlesof air in the aural passage. Now

suppose that with the firstsimpletone to which the curve A corresponds,there is

sounded a second simpletone, representedby the curve B, an Octave higherthan
the first. This condition requiresthat two vibrations of the curve B should be

made in the same time as one vibration of the curve A. In A, the sections of the

curve do3 and h 8^are perfectlyequaland similar. The curve B is also divided

into equaland similar sections e c and c cj by the pointse, c, cj. We could cer-tainly

halve each of the sections e c and c c^, and thus obtain equaland similar

sections,each of which would then correspondto a singleperiodof B. But by
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takingsections consistingof two periodsof B, we divide"B into largersections,
each of which is of the same horizontal length,and hence correspondsto the same

duration of time,as the sections of A.

If,then,both simpletones are heard at once, and the times of the pointse and

do,c and 8,e^ and 8,coincide,the heightsof the portionsof the section of carve

e " have to be [algebraically]added to heightsof the section of curve do8,and

similarlyfor the sections c C| and 88|. The result of this addition is shewn in tlie

carve 0. The dotted line is a duplicateof the section d^fiin the curve A. Its

objectis to make the compositionof the two sections immediatelyevident to the

eye. It is easilyseen that the curve C in every placerises as much above or sinks

as much below the curve A, as the curve B respectivelyrises above or sinks

beneath the horizontal line. The heightsof the curve 0 are consequently,in ac-cordance

with the rule for compoundingvibrations,equal to the [algebraical]sum

of the correspondingheightsof A and B. Thus the perpendicularC| in C is the f

sum of the perpendicularsa, and b, in A and B ; the lower part of this perpen-dicular

C], from the straighthne up to the dotted curve, is equalto the perpen-dicular

a|, and the upper part,from the dotted to the continuous curve, isequalto
the perpendicularbj. On the other hand, the heightof the perpendicularCq is

equalto the heightaa diminished by the depth of the failbj. And in the same

way allother pointsin the curve C are found.*

It is evident that the motion representedby the curve C is also periodic,and
that itsperiodshave the same duration as those of A. Thus the addition of the

section do^ of A and e c of B, must givethe same result as the addition of tlie

perfectlyequaland similar sections S S^and c ci, and, if we supposedboth curves

to be continued, the same would be the case for all the sections into which they
would be divided. It is also evident that equalsections of both curves could not

continuallycoincide in this way aftercompletingthe addition,unless the curves thus

added could be also separatedinto exactlyequaland similar sections of the same ^

length,as is the case in fig.1 1
,
where two periodsof B last as long or have the

same horizontal length as one of A. Now the horizontal lengthsof our figure
representtime, and if we pass from the curves to the real motions, itresults that

the motion of air caused by the compositionof the two simpletones, A and B, is

alsoperiodic,justbecause one of these simpletones makes exactlytwice as many
vibrations as the other in the same time.

It is easilyseen by this example that the peculiarform of the two curves A

and B has notliingto do with the fact that their sum C is also a periodiccurve.
Whatever be the form of A and B, providedthat each can be separatedinto equal
and similar sections which have the same horizontal lengthsas the equal and

similarsections of the other " no matter whether these sections correspondto one

or two, or three periodsof the individual curves" then any one section of the cune

A compounded with any one section of the curve B, will alwaysgive a section

of the curve C, which will have the same length,and will be preciselyequaland f
similarto any other section of the curve C obtained by compoundingany other

sectionof A with any other section of B.

When such a section embraces several periodsof the correspondingcurve (asin
fig.II, the sections e c and c ci each consist of two periodsof the simpletone B,)
then the pitchof this second tone B, is that of an upper partialtone of a prime
(astliesimplelone A in fig.11),whose periodhas the lengthof that principal
section,in accordance with the rule above cited.

In order to givea slightconceptionof the multiplicityof forms producibleby
comparativelysimplecompositions,I may remark that the compound curve would

* [Readers not ased to geometricalcon- spondingperpendicularsin A and 6 in proper
stractions are stronglyrecommended to trace directions,and joiningthe extremities of the
the two enrves A and B, and to construct the lengths thus found by a curved line. In this

curve C from them, by drawing a number of way only can a clear conceptionof the com-

perpendienlarsto a straightline,and then positionof vibrations be rendered sufficiently
MMkig off upon them the lengthsof the corre- familiar for subFeqnentu"e."TraiisJator.]
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receive another form if the carves B, fig.ii, were displaceda littlewith respectto
the curve A before the addition were commenced. Let B be displacedby being
slid to the rightmitil the pointe fallsunder dj in A, and the compositionwill then

givethe curve D with narrow crests and broad troughs,both sides of the crest

being,however, equallysteep; whereas in the curve 0 one side is steeperthan the

other. If we displacethe curve B stillmore by slidingitto the righttille fialls

under d,,the compound curve would resemble the reflectionof G in a mirror :

that is,itwould have the same form as C reversed as to rightand left; the steeper
inclinationwhich in C liesto the left would now he to the right.Again,if we

displaceB tille fedlsunder djwe obtain a curve similiarto D, fig.ii, but reversed

as to up and down, as may be seen by holdingthe book upside-down,the crests

beingbroad and the troughsnarrow.

Pro

All these curves with their various transitional forms are periodiccurves.
Other compositeperiodiccurves are shewn at G, D, fig.12 above,where theyare

compoundedof the two curves A and B, havingtheir periodsin the ratioof i to 3.

The dotted curves are as before copiesof the firstcompletevibration or period
of the curve A, in order that the reader may see at a glancethat the compound
curve is alwaysas much higheror lower than A, as B ishigheror lower than the

horizontal Hne. In G, the curves A and B are added as theystand,but for D the

curve B has been firstslidhalf a wave's lengthto the right,and then the addition

f has been effected. Both forms differ"rom each other and firom allprecedingones.
G has broad crests and broad troughs,D narrow crests and narrow troughs.

In these and similar cases we have seen that the compound motion isper"actly
and regularlyp^odic,that is,it is exactlyof the same kind as if it proceeded
from a singlemusical tone. The curves compoundedin these examplescorrespond
to the motions of singlesimpletones. Thus, the motions shown in fig.11 (on
p. 30",c)mighthave been producedby two tuning-forks,of which one sounded an

Octave higherthan the other. But we shall hereafter see that a flute by itself

when gentlyblown is sufficientto create a motion of the air correspondingto that
shown in 0 or D of fig.11. The motions of fig.12 might be producedby two

tuning-forksof which one sounded the twelfth of the other. Also a singleclosed

organ pipeof the narrower kind (thestopcalled Quintaten^)would givenearlythe
same motion as that of G or D in fig.12.

* [The names of the stops on German

organs do not always agree with those on

English organs. I find it best,therefore,ncyt
to translate them, but to give their ezplaiui.
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Here,then,the motion of the air in the aural passage has no propertyby which

the composite*musical tone can be distinguishedfrom the singlemusical tone.

If the ear is not assisted by other accidental circumstances,as by one tuning-fork
beginningto sound before the other,so that we hear them struck,or, in the other

case, the rustlingof the wind againstthe mouthpiece of the^flute or lipof the

organ pipe,it has no means of decidingwhether the musical tone is simpleor
composite.

Now, in what relation does the ear stand to such a motion of the air ? Does

itanalyseit,or does itnot ? Experienceshews us that when two tuning-forks,an

Octave or a Twelfth apart in pitch,are sounded together,the ear is quiteable to

distinguishtheir simpletones,althoughthe distinction is a Httle more diMcult

with these than with other intervals. But if the ear is able to analysea compo-site
musical tone producedby two tuning-forks,itcannot but be in a condition to

carry out a similar analysis,when the same motion of the air is producedby a ^

singleflute or organ pipe. And this is reallythe case. The singlemusical tone

of such instruments,proceedingfrom a singlesource, is,as we have alreadymen-tioned,

analysedinto partialsimpletones, consistingin each case of a prime tone,

and one upper partialtone,the latter beingdifferent in the two cases.

The analysisof a singlemusical tone into a series of partialtones depends,
then,upon the same propertyof the ear as that which enables it to distinguish
differentmusical tones from each other,and itmust necessarilyeffect both analyses
bya rule which is independentof the fact that the waves of sound are produced

byone or by several musical instruments.

The rule by which the ear proceedsin its analysiswas firstlaid down as

generallytrue by G. S. Ohm. Part of this rule has been alreadyenunciated in

the lastchapter(p.23a),where it was stated that onlythat particularmotion of

the air which we have denominated a simplevibration^for which the vibrating
particlesswing backwards and forwards accordingto the law of pendularmotion, ^
is capableof excitingin the ear the sensation of a singlesimpletone. Every
motion of tlieair,then,which correspondsto a compositeviass of musical tones,

is,accordingto Ohm's law, capableof beingayvaly^edinto a sum of simplepen-dular

vibrations,and to each such siwjlesimple vibration correspondsa simple
tone,sensible to the ear, and liavinga pitchdetermined by the periodictime of the

correspondingmotion of the air.

The proofsof the correctness of this law, the reasons why, of all vibrational

forms,only that one which we have called a simple vibration plays such an

importantpart,must be left for Chapters IV. and VI. Our present business is

onlyto gain a clear conceptionof what the rule means.

The simplevibrationalform isinalterable and alwaysthe same. It is onlyits

amplitudeand its periodictime which are subjectto change. But we have seen

infigs.II and 12 (p.306 and p. 326)what varied forms the compositionof onlytwo

simplevibrations can prodiice.The number of these forms might be greatlyin- ^
creased, even without introducingfresh simple vibrations of differentperiodic
times,by merelychangingthe proportionswhich the heightsof the two simple

tions from E. J. Hopkins's TJie Organ, its in other cases,
"
a pipefor soundingthe Twelfth

'

Historyand Construction, 1870,pp. 444-448. in addition to the fundamental tone.' It seems

In this case Mr. Hopkins, followingother to be proporly the English stop " Twelfth,
aathoritiea,printsthe word ' quintato^i/and Octave Quint, Duodecitna,^ No. 6ii,p. 141 of
deiines it,in 16 feet tone, as * double stopi)ed Hopkins." 2Va?w/ator.j
diapason,of rather small scale,producingthe * [The reader must distinguishbetween
Twelfth of the fondamental sound, as well as singleand simplemusical tones. A singletone
the ground-tone itself,that is, somiding the may be a compound tone inasmuch as it may
16 and s\ ^^*tones,'which means soundingthe be compounded of several simplemusical tones,
notes beginningwith C,,simultaneouslywitn the but it is singlebecause it is produced hy one

notes beginning with Q, which is called the sounding body. A compositemusical toue is

5^ foot tone, because accordingto the organ- necessarilycompound, but it is calledcomposite
makers' theory(notpractice)the lengthof the because it is made up of tones (simpleor com-

G pipeis ^ of the lengthof the C pipe,and i^of pound) producedby several sounding bodies."

16185^. |.Seep. I5"i',note J.j And smiilar ly. Translator.]
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vibrational curves A and B bear to each other,or displacingthe curve B by other

distances to the rightor left,than those alreadyselected in the figures.By these

simplestpossibleexamplesof such compositions,the reader will be able to form

some idea of the enormous varietyof forms which would result from using more

than two simpleforms of vibration,each form representingan upper partialtone

of the same prime,and hence, on addition,alwaysproducingfresh periodiccurves-
We should be able to make the heightsof each singlesimple vibrational curve

greateror smaller at pleasure,and displaceeach one separatelyby any amount in

respectto the prime," or, in physicallanguage,we sliouldbe able to alter their

amplitudesand the difference of their phases; and each such alterationof ampli-tude
and difference of phasein each one of the simplevibrationswould producea fresh

change in the resultingcompositevibrational form. [SeeApp. XX. sect.M. No. 2.]
The multiplicityof vibrationalforms which can be thus producedby the corn-el

positionof simplependularvibrations is not merelyextraordinarilygreat: itis so

greatthat it cannot be greater. The French mathematician Fourier has proved
the correctness of a mathematical law, which in reference to our presentsubject

may be thus enunciated: Any givenregularperiodicform of vibration can

always be producedby the addition of simplevibrations ĥavingpitchnumbers
which are once, twice,thrice,fourtimes,dc, as great as the pitchnumbers of the

givenmotion.
The amplitudesof the elementarysimplevibrations to which the heightof our

wave-curves corresponds,and the differenceofphase,that is,the relative amount

of horizontal displacementof the wave-curves, can alwaysbe found in every given
case, as Fourier has shewn, by pecuhar methods of calculation,(wliich,however,
do not admit of any popularexplanation,)so that any givenregularlyperiodic
motion can alwaysbe exhibited in one singleway, and in no other way whatever^

as the sum of a certain number ofpendularvibrations,

^ Since,accordingto the results alreadyobtained,any regularlyperiodicmotion

correspondsto some musical tone, and any simplependularvibration to a simple
musical tone,these propositionsof Fourier may be thus expressedin acoustical

terms :

Any vibrational motion of the air in the entrance to the ear, correspondijigto a

musical tone, may be always,and foreach case onlyin one singleway, exhibited as

the sum of a number of simplevibratioyialmotions,correspondingto thepartials
of this musical tone.

Since,accordingto these propositions,any form of vibration,no matter what

shapeit may take,can be expressedas the sum of simplevibrations,itsanalysis
into such a sum is quiteindependentof the power of the eye to perceive,bylooking
at itsrepresentativecurve, whether itcontains simplevibrations or not, and if it

does,what they are. I am obUgedto laystress upon this point,because I have by
no means unfrequentlyfound even physicistsstart on the false hypothesis,that the

^ vibrational form must exhibit littlewaves correspondingto the several audible

upper partialtones. A mere inspectionof the figs.11 and 12 (p.306 and p. 326)
will snfiice to shew that althoughthe compositioncan be easilytraced in the parts
where the curve of the prime tone is dotted in,this is quiteimpossiblein those

partsof the curves C and D in each figure,where no such assistance has been

provided.Or, if we suppose that an observer who had rendered himself thoroughly
familiar with the curves of simplevibrations imaginedthat he could trace the com-position

in these easy cases, he would certainlyutterlyfail on attemptingto dis-cover

by his eye alone the compositionof such curves as are shewn in figs.8
and 9 (p.21c). In these will be found straightlines and acute angles.Perhaps
it will be asked how it is possibleby compounding such smooth and uniformly
rounded curves as those of our simplevibrational forms A and B in figs.1 1 and

12, to generateat one time straightlines,and at another acute angles. The

answer is,that an infinitenumber of simplevibrations are requiredto generate
curves with such discontinuities as are there shewn. But when a greatmany
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such cnrves are combined,and are so chosen that in certain placestheyall bend
in the same direction,and in others in oppositedirections,the curvatures mutually 1

strengtheneach other in the firstcase, finallyproducingan infinitelygreatcurva-ture,

that is,an acute angle,and in the second case theymutuallyweaken each

other,80 that ultimatelya straightline results. Hence we can generallylayit
down as a rule that the force or loudness of the upper partialtones is the greater,
the sharperthe discontinuitiesof the atmosphericmotion. When the motion

altersuniformlyand gradually,answering to a vibrational curve proceedingin

smoothlycurved forms, onlythe deeperpartialtones,which lie nearest to the

primetone, have any perceptibleintensity.But where the motion altersbyjumps,
and hence the vibrational curves shew anglesor sudden changesof curvature, the

upper partialtones will also have sensible force,althoughin all these cases the

amplitudesdecrease as the pitchof the upper partialtones becomes higher.*
We shall become acquaintedwith examplesof the analysisof givenvibrational

^

forms into separatepartialtones in ChapterV .

^'

The theorem of Fourier here adduced shews firstthat it is mathematically
possibleto consider a musical tone as a sum of simpletones, in the meaning we

have attached to the words, and mathematicians have indeed alwaysfound it

convenient to base theiracousticinvestigationson thismode of analysingvibrations.
But itby no means follows that we are obligedto consider the matter in this way. .

t"^"f**"^^**
We have rather to inquire,do these partialconstituents of a musical tone,such as I
the mathematical theorydistinguishesand the ear perceives,reallyexist in the 1

mass of air external to the ear ? Is this means of analysingforms of vibration '

which Fourier's theorem prescribesand renders possible,not merelya mathematical

fiction,permissiblefor facihtatingcalculation,but not necessarilyhaving any

correspondingactual meaning in thingsthemselves ? What makes us hit upon

pendularvibrations,and none other,as the simplestelement of all motions pro-ducing
sound ? We can conceive a whole to be splitinto partsin very different

and arbitraryways. " Thus we may find it convenient for a certain calculation to ^

considerthe number 12 as the sum 8-I-4,because the 8 may have to be cancelled,
but it does not follow that 12 must alwaysand necessarilybe considered as merely
the sum of 8 and 4. In another case itmight be more convenient to consider 1 2

as the sum of 7 and 5. Just as littledoes the mathematical possibility,provedby
Fourier,of compoundingall periodicvibrations out of simplevibrations,justify
us in concludingthat thisis the onlypermissibleform of analysis,if we cannot in

additionestablish that jhisanalysishas^jjagjan-^asentialmeaning^innature. That

this is indeed the case, that this analysishas a meaning in nature independently
of theory,is rendered probableby the fact that the ear reallyeffects the same

anal^B, and also by^thecircumstance alreadynamed, that this kind of analysis
has been Tound so mucb,.more advantageousin mathematical investigations'than

^y^other.Those modes of regardingphenomena that correspondto the most

intimate constitution of the mjktterunder investigationare, of course, also always
fcHoiewhich lead to the most suitableand evident theoreticaltreatment. But it

woiJd notlbe ad^'isable to begin the investigationwith the functions of the ear,

because these are very intricate,and in themselves requiremuch explanation.
In the next chapter,therefore,we shallinquirewhether the analysisof compound
into simple vibrations has an actuallysensible,meaning in the external world,

independentlyof the action of the ear, and we shall reallybe in a condition to

shew that certain mechanical effectsdepend upon whether a certain partialtone

* SupjKjsingn to be the number of the a sudden jump, and hence the curve has an

order of a partialtone,and n to be very large, """"" """i". ^\ ""

'
",v. *i, x

Ax^ "i_ i"x J t \\ A- 1 *
acute angle; 3) as

,
when the curvature

then the amplitude of the upper partialtones ^ '^'
n.n.n

decreases: i)as A, when the amplitudeof the "-^f"suddenly; 4) when none of the diflferen-

n tial quotients are discontinuous,they must

vibrations themselves makes a sudden jump; ^^^^.^^^33̂ t least as fast as e'^
2)as "

-,
when their differentialquotientmakes

"^ D 2
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is or is not contained in a composite mass of musical tones. The existence

of partialtones will tbus acquirea meaning in nature, and our^kno^jSgeof
their mechanical effectswilTin turn shed a new lighton their relations to the

Buman ear.

CHAPTER III.

ANALYSIS OF MUSICAL TONES BY SYMPATHETIC RESONANCE.

We proceedto shew that the simplepartialtones contained in a compositemass

of musical tones, producepeculiarmechanical effects in nature,altogetherinde-pendent

of the human ear and its sensations,and also altogetherindependentof

% merelytheoreticalconsiderations. These effectsconsequentlygivea peculiarobjec-tive
significanceto this peculiarmethod of analysingvibrational forms.

Such an effect occurs in the phenomenon of sympatheticresonance. This

phpnomenon is alwaysfound in those bodies which when once set in motion by
any impulse,continue to perform a longseries of vibrations before theycome to

rest. When these bodies are struck gently,but periodically,althougheach blow

may be separatelyquiteinsufficient to producea sensible motion in the vibratory
body,yet,providedthe periodictime of the gentleblows is preciselythe same as

the periodictime of the body'sovm vibrations,very largeand powerfuloscilla-tions

may result. But if the periodictime of the regularblows is different from

the periodictime of the oscillations,the resultingmotion will be weak or quite
insensible.

Periodic impulsesof this kind generallyproceedfrom another bodywhich is

alreadyvibratingregularly,and in this case the swings of the latter in the course

f of a littletime, call into action the swings of the former. Under these circum-stances

we have the process called sympatheticoscillation or sympatheticresonayice.
The essence of the mechanical effect is independentof the rate of motion, which

may be fastenough to excite the sensation of sound, or slow enough not to produce

anythingof the kind. Musicians are well acquaintedwith sympatheticresonance.
When, for example,the stringsof two violinsare in exsrct unison,and one stringis
bowed, the other will beginto vibrate. But the nature of the process is best seen

in instances where the vibrations are slow enough for the eye to follow the whole

of their successive phases.
Thus, for example,itis known that the largestchurch-bells may be set in motion

by a man, or even a boy,who pullsthe ropes attached to them at proper and regular
intervals,even when their weightof metal is so greatthat the strongestman could

scarcelymove them sensibly,if he did not apply his strengthin determinate

periodicalintervals. When such a bell is once set in motion, it continues,like a

f struck pendulum,to oscillatefor some time, until it graduallyreturns to rest,even

if it is left quiteby itself,and no force is employed to arrest its motion. The

motion diminishes gradually,as we know, because the friction on the axis and the

resistance of the air at every swingdestroya portionof tlieexistingmoving force.

As the bell swings backwards and forwards,the lever and rope fixed to its axis

rise and fall. If when the lever fallsa boyclingsto the lower end of the bell-rope,
his weightwill act so as to increase the rapidityof the existingmotion. This

increase of velocitymay be very small,and yet it will produce a corresponding
increase in the extent of the bell'sswings,which againwill continue for a while,
until destroyedbythe frictionand resistanceof the air. But ifthe boyclungto the

bell-ropeat a wrong time,while it was ascending,for instance,the weight of his

bodywould act in oppositionto the motion of the bell,and the extent of swing
would decrease. Now, if the boy continued to clingto the rope at each swing so

long as it was falling,and then let it ascend freely,at every avdng the motion of

the bellwould be onlyincreased in speed,and its swingswould gi-aduallybecome
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greaterand greater,until by their increase the motion impartedon every oscillation

of the bell to the walls of the belfry,and the external air would become so great

as exactlyto be covered by the power exerted by the boy at each swing.
The success of this process depends,therefore,essentiallyon the boy'sapplying

his force onlyat those moments when itwill increase the motion of the bell. That

is,he must employ his strengthperiodically,and the periodictime must be equal
to that of the bell's swing,or he will not be successful. He would justas easily
bringthe swingingbell to rest,if he clungto the rope onlyduringitsascent, and

thus let his weightbe raised by the bell.

A similar experimentwhich can be tried at any instant is the following.Con-struct

a pendulum by hanging a heavybody (suchas a ring)to the lower end of a

thread,holdingthe upper end in the hand. On settingthe ringinto gentlepen-
dular vibration,it will be found that this motion can be graduallyand considerably
increased by watching the moment when the pendulum has reached its greatestIT
departurefrom the vertical,and then givingthe hand a very small motion in the

oppositedirection. Thus, when the pendulum is furthest to the right,move the

hand very slightlyto the left; and when the pendulum is furthest to the left,move
the hand to the right. The pendulum may be also set in motion from a state of

rest by givingthe hand similar very slightmotions having the same periodictime
as the penduhma's own swings. The displacementsof the hand may be so small

under these circumstances,that theycan scarcelybe perceivedwith the closest

attention,a circumstance to which is due the superstitiousapplicationof this

httleapparatus as a diviningrod. If namely the observer,without thinkingof
hishand, follows the swingsof the pendulumwith his eye, the hand readilyfollows
the eye, and involuntarilymoves a httle backwards or forwards, preciselyin the

same time as the pendulum, after this has accidentallybegun to move. These

involuntarymotions of the hand are usuallyoverlooked,at least when the observer

is not accustomed to exact observations on such unobtrusive influences. By this1|

means any existingvibration of the pendulum is increased and keptup, and any

accidental motion of the ring is readilyconverted
'

into pendularvibrations,
which seem to arise spontaneouslywithout any co-operationof the observer,
and are hence attributed to the influence of hidden metals, running streams, and

so on.

K on the other hand the motion of the hand is intentionallymade in the con-trary

direction,the pendulum soon comes to rest.

The explanationof the process is very simple. When the upper end of the

thread is fastened to an immovable support,the pendulum, once struck,continues

to swingfor a longtime, and the extent of its swingsdiminishes very slowly. We

can suppose the extent of the swingsto be measured by the anglewhich the thread

makes with the vertical on its greatestdeflectionfrom it. If the attached body
at the pointof greatestdeflectionlies to the right,and we move the hand to the

left,we manifestlyincrease the angle between the stringand the vertical,and con- ^F

fiequentlyalso augment the extent of the swing. By moving the upper end of the

stringin the oppositedirection we should decrease the extent of the swing.
In this case there is no necessityfor moving the hand in the same periodictime

as the pendulum swings. We might move the hand backwards and forwards only
at every third or fifthor other swing of the pendulum, and we should stillproduce
largeswings. Thus, when the pendulum is to the right,move the hand to the

left,and keep itstill,tillthe pendulum has swung to the left,then againto the

right,and then once more to the left,and then return the hand to its firstposition,
afterwardswait till the pendulum has swung to the riglil,then to the left,and

againto the right,and then recommence the first motion of the hand. In this

way three completevibrations,or double excursions of the pendulum, will corre-spond

to one left and rightmotion of the hand. In tlie same way one left and

rightmotion of the hand may be made to correspondwith seven or more swings
of the pendulum. The meaning of this process is alwaysthat the motion of the
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hand must in each case be made at such a time and in such a direction as to be

opposedto the deflectionof the pendulum and consequentlyto increase it.

By a slightalteration of the process we can easilymake two, four,six,"c.,

swingsof the pendulum correspondto one leftand rightmotion of the hand ; for

a sudden motion of the hand at the instant of the pendulum'spassage through the

vertical has no influence on the size of the swings. Hence when the pendulum
lies to the rightmove the hand to the left,and so increase its velocity,letit swing
to the left,watch for the moment of itspassingthe vertical line,and at that instant

return the hand to itsoriginalposition,allow it to reach the right,and then again
the left and once more the rightextremityof its arc, and then recommence the

firstmotion of the hand.

We are able then to communicate violent motion to the pendulum by very

small periodicalvibrations of the hand, having theirperiodictime exactlyas great,
% or else two, three,four,"c.,times as greatas that of the pendularoscillation. We

have here considered that the motion of the hand is backwards. This is not

necessary. It may take pla(5econtinuouslyin any other way we please. When it

moves continuouslythere will be generallyportionsof time duringwhich it will

increase the pendulum'smotion, and others perhapsin which it will diminish tlie

same. In order to create strong vibrations in the pendulum, then, it will be

necessary that the increments of motion should be permanentlypredominant,and
should not be neutralised by the sum of the decrements.

Now if a determinate periodicmotion were assignedto the hand, and we wished

to discover whether it would produceconsiderable vibrations in the pendulum, we

could not alwayspredictthe result without calculation. Theoretical mechanics

would, however, prescribethe followingprocess to be pursued: Analysethe periodic
motion of the hand into a sum of simplepeyidularvibrations ofthe Jiand " exactly
in the same way as was laid down in the last chapterfor the periodicmotions of

Ifthe particlesof air," then,ifthe periodictims of one of these vibrations is equal
to the periodictime of tJiependulum'sown oscillations,the pendulum will be set

ifito violent motion, but not otherwise. We might compound small pendular
motions of the hand out of vibrations of other periodictimes, as much as we liked,
but we should fail to produceany lastingstrong swings of the pendulum. Hence

the analysisof the motion of the hand into pendularswingshas a real meaning in

nature, producingdeterminate mechanical effects,and for the presentpurpose no

other analysisof the motion of the hand into any other partialmotions can be

substituted for it.

In the above examplesthe pendulum could be set into sympatheticvibration,
when the hand moved periodicallyat the same rate as the pendulum ; in this case

the longestpartialvibration of the hand, correspondingto the prime tone of a

resonant vibration,was, so to speak,in unison with the pendulum. When three

swingsof the pendulum went to one backwards and forwards motion of the hand,

IFit was the third partialswing of the hand, answering as it were to the Twelfth of

its prime tone, which set the pendulum in motion. And so on.

The same process that we have thus become acquaintedwith for swingsof long
periodictime,holds preciselyfor swingsof so short a periodas sonorous vibrations.

Any elastic bodywhich is so fastened as to admit of continuingitsvibrations for

some lengthof time when once set in motion, can also be made to vibrate sym-pathetically,
when itreceives periodicagitationsof comparativelysmall amounts,

ha\dnga periodictime correspondingto that of itsown tone.

Gentlytouch one of the keysof a pianofortewithout strikingthe string,so as

to raise the damper only,and then singa note of the correspondingpitchforcibly
dh-ectingthe voice againstthe stringsof the instrument. On ceasingto sing,the
note will be echoed back from the piano. It is easy to discover that this echo is

caused by the stringwhich is in unison with the note, for directlythe hand is

removed from the key,and the damper is allowed to fall,the echo ceases. The

sympatlieticvibration of the stringis stillbetter shown by puttinglittlepaper
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ridersupon it,which are jerkedoff as soon as the stringvibrates. The more

exactlythe singerhits the pitchof the string,the more stronglyit vibrates. A

very httle deviation from the exact pitchfailsin excitingsympatheticvibration.
In this experimentthe somidingboard of the instrument is firststruck by the

vibrationsof the air excited by the human voice. The sounding board is well

known to consist of a broad flexible wooden plate,which, owing to its exten-sive

surface,is better adapted to convey the agitationof the stringsto the air,

and of the air to the strings,than the small surface over which stringand air are

themselves directlyin contact. The soundingboard firstcommunicates the agita-tions
which it receives from the air excited by the singer,to the pointswhere the

stringis fastened. The magnitude of any singlesuch agitationis of course infini-

tesimallysmall. A very largenumber of such effects must necessarilybe aggre-gated,

before any sensible motion of the stringcan be caused. And such a con-tinuous

addition of effectsreallytakes place,if,as in the precedingexperimentswith ^
thebelland the pendulum,the periodictime of the small agitationswhich are com-municated

to the extremities of the stringby the air,throughthe intervention of the

soundingboard, exactlycorrespondsto the periodictime of the string*sOwn vibra-tions.

When this is the case, a longseries of such vibrations will reallyset the

stringinto motion which is very violent in comparisonwith the excitingcause.
In placeof the human voice we mightof course use any other musical instru-ment.

Provided onlythat it can producethe tone of the pianofortestringaccu-rately

and sustain it powerfully,it will bringthe latterinto sympatheticvibration.
In placeof a pianoforte,again,we can employ any other stringedinstrument

havinga sounding board, as a violin,guitar,harp,"c.,and also stretched mem-branes,

bells,elastic tongues or plates,"c.,providedonly that the latter are so

fastenedas to admit of their givinga tone of sensible duration when once made

tosound.

When the pitchof the originalsoundingbodyis not exactlythat of the sym- %

pathisingbody,or that which is meant to vibrate in sympathywith it,the latter

will nevertheless often make sensible sympatheticvibrations,which will diminish

in amplitudeas the difference of pitchincreases. But in this respectdifferent

soundingbodies shew greatdifferences,accordingto the lengthof time for which

theycontinue to sound after havingbeen set in action before communicatingtheir
whole motion to the air.

Bodies of small mass, which readilycommunicate their motion to the air,and

quicklycease to sound, as, for example,stretched membranes, or violin strings,are
readilyset in sympatheticvibration,because the motion of tlie air is conversely
readilytransferred to them, and theyare also sensiblymoved by sufficientlystrong
agitationsof the air,even when the latter have not preciselythe same periodic
time as the natural tone of the sympathisingbodies. The limits of pitchcapable
of excitingsympatheticvibration are consequentlya littlewider in this case. By
the comparativelygreater influence of the motion of the air upon liglitelasti( ^
bodiesof this kind which offerbut littleresistance,their natural periodictime can

be slightlyaltered,and adaptedto that of the excitingtone. Massive elastic

bodies,on the other hand, which are not readilymovable, and are slow in com-municating

their sonorous vibrations to the air,such as bells and plates,and con-tinue

to sound for a longtime,are also more difficultto move by the air. A much

longeraddition of effects is requiredfor this purpose, and consequentlyit is also

necessaryto hit the pitchof their own tone with much greaternicety,in order to

make them vibrate sympathetically.Stillit iswell known that bell-shapedglasses
can be put into violent motion by singingtheir proper tone into them ; indeed it is

relatedthat singerswith very powerfuland pure voices,have sometimes been able

tocrack them by the agitationthus caused. The principaldifficultyin this experi-ment
isin hittingthe pitchwith sufficient precision,and retainingthe tone at that

exact pitchfor a sufficient lengthof time.

Tuning-forksare the most difficultbodies to set in sympatheticvibration. To
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effectthis theymay be fastened on soundingboxes which have been exactlytuned to

their tone, as shewn in fig.13. If we have two such forks of exactlythe same

pitch,and excite one by a violin bow,
the other will beginto vibrate in sym-

^^^' '3-

pathy,even if placed at the further

end of the same room, and it will con-tinue

to sound, after the firsthas been

damped. The astonishingnature of

such a case of sympatheticvibration
will appear, if we merelycompare the

heavyand powerfulmass of steel set

in motion, with the Hghtyieldingmass
of air which producesthe effect by such

% small motive powers that theycould

not stir the lightestspringwhich was

not in tune with the fork. With such

forks the time requiredto set them

in full swing by sympatheticaction,
is also of sensible duration,and the

slightestdisagreementin pitchis sufficientto producea sensible diminution in

the sympatheticeffect. By stickinga pieceof wax to one prong of the second

fork,sufficientto make it vibrate once in a second less than the first" a difference

of pitchscarcelysensible to the finest ear " tlie sympatheticvibration wiU be

whollydestroyed.
After having thus described the phenomenon of sympatheticvibration in

general,we proceedto investigatethe influence exerted in sympatheticresonance

by the differentforms of wave of a musical tone.

% First,it must be observed that most elastic bodies which have been set into

sustained vibration by a gentleforce actingperiodically,are (witha few exceptions

1^02^^

Fio. 14.

to be considered hereafter)alwaysmade to swing in pendularvibrations. But they
are in generalcapableof executingseveral kinds of such vibration,with difierent

periodictimes and with a different distribution over the various parts of the

vibratingbody. Hence to the different lengthsof the periodictimes correspond
different simpletones producibleon such an elastic body. These are its so-called

proper tones. It is,however, onlyexceptionally,as in stringsand tlie narrower

kinds of organ pipes,that these proper tones correspondin pitchwith the har-
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monic upper partialtones of a musical tone alreadymentioned. They are for the

most partinharmonic in relationto the prime tone.

In many cases the vibrations and their mode of distribution over the vibrating
bodies can be rendered visiblebystrewinga littlefine sand over the latter. Take, for

example,a membrane (asa bladder or pieceof thin india-rubber)stretched over a

circularring. In fig.14 are shewn the various forms which a membrane can

assume when itvibrates. The diameters and circles on the surface of the mem-brane,

mark those pointswhich remain at rest duringthe vibration,and are known

as nodal lines. By these the surface is divided into a number of compartments
which bend alternatelyup and down, in such a way that while those marked (-f )

rise,those marked (--)fall. Over the figuresa, b, c, are shewn the forms of a

sectionof the membrane duringvibration. Only those forms of motion are drawn

which correspondwith the deepestand most easilyproducibletones of the mem-brane.

The number of circles and diameters can be increased at pleasureby ^

takinga sufficientlythin membrane, and stretchingitwith sufficient regularity,
and in this case the tones would continuallysharpenin pitch. By strewingsand

on the membrane the figuresare easilyrendered visible,for as soon as itbegins
to vibrate the particlesof sand collecton the nodal lines.

In the same way it is possibleto render visible the nodal lines and forms of

vibrationof oval and square membranes, and of differently-shapedplane elastic

plates,bars, and so on. These form a series of very interestingphenomena dis-covered

by Chladni, but to pursue them would lead us too far from our proper

subject.It will sufficeto givea few detailsrespectingthe simplestcase, that of a

circularmembrane.

In the time requiredby the membrane to execute 100 vibrations of the form a,

fig.14 (p.40c), the number of vibrations executed by the other forms is as

follows:"

Form of Vibration

a without nodal lines
.

b with one circle
....

c with two circles

d with one diameter
.

e with one diameter and one circle

f with two diameters
.

Pitch Number

ICO

229*6
359-9

159

292

214

Cents* Notes nearly

1439

2217
805
1858
I3"7

c

d' +

b'b"

ab

dl +

The primetone has been here arbitrarilyassumed as c, in order to note the inter-vals

of the highertones. Those simpletones producedby the membrane which are

shghtlyhigherthan those of the note written, are marked (+ ); those lower,by
(" ). In this case there is no commensurable ratio between the prime tone and

the other tones,that is,none expressiblein whole numbers.

Strew a very thin membrane of this kind with sand, and sound its primetone

stronglyin its neighbourhood; the sand will be driven by the vibrations towards %
the edge,where it collects. On producinganother of the tones of the membrane,

the sand collects in the correspondingnodal lines,and we are thus easilyable to

determine to which of its tones the membrane has responded.A singerwho
knows how to hit the tones of the membrane correctly,can thus easilymake the

* [Centsare hundredths of an equalSemi-tone,

and are exceedinglyvaluable as measures

of any, especiallyunusual, musical intervals.

They are fullyexplained,and the method of

calculatingthem from the Interval Batios is

given in App. XX. sect. C. Here it need only
be said that the number of hundreds of cents

is the number of equalsthat is, pianoforte
Semitones in the interval,and these may be

counted on the keys of any piano,while the

units and tens shew the number of hundredths
of a Semitone in excess. Wlierevor cents are

spoken of in the text, (as in this table),they
must be considered as additions by the transla-tor.

In the present case, they give the inter-vals

exactly,and not roughlyas in the column

of notes. Thus, 1439 cents is sharperthan 14

Semitones above c, that is,sharperthan d' by
39 hundredths of a Semitone, or about ^ of a

Semitone, and 1858is flatter than 19 Semitones

above c, that is,flatter than g by 42 hun-dredths

of a Semitone, or nearly^ a Semitone.

" Translator.]
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sand arrange itselfat pleasurein one order or the other,bysingingthe correspond-ing
tones powerfullyat a distance. But in generalthe simplerfiguresof the deeper

tones are more easilygeneratedthan the complicatedfiguresof the upper tones.

It is easiestof all to set the membrane in generalmotion by sounding its prime
tone, and hence such membranes have been much used in acoustics to prove the

existence of some determinate tone in some determinate spot of the surrounding
air. It is most suitable for this purpose to connect the membrane with an inclosed

mass of air. A, fig.1 5 ,
isa glassbottle,

having an open mouth a, and m place
of itsbottom b, a stretched membrane,

consistingof wet pig'sbladder, al-lowed

to dryafterit has been stretched

and fastened. At c is attached a

H singlefibreof a silk cocoon, bearinga
dropof sealing-wax,and hangingdown
like a pendulum againstthe membrane.

As soon as the membrane vibrates,the littlependulumisviolentlyagitated.Such
a pendulum is very convenient as long as we have no reason to apprehend any con-fusion

of the prime tone of the membrane with any other of itsproper tones. There

isno scatteringof sand, and the apparatusis therefore alwaysin order. But to decide

with certaintywhat tones are reallyagitatingthe membrane, we must after all

place the bottle with its mouth downwards and strew sand on the membrane.

However, when the bottle is of the right size,and the membrane uniformly
stretched and fastened,it isonlythe primetone of the membrane (slightlyaltered

by that of the sympatheticallyvibratingmass of air in the bottle)which is easily
excited. This prime tone can be made deeperby increasingthe size of the mem-brane,

or the volume of the bottle,or by diminishingthe tension of the membrane

% or size of the orifice of the bottle.

A stretched membrane of this kind, whether it is or is not attached to the bot-tom

of a bottle,will not onlybe set in vibration by musical tones of the same pitch
as itsown proper tone, but also by such musical tones as contain the proper tone

of the membrane among its upper partialtones. Generally,given a number of

interlacingwaves, to discover whether the membrane will vibrate sympathetically,
we must suppose the motion of the air at the given place to be mathematically

analysedinto a sum of pendularvibrations. If there is one such vibration among

them, of which the periodictime is the same as that of any one of the proper tones

of the membrane, the correspondingvibrationalform of the membrane will be super-induced.

But ifthere are none such, or none sufficientlypowerful,the membrane

will remain at rest.

In this case, then, we also find that the analysisof the motion of the air into

pendularvibrations,and the existence of certain vibrations of this kind, are dcci-

^ sive for the sympatheticvibration of the membrane, and for this purpose no other

similar analysisof the motion of the air can be substituted for its analysisinto

pendularvibrations. The pendularvibrations into which the compositemotion of

the air can be analysed,here shew themselves capableof producingmechanical
I effectsin external nature, independentlyof the ear, and independentlyof mathe-

1 matical theory. Hence the statement is confirmed,that the theoretical view which

I first led mathematicians to this method of analysingcompoimd vibrations,is
I founded in the nature of the thingitself.

As an example take the followingdescriptionof a singleexperiment:"

A bottle of the shape shewn in fig.1 5 above was covered with a thin vulcan-ised

india-rubber membrane, of which the vibratingsurface was 49 millimetres

(i*93inches)*in diameter,the bottle being140 millimetres (5-51 inches)high,and

" [As 10 inches are exactly254 milh*metres the calculation of one set of measures from

and 1 00 metres, that is,1 00,000 millimetres are the other. Ilonpfhlywe may assume 25 mm.

3tj37 inches,it is easy to form littletables for to be i inch. But whenever dimensions are
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Fig. i6 a.

havingan openingat the brass mouth of 13 millimetres {'51inches)in diameter.

When blown itgave /'Jl,and the sand heapeditselfin a circlenear the edge of the

membrane. The same circle resulted from my givingthe same tone f'%on an

harmonium, or itsdeeperOctave /Jl,or the deeperTwelfth B. Both F% and Z"

gave the same circle,but more weakly. Now the /'Jof the membrane is the prime
tone of the harmonium tone/'jl,the second partialtone of/iJ,the third of -B,the

fourthoiF% and fifthof D.* All these notes on beingsounded set the membrane

in the motion due to its deepesttone. A second smaller circle,19 millimetres

("75inches)in diameter was producedon the membrane by h' and the same more

faintlyby 6, and there was a trace of itfor the deeperTwelfth e, that is,forsimple
tones of which vibrational numbers were \ and \ that of 5'.t

Stretched membranes of this kind are very convenient for these and similar

experimentson the partialsof compound tones. They have the greatadvantage
of beingindependentof the ear, but theyf
are not very sensitive for the faintersimple
tones. Their sensitiveness is far inferiorto

that of the res'ondtors which I have intro-duced.

These are hollow spheresof glass
or metal, or tubes, with two openings as

shewn in figs.16 a and 16 b. One opening
(a)has sharpedges,the other (b)is funnel-

shaped,and adapted for insertion into the

ear. This smaller end I usuallycoat with

melted sealingwax, and when the wax has

cooled down enough not to hurt the finger
on beingtouched,but is stillsoft,I press the opening into the entrance of my

ear. The sealingwax thus moulds itselfto the shape of the inner surface of this

opening,and when I subsequentlyuse the resonator,it fitseasilyand is air-tight.%
Such an instrument is very like the resonance bottle alreadydescribed,fig.15

" , ^
(p.42a)

,
for which the observer's

Pig. i6b. vr t /"

own tympanic membrane has

been made to replacethe for-mer

artificialmembrane.

The mass of air in a reso-nator,

togetherwith that in the

aural passage, and vnth the

tympanicmembrane or drumskin itself,forms an elasticsystem which is capable
of vibratingin a peculiarmanner, and, in especial,the prime tone of the sphere,
which is much deeperthan any other of its proper tones, can be set into very

powerfulsjrmpatheticvibration,and then the ear, which is in immediate connec-tion

with the air inside the sphere,perceivesthis augmentedtone by direct action.

If we stopone ear (which is best done by a plug of sealingwax moulded into the ^
form of the entrance of the ear),J and applya resonator to the other,most of the

tones produced in the surroundingair will be considerablydamped; but if the

proper tone of the resonator is sounded, it braysinto the ear most powerfully.

givenin the text in mm. (thatis,millimetres),
theywill be reduced to inches and decimals of
to mch.~Translator,]

* [As the instrument was tempered, we

should have, approximately,for /g the partials
/t

, /5 ,
"fcc.; for B the partialsB, 6,fU ,

Ac ;

torFt the partialsF%,fU,cU,fU, Ac. ; and
for D the partialsD, d, o, d\ fU ,

Ac. To

prevent confusion I have reduced the upper
partialsof the text to ordinary partials,as
suggestedin p. 236',note." Tranalaior.]

t [Here the partialsof b arc 6, b\ Ac, and
of e aro e, e\ ^, Ac, ao that both b and e

contain b^," Translator,]

X [For ordinary purposes this is quite
enough, indeed it is generallyunnecessary to

stop the other ear at all. But for such experi-ments
as Mr. Bosanquet had to make on beats

(see App. XX. section L. art. 4, b) he was

obligedto use a jar as the resonator, conduct

the sound from it through first a glass and

then an elastictube to a semicircular metal tube

which reached from ear to ear, to each end of

which a tube coated with india-rubber,could be

screwed into the ear. By this means, when

proper care was taken, all sound but that

coming from the resonance jar was perfectly
excluded. " TranslaforJ] t
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Hence any one, even ifhe has no ear formusic or is quiteunpractisedin detecting
musical sounds, isput in a condition to pickthe requiredsimpletone, even if com-paratively

faint,from out of a great number of others. The proper tone of the

resonator may even be sometimes heard croppingup in the whistlingof the "*'ind,

the rattlingof carriagewheels, the splashingof water. For these purposes such

resonators are incomparablymore sensitive than tuned membranes. When the

simpletone to be observed is faint in comparisonwith those which a^scompany it,

it is of advantageto alternatelyapplyand withdraw the resonator. We thus easily
feelwhether the proper tone of the resonator beginsto sound when the instrument

is apphed,whereas a uniform continuous tone is not so readilyperceived.
A properlytuned series of such resonators is therefore an importantinstrument

for experimentsin which individual fainttones have to be distinctlyheard,although

accompaniedby others which are strong,as in observations on the combinational

% and upper partialtones, and a senes of other phenomena to be hereafter described

relatingto chords. By their means such researches can be carried out even by
ears quite untrained in musical observation,whereas it had been previously

impossibleto conduct them except by trained musical ears, and much strained

attention properlyassisted. These tones were consequentlyaccessible to the

observation of only a very few individuals ; and indeed a largenumber of physi-cists
and even musicians had never succeeded in distinguishingthem. And again

even the trained ear is now able,with the assistance of resonators, to caiTy the

analysisof a mass of musical tones much further than before. Without their help,
indeed, I should scarcelyhave succeeded in making the observations hereafter

described,with so much precisionand certainty,as I have been enabled to attain

at present.*
It must be carefullynoted that the ear does not hear tlierequiredtone with

augmented force,unless that tone attains a considerable intensitywithin the mass

^ of air inclosed in the resonator. Now the mathematical theoryof the motion of

the air shews that,so long as the amplitudeof the \'ibration8is sufficientlysmall,

the inclosed air will execute pendular oscillationsof the same periodictime as

those in the external air,and none other,and that onlythose pendularoscillations
whose periodictime correspondswith that of the proper tone of the resonator,

have any considerable strength; the intensityof the rest diminishingas the differ-ence

of their pitchfrom that of the proper tone increases. All this is independent
of the connection of the ear and resonator, except in so far as its tympanic mem-brane

forms one of the inclosingwalls of the mass of air. Theoreticallythis

apparatus does not differfrom the bottle with an elasticmembrane, in fig.15
(p.42a),but itssensitivenessisamazinglyincreased by usingthe drumskin of the ear

for the closingmembrane of the bottle,and thus bringingit in direct connection

with the auditoryner\'es themselves. Hence we cannot obtam a powerfultone in

the resonator except when an analysisof the motion of the external air into

^ pendularvibrations,would shew that one of them has the same periodictime aa

the proper tone of the resonator. Here again no other analysisbut that into

pendularvibrations would givea correct result.

It is easy for an observer to convince himself of the above-named propertiesof
resonators. Applyone to the ear, and let a pfficeof harmonised music, in which

the proper tone of the resonator frequentlyoccurs, be executed by any instruments.

As often as this tone is struck,the ear te which the instrument is held,will hear

it violentlycontrast with all the other tones of the chord.

This proper tone will also often be heard, but more weakly,when deeper
musical tones occur, and on investigationwe find that in such cases tones have

been struck which include the proper tone of the resonator among their upper

partialtones. Such deepermusical tones are called the harmonic uncUr tones of

the resonator. They are musical tones whose periodictime is exactly2, 3, 4, 5,

and so on, times as great as that of the resonator. Thus if the proper tone of

* See Appendix II. for tliemeasurefl and different forms of these Krsonators.
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the resonator is c",it will be heard when a musical instrument sounds c',/,c, A\),
F, D, (7,and so on.* In this case the resonator is made to sound in sympathy
with one of the harmonic upper partialtones of the compound musical tone which

is vibratingin the external air. It must, however, be noted that by no means all

the haimonic upper partialtones occur in the compound tones of every instrument,
and that theyhave very differentdegreesof intensityin different instruments. In

the musical tones of vioHns,pianofortes,and hannoniums, the firstfive or six are

generallyvery distinctlypresent. A more detailed account of the upper partial
tones of stringswill be given in the next chapter. On the harmonium the un-evenly

numbered partialtones (i, 3, 5, "c.)are generallystrongerthan the evenly
numbered ones (2,4, 6, "c.).In the same way, the upper partialtones are clearly
heard by means of the resonators in the singingtones of the human voice,but

differin strengthfor the differentvowels, as wiU be shewn hereafter. II

Among the bodies capableof strong sympatheticvibration must be reclconed

stretched stringswhich are connected with a soundingboard, as on the pianoforte.
The principalmark of distinctionbetween stringsand the other bodies which

vibrate sympathetically,is that different vibratingforms of stringsgive simple
tones correspondingto the harvwiiic upper partialtones of the primetone,whereas
the secondarysimpletones of membranes, bells,rods,"c.,are iV^harmonic with the

prime tone, and the masses of air in resonators have generallyonlyvery high

upper partialtones, also chieflymharmonic with the primetone, and not capable
of beingmuch reinforced by the resonator.

The vibrations of stringsmay be studied either on elastic chords loosely
stretched,and not sonorous, but swingingso slowlythat their motion may be

followed with the hand and eye, or else on sonorous strings,as those of the piano-forte,
guitar,monochord, or violin. Stringsof the first kind are best made of thin ^

spiralsof brass wire,six to ten feet in length. They should be gentlystretched,
and both ends should be fastened. A stringof this construction is capableof

makingvery largeexcursions with greatregularity,which are easilyseen by a large
audience. The swingsare excited by moving the stringregularlybackwards and

forwards by the fingernear to one of itsextremities.

A stringmaybe firstmade to vibrate as in fig.17, a (p.466),so that itsappear-ance

when displacedfrom itspositionof rest is alwaysthat of a simplehalf wave.

The stringin this case givesa singlesimple tone,the deepestit can produce,and
no other harmonic secondarytones are audible.

But the stringmay also during its motion assume the forms fig.17, b,c, d.

In this case the form of the stringis that of two, three,or four half waves of a

simplewave-curve. In the vibrational form b the stringproducesonlythe upper

Octave of itsprime tone, in the form c the Twelfth, and in the form d the second

Octave. The dotted lines shew the positionof the stringat the end of half its ^

periodictime. In b the pointp remains at rest,in c two pointsy^ and y^
remain

at rest,in d three pointsS,,h^,3,. These pointsare called nodes. In a swingmg

spiralwire the nodes are readilyseen, and for a resonant stringtheyare shewn by
httlepaper riders,which are jerke^ofi*from the vibratingparts and remain sitting
on the nodes. When, then, the stringis divided by a node into two swinging
sections,it producesa simpletone having a pitchnumber double that of the prime
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tone. For three sections the pitchnumber istripled,for fonr sections quadrupled,
and so on.

To bring a spiralwire into these different forms of vibration,we move it

periodicallywith the fingernear one extremity,adoptingthe periodof its slowest

swingsfor a, twice that rate for b, three times for c, and four times for d. Or else

we justgentlytouch one of the nodes nearest the extremitywith the finger,and pluck
the stringhalf-waybetween this node and the nearest end. Hence when y^ in c,

or S,in d, iskeptat rest by the finger,we pluckthe stringat c The other nodes

then appear when the vibration commences.

f

For a sonorous stringthe vibrational forms of fig.17 above are most purely
producedby applyingto its soundingboard the handle of a tuning-forkwhich has

been struck and givesthe simpletone correspondingto the form required. K only
a determinate number of nodes are desired,and it is indifferentwhether the indi-vidual

pointsof the stringdo or do not execute simplevibrations,it is sufficientto

touch the stringvery gentlyat one of the nodes and either pluckthe stringor rub

it with a violinbow. By touchingthe stringwith the fingerall those simplevibra-tions

are damped which have no node at that point,and onlythose remain which

allow the stringto be at rest in that place.
The number of nodes in longthin stringsmay be considerable. They cease to

be formed when the sections which liebetween the nodes are too short and stiffto

^ be capableof sonorous vibration. Very fine stringsconsequentlygivea greater
number of highertones than thicker ones. On the violinand the lower pianoforte
stringsitis not very difficultto producetones with 10 sections ; but with extremely
fine wires tones with 16 or 20 sections can be made to sound. [Alsocompare p. 78^.]

The forms of vibration here spokenof are those in which each pointof the

stringperformspendularoscillations. Hence these motions excite in the ear the

sensation of only a singlesimple tone. In all other vibrational forms of the

strings,the oscillationsare not simplypendular,but take placeaccordingto a differ-ent

and more compUcatedlaw. This is alwaysthe case when the stringis plucked
in the usual way with the finger(as for guitar,harp,zither)or is struck with a

hammer (ason the pianoforte),or isrubbed with a violinbow. The resultingmotions

may then be regardedas compounded of many simplevibrations,which, w^hen

taken separately,correspondto those in fig.17. The multiphcityof such com-posite

forms of motion is infinitelygreat,the stringmay indeed be considered

as capableof assumingany givenform (providedwe confine ourselves in all cases
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to very small deviations from the positionof rest),because,accordingto what was

said in Chapter11.,any givenform of wave can be compounded out of a number

of simplewaves such as those indicated in fig.17, a, b, c, d. A plucked,struck,
or bowed stringthereforeallows a greatnumber of harmonic upper partialtones to

be heard at the same time as the prime tone, and generallythe number increases

with the thinness of the string.The peculiartinklingsound of very fine metallic

strings,is clearlydue to these very highsecondarytones. It is easy to distinguish
tbe upper simpletones up to the sixteenth by means of resonators. Beyond the

sixteenththeyare too close to each other to be distinctlyseparableby this means.

Hence when a stringis sympatheticallyexcited by a musical tone in its neigh-
bom-hood,answeringto the pitchof the primetone of the string,a whole series of

differentsimplevibrational forms will generallybe at the same time generatedin
the string.For when the prime of the musical tone correspondsto the prime of

the stringaU the harmonic upper partialsof the firstcorrespondto those of the ^
second,and are hence capableof excitingthe correspondingvibrational forms in

the string.Generallythe stringwill be broughtinto as many forms of sympa-thetic

vibration by the motion of the air,as the analysisof that motion shews that

itpossesses simplevibrationalforms,havinga periodictime equalto that of some

vibrationalform, that the stringis capableof assuming. But as a generalrule
when there is one such simplevibrationalform in the air,there are several such,
and itwill often be difficultto determine by which one, out of the many possible
simpletones which would producethe effect,the stringhas been excited. Conse-quently

the usual unweightedstringsare not so convenient for the determination

of the pitchof any simpletones which exist in a compositemass of air,as the

membranes or the inclosed air of resonators.

To make experimentswith the pianoforteon the sympatheticvibrations of

strings,select a fiatinstrument,raiseitslid so as to expose the strings,then press
down the key of the string(ford suppose)which you wish to put into sympatheticm
vibration,but so slowlythat the hammer does not strike,and placea littlechipof
wood across this d string.You will find the chipput in motion, or even throvm

o"f,when certain other stringsare struck. The motion of the chipisgreatestwhen
one of the wnder tcmts of d (p.44^^)is struck,as c, i^,0, A)^,F,,D,,or 0^. Some,
but much less,motion also occiurs when one of the upper partialtones of d is

struck,as d\ g",or d", but in this last case the chipwill not move if it has been

placedover one of the correspondingnodes of the string.Thus if itislaid across

the middle of the stringitwill be stillfor d' and d'\ but will move iotg". Placed

at one third the lengthof the stringfrom itsextremity,itwill not stir for g",but
will move for d' or d". Finallythe stringd will also be put in motion when an

under tone of one of itsupper partialtones isstruck ; forexample,the note/,ofwhich
the third partialtone d' isidenticalwith the second partialtone of d. In this case

also the chipremains at rest when put on to the middle of the stringc',which is

itsnode for c". In the same way the stringd wiQ move, with the formation of
-r

two nodes, for g',g, or S^,all which notes have g" as an upper partialtone,which
isalso the third partialof c'.*

Observe that on the pianoforte,where one end of the stringsis commonly
concealed,the positionof the nodes is easilyfound by pressingthe stringgently
on both sides and strikingthe key. If the fingeris at a node the corresponding
upper partialtone will be heard purelyand distinctly,otherwise the tone of the

stringis dull and bad.

As long as onlyone upper partialtone of the stringd is excited,the corre-sponding

nodes can be discovered,and hence the particularform of itsvibration

determined. But this is no longerpossibleby the above mechanical method when

* [These experimentsoan of coarse not be struck and damped. And this sounding of c',
conducted on the usual uprightcottagepiano. althoughunstruck,is itselfa very interesting
Bat the experimentercan at least hear the phenomenon. But of course, as it depends on

tone of c\ if c, F, C, ""c.,are struck and the ear, it does not establish the results of the

immediatelydamped, or if c", g", c'" are text." TraTislator.]
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two upper partialtones are excited,such as c" and g",as would be the case ifboth

these notes were struck at once on the pianoforte,because the whole stringof d

would then be in motion.

Although the relations for stringsappear more complicatedto the eye, their

sympatheticvibration is subjectto the same law as that which holds for resonators,

membranes, and other elastic bodies. The sympatheticvibration is alwaysdeter-mined

by the analysisof whatever sonorous motions exist,into simplependular
vibrations. If the periodictime of one of these simplevibrations correspondsto
the periodictime of one of the proper tones of the elasticbody,that body,whether
itbe a string,a membrane, or a mass of air,will be put into strongsympathetic
vibration.

These factsgivea real objectivevalue to the analysisof sonorous motion into

simplependularvibration,and no such value would attach to any other analysis.

^ Every individual singlesystem of waves formed by pendularvibrations exists as

an independentmechanical imit,expands,and sets in motion other elasticbodies

having the correspondingproper tone,perfectlyundisturbed by any other simple
tones of other pitcheswhich may be expanding at the same time, and which may

^"oceedeither from the same or any other source of sound. Each singlesimple
^Tone, then, can, as we have seen, be separatedfrom the compositemass of tones,

by mechanical means, namely by bodies, which will vibrate sympatheticallywith

it. Hence every individual partialtone exists in the compoxmd musical tone

producedby a singlemusical instrument,justas truly,and in the same sense, as the

different colours of the rainbow exist in the white lightproceedingfrom the sun

or any other luminous body. Light is also onlya vibrational motion of a peculiar
elastic medium, the luminous ether,just as sound is a vibrationalmotion of the

air. In a beam of white Ught there is a speciesof motion which may be repre-sented

as the sum of many oscillatorymotions of various periodictimes,each of

^ which correspondsto one particularcolour of the solar spectrum. But of course

each particleof ether at any particularmoment has only one determinate velocity,
and onlyone determinate departurefrom its mean position,justhke each particle
of air in a space traversed by many systemsof sonorous waves. The reallyexist-ing

mction of any particleof ether is of course only one and individual ; and our

theoreticaltreatment of it as compound,is in a certain sense arbitrary.But the

undulatorymotion of hght can also be analysedinto the waves correspondingto
the separate colours,by external mechanical means, such as by refraction in a

prism,or by transmission through fine gratings,and each individual simplewave

of lightcorrespondingto a simple colour,exists mechanicallyby itself,indepen-dently
of any other colour.

We must therefore not hold it to be an illusion of the ear, or to be mere

imagination,when in the musical tone of a singlenote emanatingfrom a musical

instrument, we distinguishmany partialtones,as I have found musicians inclined

m to think,even when theyhave heard those partialtones quitedistinctlywith their

own ears. If we admitted this,we should have also to look upon the colours of

the spectrumwhich are separatedfrom white light,as a mere illusion of the eye.
The real outward existence of partialtones in nature can be estabHshed at any

moment by a sympatheticallyvibratingmembrane which casts up the sand strewn

upon it.

FinallyI would observe that,as respectsthe conditions of sympatheticvibra-tion,

I have been obligedto refer frequentlyto the mechanical theoryof tlie

motion of air. Since in the theoryof sound we have to deal with well-known

mechanical forces,as the pressure of the air,and with motions of material

particles,and not with any hypotheticalexplanation,theoretical mechanics have

an unassailable authorityin this department of science. Of course those readers

who are unacquaintedwith mathematics,must accept the results on faith. An

experimentalway of examining the problems in questionwill be described in the

next chapter,in which the laws of the analysisof musical tones by the ear have
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to be established. The experimentalproofthere givenfor the ear, can also be

carried oat in preciselythe same way for membranes and masses of air which

vibratesympathetically,and the identityof the laws in both cases will result from

those investigations.*

CHAPTER IV.

ON THE ANALYSIS OF MUSICAL TONES BY THE EAR.

It was frequentlymentioned in the precedingchapterthat musical tones could be

resolved by the ear alone,unassisted by any peculiarapparatus,into a series of

partialtones correspondingto the simplependularvibrations in a mass of air,that ^
is,into the same constituents as those into which the motion of the air is resolved

bythe sympatheticvibration of elasticbodies. We proceedto shew the correctness

of thisassertion.

Any one who endeavours for the firsttime to distinguishthe upper partial
tones of a musical tone,generallyfinds considerable difficultyin merelyhearing
them.

The analysisof our sensations when itcannot be attached to corresponding
differencesin external objects,meets with peculiardifficulties,the nature and

significanceof which will have to be considered hereafter. The attention of the

observer has generallyto be drawn to the phenomenon he has to observe,by
peculiaraids properlyselected,until he knows preciselywhat to look for ; afterhe

Las once succeeded,he wiU be able to throw aside such crutches. Similar diffi-culties

meet us in the observation of the upper partialsof a musical tone. I shall

firstgive a descriptionof such processes as will most easilyput an untrained f
observer into a positionto recogniseupper partialtones, and I will remark in

passingthat a musicallytrained ear will not necessarilyhear upper partialtones
with greaterease and certaintythan an untrained ear. Success dependsrather

upon a peculiarpower of mental abstraction or a peculiarmastery over attention,
than upon musical training.But a musicallytrained observer has an essential

advantageover one not so trained in his power of figuringto himself how the

simpletones soughtfor,oughtto sound, whereas the untrained observer has con-

tmnallyto hear these tones sounded by other means in order to keeptheir effect
freshin his mind.

First we must note,that the unevenlynumbered partials,as the Fifths,Thirds,
Sevenths,"c.,of the primetones,are usuallyeasier to hear than the even ones,

which are Octaves either of the primetone or of some of the upper partialswhich
lienear it,justas in a chord we more readilydiFtinguishwhether it contains

Fifthsand Thirds than whether it has Octaves. The second,fourth,and eighthH

partialsare higher Octaves of the prime,the sixth partialan Octave above the

thirdpartial,that is,the Twelfth of the prime; and some practiceis requiredfor

distinguishingthese. Among the uneven partialswhich are more easilydis-tinguished,

the firstplacemust be assigned,from its usual loudness,to the third

partial,the Twelfth of the prime,or the Fifth of its first higherOctave. Then

followsthe fifthpartialas the majorThird of the prime,and, generallyvery faint,
the seventlipartialas the minor Seventhf of the second higher Octave of the

prime,as will be seen by their followingexpressionin musical notation,for the

compound tone c.

" Opticalmeans for renderingvisibleweak f i^^ Taore correctlys?i6-minor Seventh ;

sympatheticmotions of sonorous masses of as the real minor Seventh, formed by taking
air,are described in App. II. These means two Fifths down and then two Octaves ap, is

are valuable for demonstratingthe facts to sharperby 27 cents,or in the ratio of 63 : 64.
hearersunaccustomed to the observingand " Translator.']
distinguishingmusical tones.

GSogle
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In commencing to observe upper partialtones,it is advisable justbefore pro-ducing

the musical tone itselfwhich you wish to analyse,to sound the note you

wish to distinguishin it,very gently,and if possiblein the same qualityof tone

as the compound itself. The pianoforteand harmonium are well adapted for

these experiments,because they both have upper partialtones of considerable

power.

II First gentlystrike on a pianothe note g\ as marked above,and after letting
the digitalt rise so as to damp the string,strike the note c, of which g'is the

third partial,with great force,and keep your attention directed to the pitchof the

f which you had justheard,and you will hear it againin the compound tone of

c. Similarly,firststroke the fifthpartiale" gently,and then c strongly.These

upper partialtones are often more distinct as the sound dies away, because they
appear to lose force more slowlythan the prime. The seventh and ninth partialB

h"\ ând d^" are mostlyweak, or quiteabsent on modem pianos. If the same ex-periments

are tried with an harmonium in one of its louder stops,the seventh

partialwill generallybe well heard, and sometimes even the ninth.

To the objectionwhich is sometimes made that the observer onlyimagineshe
hears the partialtone in the compound,because he had justheard it by itself,I

need onlyremark at present that if e!' is firstheard as a partialtone of c on a

good piano,tuned in equaltemperament,and then e" is struck on the instrument

IFitself,it is quiteeasy to perceivethat the latter is a httle sharper.This follows

from the method of tuning. But if there is a differencein pitchbetween the two

tones, one is certainlynot a continuation of the mental effectproducedby the

other. Other facts wliich completelyrefute the above conception,will be subse-quently

adduced.

A stillmore suitable process than that justdescribed for the piano,"an be

adoptedon any stringedinstrument, as the piano,monochord, or violin. It con-sists

in firstproducingthe tone we wish to hear,as an harmonic, [p.2$d,note]by
touchingthe correspondingnode of the stringwhen it is struck or rubbed. The

resemblance of the tone firstheard to the correspondingpartialof the compound
is then much greater,and the ear discovers itmore readily.It is usual to placea

di\aded scale by the stringof a monochord, to facilitatethe discoveryof the nodes.

Those for the third partial,as shewn in Chap.III. (p.45^),divide the stringinto
three equalparts,those for the fifthinto five,and so on. On the pianoand violin

IIthe positionof these pointsis easilyfound experimentally,by touchingthe string
gentlywith the fingerin the neighbourhoodof the node, which has been approxi-

mativelydetermined by the eye, then strikingor bowing the string,and moving
the fingerabout tillthe requiredharmonic comes out stronglyand purely. By
then soundingthe string,at one time with the fingeron the node, and at another

without, we obtain the requiredupper partialat one time as an harmonic, and at

another in the compound tone of the whole string,and thus learn to recognisethe
f existence of the firstas partof the second, with comparativeease. Using thin
' stringswhich have loud upper partials,I have thus been able to recognisethe

* [The cents, (seep. 4ie2,note) reckoned piano or org"n, are best called digitalsor
from the lowest note, are assigned on the finger-keys,on the analogyof pedalsand foot-

suppositionthat the harmonics are perfect, keys on the organ. The word key having
as on the Harmonica!, not tempered as on another musical sense, namely, the scale *n

the pianoforte. See also diagram, p. 22c " which a pieceof music is written,will without

Translator.} prefixbe confined to this meaning." Tran^-

t [The keys played by the fingerson a lator.]
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partialsseparately,up to the sixteenth. Those which liestillhigherare too near

to each other in pitchfor the ear to separatethem readily.
In such experimentsI recommend the followingprocess. Touch the node of

the stringon the pianoforteor monochord with a camel* s-hair pencil,strike the

note,and immediatelyremove the pencilfrom the string. If the pencilhas been

pressedtightlyon the string,we either continue to hear the requiredpartialas an

harmonic,or else in addition hear the prime tone gentlysoundingwith it. On

repeatingthe excitement of the string,and continuingto press more and more

lightlywith the camel's-hair pencil,and at last removing the pencilentirely,the

primetone of the stringwiU be heard more and more distinctlywith the harmonic

tillwe have finallythe full natural musical tone of the string.By this means

we obtain a series of gradualtransitional stages between the isolatedpartialand
the compound tone,in which the firstis readilyretained by the ear. By applying
thislast process I have generallysucceeded in making perfectlyuntrained ears f

recognisethe existence of upper partialtones.
It is at firstmore difficultto hear the upper partialson most wind instruments

and in the human voice,than on stringedinstruments,harmoniums, and the more

penetratingstopsof an organ, because it is then not so easy firstto producethe

upper partialsoftlyin the same qualityof tone. But stilla littlepracticesuffices
to lead the ear to the requiredpartialtone, by previouslytouchingit on the piano.
The partialtones of the himian voice are comparativelymost difficultto distinguish
for reasons which will be givensubsequently.Nevertheless they were distin-

gnishedeven by Eameau* without the assistance of any apparatus. The process

isas follows :"

Get a powerfulbass voice to sing^ to the vowel 0, in sore [more like aw

in SOU) than o in so],gentlytouch h'\}on the piano,which is the Twelfth, or

thirdpartialtone of the note e|;",and letitssound die away while you are listening
to itattentively.The note h'\ôn the piano will appear reallynot to die away, %
but to keepon sounding,even when its stringis damped by removing the finger
from the digital,because the ear unconsciouslypasses from the tone of the piano
to the partialtone of the same pitchproducedby the singer,and takes the latter

for a continuation of the former. But when the fingeris removed from the key,
and the damper has fallen,itis of course impossiblethat the tone of the string
should have continued soimding. To make the experimentfor g" the fifthpartial,
or majorThird of the second Octave above "(;",the voice should singto the vowel

kmfatlier.
The resonators described in the last chapterfurnish an excellent means for

thispurpose, and can be used for the tones of any musical instrument. On apply,
ingto the ear the resonator correspondingto any givenupper partialof the com-pound

c, such as g',thisg'is rendered much more powerfulwhen c is sounded.

Now hearingand distinguishingg'in this case by no means proves that the ear

alone and without this apparatuswould hear g'as partof the compound c. But %
the increase of the loudness of g'caused by the resonator may be used to direct

the attention of the ear to the tone it is requiredto distinguish.On gradually
removingthe resonator from the ear, the force of g' will decrease. But the

attention once directed to it by this means, remains more readilyfixed upon
it,and the observer continues to hear this tone in the natural and unchanged
compound tone of the given note, even with his unassisted ear. The sole office
of the resonators in this case is to directthe attention of the ear to the required
tone.

By frequentlyinstitutingsimilar experimentsfor perceivingthe upper partial
tones,the observer comes to discover them more and more easily,tillhe isfinally
ableto dispensewith any aids. But a certain amount of undisturbed concentration
is alwaysnecessary for analysingmusical tones by the ear alone, and hence the

use of resonators is quiteindispensablefor an accurate comparisonof different

* Nouveau Syatmnede Musique thiorique.Paris : 1726. Preface.

"^i:iPgle
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qualitiesof tones,especiallyin respectto the weaker upper partials.At least,I

must confess,that my own attempts to discover the upper partialtones in the

human voice,and to determine their differences for differentvowels,were most

unsatisfactoryuntil I appliedthe resonators.

We now proceedto prove that the human ear reallydoes analysemusical
tones accordingto the law of simplevibrations. Since it is not possibleto insti-tute

an exact comparisonof the strengthof our sensations for different simple
tones, we must confine ourselves to provingthat when an analysisof a composite
tone into simplevibrations,effected by theoretic calculation or by sympathetic

resonance, shews that certain upper partialtones are absent,the ear also does

not perceivethem.
The tones of stringsare againbest adaptedfor conductingthis proof,because

theyadmit of many alterationsin their qualityof tone, accordingto the manner

II and the spot in which they are excited,and also because the theoretic or experi-mental

analysisis most easilyand completelyperformedfor this case. Thomas

Young* first shewed that when a stringis pluckedor struck,or, as we may add,

bowed at any pointin its length which is the node of any of its so-called

liarmonics,those simplevibrational forms of the stringwhich have a node in that

pointare not contained in the compound vibrational form. Hence, if we attack

the stringat itsmiddle point,allthe simplevibrations due to the evenlynumbered

partials,each of which has a note at that point,will be absent. This givesthe
sound of the stringa peculiarlyhollow or nasal twang. If we excite the stringat

^ of itslength,the vibrations correspondingto the third,sixth,and ninth partials
will be absent ; if at ^,then those correspondingto the fourth,eighth,and twelfth

partialswill fail; and so on.f

This result of mathematical theoryis confirmed, in the firstplace,by analys-ing
the compound tone of the stringby sympatheticresonance, either by the

f resonators or by other strings.The experimentsmay be easilymade on the

pianoforte.Press down the digitalsfor the notes c and c',without allowingthe
hammer to strike,so as merelyto free them from their dampers,and then pluck
the stringc with the nail tillit sounds. On damping the c stringthe higher"
will echo the sound, exceptin the particularcase when the c stringhas been

pluckedexactlyat itsmiddle point,which is the pointwhere it would have to be

touched in order to giveitsfirstharmonic when struck by the hammer.

If we touch the c stringat i or f itslength,and strikeitwith the hammer,

we obtain the harmonic g*; and ifthe damperof the g^israised,this stringechoes
the sound. But if we pluckthe c stringwith the nail,at either 1 or " itslength,
g'is not echoed,as itwill be if the c stringis pluckedat any other spot.

In the same way observations with the resonators shew that when the c string
is pluckedat its middle the Octave c' is missing,and when at ^ or ^ itslengththe
Twelfth g' isabsent. The analysisof the sound of a stringby the sympathetic

% resonance of stringsor resonators, consequentlyfullyconfirms Thomas Young's
law.

But for the vibration of stringswe have a more direct means of analysisthan
that furnished bysympatheticresonance. If we, namely,touch a vibratingstring
gentlyfor a moment with the fingeror a camePs-hair pencil,we damp allthose

simplevibrations which have no node at the pointtouched. Those vibrations,
however, which have a node there are not damped, and hence will continue to

sound without the others. Consequently,if a stringhas been made to speak in

any way whatever,and we wish to know whether there exists among its simple
vibrations one correspondingto the Twelfth of the primetone,we need onlytouch
one of the nodes of this vibrational form at ^ or f the lengthof the string,in
order to reduce to silence all simpletones which have no such node, and leave the

Twelfth sounding,if it were there. If neither it,nor any of the sixth,ninth,

* London. PhilosophicalTransactio7iSt1800,vol.i.p. 137.

t See Appendix III.
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twelfth,"c., of the partialtones were present,givingcorrespondingharmonics,
the stringwill be reduced to absolute silenceby this contact of the finger.

Press down one of the digitalsof a piano,in order to free a stringfrom its

damper. Pluck the stringat its middle point,and immediatelytouch it there.

The stringwill be completelysilenced,shewing that pluckingit in its middle

excitednone of the evenlynumbered partialsof itscompound tone. Pluck itat ^ or ^
itslength,and immediatelytouch it in the same place; the stringwill be silent,

provingthe absence of the third partialtone. Pluck the stringanywhere else

than in the pointsnamed, and the second partialwill be heard when the middle is

touched,the third when the stringis touched at ^ or " of its length.
The agreement of this kind of proofwith the results from sympatheticreso-nance,

is well adaptedfor the experimentalestablishment of the propositionbased
in the last chaptersolelyupon the results of mathematical theory,namely,that
sympatheticvibration occurs or not, accordingas the correspondingsimpleH
vibrations are or are not contained in the compound motion. In the lastdescribed

method of analysingthe tone of a string,we are quiteindependentof the theory
of sympatheticvibration,and the simplevibrations of stringsare exactlycharac-terised

and recognisableby their nodes. If the compound tones admitted of being

analysedby sympatheticresonance accordingto any other vibrational forms except
those of simplevibration,this agreementcould not exist.

If,afterhavingthus experimentallyprovedthe correctness of Thomas Young's
law,we try to analysethe tones of stringsby the unassisted ear, we shallcontinue

to find completeagreement.* If we pluckor strike a stringin one of itsnodes,

ailthose upper partialtones of the compound tone of the stringto which the node

belongs,disappearfor the ear also,but theyare heard if the stringis pluckedat

any other place. Thus, if the stringc be pluckedat ^ itslength,the partialtone

g*cannot be heard,but if the stringbe pluckedat onlya littledistance from this

pointthe partialtone g^is distinctlyaudible. Hence the ear analysesthe sound f

of a stringinto preciselythe same constituents as are found by sympatheticreso-nance,

that is,into simpletones,accordingto Ohm*s definitionof this conception.
These experimentsare also well adaptedto shew that itis no mere playof imagina-tion

when we hear upper partialtones,as some peoplebelieve on hearingthem for

the firsttime, for those tones are not heard when theydo not exist.

The followingmodification of this process is also very well adaptedto make

the upper partialtones of stringsaudible. First,strikealternatelyin rhythmical
sequence, the third and fourth partialtone of the stringalone,bydamping itin the

correspondingnodes, and requestthe listener to observe the simplemelodythus

produced. Then strikethe undamped stringalternatelyand in the same rhythmical
sequence, in these nodes,and thus reproducethe same melodyin the upper partials,
which the listener will then easilyrecognise.Of course, in order to hear the

thirdpartial,we must strikethe stringin the node of the fourth,and conversely.
The compound tone of a pluckedstringis also a remarkablystrikingexample%

of the power of the ear to analyseinto a long seriesof partialtones, a motion

which the eye and the imaginationare able to conceive in a much simplermanner.
A string,which is pulledaside by a sharppoint,or the fingernail,assumes the

form fig.18, A (p.S4a),before itis released. It then passes throughthe series of

forms,fig.18,B, C, D, E, F, tillit reaches G, which is the inversion of A, and

then returns,throughthe same, to A again. Hence italternatesbetween the forms

A and G. AU these forms, as isclear,are composedof three straightlines,and

on expressingthe velocityof the individual pointsof the stringsby vibrational

curves, these would have the same form. Now the stringscarcelyimpartsany
perceptibleportionof its own motion directlyto the air. Scarcelyany audible

tone resultswhen both ends of a stringare fastened to immovable supports,as
metal bridges,which are againfastened to the walls of a room. The sound of

* See Brandt in Poggcndorff'sAnnalen der Physik, vol. cxii. p. 324, where this fact ia

proved.
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the stringreaches the air throughthat one of its extremities which rests upon

a bridgestandingon an elastic sounding board. Hence the sound of the string

essentiallydepends on the motion of this

extremity,through the pressure which it

exerts on the soundingboard. The magni-tude
of this pressure, as italters periodically

with the time, is shewn in fig.19, where

the heightof the line h h correspondsto
the amount of pressure exerted on the bridge
by that extremityof the stringwhen the

string is at rest. Along h h suppose

lengthsto be set off correspondingto con-secutive

intervals of time, the vertical

% heightsof the broken line above or below

h h representthe correspondingaugmenta-tions
or diminutions of pressure at those

times. The pressure of the stringon the

sounding board consequentlyalternates,as
the figureshews, between a higherand a

lower value. For some time the greater

pressure remains unaltered ; then the lower

suddenlyensues, and likewise remains for a

time unaltered. The letters a to g in fig.19
correspondto the times at which the string
assumes the forms A to G in fig.18. It is this alteration between a greaterand

a smaller pressure which producesthe sound in the air. We cannot but feel

astonished that a motion producedby means so simpleand so easy to comprehend,

f should be analysedby the ear into such a complicatedsum of simple tones. For

the eye and the understandingthe action of the stringon the sounding board can

be figuredwith extreme simplicity.What has the simplebroken line of fig.19
to do with wave*curv6S, which, in the course of one of their periods,shew

1-I--I-U:
1) c d

4...|.,..|-+.H.-4-|-4-.
f g t

Fig.

h a

19.

3, 4, 5, up to 16,and more, crests and troughs? This is one of the most striking
examplesof the different ways in which eye and ear comprehend a periodic
motion.

There is no sonorous bodywhose motions under varied conditions can be so

^ completelycalculated theoreticallyand contrasted with observation as a string.
The followingare examplesin which theorycan be comparedwith analysisby
ear: "

I have discovered a means of excitingsimplependularvibrations in the air. A

tuning-forkwhen struck givesno harmonic upper partialtones, or, at most, traces

of them when itisbroughtinto such excessivelystrong vibration that it no longer
exactlyfollows the law of the pendulum.* On the other hand, tuning-forkshave
some very high inharmonic secondarytones, which producethat peculiarsharp

* [On all ordinarytuning-forksbetween a

and d" in pitch,I have been able to hear the

Beoond partialor Octave of the prime. In

Bome low forks this Octave is so powerfulthat
on pressingthe handle of the fork againstthe
table^ the prime quite disappearsand the

Octave only is heard, .and this has often

proved a source of embarrassment in tuning
the forks,or in counting beats to determine

pitchnumbers. But the prime can always be

heard when the fork is held to the ear or over

a properlytuned resonance jar,as described in

this paragraph. I tune such jars by pouring
water in or out until the resonance is strongest,
and then I registerthe height of the water

and pitchof the fork for future use on a slip
of paper gummed to the side of the jar. I

have found that it is not at all necessary to
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tinklingof the fork at the moment of beingstruck,and generallybecome rapidly
inaudible. If the tuning-forkis held in the fingers,it impartsvery littleof its

tone to the air,and cannot be heard unless itis held close to the ear. Instead of

holdingit in the fingers,we may screw itinto a thick board, on the under side of

which some piecesof india-rubber tubinghave been fastened. When this is laid

upon a table,the india-rubber tubes on which itissupportedconvey no sound to

the table,and the tone of the tuning-forkis so weak that it may be considered in-audible.

Now if the prongs of the fork be broughtnear a resonance chamber * of

a bottle-form of such a size and shapethat,when we blow over its mouth, the air

itcontains givesa tone of the same pitchas the fork's,the air within this chamber

vibrates sympathetically,and the tone of the fork is thus conducted with great

strengthto the outer air. Now the highersecondarytones of such resonance

chambers are also inharmonic to the prime tone,and in generalthe secondary
tones of the chambers correspondneither with the harmonic nor the inharmonic H

secondarytones of the forks ; this can be determined in each particularcase by
producingthe secondarytones of the bottleby strongerblowing,and discovering
those of the forks with the helpof stringsset into sympatheticvibration,as will

be presentlydescribed. If,then, only one of the tones of the fork,namelythe

primetone, correspondswith one of the tones of the chamber, this alone will be

reinforced by sympatheticvibration,and this alone will be communicated to the

external air,and thus conducted to the observer's ear. The examination of the

motion of the air by resonators shews that in this case, providedthe tuning-forkbe
not set into too violent motion, no tone but the prime ispresent,and in such case

the unassisted ear hears onlya singlesimpletone,namelythe common prime of

thetuning-forkand of the chamber, without any accompanyingupper partialtones.
The tone of a tuning-forkcan also be purifiedfrom secondarytones by placing

itshandle upon a stringand moving it so near to the bridgethat one of the proper

tones of the section of stringlyingbetween the fork and the bridgeisthe same as ^
that of the tuning-fork.The stringthen beginsto vibrate strongly,and conducts

the tone of the tuning-forkwith greatpower to the soundingboard and surround-ing

air,whereas the tone is scarcely,if at all,heard as longas the above-named

sectionis not in unison with the tone of the fork. In this way it is easy to find

the lengthsof stringwhich correspondto the primeand upper partialtones of the

fork,and accuratelydetermine the pitchof the latter. If this experimentis con-ducted

with ordinarystringswhich are uniform throughouttheir length,we shield

the ear from the inharmonic secondarytones of the fork,but not firomthe harmonic

upper partials,which are sometimes faintlypresentwhen the fork is made to

vibrate strongly.Hence to conduct this experimentin such a way as to create

purelypendularvibrations of the air,itis best to weightone pointof the string,if

onlyso much as by lettinga dropof meltingsealing-waxfallupon it. This causes

the upper proper tones of the stringitselfto be inharmonic to the primetone, and

hence there is a distinctinterval between the pointswhere the fork must be placedf
to bringout the primetone and itsaudible Octave, if itexists.

In most other cases the mathematical analysisof the motions of sound is not

nearlyfar enoughadvanced to determine with certaintywhat upper partialswill
be present and what intensitytheywill possess. In circularplatesand stretched

membranes which are struck,itis theoreticallypossibleto do so, but their inhar-

ptitthe fork into excessivelystrong vibration of Chap. VII.,and Prof. Preyer'sin App. XX.
in order to make the Octave sensible. Thus, sect. L. art. 4, c. The conditions according
takinga fork of 232 and another of 468 vibra- to Eoenig that tuning-forksshould have no

tions,after strikingthem both, and lettingthe upper partialsare given in App. XX. sect. L.

deeperfork spend most of its energy until I art. 2, a. " Tranakdcyr.]
could not see the vibrations with the eye at all, * Either a bottle of a proper size,which
the beats were heard distinctly,when I pressed can readilybe more accuratelytuned by pour-
both on to a table, and continued to be heard ing oil or water into it,or a tube of i"asteboard
even after the forks themselves were separately quite closed at one end, and having a small

inaudible. See also Prof. Helmhoitz's experi- round opening at the other. See the proper
ments on a fork of 64 vibrations at the close sizes of such resonance chambers in App. IV.
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monic secondarytones are so numerous and so nearlyof the same pitchthat most

observers would probablyfailto separatethem satisfactorily.On elasticrods,how-ever,

the secondarytones are very distant from each other,and are inharmonic, so

that theycan be readilydistinguishedfrom each other by the ear. The following
are the proper tones of a rod which is free at both ends ; the vibrational number

of the primetone taken to be c, is reckoned as i :"

The notation is adaptedto the equaltemperament,and the appendedfractions
" are partsof the interval of a completetone.

Where we are unable to execute the theoreticalanalysisof the motion,we can,

at any rate,by means of resonators and other sympatheticallyvibratingbodies,
analyseany individual musical tone that is produced,and then compare this

analysis,which is determined by the laws of sympatheticvibration,with that

effectedby the unassisted ear. The latter is naturallymuch less sensitive than

one armed with a resonator ; so that it is frequentlyimpossiblefor the unarmed

ear to recogniseamongst a number of other strongersimpletones those which the

resonator itselfcan onlyfaintlyindicate. On the other hand, so far as my ex-perience

goes, there is completeagreementto this extent : the ear recogniseswith-out

resonators the simpletones which the resonators greatlyreinforce,and perceives
no upper partialtone which the resonator does not indicate. To verifythis con-clusion,

I performednumerous experiments,both with the human voice and the

harmonium, and they all confirmed it.f
If By the above experimentsthe propositionenunciated and defended by G. S.

Ohm must be regardedas proved,viz.that the human ear perceivespendularvibra-tions

alone as simpletones,and resolvesall other periodicmotions of the air into

a seriesofpendularvibrations^ hearingthe seriesofsimpletones which correspond
tviththesesimplevibrations.

Calling,then, as alreadydefined (inpp. 23, 24 and note),the sensation excited

in the ear by any periodicalmotion of the air a musical tone,and the sensation

excited by a simplependularvibration a simpletone, the rule asserts that the

sensation ofa musical tone is compoufidedout of the sensations of several simple
tones. In particular,we shall henceforth call the sound producedby a single
sonorous bodyits (simpleor compound)tone, and the sound producedby several

musical instruments actingat the same time a compositetone,consistinggenerally
of several (simpleor compound) tones. If,then, a singlenote is sounded on a

m
* [Forcents see note p. ^id. As a Tone is

200 ct.,O'l Tone " 20 ct.,these would givefor
the Author's notation / + 40 ct.,/'+ 20 ct.,a'"

- 10 ct.,whereas the column of cents shews

that they are more accurately/ + 56 ct.,/' +

21 ct.,a'""14 ct. For convenience, the cents

for Octaves are separated,thus 1200+556 in

place of 1756, but this separationis quite
unnecessary. The cents again shew the inter-vals

of the inharmonic partialtones without

any assumption as to the value of the prime.
By a misprint in all the German editions,
followed in the firstEnglishedition,the second

proper tone was made/" 0*2 in place of / +

""2. " Translator.]
t [In my

* Notes of Observations on Musi-cal

Beats,' Proceedingsof the Royal Society,
May 1880, vol. xxx. p. 531, largelycited in

App. XX. sect. B. No. 7, 1 showed Uiat I was

able to determine the pitch numbers of deep

reed tones,by the beats (Chap.VIII.)that their

upper partialsmade with the primes of a set of

Scheibler's tuning-forks.The correctness of

the process was proved by the fact that the

results obtained ftrom differentpartialsof the

same reed tone, which were made to beat with

different forks,gave the same pitch numbers

for the primes,within one or two hundredths of

a vibration in a second. I not only employed
such low partialsas 3, 4, 5 for one tone, and

4, 5, 6 for others, but I determined the pitch
number 31*47, by partials7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, and the pitch number 15*94 by partials25
and 27. The objectiverealityof these ex-tremely

high upper partials,and their inde-pendence

of resonators or resonance jars,was
therefore conclusivelyshewn. On the Har-

monical the beats of the i6th partialof C 66,
with c'",when slightlyflattenedby pressirgthe
note lightlydown, are very cleai." Translator, j
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masical instnunent,as a violin,trmnpet,organ, or by a singingvoice,it mast be

called in exact languagea tone of the instrument in question. This is also the

ordinarylanguage,but it did not then implythat the tone might be compound.
When the tone is,as usual,a compound tone,itwill be distinguishedby this term,

or the abridgment,a compound; while tone is a generalterm which includes both

simpleand compound tones.* The primetone is generallylouder than any of the

upper partialtones, and hence italone generallydetermines the pitchof the com-pound.

The tone producedby any sonorous body reduces to a singlesimpletone
in very few cases indeed,as the tone of tuning-forksimpartedto the air by reso-nance

chambers in the manner alreadydescribed. The tones of wide-stopped

oigan pipeswhen gentlyblown are almost free from upper partials,and are accom-panied

onlyby a rush of wind.

It is well known that this union of several simpletones into one compound
tone,which is naturallyeffectedin the tones producedby most musical instruments,^
is artificiallyimitated on the organ by peculiarmechanical contrivances. The

tones of organ pipesare comparativelypoor in upper partials.When itisdesirable

to use a stopof incisivepenetratingqualityof tone and greatpower, the wide pipes

{principalregisterand weitgedacktt) are not sufficient; their tone is too soft,too

defectivein upper partials; and the narrow pipes(getgen-registerand quintateni)
are also unsuitable,because,althoughmore incisive,their tone is weak. For such

occasions,then,as in accompanyingcongregationalsinging,recourse is had to the

compoundstops." In these stopsevery keyis connected with a largeror smaller

seriesof pipes,which itopens simultaneously,and which givethe prime tone and

a certain number of the lower upper partialsof the compound tone of the note in

question.It is very usual to connect the upper Octave with the prime tone,and
afterthat the Twelfth. The more complexcompounds (comet")givethe firstsix

partialtones, that is,in addition to the two Octaves of the prime tone and its

Twelfth,the highermajorThird, and the Octave of the Twelfth. This is as much ^
of the series of upper partialsas belongsto the tones of a major chord. But

to prevent these compound stops from beinginsupportablynoisy,it is necessary
to reinforcethe deepertones of each note by other rows of pipes,for in all natural

tones which are suited for musical purposes the higherpartialsdecrease in force as

theyrisein pitch.This has to be regardedin their imitation by compound stops.
These compound stopswere a monster in the pathof the old musical theory,which
'was acquaintedonly with the prime tones of compounds; but the practiceof
organ-buildersand organistsnecessitated their retention,and when they are

suitablyarrangedand properlyapplied,theyform a very effectivemusical apparatus.
* [Here,again,as on pp. 23, 24, 1 have,in toned diapason,eightfeet.* Hopkins, Organ,

the translation,been necessarily obligedto p. 445. * A manual stop of eightfeet,produ-
deriateslightlyfrom the original.Klang, as oing a pungent tone very like that of the
here defined,embraces Ton as a particular Gamba, except that the pipes,being of larger
case. I use tone for the general term, and scale,speak quickerand producea fullertone.

compound tone and simple tone for the two Examples of the stop exist at Doncaster, ir

particularcases. Thus, as presentlymentioned the Temple Church, and in the Exchange
in the text,the tone producedby a tuning-fork Organ at Northampton.' Ibid. p. 138. For
heldover a proper resonance chamber we know, quintaten ŝee supra, p. 33J,note. " Translator.]
on analysis,to be simple b̂ut before analysisit " [As described in Hopkins,Organ, p. 142,
is to us only a (musical)tone like any other, these are the sesquialtera* of five,four,three,
and hence in this case the Author's Klang or two ranks of open metal pipes, tuned
becomes the Author's Ton, I believe that the in Thirds, Fifths,and Octaves to the Diapa-
languageused in my translation is best adapted son.' The mixture, consistingof five to two
forthe constant accurate distinction between ranks of open metal pipes smaller than the

compound and simpletones by Englishreaders, last,is in England the second, in Germany the
u I leave nothing which runs counter to old first,compound stop (p.143).The Furniture ot
habits,and by the use of the words simpleand five to two sets of small open pipes,is variable,

compound, constantlyrecall attention to this i)The Comet, mounted has five ranks of very
newlydiscovered and extremelyimportantrela- large and loudlyvoiced pipes,2) the echo,ia
tion."Tran^Zator.] similar,but lightand delicate,and is inclosed

t [Principal" double open diapason.Oross- in a box. In German organs the comet is also
96(2acfct"double stopped diapason. Hopkins, a pedalreed stopof four and two feet (ibid.)."

Orqan,p. 444- ^."Translator.'] Translator."]
X [*Geigen Principal"violin or crisp-
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The nature of the case at the same time fullyjustifiestheir use. The musician is

bound to regardthe tones of all musical instruments as compounded in the same

way as the compound stopsof organs, and the importantpart this method of com-position

playsin the construction of musical scalesand chords will be made evident

in subsequentchapters.
We have thus been led to an appreciationof upper partialtones,which differs

considerablyfrom that previouslyentertained by musicians,and even physicists,
and must therefore be preparedto meet the oppositionwhich will be raised. The

upper partialtones were indeed known, but almost onlyin such compound tones as

those of strings,where there was a favourable opportunityfor observingthem ;

but theyappear in previousphysicaland musical works as an isolated accidental

phenomenon of small intensity,a kind of curiosity,which was certainlyoccasion-ally

adduced, in order to givesome support to the opinionthat nature had pre-

Iffiguredthe construction of our major chord, but which on the whole remained

almost entirelydisregarded.In oppositionto this we have to assert,and we shall

prove the assertion in the next chapter,that upper partialtones are, with a few

exceptionsalreadynamed, a generalconstituent of all musical tones,and that a

certain stock of upper partialsis an essential condition for a good musical quality
of tone. Finally,these upper partialshave been erroneouslyconsidered as weak,

because theyare difficultto observe,while,in pointof fact,for some of the best

musical qualitiesof tone,the loudness of the firstupper partialsis not far inferior

to that of the primetone itself.

There is no difficultyin verifyingthis last factby experimentson the tones of

strings.Strike the stringof a piano or monochord, and immediatelytouch one of

itsnodes for an instant with the finger; the constituent partialtones havingthis
node will remain with unaltered loudness,and the rest will disappear. We might
also touch the node in the same way at the instant of striking,and thus obtain the

f correspondingconstituent partialtones from the first,in placeof the complete

compound tone of the note. In both ways we can readilyconvince ourselves that the

firstupper partials,as the Octave and Twelfth,are by no means weak and difiicult

to hear,but have a very appreciablestrength. In some cases we are able to assign
numerical values for the intensityof the upper partialtones,as. will be shewn in

the next chapter.For tones not producedon stringsthis d posterioriproofis not
so easy to conduct, because we are not able to make the upper partialsspeak
separately.But even then by means of the resonator we can appreciatethe in-tensity

of these upper partialsby producingthe correspondingnote on the same

or some other instrument until its loudness,when heard throughthe resonator,

agrees with that of the former.

The difiicultywe experiencein hearingupper partialtones is no reason for

consideringthem to be weak ; for this difficultydoes not dependon theirintensity,
but upon entirelydifferentcircumstances,which could not be properlyestimated

% mitil the advances recentlymade in the physiologyof the senses. On this diffi-culty

of observingthe upper partialtones have been founded the objectionswhich
A. Seebeck " has advanced againstOhm's law of the decompositionof a musical

tone ; and perhapsmany of my readers who are unacquaintedwith the physiology
of the other senses, particularlywith that of the eye, might be inclined to adopt
Seebeck's opinions.I am therefore obligedto enter into some details concerning
this difference of opinion,and the peculiaritiesof the perceptionsof our senses,

on which the solution of the difficultydepends.
Seebeck, althoughextremely accomplishedin acoustical experimentsand

observations,was not alwaysable to recogniseupper partialtones,where Ohm's

law requiredthem to exist. But we are also bound to add that he did not apply
the methods alreadyindicated for directingthe attention of his ear to the upper

partialsin question.In other cases when he did hear the theoretical upper

* In Poggendorff'sAnnalen der Physik,vol. Ix.p. 449, vol. Ixiii.pp. 353 and 368." OAm,
ibid, vol. lix.p. 513, and vol. Ixii.p. i.
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paiiials,theywere weaker than the theoryrequired.He concluded that the defi-nition

of a simpletone as givenby Ohm was too limited,and that not onlypen-
dular vibrations,but other vibrational forms, providedtheywere not too widely
separatedfrom the pendular,were capableof excitingin the ear the sensation of

a singlesimpletone,which,however, had a variable quality.He consequently
asserted that when a musical tone was compounded of several simple tones, part
of the intensityof the upper constituent tones went to increase the intensityof
the prime tone, with which it fused,and that at most a small remainder excited in

the ear the sensation of an upper partialtone. He did not formulate any deter-minate

law, assigningthe vibrational forms which would givethe impressionof
a simpleand those which would givethe impressionof a compound tone. The

experimentsof Seebeck,on which he founded his assertions,need not be here

described in detail. Their objectwas only to producemusical tones for which

either the intensityof the simplevibrations correspondingto the upper partials%
could be theoreticallycalculated,or in which these upper partialscould be

rendered separatelyaudible. For the latter purpose the siren was used. We have

justdescribed how the same objectcan be attained by means of strings.Seebeck
shews in each case that the simplevibrations correspondingto the upper partials
have considerable strength,but that the upper partialsare either not heard at all,

or heard with difficultyin the compound tone itself. This fact has been already
mentioned in the present chapter.It may be perfectlytrue for an observer who

has not appUed the proper means for observingupper partials,while another,or

even the firstobserver himself when properlyassisted,can hear them perfectlywell.*
Now there are many circumstances which assist us first in separatingthe

musical tones arisingfrom differentsources, and secondly,in keepingtogetherthe
partialtones of each separatesource. Thus when one musical tone is heard for

some time before beingjoinedby the second, and then the second continues after

the firsthas ceased,the separationin sound is facilitatedby the succession of time. ^
We have alreadyheard the firstmusical tone by itself,and hence know imme-diately

what we have to deduct from the compound effectfor the effectof this first

tone. Even when several partsproceedin the same rhythm in polyphonicmusic,
the mode in which the tones of different instruments and voices commence, the

nature of their increase in force,the certaintywith which theyare held,and the

manner in which theydie off,are generallyslightlydifferent for each. Thus the

tones of a pianofortecommence suddenlywith a blow, and are consequently
strongestat the firstmoment, and then rapidlydecrease in power. The tones of

brass instruments,on the other hand, commence sluggishly,and requirea small

but sensible time to developtheir full strength.The tones of bowed instruments

are distinguishedby their extreme mobility,but when either the playeror the

instrument is not unusuallyperfectthey are interruptedby little,very short,

pauses, producingin the ear the sensation of scraping,as will be described more

in detail when we come to analysethe musical tone of a violin. When, then, such ^f
instruments are sounded togetherthere are generallypointsof time when one or

the other is predominant,and it is consequentlyeasilydistinguishedby the ear.

But besides all this,in good part music, especialcare is taken to facihtate the

separationof the partsby the ear. In polyphonicmusic proper, where each part
has its own distinctmelody,a principalmeans of clearlyseparatingthe progres-sion

of each parthas alwaysconsisted in makingthem proceedin differentrhythms
and on differentdivisions of the bars ; or where this could not be done, or was at

any rate onlypartlypossible,as in four-partchorales,it is an old rule,contrived

forthis purpose, to letthree parts,ifpossible,move by singledegreesof the scale,
and let the fourth leapover several. The small amount of alterationin the pitch
makes it easier for the listenerto keepthe identityof the several voices distinctly
in mind.

^* [Here from * Upper partialtones,*p. 94, to * former analysis,*p. 100 of the ist English
editionare omitted, in accordance with the 4th German edition." Translator,]
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AH these helps"a.ilin the resolution of musical tones into their constituent

partials.When a compound tone commences to sound, all its partialtones
commence with the same comparativestrength;when it swells,all of them

generallyswell uniformly; when it ceases, all cease simultaneously.Hence no

opportunityisgenerallygivenfor hearingthem separatelyand independently.In

preciselythe same manner as the naturallyconnected partialtones form a single
source of sound, the partialtones in a compound stopon the organ fuse into one, as

all are struck with the same digital,and all move in the same melodic progression
as their prime tone.

Moreover,the tones of most instruments are usuallyaccompaniedby charac-teristic

irregularnoises,as the scratchingand rubbingof the violinbow, the rush

of wind in flutes and organ pipes,the gratingof reeds,"c. These noises,with

which we are alreadyfamiliar as characterisingthe instruments, materially
H facilitateour power of distinguishingthem in a compositemass of sounds. The

partialtones in a compound have, of course, no such characteristicmarks.

Hence we have no reason to be surprisedthat the resolution of a compound
tone into itspartialsis not quiteso easy for the ear to accomplish,as the resolu-tion

of compositemasses of the musical sounds of many instruments into their

proximateconstituents,and that even a trained musical ear requiresthe applica-tion
of a considerable amount of attention when itundertakes the former problem.

It is easy to see that the auxiliarycircumstances alreadynamed do not always
sufficefor a correct separationof musical tones. In imiformlysustained musical

tones, where one might be considered as an upper partialof another, our

judgment might readilymake default. This is reaUy the case. G. S. Ohm

proposeda very instructive experimentto shew this,usingthe tones of a violin.

But itis more suitablefor such an experimentto use simpletones, as those of a

stoppedorgan pipe. The best instrument, however, is a glassbottle of the form

H shewn in fig.20, which is easilyprocuredand

preparedfor the experiment. A Uttle rod c

supports a guttaperchatube a in a proper

position. The end of the tube, which is

directed towards the bottle,is softened in warm

water and pressedflat,forminga narrow chink,

throughwhich air can be made to rush over

the mouth of the bottle. When the tube is

fastened by an india-rubber pipeto the nozzle

of a bellows,and wind isdriven over the bottle,
it produces a hollow obscure soimd, like the

vowel 00 in too, which is freer from upper

partialtones than even the tone of a stopped
pipe,and is only accompaniedby a slight

H noise of wind. I find that it is easier to keep
the pitchunaltered in this instrument while

the pressure of the wind is slightlychanged,
than in stoppedpipes.We deepenthe tone by
partiallyshadingthe orificeof the bottle with

a littlewooden plate;and we sharpenit by
pouringin oil or melted wax. We are thus able to make any requiredlittle
alterationsin pitch.I tuned a largebottle to bj;}and a smaller one to b^ and

united them with the same bellows,so that when used both beganto speakat the

same instant. When thus united theygave a musical tone of the pitchof the

deeperbj;},but havingthe quahtyof tone of the vowel oa in toad,instead of 00 in

too. When, then, I compressedfirstone of the india-rubber tubes and then the

other,so as to producethe tones alternately,separately,and in connection,I was

at last able to hear them separatelywhen sounded together,but I could not

continue to hear them separatelyfor long,for the upper tone graduallyfused with
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the lower. This fusion takes placeeven when the upper tone issomewhat stronger

than the lower. The alteration in the qualityof tone which takes placeduring
thisfusion is characteristic. On producingthe upper tone firstand then letting
the lower sound with it,I found that I at firstcontinued to hear the upper tone

with its full force,and the under tone soundinghelow it in its natural qualityof
00 in too. But by degrees,as my recollectionof the sound of the isolatedupper

tone died away, it seemed to become more and more indistinct and weak, while

the lower tone appearedto become stronger,and sounded like oa in toad. This

weakeningof the upper and strengtheningof the lower tone was also observed by
Ohm on the violin. As Seebeck remarks, it certainlydoes not alwaysoccur, and

probablydependson the liveliness of our recollections of the tones as heard

separately,and the greateror less uniformityin the simultaneous productionof
the tones. But where the experiment succeeds, it givesthe best proofof the

essentialdependenceof the result on varyingactivityof attention. With the tones If

producedby bottles,in addition to the reinforcement of the lower tone,the altera-tion

in itsqualityis very evident and is characteristicof the nature of the process.
This alteration is lessstrikingfor the penetratingtones of the violin.*

This experimenthas been appealedto both by Ohm and by Seebeck as a

corroboration of their different opinions.When Ohm stated that it was an

' illusion of the ear
' to apprehendthe upper partialtones whollyor partlyas a

reinforcement of the primetone (orrather of the compound tone whose pitchis
determined by that of itsprime),he certainlyused a somewhat incorrectexpression,
althoughhe meant what was correct,and Seebeck was justifiedin replyingthat
the ear was the sole judgeof auditorysensations,and that the mode in which it

apprehendedtones oughtnot to be called an
* illusion.'However, our experiments

justdescribed shew that the judgmentof the ear differsaccordingto the liveliness

of itsrecollectionof the separateauditoryimpressionshere fused into one whole,
and accordingto the intensityof itsattention. Hence we can certainlyappealfrom %
the sensations of an ear directed without assistance to external objects,whose
interests Seebeck represents,to the ear which is attentivelyobservingitselfand
is suitablyassisted in its observation. Such an ear reallyproceedsaccordingto
the law laid down by Ohm.

Another experimentshould be adduced. Eaise the dampersof a pianoforteso
that allthe stringscan vibrate freely,then singthe vowel a iafather,art,loudly
to any note of the piano,directingthe voice to the soundingboard ; the sym-pathetic

resonance of the stringsdistinctlyre-echoes the same a. On singingoe
in toe,the same oe is re-echoed. On singinga infare,this a isre-echoed. For ee

in see the echo is not quiteso good. The experimentdoes not succeed so well if

the damper is removed onlyfrom the note on which the vowels are sung. The

vowel character of the echo arisesfrom the re-echoingof those upper partialtones
which characterise the vowels. These, however, will echo better and more

clearlywhen their correspondinghigherstringsare free and can vibrate sym- ^

pathetically.In this case, then, in the last resort,the musical effect of the

resonance is compounded of the tones of several strings,and several separate
partialtones combine to producea musical tone of a peculiarquality.In addition

to the vowels of the human voice,the pianowill also quitedistinctlyimitate the

qualityof tone producedby a clarinet,when stronglyblown on to the sounding
board.

Finally,we must remark, that althoughthe pitchof a compound tone is,for

* [A very convenient form of this ezpezi- The tone is also brighterand unaccompanied
mont, useful even for lecture purposes, is to by any windrush. By pressingthe handle of

employ two tuning-forks,tuned as an Octave, the deeperfork on the table,we can excite its

say " and c",and held over separate resonance other upper partials,and thus produce a third
jars. By removing firstone and then the other, qualityof tone,which can be readilyappre-
or lettingboth sound together,the above effects ciated ; thus, simple c',simplecf+ simplec",
can be made evident, and they even remain compound c'." Translator,]
when the Octave is not tuned perfectlytrue.
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musical purposes, determined by that of its prime,the influence of the upper

partialtones is by no means unfelt. They givethe compound tone a brighterand

highereffect. Simpletones are dull. When theyare comparedwith compound
tones of the same pitch,we are inclined to estimate the compound as belongingto
a higherOctave than the simpletones. The difference is of the same kind as that

heard when firstthe vowel oo in too and then a in tar are sung to the same note.

It is often extremelydifficultto compare the pitchesof compoundtones of different

qualities.It is very easy to make a mistake of an Octave. This has happened
to the most celebrated musicians and acousticians. Thus it is well known that

Tartini,who was celebrated as a violinistand theoretical musician,estimated all

combinational tones (Chap.XI.) an Octave too high,and, on the other hand,
Henrici * assignsa pitchtoo low by an Octave to the upper partialtones of

tuning-forks.f
I The problemto be solved,then,in distinguishingthe partialsof a compound
tone isthat of analysinga given aggregateof sensations into elements which no

longeradmit of analysis.We are accustomed in a largenumber of cases where

sensations of differentkinds or in differentpartsof the body,exist simultaneously,
to recognisethat theyare distinctas soon as theyare perceived,and to direct our

attention at will to any one of them separately.Thus at any moment we can be

separatelyconscious of what we see, of what we hear, of what we feel,and dis-tinguish

what we feelin a fingeror in the greattoe,whether pressure or a gentle
touch,orwarmth. So also in the fieldof vision. Indeed,as I shallendeavour to shew

in what follows,we readilydistinguishour sensations from one another when we

have a preciseknowledge that theyare composite,as, for example,when we have

become certain,by frequentlyrepeatedand invariable experience,that our present
sensation arisesfrom the simultaneous action of many independentstimuli,each
of which usuallyexcites an equallywell-known individual sensation. This induces

1f us to think that nothingcan be easier,when a number of different sensations are

, simultaneouslyexcited,than to distinguishthem individuallyfrom each other,and

1 that this is an innate facultyof our minds.

Thus we find,among others,that it is quitea matter of course to hear sepa-rately

the differentmusical tones which come to our senses collectively,and expect
that in every case when two of them occur together,we shall be able to do the

like.

The matter is very differentwhen we set to work at investigatingthe more un-usual

cases ofperception,and at more completelyunderstandingthe conditions under

which the above-mentioned distinctioncan or cannot be made, as isthe case in the

physiologyof the senses. We then become aware that two differentkinds or grades
must be distinguishedin our becomingconscious of a sensation. The lower gradeof
this consciousness,is that where the influence of the sensation in questionmakes
itselffeltonlyin the conceptionswe form ofexternal thingsand processes, and assists

^ in determiningthem. This can take placewithout our needingor indeed beingable
to ascertain to what particularpartof our sensations we owe this or that relation

of our perceptions.In this case we will say that the impressionofthe sensation in

questionis perceivedsynthetically.The second and highergrade is when we

immediatelydistinguishthe sensation in questionas an existingpart of the sum

of the sensations excited in us. We will say then that the sensation is perceived
analytically.X The two cases must be carefullydistinguishedfirom each other.

" Poggd. Ann., vol. xcix. p. 506. The with wahrgenommeny and then restrictingthe
same difficultyis mentioned by Zamminer meaning of this very common German word.

{Die Musik und die musikalischen Instru- It appeared to me that it would be clearer to

merUe, 1855,p. 1 11)as well known to musicians. an English reader not to invent new words

f [Here the passage from ' The problem or restrict the sense of old words, but to

to be solved,*p. 626, to * from its simple use perceivedin both cases, and distinguish
tones,*p. 656,isinserted in this edition from the them (forpercipirtand apperdpirtrespectively)
4th German edition." TraTt^Za^r.] by the adjunctssyntheticallyand analytically^

i [Prof.Helmholtz uses Leibnitz's terms the use of which is clear from the explanations
percipirtand apperdpirt̂ alternatingthe latter givenin the iBxt," Translator.]
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Seebeck and Ohm are agreed that the upper partialsof a musical tone are

perceiyedsynthetically.This is acknowledgedby Seebeck when he admits that

theiractionon the ear changesthe force or qualityof the sound examined. The

disputeturns upon whether in all cases they can be perceivedanalyticallyin their

individualexistence ; that is,whether the ear when unaided by resonators or other

physicalauxiliaries,which themselves alter the mass of musical sound heard by the

observer,can by mere direction and intensityof attention distinguishwhether, and

ifso in what force,the Octave, the Twelfth, "c
,
of the prime exists in the given

mnsicalsound.

In the firstplaceI will adduce a series of exampleswhich shew that the

difficultyfelt in analysingmusical tones exists also for other senses. Let us

beginwith the comparativelysimpleperceptionsof the sense of taste. The

ingredientsof our dishes and the spiceswith which we flavour them, are not so

complicatedthat theycould not be readilylearned by any one. And yet there are if

veryfew peoplewho have not themselves practicallystudied cookery,that are able

readilyand correctlyto discover,by the taste alone, the ingredientsof the dishes

placedbefore them. How much practice,and perhapsalso peculiartalent,belongs
to wine tastingfor the purpose of discoveringadulterations is known in all wme-

growingcountries. Similarlyfor smell ; indeed the sensations of taste and smell

may unite to form a singlewhole. Using our tonguesconstantly,we are scarcely
aware that the peculiarcharacter of many articlesof food and drink, as vinegaror
wine,depends also upon the sensation of smell, their vapours enteringthe back

partof the nose tliroughthe gullet.It is not tillwe meet vdth persons in whom

the sense of smell is deficient that we learn how essential a part it playsin

tasting.Such persons are constantlyin fault when judgingof food,as mdeed any

one can learn from his own experience,when he suffers from a heavycold in the

headwithout havinga loaded tongue.
When our hand glidesunawares alonga cold and smooth pieceof metal we %

are aptto imagine that we have wetted our hand. This shews that the sensation

of witness to the touch iscompounded out of that of unresistingghdingand cold,
which in one case results from the good heat-conductingpropertiesof metal,and
in the other from the cold of evaporationand the greatspecificheat of water.

We can easilyrecogniseboth sensations in wetness, when we think over tlie

matter,but it is the above-mentioned illusion which teaches us that the peculiar
feelingof wetness is entirelyresolvable into these two sensations.

The discoveryof the stereoscopehas taught us that the power of seeingthe
depthsof a field of view, that is,the different distances at which objectsand
theirparts lie from the eye of the spectator,essentiallydependson the simul-taneous

syntheticalperceptionsof two somewhat differentperspectiveimagesof
the same objectsby the two eyes of the observer. If the difference of the two

imagesis sufficientlygreat it is not difficultto perceivethem analyticallyas
separate.For example, if we look intentlyat a distant objectand hold one of H
our fingersslightlyin front of our nose we see two images of our fingeragainst
thebackground,one of which vanishes when we close the righteye, the other

belongingto the left. But when the differences of distance are relativelysmall,
andhence the differences of the two perspectiveimageson the retina are so also,

greatpracticeand certaintyin the observation of double imagesis necessary to

keepthem asnnder, yet the syntheticalperceptionof their differencesstillexists,
and makes itselffelt in the apparent relief of the surface viewed. In this case

also,as well as for upper partialtones, the ease and exactness of the analytical
perceptionis far behind that of the syntheticalperception.

In the conceptionwhich we form of the direction in which the objectsviewed
fieem to he,a considerable partmust be playedbythose sensations,mainlymuscular,
which enable us to recognisethe positionof our body,of the head with regard to
thebody,and of the eye with regardto the head. If one of these is altered,for
example,if the sensation of the proper positionof the eye is changedby pressingt
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a fingeragainstthe eyeballor by injuryto one of the muscles of the eye, our per-ception

of the positionof visibleobjectsis also changed. But it is onlyby such

occasional illusionsthat we become aware of the fact that muscular sensations form

partof the aggregateof sensations by which our conceptionof the positionof a

visibleobjectisdetermined.

t^Vrv The phenomena of mixed colours presentconsiderable analogyto those of com-

Jl^wjiaWI P^^'i^dmusical tones,onlyin the case of colour the number of sensations reduces to
^^'^^ three,and the analysisof the compositesensations into theirsimpleelements is still

more difficultand imperfectthan for musical tones. As earlyas 1686 R. Waller

mentions in the PhilosophicalTransactions the reduction of all colours to the

mixture of three fundamental colours, as somethingalreadywell known. This

view could in earliertimes onlybe founded on sensations and experimentsarising
from the mixture of pigments. In recent times we have discovered bettermethods,

% by mixinglightof differentcolours,and hence have confirmed the correctness of

that hj^othesisby exact measurements, but at the same time we have learned that

this confirmation onlysucceeds within a certainlimit,conditioned bythe factthat no

kind of coloured lightexistswhich can giveus the sensation of a singleone of the

fundamental colours with exclusive purity.Even the most saturated and purest
colours that the external world presents to us in the prismaticspectrum,may by
the development of secondaryimages of the complementarycolours in the eye

be stillfreed as it were from a white veil,and hence cannot be considered as abso-lutely

pure. For tliisreason we are unable to shew objectivelythe absolutelypure
fundamental colours from a mixture of which allother colours without exception
can be formed. We onlyknow that among the colours of the spectrum scarlet-red,

yellow-green,and blue-violet approach to them nearer than any other objective
colours.* Hence we are able to compound out of these three colours almost all the

colours that usuallyoccur in different natural bodies,but we cannot producethe

^ yellowand blue of the spectrumin that completedegreeof saturation which they
reach when purestwithin the spectrumitself. Our mixtures are alwaysa little

whiter than the correspondingsimplecolours of the spectrum. Hence it follows

that we never see the simpleelements of our sensations of colour,or at least see

them onlyfor a very short time in particularexperimentsdirected to this end, and

consequentlycannot have any such exact or certain image in our recollection,as

would indisputablybe necessary for accuratelyanalysingevery sensation of colour

into its elementarysensations by inspection.Moreover we have relativelyrare

opportunitiesof observingthe process of the compositionof colours,and hence of

recognisingthe constituents in the compound. It certainlyappears to me very

characteristicof this process, that for a centuryand a half,from Waller to Goethe,

every one relied on the mixtures of pigments,and hence believed green to be a

mixture of blue and yellow,whereas when sky-blueand sulphur-yellowbeams of

Hght,not pigments,are mixed together,the result is white. To this very cir-

f cumstance is due the violent oppositionof Goethe, who was onlyacquaintedwith
the colours of pigments,to the assertion that white was a mixture of variously
coloured beams of hght. Hence we can have Httle doubt that the power of dis-tinguishing

the different elementaryconstituents of the sensation is originally
absent in the sense of sight,and that the littlewhich exists in highlyeducated

observers,has been attained by speciallyconducted experiments,throughwhich of

course, when wronglyplanned,error may have ensued.

On the other hand every individual has an opportunityof experimentingon the

* [In his PhysiologicalOptics^p. 227, E^^ hence I translate span-grilnby * yellow-
Prof. Helmholtz calls scarlet-red or vermilion green.' Maxwell's blae or third colour was

the part of the spectrum before reaching between the lines F and Gy but twice as far

Fraunhofer's line C He does not use span- from the latter as the former. This givesthe

grUnt (- ChrUn-span or verdigris,literally colour which Prof. H. in his Opticscalls *

cya-
' Spanishgreen ')in his Optics,but talks of nogen blue,' or Prussian blue. The violet

green-yellowbetween the lines E and 6, and proper does not begintillafter the line O. It

he says, on p. 844,that Maxwell took as one of is usual to speakof these three colours,vaguely,
the fundamental colours *

a green near the line as Bed, Green, and Blue." Translator.]
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compositionof two or more musical sounds or noises on the-most extended scale,
and the power of analysingeven extremelyinvolved compoundsof musical tones,

intothe separatepartsproducedby individual instruments,can readilybe acquired
by any one who directs his attention to the subject.But the ultimate simple
elements of the sensation of tone, simpletones themselves,are rarelyheard alone.

Even those instruments by which theycan be produced,as tuning-forksbefore
resonance chambers, when stronglyexcited,giverise to weak harmonic upper

partials,partlywithin and partlywithout the ear, as we shall see in ChaptersV.
and VII. Hence in this case dso, the opportunitiesare very scantyfor impress-ing

on our memory an exact and sure image of ^ese simpleelementarytones.
But if the constituents to be added are onlyindefinitelyand vaguelyknown, the

analysisof the sum into those partsmust be correspondinglyuncertain. If we do

not know with certaintyhow much of the musical tone mider consideration is to

be attributedto its prime,we cannot but be uncertain as to what belongsto the ^

partials.Consequentlywe must beginby making the individual elements which

have to be distinguished,individuallyaudible, so as to obtain an entirelyfresh
recollectionof the correspondingsensation,and the whole business requiresun-disturbed

and concentrated attention. We are even without the ease that can be

obtained by frequentrepetitionsof the experiment,such as we possess in the

analysisof musical chords into their individual tones. In that case we hear the

individual tones sufficientlyoften by themselves, whereas we rarelyhear simple
tones and may almost be said never to hear the buildingup of a compound from its

simpletones.
The results of the precedingdiscussion may be summed up as follows :"

I.)The upper partialtones correspondingto the simplevibrations of a com-pound

motion of the air,are perceivedsynthetically,even when theyare not always
perceivedanalytically.

2.)But theycan be made objectsof analyticalperceptionwithout any other If
helpthan a proper direction of attention.

3.)Even in the case of their not beingseparatelyperceived,because theyfuse
intothe whole mass of musical sound, theirexistence in our sensation isestablished

byan alteration in the qualityof tone, the impressionof theirhigherpitchbeing
eharacteristicallymarked by increased brightnessand acuteness of quality.

In the next chapterwe shall givedetails of the relationsof the upper partials
to the qualityof compound tones.

CHAPTER V.

ON THE DIFFEBENCEB IN THE QUALITY OF MUSICAL TONES.

TowABDS the close of ChapterI. (p.21 j),we found that differencesin the quality
of musical tones must depend on the form of the vibration of the air. The T

reasons for this assertion were onlynegative.We had seen that force depended
on amplitude,and pitchon rapidityof vibration : nothingelse was leftto distin-guish

qualitybut vibrational form. We then proceededto shew that the existence

and force of the upper partialtones which accompaniedthe primedependalso on

the vibrational form, and hence we could not but conclude that musical tones of

the same qualitywould alwaysexhibit the same combination of partials,seeing
that the peculiarvibrationalform which excites in the ear the sensation of a certain

qualityof tone,must alwaysevoke the sensation of itscorrespondingupper partials.
The questionthen arises,can, and if so, to what extent can the differences of

musical qualitybe reduced to the combination of differentpartialtones with dif-ferent

intensitiesin different musical tones? At the conclusion of last chapter
(p."od)jwe saw that even artificiallycombined simpletones were capableof fusing
into a musical tone of a qualitydistinctlydifferentfrom that of either of itscon-stituents,

and that consequentlythe existence of a new upper partialreallyaltered
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the qualityof a tone. By this means we gaineda clue to the hitherto enigmatical
nature of qualityof tone,and to the cause of itsvarieties.

There has been a generalinclination to credit quaUtywith allpossiblepecu-liarities

of musical tones that were not evidentlydue to force and pitch.This was

correct to the extent that qualityof tone was merelya negativeconception.But

very slightconsideration will sufficeto shew that many of these peculiaritiesof

musical tones dependupon the way in which theybeginand end. The methods of

attackingand releasingtones are sometimes so characteristicthat for the human

voice theyhave been noted by a seriesof differentletters. To these belongthe ex-plosive

consonants B, D, G, and P, T, E. The effectsof these lettersare produced
by opening the closed,or closingthe open passage throughthe mouth. For B

and P the closure ismade by the lips,for D and T by the tongueand upper teeth,*

for G and E by the back of the tongueand softpalate.The seriesof the mediae

V B, D, G isdistinguishedfrom that of the tenues P, T, E, by the glottisbeingsuffi-ciently

narrowed, when the closure of the former isreleased,to producevoice,or at

leastthe rustleof whisper,whereas forthe latteror termes the glottisiswide open,t
and cannot sound. The mediae are therefore accompaniedby voice,which is

capableof commencingat the beginningof a syllablean instant before the open-ing

of the mouth, and of lastingat the end of a syllablea moment afterthe closure

of the mouth, because some air can be stilldriven into the closed cavityof the

mouth and the vibration of the vocal chords in the larynxcan be stillmaintained.

On account of the narrowingof the glottisthe influx of air is more moderate, and

the noise of the wind lesssharpfor the mediae than the tenueSywhich,beingspoken
with open glottis,allow of a greatdeal of wind beingforced at once from the chest.t
At the same time the resonance of the cavityof the mouth, which,as we shall

more clearlyunderstand further on, exercises a great influence on the vowels,

variesitspitch,correspondingto the rapidalterationsin the magnitudeof itsvolume

f and oriflce,and thisbringsabout a correspondingrapidvariationin the qualityof the

speechsound.

,
As with consonants,the differences in the qualityof tone of struck strings,

also partlydependson the rapiditywith which the tone dies away. When tlie

stringshave littlemass (such as those of gut),and are fEistenedto a very mobile

soundingboard (asfor a violin,guitar,or zither),or when the partson which they
rest or which theytouch are but slightlyelastic(aswhen the violin strings,for
example,are pressedon the fingerboard by the soft pointof the finger),their
vibrationsrapidlydisappearafterstriking,and the tone isdry,short,and without

ring,as in the pizzicatoof a violin. But if the stringsare of metal wire,and

hence of greaterweight and tension,and if they are attached to strongheavy
bridgeswhich cannot be much shaken,theygiveout their vibrations slowlyto the

* [Thisis true for German, and most Con- examples,it seemed better in the presentease,
tinental languages,and for some dialectal where the author was speakingespeciallyof

% English,especiallŷn Cumberland,Westmore- the phenomena of speech to which he waa

land,Yorkshire,Lancashire,the Peak of Derby- personidlyaccustom^,to leave the text un-

shire,and Ireland,but even then onlyin con- altered and draw attention to Englishpeculiari-
nection with the trilledB. Throughout Eng- ties in footnotes." Translator,]
land generally,the tip of the tongue is quite % [Observeagain that this descriptionof
free from the teeth,exceptfor TH in thin and the rush of wind accompanying P, T, K,
then,and for T and D itonlytouches the hard althoughtrue for German habits of speech,is
palate,seldom advancing so far as the root of not true for the usual English habits,which
the gamB.^Translator,] requirethe windrush between the opening of

f [This again is true for German, but not the mouth and sounding of the vowel to be

for English,French,or Italian,and not even entirelysuppressed. The Englishresult ia a

for the adjacentSlavonic languages. In these glidingvowel sound precedingUie true vowel on

languagesthe glottisis quiteclosed for both commencing a syllable,and followingthe vowel

the mediae and the tenues in ordinaryspeech, on endingone. The difference between English
but the voice begins for the mediae before P and German Pis preciselythe same (asI have
releasingthe closure of the lipsor tongue and verifiedby actual observation)as that between

palate,and for the tenues at the moment of the simple Sanscrit tenuis P, and the postaspi.
release. Although in givingvowel sounds, Ac, rated Sanscrit Ph, as now actuallypronounced
I have generallycontented myself with trans- by cultivated Bengalese.Beemy Early English
latingthe same into English symbols and Pronunciationt'p,11^6^061,1,"Translator:]
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air and the soundingboard ; their vibrations continue longer,their tone is more

durable and fuller,as in the pianoforte,but is comparativelyless powerfuland

penetratingthan that of gut strings,which giveup their tone more readilywhen
struckwith the same force. Hence the pizzicatoof bowed instruments when well

executed ismuch more piercingthan the tone of a pianoforte.Pianofortes with

theirstrong and heavysupportsfor the stringshave, consequently,for the same

thicknessof string,a lesspenetratingbut a much more lastingtone than those

instruments of which the supportsfor the stringsare lighter.
It is very characteristicof brass instruments, as trumpetsand trombones,

that their tones commence abruptlyand sluggishly.The various tones in these

instruments are producedby excitingdifferent upper partialsthrough different

stylesof blowing,which serve to throw the column of air into vibratingportions
of differentnumbers and lengthssimilar to those on a string.It alwaysrequires
a certainamount of effortto excite the new condition of vibration in placeof the ^
old,but when once established it is maintained with less exertion. On the other

hand,the transitionfrom one tone to another is easy for wooden wind instruments,
as the flute,oboe,and clarinet,where the lengthof the colmnn of air is readily
changedby applicationof the fingersto the side holes and keys,and where the

styleof blowinghas not to be materiallyaltered.
These exampleswill sufficeto shew how certain characteristicpeculiaritiesin

the tones of several instruments dependon the mode in which theybeginand end.

When we speakin what follows of musical quaUty of tone,we shall disregard
these peculiaritiesof beginningand ending,and confine our attention to the

peculiaritiesof the musical tone which continues uniformly.
But even when a musical tone continues with uniform or variable intensity,

itis mixed up, in the generalmethods of excitement,with certain noises,which

expressgreateror lessirregularitiesin the motion of the air. In wind instruments

where the tones are maintained by a stream of air,we generallyhear more or less^
whizzingand hissingof the air which breaks againstthe sharpedgesof the

mouthpiece.In strings,rods,or platesexcited by a violin bow, we usuallyhear
a gooddeal of noise from the rubbing.The hairs of the bow are naturallyfullof

many minnte irregularities,the resinous coatingis not spreadover itwith absolute

evenness, and there are also littleinequalitiesin the motion of the arm which

holds the bow and in the amount of pressure, allof which influence the motion

of the string,and make the tone gf a bad instrument or an unskilfulperformer
rough,scraping,and variable. We shall not be able to explainthe nature of the

motions of the air and sensations of the ear which correspondto these noises till

we have investigatedthe conceptionof heats. Those who listen to music make

themselves deaf to these noises by purposelywithdrawingattention from them, but

a slightamoimt of attention generallymakes them very evident for alltones pro-duced

by blowingor rubbing. It is well known that most consonants in human

speechare characterisedby the maintenance of similar noises,as F, V ; S, Z ; TH f
in thin and in then ; the Scotch and German gutturalCH, and Dutch G. For

some the tone is made stillmore irregularby trillingpartsof the mouth, as for

B and L. In the case of B the stream of air isperiodicallyentirelyinterruptedby
trillingthe uvula *

or the tipof the tongue; and we thus obtain an intermitting
sound to which these interruptionsgivea peculiarjarringcharacter. In the case

ofL the soft side edgesof the tongueare moved by the stream of air,and, without

completelyinterruptingthe tone,produceinequalitiesin itsstrength.
Even the vowels themselves are not free from such noises,althoughtheyare

keptmore in the backgroundby the musical character of the tones of the voice.

Donders firstdrew attention to tiiesenoises,which are partlyidenticalwith those

which are producedwhen the correspondingvowels are indicated in low voiceless

* [In the northern partsof Germany and of There are also many other trillg,into which,
France, and in Noitiiumberland,but not other- as into other phonetiodetails,it is not neces-

wise in England, except as an organicdefect, sary to enter." Translator.]
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speech. They are strongestfor ee m see, the French u in vu (whichis nearlythe
same as the Norfolk and Devon oo in too),and for oo in too. For these vowels they
can be made audible even when speakingaloud.* By simplyincreasingtheirforce
the vowel ee in. see becomes the consonant y in yon, and the vowel oo in too the

consonant w in wan,\ For a in a/rt,a mat, em met, there,and o in more, the

noises appear to me to be producedin the glottisalone when speakinggently,and
to be absorbed into the voice when speakingaloud.j:It is remarkable that in

speaking,the vowels a in art, a in at,and e in met, there,are producedwith less

musical tone than in singing.It seems as if a feelingof greatercompressionin
the larynxcaused the tuneful tone of the voice to giveway to one of a more jarring
character which admits of more evident articulation. The greaterintensitythus

givento the noises,appears in this case to facilitatethe characterisation of the

peculiarvowel quality.In singing,on the contrary,we tryto favour the musical

IFpartof itsqualityand hence often render the articulationsomewhat obscure."
Such accompanyingnoises and littleinequalitiesin the motion of the air,

furnish much that is characteristicin the tones of musical instruments,and in the

vocal tones of speechwhich correspondto the differentpositionsof the mouth ;

but besides these there are numerous peculiaritiesof qualitybelongingto the

musical tone proper, that is,to the perfectlyregularportionof the motion of the

air. The importanceof these can be better appreciatedby listeningto musical

instruments or human voices,from such a distance that the comparativelyweaker
noises are no longeraudible. Notwithstandingthe absence of these noises,it is

generallypossibleto discriminate the differentmusical instruments,althoughit
must be acknowledgedthat under such circumstances the tone of a French horn

may be occasionallymistaken for that of the singingvoice,or a violoncello may

be confused with an harmonium. For the human voice,consonants firstdisappear
at a distance,because theyare characterised by noises,but M, N, and the vowels

f can be distinguishedat a greaterdistance. The formation of M and N in so far

resembles that of vowels, that no noise of wind is generatedin any part of the

cavityof the mouth, which isperfectlyclosed,and the sound of the voice escapes

throughthe nose. The mouth merelyforms a resonance chamber which altersthe

qualityof tone. It isinterestingin calm weather to listen to the voices of men

who are descendingfrom highhillsto the plain. Words can no longerbe recog-nised,

or at most onlysuch as are composed of M, N, and vowels, as Mamma, No,

Noon, But the vowels contained in the spoken words are easilydistinguished.
Wanting the thread which connects them into words and sentences,theyform a

strangeseriesof alternations of qualityand singularinflectionsof tone.

In the presentchapterwe shall at firstdisregardall irregularportionsof the

motion of the air,and the mode in which sounds commence or terminate,directing
our attention solelyto the musical part of the tone, properlyso called,which

correspondsto a uniformlysustained and regularlyperiodicmotion of the air,

f and we shall endeavour to discover the relations between Ijiequalityof the sound

* [Atthe Com6die Francaise I have heard the important phonetio observations In the

M. Gk"t pronounce the word oui and Mme. iezi," Translator.]
Provost-Ponsin pronounce the last syllableof " [These observations must not be con-

liachis entirelywithout voice tones, and yet sidered as exhaustingthe subjectof the dif-

make them audible throughoutthe theatre." ference between the singingand the speak-
TranslatorJ] ing voice, which requiresa peculiar stadj

f [Thatthis is not the whole of the pheno- here merelyindicated. See my PronundattKm

menon is shewn by the words ye^ woo. The for Sinaers (Curwen)and Speech in Sena
whole subjectis discussed at lengthin my (Novello).The differencebetween English aji^
Early EnglishPronunciation,pp. 1092- 1094, German habits of speakingand singingmust
and 1149-11 $1," Translator.] also be borne in mind, and allowed for by

X [By * speaking gently* (leise)seems to the reader. The English vowels given in the

be meant either speaking absolutelywithout text are not the perfectequivalentsof ProL

voice,that is with an open glottis,or in a Helmholtz's German sounds. The noises

whisper,with the glottisnearlyclosed. For which accompany the vowels are not nearly
voice the glottisis quiteclosed,and this is so marked in Englishas in German, but they
indicated by * speaking aloud * {b"itnla/ulen differ very mudi locally,even in England."
Spre^ien). It would lead too far to discuss Translator.]
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and lis compositionout of individual simpletones. The peculiaritiesof quality
of sound belongingto this division,we shall brieflycallitsmusical quality.

The objectof the present chapteris,therefore,to describe the differentcom-position

of musical tones as producedby different instruments,for the purpose of

shewinghow differentmodes of combiningthe upper partialtones correspondto
characteristicvarieties of musical quality.Certain generalrules will result for

the arrangement of the upper partialswhich answer to such speciesof musical

qualityas are called,softp̂isrcingtbraying ĥollow or poor^ fullor rich,dull,

bright,crisp,pungent, and so on. Independentlyof our inmiediate object(the
determination of the physiologicalaction of the ear in the discrimination of

musical quality,which is reserved for the followingchapter),the results of this

investigationare importantfor the resolution of purelymusical questionsin later

chapters,because theyshew us how rich in upper partials,goodmusical qualities
of tone are found to be, and also pomt out the peculiaritiesof musical quality5
fftvouredon those musical instruments,for which the qualityof tone has been to

some extent abandoned to the capriceof the maker.

Since physicistshave worked comparativelylittleat this subjectI shall be

forced to enter somewhat more minutelyinto the mechanism by which the tones

of several instruments are produced,than will be,perhaps,agreeableto many of

my readers. For such the principalresultscollectedat the end of thischapterwill
suffice. On the other hand, I must ask indulgencefor leavingmany largegaps
in this almost unexploredregion,and for confiningmyselfprincipallyto instru-ments

sufficientlywell known for us to obtain a tolerablysatisfactoryview of the

source of their tones. In this inquirylie rich materials for interestingacoustical
work. Bat I have felt bound to confine myselfto what was necessary for the

continuation of the presentinvestigation.

I
.
Musical Tones without Upper Partials. ^

We beginwith such musical tones as are not decomposable,but consist of a

singlesimple tone. These are most readilyand purelyproducedby holding a

struck tuning-forkover the mouth of a resonance tube,as has been described in

the last chapter(p.54^).* These tones are uncommonly soft and free from all

shrillnessand roughness. As alreadyremarked, theyappear to he comparatively
deep,so that such as correspondto the deep tones of a bass voice produce the

impressionof a most remarkable and unusual depth. The musical quahtyof such

deepsimpletones is also rather dull. The simpletones of the soprano pitch
sound bright,but even those correspondingto the highesttones of a soprano voice

are very soft,without a trace of that cutting,raspingshrillnesswhich isdisplayed
bymost instruments at such pitches,with ihe exception,perhaps,of the flute,for

which the tones are very nearlysimple,beingaccompaniedwith very few and

faintupper partials.Among vowels,the 00 in too comes nearest to a simpletone,
but even this vowel is not entirelyfree from upper partials.On comparingthe il

musical quahtyof a simpletone thus producedwith that of a compound tone in

which the firstharmonic upper partialtones are developed,the latterwill be found

to be more tuneful,metallic,and brilliant. Even the vowel 00 in too,altliough
the dullest and least tuneful of allvowels, is sensiblymore brilHant and less dull

than a simpletone of the same pitch. The series of the firstsix partialsof a

compound tone may be regardedmusicallyas a majorchord with a very predominant
fundamental tone, and in fact the musical qualityof a compound tone possessing
thesepartials,as, for example,a finesingingvoice,when heard beside a simpletone,

very distinctlyproducesthe agreeableeffectof a consonant chord.

Since the form of simplewaves of known periodictime is completelygiven
when their amphtude is given,simpletones of the same pitchcan onlydiffer
in force and not in musical quality.In fact,the difference of quahtyremains

* On possiblesources of disturbance,see AppendixIV.
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perfectlyindistinguishable,whether the simpletone is conducted to the external

air in the precedingmethods by a tmiing-forkand a resonance tube of any given
material,glass,metal,or pasteboard,or by a string,providedonlythat we guard
againstany chatteringin the apparatus.

Simpletones accompaniedonlyby the noise of rushingwind can also be pro-duced,

as alreadymentioned, by blowingover the mouth of bottles with necks

(p.6oc). If we disregardthe frictionof the air,the proper musical qualityof such

tones isreallythe same as that producedby tuning-forks.

2. Musical Tones with Inharmonic UpperPartials.

Nearest to musical tones without any upper partialsare those with secondary
tones which are inharmonic to the prime,and such tones,therefore,in strictness,

^ should not be reckoned as musical tones at all. They are exceptionallyused in

artisticmusic, but onlywhen itis contrived that the primetone should be so much

more powerfulthan the secondarytones,that the existence of the lattermay be

ignored. Hence theyare placedhere next to the simpletones,because musically
theyare availableonlyfor the more or lessgoodsimpletones which theyrepresent.
The firstof these are tuning-forksthemselves,when theyare struck and applied
to a soundingboard,or broughtvery near the ear. The [inharmonic]upper partials
of tuning-forkslievery high. In those which I have examined, the firstmade

from 5*8to 6*6 as many vibrations in the same time as the primetone, and hence

laybetween its third diminished Fifth and major Sixth. The pitchnumbers of

these high upper partialtones were to one another as the squares of the odd

numbers. In the time that the firstupper partialwould execute 3 x 3=9 vibra-tions,

the next would execute 5 x 5=25* and the next 7 x 7=^49, and so on. Their

pitch,therefore,increases with extraordinaryrapidity,and tiieyare usuallyall

^ inharmonic with the prime,though some of them may exceptionallybecome
harmonic. If we callthe primetone of the fork c, the next succeedingtones are

nearlya"[",dT^ "'^.*These high secondarytones producea brightinharmonic
clink,which iseasilyheard at a considerable distance when the fork is firststruck,
whereas when itisbroughtclose to the ear, the prime tone alone is heard. The

ear readilyseparatesthe primefrom the upper tones and has no inclinationto fuse

them. The highsimpletones usuallydie offrapidly,while the primetone remains

audible for a longtime. It should be remarked,however, that the mutual relations

of the proper tones of tuning-forksdiffersomewhat accordingto the form of the

fork,and hence the above indications must be looked upon as merelyapproximate.
In theoretical determinations of the upper partialtones,each prong of the fork

may be regardedas a rod fixed at one end.

The same relationshold for straightelasticrods,which,as alreadymentioned,
when struck,giverather highinharmonic upper partialtones. When such a rod

f
is firmlysupportedat the two nodal lines of its primetone,the continuance of

that tone is favoured in preferenceto the other highertones,and hence the latter

disturb the effectvery slightly,more especiallyas theyrapidlydie away after the

rod has been struck. Such rods,however, are not suitable for real artisticmusic,

* [On oaloolatingthe number of cents (as henoe it is called dT* in the text. The interval
in App. XX. sect. C.),we find that the first to the next tone is 25 : 49 or 1165 cents,

tone mentioned, which vibrates from 5*8 to Adding this to the former numbers the interval
6*6 as fait as the prime, makes an interval with the prime must be between 5977 and
with it of from 3043 to 3267 ot.,so that if 6201 cents,or between b^ + 77 and d"-^, for
the prime is called c, the note lies between which in the text c^U ia selected. The inde-

^'bi-43,and af'"^Sfwhere g"b and a" are terminacyarises from the difficultyof finding
the third diminished Fifth and major Sixth of the pitchof the firstinharmonic upper partiaL
the prime c mentioned in the text. This Prof. The intervals between that and the next upper
Helmholtz callsa'"btor 3200 cents. Then the partialsare 9 : 25 or 1769 ct.,9 : 49 or 2934
interval between this partialand the next is ct.,9 : 81 or 3699 ct., and so on. The word

9 : 25 or 1769 ct.,and hence the interval 'inhannonic* has been inserted- in the text,
with the prime is between 4812 and 5036 as tuning-forkshave also generallyharmonic
cents,or lies between 0^^+12 and d'^ + 36,and upper purtials.See p. 54^^,note." Translator.]
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althoughtheyhave latelybeen introduced formilitaryand dance music on account

of theirpenetratingqualitiesof tone. Glass rods or plates,and wooden rods,were

formerlyused in this way for the glassharmonicon and the straw-fiddleor wood

harmonicon. The rods were inserted between two pairsof intertwisted strings,
which graspedthem at their two nodal lines. The wooden rods in the German

straw-fiddlewere simplylaid on straw cylinders.They were struck with hammers

of wood or cork.

The onlyeffectof the material of the rods on the qualityof tone in these

cases, consists in the greateror lesslengthof time that itallows the proper tones

at differentpitchesto continue. These secondarytones,includingthe higherones,
usuallycontinue to sound longestin elastic metal of fine uniform consistency,
because its greatermass giyesit a greatertendencyto continue in any state of

motion which ithas once assumed,and among metals the most perfectelasticity
isfound in steel,and the better alloysof copper and zinc,or copper and tin. In ^

slightlyalloyedpreciousmetals, their greaterspecificgravitylengthensthe dura-tion

,ofthe tone, notwithstandingtheir inferior elasticity.Superiorelasticity
appears to favour the continuance of the higherproper tones,because imperfect
elasticityand frictiongenerallyseem to damp rapidmore quicklythan slow vibra-

^

tions. Hence I think that I may describe the generalcharacteristic of what is

usuallycalled a metallic qualityof tone, as the comparativelycontinuous and

uniform maintenance of higherupper partialtones. The qualityof tone for glass
issimilar; but as it breaks when violentlyagitated,the tone is alwaysweak and

FlO. 31.

soft,and it is also comparativelyhigh,and dies rapidlyaway, on account of the

smaller mass of the vibratingbody. In wood the mass is small, the internal

structure comparativelyrough,beingfullof countless interstices,and the elasticity
alsocomparativelyimperfect,so that the proper tones,especiallythe higherones,
rapidlydie away. And for this reason the straw-fiddleor wood harmonicon is per-haps

more satisfactoryto a musical ear, than harmonicons formed of steel or glass
rods or plates,with their piercinginharmonic upper partialtones," at least so "r

as simpletones are suitableformusic at all,of which I shallhave to speaklateron.*
For allof these instruments which have to be struck,the hammers are made

of wood or cork, and covered with leather. This renders the highestupper
partialsmuch weaker than if onlyhard metal hammers were employed. Greater ^
hardness of the strikingmass producesgreaterdiscontinuities in the original
motion of the plate. The influence exerted by the manner of strikingwill be

considered more in detail,in reference to strings,where it is also of much impor-tance.

Accordingto Ghladni's discoveries,elasticplates, cut in circular,oval,square,
oblong,triangular,or hexagonalforms, will sound in a greatnumber of different

vibrationalforms,usuallyproducingsimpletones which are mutuallyinharmonic.
Fig.21 givesthe more simplevibrational forms of a circular plate.Much more

complicatedforms occur when several circles or additional diameters appear as

nodal lines,or where both circlesand diameters occur. Supposingthe vibrational

form A to givethe tone c, the others givethe followingproper tones :"

* [InJava the principalmusic is produced the rods are laid on the edgesof boat-shaped
byharmonicons of metal or wooden rods and vessels,like old fashion cheese-trays,and kept
kettle-shapedgongs. The wooden harmonicons in positionby nails passing looselythrough
are frequent8d(soin Asia and Africa. In Java holes. See App. XX. sect. K," Translator,]j
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This shews that many proper tones of nearlythe same pitchare producedby a

plateof this kind. When a plateis struck,those proper tones which have no

node at the pointstruck,will all sound together.To obtain a particulardeter-minate

tone itis of advantageto supportthe platein pointswhich liein the nodal

lines of that tone ; because those proper tones which have no node in those poinds
will then die off more rapidly.For example,if a circularplateis supportedat

^ 3 pointsin the nodal circleof fig.2 1
,
G (p.71c),and is struck exactlyin its middle,

the simpletone called^ in the table,which belongsto that form, will be heard,

and all those other proper tones which have diameters as some of their nodal

lines* will be very weak, for examplec, d\ c"^g'\h^ in the table. In the same

way the tone g'%with two nodal circles,dies off inmiediately,because the points
of support fallon one of itsventral segments,and the firstproper tone which can

sound loudlyat the same time is that correspondingto three nodal circles,one of

itsnodal linesbeingnear to that of No. 2. But this is 3 Octaves and more than

a whole Tone higherthan the proper tone of No. 2, and on account of this great
interval does not disturb ilielatter. Hence a disc thus struck givesa tolerably
goodmusical tone,whereas platesin generalproducesounds composedof many in-harmonic

proper tones of nearlythe same pitch,givingan einptytin-kettlesort of

qualityiwhich cannot be used in music. But even when the disc is properlysup-ported

the tone dies away rapidly,at least in the case of glassplates,because

\ contact at many points,even when nodal,sensiblyimpedesthe freedom of vibra-tion.

The sound of helliis also accompaniedby inharmonic secondarytones, which,
however,do not lieso close to one another as those of flatplates.The vibrations

which usuallyarise have 4, 6, 8, 10, "c.,nodal linesextendingfrom the vertex of

the bell to its margin,at equalintervals from each other. The corresponding
proper tones for glassbells which have approximativelythe same thickness

throughout,are nearlyas the squares of the numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, so that if we call

the lowest tone c, we have for the

The tones,hoT/aver,vary with the greateror less thickness of the wall of the

H bell towards the margin,and it appears to be an essential pointin the art of

castingbells,tr make the deeperproper tones mutuallyharmonic by givingthe
bell a certaiTiempiricalform. According to the observations of the organist

01eitz,tthe bell cast for the cathedral at Erfurt in 1477 has the followingproper
tones: E, ", ^ h^ e\ g%,h',c"#. The [former]bell of St. Paul's,.London, gave

a and c%. Hemony of Ziitphen,a master in the seventeenth century,requireda
good bell to hava three Octaves,two Fifths,one majorand one minor Third. The

deepesttone is not the strongest.The body of the bell when struck givesa

deepertone than the ' sound bow,'but the lattergivesthe loudest tone. Probably
other vibrational forms of bellsare also possiblein which nodal circlesare formed

* Provided that the supported points do

not happen to belong to a system of diameters

juakingequalangleswith eaoh other.

t 'Historical Notes on the Great Bell

And the other Bells in Erfurt Cathedral'

{Qeschichllichesfiber die grosse Glocke und,

die ilbrigenOloc/cen des Domes eu Erfurt),
Erfurt, 1867.-See also Sohafhautl in the

Kunst' und GewerbeblaU fUr das KOnigreich
Bayem, 1868,liv.325 to 350; 385 to 427.
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parallelto the margin. But these seem to be producedwith difficultyand have

not yet been examined.

If a bell is not perfectlysymmetricalin respectto itsaxis,if,for example,the
wall is a littlethicker at one pointof its circumference than at another,itwill

give,on beingstruck,two differenttones of very nearlythe same pitch,which will
' beat * together.Four pointson the marginwill be found, separatedfrom each

other by quarter-circles,in which onlyone of these tones can be heard without

accompanyingbeats,and four others,half-waybetween the pairsof the others,

where the second tone onlysounds. If the bellis struck elsewhere both tones are

heard,producingbeats,and such beats may be perceivedin most bells as their

tone dies graduallyaway.
Stretched membranes have also inharmonic proper tones of nearlythe same

pitch. For a circular membrane, of which the deepesttone is c, these are, in a

vacuum and arrangedin order of pitch,as follows :" f

These tones rapidlydie out. If the membranes sound in air,tor are associated

with an air chamber, as in the kettledrum,the relation of the proper tones may
be altered. No detailedinvestigationshave yetbeen made on the secondarytones
of the kettledrum. The kettledrum is used in artisticmusic,but onlyto mark "-

certain accents. It is tuned, indeed,but onlyto preventii^juryto the harmony,
not for the purpose of fillingup chords.

The common character of the instruments hitherto described is,that,when
struck theyproduceinharmonic upper partialtones. If these are of nearlythe
same pitchas the prime tone,their quaUtyof sound is in tbe highestdegree un-musical,

bad, and tinkettly.If the secondarytones are of very differentpitch
from the prime,and weak in force,the qualityof sound is more musical,as for

examplein tuning-forks,harmonicons of rods,and bells; and such tones are applic-able
for marches and other boisterous music, principallyintended to mark time.

But for reallyartisticmusic, such instruments as these have alwaysbeen rejected,
as theyoughtto be,for the inharmonic secondarytones, althoughtheyrapidlydie

away, alwaysdisturb the harmony most unpleasantly,renewed as theyare at every
freshblow. A very strikingexample of this was furnished by a company of bell-

rmgers, said to be Scotch,that latelytravelled about Germany,and performedall "-

kinds of musical pieces,some of which had an artisticcharacter. The accuracy
and skillof the performancewas undeniable,but the musical effectwas detestable,
on account of the heap of false secondarytones which accompaniedthe music,

althoughcare was taken to damp each bell as soon as the proper duration of its

note had expired,by placingit on a table covered with cloth.

Sonorous bodies with inharmonic partials,may be also set in action by violin

bows,and then by properlydamping them in a nodal line of the desired tone, the

secondarytones which lie near it can be preventedfrom interfering.One simple
tone then predominatesdistinctly,and itmight consequentlybe used for musical

purposes. But when the violin bow is appliedto any bodies with inharmonic

upper partialtones, as tuning-forks,plates,bells,we hear a strongscratching

* [These decimals represent tenths of a

tone,or 20 cents for the firstplace. As there

can be no sounds in a vacuum, these notes

are merely used to convenientlysymbolise

numbers of vibrations in a second." Trar^s-

lator.]
t See /. BourgeltL'Institut,xxzviii.,1870,

pp. 189,19a
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sound, which on investigationwith resonators,is found to consist mainlyof these

same inharmonic secondarytones of such bodies,not soundingcontinuouslybut

onlyin short irregularfitsand starts. Intermittent tones,as I have alreadynoted,
producethe effectof gratingor scratching.It is onlywhen the bodyexcited by
the violin bow has harmonic upper partials,that itcan perfectlyaccommodate itse^

to every impulseof the bow, and givea reallymusical qualityof tone. The

reason of this is that any requiredperiodicmotion such as the bow aims at pro-ducing.,

can be compoundedof motions correspondingto harmonic upper partial
tones, but not of other,inharmonic vibrations.

3. M^8^calTones of Strings.

We now proceedto the analysisof musical tones proper, which are characterised

H byharmonic upper partials.These may be best classifiedaccordingto their mode

of excitement : i. By striking.2. By bowing. 3. By blowingagainsta sharp
edge. 4. By blowingagainstelastictongues or vibrators. The two firstclasses

comprehendstringedinstruments alone,as longitudinallyvibratingrods,the only
other instruments producingharmonic upper partialtones,are not used for musical

purposes. The third class embraces flutesand the flute or flue pipesof organs ;

the fourth allother wind instruments,includingthe human voice.

Stringsexcited by Striking." Among musical instruments at presentin use,

this section embraces the pianoforte,harp,guitar,and zither ; among physical,
the monochord, arrangedfor an accurate examination of the laws controllingthe
vibrations of strings; the pizzicatoof bowed instruments must also be placedin
this category. We have idreadymentioned that the musical tones producedby
stringswhidi are struck or plucked,contain numerous upper partialtones. We

have the advantageof possessinga completetheoryfor the motion of plucked
% strings,by which the force of their upper partialtones may be determined. In

the last chapterwe compared some of the conclusions of this theorywith the

results of experiment,and found them agree. A similarlycompletetheorymaybe
formed for the case of a stringwhich has been struck in one of itspointsby a

hard sharpedge. The problemis not so simplewhen soft elastichammers are

used, such as those of the pianoforte,but even in this case itispossibleto assign
a theoryfor the motion of the stringwhich embraces at least the most essential

features of the process, and indicates the force of the upper partialtones.*
The force of the upper partialtones in a struck string,dependsin general

on: "

1. The nature of the stroke.

2. The placestruck.

3. The density,rigidity,and elasticityof the string.
First,as to the nature of the stroke. The stringmay be plucked,by drawing

% it on one side with the fingeror a point(theplectrum,or the ringof the zither-

player),and then lettingit go. This isa usual mode of excitinga stringin a great
number of ancient and modem stringedinstruments. Among the modem, I need

onlymention the harp,guitar,and zither. Or else the stringmay be struck with

a hammer-shapedbody,as in the pianoforte.fI have alreadyremarked that the

strengthand number of the upper partialtones increases with the number and

abruptnessof the discontinuitiesin the motion excited. This fact determines the

various modes of excitinga string. When a stringis plucked,the finger,before

quittingit,removes it from its positionof rest throughoutits whole length. A

discontinuityin the stringarisesonlyby itsforminga more or lessacute angle at

the placewhere itwraps itselfabout the fingeror point. The angleis more acute

for a sharppointthan for the finger.Hence the sharppointproducesa shriUer

tone with a greaternumber of hightinklingupper partials,than the finger.But

* See Appendix V. be struck by a hammer-shaped body. See

t [I have here omitted a few words in pp. 77c and jSd'.^Trafislator.]
which,by an oversight,the spinetwas said to

,
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in each ease the intensityof the primetone exceeds that of any upper partial.If
the stringis struck with a sharp-edgedmetallic hammer which rehounds instantly,
onlythe one singlepointstruck is directlyset in motion. Immediatelyafter the

blow the remainder of the stringis at rest. It does not move until a wave of de-flection

rises,and runs backwards and forwards over the string.This limitation

of the originalmotion to a singlepointproducesthe most abruptdiscontinuities,
and a correspondinglongseriesof upper partialtones, havingintensities,*in most

oases equallingor even surpassingthat of the prime. When the hammer is soft

and elastic,the motion has time to spreadbefore the hammer rebounds. When

thus struck the pointof the stringin contact with such a hammer is not set in

motion with a jerk,but increases graduallyand continuouslyin velocityduringthe
contact. The discontinuityof the motion is consequentlymuch less,diminishing
as the softness of the hammer increases,and the force of the higherupper partial
tones is correspondinglydecreased. y^

We can easilyconvince ourselves of the correctness of these statements by

openingthe lid of any pianoforte,and, keepingone of the digitalsdown with a

weight,so as to free the stringfrom the damper,pluckingthe stringat pleasure
with a fingeror a point,and strikingitwith a metaJhc edgeor the pianoforteham-mer

itself. The qualitiesof tone thus obtained will be entirelydifferent. When

the stringis struck or pluckedwith hard metal,the tone is piercingand tinkling,
and a littleattention enables us to hear a multitude of very high partialtones.
These disappear,and the tone of the stringbecomes less bright,but softer,and

more harmonious,when we pluckthe stringwith the soft fingeror strike itwith

the soft hammer of the instrument. We also readilyrecognisethe differentloud-ness

of the prime tone. When we strike with metal, the prime tone is scarcely
heard and the qualityof tone is correspondinglyiJpoT, The peculiarqualityof
tone conmionlytermed poverty,as opposedto richness,arises firom the upper

partialsbeingcomparativelytoo strongfor the prime tone. The prime tone isf
heard best when the stringispluckedwith a softfinger,which producesa rich and

yetharmonious qualityof tone. The primetone is not so strong,at least in the

middle and deeperoctaves of the instrument,when the stringsare struck with the

pianofortehammer, as when theyare pluckedwith the finger.
This is the reason why ithas been found advantageousto cover pianoforteham-mers

with thick layersof felt,rendered elasticby much compression.The outer

layersare the softestand most yielding,the lower are firmer. The sur"ce of the

hanuner comes in contact with the stringwithout any audible impact; the lower

layersgivethe elasticitywhich throws the hammer back from the string. If you

remove a pianofortehammer and strikeitstronglyon a wooden table or againsta
wall,it rebounds from them like an india-rubber ball. The heavier the hammer

and the thicker the layersof felt" as in the hammers for the lower octaves " the

longermust it be before itrebounds from the string. The hammers for the upper

octaves are lighterand have thinner layersof felt. Clearlythe makers of these ^
instruments have here been led by practiceto discover certain relations of the

elasticityof the hanuner to the best tones of the string.The make of the hammer

has an immense influence on the qualityof tone. Theoryshews that those upper

partialtones are especiallyfavoured whose periodictime is nearlyequalto twice

* When intensityis here mentioned,it is .as the pitoh number. Messrs. Preeoe and

alwaysmeasured objeetiyely,by the via viva, Stroh,Proc. R, S,,vol. xxviii. p. 366, think

or mechanical equivalentofwork of the eorre- that * loudness does not depend upon amplitude
sponding motion. [Mr. Bosanquet {Academy, of vibration only,but upon the quantityof air

Dee. 4, 1875,p. 580, col. i) pointsout that put in vibration; and, therefore,there exists

p. lod,note, and Chap. IX.,paragraph 3, shew an absolute physicalmagnitude in acoustics

this measure to be inadmissible,and adds : analogous to that of quantityof electricityor

'if we admit that in similar organ pipes quantityof heat, and which may be called

similar proportionsof the wind suppliedare quantityof sound,* and they illustratethis by
employed in the productionof tone, the me- the effect of differentlysized discs in their

chanical energy of notes of given intensity automatic phonographthere described. See

varies inverselyas the vibration number,* i.e. also App. XX. sect. M. No. 2," Translator.'}
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the time duringwhich the hammer lieson the string,and that,on the other hand,

those disappearwhose periodictime is 6, lo, 14, "c.,times as great.*
It will generallybe advantageous,especiallyfor the deepertones, to eliminate

from the series of upper partials,those which lietoo close to each other to givea

goodcompound tone,that is,from about the seventh or eighthonwards. Those

with higherordinal numbers are generallyrelativelyweak of themselves. On ex-amining

a new grand pianoforteby Messrs. Steinwayof New York, which was

remarkable for the evenness of itsqualityof tone,I find that the dampingresult-ing

from the duration of the stroke falls,in the deepernotes,on the ninth or tenth

partials,whereas in the highernotes,the fourth and fifthpartialswere scarcelyto
be gotout with the hammer, althoughtheywere distinctlyaudible when the string
was pluckedby the nail.f On the other hand upon an older and much used grand
piano,which originallysliewed the principaldampingin the neighbourhoodof the

f seventh to the fifthpartialfor middle and low notes,the ninth to the thirteenth

partialsare now stronglydeveloped.This isprobablydue to a hardeningof the

hammers, and certainlycan onlybe prejudicialto the qualityof tone. Observa-tions

on these relations can be easilymade in the method recommended on p. 526,c.
Put the pointof the fingergentlyon one of the nodes of the tone of which you

wish to discover the strength,and then strikethe stringby means of the digital.

By moving the fingertillthe requiredtone comes out most purelyand sounds the

longest,the exact positionof the node can be easilyfound. The nodes which lie

near the strikingpointof the hammer, are of course chieflycovered by the damper,
but the correspondingpartialsare, for a reason to be givenpresently,relatively
weak. Moreover the fifthpartialspeakswell when the stringis touched at two-

fifthsof its lengthfrom the end, and the seventh at two-sevenths of that length.
These positionsare of course quitefree of the damper. Generallywe find all the

partialswhich arise from the method of strikingused, when we keepon striking
f while the fingerisgraduallymoved over the lengthof the string.Touchingthe

shorter end of the stringbetween the strikingpointand the furtherbridgewill thus

bringout the higherpartialsfrom the ninth to the sixteenth,which are musically
undesirable.

The method of calculatingthe strengthof the individual upper partials,when
the duration of the stroke of the hammer isgiven,will be found further on.

Secondlyas to the pUicestruck. In the last chapter,when verifyingOhm's
law for the analysisof musical tones by the ear, we remarked that whether strings
are pluckedor struck,those upper partialsdisappearwhich have a node at the

pointexcited. Conversely; those partialsare comparativelystrongestwhich have

a maximum displacementat that point. Generally,when the same method of

strikingis successivelyappliedto differentpointsof a string,the individual upper

partialsincrease or decrease with the intensityof motion, at the pointof excite-ment,

for the correspondingsimplevibrations of the string. The compositionof

^ the musical tone of a stringcan be consequentlygreatlyvaried bymerelychanging
the pointof excitement.

Thus if a stringbe struck in its middle, the second partialtone disappears,

* [The followingparagraph on p. 123 of several times. I got out the 7th and 9th
the iBt English edition has been omitted, harmonic of c, but on aocoant of difficul-

and the passage from * It will generallybe ties due to the over-stringingand over-barring
advantageous,'p. 76a, to * found farther on/ of the instrument and other circumstanceti

p. 76c,has been inserted,both in accordance I did not pursue the investigation.Mr. A. J.

with the 4th German edition." Translator,] Hipkins informs me that on another occasion

f [As Prof. Helmholtz does not mention he got out of the " string,struck at ^ the

the strikingdistance of the hammer, I obtained length, the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th har"

permissionfrom Messrs. SteinwayA Sons, at monies, as in the experimentsmentioned in

their London house, to examine the c, " and the next footnote,' the 6th and 7th beautifully
c" stringsof one of their grand pianos,and strong,the 8th and 9th weaker but clear and

found the strikingdistance to be ^, ^, and unmistakable.* He struck with the hammer

^ of the length of the stringrespectively,always. Observe the 9th harmonic of a string
I did not measure the other strings,but I struck with a pianofortehammer at its node,
observed that the strikingdistances varied or J itslength."jfranskitor.]
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because ithas a node at that point. But the third partialtone comes out forcibly,
because as itsnodes lie at ^ and f the lengthof the stringfrom its extremities,
the stringis struck half-waybetween these two nodes. The fourth partialhas its

nodes at i,} (=^),and ^ the lengthof the stringfrom itsextremity.It is not

heard,because the pointof excitement correspondsto itssecond node. The sixth,

eighth,and generallythe partialswith even numbers disappearin the same way, but

the fifth,seventh,ninth,and the other partialswith odd numbers are heard. By
thisdisappearanceof tlieevenlynumbered partialtones when a stringisstruck at its

middle,the qualityof itstone becomes peculiar,and essentiallydifferentfrom that

usuallyheard from strings.It sounds somewhat hollow or nasal. The experi-ment
is easilymade on any pianowhen itis opened and the dampersare raised.

The middle of the stringiseasilyfound by tryingwhere the fingermust be laid

to bringout the firstupper partialclearlyand purelyon strikingthe digital.
If the stringis struck at ^ its length,the third,sixth,ninth,"c.,partialsf

vanish. This also givesa certain amount of hollowness,but less than when the

stringis struck in itsmiddle. When the pointof excitement approachesthe end

of the string,the prominenceof the higherupper partialsis favoured at the

expense of the primeand lower upper partialtones,and the sound of the string
becomes poor and tinkling.

In pianofortes,the pointstruck is about | to | the lengthof the stringfrom
itsextremity,for the middle partof the instrument. We must therefore assume

that this placehas been chosen because experiencehas shewn it to givethe finest

musical tone, which is most suitablefor harmonies. The selection is not due to

theory.It resultsfrom attemptsto meet the requirements,of artisticallytrained

eai's,and from the technical experienceof two centuries.* This givesparticular
* [As my friend Mr. A. J. Hipkins, of

Broadwoods',author of a paper on the ' History
of the Pianoforte,*in the Journal of the Society
of Arts (forMarch 9, 18H3,with additions on

Sept.21, 1883),has paidgreatattention to the

archieologyof the pianoforte,and from his

positionat Messrs. Broadwoods' has the best

means at his disposalfor making experiments,
I requestedhim to favour me with his views

upon the subjectof the strikingplace and

harmonics of pianofortestrings,and he has

obligedme with the followingobservations : "

'Harpsichords and spinets,which were set

in vibration by quillor leather plectra,had
no fixed point for plucking the strings.It
was generallyfrom about ^ to | of the vibra-ting

length,and althoughithad been observed

by Huyghens and the Antwerp harpsichord-
maker Jan Couchet, that a difference of quality
of tone could be obtained by varying the

pluckingplaceon the same string,which led

to the so-called lute stopof the i8th century,
no attempt appears to have been made to gain
a uniform strikingplacethroughoutthe scale.
Thus in the latest improved spinet,a Hitch-cock,

of earlyi8th century,in my possession,
the strikingplaceof the c*8 varies from ^ to

l"and in the latest improved harpsichord,a
Rirkman of 1773, also in my possession,the
strikingdistances vary from i to y^and for
the lute stop from jtto ^ of the string,the
longestdistances in the bass of course, but
all without apparent rule or proportion. Nor
was any attempt to gain a uniform striking
placemade in tiie firstpianofortes.Stein of

Augsburg (the favourite pianoforte-makerof
Mozart, and of Beethoven in his virtuoso

time)knew nothingof it,at least in his early
instruments. The great length of the bass

stringsas carried out on the singlebelly-
bridgecopied from the harpsichord,made a

reasonable strikingplacefor that part of the

scale impossible.
* John Broadwood, about the year 1788,wan ^

the first to try to equalisethe scale in tension

and strikingplace. He called in scientific

aid, and assisted by Signor Gavallo and the

then Dr. Gray of the British Museum, he

produced a divided belly-bridge,which shorten-ing

the too great lengthof the bass strings,
permitted the establishment of a striking
place,which, in intention,should be propor-tionate

to the lengthof the stringthroughout.
He practicallyadopted a ninth of the vibrating
length of the stringfor his strikingplace,
allowing some latitudie in the treble. This

division of the belly-bridgebecEme universally
adopted,and with it an approximatelyrational
strikingplace.

" Carl Kiitzing{Das Wissenschaftlicheder
Fortepiano-Baukunst,1844,p. 41) was enabled

to propoundfrom experience,that i of the

length of the stringwas the most suitable m

distance in a pianofortefor obtainingthe best

qualityof tone from the strings.The love of

noise or effecthas, however, inclined makers to

shorten distances,particularlyin the trebles.

Kiitzingappears to have met with ^thin some

instances, and Helmholtz has adopted that

very exceptionalmeasure for his table on

p. 79c. I cannot say I have ever met with a

strikingplace of this long distance from the

wrestplank-bridge.The present head of the

firm of Broadwood (Mr.Henry Fowler Broad -

wood) has arrived at the same conclusions as

Eutzing with respect to the superiorityof the

^th distance, and has introduced it in his

pianofortes.At Ath the hammers have to be

softer to get a likequalityof tone ; an equal
system of tension beingpresupposed.

'According to Young's law, which Helm-holtz

by experimentconfirms,the impact of
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interestto the mvestigationof the compositionof musical tones for this pointof
excitement. An essential advantagein the choice of this positionseems to be

that the seventh and ninth partialtones disappearor at leastbecome very weak.

These are the firstin the seriesof partialtones which do not belongto the major
chord of the primetone. Up to the sixth partialwe have onlyOctaves,Fifths,
and majorThirds of the prime tone ; the seventh isnearlya minor Seventh, the

ninth a major Second of the prime. Hence these will not fitinto the major
chord. Experimentson pianofortesshew that when the stringis struck by the

hammer and touched at itsnodes, itis easy to bringout the six firstpartialtones
(atleast on the stringsof the middle and lower octaves),but that itis either not

possibleto bringout the seventh,eighth,and ninth at all,or that we obtain at

best very weak and imperfectresults. The difficultyhere is not occasioned by the

incapacityof the stringto form such short vibratingsections,for ifinstead of striking
% the digitalwe pluckthe stringnearer to its end, and damp the corresponding
nodes, the seventh,eighth,ninth,nay even the tenth and eleventh partialmay be

clearlyand brightlyproduced.It isonlyin the upper octaves that the stringsare
too short and stiffto form the highupper partialtones. For these,several instru-ment-makers

placethe strikingpointnear^ to the extremity,and thus obtain a

brighterand more penetratingtone. The upper partii ôf these strings,which
their stiffnessrenders it difficultto bringout, are thus "voured as againstthe
prime tone. A similarlybrightertone, but at the same time a thinner and poorer

one, can be obtained from the lower stringsby placinga bridgenearer the striking
point,so that the hammer fallsat a pointlessthan 4 of the effectivelengthof the

stringfrom itsextremity.
While on the one hand the tone can be rendered more tinkling,shrill,and

acute,by strikingthe stringwith hard bodies,on the other hand it can be rendered

duller,Uiat is,the prime tone may be made to outweighthe upper partials,by
f strikingit with a soft and heavyhammer, as, for example,a littleiron hammer

covered with a thick sheet of india-rubber. The stringsof the lower octaves then

producea much fullerbut duller tone. To compare the differentqualitiesof tone

thus producedby usinghammers of differentconstructions,care must be taken

alwaysto strikethe stringat the same distance from the end as itis struck by the

proper hammer of the instrument,as otherwise the resultswould be mixed up with

the changesof qualitydependingon alteringthe strikingpoint. These circum-stances

are of course well known to the instrument-makers,because theyhave

the hammer abolishes the node of the striking diatelyafter production,theylast mnoh longer
place,and with it the partialbelongingto it and are much brighter.
throughoatthe string.I do not find,however, * I do not think the treble stringsare from

that the hammer strikingat the ^thelimi- shortness and stiiffnessincapableof forming
nates the 8th partial.It is as audible,when high proper tones. If it were so the notes

touched as an harmonic,as the 9th and higher would be of a very differentqualityof tone to

parti^. It is easy, on a long stringof say that which they are found to have. Owing to

m from 25 to 45 inches,to obtain the series of the very acute pitchof these tones our ears

upper partialsup to the fifteenth. On a cannot follow Uiem, but their existence is

stringof 45 inches I have obtained as far as proved by the fact that instrument-makers

the 23rd harmonic, the diameter of the wire often bring their treble strikingplacevery
being 1-17 mm. or 'o; inches,and the tension near the wrestplank-bridgein order to secure

being 71 kilogrammes or 156*6 lbs. The a brilliant tone effect,or ring,by tiie pre-
partialsdiminish in intensitywith the re- ponderanceof these harmonics,

duction of the vibratinglength; the 2nd is *The clavichord differs entirely from

stronger than the 3rd,and the 3rd than the hammer and plectrum keyboardinstruments
4th,"c. Up to the 7th a good harmonic note in the note being started from the end, the

can alwaysbe brought out. After the 8th, as tangent (brasspin) which stops the string
Helmholtz says, the higher partialsare all being also the means of excitingthe sound,

comparativelyweak and become gradually But the thin brass wires readilybreak up into

fainter. To strengthenthem we may use a segments of short recurrence, the bass wires,
narrower harder hammer. To hear them which are most indistinct,beinghelpedin the

with an ordinaryhammer it is necessary to latest instruments by lighteroctave strings^
excite them by a firm blow of the hand upon which serve to make the fundamental tones

the finger-keyand to continue to hold it down, apparent.' See also the last note,p. 76"f, and
They sing out quiteclearlyand last a very App. XX. sect. '^."Translators]
sensible time. On removing the stop imme-
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themselves selected heavier and softerhammers for the lower, and lighterand
harder for the upper octaves. But when we see that theyhave not given more

than a certain weightto the hammers and have not increased it sufficientlyto

reduce the intensityof the upper partialtones stillfurtlier,we feelconvinced that

a musicallytrained ear prefersthat an instrument to be used for rich combinations

of harmony should possess a qualityof tone which contains upper partialswith a

certain amount of strength.In this respectthe compositionof the tones of

pianofortestringsisof greatinterestfor the whole theoryof music. In no other

instrument is there so wide a field for alterationof qualityof tone; in no other,

then,was a musical ear so unfettered in the choice of a tone that would meet its

wishes.

As I have alreadyobserved,the middle and lower octaves of pianofortestrings
generallyallow the six firstpartialtones to be clearlyproducedby strikingthe

digital,and the three firstof them are strong,the fifthand sixthdistinct,but much f
weaker. The seventh, eighth,and ninth are eliminated by the positionof the

strikingpoint. Those higherthan the ninth are alwaysvery weak. For closer

comparisonI subjoina table in which the intensitiesof the partialtones of a string
for di"ferent methods of strikinghave been theoreticallycalculated firom the

fonnulae developedin the AppendixV. The effectof the stroke of a hammer

dependson the lengthof time for which ittouches the string.This time isgiven
in the table in fractionsof the periodictime of the primetone. To this is added

a calculation for stringspluckedby the finger. The strikingpointis always
assumed to be at | of the lengthof the stringfrom itsextremity.

Theoretical Intensityofthe Partial Tones ofStrings.

If

For easier comparisonthe intensityof the prime tone has been throughout
assumed as 100. I have comparedthe calculated intensityof the upper partials
with their force on the grandpianofortealreadymentioned,and found that the

firstseries,under ^,suitsfor about the neighbourhoodof 0". In higherpartsof ^
the instrument the upper partialswere much weaker than in this column. On

strikingthe digitalfor c",I obtained a powerfulsecond partialand an almost in-audible

third. The second column,marked -^,correspondednearlyto the regionof
g\ the second and third partialswere very strong,the fourth partialwas weak.

The third column,inscribed -^,correspondswith the deepertones from " down-wards

; here the four firstpartialsare strong,and the fifthweaker. In the next

column,under 1^,the third partialtone is strongerthan the second ; there was

no correspondingnote on the pianofortewhich I examined. With a perfectlyhard
hammer the third and fourth partialshave the same strength,and are stronger
than allthe others. It resultsfrom the calculationsin the above table that piano-forte

tones in the middle and lower octaves have their fundamental tone weaker

than the first,or even than the two firstupper partials.This can also be con-firmed

by a comparisonwith the effectsof pluckedstrings.For the latter the

second partialis weaker than the first;and it will be found that the prime
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tone is much more distinctin tlietones of pianofortestringswhen pluckedby the

finger,them when struck by the hammer.

Although,as is shewn by the mechanism of the upper octaves on pianofortes,
it is possibleto produce a compound tone in which the prime is predominant,
makers have preferredarrangingthe method of strikingthe lower stringsin such

a way as to preserve the five or six firstpartialsdistinctly,and to givethe second

and third greaterintensitythan the prime.
Tliirdly,as regardsthe thickness and material of the strings.Very rigid

stringswill not form any very high upper partials,because theycannot readily
assume inflectionsin oppositedirectionswithin very short sections. This iseasily
observed by stretchingtwo stringsof differentthicknesses on a monochord and

endeavouringto producetheir highupper partialtones. We alwayssucceed much

better with the thinner than with the thicker string.To producevery highupper
^ partialtones, itispreferableto use stringsof extremelyfinewire,such as goldlace

makers employ,and when theyare excited in a suitable manner, as for exampleby
pluckingor strikingwith a metal point,these highupper parfcialsmay be heard in

the compound itself. The numerous high upper pai-tialswhich he close to each

other in the scale,give that peculiarhigh inharmonious noise which we are

accustomed to call ' tinkUng.'From the eighthpartialtone upwardsthese simple
tones are lessthan a whole Tone apart,and from the fifteenthupwardsless than a

Semitone. They consequentlyform a series of dissonant tones. On a stringof
the finest iron wire,such as is used in the manufJEUstureof artificialflowers,700
centimetres (22*97feet)long,I was able to isolatethe eighteenthpartialtone. The

peculiarityof the tones of the zither dependson the presence of these tinkling
upper partials,but the seriesdoes not extend so flEbras thatjustmentioned,because
the stringsare shorter.

Stringsof gut are much lighterthan metal stringsof the same compactness,

^ and hence producehigherpartialtones. The difference of their musical quality
dependspartlyon this circumstance and partlyon the inferiorelasticityof the gut,
which damps their partials,especiallytheir higherpartials,much more rapidly.
The tone of pluckedcat-gutstrings{guitar,harp) is consequentlymuch lesa

tinklingthan that of metal strings.

4. Mtisical Tones ofBowed Instruments,

No completemechanical theorycan yet be givenfor the motion of strings
excited by the violin-bow,because the mode in which the bow afifectsthe motion

of the stringis unknown. But by applyinga peculiarmethod of observation,

proposedin itsessentialfeatures by the I^Vench physicistLissajous,I have found

it possibleto observe the vibrational form of individual pointsin a violin string,
and from this observed form,which is comparativelyvery simple,to calculate the

^ whole motion of the stringand the intensityof the upper partialtones.
Look througha hand magnifyingglassconsistingof a strongconvex lens,at

any small brightobject,as a grainof starch reflectinga flame,and appearingas a

fine pointof Ught. Move the lens about while the pointof lightremains at rest,
and the pointitselfwill appear to move. In the apparatusI have employed,which
is shewn in fig.22 opposite,this lens is fastened to the end of one prong of the

tuning-forkG, and marked L. It is in faxsta combination of two achromatic

lenses,like those used for the object-glassesof microscopes.These two lenses

may be used alone as a doublet,or be combined with others. When more

f magnifyingpower isrequired,we can introduce behind the metal plateA A, which

I
carriesthe fork,the tube and eye-pieceof a microscope,of which the doublet then

forms the object-glass.This instrument may be called a vibration microscope.
.

When it is so arrangedthat a fixed luminous pointmay be clearlyseen throughit,
and the fork is set in vibration,the doublet L moves periodicallyup and down in

pendularvibrations. The observer,however,appears to see the luminous point
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itselfvibrate,and,since the separatevibrations succeed each other so rapidlythat
the impressionon the eye cannot die away daring the time of a whole vibration,

the pathof the luminous pointappears as a fixedstraightline,increasingin length
with the excursions of the fork.*

The grainof starch which reflectsthe Hght to be seen, is then fastened to the

resonant bodywhose vibrations we intend to observe,in such a way that the grain
moves backwards and forwards horizontally,while the doublet moves up and down

vertically.When both motions take placeat once, the observer sees the real

horizontalmotion of the luminous pointcombined with itsapparentverticalmotion,
and the combination resultsin an apparentcurvilinearmotion. The fieldof vision

in the microscopethen shews an apparentlysteadyand unchangeablebright

Frn. 22.

/

curve, when either the periodictimes of the vibrations of the grainof starch and ^
of the tuning-forkare exactlyequal,or one is exactlytwo or three or four times as

greatas the other,because in this case the luminous pointpasses over exactlythe
same pathevery one or every two, three,or four vibrations. If these ratiosof the

vibrationalnumbers are not exactlyperfect,the curves alterslowly,and the effect

to the eye is as iftheywere drawn on the surface of a transparentcylinderwhich

slowlyrevolved on itsaxis. This slow displacementof the apparent curves is not

disadvantageous,as itallows the observer to see them in differentpositions.But
if the ratio of the pitchnumbers of the observed bodyand of the fork differstoo

* The end of the other prong of the fork
is thickened to counterbalance the weight of
the doublet. The iron loopB which isclamped
on to one prong serves to alter the pitch of

the fork slightly;we flatten the pitch by
moving the looptowards the end of the prong.

E is an electro-magnetby which the fork is

kept in constant uniform vibration on passing
intermittent electrical currents through its

wire coils,as will be described more in detail

in Chapter VI.
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much from one expressibleby small whole numbers,the motion of the curve is too

rapidforthe eye to follow it,and allbecomes confusion.

If the vibration microscopehas to be used for observingthe motion of a violin

string,the luminous pointmust be attached to that string.This is done by first

blackeningthe requiredspoton the stringwith ink,and when itisdry,rubbingit
over with wax, and powderingthiswith starch so that a few grainsremain sticking.
The violinis then fixed with its stringsin a verticaldirection oppositethe micro-scope,

so that the luminous reflectionfrom one of the grainsof starch can be

clearlyseen. The bow is drawn across the stringsin a direction parallelto the

prongs of the fork. Everypointin the stringthen moves horizontally,and on

settingthe fork in motion at the same time, the observer sees the peculiar
vibrationalcurves alreadymentioned. For the purposes of observation I used the

a' string,which I tuned a littlehigher,as V^, so that it was exactlytwo Octaves
"'higherthan the tuning-forkof the microscope,which sounded B^.

In fig.23 are shewn the resultingvibrational curves as seen in the vibration

microscope.The straighthorizontal lines in the figures,atoa, btob, ctoe

yiQ. 23.

\ shew the apparentpathof the observed luminous point,before it had itselfbeen

set in vibration ; the curves and zigzagsin the same figures,shew the apparent

pathof the luminous pointwhen italso was made to move. By their side,in A,

B, C, the same vibrational forms are exhibited accordingto the methods used in

ChaptersI. and 11.,the lengthsof the horizontal line beingdirectlyproportional
to the correspondinglengthsof tvme^ whereas in figuresa to a, b to b, c to c, the

horizontal lengthsare proportionalto the eoccursionsof the vibratingmicroscope.
^ A, and a to a, shew the vibrational curves for a tuning-fork,that is for a simple
pendularvibration ; B and b to b those of the middle of a violin stringin unison

with the fork of the vibration microscope; G and c, c, those for a stringwhich was

tuned an Octave higher. We may imaginethe figuresa to a, b to b,and c to c, to

be formed from the figuresA, B, G, by supposingthe surface on which these are

drawn to be wrappedround a transparentcylinderwhose circumference is of the

same lengthas the horizontal line. The curve drawn upon the surface of the

cylindermust then be observed from such a point,that the horizontal line which

when wrappedround the cylinderforms a circle,appears perspectivelyas a single
straightline. The vibrational curve A wiU then appear in the forms a to a, B in

the forms b to b,G in the forms c to c. When the pitchof the two vibrating
bodies is not in an exact harmonic ratio,this imaginarycylinderon which the

vibrational curves are drawn, appears to revolve so that the forms a to a, "c., are

assumed in succession.

It is now easy to rediscover the forms A, B, G, from the forms a to a, b to b"
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and c to c, and as the former givea more intelligibleimage of the motion of the

stringthan the latter,the cnrves, which are seen as if theywere traced on the

snrfaceof a cylinder,willbe drawn as if their trace had been unrolled from the

cylinderinto a planefigurelike A, B, G. The meaning of our vibrational curves

willthen preciselycorrespondto the similar curves in precedingchapters.When
fourvibrationsof the violinstringcorrespondto one vibration of the fork (asin
our experiments,where the fork gave ^ and the string"]",p. 82a),so that

fourwaves seem to be traced on the surface of the imi^ginarycylinder,and when

moreover theyare made to rotate slowlyand are thus viewed in differentpositions,
itis not at aJl difGicultto draw them from inunediate inspectionas if theyhad
been rolled off on to a plane,for the middle jagshave then nearlythe same

appearance on the cylinderas if theywere traced on a plane.
The figures23 B and 23 C (p.Sib),inmiediatelygivethe vibrationalforms for

themiddle of a violinstring,when the bow biteswell,and the primetone of the f

stringis follyand powerfullyproduced.It is easilyseen that these vibrational

forms are essentiallydifferentfrom that of a simplevibration (fig.23, A). When

thepointis taken nearer the ends of the stringthe vibrational figureis shewn in

fig.24, A, and the two sectionsafi,Py,of any wave, are to one another as the two

sectionsof the stringwhich lieon either side of the observed point. In the figure

Fig. 24.

thisratiois 3 : i, the pointbeingat ^ the lengthof the stringfrom itsextremity.
Closeto the end of the stringthe form is as in fig.24, B. The short lengthsof
linein the figurehave been made fEuntbecause the correspondingmotion of the ^
Imninous pointis so rapidthat theyoften become invisible,and the thickerlengths
are alone seen.*

These figuresshew that every pointof the stringbetween its two extremities

vibrateswith a constant velocity.For the middle point,the velocityof ascent is

equalto that of descent. If tiieviolin bow is used near the rightend of the

stringdescending,the velocityof descent on the righthalf of the stringis less

than that of ascent,and the more so the nearer to the end. On the lefthalf of

the stringthe converse takes place.At the placeof bowingthe velocityof descent

appears to be equalta that of the violin bow. Duringthe greaterpartof each

vibrationthe stringhere clingsto the bow, and iscarried on by it; then itsuddenly
detaches itselfand rebounds,whereuponitis seized by other pointsin the bow and

againcarried fbrward.f
Our presentpurpose is chieflyto determine the upper partialtones. The

vibrationalforms of the individualpointsof the stringbeingknown, the intensityf
of each of the partialtones can be completelycalculated. The necessary mathe-matical

formula are developedin AppendixYI. The followingis the resultof the

calculation.When a stringexcite4by a violin bow speakswell,all the upper

partialtones which can be formed^bya stringof itsdegreeof rigidity,are present,
and their intensitydiminishes d^ their pitchincreases. The amplitudeand the

intensityof the second partialis one-fourth of that of the primetone,that of the

* [Dr.Hnggins,FJft.S.,on ezperimentmg, stringhas been givenby Herr Qem. Neumann
finds it probable that under the bow, the in the Proceedings{SitnmgsberiokU)of the

reUtive vdooityof descent to that of the J. and R. Academy at Vienna, mathematical

lebonnd of tilestring,or ascent,is influenced and physicalclass,vol.Izi.p. 89. He fastened

by "e tension of tiie hairs of the bow. " bits of wire in the fonn of a oomb to the bow

TramUUor.l itself. On lookingthrough this grating.at
t These facts suffice to determine the the string the observer sees a system of

complete motion of bowed strings. Bee rectilinear zigaaglines. The conclusions as

Appendix YL A much simplermethod of to the mode of motion of the stringagree
obeervingthe vibrationalftnn of a violin with those givenabove.

Cdogle
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third partiala ninth,that of the fourth a sixteenth,and so on. This is the same

scale of intensityas for the partialtones of a stringpluckedin its middle,with
this exception,that in the lattercase the evenlynumbered partialsall disappear,
whereas they are all presentwhen the bow is used. The upper partialsin the

compound tone of a violin are heard easilyand will be found to be strongin sound

if theyhave been firstproducedas so-called harmonics on the string,by bowing
lightlywhile gentlytouchinga node of the requiredpartialtone. The stringsof
a violinwill allow the harmonics to be producedas highas the sixth partialtone
with ease, and with some difficultyeven up to the tenth. The lower tones speak
best when the stringisbowed at from one-tenth to one-twelfth the lengthof the

vibratingportionof the stringfrom its extremity.For the higherharmonics
where the sections are smaller,the stringsmust be bowed at about one-fourth or

one-sixth of theirvibratinglengthfrom the end.*

^ The primein the compound tones of bowed iostruments iscomparativelymore
powerfulthan in those producedon a pianoforteor guitarby strikingor plucking
the stringsnear to their extremities ; the firstupper partialsare comparatively
weaker ; but the higherupper partialsfrom the sixth to about the tenth are much

more distinct,and givethese tones theircuttingcharacter.
The fimdamental form of the vibrations of a violin stringjustdescribed,is,

when the stringspeakswell,tolerablyindependentof the placeof bowing,at least

in allessentialfeatures. It does not in any respectalter,likethe vibrational form

of struck or pluckedstrings,accordingto the positionof the pointexcited. Yet

there are certain obser-
^^^ ^^

vable differences of the

vibrational figurewhich

depend upon the bowing
point.Littlecrumplesare

m usuallyperceivedon the

lines of the vibrational

figure,as in fig.25, which
increase in breadth and heightthe further the bow is removed from the extremity
of the string. When we bow at a node of one of the higherupper partials
which is near the bridge,these crumplesare simplyreduced by the absence of

that partof the normal motion of the stringwhich dependson the partialtones

havinga node at that place. When the observation on the vibrational form is

made at one of the other nodes belongingto the deepesttone which is elimi-nated,

none of these crumplesare seen. Thus if the stringis bowed at |th,
or |ths,or fths,or |ths,"c., of its lengthfrom the bridge,the vibrational

figureis simple,as in fig.24 (p.836). But if we observe between two nodes,

the crumplesappear as in fig.25. Variations in the qualityof tone partly
depend upon this condition. When the violin bow is broughttoo near the

fingerboard,the end of which is Jtththe lengthof the stringfrom the bridge,
^

the 5th or 6th partialtone,which is generallydistinctlyaudible,will be absent.

The tone is thus rendered duller. The usual placeof bowing is at about Vv^
of the lengthof the string; for piano passages it is somewhat further from

the bridgeand forfortesomewhat nearer to it. If the bow is broughtnear the

bridge,and at the same time but lightlypressed,another alteration of quality
occurs, which is readilyseen on the vibrational figure.A mixtiure is formed of

* (Thepositionof the fingerfor prodndng near the not, out of 165 mm. the actual

the harmonio is often slightlydifferent from half lengthof the strings.These differences

that theoretici^yassigned. Dr. Hnggins, most therefore be due to some imperfec-
F.B.S., kindly tried for me the positionof tions of the stringsthemselves. Dr. Huggins
the Octave harmonio on the four stringsof finds that there is a space of a quarter of

his Stradivari,a mark with Chinese white an inch at any pointof which the Octave

being made under his fingeron the finger harmonic may be broughtout, but the quality
board. Besult, ist and 4th stringexact, of tone is best at the pointsnamed above."

2ud string3 mm., and 3rd string5 mm. too Translator.]
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the 4"rimdtone and firstharmonic of the string.By lightand rapidbowing,
namelyat about ^^th of the lengthof the stringfrom the bridge,we sometimes

obtain the upper Octave of the prime tone by itself,a node beingformed in the

middle of the string.On bowingmore firmlythe primetone immediatelysounds.

Intermediatelythe higherOctave may mix with it in any proportion.This is

immediatelyrecognisedin the vibrationalfigure.Fig.26 givesthe corresponding
seriesof forms. It is seen how a fireshcrest appears on the longerside of the

front of a wave, juttingout at firstslightly,then more strongly,tillat lengththe
crest of the new waves are as high as those of the old,and Uien the vibrational

number has doubled,and the pitchhas passedinto the Octave above. The quality
of the lowest tone of the stringis rendered softer and brighter,but less full and

powerfulwhen the intermixture commences. It is interestingto observe the

Tibrationalfigurewhile httle changesare made in the styleof bowing,and note

how the resultingslightchangesof qualityare immediatelyrendered evident by '

very distinctchangesin the vibrational figureitself.
The vibrational forms justdescribed may be maintained in a uniformlysteady

and unchangedcondition by carefuUyuniform bowing. The instrument has then

an uninterruptedand pure musical qualityof tone. Any scratchingof the bow is

inmiediatelyshewn by sudden jumps,or discontinuous displacementsand changes
in the vibrational figure.If the scratchingcontinues,the eye has no longertime
to perceivea regularfigure.The scratchingnoises of a violin bow must therefore

be regardedas irregularinterruptionsof the normal vibrations of the string,
makingthem to recommence from a new startingpoint. Sudden jumps in the

Fio. 26.

vibrationalfigurebetrayevery littlestumble of the bow which the ear alone would

scarcelyobserve. Inferiorbowed instruments seem to be distinguishedfrom good
ones by the frequencyof such greateror smaller irregularitiesof vibration. On

the stringof my monochord, which was onlyused for the occasion as a bowed

instmment,greatneatness of bovringwas requiredto preserve a steadyvibrational
figurelastinglongenoughfor the eye to apprehendit; and the tone was roughin

quality,accompaniedby much scratching.With a very goodmodem violin made

byBausch it was easier to maintain the steadiness of the vibrational figurefor
some time ; but I succeeded much better with an old Italian violin of Guadanini,
which was the firstone on which I could keepthe vibrational figuresteadyenough%
to count the crumples. This greatuniformityof vibration isevidentlythe reason

of the purer tone of these old instruments, since every littleirregularityis imme-diately

feltby the ear as a roughnessor scratchiness in the qualityof tone.

An appropriatestructure of the instrument, and wood of the most perfect
elasticityprocurable,are probablythe importantconditions for regularvibrations
of the string,and when these are present, the bow can be easilymade to work

uniformly.This allows of a pure flow of tone, undisfiguredby any roughness*.
On the other hand, when the vibrations are so uniform the stringcan be more

vigorouslyattacked with the bow. Good instruments consequentlyallow of a much

more powerfulmotion of the string,and the whole intensityof their tone can be

communicated to the air without diminution,whereas the frictioncaused by any

imperfectionin the elasticityof the wood destroyspartof the motion. Much of

the advantagesof old violins may, however, also dependupon their age, and espe-cially

theirlonguse, both of which cannot but act favourablyon the elasticityof
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the wood. But the art of bowingis evidentlythe most importantcondition of all.

How delicatelythis must be cultivated to obtain certaintyin producinga very

perfectqualityof tone and its different varieties,cannot be more clearlydemon-strated

than by the observation of vibrational figures.It is also well known that

greatplayerscan bringout fulltones from even indifferentinstruments.

The precedingobservations and conclusions refer to the vibrations of the strings
of the instrument and the intensityof their upper partialtones,solelyin so feu:as

they are contained in the compound vibrational movement of the string.But

partialtones of differentpitchesare not equallywell communicated to the air,and

hence do not strike the ear of the listener with preciselythe same degreesof

intensityas those theypossess on the stringitself. They are communicated to

the air by means of the sonorous body of the instrument. As we have had

alreadyoccasion to remark, vibratingstringsdo not directlycommunicate any

f sensibleportionof their motion to the air. The vibratingstringsof the violin,
in the firstplace,agitatethe bridgeover which theyare stretched. This stands

on two feet over the most mobile part of the ' belly' between the two '/ holes.'

One footof the bridgerests upon a comparativelyfirm support,namely,the * sound-

post,'which is a solid rod inserted between the two plates,back and belly,of the

instrument. It isonlythe other legwhich agitatesthe elasticwooden plates,and

throughthem the included mass of air.*

An inclosed mass of air,like that of the violin,vi61a,and violoncello,bounded

by elastic plates,has certain proper tones which may be evoked by blowing
across the openings,or * f holes.* The violin thus treated givesc' accordingto
Savart, who examined instruments made by Stradivari (Stradiuarius).tZam-
miner found the same tone constant on even imperfectinstruments. For the

violoncello Savart found on blowingover the holes F, and Zamminer G.t Ac-cording

to Zamminer the sound-box of the vi61a (tenor)is tuned to be a Tone

^ deeperthan that of the violin." On placingthe ear againstthe back of a violin

and playinga scale on the pianoforte,some tones will be found to penetrate the

ear with more force than others,owingto the resonance of the instrument. On a

* [Thia aoooont is not quite suffioieni. agitationtransmitted by the rod.* In short.
Neither leg of the bridge rests exactly on the touoh rod acts as a soond-post to the

the sound-post,becaase it is found that this finger. The place of least vibration of the

positionmateriallyinjuresthe qualityof tone, bellyis exactlyover the sound-postand of the

The sound-postis a littlein the rear of the back at the pointunder the sound-post. On

leg of the bridge on the "" stringside. The removing the sound-post,or coveringits ends
positionof the sound-postwith regard to the with a sheet of india-rubber,which did not

bridgehas to be adjustedfor each individual diminish the support, the tone was poor and
instrument. Dr. William Huggins, F.B.S., in thin. But an external wooden clamp oonneet-

his paper
* On the Function of the Sound-post, ing bellyand back in the placeswhere the

and on the ProportionalThickness of the sound-posttouches them, restored the tone.-^

Strings of the Violin,'read May 24, 1883, Translator.']
Proceedingsof the Royal Society v̂ol. xxxv. f [Zanmiiner, Die Miisih^ 1855, voL L

"|Tpp. 241-248, has experimentallyinvestigated p. 37, says d of 256 vlb." Translator.]
^' the whole action of the sound-post,and finds % [Zamminer, ibid. p. 41, and adds that

that its main function is to convey vibrations judging from the violin the resonance shoold
from the bellyto the back of the violin,in be Fff .

" Translator,]
addition to those conveyed by the sides. The " [The passage referred to has not been

(apparentlyornamental)cuttingsin the bridge found. But Zamminer says, p. 40,
* The

of the violin,sift the two sets of vibrations, lengthof the box of a violin is 13 Par. inches,
set up by the bowed stringat rightanglesto and of the vi61a 14 inches 5 lines. Exactly
each other and ' allow those only or mainly to in inverse ratio stand the pitch nombers

pass to the feet which would be efficientin 470 (a misprint for 270 most probably)and
settingthe body of the instrument into vibra- 241, which were found by blowing over the

tion.* As the peculiarshape of the instru- wind-holes of the two instruments.* Now the
ment rendered strewing of sand unavailable, ratio 13 : 14^3gives 182 cents, and the ratio

Pr. Huggins investigatedthe vibrations by 241 : 270 gives 197 cents, which are very
means of a

* touch rod,*consistingof '
a small nearly,though not * exactly' the same. Hiis,

round stick of straightgrained deal a few however, makes the resonance of the violin

inches long; the forefingeris placed on one 270 vib. and not 256 vib.,and agrees with the

end and the other end is put lightlyin contact next note. I got a good resonance with a fork
with the vibratingsurface. The fingersoon of 268 vib. from Dr. Huggins's violoncoUo by
becomes very sensitive to small differences of Nicholas about ^.d. if")2."Translator.]
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violinmade by Bansoh two tones of greatestresonance were thus discovered,one
between d and c% [between264 and 280 vib.],and the other between a' and "]"
[between440 and 466 vib.].For a vi61a (tenor)I found the two tones about a

Tone deeper,which agrees with Zanuniner's calculation.*

The consequence of this peculiarrelation of resonance is that those tones of

the stringswhich lie near the proper tones of the inclosed bodyof air,must be

proportionablymore reinforced. This is clearlyperceivedon botii the violin and

violoncello,at leastfor the lowest proper tone,when the correspondingnotes are

producedon the strings.They sound particularlyfuU,and the primetone of these

compoundsis especiallyprominent.I think that I heard this also for al on the

violin,which correspondsto itshigherproper tone.

Since the lowest tone on the violin is ^, the onlyupper partialsof itsmusical

tones which can be somewhat reinforced by the resonance of the higherproper
tone of itsinclosed bodyof air,are the higheroctaves of its three deepestnotes. "p
But the primetones of its highernotes will be reinforced more than their upper

partials,because these prime tones are more nearlyof the same pitchas the

proper tones of the bodyof air. This producesan effectsimilar to that of the con-struction

of the hanmier of a piano,which favours the upper partialsof the deep
notes,and weakens those of the highernotes. For the violoncello,where the lowest

stringgivesC,the strongerproper tone of the bodyof air is,as on the violin,a
Fourttior a Fifth higherthan the pitchof the lowest string.There isconsequently
a similar relation between the fi"vouredand unfavoured partialtones,but allof

* [Throogh the kindness of Dr. Haggins,
F JI.S.,the Bev. H. B. Haweis, and the violin-

makers,Messrs. Hart, Hill ft Withers, I was

in 1880 enabled to examine the pitchof the

resonance of some fine old violins bv Duiflo-

pmgoar (SwissTyrol* Bologna, and Lyons
1510-1530)*Amati (Cremona1596-1684),Bug-
gieri(Cremona 1608- 1720),Stradivari (Cre-mona

1644^1737),Giuseppe Gameri (knownas

'Joseph,'Cremona 16S3-1745),Lnpot (France
i750-i82O".The method adoptedwas to hold

timing-forks,of which the exact pitch had

been determined by Scheibler's forks,in saoces-

sion over the widest part of the/ hole on the

^ stringside of the violin (furthestfrom the

somid-post)and observe what fork excited the

maiimnm resonance. My forks form a series

proceedingby 4 vib. in a second,and hence I

oould only tell the pitchwithin 2 vib.,and it

was often extremelydifficultto decide on the

fork which gave the best resonance. By far
the strongestresonance laybetween 268 and

272 vib."but one earlyStradivari (1696)had a

fine resonance at 264 vib. There was also a

secondarybut weaker maximum resonance at

about 252 vib. The 256 vib. was generally
decidedlyinferior. Hence we may take 270
vib.as the primary maximum, and 252 vib. as

the secondary. The firstcorrespondsto the

highestEnglish concert pitchc''"540vib.,
now used in London, and agrees with the

lowerresonance of Bausch's instrument men-tioned

in the text. The second, which is 120

cents,or rather more than an equalSemitone
flatter,gives the pitch which my researches
shew was common over all Europe at the
time (seeApp. XX. sect. H.). But although
ihe low pitch was prevalent,a high pitch,a
greatSemitone (117 ct.)hi^er,was also in
use as a * ohambcff pitch.*A violin of Mazzini
of Brescia(1560.1640)belongingto the eldest

dau^terof Mr. Yemon Lushington,Q.C.,had
the same two maximum resonances, the higher
beingdecidedlythe superior.I did not ex-

amine
for the higher or a* pitchesnamed in

the text. Mr. Healey (ofthe Science and Art

Department, South Kensington)thought his

violin ^supposedto be an Amati) sounded best

at the low pitchc" " 504. Subsequently,I ex-amined

a fine instrument,bearinginside it the

label * Petrus Guamerius Cremonensis fecit,
MantuBB sub tituloS.Theresiie,anno 1701,*in

^
the possessionof Mr. A. J. Hipkins,who knew ""

it to be genuine. I tried this with a series

of forks,proceedingby differences of about

4 vibrations from 240 to 56a It was surprising
to find that every fork was to a certain extent

reinforced,that is,in no case was the tone

quenched, and in no case was it reduced in

strength. But at 260 vib. there was a good,
and at 364 a better resonance; perhaps 262

may therefore be taken as the best. There

was no secondary low resonance, but there

were two higher resonances, one about 472,

(although468 and 476 were also good,)and
another at 520 (although524 and 528 were

also good). As this sheet was passingthrough
the press I had an opportunityof tryingthe
resonance of Dr. Huggins'sStradivari of 1708,
figuredin Grovels Dictionaryof MusiCt iii.

728,as a specimenof the best periodof Stradi- "

vari's work. The result was essentiallythe
same as the last; every fork was more or less

reinforced ; there was a subordinate maximum
at 252 vib.; a better at from 260 to 268 vib.;

very slightmaxima at 312, 348,384,412, 420,
428 (thelast of which was the best,but was

only a fairreinforcement),472 to 480,but 520
was decidedlybest, and 540 good. No one

fork was reinforced to the extent itwould have

been on a resonator properlytuned to it,but

no one note was deteriorated. Dr. Huggins says
that ' the strong feature of this violin is the

great equalityof all four stringsand the per-
sistenoe of the same fine qualityof tone

throughout the entire range of the instru-ment.'

" Tianslator.]
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Fig. 27.

/a

I

them are a Twelfth lower than on the violin. On the other hand, the most

favoured partialtones of the vi61a (tenor)correspondingnearlywith h\ do not

lie between the firstand second strings,but

between the second and third ; and this seems

to be connected with the altered qualityof
tone on this instrument. Unfortunatelythis
influence cannot be expressednumerically.
The maximum of resonance for the proper

tones of the body of air is not very marked ;

were it otherwise there would be much more

inequaHtyin the scale as played on these

bowed instruments, inmiediatelyon passing
the pitchof the proper tones of their bodies of

f air. We must consequentlyconjecturethat
their influence upon the relative intensityof
the individual partialsin the musical tones of

these instruments is not very prominent.

5. Musical Tones ofFlute or Flue Pipes.

In these instruments the tone is produced
by drivinga stream of air againstan opening,
generallyfurnished with sharpedges,in some

\ hollow space filled with air. To this class

belongthe bottles described in the last chapter,
and shewn in fig.20 (p.60c),and especially
flutes and the majorityof organ pipes. For

flutes,the resonant bodyof air is included in

H itsown cylindricalbore. It is blown with the

mouth, which directs the breath againstthe
somewhat sharpenededgesof its mouth hole.

The construction of organ pipeswill be seen

from the two adjacentfigures.Fig. 27, A,

shews a square wooden pipe,cut open long-wise,
and B the external appearance of a round

tin pipe. B B in each shews the tube which

incloses the sonorous body of air, a b is the

mouth where itisblown, terminatingin a sharp
lip. In fig.27, A, we see the air chamber or

throat E into which the air is firstdriven from

the bellows,and whence it can only escape

throughthe narrow slit c d,which directs it

H againstthe edgeof the Hp. The wooden pipe
A as here drawn is open, that is its extremity
is uncovered,and it producesa tone with a

wave of air tivice as long as the tube B B.

The other pipe,B, isstopped,that is,itsupper
extremityis closed. Its tone has a vrmefour
times the lengthof the tube B B, and hence an

Octave deeperthan an open pipeof the same

length.*
Any air chambers can be made to givea

musical tone,justlike organ pipes,flutes,the bottles previouslydescribed,ihe
windchests of vioUns,Ac, providedthey have a sufticientlynarrow opening,

0

* [These relations are only approximate,
as is explainedbelow. The mode of excite-ment

by the lip of the pipe makes them

inexact. Also they take no notice of the
* scale *

or diameters and depths of the pipes,
or of the force ol the wind, or of the tempera-
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famished with somewhat projectmgsharpedges,by directinga thin flatstream of

air across the openingand againstitsedges.*
The motion of air that takes placein the inside of organ pipes,correspondsto

a system of planewaves which are reflected backwards and forwards between the
^

two ends of the pipe. At the stoppedend of a cylindricalpipethe reflexion of

every wave that strikesit is very perfect,so that the reflected wave has the same

intensityas it had before reflexion. In any train of waves moving in a given
direction,the velocityof the oscillatingmolecules in the condensed portionof the

wave takes placein ihe same direction as that of the propagationof the waves, and

in the rarefiedportionin the oppositedirection. But at the stoppedend of a pipe
its cover does not allow of any forward motion of the molecules of air in the

direction of the lengthof the pipe. Hence the incident and reflectedwave at this

placecombine so as to excite oppositevelocitiesof oscillationof the molecules of

air,and consequentlyby their superpositionthe velocityof the molecules of air at ^
the cover is destroyed.Hence itfollows that the phasesof pressure in both will

agree, because oppositemotions of oscillationand oppositepropagation,result in

accordant pressure.

Hence at the stoppedend there is no motion, but greatalterationof pressure.

The reflexion of the wave takes placein such a manner that the phaseof conden*

sation remains unaltered,but the direction of the motion of oscillationis reversed.

The contrarytakes placeat the open end of pipes,in which is alsoincluded the

openingof their mouths. At an open end where the air of the pipecommuni-cates

freelywith the great outer mass of air,no sensible condensation can take

place.In the explanationusuallygivenof the motion of airin pipes,itis assumed

that both condensation and rarefEMstionvanish at the open ends of pipes,which is

approximativelybut not exactlycorrect. If there were exactlyno alteration of

densityat that place,there would be completereflexion of every incident wave

at the open ends,so that an equallylargereflected wave would be generatedwith ^
an oppositestate of density,but the direction of oscillationof the molecules of

air in both waves would agree. The superpositionof such an incident and such a

tore of the air. The followingare adapted
from the roles given by M. GavaU16-Goll,the
celebrated Frendi oigan-builder,in Comptea
Rwdu9t i860,p. 176,supposing the tempera-ture

to be 59*F. or 15**C, and the pressure of
the wind to be about 3^ inohes,or 8 centi-metres

(meaning that it will supporta column
of water of that heightin the wind gauge).
The pitchnumbers, for double vibrations,are
found by dividing20,080when the dimensions
are given in inches, and 510,000 when in
millimetres by the followingnumbers : (i)for
cylindricalopen pipes,3 times the length
added to 5 times the diameter ; (2)forcyUndri-
cal sloppedpipes,6 times the lexigthadded to

10 times the diameter; (3)for square open
pipcSf3 times the lengthadded to 6 times the

depth (clearinternal distance from mouth to

back); {4)for square stoppedpipes,6 times the

lengthadded to 12 times the depth.
This rule is alwayssufficientlyaccurate for

cutting organ pipes to their approximate
length,and piercingthem to bring out the
Octave harmonic, and has long been used for
these purposes in M. Cavaill6-Ck"irB factory.
The rule is not so safe for the square wooden

as for the cylindricalmetal pipes. The pitch
of a pipe of known dimensions ought to be
firstascertained by other means. Then this

pitchnumber multipliedby the divisors in (3)
and (4)should be used in place of the 20,080
or 510,000 of the rule,for all similar pipes.

As to strengthof wind, as pressure varies

from 2} to 3^ inches, the pitch number

increases by about 1 in 300, but as pressure
varies from 3i to 4 inches, the pitch number

increases by about i in 440, the whole increase

of pressure from 2|to 4 inches increases the

pitchnumber by i m 180.

Por temperature, I found by numerous

observations at very different temperatures'
that the followingpracticalrule is sufficient

for reducingthe pitchnumber observed at one

temperature to that due to another. It is not

quite accurate, for the air blown from the

bellows is often lower than the external tem-perature.

Let P be the pitchnumber observed f
at a giventemperature, and d the difference of

temperature in degreesFahr. Then the pitch
number is P x ^i" '00104CQaccordingas the

temperature is higheror lower. The practical
operationis as follows : supposingP " 528,and
(2=14 increase of temperature. To 528 add

4 in 100, or 21*12, giving549*12, Divide by
1000 to 2 places of decimals, giving *55..
Multiplyhj d- 14, giving7*70. Adding this to

528,we get 535*7 for the pitch number at the

new temperature." Translator,]
* [Here the passage from 'These edges,'

p. 140, to * resemblinga violin,*p. 141 of the

1st Englishedition,has been omitted, and the

passage from * The motion of air,'p. 89a,
to * their comers are rounded off,'p. 936,haa
been inserted in accordance with the 4th
Grerman edition." Translator.]
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reflectedwave would indeed leave the state of densityunaltered at the open ends,
but would occasion greatvelocityin the oscillatingmolecules of air.

In realitythe assumptionmade explainsthe essentialphenomenaof organ pipes.
Consider firsta pipewith two open ends. On our excitinga wave of condensation

at one end, it runs forward to the other end, is there reflected as a wave of rare-faction,

runs back to the firstend, is here againreflectedwith another alterationof

phase,as a wave of condensation,and then repeatsthe same pathin the same way

a second time. This repetitionof the same process therefore occurs, after the

wave in the tube has passedonce forwards and once backwards, that istwice through
the whole lengthof the tube. The time requiredto do this is equalto double the

lengthof the pipedivided by the velocityof sound. This is the duration of the

vibration of the deepesttone which the pipecan give.
Supposenow that at the time when the wave beginsits second forward and

f backward journey,a second impulsein the same direction isgiven,say by a vibra-ting

tuning-fork.The motion of the air wiU then receive a reinforcement,which

will constantlyincrease,if the fresh impulsestake placein the same rhythm as the

forward and backward progressionof the waves.

Even if the returningwave does not coincide with the firstfollowingsimilar

impulseof the tuniag-fork,but onlywith the second or third or fourth and so on,

the motion of the air wiU be reinforced after every forward and backward passage.

A tube open at both ends will therefore serve as a resonator for tones whose

pitchnumber isequalto the velocityof sound (332metres)* divided by twice the

lengthof the tube, or some multipleof that number. That is to say, the tones of

strongestresonance for such a tube wiU, as in strings,form the completeseriesof
harmonic upper partialsof its prime.

The case is somewhat differentfor pipesstoppedat one end. If at the open

end, by means of a vibratingtuning-fork,we excite an impulseof condensation

% which propagatesitselfalongthe tube,it will run on to the stoppedend, will be

there reflected as a wave of condensation,return,will be againreflected at the

open end with altered phaseas a wave of rarefaction,and onlyafter ithas been

againreflectedat the stoppedend with a similar phase,and then once more at the

open end with an altered phaseas a condensation,will a repetitionof the process

ensue, that is to say, not tillafterithas traversed the lengthof the pipefour times.

Hence the primetone of a stoppedpipehas twice as longa periodof vibration as an

I open pipeof the same length.That is to say, the stoppedpipewiU be an Octave

deeperthan the open pipe.If,then,afterthisdouble forward and backward passage,

the firstimpulseis renewed, there will arise a reinforcement of resonance.

Partialsf of the prime tone can also be reinforced,but onlythose which are

unevenlynumbered. For since at the expirationof half the periodof vibration,
the primetone of the wave in the tube renews itspathwith an oppositephaseof

density,onlysuch tones can be reinforced as have an oppositephaseat the expira-
^ tion of half the periodof vibration. But at this time the second partialhas just
completeda whole vibration,the fourth partialtwo whole vibrations,and so on.

* [This is 1089-3'^t in a second,which before the PhysicalSociety,and published
is the mean of several observations in free in the PhilosophicalMoffoeinetor Dec. 1883,
air ; it is usual, however, in England to take pp. 447-455, and Oct. 1884,pp. 328-334,as the

the whole number 1090 feet,at freezing.At means of many observations on the velocity
60" F. itis about 1 120 feet per second. Mr. D. of sound in dry air at 32^F.,in tubes,obtained
J. Blaikley(seenote p. gjd),in two papers read

for diameter '45
pitchvarious,velocity 1064*26
pitch260 vib.

, velocity1062' 1 2

"75

107253

1072-47

1-25
1078-71
1078-73

2-08

1081-78
1082-51

3*47 Englishinches.
1083-13 "

feet.

1084-88 "

The velocityin tubes is therefore alwaysless note p. 23c,)but itis preciselythe latter which

than in free hix," Translator,] are not excited in the presentcase. This is

t [The original says
*
upper partials' only mentioned as a warning to those who

(Obert"ne),but the upper partialswhich are faultilyuse the faultyexpression* overtones *

unevenlynumbered are the ist,3rd,5th,"c." indifferentlyfor both partialsand upper
and these are reallythe 2nd, 4th,6th,"c.,(that partials."ZVa9w2a(or.]
is,the evenlynumbered)partialtones,(seefoot-
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These therefore have the same phases,and cancel their effect on the return of the

wave with an oppositephase. Hence the tones of strongestresonance in stopped
pipescorrespondwith the seriesof unevenlynumbered partialsof its fundamental

tone. Supposingits pitchnumber is n, then ^n is the Twelfth of n, that is the

Fifth of 2n the higherOctave,and ^n is the majorThird of 4n the next higher
Octave,and jn the [sub]minor Seventh of the same Octave,and so on.

Now althoughthe phenomena follow these rules in the principalpoints,certain
deviations from them occur because there is not preciselyno changeof pressure
at the open ends of pipes. From these ends the motion of sound communicates

itselfto the unindosed air beyond,and the waves which spreadout from the open

ends of the tubes have relativelyvery littlealteration of pressure, but are not

entirelywithout some. Hence a partof every wave which is incident on the open

end of the pipeis not reflected,but runs out into the open air,while the remainder

or greaterportionof the wave is reflected,and returns into the tube. The re- %
flexion is the more complete,the smaller are the dimensions of the openingof \\
the tube in comparisonwith the wave-lengthof the tone in question.

Theory* also,agreeingwith experiment,shews that the phasesof the reflected

partof the wave are the same as theywould be if the reflexion did not take place
at the siirfB.ceof the openingitselfbut at another and somewhat differentplane.
H^ice what may be called the redticedlengthof the pipe,or that answeringto the

pitch,is somewhat different from the real length,and the differencebetween the

two dependson the form of the mouth, and not on the pitchof the notes pro-duced

unless they are so high and hence their wave-lengthsso short,that the

dimensions of the openingcannot be neglectedin respectto them.

For cylindricalpipesof circularsection,with ends cut at rightanglesto the

length,the distance of the plane of reflexion from the end of the pipeis theoreti-cally

determined to be at a distance of 0*7854the radius of the circle.fFor a

wooden pipeof square section,of which the sides were 36 mm. (1*4inch)internal 11

measure, I found the distance of the planeof reflexion 14 mm. (-55inch).j:
Now since on account of the imperfectreflexion of waves at the open ends of

organ pipes(andrespectivelyat their mouths)a partof the motion of the air must

escape into i^efree air at every vibration,any oscillatorymotion of itsmass of air

must be speedilyexhausted,if there are no forces to replacethe lost motion. In
.

fact,on ceasingto blow an organ pipescarcelyany after sound is observable. I

Nevertheless the wave isfrequentlyenough reflected forward and backward for its

pitchto become perceptibleon tappingagainstthe pipe.
The means usuaUyadoptedfor keepingthem continuallysounding,is blowing.

In order to understand the action of this process, we must remember that when

* See my paper in CreUe's Journal for tion of the plug. [The Bameness of the pitch
MathemaHcSt vol. Ivii. ia detennined by seeingthat each makes the

t Mr. Bosanqaet (Proe.Mtta. Aasn. 1877-8, same number of beats with the same fork.]
p.65)isreportedas saying:*Lord Bayleighand The nodal sorfaoe lay 137 mm. (5-39inoh)
himself had gone fullyinto the matter, and had from the end of the pipe,while a quarterof 1l
oome to the condusion that this correction was a wave-lengthwas 151 mm. (5*94inoh). At the

much lessthan Helmholtz supposed.Lord Bay- mouth end of the pipe, on tiie other hand,
leighadoptedthe figure*6 of the radius,whilst 83 mm. (3*27inoh) jrerewanting to complete
he himself adopted-55.' See papers by Lord the theoretical lengthof the pipe. [The addi-

Rayleighand Mr. Bosanquet in PhUoaophical tional piecebeinghalf the lengthof the wave,

MoMmne. Mr. Blaikleyby a new process the pitdi of the pipe before and after the

finds *576,which lies between the other two, addition of this piece remains the same, by
see hispaperin Phil. Miig.May 1879,p. 342. which propertythe length of the additions

X The pipe was of wood, made by Marloye, piece is found. The lengthof the pipefrom
the additional lengthbeing302 mm. (11*9in.), the bottom of the mouth to the open end was

correspondingexactlywith half the lengthof 205 mm. = 8-07inch ; the node, as determined,,
wave of the pipe. The positionof the nodal was 137 nun. " 5*39 inch from the open end,
planein the inside of the pipewas determined and 68 mm. " 2*68 inch from the bottom of the

byinsertinga wooden plugox the same diameter mouth. These lengthshad to be increased by
"s of the mtemal opening of the pipe at its 14 mm. " *55 in. and 83 mm. " 3*27 in. respeo-

quarterlength
" 2Van"fcUor.]

pipe
. __ _ _ _

open end,until the pitch of the pipe,which tively,to xnake up each to the quarterlength
nad now beoome a closed one, was exactlythe of the wave 151 mm. " 5*95inch.~2Van"2ator.]
nme as that of the open pipebefore the inser-
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air is blown out of snch a slitas that which liesbelow the lipof the pipe,itbreaks

throughthe air which liesat rest in "ont of the slitin a thin sheet like a blade or

lamina, and hence at "rst does not draw any sensible partof that air into its own

motion. It is not tiU itreaches a distance of some centimetres [a centimetre is

nearlyfour-tenths of an inch]that the outpouringsheet splitsup into eddies or

vortices,which effect a mixture of the air at rest and the air in motion. This

blade-shapedsheet of air in motion can be rendered visibleby sendinga stream of

air impregnatedwith smoke or clouds of salammoniac throughthe mouth of a

pipefrom which the pipeitselfis removed, such as is commonly found among

physicalapparatus. Any blade-shapedgas flame which comes from a splitburner
is also an exampleof a similar process. Burningrenders visiblethe limits between

the outpouringsheet of gas and the atmosphere. But the flame does not render

the continuation of the stream visible.

IF Now the blade-shapedsheet of air at the mouth of the organ pipeis wafiied to

one side or the other by every stream of air which touches itssurface,exactlyas
this gas flame is. The consequence is that when the oscillationof the mass of air

in the pipe* causes the air to enter throughthe ends of the pipe,the blade-shaped
stream of air arisingfrom the mouth is also inclined inwards, and drives itswhole

mass of air into the pipe.f During the oppositephaseof vibration,on the other

hand, when the air leaves the ends of the pipethe whole mass of this blade of air

is driven outwards. Hence ithappensthat exactlyat the times when the air in

^
the pipeis most condensed, more air stillis driven in from the bellows,whence

the condensation,and consequentlyalso the equivalentof work of the vibration of

the air isincreased,while at the periodsof rarefaction in the pipethe wind of the

bellows pours its mass of air into the open space in front of the pipe. We must

remember also that the blade-shapedsheet of airrequirestime in order to traverse

the width of the mouth of the pipe,and is duringthis time exposedto the action
.

Ifof the vibratingcolumn of air in the pipe,and does not reach the lip(thatis the

line where the two paths,inwards and outwards,intersect)until the end of this

time. Every particleof air that is blown in,consequentlyreaches a phase of

vibration in the interiorof the pipe,which is somewhat later than that to which

it was exposedui traversingthe opening. If the latter motion was inwards, it

encounters the followingcondensation in the interiorof the pipe,and so on.

This mode of excitingthe tone conditions also the peculiarqualityof tone of

these organ pipes. We may regardthe blade-shapedstream of air as very thin in

comparisonwith the amplitudeof the vibrations of air. The latter often amount

to lo or i6 millimetres ('39to '63inches),as may be seen by bringingsmall
flames of gas close to this opemng. Gonse.quentlythe alternation between the

periodsof time for which the whole blast ispourediato the interior of the pipe,
and those for which itis entirelyemptiedoutside,is rather sudden, in fact almost

instantaneous. Hence it follows% that the oscillationsexcited by blowingare of

^ a similar kind ; namely,that for a certain partof each vibration the velocityof the

particlesof air in the mouth and in free space, have a constant value directed out-wards,

and for a second portionof the same, a constant value directed inwards.

With strongerblowingthat directed inwards will be more intense and of shorter

duration ; with weaker blowing,the converse may take place. Moreover, the pres-sure

in the mass of air put in motion in the pipemust also alternate between two

constant values with considerable rapidity.The rapidityof this change will,
however, be moderated by the circumstance thai the blade-shapedsheet of air is

not infinitelythin,but requiresa short time to pass over the lipof the pipe,and

* [Ithas,however,not been explainedhow side the pipe is very small. A candle flame

that * oscillation '
commences. This will be held at the end of the pipe only pulsates;

alluded to in the additions to App. VII. sect. B. held a few inches from the lip,along the edge
" Translator.] of the pipe,it isspeedilyextinguished."Trans-

t [The amount of air which enters as com- latorJ]
pared with that which passes ov"r the lipout- % ^^ AppendixVII. [especiallysect. B, II.].
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that secondlythe higherupper partials,whose wave-lengthsonlyslightlyexceed the

diameter of the pipe,are as a generalrule imperfectlydeveloped.
The kind of motion of the air here described isexactlythe same as that shewn

in fig.23 (p.826),B and 0, fig.24 (p.836),A and B, for the vibratingpointsof i

a violin string.Organ-buildershave long since remarked the similarityof the

qualityof tone, for the narrower cylindrical-pipestopswhen stronglyblown, as

shewn bythe names : Geigenprincipal,Vidla di Gamba, Violoncello,Violon-bcLSS.*

That these conclusions firom the mechanics of blowing correspondwith the

"Gu;tsin nature,is shewn bythe experimentsof Messrs. Toepler" Boltzmann,t who

rendered the form of the oscillationof pressure in the interiorof the pipeoptically
observable by the interferenceof lightpassedthrougha node of the vibratingmass
of air. When the force of the wind was small theyfound almost a simplevibration

(thesmaller the oscillationof the air-blade at the lip,the more completelythe dis-continuities

disappear).But when the force of the wind was greatertheyfound ^

a very rapidalternation between two differentvalues of pressure, each of which

remained almost unaltered for a fractionof a vibration.

Messrs. Mach and J. Hervert's X experimentswith gas flames placedbefore the

end of an open pipeto make the vibrations visible,shew that the form of motion

justdescribed reallyoccurs at the ends of the pipes.The forms of vibration which

theydeduced from the analysisof the forms of the flames correspondwith those of

a violinstring,exceptthat,for the reason givenabove,their comers are rounded off.

By usingresonators I find that on narrow pipesof this kind the partialtones V

may be clearlyheard up to the sixth.

For wide open pipes,on the other hand, the adjacentproper tones of the tube

are allsomewhat sharperthan the correspondingharmonic tones of the prime,and
hence these tones will be much lessreinforcedby the resonance of the tube. Wide

pipes,havinglargermasses of vibratingair and admittingof beingmuch more

stronglyblown without jumping up into an harmonic,are used for the greatbodyi[
of sound on the organ, and are hence calledprificipalstimfnen,^For the above

reasons theyproducethe primetone alone stronglyand fully,with a much weaker

retinue of secondarytones. For wooden ' principal' pipes,I find the primetone
lufidits Octave or firstupper partialvery distinct;the Twelfth or second upper

partialis but weak, and the higherupper partialsno longerdistinctlyperceptible.
For metal pipesthe fourth partialwas also stillperceptible.The qualityof tone in

these pipesis fallerand softerthan that of the geigenprincipaL*When fluteor

flue stopsof the organ, and the German fluteare blown softly,the upper partials
lose strengthat a greaterrate than the primetone,and hence the musical quality
becomes weak and soft.

Another varietyisobserved on the pipeswhich are conicallynarrowed at their

* [Oetgenprincipal" violin or crisp-toned eivelyconical with a bell top. Prom Hopkins
diapason,8 feet," violinprincipal,4 feet. See on the Organ, pp. 137, 445, (fee." Translator.]
supra p. gid,note. Violoncello"

* crisp-toned f Poggendorff^sAnnd.,vol. czli. pp. 321- ^
open stop, of small scale,the Octave to the 352.
violone, 8 feet.' Violon-baas" ihis fails in :(Poggendor"f*ŝnnaZ.,vol.cxlvii.pp. 590-
Hopkins, but it is probably his *violone " 604.
doable bass, a unison open wood stop,of mnoh " [Literally* principalvoices or parts ;

'

smaller scale than the Diapason,and formed may probably be best translated ' principal
of pipesthat are a littlewider at the top than work *

or * diapason-work,'including* all the
at the bottom, and famished with ears and open cylindricalstops of Open Diapason
beard at the mouth ; the tone of the Violone measure, or which have their scale deduced

is crispand resonant,like that of the orches- from that of the Open Diapason; such stops
tral Double Bass ; and itsspeechbeinga little are the chief,most importantor ** principal,"
slow, it has the Stopped Bass always drawn as they are also most numerous in an organ,
with it,16 feet.' Qamba or viol da ganiba" The Unison and Double Open Diapasons,
* bass vioL unison stop,of smaller scale,and Principal,Fifteenth and Octave Fifteenth ;

thinner but more pungent tone than the violin the Fifth, Twelfth, and Larigot; the Tenth

diapason,8 feet,. . . one of the most highly and Tierce ; and the Mixture Stops,when of

esteemed and most frequentlydisposedstops full or proportionalscale,belong to the Dia-

ifi Continental organs ; the German gamba is pason-work.' From Hopkins on the Organ,
oBuaUy composed of cylindricalpipes.' In p. 131." Translator,]
England tillvery recentlyit was made ezclu-
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upper end,in the aaUcionalĝeffuhom,and spitzflotestops.*Their upper opening
has generallyhaU the diameter of the lower section ; for the same lengththe
saUeional pipehas the narrowest,and the spitzflotethe widest section. These pipes
liave,I find,the propertyof renderingsome higherpartialtones,from the Fifth

to the Seventh,comparativelystrongerthan the lower. The qualityof tone is

consequentlypoor, but peculiarlybright.
The narrower stoppedcylindricalpipeshave proper tones correspondingto the

unevenlynumbered partialsof the prime,that is,the third partialor Twelfth,the
fifthpartialor highermajorThird,and so on. For the wider stoppedpipes,as for

the wide open pipes,the next adjacentproper tones of the mass of air are distinctly
higherthan the correspondingupper partialsof the prime,and consequentlythese

upper partialsare very slightly,if at all,reinforced. Hence wide stoppedpipes,
especiallywhen gentlyblown,givethe prime tone almost alone,and they were

ITthereforepreviouslyadduced as examplesof simpletones (p.6oc), Narrow stopped
pipes,on the other hand, let the Twelfth be very distinctlyheard at tliesame

time with the primetime ; and have hence been calledquintaten(qmntamtenentes),f
When these pipesare stronglyblown theyalso givethe fifthpartial,or liigher

major Third, very distinctly.Another varietyof qualityis producedby the

rohrfldte.tHere a tube,open at both ends, is inserted in the cover of a. stopped
pipe,and in the examplesI examined, its lengthwas that of an open pipegiving
the fifthpartialtone of the primetone of the stoppedpipe. The fifh partialtone
is thus proportionablystrongerthan the rather weak third partialon these pipes,
and the qualityof tone becomes peculiarlybright.Comparedwith open pipesthe

qualityof tone in stoppedpipes,where the evenlynumbered partialtones are

absent,issomewhat hollow ; the wider stoppedpipeshave a dull qualityof tone,

especiallywhen deep,and are softand powerless.But their softness ofiersa very

effectivecontrast to the more cuttingqualitiesof the narrower open pipesand the

f noisycon^ownd stops ôf which I have alreadyspoken(p.576),and which, as is

well known, form a compound tone by unitingmany pipescorrespondingto a prime
and itsupper partialtones.

Wooden pipesdo not producesuch a cuttingwindrush as metal pipes.Wooden
sidesalsodo not resistthe agitationof the waves of sound so well as metal ones, and

hence the vibrations of higherpitchseem to be destroyedby friction. For these

reasons wood givesa softer,but duller,less penetratingqualityof tone than metal.

It is characteristicof allpipesof this kind that theyspeakreadily,and hence

admit of greatrapidityin musical divisions and figures,but,as a littleincrease of

forcein blowingdistinctlyalters the pitch,their loudness of tone can scarcelybe

changed. Hence on the organ forteand pianx)have to be producedbystops,which

regulatethe introduction of pipeswith various qualitiesof tone,sometimes more,

sometimes fewer,now the loud and cutting,now the weak and soft. The means of

expressionon this instrument are therefore somewhat limited,but,on the other

f hand, itclearlyowes partof its magnificentpropertiesto its power of sustaining
tones with unsJtered force,undistiurbedby subjectiveexcitement.

* [ScMdonal^^t9i"SlJDouble Duloiana, 16 oonioal bodies,8 feet.* * This stopis fotmd of

feet and 8 feet,octave siJicional,4 feet.' The 8, 4, and 2 feet lengthin Gennan oigans. In

Duleiana is'desoribedas * belongingto the Flate- England ithas hitherto been made oUeflyas a

work, . . .
the pipesmooh smaller in scale than 4-feetstop ; i.e.of principalpitch* The pipes

those of the open diapason. " . tone peculiarly of the Spitz-fluteare sUghtlyoonicaJ,beong
soft and gentle' {Hopkins,p. 113).Gwishom^ about ^ narrower at top than at the mouth,
Utorally* chamois horn ;

* in Hopkins, * "k"at- and the tone is therefore rather softer than

horn, a unison open metal stop,more conical that of the cylindricalstop,but of very pleas*
than the Spitz-FlOte,8 feet.' * A member of ingquality' {ibid,p. 140) TranskUor:\
the Flute-work and met with of 8,4, or 2 feet t [Seesupra p. 33d,note." Tfonslotor.]
lengthin Continental organs. The pipesof this t [BohrflOie"

' Double StoppedDiapason of

stopare only| the diameter at the topthat they metal pipeswith chimneys, 16 feet,Beed"flute"
are at the mouth ; and the tone isconsequently Metal Stopped Diapason,with reeds,tubes or

light,but very clear and travelling' (i6td. chimneys,8 feet. StoppiedMetal Flute,with

p. 140). SpiUflOte" ^*Spire or taper flute,a reeds, tubes or chimneys, 4 feet' (Hopkins,
unison open metal stop formed of pipeswith pp. 444, 445) "̂ TranslatcrJ]
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6. Musical Tones of Beed Pipes.

The mode of producingthe tones on these instruments resembles that used for I

the siren : the passage for the air beingalternatelyclosed and opened,itsstream is |
separatedinto a seriesof individual pulses.This is effected on the siren,as we

have alreadyseen, by means of a rotatingdisc piercedwith holes. In reed infftm-

ments, elasticplatesor tongues are employedwhich are set in vibration and thus

alternatelyclose and open the aperturein which theyare fastened. To these

belong"
I. The reed pipesof organs and the vibrators of harmoniums. Their tongues,

sdiewn in perspectivein fig.28, A, and in section in fig.28, B, are thin oblong
metal plates,z z, fastened

''"*" *"" to a brass block, a a, in

which there is a hole, b b,IT
behind the tongue and of

the same shape. When the

tongue is in its positionof
rest,it closes the hole com-pletely,

with the exception
of a very finechink allround

itsmargin.When in motion

itoscillatesbetween the po-sitions

marked Z| and z^ in fig.28, B. In the positionz^ there is an aperturefor

the stream of air to enter,in the direction shewn by the arrow, and this isclosed

when the tongue has reached the other extreme positionz^. The tongueshewn /
is a freevibrator or anche libre,such as is now universallyemployed. These

tongues are slightlysmaller than the correspondingopening,so that theycan bend

inwards without touchingthe edgesof the hole.^ Formerly,strikingvibrators 1[
or reeds were employed,which on each oscillationstruck againsttheir fi-ame.

Bat as these produceda harsh qualityof tone and an uncertain pitchtheyhave
gone out of use.f

* [The qualityof tone prodaoedby the free

reed can be greatlymodified by oomparatively
slightchanges. If the reed is quiteflat,the
end not turningup, as it does in fig.28,above,
no tone can be produced. If the size of the

slitround the edges be enlarged,by forcinga
thin plateof steelbetween the springand tiie

flange,and then withdrawingit,the qualityof
tone is permanentlychanged. Another change
is producedby curvingthe middle partup and

then down in a curve of contrary flexure.

Another change results from curvingthe ends

of the reed up as in 'American organs*" a

speciesof harmonium. One of the earliestfree

reed instruments is the Chinese ' shdng,*which
Mr. Hermann Smith thus describes from his

own specimen. See also App.XX. sect. E. 'The

body of the instrument is in the form and size

of a teacupwith a tightlyfittingcover, pierced
with a series of holes,arranged in a circle,to
reoeive a set of small pipe-likecanes, 17 in

number, and of various lengths,of which 13
are capableof sounding and 4 are mute, but

necessary for structure. The lower end of each

pipe is fitted with a littlefree reed of very
delicate workmanship,about half an indi long,
and stamped in a thin metal plate,havingits
tipslightlyloaded with beeswax, which is also

Qsed for keeping the reed in position.One
peculiarityto be noticed is that the reed is

quitelevel with the face of the plate,a condi-tion

in which modern free re^s would not

speak. But this singularprovisionismade to
,

ensure speaking either by blowingor suction.
'

The comers of the reeds are rounded off,and
thus a littlespace is leftbetween the tipof the
reed and the frame for the passage of air,an
arrangement quiteadverse to the speakingof
harmonium reeds. In each pipethe integrity
of the column of air is broken by a hole in
the side,a short distance above the cup. By
this strange contrivance not a singlepipewill
sound to the wind blown into the cup from

a flexible tube, until its side hole has been
covered by the fingerof the player,and then

the pipegivesa note correspondmg to itsfullIT
specJcinglength.Whatever be the speaking
lengthof the pipethe hole isplacedat a short
distance above the cup. Its positionhas no

relation to nodal distance,and it effects its

purpose by breaking up the air column and

preventingit from furnishinga proper recipro-cating
relation to the pitchof the reed.* Hie

instrument thus described is the 'sing' of

Barrow {Travelsin China, 1S04,where it is
well figuredas *a pipe,with unequal reeds

or bamboos'),and 'le petitcheng' of Pdre

Amiot (Mimoires concemani VMstoire
. . .

des Chmoia
. . ., 1780,vol.vi.,where a ' cheng '

of 24 pipesis figured." Translator,]
f [Itwill be seen by App. VII. to this

edition,end of sect. A.,ih"iProf. Helmholtz

has somewhat modified his opinion on this

point,in consequence of the information I
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The mode in which tongues are fastened in the reed stopsof organs is shewn

in fig.29, A and B below. A bears a resonant cup above; B is a longitu-dinal
section ; p p is the air chamber

into which the wind is driven ; the

tongue 1 is fastened in the groove r,

which fitsinto the block s ; d is the

tuningwire, which presses againstthe

tongue,and beingpusheddown shortens

it and hence sharpens its pitch,and,

conversely,flattensthe pitchwhen pulled
up. Slightvariations of pitchare thus

easilyproduced.*
I 2

.
The tonguesofclarinets, oboes,

and

^ bassoons are constructed in a somewhat

similar manner and are cut out of elastic

reed plates.The clarinet has a single
wide tonguewhich isfastened before the

correspondingopeningof the mouth-piece

like the metal tongues previously
described,and would strikethe frame if

itsexcursions were longenough. But its

obtained from some of the principalEnglish
organ-boilders,which I here insert from p. 711
of the first edition of this translation: " Mr.

Willis tells me that he never uses free reeds,
that no power can be got from them, and that

he looks upon them as * artificial toys.'
Messrs. J. W. Walker " Sons say that they

m have also never used free reeds for the fortyor
''

more years that theyhave been in business,
and consider that free reeds have been super-seded

by strikingreeds. Mr. Thomas Hill

informs me that free reeds had been tried by
his father,by M. Cavaill^-Coll of Paris, and

others,in every imaginableway, for the last
'

thirtyor fortyyears, and were abandoned as

' utterlyworthless.' But he mentions that

Schulze (ofPaulenzelle, Schwartzburg)told
him that he never saw a strikingreed till

he came over to England in 1851,and that

Walcker (ofLudwigsburg,Wuertemberg) had

littleexperienceof them, as Mr. Hill learnt

from him about twentyyears ago. Mr. Hill

adds, however, that both these builders speedily
abandoned the free reed, after seeing the

English practiceof voicing strikingreeds.
This is corroborated by Mr. Hermann Smith's

^ statement (1875)t^a* Schulze, in 1862, built
the great organ at Doncaster with 94 stops,
of which only the Trombone and its Octave

had free reeds (see Hopkins on the Organ^
p. 530, for an account of this organ); and

that two years ago he built an organ of 64
stops and 4,052 pipes for Sheffield,with not

one free reed; also that Walcker built the

great organ for Ulm cathedral,with 6,500
pipes and 100 stops,of which 34 had reeds,
and out of them only 2 had free reeds ; and

that more recentlyhe built as largea one for

Boston Music Hall, without more free reeds ;

and again that Cavaill6-Coll quite recently
built an organ for Mr. Hopwood of Kensington
of 2,252 pipesand 40 stops,of which only one

" the Musette "had free reeds. He also says
that Lewis, and probablymost of the London

organ -builders not previouslymentioned, have

never used the free reed. The harshness of the

Fio. 29.

strikingreed is obviated in the Englishmethod
of voicing,accordingto Mr. H. Smith, by so

curving and manipulatingthe metal tongue,
that instead of coming with a discontinooos
* flap' from the fixedextremitydown on to the

sUt of the tube, it 'rolls itself' down, and

hence graduallycovers the aperture. The art

of curving the tongue so as to produce this

effectis very difficultto acquire; itis entirely
empirical,and depends upon the keen eye and

fine touch of the ' artist,'who notes lines and

curves imperceptibleto the uninitiated observer,
and foresees their influence on the production
of qualityof tone. Consequently,when an

organ-builderhas the misfortune to lose his
* reed-voicer,'he has alwaysgreat difficultyin

replacinghim. " Translator.]
* [It should be observed that fig.29, A,

shews tkfreereed,and fig.29, B, a strikingreed ;

and that the tuningwire is rightin fig.29, B,
because it presses the reed againstthe edgesof
itsgroove and hence shortens it,but it is wrong
in fig.29, A, for the reed beingfree would strike

againstthe wire and rattle. For free reeds a

clipis used which grasps the reed on both sides

and thus limits itsvibratinglength.
Fig. 28,p. 956, shews the vibrator of aA

harmonium, not of an organ pipe. The figures
are the same as in all the German editions."

Translator.]
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Pio.

excursions are small,and the pressure of the lipsbringsit justnear enough to

make the chink sufficientlysmall without allowingitto strike. For the oboe and

bassoon two reeds or tonguesof the same kind are placedoppositeeach other at the

end of the mouthpiece.They are separatedby a narrow chink,and by blowingare
pressednear enoughto close the chink whenever theyswinginwards.

3. Membranous tongues," The peculiaritiesof these tongues are best studied

on those artificiallyconstructed. Gut the end of a wooden or gutta-perchatube
obliquelyon both sides,as shewn in fig.30,
leavingtwo nearlyrectangularpointsstanding
between the two edgeswhich are cut obUquely.
Then gentlystretch stripsof vulcanised india-

rubber over the two obUqueedges,so as to leave

a small sUt between them,and fasten them with

a thread. A reed mouthpieceisthus constructed ^
which may be connected in any way with tubes

or other air chambers. When the membranes

bend inwards the slitis closed ; when outwards,
it is open. Membranes which are fastened in |

thisobliqiiemanner speakmuch better than those which are laidat rightangles "

to the axis of the tube,as Johannes Miiller proposed,for in the latter case they
requireto be bent outwards by the air before theycan beginto open and shut

alternately.Membranous tongues of the kind proposedmay be blown either in

the direction of the arrows or in the oppositedirection. In the firstcase theyopen
the slitwhen theymove towards the air chamber, that is,towards the further end

of the conductingtube. Tongues of this kind I distinguishas strikinginwards, i^

When blown they alwaysgivedeepertones than they would do if allowed to

vibrate freely,that is,without beingconnected with an air chamber. The tongues
of organ pipes,harmoniums, and wooden wind instruments alreadymentioned,̂
are likewise alwaysarrangedto strikeinwards. But both membranous and metal

tonguesmay be arrangedso as to act againstthe stream of aur, and hence to open

when theymove towards the outer openingof the instrument. I then say that they
strike (mtwards. The tones of tongueswhich strike outwards are alwayssharper ^

than those of isolatedtongues.

Only two kinds of membranous tongueshave to be considered as musical in-struments

: the human lipsin brass instruments,and the human larynxin singing.
The lipsmust be considered as very shghtlyelastic membranous tongues,

loaded with much inelastictissue containingwater, and theywould consequently
vibratevery slowly,if theycould be broughtto vibrate by themselves. In brass

instruments theyform membranous tongues which strike outwards,and conse-quently

by the above rule producetones sharperthan their proper tones. But as

theyoffer very slightresistance,they are readilyset in motion, by the alternate

pressure of the vibratingcolumn of air,when used with brass instruments.* m

* [Mr. D. J. Blaikley(managerof Messrs.

fiooseyA Ck).*BMilitaryMusioal Instrament

Manoiactory,who has studied all such instm-

ments theoreticallyas well as practically,and
read many papers npon them, to some of which
I shall have to refer)finds that this statement

does not representhis own sensations when

playingthe horn. * The lips,'he says,
* do not

"ibratethrooghoattheir whole length,bat only
througha certain length determined by the

diameter of the cap of the mouthpiece. Pro-bably

also the vibratinglengthcan be modified

by the mere pinch,at least this is the sensa-tion

I experiencewhen soundinghigh notes on a

largemouthpiece.The compass (about4 octaves)
possibleon a givenmouthpieceismuch greater
than that of any one registerof the voice,and

the whole range of brass instruments played
thus with the hps is about one octave greater
than the whole range of the human voioe from
basso profundoto the highestsoprano. That
the lips,actingas the vocal chords do, can

themselves vibrate rapidlywhen supportedby
the rim of a mouthpiece,may be proved,for if
such a rim, unconnected witii any resonating
tube, be held againstthe lips,various notes of

the scale can be producedvery faintly,the dif-ficulty
being to maintain steadiness of pitch

{Philos.Mag,, Aug. 1878,p. 2). The qffkeof
the air in the tube in relation to the lips(leav-ing

out of consideration its work as a resonant

body, intensifyingand modifying the tone)is
to act as a pendulum governor in facilitating
the maintenance (not the origination)of a
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In tlielarynx,the elasticvocal chords act as membranous tongues. They are

^ stretched across the windpipe,from front to back,like the india-rubber stripsin

fig,30 (p.97a),and leave a small slit,the glottis,between them. They have the

advantageover allartificiallyconstructed tonguesof allowingthe width of their slit,

their tension,and even their form to be altered at pleasurewith extraordinary
rapidityand certainty,at the same time that the resonant tube formed by the

openingof the mouth admits of much varietyof form, so that many more qualities
of tone can be thus producedthan on any instrument of artificialconstruction. If

the vocal chords are examined from above with a laryngoscope,while producinga
tone, theywill be seen to make very largevibrations for the deeperbreast voice,

shuttingthe glottistightlywhenever theystrikeinwards.
The pitchof the various reeds or tongues justmentioned is altered in very

differentmanners. The metal tongues of the organ and harmonium are always
H intended to produceone singletone apiece.On the motion of these comparatively
heavyand stifftongues,the pressure of the vibratingair has very small influence,
and theirpitchwithin the instrument is consequentlynot much differentfrom that

of the isolatedtongues. There must be at least one tonguefor each note on such

instruments.

In wooden wind instruments,a singletonguehas to serve for the whole series

of notes. But the tongues of these instruments are made of lightelasticwood,
which is easilyset in motion by the alternatingpressure of the vibratingcolumn
of air,and swingssympatheticallywith it. Such instruments, therefore,in

addition to those very hightones, which nearlycorrespondto the proper tones of

their tongues,can, as theoryand experiencealike shew,also producedeeptones of

a very differentpitch,*because the waves of air which arise in the tube of the in-strument

excite an alternation in the pressure of air adjacentto the tongue itself

sufficientlypowerfulto make it vibrate sensibly.Now in a vibratingcolumn of

IIair the alterationof pressure is greatestwhere the velocityof the particlesof air is

smallest ; and since the velocityisalwaysnull,that is a minimum, at the end of a

closed tube,such as a stoppedorgan pipe,and the alterationof pressure in that

placeisconsequentlya maximum, the tones of these reed pipesmust be the same as

those which the resonant tube alone would produce,if it were stoppedat the place
where the tongueis placed,and were blown as a stoppedpipe.In musical practice,
then,such tones of the instrument as correspondto the proper tones of the tongue
are not used at all,because theyare very highand screaming,and their pitchcan-not

be preservedwith sufficient steadiness when the tongue is wet. The only
tones producedare considerablydeeperthan the proper tone of the tongue, and

have theirpitchesdetermined bythe lengthof the column of air,which corresponds
to the proper tones of the stoppedpipe.

The clarinet has a cylindricaltube,the proper tones of which correspondto
the third,fifth,seventh,"c.,partialtone of the prime. By alteringthe styleof

% blowing,itispossibleto pass from the prime to the Twelfth or the highermajor
Third. The acoustic lengthof the tube may also be altered by openingthe side

periodicvibration of the lips. Prof. Helmholtz which he produced a tone of 40 vib.,the tone

does not say above what producesthe alternate was, even at that depth,remarkablyrich and

pressure, and I can conceive no source for itbut fine,owing to the largeand deepcup extinguiah-
a periodicvibration of the lipsof a time suited ingthe beatingupper partials.Mr. Blaikley
to the particularnote required.'The depth of also drew my attention to the fact that where
the cup isalso important:"*The shallower and the tube opens out into the cup, there must

more *' cup-like" the cup,'says Mr. Blaikley, be no sharp shoulder,but that the edge must
* the greaterthe strengthof the upper partials. be carefullyrounded ofif,otherwise there is a

Compare the deep and narrow cup of the great loss of power to the blower. In the ease

French horn with weak upper partials,and of the French horn the cup is very long and
the wide and shallow cup of the trumpet with almost tapersinto the tube." SVon^^tor.}
strongupperpurtials.'"(MS.communications.) * See Helmholtz, Verhandlungendes na-

Mr. Blaikleykindlysounded for me the same turhisiorischen medidnischen Vereins bii Hei-
instrument with differentmouthpiecesor cups, delberg Ĵuly 26, 1861, in the Heidelberger
to shew the great difference of qualitythey Jahrbiicher. Poggendorff'sAnnalen^ 1861.

produce. In the great bass bombardon on [Reproducedin part in App. VII. sect. B., I.j
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holes of the clarinet,in which case the vibratingcolumn of air isprincipallythat
between the mouthpieceand the uppermost open side hole.*

The oboe (hautbois)and bassoon (fagotto)have conical tubes which are closed up
to the vertex of their cone, and have proper tones that are the same as those of

open tubes of the same length. Hence the tones of both of these instruments

nearlycorrespondto those of open pipes.By overblowingtheygive the Octave,

Twelfth, second Octave, and so on, of the prime tone. Intermediate tones are

producedby openingside holes.
The older horns and trumpetsconsist of long conical bent tubes,without keys

or side holes.f They can producesuch tones only as correspondto the proper

tones of the tube,and these againare the natural harmonic upper partialsof the

prime. But as the primetone of such a long tube is very deep,the upper partial
tones in the middle parts of the scale lie rather close together,especiallyin the

extremelylongtubes of the hom,t so that theygivemost of the degreesof the scale.^
* [Mr.D. J. Blaikleyobliginglyfurnished me

with the Bobstanoe of the followingremarks on

clarinets,and repeatedhis experimentsbefore
me in May 1884. The ordinaryform of the

clarinetis not whollycylindrical.It isslightly
eonstricted at the mouthpiece and provided
with a spreading bell at the other end. The

modification of form by key and fingerholes
also must not be neglected. On a cylindrical
pipeplayedwith the lips,the evenlynumbered
partialsare quiteinaudible. When a clarinet

mouthpiece was added I found traces of the

4th and 6th partialsbeatingwith my forks.

But on the clarinet with the bell,the 2nd,
4th,and 6th partialswere distinct,and I could

obtain beats from them with my forks. Mr.

Blaikleybrought them out (i)by bead and

diaphragm resonators tuned to them (fig.15,
p. 42a),which I also witnessed,(2)by an irre-gularly-shaped

tubular resonator sunk gra-dually
in water, on which I also heard them.

(3)by beats with an harmonium with a con-stant

blast,which I also heard. On the cylin-drical
tube all the unevenlynumbered partials

are in tune when played as primes of inde-pendent

harmonic notes. On the clarinet

only the 3rd partial,or 2nd proper tone, can

be used as the prime of an independenthar-monic

tone. The 3rd,4th, and 5th proper
tones of the instrument, are sufficientlynear

in pitch to the 5th, 7th,and 9th partialsof
the fundamental tone for these latter to be

greatlystrengthenedby resonance, but the

agreement is not close enough to allow of the

higherproper tones being used as the primes
of independent harmonic compound tones,

fience practicallyonly the 3rd harmonics,

or Twelfths, are used on the clarinet. The

followingtable of the relative intensityof the m

partialsof a Bb clarinet was given by Mr.

Blaikleyin the Proc. of ttu Uus. Assn. for

1877-8,p. 84:--

Where/ means forte,mf mezzoforte,

t [Such brass tubes are firstworked unbent
from cylindricalbrass tubes,by puttingsolid
steelcores of the requiredform inside,and then

drawingthem through a hole in a pieceof

lead,which yieldsenough for the tube to pass
through,bat presses the brass firmlyenough
againstthe core to make the tube assume the

proper form. Afterwards the tube is filled
with lead,and then bent into the requiredcoils,
after which the lead is melted out. The in-

ttroments are also not conical in the strict

Bense of the word, but * approximate in form

to the hyperboHe cone, where the axis of the
instrument is an asymptote, and the vertex is
at a great or even an infinite distance from
the bdl end.' From information furnished by
Mr. BUdkley."5rV"fwtotor.]

X The tube of the Waldhom [foresthom,
Notes

. . .
e'b / ^

Just cents
. . o, 204, 386,

Harmonic cents
. o, 204, 386,

Hannonics,No.
. 8, 9, 10,

p piano,|7p pianissimo."TVanaZator.]

hunting horn of the Germans, answering to

our French horn] is,accordingto Zamminer

[p.3 12],13*4 feet long. Its proper prime tone ^
is E,b. This and the next Eb are not used,
but only the other tones,Bb, eb, gr,6b, i'b-,
"'b, /, gr',a'b +

,
6'b, Ac. [Mr. Blaikley

kindlysounded for me the harmonics 8,9, 10,

II, 12, 13, 14 on an E^b French horn. The

result was almost precisely320, 360,400, 440,
480,520, 560 vib.,that is the exact harmonics

for the prime tone 40 vib. to which it was

tuned, the pitch of English militarymusical
instruments beingas nearlyas possiblecf269,
efb 3i9'9f a' 452*4. This scale was not com-pleted

because the 15th and i6th harmonics

600 and 640 vib. would have been too high for

me to measure. Expressed in cents we may

compare this scale with justintonation thus :--

a'b 6'b c" d"b d" ""b

498, 702, 884, 996, 1088, 1200

551, 702, 841. 9"9. 1088, 1200 T

II, 12, 13, 14, Digii5^dbyV6lOOyiL
H 2

^
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The trumpet is restricted to these natural tones. But by introducingthe hand

into the bell of the French horn and thus partlyclosingit,and by lengthening
the tube of the trombone,*it was possiblein some degreeto supplythe missing
tones and improvethe faultyones. In later times trumpets and horns have been

frequentlysuppliedwith keysf to supplythe missingtones,but at some expense

of power in the tone and the brilliancyin itsquaUty. The vibrations of the air

in these instruments are unusuallypowerful,and requirethe resistance of firm,

smooth, unbroken tubes to preserve their strength.In the use of brass inatra-

ments, the differentform and tension of the lipsof the playeract onlyto determine
which of the proper tones of the tube shall speak; the pitchof the individual

tones is almost t entirelyindependentof the tension of the lips.
On the other hand, in the larynxthe tension of the vocal chords,which here

form the membranous tongues,is itselfvariable,and determines the pitchof

^ the tone. The air chambers connected with the larynxare not adaptedfor

materiallyalteringthe tone of the vocal chords. Their walls are so yieldingthat

theycannot allow the formation of vibrations of the air within them sufficiently
powerfulto force the vocal chords to oscillatewith a periodwhich is differentfirom

that requiredby their own elasticity.The cavityof the mouth is also far too

short,and generallytoo widelyopen for itsmass of air to have material influence

on the pitch.
In addition to the tension of the vocal chords (whichcan be increased not

onlyby separatingthe pointsof their insertion in the cartilagesof the larynx,but
also by voluntarilystretchingthe muscular fibres within them),their thickness

seems also to be variable. Much soft watery inelastictissue liesunderneath the

elasticfibrilsproper and the muscular fibresof the vocal chords,and in the breast

voice this probablyacts to weightthem and retard their vibrations. The head

voice is probablyproducedby drawingaside the mucous coat below the chords,

^ thus renderingthe edgeof the chords sharper,and the weightof the vibrating
partless,while the elasticityisunaltered."

Hence the Fourth a'b was 53 cents (33: 32) trombone can be altered at will,and chosen

too sharp, and the Sixth c" was 43 cents to make its harmonics produce a jnstscale.
(40 : 39)too fiat,and they were conseqaently Some trumpets also are made with a sdiort

unusable without modification by the hand. slide worked by two fingersone way, and

The minor Seventh "2"bwas too fiatby 27 cents returningto its positionby a spring. Snch

(64 : 63), but unless played in (intended) instruments are sometimes used by first-rate

unison againstthe just form, it produces a players,such as Harper, the late celebrated

better effect. * In trumpets,strictlyso called,' trumpeter,and his son. But, as Mr. Blaiklej
says Mr. Blaikley,* a greatportionof the length informed me, an extremelysmall percentage
is cylindricaland the bell curves out hyper- of the trumpets sold have slides. At ptesent

boliciJly,the two lowest partialsare not the pistonbrass instruments have nearlydriven
requiredas a rule and are not strictlyin allslides,except the trombone,out of the field,

tune, so the series of partialsmay be taken " Translator.]
as about 75, 1-90, 3, 4i 5i 6, 7, 8, Ac, all the f P"*^"̂ ^7^ *ro nearlyobsolete,and have

upper notes being brought into tune by modi- been replacedby pistonswhich open vahres,
m ficationsintheformof thebellinagoodinstru- and thus temporarilyincrease the length of
^

ment.' The lengthof the French horn varies the tube, so as to make the note blown i, 2,

with the * crook * which determines its pitch, or 3 Semitones fiatter. These can also be

The followingcontains the lengthin English used in combination,but are then not so trae.

inches for each crook,as givenby Mr. Blaikley: This is tantamount to an imperfect slide

Bb (alto)108, Afi 114J,Ab I2ij^,O I28|, action. Instruments of this kind are now

F 144^,̂ H 153* Eb 102, DQ 171^,C 192}, much used in all militarybands, and are

Bb (basso)2i6|,hence the lengthvaries from made of very different sizes and pitohea."

9 ft.to 18 ft.I inch. By a curious error in Translator.]
all the German editions,Zamminer is said to X (^^^^yno means * quite.*It is possible
make the lengthof the .^b Waldhom 27 feet, to blow out of tune, and to a small extent

or the lengthof the wave of the lowest note, temper the harmonics. " Translator.]
in placeof his 13*4 feet. Zamminer, however, " [On the subjectof the registersof the

says that the instrument is named from the human voice and itsproductiongenerally,see
Octave above the lowest note,and that hence Lennox Browne and Emil Behnke, Voice,Song^
the wave-lengthof this Octave is the lengthof and Speech (Sampson Low, London, 1883,
the horn. " Translator.] pp. 322). This work contains not merely

* [A largeportionof the trombone is com- accurate drawingsof the larynxin the different

posed of a double narrow cylindricaltube on registers,but 4 laryngoscopicphotographs
which another slides,so that the lengthof the from Mr. Behnke's own larynx. A register
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We now proceedto investigatethe qualityof tone producedon reed pipes, !

which is onr proper subject.The sound in these pipesis excited by intermittent

pulsesof air,which at each swing break throughthe openingthat is closed by
ihe tongue of the reed. A freelyvibratingtongue has far too small a surface to

communicate any appreciablequantityof sonorous motion to the surroundingair ; /
and it is as littleable to excite the air inclosed in pipes. The sound seems to be

reaUyproducedby pulsesof air,as in the siren,where the metal platethat opens

and closes the orificedoes not vibrate at all. By the alternate openingand closing
of a passage, a continuous influx of air ischangedinto a periodicmotion,capable
of affectingthe air. Like any other periodicmotion of the air,the one thus

producedcan also be resolved into a seriesof simplevibrations. We have already
remarked that the number of terms in such a serieswill increase with the discon-tinuity

of the motion to be thus resolved (p.Z4^)' ^^^ ^^ motion of the air which

passes througha siren,or past a vibratingtongue,isdiscontinuous in a very high^
degree,since the individual pulsesof air must be generallyseparatedby complete

pauses duringthe closures of the opening. Free tongues without a resonance

tube, in which all the individual simpletones of the vibration which theyexcite
in the air are givenoff freelyto the surroundingatmosphere,have consequently
alwaysa very sharp,cutting,jarringquahty of tone, and we can reallyhear with

either armed or unarmed ears a longseries of strongand clear partialtones up

to the i6th or 20th,and there are evidentlystillhigherpartialspresent,although
it is difficultor impossibleto distinguishthem from each other,because tlieydo
not lie so much as a Semitone apart.* This whirringof dissonant partialtones
makes the musical qualityof free tongues very disagreeable.fA tone thus pro-duced

also shews that it isreallydue to puffsof air. I have examined the vibra-ting

tongue of a reed pipe,like that in fig.28 (p.956),when in action with the

vibration microscopeof Lissajous,in order to determine the vibrational foim of

the tongue,and I found that the tongueperformedperfectlyregularsimplevibra- f
tions. Hence it would communicate to the air merelya simpletone and not a

compound tone,if the sound were directlyproducedby its own vibrations.

The intensityof the upper partialtones of a free tongue,unconnected with a

resonance tube, and their relation to the prime^are greatlydependenton the

18 defined as 'a series of tones produced by
the same mechanism * (p.163). The names of

the registersadopted are those introduced

by the late John Gurwen of the Tonio Sol-fa

movement. They depend on the appearance of

the glottisand vocal chords,and are as follows :

I. Lower thick,2. Upper thick (both* chest

voice '),3. Lower thin ('high chest * voice in

men), 4. Upper thin (*falsetto* in women),
5.Small (*head voice ' in women). The extent

of the registersare stated to be (p.171)
1. lower thick. 3. upper thick. Z. lower thin.

/Mew ^toa, 6 to/, /toe"
lWoMiN" toe', d'to/, /toe"

L lower thick. 3. upper thick. 8. lower thin.

WoaCKK 0"LY, "i"to/'.
4. upper thin.

/'to/"
A. small.

The mechanism is as follows (pp.163-171):"

1
. Upper thick. The hindmost pointsof the

pyramids(arytenoidcartilages)close together,
an ellipticalslit between the vocal ligaments
(orchords),which vibrate through their whole

length,breadth,and thickness fully,loosely,
and visibly.The lid (epiglottisjis low.

2. Upper thick. The ellipticalchink dis-appears

and becomes linear. The lid(epiglottis)
rises; the vocal ligamentsare stretched.

3. Lower thin. The lid (epiglottis)is more

raised,so as to shew the cushion below it,the
whole larynxand the insertionsof the vocal

ligaments in the shield (thyroid)cartilage.
The vocal ligaments are quitestill,and their

vibrations are confined to the thin inner edges.
The vocal ligaments are made thiwner and

transparent,as shown by illumination from

below. Male voices oease here.

4. Upper thin. An ellipticalslitagainforms
between the vooal ligaments. When this is

used by men itgivesthe falsettoarisingfrom
the upper thin being carried below its true

place. This slit is graduallyreduced in size

as the contralto and soprano voices ascend. mr

5. Small. The back part of the glottis
'

contracts for at least two-thirds of its length,
the vocal ligamentsbeing pressedtogetherso

tightlythat scarcelyany trace of a slitremains,
and no vibrations are visible. The front part

opens as an oval chink,and the edgesof this

vibrate so markedly that the outline isblurred.

The drawingsof the two lastregisters(pp.168-
169) were made from laryngoscopicexamina-tion

of a lady.
Beference should be made to the book

itself for full explanations,and the reader

should especiallyconsult Mr. Behnke*s admir-able

littlework The Mechanism of the Human

Voice (Curwen,3rded.,1881,pp. 125)." Trans-lator,]

* [Seefootnote f p. S6d^."Translator,]
f [The cheap littlemouth harmonicons ex-hibit

this dleci very well." IVaYuIa^or.]
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nature of the tongue,its positionwith respeotto its frame, the tightnesswith
which it closes,"c. Strikingtongues which producethe most discontinuous pulses
of air,also producethe most cuttingqualityof tone.* The shorter the puffof air,
and hence the more sudden itsaction,the greaternumber of high upper partials
should we expect, exactlyas we find in the siren,accordingto Seebeck's investi-gations.

Hard, unyieldingmaterial, like that of brass tongues,will produce
pulsesof air which are much more disconnected than those formed by soft and

yieldingsubstances. This is probablythe reason why the smging tones of the

human voice are softerthan allothers which are producedby reed pipes. Never-theless

the number of upper partialtones in the human voice,when used in

emphaticforte,is very great,and theyreach distinctlyand powerfullyup to the

four-times accented [orquarter-foot]Octave (p.26a). To this we shall have to

return.

% The tones of tongues are essentiallychangedby the addition of resonance

tubes,because they reinforce and hence giveprominenceto those upper partial
tones which correspondto the proper tones of these tubes.f In this case the

resonance tubes must be considered as closed at the pointwhere the tongue is

inserted.^:
A brass tonguesuch as is used in organs, and tuned to h^,was appUedto one

of my largersphericalresonators,also tuned to ^, instead of to itsusual resonance

tube. After considerablyincreasingthe pressure of wind in the bellows, the

tongue spokesomewhat flatterthan usual,but with an extraordinarilyfuU,beautiful,
softtone,"rom which almost allupper partialswere absent. Very httle wind was

used, but it was under highpressure. In this case the primetone of the compound
was in unison with the resonator, which gave a powerfulresonance, and conse-quently

the prime tone had also greatpower. None of the higherpartialtones
could be reinforced. The theoryof the vibrations of air in the spherefurther

IFshews that the greatestpressure must occur in the sphereat the moment that the

tongue opens. Hence arose the necessityof strongpressure in the bellows to over-come

the increased pressure in the sphere,and yetnot much wind reallypassed.
If instead of a glasssphere,resonant tubes are employed,which admit of a

greaternumber of proper tones,the resultingmusical tones are more complex.
In the clarinet we have a cylindricaltube which by its resonance reinforces tlie

uneven partialtones." The conical tubes of the oboe,bassoon,trumpet,and

French horn, on the other hand, reinforce all the harmonic upper partialtones of

the compound up to a certain height,determined by the incapacityof the tubes

to resound for waves of sound that are not much longerthan the width of the

opening. By actual trialI found onlyunevenlynumbered partialtones, distinctto
the seventh inclusive,in the notes of the clarinet,"whereas on other instruments,

which have conical tubes,I found the evenlynumbered partialsalso. I have not yet
had an opportunityof making observations on the further differencesof qualityin

f the tones of individual instruments with conical tubes. This opens rather a wide

fieldfor research,since the qualityof tone is altered in many ways by the styleof
blowing,and even on the same instrument the differentpartsof the scale,when

theyrequirethe openingof side holes,shew considerable differences in quality.
On wooden wind instruments these differencesare striking.The openingof side

holes isby no means a completesubstitute for shorteningthe tube,and the reflec-tion

of the waves of sound at the pointsof openingis not the same as at the free

open end of the tube. The upper partialsof compound tones producedby a tube

limited by an open side hole,must certainlybe in generalmateriallydeficient in

harmonic purity,and this will also have a marked influence on their resonance.**

* [Bat see footnote f p. 95(2'.~TVan^- p. 89, 1. 2, but was cancelled in the 4th
laUyr^ Gennan edition." TraiMlaJUiT:\

f [A line has been here cancelled in the 1 See AppendixVIL
translation which had been accidentallyleft | [But see note *

p. 996." Tmnslo/or/

standingin the Grerman, as it refers to a re-
^* [The theoryof side holes is ezoessiveljr

mark on the passage which formerlyfollowed complicatedand has not been as yet worked
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7. Vowel Qualitiesof Totie.

We have hitherto discussed cases of resonance, generatedin such air chambers

as were capableof reinforcingthe prime tone principally,but also a certain

(numberof the harmonic upper partialtones of the compound tone produced. The

case, however,may also occur in which the lowest tone of the resonance chamber

applieddoes not correspondwith the prime,but onlywith some one of the upper

partialsof the compound tone itself,and in these cases we find,in accordance with

the principleshitherto developed,that the correspondingupper partialtone is

reallymore reinforced than the prime or other partialsby the resonance of the

chamber, and consequentlypredominatesextremelyover all the other partialsin
the series. The quahty of tone thus producedhas consequentlya peculiarcha-racter,

and more or less resembles one of the vowels of the human voice. For the j
vowels of speechare in realitytones producedby membranous tongues(thevocal Hj
chords),with a resonance chamber (themouth) capableof alteringin length,jf'
width,and pitchof resonance, and hence capablealso of reinforcingat different f
times differentpartialsof the compound tone to which itisapplied.*

In ocder to understand the compositionof vowel tones,we must in the first

placebear in mind that the source of their sound lies in the vocal chords,and

that when the voice is heard, these chords act as membranous tongues,and like

all tongues producea series of decidedlydiscontinuous and sharplyseparated
pulsesof air,which, on beingrepresentedas a sum of simplevibrations,must
consist of a very largenumber of them, and hence be received by the ear as a very

longseriesof partialsbelongingto a compound musical tone. With the assistance "

of resonators it is possibleto recognisevery high partials,up to the sixteenth,

when one of the brightervowels is sung by a powerfulbass voice at a low pitch,
and, in the case of a strained forte in the upper notes of any human voice,we can

hear,more clearlythan on any other musical instrument,those highupper partialsV
that belongto the middle of the four-times accented Octave (the higheston
modem pianofortes,see note, p. i8c2),and these hightones have a peculiarrelation
to the ear, to be subsequentlyconsidered. The loudness of such upper partials,
especiallythose of highestpitch,differsconsiderablyin differentindividuals. For

cattingbrightvoices it is greaterthan for softand dull ones. The qualityof tone

in cuttingscreaming voices may perhapsbe referred to a want of sufficient

smoothness or straightnessin the edgesof the vocal chords, to enable them to

close in a straightnarrow slitwithout strikingone another. This circumstance

would givethe larynxmore the character of strikingtongues,and the latterhave

a much more cuttingqualitythan the free tongues of the normal vocal chords.

Hoarseness in voices may arise from the glottisnot entirelyclosingduringthe
vibrations of the vocal chords. At any rate,when alterations of this kind are

made in artificialmembranous tongues,similar results ensue. For a strongand

yet soft qualityof voice it is necessary that the vocal chorda should, even when H

most stronglyvibrating,joinrectilinearlyat the moment of approachwith perfect
tightness,effectuallyclosingthe glottisfor the moment, but without overlapping
oat Bcientifically.* The generalprinciples,*edited with additional letters by W. S. Broad-

writes Mr. Blaikley,* are not difiicoltof com- wood, and pablishedby Budall,Oarte, A Co.,

prehension; the difficultyisto determine qaan- makers of his flutes, tiee also Victor Mahillon,

titativelythe values in each p|articularcase/ 6tude sur le doigtide la FlAte Boehm^ 1882,
The paper by Schafhautl (writingunder the and a paper by M. Aristide Cavaill6-Goll,in
name of Pellisov),'Theorie gedeckteroylin- I/'"^ AfttficaZfor 1 1 Jan. 1883"Tran"2ator.]
drischerund conischer Pfeifen und der Quer- * The theoryof vowel tones' was firstenun

lldten,*Schweiger,Joum, Ixviii. 1833, is dis- elated by Wheatstone in a criticism,unfortu-

figuredby misprintsso that the formula are natelylittleknown, on Willises experiments,
unintelligible,and the theoryis also extremely The latter are described in the Transactions

hazardous. JButthey are the only papers I of the CambridqePhilosophicalSociety,vol.
have found,and are referred to by Theobald iii. p. 231, and Poggendorff^sAnnaleyi der

. Boehm, Veber den Fldtenbau, Mains, 1847. Physik,vol. xxiv. p. 397. Wheatstone's re-

An Englishversion of this,by himself,made port upon them is contained in the London
ior Mr. Budall in 1847, b"s recentlybeen and }yestmin8i4^ lieview for October 1S37.
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or strikingagainsteach other. If theydo not close perfectly,the stream of air

ivillnot be completelyinterrupted,and the tone cannot be powerful.If they
overlap,the tone must be cutting,as before remarked, as those arisingfrom,

strikingtongues. On examining the vocal chords in action by means of a

laryngoscope,itis marvellous to observe the accuracy with which theyclose even

when making vibrations occupyingnearlythe entire breadth of the chords them-selves.*

There is also a certain differencein the way of puttingon the voice in speak-ing
and in singing,which givesthe speakingvoice a much more cuttingquality

of tone,especiallyin the open vowels, and occasions a sensation of much greater
pressure in the larynx. I suspectthat in speakingthe vocal chords act as striking
tongues.t

When the mucous membrane of the larynxis affected with catarrh,the

f laryngoscopesometimes shews littleflakes of mucus in the glottis.When these

are too greattheydisturb the motion of the vibratingchords and make them irre-gular,

causingthe tone to become unequal,jarring,or hoarse. It is,however, re-markable

what comparativelylargeflakes of mucus may liein the glottiswithoujt
producinga very strikingdeteriorationin the qualityof tone.

It has alreadybeen mentioned that itis generallymore difficultfor the un-assisted

ear to recognisethe upper partialsin the human voice,than in the tones

of musical instruments. Besonators are more necessary for this examination

than for the analysisof any other kind of musical tone. The upper partialsof the

human voice have nevertheless been heard at times byattentiveobservers. Bameau

had heard them at the beginningof last century. And at a laterperiod8eiler of

Leipzigrelatesthat while listeningto the chant of the watchman duringa sleepless

night,he occasionallyheard at first,when the watchman was at a distance,the

Twelfth of the melody,and afterwards the primetone. The reason of this difiiculty
% is most probablythat we have all our lives remarked and observed the tones of

the human voice more than any other,and alwayswith the sole objectof grasping
it as a whole and obtaininga clear knowledgeand perceptionof itsmanifold changes
of quality.

We may certainlyassume that in the tones of the human larynx,as in all

other reed instruments,the upper partialtones would decrease in force as they
increase in pitch,if theycould be observed without the resonance of the cavityof
the mouth. In realitytheysatisfythis assumptiontolerablywell,for those vowels

iriiichare spokenwith a wide funnel-shapedcavityof the mouth, as A [ain art],or

jL[ainbat lengthened,which isnearlythe same as a in bare]. But thisrelation is

materiallyaltered by the resonance which takes placein the cavityof the mouth.

The more this cavityis narrowed, either by the lipsor the tongue,the more dis-tinctly

marked isitsresonance for tones of determinate pitch,and the more there-fore

does this resonance reinforce those partialsin the compound tone producedby
% the vocal chords,which approachthe favoured pitch,and the more, on the contrary,

win the others be damped. Hence on investigatingthe compound tones of the

human voice by means of resonators, we find prettyuniformlythat the firstsix to

eightpartialsare clearlyperceptible,but with very differentdegreesof force accord-ing

to the differentforms of the cavityof the mouth, sometimes screamingloudly
into the ear, at others scarcelyaudible.

Under these circumstances the investigationof the resonance of the cavityof
the mouth is of greatimportance.The easiestand surest method of findingthe
tones to which the air in the oral cavityis tuned for the differentshapesitassumes

* [Probablythese observations were made f [The German habit of

on the *
upper thick * register,because the vowels with the ' check *

or Arabic

chords are then more visible. It is evident which is very marked, and instantlycharac-
that these theories do not apply to the lower terises his nationality,is probably what is

thick, upper thin,and small registers,and here alluded to, as occasioninga sensation of

scarcelyto the lower thin,as described above, much greater pressure. This does not apply
footnote p. loic" Translator.] in the least to Englishspeakers."-Traf"2ator^
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in the productionof vowels,is that which is used for glassbottles and other spaces

fiUed with air. That is,tuning-forksof differentpitcheshave to be struck and

held before the openingof the air chamber " ^inthe presentcase the open mouth

" and the louder the proper tone of the fork is heard,the nearer does it corre-spond

with one of the proper tones of the included mass of air.* Since the shape
of the oral cavitycan be altered at pleasure,it can alwaysbe made to suit the

tone of any giventuning-fork,and we thus easilydiscover what shapethe mouih

must assume for itsincluded,mass of air to be tuned to a determinate pitch.
Having a series of tuning-forksat command, I was thus able to obtain the

followingresults :"

The pitchof strongestresonance of the oral cavitydependssolelyupon the

vowel forpronouncingwhich the mouth has been arranged,and altersconsiderably
for even slightalterations in the vowel quality,such,for example,as occur in the

different dialectsof the same language. On the other hand, the proper tones of f

the cavityof the mouth are nearlyindependentof age and sex. I have in general
fonnd the same resonances in men, women, and children. The want of space in

the oralcavityof women and children can be easilyreplacedby a greatclosure of its

opening,which willmake the resonance as deepas in the largeroralcavitiesof men.f

The vowels can be arrangedin three series,accordingto the positionof the

parts of the mouth, which may be written thus, in accordance with Du Bois-

Beymond the elderJ :"

E I

tJ

U

The vowel A [a in father,or Scotch a in man\ forms the common originof
all three series. With this vowel correspondsa funnel-shapedresonance cavity,1

* [Seenote *
p. 876,on determiningviolin

resonaaoe. One diffioodtyin the ease of the

mouth is that there is a constant tendency to

varythe shape of the oral cavity. Another, as

shewn at the end of the note cited,is that
the same irregularcavity,such as that of the

znouth, often more or less reinforces a large
numbor of different tones. As it was impor-tant

for my phoneticresearches,I have niade

many attempts to determine mv own vowel

resonances, but have hitherto failed in all my
attempts."Translaior.}

t [Easilytried by more or less covering
the top of a tumbler with the hand, till it

resounds to any fork from d to d" or higher.
"Translaior.]

t Norddeuische ZeitBchrift,edited by de

la Motte Fouqu6, 181 2. Kadmus oder cUlge-
fneine Alphabetik,von F. H. du Bois-Beymond,
Berlin,1862,p. 152. [This is the arrange-ment

usuallyadopted. But in 1867 Mr.

Melville Bell,an orthoepicalteacher of many
years*standing,who had been led profession-
aUy to pay great attention to the shapes of the
mouth necessary to producecertain sounds, in
his Visible Speech; the Science of Universal

Alphabetics(London: Simpkin, Marshall "

Co., 4to.,pp. X. 126, with sixteen lithographic
tables),proposed a more elaborate method of

classifyingvowels by the shape of the mouth.

He conmienced with 9 positionsof the tongue,
consistingof 3 in which the middle,or as he
terms it, * front ' of the tongue was raised,
highestfor ea in seat n̂ot so l]dghfor a in sate,
and lowest for a in sat\ 3 others in which the

p' back, instead of the middle, of the tongue

was raised,highestfor 00 in snood,lower for o

in node,and lowest for aw in gna/wed(noiieof
which three are determined by the positionof
the tongue alone),and 3 intermediate positimis,
where the whole tongue is raised almost evenly
at three different elevations. These 9 Ungual
positionsmight be accompanied with the

ordinary or with increased distension of the

pharynx, giving 9 primary and 9 *wide'

vowels. And each of the 18 vowels, thus

produced,could be * rounded,*that is,modified

by shadingthe mouth in various degreeswith
the lips. He thus obtains 36 distinct vowel

cavities,among which almost all those used

for vowel qualitiesin different nations may be

placed. Subsequent research has shewn how

to extend this arrangement materially.See ^
my Early English Pronunciation, part iv.,

1874, p. 1279. Also see generallymy Pro-

nunciationforSingers(Curwen,1877,pp. 246)
and Speech in Song (NoveUo,1878,pp. 140).
German vowels differ materiallyin qualit7
from the English,and consequentlycomplete
agreement between Prof. Helmholtz's obser-vations

and those of any Englishman, who

repeatshis experiments,must not be expected.
I have consequentlythought it better in this

place to leave his German notation untrans-lated,

and merely subjoinin parenthesesthe
nearest English sounds. For the table in the

text we may assume A to " a in faXher,or else

Scotch a in man (differentsounds),E to *- erin

there,I to " i in machine, O to " o in more, U

to -* tt in sure ; and 0 to " sii in French peu
or else in peuple (differentsounds),and tfto
" tt in French pu," Translator.]
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enlargmgwith tolerableuniformityfrom the larynxto the lips. For the vowels of

the lower series,0 [oin more]and U [ooin poor],the openingof the mouth is

contracted by means of the Hps,more for U than for 0, while the cavityisenlarged
as much as possibleby depressionof the tongue,so that on the whole it becomes

like a bottle without a neck,with rather a narrow mouth, and a singleunbroken

cavity.*The pitchof such a bottle-shapedchamber islower the largeritscavity
and the narrower itsmouth. Usuallyonlyone upper partialwith strong resonance

can be clearlyrecognised; when other proper tones exist theyare comparatively
very high,or have onlyweak resonance. In conformitywith these results,obtained

with glassbottles,we find that for a very deephollow U [ooin poor nearly],where
the oral cavityis widest and the mouth narrowest, the resonance is deepestand

answers to the unaccented/.On passingfrom U to 0 [o in more nearly]the
resonance graduallyrises ; and for a full,ringing,pure 0 the pitchis 6^" The

m positionof the mouth for0 ispeculiarlyfavourable for resonance, the openingof the

mouth beingneither too largenor too small,and the internal cavitysufficiently
spacious.Hence ifa b'\}tuning-forkbe struck and held before the mouth while 0

is gentlyuttered,or the O-positionmerelyassumed without reallyspeaking,the tone

of the fork will resound so fullyand loudlythat a largeaudience can hear it. The

usual a' tuning-forkof musicians may alsobe used forthispurpose, but then itwillbe

necessary to make a somewhat duller O, ifw^e wish to bringout the full resonance.

On graduallybringingthe shapeof the mouth from the positionproper to 0,

throughthose due to 0* [nearlyo in cot,with rather more of the 0 sound],and A**

[nearlyau in caught,with rather more of the A sound]into that for A [Scotcha
in man, with rather more of an 0 quahtyin it than Englisha in father],the
resonance graduallyrisesan Octave,and reaches h'*\}.This tone correspondswith
the North German A ; the somewhat brighterA [ainfather]of the Englishand
Itahans risesup to d'*\or a major Third higher. It isparticularlyremarkable what

"
littledifferences in pitchcorrespondto very sensiblevarietiesof vowel qualityin
the neighbourhoodof A ; and I should therefore recommend philologistswho wish

to define the vowels of different languagesto fix them by the pitchof loudest

resonance.t

For the vowels alreadymentioned I have not been able to detect any second

proper tone, and the analogyof the phenomena presentedby ai'tificialresonance

chambers of similar shapeswould hardlylead us to expectany of sensibleloudness.

* [This depressedpositionof the tongne able to discriminate vowel sounds,isfrequently
answers better for English aw in saw than for not acute for differences of pitch. The deter-

either o in more or oo in poor. For the o the mination of the pitch even under favour-

tongue isslightlymore raised,especiallyat the able circumstances is not easy, especially,as it

back, while for English oo the back of the will be seen, for the higherpitches. Without

tongue is almost as high as for k, and greatly mechanical appliances even good ears are

impedes the oral cavity. If, however, the deceived in the Octave. The differences of

longue be keptin the positionfor aw by sound- pitch noted by Helmholtz, Donders, Merkel,

^
ing this vowel, and, while soundingit steadily, and Koenig,as givenon p. I09d,probablypoint

'" the lips be graduallycontracted,the sound to fundamental differences of pronunciation,
will be found to pass through certain obscure and shew the desirabilityof a very extensive

qualitiesof tone till it suddenly comes out series of experimentsbeing carried out with

clearlyas a sound a littlemore like aw than o specialapparatus,by an operator with an

in more (reallythe Danish aa),and then again extremelyacute musical ear, on speakers of

passingthrough other obscure phases,comes various nationalities and also on various

out againclearlyas a deep sound, not so bright speakersof the same nationaUty. Chreat difli-

as our 00 in poor, but more resembling the cultywill even then be experiencedon account

Swedish o to which it will reach if the tongue of the variabilityof the same speakerin his

be slightlyraised into the A position.It is vowel qualityfor differences of pitch and

necessary to bear these facts in mind when expression,the want of habit to maintain the

followingthe text,where U isonlyalmost, not positionof the mouth unmoved for a sufficient

quite= oo in poor, which is the longsound of u length of time to complete an observation

in pull ând is duller than oo in poolor French satisfactorily,and, worst of all,the involuntary
ou in poule."Translator.] tendencyof the organs to accommodate them-

f [Greatdifficultiesliein the way of carry- selves to the pitchof the fork presented.Com-ing

out this recommendation. The ear of pare note *
p. 105c." Translator.]

philologistsand even of those who are readily
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Experimentshereafter desoribed shew that the resonance of this singletone is

sufficientto characterise the vowels above mentioned.

The second seriesof vowels consists of A, A, E, I. The lipsare drawn so far

apartthat theyno longercontract the issuingstream of air,but a fireshconstric-tion

is formed between the front (middle)partsof the tongue and the hard palate,
the space immediatelyabove the larynxbeingwidened by depressingthe root of

the tongue,and hence causingthe larynxto rise simultaneously.The form of the

oral cavityconsequentlyresembles a bottle with a narrow neck. The bellyof the

bottleis behind, in the pharynx,and its neck is the narrow passage between the

upper surface of the tongue and the hard palate.In the above series of letters,

A, E, I,these changesincrease untilfor I the internalcavityof the bottleis greatest
and the neck narrowest. For A [thebroadest French ij broader than e in therCj
and nearlyas broad as a in bat lengthened,with which the name of their cityis

pronouncedby the natives of Bath],the whole channel is,however, tolerablywide, IF

80 that it is quiteeasy to see down to the larynxwhen the laryngoscopeis used.

Indeed this vowel givesthe very best positionof the mouth for the applicationof
thisinstrument, because the root of the tongue,which impedesthe view when A

isuttered,is depressed,and the observer can see over and pastit.
When a bottle with a long narrow neck is used as a resonance chamber, two

simpletones are readilydiscovered,of which one can be regardedas the proper

tone of the belly,and the other as that of the neck of the bottle. Of course the

air in the bellycannot vibrate quiteindependentlyof that in the neck, and both

proper tones in questionmust consequentlybe different,and indeed somewhat

deeperthan theywould be ifbellyand neck were separateand had their resonance

examined independently.The neck is approximatelya short pipeopen at both

ends. To be sure, its inner end debouches into the cavityof the bottle instead 0"

the open air,but if the neck is very narrow, and the bellyof the bottle very wide,
the latter may be looked upon in some respectas an open space with regardto the %
vibrationsof the air inclosed in the neck. These conditions are best satisfiedfor

I,in which the lengthof the channel between tongue and palate,measured from

the upper teeth to the back edge of the bonypalate,is about 6 centimetres [2*36
inches].An open pipeof this lengthwhen blown would givee""^ while the

observations made for determiningthe tone of loudest resonance for I givesnearly
d'^^',which is as close an agreement as could possiblyhave been expectedin such

an irregularlyshapedpipeas that formed by the tongueand palate.
In accordance with these experimentsthe vowels A, E, I have each a higher

and a deeperresonance tone. The highertones continue the ascendingseriesof
the proper tones of the vowels U, 0, A. By means of tuning-forksI found for A

a tone between g'^'and a'"\},and for E the tone "'''[""̂^^ ^o ^^^^ suitable for

I, but by means of the whistlingnoise of the air,to be considered presently
Cp,108ft),itsproper tone was determined with tolerableexactness to be d'"'.

The deeperproper tones which are due to the back part of the oral cavityare %

rather more difficultto discover. Tuning-forksmay be used, but the resonance is

comparativelyweak, because itmust be conducted throughthe long narrow neck

of the air chamber. It must further be remembered that this resonance only
occurs duringthe time that the correspondingvowel is gentlywhispered,and dis-appears

as soon as the whisperceases, because the form of the chamber on which

the resonance dependsthen immediatelychanges. The tuning-forksafter being
struck must be broughtas close as possibleto the openingof the air chamber

which liesbehind the upper teeth. By this means I found d" for A and/ for E.

For I,directobservation with tuning-forkswas not possible; but from the upper

partialtones, I conclude that its proper tone is as deep as that of U, or near/.
Hence, when we pass from A to I,these deeperproper tones of the oral cavitysink,
and the higherones rise in pitch.*

" [Mr. Graham Bell, the inventor of the mentioned (p.I05"Z,note),was in the habit of

Telephone,son of the Mr. Melville Bell already bringingout this fact by placinghis mouth in
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For the third series of vowels from A through0 [Frencheu in peu, or the

deepereu in peuple],towards tJ [Frenchu in pu, which is rather deeperthan the

German sound],we have the same internal positionsof the mouth as in the last-

named seriesof vowels. For tl the mouth is placedin nearlythe same position
as for a vowel lyingbetween E and I,and for 0 as for an E which inclinestowards

A. In addition to the constrictionbetween the tongueand palateas in the second

series,we have also a constrictionof the lips,which are made into a sort of tube,

forminga front prolongationof that made by the tongue and palate. The air

chamber of the mouth, therefore,in this case also resembles a bottle with a neck,
but the neck islongerthan for the second series of vowels. For I the neck was

6 centimetres (2*36inches)long,for t7,measured from the front edgeof the upper

teeth to the commencement of the soft palate,it is 8 centimetres (3*15inches).
The pitchof the higherproper tone correspondingto the resonance of the neck

% must be,therefore,about a Fourth deeperthan forI. If both ends were free,a pipe
of this lengthwould give b'",accordingto the usual calculation. In reahtyit
resounded for a fork lyingbetween ^'" and a"^, a divergencesimilar to that

found for I,and also probablyattributable to the back end of the tube debouching
into a wider but not quiteopen space. The resonance of the back space has to be

observed in the same way as for the I series. For 0 it is/, the same as for E,

and for O itis/,the same as for I.

The fact that the cavityof the mouth for differentvowels is tuned to different

pitcheswas firstdiscovered by Bonders,*not with the helpof tuning-forks,but by
the whistlingnoise produced in the mouth by whispering.The cavityof the

mouth thus reinforces by its resonance the correspondingtones of the windrush,

which are producedpartlyin the contracted glottis,tand partlyin the forward

contracted passages of the mouth. In this way itis not usual to obtain a complete
musical tone ; this onlyhappens,without sensible changeof the vowel, for tJ and

f U, when a real whistle is produced. This, however,would be a faultin speaking.
We have rather onlysuch a degreeof reinforcement of the noise of the air as

occurs in an organ pipe,which does not speakwell,eitherfrom a badly-constructed
lipor an insufficientpressure of wind. A noise of this kind,althoughnot brought
up to beinga completemusical tone, has nevertheless a tolerablydeterminate

pitch,which can be estimated by a practisedear. But, as in all cases where tones

of very differentqualitieshave to be compared,itis easy to make a mistake in the

Octave. However, after some of the importantpitcheshave been determined by

the requiredpositionsand then tappingagainst Chr. Hellwag,De FormaUone Loqudae DisM,^
a fingerplacedjustin front of the upper teeth, Tubingtiet 17 10. " Fldrcke, Neus Berlitur

for the higher resonance, and placed against Monatsschrift,Sept.1803,Feb. 1804." Olivier

the neck, justabove the larynx,for the lower. Ortho - epo - graphischea Elementar - Werk^
He obliginglyperformedthe experimentseveral 1S04,part iii.p. 21.

times privatelybefore me, and the successive t In whispering,the vocal chords are kept
alterations and differences in their direction close,but the air passes through a small

m were striking. The tone was dull and like triangularopening at the back part of the

a wood hannonica. Considerable dexterity glottisbetween the arytenoidcartilages.[Ac-
seemed necessary to produce the effect,and I cordingto Gzermak (SiUungiberichteŴiener
could not succeed in doing so. He carried out Akad., Math.-Naturw. 01. April 29, 1858,
the experimentmuch further than is suggested p. 576) the vocal chords as seen through tiie

in the text,embracingthe whole nine positions laryngoscopeare not quiteclose for whisper,
of the tongue in his father's vowel scheme, but are nicked in the middle. Merkel (Die
and obtaininga double resonance in each case. Funktionen des menschlichen Schlund- und

This fact is stated, and the various vowel Kehlkopfea,. . .
nach eigenenpharyngo- und

theories appreciated in Mr. Graham Bell's laryngoakopischenUntersuchungent Leipzig,
paper on * Vowel Theories * read before the 1862,p. 77)distinguishestwo kinds of whisper-
American National Academy of Arts and ing: (i)the loud,in which the openingbetween
Sciences,April 15, 1879, "nd printedin the the chords is from |to ) of a line wide, pro-
Ameriean Journal of Otology, vol. i. July duoingno resonant viorations,and that between

1879." Translator.] the arytenoidsis somewhat wider; (2) the
* Arehiv fUr die Holldndischen BeitrOge gentle,in which the vowel is commenced as in

fUr Natur- tmd HeUkunde von Bonders und loud speaking,with dosed glottis,and, after it

Berlin,vol. i.p. 157. Older incompleteobser- has begun, the back part of the glottisis
vations of the same circumstance in Samuel opened, while the chords remain close and

Beyher's Matliesis Mosaica, Kiel, 161 9.^ motionless." TramlatorJ]
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tuning-forks,and others,as tJ and 0, by allowingthe whisperto pass into a

regularwhistle,the rest are easilydetermined by arrangingthem in a melodio

progressionwith the first. Thus the series:"

forms an ascendingminor chord of g in the second Inversion J,[withthe Fifth in

the bass,]and can be readilycomparedwith the same melodic progressionon the

pianoforte.I was able to determine the pitchfor clear A, A, and E by tuning-
forks,and hence to fixthat for I also.*

* The statements of Bonders differslightly
from mine, partlybecause they have reference

to Dutch pronunciation,while mine referto the

North German vowels; and partly because

Bonders, not havingbeen assisted by tuning-"r
forks,was not always able to determine with

certaintyto what Octave the noises he heard

should be assigned.

[The extreme divergenceof resultsobtained

by different investigatorsshews the inherent

^^oultiasof the determination, which (as
already indicated)arise partlyfrom different

values attributed to the vowels,partlyfrom the

difficultyof retainingthe form of the mouth

steadilyfor a suflcient time, partlyfrom the

wide range of tones which the same cavityof
the mouth will more or less reinforce,partly
from the dif"cultyof judgingof absolute pitch
in general,and especiallyof the absolute pitch
of a scarcelymusical whisper,and other causes.

In C. L. MerkePs Physioloaieder mensch-

lichen Sprache (Leipzig,1866),p. 47, a table is

given of the results of Beyher, Hellwag,
Fl"rcke,and Bonders (thelatter differingma-terially

from that justgiven by Prof. Helm-

hoHz),and on MerkePs p. 109, he adds his last

results. These are reproducedin the following
table with the notes,and their pitch to the f
nearest vibration,takinga' 440, and supposing
equal temperament. To these I add the re*

suits of Bonders, as justgiven,and of Helm-

holtz,both with pitches similarlyassumed.
Koenig {Comptee HendtUy April25, 1870)also
giveshis pitcheswith exact numbers,reckoEed
as Octaves of the 7th harmonic of c'256, and
hence called 6)",althoughthey are nearer the

a of this standard. Reference should also be
made to Br. Eoenig*spaper on

' Manometrio

Flames* translated in the PhilosophicalMaga-
tine,1873,vol.xlv. pp. 1-18, 105-114. Lastly,
Br. Moritz Trautmann (Anglia,vol. i. p. 590)
very confidentlygivesresults utterlydifferent
from allthe above, which I subjoinwith the

pitch as before. I give the generalform of
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For U itis also by no means easy to find the pitchof the resonance by a fork,
as the smaUness of the openingmakes the resonance weak. Another phenomenon
has guidedme in this ease. If I singthe scale from c upwards,utteringthe vowel

U for each note, and takingcare to keepthe qualityof the vowel correct,and not

allowingitto pass into 0,* I feelthe agitationof the air in the mouth, and even

en the drums of both ears, where it excites a ticklingsensation,most powerfully
when the voice reaches /. As soon as / is passedthe qualitychanges,the strong^

agitationof the air in the mouth and the ticklingin the ears cease. For the note

/ the phenomenon in this case is the same as if a sphericalresonance chamber

were placedbefore a tongueof nearlythe same pitchas its proper tone. In this

case also we have a powerfulagitationof the air within the sphereand a sudden

alteration of qualityof tone, on passingfrom a deeperpitchof the mass of air

throughthat of the tongueto a higher. The resonance of the mouth for U is thus

^ fixed at/ with more certaintythan by means of tuning-forks.But we often meet

with a U of higherresonance, more resembling0, which I will representby the

French Ou. Its proper tone may rise as high as /.f The resonance of the

cavityof the mouth for differentvowels may then be expressedin notes as follows :

S j; h*0 h'h
d" f

E^*^
f gfe

'% 9"
f

:tr" tr=

U Ou 0 1 E

f I ":

0 n

^ The mode in which the resonance of the cavityof the mouth acts upod the

qualityof the voice,is then preciselythe same as that which we discovered to

exist for artificiallyconstructed reed pipes. All those partialtones are reinforced

which coincide with a proper tone of the cavityof the mouth, or have a pitch
sufficientlynear to that of such a tone, while the other partialtones will be more

or lessdamped. The damping of those partialtones which are not strengthened
is the more strikingthe narrower the openingof the mouth, either between the

lipsas for U, or between the tongue and palateas for I and IT.

These differencesin the partialtones of the differentvowel sounds can be easily
and clearlyrecognisedby means of resonators,at leastwithin the once and twice

accented Octaves [264to 1056 vib.]. For example,applya 6't"resonator to the

ear, and get a bass voice,that can preserve pitchwell and form itsvowels with

purity,to singthe seriesof vowels to one of the harmonic under tones of 6% such

as b\},e\},P|",G\}iE\}. It will be found that for a pure, full-toned 0 the "'("of

f the resonator will brayviolentlyinto the ear. The same upper partialtone is

stillvery powerfulfor a clear A and a tone intermediate between A and 0, but is

weaker for A, E, 0, and weakest of all for U and I. It will also be found that

the resonance of 0 ismateriallyweakened if it is taken too duU, approachingU"

the vowel at the head of each column, and

when the writer distinguishesdifferent forms

I add them immediatelybefore the resonance

note. Thus we have Helmholtz*8 Ou between

U and O ; MerkePs O between O and A, his

obscure A\ K' and clear A',E' ; Trautmann*s

O' = Italian open O, and (ashe says)English
a in all (whichis,however, slightlydifferent),
O' ordinary o in Berliner ohne, E' Berlin

Schnee, E' French pire (thesame as X ?),0'

Berlin schOn, French peu, " French leur. Of

course this is far from exhaustingthe listof

vowels in actual use." Tmnalator.l

* [Thatis,accordingto the previousdirec-tions,

to keep the tongue altogetherdepressed,
in the positionfor aw in gnaw, which is not

natural for an Englishman, so that for English
00 in ^ we may expect the result to be ma-terially

different." 7*ran"Zator.]
t [Prof.Helmholtz may mean the Swedish

o, see note *
p. io6d. The followingwords im-mediately

preceding the notes, which oooar

in the 3rd (German edition,appear to have

been accidentallyomitted in the 4th. They
are, however,retained as theyseem neoessaiy.
" Translator.}
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or too open, becomingA". But ifthe b"\}resonator be used, which is an Octave

higher,it is the vowel A that excites the strongestsympatheticresonance ; while

O, which was so powerfulwith the b]}resonator, now producesonly a slighteffect.
For the high upper partialsof A, E, I, no resonators can be made which are

capableof sensiblyreinforcingthem. We are, then, driven principallyto observa-tions

made with the unassisted ear. It has cost me much trouble to determine these

strengthenedpartialtones in the vowels,and I was not acquaintedwith them when

my previousaccounts were published.*They are best observed in high notes of

women's voices,or the falsettoof men's voices. The upper partialsof highnotes
in that partof the scale are not so nearlyof the same pitchas those of deepernotes,

^ and heneer they are more readilydistinguished.On b]),for example,women's
voices could easilybringout all the vowels, with a full qualityof tone, but at

higherpitchesthe choice is more limited. When b^ is sung, then,the Twelfth/"
is heard for the broad A, the double Octave 6'"bfor E, the highThird ^i""for I,f
*allclearly,the last even piercingly.[Seetable on p. 124, note.]f

Further, I should observe,that the table of notes givenon the precedingpage,
relates onlyto those kinds of vowels which i^pear to me to have the most cha-racteristic

qualityof tone, but that in addition to these,all intermediate stages

ure possible,passinginsensiblyfrom one to the other,and are actuallyused partly
in dialects,partlybyparticularindividuals,partlyin peculiarpitcheswhile singing,
or to givea more decided character while whispering.

It is easy to recognise,and indeed is sufficientlywell known, that the vowels

with a singleresonance from U through0 to clear A can be altered in continuous

succession. But I wish further to remark, since doubts have been thrown on the

deep resonance I have assignedto U, that when I applyto my ear a resonator

tuned to /, and, singingupon f or B\}b,9 the fundamental tone, try to find the

vowel resemblingU which has the strongestresonance, it does not answer to a

dull U, but to a U on the way to O.t %
Then againtransitionsare possiblebetween the vowels of the A " 0 " U series

and those of the A " 0 " tT series,as well as between the lastnamed and those of

the A " E" I series. I can beginon the positionfor U, and graduallytransform
the cavityof the mouth, alreadynarrowed, into the tube-like forms for 0 and Q,
in which case the high resonance becomes more distinct and at the same time

higher,the narrower the tube is made. If we make this transitionwhile applying
a resonator between b]}and b']}to the ear, we hear the loudness of the tone

increase at a certain stageof the transition,and then diminish again. The higher
the resonator, the nearer must the vowel approachto 0 or tT. With a proper

positionof the mouth the reinforced tone may be brought up to a whistle. Also

in a gentlewhisper,where the rustle of the air in the larynxiskeptvery weak, so

that with vowels havinga narrow openingof the mouth it can be scarcelyheard,a

strong fricativenoise in the openingof the mouth is often requiredto make the

vowel audible. That is to say, we then make the vowels more like their related^
consonants, Enghsh W and German J [EnglishY].

Generallyspeakingthe vowels " with double resonance admit of numerous

modifications,because any highpitchof one of the resonances may combine with

any low pitchof the other. This is best studied by applyinga resonator to the

ear and tryingto find the correspondingvowel degreesin the three serieswhich

reinforce itstone,and then endeavouringto pass from one of these to the other in

such a way that the resonator should have a reinforced tone throughout.

" Gelekrte Ameigen der Bayerischen % [An U Bound vergingtowards O is gene-
Akademieder Wisseruchaften,June 18, 1859. rallyconceived to be dfiiZ/cr,not brighter^ by

f [The passage
* In these experiments* English writers,but here V is taken as the

to ' too deep to be sensible,'pp. 166-7 of the dullest vowel. This remark is made merely
1st English edition,is here cancelled,and to prevent confusion with English readers."

p. 1 1 1",* Further, I should observe,'to p. i i6a, Translator J]
' high tones of A, E, I,'inserted in its place " [MisprintedConsonanten in the German,

from the 4th German edition." TratwZa/or.] "Translator.'] '
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Thus the resonator V\}answers to 0, to an Ao and to an E which resembles A,
and these sounds may pass continuouslyone into the other.

The resonator / answers to the transition Ou " 0
" E. The resonator d" to

Oa "
^Ad

" A,. In a similar manner each of the highertones may be connected

with various deepertones. Thus assuminga positionof the mouth which would

givee^' f̂orwhistling,we can, without changing*thepitchof the fricativesound in

the mouth, whispera vowel incliningto 0 or incliningto tT,by allowingthe
fricativesound in the larynxto have a higheror deeperresonance in the back part
of the mouth.*

In comparingthe strengthof the upper partialsof differentvowels by means of

resonators,it isfurther to be remembered, that the reinforcement by means of the

resonance of the mouth affectsthe primetone of the note producedby the voice,

as well as the upper partials.And as it isespeciallythe vibrations of the prime,
f which bytheir reaction on the vocal chords retainthese in regularvibratorymotion,

the voice speaksmuch more powerfully,when the primeitselfreceives such a

reinforcement. This is especiallyobservable in those partsof the scale which

the singerreaches with difficulty.It may also be noted with reed pipeshaving
metal tongues. When a resonance pipeisappliedto them tuned to the tone of tl^e
tongue,or a littlehigher,extraordinarilypowerfuland rich tones are produced,by
means of strongpressure but littlewind,and the tongue oscillatesin largeex-cursions

either way. The pitchof a metal tongue becomes a littleflatterthan

before. This is not perceivedwith the human voice because the singeris able to

regulatethe tension of the vocal chords accordingly.Thus I find distinctlythat
at b]},the extremityof my falsettovoice,I can singpowerfullyan 0, an A, and an

A on the way to 0, which have their resonance at this pitch,whereas U, if it is

not made to come very near 0, and I, are dull and uncertain,with the expenditure
of more air than in the former case. Begardmust be had to this circumstance in

f experimentson the strengthof upper partials,because those of a vowel which speaks
powerfully,may become proportionallytoo powerful,as compared with those of a

vowel which speaksweakly.Thus I have found that the hightones of the soprano
voice which liein the reinforcingregionof the vowel A at the upper extremityof the

doubly-accented[orone-foot]Octave, when sung to the vowel A, exhibit their

higherOctave more stronglythan is the case for the vowels E and I,which do not

speakso well althoughthe latterhave their strongresonance at the upper end of

the thrice-accented [orsix-inch]Octave.

It has been alreadyremarked (p.39c) that the strengthand amplitudeof
sympatheticvibration is affected by the mass and boundaries of the bodywhich
vibrates sympathetically.A body of considerable mass which can perform its

vibrations as much as possiblewithout any hindrance from neighbouringbodies,
and has not its motion damped by the internal frictionof its parts,afterithas

once been excited,can continue to vibrate for a longtime,and consequently,if it

f has to be set in the highestdegreeof sympatheticvibration,the oscillationsof the

excitingtone must, for a comparativelylongtime,coincide with those proper
vibrations excited in itself. That is to say, the highestdegreeof sympathetic
resonance can be producedonlyby usingtones which he within very narrow limits
of pitch.This isthe case with tuning-forksand bells. The mass of air in the

cavityof the mouth, on the other hand, has but slightdensityand mass, itswalls,
so far as theyare composedof softparts,are not capableof offeringmuch resist-ance,

are imperfectlyelastic,and when put in vibration have much internal friction

to stoptheir motion. Moreover the vibratingmass of air in the cavityof the
mouth conmiunicates throughthe orificeof the mouth with the outer air,to whicli

it^rapidlygivesoff largepartsof the motion it has received. For this reason a

* This appears to me to meet the objec- my attention to the habit of usingsach devia.
tions whioh were made by Herr G. Engel,in tions from the usual qualitiesof vowels in
Beichart's and Du Bois-Reymond'sArchiv., syllableswhich are brieflyuttered.
1869,pp. 317-319* Herr J. Stockhausen drew
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vibratorymotion once excited in the air fillingthe cavityof the mouth is very

rapidlyextinguished,as any one may easilyobserve by fillipinghis cheek with a

fingerwhen the mouth isput into different vowel positions.We thus very easily
distinguishthe pitchof the resonance for the various transitional degreesfrom 0

towards U in one direction and towards A in the other. But the tone dies away

rapidly.The various resonances of the cavityof the mouth can also be made

audible by rappingthe teeth. Just for this reason a tone, which oscillatesapproxi-mately
in agreement with the few vibrations of such a briefresonance tone,will be

reinforcedby sympatheticvibration to an extent not much less than another tone

which exactlycoincides with the first; and the raoge of tones which can thus

be sensiblyreinforced by a givenpositionof the mouth, is rather considerable.*

This is confirmed by experiment. When I applya b]}resonator to the right,
and an /' resonator to the leftear and singthe vowel 0 on ^, I find a reinforce-ment

not onlyof the 4th partialb]}which answers to the proper tone of the ^

cavityof the mouth, but also,very perceptibly,though considerablyless,of /',
the 6th partial,also. If I then change0 into an A, until /' finds its strongest
resonance, the reinforcement of b^}does not entirelydisappearalthoughitbecomes
much less.

The positionof the mouth from 0 to 0^ appears to be that which is most

favourable for the lengthof its proper tone and the productionof a resonance

limited to a very narrow range of pitch.At least,as I have before remarked, for
thispositionthe reinforcement of a suitabletuning-forkis most powerful,and tap-ping

the cheek or the lipsgivesthe most distinct tone. If then for 0 the rein-forcement

by resonance extends to the interval of a Fifth,the intervalswill be stiU

greaterfor the other vowels. With this agree experiments.Applyany resonator

to the ear, take a suitableunder tone,singthe differentvowels to this under tone,and

letone vowel melt into another. The greatestreinforcements by resonance take

placeon that vowel or those vowels, for which one of the characteristic tones in f
the diagramp. 1006 coincides with the proper tone of the resonator. But more or

lessconsiderable reinforcement isalso observed forsuch vowels as have theircharac-teristic

tones at moderate differencesof pitchfrom the proper tone of the resonator,
and the reinforcement will be.less the greaterthese differencesof pitch.

By this means it becomes possiblein generalto distinguishthe vowels from

each other even when the note to which theyare sung is not preciselyone of the

harmonic under tones of the vowels. From the second partialtone onwards,the
intervals are narrow enoughforone or two of the partialsto be distinctlyreinforced

by the resonance of the mouth. It is onlywhen the proper tone of the cavityof
the mouth fallsmidway between the primetone of the note sung by the voice and

itshigherOctave, or is more than a Fifth deeperthan that primetone,that the

characteristicresonance will be weak.

Now in speaking,both sexes choose one of the deepestpositionsof their voice.

Men generallychoose the upper half of the great (or eight-foot)Octave ; and If

women the upper half of the smaU (orfour-foot)Octave.f With the exceptionof
U, which admits of fluctuationsin its proper tone of nearlyan Octave,all these

pitchesof the speakingvoice have the correspondingproper tones of the cavity
of the mouth situatedwithin sufficientlynarrow intervalsfrom the upper partialsof
the speakingtone to create sensible resonance of one or more of these partials,
and thus characterise the vowel.t To this must be added that the speakingvoice,
probablythroughgreatpressure of the vocal hgaments upon one another,converting

* On this subjectsee Appendix X., and of certain of its partialswith exact pitches
the correspondinginvestigationin the text in but in their coming near enough to thc^
Part I. Chap. VI. therein referred to. pitchesto receive reinforcement,and that the

t [That is both use their * lower thick ' character of a vowel qualityof tone,like that

register,as described in the note p. loid^but of all qualitiesof tone, depends not on the
are an Octave apart." Translator.] absolute pitch,but on the relative force of the

t [Observe here that the qualityof the upper partials.As Prof. Helmholtz's theory
vowel tone isnot made to consist in the identity has often been grievouslymisunderstood,I
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them into strikingreedi,has a jarringqualityof tone,that is,possesses stronger

upper partialsthan the singingvoice.
In singing,on the other hand, especiallyat higherpitches,conditions are less

favourable forthe characterisationof vowels. Every one knows that it isgenerally
much more difficultto understand words when sung than when spoken,and that

the difficultyislesswith male than with female voices,each havingbeen equallywell
cultivated. Were itotherwise,' books of the words ' at operas and concerts would

be unnecessary. Above /, the characterisation of U becomes imperfecteven if it

is closelyassimilated to 0. But so longas itremains the onlyvowel of indetermi-nate

sound,and the remainder allow of sensiblereinforcement of theirupper partials
in certain regions,this negativecharacter wiU distinguishU. On the other hand

a soprano voice in the neighbourhoodof/'should not be able to clearlydistinguish
U, 0,and A ; and this agrees with my own experience.On singingthe three vowels

^ in ixomediate succession,the resonance /''for A will,however,be stillsomewhat

clearerin the cavityof the mouth when tuned for b"\}jthan when itis tuned to b^^
for 0. The soprano voice will in this case be able to make the A clearer,by eleva-ting

the pitchof the cavityof the mouth towards t2'''and thus making itapproach
to/''.The 0, on the other hand,can be separatedfrom U by approaching0",and

givingthe prime more decisive force. Nevertheless these vowels,if not sung in

immediate succession,will not be very clearlydistinguishedby a listenerwho is

unacquaintedwith the mode of pronouncingthe vowels that the soprano singer
uses.*

A further means of helpingto discriminate vowels,moreover, isfound in com-mencing

them powerfully.This dependsupon a generalrelationin bodies excited

to sympatheticvibration. Thus, if we excite sympatheticvibration in a suitable

bodywith a tone somewhat differentfrom itsproper tone,bycommencingitsuddenly
with greatpower, we hear at first,in addition to the excitingtone which is rein-

^ forced by resonance, the proper tone of the sympatheticallyvibratingbody.f Bat

the lattersoon dies away, while the firstremains. In the case of tuning-forkswith

laigeresonator,we can even hear beats between the two tones. Applya b');}resonator

to the ear, and commence singingthe vowel 0 powerfullyon g, of which the upper

partialsg^and d" have onlya weak lastingresonance in the cavityof the mouth*

and you may hear immediatelyat the commencement of the vowel,a short sharp
beat between the b^ of the cavityof the mouth and of the resonator. On selecting
another vowel,this 51"vanishes,which shews that the pitchof the cavityof the

mouth helpsto generateit. In this case then also the sudden commencement of

the tones g^and df^belongingto the compound tone of the voice,excitesthe inter-mediate

proper tone "t"of the cavityof the mouth, which rapidlyhdea. The

same thingmay be observed for other pitchesof the resonator used,when we sing
notes,powerfullycommenced, which have upper partialsthat are not reinforced by
the resonator,providedthat a vowel is chosen with a characteristicpitchwhich
answers to the pitchof the resonator. Hence it results that when any vowel in

any pitchis powerfullycommenced, its characteristictone becomes audible as a

1short beat. By this means the vowel may be distinctlycharacterised at the

jmomentof commencement, even when it becomes intermediate on long con-

.

tinuance. But for this purpose, as alreadyremarked,an exact and energeticcom-mencement

is necessary. How much such a commencement assists in rendering
the words of a singerintelligibleis well known. For this reason also the vocal-isation

of the brieflyuttered words of a recitingparlando,is more distinctthan

that of sustained song4

draw particularattentionto the pointin this may make in the vowels in English,German,
place. See also the table which I have added French and Italian,at different pitches,so as

in a footnote on p. i24d,"Translator.'] to remain intelligible."TrntuZotor.]
" [In my Pronunciation for Singers(Cur- f See the mathematical statement ofthis pro-

wen, 1877),and my Speech in Song (Novello, cess in App. IX.,remarks on equations4 to 46.
1S78) I have endeavoured to give a popular I The facts here adduced meet, I think,the
explanationcf the alterations which a singer objectionsbroughtagainstmy vowel theoryby
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Moreover vowels admit of other kinds of alterations in their qnalitiesof tone,
conditioned by alterationsof their characteristictones within certain limits. Thus

the resonatingcapabilityof the cavityof the month may undergo in generalaltera-tions

in strengthand definition,which would render the character of the various

vowels and their differencefrom one another in generalmore or less conspicuous
or obscure. Flaccid sofi;walls in any passage with sonorous masses of air,are

generallyprejudicialto the force of the vibrations. Partlytoo much of the motion

isgivenoffto the outside throughthe soft masses, partlytoo much is destroyedby
frictionwithin them. Wooden organ pipeshave a less energeticqualityof tone

than metal ones, and those of pasteboarda still duller quality,even when the

mouthpieceremains unaltered. The walls of the human throat,and the cheeks,

are, however, much more yieldingthan pasteboard.Hence if the tone of the voice

with all its partialsis to meet with a powerfulresonance and come out unweakened,

these most flaccidpartsof the passage for our voice,must be as much as possiblef
thrown out of action,or elserendered elasticby tension,and in addition the passage

must be made as short and wide as possible.The last is effected by raisingthe

larynx. The sofliwall of the cheeks can be almost entirelyavoided,bytakingcare
that the rows of teeth are not too far apart. The lips,when their co-operationis
not necessary, as it is for 0 and tT,may be held so far apartthat the sharpfirm

edgesof the teeth define the orificeof the mouth. For A the anglesof the mouth

can be drawn entirelyaside. For 0 theycan be firmlystretched by the muscles

above and below them (levatorangulioris and triangukmsmenti),which then feel

likestretched cords to the touch,and can be thus pressedagainstthe teeth,so that

this part of the marginof the orificeof the mouth is also made sharpand capable
of resisting.

In the attemptto producea clear energetictone of the voice we also become

aware of the tension of a largenumber of muscles lyingin front of the throat,

both those which he between the under jaw and the tongue-boneand helpto form ^

the floor of the cavityof the mouth {mylohyoideu8ygeniohyoideus,and perhaps
also hiventer),and likewise those which run down near the larynxand airtubes,and

draw down the tongue-bone(st"mokyoidetis,stemothyroideusand thyrohyoidetts).
Without the coxmteraction of the latter,indeed,considerable tension of the former

would be impossible.Besides this a contraction of the skin on both sides of the

larynxwhich takes placeat the commencement of the tone of the voice,shews that

the omohyoideusmuscle, which runs obliquelydown from the tongue-boneback-wards

to the shoulder-blade,is also stretched. Without itsco-operationthe muscles

arisingfrom the under jaw and breast-bone would draw the larynxtoo farforwards.

Now the greaterpartof these muscles do not go to the larynxat all,but onlyto
the tongue-bone,from which the larynxis suspended.Hence theycannot directly
assistin the formation of the voice,so far as this dependsupon the action of the

larynx.The action of these muscles, so far as I have been able to observe it on

myself,is also much less when I utter a dullgutturalA, than when I endeavour to ^
changeitinto a ringing,keen and powerfullypenetratingA. Ringingand keen,

appliedto a qualityof tone, imply many and powerfulupper partials,and the

strongertheyare, of course the more marked are the differences of the vowels

which their own differencescondition. A singer,or a declaimer,will occasionally
interposeamong his brightand rich tones others of a duller character as a contrast.

Sharpcharacterisation of vowel qualityis suitable for energetic,joyfulor vigorous
frames of mind ; indifferentand obscure qualityof tone for sad and troubled,or taci-turn

states. In the lattercase speakerslike to changethe proper tone of the vowels,

bydrawingthe extremes closer to a middle Ad (saythe short German E [thefinal

HeiT E. y. Qnanten (Poggendorff*sAnnal., article,pp. 724-741, with espeolalreference to

"oL cUt. pp. 272 and 522),so far as they do not it. In oonseqaence of the new matter added
rest upon misconceptions.[Inthe ist edition by Prof. HehxLholtz in his 4th German edition
of thistranslation,duringthe printingof which here followed,this articleis omitted from the

V. Quanten*8firstpaper appeared,I added an present edition." Translator.] j
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Englishobscare A in idea]),and heiice selectsomewhat deepertones in placeof the

hightones of A, E, I.

A pecuharcircumstance must also be mentioned which distinguishesthe
human voice from all other instruments and has a peculiarrelation to the human

ear. Above the higherreinforced partialtones of I,in the neighbourhoodof e"''

up to g'^"[2640 to 3168 vib.]the notes of a pianofortehave a peculiarcutting
effect,and we mightbe easilyled to believe that the hammers were too hard,or

that their mechanism somewhat differedfrom that of the adjacentnotes. But the

phenomenon is the same on allpianofortes,and if a very small glasstube or sphere
isappliedto the ear, the cuttingeffectceases, and these notes become as softand weak

as the rest,but another and deeperseries of notes now becomes strongerand more

cutting.Hence itfoUows that the human ear by itsown resonance favours the tones

between c"" and ^"",or, in other words, that it is timed to one of these pitches.*

^ These notes producea feelingof painin sensitive ears. Hence the upper partial
tones which have nearlythis pitch,if any such exist,are extremelyprominent
and affectthe ear powerfully.This isgenerallythe case for the human voice when

itis strained,and willhelpto giveit a screamingeffect. In powerfulmale voices

singingforte,these partialtones sound Uke a clear tinklingof littlebells,accom-panying

the voice,and are most audible in choruses,when the singersshout a

little.Every individual male voice at such pitchesproducesdissonant upper partials.
When basses singtheir high e\ the 7th partialtonef isd"", the 8th e"", the

9th/'"#,and the loth g'"% Now, if e"" and/'"#are loud,and d"" and sr""Jf,
thoughweaker, are audible,there is of course a sharpdissonance. If many voices

are sounding together,producingthese upper partialswith small differences of

pitch,the resultis a very peculiarkind of tinkling,which is readilyrecogniseda
second time when attention has been once drawn to it. I have not noticed any

difference of effectfor differentvowels in this case, but the tinklingceases as soon

^ as the voices are taken piano;althoughthe tone producedby a chorus will of

course stillhave considerable power. This kind of tinklingispeculiarto htmian

voices ; orchestral instruments do not produceitin the same way either so sensibly
or so powerfully.I have never heard it from any other musical instrument so

clearlyas from human voices.

The same upper partialsare heard also in soprano voices when theysingforte;
in harsh, uncertain voices theyare tremulous, and hence shew some resemblance

to the tinklingheard in the notes of male voices. But I have heard them brought
out with exact purity,and continue to sound on perfectlyand quietly,in some

steadyand harmonious female voices,and also in some excellent tenor voices. In

the melodic progressionof a voice part,I then hear these high upper partialsof
the four-times accented Octave,fallingand risingat differenttimes within the

compass of a minor Third, accordingas differentupper partialsof the notes snng
enter the regionfor which our ear is so sensitive. It iscertainlyremarkable that

^ itshould be preciselythe human voice which is so rich in those upper partialsfor
which the human ear is so sensitive. Madame E. Seiler,however, remarks that

dogs are also very sensitivefor the highe"" of the violin.

This reinforcement of the upper partialtones belongingto the middle of the

four-times accented Octave,has, however,nothingto do with the characterisation

of vowels. I have mentioned ithere,merelybecause these hightones are readily
remarked in investigationsinto the vowel qualitiesof tone,and the observer must

not be misled to consider them as peculiarcharacteristicsof individual vowels.

They are simplya characteristicof strained voices.

The humming tone heard when singingwith closed mouth, Ues nearest to U.

* I have latelyfound that my rightear is applyinga short paper tuhe to the entrance of
most sensitive for /"", and my left for c"". my ear, this chirp is rendered extraordinarily
When I drive air into the passage leadingto the weak.

tympanmn, the resonance descends to c""Z and f [The firstsix partialtones are "',c", 6",
g'"U.

The chirpof the cricket correspondspre- e"',g'^'U, ""',the seventh is 27 cents flatterthan
ciaelyto the higher resonance, and on merely d'"*,"Translator.]
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This hum is ased in utteringthe conson^its M, N and N^. The size of the exit

of the air (thenostrils)is in this case much smaller in comparisonwith the

resonant chamber (theinternal nasal cavity)than the openingof the lipsfor U in

comparisonwith the correspondingresonant chamber in the mouth. Hence, in

humming, the peculiaritiesof the U tone are much enhanced. Thus although
upper partialsare present,even up to a considerablyhighpitch,yet theydecrease
in strengthas theyrise in pitchmuch faster than for U. The upper Octave is

tolerablystrongin humming, but all the higherpartialtones are weak. Humming
in the N-positiondiffersa littlehorn that in the M-position,by havingits upper

partialslessdamped than for M. But itis onlyat the instant when the cavityof
the mouth is openedor closed that a clear difference exists between these conso-nants.

We cannot enter into the detailsof the compositionof the sound of the

other consonants, because theyproducenoises which have no constant pitch,and
are not musical tones,to which we have here to confine our attention. f

The theoryof vowel sounds here explainedmay be confirmed by experiments
with artificialreed pipes,to which proper resonant chambers are attached. This

was firstdone byWillis,who attached reed pipesto cylindricalchambers of variable

length,and produceddifferenttones byincreasingthe lengthof the resonant tube.

The shortest tubes gave him I,and then E, A, 0, up to U, until the tube exceeded

the lengthof a quarterof a wave. On further increasingthe lengththe vowels

returned in converse order. His determination of the pitchof the resonant pipes
agrees well with mine for the deepervowels. The pitchfoxmd by WilUs for the

highervowels was relativelytoo high,because in this case the lengthof the wave

was smaller than the diameter of the tubes,and consequentlythe usual calcula-tion

of pitchfirom the lengthof the tubes alone was no longerapplicable.The
vowels E and I were also farfrom accuratelyresemblingthose of the voice,because

the second resonance was absent,and hence, as WiUis himself states,theycould
not be well distinguished.* f

The vowels are obtained much more clearlyand distinctlywith properlytuned

resonators,than with cylindricalresonance chambers. On applyingto a reed pipe
which gave i|",a glassresonator tuned to l^,I obtained the vowel U ; changingH
the resonator to one tuned for h*);},I obtained 0 ; the h"\}resonator gave a rather

closeA, and the d'" resonator a clear A. Hence by tuning the appliedchambers
in the same way we obtain the same vowels quiteindependentlyof the form of the

chamber and nature of itswalls. I also succeeded in producingvarious gradesof

* [Probablythe firsttreatise on phonology
in which Willises experiments were given at

length,and the above table cited,with Wheat-
stone's articlefrom the London and Westmin-ster

Bemew^ which was kindlybroughtunder
my notice by Sir Charles Wheatstone himself,
was my AlphabetofNature j

London
,

1845. The
tableincludes U exemplifiedby but^ boot ŵith
an indefinitelengthof pipe. The word pad is

misprintedpaa in all the Oerman editions of

Helmholtz (eventhe 4th,which appearedafter
the correction in my translation),and as he

therefore could not separateitsA from that in

part,he givesno pitch. It is reallythe nearest

Englishrepresentativeof the German
.
The

sounds in noughttpaw, which Sir John Her-

schel, when citingWillis (Art. * Sound,' in

Erusyc.Metropol.,par. 375),could not distin-guish,

were probably meant for the broad

Italian open O, or English o in more, and the

English aw in maw respectively.The length
of the pipein inches ishere added from Willis's

paper. I have heard Willis's pxperiments
repeatedby Wheatstone. " jTraiw/ator.l
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A,0,E, and I with the same reed pipe,byapplyingglassspheresinto whose external

openingglasstubes were inserted from 6 to lo centimetres (2*36to 3*94 inches)in

length,in order to imitate the doable resonance of the oral cavityfor these

vowels.

Willis has also givenanother interestingmethod for producingvowels. If a

toothed wheel,with many teeth,revolve rapidly,and a springbe appliedto its

teeth,the springwiU be raised by each tooth as itpasses, and a tone will be pro-duced

havingitspitchnumber equalto the number of teeth by which it has been

struck in a second. Now if one end of the springis well "a"stened,and the spring
be set in vibration,itwill itselfproducea tone which will increase in pitchas the

springdiminishes in length.If then we turn the wheel with a constant velocity,
and allow a watch springof variable lengthto strike againstits teeth,we shall

obtain for a longspringa qualityof tone resemblingU, and as we shorten the

f springother qualitiesin succession like 0, A, E, I,the tone of the springhere

playingthe part of the reinforced tone which determines the vowel. But this

imitation of the vowels is certainlymuch lesscompletethan that obtaaned by reed

pipes. The reason of this process also evidentlydependsupon our produciag
compound tones in which certain upper partials(whichin this case correspondwith
the proper tones of the springitse^)are more reinforced than others.

WiUis himself advanced a theoryconcerningthe nature of vowel tones which

differsfrom that I have laid down in agreementwith the whole connection of all

other acousticalphenomena. Willis imaginesthat the pulsesof airwhich produce
the vowel qualities,are themselves tones which rapidlydie away, correspondingto
the proper tone of the springin his last experiment,or the short echo producedby
a pulseor a littleexplosionof air in the mouth, or in the resonance chamber of a

reed pipe. In fact somethinglikethe sound of a vowel will be heard if we only
tapagainstthe teeth with a littlerod, and set the cavityof the mouth in the posi-

f tion requiredfor the differentvowels. Willis'sdescriptionof the motion of sound

for vowels is certainlynot a greatway from the truth ; but it onlyassignsthe
mode in which the motion of the air ensues, and not the correspondingreaction
which this producesin the ear. That this kind of motion as well as all others

isactuallyresolved by the ear into a seriesof partialtones, accordingto the laws

of sympatheticresonance, is shewn by the agreement of the analysisof vowel

qualitiesof tone made by the unarmed ear and by the resonators. This will

appear stillmore clearlyin the next chapter,where experimentswill be described

shewingthe directcompositionof vowel qualitiesfrom their partialtones.
Vowel qualitiesof tone consequentlyare essentiallydistinguishedfrom the

tones of most other musical instruments by the fact that the loudness of their

partialtones does not dependsolelyupon their numerical order but preponder-antly
upon the absolute pitchof those partials.Thus when I singthe vowel A to

the note ^,* the reinforced tone b"\}is the 12th partialof the compound tone ;

% and when I singthe same vowel A to the note 6^, the reinforced tone is still"'^,
but is now the 2nd partialof the compound tone sung.f

From the examples adduced to shew the dependenceof qualityof tone from

the mode in which a musical tone is compounded,we may deduce the following
generalrules :"

1. SimpleTones f
like those of tuning-forksappliedto resonance chambers and

wide stoppedorgan pipes,have a very soft,pleasantsound,free from aU roughness,
but wanting in power, and dull at low pitches.

2. Musical Tones, which are accompaniedby a moderatelyloud series of the

* [Eb has for 2nd partial"b, for 3rd 6b, t [See App. XX. sec. M. No. i, for Jen-

and hence for 6th b'b, and for 12th,b"b. " kin and Ewing^s analysisof vowel sounds by
TransUUor.] means of the Phonograph," rransfattor.]
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lower partialtones, up to about the sixth partial,are more harmonious and

musical. Comparedwith simpletones theyare rich and splendid,while they are

at the same time perfectlysweet and softif the higherupper partialsare absent.

To these belongthe musical tones producedby the pianoforte,open organ pipes,
the softer pianotones of the human voice and of the French horn. The last-

namad tones form the transitionto musical tones with highupper partials; while

the tones of flutes,and of pipeson the flue-stopsof organs with a low pressure

of wind, approachto simpletones.

3. If onlythe unevenlynumbered partialsare present(asin narrow stopped
organ pipes,pianofortestringsstruck in their middle points,and clarinets),the

qualityof tone is hollow,and, when a largenumber of such upper partialsare
present,ncuai. When the prime tone predominatesthe qualityof tone is rich ;

but when the prime tone is not sufficientlysuperiorin strengthto the upper

partialfl,the qualityof tone is poor. Thus the qualityof tone in the wider open ^

organ pipesis richer than that in the narrower ; i^tringsstruck with pianoforte
hammers givetones of a richer qualitythan when struck by a stick or plucked
by the finger; the tones of reed pipeswith suitable resonance chambers have a

richer qualitythan those without resonance chambers.

4* When partialtones higherthan the sixth or seventh are very distinct,the

qualityof tone iscuttingand rough. The reason for this will be seen hereafter to

liein the dissonances which theyform with one another. The degreeof harshness

may be very different. When their force is inconsiderable the higherupper partials
do not essentiallydetract from the musical applicabilityof the compound tones ;

on the contrary,theyare useful in givingcharacter and expressionto the music.

The most importantmusical tones of this descriptionare those of bowed instru-ments

and of most reed pipes,oboe (hautbois),bassoon (febgotto),harmonium, and

the human voice. The rough,brayingtones of brass instruments are extremely
penetrating,and hence are better adaptedto givethe impressionof greatpower ^
than similar tones of a softer quality.They are consequentlylittlesuitablefor
artisticmusic when used alone,but producegreateffect in an orchestra. Why
highdissonant upper partialsshould make a musical tone more penetratingwill

appear hereafter.

CHAPTER VI.

ON THE APPBEHENSION OF QUALITIES OF TONE.

Up to this pointwe have not endeavoured to analysegivenmusical tones further

than to determine the differencesin the number and loudness of their partialtones.
Before we can determine the function of the ear in apprehendingqualitiesof tone,T
we must inquirewhether a determinate relative strengthof the upper partials
sufficesto give us the impressionof a determinate musical qualityof tone or

whether there are not also other perceptibledifferences in qualil ŵhich are

independentof such a relation. Since we deal onlywith musical tones,that is

with such as are producedby exactlyperiodicmotions of the air,and exclude all

irregularmotions of the air which appear as noises,we can givethis questiona
more definite form. If we suppose the motion of the air correspondingto the

givenmusical tone to be resolved into a sum of pendularvibrations of air,such
individual pendularvibrations wiU not onlydifferfrom each other in force or

amplitudefor different forms of the compound motion, but also in their relative

position,or, accordingto physicalterminology,in their differenceofphase. For

example,if we superimposethe two pendularvibrational curves A and B, fig.31
(p.i2oa),firstwith the pointe of B on the pointdo of A, and next with the point
e of B on the pointd* of A^ we obtain the two entirelydistinctvibrational curves
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C and D. By farther displacementof the initialpointe so as to placeit on d^ or

d, we obtain other forms, which are the inversions of the forms C and D, as has

been alreadyshewn (supra,p. 32a). If,then,musical qualityof tone dependssolely
on the relativeforce of the partialtones,aU the various motions C, D, "c.,must

Fig. 31.

B

IT

make the same impressionon the ear. But if the relativepositionof the two

^ waves, that is the difference of phase,producesany effect,theymust make different

impressionson the ear.

Now to determine this pointit was necessary to compoxmd various musical

tones out of simpletones artificially,and to see whether an alterationof quality
ensued when force was constant but phasevaried. Simpletones of greatpurity,
which can have both their force and phase exactlyregulated,are best obtained

from tuning-forkshavingthe lowest proper tone reinforced,as has been already
described (p.54^^),by a resonance chamber, and communicated to the air. To set

the tuning-forksin very uniform motion, theywere placedbetween the limbs of a

littleelectro-magnet,as shewn in fig.32, opposite.Each tuning-forkwas screwed

mto a separateboard d d,which rested upon piecesof india-rubber tubinge e that

were cemented below it,to preventthe vibrations of the fork from beingdirectly
communicated to the table and hence becomingaudible. The limbs b b of the

electro-magnetare surrounded with wire,and its polef is directed to the fork.

f There are two clamp screws g on the board d d which are in conductive connection

with the coils of the electro-magnet,and serve to introduce other wires which

conduct the electriccurrent. To set the forks in strong vibration the strengthof
these streams must alternate periodically.These are generatedby a separate

apparatusto be presentlydescribed (fig.33, p. 1226,c).
When forks thus arrangedare set in vibration,very littleindeed of their tone

is heard,because theyhave so littlemeans of communicating their vibrations to

the surroundingair or adjacentsoHds. To make the tone stronglyaudible,the
resonance chamber i,which has been previouslytuned to the pitchof the fork,
must be broughtnear it. This resonance chamber isfastened to another board k,
which slidesin a proper groove made in the board d d,and thus allows itsopening
to be broughtvery near to the fork. In the figurethe resonance chamber isshewn

at a distance from the fork in order to exhibit the separatepartsdistinctly; when

in use, it is broughtas close as possibleto the fork. The mouth of the resonance

chamber can be closed by a hd 1 attached to a lever m. By pullingtliestringn
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the lid is withdrawn from the opening and the tone of the fork is communicated

to the air with greatforce. When the thread is let loose,the lid is broughtover
the mouth of the chamber by the springp, and the tone of the fork is no longer
heard. By partialopeningof the mouth of the chamber, the tone of the fork can

be made to receive any desired intermediate degree of strength.The whole of
the stringswhich open the various resonance chambers belongingto a series of
such forks are attached to a keyboardin such a way that by pressinga keythe
correspondingchamber is opened.

At firstI had eightforks of this kind,givingthe tones B{}and its firstseven
harmonic upper partials,namely l^,f,b]},d", /',a"[",*and h"\}.The prime
tone I^ correspondsto the pitchin which bass voices naturallyspeak. Afterwards

I had forks made of the pitchesd"',f"',a'"b*and h'"\^,and assumed l^ for the

primeof the compound tone.

To set the forks in motion, intermittent electricalcurrents had to be conducted H

throughthe coilsof the electro-magnet,givingas many electricalshocks as the

FW. 32.

f

lowest forks made vibrations in a second,namely 120. Every shock makes the

iron of the electro-magnetb b momentarilymagnetic,and hence enables it to

attract the prongs of the fork,which are themselves rendered permanentlymagnetic.
The prongs of the lowest fork B^ are thus attracted by the polesof the electro- 1;

magnet, for a Very short time, once in every vibration ; the prongs of the second

for6|",which moves twice as fast,once every second vibration,and so on. The

vibrationsof the forks are therefore both excited and keptup as long as the electric

currents pass through the apparatus. The vibrations of the lower forks are very

powerful,those of the higherproportionallyweaker.

The apparatusshewn in fig.33 (p.1226,c) serves to produceintermittent currents

of exactlydeterminate periodicity.A tuning-forka is fixed horizontallybetween
the limbs b b of an electro-magnet; at itsextremities are fastened two platinum
wires c c, which dipinto two littlecups d filledhalf with mercury and half with

alcohol,formingthe upper extremities of brass columns. These columns have clamp-ing
screws i to receive the wires,and stand on two boards f,g, which turn about

an axis,as at f,and which can each be somewhat raised or lowered by a thumb-

and a'"b,in the justlyintoned scale of e\","

Translator.]

* [These being 7th harmonics Vb and
Vb are 27 cents flatter than the a"\"
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screw, as at g, so as to make the pointsof the platinumwires c c exactlytoach
the mercury below the alcohol in the cups d. A third clampingscrew e is in con-ductive

connection with the handle of the tuning-fork.When the fork vibrates,

and an electriccurrent passes throughit from i to e, the current will be broken

every time that the end of the fork a risesabove the surface of the mercury in the

cup d, and re-made every time the platinumwire dipsagaininto the mercury.

This intermittent current beingat the same time conducted throughthe electro-magnet

b b,fig.33, the latter becomes magneticevery time it passes, and thus

keepsup the vibrations of the fork a, which is itselfmagnetic. Generallyonly
one of the cups d is used for conductingthe current. Alcohol is pouredover the

mercury to preventthe latter from beingburned by the electricalsparkswhich
arisewhen the stream is interrupted.This method of interruptingthe current

was invented by Neef
,
who used a simplevibratingspringin placeof the tamng-

% fork,as may be generallyseen in the induction apparatusso much used for medical

purposes. But the vibrations of a springcommunicate themsedves to alladjacent

Fio. 33.

bodies and are for our purposes both too audible and too irregular.Hence the

necessityof substitutinga tuning-forkforthe spring.The handle of a well worked

symmetricaltuning-forkis extremelylittleagitatedby the vibrations of the fork

and hence does not itselfagitatethe bodies connected with it,so powerfullyas the

ITfixed end of a straightspring.The tuning-forkof the apparatusin fig.33 must

be in exact unison with the primetone B\}. To effectthis I employa littleclamp
of thick steelwire h, placedon one of the prongs. By slippingthis towards the

free end of the prong the tone is deepened,and by shppingit towards the handle

of the fork,the tone is raised.*

When the whole apparatus is in action,but the resonance chambers are closed,

allthe forks are maintained in a state of uniform motion, but no sound is heard,

beyonda gentlehumming caused bythe direct action of the forks on the air. But

on openingone or more resonance chambers, the correspondingtones are heard

with sufficientloudness,and are louder as the hd is more widelyopened. By this

means itispossibleto form, in rapidsuccession,differentcombinations of the prime

" This apparatas was made by Fesael in in Appendix VIII. [This apparatus was ex-

Cologne. More detailed descriptionsof its hibited by R. Koenig (seeAppendix II.)in the

separate parts, and instructions for the ex- International Exhibition of 1872 in London,

perimentsto be made by its means, are given " Translator.]
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tone with one or more harmonic upper partialshavingdifferentdegreesof loudness,
and thus produoetones of differentqualities.

Among the natural musical tones which appear suitablefor imitation with forks,
the vowels of the human voice hold the firstrank,because theyare accompaniedby
comparativelylittleextraneous noise and shew distinctdifferencesof qualitywhich
are easy to seize. Most vowels also are characterised by comparativelylow upper

partials,which can be reached by our forks ; E and I alone somewhat exceed these

limits. The motion of the very highforks is too weak for this purpose when in-fluenced

onlyby such electricalcurrents as I was able to use without disturbance

from the noise of the electricsparks.
The firstseriesof experimentswas made with the eightforks S\}to b']}.With

these U, 0, 0, and even A could be imitated ; the lastnot very well because of my

not possessingthe upper partials"" and d"\ which lie immediatelyabove its

characteristic tone ^'l^,and are sensiblyreinforced in the natural sound of this f
vowel. The prime tone JB\}of this series,when sounded alone,gave a very dull

U, much duller than could be producedin speech. The sound became more like

U when the second and third partialtones l^and/' were allowed to sound feebly
at the same time. A very fine 0 was producedbytakingV\}strong,and "(",/',d'^
more feebly; the primetone ^ had then,however, to be somewhat damped. On

Budteilychangingthe pressure on the keys and hence the positionof the hds

before the resonance chambers,so as to giveB[}strong,and allthe upper partials
weak, the apparatusuttered a gooddear U afterthe 0.

A or rather A" [nearly0 in not]was producedbymaking the fifthto the eighth
partialtones as loud as possible,and keepingthe rest under.

The vowels of the second and third series,which have highercharacteristictones,
could be onlyimperfectlyimitated bybringingout their reinforcedtones of the lower

pitch.Though not very clear in themselves theybecame so bycontrast on alterna-tion

with U and 0. Thus a passablyclear A was obtained by givingloudness f

chieflyto the fourth and fifthtones,and keepingdown the lower ones, and a sort

of E by reinforcingthe third,and lettingthe rest sound feebly.The difference

between 0 and these two vowels layprincipallyin keepingthe primetone Bj[}and
itsOctave l\}much weaker for A and E than for 0.*

To extend my experimentsto the brightervowels, I afterwards added the forks

^"'"/""̂ '"b"̂ '"b"̂^^ ^^^ upper ones of which, however,gave a very fidnttone,
and I chose h\}as the primetone in placeof ^. With these I got a very good A

and A, and at least a much more distinctE than before. But I could not get up
to the highcharacteristictone of I.

In this higherseriesof forks,the primetone 5t",when sounded alone,repro-duced

U. The same prime 5t"with moderate force,accompaniedwith a strong
Octave 6t",and a weaker Twelfth /",gave 0, which has the characteristictone 6t".
A was obtained by taking5t",b'[},and f' moderatelystrong,and the characteristic

tones b"\}and d'" very strong. To changeA into A it was necessary to increase %
somewhat the force of b^ and/''which were adjacentto the characteristic tone

d",to damp b'% and bringout (i'"and/" as stronglyas possible.For E the two

deepesttones of the series,bj;}and b'\},had to be keptmoderatelyloud, as being
adjacentto the deepercharacteristictone/',while the highest/''',a"'b,"'"["had
to be made as prominentas possible.But I have hitherto not succeeded so well

with this as with the other vowels, because the high forks were too weak, and

because perhapsthe upper partialswhich he above the characteristic tone 6"'["
could not be entirelydispensedwith.f

* The statementB in the MUnchener gelehrte above results will serve to shew their relations

Anzeigenfor June 20, 1859,mast be corrected more clearly.In the first line are placedthe
accordingly.At that time I did not know the notes of the forks and the numbers of the
higherupper partialsof " and I, and hence correspondingpartials.The letterspp, p, mf,
made the O too dull to distinguishit from the /,ff below them are the usual musical indica-

unperfectE. tions of force,pianissiinop̂iano,mezzo forte^
t [Thefollowingtabular statement of the forte f̂ortissimo. Where no such mark is
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In preciselythe same way as the vowels of the human voice,itispossibleto
imitate the qualityof tone producedby organ pipesof differentstops,if theyhave
not secondarytones which are too high,but of course the whizzingnoise,formed

by breakingthe stream of air at the lip,is wanting in these imitations. The

tuning-forksare necessarilylimited to the imitation of the purelymusical part of

the tone. The piercinghigh upper partials,requiredfor imitatingreed instru-ments,

were absent,but the nasahtyof the clarinet was givenby usinga series

of unevenlynumbered partials,and the softertones of the horn by the fullchorus

of all the forks.

But thoughitwas not possibleto imitate every kind of qualityof tone by the

presentapparatus, it sufficedto decide the importantquestionas to the effectof

altered differenceof phaseupon qualityof tone. As I particularlyobserved at the

beginningof this chapter,this questionis of fundamental importancefor the

ITtheoryof auditorysensation. The reabderwho is unused to physicalinvestigations
must excuse some apparentlydif"cult and dry details in the explanationof the

experimentsnecessary for itsdecision.

The simplemeans of alteringthe phasesof the secondarytones consists in

bringingthe resonance chambers somewhat out of tune by narrowingtheir

apertures,which weakens the resonance, and at the same time altersthe phase.
If the resonance chamber is tuned so that the simpletone which excites its

strongestresonance coincides with the simpletone of the correspondingfork,then,
as the mathematical theoryshews,* the greatestvelocityof the air at the mouth

of the chamber in an outward direction,coincides with the greatestvelocityof the

ends of the fork in an inward direction. On the other hand, if the chamber is

tuned to be slightlydeeperthan the fork,the greatestvelocityof the air slightly
precedes,and if it is timed slightlyhigher,that greatestvelocityslightlylags
behind the greatestvelocityof the fork. The more the tuningis altered,the

^ greaterwill be the difference of phase,tiU at last it reaches the duration of a

quarterof a vibration. The magnitudeof the differenceof phase agrees during
thischangepreciselywith the strengthof the resonance, so that to a certaindegree
we are able to measure the former by the latter. If we representthe strengthof
the sound in the resonance chamber when in unison with the fork by lo, and

divide the periodictime of a vibration,likethe circumference of a circle,into 360

added the partialis not mentioned in the text, ones, but the whole are now numbered as par-
For the second series of experimentsthe forks tialsof 6 b.

of correspondingpitchesare keptunder the old

f -I

See Appendix XX. sect. M. No. 2, for

Messrs. Preece and Stroh's new method of

vowel synthesis." Translator.l

See the firstpartof Appendix IX.
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degrees,the relation between the strengthof the resonance and the difference of

phaseis shewn by the followingtable :"

This table shews that a comparativelyslightweakening of resonance by
alteringthe timingof the chamber occasions considerable differences of phase,
but that when the weakeningis considerable there are relativelyslightchanges
of phase. We can take advantage of this circmnstance when compomidingthe
vowel somids by means of the tmiing-forksto produceevery possiblealterationof

phase. It is only necessary to let the lid shade the mouth of the resonance

chamber tillthe strengthof the tone is perceptiblydiminished. As soon as we

have learned how to estimate roughlythe amount of diminution of loudness,the
above table givesus the correspondingalteration of phase. We are thus able to

alterthe vibrations of the tones in questionto any amount, up to a quarterof the

periodictime of a vibration. Alterations of phase to the amount of half the

periodictime are producedby sendingthe electric current throughthe electro-magnets

of the correspondingfork in an oppositedirection,which causes the ends

of the fork to be repelledinstead of attracted by the electro-magnetson the ^

passage of the current,and thus sets the fork vibratingin the contrarydirection.
This counter-excitement of the fork,however,by repellingcurrents,must not be

continued too long,as the magnetismof the fork itselfwould otherwise gradually
diminish,whereas attractingcurrents strengthenit or maintain it at a maximum.

It is well known that the magnetismof masses of iron that are violentlyagitated
iseasilyaltered.

After a tone has been compounded,in which some of the partialshave been

weakened and at the same time altered in phase by the half-shadingof the

aperturesof their correspondingresonance chambers, we can re-compound the

same tone by an equalamount of weakeningin the same partials,but without

shadingthe aperture,and therefore without change of phase,by simplyleaving
the months of the chambers wide open, and increasingtheir distances from the

excitingforks,until the requiredamount of enfeeblement of sound is attained.

For example,letus firstsound the forks Bj;}and Vp,with fullyopenedresonance %
chambers, and perfectaccord. They will vibrate as shewn by the vibrational

forms fig.31, A and B (p.120a),with the pointse and do coincident,and produce
at a distance the compound vibration representedby the vibrational curve C. But

byclosingthe resonance chamber of the fork Bj;}we can make the pointe on the

curve B coincide with the pointsbetween d" and dj on the curve A. To make e

coincide with d,,the loudness of B[}must be made about three-quartersof what

itwould be ifthe mouth of the chamber were unshaded. The pointe can be made

to coincide with d4 by reversingthe current in the electro-magnetsand folly
openingthe mouth of the resonance chamber ; and then by imperfectlyopening
the chamber of J3|;"the pointe can be made to move towards 8. On the other

hand, an imperfectopeningof the chamber h\}willmake e recede from coincidence

with 8 (whichis the same thingas coincidence with do)or with d4
,
towards d4 or

djrespectively.The proportionsof loudness may be made the same in all these
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cases, without any alteration of phase,by removing the correspondingchambers
to the proper distance from itsforks without shadingitsmouth.

In this manner every possibledifferenceof phase in the tones of two chambers

can be produced. The same process can of course be appliedto any required
number of forks. I have thus experimentedupon numerous combinations of tone

with varied differencesof phase,and I have never experiencedthe slightestdif-ference

in the qualityof tone. So far as the qualityof tone was concerned, I

found that it was entirelyindifferent whether I weakened the separatepartial
tones by shadingthe mouths of their resonance chambers, or by moving the

chamber itselfto a sufficientdistance "om the fork. Hence the answer to the

proposedquestionis: the qualityof the musical portionof a compound tone

dependssolelyon the nv/nvher and relative strengthof itspartialsimpletones^
and in no respecton theirdifferencesofphase.*

f The precedingproofthat qualityof tone is independentof difference of

phase,is the easiest to carry out experimentally,but its force liessolelyin the

theoretical propositionthat phasesaltercontemporaneouslywith strengthof tone

. V
when the mouths of the resonance chambers are shaded, and this propositionis

%^^^S""^^jthe result of mathematical theoryalone. We cannot make vibrations of air
^

directlyvisible. But by a slightchangein the experimentitmay be so conducted

as to make the alteration of phaseimmediatelyvisible. It is onlynecessary to

put the tuning-forksthemselves out of tune with their resonance chambers, by
attachinglittlelumps of wax to the prongs. The same law holds for the phases
of a tuning-forkkeptin vibration by an electriccurrent, as for the resonance

chambers themselves. The phasegraduallyaltersby a quarterperiod,while the

strengthof the tone of the fork is reduced from a maximum to nothingat all,by
puttingit out of tune. The phase of the motion of the air retains the same

relation to the phase of the vibration of the fork,because the pitch,which is

f determined by the number of interruptionsof the electricalcurrent in a second, is

not alteredby the alterationof the fork. The change of phasein the fork can be

observed directlyby means of Lissajou'svibration microscope,alreadydescribed
and shewn in fig.22 (p.Sod). Place the prongs of the fork and the microscopeof
this instrument horizontally,and the fork to be examined vertically; powder the

upper end of one of its prongs with a littlestarch,directthe microscopeto one of

the grainsof starch,and excite both forks by means of the electricalcurrents of

the interruptingfork (fig.33, p. 122b). The fork of Lissajou'sinstrument is in

unison with the interruptingfork. The grainof starch vibrates horizontally,the

object-glassof the microscopevertically,and thus,by the compositionof these

two motions,curves are generated,justas in the observations on violin strings
previouslydescribed.

When the observed fork is in unison with the interruptingfork,the curve

becomes an obHque straightUne (fig.34, i),if both forks pass through their

% RG
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positionof rest at the same moment. As the phasealters,the straightline passes
througha long obliqueellipse(2,3),tiU on the difference of phasebecoming a

quarterof a period,it developsinto a circle (4); and then as the difference of

phaseincreases,itpasses throughobliqueellipses(5,6)in another direction,tillit
reaches another straightUne (7),on the differencebecoming half a period.

If the second fork is the upper Octave of the interruptingfork,the curves

* [The experiments of Koenig with the modification. Moreover Koenig contends that

wave-siren, explained in App. XX. sect. L. the 'apparent exception'of p. 127c, is an

art. 6, shew that this law requiresa slight ' actual '
one (ibid.)," Translator.]
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i" ^f 3" 4" 5" ui fig.35, shew the seriesof forms. Here 3 answers to the case when

both forks pass throughtheirpositionof rest at the same time ; 2 and 4 differfrom

that positionby ^, and i and 5 by ^ of a wave of the higherfork.
If we now bringthe forks into the most perfectpossibleunison with the

interruptingfork,so that both vibrate as stronglyas possible,and then alter their

timinga littlebyputtingon or removingpiecesof wax, we also see one figureof the

microscopicimagegraduallypassinginto another,and can thus easilyassure our- f
selvesof the correctness of the law alreadycited. Experimentson qualityof tone

are then conducted by firstbringingall the forks as exactlyas possibleto the

pitchesof the harmonic upper partialtones of the interruptingfork,next removing
the resonance chambers to such distances from the forks as will givethe required
relationsof strength,and finallyputtingthe forks out of tune as much as we please
by stickingon lumps of wax. The size of these lumps should be previouslyso
regulatedby microscopicalobservation as to producethe requireddifference of

phase. This,however,at the same time weakens the vibrations of the forks,and
hence the strengthof the tones must be restored to itsformer state bybringingthe
resonance chambers nearer to the forks. u

The result in these experiments,where the forks are put out of tune, is the

same as in those where the resonance chambers were put out of tune. There is

no perceptiblealteration of qualityof tone. At least there is no alteration so

marked as to be recognisableafter the expirationof the few seconds necessary %
for resettingthe apparatus,and hence certainlyno such change of qualityas
would changeone vowel into another.

An apparentexceptionto this rule must here be mentioned. If the forks JB\}
and H} are not perfectlytuned as Octaves,and are broughtinto vibration by rub-bing

or striking,an attentive ear will observe very weak beats which appear like

small changesin the strengthof the tone and its quality.These beats are cer-tainly

connected with the successive entrance of the vibratingforks on varying
differenceof phase. Their explanationwill be givenwhen combinational tones are

considered,and it will then be shewn that these slightvariations of qualityare
referableto changesin the strengthof one of the simpletones.

Hence we are able to laydown the importantlaw that differencesin musical

quaiityoftone dependsolelyon the presence and strengthofpartialtones, and in

no respecton the differencesin phaseunder which these partialtones enter into

composition.It must be here observed that we are speakingonly of musical ^

qualityas previouslydefined. When the musical tone is accompaniedby un-musical

noises,such as jarring,scratching,soughing,whizzing,hissing,these
motions are either not to be considered as periodicat all,or else correspondto
high upper partials,of nearlythe same pitch,which consequentlyform strident

dissonances. We were not able to embrace these in our experiments,and hence

we must leave it for the present doubtful whether in such dissonatingtones
differenceof phaseis an element of importance.Subsequenttheoretic considera-tions

will lead us to suppose that itreallyis.
If we wish onlyto imitate vowels by compound tones without beingable to

distinguishthe differences of phasein the individual constituent simpletones,we
can effectour purpose tolerablywell with organ pipes. But we must have at least

two seriesof them, loud open and softstoppedpipes,because the strengthof tone

cannot be increased by additional pressure of wind without at the same time

changingthe pitch. I have had a double row of pipesof this kind made by Herr
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A

Appunn in Hanau, givingthe firstsixteen partialtones of B\}. All these pipes
stand on a common windchest,which also contains the valves by which theycan

be opened or shut. Two largervalves cut off the passage from the windchest to

the bellows. While these valves are closed,the pipe valves are arranged for the

requiredcombination of tones,and then one of the main valves of the windchest

is opened,allowingallthe pipesto sound at once. The character of the vowel is

better produced in this way by short jerksof sound, than by a long continued

sound. It is best to producethe prime tone and the predominant upper partial
tones of the requiredvowels on both the open and stoppedpipesat once, and to

open onlythe weak stoppedpipesfor the next adjacenttones,so that the strong
tone may not be too isolated.

The imitation of the vowels by this means is not very perfect,because,among
other reasons, itisimpossibleto graduatethe strengthof tone on the differentpipes

^ so delicatelyas on the tuning-forks,and the highertones especiallyare too scream-ing.

But the vowel sounds thus composed are perfectlyrecognisable.
We proceednow to consider the partplayedby the ear in the apprehensionof

qualityof tone. The assumptionformerlymade respectingthe function of the ear,

was that it was capableof distinguishingboth the pitchnumber of a musical tone

(whichgivesthe pitch),and also the /orm of the vibrations (onwhich the difference

of qualitydepends).This last assertion was based simplyon the exclusion of all

other possibleassumptions. As it could be provedthat sameness of pitchalways
requiredequalpitchnumbers, and as loudness visiblydependedupon the ampli-tude

of the vibrations,the qualityof tone must necessarilydepend on something
which was neither the number nor the amplitude of the vibrations. There was

nothingleft us but form. We can now make this view more definite. The ex-periments

justdescribed shew that waves of very different forms (asfig.31,
0, D, p. 1 20a, and fig.12, C, D, p. 22b),may have the same qualityof tone, and

m indeed,for every case, exceptthe simpletone, there is an infinitenumber of forms

of wave of this kind, because any alterationof the differenceof phase alters the

form of wave without changingthe qualityof tone. The onlydecisive character

of a qualityof tone, is that the motion of the air which strikesthe ear when re-solved

into a sum of pendulum vibrations givesthe same degreeof strengthto the

^ame simplevibration.
' Hence the ear does not distinguishthe differentforms of waves in themselves,
/as the eye distinguishesthe differentvibrational curves. The ear must be said

/ rather to decompose every wave form into simplerelements accordingto a definite

^^^'W. It then receives a sensation from each of these simplerelements as from an

harmonious tone. By trained attentionthe ear is able to become conscious of each

of these simplertones separately.And what the ear distinguishesas different

qualitiesof tone are onlydifferentcombinations of these simplersensations.

The comparisonbetween ear and eye is here very instructive. When the

"r
vibrational motion is rendered visible,as in the vibration microscope,the eye is

capableof distinguishingevery possibledifferent form of vibration one from

another,even such as the ear cannot distinguish.But the eye is not capableof

directlyresolvingthe vibrations into simplevibrations,as the ear is. Hence the

eye, assistedby the above-named instrument,reallydistinguishesthe form ofvibra-
tioUyas such,and in so doingdistinguishesevery differentform of vibration. The

ear, on the other hand, does Tiot distinguishevery different form of vibration,but

onlysuch as when resolved into pendularvibrations,give different constituents.

But on the other hand, by itscapabilityof distinguishingand feelingthese very

constituents,itis againsuperiorto the eye, which isquiteincapableof so doing.
This analysisof compound into simplependularvibrations is an astonishing

propertyof the ear. The reader must bear in mind that when we applythe term

* compound ' to the vibrations producedby a singlemusical instrument, the *
com-position

' has no existence exceptfor our auditoryperceptions,or for mathematical

theory. In reality,the motion of the particlesof the air is not at allcompound.
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itisquitesimple,flowingfrom a singlesource. When we turn to external nature

for an analogueof such an analysisof periodicalmotions into simplemotions,we

find none but the phenomenaof sympatheticvibration. Li realityif we suppose
the dampersof a pianoforteto be raised,and allow any musical tone to impinge
powerfullyon itssoundingboard, we bringa set of stringsinto sympatheticvibra-tion,

namely all those strings,and onlythose,which correspondwith the simple
tones contained in the given musical tone. Here, then, we have,by a purelyme-chanical

process, a resolution of air waves preciselysimilar to that performedby the

ear. The air wave, quitesimplein itself,bringsa certain number of stringsinto
sympatheticvibration,and the sympatheticvibration of these stringsdependson
the same law as the sensation of harmcHiic upper partialtones in the ear.*

There is necessarilya certain difference between the two kinds of apparatus,
because the pianofortestringsreadilyvibrate with their upper partialsin S3nnpathy,
and hence separateinto several vibratingsections. We willdisregardthis pecu- ^
liarityin makingour comparison.Itwould besides be easy to make an instrument

in which the stringswould not vibrate sensiblyor powerfullyfor any but their

primetones,by simplyloadingthe stringsslightlyin the middle. This would make

theirhigherproper tones inharmonic to their primes.
Now suppose we were able to connect every stringof a pianowith a nervous fibre

in such a manner that this fibrewould be excited and experiencea sensation every

time the stringvibrated. Then every musical tone which impingedon the instru-ment

would excite,as we know to be reallythe case in the ear, a series of sensa-tions

exactlycorrespondingto the pendularvibrations into which the original
motion of the air had to be resolved. By this means, then, the existence of each

partialtone would be exactlyso perceived,as it reallyis perceivedby the ear.

The sensations of simpletones of differentpitchwould under the supposedcon-ditions

fisllto the lot of differentnervous fibres,and hence be produced quite
separately,and independentlyof each other. ^

Now, as a matter of fact,later microscopicdiscoveries respectingthe internal

construction of the ear, lead to the hypothesis,that arrangements existin the ear

similar to those which we

have imagined.The end of

every fibre of the auditory
nerve is connected with small

elasticparts,which we cannot

but assume to be set in sym-pathetic
vibration by the

waves of sound.

The construction of the

ear may be brieflydescribed
as follows:" The fine ends

of the fibres of the auditorŷ
nerves are expandedon a deli-cate

membrane in a cavity
filled with fluid. Owing to

its involved form this cavity
isknown as the labyrinthof the ear. To conduct the vibrations of the air with

sufficientforce into the fluidof the labyrinthis the officeof a second portionof
the ear, the tympdrmm or drum and the parts within it. Fig. 36 above is a

^ [Baisethe dampers of a piano,and utter

the Yowel A (ah)sharplyand loudly,directingit
well on to the sound board,pause a second and

the vowel will be echoed from the strings.Be-

^h

Fig. 36.

damp, raise the dampers and cry U {00)as be-fore,

and that will also be echoed. He-damp,
raise the dampers and cry I (ee),and that

again will be echoed. The other vowels may
be tried in the same way. The echo, though

imperfect,is always true enough to surprise
a hearer to whom it is new, even if the pitchof
the vowel is taken at hazard. It will be im-proved

if the vowels are sung loudlyto notes

of the piano. The experimentis so easy to

make and so fundamental in character,that
it should be witnessed by every student. -

Translator.]
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diagrammaticsection,of the size of life,shewingthe cavities belongingto the

auditoryapparatus. A is the labyrinth,B B the cavityof the tympdwwm or drum,
D the funnel-shapedentrance into the meatus or external auditorypassage, nar-rowest

in the middle and expandingslightlytowards its upper extremity. This

medtiis,in the ear or passage, is a tube formed partlyof cartilageor gristleand

partlyof bone, and itis separated"om the tymp"num or drum, by a thin circular

membrane, the membrdna tymp"nl or d/mmshin* c c, which is rather laxlystretched
in a bony ring. The drum (tym'p"num)B lies between the outer passage

(meatus)and the labyrinth.Th^ drum is separatedfrom the labyrinthby bony
walls,piercedwith two holes,closed by membranes. These are the so-called

windows [fenes'trae)of the labyrinth.The upper one o, called the oval window

(fenes'tradvdUs),is connected with one of the ossiclesor littlebones of the ear

called the stirrup.The lower or round window r (fenes'trarotun'da)has no

% connection with these ossicles.

The drum of the ear is consequentlycompletelyshut off from the external

passage and from the labyrinth.But it has free access to the upper partof the

pharynxor throat,throughthe so-called Eustachianf tube E, which in Oermany
is termed a trumpet,because of the trumpet-likeexpansionof its pharyngeiJ
extremityand the narrowness of itsopeninginto the drum. The end which opens

into the drum isformed of bone, but the expandedpharyngealend isformed of thin

flexiblecartilageor gristle,splitalong its upper side. The edgesof the splitare
closed by a sinewymembrane. By closingthe nose and mouth, and either con-densing

the air in the mouth by pressure, or rarefyingit by suction,air can be

respectivelydriven into or drawn out of the drum throughthis tube. At the

entrance of air into the drum, or its departure"om it,we feel a sudden jerkin
the ear, and bear a dull crack. Air passes from the pharynxto the drum, or from

the drum to the pharynxonlyat the moment of making the motion of swallowing.
f When the air has entered the drum it remains there,even afternose and mouth

are openedagain,until we make another motion

of swallowing.Then the air leaves the drum,

as we perceiveby a second crackingin the ear,

and the cessation of the feelingof tension in the

drumskin which had remained up tillthat time.

These experimentsshew that the tube is not

usuallyopen, but is opened onlyduringswallow-ing,

and this is explainedby the fact that the

muscles which raise the velum paldtlor soft

palate,and are set in action on swallowing,arise

partlyfrom the cartilaginousextremityof the tube.

Hence the drum is generallyquiteclosed,and
filledwith air,which has a pressure equal to

m that of the external air, because it has from

time to time, that is whenever we swallow,the
means of equalisingitselfwith the same by free

communication. For a strongpressure of the

air,the tube opens even without the action of

swallowing,and its power of resistance seems to

be very differentin differentindividuals.

In two places,this air in the drum is like-wise

separatedfrom the fluid of the labyrinth
merelyby a thin stretched membrane, which closes the two windows of the

Mm

Ossfdes of the ear in xnntaal oonnectSon.
seen from the front,and taken from the

right side of the head, which has been

tamed a little to the right round a

rertioal axis. M hammer or maUem,

J anril or imut. S stirrup or tiapm.
Mcp head, Mc neck, ICl long prooeea or

procei'susgrd'eUiiyMm handle or fmiiiil'-

brUan of the hammer." -Jc body,Jb short

process, Jl long prooeas, Jpl orUcnlar

process or ot orbieOUtre or proett^tusUmti-
e^UarUf of the anrll." Sop head or espir'-
iUum of the stirmp.

* [In common parlance the drumskin of

the ear, or tympanic membrafie, is spoken of

as the drum itself. Anatomists as well as

drummers distinguishthe membranous cover

(drumskin)which is struck, from the hollow

cavity(drum)which contains the resonant air.

The quantitiesof the Latin words are marked,
as I have heard musicians givethem incor-rectly.

" Translator.']
t [Generally pronounced yoo-staV-ki-an,

but sometimes yoO'Stai'-shl'"n,'"Translator,',
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Fio. 38.

labyrinth,alreadymentioned, namely,the oval window (o,fig.36, p. 129c)and
theround window (r). Both of these membranes are in contact on their outer

sidewith the air of the drum, and on their inner side with the water of the laby-rinth.
The membrane of the round window is free,but that of the oval window

isconnected with the drumskin of the ear by a series of three Httle bones or

auditoryossicles,jointedtogether.Fig.37 shews the three ossiclesin theirnatural

connection,enlargedfour diameters. They are the hammer (mal'leus)M, the anvil

(incus)J, and the stirrup(sta'pes*)S. The hammer is attached to the drumskin,
and the stirrupto the membrane of the oval window.

The hammer, shewn separatelyin fig.38,has a thick,rounded upper extremity,
thehead cp, and a thinner lower extremity,the handle m. Between these two is

a contraction c, the neck. At the

back of the head is the surface of the

joint,by means of which it fitson to ^
the anvil. Below the neck, where

the handle begins,projecttwo pro-cesses,

the long 1, also called pro-cessus

Folidnu^ and pr, grdcllis,and

the short b, also called pr, hre'vis.

The longprocess has the proportion-ate

lengthshewn in the figure,in

children only; in adults it appears to

be absorbed down to a littlestump.
Bightbammer A from the front. B from behind cph"idĴ^ jg directedforwards,and is COVCrod

c nock, b short, 1 long priKjess, ni handle. " Surface of
i . i *

the joint. by the bands which fasten the hammer

in front. The slwrt process b, on the other hand, is directed towards the drumskin,

and presses its upper part a littleforwards. From the pointof this process b to

the pointof the handle m the hammer is attached to the upper portionof the ^

Fia. 39.
Fio. 40.

Lrft temporalbone of a newly-bornchild,̂ ith thfianditorj Right drumskin with the hammer, seen from the

MBicles in tUu. Sta, spina tympftnicaanterior. Stp, intdde. The inner layerof the fold of muooui

xplna tympinica postllrior.Mcp, head of the hammer. membrane belonging to the hammer (see
Mb ".hort.Ml long process of hammer. J anvil. S below) is removed. Btp, spina tympftnica
stirmp. post. Mop, head of the hammer. Ml, long

process of hammer, ma, ligftroen'tummallM
ant. I chorda tympAnl. a Eustachian tube.
* Tendon of the M. tensor tympftnl, cut

through close to its insertion.

drumskin,in such a manner that the pointof the handle draws the drumskin

considerablytowards the inner part of the ear.

Fig. 39 above shews the hammer in its natural positionas seen from

without,after the drumskin has been removed, and fig.40 shows the hammer

lyingagainstthe drumskin as seen from within. The hammer is fastened along

* {Stapesis asaallycalled stdi'-p^ez.It is

not a classicalword, and is usuallyreceived as

a contraction for stdVipfaor foot-rest,also not

classical.- Transluior.]
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the upper marginof the drumskin by a fold of mucous membrane, within which

run a series of rather stiffbundles of tendinous fibres. These strapsarise in a

line which passes from the processus Folianus (fig.38,1),above the contraction of

the neck, towards the lower end of the surface of the jointfor the anvil,and in

elderlypeopleis developedinto a prominentridgeof bone. The tendinous bands

or ligamentsare strongestand stiffestat the front and back end of this line of

insertion. The front portionof the ligament,lig.mallei anterius (fig.40, ma),
surrounds the processus Folianus,and is attached partlyto a bony spine(figs.39
and 40, Stp)of the osseous ringof the drum, which projectsclose to the neck of

the hammer, and partlyto its under edge,and partlyfallsinto a bony fissure

which leads towards the articulation of the jaw. The back portionof the same

hgament, on the other hand, is attached to a sharp-edgedbonyridgeprojecting
inwards firom the drumskin,and parallelto it,a littleabove the opening,through

f which a traversingnerve, the chorda tymp"nl (fig.40, 1,1,p. 131c),enters the bone.

This second bundle of fibres may be called the lig.mall"! posterius.In fig.39
(p.1310)the originof this ligamentis seen as a httle projectionof the ringto
which the drumskin is attached. This projectionbounds towards the rightthe

upper edgeof the openingforthe drumskin, which beginsto the leftof Stp,exactly
at the placewhere the longprocess of the anvil makes itsappearance in the figure.
These two ligaments,front and back, taken togetherform a moderatelytense

sinewychord, round which the hammer can turn as on an axis. Hence even when

the two other ossicles have been carefcdlyremoved, without looseningthese two

Hgaments,the hammer will remain in its natural position,althoughnot so stiffly
as before.

The middle fibresof the broad ligamentousband above mentioned pass outwards

towards the upper bonyedgeof the drumskin. They are comparativelyshort,and
are known as lig.maJlei externum. Arisingabove the line of the axis of the

^ hammer, theypreventthe head from turningtoo far inwards, and the handle with

the drumskin from turningtoo far outwards, and oppose any down-draggingof the

ligamentformingthe axis. The firsteffectis increased by a ligament(lig.mallei

superius)which passes from the processus Folianus,upwards,into the small sht,
between the head of the hammer and the wall of the drum, as shewn in fig,40
(p.131c).

It must be observed that in the upper part of the channel of the Eustachian

tube,there is a miiscUfortighteningthe drumskin (m.tensor tymp"nl),the tendon

of which passes obliquelyacross the cavityof the drum and is attached to the

upper part of the handle of the hammer (at*,fig.40, p. 131c). This muscle

must be regardedas a moderatelytense elasticband, and may have its tension

temporarilymuch increased by active contraction. The effectof this muscle is

also principallyto draw the handle of the hammer inwards, togetherwith the

drumskin. But since itspointof attachment is so close to the ligamentousaxis,

^ the chief part of itspullacts on this axis,stretchingit as it draws it inwards.

Here we must observe that in the case of a rectilinearinextensible cord,which

ismoderatelytense,such as the ligamentousaxis of the hammer, a slightforce
which pullsitsideways,sufficesto producea very considerable increase of tension.

This is the case with the presentarrangement of stretchingmuscles. It should

also be remembered that quiescentmuscles not excited by innervation,are always
stretched elasticallyin the livingbody,and act like elastic bands. This elastic

tension can of course be considerablyincreased by the innervation which brings
the muscles into action,but such tension isnever entirelyabsent from the majority
of oiu" muscles.

The anvil,which is shown separatelyin fig.41, resembles a double tooth with

two fangs; the surface of itsjointwith the hammer (at*, fig.41),replacingthe
masticatingsurface. Of the two roots of the tooth which are rather widely
separated,the upper, directed backwards,is called the short process b ; the other,
thinner and directed downwards, the longprocess of the anvil 1. At the tipof
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the latter is the knob which articulates with the stirrup.The tipof the short

process, on the other hand, by means of a short ligament and an imperfectly

yj^ ^ g
developedjointat itsunder surface,is con-nected

with the back wall of the cavityof
the drum, at the spot where this passes

backwards into the air cavitiesof the mastoid

process behind the ear. The jointbetween
anvil and hammer is a curved depressionof
a rather irregularform, like a saddle. In

itsaction itmaybe comparedwith the joints
of the well-known Breguetwatchkeys,which
have rows of interlockingteeth, offering
scarcelyany resistance to revolution in one

Bight BXkru. A medial surface. B front yiew. o direction,but allowingno rcvolution what- ^
body, b short,1 long process, pi proc. lenticu-

^"^y :" +1^0 nfhfir TntArlnokinff tfipth of
lAris or os orbiculftre. " Articulation with the

"^"^ "^ '"^ OlOer. inieriOCKmg TOCin OI

head of the hammer. "* Surface restingon the tluS kind are dcveloped UPOU the Under side
wall of the drum.

i?xT-''xi-i.i. j -iof the jomt between hammer and anvil.

The tooth on the hammer projectstowards the drumskin, that of the anvil lies

inwards ; and, conversely,towards the upper end of the hollow of the joint,the
anvil projectsoutwards, and the hammer inwards. The consequence of this

arrangement is that when the hammer is drawn inwards by the handle,it bites
the anvil firmlyand carries itwith it. Conversely,when the drumskin, with the

hammer, isdriven outwards, the anvil isnot obligedto foUow it. The interlocking
teeth of the surfaces of the jointthen separate,and the surfaces glideover each

other with very Uttle friction. This arrangement has the very greatadvantageof

preventingany possibilityof the stirrup'sbeingtorn away from the oval window,

when the air in the auditorypassage is considerablyrarefied. There is also no

dangerfrom drivingin the hammer, as might happenwhen the air in the auditorŷ
passage was condensed, because it is powerfullyopposed by the tension of the

drumskin,which is drawn in like a funnel.

When air is forced into the cavityof the drum in the act of swallowing,the
contact of hammer and anvil is loosened. Weak tones in the middle and upper

regionsof the scale are then not heard much more weaklythan usual,but stronger
tones are very sensiblydamped. This may perhapsbe explainedbysupposingthat
the adhesion of the articulatingsurfaces sufficesto transferweak motions from one

bone to the other,but that strongimpulsescause the surfaces to sHde over one

another,and hence the tones due to such impulsesmust be enfeebled.

Deep tones are damped in this case, whether theyare strongor weak, perhaps
because these alwaysrequirelargermotions to become audible.*

Another importanteffecton the apprehensionof tone,which is due to the above

arrangementin the articulationof hammer and anvil,will have to be considered in

relationto combinational tones. [Seep. 158".] ^
Since the attachment of the tipof the short process of the anvil lies sensibly

inwards and above the ligamentousaxis of the hammer, the head of the hammer

separatesfrom the articulatingsurface between hammer and anvil,when the head

isdriven outwards, and therefore the handle and drumskin are driven inwards.

The consequence is that the ligamentsholdingthe anvil againstthe hammer, and

on the tipof the short process of the anvil,are sensiblystretched,and hence the

tipisraised from its osseous support. Consequentlyin the normal positionof the

ossiclesfor hearing,the anvil has no contact with any other bone but the hammer,

and both bones are held in positiononlyby stretched ligaments,which are tolerably
tight,so that onlythe revolution of the hammer about itsligamentousaxis remains

comparativelyfree.
The third ossicle,the stirrup,shewn separatelyin fig.42, has reallya most

strikingresemblance to the implement afterwhich ithas been named. The foot B

* On this pointsee Part II. Chapter IX.
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is fastened into the membrane of the oval window, and fillsit all up, with the

exceptionof a narrow margin. The head op, has an articulatinghole for the tip
of the longprocess of the anvil

(processuslenticol"ris,or os
^ ^

^^- ^'-
^

orbiculare).The jointis sur-rounded

by a lax membrane. f^^^^\
When the drumskin is normally^^^"^
drawn inwards,the anvil presses

^^

on the stirrup,so that no tighter _"_ p

ligamentousfiebsteningof the ^

loint ifl TififtAB"ii.TV l?.v"rv in Right stirrup: seen, -4 from within,5 from front, C from behind.
'

JOmi IS necessary. J^jVery m- ^iq^^^ cp, head or capitulum. a Front, p back llmb.

crease in the pushon the hammer

arisingfrom the drumskin also occasions an increiftsein the push of the stirrup

^ againstthe oval window ; but in this action the upper and somewhat looser

marginof itsfoot is more displacedthan the under, so that the head rises slightly;
this motion againcauses a slightelevation of the tipof the longprocess in the

anvil,in the direction conditioned by its position,inwards and underneath the

ligamentousaxis of the hammer.

The excursions of the foot of the stirrupare alwaysvery small,and according
to my measurements* never exceed one-tenth of a millimetre ('00394or about

^^^ of an inch). But the hammer when freed fr'om anvil and stirrup,with its

handle moving outwards, and slidingover the atticulatingsurface of the anvil,can
make excursions at least nine times as great as it can execute when actingin
connection with anvil and stirrup.

The firstadvantageof the apparatusbelongingto the drum of the ear, is tliat

the whole sonorous motion of the comparativelywide surface of the drumskin (ver-tical
diameter 9 to 10 millimetres,[or0*35 to 0*39 inches,]justover one- third of an

^ inch ; horizontal diameter,7*5 to 9 millimetres,[or0*295 ^ ^'35 ii^ches,]that is

about five-sixths of the former dimensions)is collected and transferred by the

ossicles to the relativelymuch smaller surface of the oval window or of the foot of

the stirrup,which is only1*5 to 3 millimetres [o*o6to 0*12 inches]in diameter.

The surface of the drumskin ishence 15 to 20 times largerthan that of the oval

window.

Li thistransference of the vibrations of air into the labyrinthit is to be observed

that though the particlesof air themselves have a comparativelylargeamplitudeof
vibration-,yettheirdensityis so small that theyhave no very greatmoment of inertia,
and consequentlywhen their motion is impededby the drumskin of the ear, they
are not capableof presentingmuch resistance to such an impediment,or of exert-ing

any sensiblepressure againstit. The fluidin the labyrinth,on the other hand,
is much denser and heavier than the air in the auditorypassage, and for moving it

rapidlybackwards and forwards as in sonorous oscillations,a feirgreaterexertion of

^ pressure is requiredthan was necessary for the air in the auditorypassage. On

the other hand the amplitudeof the vibrations performedby the fluidin the laby-rinth
are relativelyvery small,and extremelyminute vibrations will in this case

sufficeto givea vibratorymotion to the terminations and appendagesof the nerves,

which lieon the very limits of microscopicvision.
The mechanical problemwhich the apparatuswithin the drum of the ear had

to solve,was to transform a motion of greatamplitudeand littleforce,such as im-pinges

on the drumskin,into a motion of small amplitudeand greatforce,such as

had to be conimunicated to the fluidin the labyrinth.
A problemof this sort can be solved by various kinds of mechanical apparatus,

such as levers,trains of pulleys,cranes, and the like. The mode in which it is

solved by the apparatus in the drum of the ear, isquiteunusual,and very peculiar.

* Helmholtz, * Mechanism of the Auditory attempt is made to prove the correctness of

Ossicles/ in Pfiucger'sArchiv fUr Physio- the account of this mechanism given in the

hijie vol. i. pp. 34 43. In this paper an text.
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A leverageis certainlyemployed,but onlyto a moderate extent. The tipof
the handle of the hammet, on which the pollof the drumskin firstacts"is about

once and a half as far from the axis of rotation as that pointof the anvil which

presses on the stirrup(seefig.39, p. 1 31c). The handle of the hammer consequently
forms the longerarm of a lever,and the pressure on the stirrupwill be once and a

half as great as that which drives in the hammer.

The chief means of reinforcement is due to the form of the drumskin. It has

been alreadymentioned that its middle or navel (umbilicus)is drawn inwards by
the handle,so as to presenta funnel shape. But the meridian lines of this funnel

drawn from the navel to the circumference,are not straightlines ; theyare sHghtiy
convex on the outer side. A diminution of pressure in the auditorypassage in-creases

this convexity,and an augmentationdiminishes it. Now the tension caused

in an inextensible thread,havingthe form of a flatarch,by a force actingperpen-dicular

to itsconvexity,is very considerable. It iswell known that a sensible force ^
must be exerted to stretch a longthin stringinto even a tolerablystraighthorizon-tal

line. The forceis indeed very much greaterthan the weightof the stringwhich

pullsthe stringfrom the horizontal position.*In the case of the drumskin, it is

not gravitywhich preventsitsradialfibresfrom straighteningthemselves,but partly
the pressure of the air",and partlythe elasticpullof the circularfibresof the mem-brane.

The lattertend to contract towards the axis of the funnel-shapedmem-brane,

and hence produce the inflectionof the radial fibrestowards this axis. By
means of the variable pressure of air duringthe sonorous vibrations of the at-mosphere

this pullexerted by the circular fibres is alternatelystrengthenedand

weakened,and producesan effecton the pointwhere the radial fibres are attached

to the tipof the handle of the hammer, similar to that which would happenif we

could alternatelyincrease and diminish the weightof a stringstretched horizontally,
for this would producea proportionateincrease and decrease in the pullexerted by
the hand which stretched it. ^

In a horizontallystretched stringsuch as has been justdescribed,it should be

further remarked that an extremelysmall relaxation of the hand is followed by a

considerable fallin the middle of the string.The relaxation of the hand,namely,
takes placein the direction of the chord of the arc, and easy geometricalcon-siderations

shew that chords of arcs of the same lengthand different,but always
very small curvature, differvery slightlyindeed from each other and from the

lengthsof the arcs themselves.f This is also the case with the drumskin. An ex-tremely

littleyieldingin the handle of the hammer admits of a very considerable

changein the curvature of the drumskin. The consequence is that,in sonorous

vibrations,the partsof the drumskin which liebetween the inner attachment of

this membrane to the hammer and itsouter attachment to the ringof the drum,

are able to follow the oscillationsof the air with considerable freedom, while the

motion of the air is transmitted to the handle of the hammer with much diminished

amplitudebut much increased force. After this,as the motion passes from the
^

handle of the hammer to the stirrup,the leveragealreadymentioned causes

a second and more moderate reduction of the amplitudeof vibration with corre-sponding

increase of force.

We now proceedto describe the innermost division of thes)rganof hearing*
calledthe labyrinth.Fig.43 (p.134c)representsa cast of itscavity,as seen from

differentpositions.Its middle portion,containingthe oval window Fv (fenestra
vestibull)that receivesthe foot of the stirrup,is called the vestibuleofthelabyrinth.

* [The followingqaatrain,said to have Into a horizontal line,
been unconsciouslyproduced by Vince, as a So as to make ittrulystraight." TratuUUor.]

coroUary^to one of the propositionsin his . rj^e amount of difference varies as the
" Mechamcs/ will serve to impress the fact 1^^^ ^^e depth of the arc. If the length
on a non-mathematical nader :"

^^ ^j^^^ ^^ j ^^j t^,, distance of itsmiddle

Hence no force,however great,
from the chord be ", tl

Can stretch a cord,however fine, the arc by the length
3 2
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From the vestibule proceedsforwards and underwards, a spiralcaiial,the snail-

shell or cochlea, at the entrance to which hes the rouTid window Fc (fenestra
cochleae),which is turned towards the cavityof the drum. Upwards and back-wards,

on the other hand, proceedthree semicircular canals from the vestibule,the

horizontal,frontvertical ^
and back vertical semicircular canals, each of which

debouches with both its mouths in the vestibule,and each of which has at one

end a bottle-shapedenlargement,or ampulla (ha,vaa, vpa). The aquaeductus
vestlbulishewn in the figure,Av, appears (fromDr. Fr. E. Weber's investigations)
to form a communication between tlie water of the labyrinth,and the spaces for

lymph within the cranium. The roughplacesTsf and "
are casts of canals which

introduce nerves.

The whole of thiscavityof the labyrinthis filledwith fluid,and surrounded by
the extremelyhard close mass of the petrousbone, so that there are only two

'^yieldingspotson itswalls,the two windows, the oval Fv, and the round Fc. Into

the first,as alreadydescribed,is fastened the foot of the stirrup,by a narrow

membranous margin. The second is closed by a membrane. When the stirrup
is driven againstthe oval window, the whole mass of fluid in the labyrinthis

necessarilydriven againstthe round window, as the onlyspotwhere its walls can

giveway. If,as Politzer did,we put a finelydrawn glasstube as a manometer

into the romid window, without in other respectsinjuring^helabyrinth,the water

in this tube will be driven upwards as soon as ar^strongpressure of air acts on the

Fig. 43.

Rp vaa

Tpa

A, left labyrinth from without. B, right labyrinthfrom within. C, left labyrinthfrom abore. Fc, fenestra

cochleae or rrjuud window. Pr, fenestra TestTbail,or oval window. Re, recessns elliptTcus. Rs, recessus

sphaerlcus. h, horizontal t"euiicircnlar canal, ha, ampulla of the same, raa, ampulla of the front rertical

semicircular canal, ypa, ampulla of the back Tertical semicircular canal, tc, common limb of the two rertioal

semicircular canals. Ar, cast of the aquaeductus restlbfill. Tgf,traotus splrftlisforftmlnteus. * Cast of the

littlecanals which debouch on the pj^rftmisvestlbtUI.

outside of the drumskin and causes the footof the stirrupto be driven into the oval

window. ;

The terminations of the auditorynerve are spread over fine membranous

^ formations,which liepartlyfloatingand partlyexpanded in the hollow of the bony
labyrinth,and taken togethercompose the membranous labyrinth.This last has

on the whole the same shapeas the bonylabyrinth.But its canals and ca\4ties

are smaller, and its interior is divided into two separatesections;first the

utricUlus with the semicircular canals, and second the saccUlus with the mem-

branous cochin. Both the utriculus and the sacculus lie in the vestibule of the

bonylabyrinth; the utriculus oppositeto the recessus ellipttcus(Ke,fig.43 above),
the sacculus oppositeto the recessus sphaericus(Rs). These are floatingbags
filledwith water, and onlytouch the wall of the labyrinthat the pointwhere the

nerves enter them.

The form of the utriculus with itsmembranous semicircular canals isshewn in

fig.44. The ampullaeprojectmuch more in the membranous than in the bonysemi-circular

canals. Accordingto the recent investigationsof Riidinger,the mem-branous

semicircular canals do not float in the bony ones, but are fastened to tlie

convex side of the latter. lu each ampulla there is a pad-like prominencedirected
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inwards, into which fibrilesof the auditorynerve enter ; and on the utriculus

there is a placewhich is flatterand thickened. The peculiarmanner in which

the nerves terminate in this placewill be described

hereafter. Whether these, and the whole apparatus
of the semicircular canals, assist in the sensation of

hearing,has latterlybeen rendered very doubtful. [See
p. 151^-]

In the inside of the utriculus is found the auditory
sand, consistingof littlecrystalsof lime connected by
means of a mucous mass with each other and with the

thickened placeswhere the nerves are so abundant.

In the hollow of the bony vestibule,near the utriculus,

and fastened to it,but not communicatingwith it,lies

the sacculus,also providedwith a similar thickened^
utricaina and inembmiions aemicir- gp^^ f^n Qf nervos. A narrow caual counccts it with

cQur canals (leftside) seen from *^

witboQt. TH front, rp back rertioai,the caual of the membrauous cochlea. As to the cavity
h horizontal semicircular canal.

" ,, 1 " "" /" 'x n j '^ "

of the cochlea, we see by ng. 43 opposite,that it is

exactlysimilar to the shell of a garden snail; but the canal of the cochlea is

divided into two almost completelyseparatedgalleries,by a transverse partition,
partlybony and partlymembranous. These galleriescommunicate only at the

vertex of the cochlea througha small opening,the hSlicotrema,bounded by the

hamulus or hook-shapedtermination of its central axis or viddl'dltis. Of the two

galleriesinto which the cavityof the bony cochlea is divided,one communicates

directlywith the vestibule and is hence called the vestibulegallery(scalavestibuli).
The other galleryis cut off from the vestibule by the membranous partition,but

jtistat itsbase,where itbegins,is the round window, and the yieldingmembrane,
which closes this,allows the fluid in the galleryto exchangevibrations with the

air in the drum. Hence this is called the drum gallery(scalatymp"ni). 5!

Finally,itmust be observed that the membranous partitionof the cochlea is

not a singlemembrane, but a membranous canal (ductuscochlearis).Its inner

marginis turned towards the central axis or

m6di6lus, and attached to the rudimentary
bony partition(l"minaspirahs).A part of

the oppositeexternal surface isattached to the

inner surface of the bony gallery.Fig.45
shews the bony partsof a cochlea which has

been laid open, and flg.46 (p.138a),a trans-verse

section of the canal (whichis imperfect
on the lefthand at bottom). In both figures
Ls denotes the bony partof the parUtion,and
in fig.46 V and b are the two unattached parts
of the membranous canal. The transverse ^
section of this canal is,as the figureshews,

nearlytriangular,so that an angle of the

trianglenear Lis is attached to the edge of

the bony partition.The commencement of

the ductus cochlearis at the base of tlie

cochlea,communicates, as alreadystated,by
means of a narrow membranous canal with

the sacculus in the vestibule. Of the two un-attached

stripsof its membranous walls,the

one facingthe vestibule galleryis a soft mem-brane,

incapableof offeringmuch resistance" Beissner's membrane (membrana vesti-bularis,

V, fig.46, p. 138a); but the other,the membrana bdslldris(b),is a firm,

tightlystretched,elastic membrane, stripedradially,correspondingto its radial

fibres. It splitseasilyin the direction of these fibres,shewingthat itisbut loosely

Pig. 45-

Bony cochlea (rightside)opened in front. Md,
uodlSIud. Ls, lAmTna splr"Iis. H, h"nin u.4.

?ec,fenestra cochleae, t Section of the partition
of the cochlea, tt Upper extremity of the Mime.
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connected in a direction transverse to them. The terminations of the nerves of

the cochlea and their appendages,are attached to the membrana b"silaris,as is

shewn by the dotted hnes in fig.46.
When the drumskin isdriven inwards byincreased pressure of air in the auditory

passage, italso forces the auditoryossiclesinwards, as alreadyexplained,and as a

consequence the foot of the stiiTup
^

Transyerse section of a spireof a cochlea which has been

softened in hydrochloricacid. Ls, lAmTna spIHUis. Lis,

limbos Iftmlnae splr"lis.Sr, sc"la TestlbOlI. St, scala

tAmpftnl. Dc, ductus oochleArls. Lsp, ITgftmentum

splr"le. T, membrflna TentibulAris. b,membrftna b"sUAris.

e, outer wall of the ductus oochleftrls. * its fillet. The

dotted lines shew sections of the membrftna tectAria and

the auditoryrods.

penetratesdeeperintothe oval window

The fluidof the labyrinth,beingsur-rounded

in all other placesby firm

bony walls, has only one means of

escape, " the round window with its

yieldingmembrane. To reach it,the

fluid of the labyrinthmust either pass

% throughthe hSlicdtrema,the narrow

openingat the vertex of the cochlea,

flowingover from the vestibulegallery
into the drum gallery,or, as itwould

probablynot have sufficienttime to do

thisin the case of sonorous vibrations,

press the membranous partitionof the

cochlea againstthe drum gallery.The
converse action must take placewhen
the air in the auditorypassage is rare-fied.

Hence the sonorous vibrations of the air in the outer auditorypassage are

finallytransferred to the membranes of the labyrinth,more especiallythose of the

cochlea,and to the expansionsof the nerves upon them.

51 The terminal expansionsof these nerves, as I have alreadymentioned, are con-nected

with very small elastic appendages,which appear adaptedto excite the

nerves by their vibrations.

The nerves of the vestibule terminate in the thickened placesof the bagsof
the membranous labyrinth,alreadymentioned

(p. 137a),where the tissue has a greaterand
almost cartilaginousconsistency.One of these

placesprovidedwith nerves, projectshke a fillet

into the inner part of the ampullaof each semi-circular

canal,and another lieson each of the little

bagsin the vestibule. The nerve fibreshere enter

between the softcylindricalcellsofthe fine cuticle

(Spithglium)which covers the internal surface of

the fillets. Projectingfrom the internal surface

^ of this epitheliumin the ampullae.Max Schultze

discovered a number of very peculiar,stiff,elastic

hairs,shewn in fig.47. They are much longer
than the vibratoryhairs of the ciliatedepithelium
(theirlengthis ^y of a Paris line,[or'00355
Englishinch,]in the ray fish),brittle,and running
to a very fine point. It is clear that fine stiff

hairs of this kind are extremelywell adaptedfor

moving sympatheticallywith the motion of the

fluid,and hence for producingmechanical irri-tation

in the nerve fibres which He in the soft

epitheliumbetween their roots.

Accordingto Max Schultze,the corresponding
thickened filletsin the vestibules,where the nerves tenninate,have a similar soft

epithelium,and have short hairs which are easilydestroyed.Close to these

Pio. 47.
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"1G. 48.

surfjAces,which are covered with nerves, lie the calcareous concretions, called

auditorystones (6t6lith8),which in fishes form connected convexo-concave solids,

aliewingon their convex side an impressionof the nerve fillet. In human heings,
on the other hand, the otoliths are heapsof littlecrystallinebodies,of a longish
angular form, lyingclose to the membrane of the littlebags,and apparently
attached to it. These otoUths seem also extremelywell suited for producinga
mechanical irritationof the nerves whenever the fluidin the labyrinthissuddenly
agitated. The fine lightmembrane, with its interwoven nerves, probablyinstantly
follows the motion of the fluid,whereas the heavier crystalsare set more slowlyin

motion, and hence also yieldup their motion more slowly,and thus partlydrag
and partlysqueeze the adjacentnerves. This would satisfythe same conditions

of excitingnerves, as Heidenhain^s tetdnomdtor. By this instrument the nerve

which acts on a muscle is exposedto the action of a very rapidlyoscillatingivory
hanuner, which at every blow squeezes without bruisingthe nerve. A powerful
and continuous excitement of the nerve is thus produced,which is shewn by a ^

powerfuland continuous contraction of the correspondingmuscle. The above parts
of the ear seem to be well suited to producesimilar mechanical excitement.

The construction of the cochlea is much more complex. The nerve fibresenter

through the axis or modiolus of the cochlea into the bony partof the partition,
and then come on to the membranous part. Where they reach this,peculiar
formations were discovered quiterecently(1851)by the Marchese Corti,and have

been named after him. On these the nerves terminate.

The expansionof the cochlean nerve is shewn in fig.48. It enters through
the axis (2)and sends out its fibresin a radial direction from the axis throughthe

bony partition(1,3,4),
as far as its margins.
At thispointthe nerves

pass under the com-mencement

of the mem- %
brana basilaris,pene-trate

this in a series of

openings,and thus reach

the ductus cochlearis

and those nervous,

elasticformations which

lie on the inner zone

(Zi)of the membrane.

The margin of the

bony partition(a to b,

flg*49* P* 140a),and the

inner zone of the mem-

brana basilaris (aa') are shewn after Hensen. The under side of the figure*

correspondswith the scala tymp"ui,the upper with the ductus cochlearis. Here h ^
at the top and k at the bottom, are the two platesof the bony partition,between
which the expansionof the nerve b proceeds.The upper side of the bony parti-tion

bears a filletof close hgamentous tissue (Z,fig.49, also shewn at Lis,fig.46,

p. 138a),which,on account of the toothlike impressionson itsupper side,is called

the toothed layer{zo'nadenticula'ta),and which carries a peculiarelasticpierced
membrane, Corti'B membrane, M.C. fig.49. This membrane is stretched parallel
to the membrana basilaris as far as the bony wall on the outer side of the duct,

and is there attached a littleabove the other. Between these two membranes

lie the parts in and on which the nerve fibres terminate.

Among these Cortl's arches (overg in fig.49) are relativelythe most solid

formations. The seriesof these contiguousarches consists of two seriesof rods

* [As the engravingwould have been too the leftside consequentlycorrespondsto the

wide for the page if placedin its proper hori- upper, and itsrightto the wndcrsidc." jTm/w-

zontal positionît has been printedvertically; lator.]
. ,,

i OOOIC
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OT fibres,an external and an internal. A singlepairof these is shewn in fig.50,
A, below,and a short series of them in fig.50, B, attached to the membrana

basilaris,and at t also connected with the pierced ^,0. ^

tissue,into which fitthe terminal cellsofthe nerves

(fig.49, c),which will be more follydescribed pre-sently.

These formations are shewn in fig.51,
(p.1416,c),as seen from the vestibulegallery; a is

the denticulated layer,c the openings for the

nerves on the internal margin of the membrana

basilaris,itsexternal margin beingvisibleat u u ;

d is the inner series of Corti'srods,e the outor ;

over these,between e and x is seen the pierced
membrane, againstwhich lie the terminal cellsof

% the nerves.

The fibresof the first,or outer series,are flat,
somewhat S-shapedformations,havinga swelling
at the spotwhere theyrise from the membrane to

which theyare attached,and endingin a kind of

articulationwhich serves to connect them with the

second or inner seiies. In fig.51, p. 141, at d

will be seen a great number of these ascending
fibres,lyingbeside each other in regularsuccession.
In the same way theymay be seen all alongthe
membrane of the cochlea,close together,so that

there must be many thousands of them. Their

sides lieclose together,and even seem to be con-nected,

leavinghowever occasional gaps in the line

% of connection, and these gaps are probablytra-versed

by nerve fibres. Hence the fibres of the

first series as a whole form a stifflayer,which
endeavours to erect itselfwhen the natural fasten-ings

no longerresist,but allows the membrane on

which theystand to crumpleup between the at-tachments

d and e of Corti'sarches.

The fibresof the second,or inner series,which

form the descendingpart of the arch e, fig.50,
below, are smooth, flexible,cylindricalthreads
with thickened ends. The upper extremityforms
a kind of jointto connect them with the fibres

of the firstseries,the lower extremityis enlargedin a bell shapeand is attached

closelyto the membrane at the base. In the microscopicpreparationstheygene-
H Fro. 50.

A B

A, external and internal rod in connection seen In profile. B, membrana basilaris (b) with the

terminal fiiscTcQll of nerres (n), and the internal and external rodft (i and e). i internal,
3 external cells of the floor,4'attachments of the cells of the corer. * * cpith^lum.

rallyappear bent in various ways ; but there can be no doubt tliatin their natural

condition theyare stretched with some degreeof tension,so that theypulldown
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the upper jointedends of the fibres of the firstseries. The fibres of the first

seriesarise from the inner margin of the membrane, which can be relativelylittle

agitated,but the fibresof the second seriesare attached nearlyin the middle of the

membrane, and thisis preciselythe placewhere its vibrationswill have the greatest
excursions. When the pressure of the fluid in the drum galleryof the labyrinth
isincreased by drivingthe foot of the stirrupagainstthe oval window, the mem-brane

at the base of the arches will sink downwards, the fibresof the second series

be more tightlystretched,and perhapsthe correspondingplacesof the fibresof the

firstseriesbe bent a littledownwards. It does not,however, seem probablethat
the fibresof the firstseries themselves move to any greatextent,for their lateral
connections are strong enough to make them hang togetherin masses like a

membrane, when they have been released from their attachment in anatomical

preparations.On reviewingthe whole arrangement, there can be no doubt that

Corti*sorgan is an apparatusadaptedfor receivingthe vibrations of the membrana f

rrTrr

basilaris,and for vibratingof itself,but our presentknowledgeis not sufficientto

determine with accuracy the manner in which these vibrations take place.For
thispurpose we requireto estimate the stabilityof the several partsand the degree
of tension and flexibility,with more precisionthan can be deduced from such

observations as have hitherto been made on isolated parts,as theycasuallygroup
themselvesunder the microscope.

Now Corti's fibres are wound round and covered over with a multitude of very
dehcate,frailformations,fibres and cells of various kinds,partlythe finest ter-

minational runners of nerve fibreswith appendednerve cells,partlyfibresof liga-mentous
tissue,which appear to serve as a supportfor fixingand suspendingthe

nerve formations.

The connection of these partsis best shewn in fig.49 opposite.They are

groupedlike a pad of soft c^lls on each side of and within Corti'sarches. The

most importantof them appear to be the cellsc and d, which are furnished with

H
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hairs,preciselyresemblingthe ciliatedcellsin the ampullaeand utriculus. They
appear to be directlyconnected by fine varicose nerve fibres,and constitute the

most constant partof the cochlean formations ; for with birds and reptiles,where

the structure of the cochlea is much simpler,and even Corti'sarches are absent,
these littleciliatedcellsare alwaysto be found, and their hairs are so placedas to

strikeagainstCorti*s membrane during the vibration of the membrana basilaris.

The cellsat a and a',fig.49 (p.140),which appear in an enlargedcondition at b

and n in fig.51 (p.141),seem to have the character of an epithelium.In fig.51
there will also be observed bundles and nets of fibres,which may be partlymerely
supportingfibresof a ligamentousnature,and may partly,to judgeby theirappear-ance

as stringsof beads,possess the character of bundles of the finestfibrilesof

nerves. But these partsare all so frailand delicate that there is still much

doubt as to their connection and office,

f The essentialresult of our descriptionof the ear may consequentlybe said to

consist in havingfound the terminations of the auditorynerves everywherecon-nected

with a pecuharauxiliaryapparatus,partlyelastic,partlyfirm,which may be

put in sympatheticvibration under the influence of external vibration,and willthen

probablyagitateand excite the mass of nerves. Now it was shewn in Chap.HI.,
that the process of sympatheticvibration was observed to differaccordingas the

bodies put into sympatheticvibration were such as when once put in motion con-tinued

to sound for a longtime,or soon losttheir motion, p. 39c. Bodies which,
liketiming-forkswhen once struck,go on soundingfor a longtime,are susceptible
of sympatheticvibration in a highdegreenotwithstandingthe difficultyof putting
their mass in motion,because theyadmit of a long accumulation of impulsesin
themselves minute, produced in them by each separatevibration of the exciting
tone. But preciselyfor this reason there must be the exactest agreement between

the pitchesof the proper tone of the fork and of the excitingtone,because other-

% wise subsequentimpulsesgivenby the motion of the air could not constantlyrecur
in the same phaseof vibration,and thus be suitablefor increasingthe subsequent
effectof the precedingimpulses.On the other hand if we take bodies for which

the tone rapidlydies away, such as stretched membranes or thin lightstrings,we
find that theyare not onlysusceptibleof S3rmpatheticvibration,when vibrating
air is allowed to act on them, but that this sympatheticvibration is not so limited

to a particularpitch,as in the other case, and theycan therefore be easilyset in

motion by tones of differentkinds. For if an elasticbody on being once struck

and allowed to sound freely,loses nearlythe whole of its motion afterten vibra-tions,

it will not be of much importancethat any fresh impulsesreceived afterthe

expirationof this time, should agree exactlywith the former,althoughitwould be

of greatimportancein the case of a sonorous bodyfor which the motion generated

by the firstimpulsewould remain nearlyunchangedup to the time that the second

impulsewas apphed. In the lattercase the second impulsecould not increase the

^ amount of motion, unless it came upon a phase of the vibration which had

pi'eeiselythe same direction of motion as itself.

The coimection between these two relations can be calculated independentlyof
the nature of the bodyput into sympatheticvibration,*and as the results are im-portant

to enable us to form a judgment on the state of thingsgoingon in the ear,

a short table is annexed. Supposethat a bodywhich vibratessympatheticallyhas

been set into its state of maximum vibration by means of an exact unison,and

that the excitingtone is then altered tillthe sympatheticvibration is reduced to

^ of itsformer amount. The amount of the requireddifferenceof pitchisgivenin
the firstcolumn in terms of an equallytemperedTone, [whichisI of an Octave].
Now let the same sonorous bodybe struck,and let its sound be allowed to die

away gradually.The number of vibrations which ithas made by the time that its

intensityis reduced to ^ of itsoriginalamount isnoted, and givenin the second

column.

* The mode of calculation in explainedin Appendix X.
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Now, althoughwe are not able exactlyto discover how longthe ear and its

individual parts,when set in motion, will continue to sound, yet well-known
"|

experimentsallow us to form some sort of judgment as to the positionwhich
the partsof the ear must occupy in the scale exhibited in this table. Thus, there

cannot possiblybe any partsof the ear which continue to sound so long as a

tuning-fork,for that would be patentto the commonest observation. But even if

there were any partsin the ear answeringto the firstdegreeof our table,that is

requiring38 vibrations to be reduced to -jJôf their force," we should recognise
this in the deepertones, because 38 vibrations last ^ of a second tor A, ^ for a,

^ for a\ "c., and such a long endurance of sensible sound would render rapid
musical passages impossiblein the unaccented and once-accented Octaves. Such

a state of thingswould disturb musical effectas much as the strongresonance of

a vaulted room, or as raisingthe dampers on a piano. When making a shake,we
can readilystrike8 or 10 notes in a second, so that each tone separatelyisstruck
from 4 to 5 times. If,then,the sound of the firsttone had not died offin our ear

before the end of the second sound, at least to such an extent as not to be sensible
^r

when the latterwas sounding,the tones of the shake,instead of beingindividually
distinct,would merge into a continuous mixture of both. Now shakes of this kind,
with 10 tones to a second, can be clearlyand sharplyexecuted throughoutalmost
the whole scale,althoughit must be owned that from A downwards, in the great
and contra Octaves theysound bad and rough,and their tones beginto mix. Yet

it can be easilyshewn that this isnot due to the mechanism of the instrument.
Thus if we execute a shake on the harmonium, the keysof tlielower notes are

just as accuratelyconstructed and justas easy to move as those of the higher
ones. Each separatetone is completelycut off with perfectcertaintyat the
moment the valve "lls on the air passage, and each speaksat the moment the valve

is rfdsed,because duringso brief an interruptionthe tonguesremain in a state of

vibration. Similarlyfor the violoncello. At the instant when the fingerwhich
makes the shake "lls on the string,the latter must commence a vibration of a

different periodictime, due to its length; and the instant that the fingeris m

removed, the vibration belongingto the deepertone must return. And yet the

shake in the bass is as imperfecton the violoncelloas on any other instrument.
Bans and shakes can be relativelybest executed on a pianofortebecause,at the

moment of striking,the new tone soimds with great but rapidlydecreasinginten-sity.

Hence, in addition to the inharmonic noise producedby the simultaneous
continuance of the two tones, we also hear a distinct prominence givento each

separatetone. Now, since the difficultyof shakingin the bass is the same for all

instruments, and for individual instruments is demonstrablyindependentof the

manner in which the tones are produced,we are forced to conclude that the

difficultyliesin the ear itself.We have, then,a plainindication that the vibrating
parts of the ear are not damped with sufficientforce and rapidityto allow of

successfullyeffectingsuch a rapidalternation of tones.

Nay more, this fact further proves that there must be differentparts ofthe ear

vrhich are set in vihration by tones ofdifferent2)itchand which receive the sejisntion
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ofthese tones. Thus, itmightbe supposedthat as the vibratorymass of the -whole

ear, the drumskin, auditoryossicles,and fluid in the labyrinth,were vibratinf?at

tliesame time, the inertia of this mass was the cause why the sonorous vibrations

in the ear were not immediatelyextinguished.But this hypothesiswould not

sufficeto explainthe "ct observed. For an elasticbody set into sympathetic
vibration by any tone,vibrates sympatheticallyin the pitchnumber of the exciting
tone ; but as soon as the excitingtone ceases, it goes on soundingin the pitch
number of its own proper tone. This fact,which is derived from theory,may be

perfectlyverifiedon tuning-forksby means of the vibration microscope.
If,then, the ear vibrated as a singlesystem, and were capableof continuing

itsvibration for a sensible time, it would have to do so with its own pitchnumber,
which is totallyindependentof the pitchnumber of the former excitingtone.
The consequence is that shakes would be equallydifficultupon both high and

^'low tones, and next that the two tones of the shake would not mix with each

other,but that each would mix with a third tone, due to the ear itself.We became

acquaintedwith such a tone in the lastchapter,the high/'",p. 1 1 6a. The result,

then,under these circumstances would be quitedifferentfrom what is observed.

Now if a shake of lo notes in a second, be made on ^, of which the vibra-tional

number is no, this tone would be struck every Jiof a second. We may

justlyassume that the shake would not be clear,if the intensityof the expiring
tone were not reduced to ^^ of itsoriginalamount in this ^ of a second. In this

case, afterat least 22 vibrations,the partsof the ear which vibratesympathetically
with A must descend to at least ^V ^^ their intensityof vibration as their tone

expires,so that their power of sympatheticvibration cannot be of the firstdegree
in the table on p. 143a, but may belongto the second,third,or some other higher
degree.That the degreecannot be any much higherone, is shewn in the first

placeby the factthat shakes and runs beginto be difficulteven on tones which do
^ not liemuch lower. This we shall see by observations on beats subsequentlyde-tailed.

We may on the whole assume that the partsof the ear which vibrate

sympatheticallyhave an amount of damping power correspondingto the third

degreeof our table,where the intensityof sympatheticvibration with a Semitone

differenceof pitchisonlŷ of what itis for a completeunison. Of course there

can be no questionof exact determinations,but it is importantfor us to be able

to form at least an approximateconceptionof the influence of damping on the

sympatheticvibration of the ear, as it has great significancein tlie relations

of consonance. Hence when we hereafter speakof individual partsof the ear

vibratingsympatheticallywith a determinate tone, we mean that theyare set into

strongestmotion by that tone, but are also set into vibration lessstronglyby tones

of nearlythe same pitch,and that this sympatheticvibration is stillsensible for

the interval of a Semitone. Fig.52 may serve

to givea generalconceptionof the law by which

Ifthe intensityof the sympatheticvibration de-creases,

as the differenceof pitchincreases. The

horizontal line a b c representsa portionof the

musical scale,each of the lengthsa b and b c

standingfor a whole (equallytempered)Tone.
Supposethat the body which vibrates sympa-thetically

has been tuned to the tone b and that

the vertical line b d represents the maximum

of intensityof tone which it can attain when excited by a tone in perfectunison
with it. On the base line,intervalsof ^^ ôf a whole Tone are set off,and the ver-tical

linesdrawn throughthem shew the correspondingintensityof the tone in the

body which vibrates sympathetically,when the excitingtone differsfrom a unison

by the correspondinginterval. The followingare the numbers from which fig.52
was constructed :"
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Now we cannot preciselyascertain what partsof the ear actuallyvibrate sym-pathetically

with individual tones.* We can onlyconjecturewhat they are at

presentin the case of human beingsand mammals. The whole construction of

the partitionof the cochlea,and of Corti'sarches which rest upon it,appears most

suited for executingindependentvibrations. We do not need to requireof them

the power of continuingtheir vibrations for a longtime without assistance. ^
But if these formations are to serve for distinguishingtones of dififerentpitch,

and if tones of differentpitchare to be equallywell perceivedin all parts of the

scale,the elastic formations in the cochlea,which are connected with different

nerve fibres,must be differentlytuned, and their proper tones must form a regu-larly

progressiveseriesof degreesthroughthe whole extent of the musical scale.

Accordingto the recent anatomical researches of V. Hensen and G. Hasse, it

is probablythe breadth of the membrana basilaris in the cochlea,which deter-mines

the tuning.f At its commencement oppositethe oval window, it is

comparativelynarrow, and itcontinuallyincreases in width as it approachesthe

apex of the cochlea. The followingmeasurements of the membrane in a newly
bom child,from the line where the nerves pass throughon the inner edge,to the

attachment to the ligamentumspiraleon the outer edge,are givenby V. Hensen :

The breadth therefore increases more than twelvefold from the beginningto
the end.

Corti'srods also exhibit an increase of size as theyapproachthe vertex of the

cochlea,but in a much less degreethan the membrana basilaris. The following
are Hensen's measurements :"

* [Here the passage, *The particlesof
anditorysand,' to 'used for musical tones,*
on pp. 217-18 of the ist English edition has

been cancelled,and the passage *W6 can only
oonjectnre,'to * without assistance,'on p. 145a
added in itsplacefrom the 4th German edition.

" Translator.']
t In the 1st [German] edition of this book

(1863),which was written at a time when the

more delicate anatomy of the cochlea was just

beginningto be developed,I supposedthai the

different degreesof stiffness and tension in

Corti's rods themselves might furnish the

reason of their differenttuning. By Hensen's

measures of the breadth of the membrana

basilaris {Ztitschriftfilrwissenseh. Zoologie,
voL ziii.p. 492)and Hasse's proof that Corti's

rods are absent in birds and amphibia,far more

definite foundations for forming a judgment
have been furnished,than I then possessed.
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Hence itfollows,as Henle has also proved,that the greatestincrease of breadth

fallson the outer zone of the basilar membrane, beyond the line of the attach-ment

of the outer rods. This increases from 0*023 mm. [='000905 in.]to 0*41

nun. [= -016 142 inch]or nearlytwentyfold.
In accordance with these measures, the two rows of Corti's rods are almost

paralleland uprightnear to the roimd window, but theyare bent much more

stronglytowards one another near the vertex of the cochlea.

It has been alreadymentioned that the membrana basilaris of the cochlea

breaks easilyin the radial direction,but that its radial fibres have considerable

tenacity.This seems to me to furnish a very importantmechanical relation,

namely that this membrane in its natural connection admits of beingtightly
stretched in the transverse direction from the modiolus to the outer wall of the

cochlea,but can have onlylittletension in the direction of itslength,because it

^ could not resista strongpuU in this direction.

Now the mathematical theoryof the vibration of a membrane with differentten-sions

in differentdirectionsshews that it behaves very differentlyfrom a membrane

which has the same tension in alldirections.* On the latter,vibrations produced
in one part,spreaduniformlyin alldirections,and hence ifthe tension were uniform

itwould be impossibleto set one partof the basilarmembrane in vibration,without

producingnearlyas strongvibrations(disregardingindividualnodal lines)in allother

partsof the membrane.

But if the tension in direction of its lengthis infinitesimallysmall in com-parison

with the tension in direction of the breadth,then the radial fibres of

the basilar membrane may be approximativelyregardedas forminga system of

stretched strings,and the membranous connection as onlyservingto givea ful-crum

to the pressure of the fluidagainstthese strings.In that case the laws of

their motion would be the same as if every individual stringmoved independently
4|[of all the others,and obeyed,by itself,the influence of the periodicallyalternating

pressure of the fluid of the labyrinthcontained in the vestibule gallery.Conse-quently

any excitingtone would set that part of the membrane into sympathetic
vibration,for which the proper tone of one of its radial fibres that are stretched

and loaded with the various appendagesalreadydescribed,correspondsmost nearly
with the excitingtone ; and thence the vibrations will extend with rapidlydimi-nishing

strengthon to the adjacentpartsof the membrane. Fig.52, on p. 14402,

mightbe taken to represent,on an exaggeratedscale of height,a longitudinalsec-tion

of that partof the basilar membrane in which the proper tone of the radial

fibresof the membrane are nearest to the excitingtone.
The stronglyvibratingpartsof the membrane would, as has been explainedin

respectto allbodies which vibrate sympathetically,be more or lesslimited,accord-ing

to the degreeof damping power in the adjacentparts,by frictionagainstthe
fluidin the labyrinthand in the softgelatinouspartsof the nerve fillet.

^ Under these circumstances the parts of the membrane in unison with higher
tones must be looked for near the round window, and those with the deeper,near
the vertex of the cochlea,as Hensen also concluded from his measurements. That

such short stringsshould be capableof correspondingwith such deeptones,must
be explainedby their beingloaded in the basilar membrane with allkinds of solid

formations ; the fluidof both galleriesin the cochlea must also be considered as

weightingthe membrane, because it cannot move without a kind of wave motion

in that fluid.

The observations of Hasse shew that Corti'sarches do not exist in the cochlea

of birds and amphibia,althoughthe other essential partsof the cochlea,as the

basilar membrane, the ciliated cells in coimection with the terminations of the

nerves, and Corti'smembrane, which stands oppositethe ends of these ciliae,are

all present. Hence it becomes very probablethat Corti's arches playonly a

secondarypartin the function of the cochlea. Perhapswe mightlook for the effect

* See Appendix XI.
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of Corti's arches in their power, as relativelyfirm objects,of transmittingthe
vibrations of the basilar membrane to small limited regionsof the upper part of

the relativelythick nervous fillet,better than it could be done by the immediate

communication of the vibrations of the basilar membrane throughthe soft mass

of this fillet. Close to the outside of the upper end of the arch,connected with

it by the stifferfibrilesof the membrana reticularis,are the ciliatedcellsof the

nervous fillet(seec in fig.49, p. 140).In birds,on the other hand, the ciliatedcells

form a thin stratum upon the basilar membrane, and this stratum can readily
receive limited vibrations from the membrane, without communicatingthem too

"r sideways.
Accordingto this view Corti's arches,id the last resort,will be the means of

transmittingthe vibrations received from the basilarmembrane to the terminal

appendagesof the conductingnerve. In this sense the reader is requestedhere-after

to understand references to the vibrations,proper tone,and intonation of ^
Corti's arches ; the intonation meant is that which they receive throughtheir
connection with the correspondingpart of the basilar membrane.

Accordingto Waldeyer there are about 4500 outer arch fibres in the human

cochlea. If we deduct 300 for the simpletones which lie beyondmusical limits,
and cannot have their pitchperfectlyapprehended,there remain 4200 for the

seven octaves of musical instruments,that is,600 for every Octave,50 for every
Semitone [thatis, i for every 2 cents]; certainlyquiteenough to explainthe

power of distinguishingsmall partsof a Semitone.* Accordingto Prof. W.

Preyer'sinvestigations,tpractisedmusicians can distinguishwith certaintya
difference of pitcharisingfrom half a vibration in a second,in the doubly
accented Octave. This would give1000 distinguishabledegreesof pitchin the

Octave, from 500 to 1000 vibrations in the second. Towards the Umits of the

scale the power to distinguishdifferences diminishes. The 4200 Corti'd arches

appear then, in this respect,to be enough to apprehenddistinctionsof thiscr

amount of delicacy.But even if it should be found that many more than

4200 d^rees of pitchcould be distinguishedin the Octave,itwould not prejudice
our assumption.For if a simpletone is struck havinga pitchbetween those of

two adjacentCorti'sarches,it would set them both in sympatheticvibration,and
that arch would vibrate the more stronglywhich was nearest in pitch to the

proper tone. The smallness of the intervalbetween the pitchesof two fibresstill

distinguishable,will therefore finallydepend upon the delicacywith which the

different forces of the vibrations excited can be compared. And we have thus

also an explanationof the fact that as the pitchof an external tone rises con-tinuously,

our sensations also altercontinuouslyand not byjumps,as must be the

case if onlyone of Corti'sarches were set in sympatheticmotion at once.

To draw farther conclusions from our hypothesis,when a simple tone is pre-sented

to the ear, those Corti'sarches which are nearlyor exactlyin unison with

itwill be stronglyexcited,and the rest onlyslightlyor not at aJl. Hence every ir

simpletone of determinate pitchwill be felt onlyby certain nerve fibres,and

" [A few lines of the ist Engligh edition at rib. a difference of orlitenralof

have here been cancelled,and replacedby S^ -300 vib. ro cents 1t/?a5 per-

others from the 4th German edition." Traw-
^

'00"
,

'5"" ". '9 ,. jceived.
l^ilfyr1

but on the other hand

" Jh7(On the limits of the perception of ,^ .^ ^'^- 6 cents vaa

tone),June 1876. Rearranged in English by
"" !^' " l^ " ^^

the Translator in the Proceedings of the r^ '^ " '"
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simpletones of differentpitchwill excite different fibres. When a compound
musical tone or chord is presentedto the ear, all those elastic bodies will be

excited,which have a proper pitchcorrespondingto the various individual simple
tones contained in the whole mass of tones, and hence by properlydirecting
attention,all the individual sensations of the individual simpletones can be

perceived.The chord must be resolved into its individual compound tones, and

the compound tone into itsindividual harmonic partialtones.
This also explainshow it is that the ear resolves a motion of the air into

pendularvibrations and no other. Any particleof air can of course execute only
one motion at one time. That we considered such a motion mathematicallyas a

sum of pendularvibrations,was in the firstinstance merelyan arbitraryassump-tion

to facilitatetheory,and had no meaning in nature. The firstmeaning in

nature that we found for this resolution came from consideringsympathetic
^vibration,when we discovered that a motion which was not pendular,could

producesympatheticvibrations in bodies of those different pitches,which cor-responded

to the harmonic upper partialtones. And now our hypothesishas also

reduced,tjiephenomenon of hearingto that of sympatheticxJliration^andthus

furnished a reason why an originallysimpleperiodicvibifttipn^of the au: pro-duces

a sum of differentsensations,and hence also a^tpeaxs as compoundto our

gerceptionp.
The sensation of differentpitchwould consequentlybe a sensation in different

nerve fibres. The sensation of a qualityof tone would dependupon the power of

a givencompound tone to set in vibration not onlythose of Corti*sarches which

correspondto itsprimetone,but also a seriesof other arches,and hence to excite

sensation in several differentgroups of nerve fibres.

Physiologicallyit should be observed that the presentassumptionreduces
sensations which differqualitativelyaccordingto pitchand qualityof tone,to a

^ differencein the nerve fibres which are excited. This is a step similar to that

taken in a wider fieldby Johannes Miiller in his theoryof the specificenergiesof
sense. He has shewn that the differencein the sensations due to various senses,

does not depend upon the actions which excite them,but upon the various nervous

arrangements which receive them. We can convince ourselves experimentally
that in whatever manner the opticnerve and its expansion,the retina of the eye,

may be excited,by light,by twitching,by pressure, or by electricity,the result is

never anythingbut a sensation of light,and that the tactual nerves, on the contrary,
never giveus sensations of hghtor of hearingor of taste. The same solar rays

which are feltas lightby the eye, are feltby the nerves of the hand as heat ; the

same agitationswhich are feltby the hand as twitterings,are tone to the ear.

Just as the ear apprehendsvibrations of differentperiodictime as tones of

differentpitch,so does the eye perceiveluminiferous vibrations of differentperiodic
time as differentcolours,the quickestgivingvioletand blue,the mean green and

^ yellow,the slowest red. The laws of the mixture of colours led Thomas Young
to the hypothesisthat there were three kinds of nerve fibres in the eye, with

differentpowers of sensation,for feelingred, for feelinggreen, and for feeling
violet. In realitythis assumptiongivesa very simpleand perfectlyconsistent

explanationof allthe opticalphenomenadependingon colour. And by this means

the qualitativedifferencesof the sensations of sightare reduced to differences in

/the
nerves which receive the sensations. For the sensations of each individual

fibreof the opticnerve there remains onlythe quantitativedifferencesof greateror
lessirritation.

The same result is obtained for hearingby the hypothesisto which our

investigationof qualityof tone has led us. The qualitativedifference of pitch
and qualityof tone is reduced to a differencein the fibres of the nerve receiving
the sensation, and for each individual fibre of the nerve there remains onlythe

quantitativedifierencesin the amount of excitement.

The processes of irritationwithin the nerves of the muscles, by which their

contraction is determined, have hitherto been more accessi

Digitized
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investigationthan those which take placein the nerves of sense. In those of the

muscle, indeed,we find only quantitativedifferenceaof-more or less excitement,
and TU) ^nftlifrfitivf^jifTftrflt^(*"i"gat all. In them we are able to establish,that during
excitement the electricallyactive particlesof the nerves undergo determinate (i

changes,and that these changesensue in exactlythe same way whatever be the \\
excitement which causes them. But preciselythe same changesalso take placein 11
an excited nerve of sense, althoughtheir consequence in this case is a sensation,
while in the other it was a motion ; and hence we see that the mechanism of the

process of irritationin the nerves of sense must be m every respect_similarto that j
in the nerves of motion. The two*hypothesesjustexplainedreallyreduce the -2.Z2-

processes in the nerves of man's two principalsenses, notwithstandingtheir

apparentlyinvolved qualitative^dilbiencesof sensations,to the same simple
gfiliprnft ^K^^}\Msrh\oh wa Ara fftynilifljin the nerves of motioiu, Nerves have been r^^^J*^
often and not unsuitablycompared to telegraphwires. Such a wire conducts one;1f
kind of electriccurrent and no other ; itmay be stronger,itmay be weaker, itmay
move in either direction; it has no other quahtativedifferences. Nevertheless,

accordingto the differentkinds of apparatuswith which we provideits termina-tions,

we can send telegraphicdespatches,ringbells,explodemines, decompose
water, move magnets, magnetiseiron,develophght,and so on. So with the

nerves. The condition of excitement which can be producedin them, and is con-ducted

by them, is,so far as it can be recognisedin isolated fibres of a nerve,

everywherethe same, but when it is broughtto various partsof the brain,or
the body,it producesmotion, secretions of glands,increase and decrease of the

quantityof blood,of redness and of warmth of individual organs, and also sensa-tions

of light,of hearing,and so forth. Supposingthat every qualitatively
differentaction isproducedin an organ of a differentkind, to which also separate
fibresof nerve must proceed,then the actual process of irritationin individual

nerves may alwaysbe preciselythe same, justas the electricalcurrent in the tele-^

graph wires remains one and the same notwithstandingthe various kinds of

effectswhich itproducesat itsextremities. On the other hand, ifwe assume that

the same fibreof a nerve is capableof conductingdifferentkinds of sensation,we

should have to assume that it admits of various kinds of processes of irritation,
and this we have been hitherto unable to establish.

In this respectthen the view here proposed,like Young'shypothesisfor the

difference of colours,has a stillwider significationfor the physiologyof the

nerves in general.
Since the firstpublicationof this book,the theoryof auditorysensation here

explained,has received an interestingconfirmation from the observations and

experimentsmade by V
"
Hensen * on the auditoryapparatusof the Crustaceae.

These animals have bags of auditorystones (otoUths),partlyclosed,partly
openingoutwards,in which these stones float freelyin a watery fluid and are

supportedby hairs of a peculiarformation,attached to the stones at one end, and, f

partly,arrangedin a series proceedingin order of magnitude,from largerand
thicker to shorter and thinner. In many crustaceans also we find precisely
similar hairs on the open surface of the body,and these must be considered as

auditoryhairs. The proofthat these external hairs are also intended for hearing,
dependsfirston the similarityof their construction with that of the hairs in the

bags of otoliths; and secondlyon Hensen's discoverythat the sensation of

hearingremained in the Mysis (opossumshrimp)when the bagsof otoUths had

been extirpated,and the external auditoryhairs of the antennae were left.

Hensen conducted the sound of a keyedbuglethroughan apparatusformed on

the model of the drumskin and auditoryossicles of the ear into the water of a

littlebox in which a specimenof Mysiswas fastened in such a way as to allow

the external auditoryhairs of the tail to be observed. It was then seen that

certain tones of the horn set certain hairs into strongvibration,and other tones

* Studien ilber das Gehdrorgan der Deca- and lLb\\\\i%i*ẐeUschriftfUt loissenselmftliche
podcn,Leipzig,1863. Benrinted from Siebold Zooiooi^,vol. xiii. " r\r^rsi/"

' Digitizedby VJwwVlC
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other hairs. Each hair answered to several notes of the horn, and from the

notes mentioned we can approximativelyrecognisethe seriesof under tones of one

and the same simpletone. The results could not be quiteexact, because the

resonance of the conductingapparatusmust have had some influence.

Thus one of these hairs answered stronglyto djj^and d% more weaklyto g,
and very weaklyto O. This leads us to suppose that it was tuned to some pitch
between d'^ and d'% In that case itanswered to the second partialof d' to d'jj^
the third of g to g$,the fourth of d to djj^,and the sixth of G to (r$.A second

hair answered stronglyto aj{land the adjacenttones,more weaklyto djj^and Ajj^
Its proper tone therefore seems to have been a$.

By these observations (whichthroughthe kindness of Herr Hensen I have

myselfhad the opportunityof verifying)the existence of such relationsas we have

supposedin the case of the human cochlea,have been directlyprovedfor these

f Crustaceans,and this is the more valuable,because the concealed positionand

readydestructibilityof the correspondingorgans of the human ear givelittlehope
of our ever beingable to make such a direct experimenton the intonation of its

individual parts.*
So far the theorywhich has been advanced refers in the firstplaceonlyto

the lastingsensation produced by regularand continued periodicaloscillations.
But as regardsthe perceptionof irregularmotions of the mr, that is,of noises,it
is clear that an elastic apparatus for executingvibrations could not remain at

absolute rest in the presence of any force actingupon it for a time, and even a

momentary motion or one recurringat irregularintervals would suffice,if only
powerfulenough,to set it in motion. The peculiaradvantage of resonance over

proper tone depends-preciselyon the fact that disproportionatelyweak individual

impulses,providedthat theysucceed each other in correct rhythm,are capableof

producingcomparativelyconsiderable motions. On the other hand, momentary
^ but strongimpulses,as for example those which resultfrom an electricspark,will

set every part of the basilar membrane into an almost equallypowerfulinitial
motion, afterwhich each part would die off in its own proper vibrational period.
By that means there might arise a simultaneous excitement of the whole of the

nerves in the cochlea,which althoughnot equallypowerfulwould yet be propor-tionately

gradated,and hence could not have the character of a determinate pitch.
Even a weak impressionon so many nerve fibreswiU producea clearer impression
than any singleimpressionin itself. We know at least that small differences of

brightnessare more readilyperceivedon largethan on small partsof the circleof

vision,and littledifferences of temperaturecan be better perceivedby plunging
the whole arm, than by merelydippinga finger,into the warm water.

Hence a perceptionof momentary impulsesby the cochlear nerves is quite
possible,justas noises are perceived,without givingan especiallysensible pro-minence

to any determinate pitch.
If If the pressure of the air which bears on the drumskin lasts a littlelonger,it

will favour the motion in some regionsof the basilar membrane in preferenceto
other partsof the scale. Certain pitcheswill therefore be especiallyprominent.
This we may conceive thus : every instant of pressure is considered as a pressure

that will excite in every fibre of the basilar membrane a motion corresponding
to itself in direction and strengthand then die off;and all motions in each

fibre which are thus excited are added algebraically,whence, accordingto cir-cumstances,

they reinforce or enfeeble each other.t Thus a uniform pressure

which lasts duringthe firsthalf vibration,that is,as long as the firstpositive
excursion,increases the excursion of the vibratingbody. But if it lasts longer
it weakens the effect firstproduced. Hence rapidlyvibratingbodies would be

proportionablyless excited by such a pressure, than those for which half a vibra-tion

lasts as longas, or longerthan, the pressure itself. By this means such an

* [From here to the end of this chapteris f See the mathematical expressionfor this

an addition from the 4th German edition," conceptionat the end of Appendix XI.

Trajislaior.'
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impressionwould acquirea certain,thoughan ill-defined,pitch.In generalthe
intensityof the sensation seems, for an equalamount of vis viva in the motion,to
increase as the pitchascends. So that the impressionof the higheststrongly
excited fibrepreponderates.

A determinate pitch,to a more remarkable extent,may also naturallyresult,if
the pressure itselfwhich acts on the stirrupof the drum alternates several times

between positiveand negative. And thus alltransitionaldegreesbetween noises

without any determinate pitch,and compound tones with a determinate pitchmay
be produced. This actuallytakes place,and herein liesthe proof,on which Herr

8. Exner* has properlylaid weight,that such noises must be perceivedby those

partsof the ear which act in distinguishingpitch.
In former editions of this work I had expresseda conjecturethat the auditory

dliae of the ampullae,which seemed to be but Uttle adaptedfor resonance, and

those of the Httle bagsoppositethe otoliths,might be especiallyactive in the ^
perceptionof noises.

As regardsthe ciliaein the ampullae,the investigationsof Goltz have made it

extremelyprobablethat they,as well as the semicircular canals,serve for a totally
differentkind of sensation,namelyfor the perceptionof the turningof the head.

Revolution about an axis perpendicularto the planeof one of the semicircular

canals cannot be immediatelytransferred to the ringof water which liesin the

canal,and on account of its inertia lagsbehind, while the relativeshiftingof the

water along the wall of the canal might be felt by the ciliaeof the nerves of the

ampullae. On the other hand, if the turningcontinues,the ringof water itself

will be graduallyset in revolution by its frictionagainstthe wall of the canal,

and wiU continue to move, even when the turningof the head suddenlyceases.
This causes the illusivesensation of a revolution in the contrarydirection,in the

well-known form of giddiness.Injuriesto the semicircular canals without injuries
to the brain producethe most remarkable disturbances of equihbriumin the lower ^
animals. Electrical dischargesthroughthe ear and cold water squirtedinto the

ear of a person vdth a perforateddrumskin, producethe most violent giddiness.
Under these circumstances these partsof the ear can no longerwith any probability
be considered as belongingto the sense of hearing.Moreover impulsesof the

stirrupagainstthe water of the labyrinthadjoiningthe oval window are in reahty
illadaptedfor producingstreams throughthe semicircular canals.

On the other hand the experimentsof Eoenigwith short soundingrods, and
those of Preyerwith Appunn'stuning-forks,have established the fact that very

hightones with from 4000 to 40,000 vibrations in a second can be heard, but that

forthese the sensation of interval isextremelydeficient. Even intervalsof a Fifth

or an Octave in the highestpositionsare onlydoubtfullyrecognisedand are often

wronglyappreciatedbypractisedmusicians. Even the majorThird c" " e" [4096:

5120 vibrations]was at one time heard as a Second, at another as a Fourth or a

Fifth ; and at stillgreaterheightseven Octaves and Fifths were confused. ^
If we maintain the hypothesis,that every nervous fibrehiaarsin itsown peculiar

pitch,we should have to conclude that the vibratingpartsof the ear which convey
these sensations of the highesttones to the ear, are much lesssharplydefined in their

capabilitiesof resonance, than those fordeepertones. This means that theylose any
motion excited in them comparativelysoon, and are also comparativelymore easily
broughtinto the state of motion necessary for sensation. This last assumption
must be made, because for partswhich are so stronglydamped,the possibilityof

addingtogethermany separateimpulsesis very hmited, and the construction of the

auditoryciliaein the Uttle bags of the otohths seems to me more suited for this

purpose than that of the shortest fibresof the basilarmembrane. If this hypo-thesis
is confirmed we should have to regardthe auditoryciliaeas the bearers of

squeaking,hissing,chirping,cracklingsensations of sound, and to consider their

reaction as differingonlyin degreefrom that of the cochlear fibres.f

" Pflueger,Archiv, fUr Physiologic,vol. f [See App. XX. seet. L. art. 5." Tmiw-

^- ^^r.] Digitizedby^.jOOgie



PAET 11.

ON THE INTERRUPTIONS OF HARMONY.

COMBINATIONAL TONES AND BEATS/

CONSONANCE AND DISSONANCE.

CHAPTER VII.

COMBIKATIONAD TONBS.

In the firstpartof this book we had to enunciate and constantlyapplythe pro-position

that oscillatorymotions of the air and other elastic bodies,produced by
several sources of sound actingsimultaneously,are alwaysthe exact sum of the

individual motions producibleby each source separately.This law is of extreme

importancein the theoryof sound,because it reduces the consideration of com-pound

cases to those of simpleones. But it must be observed that this law holds

^ strictlyonly in the case where the vibrations in allpartsof the mass of air and of

the sonorous elasticbodies are of infinitesimallysmall dimensions ; that is to say,

onlywhen the alterations of densityof the elastic bodies are so small that they,

may be disregardedin comparisonwith the whole densityof the same body; and

in the same way, onlywhen the displacementsof the vibratingparticlesvanish as

compared with the dimensions of the whole elastic body. Now certainlyin all

practicalapplicationsof this law to sonorous bodies,the vibrations are always

very small, and near enough to beinginfinitesimallysmall for this law to hold

witiigreatexactness even for the real sonorous vibrations of musical tones, and by
far the greaterpart of their phenomena can be deduced from that law in con-formity

with observation. Still,however, there are certain phenomena which

result from the fact that this law does not hold with perfectexactness for vibra-tions

of elasticbodies,which, though almost alwaysvery STnall,are far from being
infinitesimallysmall.f One of these phenomena,with which we are here interested,

ITis the occurrence of Combinational Tones, which were first discovered in 1745 by
Sorge,ta German organist,and were afterwards generallyknown, althoughtheir

pitchwas often wronglyassigned,throughthe Italian violinistTartini (1754),from
whom theyare often called Tartini's tones. "

These tones are heard whenever two musical tones of different pitchesare

* [So much attention has recentlybeen views,before takingup the Appendix." Trans-

paidto the whole subjectof this second part lator,]
"Combinational Tones and Beats" mostly f Helmholtz, on 'Combinational Tones,'
since the publicationof the 4th German in Poggendorff'sAnnalefit vol. xcix. p. 497.
edition, that I have thought it advisable to Monatsberichte of the Berlin Academy, May 22,

give a brief account of the investigationsof 1856. From this last an extract is given in

Koenig, Bosanquet, and Preyer in App. XX. Appendix XII.

sect. L., and merely add a few footnotes to t Vorgemach musikalischer Composilion
refer the reader to them where they especially (Antechamberof musical composition),
relate to the statements in the text. But the " [InEngland they have hence been often

reader should study the text of this second called by Tartini's name, ierzi suoni, or third

part,so as to be familiar with Prof. HelmhoUz's sounds,resultingfrom the combination of two.
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sounded together,loudlyand continuously.The pitchof a combinational tone

is generallydifferent from that of either of the generatingtones, or of their

harmonic upper partials.In experiments,the combinational are readilydistin-guished

"om the upper partialtones,by not beingheard when onlyone generating
tone is sounded, and by appearingsimultaneouslywith the second tone. Combi-national

tones are of two kinds. The firstclass,discovered by Sorgeand Tartini,
I have termed differentialtones,because their pitchnumber is the differenceof
the pitchnumbers of the generatingtones. The second class of summational

tones,havingtheir pitchnumber equalto the sum of the pitchnumbers of the

generatingtones, were discovered by myself.
On investigaidngthe combinational tones of two compound musical tones,we

find that both the primaryand the upper partialtones may giverise to both dif-ferential

and summational tones. In such cases the number of combinational

tones is very great. But it must be observed that generallythe differentialare H

strongerthan the summational tones, and that the strongergeneratingsimple
tones also producethe strongercombinational tones. The combinational tones,
indeed,increase in a much greaterratio than the generatingtones,and diminish

also more rapidly.Now since in musical compound tones the primegenerallypre-dominates

over the partials,the differentialtones of the two primesare generally
heard more loudlythan allthe rest,and were consequentlyfirstdiscovered. They
are most easilyheard when the two generatingtones are less than an octave apart,
because in that case the differentialis deeperthan either of the two generating
tones. To hear it at first,choose two tones which can be held with greatforce for
some time, and form a justlyintoned harmonic interval. First sound the low

tone and then the highone. On properlydirectingattention,a weaker low tone

will be heard at the moment that the highernote is struck ; this is the required
combinational tone.* For particularinstruments, as the harmonium, the com-binational

tones can be made more audible by properlytuned resonators. In this ^
case the tones are generatedin the air contained within the instrument. But in

other cases, where theyare generatedsolelywithin the ear, the resonators are of

littleor no use.

A commoner English name is^mv" ^rmontcj, The differentialtones are well heard on the

which is inapplicable,as they are not neces- Englishconcertina,for the same reason as on

sarilygraver than both of the generatingtones. the harmonium. High notes forming Semi-

Prof. Tyndall calls them resultant Umes, I tones tell well. It is convenient to choose

preferretainingthe Latin expression,first in- close dissonant intervals for firstexamples in

troduced, as Prof. Preyer informs as (Akiiati- order to dissipatethe old notion that the

scJie Untersuchungen,^.II)J hy Gt.XJ.A,Yieih 'grave harmonic' is necessarilythe *true

(d.1836in Dessau) in Gilbert's Annalen der fundamental bass' of the 'chord.' It is very

Physik 1805,vol. xxi. p. 265,but onlyfor the easy when playingtwo high generatingnotes,
tones here distinguishedas differential,and as g"'and g"% or the last and a'",to hear at

afterwards used by Scheibler and Prof. Helm- the same time the rattle of the beats (seenext
holtz. I shall,however, use ' combinational chapter) and the deep combinational tones

tones
' to express all the additional tones which about F^Z and 0,% ,

much resemblinga thrash-

are heard when two notes are sounded at the ing machine two or three fieldsoff. The beats %
same time. " Translator,'] and the differentialshave the same frequency

* [I have found that combinational tones (notep. i id). See infr^,App. XX. sect. L. art.

can be made quiteaudible to a hundred people 5, /. The experiment can also be made with

at once, by means of two flageoletfifes or 6''cT'and h"\" h''on any harmonium. And if

whistles, blown as stronglyas possible. I all three notes \"'\"
,
6'',"i" are held down to-

choose very closedissonant intervalsbecause the gether,the ear can perceivethe two sets of

greatdepthof the low tone is much more strik- beats of the upper notes as sharp highrattles,
ing,beingvery far below anythingthat can be and the beats of the two combinational tones,
touched by the instrument itself. Thus ^"' about the pitchof C, which have altogethera
being sounded loudlyon one fife by an assis- different character and frequency. On the

iant, I give/"'S,
when a deepnote is instantly Harmouical, notes h" d' should beat 66, notes

heard which, if the interval were pure, would 6 "b h" should beat 39*6,and notes ''h''\"6'"b

be ^, and is sufficientlynear to g to be recog- should beat 26*4in a second, and these should

nised as extremelydeep. As a second experi- be the pitchesof their combinational notes ;

ment, the "'" beingheld as before,I givefirst the two first should therefore beat 26*4times
f'"% and men e"" in succession. If the inter- in a second, and the two last 13*2 times in a

vals were pure the combinational tones would second. But the tone 26'4 is so difficultto

jump from g to c\ and in reality,the jump is hear that the beats are not distinct." Trans-

very nearly the same and quiteappreciable. latorJ]
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The followingtable givesthe firstdifferentialtones of the usual harmonic

intervals:"

or in ordinarymusical notation,the generatingtones beingwritten as minims and

5fthe diHerential tones as crotchets"

Octave. Fifth. Fourth. Major Minor Major Minor

Third. Third. Sixth. Sixth.

t ^.
3a: ^

IZS?

m
^

Wheu the ear has learned to hear the combinational tones of pure intervals

and sustained tones, it will be able to hear them from inharmonic intervals and in

the rapidlyfadingnotes of a pianoforte.The combinational tones from inhar-

^ monic intervalsare more difficultto hear,because these intervals beat more or less

strongly,as we shaH have to explainhereafter. The combinational tones arising
from such as fade rapidly,for example those of the pianoforte,are not strong
enough to be heard exceptat the firstinstant,and die off sooner than the gene-rating

tones. Combinational tones are also in generaleasierto hear "om the simple
tones of tuning-forksand stoppedorgan pipesthan from compound tones where a

number of other secondarytones are also present. These compound tones, as has

been alreadysaid,also generatea number of differentialtones by their harmonic

upper partials,and these easilydistractattention from the differentialtones of the

primes. Combinational tones of this kind,arisingfrom the upper partials,are

frequentlyheard from the violin and harmonium.

Example, " Take the major Third c'e',ratio of pitch numbers 4 : 5. First difference i, that

is C. The firstharmonic upper partialof c'is c'',relative pitch number 8. Ratio of this and

e',S : 8, difference 3, that is g. The first upper partialof e' is 6", relative pitchnumber 10 ;

m ratio for this and c',4 : 10, difference 6, that is g'. Then againc" e" have ratio 8 : 10, difference

2, that is c. Heoce, takingonly the first upper partialswe have the series of combinational

tones I, Si 6, z 01 Ct g^g'tc. Of these the tone 3, or ^, is often easilyperceived.

These multiplecombinational tones cannot in generalbe distinctlyheard,except
when the generatingcompound tones contain audible harmonic upper partials.
Yet we cannot assert that the combinational tones are absent,where such partials
are absent ; but in that case theyare so weak that the ear does not readilyrecognise
them beside the loud generatingtones and firstdifferential. In the firstplace

theoryleads us to conclude that theydo exist in a weak state,and in the next

placethe beats of impure intervals,to be discussed presently,also establish their

existence. In this case we may, as Hallstroem suggests,*consider the multiple
combinational tones to arise thus : the firstdifferentialtone, or combinational tone

of the firstorder, by combination with the generatingtones themselves,produce
other differentialtones, or combinational tones of the second order ; these again

* Poggendorff'sX/i;i^/c;i,vol.xxiv.p.438.
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producenew ones with the generators and differentialsof the firstorder, and

so on.

Example, " Take two simple tones " and e\ ratio 4:5, difference i, differentialtone of the

first order C. This with the generators givesthe ratios i : 4 and I : 5, differences 3 and 4,

differential tones of the second order g, and c' once more. The new tone 3, giveswith the

generatorsthe ratios 3 : 4 and 3:5, differences i and 2, givingthe differentialtones of the third

order G and c, and the same tone 3 giveswith the differentialof the firstorder i,the ratio 1:3,
difference 2, and hence as a differentialof the fourth order c once more, and so on. The dif-ferential

tones of different orders which coincide when the interval is perfect,as it is supposedto
be in this example,no longerexactlycoincide when the generatinginterval is not pure ; and

consequentlysuch beats are heard, as would result from the presence of these tones. More on

this hereafter.

The differentialtones of differentorders for differentintervals are givenin the

followingnotes,where the generatorsare minims, the combinational tones of the ^
firstorder crotchets,of the second quavers, and so on. The same tones also occur

with compound generatorsas combinational tones of their upper paartials.*

Octave.

J

Fifth. Fourth. Major Third.

=}= -A^ 3t:
-"s"- -"s"-

r "Wr

-^ :J^"e

Minor Third. Major Sixth. Minor Sixth.

The seriesare broken off as soon as the last order of differentialsfurnishes no

fireshtones. In generalthese examplesshew that the completeseriesof harmonic

partialtones i, 2, 3, 4, 5, "c., up to the generatorstliemselves,tisproduced.
The second kind of combinational tones, which I have distinguishedBkastimma-

tional,isgenerallymuch weaker in sound than the first,and is onlyto be heard

" [These examples are best calculated by
givingto the notes in the example the numbers

representingthe harmonics on p. 22c. Thus

Octave, notes 4 : 8. Diff.8 " 4 = 4.

Fifth,notes 4 : 6. Diff.6-4 = 2.

2nd order,4 " 2 = 2, 6 " 2 = 4,

Fourth, notes 6 : 8. Diff.8-6 = 2.

2nd order,8 " 2 = 6,6 " 2 = 4.

3rd order, 6"4 = 2, 6-2 = 4.

Major Third, notes 4 : 5. Diff.5"4 = 1.

2nd. 4-1=3. S-"=4.
3rd. 4-3 = ii 5-3 = 2.

4th. 4-2 = 2,4-1=3.

Minor Third, notes 5 : 6. DifiF.6-5 -i.

2nd. 5 " 1=4, 6-1 = 5.
3rd. 5-4=1,6-4-2.
4th. 4-1=3,6-2-4.
5th. 6-4-2. 6-33.

Major Sixth,notes 6 : 10. Diff. 10"6 = 4. -vi

2nd. 10-4 = 6,6-4 = 2.
^'

3rd. 10-2 = 8, 6-2 " 4.

4th. 6-4 = 2.

Minor Sixth,notes 5 : 8. Diff.8-5 = 3.
2nd. 5-3 = 2,8-3 = 5-

3rd. 5-2 = 3,8-2 = 6.

4th. 3-2=1,5-3 = 2.

5th. 5-1=4.8-1=7.
6th. 8-7 = 5-4=1,4-2 = 2,8-4 = 4.

The existence of these differentialtones of

higher orders cannot be considered as com-pletely

established." Translator,']

,
t [See App. XX. sect. L. art. 7, for the

influence of such a series on the consonance of

simpletones. It is not to be supposedthat all

these tones are audible. Mr. Bosanquetderives
them direct from the generators,see App. XX.

sect. L. art. 5, a, " Translator.]

\^oogle
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with decent ease under peculiarlyfavourable circumstances on the harmonium and

polyphonicsiren. Scarcelyany but the firstsummational tone can be perceived,

having a vibrational number equalto the sum of those of the generators.Of course

sunmiational tones may also arise from the harmonic upper partials.Since their

vibrational number is always equalto the sum of the other two, they are always
higherin pitchthan either of the two generators.The followingnotes will shew

their nature for the simpleintervals:"

In relation to music I will here remark at once that many of these summa-tional

tones form extremelyinharmonic intervalswith the generators.Were they
not generallyso weak on most instruments, theywould giverise to intoler-able

dissonances. In reality,the major and minor Third, and the minor Sixth,

sound very badlyindeed on the polyphonicsiren,where all combinational tones

are remarkablyloud,whereas the Octave,Fifth,and majorSixth are very beautiful.

Even the Fourth on thissiren has onlythe ejQfectof a tolerablyharmonious chord

of the minor Seventh.
^ It was formerlybelieved that the combinational tones were purelysubjective,

and were producedin the ear itself.f Differentialtones alone were known, and these

were connected with the beats which usuallyresult from the simultaneous sounding
of two tones of nearlythe same pitch,a phenomenon to be considered in the follow-ing

chapters.It was believed that when these beats occurred with sufficient

rapidity,the individual increments of loudness mightproduce the sensation of a

new tone,just as numerous ordinaryimpulsesof the air would, and that the

frequencyof such a tone would be equalto the frequencyof the beats. But this

supposition,in the firstplace,does not explainthe originof summational tones,

beingconfined to the differentials; secondly,itmay be provedthat under certain

conditions the combinational tones exist objectively,independentlyof the ear

which would have had to gatherthe beats into a new tone ; and thirdly,this

suppositioncannot be reconciled with the law confirmed by allother experiments,
that the onlytones which the ear hears,correspondto pendularvibrations of the

fair.J
And in reaUtya differentcause for the originof combinational tones can be

estabUshed,which has alreadybeen mentioned in generalterms (p.152c).When-ever

the vibrations of the air or of other elasticbodies which are set in motion at

the same time by two generatingsimpletones,are so powerfulthat theycan no longer
be considered infinitelysmall, mathematical theoryshews that vibrations of the

air must arise which have the same frequencyas the combinational tones."
Particularinstruments givevery powerfulcombinational tones. The condition

* [The notation of the last 5 bars has been

altered to agree with the diagram of harmonicB

of C on p. 22c.^ Translator.]
f [The result of Mr. Bosanqnet'sand Prof.

Preyer'squiterecent experimentsis to shew

that tlieyare so. See App. XX. sect. L. art. 4,

fc,c. " Translator,]
X [For Prof. Preyer'sremarks on these

objections,and for other objections,see App.
XX. sect. Ii.art. 5, 6,c " Translator.]

" [The tones supposedto arise from beats,
and the differentialtones thus generated,are
essentiallydistinct,havingsometimes the same

but frequentlydifferent pitch numbers. See

App. XX. sect. L. art. 3, d," Translator,]
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for their generationis that the same mass of air should be violentlyagitatedby
two simpletones simultaneously.This takes placemost powerfullyin the poly-phonic

siren/ in which the same rotatingdisc contains two or more series of

holes which are blown upon simultaneouslyfrom the same windchest. The air

of the windchest is condensed whenever the holes are closed ; on the holes being
opened,a largequantityof air escapes, and the pressure isconsiderablydiminished.

Consequentlythe air in the windchest,and partlyeven that in the bellows,as
can be easilyfelt,comes into violent vibration. If two rows of holes are blown,

vibrations arise in the air of the windchest correspondingto both tones,and each

row of openingsgivesvent not to a stream of air uniformlysupplied,but to a

stream of airalreadyset in vibrationby the other tone. Under these circumstances

the combinational tones are extremelypowerful,almost as powerful,indeed,as the

generators. Their objectiveexistence in the mass of air can be provedby vibra-ting

membranes tuned to be in unison with the combinational tones. Such f
membranes are set in sympatheticvibration immediatelyupon both generating
tones beingsounded simultaneously,but remain at rest if onlyone or the other of

them is sounded. Indeed, in this case the summational tones are so powerful
that theymake all chords extremelyunpleasantwhich contain Thirds or minor

Sixths. Instead of membranes itis more convenient to use the resonators already
reconmiended for investigatingharmonic upper partialtones. Besonators are

also unable to reinforce a tone when no pendularvibrations actuallyexist in the

air ; theyhave no effecton a tone which exists onlyin auditorysensation,and
hence they can be used to discover whether a combinational tone is objectively
present. They are much more sensitive than membranes, and are well adapted
for the clear recognitionof very weak objectivetones.

The conditions in the harmonium are similar to those in the siren. Here,too,
there is a common windchest, and when two keysare presseddown, we have two

openingswhich are closed and opened rhythmicallyby the tongues. In this case f
also the air in the common receptacleis violentlyagitatedby both tones,and aii-

is blown througheach openingwhich has been alreadyset in vibration by the

other tongue. Hence in thisinstrument also the combinational tones are objectively
present,and comparativelyvery distinct,but theyare far from beingas powerful
as on the siren,probablybecause the windchest is very much largerin proportion
to the openings,and hence the air which escapes duringthe short openingof an

exit by the oscillatingtongue cannot be sufBcient to diminish the pressui-e sensibly.
In the harmonium also the combinational tones are very clearlyreinforced by
resonators tuned to be in unison with them, especiallythe first and second dif-ferential

and the firstsunmaational tone.f Nevertheless I have convinced myself,by
particularexperiments,that even in this instrument the greaterpart of the force

of the combinational tone is generatedin the ear itself. I arrangedthe portvents
in the instrument so that one of the two generatorswas suppUedwith airby the

bellows moved below by the foot,and the second generatorwas blown by tht ^
reserve bellows,which was firstpumped fulland then cut off by drawingout the

so-called expression-stop,and I then found that the combinational tones were not

much weaker than for the usual arrangement. But the objectiveportionwhich
tlie resonators reinforce was much weaker. The noted examplesgivenabove

(pp. 154-5-6)will easilyenable any one to find the digitalswhich must be

presseddown in order to producea combinational tone in unison with a given
resonator.

On the other hand, when the placesin which the two tones are struck are

entirelyseparateand have no mechanical connection,as, for example,iftheycome
from two singers,two separatewind instruments,or two violins,the reinforcement

* A detailed descriptionof this instrnment apparent reinforcement by a resonator arose

will be givenin the next chapter. from imperfectblocking of both ears when

t [Theexperimentsof Bosanquet,App. XX. usingit. See also p. 43d',note," Translator.]
sect. L. art. 4, 6,render it probablethat this
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of the combinational tones by resonators is small and dubious. Here, then, there
does not exist in the air any clearlysensible pendularvibration correspondingto
the combinational tone, and we must conclude that such tones,which are often

powerfullyaudible,are reallyproducedin the ear itself. But analogouslyto the

former cases we are justifiedin assuming in this case also that the external vibra-ting

partsof the ear, the drumskin and auditoryossicles,are reallyset in a suffi-ciently

powerfulcombined vibration to generatecombinational tones,so that the

vibrations which correspondto combinational tones may reallyexist objectivelyin

the partsof the ear without existingobjectivelyin the external air. A slightrein-forcement

of the combinational tone in this case by the correspondingresonator

may, therefore,arisefrom the drumskin of the ear communicatingto the airin the

resonator those particularvibrations which correspondto the combinational tone.*

Now it so happensthat in the construction of the external partsof the ear for

flconductingsound, there are certain conditions which are peculiarlyfavourable for

the generationof combinational tones. First we have the unsynmaetricalform of

the drumskin itself. Its radial fibres,which are externallyconvex, undergoa much

greateralterationof tension when theymake an oscillationof moderate amplitude
towards the inside,than when the oscillation takes place towards the outside.

For this purpose itis onlynecessary that the amplitudeof the oscillationshould

not be too small a fraction of the minute depth of the arc made by these radial

fibres. Under these circumstances deviations from the simple superpositionof
vibrations arise for very much smaller amphtudesthan is the case when the vibra-ting

bodyis symmetricallyconstructed on both sides.f

But a more importantcircumstance, as it seems to me, when the tones are

powerful,isthe loose formation ofthe jointbetween the hammer and anvil (p.1336).
If the handle of the hammer is driven inwards by the drumskin, the anvil and

stirrupmust follow the motion unconditionally.But that is not the case for the

f subsequentoutward motion of the handle of the hammer, duringwhich the tettli

of the two ossiclesneed not catch each other. In this case the ossiclesmay cli^k.

Now I seem to hear this clickingin my own ear whenever a very strongand deep
tone isbroughtto bear upon it,even when, for example,itis producedby a tuning-
fork held between the fingers,in which there is certainlynothingthat can make

any click at all.

This peculiarfeelingof mechanical tinglingin the ear had longago struck me

when two clear and powerfulsoprano voices executed passages in Thirds,in which

case the combinational tone comes out very distinctly.If the phasesof the two

tones are so related that after every fourth oscillationof the deeperand every fifth

of the highertone,there ensues a considerable outward displacementof the drum-skin,

sufficientto cause a momentary looseningin the jointbetween the hammer

and anvil,a seriesof blows will be generatedbetween the two bones, which would

be absent if the connection were firm and the oscillationregular,and these blows

^ taken togetherwould exactlygeneratethe firstdifferentialtone of the interval of

a majorThird. Similarlyfor other intervals.

It must also be remarked that the same peculiaritiesin the construction of a

sonorous bodywhich makes it suitable forallowingcombinational tones to be heard

when itis excited by two waves of diff^erentpitch,must also cause a singlesimple
tone to excite in it vibrations correspondingto its harmonic upper partials; the

effiectbeingthe same as if this tone then formed summational tones with itself.

This result ensues because a simpleperiodicalforce,correspondingto pendular
vibrations,cannot excite similar pendularvibrations in the elasticbody on which

itacts,unless the elasticforces called into action by the displacementsof the ex-

* [See latter half of Appendix XVI. " are proportionalto the firstpover of the am -

Translator,] plitude,whereas for symmetrical ones they
f See my paper on combinational tones are proportionalto only the second power of

alreajdycited,and Appendix XII. For unsym- this magnitude, which is very small in both

metrical vibrating bodies the disturbances cases.
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cited bodyfrom itspositionof equilibrium,are proportionalto these displacements
themselves. This isalwaysthe case so longas these displacementsare infinitesimal.

But if the amplitudeof the oscillationsis greatenoughto cause a sensible devia-tion

from this proportionality,then the vibrations of the excitingtone are increased

by others which correspondto its harmonic upper partialtones. That such har-monic

upper partialsare occasionallyheard when tuning-forksare stronglyex-cited,

has been alreadymentioned (p.54^). I have latelyrepeatedthese experi-ments
with forks of a very low pitch. With such a fork of 64 vib. I could, by

means of proper resonators,hear up to the fifthpartial.But then the amplitude
of the vibrations was almost a centimetre ['3937inch]. When a sharp-edged
body,such as the prong of a tuning-fork,makes vibrations of such a length,
vortical motions, differingsensiblyfrom the law of simplevibrations,must arise

in the surroundingair. On the other hand, as the sound of the fork fades,these

upper partialsvanish long before their prime,which is itselfonlyvery weaklŷ
audible. This agrees with our hypothesisthat these partialsarise from disturb-ances

dependingon the size of the amplitude.
Herr B. Eoenig,*with a seriesof forkshavingslidingweightsbywhich the pitch

might be graduallyaltered,and providedalso with boxes givinga good resonance

and possessingpowerfultones,has investigatedbeats and combinational tones,and

found that those combinational tones were most prominentwhich answered to the

difference of one of the tones from the partialtone of the other which was nearest

to itin pitch; and in this research partialtones as highas the eighthwere effec-tive

(atleastin the number of beats).f He has unfortunatelynot stated how far the

correspondingupper partialswere separatelyrecognisedby resonators. J
Since the human ear easilyproducescombinational tones,for which the prin-cipal

causes lyingin the construction of that organ have justbeen assigned,it
must also form upper partialsfor powerfulsimpletones,as is the case for tuning-
forks and the masses of air which theyexcitein the observations described. Hence If

we cannot easilyhave the sensation of a powerfulsimpletone,without havingalso
the sensation of itsharmonic upper partials."

The importanceof combinational tones in the construction of chords will appear
hereafter. We have, however, firstto investigatea second phenomenon of the

simultaneous soundingof two tones,the so-called heats.

CHAPTEB Vm.

ON THE BEATS OF SIMPLE TONES.

We now pass to the consideration of other phenomena accompanyingthe simul %

taneous soundingof two simpletones,in which, as before,the motions of the air

and of the other co-operatingelasticbodies without and within the ear may be con-ceived

as an undisturbed coexistence of two systemsof vibrations correspondingto
the two tones,but where the auditorysensation no longercorrespondsto the sum

of the two sensations which the tones would excite singly.Beats, which have

now to be considered,are essentiallydistinguishedfrom combinational tones as

follows: " In combinational tones the compositionof vibrations in the elastic

vibratingbodies which are either within or without the ear, undergoescertain dis-turbances,

althoughthe ear resolves the motion which isfinallyconducted to it,

* PoggendorfF'sAnnaLy vol. clvii.pp. 177- sect. L. " Translator,]
236. X [Koenig states that no upper partials

f [Even with this parentheticalcorrection, could be heard. See Appendix XX. sect. L.
the above is calculated to give an inadequate art. 2, a,--Translator.]
impressionof the results of Koenig'spaper, " [See App. XX. sect. L. art. i,ii." Trans-

which is more fullydescribed in Appendix XX. lator,'\
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into a series of simpletones,accordingto the usual law. In beats,on the

contrary,the objectivemotions of the elastic bodies follow the simplelaw ; but

the compositionof the sensations is disturbed. As long as several simpletones of

a sufiQcientlydijQferentpitchenter the ear together,the sensation due to each

remains undisturbed in the ear, probablybecause entirelydifferent bundles of

nerve fibres are affected. But tones of the same, or of nearlythe same pitch,
' which therefore affectthe same nerve fibres,do not producea sensation which is

the sum of the two theywould have separatelyexcited,but new and peculiar
phenomena aarisewhich we term interference^when caused by two perfectlyequal
simpletones,and heats when due to two nearlyequalsimpletones.

We will beginwith interference.Suppose that a pointin the air or ear

is set in motion by some sonorous force,and that its motion is representedby
the curve i, fig.53. Let

ITthe second motion be ^'"' 53-

preciselythe same at the

same time and be repre-sented

by the curve 2, so

that the crests of 2 fall

on the crests of i, and

also the troughsof 2 on

the troughsof i
.

If both

motions proceedat once,

the whole motion will be

theirsum, representedby
3, a curve of the same

kind but with crests twice as high and troughstwice as deep as those of either of

the others. Since the intensityof sound is proportionalto the square of the

^ amplitude,we have consequentlya tone not of twice but of four times the loudness

of either of the others.

But now suppose the vibrations of the second motion to be displacedby
The curves to be added will stand under one another, as

Pio. 54.

half the periodictime.

4 and 5 in fig.54, and

when we come to add

to them, the heightsof
the second curve will be

stillthe same as those

of the first,but,being
alwaysin the contrary
direction,the two will

mutuallydestroyeach
other, givingas their

^ sum the straightline 6, or no vibration at all. In this case the crests of 4 are

added to the troughsof 5, and conversely,so that the crests fillup the troughs,
and crests and troughsmutuallyannihilate each other. The intensityof sound

also becomes nothing,and when motions are thus cancelled within the ear, sensa-tion

also ceases ; and althougheach singlemotion actingalone would excite the

correspondingauditorysensation,when both act togetherthere is no auditory
sensation at all. One sound in this case completelycancels what appears to be

an equalsound. This seems extraordinarilyparadoxicalto ordinarycontempla-tion
because our natural consciousness apprehendssound, not as the motion of

particlesof the air,but as somethingreallyexistingand analogousto the sensation

of sound. Now as the sensation of a simpletone of the same pitchshews no oppo-sitions

of positiveand negative,it naturallyappears impossiblefor one positive
sensation to cancel another. But the reallycancellingthingsin such a case- are

the vibrationalimpulseswhich the two sources of sound exert on the ear. When

it so happensthat the vibrationalimpulsesdue to one source constantlycoincide
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with oppositeones due to the other,and exactlycounterbalance each other,no
motion can possiblyensue in the ear, and hence the auditorynerve can experience
no sensation.

The followingare some instances of sound cancellingsound :"

Put two perfectlysimilar stoppedorgan pipestimed to the same pitchclose
beside each other on the same portvent. Each one blown separatelygivesa

powerful tone ; but when theyare blown together,the motion of the air in the

two pipestakes placein such a manner that as the airstreams out of one itstreams

into the other,and hence an observer at a distance hears no tone,but at most the

rushing of the air. On bringingthe fibre of a feather near to the lipsof the

pipes,this fibrewill vibrate in the same way as ifeach pipewere blown separately.
Also if a tube be conducted from the ear to the mouth of one of the pipes,the
tone of that pipeis heard so much more powerfullythat it cannot be entirely
destroyedby the tone of the other.* ^

Everytuning-forkalso exhibitsphenomena of interference,because the prongs

move in oppositedirections. On strikinga tuning-forkand slowlyrevolvingit
about its longitudinalaxis close to the ear, itwill be found that there are four

positionsin which the tone is heard clearly; and four intermediate positionsin

which it is inaudible. The four positionsof strongsound are those in which

either one of the prongs, or one of the side surfEkcesof the fork,is turned towards

the ear. The positionsof no sound lie between the former,almost in planes
which make an angleof 45^ with the sur"a.cesof the prongs, and pass through
the axis of the fork. If in fig.55, a and b are the ends of the fork seen from

above, c, d, e, f will be the four placesof strong sound,and the dotted lines

the placesfour of silence. The arrows under a

Fio- 55- and b shew the mutual motion of the two prongs.

. ,

Hence while the prong a givesthe airabout c an im-
I ^^''pulsein the direction c a, the prong b givesitan ^

V. .' oppositeone. Both impulsesonlypartiallycancel

J
.

'

one another at c, because a acts more powerfully
thanb. But the dotted linesshew the placeswhere
the oppositeimpulsesfrom a and b are equally

J" " ^ ,steong,and consequentlycompletelycancel each

" "- -*r " other. If the ear be broughtinto one of these

'\^ placesof silence and a narrow tube be slippedover
one of the prongs a or b,takingcare not to touch it,

/' '\, the sound will be immediatelyaugmented,because

/ \ the influenceof the covered prong is almost entirely
'' '^ destroyed,and the uncovered prong therefore acts

alone and undisturbed.f
A double siren which I have had constructed isvery convenient for the demon-stration

of these relations. F̂ig.56 (p.162)is a perspectiveview of this instru- fl
ment. It is composed of two of Dove's polyphonicsirens,of the kind previously
mentioned, p. 13a ; ao and ai are the two windchests,Cq and c^ the discs attached

to a common axis, on which a screw is introduced at k, to drive a counting
apparatus which can be introduced,as described on p. 12b, The upper box a^
can be turned round its axis,by means of a toothed wheel,in which works a

smaller wheel e providedwith the drivinghandle d ". The axis of the box a^
round which it turns, is a prolongationof the upper pipeg,, which conducts
the wind. On each of the two discs of the siren are four rows of holes,which

* [Ifa screen of any sort, as the hand, be resonance chamber, the alternation of sound

interposed^between the mouths of the pipe, and silence,Ac, can be made audible to many
the tone is immediatelyrestored,and then persons at once. " Translator^]
generally remains even if the hand be re- J Constructed by the mechanician Sauer-
moved. " Translator.] wald in Berlin.

t [Ifinstead of bringingthe tuning-forkto " [Three turns of the handle cause one

the ear, it be slowlyturned before a proper turn of the box round its axis." Translator .]
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can be either blown separatelyor togetherin any combination at pleasure,and at i

are the studs for openingand closingthe series of holes by a peculiararrange-ment.*

The lower disc has four rows of 8, lo, 12, 1 8 holes,the upper of 9, 12,

15, 16. Hence if we callthe tone of 8 holes c, the lower disc givesthe tones c, e,

Pio. 56.

gf,6/ and the upper d, gr,b, d. We are therefore able to producethe following
intervals :"

1. Unison : gg on the two discs simultaneously.
2. Octaves : c d and dd! on tlietwo.

* Described in Appendn XIII.
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3. Fifths ! c g and g dl either on the lower disc alone or on both discs together.
4. Fourths : d g and g c' on the upper disc alone or on both together.
5. Major Third : c a on the lower alone,and ^ 6 on the upper alone,or gh on

both together.
6. Minor Third : eg on the lower,or on both together; hd/ on both together.
7. Whole Tone [majorTone] : cd and c'd' on both together[theminor Tone

is producedby d and e on both together].
8. Semitone [diatonicSemitone]: 6 c' on the upper.

When both tones are producedfrom the same disc the objectivecombinational
tones are very powerful,as has been alreadyremarked,p. 157a. But if the tones

are producedfrom differentdiscs,the combinational tones are weak. In the latter

case, (andthis is the chief pointof interest to us at present)the two tones can

be made to act togetherwith any desired differenceof phase. This is effectedby
alteringthe positionof the upper box. ^

We have firstto investigatethe phenomena as theyoccur in the unison gg.
The effectof the interferenceof the two tones in this case iscomplicatedby the

fact that the siren producescq^pound and not simpletones and that the in-terference

of individual partialtones is independentof that of the prime tone

and of one another. In order to damp the upper partialtones in the siren by
means of a resonance chamber, I caused cylindricalboxes of brass to be made,
of which the back hcjvesare shewn at hjh, and ho ho fig.56,opposite.These
boxes are each made in two sections,so that theycan be removed, and be again
attached to the windchest by means of screws. When the tone of the siren

approachesthe primetone of these boxes,itsqualitybecomes full,strongand soft,

like a finetone on the French horn ; otherwise the siren has rather a piercingtone.
At the same time we use a small quantityof air,but considerable pressure. The

circumstances are of the same nature as when a tongue is appliedto a resonance

chamber of the same pitch. Used in this way the siren is very well adaptedfor ^
experimentson interference.

If the boxes are so placedthat the puffsof air follow at exactlyequalintervals
from both discs,similar phasesof the primetone and of allpartialscoincide,and
aU are reinforced.

If the handle isturned round half a rightangle,the upper box isturned round

I of a rightangle,or ^ of the circumference,that is half the distance between

the holes in the series of 12 holes which is in action for g. Hence the difference

in the phaseof the two primesis half the vibrational period,the puffsof air in

one box occur exactlyin the middle between those of the other,and the two

prime tones mutuallydestroyeach other. But under these circumstances the

difference of phasein the upper Octave is preciselythe whole of the vibrational

period; that is,theyreinforce each other,and similarlyall the evenlynumbered
harmonic upper partialsreinforceeach other in the same position,and the unevenly
numbered ones destroyeach other. Hence in the new positionthe tone is weaker, ^
because deprivedof several of itspartials; but it does not entirelycease ; itrather

jumps up an Octave. If we further turn the handle throughanother half a right

angleso that the box is turned througha whole rightangle,the puffsof the two

discs again agree completely,and the tones reinforce one another. Hence in a

completerevolution of the handle there are four positionswhere the whole tone of

the siren appears reinforced,and four intermediate positionswhere the primetone
and all uneven upper partialsvanish,and consequentlythe Octave occurs in a

weaker form accompaniedby the evenlynumbered upper partials.If we attend to

the firstupper partial,which is the Octave of the prime,by listeningto itthrough
a proper resonator,we find that it vanishes after turningthrougha quarterof a

rightangle,and is reinforced after turningthroughhalf a rightangle,and hence

for every completerevolution of the handle it vanishes 8 times,and is reinforced

8 times. The third partial,(orsecond wpper partial,)the Twelfth of the prime
tone,vanishes in the same time 12 times,the fourth partial16 times,and so on.
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Other compound tones behave likelihoseof the siren. When two tones of the

same pitchare sounded togetherhavingdifferencesof phasecorrespondingto half

the periodictime,the tone does not vanish,but jumps up an Octave. When, for

example,two open organ pipes,or two reed pipesof the same construction and

pitch,are placedbeside each other on the same portvent,theirvibrationsgenerally
accommodate themselves in such a manner that the stream of air enters firstone

and then the other alternately; and while the tone of stoppedpipes,which have

onlyunevenlynumbered partials,is then almost entirelydestroyed,the tone of the

open pipesand reed pipesfallsinto the upper Octave. This isthe reason why no

reinforcement of tone can be effected on an organ or harmonium by combining
tongues or pipesof the same kind,[onthe same portvent].

So far we have combined tones of preciselythe same pitch;now letus inquire
what happens when the tones have slightlydifferentpitch.The double siren

% justdescribed is also well fittedfor explainingthis case, for we can slightlyalter
the pitchof the upper tone by slowlyrevolvingthe upper box by means of the

handle,the tone becomingflatterwhen the direction of revolution is the same as

that of the disc,and sharperwhen it is oppositeto the same. The vibrational

periodof a tone of the siren is equalto the time requiredfor a hole in the rotating
disc to pass from one hole in the windbox to the next. If,throughthe rotation of

the box, the hole of the box advances to meet the hole of the disc,the two holes

come into coincidence sooner than if the box were at rest : and hence the vibra-tional

periodis shorter,and the tone sharper.The converse takes placewhen the

revolution is in the oppositedirection. These alterationsof pitchare easilyheard
when the box is revolved rather quickly.Now producethe tones of twelve holes

on both discs. These will be in absolute unison as long as the upper box is at

rest. The two tones constantlyreinforce or enfeeble each other accordingto the

positionof the upper box. But on settingthe upper box in motion,the pitchof

% the upper tone is altered,while that of the lower tone,which has an inmiovable

windbox, isunchanged. Hence we have now two tones of slightlydifferentpitch
soundingtogether.And we hear the so-called beats of the tones,that is,the

intensityof the tone willbe alternatelygreaterand lessin regularsuccession.* The

arrangement of our siren makes the reason of this readilyintelligible.The
revolution of the upper box bringsit alternatelyin positionswhich as we have

seen correspondto strongerand weaker tones. When the handle has been turned

througha rightangle,the windbox passes from a positionof loudness througha

positionof weakness to a positionof strengthagain.Consequentlyevery complete
revolution of the handle givesus four beats,whatever be the rate of revolution of

the discs,and hence however low or highthe tone may be. If we stopthe box at

the moment of maximum loudness,we continue to hear the loud tone ; if at a

moment of minimum force,we continue to hear the weak tone.

The mechanism of the instrument also explainsthe connection between the

f number of beats and the differenceof the pitch.It iseasilyseen that the number

of the puffsis increased by one for every quarterrevolution of the handle. But

V every such quarterrevolution correspondsto one beat. Hence the number ofbeats

in a giventime is equalto the differenceof the numbers of vibrations executed by
the two tones in the same time. This is the generallaw which determines the

number of beats,for all kinds of tones. This law results immediatelyfrom the

construction of the siren ; in other instruments it can onlybe verifiedby very

accurate and laborious measurements of the numbers of vibrations.

The process is shewn graphicallyin fig.57. Here c c representsthe seriesof

puffsbelongingto one tone,and d d those belongingto the other.
'

The distance

for c c isdivided into 18 parts,the same distance is divided into 20 partsfor d d. At

* [The German word Schioebuna, which ' beat.' But it is not asnal to make the dis-

might be rendered ' fluotuation/impliesthis : tinotion in English,where the whole pheno-
The loudestportiononlyis called the StosSyor menoni ailedhea,iB,^Translator,]
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^" 3" 5. both puffsconcur, and the tone is reinforced. At 2 and 4 theyare inter-mediate

and mutuallyenfeeble each other. The number of beats for the whole

distance is 2, because the difference of the numbers of parts,each of which cor-respond

to a vibration,is also 2.

The intensityof tone varies ; swellingfrom a minimum to a maximum, and

lesseningfrom the maximum to the TniniTnnTn. It is the placesof maximum

FIO. 57.

.^/"
.... ^. ...'?...,. 4, ...

^^

intensitywhich are properlycalled beats,and these are separatedby more or less

distinct pauses.
Beats are easilyproducedon all musical instruments,by strikingtwo notes of ^

nearlythe same pitch.They are heard best from the simpletones of tuning-forks
or stoppedorgan pipes,because here the tone reallyvanishes in the pauses. A

littlefluctuationin the pitchof the beatingtone may then be remarked.* For the

compound tones of other instruments the upper partialtones are heard in the

pauses, and hence the tone jumps up an Octave, as in the case of interference

alreadydescribed. If we have two tuning-forksof exactlythe same pitch,itis

onlynecessary to stick a littlewax on to the end of one, to strikeboth,and bring
them near the same ear or to the surface of a table,or soundingboard. To make

two stoppedpipesbeat,itisonlynecessary to bringa flngerslowlynear to the lip
of one, and thus flattenit. The beats of compound tones are heard by striking
any note on a pianoforteout of tune when the two stringsbelongingto the same

note are no longerin unison ; or if the pianois in tune it is sufficientto attach a

pieceof wax, about the size of a pea, to one of the strings.This putsthem suffi-ciently

out of tune. More attention,however, is requiredfor compound tones ^
because the enfeeblement of the tone is not so striking.The beat in this case

resembles a fluctuation in pitchand quality.This is very strikingon the siren

accordingas the brass resonance cylinders(hoho and h^h^ of fig.56,p. 162)are
attached or not. These make the primetone relativelystrong. Hence when beats

are producedbyturninga handle,the decrease and increase of loudness in the tone

is very striking.On removingthe resonance cylinders,the upper partialtones
are relativelypowerful,and since the ear is very uncertain when comparingthe
loudness of tones of differentpitch,the alteration of force duringthe beats is

much lessstrikingthan that of pitchand qualityof tone.

On listeningto the upper partialsof compound tones which beat,it will be

found that these beat also,and that for each beat of the primetone there are two

of the second partial,three of the third,and so on. Hence when the upper partials
are strong,it is easy to make a mistake in countingthe beats,especiallywhen the

beats of the primesare very slow,so that theyoccur at intervalsof a second or two. IT

It is then necessary to pay greatattention to the pitchof the beats counted,and

sometimes to applya resonator.

It is possibleto render beats visibleby settinga suitableelasticbody into

sympatheticvibration with them. Beats can then occur only when the two

excitingtones lienear enough to the primetone of the sympatheticbodyfor the

latter to be set into sensible sympatheticvibration by both the tones used. This

is most easilydone with a thin stringwhich is stretched on a soundingboard
on which have been placedtwo tuning-forks,both of very nearlythe same pitch
as the string.On observingthe vibrations of the stringthrougha microscope,
or attachinga fibrilof a goosefeatherto the stringwhich will make the same

excursions on a magnifiedscale,the stringwill be clearlyseen to make sympathetic

^ See the explanationof this phenomenon French translator of this work,]in Appen-
which was givenme by Mons. G. Gu6roult,[the dix XIV.
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vibrations with alternatelylargeand small excursions,accordingas the tone of the

two forks isat itsmaximum or minimum.

The same effectcan be obtained from the sympatheticvibration of a stretched

membrane. Fig.58 is the copy of a drawingmade by a vibratingmembrane of

PfG. 58.

thissort,used in the phonautographof Messrs. Scott " Eoenig,of Paris. The mem-brane

of thisinstrument,which resembles the drumskin of the ear, carries a small

stiffstyle,which draws the vibrations of the membrane upon a rotatingcylinder.
In the presentcase the membrane was set in motion bytwo organ pipes,that beat.

^ The undulatingline,of which onlya partis here given,shews that times of strong
vibration have alternated with times of almost entire rest. In this case, then, the
beats are also sympatheticallyexecuted by the membrane. Similar drawings
again have been made by Dr. Politzer,who attached the writingstyleto the

auditorybone (thecolumella)of a duck, and then produceda beatingtone by
means of two organ pipes.This experimentshewed that even the auditorybones
follow the beats of two tones.*

Generallythis must alwaysbe the case when the pitchesof the two tones

struck differso littlefrom each other and from that of the proper tone of the sym-pathetic

body,that the latter can be put into sensiblevibration by both tones at

once. Sympatheticbodies which do not damp readily,such as tuning-forks,
consequentlyrequiretwo excitingtones which differ extraordinarilylittlein pitch,
in order to shew visiblebeats,and the beats must therefore be very slow. For

bodies readilydamped, as membranes, strings,"c.,the differenceof the exciting

f tones may be greater,and consequentlythe beats may succeed each other more

rapidly.
This holds also for the elasticterminal formations of the auditorynerve fibres.

Just as we have seen that there may be visiblebeats of the auditoryossicles,Gorti's
arches may also be made to beat by two tones sufficientlynear in pitchto set the

same Gorti's arches in sympatheticvibration at the same time. If then, as we

have previouslysupposed,the intensityof auditorysensation in the nerve fibres

involved increases and decreases with the intensityof the elasticvibrations,the

strengthof the sensation must also increase and diminish in the same degreeas the

vibrations of the correspondingelasticappendagesof the nerves. In this case also

the motion of Gorti'sarches must stillbe considered as compoundedof the motions

which the two tones would have producediftheyhad acted separately.According
as these motions are directed in the same or in oppositedirectionstheywill rein-force

or enfeeble each other by (algebraical)addition. It is not tillthese motions

f excite sensation in the nerves that any deviation occurs from the law that each of

the two tones and each of the two sensations of tones subsistside by side without

disturbance.

We now come to a partof the investigationwhich is very importantfor the

[ theoryof musical consonance, and has also unfortunatelybeen littleregardedby
; acousticians. The questionis : what becomes of the beats when theygrow Caster

and faster? and to what extent may their number increase without the ear being
unable to perceivethem ? Most acousticians were probablyinclined to agree with

the hypothesisof Thomas Young,that when the beats became very quickthey
graduallypassedover into a combinational tone (thefirstdifferential).Young
imaginedthat the pulsesof tone which ensue duringbeats,might have the same

* The beats of two tones are also clearly tones. Even withont usingthe rotatingmirror
shewn by the vibratingflame described at the for observingthe flames,we can easilyreoog-
end of Appendix II. The flame must be con- nise the alterations in the shape of the flaihe

nected with a resonator having a pitchsuffi- which takeplaceisoohronouslywith the aiidible

cientlynear to those of the two generating beats.
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effecton the ear as elementarypnlsesof air (inthe siren,for example),and that

justas 30 puffsin a second tlu*ougha siren would producethe sensation of a deep
tone, so would 30 beats in a second resultingfrom any two highertones produce
the same sensation of a deep tone. Certainlythis view is well supportedby the

fact that the vibrationalnumber of the firstand strongestcombinational tone is

actuallythe number of beats producedby the two tones in a second. It is,however,

of much importanceto remember that there are other combinational tones (my
summational tones),which will not agree with this hypothesisin any respect,*
but on the other hand are readilydeduced from the theoryof combinational tones

which I have proposed(inAppendixXII.).It is moreover an objectionto Young's
theory,that in many cases the combinational tones existextem^yto the ear, and '

are able to set properlytuned membranes or resonators into sympatheticvibra-

tion,tbecause this could not possiblybe the case, if the combinational tones were

nothingbut the seriesof beats with undisturbed superpositionof the two waves. ^
For the mechanical theoryof sympatheticvibration shews that a motion of the

air compounded of two simplevibrations of differentperiodictimes,iscapableof

puttingsuch bodies onlyinto sympatheticvibration as have a proper tone corre-sponding

to one of the two giventones,providedno conditions intervene by which

the simplesuperpositionof two wave systemsmightbe disturbed ; and the nature

of such a disturbance was investigatedin the last chapter.^ Hence we may ;

consider combinational tones as an accessory phenomenon,by which, however, the

course of the two primary wave systems and of their beats is not essentially
interrupted.

Againstthe old opinionwe may also adduce the testimonyof our senses, which

teaches us that a much greaternumber of beats than 30 in a second can be

distinctlyheard. To obtain this result we must pass graduallyfrom the slower to

the more rapidbeats,takingcare that the tones chosen for beatingare not too far

apartfrom each other in the scale,because audible beats are not producedunless ^
the tones are so near to each other in the scale that theycan both make the same

elasticappendagesof the nerves vibrate sympathetically." The number of beats,

however, can be increased without increasingthe interval between the tones,if

both tones are taken in the higheroctaves.
The observations are best begunby producingtwo simpletones of the same

pitch,say from the once-accented octave by means of tuning-forksor stoppedorgan
pipes,and slowlyalteringthe pitchof one. This is effectedby stickingmore and

more wax on one of the forks ; or more and more coveringthe mouth of one of

the pipes.Stoppedorgan pipesare also generallyprovidedwith a movable plug
or lid at the stoppedend,in order to tune them ; bypullingthis out we flatten,by
pushingitin we sharpenthe tone.**

When a slightdifferencein pitchhas been thus produced,the beats are heard

at firstas longdrawn out fluctuationsalternatelyswellingand vanishing.Slow
beats of this kind are by no means disagreeableto the ear. In executingmusic ^
containinglong sustained chords,theymay even producea solemn effect,or else

givea more lively,tremulous or agitatingexpression.Hence we find in modem

" [Prof.Preyer shews, App. XX. sect. L. tion of the followingfacts,is made with two

art. 4, c2,that summational tones, as snggested * pitchpipes,*each consistingof an extensible

by Appmm, may be considered as differential stopped pipe,which has the compass of the

tones of the second order,ii such are admitted, once-accented octave and is blown as a whistle,
" Translaior.^ the two beingconnected by a bent tabe with

t [Afterthe experimentsof Prof. Preyer a singlemouthpiece. By carefullyadjusting
and Mr. Bosanqnet,App. XX. sect. L. art. 4, the lengthsof the pipes,I was firstable to pro-

this mast be considered as due to some error dace completedestruction of the tone by inter-

of observation. " Translator.] ference,the sound returningimmediatelywhen

X [SeeBosanquet*stheoryof * transforma- the mouth of one whistle was stoppedby the

tion ' in App. XX. sect. L. art. 5, a." Trans- finger. Then on graduallylengtheningone of

Jator.] the pipesthe beats began to be heard slowly,
" [Eoenigknows no such limitation. See and increased in rapidity. The tone being

App. XX. sect. L. art. 3." Translator,] nearly simple the beats are well heard. "

** [Acheapapparatus,useful for demonstra- Translator.]
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organs and harmoniums, a stopwith two pipesor tongues,adjustedto heat. This

imitates the tremblingof the human voice and of violinswhich, appropriatelyin-troduced

in isolated passages, may certainlybe very expressiveand effective,but

apphedcontinuously,as isunfortunatelytoo common, is a detestablemalpractice.
f The ear easilyfollows slow beats of not more than 4 to 6 in a second. The

hearer has time to apprehendall theirseparatephases,and become conscious of

each separately,he can even count them without difficulty.*But when the interval

between the two tones increases to about a Semitone, the number of beats becomes

20 or 30 in a second,and the ear isconsequentlyunable to follow them sufficiently
well forcounting.If,however,we beginwith hearingslow beats,and then increase

their rapiditymore and more, we cannot fiEulto recognisethat the sensational im-pression

on the ear preserves preciselythe same character,appearingas a series

of separatepulsesof sound, even when their frequencyis so greatthat we have

^ no longertime to fix each beat,as it passes,distinctlyin our consciousness and

count it.t
But while the hearer in this case isquitecapableof distinguishingthat his ear

now hears 30 beats of the same kind as the 4 or 6 in a second which he heard

before,the effectof the collectiveimpressionof such a rapidbeat isquitedifferent.
In the firstplacethe mass of tone becomes confused,which I principallyrefer to

the psychologicalimpressions.We actuaUyhear a series of pulsesof tone,and

are able to recogniseit as such,althoughno longercapableof followingeach

singlyor separatingone from the other. But besides thispsychologicalconsidera-tion,

the sensible impressionisalso unpleasant.Such rapidlybeatingtones are

jarringand rough. The distinctivepropertyof jarring,is the intermittent cha-racter

of the sound. We think of the letter B as a characteristicexampleof
a jarringtone. It iswell known to be producedby interposingthe uvula,or else

the thin tipof the tongue,in the way of the stream of airpassingout of the mouth,

^ in such a manner as onlyto allow the airto forceitsway throughin separatepulses,
the consequence beingthat the voice at one time sounds freely,and at another is

cut off.j:
Intermittent tones were also producedon the double siren justdescribed by

usinga Uttlereed pipeinstead of the vdnd-conduit of the upper box,and driving
the airthroughthis reed pipe. The tone of thispipecan be heard externallyonly
when the revolution of the disc bringsitsholes before the holes of the box and

open an exit for the air. Hence,if we let the disc revolve while air is driven

throughthe pipe,we obtain an intermittent tone, which sounds exactlylike beats

arisingfiromtwo tones sounded at once, althoughthe intermittence isproducedby
purelymechanical means. Such effectsmay also be producedin another way on

the same siren, Eemove the lower windbox and retain onlyitspiercedcover,
over which the disc revolves. At the under partapplyone extremityof an india-

rubber tube againstone of the holes in the cover, the other end beingconducted
f by a proper ear-pieceto the observer's ear. The revolvingdisc alternatelyopens

and closes the hole to which the india-rubber tube has been applied.Hold a

tuning-forkin action or some other suitablemusical instrument above and near

* [SeeApp. XX. sect. B. No. 7, for direc- Octave, but become rapidlytoo fast to be

tions for observingheata." Translator.] follo^eed. As, however, these are not simple
t [The Harmonical is very convenient for tones, the beats are not perfectlyolear."

this purpose. On the db key is a d, one Translator J]
comma lower than d. These dd^ beat about % [Phonautographiofiguresof the effect

9, 18, 36, 73 times in 10 seconds in the of r, resemble those of fig.58, p. i66a. 8ix

different Octaves, the last barelycountable, varietiesof these figuresare givenon p. 19 of

Also e'b and e, beat 33, 66, 132, 364 in 10 .Donders's importantlittletract,on 'The Physio-
seconds in the differentOctaves. The two fiirst llogyof Speech Sounds, and especiallyof those

of these sets of beats can be counted,the two /in the Dutch Language
* {De Physioloaieder

last cannot be counted,but will be distinctly/ Spraakklanken în het bijeondervan ate der

perceivedas separate pulses. Similarlythe \ nederlandsche taal, Utrecht 1870,pp. 24)."
beats between all consecutive notes, (exceptF ' Translator,]
and Of B and C),can be counted in the lowest

-^.^v
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the rotatingdisc. Its tone will be heard intermittentlyand the number of

intermissions can be regulatedby alteringthe velocityof the rotation of the

disc.

In both ways then we obtain intermittent tones. In the firstcase the tone of

the reed pipeas heard in the outer air isinterrupted,because it can onlyescape
from time to time. The intermittent tone in this case can be heard by any number

of listenersat once. In the second case the tone in the outer air is continuous,

but reaches the ear of the observer,who hears it throughthe disc of the siren,

intermittently.It can certainlybe heard by one observer only,but then aU kinds

of musical tones of the most diverse pitchand qualitymay be employedfor the

purpose. The intermission of their tones givesthem all exactlythe same kind of

roughnesswhich isproducedby two tones which beat rapidlytogether.We thus

come to recogniseclearlythat beats and intermissions are identical,and that either

when fastenough produceswhat is termed a jaror rattle. f
Beats produceintermittent excitement of certain auditorynerve fibres. The

refikson why such an intermittent excitement acts so much more unpleasantlythan
an equallystrongor even a strongercontinuous excitement,may be gatheredfrom ^j^ ^
the analogousaction of other human nerves. Any powerfulexcitement of a nerve

^*"

deadens itsexcitability,and consequentlyrenders itless sensitiveto fresh irritants,
^j^

]
But after the excitement ceases, and the nerve is leftto itself,irritabihtyisspeedilŷ'i
re-established in a livingbodyby the influence of arterialblood. Fatigueand re-

X^^^

freshment apparentlysupervene in different organs of the body with different

velocities; but theyare found wherever muscles and nerves have to operate. The

eye, which has in many respectsthe greatestanalogyto the ear, is one of those

organs in which both fatigueand refreshment rapidlyensue. We need to look at

the sun but an instant to find that the portionof the retina,or nervous expansion
of the eye, which was affectedbythe solarlighthas become less sensitivefor other

light.Immediatelyafterwards on turningour eyes to a uniformlyilluminated ^
surface,as the sky,we see a dark spotof the apparentsize of the sun ; or several

such spotswith linesbetween them, if we had not keptour eye steadywhen look-ing

at the sun but had moved itrightand lefk. An instant sufficesto producethis
effect; nay, an electricspark,that lasts an immeasurablyshort time, is fully
capableof causingthis speciesof fatigue.

When we continue to look at a brightsurface,the impressionis strongestat

first,but at the same time it blunts the sensibilityof the eye, and consequently
the impressionbecomes weaker,the longerwe allow the eye to act. On coming
out of darkness into fulldaylightwe feel blinded ; but after a few minutes, when

the sensibilityof the eye has been blunted by the irritationof the light," or, as we

say, when the eye has grown accustomed to the glare," this degreeof brightnessis
found very pleasant. Conversely,in coming from fall daylightinto a dark vault,

we are insensible to the weak lightabout us, and can scarcelyfind our way about,

yet after a few minutes,when the eye has restedfrom the effectof the stronghght,̂
we are able to see very well in the semi-dark room.

These phenomena and the like can be convenientlystudied in the eye, because

individual spotsin the eye may be excited and others leftat rest,and the sensations

of each may be afterwards compared. Put a pieceof black paper on a tolerably
well-lightedwhite surface,look steadilyat a pointon or near the black paper, and

then withdraw the paper suddenly.The eye sees a secondaryimage of the black

paper on the white surfebce,consistingof that portionof the white surfetcewhere

the black paper lay,which now appears brighterthan the rest. The placein the

eye where the imageof the black paper had been formed, has been rested in com-parison

with all those placeswhich had been affectedby the white surface,and

on removingthe black paper this rested part of the eye sees the white surface in

itsfirstfresh brightness,while those partsof the retina which had been already
fatiguedby lookingat it,see a decidedlygreyer tingeon the whiter surfeuse.

Hence by the continuous uniform action of the irritationof light,this irritation
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itselfblunts the sensibilityof the nerve, and thus effeotuallyprotectsthis organ

againsttoo longand too violent excitement.

It is quitedifferentwhen we allow intermittent lightto act on the eye, such as

flashesof lightwith intermediate pauses. Duringthese pauses the sensibilityis

againsomewhat re-established,and the new irritationconsequentlyacts much

more intenselythan if ithad lasted with the same uniform strength.Every one

knows how unpleasantand annoyingis any flickeringlight,even if itisrelatively
very weak, coming,for example,from a littleflickeringtaperor rushlight.

The same thingholds for the nerves of touch. Scrapingwith the nail is far

more annoyingto the skin than constant pressure on the same placewith the

same pressure of the nail. The unpleasantnessof scratching,rubbing,tickling
depends upon the intermittent excitement which theyproducein the nerves of

touch,

f A jarringintermittent tone isfor the nerves of hearingwhat a flickeringlight
is to the nerves of sight,and scratchingto the nerves of touch. A much more

intense and unpleasantexcitement of the organs is thus producedthan would be

occasioned by a continuous uniform tone. This is even shewn when we hear very

weak intermittent tones. If a tuning-forkis struck and held at such a distance

from the ear that itssound cannot be heard,itbecomes immediatelyaudible ifthe

handle of the fork be revolved by the Angers. The revolution bringsitalternately
into positionswhere it can and cannot transmit sound to the ear [p.161"],and
this alternationof strengthisimmediatelyperceptibleby the ear. For the same

reason one of the most deUcate means of hearinga very weak, simpletone consists

in soundinganother of nearlythe same strength,which makes from 2 to 4 beats in

a second with the first. In this case the strengthof the tone variesfrom nothing
to 4 times the strengthof the singlesimpletone,and this increase of strength
combines with the alternation to make itaudible,

f Just as this alternationof strengthwill serve to strengthenihe impressionof
the very weakest musical tones upon the ear, we must conclude that it must also

serve to make the impressionof strongertones much more penetratingand violent,
than theywould be if theirloudness were continuous.

We have hitherto confined our attention to cases where the number of beats

did not exceed 20 or 30 in a second. We saw that the beats in the middle partof
the scale are stillquiteaudible and form a seriesof separatepulsesof tone. But

this does not furnish a Umit to theirnumber in a second.

The intervalV c" gave us 33 beats in a second,and the effectof soundingthe two

notes togetherwas very jarring.The intervalof a whole tone b^}c" givesnearly
twice as many beats,but these are no longerso cuttingas the former. The rule

assigns88 beats in a second to the minor Third a' c'^but in realitythis interval

scarcelyshews any of the roughnessproducedby beats from tones at closerintervals.

We might then be led to conjecturethat the increasingnumber of beats weakened

^ theirimpressionand made them inaudible. This conjecturewould find an analogy
in the impossibiUtyof separatinga series of rapidlysucceedingimpressionsof

lighton the eye, when their number in a second is too large.Think of a Rowing
stickswung round in a circle. If itexecutes 10 or 15 revolutions in a second,the

eye believes it sees a continuous circle of fire. Similarlyfor colour-tops,with
which most of my readers are probablyfamiliar. If the topbe spun at the rate

of more than 10 revolutions in a second,the colours upon itmix and form a per-

/ fectlyunchangingimpressionof a mixed colour. It isonlyfor very intense light
' that the alternationsof the various fieldsof colour have to take placemore quickly,
I 20 to 30 times in a second. Hence the phenomena are quiteanalogousforear and

{ eye. When the alternation between irritationand rest is too feist,the alternation

ceases to be felt,and sensation becomes continuous and lasting.
However, we may convince ourselves that in the case of the ear, an increase of

the number of beats in a second is not the onlycause of the disappearanceof the
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correspondingsensation. As we passedfrom the intervalof a Semitcme V c" to

that of a minor Third a' c", we not onlyincreased the number of beats,but the

width of the interval. Now we can increasethe nmnber of beats without increasing
the intervalby takingitin a higherOctave. Thus takingV d' an Octave higher
we have V c'" with 66 beats,and another Octave would give us V" c"" with as

many as 132 beats,and these are reallyaudible in the same way as the 33 beats

of V cf'yalthoughtheycertainlybecome weaker in the higherpositions.Never-theless

the 66 beats of the interval h" d" are much more distinctand penetrating
than the same number in the whole Tone h'\}c"tand the ^Z of the intervale'"f"
are stillquiteevident,while the 88 of the minor Third a' c" are practicallyin-audible.

My assertion that as many as 132 beats in a second are audible will per-haps

appear very strangeand incredible to acousticians. But the experimentis

easy to repeat,and if on an instrument which givessustained tones,as an organ

or harmonium, we strikea seriesof intervals of a Semitone each,beginninglow %

down, and proceedinghigherand higher,we shall hear in the lower partsvery
slow beats {Bfigives4I,B c gives8^,b d gives16^ beat in a second),and as we

ascend the rapiditywill increase but the character of the sensation remain un-altered.

And thus we can pass graduallyfrom 4 to 132 beats in a second,and

convince ourselves that thoughwe become incapableof countingthem, their cha-racter

as a series of pulsesof tone,producingan intermittent sensation,remains

unaltered. It must be observed,however,that the beats,even in the higherparts
'

'

of the scale,become much shriller and more distinct,when their number is \
diminished by takingintervals of quartertones or less. The most penetratingi

roughnessarises even in the upper partsof the scale from beats of 30 to 40 in a

second. Hence high tones in a chord are much more sensitive to an error in

tuningamountingto the fraction of a Semitone,than deepones. While two d

notes which differfrom one another by the tenth partof a Semitone,produceabout

3 beats in two seconds^*which cannot be observed without considerable attention,f
and, at least,givesnotfeelingof roughness,two d' notes with the same error give
3 beats in one second,and two c"' notes 6 beats in one second,which becomes very

disagreeable.The character of the roughnessalso alterswith the number of beats. 1

Slow beats givea coarse kind of roughness,which may be considered as chattering1

or jarring; and quickerones have a finerbut more cuttingroughness.
Hence itisnot, or at least not solely,the largenumber of beats which renders

them inaudible. The magnitudeof the interval is a "a.ctorin the result,and con-sequently

we are able with high tones to producemore rapidaudible beats than

with low tones.

Observation shews us, then,on the one hand, that equallylargeintervalsby
no means giveequallydistinct beats in all partsof the scale. The increasing
number of beats in a second renders the beats in the upper part of the scale less

distinct. The beats of a Semitone remain distinctto the upper limits of the four-

times accented octave [say4000 vib.],and this isalso about the limit for musical ^
tones fitfor the combinations of hannony. The beats of a whole tone,which in

deep positionsare very distinct and powerfal,are scarcelyaudible at the upper

limit of the thrice-accented octave [sayat 2000 vib.].The major and minor

Third,on the other hand, which in the middle of the scale [264to 528 vib.]may
be regardedas consonances, and when justlyintoned scarcelyshew any roughness,
are decidedlyroughin the lower octaves and producedistinctbeats.

On the other hand we have seen that distinctnessof beatingand the roughness
of the combined sounds do not dependsolelyon the number of beats. For if we

could disregardtheirmagnitudesall the followingintervals,which by calculation

should have 33 beats,would be equallyrough:

* [Taking c'"264, a tone one-tenth of a second. The figuresin the text have bee

Semitone or 10 cents highermiJce 265-5vibra- altered to these more exact numbers." 2VaiM-

tions, and these tones beat i} times in a 2a^.]
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t^

[528-495=33]
[major,297-264]and S e' [minor330-297]
[198-165]
[165-132]

[132-99]

the tones with ^ of its own

between the intensitiesof vibration o and -^.

the Semitone
. "

h'c"

the whole Tones
. .

d W

the minor Third
. .

e gf
the majorThird . .

ce

the Fourth
. . .

Gc

the Fifth
. . .

CQ [99-66]
and yetwe find that these intervals are more and more free from roughness.*

The roughnessarisingfrom soundingtwo tones togetherdepends,then, in a

compound manner on the magnitudeof the interval and the number of beats pro-duced
in a second. On seekingfor the reason of this dependence,we observe that,

as before remarked,beats in the ear can exist onlywhen two tones are produced
sufficientlynear in the scale to set the same elasticappendagesof the auditory
nerve in sympatheticvibration at the same time. When the two tones produced

^ are too far apart,the vibrations excited by both of them at once in Corti*sorgans
are too weak to admit of their beats beingsensiblyfelt,supposingof course that

no upper partialor combinational tones intervene. Accordingto the assumptions
made in the last chapterrespectingthe degree of damping possessedby Corti's

organs (p.144c),itwould result,for example,that for the interval of a whole Tone

c dy such of Corti'sfibresas have the proper tone c|!,would be excited by each of

intensity;and these fibreswill therefore fluctuate

But if we strikethe simpletones c

and d$fyit follows from the table there giventhat Corti's fibreswhich correspond
to the middle between c and oj)!will alternate between the intensitieso and |f.

Converselythe same intensityof beats would for a minor Third amount to only
0*194, and for a majorThird to only0*108,and hence would be scarcelyperceptible
beside the two primarytones of the intensityi.
Pig"59" which we used on p. 144^ t̂o express the

% intensityof the sympatheticvibration of Corti's

fibres for an increasinginterval of tone, may
here serve to shew the intensityof the beats

which two tones excite in the ear when forming
differentintervalsin the scale. But the partson
the base line must now be considered to repre-sent

fifthsof a wlioU Tone, and not as before of

a Semitone. In the presentcase the distance of

the two tones from each other is doublyas greatas that between either of them

and the intermediate Corti*sfibres.

Had the damping of Corti'sorgans been equallygreatat allpartsof the scale,

and had the number of beats no influence on the roughnessof the sensation,equal
intervals in allpartsof the scale would have givenequalroughnessto the combined

tones. But as this is not the case, as the same intervals diminish in roughness
% as we ascend in the scale,and increase in roughnessas we descend, we must either

assume that the dampingpower of Corti'sorgans of higherpitchis less than that

of those of lower pitch,or else that the discrimination of the more rapidbeats
meets with certain hindrances in the nature of the sensation itself.

At presentI see no way of decidingbetween these two suppositions; but the

former ispossiblythe more improbable,because,at least with our artificialmusical

instruments,the higherthe pitchof a vibratingbody,the more difficultyis ex-perienced

in isolatingitsufficientlyto preventit from communicatingitsvibrations

to itsenvironment. Veryshort,high-pitchedstrings,littlemetal tongues or plates,
"c., yieldhigh tones which die off with greatrapidity,whereas it is easy to

generatedeep tones with correspondinglygreaterbodies which shall retain their

tone for a considerable time. On the other hand the second suppositionis favoured

by the analogyof another nervous apparatus,the eye. As has been alreadyre-

the student shonld listen to the beats of the

primes only."TrawZator.]

" [Allthese intervals can be tried on the

Harmonical,but as the tones are compound,
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marked, a seriesof impressionsof light,followingeach other rapidlyand regularly,
excite a uniform and continuous sensation of lightin the eye. When the separate
luminous irritationsfollow one another very quickly,the impressionproducedby
each one lasts unweakened in the nerves till the next supervenes, and thus the

pauses can no longerbe distinguishedin sensation. In the eye, the number of

separateirritationscannot exceed 24 in a second without beingcompletelyfused
into a singlesensation. In this respectthe eye is far surpassedby the ear, which

can distinguishas many as 132 intermissions in a second,and probablyeven that

is not the extreme limit. Much highertones of sufficientstrengthwould probably
allow us to hear stillmore.* It liesin the nature of the thing,that differentkinds

of apparatusof sensation should shew different degreesof mobilityin thisrespect,
since the result does not dependsimplyon the mobilityof the molecules of the

nerves, but also dependsupon the mobilityof the auxiliaryapparatusthrough
which the excitement isinduced or expressed.Muscles are much less mobile than ^
the eye ; ten electrical dischargesin a second directed throughthem generally
sufficeto bringthe voluntarymuscles into a permanent state of contraction. For

the muscles of the involuntarysystem,of the bowels,the vessels,"c.,the pauses

between the irritationsmay be as much as one, or even several seconds long,with-out

any intermission in the continuityof contraction.

The ear isgreatlysuperiorin this respectto any other nervous apparatus. It
is eminentlythe organ for small intervalsof time,and has been longused as such

by astronomers. It is well known that when two pendulumsare tickingnear one

another,the ear can distinguishwhether the ticks are or are not coincident,within

one hundredth of a second. The eye would certainlyfailto determine whether

two flashesof lightcoincided within ^^ second ; and probablywithin a much larger
fractionof a second.f

But althoughthe ear shews its superiorityover other organs of the body in

this respect,we cannot hesitateto assume that,likeevery other nervous apparatus,̂
the rapidityof itspower of apprehensionislimited,and we may even assume that

we have approachedvery near the limit when we can but faintlydistinguish132
beats in a second.

* [In the two high notes g""f"'t of the

flageoletfifes(p.153(2,note),which if justly
intoned should give198 beats in a second, I
could hear none, though the tones were very

powerful,and the scream was very cutting
indeed* " ^In the case of V d'\ which on the
Harmonical are tuned to make 1056and 990,
the rattle of the 66 beats,or thereabouts,is
quitedistinct,and the differentialtone is very
powerfulat the same time. " Translator.]

f [The followingis an interestingcompari-son
between eye and ear, and eye and hand.

The usual method of observingtransits is by
countingthe pendulum ticks of an astronomi-cal

clock,and by observingthe distances of

the apparent positionsof a star before and after

passing each bar of the transit instrument at

the moments of ticking,to estimate the moment

at which it had passedeach bar. This is done
for five bars and a mean is taken. But a few

years ago a chronograph was introduced at

Greenwich Observatory,consistingof a uni-formly

revolvingcylinderin which a point
pricks a hole every second. Electrical com-munication

being established with a knob on

the transit instrument, the observer presses
the knob at the moment he sees a star dis-

appear
behind a bar,and an electricalcurrent

causes another point to make a hole between

the seconds holes on the chronograph. By
applying a scale,the time of transit is thus
measured off. A mean, of course, is taken as

before. On my askingMr. Stone (nowAstrono-mer

at Oxford, then chief assistant at Green-wich

Observatory)as to the relative degreeof
accuracy of the two methods,he told me that

he considered the first gave results to one-

tenth, and the second to one-twentietii of a

second. It must be remembered that the first
method also required a mental estimation

which had to be performed in less than a m

second, and the result borne in mind, and that

this was avoided by the second plan. On the
other hand in the latterthe sensation had to

be conveyed from the eye to the brain,which
issued its orders to the hand, and the hand

had to obey them. Hence there was an endea-vour
at performing simultaneously,several

acts which could onlybe successive. Any one

will find upon trialthat an attempt to merely
make a mark at the moment of hearing an

expectedsound, as, for example,the repeated
tick of a common half seconds clock,is liable
to greaterror. " Translator,]
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CHAPTEE IX.

DEEP AND DEEPEST TONES.

Beats giveus an importantmeans of determiningthe limit of the deepesttones,
and of accountingfor certain peculiaritiesof the transitionfrom the sensation of

separatepulsesof air to a perfectlycontinuous musical tone, and to this inquiry
we now proceed.

The question: what is the smallest number of vibrations in a second which

can producethe sensation of a musical tone ? has hitherto received very contra-dictory

replies.The estimates of differentobservers fluctuate between 8 (Savort)

^ and about 30. The contradiction is explainedby the existence of certain difScul-

tiesin the experiments.
In the firstplaceit is necessary that the strengthof the vibrations of the air

for very deep tones should be extremelygreaterthan for hightones,if theyare to

make as strongan impressionon the ear. Several acousticians have occasionally
started the hypothesisthat,caeterispariJms,the strengthof tones of different

heightsisdirectlyproportionalto the vis viva of the motion of the air,or, which

comes to the same thing,to the amount of the mechanical work appliedfor pro-ducing

it. But a simpleexperimentwith the sirenshews that when equalamounts
of mechanical work are appliedto producedeep and hightones under conditions

otherwise alike,the hightones excite a very much more powerfulsensation than

the deep ones. Thus, if the siren is blown by a bellows,which makes its disc

revolve with increasingrapidity,and if we take care to keep up a perfectly
uniform motion of the bellows by raisingitshandle by the same amount the same

^ number of times in a minute,so as to keep its bag equallyfilled,and drive the

same amount of air under the same pressure throughIfee siren in the same time,

we hear at first,while the revolution is slow, a weaJc deeptone,which continually
ascends,but at the same time gainsstrengthat an extraordinaryrate,tillwhen the

highesttones producibleon my double siren (nearto a", with 880 vibrations in a

second)are reached, their strengthis almost insupportable.In this case by "ar

the greatestpartof the uniform mechanical work isappliedto the generationof
sonorous motion, and onlya small partcan be lostby the frictionof the revolving
disc on its axial supports,and the air which it sets into a vorticalmotion at the

same time ; and these lossesmust even be greaterfor the more rapidrotation than

for the slower,so that for the productionof the high tones less mechanical work

remains applicablethan for the deepones, and yet the highertones appear to our

sensation extraordinarilymore powerfulthan the deep ones. How far upwards
this increase may extend,I have as yetbeen unable to determine,for the rapidity

^ of my siren cannot be farther increased with the same pressure of air.

The increase of strengthwith heightof tone is of especialconsequence in the

deepestpartof the scale. It follows that in compound tones of greatdepth,the

upper partialtones may be superiorto the prime in strength,even though in

musical tones of the same description,but of greaterheight,the strengthof the

primegreatlypredominates.This is readilyprovedon my double siren,because

by means of the beats itis easy to determine whether any partialtone which we

hear is the prime,or the second or third partialtone of the compound under

examination. For when the series of 12 holes are open in both windboxes,and

the handle, which moves the upper windbox,is rotated once, we shall have, as

alreadyshown, 4 beats for the primes,8 for the second partials,and 12 for the

third partials.Now we can make the disc revolve more slowlythan usual,by
allowinga well-oiledsteel springto rub againstthe edgeof one isc with different

degreesof pressure, and thus we can easilyproduce seriesof puffswhich corre-spond

to very deep tones, and then, turningthe handle,we can count the beats.
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By allowingthe rapidityof the revolution of the discs to increase gradually,we
find that the firstaudible tones producedmake 1 2 beats for each revolution of the

handle, the number of puffsbeingfirom 36 to 40 in the second. For tones with

from 40 to 80 puffs,each revolution of the handle gives8 beats. In this case,

then, the upper Octave of the primeis the strongesttone. It is not tillwe have

80 puffsin a second that we hear the four beats of the primes.
It is provedby these experimentsthat motions of the air,which do not take

the form of pendularvibrations,can excitedistinctand powerfulsensations of tone,
of which the pitchnumber is 2 or 3 times the number of the pulsesof the air,

and yetthat the primetone is not heard throughthem. Hence, when we continu-ally

descend in the scale,the strengthof our sensation decreases so rapidlythat
the sound of the primetone,althoughitsvisviva isindependentlygreaterthan that

of the upper partials,as is shewn in higherpositionsof a musical tone of the

same composition,is overcome and concealed by its own upper partials.Even ^
when the action of the compound tone on the ear is much reinforced,the effect

remains the same. In the.experimentswith the siren the uppermost plateof the

bellows isviolentlyagitatedfor the deeptones,and when I laid my head on it,my
whole head was set into such powerfulsympatheticvibration that the holes of the

rotatingdisc,which vanish to an eye at rest,became againseparatelyvisible,
throughan opticalaction similar to that which takes placein stroboscopicdiscs.
The row of holes in action appearedto stand still,the other rows seemed to move

partlybackwards and partlyforwards,and yet the deepesttones were no more

distinctthan before. At another time I connected my ear by means of a properly
introduced tube with an openingleadingto the interior of the bellows. The

agitationof the drum skin of the ear was so greatthat itproducedan intolerable

itching,and yetthe deepesttones remained as indistinctas ever.

In order,then, to discover the limit of deepesttones,itisnecessary not onlyto

produce very violent agitationsin the air but to givethese the form of simple%
pendularvibrations. Until this last condition is fulfilledwe cannot possiblysay
whether the deeptones we hear belongto the prime tone or to an upper partialtone
of the motion of the air.* Among the instruments hitherto employedthe wide-

stoppedorgan pipesare the most suitable for this purpose. Their upper partial
tones are at leastextremelyweak, ifnot quiteabsent. Here we find that even the

lower tones of the 16-footoctave,C,to E^^beginto pass over into a droningnoise,
so that itbecomes difficultfor even a practisedmusical ear to assigntheirpitchwith

certainty; and,indeed,theycannot be tuned by the ear alone,but onlyindirectly
by means of the beats which theymake with the tones of the upper octaves. We

observe a similar effecton the same deep tones of a piano or harmonium ; they
form drones and seem out of tune, althoughtheir musical character is on the

whole better established than in the pipes,because of their accompanyingupper
partialtones. In music, as artisticallyappliedin an orchestra,the deepesttone
used is,therefore,the E, of the [4-stringedGerman] double bass,with 41^ vibra- f

tions in a second,[seep. i8c,note]and I think I may predictwith certaintythat all

efforts of modem art appliedto producegoodmusical tones of a lower pitchmust

fail,not because proper means of agitatingthe air cannot be discovered,but
because the human ear cannot hear them. The 16-foot C, of the organ, with

33 vibrations in a second, certainlygivesa tolerablycontinuous sensation of

drone, but does not allow us to giveit a definitepositionin the musical scale.

We almost beginto observe the separatepulsesof air,notwithstandingthe regular
form of the motion. In the upper half of the 32 -footoctave, the perceptionof the

separatepulsesbecomes stillclearer,and the continuous part of the sensation,

* Thos Savart's instrument, where a rota- tion,and consequentlythe upper partialtones
tingrod strikes througha narrow slit,istotally must be very stronglydeveloped,and the
unsuitable for making the lowest tone audible, deepest tones, which are heard for 8 to 16

The separatepuSs of air are here very short in passages of the rod throughthe hole in a second,
relation to the whole periodictime of the vibra- can be nothingbut upper partials.
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which may be compared with a sensation of tone, continaallyweaker, and in Uiq
lower half of the 3 2 -foot octave we can scarcelybe said to hear anythingbut the

individual pulses,or if anythingelse is reallyheard, it can onlybe weak upper

partialtones, from which the musical tones of stoppedpipesare not quitefree.
I have tried to producedeepsimpletones in another way. Stringswhich are

weightedin their middle with a heavypieceof metal, on beingstruck givea com-pound

tone consistingof many simpletones which are mutuallyinharmonic. The

primetone is separatedfrom the nearest upper partialsby an interval of several

Octaves,and hence there is no danger of confusingitwith any of them ; besides,
the upper tones die away rapidly,but the deeperones continue for a very longtime.
A stringof this kind* was stretched on a sounding-boxhavinga singleopening
which could be connected with the auditorypassage, so that the air of the sounding-
box could escape nowhere else but into the ear. The tones of a stringof customary

m pitchare under these circumstances insupportablyloud. But for D" with 37^
vibrations in a second,there was onlya very weak sensation of tone, and even this

was rather jarring,leadingto the conclusion that the ear began even here to feel

the separatepulsesseparately,notwithstandingtheir regularity.At 5^^, with

29^ vibrations in a second,there was scarcelyanythingaudible left. It appears,

then, that those nerve fibreswhich perceivesuch tones begin as earlyas at this

note to be no longerexcited with a uniform degreeof strengthduringthe whole

time of a vibration,whether it be the phasesof greatestvelocityor the phasesof

greatestdeviation from their mean positionin the vibratingformations in the ear

which effectthe excitement.f

* It was a thin brass pianofortestring.The

weightwas a copper kreutzer piece,[pronounce
kroitser; three kreutzers make a penny at

Heidelberg,where the experiment was pro-bably

tried,]piercedin the middle by a hole

"r throughwhich the wire passed,and then made
''

to grip the wire immovably by drivinga steel

pointbetween the hole in the kreutzer and the

string.
f SubsequentlyI obtained two largetuning-

forks from Herr Koenig in Paris,with sliding
weightson their prongs. By alteringthe posi-tion

of the weights,the pitch was changed,
and the correspondingnumber of vibrations

was given on a scale which runs along the

prongs. One fork gave 24 to 35, the other 35
to 61 vibrations. The slidingweightis a plate,

5 centimetres [nearly2 inches]in diameter,
and forms a mirror. On bringingthe ear close

to these platesthe deep tones are well heard.

For 30 vibrations I could stillhear a weak

drone, for 28 scarcelya trace, although this

arrangement made it easilypossibleto form

"r oscillations of 9 millimetres [about̂ inch]in

amplitude,quite close to the ear. Prof. W.

Preyerhas been thus able to hear down to 24

vib. He has also appliedanother method

(PkysioloffischeAhhandlungen^ Physiological
Treatises,Series i, part i, *0n the limits of

the perceptionof tone,'pp. 1-17)by usingvery
deep,loaded tongues,in reed pipes,which were

constructed for this purpose by Herr Appunn
of Hanau, and gave from 8 to 40 vib. These

were set into strong vibration by blowing,and

then on interruptingthe wind, the dying off

of the vibrations was listened to by layingthe

ear againstthe box. He states that tones were

heard downwards as low as 15 vib. But the

proofthat the tones heard correspondedwith
the primes of the pipes depends onlyon the

fact, that the pitchgraduallyascended as they
passed over into the tones of from 25 to 32

vib.:which were more audible,but died offmore

rapidly.With extensive vibrations,however,
the tongues may have very easilygiven their

pointof attachment longitudinalimpulses of
double the frequency,because when they
reached each extremityof their amplitudethey
might drive back the point of attachment

through their flexion,whereas in the middle
of the vibration they would draw itforward by
the centrifugalforce of their weight. Since

the power of distinguishingpitch for these

deepesttones is extremelyimperfect,I do not

feel my doubts removed by the judgment of

the ear when the estimates are not checked by
the countingof beats.

[Thischeck I am fortunatelyable to supply.
A copy of the instrument used by Prof. Preyer
is in the South Kensington Museum. It con-sists

of an oblong box, in the lower part of

which are the loaded harmonium reeds, not

attached to pipes,but vibratingwithin the box,
and governed by valves which can be opened
at pleasure. On account of the beats between

tongue and tongue taking place in strongly
condensed air,they are accelerated,and the

nominal pitch,obtained by countingthe beats

from reed to reed, is not quite the same

as the actual pitch (seeApp. XX. sect. B.

No. 6). The series of tones is supposed to

proceed from 8 to 32 vib. by differences of i

vib.,from 32 to 64 by differences of 2 vib.,and
from 64 to 128 by differences of 4 vibs. In

November 1879,for another purpose, I deter-mined

the pitchof every reed by Scheibler's

forks,(seeApp. XX. sect. B. No. 7)by means

of the upper partialsof the reeds. For Beeds

8, 9, xo, II, I used from the 20th to the 30U1
partial,but I consider only Beed 11 as quite
certain. I found itmade 10-97 ^i^-^y ^he 20th,
and 10-95 by both the 21st and 24th partiids.
From Heed 11 upwards I determined every
pitch,in many cases by several partials,the
result only differingin the second place of

decimals. I givethe two lowest Octaves, the
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Hence althoughtones of 24 to 28 vib. have been heard, notes do not beginto
/have a definitepitchtillabout 40 vibrations are performedin a second. These

facts will agree with the hypothesisconcerningthe elasticappendagesto the audi-tory

nerves, on rememberingthat tliedeeplyintoned fibresof Corti may be set in

sympatheticvibration by stilldeepertones, althoughwith rapidlydecreasing
strength,so that sensation of tone, but no discrimination of pitch,ispossible.If
the most deeplyintoned of Corti'sfibreslieat greaterintervalsfrom each other in

the scale,but at the same time their damping power is so great that every tone

which correspondsto the pitchof a fibre,also prettystronglyaffectsthe neighbour-ing
fibres,there will be no safe distinction of pitchin their vicinity,but it will

proceedcontinuouslywithout jumps,while the intensityof the sensation must at

the same time become small.

Whilst simpletones ia the upper half of the 16-foot octave are perfectlycon-

only pitchesof interest for the present pur-pose,
premisingthat I consider the three lowest

pitches(forwhich the upper partialslay too

close together)and the highest(whichhad a H
bad reed)to be very uncertain.

Nominal

Actual

Nominal

Actual

Nominal

Actual

8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

791 889 981 10-95 11-90 12-90 13-93 14-91 15-91

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
16*9017-91 18-89 J9'9i 20-91 21-91 22-88 23-97 24-92

26 27 28 29 30 31 32
25-9226-86 2785 28-84 29-77 30-68 31-47

There can therefore be no questionas to the

real pitch.At Prof. Preyer'srequest I ex-amined

this instrument in Oct. 1877,"^Qd he

has printedmy notes in his Akustische Unter-

suchungen,pp. 6-8. From these I extract the

following:"

R means Reed, and R 21 "25 means that the

two reeda 21 and 25 were sounded togetherand
gave beats.

R 21-25, beat 4 in i sec, counted for 20 sec.

Henoe both of their lowest partialsmust have been

effective.

R 20-24, beat 4 in i sec, counted for 10 sec.

R 19 ""23, beat 4 in i sec, counted for 20 sec.

R 17 ""21, same beats.

R 16 ""20, same beats quitedistinctly.
R 15- 19, at firstI lost the beats,but afterwards

by gettingli15 well into action before R 19 was

set 00, and keepingon pumping, I got out the 4 in

a second quitedistinctly.Hence the lowest partial
of R 15 was effective.

R 15" 17, here also I once heard 4 in a sec, but

this must have been from the Octaves.

R 14*'16, I was quiteunable to distinsrnish

anythingin the way of beats,but volleyslike a

feu de foieabout a second in length,but impossible
to count accurately; thpy may have been 2 in a

sec. and I counted double. At the same time I

seemed occasionallyto hear a low beat,so low and

gentle that I could not count it,and the great
exertion of pumping the bel'ows full enough to

keep these two low reeds in action,prevented
accurate observation.

R 15 decidedlyseemed flatter thsn R i^,so

that I could have only heard the lowest partialof
R 15 and the Octave of R 13.

On soundinjj;R 14 and R 15 separately,I
seemed to hear from each a very low tone, in

qualitymore like a differential tone than any-thing
else. This could also be heard even with

R 13 and R Z2, below the thumps, and even in

Rii.
At R 8 I he^rd only the sighingof the escape

of wind from the reed,8 times in a second,as well

as I could count,and I also heard beats evidently
arisingftom the higher partials,and also 8 in a

."iecond.

At R 9 there was the same kind of sishingand

equallyrapidbeats. But in addition I seemed to

hear a faiui low tone.

At R 10 there was no mistake as to the existence
of such a musical tone.

At R zi and R 12 it was stillmore distinct.
At R 13 the tene was ven* distinct and was

quite a good musical tone at *R 14, but the sish

was stillaudible. Was this the lowest partialor
its Octave ?

R 16 gave quite an organ tone, nothing like

a hum or a differentia],but the sish and beats
.

remain. I must have heard the lowest partial,^
and by continual pumping I was able to Keep it
in my ear.

R x8 "" 20 gave beats of 2 in a see. very distinctly.
Up to R 25 the sish could be heard at the

commencement, but it rapidlydisappeared. It
feels as if the tone were gettinggraduallyinto
practice.ITiis effect continued up to R 22, after
which the sish was scarcelybrought out at all.
In fact longbefore this the sish was made only at

the firstmoment, and was rather a bubble than a

sish.

In listeningto the very low beats,the beats of
the lowest partialsas such could not be separated
f^om the general m"""s of beats,but the 4 in a sec

were ^uiteclear from R 15-19. The lowest pair
in which I was distinctlyable to hear the bell-like
beat of the lowest partialsdistinct from the general
crash was R 30-34. But I fancied I heard it at

R 28-32.

Prof. Preyeralso,in the same place,details %
his experimentswith two enormous tuning-
forks giving 13-7 and 18 6 vib. The former

gave no musical tone at all,though the vibria-
tions were visible for 3 min. and were dis-tinctly

separableby touch. The latter had
*an unmistakable dull tone, without droning
or jarring.'He concludes: 'Less than 15
vib. in a sec. give no musical tone. At from
16 to 24, say then 20 in the sec. the series of

aerial impulses beginsto dissolve into a tone,

assuming that there are no pauses between
them. Above 24 beginsthe musical character
of these bass tones. Herr Appunn,* adds
Prof. Preyer," informed me that the differen-tial

tone of 27-85vib.,generatedby the two

forks of 111-3 and 83-45\ib.,was '* surprisingly
beautiful" and had a "wondrous effect."'"

Translator.]

\^o0gle
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tinaous and musioal,yetfor aerialvibrations of a differentform,for examplewhen

compound tones are used,discontinuous pulsesof sound are stillheard even witliin

this octave. For example,blow the disc of the siren with graduallyincreasing
speed. At firstonlypulsesof air are heard ; but after reaching36 vibrations in a

second,weak tones sound with them, which, however, are at firstupper partials.
As the velocityincreases the sensation of the tones becomes continuallystronger,
but itis a long time before we cease to perceivethe discontinuous pulsesof air,

althoughthese tend more and more to coalesce. It is not tillwe reach 1 10 or 1 1 7^
vibrations in a second (A or ^ of the greatoctave)that the tone istolerablycon-tinuous.

It isjustthe same on the harmonium, where, in the cor anglaisstop,c
with 132 vibrationsin a second stiUjarsa little,and in the bassoon stopwe observe

the same jarringeven in " with 264 vibrations in a second. Generallythe same

observation can be made on allcutting,snarling,or brayingtones,which,as has

^ been alreadymentioned, are alwaysprovidedwith a very greatnumber of distinct

upper partialtones.
The cause of this phenomenon must be looked for in the beats producedby the

highupper partialsof such compound tones,which are too nearlyof the same pitch.
If the 15th and i6th partialsof a compound tone are stillaudible,theyform the

interval of a Semitone,and naturallyproducethe cuttingbeats of this dissonance.

That itisreallythe beats of these tones which cause the roughnessof the whole

compound tone, can be easilyfeltby usinga proper resonator. If G, is struck,

having49^ vibrations in a second,the 15 th partialisf'jj^,the i6th g^\and the

17th^"J [nearly],"c. Now when I applythe resonator ^",which reinforces ^"
most, and f% g"%somewhat less,the roughnessof the tone becomes extremely
more prominent,and exactlyresembles the piercingjarproducedwhen f'^and

g" are themselves sounded. This experimentsucceeds on the pianoforte,as well

as on both stopsof the harmonium. It also distinctlysucceeds for higherpitches,
f as far as the resonators reach. I possess a resonator for g'",and althoughitonly
slightlyreinforces the tone, the roughnessof G, with 99 vibrations in a second,

was distinctlyincreased when the resonator was applied.*
Even the 8th and 9thpartialsof a compound tone,which are a whole Tone

apart,cannot but producebeats,althoughtheyare not so cuttingas those from the

higherupper partials.But the reinforcement by resonators does not now succeed

BO well,because the deeperresonators at least are not capableof simultaneously
reinforcingthe tones which differfrom each other by a whole Tone. For the

higherresonators,where the reinforcement is slighter,the interval between the

tones capableof beingreinforced is greater,and thus by means of the resonatoi^

g
' and g'" I succeeded in increasingthe roughnessof the tones Gio g (having

99 and 198 vibrations in a second respectively),which is due to the 7th,8th,and

9th partialtones (/',g", a", and /", g"\ a'" respectively).On comparingthe
tone of G as heard in the resonators with the tone of the dissonances f* g"

^ and g" a^' as struck directly,the ear felttheir close resemblance,the rapidityof
intermittence beingnearlythe same.

Hence there can no longerbe any doubt that motions of the air corresponding
to deepmusical tones compoundedof numerous partials,are capableof excitingat
one and the same time a continuous sensation of deep tones and a discontinuous

sensation of high tones, and become rough or jarringthroughthe latter.f Herein

lies the explanationof the fact alreadyobserved in examiningqualitiesof tone,

that compound tones with many highupper partialsare cutting,jarring,or bray-ing
; and also of the fact that theyare more penetratingand cannot readilypass

unobserved, for an inteimittent impressionexcites our nervous apparatusmuch
more powerfullythan a continuous one, and continuallyforces itselfafresh on our

" [The student should now performthe ex- punn'sReed pipesof 3*2and 64vib.in the South

periments on the Harmonical indicated on KensingtonMuseum. Their musical character

p. 22d, note." Translator,] is quitedestroyedby the loud thumping of the

t [This is particularlynoticeable on Ap- upper partials." Translator.]
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perception.*On the other hand simpletones,or compound tones which have only
a few of the lower upper partials,lyingat wide intervalsapart,must produceper-fectly

continuous sensations in the ear, and make a soffcand gentleimpression,
without much energy, even when theyare in realityrelativelystrong.

We have not yet been able to determine the upper limit of the number of inter-

mittences perceptiblein a second for highnotes, and have onlydrawn attention to

their becomingmore difficultto perceive,and making a slighterimpression,as they
became more iiumerous. Hence even when the form of vibration,that is the

qualityof tone, remains the same, while the pitchisincreased,the qualityof tone

will generallyappear to diminish in roughness.The partof the scale adjacentto

/ '"J,for which the ear ispeculiarlysensitive,as I have alreadyremarked (p.1 16a),
must be particularlyimportant,as dissonant upper partialswhich lie in this neigh-bourhood

cannot but be especiallyprominent. Now f"% is the 8th partialof f%
with 366Ivibrations in a second,a tone belongingto the upper tones of a man's and f

the lower tones of a woman's voice,and it is the i6th partialof the unaccented

f^,which liesin the middle of the usual compass of men's voices.fI have already
mentioned that when human voices are strained these high notes are often heard

soundingwith them. When this takes placein the deepertones of men's voices,

it must producecuttingdissonances,and in fact,as I have alreadyobserved,when
a powerfulbass voice is trumpetingout its notes in full strength,the highupper
partialtones in the four-times-accented octave are heard, in quiveringtinkles

(p. 1 16c). Hence jarringand brayingare much more usual and more powerfulin
bass than in highervoices. For compound tones above f% the dissonances of the

higherupper partialsin the four-times-accented octave,are not so strongas those

of a whole Tone, and as they occur at so greata heightthey can scarcelybe
distinctenoughto be clearlysensible.

In this way we can explainwhy highvoices have in generala pleasantertone,
and why all singers,male and female, consequentlystrive to touch high notes. If

Moreover in the upper partsof the scale slighterrors of intonation producemuny
more beats than in the lower, so that the musical feelingforpitch,correctness,and

beautyof intervalsis much surer for highthan low notes.

Accordingto the observations of Prof. W. Preyerthe differencein the qualities
of tone of tuning-forksand reeds entirelydisappearswhen theyreach a heightof
c''4224, doubtless for the reason he assigns,namelythat the upper partialsof the

reeds fallin the seventh and eighthaccented octave,which are scarcelyaudible.

CHAPTER X.

BEATS OF THE UPPER PARTIAL TONES. If

The beats hitherto considered,were producedby two simpletones,without any

intervention of upper partialor combinational tones. Such beats could onlyarise
when the two giventones made a comparativelysmall interval with each other.

As soon as the intervalincreased even to a minor Third the beats became indistinct.

Now itis well known that beats can also arise from two tones which make a much

greaterintervalwith each other,and we shall see hereafter that these beats play
a principalpartin settlingthe consonant intervals of our musical scales,and they

* [InProf. Tyndall'spaper * On the Atmo- throwingthe horns slightlyout of unison ; bat

sphere as a Vehicle of Sound,* read before though the beats rendered the sound charac-

the Boyal Society,Feb. 12, 1874,in tryingthe teristic,they did not seem to augment the

distance at which intense sounds could be range.'"Tmiu2ator.]
heard at sea, he says {PhilosophicalTransac- f fOn the compass of voices see App. XX.

tions for 1874,vol.clxiv.p. 189),' The influence sect. N. No. I." TrawsZator.]
of "beats" was tried on June 3 [1J57J]by

\^o(5gle
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must consequentlybe closelyexamined. The beats heard when the two genera-ting

tones are more than a minor Third apartin the scale,arise from upper partial
and combinational tones.* When the compound tones have distinctlyaudible upper

partials,the beats resultingfrom them are generallyclearer and strongerthan

those due to the combinational tones, and it is much more easy to determine their

source. Hence we beginthe investigationof the beats occurringin wider intervals

with those which arise from the presence of upper partialtones. It must not be

forgotten,however, that beats of combinational tones are much more generalthan

these,as theyoccur with all kinds of musical tones,both simple and compound,
whereas of course those due to upper partialtones are onlyfound when such partials
are themselves distinct. But since all tones which are useful for musical purposes

are, with rare exceptions,richlyendowed with powerfulupper partialtones,the
beats due to these upper partialsare relativelyof much greaterpracticalimportance

f^than those due to the weak combinational tones.

When two compound tones are sounded at the same time, itisreadilyseen,
from what precedes,that beats may arise whenever any two upper partialtones' lie

sufficientlynear to each other,or when the primeof one tone approachesto an upper

partialof the other. The number of beats is of course, as before,the differenceof

the vibrational numbers of the two partialtones to which the beats are due.

When this differenceis small,and the beats are therefore slow,theyare relatively
most distinct to hear and to count and to investigate,preciselyas for beats of prime
tones. They are also more distinctwhen the particularpartialtones which gene-rate

them are loudest. Now, for the tones most used in music, partialswith a lovr

ordinal number are loudest,because the intensityof partialtones usuallydiminishes
as their ordinal number increases.

Let us begin,then,with exampleslikethe following,on an organ in itsprinci-pal
or violinstops,tor upon an harmonium :

^ i
J. u -i

I=^3=zsiz ^ ^

H

The minims in these examplesdenote the primetones of the notes struck,and
the crotchets the correspondingupper partialtones. If the octave C c in the first

example is tuned accurately,no beats will be heard. But if the upper note is

changed into B as in the second example,or e^ as in the third,we obtain the same

beats as we should from the two tones Bc,ot c d)^,where the intervalis a Semitone.

The number of beats (i6^in a second)is the same in each case, but their intensity
is naturallyless in the foi-mer case, because theyare somewhat smothered by the

strong deep tone C, and also because c, the second partialof 0, has generallyless
force than itsprime,j:

In examples4 and 5 beats will be heard on keyedinstruments tuned according
to the usual system of temperament. If the tempered intonation is exact there

will be one beat in a second,"because the note a" on the instrument does not exactly

* [But as upper partialand combinational

tones are both simple,it is alwayssimpletones
which beat together,and the laws of Chap.
VIII. therefore govern all beats. With a little

practicethe bell-likesound of the beatingpar-tials

may be distinguishedamid the confused

beatingof harsh reed tones. It only remains
to determine when and how these extra beating
tones arise." TrarislatorJ]

t [See p. 93, notes * and ". On English
organs the open diapasonand keraulophonor
gamba might be used. " Translator.]

X [On tlieIlarmonical,instead of varying
the Octave in C c by a Semitone np or down,

we can slightlyflattenthe upper note,by just
pressingit down enough to speak,when the

beats will arise. Or by usingthe d and d, we

can produce mistuned Octaves as D d^or I)jd.
And for the Fifth in No. 4 and 5, we can use

d' a" or d!a\ or take this mistuned Fifth lower,
as da' or d a, the true Fifth being"i,a, which

may be contrasted with ii."Translaior,]
" [Supposed'has 297, then equallytempered

a ought to have 445 vibs. The third partialof
d' has therefore 3 x 297 " 891 vib., and the

Octave of a has 2x445 = 890 vib.,and these

two tones beat 891-890 = once in a second. "

Translator.l
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tbgree with the note al\ which is the third partialtone of the note dl. On the otiier

hand the note a" on the instrument exactlycoincides with a!\ the second partial
tone of the note al in the fifthexample,so that on instruments exactlytuned in

any temperament the two examples 4 and 5 should givethe same number of beats.

Since the firstupper partialtone makes exactlytwice as many vibrations in a

second as itsprime,the c on the instrument in Ex. i
,
isidenticalwith the firstupper

partialof the primetone 0, providedc makes twice as many vibrations in a second

as 0* The two notes 0, c, cannot be struck togetherwithout producingbeats,unless
this exact relation is maintained. The least deviation from this exact relation is

betrayedby beats. In the fourth example the beats will not cease tillwe tune a"

on the instrument so as to coincide with the third partialtone of the note d, and

this can onlyhappenwhen the pitchnumber of a!' is preciselythree times that of

d'. In the fifthexamplewe have to make the pitchnumber of a! half as greatas
that of a", which is three times that of d' ; that is the pitchnumbers of d' and a' ^

must be exactlyas 2 : 3, or beats will ensue. Any deviation from this ratio will be

detected at once by beats.

Now we have alreadyshewn that the pitchnumbers of two tones which form

an Octave are in the ratio 1:2, and those of two which form a Fifth in that of 2 : 3.

These ratios were discovered longago by merelyfollowingthe judgmentof the ear

respectingthe most pleasantconcord of two tpnes. The circumstances juststated
furnish the reason why these intervals when tuned accordingto these simpleratios
of numbers, and in no other case, will producean undisturbed concord, whereas

very small deviations from this mathematical intonation will betraythemselves by
that restlessfluctuation of tone known as beats. The d' and a' of the lastexample,
ifd' tuned as a perfectFifth below a [thatis as dx on the Harmonical],make 293^
and 440 vibrations in a second respectively,and their common upper partiala!'
makes 3 x 293^=2 x 440=880 vibrations in a second. In the temperedintonation
d! makes almost exactly293! vibrations in a second, and hence its second upper ^

partial(orthird partial)tone makes 881 vib. in the same time,and this extremely
small difference is betrayedto the ear by one beat in a second. That imperfect
Octaves and Fifths will producebeats,was a fact longknOwn to organ-builders,
who made use of it practicallyto obtain the requiredjustor temperedintonation
with greaterease and certainty.Indeed, there is no more sensitive means of

provingthe correctness of intervals.

Two musical tones,therefore,which stand in the relation of a^perfectOctave,
a perfectTwelfth, or a perfectFifth,go on soundinguniformlywithout disturbance,

and are thus distinguishedfrom the next adjacentintervals,imperfectOctaves and

Fifths,forwhich a partofthe tone breaks up into distinctpulses,and consequentlythe
two tones do not continue to sound without interruption.For this reason the perfect
Octave, Twelfth,and Fifth will be called consonant intervalsin contradistinction to

the next adjacentintervals,which are termed dissonant. Althoughthese names

were givenlongago, longbefore anythingwas known about upper partialtones and ^

their beats,theygivea very correct notion of the essentialcharacter of the pheno-menon
which consists in the undisturbed or disturbed coexistence of sounds.

Since the phenomenajustdescribed form the essentialbasis forthe construction

of normal musical intervals,itisadvisable to establishthem experimentallyin every
possibleform.

We have stated that the beats heard are the beats of those partialtones of both

compoundswhich nearlycoincide. Now it is not alwaysvery easy on hearinga

Fifth or an Octave which is slightlyout of tune, to recogniseclearlywith the un-assisted

ear which part of the whole sound is beating.On listeningwe are apt
to feel that the whole sound is alternatelyreinforced and weakened. Yet an ear

accustomed to distinguishupper partialtones,afterdirectingits attention on the

common upper partialsconcerned,will easilyhear the strongbeats of these par-ticular

tones, and recognisethe continued and undisturbed sound of the primes.
Strike the note d',attend to itsupper partiala", and then strikea temperedFifth
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a' ; the beats of a!' will be clearlyheard. To an unpractisedear the resonators

alreadydescribed will be of greatassistance. Apply the resonator for a'',and the

above beats will be heard with greatdistinctness. If,on the other hand, a resonator,

tuned to one of the primetones d! or a',be employed,the beats are heard much less

distinctly,because the continuous partof the tone is then reinforced.

This lastremark must not be taken to mean that no other simpletones beat in

this combination excepta^'. On the contrary,there are other higherand weaker

upper partials,and also combinational tones which beat,as we shall learn in the

next chapter,and tliesebeats coexist with those alreadydescribed. But the beats

of the lowest common upper partialsare the most prominent,simplybcksausethese
beats are the loudest and slowest of all. "

Secondly,a directexperimentalproofisdesirable that the numerical ratioshere

deduced from the pitchnumbers are reallythose which giveno beats. This proof

f is most easilygivenby means of the double siren (fig.56,p. 162). Bet the discs

in revolution and open the series of 8 holes on the lower and 16 on the upper, thus

obtainingtwo compound tones which form an Octave. They continue to sound

without beats as longas the upper box is stationary.But directlywe beginto
revolve the upper box, thus slightlysharpeningor flatteningthe tone of the upper

disc,beats are heard. As longas the box was stationary,the ratio of the pitch
numbers was exactly1:2, because exactly8 pulsesof air escapedon one rotation

of the lower, and 16 on one rotation of the upper disc. By diminishingthe speed
of rotation of the handle thisratio may be altered as slightlyas we please,but how-ever

slowlywe turn it,if it move at all,the beats are heard, which shews that the

interval is mistuned.

Similarlywith the Fifth. Open the seriesof 12 holes above,and 18 below,and

a perfectlyunbroken Fifth will be heard as long as the upper windbox is at rest.

The ratio of the vibrational numbers, fixed by the holes of the two series,isexactly

^ 2 to 3. On rotatingthe windchest, beats are heard. We have seen that each

revolution of the handle increases or diminishes the number of vibrations of the

tone due to the 12 holes by 4 (p.164c). When we have the tone of 12 holes on the

lower discs also,we thus obtain 4 beats. But with the Fifth from 12 and 18 holes

each revolution of the handle gives 12 beats,because the pitchnumber of the

third partialtone increases on each revolution of the handle by 3x4=12, when

that of the prime tone increases by 4, and we are now concerned witii the beats

of thispartialtone.
In these investigationsthe siren has the greatadvantageover allother musical

instruments,of havingitsintervalstuned accordingto their simplenumerical rela-tions

with mechanical certaintyby the method of constructingthe instrument,and

we are consequentlyrelieved from the extremelylaborious and difficultmeasure-ments

of the pitchnumbers which would have to precedethe proofof our law on

any other musical instnmient. Yet the law had been alreadyestablished by such

^ measurements, and the ratios were shewn to approximatemore and more closelyto
those of the simplenumbers, as the degreeof perfectionincreased,to which the

methods of measuringnumbers ofvibrations and tuningperfectlyhad been brought
Just as the coincidences of the two firstupper partialtones led us to the natural

consonances of the Octave and Fifth, the coincidences of higher upper partials
would lead us to a further seriesof natural consonances. But it must be remarked

that in the same proportionthat these higherupper partialsbecome weaker, the

lessperceptiblebecome the beats by which the imperfectare distinguishedfrom
the perfectintervals,and the error of tuningis shewn. Hence the delimitation of

those intervals which dependupon coincidences of the higherupper partialsbe-comes

continuallymore indistinctand indeterminate as the upper partialsinvolved

are higherin order. In the followingtable the firsthorizontal line and firstver-tical

column contain the ordinal numbers of the coincident upper partialtones,
and at their intersection will be found the name of the con-espondinginterval
between the primetones, and the ratio of the vibrational numbers of the tones
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composingit. This numerical ratioalwaysresults from the ordinal numbers of the

two coincident upper partialtones.

The two lowest lines of this table contain the intervalsalreadyconsidered,the

Octave, Twelfth,and Fifth. In the third line from the bottom the 4th partial

givesthe intervals of the Fourth and double Octave. The 5thpartialdetermines

the majorThird,either simpleor increased by one or two Octaves,and the major
Sixth. The 6th partialintroduces the minor Third in addition. Here I have

stopped,because the 7th partialtone is entirelyeliminated, or at least much

weakened, on instruments such as the piano,where the qualityof tone can be

reg^llatedwithin certain limits.* Even the 6th partialisgenerallyvery weak, but

an endeavour is made to favour allthe partialsup to the 5th. We shall return

hereafter to the intervals characterised by the 7thpartial,and to the minor Sixth,

which is determined by the 8th. The followingis the order of the consonant '

intervals beginningwith those distinctlycharacterised,and then proceedingto

those which have their limits somewhat blurred,so to speak,by the weaker beats

of the higherupper partialtones :"

1. Octave 1:2

2. Twelfth I

3. Fifth 2

4. Fourth 3

5. Major Sixth 3

6. MajorThird 4

7. Minor Third 5

The followingexamplesin musical notation shew the coincidences of the upper

partials.The primesare as before representedby minims, and the upper partials

by crotchets. The seriesof upper partialsis continued up to the common tone IT

only.

T
Octave.

I : 2

Twelfth.

I
' 3

Fifth.

2 : 3

p" T" pr-1 p-
Fourth. Maj.Sixth. Maj. Third. Min. Third,

3:4 3:5 4:5 5:6

We have hitherto confined our attention to beats arisingfrom intervals which

differ but slightlyfrom those of perfectconsonances. When the difference is

* [But see Mr. Hipkins'remarks and experiments,supra, p. 'J^CJnote." 2""xiwto/or.]
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small the beats are slow,and hence easy both to observe and count. Of course

beats continue to occur when the deviation of the two coincident upper partials
increases. But as the beats then become more numerous the overwhelmingmass
of sound of the louder primesconceals their real character more easilythan the

quickerbeats of dissonant primes themselves. These more rapidbeats give a

rougheffectto the whole mass of sound, but the ear does not readilyrecogniseits

cause, unless the experimentshave been conducted by graduallyincreasingthe

imperfectionof an harmonic interval,so as to make the beats graduallymore and

more rapid,thus leadingthe observer to mark the intermediate stepsbetween the

numerable rapidbeats on the one hand, and the roughnessof a dissonance oa

the other,and hence to convince liimself that the two phenomena differonlyin

degree.
In the experimentswith pairsof simpletones we saw that the distinctnessand

^ roughnessof their beats dependedpartlyon the magnitudeof the intervalbetween

the beatingtones,and partlyupon the rapidityof the beats themselves,so that for

hightones thisincreasingrapidityinjuredthe distinctnessof even the beats arising
from small intervals,and obliterated them in sensation. At present,as we have

to deal with beats of upper partials,which,when their primeslie in the middle

region,principallybelongto the higherpartsof the scale,the rapidityof the beats

has a preponderatinginfluence on the distinctnessof their definition.

The law determiningthe number of beats in a second for a givenimperfection
in a consonant interval,results immediatelyfrom the law above assignedfor the

beats of simpletones. When two simpletones,making a small interval,generate

beats,the number of beats in a second is the differenceof theirvibrationalnumbers.

Let us suppose, byway of example,that a certain primetone has the pitchnumber

300. The pitchnumbers of the primes which make consonant intervals with it,
will be as follows :"

Hi

Now assume that the primetone has been put out of tune by one vibration in

a second, so that its pitchnumber becomes 301, then calculatingthe vibrational

immber of the coincident upper partialtones,and takingtheir difference,we find

the number of beats thus :"

Interval upwards Beating Partial Tones
XanilH"r of '

Beats

Prime

Octave
.

Fifth
.

Fourth
.

Major Sixth

Major Third

Minor Third

300 "

600 =

450 =

400 "

500 =

375 =

360 =

300
600

900

1200

1500

1500
1800

301 =

301 =

301 =

301

301

301

301

301
602

= 903
= 1204

= 1505
" 1505
= 1806

Interral downwariLi

Prime

Octave
.

Fifth
.

Fourth
.

Major Sixth

Major Third

Minor Third
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Hence the number of beats which arise from puttingone of the generating
tones out of tune to the amount of one vibration in a second, is alwaysgiven by
the two numbers which define the interval. The smaller number givesthe number

of beats which arise from increasingthe pitchnumber of the upper tone by i.

The largernumber givesthe number of beats which arise from increasingthe
pitchnumber of the lower tone by i. Hence if we take the major Sixth c a,

havingthe ratio 3:5, and sharpena so as to make one additional vibration in a

second,we shall have 3 beats in a second ; but if we sharpenc so as to make one

more vibration in a second, we obtain 5 beats in a second,and so on.

Our calculation and the rule based on it shew that if the amount by which one

of the tones is put out of tune remains constant,the number of the beats increases

accordingas the interval is expressedin largernumbers. Hence for Sixths and

Thirds the pitKshnumbers of the tones must be much more nearlyin the normal
"

ratio,if we wish to avoid slow beats,than for Octaves and Unisons. On the other %
hand a sUght imperfectionin the tuningof Thirds bringsus much sooner to the

hmit where the beats become too rapidto be distinctlyseparable.If we change
the Unison c" c", by flatteningone of the tones, into the Semitone b' c", on

soundingthe notes togetherthere results a clear dissonance with 33 beats,the

number which, as before observed,seems to give the maximum of harshness.

But to obtain 33 beats from fifth/ c",itis onlynecessary to alterc" by a quarter
of a Tone. If it is changed by a Semitone, so that/ c" becomes/ b',there result

66 beats,and their clearness is alreadymuch injured.To obtain 33 beats the c'^

must not be changedin the Fiffchc" g' b̂y more than one-sixth of a Tone, in the

Fourth c" /' by more than one-eighth,in the major Tliird c" e" and major Sixth

e' a" by more than one-tenth,and in the minor Third c" e"|"by more than one-

twelfth. Conversely,if in each of these intervals the pitchnumber of c" be

altered by 33, so that c" becomes b' or d']},we obtain the followingnumbers of

beats:" .%

Now since 99 beats in a second producevery weak effectseven imder favourable

circumstances for simpletones,and 132 beats in a second seem to lie at the hmit

of audibility,we must not be surprisedif such numbers of beats,producedby the

weaker upper partials,and smothered by the more powerfulprime tones, no longer

produceany sensible effect,and in feictvanish so far as the ear is concerned. Now

thisrelation is of greatimportancein the practiceof music, for in the table itwill^

be seen that the mistuned Fifth givesthe interval h' g",which is much used as an

imperfectconsonance under the name of mitior Sixth, In the same way we find

the major Third d'^f as a mistuned Fourth, and the Fourth b'e" as a mistuned

majorThird, and so on. That, at least in this part of the scale,the major Third

does not producethe beats of a mistuned Fourth, or the Fourth those of a mis-tuned

major Third, is explainedby the greatnumber of beats. In pointof fact

these intervals m this part of the scale givea perfectlyuninterruptedsound, with-out

a trace of beats or harshness, when theyare tuned perfectly.
This bringsus to the investigationof those circumstances which affect the I

perfectionof the consonance for the different intervals. A consonance has been "

characterised by the coincidence of two of tlieupper partialtones of the compounds "

formingthe chord. When this is the case the two compound tones cannot gene-rate

any slow beats. But it is possiblethat some other two upper partialtones of

these two compounds may be so nearlyof the same pitchthat they can generate
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rapidbeats. Cases of this kind occur in the last examplesin musical notation

(p.183^). Among the upper partialsof the major Third FA occur f and e\ side

by sidjB; and among those of the minor Third FA\}will be found a' and "'[".In
each case there is the dissonance of a Semitone, and these must producethe same

beats as if theyhad been givendirectlyas simpleprime tones. Now although
such beats can produceno very prominent impression,partlyon account of their

rapidity,partlyon account of the weakness of the tones which generatethem, and

partlybecause the primesand other partialtones are soundingon at the same time

unintermittently,yet theycannot but exert some effect on the harmoniousness of

the interval. In the lastchapterwe found that in certain qualitiesof tone,where

the higherupper partialsare stronglydeveloped,sensible dissonances may arifle

within a singlecompound tone (p.1786). When two such musical tones are

sounded together,there will be not only the dissonances resultingfrom the higher
% upper partialtones in each individual compound,but also those which arise from

a partialtone of the one forminga dissonance with a partialtone of the other,and

in this way there must be a certain increase in roughness.
An easy method of findingthose upper partialsin each consonant interval

which form dissonances with each other,may be deduced from what has been already
stated concerninglargerimperfectionsin tuningconsonant intervals (p.185c,d).
We thus found that the major Third might be considered as a mistuned Fourth,

and the Fourth againas a mistuned Third. On raisingthe pitchof a compound
tone by a Semitone, we raise the pitchof allits upper partialtones by the same

amount. Those upper partialswhich coincide for the interval of a Fourth, sepa-rate

by a Semitone when by alteringthe pitchof one generatingtone we con-vert

the Fourth into a major Third, and similarlythose which coincide for the

major Third differby a Semitone for the Fourth,as will appear in the following
example:"

Major Third.

r
WmoT Third.

The 4th and 3rdpartialin the Fourth of the firstexample coincide as/. But

if the Fourth B[}sinks,as in the second example,to the major Third A, its 3rd

partial/sinks also to "',and forms a dissonance with the 4th partial/of F, which

was unaltered. On the other hand the 5th and 4th tone of the two compounds,
which in the firstexampleformed the dissonance a' 61?,now coincide as a'. In

'

the same way the consonant unison a'a^ of the second example appears as the dis-sonance

a'a'\}in the third,and the dissonance c"c" în the second becomes the

consonant unison c"c" in the third.

Hence in each consonant interval those upper partialsform a dissonanceytvhich

coincide in one of the adjacentconsonant intervals,*and in this sense we can say,

that every consonance is disturbed by the proximityof the consonances next

adjoiningit in the scale,and that the resultingdisturbance is the greater,the

major Third, and fx^"=| a major Tono.

The adjacencyof the consonant intervals is

best shewn in fig.60, A (p.193),where it

appears that the order may be taken as; i)
Unison, 2) minor Third, 3) major Third,

4) Fourth, 5) Fifth,6) minor Sixth,7) major
Sixth, 8) Octave. In the table on p. iSyft,
other intervals,not perfectlyconsonant, arc

intercalated among these. - Translator.]

" [That is,in intervals which differ from

the firstby raisingor depressingone of itstones

by a Semitone (either|$or |J),as in the table

on p. 185c,or even a Tone (?). Thus for the

Fifth,3
X If= 5 a minor Sixth ; and " x g = J a

Fourth' For the Fourth, ^x|^r=?"amajor
Third; and ^ivj^-^a Fifth! For the major
Tliird i/xj';^^*a Fourth; and ^'^5!= ? a

minor Third. For the minor Third 5 " 3k- 2̂ a
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lower and londer the upper partialswhich by their coincidence characterise the

disturbinginterval,or, in other words, the smaller the number which expresses the

ratio of the pitchnumbers.
The followingtable givesa generalview of this influence of the differentcon-sonances

on each other. The partialsare given up to the 9thinclusive,and cor-responding

names assignedto the intervals arisingfrom the coincidence of the

higherupper partialtones. The third column contains the ratios of their pitch
numbers, which at the same time furnish the number of the order of the coincident

partialtones. The fourth column givesthe distance of the separateintervalsfrom

each other,and the last a measure of the relativestrengthof the beats resulting
"om the mistuningof the correspondinginterval,reckoned for the qualityof tone

of the violin.* The degreeto which any interval disturbs the adjacentintervals,
increases with this last number. f

^
v^

^
1
\ "? I

The most perfectchord is the Umson, for which both compound tones have the

same pitch. All its partialtones coincide,and hence no dissonance can occur

except such as iscontained in each compound separately(p.1786). II

It is much the same with the Octave. All the partialtones of the higliernote
of this interval coincide with the evenlynumbered partialsof the deeper,and re-inforce

them, so that in this case also there can be no dissonance between two upper

partialtones, except such as alreadyexists,in a weaker form, among those of the

/deepernote. A note accompaniedby its Octave consequentlybecomes brighter

Jn quality,because the higherupper partialtones on which brightnessof quality
depends,are partlyreinforced by the additional Octave. But a similar effectwould

also be producedby simplyincreasingthe intensityof the lower note without add-ing

the Octave ; the onlydifferencewould be,that in the lattercase the reinforce-ment

of the differentpartialtones would be somewhat differentlydistributed.

The same holds for the Twelfthand double Octave^and generallyfor allthose

" See Appendix XV.

f [Two cohimns have bern added, shewing
the c^nts in the intervals named, and in the

intervals between adjacentnotes.

App. XX. sect. D. " TranslatoT.]
See also
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cases in which the primetone of the highernote coincides with one of the partial
tones of the lower note,althoughas the interval between the two notes increases

the differencebetween consonance amd dissonance tends towards obliteration.

The cases hitherto considered,where the prime of one compound tone coincides

with one of the partialsof the other,may be termed absoluteconsonances. The

second compound tone introduces no new element, but merelyreinforces a partof

the other.

Unison and Octave disturb the next adjacentintervalsconsiderably,in the sense

assignedto this expressionon p. i86^, so that the minor Second C jD\},and the

major Seventh C B, which differfrom the Unison and Octave by a Semitone

respectively,are the harshest dissonances in our scale. Even the major Second

C D, and the minor Seventh C ^, which are a whole Tone apartfrom the dis-turbing

intervals,must be reckoned as dissonances,although,owingto the greater
% interval of the dissonant partialtones,theyare much milder than the others. In

the higherregionsof the scale their roughnessis materiallylessened by the

increased rapidityof the beats. Since the dissonance of the minor Seventh is due

to the second partialtone,which in most musical qualitiesof tone ismuch weaker

than the prime,itis stillmilder than that of the majorSecond, and hence Ues on

the very boundarybetween dissonance and consonance.

To find additional good consonances we must consequentlygo .to the middle of

the Octave, and the firstwe meet is the Fifth, Immediatelynext to itwithin the

interval of a Semitone there are onlythe intervals 5 : 7 and 5 : 8 in our table,and
these cannot much disturb it,because in all the better kinds of musical tones the

7th and 8th partialsare either very weak or entirelyabsent. The next intervals

with strongerupper partialsare the Fourth 3 : 4 and the majorSixth 3:5. But

here the interval is a whole Tone, and if the tones i and 2 of the interval of the

Octave could producevery Uttle disturbingeffectin the minor Seventh, the dis-

% turbance by the tones 2 and 3, or by the vicinityof the Fifth to the Fourth and

majorSixth must be insignificant,and the reaction of these two intervals with tlie

tones 3 and 4 or 3 and 5 on the Fifth must be entirelyneglected.Hence tlieFifth

remains a perfectconsonance, in which there is no sensible disturbance of closely
adjacentupper partialtones. It is onlyin harsh qualitiesof tone (harmonium,
double-bass,violoncello,reed organ pipes)with highupper partialtones,and deep

primes,when the number of beats is small,that we remark that the Fifth is some-what

rougherthan the Octave.* Hence the Fifth has been acknowledged as a

consonance from the earliesttimes and by allmusicians. On the other hand the

intervals next adjacentto the Fifth are those which producethe harshest disso-nances

after those next adjacentto the Octave. Of the dissonant intervals next

* [The above discuBBion may jberendered numbers of the two prime tones which form

easier by the followingconsiderations,which the Fifth to be 2 and 3, and find those of their

the student should illustrate or hear illus- upper pai'tialsthus, assuming C 6r to be the

m trated on the Harmonical. Take the pitch two notes.

Nos. of the Partials

Partials of lower note

Lower note .

Fifth or 2 : 3, upper note

Partials of upper note

Nos. of the Partials

12345678
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

C c g d 6' (f 6'b

Q g d! ^ V

3 6 9 12 IS

12345

We see that the principalbeating tones The next beatingpartialtones arc 8 and 9, or

arc 14 and 15, or 6'b h\ the 7th partialof the c d\ the 4th partialof the lower and 3rd of

lower and 5th of the upper; and 15 and 16, the upper note, and these beinga whole Tone

or b' c'\the 5th of the upper and 8th of the apart, the beats are not of importance even

lower note, and that these beats are unimpor- when strong, and with weak upper partials
taut because the 7th and 8th partialsare are insignificant.Similarlyfor the beats of

generallyweak ; but if they are strong these 9 and 10, or d'e'ythe 3rd partialof the upper

beats beingthose of a Semitone and of nearly and 5th of the lower note. On referringto the

a Semitone, arc very harsh. On the Har- text it will be seen that the same intervals

monical it will be found that the 12th G g\^ are there compared and in the same order as

faultless,but the 5th C G isdecidedlyharsh. here. " Translator.]
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the Fifth,those in which the Fifth isflattened,that is which liebetween the Fifth

and Fourth, and are disturbed firstlyby the tones 2 and 3, and secondlyby the

tones 3 and 4, are more decidedlydissonantthan those in Which the Fifth is

sharpenedand which liebetween the Fifth and majorSixth,because for the latter

the second disturbance arises from the tone 3 and the weaker tone 5.* The

intervals between the Fifth and Fourth are consequentlyalways considered dis-sonant

m musical practice.But between the Fifth and major Sixth lie^ the

interval of the minor Sixthswhich is treated as an imperfectconsonance, and owes

this preferencemainlyto itsbeingthe inversion of the major Third. On keyed
instruments, as the piano,the same keyswill strike notes which at one time

representthe consonance G A\},and at another the dissonance C Gjj^.f
Next to the Fifth follow the consonances of the Fourth 3 : 4 and the major

Sixth, the chief disturbance of which arisesusuallyfrom the Fifth. The Fourth

is somewhat further from the Fifth (theinterval is 8 : 9) than the major Sixth is ^

(theinterval is 9 : 10),and hence the major Sixth is a less perfectconsonance
than the Fourth. But close by the Fourth liesthe majorThird with the 4th and

5thpartialscoincident,and hence when these partialsare stronglydeveloped,the
Fourth may lose itsadvantageover the majorSixth. It is also well known that

the old theoreticalmusicians longdisputedas to whether the Fourth should be

considered consonant or dissonant. The precedencegivento the Fourth over the

major Sixth and major Third, is rather due to itsbeingthe inversion of the Fifth

than to its own inherent harmoniousness. The Fourth, the major Sixth and

minor Sixth, are rendered less pleasantby beingwidened by an Octave (thus
becoming the Eleventh, and majorand minor Thirteenth),because theythen lie

near the Twelfth, and consequentlythe disturbance by the characteristictones of

the Twelfth i and 3, isgreater,and hence also the adjacentintervals 2 : 5 for the

Eleventh, and 2 : 7 for the Thirteenth,are more disturbingthan are the 4 : 5 for

the Fourth and the 4 : 7 for the Sixth in the lower Octave.t %

* [Taking the scheme in the last note, and supposingO to be altered firstto Ob and then

to ^b, we may write the several schemes thus :

No. of Partials of lower note ..12345678

Lower Note C c g d e ^ h'\" t

Fifthwi\z\ [ G g d' g' V

Flattened Worms of the upper note sGb gb d'b g'b b'b

Sharpened ) I Ab ab db a'b c"

No. of Partials of upper note
. "

i 23 4 5

If the Ob were made sufficientlyflat,we 3 of the upper and 5 of the lower note,instead

should have its 5th partialb'b coincidingwith of from d'b c' or tones 3 of the upper and 4 of

the 7th partialof C, which, however, is never the lower note,and as the tone 5 is weaker

felt as a consonance, and the interval then the disturbance on the whole is weaker. This

becomes 5 : 7. This, however, never occurs is the case in musical practice." Translator,]
in musical practice,where the b'b from Ob is f [Thisis the result of equaltemperament,
always sharper than that from C, but this in which i4'b,which is 814 cents above C, is

dissonance is not felt,the gb g or tones 2 of the confounded with G^K ,
which is only 772 cents H

upper and 3 of the lower note,and " d'b or above C, a difference of 42 cents. The in-tones

3 of the upper and 4 of the lower note, terval c'a^'b can be playedon the Harmonical

producingthe chief disturbance. If Ab is and at that pitch will be found good. The

taken sufficientlysharp for its 5th partialcf' interval a* b e',which is the same as that of

to coincide with the eighth of C we have the dg'tU1
but a major Third lower,will be found

interval 5 : 8 or minor Sixth. Here again we very h"Tsh."Translator.]
have the disturbance from ab g the tones 2 of % [Treatingthese intervals as in the pre-
the upper and 3 of the lower note, but the cedingnotes we have :

second disturbance is now from db 0 ôr tones

No. of Partials
.

Lower note "

Fourth or 3 : 4

No. of Partials

No. of Partials
,

Lower note

Elevmth or 3 : 8

No. of Partials

12345678
C c g c' "f g^ b'b c"

F f d f a' d'

i_ 2 3 4_ 5 6_
2345678
c g d d g' 6'b c"

/ f c"

I 2 3
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Next in the order of the consonances come the majorand miwyr Third. The

latter is very imperfectlydelimited on instmments which, like the pianoforte,do
not stronglydevelopthe 6th partialof t^ecompound tone,because it can then be

imperfectlytuned without producingsensible beats.* The minor Third is Bensibly

exposedto disturbance from the Unison, and the majorThird from the Fourth ;

and both mutuallydisturb each other,the minor Third coming off worse than the

major.f For the harmoniousness of either interval it isnecessary that the disturb-ing

beats should be very rapid. Hence in the upper partof the scale these intervals

are pure and good,but in the lower parttheyare very rough. All antiquity,there-fore,

refused to acceptThirds as consonances. It was not tillthe time of Franco "^

Cologne(atthe end of the twelfth century)that theywere admitted as imperfect
consonances, Th^ reason of thismay probablybe that musical theorywas developed

among classical nations and in medieval times principallyin respectto men's

voices,and in the lower part of this scale Thirds are "bu:from good. With this we

must connect the fact that the proper intonation of major Thirds was not dis-covered

in earlytimes,and that the PythagoreanThird, with its ratio of 64 : 81,

was looked upon as the normal form tilltowards the close of the middle ages^

No. of Partials
. . .

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13 16

Lower note
. . ,

C c g d d il V\" d' dT tf' f c"

Minor Thirteenth or s:i^ a\" a'b ""b a'b c'"

No. of Partials
...

i 2 345

These diagrams will make the text imme-diately

intelligible,but as the notes refer to

the ordinarynotation the fact that / to ^ in

the Fourth is a wider interval than g to a in

the major Sixth is not expressed. It is,how-ever,

readilyseen how mach worse is the

minor Sixth with g to ab, and that in all

these cases the disturbance arises from the

2nd and 3rd partialswhich coincide for the

Fifth. It is also seen how the disturbance is

increased in the Eleventh and Thirteenths

because one of the disturbingtones then

No. of Partials
. . .

i

Lower note
. , .

C

Major Third or 4 : 5 .
E

No. of Partials
. . " i

becomes a prime,and hence Bounds much londcr.

See also the table of partialson p. 197c, d. -

Translator.]
* [As the usual tempered tuning of the

piano makes the minor.Third greatlytoo flat,
the circumstance mentioned in the text becomes

a great advantage on that instrument. On

the temperedharmonium even e'^, e" g*'are
very harsh, as compared with the same inter-vals

on the Harmonical. " Translator.']
t [Thiswill be made clearer by the follow-

ing diagrams :

2345678
c g d e' g' b'b c"

eh e' g% h' d"

23 456

No. of Partials
.

Lower note

Minor Third or 5
No. of Partials

.

12345678
C c g d e' gT h'b d'

Eb eb bb db g' b'b d"b

12345 67

The 6th partialof this Eb is not the same as

the 7th partialof C, although the notation

makes it appear so, but it is sharper in the

ratio of 36 : 35, and hence if the partialswere
not so high would be very disturbing.It is

seen that g'^S are the 6th and 5th partials
for the major Third, and db d the 4th and

5th for the minor Third; the interval being
the same (24 : 25),the disturbance is worse in

the latter case, because the partialsare looser

and hence louder. " Translator.]
X [The ordinarymajor Third on the tem-pered

harmonium is very littleflatter than

this,but still it is much less harsh. The

Harmonical does not contain a Pythagorean
major Third, 64 : 81, the nearest approach
being!6b : rf,-63 : 80, but it contains a Py-thagorean

minor Third df, which may be con-
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The importantinfluence exercised on the harmoniousness of tlieconsonances,

especiallythe less perfectones, by the rapidityof the weak beats of the dissonajit

upper paurtials,has alreadybeen indicated. If we placeallthe intervalsalcovethe

same bass note,the number of their beats in a second varies much, and is much

greaterfor the imperfectthan for the perfectconsonances. But we can giveall the
intervals hitherto considered such a positionin the scale that the number of their

beats in a second should be the same. Since we have found that 33 beats in a

second produceabout the maximum amount of roughness,I have so chosen the

positionof the intervalsin the followingexamplesin musical notation,as to give

trasted with the justminor Third dj. The

followingarrangement of the consonant in-tervals

will show the beatingpartialsin each

case, and the exact ratios of their intervals.

The number of the partialis subscribed in

each case. The beatinginterval is inoffensive

for 5 : 6, but its action becomes sensible for

7 : 8, 8 : 9, and 9 : 10, and for 14 : 15, 15 : 16,

24 : 25 the effectis decidedlybad if the tones

are strongenough and the beats slow enough ;

the strengthdepends on the lowness of the

ordinal numbers of the beatingpartials,and the

rapiditydepends on their positionin the scale.

This must be taken into consideration,as in

fig.60, p. 193. A prefixed*,f, ^,||draws at-tention

to the beatiogpartials.The order of

the intervals is that of their relative harmoni- %
ousness as assigned in my paper *0n the

PhysicalConstitution and Belations of Musical

Chords,' in the Proceedings of the Boyal
Societyy June 16, 1864,vol. xiii,p. 392, Table

Vm., here re-arranged.

Cc

Octave or I : 2, cents 1200

CO

Fifth or 2 : 3, cents 702

Ce

Major Tenth or 2 : 5,cents 1386

{" 4 s
4"

6 7

6,
8 9
8,

10

10.

{':

Cg
Twelfth or I : 3, cents 1902

CF

Fourth or 3 : 4, cents 498

CA

Major Sixth or 3 : 5, cents 884

CE J
Major Third or 4 : 5, cents 386 \

CE\, r 5,
Minor Third or 5 : 6, cents 316 \

cAb ~r
Minor Sixth or 5 : 8, cents 814 \ 8,

6. "9,
12,

ti5, i8" 21,

ti64 2O4

24, t2;, t3o,,
24a J28,

/ 3i 6, "9, 124
I 5i *io.

"5s
i5s

4, 8, 12, "id, 20,

5i_ "o,_*i5, 20,_
10, 15, 20, "25s

6| 12, 18, *244

18. t2lT J24, 27, 30,,

_t204 t25" 30.
_

t24. 28, 32, t36, 40,0
USs 30, t35, 40.

30. t357 Uo* 45" H50i"
30* t36fl t42; 1148,

/ 5i 10* "15. 20, t25, t3o. 35,

*i6, t24" t32,
40.
40,

Il45i.llSo"

Ceb f Si 102 i5t 20, "25,30. t3S7 40, t45
Minor Tenth or 5 : 1 2,cents 1 5 16 \ 12, *24, t36.

tSOia55ii 6o,j
US, 60.

Cf 3i 6, "9.
"8,Eleventh or 3 : 8, cents 1698

Ca / 3i 6, "9, 12, 15,

Ma.Thrtnth.0r3 : lo.cents2084\ "iOi

Cab / 5i lOt *i5" 204 25"
Mi. Thrtnth. or 5 : i6,cents2014 (^ "id,

ti5s tiSe
ti6.

121, |24.
i243

t27. 30 "

ti8. Uh

_

t20^|
t3o/ t3S7

t32.

24s

40.

t27. 30 "

t3o.
,

USb tSO;.
t48.

See note p. 195 for the intervalsdependingon 7.

The last four of the above intervals are so

rough that they are seldom reckoned as con-sonances.

The order was determined merely
by frequentlysounding the intervals in just
intonation on justlyintoned reed instruments,
and relates solelyto the effect on my own ear.

The greaterrichness of the major Tenth over

the Twelfth made me preferthe former. The

effect is very much like that of a compound
tone, in which the prime is inaudible ; even

the tones i and 3 are suppliedpartlyby com-binational

tones. Hence when a man's voice

accompanies a woman's at a Third below (that
is reallya tenth)the cITect is moro agreeable

than when another woman sings the real

Third below, as long as the Thirds are major ;

the contrary is the case when the Thirds are

minor. In ordinaryrules for harmony no dis"

tinction is made between Tenths and Thirds,
Fourths and Elevenths, ""c. The above table
shews that the differences are of extreme im-portance.

The dissonant character attributed

to the Fourth isapparentlydue to the Eleventh.

As will be seen hereafter,the minor Tenth,
the Eleventh, and both Thirteenths ought to

be avoided or else treated as dissonances. "

Translator.]
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that number in every case. The intonation is supposedto be that of the scale of

C majorwith justintervals,but "{"representsthe subminor Seventh of c (4 : 7).*

m. '^m =(=:

:[::

8i:9i

m=

15, : 16, 8, : 15,

=t=- Wz IP
1

6. : 7, S, : 7,

Eg" I ^
I

42:7i Ss : Sa 57 : 6^ 44=53 33 : 53 33 -4.2 2, : 33

The prime tones of the notes in this example are all partialsof (7^,which
makes 33 vibrations in a second,and hence their own pitchnumbers and those

% of their upper partialsare multiplesof 33 ; consequentlythe difference of theso

pitchnumbers, which givesthe number of beats,must alwaysbe 33, 66, or some

highermultipleof 33.

In the low positionshere assignedthe beats arisingfrom the dissonant xtpper

partialsare as effectiveas their intensitywill allow,and in tliiscase the Sixths,

Thirds, and even the Fourth are considerablyrough. But the majorSixth and

major Third shew their superiorityover the minor Third and minor Sixth, by
descendinglower down in the scale,and yet soundingsomewhat milder than the

others. It is also a well-known practicalrule among musicians to avoid these

close mtervals in low positions,when soft chords are required,though there was

no justificationfor this rule in any previoustheoryof chords.

My theory of hearingby means of the sympatheticvibration of elastic

appendagesto the nerves, would allow of calculatingthe intensityof the beats

of the different intervals,when the intensityof the upper partialsin the corre-al

spondingqualityof tone belongingto the instrument used,is known, and the

intervals are so chosen that the number of beats in a second is the same. But

such a calculation would be very differentfor differentqualitiesof tone,and holds

onlyfor such a particularcase as may be assumed.

For intervalsconstructed on the same lower note a new f"cioT comes into play,
namely,the number of beats which occur in a second ; and the influence of this

feustoron the roughnessof the sensation cannot be calculated directlyby any fixed

law. But to obtain a generalgraphicalrepresentationof the complicatedrelations
which co-operateto produce the effect,I have made such a calculation,k-nowing
that diagramsteach more at a glancethan the most complicateddescriptions,and

have hence constructed figs.60, A and B (p.193). In order to construct them

I have been forced to assume a somewhat arbitrarylaw for the dependence
of roughnessupon the number of beats. I chose for this purpose the simplest
mathematical formula which would shew that the roughnessvanishes when there

f are no beats,increases to a maximum for 33 beats,and then diminishes as the

number of beats increases. Next I have selected the qualityof tone on the violin

in order to calculate the intensityand roughnessof the beats due to the upper

partialstaken two and two together,and from the final results I have constructed

figs.60, A and B, opposite.The base lines ""\ d'd" denote those partsof tlie

musical scale which liebetween the notes thus named, but the pitchis taken to

increase continuously[aswhen the fingerslidesdown the violinstring],and not by
separatesteps [aswhen the fingerstopsoffdefinitelengthsof the violin string].
It is further assumed that the notes or compound tones belongingto any indi\ddual

partof the scale,are sounded togetherwith the note c\ which forms the constant

lower note of allthe intervals. Fig. 60 A, therefore,shews the roughnessof all

intervals which are less thajian Octave,and fig.60 B of those which are greater

*" [The ordinal nambers of the partials
which beat 33 times in a second, are here sub-scribed.

Thus 4" : 5, means that the ratio of

the primes is 4:5, and that the beatingpar-tials
are the 4th of 4, and the 3rdof 5, having

the ratio 16 : 15.- Traii"iaior.l
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than one Octave, and less tban two. Above the base line tbere are prominences
marked with the ordinal numbers of the partials.Tbe heightof these prominences
at every pointof their width is made proportionalto the roughnessproducedby
the two partialtones denoted by the numbers, when a note of correspondingpitch
is sounded at the same time with the note c'. The roughnessesproduced by the

differentpairsof upper partialsare erected one over the other.* It will be seen

that the various roughnessesarisingfrom the different intervals encroach on each

other's regions,and that only a few narrow valleysremain, correspondingto the

positionof the best consonances, in which the roughnessof the chord is com-paratively

small. The deepestvalleysin the firstOctave c' c" belongto the

Octave c\ and the Fifth g'; then comes the Fourth/,the majorSixth a\ and the

majorThird "',in the order alreadyfound for these intervals. The minor Third

e't",and the minor Sixth a'^,have * cols ' rather than valleys,the bottoms of their

Fig. 60 A. IT

Fig. 60 B.

depressionslieso high,correspondingto the greaterroughnessof these intervals.

They are almost the same as for the intervals involving7, as 4 : 7, 5 : 7, 6 : y.f ^
In the second Octave as a generalrule all those intervalsof the firstOctave are

improved,in which the smaller of the two numbers expressingthe ratio was even ;

thus the Twelfth i : 3 or c'g'\majorTenth 2 : 5 or c'e",subminor Fourteenth 2 : 7

or c'""|"", and subminor Tenth 3 : 7 or c'e"l""J are smoother than the Fifth 2 : 3

or c'g\majorThird 4 : 5 or c'e',subminor Seventh 4 : 7 or c'h'\)"yand subminor

Third 6: 'jOTc'e'\}".The other intervals are relativelydeteriorated. The Eleventh

or c'f ôr increased Fourth is distinctlyworse than the major Tenth or "e" ; the

major Thirteenth or c'a",or increased major Sixth, is similarlyworse than the

subminor Fourteenth c'6"|7". The minor Third or c'e'\}jwhen increased to a

minor Tenth or c'e^y,tancl the minor Sixth or c'a'b,when increased to a minor

" [The method in which these diagrams
were calculated is shewn in the latterpart of

Appendix XV. " Translator.]
t [The interval 4 : 7 is over 6'b "

, meaning

'6'b ; the interval 5 : 7 is the " col ' between /
and ^, and the interval 6 : 7 is the next * col '

to the leftof e'b." Translator,]
X [By carrying a line down from e'b in
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Thirteenth or c'a"\},fare stillworse, on account of the increased disturbance of

the adjacentintervals. The conclusions here drawn from calculation are easily
confirmed by experimentson justlyintoned instruments.* That they are also

attended to in the practiceof musical composition,notwithstandingthe theoretical

assumptionthat the nature of a chord is not changed by alteringthe pitchof any
one of its constituents by whole octaves,we shall see further on, when considering
chords and their inversions.

It has alreadybeen mentioned that peculiaritiesof individual quaUtiesof tone

may have considerable effectin alteringthe order of the relative harmoniousness

of the intervals. The qualityof tone in the musical instruments now in use has

been of course selectedand altered with a view to its employment in harmonic com-binations.

The precedinginvestigationof the qualitiesof tone in our principal
musical instruments has shewn that in what are considered good qualitiesof tone

^ the Octave and Twelfth of the prime,that is the 2nd and 3rdpartial,are powerful,
the 4th and 5th partialhave onlymoderate strength,and the higherpartiaJs
rapidlydiminish in force. Assuming such a qualityof tone,the results of this

chaptermay be summed up as follows.

I When two musical tones are sounded at the same time, their united sound is

generallydisturbed by the beats of the upper partials,so that a greateror less part
of the whole mass of sound is broken up into pulsesof tone, and the jointeffectis
rough. This relation is called Dissonance.

But there are certain determinate ratios between pitchnumbers,for which this

rule suffers an exception,and either no beats at all are formed, or at least only
such as have so littleintensitythat theyproduceno unpleasantdisturbance of the

united sound. These exceptionalcases are called Consonances.

'I. The most perfectconsonances are those that have been here called absolute,

in which the prime tone of one of the combined notes coincides with some partial
4 tone of the other. To this group belongthe OctavCyTwelfth,and double Octave.

2
.
Next followthe Fifthand the i?bi*r^/i,whichmay be calledperfectconsonances^

because theymay be used in all partsof the scale without any importantdisturb-ance

of harmoniousness. The Fourth isthe less perfectconsonance and approaches
those of the next group. It owes itssuperiorityin musical practicesimplyto its

beingthe defectof a Fifth from an Octave, a circumstance to which we shall return

in a laterchapter.
3. The next group consists of the major Sixth and the majorThird, which

may be called medial consonances. The old writers on harmony ponsidered them

as imperfectconsonances. In lower partsof the scale the disturbance of the

harmoniousness is very sensible,but in the higherpositionsit disappears,because
the beats are too rapidto be sensible. But each,in good musical qualitiesof tone,
is independentlycharacterised,by the fact that any littledefect in its intonation

producessensible beats of the upper partials,and consequentlyeach interval is

IIsharplyseparatedfrom all adjacentintervals.

4. The imperfectconsonances, consistingof the minor Third and minor Sixths
are not in generalindependentlycharacterised,because in good musical qualitiesof

tone the partialson which their definition depends are often not found for the

minor Third, and are generallyabsent for the minor Sixth, so that small imper-fections
in the intonation of these intervals do not necessarilyproduce beats.f

fig.60 A, itwill be seen that e"b belongsto the cVb -and cVb "

,
the student should take the

littledepressionto the rightof the fraction J same intervals a Fourth lower,as g '6'b and

between c"b- and e". The slightdepression g ^bb. All the other notes are on the instm-

for a"b is justunder the fraction ^^to the left ment in all the oct"ves." Translator.]
of a". The depressionfor "'b-is just to the f [Itmust be recollected that in the minor

leftof that for e'b," Translator.] Sixth the 2nd and 3rdpartialsform the Seml-
* [The student is stronglyrecommended tone 15 : 16, and the 3rd and 5th form the

to verifyall these consonances on the Har- Semitone 24 : 2(;(see note p. 191c),and that

monical, where "b "

,
that is '"b,is placed on the resultingbeats,which in good qualitiesof

the g\)digital.The Harmonical does not con- tone are never absent, will always be more

tain fib-, that is,'eb, and hence, in place of powerful than those which arise frcm small
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They are all less suited for use in lower partsof the scale than the others,and

theyowe their precedenceas consonances over many other intervals which lieon

the boundaries of consonance and dissonance,essentiallyto their beingindispens-able
in the formation of chords,because theyare defects of the majorSixth and

majorThird from the Octave or Fifth. The subminor Seventh 4 : 7 or c'b]}"is

very often more harmonious than the minor Sixtl 5 : 8 or c'a'^,in fact it is

alwaysso when the third partialtone of the note is strongas compared with the

second, because then the Fifth has a more powerfullydisturbingeffect on the

intervals distant from itby a Semitone, than the Octave on the subminor Seventh,

which is rather more than a whole Tone removed from it.* But this subminor

Seventh when combined with other consonances in chords producesintervalswhich

are all worse than itself,as 6 : 7, 5 : 7, 7 : 8, "c.,and itis consequentlynot used

as a consonance in modem music.f

5. By increasingthe interval by an Octave, the Fifth c'g'and major Third ^
c'e'are improvedon becomingthe Twelfth c'g'ând majorTenth cV. But the

errors of intonation,even in qualitiesof tone * [Revertingto the diagrams before given
in which an 8th partialis well developed." (p.19 ic, note),we may compare the effect of

Trofulaton] these intervals thns :

CAb 5i io" *i58 204 t255 t30" 357 40t Il45.Il50i"
Minor Sixth or 5 : 8, cents 814 8, *i6, f24j 1(324 40, |i48"

CjBb--C'"b 4i *8, t"" 164 $20, ^24. 28, 32. II36.40,,
Subminor Seventh or 4 : 7,cents 969 "^7, ti4j ^21, 284 {I35,

Hence for the minor Sixth the chief beats interval which replaces the 15 : 16 in the

arise from the interval 15 : 16, or the 3rd minor Sixth,beingdue to those upper partials
partialof the lower and 2nd of the upper which would have coincided for the Fifth,

note, that is,from those tones which would Both CAb and C^B\" can be played on the

coincide for the Fifth,which is what is meant Harmonical, and the effect in the different

in the text by sayingthat the interval is dis- Octaves should be compared." Translator,]
turbed by the Fifth. But in the subminor f [Infig.60 A (p.193"),the bottom of the ^
Seventh the chief disturbance is from 7 : 8, valleyof 4 : 7 above 2/b "

,
isjusta littlelower

or the prime of the upper and 2nd partialof than that of 5:7, between / and ^, and than

the lower note,which would coincide for the that of 6:7, which, with that of 7 : 8, lies

Octave. The beats from the interval 12 : 14 between c^ and 0'b. If we take the diagrams
or 6 : 7 are hardlyperceptible,but this is the for these intervals we have :

C^b-orG'Bb 6| 12, 18, *244 t30. tS^t 42, "4"e II54. 6o"
Subminor Third or 6 : 7,cents 267 7, 14, "21, f^S* $35, 42^ "49, IJ56,

CGb- or^-Bb Si 10, "15. t204 2$^ 30. 357 40^ 45^ 5oi"
Subminor Fifth or 5 : 7,cents 583 7, "14, f^ii 28, 35, 42, 49,

CD+oT'BbC 7i 14. 21, 284 *35, t42. 49* S^t 63, 70,0
Snpersecond or 7 : 8,cents 231 8, 16^ 24, ^324 f40, 48^ 56, 64,

The second forms in these examples,O ^Bb, almost the only ones noted in fig.60 A. In the

E 'Bb, ^BbOj can be played on the Harmoni- Supersecondthe continual repetitionof the in-

eal. We see, then, that 6 : 7 is disturbed by terval 7 : 8 producesthe chief effect,but 32 : 35
a continual repetitionof this same intervid from the 4th and 5th partials,and 40 : 42

among its lower partials,and also by the =20 : 21, from the 5th and 6th partials,also f-
intervals 21 : 24 " 7 : 8 from the 3rd and 4th producemuch effect,as shewn in the fig.60 A.

partials,28 : 30^ 14 : 15 from the 4th and 5th The interval 7 : 9, which is much pleasanter,.
partials,and 35 : 36 from the 5th and 6th has not been considered by Prof. Helmholtz,but
partials.On lookmg at the diagram,fig.60 is available in all Octaves on the Harmoni-

A (p.193c),it will be seen that of these four cal. Mr. Poole distinguished5 : 6, 6 : 7, 7 : 9
the first is chief,but the others are as the minor, minim, and maxim Third, here

active. For the subminor Fifth 5 : 7 the great called minor, subminor, and super-majorThird,
disturbance is from 14 : 15, or the 2nd and 3rd There is also the wide (orsuper)minor Third

partial,but there is also an active one from 14 : 17. I add the anaJysisof the two last,
20 : 21, or the 4th and 3rdpartial,and these are both of which are on the Harmonical.

'Bbd 7, 14, 2I3 *284 t35" 424 497 tS^n 63,.
Bnper-majorThird or 7 ^ 9" cents 435 9, 18, *27, t36| 45* t54" 63,

'b"b "'d'"b lii 282 42^ ^56; tTol
Super-minorThird or 14 : 17, cents 336 17, 34^ "si, 1^84

In the last there are a quantityof beating result is reallysuperiorto the Pythagorean
partials,but if "d"'b be kept as here high in minor Third 27 : 32, cents 2g4," Translator.]
the sciJe,they will not be heard, and the

\^ot?gle
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Fourth c'fand majorSixth c^d become worse as the Elevenlii df and major
Thirteendida". The minor Third dd^ and minor Sixth da!"^ĥowever, become

stillworse as the minor Tenth dd'^ and minor Thirteenth dd*^, so that the latter

intervals are "r less harmonious than the subminor Tenth 3:7, dd'^-"[org '^h*\f\,
and subminor Fourteenth 2:7, c'6"l"".

" The order of the consonances here proposedis based upon a consideration of

the harmoniousness of each individual interval independentlyof any connection

with other intervals,and consequentlywithout any regard to key,scale,and

i
modulation. Almost allwriters on musical theoryhave proposedsimilar orders

for the consonances, agreeingin their generalfeatures with each other and with

that here deduced from the theoryof beats. Thus allput the Unison and Octave

first,as the most perfectof all consonances ; and next in order comes the Fifth,

afterwhich the Fourth is placedby those,who do not include the modulational

% propertiesof the Fourth, but restricttheir observation to the independenthar-moniousness

of the interval. There is great diversity,on the other hand, in

the arrangement of the Sixths and Thirds. The Greeks and Romans did not

acknowledgethese intervals to be consonances at all,perhapsbecause in the un-accented

Octave, within which their music, arrangedfor men*s voices,usuallylay,
these intervalsreallysound badly,and perhapsbecause their ear was too sensitive

to endure the triflingincrease of roughnessgeneratedby compound tones when

sounded togetherin Thirds and Sixths. In the presentcentury,the Archbishop
Chrysanthusof Dyrrhachiumdeclares that modem Greeks have no pleasurein

polyphonicmusic, and consequentlyhe disdains to enter upon it in his book on

music, and refersthose who are curious to know its rules,to the writingsof the

West.* Arabs are of the same opinionaccordingto the accounts of alltravellers.

This rule remained in force even duringthe firsthalf of the middle ages, when

the firstattemptswere made at harmonies for two voices. It was not tilltowards

f the end of the twelfth centmy that Franco of Cologneincluded the Thirds among

the consonances. He distinguishes:"

1. PerfectConsonances : Unison and Octave.

2. Medial Consonances : Fifth and Fourth.

3. ImperfectConsonances : Majorand minor Thirds.

4. ImperfectDissonances : Majorand minor Sixth.

5. PerfectDissonances : Minor Second,augmentedFourth,major and minor

Seventh.f

It was not tillthe thirteenth and fourteenth centuries that musicians began to

include the Sixths among the consonances. Philippde Vitryand Jean de Muris t

mention as perfectconsonances the Unison, Octave, and Fifth ; as imperfect,the
Thirds and Sixths. The Fourth has been cut out. The firstauthor opposes the

major Third and major Sixth,as more perfect,to the minor Third and minor

Sixth. The same order is found in the Dodecachordon of Glareanus,1557," who

Ifmerelyadded the intervals increased by an Octave. The reason why the Fourth

was not admitted as either a perfector an imperfectconsonant, must be looked for

in the rules for the progressionof parts. Perfect consonances were not allowed

to follow each other between the same parts,stillless dissonances ; but imperfect
consonances, as the Thirds and Sixths,were permittedto do so. But on the other

hand the perfectconsonances. Octaves, and Fifths were admitted in chords on

which the music paused,as in the closingchord. Here,however, the Fourth of

the bass could not occur because itdoes not occur in the triadof the tonic. Again
a succession of Fourths for two voices was not admitted, as the Fourth and Fifth

were too closelyrelated for such a purpose. Hence so far as the progressionof
* BtwpTtTiKhr/i4yarris Mowrucrit vapiiXpvtr- 1852,p. 49.

dvBov, Tfpy4trni,1832,cited by Coussemaker, 1 Coussemaker,ibid. p. 66 and p. 68.

Hiaiovre de Vharmoniej p. 5. " [This is the date of the abstract by
f Qerbert, Scrij^Uyfesacclesiasticide Mu- Woneggar of Lithuania,the date of the original

"tea Sacra, Saint-lBlaise,1784,vol. iii.p. 11, work is 1547, ten years earlier."rmtwfcitor.].
" Cousaemaker, Eiitoir^ "feI'hamwnie, Paris,
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iMuriswas concerned,the Fonrth shared the propertiesof dissonances,and itwas at

once placedamong them ; bnt itwould have been betterto have placeditin an inter-mediate

class between perfectand imperfectconsonances. As "r as harmonious-

ness is concerned,there can be no doubt that,for most qualitiesof tone,the Fourth

is much superiorto the majorThird and majorSixth,and beyondalldoubt better

than the minor Third and minor Sixth. But the Eleventh,or Fourth increased

by an Octave, sounds "r from well when the third partialtone is in any degree
strong.*

The disputeas to the consonance or dissonance of the Fourth has been con-tinued

to the presentday. As late as 1840, in Dehn's treatiseon harmony we find

itasserted that the Fourth must be treated and resolved as a dissonance ; but Dehn

certainlyputsa totallydifferentinterpretationon the questionin disputebylaying
it down that the Fourth of any bass within its key and independentlyof the

intervalswith which itis combined, has to be treated as a dissonance. Otherwise ^
ithas been the constant custom in modem music to allow the reduplicationof the

tonic to occur as the Fourth of the dominant in conjunctionwith the dominant

even in finalchords,and it was longso used in these chords,even before Thirds

were allowed in them, and in thisway itcame to be recognisedas one of the superior
consonances.t

CHAPTEB XL

BEATS DUE TO COMBINATIONiVL TONUS.

When two or more compound tones are sounded at the same time beats may arise

"rom the combinational tones as well as from the harmonic upper partials.In

ChapterVII. it was shewn that the loudest combinational tone resultingfrom two ^

* [Seethe Eleventh analysedin p. 191c, studied on the Harmonioal,)willshew generally
iootDoie." Translator,] how they aflfecteach other in any combination.

f The followinggeneralview of the partials The nnmber of vibrations of each partialof
of the first 16 harmonics of C 66,(which,with each harmonic is given,whence the beats can

the exception of the nth and 13th,can be be immediatelyfoand.
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generatingtones is that correspondingto tliedifferenceof iheirpitchnumbers, or

the differentialtone of the ffrstorder. It is this combinational tone,therefore,

which ischiefly-effectivein producingbeats. Even thisloudest combinational tone

is somewhat weak, unless the generatorsare very loud ; the differentialtones of

iiigherorders,and the summational tones, are stillweaker. Beats due to such

weak tones as those lastmentioned cannot be observed unless allother beats which

would disturb the observer are absent,as, for instance,in soundingtwo simple
tones,which are entirelyfree from upper partials.On the other hand the beats of

the flrstdifferentialtones [owingto differenceof pitchand quahty]can be heard

very well at the same time as those due to the harmonic upper partialsof com-

jpoundtones, by an ear accustomed to hear combinational tones.

The differentialtones of thefirstorder alone,and independentlyof the com^

binational tones of higherorders, are capableof causingbeats (i)when two

^ compound tones sound together,(2)when three or more simple or compound
tones sound together.On the other hand beats generatedbycombinational tones

ofhigherorders have to be considered when two simpletones sound together.
We commence with the differentialtones of compound tones. In the same

way that the prime tones in such cases developcombinational tones,any pairof

upper partialsof the two compoundswill also developcombinational tones, but

such tones will diminish very rapidlyin intensityas the upper partialsbecome
weaker. When one or more of these combinational tones nearlycoincide with

other combinational tones,or the primesor upper partialsof the generators,beats

ensue. Let us take as an example a slightlyincorrectlytuned Fifth,having the

pitchnumbers 200 and 301, in placeof 200 and 300, as in a justlyintoned Fifth.

We calculate the vibrational numbers of the upper partialsby multiplyingthose
of the primesby i, 2, 3, and so on. We find the vibrational numbers of the dif

ferentialtones of the firstorder,by subtractingthese numbers from each other,

f two and two. The followingtable contains in the firsthorizontal line andvertical

column the vibrationalnumbers of the several partialsof the two compound tones,

and in their intersections the differences6f thbse numbers, which are the pitch
numbers of the differentialtones due to th^m.

If we arrange these tones by pitchwe find the followinggroups :"

800 903 1000

The number 2 is too small to correspondto a combinational tone. It only
shews the number of beats due to the two upper partials600 and 602.* In allthe

Other groups, however, tones are found whose vibrationalnumbers differby 2, 4, or

6, and hence producerespectively2, 4, and 6 beats in the same time that the two

first-named partialsproduce2 beats. The two strongestcombinational tones are

loi and 99, and these also are well distinguishedfrom the rest by their low pitch
We observe in this examplethat the slowest beats due to the combinational

tones are the same in number as those due to the upper partials[600and 602].
This is a generalrule and appHesto allintervals.f

" [The last three, 800, 903, 1000, are

simply non-beatingupper partiaJB." ^Trans-

lator.-]

i [Butthe beats of the upper partialsare
always distinguishedby their high pitch."
Translator.]
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Further it is easy to see that if in our example we replaced200 and 301, by
the numbers 200 and 300 belongingto the perfectFifth,all the numbers in our

table would become multiplesof 100, and hence all the different combinational and

upper partialtones wliich now beat would become coincident and not generateany
beats. What is here shewn to be the case in this exampleforthe Fifth isalso true

for allother harmonic intervals.*

The firstdifferentialtones ofcompoundscannot generatebeats,exceptwhen the

upper partialsofthe same compoundsgeneratethem, and the rapidityofthe beats

is the same in both cases, supposingthat the seriesof upper partialsis complete.
Hence the addition of combinational tones makes no essential difference in the

results obtained in the last chapteron investigatingthe beats due to the upper

partialsonly. There can be onlya slightincrease in the strengthof the beats.f
But the case isessentiallydifferentwhen two simpletones are sounded together,

so that there are no upper partialsto consider. If combinational tones were not f
taken into account, two simpletones,as those of tuning-forksor stoppedorgan
pipes,could not producebeats unless theywere very nearlyof the same pitch,and
such beats are strongwhen their interval is a minor or major Second,but weak for

a Third and then onlyrecognisablein the lower partsof the scale (p. iTid),and

theygraduallydiminish in distinctness as the interval increases,without shewing
any specialdifferences for the harmonic intervals themselves. For any larger
interval between two simpletones there would be absolutelyno beats at all,if

there were no upper partialor combinational tones, and hence the consonant

intervals discovered in the former chapterwould be in no respectdistinguished
from adjacentintervals; there would in "ct be no distinctionat all between wide

consonant intervals and absolutelydissonant intervals*

Now such wider intervals between simpletones are known to producebeats,
althoughvery much weaker than those hitherto considered,so that even for such

tones there is a difference between consonances and dissonances,althoughit is^

very much more imperfectthan for compound tones. And these factsdepend,as
Scheibler shewed,}:on the combinational tones of higherorders.

It is onlyfor the Octave that the firstdifferentialtone suffices. If the lower

note makes 100 vibrations in a second,while the imperfectOctave makes 201, the

first differentialtone makes 201 " 100=101, and hence nearlycoincides with the

lower note of 100 vibrations,producingone beat for each 100 vibrations. There

is no difficultyin hearingthese beats,and hence it is easilypossibleto distinguish
imperfectOctaves from perfectones, even for simpletones,by the beats produced
by the former."

For the Fifth,the firstorder of differentialtones no longersuffices. Take an

imperfectFifth with the ratio 200 : 301 ; then the differentialtone of the first

order is loi, which is too far from eitherprimaryto generatebeats. But itforms

an imperfectOctave with the tone 200, and, as justseen, in such a case beats ensue.

Here theyare producedby the differentialtone 99 arisingfrom the tone 10 1 and IT

* This is proved mathematicallyin Ap- phyaikalischermd mtuikaUsche Tonmesaer,
pendiz XVI. (fee.)" Essen, G. D. Badeker,1834,pp. viiL 80,

t [The great difference in the pitch of the 5 lithographedTables (called3 on title-page)*
two sets of beats, which are not necessarily and an, engraving of tuning-forksand waves,

even Octaves of each other, keeps them well A most remarkable pamphlet, bat unfortu-

apart. The beatingpartials,in this case 600, natelyvery obscurelywritten,as the author says

602, and the beatingdifferentials,here loi and in his preface,* to write clearlyand brieflyon a

99, are entirelyremoved from each other." scientificsubjectis a skill(Fertigkeit)I do not

Translator,] possess, and have never attempted.' See also

X [*The physicaland musical Tonometer, App. XX. sect. B. No. 7. I do not find any-
-which makes evident to the eye, by means of where that Scheibler attempted to shew that

the pendulum, the absolute vibrations of the combinational tones existed,especiallyinter-
tones, and of the principalkinds of combina^ mediate ones ; he merely assumed them and
tional tones,as well as the most preciseexact- found the beats." Translator,]
ness of equallytempered and mathematical " [See App. XX. sect. L. art. 3,latter part
chords, invented and executed by Heinrich oid. " Translator.]
^"cheibler,silk manufacturer in Crefeld.' {Der
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the tone 200, and this tone 99 makes two beats in a second with the tone 101.

These beats then serve to distinguishthe imperfectfrom the justlyintoned Fifih

even in the case of two simpletones. The number of these beats is also exactly
as many as if theywere beats due to the upper partialtones.* But to observe

these beats the two primarytones must be loud,and the ear must not be distracted

by any extraneous noise. Under favourable circumstances,however, theyare not

difficultto hear.f
For an imperfectFourth, having,say, the vibrational numbers 300 and 401 "

the firstdifferentialtone is loi ; this with the tone 300 producesthe differential

tone 199 of the second order,and this againwith the tone 401 the differentialtone

202 of the third order,and this makes 3 beats with the differentialtone 199 of the

second order,that is,preciselyas many beats as would have been generatedby the

upper partialtones 1200 and 1203, iftheyhad existed. These beats of the Fourth

f are very weak even when the primarytones are powerful.Perfect quietand great
attention are necessary for observingthem.j: And after all there may be a doubt

whether by strong excitement of the primarytones,weak partialsmay not have

arisen,as we alreadyconsidered on p. 1592^,c, "
The beats of an imperfectTnajorThird are scarcelyrecognisable,even under the

most favourable conditions. If we take as the vibrational numbers of the primary
tones 400 and 501, we have :"

501"400=101, the differentialtone of the firstorder

400" ioi:=299, ,, ,, ,,
second

"

501"299=202, " " "
third

"

400"202=198, ,, ,,
fourth

,,

The tones 202 and 198produce4 oeats. Scheibler succeeded in countingthese
beats of the imperfectmajorThird.** I have myselfbelieved that I heard them

f under favourable circumstances. But in any case theyare so difficultto perceive
that theyare not of any importancein distinguishingconsonance from dissonance.

Hence itfoUows that two simpletones makingvarious intervalsadjacentto the

major Third and sounded togetherwiU producea uniform uninterruptedmass of

sound,without any break in their harmoniousness, providedthat theydo not

approacha Second too closelyon the one hand or a Fourth on the other. My own

experimentswith stoppedorgan pipesjustifyme in assertingthat however much

this conclusion isopposedto musical dogmas,itis borne out by the fact,provided
that reallysimpletones are used for the purpose.ff It isthe same with intervals

near to the major Sixth ; these also shew no difference as longas theyremain

sufficentlyfar from the Fifth and Octave. Hence althoughit is not difficultto

tune perfectmajor and minor Thirds on the harmonium or reed pipesor on the

violin,by soundingthe two tones togetherand tryingto getrid of the beats,it is

perfectlyimpossibleto do so on stoppedorgan pipesor tuning-forkswithout the

% aid of other intervals. It will appear hereafter that the use of more than two

tones will allow these interval3to be perfectlytuned even for simpletones.
Intermediate between the compound tones possessingmany powerfulupper

partials,such as those of reed pipesand violins,and the entirelysimpletones of

tuning-forksand stoppedorgan pipes,liethose compound tones in which onlythe

* [Bat,as before,the pitch is veiy difife* much lower in pitchand so inharmonic to the

rent." Translator,] others that there is no danger of oonfusing
t [Scheibler,ibid. p. 21. I myself sac- them." Trafwtotor.]

oeeded in hearingand countingthem." 2Van"- ** [Scheibler,ibid,p.25,says only * as beats

lator,'] of this kind are too indistinct/he uses another

X [Scheiblersays, p. 24, they are heard as method for tuning the major Third. See
well as for the Fifth. I have not found it so. note *, p. 203^2. He also calculates the int^r-
^-Translator,'] mediate tones differently.But neither he nor

" [Supposingthe pitch numbers of the any one seems to have tried to verifytheir
mistuned Fourth are 300 and 401, then the existence,which is doubtful. " Translator,^
beating upper partialswould be 1200 and ff [Or at any rate tones without the 4th
1203, a very high pitch; but the beating partial,which those of stoppedorgan pipesdo
differentialsare 202 and 199, which are so not possess." Translator.]
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lowest of the upper partialsare audible,such as the tones of wide open organ pipes
or the human voice when singingsome of the obscurer vowels, as oo in too. For

these the partialswould not sufficeto distinguishall the consonant intervals,but
the addition of the firstdifferentialtones renders itpossible.

A. Compound Tones consistingof the prime and its Octave, These cannot

delimit Fifths and Fourths by beats of the partials,but are able to do so by those

of the firstdifferentialtones.

a. Fifth.Let the vibrational numbers of the prime tones be 200 and 301,

which are accompaniedby their Octaves 400 and 602 ; aU four tones are then too

for apartto beat. But the differentialtones

301 " 200=101

400"301= 99

Difference 2 ^

givetwo beats. The number of these beats againispreciselythe same as if they
had been producedby the two next upper partials.*Namely

2 X 301"3x200=2

b. Fourth, Let the vibrationalnumbers of the primesbe 300 and 401, and of

the firstupper partials600 and 802 ; these cannot produceany beats. But the

firstdifferentialtones give3 beats,thus f :"

600"401 = 199

802"600=202

Difference 3

For Thirds itwould be necessary to take differentialtones of the second ordei*

into account.

B. Compound Tones consistingof the prime and Twelfth. Such tones are

producedby the narrow stoppedpipeson the organ {Quintaten,p. 33^^,note).These ^

are related in the same way as those which have onlythe Octave.

a. Fifth,Primes 200 and 301, upper partials600 and 903. First differential

tone
/903"600=303

Fifth=3oi

Number of beats 2

b. Fourth, Primes 300 and 401, upper partials900 and 1203. First dif-ferential

tone *

1203-900=303

Lower prime=3oo

Number of beats 3

Even in this case the beats of the Third cannot be perceivedwithout the help
of the weak second differentialtones. 11

C. Compound Tones havingboth Octave and Twelfthas audible partials.Such
tones are produced by the wide (wooden)open pipesof the organ (Principal^
p, 93^^',note). The beats of the upper partialshere sufficeto delimit the Fifths,
bat not the Fourths. The Thirds can now be distinguishedby means of the first

differentialtones.

a. Major Third. Primes 400 and 501, with the Octaves 800 and 1002, and

Twelfths 1200 and 1503. First differentialtones J

1002"800^202

1200"1002^198

Number of beats 4

* [The same in number, but observe that existed would beat at pitch1200," Translator,]
the first set of beats are at pitch100, and the t [These are the same two beatingtones
second at pitch600." Translator.] as calculated on p. 2006, but theyare quitedif-

t [Atpitch200, whereas the partialsifthey ferentlydeiiyed,"TranslatorJ]
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b. Minor Third. Primes 500 and 601, Octaves 1202, Twelfths 1500 and 1803.
Differentialtones *

1500"1202=298

1803" 1500=303

Number of beats 5

c. Major Sixth, Primes 300 and 501, Octaves 600 and 1002, Twelfths 900 and

1503. Differentialtones

600"501= 99

1002 " 900=102

Number of beats 3

In fact not onlythe beats of imperfectFifths and Fourths,but abo those of
^ imperfectmajorand minor Thirds are easilyheard on open organ pipes,and can be

immediatelyused for the purposes of tuning.
Thus, where upper partials,owing to the qualityof tone,do not suffice,the

combinational tones stepin to make every imperfectionin the consonant intervals

of the Octave, Fifth,Fourth, major Sixth,major and minor Third immediately
sensible by means of beats and roughnessin the combined sound, and thus to dis"

tinguishthese intervalsfrom allthose adjacentto them. It isonlyperfectlysimple
tones that so fsurmake default in determiningthe Thirds ; and for them also the

beats which disturb the harmoniousness of imperfectFifths and Fourths, are

relativelytoo weak to affect the ear sensibly,because theydepend on differential

tones of higherorders. In reality,as I have alreadymentioned,two stoppedpipes,
givingtones which liebetween a majorand a minor Third apart,will givejustas

good a consonance as if the interval were exactlyeither a majoror a minor Third.

This does not mean that a practisedmusical ear would not find such an interval

V strangeand unusual,and hence would perhapscallitfalse,but the immediate im"

pressionon the ear, the simpleperceptionof harmoniousness, considered indepen-dently
of any musical habits,is in no respectworse than for one of the perfect

intervals.!
Matters are very different when more than two simpletones are sounded

together.We have seen that Octaves are preciselylimited even for simpletones

by the beats of the firstdifferentialtone with the lower primary. Now suppose

that an Octave has been tuned perfectly,and that then a third tone is interposed
to act as a FiftL Then if the Fifth is not perfect,beats will ensue from the first

differentialtone.

Let the tones formingthe perfectOctave have the pitchnumbers 200 and 400,

and let that of the imperfectFifth be 301. The differentialtones are

400-301= 99

301 " 200=101

H

Number of beats 2

These beats of the Fifth which lies between two Octaves are much more

audible than those of the Fifth alone without its Octave. The latterdependon
the weak differentialtones of the second order,the former on those of the first

order. Hence Scheibler some time ago laid down the rule fortuningtuning-forks,
firstto tune two of them as a perfectOctave, and then to sound them both at

once with the Fifth,in order to tune the latter.4: If Fifth and Octave are both

perfect,theyalso givetogetherthe perfectFourth.
The case is similar,when two simpletones have been tuned to be a perfect

* [Thiswas not given for simple tones be- for oases where neither partialnor combina-
fore,but Scheibler calculates the result in that tional tones are present, App. XX. sect. L.

case, p. 26, and says he could use it stillless art. 7." Translator,]
than for the major Third."Translator.] % (lhave been unable to find the passage

t [SeeProf. Preyer'stheoryof consonance referred to.- Translator.'
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Fifth,and we interpoeea new tone between them to act as a majorThird. Let the

perfectFifth have the pitchnumbers 400 and 600. On intercalatingthe impure
major Third with the pitchnumber 501 in lieu of 500, the differentialtones are

600"501= 99

501"400=101

Number of beats 2*

The majorSixth is determined bycombiningit with the Fourth. Let 300 and

^00 be the vibrational numbers of a perfectFourth, and 501 that of an imperfect
major Sixth. The differentialtones are

501"400=101

400"300=100
" H

Number of beats i

If we tried to intercalate an interval between the tones forming a perfect
Fourth, and havingthe vibrational numbers 300 and 400, itcould onlyl)ethe sub-

minor Third with the vibrational number 350. Takingitimperfectand =351, we

have the differentialtones

400-351=49

351-300=51

Number of beats 2

These intervals 8 : 7 and 7 : 6 are, however, too close to be consonances, and

hence theycan onlybe used in weak discords (chordof the dominant Seventh),f
The above considerations are also applicableto any singlecompound tone con-sisting

of several partials.Any two partialsof sufficientforce will also produce^
differentialtones in the ear. If,then,the partialscorrespondexactlyto the series

of harmonic partials,as assignedby the seriesof smaUer whole numbers, allthese
differentialsresulting"om partialscoincide exactlywith the partialsthemselves,
and giveno beats. Thus if the prime makes n vibrations^ina second,the upper

partialsmake 2n, 371,4n, "c., vibrations,and the differencesof these numbers are

againn, or 271, or 371, "c. The pitchnumbers of the summational tones fallalso

into this series.

On the other hand, if the pitchnumbers of the upper partialsare ever so

slightlydifferentfrom, those givingthese ratios,then the combinational tones will

differfrom one another and from the upper partials,and the resultwill be beats.

The tone therefore ceases to make that uniform and quietimpressionwhich a

compound tone with harmonic upper partialsalwaysmakes on the ear. How con-siderable

this influence is,we may hear from any firmlyattached harmonious

stringafter we have fastened a small pieceof wax on any partof itslength.This f̂

as theoryand experiment alike shew, producesan inharmonic relation of the

upper partials.If the pieceof wax is very small, then the alteration of tone is

also very small. But the slightestmistuningsufficesto do considerable harm

to the tunefulness of the sound, and renders the tone dull and rough,like a tin

kettle.

* [On this was fonnded 8cheLbler*8 method asing the perfectFifth, A 220, Ct 277-1824,
of taniiigthe perfectmajor Third (alludedto -"^330.Then, 277'i824-220" 57-1824,330"
in p. 20od\ note)and also the tempered major 277*1824= 52*8176 and 57*1824" 52-8176 =:

G?hird. 4*3648,and hence the tuning of tiie inter-

First tone a perfectFifth,and then an mediate fork must be altered tillthese beats

auxiliaryFifth, 2 vib. sharper. Then if the are heard. These are Scheibler's own ex-

major Third is perfectwe have A 220, CZ 275, amples, p. 26, reduced to ordinary double

E 332 and 275-220-55, 332-275*57, and vibrations." Tnan^Za^.]

^7"55 = 2. Hence the tuning of C% must f [Inactual practice,for the chord of the

be altered tillthe differential tones beat 2 in dominant Seventh the interval is 4 : 7|the in-

a second. terval of the justsubminor Seventh 4 : 7 not be-

For the tempered major Third we have, ingused,even injustintonation." jTrafuZa^or.j
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Herein we find the reason why tones with harmonic upper partialsplaysuch a

leadingpart in the sensation of the ear. They are the onlysounds which, even

when very intense,can produce sensations that continue in undisturhed repose,

without beats,correspondingto the purelyperiodicmotion of the air,which is the

objectivefoundation of these tones. I have alreadystated as a result of the

summary which I gave of the compositionof musical tones in ChapterV.,No. 2,

p. 1 19a, that besides tones with harmonic upper partials,the onlyothers used (and
that also generallyin a very subordinate manner) are either such as have a section

of the series of harmonic upper partials,(likethose of well tuned bells),or such

as have secondarytones (asthose in bars)so very weak and so fax distant from

their primes,that their differentialshave but littleforce and at any rate do not

produceany distinctbeats.

Collectingthe results of our investigationsupon beats,we find that when two

^ or more simpletones are sounded at the same time,theycannot go on sounding
without mutual disturbance,unless theyform with each other certain perfectly
definite intervals. Such an undisturbed flow of simultaneous tones is called a

consonance. When these intervals do not exist,beats arise,that is,the whole

compound tones,or individual partialand combinational tones contained in them

or resultingfrom them, alternatelyreinforce and enfeeble each other. The tones

then do not coexist undisturbed in the ear. They mutuallycheck each other's

uniform flow. This process is called dissonance,*

Combinational̂ /^rma t^n^ fti^ lyn^afpor^nffrinonc^f, pf t^^atfi,They are the sole

cause of beats for simpletones which lieas much as, or more than, a minor Third

apart.f For two simple tones they sufficeto delimit the Fifth,perhapsthe
Fourth, but certainlynot the Thirds and Sixths. These,however,will be strictly
delimited when the majorThird is added to the Fifth to form the common major
chord, and when the Sixth is united with the Fourth to form the chord of the

1 Sixth and Fourth,^.
4

Thirds, however, are strictlydelimited,by means of the beats of imperfect
intervals,in a chord of two compound tones,each consistingof a prime and the

two next partialtones. The beats of such intervalsincrease in strengthand dis-tinctness,

with the increase in number and strengthof the upper partialtones
in the compounds. By this means the difference between dissonance and conso-nance,

and of perfectlyfrom imperfectlytuned intervals,becomes continuallymore
marked and distinct,increasingthe certaintywith which the hearer distinguishes
the correct intervals,and addingmuch to the powerfuland artisticeffectof succes-sions

of chords. Finallywhen the highupper partialsare relativelytoo strong(in
piercingand brayingqualitiesof tone)each separatetone will by itselfgenerate
intermittent sensations of tone,and any combination of two or more compounds of

this descriptionproducesa sensible increase of this harshness,while at the same

f time the largenumber of partialand combinational tones renders it difficultfor the

hearer to follow a complicatedarrangement of partsin a musical composition.
These relations are of the utmost importancefor the use of different instru-ments

in the differentkinds of musical composition.The considerations which

determine the selectionof the proper instrument for an entire compositionor for

individual phrasesin movements written for an orchestra are very multi"rious.

First in rank stands mobilityand power of tone in the differentinstruments. On

this there is no need to dwell. The bowed instruments and pianofortesurpass all

others in mobility,and then follow the flutesand oboes. To these are opposedthe

trumpetsand trombones,which conunence sluggishly,but surpass allinstruments

in power. Another essential consideration is expressiveness,which in general
dependson the power of producingwith certaintyany degree of rapidalterations
in loudness at the pleasureof the player.In this respectalso bowed instruments,

" [See Prof. Preyer'gaddendum to this f [But see App. XX. sect.L. art.3." Traiw-

theoryinApp.XX.sect.Ij.art. 7." rrawiotor.] lator.]
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and the human voice,are pre-eminent.Artificialreed instruments,both of wood

and brass,cannot materialljdiminish their power without stoppingthe action of

the reeds. Flutes and organ pipescannot greatlyalter the force of their tone

without at the same time alteringtheirpitch.On the pianofortethe strengthwith
which a tone commences is determined by.the player,but not itsduration ; so that

the rhythm can be marked delicately,but real melodic expressioniswanting. All

these pointsin the use of the above instruments are easy to observe and have long
been known and allowed for. The influence of qualityproper was more difficult

to define. Our investigations,however,on the compositionof musical tones have

givenus a means of takinginto account the principaldifferencesin the effectof

the simultaneous action of differentinstruments and of shewinghow the problem
is to be solved,althoughthere is stilla largefieldleftfor a searchinginvestigation
in detail.

Let us beginwith the simpletones of v)idestoppedorgan pipes.In themselves ^

theyare very soft and mild,dull in the low notes,and very tuneful in the upper.

They are quiteunsuited,however, for combinations of harmony accordingto
modem musical theory.We have alreadyexplainedthat simpletones of this kind

discriminate onlythe very small interval of a Second by strongbeats. Imperfect
Octaves, and the dissonant intervals in the neighbourhoodof the Octave,(the 'p
Sevenths and Ninths,)beat with the combinational tones, but these beats are

weak in comparisonwith those due to upper partials.The beats of imperfect
Fifths and Fourths are entirelyinaudible exceptunder the most favourable condi-tions.

Hence in generalthe impressionmade on the ear by any dissonant interval,

exceptthe Second,differsvery littlefrom that made by consonances, and as a

consequence the harmony loses itscharacter and the hearer has no certaintyin his

perceptionof the differenceof intervals.* If polyphoniccompositionscontaining
the harshest and most venturesome dissonances are playedupon wide stopped
organ pipes,the whole isuniformlysoft and harmonious,and for that very reason ^
also indefinite,wearisome and weak, without character or energy. Everyreader
that has an opporttmityis requestedto trythis experiment.There is no better

proofof the importantpartwhich upper partialtones playin music, than the im-pression

producedby music composed of simpletones, such as we have just
described. Hence the wide stoppedpipesof the organ are used onlyto give
prominenceto the extreme softness and tunefcdness of certain phrasesin contra-distinction

to the harsher effectof other stops,or else,in connection with other

stops,to strengthentheir prime tones. Next to the wide stoppedorgan pipesas
regardsqualityof tone stand flutesand the flxiepipeson organs (openpipes,blown

gently).These have the Octave plainlyin addition to the prime,and when blown

more stronglyeven producethe Twelfth. In this case the Octaves and Fifths are

more distinctlydelimited by upper partialtones ; but the definitionof Thirds and

Sixths has to dependupon combinational tones,and hence is much weaker. The

musical character of these pipesis therefore not much unlike that of the wide ^
stoppedpipesalreadydescribed. This iswell expressedby the old jokethat nothing
is more dreadful to a musical ear than a flute-concerto,excepta concerto for two

flutes.f But in combination with other instruments which giveeffect to the con-nection

of the harmony,the flute,from the perfectsoftness of its tone and its

greatmobility,is extraordinarilypleasantand attractive,and cannot be replaced
by any other instrument. In ancient music the flute playeda much more im-portant

part than at present,and this seems to accord with the whole ideal of

classicalart,which aimed at keepingevery thingunpleasantfrom itsproductions,
eonfiningitselfto pure beauty,whereas modem art requiresmore abundant means

* [Bnt see Prof. Preyerin App. XX. sect. L. a concerto or peculiarpieceof music for one

art. 7." Travslator,] instrument, and secondlyas a concert ôr piece
f [Inthe original,* dass einem musikali- of music for several instruments,cannot be

0chen Ohre nichts sohrecklicher sei als ein properlyrendered in the translation." Tram-

Fldtenconcert, ausgenommen ein Ck)ncert von lator,'\
z-wei Floten.' The pun on ' Concert,' firstas
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of expression,and consequentlyto a certain extent admits into itscirclewhat in

itselfwould be contraryto the gratificationof the senses. However this be, the

earnest friends of music,even in classicaltimes,contended for the harsher tones

of stringedinstruments in oppositionto the effeminate flute.

The open organ pipesafford a favourable means of meeting the harmonic

requirementsof polyphonicmusic, and consequentlyform the principalstops.*
They make the lower partialsdistinctlyaudible,the wide pipesup to the third,the

narrow ones (geigenprincipalt) up to the sixth partialtone. The wider pipes
have more power of tone than the narrower ; to givethem more brightnessthe
8-foot stops,which contain the ' principalwork,' are connected with the 4-foot

stops,which add the Octave to each note, or the principalis connected with the

geigenprincipal,so that the firstgivespower and the second brightness.By this

means qualitiesof tone are producedwhich contain the firstsix partialtones in

% moderate force,decreasingas the pitchascends. These givea very distinctfeeling
for the purityof the consonant intervals,enablingus to distinguishclearlybetween

consonance and dissonance,and preventingthe unavoidable but weak dissonances

that result from the higherupper partialsin the imperfectconsonances, from be-coming

too marked, but at the same time not allowingthe hearer's appreciationof
the progressionof the partsto be disturbed by a multitude of loud accessory tones.

In this respectthe organ has an advantage over all other instruments,as the

playeris able to mix and alterthe quahtiesof tone at pleasure,and make them

suitable to the character of the piecehe has to perform.
The narrow stoppedpipes(Quintaten),tfor which the prime tone is ac-companied

by the Twelfth,the reed-flute(Bohrfiote)" where the third and fifth

partialare both present,the conical open pipes,as the goat-horn(Gemshom),**
which reinforcecertain higherpartialsft more than the lower,and so forth,serve

onlyto givedistinctivequalitiesof tone for particularparts,and thus to separate

f them from the rest. They are not weU adaptedfor formingthe chief mass of the

harmony.
Very piercingquahtiesof tone are producedby the reed pipesand compound

stopstt on the organ. The latter,as alreadyexplained,are artificialimitations of

the natural compositionof all musical tones,each key bringinga series of pipes
into action,which correspondto the firstthree or firstsix partialtones of the

correspondingnote. They can be used onlyto accompany congregationalsinging.
When employedalone theyproduceinsupportablenoise and horrible confusion.

But when the singingof the congregationgivesoverpoweringforce to the prime
tones in the notes of the melody,the proper relationof quahtyof tone is restored,

and the result is a powerful,well-proportionedmass of sound. Without the

assistance of these compound stopsit would be impossibleto control a vast body
of sound producedby unpractisedvoices,such as we hear in [German] churches.

The human voice is on the whole not unhke the organ in quahty,so for as

^ harmony is concerned. The brightervowels, of course, generateisolated high
partialtones,but these are so unconnected with the rest that they can have no

universal and essentialeffecton the sound of the chords. For this we must look

to the lower partials,which are tolerablyuniform for allvowels. But of course in

particularconsonances the characteristictone of the vowels may playan important
part. If,for example,two human voices singthe majorThird ^ ")'on the vowel

a in father,the fourth partialof hj;}(orb']}),and the thirdpartialof d' (ora*% "eJ1

among the tones characteristicallyreinforced byA, and consequentlythe imperfec-tion
of the consonance of a major Third will come out harshlyby the dissonance

a" b']},between these upper partials; whereas if the vowel be changedto 0 in no,

the dissonance disappears.On the other hand the Fourth ^ e'["soimds perfectly

" [See p. 141^',note ^."Translator.] *" [Seep. 94^,note." Translator.]
t [See p. 141(2,note." TranaZator.] ff [Generally the 4th, 6th, and 7th."
t [Seep. 33d,note." Translat/"r.] Translator.]
" [See p. 94"?',note." TransZafor.] tt [See p" 57a',note.-" Tniwsiator.]
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weU on the vowel a in father,because the highernote e'\}has the same upper par-tial

b"\}as the deeperb\}.But if a in fatherbeingincHned towards a in fallyor a in

fat,the upper partials/' and e"\}or else d'" and e'"\}might interruptthe con-sonance.

This serves to shew, among other things,that the translation of the

words of a song from one languageinto another is not by any means a matter

of indifferencefor itsmusical effect.*

Disregardingat presentthese reinforcements of partialsdue to the characteristic

resonance of each vowel, the musical tones of the human voice are on the whole

accompaniedby the lower partialsin moderate strength,and hence are well adapted
for combinations of chords,preciselyas the tones of the principalstops of the

organ. Besides thisthe human voice has a peculiaradvantageover the organ and

all other musical instruments in the execution of polyphonicmusic. The words

which are sung connect the notes belongingto each part,and form a clue which

readilyguidesthe hearer to discover and pursue the related partsof the whole body^
of sound. Hence polyphonicmusic and the whole modem system of harmony
were firstdevelopedon the human voice. Indeed,nothingcan exceed the musical

effect of well harmonised partmusic perfectlyexecuted in justintonation by prac-tised

voices. For the completeharmoniousness of such music it isindispensably
necessary that the several musical intervals should be justlyintoned,and our pre-sent

singersfunfortunatelyseldom learn to take justintervals,because theyare

accustomed from the firstto singto the accompaniment of instruments which are

tuned in equaltemperament,and hence with imperfectconsonances. It is only
such singersas have a delicate musical feelingof their own who find out the

correct result,which is no longertaughtthem.
Richer in upper partials,and consequentlybrighterin tone than the human

voice and the principalstopson the organ, are the bowed instruments,which con-sequently

fillsuch an importantplacein music. Their extraordinarymobihtyand

expressivenessgivethem the first placein instrumental music, and the moderate ^
acuteness of their qualityof tone assignsthem an intermediate positionbetween
the softerflutesand the brayingbrass instruments. There is a slightdifference
between the differentinstruments of this class ; the tenor and double-bass have a

somewhat acuter and thinner qualitythan the violin and violoncello,that is,they
have relativelystrongerupper partials.The audible partialsreach to the sixth or

eighth,accordingas the bow is broughtnearer the finger-boardforpiano,or nearer

the bridgefor forte,and they decrease regularlyin force as theyascend in pitch.
Hence on bowed instruments the differencebetween consonance and dissonance is

* [Also,it shews how the musical effectof and tempered intonation in the singingof the

difTerent stanzas in a ballad,though sung to the same choir. It was a choir of about 60 mixed

same written notes, will constantlyvary, quite voices,which had gainedthe prizeat the In-

independentlyof differenceof expression.This ternational Exhibition at Paris in 1867,and

is often remarkable on the closingcadence of had been keptwell togetherever since. After

the stanza. As the vowel changes from a in singing some pieceswithout accompaniment. ^
father,to a in mat ; e in viet,or i in sit,or and hence in the justintonation to which the

again to o in not, u in hut, and u in put, the singershad been trained,and with the most

musical result is totallydifferent,thou,r^hthe delightfuleffect of harmony, they sang a piece
pitchremains unaltered. To shew the effect with a pianoforteaccompaniment. Of course

of the different vowels throughouta pieceof the pianoforteitselfwas inaudible among the

music, I asked a set of about 8 voices to sing, mass of sound producedby sixtyvoices. But

before about 200 others, the first half of See it had the effect of pervertingtheir intonation,
the conqueringhero comes, first to lah, then to and the whole charm of the singing was at

lee,and then to loo. The difference of effect once destroyed. There was nothing left but

was almost ludicrous. Much has to be studied the everyday singing of an ordinary choir,

in the relation of the qualitiesof vowels to the The disillusion was complete and the effect

effect of the music. In this respect,too, the most unsatisfactoryas a conclusion. If the

pitch chosen for the tonic will be found of great same pieceof music or succession of chords in

importance." Translator.] C major or C minor, without any modulation,

t I^Thisrefers to Germany, not to the Eng- be playedfirston the Harmonical and then be

lish Tonic Soltaists,nor to the English ma- contrasted with an ordinary tempered har-

drigalsingers.On Dec. 27, 1869,at a meeting monium, the same kind of difference will be

of the Tonic Solfa CollegeI had an unusual felt,but not so strongly." Tran^Aitor.J
opportunityof contrastingthe effect of just
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clearlyand distinctlymarked, and the feelingfor the justnessof the intervalsvery
certain ; indeed itis notorious that practisedviohn and violoncelloplayershave a

very delicate ear for distinguishingdifferences of pitch. On the other hand the

piercingcharacter of the tones is so marked, that softsong-likemelodies are not

well suited for bowed instruments, and are better given to flutesand clarinetsin

the orchestra. Full chords are also relativelytoo rough,since those upper partials
fs
which form dissonant intervalsin every consonance, are sufficientlystrong to make

\the dissonance obtrusive,especiallyfor Thirds and Sixths. Moreover, the im-

\perfectThirds and Sixths of the temperedmusical scale are on bowed instruments

very perceptiblydifferent in effectfrom the justlyintoned Thirds and Sixths when

.
the playerdoes not know how to substitute the pure intervals for them, as the ear

requires.Hence in compositionsfor bowed instruments,slow and flowingprogres-sions

of chords are introduced by way of exceptiononly,because they are not

% sufficientlyharmonious ; quickmovements and figures,and arpeggiochords are

preferred,for which these instruments are extremelywell adapted,and in which

the acute and piercingcharacter of their combined sounds cannot be so distinctly
perceived.

The beats have a pecuHarcharacter in the case of bowed instruments. Regular,
slow,numerable beats seldom occur. This is owing to the minute irregularitiesin

the action of the bow on the string,abeadydescribed,to which is due the well-

known scrapingeffect so often heard. Observations on the vibrational figure
shew that every httle scrape of the bow causes the vibrational curve to jump sud-denly

backwards or forwards,or in physicalterms, causes a sudden alterationin the

phaseof vibration. Now since itdependssolelyon the differenceof phasewhether
two tones which are sounded at the same time mutuallyreinforce or enfeeble each

other,every minutest catchingor scrapingof the bow will also affectthe flow of the

beats,and when two tones of the same pitchare played,every jump in the phasewill

^ sufficeto producea changein the loudness,justas ifirregularbeats were occurring
at unexpectedmoments. Hence the best instruments and the best playersare

necessary to produceslow beats or a uniform flow of sustained consonant chords.

Probablythis is one of the reasons why quartettsfor bowed instruments,when

executed by playerswho can playsolo piecespleasantlyenough,sometimes sound

so intolerablyroughand harsh that the effectbears no proper ratio to the slight
roughnesswliich each individual playerproduceson his own instrument.* When

I was making observations on vibrational figures,I found it difficultto avoid the

occurrence of one or two jumps in the figureevery second. Now in solo-playing
the tone of the stringis thus interruptedfor almost inappreciablyminute instants,

which the hearer scarcelyperceives,but in a quartettwhen a chord is playedfor
which allthe notes have a common upper partialtone, there would be from four

to eightsudden and irregularalterations of loudness in this common tone every

second,and thiscould not pass unobserved. Hence forgoodcombined performance,

f a much greaterevenness of tone isrequiredthan for solo-playing.f
The pianofortetakes the firstplace among stringedinstruments for which the

stringsare struck. The previousanalysisof its quahtyof tone shews that its

deeperoctaves are rich,but itshigheroctaves relativelypoor, in upper partialtones.
In the lower octaves, the second or third partialtone is often as loud as the prime,

nay, the second partialis often louder than the prime. The consequence is that

" [To myself,one of the principalreasons rallyknown. If the music notes could be

for the painfuleffect here alluded to, which is previouslymarked by duodenals, in the way

unfortunatelyso extremelywell known, is the suggestedin App. XX. sect. E. art. 26, much
fact that the playersnot having been taughtthe of this difficultymight be avoided from the

nature of justintonation,do not accommodate first. But the marking would requirea study
the pitches of the notes properly. When not yet commenced by the greater number of

quartett playersare used to one another they rausici"ns." Translator,]
overcome this difficulty.But when theylearn f [On violins combinational tones are

thus,itis a mere accommodation of the different strong. I have been told that violinistswatch

intervals by ear to the playing of (say)the for the Octave differentialtone, in tuningtheir
leader. (See App.XX. sect. G. art. 7.) The real Fitihs."Trmislator.]
relations of the justtones are in fact not gene-
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the dissonances near the Octave (theSevenths and Ninths)are ahnost as harsh as

the Seconds,and that diminished and augmentedTwelfths and Fifths are rather

rongh. The 4th,5th,and 6th partialtones,on the other hand,on which the Thirds

depend,decrease rapidlyin force,so that the Thirds are relativelymuch less dis "

tinctlydelimited than the Octaves,Fifths,and Fourths. This lastcircumstance is

important,because itmakes the sharpThirds of the equaltemperament much more

endurable upon the pianothan upon other instruments with a more piercingquahty
of tone,whereas the Octaves,Fifths,and Fourths are delimited with greatdistinct-ness

and certainty.Notwithstandingthe relativelylargenumber of upper partial
tones on the pianoforte,the impressionproducedby dissonances isfiarfrom beingso
penetratingas on instruments of long-sustainedtones. On the pianothe note is

powerfulonlyat the moment when itis struck,and rapidlydecreases in strength,
so that the beats which characterise the dissonances have not time to become

sensible duringthe strongconmiencement of the tone ; they do not even beginIT
until the tone is greatlydiminished in intensity.Hence in the modem music

written for the pianoforte,since the time that Beethoven shewed how the cha-racteristic

peculiaritiesof the instrument were to be utilisedin compositions,we

find an accumtdation and reduplicationof dissonant intervalswhich would be per-fectly

insupportableon other instruments. The greatdifferencebecomes very evi-dent

when an attemptis made to.playrecent compositionsfor the pianoon the

harmonium or organ.

That instrument-makers,led solelyby practisedears, and not by any theory,
should have found it most advantageousto arrange the strikingplaceof the

hammer so that the 7th partialtone entirelydisappears,and the 6th is weak

althoughactuallypresent,*ismanifestlyconnected with the structure of our system
of musical tones. The 5th and 6th partialtones serve to delimit the minor

Third, and in this way almost all the intervals treated as consonances in modem

music are determined on the pianoby coincident upper partials; the Octave,Fifth,IT

and Fourth by relativelyloud tones ; the major Sixth and major Third by weak

ones; and the minor Third by the weakest of all. If the 7th partialtone
were also present,the subminorf Seventh 4 : 7, as cf^h]),would injurethe har-

moniousness of the minor Sixth ; the Subminor Fifth 5 : 7 ,
as c'^fc'[",that of the Fifth

and Fourth ; and the subminor Third 6 : 7, as g'''h'\},that of the minor Third ; with-out

any gainin the more accurate determination of new intervals suitable for

musical purposes.

Mention has alreadybeen made of a further peculiarityin the* selection of

quahtyof tone on the pianoforte,namelythat itsupper notes have fewer and weaker

upper partialtones than the lower. This differenceis much more marked on the

pianothan on any other instrument,and the musical reason iseasilyassigned.The

high notes are usuaUy playedin combination with much lower notes,and the

relation between the two groups of notes is givenby the highupper partialsof the

deepertones. When the interval between the bass and treble amounts to two or H

three Octaves, the second Octave,higherThird and Fifth of the bass note,are in

the close neighbourhoodof the treble,and form direct consonances and dissonances

with it,without any necessityfor using the upper partialsof the treble note.

Hence the only effectof upper partialson the highestnotes of the pianoforte
would be to givethem shrillness,without any gainin respectto musical definition.

In actual practicethe constmction of the hammers on good instruments causes

the notes of the highestOctaves to be only gentlyaccompaniedby their second

partials.This makes them mild and pleasant,with a fiute-liketone. Some

instrument-makers,however,preferto make these notes shrilland piercing,like
the piccoloflute,by transferringthe strikingplaceto the very end of the highest
strings.This contrivance succeeds in increasingthe force of the upper partial

* [But Bee Mr. Hipkins' obsenrations on The 7th partialwas very distinct on the pianos

PP- 17 y 78,noie." Translator.'] Mr, Hipkins examined. See also App. XX.

t [Forthese terms see ttietable on p. 187. Sect. '^," Translator,^
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tones, but givesa qualityof tone to these stringswhich does not suit the

ciiaracterof the others,and hence certainlydetracts from their charm.

In many other instruments,where their construction does not admit of such

absolute control over the qualityof tone as on the pianoforte,attemptshave been

made to producesimilar varieties of qualityin the highnotes,by other means.

In the bowed instruments this purpose is served by the resonance box, the proper

tones of which liewithin the deepestOctaves of the scaleof the instrument. Since

the partialtones of the sounding stringsare reinforced in proportionto their

proximityto the partialtones of the resonance box, this resonance will assistthe

prime tones of the highernotes,as contrasted with their upper partials,much
more than itwill do so for the deep notes. On the contrary,the deepestnotes of

the violinwill have not onlytheirprimetones,but also their Octaves and Fifths

favoured by the resonance ; for the deeperproper tone of the resonance box

% hes between the prime and 2nd partial,and its higherproper tone between

the 2nd and 3rdpartials.A similar effectis attained in the compound stopsof

the organ, by making the seriesof upper partialtones,which are representedby
distinctpipes,less extensive for the higherthan for the lower notes in the stop.
Thus each digitalopens six pipesfor the lower octaves,answeringto the firstsix

partialtones of itsnote ; but in the two upper octaves,the digitalopens onlythree

or even two pipes,which givethe Octave and Twelfth,or merelythe Octave, in

addition to the prime.
There is also a somewhat similar relation in the human voice,althoughit

varies much for the different vowels. On comparingthe higherand lower notes

which are sung to the same vowel, itwill be found that the resonance of the cavity
of the mouth generallyreinforcesrelativelyhigh upper partialsof the deepnotes
of the bass,whereas forthe soprano, where the note sung comes near to the charac-teristic

pitchof the vowel, or even exceeds it,allthe upper partialsbecome much

% weaker. Hence in general,at leastfor the open vowels,the audible upper partials
of the bass are much more numerous than those of the soprano.

We have stillto consider the artificialreed instruments,that is the wind in-struments

of wood and brass. Among the former the clarinet,among the latter

the horn are distinguishedfor the softness of their tones,whereas the bassoon and

liautboisin the firstclass,and the trombone and trumpet in the second represent
the most penetratingquahtiesof tone used in music.

Notwithstandingthat the keyedhorns used for so-calledconcerted music have

a far less brayingqualityof tone than trumpetsproper, which have no side holes,
yetthe number and the force of their upper partialtones are far too greatfor the

harmonious effectof the lessperfectconsonances, and the chords on these instru-ments

are very noisyand harsh,so that theyare onlyendurable in the open air.

In artisticorchestral music, therefore,trumpetsand trombones,which on account

of their penetrativepower cannot be dispensedwith, are seldom employedfor

^ harmonies, exceptfor a few and if possibleperfectconsonances.
The clarinet is distinguishedfrom all other orchestral wind instruments by

havingno evenlynumbered partialtones.* To thiscircumstance must be due many
remarkable deviations in the effectof itschords from those of other instruments.

When two clarinets are playingtogetherall of the consonant intervals will be

delimited by combinational tones alone,exceptthe major Sixth 3:5, and the

Twelfth I : 3. But the differentialtones of the firstorder,which are the strongest

among allcombinational tones,willalwayssufficeto producethe beats of imperfect
consonances. Hence it follows that in generalthe consonances of two clarinets

have but littledefinition,and must be proportionatelyagreeable.This isreallythe

case, exceptfor the minor Sixth and minor Seventh,which are too near the major
Sixth,and for the Eleventh and minor Thirteenth,which are too near the Twelfth.

On the other hand, when a clarinetisplayedin combination with a violin or oboe,
the majorityof consonances will have a perceptiblydifferenteffectaccordingas

* [But see Mr. Blaiklej'sobservations,supra, p. 99",note." Trarulafor.]
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the clarinet takes the upper or the lower note of the chord. Thus the major
Third d'f% will sound better when the clarinettakes d' and the oboe f^,so that

the 5th partialof the clarinet coincides with the 4th of the oboe. The 3rdand

4th and the 5th and 6th partials,which are so disturbingin the major Third,*
cannot here be heard,because the 4th and 6th partialsdo not exist on the clarinet.

But if the oboe takes d' and the clarinetf% the coincident 4th partialwill be

absent,abd the disturbing3rd and 5thpresent. For the same reason itfollows

that the Fourth and minor Third will sound better when the clarinet takes the

upper tone. I have made experimentsof this kind with the clarinetand a bright

stop of the harmonium, which possessedthe evenlynumbered partialtones,and
was timed in justintonation f and not in equaltemperament. When ^ was played
on the clarinet,and e'|",d'yd'\}yin succession on the harmonium, the major
Third i["d' sounded better than the Fourth "["e'\},and much better than the

minor llurd h{}dy. If,retainingllj[}on the clarinet,I played/,^, ^ in succession f

on the harmonium, the majorThird ^ "["was rougher,not merelythan the Fourth

/ 6t",but even than the minor Third g ^.
This example,to which I was led by purelytheoretical considerations that

were immediatelyconfirmed by experiment,will serve to shew how the use of

exceptionalquaHtiesof tone will affect the order of agreeablenessof the conso-nances

which was settledforthose Usuallyheard.

Enough has been said to shew the readiness with which we can now account

for numerous peculiaritiesin the effectsof playingdifferentmusical instruments

in combination. Further detailsare rendered impossibleby the want of sufficient

preliminaryinvestigations,especiallyinto the exact differencesof various qualities
of tone. But in any case itwould lead us too far"om our main purpose to pursue

a subjectwhich has rather a technical than a generalinterest.

CHAPTER XII.

GHOBDS.

Wb have hitherto examined the effectof soundingtogetheronlytwo tones which

form a determinate interval. It is now easy to discover what will happen when

more than two tones are combined. The simultaneous productionof more than

two separatecompound tones is called a chord. We will firstexamine the har-

moniousness of chords in the same sense as we examined the harmoniousness of

any two tones sounded together.That is,we shall in this section deal exclusively
with the isolatedeffectof the chord in question,quiteindependentlyof any musical

connection,mode, key,modulation, and so on. The firstproblem is to determine

under what conditionschords are consonant, in which case theyare termed concords.

It isquiteclear that the firstcondition of a concord is that each tone of itshould H

form a consonance with each of the other tones ; for if any two tones formed a

dissonance,beats would arise destroyingthe tunefulness of the chord. Concords

of three tones are readilyfound by takingtwo consonant intervals to any one

fundamental tone as c, and then seeingwhether the new third interval between

the two new tones,which is thus produced,is also consonant. If this is the case

each one of the three tones forms a consonant intervalwith each one of the other

two, and the chord is consonant, or is a concord.^

Let us confine ourselves in the firstplaceto intervalswhich are less than an

Octave. The consonant intervalswithin these limits,we have found to be : i)the

Fifth cg,i; 2)the Fourth c/,| ; 3)the majorSixth ca,^; 4)the majorThird

ce,i; s)the minor Third c 4",| ; 6) the minor Sixth c at",f ; to which we may
" [Seetable on p. 191, note," Translator.] third are dissonant with each other,I call the

t [Try the Harmonical and clarinet." result a
' con-dissonant triad.* See App. XX.

Translator.] eect. E. art. 5." Transiator.!

X [If two tones each consonant with a t
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add 7) the snbminor or natural Seventh c'h^^,J, which approachesto the minor

Sixth in harmoniousness. The followingtable givesa generalview of the chords

contained within an Octave, The chord is supposedto consist of the funda-mental

tone C, some one tone in the firsthorizontal line,and some one tone of

the firstvertical column. Where the line and column correspondingto these

two selected tones intersect,is the name of the interval which these two latter

tones form with each other. This name isprintedin italicswhen the interval ia

consonant, and in Boman letterswhen dissonant,so that the eye sees at a glance
what concords are thus produced.[Underthe name, the equivalentinterval in

cents has been inserted by the Translator.]

H

From this it follows that the onlyconsonant triads or chords of three notes,
that can possiblyexistwithin the compass of an Octave are the following:"

i) 0 E a 2) C E\}G
3) C F A 4) C F AJ^
5) GE\}A\^ 6) C E A.*

The two firstof these triads are considered in musical theoryas the funda-mental

triadsfrom which all others are deduced. They may each be regardedas
composedof two Thirds,one majorand the other minor, superimposedin different

orders. The chord C E Qyin which the major Third is below,and the minor

above,is a majortriad. It isdistinguishedfirom allother majortriads by having
itstones in the closestposition,that is,formingthe smallest intervals with each

other. It is hence considered as tiaefundamentalchord or basis of allother major
chords. The triad GE^O, which has the minor Third below,and the majorabove,
is the fundamentalchord of allminor triads,

* [The reader ought to hear the whole set nium, organ, and piano does not permit this,

of triads that could be formed from the table, But they can all (inoludyeof those formed by
at least all exclusive of those formed by the the lastline)be playedon the Harmonioal. "

last line. The ordinarytuningof the harmo- Tramlator.]
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The next two ohords,0 FA and 0 F A\},are termed, from theircomposition,

chords of the Sixth and Fomth, written [OioF beinga Fourth,and 0 to il

a major,but (7 to il("a minor sixth].If we take O, instead of 0 for the funda-mental

or bass tone,these chords of the Fourth and Sixth become G, G E and

O, C Ej}. Hence we may conceive them as havingbeen formed from the funda-mental

majorand minor triads CEO and C JEr["(?,by transposingthe Fifth G an

Octave lower,when itbecomes G;.
The two lastchords,C E\}A\ ând 0 E A,eae termed chords of the Sixth and

Third,or simplychords ofthe Sixth,written [OioE beinga majorThird,and G

to Ej}aminor Third;and G to A ek majorSixth,and C to ii["a minor Sixth].If
we take JSras the bass note of the first,and Ej}as that of the second,theybecome
E G Ct E\}Gc, respectively.Hence theymay be considered as the transpositionsH

or in/oersioTtsof a fundamental major and a fundamental minor chord,G E G,
C Ej^Gfin which the bass note G is transposedan Octave higherand becomes c.

Collectingthese Inversions,the six consonant triadswiU assume the following
form [thenumbers shewingtheircorrespondencewith the forms on p. 21 2d]:"

1) G E G 2) G E\}G

5) E Gc 6) Ej;}Gc

3) Gee 4) Gce^

We must observe that althoughthe natural or subminor seventh ^J3["forms a

goodconsonance with the bass note 0, a consonance which is indeed rather superior
than inferiorto the minor Sixth G A\},yetit never forms partof any triad,because

it would make worse consonances with allthe other intervalsconsonant to 0 than

itdoes with 0 itself.The best triadswhich it can produceare G E''JB\}= 4 : 5 : 7"

and 0 G '^j?= 4:6:7. In the firstof these occurs the interval E ''B\}= 5 : 7, H

(betweena Fourth and Fifth,)in the latterthe subminor Third G ^-B =̂ 6:7.*
On the other hand the minor Sixth makes a perfectFourth with the minor Third,
so that this minor Sixth remains the worst intervalin the chords of the Sixth and

Third,and of the Sixth and Fourth,for which reason these triads can stillbe con-

fddered as consonant. This is the reason why the natural or subminor Seventh is

never used as a consonance in harmony,whereas the minor Sixth can be employed,
although,considered independently,it is not more harmonious than the subminor

Seventh.

The triad G E A\},to which we shall return,[Chap.XVII. Dissonant Triads,
No. 4] is very instructive for the theoryof music. It must be considered as a

dissonance,because it contains the diminished Fourth E A\},havingthe interval

ratioff"
Now this diminished Fourth E A^ is so nearlythe same as a major

Third E G%, that on our keyedinstruments,the organ and pianoforte,the two

intervalsare not distinguished.We have in fiust
^

^^l" = t* = |.|if

or, approximatively (S A^ = {E G% . Jf t

On the pianoforteitwould seem as if this triad,which forpracticalpurposes may
be written either G E A\}or G E Gj|l,must be consonant, since each one of its

tones forms with each of the others an interval which is considered as consonant

on the piano,and yetthis chord is one of the harshest dissonances,as allmusicians

are agreed,and as any one can convince himself immediately.On a justlyintoned
instrument [asthe Harmonica!]the interval E A\}is immediatelyrecognisedas
dissonant. This chord is well adaptedfor shewingthat the originalmeaning of

the intervalsasserts itselfeven with the imperfecttuningof the piano,and deter-mines

the judgmentof the ear.$
* [Add the consonance G^B}dD = 6 I 7 : 9, cents, difference 42 cents, the great di"is.

"Translator.] See App. XX. sect. T"," Translator,]
i [E Ab has 428 cents,and E Oti has 386 X [Insertingthe values of the iotenralsin
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The hannonious effectof the varioas inversions of triadsalreadyfound depends
in the firstplaceupon the greateror lessperfectionof the consonance of the several

intervalstheycontain. We have found that the Fourth islessagreeablethan the

Fifth,and that minor are lessagreeablethan majorThirds and Sixths. Now the

triad

O has a Fifth, a majorThird, and a minor Third

a Fourth,a minor Third, and a minor Sixth

a Fourth,a majorThird, and a majorSixth

a Fifth, a minor Third,and a majorThird
a Fourth, a majorThird,and a majorSixth

a Fourth,a minor Third, and a minor Sixth

For justintervalsthe Thirds and Sixths decidedlydisturb the generaltunefbl-

^ ness more than the Fourths,and hence the majorchords of the Sixth and Fourth

are more harmonious than those in the fundamental position,and these again
than the chords of the Sixth and Third. On the other hand the minor chords of

the Sixth and Third are more agreeablethan those in the fundamental position,
and these againare better than the minor chords of the Sixth and Fourth. This

conclusion will be found perfectlycorrect for the middle partsof the scale,pro-vided

the intervalsare all justlyintoned. The chords must be struck separately,
and not connected by any modulation. As soon as modulational connections

are allowed,as for examplein a concludingcadence,the tonic feeling,which finds

repose in the tonic chord, disturbs the power of observation,which is here the

pointof importance.In the lower partsof the scale eithermajoror minor Thirds

are more disagreeablethan Sixths.

Judgingmerelyfrom the intervals we should expectthat the minor triad

C B^Q would sound as well as the major C E Gj e^s each has a Fifth,a major
1 and a minor Third. This is,however, far from beingthe case. The minor triad

is very decidedlyless harmonious than the major triad,in consequence of the

combinational tones,which must consequentlybe here taken into consideration.

In treatingof the relativeharmoniousness of the consonant intervalswe have seen

that combinational tones may producebeats when two intervalsare compounded,
even when each interval separatelyproducedno beats at all,or at least none

distinctlyaudible (pp.2oo2"-204").
Hence we must determine the combinational tones of the major and minor

triads. We shall confine ourselves to the combinational tones of the firstorder

producedby the primesand the first upper partialtones. In the following
examplesthe primes are marked as minims, the combinational tones resulting
from these primesare representedby crotchets,those from the primesand first

upper partialsby quavers and semiquavers.A downwards slopingline,when

placedbefore a note, shews that it representsa tone slightlydeeperthan that

H of the note in the scale which itprecedes.

I.)MajorTriads with their Combinational Tones :*

cents,the two ohords,A^b 386 C 386 JEr,and triads does not applyto temperedchords,in
C 386 ^1 386 O^ are seen to be identical, none of which are any of the intervals purely
but when the first is inverted to C 386 Ei consonant. " Translator,^
428^ 'bit becomes different from the other. * [Asallthe differentialsmost be harmonics

Both, however, remain harshlydissonant. On of C 66, if we represent this note by i, the

tempered instruments of course they become harmonics and hence differentialswill 1^ be

identical C 400 E 400 OU
,
C 400 E 400 A b,and contained in the series

are very harsh. The definition of consonant

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

C e g d d ^ ''Vb d* d' e" "/' f "a" '6"b ft" C"

First CAonZ." The notes wiU then be 4, 5,6, Second CAonl." Notes 5,6, 8 ; Octaves 10,

representedby minims, and their Octaves 8, 12, 16.

JO, 12, which are not givenin notes. i)Crotchets,6-5 = 1,8-6=2, 8-5" 3.
3-8=12-1i)Crotchets,5"4 =i 6-5 " I, 6" 4 = 2. 2) Quavers,10-8=12-10=2, 12-8=4.

3)Quavers,12" ID a 2, 8-5 " 3. 3) Semiquavers,12-5 = 7, i6-6=io,(but
audible partial,)16"5

3
-

4) Semiquavers,12" 5 "= 7, 12-4 " 8. this is also an audible partial,)16-5^11,
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^P ^^ b^W" ^ '"mm\rjr

s -J.

I

f
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2.)Minor Triads with their Combinational Tones :*

$bb J^ u"W-
^

, ,,
^^i/k^-

m

m
-mm.

^ ^
J--t
^i^

In the majortriadsthe combinational tones of the firstorder,and even the

deepercombinational tones of the second order (writtenas crotchets and quavers)
are merelydoubles of the tones of the triad in deeperOctaves. The higher
combinational tones of the second order (writtenas semiquavers)are extremely
weak, because,other conditions beingthe same, the intensityof combinational

tones decreases as the intervalbetween the generatingtones increases,with which

againthe highpositionof these combinational tones is connected. I have alwaysf

whioh being more than half an equal Semi-tone

(51 cents)above equallytempered/' is

representedon the staff as a flattened/'8 "

Third C^ord." Notes 6, 8, lo; Octaves

12, l6, 20.

i) Crotchets,io-8"8-6"2, io-6"4.
2) Qoavers,12" io"2, 12"8-4.
3) Semiquavers,20" 6 " 14.
How far these higher notes marked by

semiquavers are effective,except possibly
when theybeat with each other,or with some

partialsof the originalnotes, remains to be

ia34S6789
A"b A,b Eb Ab c eb ^gb ab bb

18 20 21 22 24 25 26 27 28

fb c" 'd"b "d^b e"b ^' ""/' f Yb
The omitted harmonics are not ased in this

investigation,though differentials of higher
orders occur up to the 48th harmonic.

First CAori." Notes 10, 12, 15; Octaves

20, 24, 30.

i) Crotchets, 12" 10-2, 15" 1203, 15"
10 " 5.

2) Quavers,20-15-5, 20-12 " 8,24-15

3) Semiquavers,24-10-14, 30-12-18,
30-10=20.

Second Chord, " Notes 12, 15, 20 ; Octaves

24, 30, 40.

1) Crotchets,15-12 = 3, 20-15 = 5, 20-

12=^8.

2) Quavers,24-20 = 4, 24-15 = 9, 30-20
-10.

3) Semiquavers,30-12=18, 40-15 = 25,

40-12 = 28.

proved."IZVarwZator.]
* [In minor chords the case is different.

On referringto the list of harmonics in the

last note,it will be seen that the onlyminor
chord is 10, 12, 15 or 0" "' 6",and this is the

chord upon the major Third above the third

Octave of the fundfunental. Hence in the

example where the chord taken is c' e'b gr'
and its inversions,the harmonics must be

formed on A"b which is the same interval

below ". The list of harmonics in these

examplesis therefore

10 II 12

"d'b e'b
13 14 15 16

"/ Vb ff a!b

30 32 33 39 40

f a"b "a"b "V" d"

Third CAori."Note8 15, 20, 24 ; Octaves ^
30, 40, 48.

1) Crotchets,24-20-4, 20*15-5, 24"

1S-9.
2) Quavers, 30^24-6, 30-20=10, 40-

24=16.
3) Semiquavers,40-1^-25, 48-20 = 28,

48 " i^= 33. This I have nere representedas
"a"b because it is the Twelfth above "d'b,but
in the text itis called a flattened a" because it

is almost the one-sixth of C- 528. In fact on

the Harmonical,| x 528 = 880, and A"b would

^}'Cf/='5*33-'26-3,sothat 33 x 26-3- 867*9
vibrations. The interval 880 : 867*9 ^^ ^

cents,and hence a" is more than a comma too

sharp. The same observation appliesas in

the last footnote regardingthe audible effect

of the high notes, when not beatingwith each

other,or with audible partiale.-2Van32ator.]
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been able to hear the deepercombinational tones of the second order,written as

quavers, when the tones have been playedon an harmonium, and the ear was

assistedby the proper resonators :* but I have not been able to hear those written

with semiquavers.They have been added merelyto make the theorycomplete.
Perhapstheymight be occasionallyheard from very loud musical tones having

powerfulupper partials.But they may be certainlyneglectedin all ordinary

For the minor triads,on the other hand,the combinational tones of the first

order,which are easilyaudible,beginto disturb the harmonious effect. They are

not near enoughindeed to beat,but theydo not belongto the harmony. For the

fundamental triad,and that of the Sixth and Third [thetwo firstchords],these
combinational tones,written as crotchets,form the majortriadA\}C ^, and for

the triad of the Sixth and Fourth [thethird chord],we find entirelynew tones,

iTA\}9Bj[}fwhich have no relations with the originaJtriad.t The combinational

tones of the second order,however (writtenas quavers),are sometimes partly
above and generallypartlybelow the prime tones of the triad,but so near to them,

that beats must arise;whereas in the correspondingmajor triads the tones of

this order fitperfectlyinto the originalchord. Thus for the fundamental minor

triad in the example," e]}g\ the deepercombinational tones of the second order

givethe dissonances a|7̂ (/,and similarlyfor the triad of the Sixth and Third,

e]}g'c". And for the triad of the Sixth and Fourth g ĉ" e"["we find the disso-nances

B^" and g'a]}. This disturbingaction of the combinational tones on the

harmoniousness of minor triads iscertainlytoo slightto givethem the character

of dissonances,but theyproducea sensible increase of roughness,in comparison
with the effectof majorchords,for all cases where justintonation is employed,
that is,where the mathematical ratios of the intervals are preserved.In the

ordinarytemperedintonation of our keyedinstruments,the roughnessdue to the

^ combinational tones is proportionablyless marked,because of the much greater

roughnessdue to the imperfectionof the consonances. PracticallyI attribute

more importanceto the influence of the more powerfuldeepcombinational tones

of the firstorder,which,without increasingthe roughnessof the chord,introduce

tones entirelyforeignto it,such as those of the A\}and ^ majortriadsin the case

of the C minor triads. The foreignelement thus introduced into the minor chord

is not sufficientlydistinct to destroythe harmony,but it is enough to give a

mysterious,obscure effectto the musical character and meaningof these chords,
an effectforwhich the hearer is unable to account,because the weak combinational

tones on which itdependsare concealed by other and louder tones,and are audible

onlyto a practisedear.j: Hence minor chords are especiallyadaptedto express

mysteriousobscurityor harshness.fF. T. Vischer,in his Esthetics (vol.iii.

" 772),has carefullyexamined this character of the minor mode, and shewn how

it suits many degreesof joyfuland painfulexcitement,and that all shades of

^ feelingwhich itexpresses agree in beingto some extent ' veiled ' and obscure.

Every minor Third and every Sixth when associated with its principalcom-

" [Seenote f on p. i^jd,"Translator.'] were chosen because the first Third in the

f [From the listof h"rmonics on p. 215c fundamental positionis major in the firstcase

it will be seen that these tones occur as lower and minor in the second. In German the

harmonics of the tone whence the minor chords terms are dur and moZZ, that is, hard and

are derived." Translator.] soft.]It is well known that the names dur

X [TheAuthor is of course alwaysspeaking and moll are not connected with the hard or

of chords in justintonation. When tempered, soft character of the piecesof music written

as on the harmonium, even the major chords in these modes, but are historicallyderived
are accompanied by unrelated combinational from the angularform of Q and the rounded

tones,sufficientlydose to beat and sufficientlyform of b
i
which were the B durum and B

loud for Scheibler to have laid down a rule molle of the medieval musical notation. [The
for countingthe beats in order to verifythe probableoriginof the forms b B ^ 5 is ^ven
correctness of the temperedtuning(seep.203(?). from observations on the platesin Gaf onus's

But stillthe differenteffectsof the two chords Theoricum Opus Ilarmonicae DtscipUnae,
are very marked." Translator.] 1480, the earliestprintedbook on music, in a

" [The English names major and minor footnote,infri p. 31 2(Z. Translator,]
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binational tone,becomes at onoe a major chord. C is the combinational tone of

the minor Third efg ;̂ o of the major Sixth g e\ and g of the minor Sixth.e'c".*

Since,then, these dyadsnaturallyproduce consonant triads,if any new tone is

Bdded which does not suit the triadsthus formed,the contradiction is necessarily
sensible.

Modem harmonists are unwillingto acknowledgethat the minor triad isless

consonant than the major. They have probablymade all their experimentswith

temperedinstruments,on which,indeed,this distinction may perhapsbe allowed

to be a Httle doubtful. But on justlyintoned instruments f and with a moderately
piercingqualityof tone, the differenceis very strikingand cannot be denied. The

old musicians,too, who composed exclusivelyfor the voice,and were consequently
not driven to enfeeble consonances by temperament,shew a most decided feeling
for that difference. To this feelingI attribute the chief reason fortheir avoidance

of a minor chord at the close. The medieval composers dowd to Sebastian Bach ^
used for their closingchords either exclusivelymajor chords,or doubtful chords

without the Third ; and even Handel and Mozart occasionallyconclude a minor

pieceof music with a major chord. Of course other considerations,besides the

degree of consonance, have greatweightin determiningthe final chord, such as

the desire to mark the prevailingtonic or key-notewith distinctness,for which

purpose the majorchord isdecidedlysuperior.More upon thisin ChapterXY.
After havingexamined the consonant triads which liewithin the compass of an

Octave, we proceedto those with wider intervals. We have found in generalthat
consonant intervals remain consonant when one of their tones is transposedan
Octave or two higheror lower at pleasure,althoughsuch transpositionhas some

effecton itsdegreeof harmoniousness. It follows,then,that in allthe consonant

chords which we have hitherto found,any one of the tones may be transposed
some Octaves higheror lower at pleasure.If the three intervalsof the triad were

consonant before,theywill remain so after transposition.We have alreadyseen ^
how the chords of the Sixth and Third,and of the Sixth and Fourth, were thus

obtained from the fundamental form. It follows further that when largerinter-vals

are admitted,no consonant triads can existwhich are not generatedby the

transpositionof the majorand minor triads. Of course if such other chords could

exist,we should be able by transpositionof their tones to bringthem within the

compass of an Octave, and we should thus obtain a new consonant triad within

this compass, whereas our method of discoveringconsonant triads enabled us to

determine every one that could lie within that compass. It iscertainlytrue that

slightlydissonant chords which liewithin the compass of an Octave are sometimes

rendered smoother bytransposingone of their tones. Thus the chord i : ^ : |^,or
C, ^^, ^-B[",J is slightlydissonant in consequence of the interval i : J ; the

interval i : |^,or subminor Seventh,does not sound worse than the minor Sixth ;

the interval ^ : I is " perfectFifth. Now transposingthe tone ^-Et),an Octave

higherto ^4""̂^^ ^^^ transformingthe chord into i : | :̂ ^, we obtain i : ^ in ^
placeof I : ^,and this is much smoother, indeed itis better than the minor Tenth

of our minor scale i .'V)" and a chord thus composed,which I have had carefully
tuned on the harmonium, althoughitsunusual intervalsproduceda strangeeffect,
is not rougherin sound than the worst minor chord, that of the Sixth and Fourth.

This chord,C, ^^, ^e|7,is also much injuredbythe unsuitable combinational tones

Gf and F.** Of course it would not be worth while to introduce such strange

* (Tor if : ^^5 : 6, diif. 6" 5=" i or C; t [See these intervals examined in p. 195,
g : 6'= 3 : S, difl.S-3"-2 or c; e' : c"=S ; 8, note *." Translator.]
diff.8-5 = 3 o' g." Translator,] " [The intervals 6 : 7 = y': '^b, 3 : 7 = g

t See CopterXVI. for remarks upon {ast : '"'b, and $ : I2 = e: ff'can be tried and

and tempered intonation,and for a jastlyin- compared on the HarmonicaL " TranslatorJ]
toned instrument suitable for such ezperi- ** [The ratios are 12 ; 21 : 28, and 21 " 12

ments. [The Harmonioal can also be used. ^9, but 9 : I2"3 : 4, hence if 12 is C, 9 is O^
See App. XX. sect. F. for this and other in- Again 28-12-16, 12 : 16 = 3 : 4 and hence

struments.] 16 is F."Translator.]
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tones as ^J9[7,^4""̂^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ " chord which in itselfis not

superiorto the worst of our presentconsonant chords,and for which the tones

could not be transposedwithout greatlydeterioratingitseffect.*

The transpositionof some tones in a consonant triad,for the purpose of widen-ing

theirintervals,affectstheir harmoniousness in the firstplaceby changingthe
intervals. Major Tenths, as we found in ChapterX. p. 1956,sound better than

majorThirds,but minor Tenths worse than minor Thirds,the major and minor

Thirteenth worse than the minor Sixth (p.196a). The followingrule embraces ail

the cases :" Those intervalsin which the smaller ofthe two nmnbers expressingthe
ratiosof the pitchmtmbers is even, are impbovbd by hamng one of their tones

transposedby an Octave,because the numbers expressingthe ratio are thus

diminished.

The Fifth . .2:3 beoomea the Twa/th . .
2 : 6 " i : 3

I The major Third .4:5 " mcyor Tenth
. 4 : 10 = 2 : 5

The stibminor Third 6:7 "
subminor Tenth 6 : 14 " 3 : 7.

Those intervalsin which the smaller ofthe two numbers expressingthe ratio of
the vibrational numbers is odd, are made wobse by havingone of their tones

transposedbyan Octave,as the Fourth 3 : 4 [whichbecomes the Eleventh 3 : 8],
the minor Third 5 : 6 [whichbecomes the minor Tenth 5:12],and the Sixths

[major]3:5, and [minor]5 : 8 [whichbecome the Thirteenths,major3 : 10 and

minor 5 : 16].
Besides this the principalcombinational tones are of essential importance.

An exampleof the firstcombinational tones of the consonant intervals within

the compass of an Octave is givenbelow,the primarytones beingrepresented
by minims and the combinational tones by crotchets,as before.f

Iktbbyal. Octave. Donbl. Oct Fifth. Twelfth. Fourth. Eleventh. Maj.Third.MagorTenth.
Ratio. 4:8 2:8 ^ :6 4: 12 3:4 3:8 4:5 4: 10

DiFnBBNGS. 4628 15 16

Intebval. Min. Third. Minor Tenth. Mcj.Sixth. Maj.Thirteenth.Min. Sixth. Min. Thirteenth.
Ratio. 5:6 S : 12 3:5 3 '" lo 5:8 S : 16

DiVFSBBNCB. 1727 3 II

The upwardsslopinglineprefixedto /' denotes a degreeof sharpeningof about

a quarterof a Tone [53cents]; and the downwards slopingline prefixedto 61"
flattensit [by27 cents]to the subminor Seventh of c. Below the notes are added

* [They are, however, insisted on byPoole,
see App. XX. sect. F. No. e.-^TranslatorJ]

t [Some of the bars and numbers have been

changed to make all agree with the footnote to

p. 21 4d. All these notes and their eombina-
tional notes can by this means be playedon

the Harmonical." Tran32a/or.J
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the names of the intervals,the numbers of the ratios,and the differencesof

those numbers, givingthe pitchnumbers of the several combinational tones.

We find in the firstplacethat the combinational tones of the Octave,Fifth,
Twelfth,Fourth,and majorThird are merelytranspositionsof one of the primary
tones by one or more Octaves,and thereforeintroduce no foreigntone. Hence these

five intervals can be used in all kinds of consonant triads,without disturbingthe
effectbythe combinational tones which theyintroduce. In this respectthe major
Third isreallysuperiorto the major Sixth and the Tenth in the construction of

chords, althoughitsindependentharmoniousness is inferiorto that of either.

The double Octave introduces the Fifth as a combinational tone. Hence ifthe

fundamental tone of a chord is doubled by means of the double Octave,the chord

is not injured.But injurywould ensue if the Third or Fifth of the chord were

doubled in the double Octave.

Then we have a seriesof intervalswhich are made into completemajortriadsf
by means of their combinational tones, and hence produceno disturbance in

majorchords,but are injuriousto minor chords. These are the Eleventh,minor

Third, majorTenth, majorSixth,and minor Sixth,

But the minor Tenth,and the majorand minor Thirteenth cannot form partof

a chord without injuringitsconsonance by their combinational tones.

We proceedto applythese considerations to the construction of triads.

I. Majob Tbiads.

Majortriads can be so arrangedthat the combinational tones remain partsof
the chord. This givesthe most perfectlyharmonious positionsof these chords.

To findthem,remember that no minor Tenths and no [majoror minor]Thirteenths
are admissible,so that the minor Thirds and [bothmajorand minor] Sixths must

be in their closestposition.By takingas the uppermosttone firstthe Third,then %
the Fifth,and lastlythe fundamental tone,we find the followingpositionsof these
chords,within a compass of two Octaves,in which the combinational tones (here
written as crotchets as usual)do not disturb the harmony.

The most PerfectPositiona of Major Triads.*

1234 56

When the Third lies uppermost,the Fifth must not be more than a major
Sixth below,as otherwise a [major]Thirteenth would be generated.But the fun-damental

tone can be transposed.Hence when the Third is uppermost the only
two positionswhich are undisturbed are Nos. i and 2. When the Fifth lies

uppermost,the Third must be inmiediatelyunder it,or otherwise a minor Tenth

* [CalcQlatioiiaccording to list of har*

monies p. 2i4d,footnote.
i) Chord 4, 6, 10. DifferentialB 6- 4 a a,

10" 6^4, 10-4^6, which is also one of the

tones.

2) Chord 6, 8, 10. Differentials 8-6 "

10" 8b2, 10-6=4.
3) Chord 4, 10, 12. Differentials 12-10

""2, io~4 = 6, i2-4=-8.
4) Chord 8, 10, 12. DifferentialsI0-8

eI2-IO"2, 12 " 8-4.
5) Chord 3, 5, 8. Differentials5-3-2,

8 " 5 = 3, (whichis also one of the tones,)8"3
a 5, (whichis also one of the tones).

6) Chord 5, 6, 8. Differentials6-5 = 1,
8-6 = 2,8-5-3.

These chords should be studied on the

Harmonical,and the combinational tones lis-tened

for,and afterwards the tones playedas
substantive notes." 2Van^2a^.J

\^oogle
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would be produced; but the fundamental tone may be transposed.Finallj,when
the fundamental tone isuppermost,the majorThird can lieonlyin the positionof
a minor Sixth below it,but the Fifth maybe placedat pleasure.Hence itfollows

that the onlypossiblepositionsof the majorchord which willbe entirelyfree firom
disturbance by combinational tones, are the six here presented,among which we

find the three chse positionsNos. 2, 4, 6 ahreadymentioned [p.215a],and three

new ones Nos. i, 3, 5. Of these new positionstwo (Nos.i, 3) have the funda-mental

tone in the bass,justas in the primaryform,and are considered as open

positionsof that form, while the third (No.5)has the Fifth in the bass,justas in the

chord of the Sixth and Fourth [ofwhich itisalso considered as an open position].
The chord of the Sixth [andThird](No.6),on the other hand,admits of no opener

position[ifitis to remain perfectlyfree from combinational disturbance].
The order of these chords in respectto harmoniousness of the intervals is"

^ perhaps,the same as that presentedabove. The three intervals of No. i (the
Fifth,majorTenth,and majorSixth)are the best,and those of No. 6 (theFoorth,
minor Third, and minor Sixth)are relativelythe most unfiavouiable of the

intervalsthat occur in these chords.

The remainingpositionsof the majortriadspresentindividual unsuitable com-binational

tones,and on justlyintoned instruments are unmistakablyrougherthan
those previouslyconsidered,but this does not make them dissonant,itmerelyputs
them in the same categoryas minor chords. We obtain all of them which lie

within the compass of two Octaves,by makingthe transpositionsforbidden in the

last cases. They are as follows,in tiiesame order as before,No. 7 beingmade
from No. i, and so on :"

The lessPerfectPositions of Major Triads,"*

89 10 II

Musicians willimmediatelyperceivethat these positionsof the majortriad are

much lessin use. The combinational tone ^61",givesthe positions7 to 10 some-

* [Calculationin oontinaation of the last

note.

7) Chord 3, 4, 10. DiflerentialB 4-3*1,

io-4"6, io-3a-7.
% 8) Chord 3, 8, 10. Differentials10-8-2,

8-3"5, 10"3 = 7, which givesthe interval

7 : 8 with the tone 8.

9) Chord 4, 5, 12. Differentials 5" 4^1,
12" 4^8, 12"5 = 7, the two last differential

tones being7 : 8.

10) Chord 5,8, 1 2. Differentials8-5 = 3,

12"804, 12 " 5 = 7, which givesthe interval

7 : 8 with the tone 8.

11) Chord 5, 6, 16. Differentials6-5=1,
16-6=10, 16-5=11, which two lastform the

dissonant trumpetinterval 1 1 : lo of 165 cents

or about three-quartersof an equaltone.

12) Chord 5, 12, 16. Differentials 16-12

"4, 12"5*7, 16"5 = 11, which forms the

same dissonant trumpet interval 11 : 10, but

this time with one of the tones, and therefore

more harshly.
AU these 12 chords should be well studied

on the Harmonical, and for the first 10, the

differentialtones can be played also as sub-stantive
notes (rememberingthat ^Bbison the

Ob digital),which will enable the student to

acquirea better idea of the roughness. The

tones 1 1 and 13 could not be introduced among
the first4 Octaves on the Harmonical with-out

incurringthe important losses of /' and
a". But if we take the chords an Oetave
higherwe can play"/" and "V.

The chords should also be playedin lower
and higherpositions,not onlyas Octaves of
those given,but from the other major chords
on the Harmonical as FA^Ct OB^D, A^bGJE^b^
E^b OB^b. Particular attention should be

paidto the contrastingof the positionsi and 7,
2 and 8, 3 and 9, 4 and 10, 5 and 11, 6 and

12. Unless the ear acquiresthe habit of

attendingto these differences it wiU not pn".

perlyform the requisiteconceptionsof major
chords. For future purposes the results should
also be contrasted with those obtained by play*
ingthe same chords on a temperedinstrument,
"if possibleof the same pitch,A 44a " Trans-
latoTi]
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thing of the character of the chord of the dominant Seventh in the key of F

major,ceg}^. The two last,1 1 and 1 2, are much the leastpleasing; indeed they
are decidedlyrougherthan the better positionsof the minor chord.

2. MiNOB Tbiadb.

No minor chord can be obtained perfectlyfree from fiedsecombinational tones,
because itsThird can never be so placedrelativelyto the fundamental tone, as not

to producea combinational tone unsuitable to the minor chord. If onlyone such

tone is admitted,the Third and Fifth of the minor chord must lieclose together
and form a majorThird,because in any other positiontheywould producea second

unsuitable combinational tone. The fundamental tone and the Fifth must never

be so placedas to form an Eleventh,because in that case the resultingcombina-tional

tone would make them into a majortriad. These conditions can be fulfilled1[

by onlythree positionsof the minor chord,as follows :"

The most PerfectPositions ofMinor Triads.*

123

1^ 4=4
^

^S
t:

The remainingpositionswhich do not sound so well are :"

The lessPerfectPositions ofMinor Triads.f

5 678 9 lo

--1^^!t^._./^ |.J __isi.

* [Calculationaccordingto the listof har-

monies on p. 215c, footnote.

i) Chord 24, 30, 40. Dijfferentials30-24
" 6, 40" 30 s 10, 40" 24 B 16.

2) Chord 20, 24,30. Differentials 24-20

-4" 30-248-6, 30-20^10.
3) Chord 10, 24, 30. Differentials 30-24

-6, 24-io"i4, 30-10-20.
These can also be stndied on the Har-

monical,and the differentials to Nos. i and 2

can be played as substantive tones. Not so

No. 3,but the effectmay be feltby playingthe
chord a major Third higher as eg'^,beingthe
10, 24, 30 harmonics of C,.and givingthe dif-ferentials

O, ^bb, ef which can be played as

sabstantive tones,bnt being so low will make

the effect very rough." Translator,']
t [Calculationin continuation of the last

note.

4) Chord 12, 15, 40. Differentials15-12
"=3" 40- 15 = 25, 40- 12 = 28.

5) Chord 12, 30, 40. Differentials 40-30
" 10, 40-12=18, 40-12=28. m

6) Chord 15, 20, 24. Differentials 24-20
''

-4,20-15 = 5,24-15 = 9.
7) Chord 12, 20, 30. Differentials 20-12

"8, 30" 20" 10, 30" 12= 18,where 18 forms

the dissonance 20 : 18= 10 : 9 with the tone

20.

8) Chord 10, 15,24. Differentials 15-10
= 5, 24" 15 = 9, 24-10=14, which forms the

dissonant interval15 : 14 with one of the tones

15-
9) Chord 10, 12, 30. Differentials 12"10

B 2, 30" 12 = 18,30" 10= 20, the two last form

togetherthe dissonance 20 : 18= 10 : 9.
10) Chord 15,20, 48 referred to A",b .

In-terpret

by takingthe Octaves below tne num-bers

in p. 215c, note. Differentials 20"15 =

5 = C; 48-20 = 28=yb. 48- 15 = 33 = ""'*",
see p. 2i$d\ note, towards the end of the ob-servations

on the Third Chord.
^
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The positionsNos. 4 to lo each producetwo unsuitable combinational tones,
one of which necessarilyresultsfrom the fundamental tone and its[minor]Third ;

the other resultsin No. 4 from the Eleventh O C, and in the rest horn the trans-posed

majorThird E^ G. The two last positions,Nos. 11 and 12, are the worst

of all,because theygiveriseto three unsuitable combinational tones [twoof which
beat with originaltones].

The influence of the combinational tones may be recognisedby comparingthe
differentpositions.Thus the positionNo. 3, with a minor Tenth c' e"["and major
Third e'^g^',sounds unmistakablybetter than the positionNo. 7, with major
Tenth e^ g" and majorSixth e^ c",althoughthe two latterintervalswhen struck

separatelysound better than the two first. The inferioreffectof chord No. 7 is

consequentlysolelydue to the second unsuitable combinational tone,b]}.
This influence of bad combinational tones is also apparentfrom a comparison

f with the majorchords. On comparingthe minor chords Nos. i to 3, each of which

has onlyone bad combinational tone,with the major chords Nos. 11 and 12, each

of which has two such tones,those minor chords will be found reallypleasanter
and smoother than the major. Hence in these two classesof chords it is not the

majorand minor Third,nor the musical mode, which decides the degreeof harmo-

niousness,itiswhollyand solelythe combinational tones.

Four Part Chords or Tetrads.

It is easilyseen that allconsonant tetradsmust be eithermajoror minor triads

to which the Octave of one of the tones has been added.* For every consonant

tetrad must admit of beingchanged into a consonant triadby removingone of its

tones. Now thiscan be done in four ways, so that,for example,the tetrad G E O c

givesthe four followingtriads:"

IF C E G, CEc, E Gc, C G c.

Any such triad,if it is not merelya dyad,or interval of two tones, with the

Octave of one added, must be either a major or a minor triad,because there are

no other consonant triads. But the onlyway of addinga fourth tone to a major
or minor triad,on condition that the result should be consonant, is to add the

Octave of one of itstones. For every such triad contains two tones,say G and G,

which form either a direct or inverted Fifth. Now the onlytones which can be

combined with G and (? so as to form a consonance are E and E^; there are no

others at all. But E and E^ cannot be both presentin the same consonant chord,

11) Chord 15,40, 48 referred to ^^^bae in 440 : 433*95 or 24 cents,rather more than a

last chord. comma.

Differentials 48 " 40 " 8 = ilb, 40 " 1 5 - 25 The student should tryallthe minor chords

se\ 48- i5 = 33-"a'b as in last chord,which not only in different positionsin Octaves, but

Bee. with all the other minor chords on tibe Har-

U 12)Chord 15, 24, 40 referred to A,"b" monical, namely, FA^bC, OB^bD, D^FA^
Differentials 24" 15- 9 = "b, 40" 24"i6"ab, (which contrast with the dissonance DFA^
40" 15 = 25 = 6'where the differentUls 16, 25 for future purposes),AfiE^t JS7,GB"also in

form the dissonant intervals 16 : 15, 25 : 24 different Octaves, tillthe ear learns to distin-

with the two tones 15 and 24 respectively.All guishthese 12 differentforms,

these chords can be studied on the Harmonical, Finallythe 12 forms of the major should

and their differentialscan be playedas sub- be contrasted with the corresponding12 forma

stantive tones in Nos. 6, 7, and 12. No. 8 can of the minor triad,for the three possiblecases
be taken a major Third higher as in chord FA^C and FA^bC; CE^Q and CE^bG ;

No. 3 of the last note,that is as efb'g" giving GB^D and GB'b-D. To merelyread over these

the differentialse, d, 'bb which can be played. pages by eye instead of studyingthem by ear

Also No. 9 may be playedas e'g'6" givingdif- is useless,and ordinarytempered instruments
ferentials c, d",e". Nos. 4 and 5 do not admit only impede instead of assistingthe investi-
of such treatment because e"'b is not on the gator," Translator,]
instrument. Nos. 10 and 1 1 cannot be so played * [That is,if we exclude the harmonic

because "a'b is not on the instrument. In Seventh from consideration, as on p. 195^,
fact itisthe 33rdharmonic of il,,;b"13*15tand those who admit it (as Mr. Poole, App. X.X.

this (seefootnote p. 215^',remarks on Third sect. F. No. 6)consider CE^Q'Bb to be a per-
CJujrdf)-33 X 1 3*15 " 433*95 vib.; whereas a= fectlyconsonant tetrad." Trans totor.]
440, and hence is too sharpby the interval

^.joogle
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and hence every consonant chord of four or more parts,which contains C and G,

must either contain E and some of the Octaves of (7"E, G, or else Ej[}and some

of the Octaves of C, ^, O.

Every consonant chord of three or more partswill thereforehe either a major
or a minor chord,and maj be formed firom the fimdamental positionof the major
and minor triad,by transposingor addingthe Octaves above or below some or all

of itsthree tones.

To obtain the perfectlyharmonious positionsof major tetrads,we have again
to be careful that no minor Tenths and no [majoror minor] Thirteenths occur.

Hence the Fifth may not stand more than a minor Third above,or a Sixth below

the Third of the chord ; and the fundamental tone must not be more than a

Sixth above the Third. When these rules are carried out,the avoidance of the

minor Thirteenths is effectedby not takingthe double Octave of the Third and

Fifth. These rules may be brieflyenunciated as follows : Those majorchords are %

most harmonious in which thefundamentaltone or the Fifthdoes not Ue more than

a Sixth above the Third, or the Fifthdoes not lie more than a Sixth above or

below it. The fundamental tone,on the other hand,may be as far below the Third

as we please.
The correspondingpositionsof the major tetrads are found by combiningany

two of the more perfectpositionsof the major triads which have two tones in

common, as follows,where the lower figuresrefer to the positionsof the major
triads ahreadygiven.

The most PerfectPositions of Major Tetrads within the Compass of
Two Octaves,*

a
^ IS

sm-^ Sf

m "?2=
S2I

1+2 1+3 1+4 1 + 5 2 + 4 2 + 5 2 + 6 3 + 4 3 + 6 4 + 6 5 + 6

We see that chords of the Sixth and Third must lie quiteclose,as No. 7 ;t
and that chords ofthe Sixth and Fourth t must not have a compass of more than

an Eleventh,but may occur in all the three positions(Nos.5, 6, 11)in which it

can be constructed within this compass. Chords which have the fundamental tone

in the bass can be handled most freely.
It will not be necessary to enumerate the lessperfectpositionsof majortetrads,^r

They cannot have more than two unsuitable combinational tones,as in the 1 2th

positionof the majortriads,p. 220c. The major triads of C can onlyhave the

falsecombinational tones marked ^6(ând ^y,[thatis,with pitchnumbers bearing
to that of C the ratios 7 : i, or 11 : i].

Minor tetrads,like the correspondingtriads,must at least have one fedsecom-binational

tone. There isonlyone singlepositionof the minor tetrad which has

onlyone such tone. It isNo. i in the followingexample,and is compounded of

the positionsNos. i and 2 of the minor triads on p. 2216. But there may be as

* [Thesemajor tetrads can allbe playedon
the Harmonioal,and should be tried in every
-positionof Octaves and for allthe major chords

on the instrument,namely FA^C, CE^Q,
OBxD.A^bCE^b, ^'bGB*b, tiU the ear is

perfectlyfamiliar with the differentforms and
the student can tell them at once and desig-nate

them by their number in this liston hear-

ing
another person play them. " Translator.]
t [Thischord has the Third both lowest and

highest and is marked
,
but is more com-monly

marked 6." Translator.]
X [These chords have the Fifth lowest and

are marked
^.

" Translator,]
4
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many as 4 false combinational tones, as, for example,on eombiningpositicnis
Nos. 10 and 11 of the minor triads,p. 221c.

Here follows a list of the minor tetrads which have not more than two false

combinational tones,and which liewithin the compass of two Octaves. The Mse

combinational tones onlyare noted in crotchets,and those which suit the chord-

are omitted.

Best Positions of Minor Tetrads.*

3 4 567"

1 + 2 1 + 3 1 + 7 2+3 2+6 2+7
2 + 9

3+S 1+6

The chord of the Sixth and Fourth [marked n occurs onlyin itsclosest posi-tion,

No. 5 ; but that of the Sixth and Third [marked ] is found in three positions

(Nos.3, 6, and 9),namely,in all positionswhere the compass of the chord does

not exceed a Tenth ; the fundamental chord occurs three times with the Octave of

the fundamental note added (Nos.i, 2, 4),and twice with the Octave of the Fifth

added (Nos.7, 8).
In musical theory,as hitherto expounded,very littlehas been said of the

ITinfluence of the transpositionof chords on harmonious efifect.It is usual to give
as a rule that close intervalsmust not be used in the bass,and that the intervals

should be tolerablyevenlydistributedbetween the extreme tones. And even these

rules do not appear as consequences of the theoreticalviews and laws usuallygiven,
accordingto which a consonant interval remains consonant in whatever partof the

scale itistaken, and however itmay be inverted or combined with others. They
rather appear as practicalexceptionsfrom generalrules. It was left to the

musician himself to obtain some insightinto the various effectsof the various

positionsof chords by mere use and experience.No rule could be givento guide
him.

The subjecthas been treated here at such lengthin order to shew that a right
view of the cause of consonance and dissonance leads to rules for relationswhich

* previoustheories of harmony could not contain. The propositionswe have ennn-

^ * [Calcnlationof the combinational tones,

by the listof harmonics in p. 215c.

i) Chord 20, 24, 30, 40. Differentials

24-2o = 4 = ilb,40--24" i6=sa'b.

2) Chord 10, 24, 30, 40. Differentials

24-10* 14 = Vb" 40-24= i6=a'b.

3) Chord 12, 15, 20, 30. Differentials

20- i2 = 8"ab, 30~i2 = i8s=6'b.

4) Chord 10, 20, 24, 30. Differentials

24-20 = 4 =ilb, 24-10= I4"yb.
5) Chord 15, 20, 24, 30. Differentials

24-20 = 4 = i4b,24-i5"9=6b.
6) Chord 12, 20, 24, 30. Differentials

24-20=4a^b, 20-i2^8=ab, 30-12=18
= 6'b.

7) Chord 10, 12, 15, 30. Differentials

i2-io=2-il,b, 30" I2 = i8-6'b.

8) Chord 10, 15, 24, 30. Differentials

24-i5-9 = bb,24-io"i4"yb.
9) Chord 12, 15, 20, 24. Differentials

24-20=4=ilb, 20-i2"8=ab, 24-15 = 9
-6b.

These chords should all be studied on the
Harmonical. With the exceptionof Nos. 2, 4,

7, 8 the differentials can also be playedon it

as sabstantive tones. Bnt they can be trans-posed.

Thus No. 2 may be playedas " (t'2/ e"
givingthe differentialŝ "b,"/. No. 4 will be-come

e^ ef'g" h" givingthe differential'b'b,
which can be playeid.No. 7 becomes e' ^ b' b"

givingthe differentialsC and d". No. 8 be-comes

ef b'^' b" givingthe differentialsd* and

'"'b
.

These chords ^onld also be studied in

aU the minor forms on the Harmonical, not

onlyin different Octaves, but on all the minor

chords on that instrument,viz.D, jP^1
"
^

,
C JEr

"

JB,G B" F 4" bC, C iP b (?.(?B" bD. tiU the ear

recognisesthe form, and the student can name

the number of the positionto another person's
playing." TnwMZafor.J
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"siatedagree, however,with the practiceof the best composers, of those,I mean,

who studied vocal music principally,before the greatdevelopmentof instrumental

music necessitated the generalintroduction of tempered intonation,as any one

may easilyconvince himself by examiningthose compositionswhich aimed at

producingan impressionof perfectharmoniousness. Mozart iscertainlythe com-poser

who had the surest instinct for the dehcacies of his art. Among his vocal

compositionsthe Ave verum corpus is particularlycelebrated for its wonder-fully

pure and smooth harmonies. On examiningthis littlepieceas one of the

most suitable examplesfor our purpose, we find in its first clause,which has

an extremelysoft and sweet effect,none but major chords, and chords of the

dominant Seventh. All these majorchords belongto those which we have noted

as beingthe more perfectlyharmonious. Position 2 occurs most frequently,and
then 8, 10, i, and 9 [ofp. 223c]. It is not tillwe come to the final modulation of

this firstclause that we meet with two minor chords, and a majorchord in an f
tmfjEivourableposition.It is very striking,by way of comparison,to find that the

second clause of the same piece,which is more veiled,longing,and mystical,and
laboriouslymodulates throughbolder transitions and harsher dissonances,has

many more minor chords,which, as well as the major chords scattered among

them, are for the most part broughtinto unfavourable positions,until the final

chord againrestores perfectharmony.
Preciselysimilar observations may be made on those choral piecesof Palestrina,

and of his contemporariesand successors, which have a simpleharmonic construc-tion

without any involved polyphony. In transformingthe Roman church music,

which was Palestrina's task,the principalweightwas laid on harmonious effectin

contrast to the harsh and unintelhgiblepolyphonyof the older Netherland * system,
and Palestrina and his school have reallysolved the problemin the most pei^ect
manner. Here also we find an almost uninterruptedfiow of consonant chords,with

some dominant Sevenths, or dissonant passingnotes,charilyinterspersed.Here f
Also the consonant chords wholly,or almost wholly,consist of those major and

minor chords which we have noted as beingin the more perfectpositions.Only
in the finalcadence of a few clauses,on the contrary,in the midst of more powerful
And more frequentdissonances,we find a predominanceof the unfavourable posi-tions

of the majorand minor chords. Thus that expressionwhich modem music

endeavours to attain by various discords and an abundant introduction of dominant

Sevenths,was obtained in the school of Palestrina by the much more dehcate

shadingof various inversions and positionsof consonant.chords. This explainsthe
harmoniousness of these compositions,which are nevertheless full of deep and

tender expression,and sound Uke the songs of angelswith hearts affected but

undarkened by human griefin their heavenlyjoy. Of course such piecesof music

requirefine ears both in singerand hearer,to let the delicategradationof expres-sion

receive its due, now that modem music has accustomed us to modes of

expressionso much more violent and drastic. ^
The greatmajorityof major tetrads in Palestrina's Stabat mater are in the

positionsi, 10, 8, 5, 3, 2, 4, 9 [ofp. 223c],and of minor tetrads in the positions
9, 2, 4, 3, 5, I [ofp. 224a]. For the major chords one might almost think that

some theoreticalrule led him to avoid the bad intervals of the minor Tenth and

the [majoror minor] Thirteenth. But this rule would have been entirelyuseless
for minor chords. Since the existence of combinational tones was not then

known, we can onlyconclude that his fine ear led him to this practice,and that

the judgmentof that ear exactlyagreedwith the mles deduced from our theory.
These authorities may serve to lead musicians to allow the correctness of my

arrangement of consonant chords in the order of their harmoniousness. But

any one can convince himself of their correctness on any justlyintoned instrument

* [Includingboth the modern kingdom of 1532, was born in Hainault in the present
the Netherland(".or Holland, and the stillmore Belgium." Translator.]
modem kingdom of Belgium. Josquin,1450-
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(asthe Hannonical].The presentsystem of temperedintonation certainlyoblite-rates

somewhat of the more delicate distinctions,without,however, entirely
destroyingthem.

Havingthus concluded that partof our investigationswhich rests upon purely
BcientiQcprinciples,itwillbe advisable to look back upon the road we have travelled

in order to review our gains,and examine the relationof our results to the views of

older theoreticians.We started"om the acousticalphenomenaofupper partialtones,
combinational tones and beats. These phenomena were long well known both to

musicians and acousticians,and the laws of their occurrence were, at leastin their

essential features,correctlyrecognisedand enunciated. We had onlyto pursue

these phenomena into further detail than had hitherto been done. We succeeded

in findingmethods for observingupper partialtones ŵhich rendered comp^^tively
f easy an observation previouslyvery difficult to make. And with the helpof this

method we endeavoured to shew that,with few exceptions,the tones of allmusical

instruments were compoundedof partialtones, and that,in especial,those qualities
of tone which are more particularlyf"vourable for musical purposes, possess at

least a seriesof the lower partialtones in tolerable force,while the simpletones,
like those of stoppedorgan pipes,have a very unsatisfactorymusical effect,

althougheven these tones when loudlysounded are accompaniedin the ear itself

by some weak harmonic upper partials.On the other hand we found that,for the

better musical qualitiesof tone,the higherpartialtones,from the Seventh onwards,

must be weak, as otherwise the quahty,and every combination of tones would be

too piercing.In reference to the beats,we had to discover what became of them

when theygrew quickerand quicker.We found that theythen fellinto that

roughnesswhich is the peculiarcharacter of dissonance. The transition can be

effectedvery gradually,and observed in allitsstages,and hence it is apparentto

% the simplestnatural observation that the essence of dissonance consistsmerely*in

very rapidbeats. The nerves of hearingfeel these rapidbeats as roiighand

unpleasant,because every intermittent excitement of any nervous apparatusaffects

us more powerfullythan one that lasts unaltered. With this there is possibly
associated a psychologicalcause. The individual pulsesof tone in a dissonant

combination giveus certainlythe same impressionof separatepulsesas slow beats,

althoughwe are unable to recognisethem separatelyand count them ; hence they
form a tangledmass of tone,which cannot be analysedinto itsconstituents. The

cause of the unpleasantnessof dissonance we attribute to this roughnessand

entanglement.The meaningof this distinctionmay be thus brieflystated : Con-sonance

is a contintious,dissonance an intermittent sensation of tone. Two con-sonant

tones flow on quietlyside by side in an undisturbed stream ; dissonant

tones cut one another up into separatepulsesof tone. This descriptionof the

distinctionat which we have arrived agrees preciselywith Euclid's old definition,

f ' Consonance is the blendingof a higherwith a lower tone. Dissonance is

incapacityto mix, when two tones cannot blend,but appear roughto the ear.'f

After thisprinciplehad been once established there was nothingfurther to do

but to inquireunder what circumstances,and with what degreeof strength,beats

* [Bat Bee also Prof. Preyer,in App. XX. Fifth,and Fourth)he felt that the tooBs
sect. L. art. 7, infra." Tra/nslator,] bUndecL But the Sio^wWa (whichhe applies

t EucUdeSt ed. Meibomius, p. 8 : lS"m 8^ to all other intervals,for he used Pythagorean
ffvfiipc"ptafikpKpatris S6o ^6yy"Pf h^vrdpovKot major and minor Thirds, which are reallydis"
fiafivT4pov.Atai^ylaSh rohvarriov S^fô e6r/ymvsonant)he found to consist in their not eTea

hfu^ia,m4 oimv re icpa^reu,kKXh. rpaxwBfiycu mMng, not even forming a mechanical, mach

rhy "Ko^v.[Intranslatingthis passage in the less a chemical unit,so that he goes on to ex-

text,I have endeavoured to make the distinc- plainthat this non-mixingof the two tones

tion of fi^isand tcpavu ; the former is taken to consisted in inabilityto blend,and resulted in

be of the nature of a mechanical,and the producinga roughneastas contradistinguished
latter a ehamical mixture. Mixing and blenui' from a bUnding in the ear. The tones are

ing seem to convey the notion. In mtfi^via ^6yyoi,properlytones sung, but used even for

(which Euclid admitted only for the Octave, tones of the lyre,"Translator.]
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would arise in the various combinations of tones througheither the partialor tlie

combinational tones. This investigationhad hitherto been completelyworked out

by Scheibler for the combinational tones of two simpletones only. The law of

beats beingknown, it became easy to extend it to compound tones. Every
theoretical conclusion on this field can be immediatelychecked by a proper

observation,when the analysisof a mass of tone is facilitatedby the use ofi

resonators. All these beats of partialand combinational tones, of which so much )
has been said in the last chapter,are not inventions of empty theoretical specula-tion,

but rather facts of observation,and can be reaUyheard without difficultyby I

any practisedobserver who performshis experimentscorrectly.The knowledge
of the acoustic law facilitatesour discoveryof the phenomena in question. But

all the assertions on which we dependforestablishinga theoryof consonance and

dissonance,such as was givenin the last chapters,are founded whollyand solely
on a careful analysisof the sensations of hearing,an analysiswhich a practisedf
ear could have executed without any theoretical assistance,althoughof course

the task was immenselyfe^^ilitatedby the guidanceof theoryand the assistance of

appropriateinstruments of observation.

For these reasons the reader isparticularlyrequestedto observe that my hypo-thesis
concerningthe sympatheticvibration of Corti'sorgans inside the ear has no

inmiediate connection whatever with the explanationof consonance and dissonance.

That explanationdependssolelyupon observed facts,on the beats of partialtones
"nd the beats of combinational tones. Yet I thoughtitrightnot to suppress my

hypothesis(whichmust of course be regardedsolelyas an hypothesis),because it

gathersall the various acoustical phenomena with which we are concerned into

one sheaf,and givesa clear,intelligible,and evident explanationof the whole

phenomena and their connection.

The last chaptershave shewn, that a correct and careful analysisof a mass of

sound under the guidanceof the principlescited,leads to preciselythe same dis-^
tinctions between consonant and dissonant intervals and chords,as have been

established under the old theoryof harmony. We have even shewn that these

investigationsgivemore particularinformation concerningindividual intervals

and chords than was possiblewith the generalrules of the former theory,and
that the correctness of these rules is corroborated both by observation on justly
intoned instruments and the practiceof the best composers.

Hence I do not hesitate to assert that the precedinginvestigations,founded

upon a more exact analysisof the sensations of tone, and upon purelyscientific,
as distinctfirom estheticprinciples,exhibit the true and sufficientcause of conso"

nance and dissonance in music.

One circumstance may, perhaps,cause the musician to pause in accepting
this assertion. We have found that firom the most perfectconsonance to the

most decided dissonance there is a continuous seriesof degrees,of combinations of

sound,which continuallyincrease in roughness,so that there cannot be any sharp̂
line drawn between consonance and dissonance,and the distinctionwould therefore

seem to be merelyarbitrary.Musicians, on the contrary,have been in the habit

of drawinga sharpline between consonances and dissonances,allowingof no

intermediate hnks, and Hauptmann advances this as a principalreason against
any attemptat deducingthe theoryof consonance from the relations of rational

numbers.*

As a matter of fEMstwe have alreadyremarked that the chords of the natural

* Harmomk und Meirik, p. 4. [At the the sustained tones of the voice for example,
same time, by acceptingequal tonperament grosslydissonant. It is difficultfor any ear

they accept as consonant a series of tones brougntop among these dissonances,to under-

which reallyform onlyone consonant interval stand the real distinction between consonance

(theOctave)and onlytwo others even approzi- and dissonance. Hence the absolute necessity
mativelyconsonant (the Fifth and Fourth), of testingallthe above assertions by a justly
while the commonest intervals on which har- intoned instrument such as the Harmonical. "

mony rests,the Thirds, with their inversions Translator.]
the Sixths, are not merelydissonant but, on
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or subminor Seventh 4 : 7 [c'to ''b]}on the Harmonical],and of the subminor

Tenth 3:7 [gto ^6'["]in many qualitiesof tone sound at least as well as the

minor Sixth 5 : 8 [e'to c'^]ând that the subminor Tenth reallysounds better

than the ordinaryminor Tenth 5:12 ["'to g^'].But we have alreadynoticed a

cLrcumstauce of greatimportancefor musical practicewhich givesthe minor Sixth

an advantageover the intervalsformed with the number 7. The inversion of the

minor Sixth givesa better interval,the majorThird [e ĉ" inverted givesc' e'],and

its importanceas a consonance in modem music is especiallydue to this very

relation to the major Third ; itisTessentiallynecessary^ and justified,justbecause
itisthe inversion of the majorThird. On the other hand the inversion or trans-position

of an interval formed with the number 7 leads to intervals worse than

itself. Hence, as itis necessary, for the purposes of harmony,to have the power

of transposingthe partsat pleasure,we have a sufficientreason fordrawingthe

9 line between the minor Sixth on the one hand, and the intervals characterised

by 7 on the other. It isnot, however, tillwe come to construct scales,which we

shallhave to consider in the next chapter,that we find decisive reasons formaking
this the boundary. The scales of modem music cannot possiblyaccepttones
determined by the number 7.* But in musical harmony we can onlydeal with

chords formed of notes in the scale. Intervals characterised by 5, as the Thirds

and Sixths,occur in the scale,as well as others characterised by 9, as the major
Second 8 : 9, but there are none characterised by 7, which should form the tran-sition

between them. Here, then,there is a realgap in the seriesof chords arranged
accordingto the degreeof their harmonious effect,and this gap serves to determine

the boundarybetween consonance and dissonance.

The decision does not depend,then, on the nature of the intervals themselves

but on the construction of the whole tonal system. This is corroborated by the

fact that the boundarybetween consonant and dissonant intervals has not been

f always the same. It has been alreadymentioned that the Greeks alwaysrepre*
sented Thirds as dissonant,and althoughthe originalPythagoreanThird 64 : 81,
determined by a seriesof Fifths,was not a consonance, yet even when the natural

majorThird 4 : 5 was afterwards included in the so-called syntono-diatonicmode

of Didymus and Ptolemaeus, it was not recognisedas a consonance. It has

alreadybeen mentioned that in the middle ages, firstthe Thirds and then tlie

Sixths were acknowledgedas imperfectconsonances, that the Thirds were long
omitted from the final chord, and that it was not tilllater that the major,and

quiterecentlythe minor Third was admitted in this position.It is quitea mis-take

to suppose, with modem musical theorists,that this was merelywhimsical
and unnatural,or that the older composers allowed themselves to be fetteredby
blind faith in Greek authority.The last was certainlypartlytme for writers on

musical theorydown to the sixteenth century. But we must distinguishcarefully
between composers and theoreticians. Neither the Greeks, nor the greatmusical

m composers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,were peopleto be blinded by
a theorywhich their ears could upset. The reason for these deviations is to be

looked for rather in the differencebetween the tonal systemsin earlyand recent

times, with which we shall become acquaintedin the next part. It will there be

seen that our modem systemgainedthe form under which we know itthroughthe
influence of a generaluse of harmonic chords. It was only in this systemthat a

completeregardwas paidto allthe requisitionsof interwoven harmonies. Owiiig
to itsstrictconsistency,we were not onlyable to allow many licences in the use

of the more imperfectconsonances and of dissonances,which older systemshad to

avoid,but we were often requiredto insert the Thirds in finalchords,as a mode

of distinguishingwith certaintybetween the major and. minor mode, in cases

where tliisdistinctionwas formerlyevaded.
* [Poole'sscale / 9 a, '5b c'd' e\/, and monio, which isthe onlyaconstical jastiftcation

Bosanquet'sand White's tempered imitation for the greatlyharsher dominant Seventh. "

of 'fc'b,properly969 cents, as 974 cents, shew Translator.'\
the fdeluigthat exists for using the 7th har-
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But if the bonndarybetween consonance and dissonance has reallychanged
with a change of tonal system,it is manifest that the reason for assigningthis

boundarydoes not depend on the intervals and their individual musical effect,but

on the whole construction of the tonal system.
The enigma which, about 2500 years ago, Pythagorasproposedto science,

which investigatesthe reasons of things,' Why is consonance determined by the

ratios of small whole numbers ? ' has been solved by the discoverythat the ear

resolves all complex sounds into pendularoscillations,accordingto the laws of

sympatheticvibration,and that itregardsas harmonious onlysuch excitements of

the nerves as continue without disturbance. The resolution into partialtones,
mathematicallyexpressed,is effected by Fourier's law, which shews how any

periodicallyvariable magnitude, whatever be its nature, can be expressedby a

sum of the simplestperiodicmagnitudes.* The lengthof the periodsof the

simplyperiodicterms of this sum must be exactlysuch, that either one or two ^
or three or four, and so on, of their periodsare equal to the periodof the

given magnitude. This, reduced to tones,means that the pitchnumbers of the

partialtones must be exactlyonce, twice, three times, four times, and so on,

respectively,as great as that of the prime tone. These are the whole numbers

which determine the ratios of the consonances. For, as we have seen, the con-dition

of consonance is that two of the lower partialtones of the notes combined

shall be of exactlythe same pitch; when they are not, disturbance arises from

l^eats. Ultimately,then, the reason of the rational numerical relations of Pytha-goras
is to be found in the theorem of Fourier,and in one sense this theorem may

be considered as the prime source of the theoryof harmony.f
The relation of whole numbers to consonance became in ancient times, in

the middle ages, and especiallyamong Oriental nations,the foundation of extrava-gant

and fanciful speculation.' Everythingis Number and Harmony,'was the

characteristic principleof the Pythagoreandoctrine. The same numerical ratios ^
which exist between the seven tones of the diatonic scale,were thoughtto be found

again in the distances of the celestialbodies from the central fire. Hence the

harmony of the spheres,which was heard by Pythagorasalone among mortal men,

as his disciplesasserted. The numerical speculationsof the Chinese in primitive
times reach as far. In the book of Tso-kiu-ming,a friend of Confucius (b.c.500),
the five tones of the old Chinese scale were compared with the five elements of

their natural philosophy" ^water,fire,wood, metal,and earth. The whole numbers

I, 2, 3 and 4 were described as the source of all perfection.At a later time the

12 Semitones of the Octave were connected with the 12 months in the year, and so

on. Similar references of musical tones to the elements, the temperaments,and
the constellations are found abundantlyscattered among the musical writingsof
the Arabs. The harmony of the spheresplaysa greatpartthroughoutthe middle

ages. According to Athanasius Kircher, not onlythe macrocosm, but the micro-cosm

is musical. Even Keppler,a man of the deepestscientificspirit,could not ^
keep himself free from imaginationsof this kind. Nay, even in the most recent

times, theorisingfriends of music may be found who will rather feast on arith-metical

mysticismthan endeavour to hear upper partialtones.
The celebrated mathematician Leonard EuleriJ:tried,in a more serious and

more scientificmanner, to found the relations of consonances to whole numbers

upon psychologicalconsiderations,and his theorymay certainlybe regardedas the

one which found most favour with scientificinvestigatorsduringthe last century,
although it perhapsdid not entirelysatisfythem. Euler " beginsby explaining
that we are pleasedwith everythingin which we can detect a certain amount of

* Namely magnitades which vary as sines tance by Prof. Preyer. See infra,App. XX.

and cosines. sect L. art. 7." TrafislatorJ]
t [The coincidences or non-coincidences of % Tentamen ttovae thcoriae Mnaicae^ Petro-

combinational tones,which arc independentof poli,1739.
Fourier's law, are also considered of impor- " hoc, ciL chap.ii." 7.
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perfection.Now the perfectionof anythingis determined by the co-operationof
allitspartstowards the attainment of its end. Hence it follows that wherever

perfectionis to be found there must be order ; for order consists in the arrange-ment

of all partsby a certain law from which we can discover why each partlies

where itis,rather than in any other place. Now in any perfectobjectsuch a law

of arrangement is determined by the end to be attained which governs all the

parts. For this reason order pleasesus more than disorder. Now order can be

perceivedin two ways : either we know the law whence the arrangement is de-duced,

and compare the deductions from this law with the arrangementsobserved ;

or, we observe these arrangementsand endeavour to determine the law from them.

The latter isthe case in music. A combination of tones will pleaseus when we

can discover the law of their arrangement. Hence it may well happen that one

hearer finds itand that another does not, and that their judgmentsconsequently

^ differ.

The more easilywe perceivethe order which characterisesthe objectscontem*

plated,the more simpleand more perfectwill theyappear, and the more easilyand

joyfullyshall we acknowledgethem. But an order which costs trouble to discover,

though it will indeed also pleaseus, will associate with that pleasurea certain

degreeof weariness and sadness (tristitia).
Now in tones there are two thingsin which order is displayed,pitchand

duration. Pitch is ordered byintervals,duration byrhythm. Force of tone might
also be ordered,had we a measure for it. Now in rhythm two or three or four

equallylongnotes of one part may correspondwith one or two or three of another,
in which the regularityof the arrangementis easilyobserved,especiallywhen fre-quently

repeated,and givesconsiderable pleasure.Similarlyin intervals we should

derive more pleasurefrom observingthat two, three,or four vibrations of one tone

coincided with one, two, or three of another,than we could possiblyexperienceif

f the ratios of the time of vibration were incommensurable with one another, or at

least could not be expressedexceptby very highnumbers. Hence it follows that

the combination of two tones pleasesus the more, the smaller the two numbers

by which the ratios of their periodsof vibration can be expressed.Euler also

remarked that we could better endure more complicatedratios of the periodsof
vibration,and consequentlyless perfectconsonances, for higherthan for deeper
tones, because for the former the groups of vibrations which were arranged to

occur in equaltimes, were repeatedmore frequentlythan in the latter,and we

were consequentlybetter able to recognisethe regularityof even a more involved

arrangement.

Hereupon Euler developsan arithmetical rule for calculatingthe degreeof
harmoniousness of an interval or a chord from the ratios of the periodsof the

vibrations which characterise the intervals. The Unison belongsto the first

degree,the Octave to the second,the Twelfthand Double Octave to the third,the

5[Fifthto the fourth,the Fourth to the fifth,the majorTenth and Eleventh to the

sixth,the majorSixth and majorThird to the seventh,the minor Sixth and minor

Thvrd to the eighth,the subminor Seventh 4 : 7 to the ninth,and so on. To the

ninth degreebelongsalso the majortriad,both in its closest positionand in the

positionof the Sixth and Fourth. The major chord of the Sixth and Third

belongs,however, to the tenth degree. The mn^nor triad,both in its closest and

in itspositionof the Sixth and Third, also belongsto the ninth degree,but its

positionof the Sixth and Fourth to the tenth degree. In this arrangementthe

consequences of Euler 's system agree tolerablywell with our own results,except
that in determiningthe relation of the major to the minor triad,the infiuence of

combinational tones was not taken into a^M^ount,but onlythe kinds of interval.

Hence both triadsin their closepositionappear to be equallyharmonious,although
againboth the m"ajorchord of the Sixth and Third, and the minor chord of the

Sixth and Fourth are inferiorwith him as with us.*

* The principleon "which Euler calculated the degreesof harmoniousneBB for interrala
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Enler has not confined these speculationsto smgleconsonances and chords,bat
has extended them to their results,to the construction of scales,and to modula-tions,

and broughtout many surprisingspecialitiescorrectly.But without taking
into account that Euler's systemgivesno explanationof the reason why a conso-nance

when slightlyout of tune sounds almost as well as one justlytuned,and much

better than one greatlyout of tune,althoughthe numerical ratio for the former iq

generallymuch more complicated,it is very evident that the principaldifficulty|
in Euler's theoryisthat it says nothingat allof the mode in which the mind con- I

trives to perceivethe numerical ratiosof two combined tones. We must not forgetI

that a man left;to himself is scarcelyaware that a tone dependsupon vibrations. ^

Moreover, immediate and conscious perceptionby the senses has no means of

discoveringthat the numbers of vibrationsperformedin the same time are different,

greaterfor high than for low tones, and that determinate intervals have deter-minate

ratios of these numbers. There are certainlymany perceptionsof the f
senses in which a person is not preciselyable to account for the way in which he

has attained to his knowledge,as when from the resonance of a space he judgesof
its sizeand form,or when he reads the character of a man in his features. But

in such cases a person has generallyhad a largeexperiencein such relations,which

helpshim to form a judgment in analogouscircumstances,without havingthe

previouscircumstances on which his judgmentdependsclearlypresentto his mind.

But itis quitedifferentwith pitchnumbers. A man that has never made physical
experimentshas never in the whole course of his lifehad the slightestopportunity
of knowinganythingabout pitchnumbers or their ratios. And almost every one

who delightsin music remains in this state of ignorancefrom birth to death.

Hence itwould certainlybe necessary to shew how the ratiosof pitchnumbers

can be perceivedby the senses. It has been my endeavour to do this,and hence

the resultsof my investigationmay be said,in one sense, to fillup the gap which

Euler's left. But the physiologicalprocesses which make the differencesensible^
between consonance and dissonance,or, in Euler's language,orderlyand disorderly
relations of tone, ultimatelybringto lightan essential difference between our

method of explanationand Euler's. Accordingto the latter,the human mind

perceivescommensurable ratios of pitchnumbers as such ; accordingto our

method, it perceivesonlythe physicaleffectof these ratios,namelythe continuous

or intermittent sensation of the auditorynerves.* The physicistknows, indeed,

that the reason why the sensation of a consonance is continuous is that the ratios

of its pitchnumbers are commensurable, but when a man who is unacquainted
with physics,hears a pieceof music, nothingof the sort occurs to him,t nor does

the physicistfind a chord in any respectmore harmonious because he is better

acquaintedwith the cause of its harmoniousness.^ It is quitedifferentwith the

order of rhythm. That exactlytwo crotchets,or three in a triplet,or four quavers

and chords, is here annexed,because its con- becanse 60 is the least common multipleof m

Bequences are very correct, if combinational 4. 5i 6, that is,the least number which all of ^

tones are disregarded.When p is a prime them will divide without a remainder,

number, the degreeis =p. All other numbers * [With possiblyProf. Preyer'saddition,
are productsof prime numbers. The number see App. XX. sect. L. art. 7." Translator.']
of the degreefor a productof two factors a and f [Lipointof fact,as he always hears tem-

6, for which separatelythe numbers of degree pered tones, he never hears the exact com-

are a and jS respectively"a+i8-i. To find mensurable ratios. Indeed,on account of the

the number of the degreeof a chord,which can impossibilityof tuningwith perfectexactness,
be expressedby p : g : r : ", ""c.,in smallest the exact ratios are probably never heard,
whole numbers, Euler finds the least common except from the double siren and wave-siren. "

multipleof p^ 9, r, s, (fee,and the number of Translator,']
its degree is that of the chord. Thus, for :|:[Does a man breathe more easilyand
example : aerate his blood better becanse he knows the

The number of the degreeof 2 is2, and of 3 is 3, J^^^*^*"*^?^"?̂ ^^^y'^T^^T""^^ '*^ ''^1**5''''
of 4=- 2x 2 it is 2 + 2-1 = 1

to his carbonised blood? Does a man feel a

of 12= 4 X 1*it is -?+ 1 - I " ?* weightgreater or less,because he knows the

of 60 = 12 X ^*it is^+ -̂ 1 = Q
^*^^ "' gravitation? These are quitesimilar

^' ^ -^ ^' questions."rra""?a/n"-
That of the major triad 4 : 5 : 6 is that of 60,
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go to one minim isperceivedby any attentive listenerwithout the leastinstmotion.

But while the orderlyrelation (or commensurable ratio)of the vibrations of two

combined tones,on the other hand, undoubtedlyaffectsthe ear in a certain way

which distinguishesit from any disorderlyrelation(incommensurableratio),this
difference of consonance and dissonance dependson physical,not psychological
grounds.

The considerations advanced by Rameau* and d'Alembert f on the one side,and

Tartini t on the other,concerningthe cause of consonance agree better with our

theory. The last founded his theoryon the existence of combinational tones,

the two firston that of upper partialtones. As we see, they had found the

proper pointsof attack,but the acousticalknowledgeof lastcenturydid not allow

of their drawingsufficientconsequences from them. Accordingto d'Alembert,

Tartini'sbook was so darklyand obscurelywritten that he, as well as other well-

^ instructed people,were unable to form a judgmentupon it. D'Alembert's book,

on the other hand, is an extremelyclear and masterlyperformance,such as was

to be expectedfrom a sharpand exact thinker,who was at the same time one of

the greatestphysicistsand mathematicians of his time. Bameau and d'Alembert

laydown two facts as the foundation of their system. The firstis that every

resonant body audiblyproducesat the same time as the prime (gMUrateur)its
Twelfth and next higherThird, as upper partials(harmoniqiies).The second is

that the resemblance between any tone and its Octave is generallyapparent. The

firstfact is used to shew that the majorchord is the most natural of all chords,

and the second to establish the possibilityof loweringthe Fifth and the Third by
one or two Octaves without alteringthe nature of the chord, and hence to obtain

the major triad in all its differentinversions and positions.The minor triad is

then found by the condition that allthree tones should have the same upper partial
or harmonic, namelythe Fifth of tliechord (infact G, J5t",and G have allthe same

f upper partialg')" Hence althoughthe minor chord is not so perfectand natural

as the major,it is nevertheless prescribedby nature.

In the middle of the eighteenthcentury,when much sufferingarose from an

artificialsocial condition,it may have been enough to shew that a thingwas

natural,in order at the same time to prove that it must also be beautiful and

desirable. Of course no one who considers the greatperfectionand suitabilityof

allorganicarrangementsin the human body,would, even at the presentday,deny
that when the existence of such natural relations have been provedas Eameau

discovered between the tones of the major triad,theyoughtto be most carefully
considered,at least as starting-pointsfor further research. And Bameau had

indeed quitecorrectlyconjectured,as we can now perceive,that this fact was the

(proper
basis of a theoryof harmony. But that is by no means everything.For

in nature we find not onlybeautybut ugliness,not onlyhelpbut hurt. Hence the

mere proofthat anythingis natural does not suffice to justifyit esthetically.

inMoreover if Bameau had listened to the effectsof strikingrods,bells,and mem-branes,

or blowingover hollow chambers,he might have heard many a perfectly
dissonant chord. And yetsuch chords cannot but be considered equallynatural.
That all musical instruments exhibit harmonic upper partialsdependsupon the

selection of qualitiesof tone which man has made to satisfythe requirementsof
his ear.

Againthe resemblance of the Octave to its fundamental tone,which was one

of Bameau 's initialfacts,is a musical phenomenon quiteas much in need of

explanationas consonance itself.

No one knew better than d'Alembert himself the gaps in this system. Hence

" [Trait4de Vliarmonic r^duite a de^prirt' 1762.
Hpes iiaiurels,1721.- Translator.] J [Trattatodi Musica secondo la vera

t "Ui)ientsde Miisiqiie,suivant les prin- scieiizadelV anttotiia. Padova, 175 1. " IZVoiw-

cipesde M. Rameau, par M. d'Alembert. Lyon, Uitor.]
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in the prefaceto bis book be especiallyguards bimself againstthe expression:
* Demonstration of the Principleof Harmony/ wbich Eameau had used. He

declares that so far as be bimself is concerned,be meant onlyto give a well-

connected and consistent account of all the laws of the theoryof harmony,by
derivingthem from a singlefundamental fact,the existence of upper partialtones
or harmonics,which he assumes as given,without further inquiryrespectingits
source. He consequentlylimits himself to provingthe naturalness of the major
and minor triads. In bis book there is no mention of beats,and hence of the

real source of distinctionbetween consonance and dissonance. Of the laws of beats

very littleindeed was known at that time,and combinational tones had onlybeen just
broughtunder the notice of French savants,by Tartini (1751)and Romieu (1753).
They had been discovered a few years previouslyin Germany by Sorge(1745),but
the fEhctwas probablylittleknown. Hence the materials were wanting for build-ing

up a more perfecttheory. V

Nevertheless this attemptof Bameau and d'Alembert ishistoricallyof greatim-portance,

in so fetras the theoryof consonance was thus forthe firsttime shiftedfrom

metaphysicalto physicalground. It isastonisliingwhat these two thinkers effected

with the scantymaterials at theircommand, and what a clear,precise,comprehensive
system the old vague and lumberingtheoryof music became under their hands.

The importantprogress which Bameau made in the speciallymusical portionof
the theoryof harmony will be seen hereafter.

If,then, I have been myselfable to presentsomethingmore complete,I owe it

merelyto the circumstance that I had at command a largemass of preliminary
physicalresults,which had accumulated in the centurythat has since elapsed.



PART III.

THE EELAHONSHIP OF MUSICAL TONES.

SCALES, AND TONALITY.

CHAPTER Xm.

OfiNEBAL VIEW OF THB DIFFERENT PBINCIPIiES OF MUSICAL STYIiE IN THB

DEVEIiOPMENT OF MUSIC.

Up to this pointour investigationhas been purelyphysical.We have analysed
the sensations of hearing,and investigatedthe physicaland physiologicalcaussB

for the phenomena discovered," partialtones, combinational tones,and beats. Li

% the whole of this research we have dealt solelywith natural phenomena, which

presentthemselves mechanically,without any choice,to all livingbeingswhose
ears are constructed on the same anatomical plan as our own. In such a field,
where necessityis paramount and nothing is arbitrary,science is rightfullycalled

upon to estabhsh constant laws of phenomena,and to demonstrate strictlya strict

connection between cause and effect. As there is nothingarbitraryin the pheno-mena
embraced by the theory,so also nothingarbitrarycan be admitted into the

laws which regulatethe phenomena,or into the explanationsgivenfor their occur-rence.

As long as anythingarbitraryremains in these laws and explanations,it is

the dutyof science (aduty which itis generallyable to discharge)to exclude it,by
continuingthe investigations.

But in this third partof our inquiryinto the theoryof music we have to famish

a satisfactoryfoundation for the elementaryrules of musical composition,and here

we tread on new ground,which is no longersubjectto physicallaws alone,although
% the knowledgewhich we have gainedof the nature of hearing,will stillfind

numerous applications.We pass on to a problemwhich by itsvery nature belongs
to the domain of esthetics. When we spokepreviously,in the theoryof conso-nance,

of agreeableand disagreeable,we referred solelyto the immediate impression
made on the senses when an isolated combination of sounds strikes the ear, and

paidno attention at all to artisticcontrasts and means of expression; we thought
onlyof sensuous pleasure,not of esthetic beauty. The two must be keptstrictly
apart,althoughthe firstis an importantmeans for attainingthe second.

The altered nature of the matters now to be treated betraysitselfby a purely
external characteristic. At every step we encounter historicaland national dif-ferences

of taste. Whether one combination is rougheror smoother than another,

dopends solelyon the anatomical structure of the ear, and has nothingto do with

psychologicalmotives. But what degree of roughnessa hearer is inclined to

endure as a means of musical expressiondependson taste and habit ; hence tlie

boundarybetween consonances and dissonances has been frequentlychanged. Simi-
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larlyScales,Modes, and theirModulations have undergonemultifarious alterations,

not merelyamong uncultivated or savage people,but even in those periodsof the

world's historyand among those nations where the noblest flowers of human

culture have expanded.
Hence it follows," and the propositionis not even now sufficientlypresentto

the minds of our musical theoreticians and historians" that the system ofScales,
Modes, and Harmonic Tissues does not rest solelyupon inalterable natural laws,

hut is also,at leastpartlyj the result ofestheticalprinciples,which have already

changed,and willstillfurtherchange,with the progressivedevelopmentofhumanity.
But itdoes not follow irom thisthat the choice of those elements of musical art

was perfectlyarbitrary,and that theydo not allow of being derived from some

more generallaw. On the contrary the rules of any styleof art form a well-

connected system whenever that stylehas attained a full and perfectdevelopment.
These rules of art were certainlynever developedinto a systemby the artiststhem- ^
selves with conscious intention and consistency.They are rather the resultof ten-tative

explorationor the playof imagination,as the artiststhink out or execute

their plans,and by trialgraduallydiscover what kind or maimer of performance
best pleasesthem. Yet science can endeavour to discover the motors, whether

psychologicalor technical,which have been at work in this artisticprocess. Scien-tific

estheticshave to deal with the psychologicalmotor ; scientificphysicswith
the technical. When the artist'saim in the stylehe has adopted,and its prin-cipal

direction,have once been rightlyconceived,it can be more or lesscorrectly
determined why he was forced to follow this or that rule,or employthis or that

technical means. In musical theory,namely where the peculiarphysiological
functions of the ear, while not immediatelypresentto conscious self-examination,

playan importantpart,a largeand rich fieldis thrown open for scientificinvesti-gation

to shew the necessary character of the technical rules for each individual

direction in the developmentof our art. ^
It does not rest with natural science to characterise the chief problemworked

out by each school of art,and the elementaryprincipleof its style.This must be

gatheredfrom the results of historicaland estheticalinquiry.
The relation we liave to treat may be illustratedby a comparisonwith archi-tecture,

which,like music, has pursued essentiallydifferent directions at different

times. The Greeks, in their stone temples,imitated the originalwooden construc-tions

; that was the principleof their architectural style.The whole division and

arrangement of their decorations clearlyshew that it was their intention to imitate

wooden constructions. The verticalityof the supportingcolumns, the general

horizontalityof the supportedbeam, forced them to divide allthe subordinate parts
for the greatmajorityof cases into verticaland horizontal lines. The purposes of

Grecian worship,which performedits principalfunctions in the open air,were

satisfiedby erections,of this kind, in which the internal spaces were necessarily
narrowlylimited by the lengthof the stone or wooden beams which could be em- ^

ployed. The old Italians (Etruscans),on the other hand, discovered the principle
of the arch,composedof wedge-shapedstones. This discoveryrendered it pos-sible

to cover in much more extensive buildingswith arched roofs,than the Greeks

could do with their wooden beams. Among these arched buildingsthe halls of

justice(basil'icae)became important,as is well known, for the subsequentdevelop-ment
of architecture. The arched roof made the circular arch the chief principle

in division and decoration for Boman {Byzantine)art. The columns, pressedby
heavy weights,were transformed into pillars,on which, after the stylewas fully
developed,columns merelyappearedin diminished forms, half sunk in the mass of

the pillar,as simplydecorative articulations,and as the downward continuation of

the ribs of the arches which radiated towards the ceilingfrom the upper end of the

pillar.
In the arch the wedge-shapedstones press againsteach other,but as theyall

uniformlypress inwards, each one preventsthe other from falling.The most
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powerfuland most dangerousdegree of pressure is exerted by the stones in the

horizontal partsof the arch, where theyhave either no support or no obliquely
placedsupport,and are preventedfrom fallingsolelyby the greaterthickness of

their upper extremities. In very largearches the horizontal middle portionis con-sequently

the most dangerous,and would be precipitatedby the slightestyielding
of the materials. As, then, medieval ecclesiasticalstructures assumed continu-ally

largerdimensions,the idea occurred of leavingout the middle horizontal part
of the arch altogether,and of making the sides ascend with moderate obliquity
until theymet in a pointedarch. From thenceforward the pointedarch became

the dominant principle.The buildingwas divided into sections externallyby the

projectingbuttresses. These, and the omnipresentpointedarch,made the outlines

hard, and the churches became enormouslyhigh. But both characters suited the

vigorousminds of the northern nations,and perhapsthe very hardness of the forms,
" thoroughlysubdued by that marvellous consistencywhich runs throughthe varied

magnificenceof form in a gothiccathedral,served to heightenthe impressionof

immensityand power.
-

We see here,then, how the technical discoveries which were associated with

the problems as theyrose successivelycreated three entirelydistinctprinciplesof

style" the horizontal line,the circulararch, the pointedarch " and how at each

new changein the main plan of construction,all the subordinate individualities^
down to the smallest decorations,were altered accordingly; and hence how the

individual rules of construction can only be comprehendedfrom the generalprin-ciple
of construction. Althoughthe gothicstylehas developedthe richest,the

most consistent,the mightiestand most imposingof architectural forms,justas
modem music among other musical styles,no one would certainlyfor a moment

think of assertingthat the pointedarch is nature's originalform of allarchitectural

beauty,and must consequentlybe introduced everywhere.And at the presentday
^ it is well known that it is an artisticabsurdityto put gothicwindows in a Greek

building.Converselyany one can unfortunatelyconvince himself on visitingmost
of our gothiccathedrals how detestablyunsuitable to the whole effect are those

numerous httlechapelsof the renaissance periodbuilt in the Greek or Roman style.
Just as littleas the gothicpointedarch,should our diatonic majorscale be regarded
as a natural product. At least such an expressionis quiteinapplicable,except in

80 far as both are necessary and natural consequences of the principleof style
selected. And justas littleas we should use gothicornamentation in a Greek

temple,should we venture upon improvingcompositionswritten in ecclesiastical

modes, by providingtheir notes with marks of sharpsand flats in accordance with

the scheme of our majorand minor harmonies. The feelingfor historicalartistic

conceptionhas certainlymade littleprogress as yet among our musicians,even

among those who are at the same time musical historians. They judgeold music

by the rules of modem harmony,and are inclined to consider every deviation from

H it as mere unskilfulness in the old composer, or even as barbarous want of

taste.*

Hence before we proceedto the construction of scales and rules for a tissue of

harmony, we must endeavour to characterise the principlesof style,at least for

the chief phasesof the developmentof musical art. For presentpurposes we may

divide these into three principalperiods:-t-
1. The Homophonic or Unison Music of the ancients,to which also belongs

the existingmusic of Oriental and Asiatic nations.

2. The PolyphonicMusic of the middle ages, with several parts,but without

regardto any independentmusical significanceof the harmonies,extendingfirom
the tenth to the seventeenth century,when itpasses into

3. Harmonic or Modern Music, characterised by the independentsignificance

" Thus in R. G. Kiesewetter's historico- dentlyan exaggeratedzeal to deny everything
musical writings,which are otherwise so rich which will not fitinto the modern major and

in facts industriouslycollected,there is evi- minor modes.
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attributed to the harmonies as such. Its sources date back from the sixteenth

century.

I. HoMOFHONic Music.

One part music is the originalform of music with all people. It stillexists

among the Chinese, Indians, Arabs,Turks, and modem Greeks, notwithstanding
the greatlydevelopedsystemsof music possessedby some of these nations.* That

music in the time of highestGrecian culture,neglectingperhapsindividual instru-mental

ornamentation, cadences,and interludes,was written in one part,or that

the voices at most sang in Octaves, can now be considered as established. In the

problemsof Aristotle we find the question: * Why is the consonance of the Octave

alone sung ? For this and no other consonance is playedon the mag"dis.'This

was a harp-shapedinstrument [witha bridgedividingthe stringsat one-third

theirlength].In another placehe remarks that the voices of boysand men fom f
an Octave in singing.f

One partmusic, considered independentlyand unaccompaniedby words, is too

poor in forms and changes,to developany of the greaterand richer forms of art.

Hence purelyinstrumental music at this stage is necessarilylimited to short

dances or marches. We reallyfind no more among nations that have no harmonic

music4 Performers on the flute" have certainlyrepeatedlygainedthe prizein
the Pythiangames, but itispossibleto performfeats of execution in instrumental

music in concise forms of composition,as, for example,in the variations of a

short melody. That the principleof varying(ficra^oXi;)a melody with reference

to dramatical expression(/u/ti;"ris),was known to tlieGreeks,follows also "om

Aristotle. He describes the matter very plainly,and remarks that choruses must

simplyrepeatthe melodies in the antistrophes,because it is easier for one than

forseveral to introduce variations. But publiccompetitors(dyoivurrat)and actors

(vroKpiTOL)are able to grapplewith these difficulties.** ^
* [SeeApp. XX. sect. K. for some of these the effect of consonances and did not like it,

scales." Translator.']
f AifltI 71 8iik wcuT"" "rv/i"p"ovtafSrrai fiSm/i;

fiayai't(ov"riyhp rairriyjttWriy 9k oh9efilay,
Prob. xix. 18. flranslatedin the text.] Ai^

rh fuv ikrrt^yoy4rvfupvy6yiori 8i2^ tnurAy ; iK

wtuBvy ykp yiw kc^ h,vZp"yylyerairh iani^yoy
"1 Stcoraffi rois r6yotSf"s v^i? trphsr^f irrdrfjy,
Prob. xix. 39. [*Why is a consonant union of

"oices pleasanterthan a singlevoice ? Is the

singingof voice against voice, a consonant

anion of voices in Octaves ? This singingof
voice againstvoice occurs when young boysand
men singtogether,and their tones differ as the

highestfrom the lowest of the scale.']Towards
the end of the songs the instrumental ac-companiment

seems to have separateditself
from the voice. Probablythis iswhat ismeant

by the krouais in the passage rcAcvr""ratf

8' "tf TotfT^ir,ly Kcd Kotyhyrh tpyovavfu^aivuyiy^
c9aiyKaBdw9prots"whrify"p9riyKpoiovvi' Kot

yhpoZrot rit"XAa ob irpo"ravXovrrct,4ay 9ls rav-

rhy Koeraorpi^wriy,MhippaiyovatfuiWoy r^ r4\9i

l|Kwowri reus wph rov r4\ovs Sio^opcu;,r^ rh

4k ^ta^6pwyrh KOtyhy,liiurroyin rov 9ik wcurAy

yiytireai.Arist Prob. xix. 39. [*But when

theyend in the same, the matter is precisely
similar to what occurs when theyplay an ac-companiment

to a song. For the acoompany-
ists do not follow the rest,but when the singers
return to the same, theypleasemore in the end,
than they displeasein the differences before

the end, by which means the common part in

what is generallydifferent,pleasesmore than

anythingbut the Octave.*] See also Plutarch,
De Muskar i^x. xxviii. That the Greeks knew

-^V'^

appears by the followingpassage from Aristotle,
De A^idibilibus,ed. Beldcer,p. 801 : * For this

reason we understand a singlespeaker better

than many who are sayingthe same things at

the same time. And so with strings.And
much less,when flute and lyreare playedat

the same time,because the voices are confused

by the others. And this is very plain for the

consonances. For both tones are concealed,
one by the other.* Ai^ koI uaKXoy Ms Ajco^ktcs

trvyiefxty^ ^ iroXAwy "fAarairrii\fy6yruy' K""0ir"p
Kad hr\ rAy x^p^^^ ' *f"iwo\h ^rroy,8ray wpo"r-

av\p ris ifM kclL Ki9api(ih9tk rh trvyx*ifr9atrks

^cty^ vvb rAy kripnv. Ovx ffxioraZk rovro iiri

r"y "rvfjup"yi"yi"av9p6yitrriy. *Afi"l"or4povs7^
iiroKp^wrttrBaicufAfiedyttrobs ffx^M vv* iXXiiKuy.

X [In Java long piecesof music in non- m

harmonic scales occur to accompany actions

and developthe feelingof a plot. Many instru-ments

playtogether,but there is no harmony.
" Translator.]

" The airXoiwere perhapsmore likeour oboes.
** [At" rl ol /tkyy6fi4novk iy iufTurrp6^iS

iitoiovyro* ed 8i (UXot ^ctlal xopMoi; *H Uri ol

fiky y6fA0tkymvivrwv Ijiray,iy Hitrifiifuurdm
Svyofity^yKed ^tar^iyttrOcu,ii^8j^iylyeropoKpk
ical iroAu"i3^5;xeiBdirtpody koI rh, fii\iirp
lufi-ficftiiiKoKoMu ktl trtpa yiy6fJLtyet,MeiWoy

yhp r^ fi4K"iivdyicrifjufAtlfrScUf^ rots ^fuuri.
At h Kcd oi 9tB6p"^ifiotfivtt^^fjufirirucoliyiyoyro^
OVK frt ix^^^^^kyrtarp^ovs,wpirtpoy84 cf^ov.
hirtov 8c,irt rh ira\euhy oi iKtvSfpot4x^9*^^^
oJbroi. TloKKovi oiy kywyiartKm 4^*tyx̂"^*^^*^
^y. "SUrr* 4yap/jLuytafiaWoy /ucAi)4y^^y. McTOr-

fidWtty yap iroWhs ^crajSuAart^^ iyl paoy^l|
rots voWots, fcal ry aytoyiar^^̂ roiS rh i^vs
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Extensive works of art, in homophonicmusic, are onlypossiblein connection

with poetry,and this was also the way in which music was appliedin classical

antiquity.Not only were songs (odes)and religioushymns sung, but even

tragediesand long epicpoems were performedin some musical manner, and

accompaniedby the lyre. We are scarcelyin a condition to form a conceptionof
how this was done, because modem taste pointsin preciselythe oppositedirection,

,
and demands from a greatdeclaimer or publicreader that he should produce a

dramatic effecttrue to nature by the speakingvoice alone,ratingall approachto
singingas one of the greatestof faults. Perhapswe have some echoes of the

ancient spokensong in the singingtone of Italian declaimers,and the liturgical
recitations (intoning)of the Eoman Catholic priests.Indeed, attentive observa-tions

on ordinaryconversation shews us that regularmusical intervals involun-tarily

recur, althoughthe singingtone of the voice is concealed under the noises

f which characterise the individual letters,and the pitchis not held firmly,but is

frequentlyallowed to glideup and down. When simplesentences are spoken
without beingaffected by feeling,a certain middle pitchis maintained,and it is

onlythe emphaticwords and the conclusions of sentences and clauses which are

indicated by changeof pitch.* The end of an aflSrmative sentence followed by a

pause, is usuallymarked by the voice fallinga Fourth from the middle pitch. An

interrogativeendingrises,often as much as a Fifth above the middle pitch. For

examplea bass voice would say :

m
^ 3^

Ich Hn spa - tzie - rew ge - gan - ^en.
I have been walk - ing this mom - ing.

1 ^|c==-t

Bist du spa - tzie - ren ge - gam, - genf
Have you been walk - ing this mom - mg?

Emphasisedwords are also rendered prominentby their beingspokenabout a Tone

higherthan the rest,tand so on. In solemn declamation the alterationsof pitch
are more numerous and complicated.Modem recitativehas arisen from attempt-ing

to imitate these alterationsof pitchby musical notes. Its inventor,Giaconio

Peri,in the prefaceto his opera of Eurydice,publishedin i6oo, distinctlysays as

much. An attemptwas then made to restore the declamation of ancient tragedies

by means of recitative. Ancient recitative certainlydiffered somewhat from

modem recitative,by preservingthe metre of the poems more exactly,and by

^vXdrrov^i. At* h iarXo6"rrfpniwoiovvro aibrois

m rdfi"Aiy.'H hk hyriarfo^SykirXovv. *Api$fihsydp
iarifKoi M fierpwai, Tb V ahrh odfrioykcu 9i6ti

tA flipi.ir6'njsfficfipvisobx kmlffrpo^r" (^ rov

X^pov kyrUrrpo^ *0 fiiwyiip̂OKpiriisiyotyurr^s
[ica2fiifiriT'^s'']6 9k x^P^^t̂ frrov/ufAurai. Arist.

Prob, xix. 15.
* Why are themes (nomoi)not

used in antistrophicsinging,while all other

choral singing is employed? Is it because

themes belong to publicperformerswho are

alreadyable to imitate and extend, and hence

would make their song long and very figu-
rate? For melodies, like words, follow imi-tation

and change. It is more necessary for

melody to imitate, than for words. Where-fore

dithyrambicpoets also when they became

mimetic, disused their previousantistrophic
singing. The reason is that formerlygentle-men

(eleutheroi)used to sing the choruses

themselves. It was difficultfor many to sing
like publicperformers.So they rather intoned

suitable melodies. For itis easier for one to

make numerons variations than for many to

do so, and for a publicperformer than for

those who retained old usage. Hence the

melodies were made simpler for them. Kow

antistrophicsingingis simple,for it depends
on number, and is measured by a unit. The

same reason shews why the parts of the actors

are not antistrophic,but those of the chorus

are so. For the actor is a pnblicperformer
[and a mime], but the chorus does not imitate

so well.'" Translator.]
* [Prof.Helmholtz's observations on speak-ing
must be read in reference to North Qerman

habits only." Translator.]
f [By no means nniformly,even in North

Germany. The habits of different nations

here vary greatly.In Norway and in Sweden

the voice is regularlyraised on unemphatie
syllables.In Scotland the emphasis is often

marked by loweringthe ^ich," Translator.]
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having no accompanyingharmonies. Nevertheless our recitative,when well per-formed,

willgiveus a betterconceptionof the degreein which the expressionof
the words can be enhanced by musical recitation,than we can obtain from the

monotonous repetitionof the Roman liturgy,althoughthe latter perhapsis more

nearlyrelated in kind to ancient recitation than the former. The settlement of

the Roman liturgyby Pope Gregorythe Great (a.d.590 to 604)reaches back to a

time in which reminiscences of the ancient art,althoughfaded and deformed,

might have been in some degreehanded down by tradition,especiallyif,as we are

probablyentitledto assume, Gregoryreallydid littlemore than finallyestablish
the Roman school of singingwhich had existed from the time of Pope Sylvester
(a.d. 314 to 335).* The majorityof these formulae for lessons,collects,"c.,

evidentlyimitate the cadence of ordinaryspeech. They proceedat an equal
height ; particular,emphatic,or non-Latin words are somewhat altered in pitch;
"nd for the punctuationcertain concludingforms are prescribed,as the followingf
for lessons,accordingto the customs of Miinster.f

if
Sie can-ta com-maj

Thua sing the com -ma,

sic du - o punc'ta:
and thus the co - Ion :

nc ve " ro punc-tum,
and thus the full stop.

i1^^s
8ic sig- wu/m in - Ur - ro - ga - ti - o - nis?

Thus sing the mark of in - ter - ro - ga - tion?

These and similar finalformulae were varied accordingto the solemnityof the

feast,the subjecttreated,the rank of the priestthat sang and that answered, and %
Bo on.f It is easy to see that they strove to imitate the natural cadences of

ordinaryspeech,and to givethem solemnityby eliminatingtheir individual irregu-larities.
Of course in such fixed formula no regardcan be paidto the grammatical

sense of the clauses,which suffers much in various ways from the intoning.
Similarlywe may suppose that the ancient tragicpoetsprescribedthe cadences of

speechto their actors,and preservedthem by a musical accompaniment. And

since ancient tragedykeptmuch further aloof from immediate external realism than

our modem drama, as is shewn by the artificialrhythms,the unusual rollingwords,
the immovable strangemasks, itcould admit of a more singingtone fordeclamation

than would, perhaps,pleaseour modem ears. Then we must remember that by
emphasisingor increasingthe loudness of certain words, and by rapidityor slow-ness

of speech,or pantomimicaction,much lifecan be thrown into deliveryof this

kind,which would certainlybe insufferablymonotonous if not thus enlivened.

But in any case homophonic music, even when in olden time it had to ac- ^

company extensive poems of the highestcharacter,necessarilyplayedan utterly
subordinate part. The musical turns must have entirelydependedon the changing
sense of the words, and could have had no independentartisticvalue or connection

without them. A peculiarmelodyfor singinghexameters throughoutan epic,or
iambic trimeters throughouta tragedy,would have been insupportable.tThose

* [These are the dates of his reign.
HuHah says the school was fonnded in a.d.

350." Translator.]
t Antony, * Lehrbuch des Gregorianischen

Kirchengesanges' [Maniuil of Gregorian
Church-music],Miinster,1829. According to

the inionnation collected by F^tis (in his

JJistoire gin"ralede Mtisique,Paris, 1869,
vol. i. chap, vi.),it has become donbtfal

whether this system of declamation with pre-scribed

cadences,is not rather to be deduced

from the Jewish ritual chants. In the oldest

manuscripts of the Old Testament, there are

25 different signsemployed to denote cadences

and melodic phrases of this kind. The fact

that the correspondingsigns of the Greek

Church are Egyptiandemotic characters,hints

at a stillolder Egyptian originfor this nota"

tion.

X [We must remember that the Greek and

Latin so-called accents consisted solely in

alterations of pitch,and hence to a certain
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melodies (vofu"i)which were allotted to odes and tragicohorases,were certainly
freer and more independent.For odes there were also well-known melodies (the
names of some of them are preserved)to which fresh poems were continually
composed.

In the great artisticworks justmentioned,then,music must have been entirely
subordinate ; independently,itcould onlyhave formed sliortpieces.Now this is

closelyconnected with the developmentof homophoniomusic as a musical system.
Among the nations who possess such music we alwaysfind certain degreesof pitch
selectedfor the melodies to move in. These scales are very various in kind,partly,
it would seem, very arbitrary,so that many appear to us quitestrangeand incom-prehensible,

and yetthe best giftedamong those nations which possess them, as

the Greeks, Arabs,and Indians,have developedthem in an extremelysubtileand
varied manner. [SeeApp. XX. sect. K.]

f When speakingof these systems of tones,it becomes a questionof essential

importancefor our presentpurpose, to inquirewhether theyare based upon any

determinate reference of aU the tones in the scale to one singleprincipaland
fundamental tone,the tonic or key-note.Modem music effects a purelymusical
internal connection among allthe tones in a composition,by making their rela-tionship

to one tone as perceptibleas possibleto the ear. Tliis predominance
of the tonic,as the link which connects all the tones of a piece,we may, with

F^tis,term the principleof tonality.This learned musician has properlydrawn
attention to the fact that tonalityis developedin very different degrees and

manners in the melodies of differentnations. Thus in the songs of the modem

Greeks,and chants of the Greek Church, and the Gregoriantones of the Koman

Church, theyare not developedin a manner which is easy to harmonise,whereas,

accordingto F^tis,* it is on the whole easy to add accompanyingharmonies
to the old melodies of the northern nations of German, Celtic,and Sclavonic

^ origin.
It is indeed remarkable that though the musical writingsof the Greeks often

treat subtilepointsat greatlength,and givethe most exact information about all

other peculiaritiesof the scale,theysay nothingintelligibleabout a relationwhich

in our modem system stands firstof all,and alwaysmakes itselfmost disthietly
sensible. The onlyhints to be found concemingthe existence of the tonic are

not in especialmusical writings,but as before in the works of Aristotle,who

asks :"

* Why is itthat if any one altersthe tone on the middle string(fiiayi)afterthe

others have been tuned, and plays,every thing sounds amiss, not merelywhen he

comes to this middle tone,but throughoutthe whole melody? but if he altersthe

tone playedby the forefingert or any other,the difference is onlyperceivedwhen
that stringis struck ? Is there a good reason for this? All good melodies often

employ the tone of the middle string,and good composers often come upon it,

% and if theyleave it recur to it again; but this is not the case with any other

tone.' Then he compares the tone of the middle stringwith conjunctionsin

language,such as
' and ' [and ' then '],without which languagecould not exist,and

proceedsto say :
* In this way the tone of the middle stringis a link between

tones, especiallyof the best tones, because its tone most frequentlyrecurs.' t

extent determined a melody. See Dionysias joinedwith a constant quantityor rhythm."
of HalicamassuSt ircpi trwddatws dvofidruvt Translator.]
chap,xi.,where we also find that in his day * Fetis,BiographieuniverBelle des Muti-

(firstcentury before Christ)the musical com- dens^ vol. i.p. 126.

posers transgressedat pleasurethe rules of f [The forefingeris t Kixaofist̂he note

both accent and quantity. But if the written played by it is ^ Kix^ofoi,accent and gender
accents in Greek, and the accents as deter- both differing.--Tmn"2ator.]
mined by the rules of grammarians in Latin, 1 Ai^ rl,Am fi4yr" rV m^^*' "rir^ 4fU"r.
are carefullyexamined, it will be found that apfiitras[82]r"f "\Xas x^P^^i K^XPVai r^

every line in a Greek or Latin poem had its hpydvt^ôv fi6trovUrop Karh rhr r^f fi^arisyitn^
own diRtinct melody,the art of the poet being rcu ^^yyoy^Ai/irc?,"ral ^ytrat Mt^fMvrop,
shewn by the great variabilityof pitch con- oAAa kuI xarii rhy iXXtfyfitKq^iay- imp "* riiw
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And in another placewe find the same questionwith a slightlydifferentanswer,
Why do the other tones sound badlywhen the tone of the middle stringis

altered ? bat if the tone of the middle stringremains, and one of the others is

altered,the altered one alone is spoiled? Is itbecause that all are tuned and have

a certain relation to the tone of the middle string,and the order of each is deter-mined

by that ? The reason of the tuningand connection beingremoved, then,

thingsno longerappear the same.'* In these sentences the estheticsignificanceof

the tonic,under the name of * the tone of the middle string,'is very accurately
described. To this we may add that the Pythagoreanscomparedthe tone of the

middle stringwith the sun, and the other tones in the scale with the planets.f It

appears as if ithad been usual to beginwith the tone of the middle stringabove

mentioned, for we read in the 33rd problemof Aristotle:
* Why is it more agree-able

to proceedfrom highpitchto low pitch,than from low pitchto highpitch? Can

it be that we thus beginat the beginning? for the tone of the middle stringis also ^
the leader of the tetrachord and highestin pitch.The second way would be to begin
at the end instead of at the beginning.Or can it be that tones of lower pitch
sound nobler and more euphoniousaftertones of highpitch? ' j: This seems also to

shew that it was not the custom to end with the tone of the middle string,which

commenced, but with the tone of lowest pitch[producedby the uppermost string
or Hypate],of which last tone Aristotle,in his 4th problem,says that,as opposed
to its neighbour,the tone of lowest pitchbut one, [due to the stringof highest
positionbut one, or Parhypatit]itis sung with completerelaxation of allthe effort

that is feltin the other."These words of Aristotle may certainlybe appliedto
the national Doric scale of the Greeks,which, increased by Pythagorasto eight
tones, was as follows :"

HuupiptuflUvoVjUrcof K"Kcdqir\s XP^'"':̂ *H

"v\Aynsrovro avfjificdyu; wdvra ykp rk xf"^"rr"

iyoBoltronrraL,wvicriLxphs riivfA^trnvkwamStvi *

jc^ harMwfft tox^ hrav^pxovrcu" wphs8i "AAt}K

O0TW9 ovZffilay.KaBdvep iK rwv \6yutritrlour

i^atptBirrwvawh^iryLfav^ovk tfrriv6 \Syos*Z?"Afiv-
ik6s ' (oTovrh ri,iced rh rol)Koi Ivioi 8i ovOkv

Xuwovci * 8(jtrh rots fi^v,kyayKcuovttvvuxp^^M
voAA""iccf

,
^ OVK (ffrai\6yos*E?i\rjvuc6s' rols 8i,

ft^*o5r" KoL r"y ^B6rfyiav̂inivrt^""nr"pff^l^ir-

Ia6$4art,koIfidXtirrarwv KaXAv,htk rh wXturriKis

iyvwdpx*iy"rhy^^yyoy a^ijs. Arist. Prob. zix.

20. This passage has also been partlyquoted
by Ambrosch. [The names of Greek tones

were those of the stringson the lyreby which

they were played,jastas ifin English we were

to call the tones g, d\ a',e'\the tones of the

fourth,third,second, and first stringsresi"eo-
tively,because they are produced as the open
notes of these stringson the violin,and con-tracted

them to fourth t̂hirds"c.,only omit-ting

the word string. As the violin when held

sidewaysin playing,throws the g stringupper-most,

and the e^' stringthe lowermost, we

might in the same way call g the * up}"ermost
note,' virch-i),although lowest in pit(di,and e"

the * lowermost note,*rfrr%althoughhighest
in pitch. Then d might be called the middle^
fidafi,being reallythe key-noteof the violin

and one of the two middle strings.This illus-trates

the Greek names very closely,for the

lyre was held with the stringsounding the

lowest note,uppermost. See tiiescale on the

next page. " Translator,]
* Aik rl,iiiyfi^viifiitnjKurnOri,Koi al "AAai

X"pSci2̂ x^'*^^*̂"yy6/i"vai'(one of my col-leagues.

Prof. Stark, conjecturesthat in place
of ^"yy6fitycu,which makes nonsense, we

should read ^fip6/iweu*)ii" 82 aZ 4ifihûAvjf,
r"y 8* dKXmy rls KuniO^,Konfiuva fi6y7i"l"64y-"r
yerai ; (forwhich Prof. Stark again proposes

^B^lpercu;)*H 8ti t^ lipfiScBcui"rrlyiiiriffais,[rh
82 Ix**"*""* ^P^f'^y /jJiniykwdtreus],koL ^ rd^ts
ifiKoffrriSfff8i|8t'iKtlyriy; itpBiyrosolyrov ahlov

rod 7ipfi6"rBatkoL rod (rvytxoyros, oIk (ri 6fU}lo05

^yercu irdpx^uf-Arist.Prob. xix. 36.
f Nicomachns, Harmonidt lib. i. p. 6,

ed. Meibomii. [The followingis Nioomachus'a

arrangement of the comparison, with his

reasons:
.

Saturn hypaU, as beinghighestin position,
traroy ybiprh kytSrraeroy.

Jupiter ]^rhypatli as next highest to
Saturn.

Mars lichanos or hypermesi^ as between

Jupiterand the Sun.

The Sun mesBt as lyingin the middle, the

fourth from either end, middlemost stringand
planet. "r

Mercury paramese^ as lying between the
^'

Sun and Venus.

Venus paraneatBtas lyingjust above the

moon.

The Moon neate,as being lowest of all in

positionand next the earth,icedyitpyiwov^ rh

Kardararoy," Translator,]
\ Lib. ri "vapfAOffr6rtpoyiwh rov "^4otM rh

fiapv,fjiiTh rov fiapdosM rh o^v; Tl6r"povSt"
rh emh rijsif"x^*yiyeraiApx^^Bcu;^ ykp fjiiari
K"d riy"fiiiyo^vrdrrirov rtrpax^pZov.Th 82 ovk

iir*"pxv^t ^^' A*"^ rtXtvrrjs. *H Jrt r6 fiapb
iLw6 rov 6^4o9y^yyai"r^poy,koJl th^y^^poy ;
Arist. Prob, xix. 33.

" Lih rl 82 ra{miy [r^yirapvwdniy]xa^frrcis
[fSovcri],riiy 82 lirrdrriyp^Ziws' KcUroi SUfftf

4Kar4pas; ^ Zri fi^r*dy4atus 4iirdrri,ica2"fxa
fierkr^y avffroffiy i\a^p6yrh "yv fidWfiv ;

Arist. Prob. xix. 4.
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Tetrachord of

lowest pitch

Tetrachord of

highestpitch

'E HypSte [^drii nppermost string]
F Parhypate .... [irapvwdrrinext to nppermost string]
G Lichfinos

.... [A^x^''^''forefingerstring]
.A Mese (toneof middle string). {/i4(ni middle string]

B ParamSse
.... [wapafU"rrinext to middle string]

C Trite [rplrn third string]
D Paranete [waparfrrvnext to lowermost string]
E Nete [1^17 lowermost string]

In modem phraseologythe last descriptioncited from Aristotleimpliesthat the

Parhypatewas a kind of descending' leadingnote ' to the Hjpatd. In the leading
tone there is perceptibleeffort,which ceases on itsfallinginto the fundamental

tone.

If,then, the tone of the middle stringanswers to the tonic,the Hypate,which

^ is itsFifth,will answer to the dominant. For our modem feelingit is far more

necessary to close with the tonic than to beginwith it,and hence we usuallytake
the finaltone of a pieceto be its tonic without farther inquiry.Modem music,

however, usuallyintroduces the tonic also in the firstbeat of the opening bar.

The whole mass of tone is developedfirom the tonic and returns into it. Modem

musicians cannot obtain completerepose at the end unless the seriesof tones con-verges

into itsconnectingcentre.
Ancient Greek music seems, then,to have deviated firom ours by endingon the

dominant instead of the tonic. And this is in full agreement with the intonation

of speech. We have seen that the end of an affirmative sentence is Ukewise

formed on the Fifth next below the principaltone.* This peculiarityhas also

been generallypreservedin modem recitative,in which the singerusuaUyends on

the dominant; the accompanyinginstruments then make this tone part of the

chord of the dominant Seventh, leadingto the tonic chord,and thus make a close

^ on the tonic in accordance with our presentmusical feeling.Now since Greek

music was cultivated by the recitation of epichexameters and iambic trimeters,
we should not be surprisedif the above-mentioned peculiaritiesof chantingwere
so predominantin the melodies of odes that Aristotle could regardthem as the

rule.t

From the facts justadduced it follows (andthis is what we are chieflycon-cerned

with)that the Greeks, among whom our diatonic scale firstarose, were not

without a certain estheticfeelingfortonality,but that theyhad not developedit so

decisivelyas in modem music. Indeed, it does not appear to have even entered

into the technical rules for constructingmelodies. Hence Aristotle,who treated

music esthetically,is the only known writer who mentions it; musical writers

proper do not speakof it at all. And unfortunatelythe indications famished by
Aristotle are so meagre, that doubt enough stillexists. For example,he says

nothing about the differences of the various musical modes in reference to their

m principaltone, so that the most importantpointof allfrom which we should wish

to regardthe construction of the musical scale,is almost entirelyobscured.
The reference to a tonic is more distinctlymade out in the scales of the old

Christian ecclesiasticalmusic. Originallythe four so-calledauthentic scales were

distinguished,as theyhad been laid down by Ambrose of Milan (electedBishop
A.D. 374, died A.D. 398). Not one of these agrees with any one of our scales. The

four plagalscales afterwards added by Gregory,are no scales at allin our sense of

the word. The four authentic scales of Ambrose t are :

" [This wonld be entirelycrossed by the ment of the Homeric Ode to Demeter, which

ancient Greek system of pitch-accents,justas has been publishedby B. Marcello,shews the

it now is by a similar system in Norwegian, above-mentioned peculiarityvery distinctly,
where the pitch may rise for 60^^ affirmative X C^^* Bockstro in his article ' Ambro-

and interrogativesentences. See p. 239^'-, sian Chant,'in Grove's Dictionaryof Music^
note %," Translator.']

^ ^

states that this attribution of four authentic

f Among the presumed ancient melodies scales to St. Ambrose has not been proved."

which have been handed down to us, the frag- Translator.]
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i)DEFGABcd
2) E F G A B c d e

l) F G A B c d e f
/^)G A B c d e f g

Perhaps,however,the change of B into B^ was allowed from the first,and

this would make the firstscale agree with our descendingscale of D minor, and the

third scale would become our scale of F major. The old rule was that songs in

the firstscale should end in 2),those in the second in E, those in the third in F,
and those in the fourth in G, This marked out these tones as tonics in our sense

of the word. But the rule was not strictlyobserved. The conclusion mightfall
on other tones of the scale,the so-calledconfinaltones, and at last the confusion

became so greatthat no one was able to say exactlyhow the scale was to be

recognised,all kinds of insufficientrules were formulated,and at last musicians

clung to the mechanical expedientof fixingupon certain initialand concludinĝ
phrases,called tropes âs characterisingthe scale.

Hence althoughthe rule of tonahtyhad been alreadyremarked in these

medieval ecclesiasticalscales,the rule was so unsettled and admitted so many

exceptions,that the feelingof tonahtymust have been much lessdevelopedthan
in modem music.

The Indians also hit upon the conceptionof a tonic,althoughtheir music is

likewise unisonal. They called the tonic AnsaJ* Indian melodies as transcribed

by Enghsh travellers,seem to be very like modem European melodies.f F6tis

and Goussemaker j:have made the same remark respectingthe few known remains

of old German and Geltic melodies.

Although,therefore,homophonicmusic was [possibly]not entirelywithout a refe-rence

to some tonic,or predominanttone,such a tone was beyondcJldisputemuch
more weaklydevelopedthan in modem music,where a few consecutive chords

suffice to establish the scale in which that portionof the pieceiswritten. The f

cause of this seems to me traceable to the undevelopedcondition and subordinate

part which characteriseshomophonicmusic. Melodies which move up and down

in a few tones which are easilycomprehended,and are connected,not by some

musical contrivance,but by the words of a poem, do not requirethe consistent

applicationof any contrivance,to combine them. Even in modem recitative

tonalityis much lessfirmlyestablished than in other forms of composition.The

necessityfor a steadyconnection of masses of tone by purelymusical relations,
does not dawn distinctlyon our feehng,until we have to form into one artistic

whole largemasses of tone, which have their own independentsignificancewithout

the cement of poetry.
" Jones, On the Music 0/ the IndianSt " By the word vddi,"aays the commentator,

translated by Dalberg, pp. 36,37. [Sir W. ** he means the note, which announces and

Joneses tract,with many others,is reprinted ascertains the B"ga [tane],and which may be
in Sonrindro Mohnn T^gore's Hindu Music considered as the parent and originof the

from various Authors, This is what he says graha and nydsa," This clearlyshews,I think IT
of the ans'a,p. 149 of Tagore :

* Since it [says Sir W. Jones],that the ans'a must be

appears from the N"^yan [a Sanscrit treatise the tonic ; and we shall find that the two

on music],that 36 modes are in generaluse, other notes are generallyits third and fifth,
and the rest very rarelyappliedto practice,I or the mediant and dominant. In the poem
shall exhibit only the scales of the 6 B"gas entitled Mdgha there is a musical simile,
[tunes]and 30 B^iginis[femalepersonificationwhich may illustrate and confirm our idea.

of tunes in Hindu music] accordingto S6ma. [I give the translation only.] " From the

. . .
Three distinguishedsounds in each mode greatness,from the transcendent quaUtiesof

[as Sir W.Jones translates r^] are called ffra/ia, that hero, eager for conquest, other kings
nydsa, ans'a, and the writer of the Nar"yan march in subordination to him, as other notes

defines them in the two followingcouplets. are subordinate to the ans'a. '"
" Translator J]

[Igivethe translation only.]** The note called f [The construction and time are very
graha is placed at the beginning,and that different. The scales are extremelyvariable.
named nydsa at the end,of a song ; that note. The results are very imi"erfectlyrepresented
which displaysthe peculiarmelody, and to by our present musical notation. " Translator.]
which all the others are subordinate, that, ^ Histoire de VHarmonie au moyen Age,
which is alwaysof the greatestuse, is like a Pans, 1852,pp. 5-7.
sovereign,though a mere aTw'a or portion."

'-^QQgle
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2. Polyphonic Music.

The second stageof musical developmentis the polyphonicmusic of the middle

ages. It is usual to cite as the firstinvented part-music,the so-calledorganum or

diaphony,as originallydescribed by the Flemish monk Hucbald at the beginning
of the tenth century. In this,two voices are said to have proceededin Fifths or

Fourths, with occasional doublingsof one or both in Octaves. This would pro-duce

intolerable music for modem ears. But accordingto 0. Paul* the meaning
is not that the two voices sang at the same time,but that there was a respon-sive

repetitionof a melodyin a transposedcondition,in which case Hucbald would

have been the inventor of a principlewhich subsequentlybecame so importantin
the fugueand sonata.

The firstundoubted form of part-musicintentionallyfor several voices,was the

^ so-called discanPus,which became known at the end of the eleventh centuryin

France and Flanders. The oldest specimensof this kind of music which have

been preservedare of the followingdescription.Two entirelydifferent melodies

" and to allappearance the more differentthe better" were adaptedto one another

byshghtchangesin rhythmor pitch,until theyformed a tolerablyconsonant whole.

At first,indeed,there seems to have been an inclination for couplinga liturgical
formula with a rather * slippery' song. The firstof such examplescould scarcely
have been intended for more than musical tricksto amuse socialmeetings. It was

a new and amusingdiscoverythat two totallyindependentmelodies mightbe sung

togetherand yetsound well.

The principleof discant was fertile,and its nature was suitable for develop-ment
at that period.Polyphonicmusic proper was its issue. Different voices,

each proceedingindependentlyand singingits own melody,had to be united in

such a way as to produceeither no dissonances,or merelytransient ones which

f were readilyresolved. Consonance was not the objectin view, but its opposite,
dissonance,was to be avoided. All interestwas concentrated on the motion of the

voices. To keep the various partstogether,time had to be strictlyobserved,and
hence the influence of discant developeda systemof musical rhythm,which again
contributed to infase greaterpower and importanceinto melodic progression.
There was no division of time in the GregorianCanttis firmus. The rhythm of

dance music was probablyextremelysimple. Moreover, melodic movement in-creased

in richness and interest as the partswere multiphed.But the establish-ment

of an artisticconnection between the differentvoices,which, as we have seen,

were at firstperfectlyfree,requireda new invention,and this,though it cropped
up at firstin a very humble form, has ended by obtainingpredominantimportance
in the whole art of modem musical composition.This invention consisted in

causinga musical phrasewhich had been sung by one voice to be repeatedby
another. Thus arose canonic imitation,which may be met with sporadicallyas

Ifearlyas in the twelfth century.f This subsequentlydevelopedinto a higlily
artisticsystem,especiallyamong Netherland composers, who, it must be owned,

ended by often shewingmore calculation than taste in theircompositions.
But by this kind of polyphonicmusic" the repetitionof the same melodic

phrasesin succession by different voices"
it first became possibleto compose

musical pieceson an extensive plan,owingtheir connection not to any union with

another fine art " poetry,but to purelymusical contrivances. This kind of music

also was especiallysuitedto ecclesiasticalsongs, in which the chorus had to express

the feelingsof a whole congregationof worshippers,each with his own peculiar
disposition.It was, however, not confined to ecclesiasticalcompositions,but was

also appliedto secular songs (madrigals).The sole form of harmonic music yet

known, which could be adaptedto artisticcultivation,was that founded on canonic

* Oeschichte des Claviers [Historyof the nos, PI. zxvii. No. iy.,translated \n p. xxviL

Pianoforte],Leipzig,i868,p. 49. No. xxix.

f Coussemaker, loc. cii- .Discant : Custodi
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repetitions.If this had been rejected,nothingbut homophoniomusic remained.

Hence we find a number of songs set ad strictcanons or with canonical repetitions,
althoughtheywere entirelyunsuited forsuch a heavyform of composition.Even the

oldest examplesof instrumental compositionsin several parts,the dance music of

1529,* are written in the form of madrigalsand motets, a character of composition
which, more freelytreated,lasted down to the suites of S. Bach and Handel's

times. Even in the firstattemptsat musical dramas in the sixteenth century,
there was no other way of making the personages express their feelingsmusically,
than by causinga chorus behind or upon the stageto singover some madrigalsin
the fuguestyle.It is scarcelypossiblefor us, from our presentpointof view, to

conceive the condition of an luH;which was able to build up the most complicated
constructions of voice partsin chorus,and was yetincapableof adding a simple
accompaniment to the melodyof a song or a duet,for the purpose of fillingup
the harmony. And yetwhen we read how Giacomo Peri's invention of recitativef
with a simpleaccompanimentof chorus was applaudedand admired and what

contentions arose as to the renown of the invention ; what attention Viadana

excited when he invented the addition of a Basso continuo for songs in one or

two parts,as a dependentpartservingonlyto fillup the harmonyf ; itisimpos-sible
to doubt that this art of accompanyinga melodyby chords (asany amateur

can now do in the simplestmaimer possible)was completelyunknown to musicians

up to the end of the sixteenth century. It was not tillthe sixteenth century
that composers became aware of the meaningpossessedby chords as formingan

harmonic tissueindependentlyof the progressionof parts.
To this condition of the art correspondedthe condition of the tonal system.

The old ecclesiasticalscaleswere retained in their essentials,the firstfrom D io d,

the second from E to 6, the third from Fiof, and the fourth from Gix)g. Of these

the scale from F \of was useless for harmonic purposes, because itcontained tlie

Tritone F"B, in placeof the Fourth F"B^. Again,there was no reason for ^

excludingthe scales from 0 to c and AU" a. And thus the ecclesiasticalscales

altered under the infiuenceof polyphonicmusic. But as the old unsuitable names

were retained notwithstandingthe (Ganges,there arose a terribleconfusion in the

meaning attached to modes. It was not tillnearlythe end of this periodthat
a learned theoretician,Glarean,undertook in his Dodecachordon (Basle1547)to

put some order into the theoryof modes. He distinguishedtwelve of them, six

authentic and six plagal,and assignedthem Qreek names, which were, however,

incorrectlytransferred. However, his nomenclature for ecclesiasticalmodes has

been generallyfollowed ever since. The followingare Glarean*s six authentic eccle-siastical

modes,keys,or scales,with the incorrect Greek names he assignedto
them.

Ionic
. . .

CDEFGABc

Doric
.

Phrygian
Lydian
Mixolydian
EoUc

"

DEFOABcd

EFOABcde

F G A B c d e f
GABodefg
A B c d e f g a

Ionic answers to our major.Folic to our minor system. Lydian was scarcely
ever used in polyphonicmusic owingto the falseFourth F^B, and when it was

employedit was altered in many differentways.

Inabilityto judgeof the musical significanceof a connected tissue of harmonies

again appears in the theoryof the keys,by the rule,that the keyof a polyphonic
compositionwas determined by consideringthe separatevoices independently.
Glarean in certain compositionsattributesdifferentkeysto the tenor and bass,the

soprano and alto" Zarlino assumes the tenor as the chief partfor determiningthe

key.
* Winterfeld, Johannes Oabrieli und sein Zeitalter,vol. ii.p. 41.
t Winterfeld,ibid,tvol.ii.p. 19 and p. 59.
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The practicalconsequences of this neglectof harmony are conspicuousin
various ways in musical compositions.The composers confined themselves on ihe

whole to the diatonic scale;
' accidentals/or signsof alterationsoftone,were seldom

used. The Greeks had introduced the depressionof the tone Bio JB\}inekpeculiar
tetrachord,that of the synimmenoitand this was retained. Besides this/jf,c jf
and g ^ were used,to introduce leadingtones in the cadences. Hence modulation,

as we understand it,from the keyof one tonic to that of another with a different

signaturewas almost entirelyabsent. Moreover,the chords used by preference
down to the end of the fifteenth century,were formed of the Octave and Fifth

without the Third,and such chords now sound poor and are avoided as much as

possible.To medieval composers who onlyfelt the want of the most perfectcon-sonances,

these chords appearedthe most agreeable,and none others mightbe used

at the close of a piece. The dissonances which occur are universallythose which

^ arisefrom suspendedand passingtones ; chords of the dominant Seventh, which,
in modem harmony,playsuch an importantpartin markingthe key,and in con-necting

and facihtatingprogressions,were quiteunknown.

Great,then,as was the artisticadvance in rhythm and the progressionof parts,
duringthis period,it did Httle more for harmony and the tonal system than to

accumulate an imdigestedmass of experiments.Since the involved progressionof
the partsgave riseto chords in extremelyvaried transpositionsand sequences, the

musicians of this periodcould not but hear these chords and become acquainted
with their effects,however httle skilltheyshewed in making use of them. At any

rate,the experienceof this periodpreparedthe way for harmonic music proper,

and made itpossibleformusicians to produceit,when external circumstances forced

on the discovery.

3. Habmonig Music.

IF Modem harmonic music is characterised by the independentsignificanceof its

harmonies, for the expressionand the artisticconnection of a musical composition.
The external inducements for this transformation of music were of various kinds.

First there was the Protestant ecclesiasticalchorus. It was a principleof Protes-tantism

that the congregationitselfshould undertake the singing.But a congre-gation

could not be expectedto execute the artisticrhythmicallabyrinthsof
Netherland polyphony. On the other hand, the founders of the new confession,
with Luther at their head,were far too penetratedwith the power and significance
of music,to reduce itat once to an unadorned unison. Hence the composers of

Protestant ecclesiasticalmusic had to solve the problem of producingsimply
harmonised chorales,in which all the voices progressedat the same time. This

excluded those canonic repetitionsof the same melodic phrasesin differentparts,
which had hitherto formed the chief unityof the whole piece.A new connecting
principlehad to be looked for in the sound of the tones themselves,and this was

Iffound in a stricterreference of allto one predominanttonic. The success of this

problemwas facilitatedby the fact that the Protestant hymns were chieflyadapted
to existingpopularmelodies, and the popularsongs of the Germanic and Celtic

races, as alreadyremarked, betrayeda stricterfeelingfor tonalityin the modem

sense, than those of southern nations. Thus as earlyas in the sixteenth century,
the system of the harmony of the ecclesiasticalIonic mode (ourpresentmajor)
developeditselfwith tolerable correctness,so that these chorales do not strike

modem ears as strange,althoughtheywere stillwithout many of our later contri"

vances for markingthe key,as, for example,the chord of the dominant Seventh.

On the other hand,itwas much longerbefore the other ecclesiasticalmodes,in har-monising

which much uncertaintystillprevailed,were fused into the modem minor

mode. The Protestant ecclesiasticalhymns of that time producedgreateffects

on the feelingsof contemporaries" a fact emphasisedon all sides in the liveliest

language,so that no doubt can exist that the impressionmade by such music, was

somethingas new as itwas peculiarlypowerful.
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In the Roman Church also a desirearose foralteringtheirmusic. The divisions

of polyphonicmusic scattered the sense of the words, and made them unintelligible
to the unpractisedpublic,and occasioned even a learned and cultivatedhearer great
difficultiesin endeavouringto disentanglethe knot of voices. In consequence of

the proceedingsof the Council of Trent,and by an order of Pope Pius IV. (a.d.
'559-'565)"Palestrina (a.d.1524-1594)carried out this simplificationand embel-lishment

of ecclesiasticiJmusic,and the simplebeautyof his compositionsis saidto
have preventedthe completebanishment of partmusic from the Roman liturgy.
Palestrina,who wrote for choruses ofsingerspractisedin their art,did not entirely
drop the more complicatedprogressionof partsfound in polyphonicmusic, but by
appropriatesections and divisions he separatedand connected both the mass of

tones and the mass of voices,and generallydistributed the latterinto several dis-tinct

choirs. The voices also are more or less frequentlyheard togetherin such

progressionsas were used in chorales,and in this case consonant chords greatlŷ
predominated. By this means he made his piecesmore comprehensibleand

intelligible,and in generalextremelyagreeableto the ear. But the deviation of

ecolesiasticalmodes from the new modes invented in modern times for the treat-ment

of harmonies,isnowhere so remarkable as in the compositionsof Palestrina

and those of contemporaryItalian composers of ecclesiasticalmusic, among whom

Giovanni Gabrieli,a Venetian, should be particularlynamed. Palestrina was a

pupilof Claude Ooudimel (a Huguenot,slain at Lyons in the massacre of St.

Bartholomew),who had harmonised French psalmsin a way which, when the scale

was major,was but very slightlydifferent from modem habits. These psalm
melodies had been borrowed,or at leastimitated from popularsongs. Hence Pales-trina

was certainlyacquaintedwith this mode of treatment,throughhis teacher,
but he had to deal with themes from the GregorianCantus firrrmsthat moved in

ecclesiasticaltones, which he was forced to maintain strictlyeven in pieceswhere
he himself invented or adaptedthe melodies. Now these modes necessitated a f

totallydifferentharmonic treatment,which sounds very strangeto modems. As

a specimenI willonlycitethe commencement of his eight-partStabat mater.

Here,at the commencement of a piece,justwhere we should requirea steady
characterisation of the key,we find a series of chords in the most varied keys,̂
from A majorto F major,apparentlythrown togetherat haphazard,contraryto all

our rules of modulation. What person that was ignorantof ecclesiasticalmodes

could guess the tonic of the piecefrom this commencement ? As such we find D

at the end of the firststrophe,and the sharpeningof C to (^ in the firstchord

also pointsto D. The principalmelodytoo,which is givento the tenor,shews

from the commencement that D isthe tonic. But we do not geta minor chord of D

tillthe eighthbar,whereas a modem composer would have been forced to introduce

itin the firstgood placehe could find in the firstbar.

We see from these characters how greatlythe nature of the whole systemof
ecclesiasticalmodes differedfrom our modem keys. We cannot but assume that

masters Uke Palestrina founded their method of harmonisation upon a correct feel-ing

for the peculiarcharacter of those modes, and that,as theycould not foilto be

acquaintedwith the contemporaryadvances in Protestant ecclesiasticalmusic,
theirwork was neither arbitrarynor unskilful.
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WLat we miss in such examplesas the one justadduced,is first,that the tonio

chord does not playthe same prominentpartat the very commencement that is

assignedto it in modem music. In the latter,the tonic chord has the same

prominent and connectingsignificanceamong chords as the tonic or key-note
among the tones of the scale. Next we miss altogetherthat feelingfor the con-nection

of consecutive chords which in modem times has led to the very general
custom of givingthem a common tone. This isevidentlyrelated to the fact that,

as we shall see hereafter,it was not possiblein the old ecclesiasticalmodes to

produce chains of chords so closelyconnected with each other and with the tonic

chord, as in the modem majorand minor modes.

Hence, althoughwe recognisein Palestnna and Oabrieli a delicate artistic

sensitivenessfor the esthetic effectof separatechords of various kinds,and in so

^ far a certain independentsignificancein their harmonies, yetwe see that the means

of establishingan internal connection in the tissueof chords had stillto be dis-covered.

This problem,however, requireda reduction and transformation of the

previousscales,to our major and minor. On the other hand, this reduction

sacrificedthe greatvarietyof expressionwhich dependedon diversityof scale.

The old scalespartlyform transitionsbetween majorand minor, and partlyenhance
the character of the minor, as in the ecclesiasticalPhrygianmode [p.245^^. This

diversitybeinglost,it had to be replacedby new contrivances,such as the trans-position

of the scales for differenttonics,and the modulational passage from one

keyto another.

This transformation was completedduringthe seventeenth century. But the

most active cause for ihe developmentof harmonic music is due to the commence-ment

of opera. Tnis had been occasioned by a revival of acquaintancewith

^ classicalantiquity,and itsavowed objectwas to rehabilitateancient tragedy,which
was known to have been recited musically.Here arose immediatelythe problem
of allowingone or two voices to execute solos; but these againhad to be harmo*

nised so as to fitin between the chomses,which were treated in the polyphonic
manner, the objectbeingto make the solo partsstand prominentlyforward and

keep the accompanyingvoices well under. These conditions firstgave rise to

Eecitative,invented by Giacomo Peri and Gaccini in 1600, and solo songs with

airs,invented by Claudio Monteverde and Viadana. The new view taken of

harmony shews itselfin written music by the appearance of figuredbasses in the

works of these composers. Everyfiguredbass note representeda chord,so that

the chords themselves were settled,but the progressionof the partsof which they
were constituted was left to the taste of the player.And thus what was merely
secondaryin polyphonicmusic,became principal,and conversely.

Opera also necessitated the discoveryof more powerfulmeans of expression

f than were admissible in ecclesiasticalmusic. Monteverde, who was extremely
prolificin inventions,is the firstcomposer who used chords of the dominant

Seventh without preparation,for which he was severelyblamed by his contempo-rary
Artusi. Generallywe find a bolder use of dissonances,which were employed

independently,to express sharpcontrasts of expression,and not, as before,as
accidental resultsof the progressionof parts.

Under these influences,even as earlyas in Monteverde's time,the Doric,

Eolic,and Phrygianecclesiasticalmodes [p.254c, d]beganto be transformed and

fused into our modem minor mode. This was completedin the seventeenth cen

tury,and these modes were thus made more suitable for givingprominenceto the

tonic of the harmony,as will be more fullyshewn hereafter.

We have alreadygivenan outline of the nature of the influence which these

changesexerted on the constitution of the tonal system. The mode of connecting
musical phraseshitherto in vogue" canonic repetitionsof similar melodic figures
" had necessarilyto be abandoned as soon as a simpleharmonic accompaniment
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had to be subordinated to a melody. Hence some new means of artisticconnection

had to be discovered in the somid of the chords themselves. This was effected,

firstby making the harmonies refer their tones much more definitelyto one pre-dominant

tonic than before,and secondlyby givingfresh strengthto the rela-tions

between the chords themselves and between all other chords and the tonic

chord. In the course of our investigationswe shall see that the distinctivepecu-liarities

of the modem system of tones can be deduced from this principle,and
that the principleitselfis very strictlycarried out in our present music. In

realitythe mode in which the materials of music are now worked up for artistic

use, is in itselfa wondrous work of art,at which the experience,ingenuity,and
estheticfeelingof European nations has laboured for between two and three thou-sand

years, since the daysof Terpanderand Pythagoras.But the completefor-mation

of the essentialfeatures as we now see it,is scarcelytwo hundred years
old in the practiceof musical composers, and theoreticalexpressionwas not given̂
to the new principletillthe time of Rameau at the beginningof lastcentury. In

the historicalpointof view,therefore,it iswhollythe productof modem times,

limited nationallyto the German, Roman, Celtic,and Sclavonic races.

With this tonal system,which admits greatwealth of form with strictlydefined
artisticconsistency,it has become possibleto construct works of art,of much

greaterextent,and much richer in forms and parts,much more energeticin

expression,than any produciblein past ages ; and hence we are by no means

inclined to quarrelwith modem musicians for esteemingit the best of all,and

devotingtheir attention to it exclusively.But scientifically,when we proceedto

explainits contitractionand displayitsconsistencywe must not forgetthat our

modem system was not developedfrom a natural necessity,but from a freely
chosen principleof style; that beside it,and before it,other tonal systemshave
been developedfrom other principles,and that in each such system the highest
pitchof artisticbeautyhas been reached,by the successful solution of more %

limited problems.
This reference to the historyof music was necessitatedby our inabilityin this

case to appealto observation and experimentfor establishingour explanations,
because,educated in a modem systemof music, we cannot thoroughlythrow our-selves

back into the condition of our ancestors,who knew nothingabout what we

have been familiar with from childhood,and who had to find itall out for them-selves.

The onlyobservations and experiments,therefore,to which we can appeal,
are those which mankind themselves have undertaken in the developmentof music.

If our theoryof the modem tonal systemis correct it must also sufficeto furnish

the requisiteexplanationof the former lessperfectstagesof development.
As the fundamental principlefor the developmentof the European tonal

system,we shall assume that the whole mass of tones and the connection of har-monies

must stand in a close and alwaysdistinctlyperceptiblerelationshipto soms

arbitrarilyselectedtonic,and that the inass of tone which formsthe whole compo- %

sition,must be developedfrom this tome, and mv^t finallyreturn to it. The

ancient world developedthis principlein homophonicmusic,the modem world in

harmonic music. But itis evident that this ismerelyan estheticalprinciple,not

A natural law.

The correctness of this principlecannot be established d priori.It must

be tested by its results. The originof such estheticalprinciplesshould not be "

ascribed to a natural necessity.They are the inventions ofgenius,as we previously
endeavoured to illustrateby a reference to the principlesof architecturalstyle.
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CHAPTER XTV.

THE TONALITY OP HOMOPHONIC MUSIC.

Musio was forced firstto selectartistically,and then to shapeforitself,the material

on which it works. Paintingand sculpturefind the fundamental character of

their materials,form and colour,in nature itself,which theystrive to imitate.

Poetryfinds its material readyformed in the words of language.Architecture
has, indeed,also to create its own forms ; but theyare partlyforced upon it by
technical and not by purelyartisticconsiderations. Music alone finds an infi-nitely

rich but totallyshapelessplasticmaterial in the tones of the human voice and

artificialmusical instruments,which must be shaped on purelyartisticprinciples,
unfettered by any reference to utilityas in architecture,or to the imitation of

^ nature as in the fine arts,or to the existingsymbolicalmeaningof sounds as in

poetry.. There isa greaterand more absolute freedom in the use of the material

for music than for any other of the arts. But certainlyitis more difficultto make

a proper use of absolute fi:eedom,thanto advance where external irremovable land-marks

limit the width of the path which the artisthas to traverse. Hence also

the cultivationof the tonal material of music has,as we have seen, proceededmuch
more slowlythan the developmentof the other arts.

It is now our business to investigatethis cultivation.
The firstfeustthat we meet with in the music of all nations,so "Euras isyet

known, is that alterationsofpitchin melodies take placeby intervalsând not by
contimums transitions. The psychologicalreason of this fact would seem to be

the same as that which led to rhythmicsubdivision periodicallyrepeated.All
melodies are motions within extremes of pitch.The incorporealmaterial of tones

is much more adaptedfor followingthe musician's intention in the most delicate

^ and phantmaimer for every speciesof motion, than any corporealmaterial how-ever

light.Graceful rapidity,grave procession,quietadvance, wild leaping,all
these differentcharacters of motion and a thousand others in the most varied

combinations and degrees,can be representedby successions of tones. And as

music expresses these motions, it givesan expressionalso to those mental con-ditions

which naturallyevoke similar motions,whether of the bodyand the voice,or

of the thinkingand feelingprincipleitself. Everymotion is an expressionof the

power which producesit,and we instinctivelymeasure the motive force by the

amount of motion which itproduces.This holds equallyand perhapsmore forthe

motions due to the exertion of power by the human will and human impulses,
than for the mechanical motions of external nature. In this way melodic pro-gression

can become the expressionof the most diverse conditions of human dis-position,

not preciselyof hximei^afeelings* but at leastof that state ofsensitiven"ess
which isproducedby feelings.In Englishthe phraseout oftune, unstrung j

and

^ in German the word stimmung,literallytuning,are transferred from music to

mental states. The words are meant to denote those peculiaritiesof mental con-dition

which are capableof musical representation.I think we might appro-priately

define gemilthsstimmung,or mentaZ tune, as representingthat generalcha-racter

temporarilyshewn by the motion of our conceptions,and correspondingly
impressedon the motions of our body and voice. Our thoughtsmay move fa*stor

slowly,may wander about restlesslyand aimlesslyin anxious excitement,or may

keep a determinate aim distinctlyand energeticallyin view; theymay lounge
about without care or effortin pleasantfancies,or, driven back by some sad

memories, may return slowlyand heavilyfrom the spot with short weak steps.
All this may be imitated and expressedby the melodic motion of the tones,and

the listenermay thus receive a more perfectand impressiveimageof the ' tune ' of

* Hanslick seems to me to have the advan- means of clearlyoharacterisingthe objectol
tage over other esthetic writers in this point, feeling,
because music, unassisted by poetry, has no
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another person'smind, than by any other means, exceptperhapsby a very perfect
dramatic representationof the way in which such a person reallyspokeand acted.

Aristotlealso formed a similar conceptionof the effectof music. In his 29th
problemhe says :

* Why do rhythmsand melodies,which are composedof sound,
resemble the feelings; while thisisnot the case fortastes,colours,or smells ? Can

it be because theyare motions,as actions are also motions ? Energyitselfbelongs
to feelingand creates feeling.But tastes and colours do not act in the same way.'*

And at the end of the 27th problemhe says :
* These motions,i.e.rhythms and

melodies, are active,and action is the signof feeling.'f
Not merelymusic but even other kinds of motions may producesimilar effects.

Water in motion, as in cascades or sea waves, has an effectin some respects
similar to music. How long and how often can we sit and look at the waves

rollingin to shore I Their rhythmicmotion,perpetuallyvaried in detail,produces
a peculiarfeelingof pleasantrepose or weariness,and l^eimpressionof a mightyV

orderlylife,finelylinked together. When the sea is quietand smooth we can

enjoyitscolouringfor a while,but thisgivesno such lastingpleasureas the rolling
waves. Small undulations,on the other hand, on small surfaces of water, follow

one another too rapidly,and disturb rather than please.
But the motion of tone surpasses allmotion of corporealmasses in the delicacy

and ease with which ;t can receive and imitate the most varied descriptionsof

expression.Hence it arrogatesto itselfby rightthe representationof states of

mind, which the other arts can only indirectlytouch by shewingthe situations

which caused the emotion,or by givingthe resultingwords, acts, or outward

appearance of the body. The union of music to words is most important,because
words can representthe cause of the frame of mind, the objectto which itrefers,
and the feelingwhich liesat its root,while music expresses the kind of mental

transition which is due to the feeling.When different hearers endeavour to de-scribe

the impressionof instrumental music, theyoften adduce entirelydifferent%
situations or feelingswhich theysuppose to have been symbolisedby the music.

One who knows nothingof the matter is then very apt to ridiculesuch enthusiasts,
and yettheymay have been all more or lessright,because music does not represent
feelingsand situations,but onlyframes of mind, which the hearer is unable to

describe exceptby adducingsuch outward circumstances as he has himself noticed

when experiencingthe correspondingmental states. Now differentfeelingsmay
occur under differentcircumstances and produce the same states of mind in dif-ferent

individuals,while the same feelingsmay giveriseto different states of mind.

Love is a feeling.But music cannot representit directlyas such. The mental

states of a lover may, as we know, shew the extremest varietyof change. Now

music may perhapsexpress the dreamy longingfor transcendent bhss which love

* Aid ri ol pvBfxoiKcd rh, fA4\rîmvif qIvo, the only sensation which excites the feelings?
'f^ctf'u^loucer " "/ Hk x^f^^ ^^* ^^^' ^^^^ '''^ Even melody without words has feeling.But
Xp^fwra Kcd "d6(rfiai;*H6riKurfi(r"is"Ur\y/"ffir"pthis is not the case for colour, or smell, or ^
Kcd al trpd^tis; ffiriZ\ ^ fikyMpytta ii9uchy,koL taste. Is it because they have none of the

woui liBos'ol 9h X"f""*̂^^ "^^XP^M^'''^̂̂ iroiovffiy motion which sound excites in us ? For the

Afioiws,Arist. Prob, xix. 29. others excite motion ; thus colour moves the

t [The above words conclude the problem, eye. But we feel the motion which follows

which it seems best to cite in full. Aiii r( rh sound. And this is alike, in rhythm, and

iucovarhvlUvov ^dosIxcir"v ataBrrruy; kc^ 7^ alteration in pitch,but not in united sounds.

ihf f "ycv kj6yovfA4\os,ZfjL"t%x^i^Bor "AX* ob Sounding notes togetherdoes not excite feel-

T^ Xpif/Mfoitik^ ifffiii,ov9h 6 xvfi^f̂ X"t" *H ing. This is not the case for other sensations.

8ti Klr/iffiu^x^iiiovovovx^ihv ^ ^6"bosii/xasKivti; Kow these motions stimulate action,and this

TotwdrrifjL^yyikpKcd roisJixkoLsiiripxfi,fctyti ykp action is the signof feeling.'Aristotle seems

"a2 T^ Xf^MA [f^oX]r^y i^iy" tiXAA rris ivofitimisto have requiredmotion to excite feeling,and

T^ TQio^^ ^^^ tdada"6tA"$aKty4ia9ms,ASrti in sounding two notes together,there was no

9i tx^iSfioUrnrOfHy re rots fve/ioiskoX 4y rp motion of one towards the other. It is evi-

T"y ^$6yywyrd^tir"y 6^4"yxai fiapimy,o^k iy dent that he had not the slightestinklingof a

T$ /tf|ci.*AAA' iiifvfA^yiaovk Ix^'̂ ^'- '^'^ progressionof /larmomes, and this utter blank

Si Toif "AAOU al(r07iroisrovro oIk forty. Ai 8i in his mind is one of the strongestproofsthat
KUfiiTttso^rai,itptutrtKaiflaiy.At 9^ irpd^tis,ijBovs the Greeks had never tried harmony. *Apfioyia
irriiutMrtai"rrl. Arist. Prob, xix. 27. Which we had the modem meaning of melody ; fi"\"f9ia
may perhaps translate thus :

' Why is sound was words set to mvLOC." Translator,]
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may excite. But preciselythe same state of mind might arise from religious
enthusiasm. Hence when a pieceof music expresses this mental state it is not

a contradiction for one hearer to find in it the longingof love,and another the

longingof enthusiastic piety.In this sense Vischer's rather paradoxicalstate-ment

that the mechanics of mental emotion are perhapsbest studied in their

musical expression,may be not altogetherincorrect. We reallypossess no other

means of expressingthem so exactlyand deUcately.
As we have seen, then,melodyhas to express a motion, in such a manner that

the hearer may easily,clearly,and certainlyappreciatethe character of that motion

by immediate perception.This is onlypossiblewhen the stepsof this motion,

their rapidityand their amount, are also exactlymeasurable by iromediate sensible

perception.Melodic motion is changeof pitchin time. To measure itperfectly,
the lengthof time elapsed,and the distance between the pitches,must be measur-

^ able. This is possiblefor iromediate audition onlyon condition that the altera-tions

both in time and pitchshould proceedby regularand determinate degrees.
This is immediatelyclear for time, for even the scientific,as well as all other

measurement of time,dependson the rhythmicalrecurrence of similar events,the

revolution of the earth or moon, or the swingsof a pendulum. Thus also the

regularalternation of accentuated and unaccentuated sounds in music and poetry
givesthe measure of time for the composition.But whereas in poetrythe con-struction

of the verse serves only to reduce the external accidents of linguistic
expressionto artisticorder ; in music,rhythm,as the measure of time,belongsto
the inmost nature of expression.Hence also a much more delicateand elaborate

developmentof rhythm was requiredin music than in verse.

It was also necessary that the alteration of pitchshould proceedby intervals,
because motion is not measurable by immediate perceptionunless the amount of

space to be measured is divided off into degrees.Even in scientificinvestigations

^ we are unable to measure the velocityof continuous motion exceptby comparing
the space described with the standard measure, as we compare time with the seconds

pendulum.
It may be objectedthat architecture in its arabesques,which have been

justlycompared in many respectswith musical figures,and which also shew

a certain orderlyarrangement,constantlyemployscurved lines and not lines

broken into determinate lengths.But in the firstplacethe art of arabesquesreally
beganwith the Greek meander, which is composedof straightlines set at right
anglesto each other,followingat exactlyequallengths,and cuttingone another

off in degrees. In the second place,the eye which contemplatesarabesquescan
take in and compare all partsof the curved lines at once, and can glanceto and

fro,and return to itsfirstcontemplation.Hence, notwithstandingthe continuous

curvature of the lines,their pathsare perfectlycomprehensible,and it became

possibleto renounce the strictregularityof the Grecian arabesquesin favour of

^ the curvilinearfreedom. But whilst freer forms are thus admitted for individual

small decorations in architecture,the division of any greatwhole, whether it be a

seriesof arabesquesor a row of windows or colunms, "c.,throughouta building,is
st'U tied down to the simplearithmetical law of repetitionof similar partsat equal
intervals.

The individual partsof a melodyreach the ear in succession. We cannot per-ceive

them allat once. We cannot observe backwards and forwards at pleasure.
Hence for a clear and sure measurement of the changeof pitch,no means was

left but progressionby determinate degrees. This series of degreesis laid down

in the musical scale. When the wind howls and itspitchrisesor fallsin insensible

gradationswithout any break,we have nothingto measure the variations of pitch,
nothingby which we can compare the later with the earliersounds, and compre-hend

the extent of the change. The whole phenomenonproducesa confused,un-pleasant

impression.The musical scale is as it were the divided rod,by which we

measure progressionin pitch,as rhythm measures progressionin time. Hence
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the analogybetween the scale of tones and rhythm naturallyoccurred to musical

theoreticians of ancient as well as modem times.

We consequentlyfind the most completeagreementamong allnations that use

music at all,from the earliestto the latesttimes, as to the separationof certain

determinate degreesof tone from the possiblemass of continuous gradations
of sound, all of which are audible,and these degreesform the scale in which

the melody moves. But in selectingthe particulardegreesof pitch,deviations
of national taste become inunediatelyapparent. The number of scales used by
differentnations and at differenttimes is by no means small.

Let us inquire,then, what motive there can be for selectingone tone rather

than another in its neighbourhoodfor the stepsucceedingany giventone. We

remember that in soundingtwo tones togethersuch a relation was observed. We

found that under such circumstances certain particularintervals,namely the con-sonances,

were distinguishedfrom all other intervals which were nearlythe same, ^

by the absence of beats. Now some of these intervals,the Octave, Fifth, and

Fourth, are found in all the musical scales known.* Recent theoreticians that

have been bom and bred in the system of harmonic music, have consequently
supposedthat theycould explainthe originof the scales,by the assumptionthat
all melodies arise from thinkingof a harmony to them, and that the scale itself,

considered as the melodyof the key,arose from resolvingthe fundamental chords

of the key into their separate tones. This view is certainlycorrect for modem

scales ; at least these have been modified to suit the requirementsof the harmony.
But scalesexisted longbefore there was any knowledgeor experienceof harmony at

all. And when we see historicallywhat a longperiodof time musicians required
to learn how to accompany a melodyby harmonies, and how awkward their first

attemptswere, we cannot feel a doubt that ancient composers had no feelingat all

for harmonic accompaniment,justas even at the presentday many of the more

giftedOrientals are opposedto our own harmonic music. We must also not forget̂
that many popularmelodies,of older times or foreignorigin,scarcelyadmit of any

harmonic accompanimentat all,without injuryto their character.

The same remark appliesto Rameau's assumptionof an
* understood ' funda-mental

bass in the constraction of melodies or scales for a singlevoice. A modern

composer would certainlyimagineto himself at once tliefundamental bass to the

melody he invents. But how could that be the case with musicians who had never

heard any harmonic music,and had no idea how to compose any ? Granted that

an artist'sgenius often unconsciously* feels out *

many relations,we should be

imputingtoo much to it if we asserted that the artist could observe relations of

tones which he had never or very rarelyheard, and which were destined not to be

discovered and employedtillmany centuries after his time.

It is clear that in the periodof homophonicmusic, the scale could not have

been constructed so as to suit the requirementsof chordal connections uncon-sciously

supplied.Yet a meaning may be assigned,in a somewhat altered form, ^
to the views and hypothesesof musicians above mentioned, by supposingthat the

same physicaland physiologicalrelations of the tones, which become sensible

when theyare sounded togetherand determine the magnitudeof the consonlint

intervals,mightalso have had an effect in the construction of the scale,although
under somewhat differentcircumstances.

Let us beginwith the Octave,in which the relationshipto the fundamental tone

is most remarkable. Let any melodybe executed on any instrument which has a

good musical quahtyof tone,such as a human voice ; the hearer must have heard

not onlythe primesof the compound tones,but also their upper Octaves,and, less

strongly,the remainingupper partials.When, then, a higher voice afterwards

executes the same melody an Octave higher,we hear againa part ofwhat we

heard before,namely the evenlynumbered partialtones (p.49^^)of the former

* [Itwill be seen in App. XX. sect. E. that the Fourth and Fifth are often materiallyinexact
or designedlyeMered, -Traiislator,]
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compound tones, and at the same time we hear nothingthat we had not previously
heard. Hence the repetitionof a melodyin the higherOctave is a real repetition
of what has been previouslyheard,not of all of it,but of a part.* If we allow a

low voice to be accompaniedby a higherin the Octave above it,the onlypart
music which the Greeks employed,we add nothingnew, we merelyreinforce the

evenlynumbered partials.In this sense, then,the compound tones of an Octave

above are reallyrepetitionsof the tones of the lower Octaves, or at least of partof

their constituents. Hence the firstand chief divisionof our musical scaleisthat into

a seriesof Octaves. In reference to both melodyand harmony,we assume tones

of differentOctaves which bear the same name, to have the same value,and, in the

sense intended,and up to a certain point,this assumptionis correct. An accom-paniment

of Octaves givesperfectconsonance, but it givesnothingadditional ; it

merelyreinforces tones alreadypresent. Hence it is musicallyapplicablefor in-

% creasingthe power of a melodywhich has to be broughtout strongly,but ithas

none of the varietyof polyphonicmusic, and therefore is felt to be monotonous,

and itisconsequentlyforbidden in polyphonicmusic.
What istrue of the Octave is true in a lessdegreefor the Twelfth.11 a melody

is repeatedin the Twelfth we againhear onlywhat we had alreadyheard, but the

repeatedpart of what we heard is much weaker, because onlythe third,sixth,

ninth, "c.,partialtone is repeated,whereas for repetitionin the Octave,instead of

the thirdpartial,the much strongersecond and weaker fourth partialis heard, and

in placeof the ninth,the eighthand tenth occur, "c. Hence repetitionof a

melodyin the Twelfth is less completethan repetitionin the Octave, because only
a smaller part of what had been alreadyheard is repeated.In placeof this

repetitionin the Twelfth, we may substitute one an Octave lower,namely in the

Fifth. Bepetitionin the Fifth is not a pure repetition,as that in the Twelfth is.

Taking2 for the pitchnumber of the primetone,the partialsare (197c,d)

H for the fundamental compound .2 4 6 S 1012-

for the Twelfth
....

6 12

for the Fifth 3 69 12

When we strikethe Twelfth we repeatthe simpletones 6 and 12, which already
existed in the fundamental compound tone. When we strikethe Fifth,we continue

to repeatthe same simpletones,but we also add two others,3 and 9. Hence for

the repetitionin the Fifth,onlya partof the new sound is identicalwith a partof
what had been heard, but itis nevertheless the most perfectrepetitionwhich can be

executed at a smaller interval than an Octave. This is clearlythe reason why
unpractisedsingers,when theywish to joinin the chorus to a song that does not

suitthe compass of their voice,often take a Fifth to it. This isalso a very evident

proofthat the uncultivated ear regardsrepetitionin the Fifth as natur^J. Such

an accompaniment in the Fifth and Fourth is said to have been systematically
developedin the earlypartof the middle ages. Even in modem music, repetition

IIin the Fifth playsa prominent part next to repetitionin the Octave. In normal

fuguesthe theme, as is well known, is firstrepeatedin the Fifth ; in the normal

form of instrumental pieces,that of the Sonata, the theme in the firstmovement

is transposedto the Fifth,returningin the second part to the fundamental tone.

This kind of imperfectrepetitionof the impressionin the Fifth induced the Greeks

also to divide the interval of the Octave into two equivalentsections,namely two

Tctrachords. Our majorscale on beingdivided in this manner would be :"

d e f g a b c' d' e' f

II. m.

* [Some considerations have been omitted, powerful as in the higher tone. The upper
probably by design. The qualityof tone of partialsof the higher tone, which are still
the Yoice which sings the Octave above is quiteeffective,would be inaudible in the lower

materiallydifferent. The evenly numbered tone. " Translator.']
partialsof the lower tone are by no means so
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The suocession of tones in the second tetrachord is a repetitionof that in the

first,transposeda Fifth.* To pass into the Octave division,the successive tetra-

chords must be alternatelyseparateand connected. They are said to be connected,

or conjunct,when, as in II. and III.,the last tone c of the lower becomes the first

of the highertetrachord ; and separate,or disjunct,when, as in I. and 11.,the last

tone of the lower isdifferentfrom the upper. In the second tetrachord ^ to 0, every

ascendingseriesof tones necessarilyleads to d as the finaltone, and this c'is also

the Octave of the fundamental tone of the firsttetrachord. Now this " is the Fourth

of g, the fundamental tone of the second tetrachord. To make the succession of

tones the same in both tetrachords,the lower tetrachord had to be increased by the

tone / which answers to c'. The Fourth /,however, would have suggesteditself
in the same way as the Fifth,independentlyof this analogyof the tetrachords.

The Fifth is a compound tone in which the second partialis the third partialof the

fundamental compound tone ; the Fourth is a compound tone in which the third ^
partialis the same as the second of the Octave. Hence the limits of the two

analogousdivisions of the Octave are settled,namely :"

c" /, g " c,

but the mode of fillingup these gaps remains arbitrary,and differentplansfor

doing so were adoptedby the Greeks themselves at differentperiods,and others

againby other nations. But the division of the scale into octaves,and the octave

into two analogoustetrachords,occurs everywhere,almost without exception.
Boethius (De Musica, lib.i.cap. 20)informs us that accordingto Nicomachus

the most ancient method of tuningthe lyredown to the time of Orpheus,con-sisted

of open tetrachords,

Q"f"g " d,

with which certainlyit was scarcelypossibleto construct a melody. But as it^
contained the chief degreesof the pitchof ordinaryspeech,a lyreof this kind

mightpossiblyhave served to accompany declamation.

The relationshipof the Fifth,and itsinversion the Fourth,to the fundamental

tone,is so close that it has been acknowledgedin all known systems of music.f
On the other hand, many variations occur in the choice of the intermediate tones

which have to be inserted between the terminal tones of the tetrachord. The

interval of a Third is by no means so clearlydefined by easilyappreciablepartial
tones, as to have forced itselffrom the firston the ear of unpractisedmusicians.
We must remember that even if the fifthpartialtone existed in the compound
tones of the musical instruments employed,itwould have had to contend with the

much louder primetone,and would also have been covered by the three adjacent
and lower partials.As a matter of fact,the historyofmusical systemsshews that

there was much and longhesitation as to the tuningof the Thirds. And the doubt

is even yet feltwhen Thirds are used in pure melody,unconnected with any har- fl
monies. I must own that on observingisolated intervals of this kind,I cannot

come to perfectlycertainresults,but I do so when I hear them in a well-constructed

melodywith distincttonahty. The natural majorThirds of 4 : 5 thus seem to me

calmer and quieterthan the sharpermajorThirds of our equallytemperedmodern

instruments, or with the stillsharpermajor Thirds which result from the Pytha-gorean
tuningwith perfectFifths. Both of the latter intervals have a strained

effect. Most of our modem musicians, accustomed to the major Thirds of the

equaltemperament,preferthem to the perfectmajorThirds,when melodyalone is

concerned. But I have convinced myselfthat artists of the firstrank,likeJoachim,
use the Thirds of 4 : 5 even in melody. For harmony there is no doubt at all.

* [This appliesto the Pythagorean scale whereas ^ to a is a minor Tone and a to 5 a

and hence to Greek music, and also to all major Tone. These distinctions were of coarse

tempered music. But in justintonation c to (2 purposelyomitted in the text. " Translator.]
is a major Tone, and d to e " minor Tone, f C^^t see App. XX. sect. K," Translator,]
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Everyone chooses the natural majorThirds. In ChapterXVI. I shall describe on

instrument which will enable any one to performexperimentsof this kind.*

Under these circumstances another principlefordeterminingthe small intervals

of the scale was resorted to duringthe in"ncy of music, and seems to be still

employedamong the less civilisednations. This principle,which has subsequently
had to yieldto that of tonal relationship,consists in an endeavour to distinguish
equal intervals by ear, and thus make the differences of pitchperceptiblyuni-form.

This attempt has never prevailedover the feelingof tonal relationshipfor
the division of the Fourth,at least in artisticallydevelopedmusic. But in the

division of smaller intervals we shall find itappliedas an auxiliaryin many of the

less usual divisions of the Greek tetrachord and in the scales of Oriental nations.

But arbitrarydivisions which are independentof tonal relationship,disappeared
^ everywherein exact proportionto the higherdevelopmentof the musical art.

We will now inquirewhat kind of a scale we should obtain by pursuingto its

consequences the natural relationshipof the tones. We shall consider musical

tones to be related in thefirstdegreewhich have two identicalpartialUmes ; and

related in the second degree,when theyare both related in thefirstdegreeto some

third musical tone. The louder the coincident in proportionto the non-coincident

partialsof compound tones related in the firstdegree,the closeris their relation-ship

and the more easilywill both singersand hearers feelthe common character

of both the tones. Hence itfollows that the feelingfor tonal relationshipoughtto
differwith the qualitiesof tone : and I believe that this states a "ct in nature,
because flutesand the softstopsof organs, on which chords are somewhat colour-less

owingto an absence of upper partialsand a consequentincompletedefinition
of dissonances,retain much of the same colourless character in melodies. This,
I think,dependsupon the fact,that,for such qualitiesof tone,the recognitionof

ITthe natural intervals of the Thirds and Sixths, and perhapseven of the Fourths

and Fifths,does not result from the immediate sensation of the hearer,but at most

from his recollection. When he knows that on other instruments and in singing
he has been able by immediate sensation to recognisethe Thirds and Sixths as

naturallyrelated tones,he acknowledgesthem as well-known intervals even when

executed by a flute or on the softstopsof an organ. But the mere recollectionof

an impressioncannot possiblyhave the same freshness and power as the immediate

sensation itself.

Since the closeness of relationshipdependson the loudness of the coincident

upper partialtones, and those havinga higherordinal number are usuallyweaker
than those havinga lower one, the relationshipof two tones is generallyweaker,
the greaterthe ordinal number of the coincident partials.These ordinal numbers,
as the reader will recollectfrom the theoryof consonant intervals,also givethe
ratio of the vibrational numbers of the correspondingnotes.

^ In the followingtable,the firsthorizontal line contains the ordinal numbers of

the partialtones of the tonic o, and the firstvertical column those of the corre-sponding

tone in the scale. Where the correspondingvertical columns and hori-zontal

lines intersect,the name of the tone of the scale is givenfor which this

coincidence holds. Only such notes are admitted as are distant from the tonic by
less than an Octave. Below each degreeof the scale are placedthe two ordinal

numbers of the coincident partials,which will serve as a scale for measuringthe
closeness of the relationship.

* [OtherexperimentalInstrameDts will be not so harsh but quitenear enough to shew its

described in App. XX. sect. F. The Harmoni- character. For the intervals used by violinists,
cal givesonlythe justmajor Third 4 : 5. Its see also App. XX. sect. G. arts. 6 and 7."

nearest approach to the Pythagorean64 : 81, Translator.
'\

or 408 cents,is 'Bb : X",= 63 :*8o,or 413 cents,
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IF

In this systematiccomparisonwe find the followingseries of notes lyingin
the octave above the fandamental note c, and related to the tonic 0 in the first

degree,arrangedin the order of their relationship:

c c^ g f a c eb

1:1 1:2 2:3 3:4 3:5 4:5

and the followingseriesin the descendingoctave :

C F O E^}

5:6

0

I : I 4: 3 5 :3 5:4

A

6:5

The series is discontinued when the resultant intervals become very close.

Intervals adaptedfor practicaluse must not be too close to be easilytaken and ^
distinguished.What is the smallest interval admissible in a scale is a question
which different nations have answered differentlyaccordingto the different

direction of their taste,and perhapsalso accordingto the different dehcacyof
their ear.

It seems that in the firststagesof the developmentof music many nations

avoided the use of intervalsof lessthan a Tone, and hence formed scales,which
alternated in intervalsfrom a Tone to a Tone and a half. Accordingto examples
collectedby M. F^tis,*a scale of this kind is found not only among the Chinese

but also among the other branches of the Mongol race, among the Malaysof Java

and Sumatra, the inhabitants of Hudson's Bay,the Papuas of New Guinea, the

inhabitants of New Caledonia,and the Fullah negroes.f The five-stringedlyre
(Kissar)of the inhabitants of North Africa and Abyssinia,which isrepresentedin
the bas-r^liefisof the Assyrianpalacesas an instrument played on by captives,was
also,accordingto Villoteai},^tuned by the scale of fivedegrees: ^

^ " a " 6 " d' " e'"

Traces of an ancient scale of this kind are clearlyfurnished by the five-stringed
lyreor lute {KiBdpa)of the Greeks. At leastTerpander(circaB.C. 700-650),who

playeda conspicuouspart in the developmentof ancient Greek music,and who

added a seventh stringto the former Cithara of six strings,used a scale composed
of a tetrachord and a trichord,having the compass of an Octave and tuned

thus :"

e^f^g^a-'b^ " d' " e'**

* Hiataire GinSrale de la Musique^ Paris,

1869,vol. i.

t [See App. XX. sect. E. for pentatonio
scales in Java, China, and Japan." Trans-

latar.]
X DescripHons des Instrum"nts de Mtisique

des Orieniaux ; chap. xiii.in the Description

de VEffypte. 6tat Modeme.

" [This is probablyonly a rude approxi-mation
or a guess. See App. XX. sect. K. for

observations on existingpentatonicscales actu-ally

heard." Translator.]
** Nicomachus makes Philolaus say (edit.

Meibomii,p. 17),* From the Hypate Jte)to
'

8^'"k
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in which there is no c',and the upper tetrachord has no interval of a Semitone,

althoughthere is an interval of this kind in the lower.*

Olympos (circaB.C. 660-620),who introduced Asiatic flute music into Greece

aiid ieidiBbptedit to Greek tastes,transformed the Greek Doric scale into one of five

tones,the old enharmonic scale

b^^c e^^f at

This seems to indicate that he broughta scale of five tones with him "om Asia,
and merelyborrowed the use of the intervals of a Semitone firom the Greeks.

Among the more cultivated nations,the Chinese and the Celts of Scotland and

Irelsiiidstillretain the scale of fivenotes without Semitones, althoughboth have

also become acquaintedwith the completescale of seven notes.

Among the Chinese,a certain princeTsay-yuis said to have introduced the

IFscale of seven notes amid great oppositionfirbm conservative musicians. The

division of the Octave into twelve Semitones, and the transpositionof scales have

also been discovered by thisintelligentand skilfulnation. But the melodies tran-scribed

by travellersmostlybelongto the scale of fi^enotes. The Gaels and Erse

have likewise become acquaintedwith the diatonic scale of seven tones by means

of psalmody,and in the presentform of their popularmelodies the missingtones
are sometimes justtouched as appoggiatureor passingnotes. These are, however,
in many cases merelymodern improvements,as may be seen on comparingthe
older forms of the melodies,and it is usuallypossibleto omit the notes which do

not belongto the scale of fivetones without impairingthe melody. This is not

onlytrue of the older melodies,but of more modem popularairs which were com-posed

during the last two centuries,whether by learned or unlearned musicians.

Hence the Gaels as well as the Chinese, notwithstandingtheir acquaintancewith
the modem tonal system,hold fastby the old.t And itcannot be denied that by

ifavoidingthe Semitones of the diatonic scale,Scotch airs receive a peculiarlybright
and mobile character,althoughwe cannot say as much for the Chinese. Both

Gaels and Chinese make up for the small number of tones within the Octave by
greatcompass of voice."

The scale of fivetones admits of a certain varietyin itsconstruction. Assume

c as the tonic and add to itthe nearest related notes in the ascendingOctave,till

you come to a Semitone. This gives

c " c' " g " / " a.

The next note e would form a Semitone with/. In the descendingOctave we find

in the same way
c"-C " F"-G " Ei).

The greatgaps in the scales between c and/ in the first,and between G and c

H in the second are filledup by tones related in the second degree. Since the tones

related to the Octave can onlybe repetitionsof those directlyrelated to the tonic,

Mese (a)wag a Fourth, from the Mese (a)to bition in London, 1884,givesmany varieties
the Ncte (e')a Fifth,from the Nete {e')to the of this scale,see App. XX. sect. E. Japan."

Trite (6)a Fourth, from the Trite (6)to the Translator,]
Hypate (e)a Fifth.* This shews that c, not 6, % Chinese Melodies,in Ambrosch's Oe-

was the missingnote. schichte der Muaikt vol. i. pp. 30, 34, 35. Of
* [The upper tetrachord was thus reduced Scotch melodies there is a fine collection

to a trichord,while the lower remained a per- with reference to the authorities and the older

feet tetrachord. If we take Pythagoreaninto- forms in G. F. Graham's Songs of Scotland,
nation the cents are e 90 / 204 g 204 a 204 3 vols. Edinburgh, 1859. The modem piano-
b 294 d' 204 e'." TranslatorJ] forte accompaniment which has been added, is

f [Taking Pythagorean intonation, the often illenough suited to the character of the

cents in the intervals are 6 90 c 408 egof 408 airs.

a 204 b. The account of the popular tuning " [Exclusiveof the two drones there are

of the Eo-to, the national Japanese instru- only9 tones on the bagpipe. For the whole

ment, furnished by the Japanese,but in Euro- of these observations see App. XX. sect. K. "

pean notes, at the International Health Ezhi- Translator.]
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the next tones to be considered are those related to the upper Fifth g, and lower

Fifth F, and these are d (theFifth above the upper Fifth g) and B^ (theFifth
"below the lower iFiithF). We thus obtain the scales*

But in placeof the tones more distantlyrelated to the tonic in the firstdegree,
both systemsof tones related in the second degreemight be used,and this would

give a scale resultingfrom a simpleprogressionby Fifths,as

3) c " d " -*-/" g " -^ftt"" cf

Then there are also some more irregularforms of this scale of five tones,in

which the major Third e replacesthe Fourth /,which is more nearlyrelated to

the tonic c. This transformation is probablydue to the modem preferencefor the

major mode, and ithas made its appearance in very many Scotch melodies. The

scale is then

4) c " d " e " ^-^g " a " ^^c'

f

The examplesof a similar exchangeof the Fifth g for the minor Sixth at"are
doubtful. This would givethe scale

s) 0" ^JSb" i?""- '4)" jBi""c

The scale 6) c " " 4"" / " 9 " " " ~^c

f * i 4 "
^

in which all the notes are related in the firstdegree,but for which the nearest

notes to the tonic,either way, are a Tone and a Semitone distant from it,has not

jet been discovered in actual use.

The above five forms of the scale of five tones can all be so transposedthat

they can be playedon the black notes of a pianowithout touchingthe white ones.f

"This is the well-known simplerule for composingScotch melodies.J Any one of

4) c 204 d 182 e, 316 g 182 a, 316 c'.

5) C3i6^'bi82ii^3i6-4"b 204B"bi82c.
6) c 316 g'b 182/ 204 g 182 a, 316 c"

Translator.]
"f[In the followingway" the numbers re-ferring

to the BohemeB in this page, and the

oorresponding cents, of course, belongingto

equaltemperament :

ZOO eft

300 eft200 d't

300 c't200 d't 300 ft 200 g't
300 eft200 d't 300/15

Anderson's College,Glasgow, in The Thistle,
*
a miscellanyof Scottish song, with notes

criticaland historical ; the melodies arranged
in their natural modes ; with an introduction,
explainingthe construction and characteristics

of Scottish music, the Principles,Laws, and

Origin of Melody * (Glasgow,Bee. 1883),says,
p. viii.: * The pentatonicform of the scale is

used in Scotland, but not to a greater extent

than in the national music of some other

countries. A general idea seems to prevail
that Scottish music can be played upon the

fiveblack digitalsof the pianoforte, re|j|e^ej^ing

* [In the following investigationthe
Author all along assumes harmonic forms of

"the intervals,which are certainlymodem.
The cents in the five forms cited,as deter-mined

from the ratios given,are :

i) c 204 d 294 / 204 g 204 a 316 c'.

2) C3i6^*b 182^204 0294 Bb 204c.

3) c 204 (Z294/ 204 gf294 6 b 204 c'.

1) cj 200 d" 300/5 200 g" 200 aJJ

2) dt 300 ft 300 gt 200 at

3) gt 200 at

4) ^ 200 ^" 200 at

5)At 300 ct 200 dt 300/1 200 gt 200 at

And this shews that all five are formed by a

Bimi^e succession of tempered Fifths,for the

five black notes arrangedin order of Fifths are

ft 700 et 700 gt 700 dt 700 at .
The piano

being tuned in equal temperament givesvery
nearly perfectFifths, and hence very well

imitates a succession of five notes thus tuned.

If,however, the Fifths are perfect,then every

200 and 300 cents in the above scheme becomes

204 and 294, differences which few ears will

perceivein melody.
% [Mr. Colin Brown, Euing Lecturer on

the Science,Theory,and History of Music,
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the fiveblack notes may then be used as a tonic,bat the ^ or Ajjĥavingno Fifih

(F or Eijf)among the black notes has a very doubtful effectas a tonic.

The followingare examplesof the use of these various scales of fivetones :"

The First Scale without Third or Seventh. Chinese,after John Barrow.*I.

"
-#-^-

^^m^m;st=s^ "r-

i m wt:
df ij- ^at^ "mzM

4--m i^^^f=^ it:=it :#tz"b;i*
"CT-

2. To the Second Scale, without Second or Sixth,belongmost Scotch airs

which have a minor character. In the modem forms of these airs one or other of

the missingtones is often transientlytouched. Here follows an older form of the

air called Cockle Shells :t

^^^

3^^^
-wj- W 0 ^

'- '" ^ #

1!

what is popularlyknown as the Caledonian

scale ; but any one who will take the trouble

to examine Scottishmusic will find that not

more than a twentieth partof our old melodies

are pentatonic,or constructed upon this form

of the scale. In Dauney's work, where the

Skene MSS. (theoldest collection extant)are

noted, this statement isfullyverified/ I have

examined the first 36 airs as printedin The

Thistle^ and I found only one which was

strictlypentatonic,p. 5i" No. 8, Lament for
Huaridh Mar, Macleod of Macleod" Dun-

vegan 1626. But in nearlya quarterof the airs

the Semitones were introduced by an unac-cented

note which looked to be modem, as in

JioxfsWife,p. 10, and the Banks and Braes

o' Bonnie Boon, p. 48, on the last of which

Mr. Brown observes, p. 49 = * With pentatonic

theorists Ye Banks and Braes is a favourite

example of this assumed peculiarityof Scottish

music. But it can only be brought into the

pentatonicscale by being playedin an incom-plete

form-.' The only places in which the

Seventh gt occurs are the cadence e'/5 9^ "'

(whichoccurs twice,and is evidentlyout of

character, and should be e'fl a' o'),and the

flourishedad libitum cadence /'" e" d" c"5 h"

containingthe Fourth d, (whichshould clearly

be f'% e" c"t b'). And many of the others

can be probably' restored
' in a similar fashion.

Thus of Bxry'sWife Mr. Brown himself aays,
p. 1 1, * played as a dance tune itispentatonic,'
and givesthe substitutes for his version,which
are clearlythe more ancient forms. Mr. Brown

givesas the marks of Scotch music (pp.ix.,x.)
I. its modal character,being constructed on

the ancient seven modes ; 2. itsmodtdatton or

change of mode, which is constant ; 3. almost
absence of transition or change of key; 4.

preponderance of minor forms of the scale ;

5. almost absence of sharp Sevenths in the
minors \ 6. cadences on to every note of the

scale,and double cadences closingon an unac-cented

note, which are simple(repeatingthe
cadential tone)or compound (the unaccented
tone differingfrom the preceding)." 2Vaiu-

lator.]
* [Scale,tempered d 200 e 300 g 200 a 200

b 300, d\ That is, no /B and no c" .
All

these scales are merely the best representa-tives
in European notation of the sensations

produced by the scales on European listeners.

They cannot be received as correct represen-tations
of the notes actually played." Trans-lator,]

t Playford'sDancing Master, ed. 1721,
The firstedition appeared in 1657." Songs of
Scotland, vol. iii.p. 170. [Scale,d 300 / 200

^ 200 a 300 c' 200 d',without e or b\"."Trans-lator.]
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3. F"yr the Third Scale,without Third and Sixth,

bagpipetune.*
Gaelic. Probablyan old

^ " ^ ^^g^^ :5tEr*t

P

Blythe,blytheand mer-ry are we,

Gan-ty dayswe've of - ten seen ; A

Blythe are we,

nightlikethis we

one and

ne - ver

^ ^feg rbe
"="c ^*=^^ "

The gloam-ingsaw us all sitdown, And mei-kle mirth has been our fa'.

P
Then

D.C.

b^JLj^zfe ^S^
let the toast and sang go round.Till chan - ti - oleer be - gins to craw :

4. To the Fourth Scale,without Fourth or Seventh,belongmost Scotch airs

which have the character of a majormode. Since dozens of Scotch tunes of this

kind are to be found in every collection,and are perfectlywell known, T givehere
a Chinese templehymn, after 6it8churin,tas an example:

H

T ^ Ib I r? ?2I =t
S^ =^2=

e^^g=f 2^ zcz:

a^22=
S: rt g -p2:

z^

5. For the FifthScale,without Second and Fifth,I have found no perfectly
pure examples. But there are melodies with either onlythe Fifth or else with a IT

mere transient use of both Second and Fifth. In the lattercase the minor Second

is used,givingit the character of the ecclesiasticalPhrygiantone,for example in

the very beautiful air,Auld Bohin Gray. I givean examplewith the tonic J%^
in which the Second (^ or g) is altogetherabsent,and the fifthc^is onlyonce
transientlytouched, so that itmightjustas well have been omitted.

JM^^s^^ l"^^\ ^ J^
Will

Let
ye
UB

go" las - sie. go To the braes Bal

i s^
w

- quhid - der, Where the blae - her - ries grow, Mang the

^ ^5: =F
bon - nie bloom - in hea - ther ; Where the deer and the

Sport the lang aim - mer

^^ -j^ J 1 J^
rae,

day,
Light
On the

bound

braes

inff

o

the ' ge - ther,
Bal - quhid -der?

* There is a Chinese tone of the same kind

in Ambrosch, Zoc.cU, vol.i.p. 34, second piece.
Another, with a singleoccnrrence of the Sixth,

My Peggie is a young thing,may be seen in

Songs of Scotland^ vol. iii.p. 10. [Scale,
" 200 /g 300 a 200 6 300 d' 200 e\ without g

or c. On the bagpipe,see App. XX. sect. ".

Probablythe scale of the bagpipe has been

unaltered since itsimportationfrom the East,
and it probablynever could have playedsuch
a scale as it is here supposedcapableof per-forming."

TnansZator.]
t Ambrosch, loc. cit. vol. i.p. 30. To the

same classbelongsthe firstpieceon p. 35 after
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We mightalsoin thisexampleassume b as the tonic"and regardthe conclusions

as formed upon the dominant and subdominant in the old-fashioned way.* In

these scales of five tones the determination of the tonic is much more doubtful

than in the scalesof seven tones.

The rule usuallygivenfor the G-aeHc and Chinese scales,to omit the Fourth

and Seventh,appliestherefore onlyto the fourth of the above scales,which cor-responds

to our majorscale. True this scale is often used in the usual Scotcli

airsof the presentday,and is probablydue to the reaction of our modem tonal

system. But the exampleshere adduced shew that every possiblepositionmay be

assumed by the tonic in the scale of five tones,if indeed we allow these scales to

have a tonic at all. In Scotch melodies the omissions in both major and minor

scales are so contrived as to avoid the intervalsof a Semitone,and substitute fior

them intervalsof a Tone and a half. Among the Chinese airs,however, I have

% found one which belongsrather to the old Greek enharmonic system, to be con-sidered

presently,and it will be explainedat the same time (p.265c).
We now proceedto the construction of scaleswith seven degrees.The first

form was developedin Greece under the influence of the tetrachordal divisions.

The ancient Greek melodies had a small compass and few degrees,a peculiarity
especiallyemphasisedeven bylaterauthors,as Plutarch,but it is also found among

most nations in the earlystagesof their musical cultivation. Hence the scale was

at firstformed within a less compass than an Octave,namelywithin the tetrachord.

On lookingwithin this compass for the tones nearest related to the limitingtonic

(/AcoTTy),we find onlythe Thirds. Thus if we assume e (thelasttone in the tetra-chord,

b " e)as a tonic,itsnext related tone within the compass of that tetrachord

is c, the majorThird below e. This gives:"

1. The afunent enharmonic tetrachord of Olympos"

b^^ c e

^ i i ^

Archytaswas the firstto settlethat the tuningof c : e must be 4 : 5 in the

enharmonic mode. The next most closelyrelated tone to e would be the minor

Third below it. Adding this we obtain :

2. The older chromatic tetracJiordof the Greeks "

5 w c ^' cjf" ^-^a

I f J

The method of tuning the intervals here assignedagrees with the data of

Eratosthenes (inthe third century before Christ).The intervalbetween c and cjf
in this case correspondsto the small ratio ^ [= 70 cents],which islessthan the

Semitone |f [= 112 cents].Next to it comes the much wider interval,cjf" e,

correspondingto a minor Third. We should obtain a more even distribution of

% intervals,by measuringthe minor Third upwardsfrom the lowest tone of the

tetrachord. This givesriseto

3. The diatonic tetrachord"

few c " d " e

This isthe tuningassignedby Ptolemyfor the diatonic tetrachord. Here we

Bftrrow and Amiot. fSoale,/200 g 200 a 300 to tonic,dominant and subdominant, implies

c' 200 i' 3C" /, without 6 b or e." Translator,] harmonic aoales,which pentatonioscales could
* [Taking/5 as the Tonic, the scale would not have been originally.Mr. C. Brown gives

be No. 5, without Second and Fifth,thus : this air (Thistle,p. 198)as here printed,but

/5 300 a 200 6 300 d 200 " 200 /" ?g;8it varies between hiflmodes of the ^
. ,

*

. .,. X
. XI- 1 1^ k" (GreekDone, EcclesiasticalPhrygian)and 5th

but taking b as the tonic the scale would be J^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ E^l Mixolydian).
No. 2, without Second and Sixth,as fj^^ spellingof the words has been corrected

6 300 d 200 " 200/5 300 a 200 6 by his edition." Trntwiator.]
which is altogetherdifferent, -^nyreferenoe
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must observe that if e contmued to be regardedas the tonic,d would hi^veonlya
distant relationwith it in the second degreethroughthe auxilia2;ytone b, J" two

tetrachords had been connected,as was very oarlydone, thus :

b e a

a closerconnectionin the second degreebetween d and e mighthave been obtained

by tuning(2as a fifthbelow a. Takingg as i, a will be f ,
and the Fifth below it

is d = |. We thus obtain the tetrachord

b -^ c " d " (

^ i

which agrees with the tuningassignedby Didymus (inthe firstcenturybefore

Christ). %

Accordingto the old theoryof Pythagoras,which will be examined presently,
all the intervals of the diatonic scale should be tuned by means of intervals of a

Fifth,giving:
5. b ^- c " d " e

* -Si " I

9

The tetrachord thus obtained isthe Greek Doric,which is considered as normal,
and made the basis of all considerations on other scales. Accordinglythose tones

which formed the lower notes of the semitonic intervalsof the scale,were, at least

theoretically,considered as the immovable limitingtones of the tetrachord while

the intermediate tones mightchangetheir position.Practicallythe intonation of

even these fixed tones was a Uttle changed,as Plutarch tells us, which may mean

that in the Lydian,and Phrygianmodes,"c.,the tonic is not selectedfrom one of IF

these so-calledfixed tones of the tetrachords. Thus we shall see further on, that

when d is the tonic,the b in the natural intonation of such a scale does not form

a perfectFifth with e.

The tetrachord could,however, be differentlycompletedbyinsertingtones which

formed majoror minor Thirds with either of the extreme tones.

Two minor Thirds givethe Phrygiantetrachord "

6. d " e ^^ f " g

If a majorThird were taken upwardsfrom the lower extreme tone,and a minor

Third downwards from the upper extreme,we should obtain the Lydiantetrachord"

_d " e " /
3 i n I

IT
8. Two majorThirds,as in b ^- c " cqf"' e, would form a varietyof the

chromatic scale,which does not seem to have been used, or at any rate not to

have been distinguishedfrom the chromatic form.*

* [Adoptingthe notation explainedlater on may be seen, and the oorreotness of the trans-
in this chapter,these tetrachords may be ac- positionsverified,
curatelywritten as follows ; Nos. i, 3, 4 and 7 i. Olympos . . 6,112 c'3866,'
may be playedas theystand on the Harmonioal, 2. Old Chromatic

. 6,1 1 2 c'70 c/t3160/
and Nos. 2, 6, 8 by transpositionas shewn (play . a iiza^iyoai^iOcf)
below, but No. 5 requiresthe six notes forming 3. Diatonic

. .
S,1 12 c'204 d^ 182 e/

5 perfectFifths,and these do not occur on the 4. Didymus . . 6,1 12 (/182 (2/2046/
Uarmonioal,but can be playedsufficientlywell 5. Doric

. .
6 90 (/204 d' 204 e'

on any tempered harmonium. Between the (notplayableon the Harmonical)
names of the notes are inserted the number of 6. Phrygian . .

d 182 e, 134/*182 ^
cents in the interval between them. By re- (play . ^ 182 a, 134 6*b 182 c')
ferringto the table called the Duodenarium, 7. Lydian . . c 1S2 di 204 e, 112/
App. XX. sect. E. art. 18,which employs the 8. Unused

. . 6,1 12 c'274 ^,'9112 e/

same notation,the exact positionof the notes (play . ^ 1 12 a'b 274 6,112 c')
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These are allthe normal snbdivisioiiBof the tetraohord that have been used*

But other subdivisionsoccur which the Greeks themselves termed irrational(SXoya),*
and we do not know with certainty-how for theywere practicallyused. One of

them, the softdiatonic mode, makes use of the interval 6:7, which is at any rate

very near to a natural consonance, beingthat between the Fifth and the subminor

Seventh of the fundamental note,an intervaloccasionallyused in harmonic musio

when unaccompaniedsingerstake the minor Seventh of the chord of the dominant

Seventh. The intervalsj are :

9- 3JJ

V
r

6:7

By loweringthe Lichanos the Parhypateis also flattened. However, the small

f interval || is very nearlythe PythagoreanSemitone,which expressedapproxi-mately
isf^.

The equaldiatonic mode of Ptolemy,which was divided thus : t

10. 3:4

contained a perfectminor Third divided as evenlyas possibla
There is a similar succession of tones, in an inverse order, in the modem

Arabic scale as measured by the Syrian,Michael Meshaqah." In this case the

Octave is divided into twenty-fourQuartertones** ; the tetrachord 10 has ten of

them, itslowest intervalfour,and each of the upper intervalsthree. Under these

circumstances the two upper intervals togetherform very nearlya minor Third,

^ which, as in the equaldiatonic scale of the Greeks, is divided into two equal
intervals,without payingregardto any sensible relationshipof the intermediate

tone thus produced.
The closer the interval,the more easy and certain is its division into two

intervals,by the mere feelingfor difference of pitch. This is,in particular,poe-

Bible for intervalswhich approachto the limits at which dififerencesof pitchare

If the minor Thirds df and e g were taken as monioal, as d'" c/" "/" 9^""downwards as g**'
Pythagorean" 294 cents, tetrachord 6 would ^^f"e^"'d"\ The division of the minor Hiird

become d 204 e 90 / 204 g^ which is more in- g : e| = 3i6 cents into 151 and 165 cents is of

telligible. course onlyapproximative.But it is a purely
On referringto App. XX. sect. D. the natural tetrachord of which ^204/ 112 e, 182 d(

ratios correspondingto each of these numbers is a deformation. " Translator.']
of cents will be found. " Translator.'] " Journal ofthe American Oriental Sodeiy^

* [That is,strictly,having a ratio not ex- vol. i.p. 173, 1847.
pressibleby whole numbers." Tronstotor.] *" [Ifthe Octave is divided equallyinto 24

f [Thenotes which would form tetrachord 9 quarters,each of which is half an equalSemi-
m might be written in the Translator's notation, tone or 50 cents, we can write it by usingthe

descendingfrom leftto right, additional sign q (a turned b, standingfor q

'db 85 a, 182 g 231 '/. ^6 initial of quarter)to represent an added

The three firstnotes could be played on the Q^arteriione,5 being two Quartertones.and

Harmonical. The interval 23ilBentscould be "*" ^^^ Quartertonesthus ascendmg c c"K

played on it downwards as C 231 '6b,but the ^" ";"*"^ ^^descending^dM d\"c^c,usmg db

whole tetrachord cannot be playedon it. Here "" the equiviUentof c" .
Then the principal

85 cents represent 21 : 20, while the Pytha-
""^"^"""*Meshaqah (seeApp. XX. sect. K.)is

gorean Semitone 256 .*243 is 90 cents. The a 2006 150 c'q150 (2'200 e' 150/q 150 ^ 200 a'.

di^renceIb smaU but perceptible-rmn.-
^^^^ ^^^ tetrachord " : d',which represent.

t [Using the Dotation ""/for the i ith har- ^"^*"*""*. ^ """ ^^^".'"̂' "" f"*""'
monic of C.I0that " is equivalentto 33 : 3* or

4 Quirtertones.and two of 150 cents or 3

53 cents,tetrachord loTaybe written down- Q^rtertones. This mterval of 3 Quartertonea

wards- representsthetrumpetmtervals*'/I gf* II : 12

a lu 'Y i6";e 182 d
"" '5i cents, and c : "'/-10 : 11 " 165 cents,

y -" J ^ ^ '

and was introduced into Arabia by the luti"t

This is simply,in order,the 12, 11, 10, and 9th Zalzal,who died about 1000 years ago, and ia

harmonic of c, and can be played on the horn much used in the East. " Translator^
or trumpet, and on the 5th octave of the Har-
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distinguishablebythe ear. The distinctnesswith which the yetsensible difference

can be feltthen famishes a measure of its magnitude. In this sense we have

probablyto explainthe possibilityof the later enharmonic mode of the Greeks,

which, however, had alreadyfeilleninto disuse in the time of Aristoxenus,and was

perhapshunted up again by later writers as an antiquariancuriosity.In this

mode the Semitone of the ancient enharmonic mode alreadymentioned (No. i
,

p. 2626) was againsubdivided into two Quartertones,so that a tetrachord was

producedlike the chromatic one, but with closer intervals between the adjacent
tones. The divisionof this enharmonic tetrachord * was

II. 3:4

n U i

This Quartertonecan onlybe considered as a transitionin the melodic move-ment

towards the lowest extreme of the tetrachord. A similar interval occurs in H

this way in existingOriental music. A distinguishedmusician whom I requested
to pay attention to it on a visitto Cairo,wrote to me as follows :

' This evening
I have been listeningattentivelyto the song on the minarets,to tryto appreciate
the Quartertones,which I had not supposedto exist,as I had thoughtthat the

Arabs sang mit of tune. But to-dayas I was with the dervishes I became certain

that such Quartertonesexisted,and for the followingreasons. Many passages
in litaniesof this kind end with a tone which was at firstthe Quartertoneand
then ended in the pure tone.f As the passage was frequentlyrepeated,I was able

to observe this every time,and I found the intonation invariable.* The Greek

writers on music themselves say that it is difficultto distinguishthe enharmonic

Quartertones.^
The later interpretersof Greek musical theoryhave mostlyadvanced the

opinionthat the above-mentioned differences,which the Greeks called colourings
(xpoat),were merelyspeculativeand never came into practicaluse." They con- ^

sider that these distinctions were too delicate to produceany estheticeffectexcept

on an incrediblywell cultivated ear. But it seems to me that this opinioncould
never have been entertained or advanced by modem theorists,if any of them had

practicallyattemptedto form these various tonal modes and to compare them by
ear. On an harmonium which will shortlybe described I am able to compare

* [It is not to be supposed that these nnmber of vibrations for the sharpened and

two Quartertones,differingonly by two cents normal note, which gave the interval as 48
(32 : 31=55 cents, 31 : 30 = 57 cents),were cents. The effect was very peculiar,but can

exactlyproduced. The lutist or lyristwould of course be easilyimitated on the violin. On

tune his Fourth c :/by ear (tolerablycorrectly), the classical Indutn instrument, the Vina, the

then a major Third below f or d^\"also by ear frets are very high,sometimes about an inch,

(and probablyvery incorrectlyon account of Hence by pressingdown the stringbehind the

the great difficultyof tuning a major Third), fret,the tension could be greatlyincreased,and
and then would by feelingdivide the remaining as much as a Semitone could be easilyadded,
interval in halves as well as he could. Using so that the scale could be indefinitelyaltered
c : c"\ for the approximate Quartertonehe without changing the frets,which were fixed ^
would have a"ou^c 56 cq 56 "2'b386/, or some- with wax. On the Arabic Babab and the

thing sufficientlylike it. Meshaqah's c 50 curious Chinese fiddles,which have no frets or

cq 50 cS 400 /would doubtless have been near finger-board,a note could be instantaneously
enough. Probablyno two lyriststuned alike. sharpenedin a similar manner by pressingmore
My experienceof tuningby ear is quiteagainst strongly." Translator.l
any approach to the accuracy which the figures % [And yet a quarterof a Tone is between

in the text would imply." Translator.] 2 and 3 commas, and allthe difficultiesof tuning
f [Probablythe effect was like that which in justand temperedintonation arise from in-

I heard produced by Baja R"m P41 Singh on tervals of a singlecomma or less." Translator,']
his Sit4r. Here the tone of the note, played " Even Bellerman is of this opinion
by pressingthe stringagainsta fret,was shar- (Tonleiterder Qriechen, p. 27). Westphal,
pened a quarter of a Tone by slidingthe finger in his Fragmenten der Griechischen Rhyth-
along the fret (thus deflectingthe string miker^ p. 209, has collected passages from

and increasingthe tension),and then it was Greek writers provingthe real practicaluse of

allowed to glide on to the proper note by these intervals. According to Plutarch (De
straighteningthe stringwithout repluoking Mtisica^pp. 38 and 39),the later Greeks had

it. I determined the amount of sharpening even a preferencefor these survivingarchaic
by observing the distance of deflection,and intervals,

then, at leisure,measuring by my forks the
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natural intonation with Pythagorean,and to playthe diatonic mode at one time

after the method of Didymus and at another after that of Ptolemy,and also to

make other deviations. It is not at all difficultto distingoishthe differenceof a

comma |^ in the intonation of the different degreesof the scale,when well-laiown

melodies are performedin different' colourings,'and every musician with whom I

have made the experimenthas immediatelyheard the difference. Melodic passages

with PythagoreanThirds have a strained and restlesseffect,while the natural

Thirds make them quietand soft,althoughour ears are hahituated to the Thirds

of the equaltemperament,which are nearer to the Pythagoreanthan to the natural

intervals. Of course where delicacyin any artisticohservations made with the

senses, comes into consideration,modems must look upon the Greeks in general
as unsurpassedmasters. And in this particularcase theyhad very good reason

and abundance of opportunityfor cultivatingtheir ear better than ours. From

^ youthupwards we are accustomed to accommodate our ears to the inaccuracies of

equaltemperament,and the whole of the former varietyof tonal modes, with their

differentexpression,has reduced itselfto such an easilyapprehendeddifferenceaa
that between major and minor. But the varied gradationsof expressionswhich
modems attain by harmony and modulation,had to be effectedby the Greeks and

other nations that use homophonicmusic, by a more deUcate and varied gradationof
the tonal modes. Can we be surprised,then,iftheir ear became much more finely
cultivatedfor differencesof this kind than itispossiblefor ours to be ?

The Greek scale was soon extended to an octave. Pythagorasis said to have

been the firstto estabUsh the eightcompletedegreesof the diatonic scale. At first

two tetrachords were connected in such a way as to have a common tone,the fjJtnj:

.f^g " a^ l\}" c " d

^
which produceda scale of seven degrees.Then this scale was changedinto the

followingform :

e " / " g " a " b ^^ " d " e

and thus made to consist of a tetrachord and a trichord,of which mention has

alreadybeen made (p.2576?).FinallyLichaon of Samos, (accordingto Boethius,)
or Pythagoras,(accordingto Nicomachus,)completedthe trichord into a tetrachord,
and thus established a scale consistingof two disjuncttetrachords.

The diatonic scale thus obtained could be continued either way at pleasureby
addinghigherand lower octaves,and it then produceda regularlyalternating
seriesof Tones and Semitones. But for each pieceof music a portiononlyof this

unlimited diatonic scale was employed,and the tonal systemswere distinguished
by the character of the portionsselected.

These sectional scales might be producedin very differentways. The first

% practicalobjectwhich necessarilyforces itselfon attention,as soon as an instm-

ment with a limited number of strings,likethe Greek lyre,is used for executinga

pieceof music,is,of course, that there should be a stringfor every musical tone

required.This prescribesa certain series of tones which must be providedand
tmied on the instrument. Now as a rule when a certain series of tones is thus

prescribedas a scale for the tuningof a lyre,no questionis raised as to whether a

tonic is to be distinguishedor not,or if so which itshould be. A tolerablenumber

of melodies may be found in which the lowest tone is the tonic : others in which

an interval below the tonic is touched ; and others,again,in which the Fifth or

Fourth above the Octave below the tonic is used. This is the kind of difference

between the authentic and plagalscales of the middle ages. In the authentic

scales the deepesttone of the scale,in the plagalitsFifth below or Fourth above,
was the tonic ; thus :

*
"

* [SeeMr. Rockstro's article,' Modes Eocle- on
* GregorianModes,' vol. i.p. 625,in Grove's

siastioal,'vol.ii.p. 340, and Bev. T. Helmore's Dictionaryof Music, What Prof. Helmholts
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First Authentic Eccleslastical SoAiiE,tonic d.

d " e " / " g " a " b " c " d
V.

..p.
/

FouBTH Plagal Scale, tonic g.

d " e " / " g " a " b " c " d
y

,
^

The scales were looked upon as composed of a Fifth and a Fourth, as the

braces shew. In the authentic tone the Fifth lay below ; in plagal,above.
Now if we have nothingelse before us but a scale of this kind,which marks out

the accidental compass of a series of melodies,we can collect but Httle respect-ing
the key. Such scales themselves may be fittinglytermed accidental. They

comprise,among others,the medieval plagalscales. On the other hand, those f
scales which, likethe modem, are bounded at each extremityby the tonic,may be

termed essential. Now practicalneeds clearlylead in the firstplaceto accidental

scales alone. When a lyrehad to be tuned to accompany the human voice in

unison,it was indispensablynecessary that allthe tones requiredshould be present.
There was no immediate practicalneed for marking the tonic of a song sung in

miison, or even to become fullyaware that it had a tonic at all. In modem

music, where the structure of the harmony essentiallydepends on the tonic,the

case is entirelydifferent. Theoretical considerations on the structure of melody
could alone lead to distinguishingone tone as tonic. It has been alreadymentioned
in the precedingchapter,that Aristotle,as a writer on esthetics,has left a few

notices indicatingsuch a conception,but that the authors who have specially
written on music say nothingabout it.

In the best times of Greece,song was usuallyaccompaniedby an eight-stringed
lyre,tuned so as to embrace an Octave of tones selected from the diatonic scale.^

These were the following:

1. Lydian c " d " e " / " g " a " b " c

2, Phrygian d " e " / " g " a " b " c " d

3. Doric e " / " g " a " b " c " d " e

4. Hypolydian .... / " g " a " b " c " d " e " /

5. Hypophrygian(Ionic) . . g " a " 6 " c " d " e " / " g

6. Hypodoric(Eolicor Locrian) .
a " b " c " d " e " / " g " a

7. Mixolydian ....
b " c " d " e " / " g " a " b " (c)

Hence any one of the tones in the diatonic scale could be used as the initial

or final extremityof such a tonal mode. The Lydian and Hypolydianscales
contain Lydian,the Phrygianand Hypophrygiancontain Phrygian,and the Doric

and Hypodoriccontain Doric tetrachords. In the Mixolydiantwo Lydian tetra-

chords seem to have been assumed, one of which was divided,as shewn by the braces

in the above examples.*
calls the ionic was termed the final. What on the piano and organ in equallytempered
was the exact intonation of this music it id intonation,as their ancestors played them

perhaps impossibleto say. Perhaps we may in meantone intonation. Bat either of the
assume it to have been Pythagorean,as latter admit of beingharmonised ; not so the

d2O4e90f2O4a2Oda2OAbQ0C2OAd. former,so that there is an essential difference.
"^ "^ ^ ^ "" ^

^Translator.]
Of course, modern musicians play them * [By a reference to p. 263"2,note,itwill be
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The scalesor tropesof the best Greek periodhave hitherto been considered aB

essential,that is,the lowest tone or hypatehas been considered as the tonic. Bat

I cannot find any definitegroundfor thisassumption.What Aristotlesays, as we

have seen, makes the middle tone or mese, function as the tonic,but yetitcannot
be denied that other attributesof our tonic belongto the hypate.*Whatever may
have been the real state of the case, whether the mese or hypatebe regardedas the

tonic,whether the scales be considered as allauthentic or allplagal,itisextremely
probablethat the Greeks, among whom we firstfind the completediatonic scale,
took the Hbertyof usingevery tone of this scale as a tonic,justas we have seen

that every one of the five tones forming the scales of the Chinese and Gaels

occasionallyfunctions as a tonic. The same scales are also found, probably
handed down immediatelyby ancient tradition,in the ancient Christian ecclesi-astical

music.

Hence if we disregardthe chromatic and enharmonic scales,and the apparently
arbitraryscales of the Asiatics,none of which have shewn themselves capableof

"r
further development,thomophonicvocal music developedseven diatonicscales,
which differfrom one another in about the same way as our major and minor

scales. These differences wiU be better appreciatedby making them all begin
with the same tonic c.t

seen that this paragraphmateriallyalters the
intonation from what would result from a

mere beginningof each mode with a different

note of the Pythagorean or diatonic scale. I

therefore repeatthe scales as defined by this

paragraphin the notation explainedon pp. 276a
to 277a and note ",and write between each pair
of notes the number of cents in the interval

between each pairof notes,which willbe found

useful in future comparisons. These scales

^ should be traced out on the Duodenarium,

App. XX. sect. ". art. 18. They cannot be

playedon the Harmonical.

1. Lydian,c 182 di204 ei 1 12 / 204 g 182 Aj 204
5, 112 c

2. Phrygian,d 182 ej 134 /* 182 g 204 a 182

6, 134 c* 182 d

3. Doric, ego f 204 g 204 a 204 " 90 c 204
d 204 e

4. Hypolydian,/ 204 g 182 ai 204 "i 112 c 182

^,2046, 112/
5. Hypophrygian (Ionic),g 204 a 182 61 112

c 204 d 182 e, 134/' 182 g
6. Hypodoric (Eolicor Locrian),a 204 b 90

c 204 d 204 6 90 / 204 g 204 a

7. Mixolydian,5i 112 c 182 di 204 0, 112/204
g 182 a^ 204 6,." Translator.]

* B. Westphal,in his Oeschichte der alien

gr
UTid miltelalterlichen Musik^ Breslau, 1864,

"' which isunfortunatelystillincomplete,uses the

previouscitations from Aristotle,to frame an

hypothesison the tonic and finalcadence of the

above scales. But he appliesthe remarks of

Aristotle onlyto the Doric,Phrygian,Lydian,
Mixolydianand Locrian scales,and not to the

Eolic and Ionic, which were also known at

that time, although the groundfor their ex-clusion

is not apparent. In the firstfour of

these he takes the mese as tonic and the

hypate as the terminal tone. In those scales

distinguishedby the prefixHypo-tthe hypate
was both tonic and terminal; but in those

having the prefixSyntono-tthe hypate was

both the terminal and the Third of the tonic,
and the same was the case perhaps for the

Boeotian scale,which is onlymentioned once.

Hence it follows that the minor scale of A

occurs as Doric with the terminal e, as Hypo-

doric
with the teiTninala, as Boeotian with

the terminal c. Moreover the Ifixolydian
would be a minor scale of JE7,with a minor

Second,and a terminal in 5; the Locrian a

minor scale of D with a major Sixth,and a

terminal in a ; the Phrygian,Hypophrygian or

lastic,and the Syntonoiastic,major scales of

Of with a minor Seventh, the terminals being
dy g, and b respectively.Finallythe Lydian,
Hypolydian and Syntonolydian would be

major scales of F, with superfluousFourth,
and with the terminals c, /,and a respectively.
But accordingto Westphal the normal major
scale was entirelyabsent. If the Ionic were

interpretedaccordingto the words of Aristotle,
it would yield a correct major scale. The

tonic F with B (insteadof JBb)as its Fourth,
has a totallyimpossibleappearance to modem

musical feeling.
f [In India there is a highly developed

system with a vast varietyof scales." Trans-lator.]

X [Continuingto use the notation of p. 2686,
note,these transposedscales may be written

as follows. As the order is differentfrom that

in p. 267c,the numbers there used are added

in n. The number of cents in each interval

will complete the identification. I giveonly
the ancient Greek names, and the names pro-posed

by Prof. Helmholtz.

1. Lydian" Mode of the First (Major)(i),
c 182 di 204 6| 112 / 204 g 182 ai 204
61 112 c.

2. Ionic or Hypophrygian " Mode of the

Fourth (5),c 204 d 182 e^ 112 / 204 g 182

"! 134 "*b 182 c

3. Phrygian" Mode of the minor Seventh (2),
c 182 d,134 e^b 182 /204 g 182 a. 134
6'bi82c

4. Eolic" Mode of the minor Third (Minor)
(6),c 204 d 90 eb 204 / 204 g 90 ab 204
6b 204 c

5. Doric" Mode of the minor Sixth (3),c 90

db 204 eb 204/ 204 9 90 ab 204 6b 204 e

6. Mixolydian" Mode of the minor Second (7),
c ii2"2^b I82 6b204/ii2 9*b204a*bi82
6b 204 c

7. Syntonolydian"Mode of the Fifth,not in
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To assist the reader I have added the names assignedto the ecclesiastical

modes by Olarean, which were wronglydistributed among the scales owingto his

confdsingthe older tonal modes with the later (transposed)minor Greek scales,̂

but which are more known among musicians than the proper Greek names. But

I shall not use Glarean's names without expresslymentioningthat theyreferto an

ecclesiasticalmode. It would be reallybetter to forgetthem altogether.The old

numerical notation of Ambrose was much more suitable,but as his figureshave
been altered againand do not sufficefor all modes, I have ventured to propose a

new nomenclature in the above table,which will save the reader the trouble of

memorisingthe systemsof Greek names, of which Glarean's are certainlywrong,
and the others are also perhapsnot quitecorrectlyapplied.The principleof the

new nomenclature is this. By ' the mode of Fourth of C,' is meant a mode of

which C is the tonic,but which has the same signature(oradditional $ and \}
signs)as the majorscale formed on the Fourth of the diatonic scale beginning
with C ; that is on F. The minor Seventh, minor Third,minor Sixth,and minor

Second must alwaysbe understood as the intervals intended in this case.f If the

major intervals were selected the tonic would not occur in their scales. Thus^
' the mode of the minor Third of C ' is the scale with the tonic C, havingthe

signatureof JSf)major(thatis B{},E\},A\}),because E[}is the minor Third of C ;

this is therefore C minor, at least as it is playedin the descendingscale. I hope
the reader will have no difficultyin understandingwhat is meant by thisnotation.^

This was tlietonal system in the best times of Greek art,up to the Macedonian

empire. Airs were at firstHmited to a tetrachord,as is stilloften the case in the

Boman Catholic Uturgy. They were afterwards extended to an Octave. Longer
scales were not necessary forsinging,as the Greeks refused to employthe straining
upper notes,and unmetallic deepnotes of the human voice. Modem Greek songs,

of which Weitzmann has made a collection,"have also a surprisinglysmall com-pass.

If Phrynis(victorin the Panathenaic competitions,B.C. 457)added a ninth

stringto his cithara,the chief advantageof the arrangement was to allow of

passingfrom one kind of scale to another.

The later Greek scale,which firstoccurs in Euclid's works of the third century%

B.C., embraces two Octaves,thus arranged:

the former table under this name, but

reallythe Hypolydian (4),c 204 d 182 6, 204

/iS 112 g 182 a| 204 6, 112 c

Befer to the Duodenarium, App. XX.

sect. ". art iS."Translator.]
* (Ifwe subtract each of the nombers in

the names of the modes here proposed,from

9, (reckoningi as 8 its Octave,)we obtain the

nambers on p. 267c,which shew the number of

the note in the major scale determined by the

signature,on which the specialscale begins.
Thus as 9 less 7 is 2, the mode of the minor

Seventh is that numbered 2 on pp. 267c,268c.
If we call the major scale,when reduced to a

harmonisable form, i. do, 2. r", 3. tni,4. /a,
5. so, 6. 2a, 7 tiythen these transformed modes

may be called with the Tonic Sol-faiststhe do,
re, mi, Ac, modes respectively." Translator,]

f [The qualificationminor will therefore

be always used in this translation,and has

been inserted in the above table." Translator.]
X [In App. XX. sect. E. No. 10, I have

endeavoured to deduce scales forharmonic use,

from a generaltheoryof harmony which de-termines

the precisevalue of each tone as

part of a chord, and I have given precise
names for them, there exemplified.This har-monic

deduction of scales is quiteindependent
of the historical melodic deduction in itietext.
" Translator.]

" Oeschichte der Oriechischen Musik^
Berlin,1855.
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.
lowest Tetrachord

A added Tone

B\

c

d

f middle Tetrachord

9

a

Proslambanom'enos

Tetra. hyp'aton

Tetra. mes'on

"

d'

fe'

f
9'

disjunctTetra.
T. diezeug'mendn

superfluousTetr.
T, hyperbolai'oTL

a \

"

d'

conjunctTetr.
T, synem'menon.

This scheme givesfirst the Hypodoric [Eolic,or Locrian]scale* for two

Octaves,and then an added tetrachord which introduces a,Ij\}iaaddition to the b,
and thus,in modem language,allows of modulation from the principalscale into
that of the subdominant.t

This scale,essentiallyof a minor character,was transposed,and thus a new

seriesof scales were generatedthat correspondwith the (descending)minor scales

of modem music. To these were appliedthe old names of the tonal modes, by
givingoriginallyto each minor mode the name belongingto that tonal mode

which was formed by the section of the minor scale which lay between the

extreme tones of the Hypodorict scale. Accordingto the Greek method of repre-senting

the notes, these extreme tones would have to be written /../. Their

% actual pitchwas probablya Third lower. Thus the minor scale of D was called

Lydian,because in this scale"

d"e" \f"g"a-'l^-'C'-d''e'-f\g"a-'l^^c"d

the section of the scale lyingbetween the extreme tones /and/ belongedto the

Lydiantonal mode. Li this way the old names of the tonal modes altered their

meaninginto those of tonal keys. The followingtable shews the correspondence
of these names :"

Within each of these scales each of the previouslymentioned tonal modes

might be formed, by using the correspondingpart of the scale. Besides this it

was possibleto pass into the conjuncttetrachord and thus modulate into the tonal

keyof the subdominant.

The experimentson transpositionwhich formed the basis of these scales

" [See No. 6, of p. 267c, text, asBoming
Pythagorean intonation. " Translator.]

t Singularlyenough this speciesof musical

scale has been preservedin the Zillerthalin

Tyrol, for the wood-harmonioon. This scale

has two rows of bars. One forms a regular

diatonic scale with the disjuncttetrachord.
The other,which lies deep,has the conjunct
tetrachord in its upper part.

X [This seems to be an error for Hypo-
lydian,No. 4 of p. 267c,of which the extreme

tones are / and /." Translator,]
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shewed that the Octave mightbe considered as composedapproximativeljof twelve

Semitones. Even Aristoxenus knew that by takinga series of twelve Fifths we

reached a tone that was at least very near 'to a higherOctave of the initialtone.

Thus in the series

he identifiede/jj^with /,and by thus closingthe seriesof tones he obtained a cycle
of Fifths. Mathematicians denied the fact,and with reason, because if the Fifths

are taken perfectlytrue,^ is a littlesharperthan /. For practicalpurposes,
however, the error was quiteinsensible,and might be justlyneglectedin homo-

phonicmusic in particular.*
This closes the developmentof the Greek tonal system. Completeas is our

acquaintancewith itsoutward form, we know but littleof itsreal nature,because

the examples of melodies which we possess are not onlyfew in number, but very f
doubtful in origin.

Whatever may have been the nature of tonahtyin Greek scales,and however

numerous may be the questionsabout it that are stillunresolved,yet so far as the

theoryof the generalhistoricaldevelopmentof tonal modes is concerned we leam

all we want from the laws of the earhest Christian ecclesiasticalmusic, wbich at

its commencement touched upon the ancient construction as itdied out. In the

fourth centuryof our era. BishopAmbrose, of Milan, establishedfour scales for

ecclesiasticalsong, which in the untransposeddiatonic scale were :

First mode : d " e " / " g " a " b " c " d mode of the minor Seventh.

Second mode : e " / " g " a " b " c " d " e mode of the minor Sixth.

Third mode : / " g " a " b " c " d " e " / mode of the Fifth (unmelodic).
Fourth mode : g " a " b " c " d " e " / " g mode of the Fourtb.

The variable character of the tone b, which was transmutable into l^ in the ^

later Greek scales,remained, and producedthe followingscales :"

First: d " e " f"g " a " 1\}" c " d mode of the minor Third.

a^^^A. ".^""Au^^^ (mode of the minor Second
Second: e " / " g " a " en " c " a " e \.

i j- x"^ ^ ^
.

I(unmelodic).
Third : / " g " a" 6^ " c " d " e " / mode of the First (major).
Fourth: g " a " ^ " c " d " e " / " g mode of the minor Seventh.

There can be no doubt that these Ambrosian scales are to be regarded as

essential (seep. 2676),for the old rule is that melodies in the firstare to end in d,
those in the second in e, those in the third in /,and those in the fourth in gr,and

this marks the initialtones of the scale as tonics. We may certainlyassume that

this arrangementwas made by Ambrose for his choristers as a practicalsimplifica-tion
of the old musical theory,which was overloaded with an inconsistent nomen-clature.

And this leads us to conclude that we were rightin conjecturingthat the ^
similar older Greek scales could have been reallyused as differentessential scales.

Pope Gregorythe Great inserted between the Ambrosian essential scales the

same number of accidental scales (p.267a),called plagal,proceedingfrom the

Fifth to the Fifth of the tonic. The Ambrosian scales were, then,called authentic

* It is by no means an nnimportantfact, Bepresentationsof sach Antes are found in
for oar appreciationof the Greek scale,that a the very oldest Egyptian monuments. They
flute was foand in the royal tombs at Thebes are very long,the holes are all near the end,
in Egypt (now in the Florentine Museum, and hence the arms must have been greatly
No. ^88),which, accordingto M. F^tis,who stretched,giving the player a characteristic
examined it,gave an almost perfectscale of position. The Greeks can scarcelyhave been
Semitones for about an Octave and a half ; ignorantof this scale of Semitones. That it
namely, was not introduced into their theorytillafter
Series of primes,abb b " c'id' the time of Alexander,clearlyshows the pre-
First upper partialtones, a' b'b b' c" c"U d" ferenoe they gave to the diatonic scale. [M.
Second upper partialtones,t!'f ft ^' g"t a" F6tis*s deductions must be treated with much
Third upper partialtones,a" 6"b b" d" c'"5d" caution." Tmiwtotor.]
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for distinction. The existence of these plagalecclesiasticalscaleshelpedto increase

the confusion which broke over the ecclesiasticalscales towards the end of the

middle ages, as composers began to neglectthe rules which fixed the terminal

tones, and this confusion assisted in favouringa freer"developmentof the tonal

system. This confusion also shewed,as we remarked in the lastchapter(p.2436),
that no feelingfor the thoroughpredominanceof the tonic was much developed
in the middle ages. But a step,at least,was made in advance of the Greeks, by
recognisingas a rule that the pieceshould close on the tonic,althoughthis rule

was not alwaysobserved.
Glarean endeavoured in 1547 to reduce the theoryof the scales to order again,

in his Dodecachordon. He shewed by an examination of the musical compositions
of his contemporaries,that six,and not four,authentic scales should be distinguished,
and adorned them with the Greek names in the table on p. 269a. Then he assumed

^ six plagalscales,and hence on the whole distinguishedtwelve modes, whence the

name of his book. Hence down to the sixteenth centuryessential and accidental

scales were reckoned as parts of one series. Among Glarean*s scales one is

unmelodic, namelythe mode of the Fifth,which he calls the Lydian. There are

no examples of these to be found, as we know from a careful examination of

medieval compositionsmade by Winterfeld,*and this confirms Plato's opinionof
the MixolydiEknand Hypolydianmodes.

Hence there remain the followingfive melodic tonal modes applicablestrictly
for homophonicand polyphonicvocal music,namely:

H

The rational construction of these scaleswhen extended to the Octave or beyond
the Octave results from the principleof tonal relationshipalreadyexplained.fThe
limits of the extent to which tones related in the first degreeshould be used, are

determined by the necessityof avoidingintervalstoo close to be distinguishedwith

certainty.The largergaps thus lefthave to be filledwith the tones most nearly
related in the second degree.

The Chinese and Gaels made the whole Tone V [=182 cents]the smallest

interval.^:The Orientals,as we have seen, stillretain Quartertones.The Greeks

experimentedwith them, but soon gave them up and keptto the Semitone {f
[=112 cents]as the smallest.

European nations have followed Greek habits,and retained the Semitone ff as

^ the limit. The interval between ^ (f) [=316 cents]and E (|)[=386 cents],and
between A\}(f)[=814 cents]and A (f)[=884 cents],in the natural scale is

smaller,being|| [=70 cents],and we consequentlyavoid usingboth ^ and E,

or both A\}and A in tliesame scale. We thus obtain the followingtwo seriesof

intervals between the most nearlyrelated tones for ascendingand descending
scales :

Ascending: c e " / " g " a c'

* if I V *
Descending: c A\}" O " F " ^ C

n I 10

*
von Winterfeld'B Johannes Gabrieli und

sein Zeitalter,Berlin, 1834,vol. i. pp. 73 to

iu8.

t [The followingis not an attempt to

restore the Greek originals,which have already
been treated,but to form harmonic scales on the

same, and these are obtained by another pro-cess
in App. XX. sect. E. art. ^."TranslaUn'.]
X [Ihave found much smaller intervals in

Chinese instruments. See App. XX. sect. K.
" Translator,]
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The numbers below the series shew the intervals between the two tones between

which theyare placed.*
It is at once seen that the intervals from and to the tonic are too large,and

might be further divided. But as we have come to the limits of relationshipin
the firstdegree,we have to fillthese gaps by tones related in the second degree.

The closest relationshipin the second degree is necessarilyfamished by the

tones most nearlyrelated to the tonic. Among these the Octave stands first. The

tones related to the Octave of the tonic are of course the same as those related to

the tonic itself;but by passingto the Octave of the tonic we obtain the descending
in placeof the ascendingscale,and conversely.

Thus, ascendingfrom c we found the followingdegreesof our majorscale"

c e" / " g " a "

But takingthe tones related to c',we obtain "

0 eb " /" 9 " c^ c'

Hence the second degreeof relationshipto the tonic givesan ascendingminor
scale. In this scale e["is givenas the majorSixth below c'. But it has also the

weak relationshipto c marked by 5 : 6. Now we found that the sixth partialof a

compound tone was clearlyaudible in many qualitiesof tone forwhich the seventh

or eighthcould not be heard ; for example,on the pianpforte,the narrower organ

pipes,and the mixture stopsof the organ. Hence the relationshipexpressedby
5 : 6 may often become evident as a natural relationshipin the firstdegree. This,
however, could scarcelybe the case for the relationshipe " of)or 5 : 8. Hence it

is more natural to changee into ^ than a into at"in the ascendingscale. The

latter,0(7,can onlybe related to the tonic la the second degree.The three

ascendingscalesla order of intelligibilityare, therefore" f ^

e e " / " g " a c'

c ^"f"g " a 0'

c eb " /" g " (^ c'

These distinctions based on a relationshipin the second degree,throughthe
medium of the Octave, are certainlyvery slight,but theymake themselves felt

in the well-known transformation of the ascendingminor scale,to which these

distinctionsclearlyrefer.

Descendingfrom 0, instead of the relationsin the firstdegree,givenin

c A\^"G " F " E\} C

we may assume relations in the second degree,that is of the deeper0, and

obtain
"

c A " G " F " E G ^

Tn the latter,A is connected with the initialtone by the distant relationshipin the

firstdegree,5 : 6, and E onlyby a relationshipin the second degree.Hence the

third descencUngscale
c A " G " F " E\} C

which we also found as an ascendingscale. For descendingscales we have there-fore

the followingseries.^

* [With the subsequentnotation and inter- c 386 e^ 112/ 204 g 182 a, 316 c'

yals expressedin cents : c 316 e*bi82 / 204 9 182 A) 316 (/

C386., 112/204^ 182a, 316C c3i6e'bi82/204(7ii2a'b386C

c 386 i'b112 G 2b4 F 182 ""b3i6 C Translator.]

Translator,'] + [These are the same three scales as in

f [With the subsequentnotation and inter- the last note,read backwards." 2Vans^^.J
vals in cents ;

^.jo^gle
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c ^.A\}'-G " F " E^ G

c A "G^F " E\) G

c A "G " F " E G

Generally,since all Octaves of the tonic,distant or near, higheror lower, are

80 closelyrelated that theycan be almost identifiedwith it,all higherand lower

Octaves of the individual degreesof the scale are almost as closelyrelated to the

tonic,as those of the next adjacenttonic of the same name.

Next to the relations of the Octave " of c, follow those of g^ the Fifth above,
and F the Fifth below e. We must therefore proceedto studytheir effectin the

construction of the scale. Let us beginwith the relations of g, the Fifth above

the tonic*

ABCENDINa SCALES.

Belated to c : c e " / " g " a c'

H Belated to g : c d fi^" " g b " c'

Unitingthe two, we have "

i) The Major Scale (Lydianmode of the ancient Greeks):

c " d " e " / " g " a " h " cf

I I f J f f V 2

The changeof e into e["is here facilitatedby itssecond relationshipto g. This

gives"

2) The AscendingMinor Scale :

c " d " 4" " / " 9 " ^ " * " ^

I I * * * * V ^

DESOENDING SCALES.

^ Belated toe: c il^" G^ " i^ " E^ G

Belated to flf: cJBb G E^ " D"G

giving:"

ifThe DescendingMinor Scale (Hypodoricor Eolic mode of the ancient

Greeks " our mode of the minor Third):

c " S^ " A)^" G " F^E(^ " D " G

2 * f I $ t I I

or in the mixed scale,changingA\ înto A,

* [In the complete notation,and mfh This is different from the Greek Phrygian,
intervals in eents,these scales are : p. 26Sd\ note {,No. 3, in the two last intervals.

Ascending Scales.
It is i C ma.mi.mi. {ibid,VH.).

Related to c : c 386 c, 1 12 / 204 ^ 182 a, 316 c' Ascending Scales.

Belated to g: c 20^diJ2e^b 386 (7386"i112 c' Related to c : c 386e, 112 / 204 ^ 182 a, 316 c'

1) Major Scale: Belated to F: c 182 d,316 / 386 a, 112

^
c 204 d 182 0, 112/204 g 182 a, 204 6, 112 c 6b 204 c^

" This is not quitethe Greek Lydian,see p. 2684', 5) Mode of the Fourth :

note %,No. i. It is i C7 ma.TDa.nia. of App. XX. c 182 (2,204 d, 1 12 / 204 ^ 182 a, 1126b 204 t/

sect.E. art. 9, 1. l^is is not quiteGreek Ionic or Hypophrygian,
2) The AscendingMinor Scale : p. 268^',note :{:,No. 2. It is 5 ^ majnaona.

c 204 (2 112 e'b 182 / 204 (7 182 a, 204 61 112 c' {ibidI.).
This is I C majni.ma. {ibid,HI.), 6) New form ofmode of the minor Seventh :

Descending Scales.
c 182 d i^ .ibi82/2CH^182 a, 112 6b204c'

A/"Bi.j9rii^xx"u wvai^o. rpjj^gIS 5 ^ ma.majm. {ibid,V.).
Belated to c: c 386 -4"b 112 G 204 F 182 ^

^

^

^

'

^'b 316 C Descending Scales.

Belated to g: c 182 B^b 316 O 386 E^b Ii2 Belated to c: C386 A^b 112 0 204 F 182

D204G E^bsiSC

3) The DescendingMinor Scale: Belated to F: 0204 Bb 112 ^1386 F386
c 182 B'b204 A^b 112 G204 F 182 Jfi?"b112 D"b 112 C

D 204 C 7) Mode of the minor Sixth:

This is not quitethe Greek Eolic,see p. 26^', c 204 Bb 182 A^b 112 G 204 JP 182 ^b 204
note t,No. 4. It is i C mi.mi.mi. {ibid.VIII.). D' b 1 12 C

4) Mode of the minor Seventh : This is not quitethe Greek Doric,p. 26Sd\
c 182 B"b 134 A^ 182 G 204 F 182 E^b 112 note J,No. 5. It is 5 F mi.inijni. (i6i(i.VIII-).

D 204 C " Translator.]
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4) Mode of the minor Seventh (ancientGreek Phrygian):

c " Bi}" A " G " F " Ei}" D"G

2 " f I * * I I

On examiningthe relations of F, the Fifth below the tonio c, the following
scales result:

ABCENDma SCALES.

Belated to c : c e " / " g " a c'

Related to -P: c"d / a " Jt"" (/

This gives"

5) The mode of the Fourth (ancientGreek Hypophrygianor Ionic):

c " "Z" e " / " g " a " l\}" "

I V f f t * V 2

By changinge into e\},we againobtain "

^

6) TTie mode of the mdnor Seventh,but with a differentdetermination of the

intercalarytones d and b\},from those in No. 4 :

c " d " e\}" / " g " a " b\}" (/

I V * I I * V 2

DESCENDINO SCALES.

Belated toe: c A\}"a " F"Ej;} C

Belated ioF: c " Bl;}" A F JD\}"C
giving:"

7)The mode of the minor Sixth (ancientGreek Doric):

c " Bi;}" J\}" G " F " E\;}" JD\}"C
2 V i i i i n ^ H

In this way the melodic tonal modes of the ancient Greeks and Christian

Church have allbeen rediscovered by a consistent method of derivation. As long
as homophonicvocal music is alone considered,all these tonal modes are equally
justifiedin their construction.

The scaleshave been givenabove in the order in which theyare most naturally
deduced. But, as we have seen, each of the three scales

b e " / " g " a c'

c i\}" f"g " a "

c ^" f"g " c^ c'

can be playedeither upwards or downwards, althoughthe firstis best suited to

ascendingand the last to descendingprogression,and hence the gaps of any one

of them may be filledup with either the relations of F or the relationsof g, or

even one gap with those of F and the other with those of g. IT

The pitchnumbers of the tones directlyrelated to the tonic are of course fixed *

and unchangeable,because they are givenby the condition that the tones should

form consonances with the tonic,and are thus more strictlydetermined than by any

more distant connection. On the other hand, the intercidarytones related in the

second degreeare by no means so preciselyfixed.

Takingc=i, we have for the Second "

i) the d derived from g =f , [=204 cents]
2) the d derived from / = V =ff x |, [==1 82 cents]
3) the e2t"derived from/=|J, [=112 cents]

* Thus I eannoi agree with Hanptmann, damental bass d. But this would indicate a

in allowinga Pythagoreana, the Fifth above (2, distinct modulation into O major,which is not

in the ascendingminor scale of c. d'Alembert requiredwhen the nataral relations of the

introdnoes the same tone even in the major tones to the tonic are preserved. See Haupt-
scale,by passingfrom ^ to 6 through the fun- mann, Hamumik und Metrik p̂. 60.
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and for the Seventh"^

i) the 6 derived from gr= Y, [=1088 cents]

2) the 6l"derived from g =", [=1018 cents]

3) the ^bderived from / = V =|f x f , [=996 cents]

Hence while b and d\}are givenwith certainty,l^ and d are uncertain. Either of

them may he distant from the tonic hy the major Tone f [=204 cents]or the

minor Tone y, [=182 cents].
In order henceforth to mark this difference of intonation with certaintyand

without amhiguity,we will introduce a method of distinguishingthe tones deter-mined

by a progressionof Fifths,from those givenby the relationshipof a Third

to the tonic. We have alreadyseen that these two methods of determiningthe
tones lead to somewhat differentpitches,and hence in accurate theoreticalre-

f searches both kinds of tones must be keptdistinct,althoughin modem music they
are practicallyconfused. 4

The idea of this notation belongsto Hauptmann, but as the capitaland small

letterwhich he uses, and which I also,in consequence, employedin the firstedition

of this book, have a differentmeaning in our method of writingtones, I now

introduce a slightmodification of his notation.

Let C be the initialtone,and write * itsFifth (?,the Fifth of this Fifth jD,and

so on. In the same way let the Fourth of G be F, the Fourth of this Fourth "\}
and so on. In this way we have a series of Tones, here written with simple
capitals,alldistant from each other by a perfectFifth or a perfectFourth :f

Bj;}"F"C"G"D"A"E,"o.

The pitchof every tone in the whole seriesis,therefore,known when that of any

one isknown.

If The major Third of (7,on the other hand, will be expressedby Ei, that of F

by ill,̂^^^ ^ 0^* Hence the seriesof tones

is a series of alternate major and minor Thirds. It is therefore clear that the

Tones

Di"Ai"Ei"By" Fjf^,"c.,

also form a seriesof perfectFifths.
We have alreadyfound that the tone D, ,

that isthe minor Third below or major
Sixth above jP,is lower in pitchthan the tone D, which would be reached by a

seriesof Fifths from F, and that the differenceof pitchis that known as a comma,

the numerical value of which is|^,or musicallyabout the tenth partof a whole

Tone.t Since,then,D-"A and I"i"iliare both perfectFifths,A must be also a

% comma higherthan A
| ,
and so alsoevery letterwith an inferiornumber,as i

, 2, 3, "c.,
attached to it,willrepresenta tone which is i, 2, 3, "c.,commas lower in pitchthan

" Die Naiur der Harmonik und Meirik^ quently,and change (" ) into (+ ) for the

Leipzig,1853,pp. 26 and following.I cannot major Third of 386 cents. In the case of

but joinwi" C. E. Naamann in expressingmy Fifths which consist of a major and a minor

regretthat so many delicate musical appercep- Third 702 = 386 + 316 cents, the symbol ia

tions as this work contains,should have been properly". which I here also take the liberty
needlesslyburied under the abstruse termi- to use. For other intervals I shall use (...)for
nology of Hegelian dialectics,and hence have (" ),and generallygivethe preciseinterval in

been rendered inaccessible to any largecircle cents elsewhere. I trust that this change will
of readers. be found suggestiveas well as convenient, and

f [Prof.Helmholtz uses (") between the may therefore not be considered presamptuons.
letters in all such cases. I have taken the " Translator,']
libertyfrom this place onwards, whenever a % [The comma 81 : 80 is just over 2i4

line or combination of Thirds occurs to leave cents, for which I use 22 cents,see App. X]^
(" )onlyin the justminor Thirds of 316 cents, sect. A. art. 4, and sect. D. Hence a major tone

to use ( I) in the Pythagorean minor Thirds of 204 cents contains about 9^^commas. "

of 294 cents,as Prof. Helmholtz does subse- Translator,']
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that representedby the same letterwith no inferior number attached,as iseasily
seen by carryingon the series.

A major triad will therefore be written thus :

and a minor triad

Ai-C+Ei or Ci-^+"?i

Now ifwe layitdown as a rule that as every inferiorfigure,i, 2, 3, "o.,depresses
its tone by the i, 2, 3, "c.,conmia, every superiorfigure,i, 2, 3, "c.,shall raise its

tone by the same i, 2, 3, "c.,commas, we may write the majortriad as

c+ei-g or c^+ e-g^
and the minor triad as

or even

c-e^l^+gor Ci-t^-^gi,

c^-e^-g^ or Ca-eib-gfj.*

The three series of Tones directlyrelated to C are consequentlyto be written

thus :

C El ^F-G-Ai c

and the intercalarytones are "

Between the tonic and Third,jD,Dj, or D*t".
Between the Sixth and Octave, Bi and "\}or B^\}.

Consequentlythe melodic tonal modes of the ancient Greeks and old Christian

Church are,t

* In the ist [German] edition of this

book, as in Hanptmann's, the small letters

were supposedto be a comma lower than the

capitalletters,and a stroke above or below the
letters was onlyoccasionallyused for raising
or depressingthe pitchby two commas. Hence

a major triad was written C " e" Ootc " E
" J ; a minor triad a " C " c, or 4 " c " -B,
"c. The notation used here [infhe 3rd and

4th German and the ist English editions]
and also in the French translation is due to

Herr A. v. Oettingen,and ismuch more readily
comprehended. [Herr v, Oettingen'snotation
of lines above and below, which was at Prof.
Helmholtz's request retained in the ist Eng-lish

edition of this translation,was found

extremely inconvenient for the printer,and
actuallydelayed the work three months in

pa""8ingthrough the press. I have now for

some years employed the very easy substitute
here introduced. By referringto the table

called the Duodenarium, in App. XX. sect. E.

art. 18,where this new notation is systemati-cally
carried out for 117 notes, the whole bear-ing

of it will be better appreciated.Another
notation which I had used formerly,and into

which I translated Herr v. Oettingen's in the

footnotes to the ist edition of this translation,
and employed in Table IV.,there correspond-ing

to my present Duodenarium, is conse-quently

abandoned,and is now onlymentioned
to account for the difference in notation be-tween

the two editions of this translation.
The spiritof Herr v. Oettingen'snotation is

therefore retained, while its use has been

rendered typographicallyconvenient. " Trans-lator.]

t [This variation of the intercalarytones
reallyamounts to a change of mode, so that

the names used in the text become ambiguous.^
This difficultyis overcome by the trichordal

notation proposedin App. XX. sect. E. art. 9.

i) The major mode of C with D, has the 3

major chords 2?^+.4,-C, C tE.-O, Q-k-B^-
D and is i C ma.ma.ma. But with D^ in

placeof D, it has the 3 minor chords D^"F-{-
ii"il,- O + J5|,", - G + jB,(ofwhich the two

last belongalso to the firstform),and is there-fore

3 A^ mi.mi.mi. This is a related,but very
different,mode.

2) The mode of the Fourth,as it stands in

the first line,is not trichordal,but by using
D and jB'b it has the 3 chords JP-"-4,-C,
G-k-E^-Q, 0''B^\}+D, and is hence i 0

ma.ma.mi. If we take I),and Bb it has the

3 chords Bb + Di-F, F+A^-C, C + J5,-
G, and is hence 5 F ma.ma.ma. With both

D, and B'b itis againnot trichordal.

3) The mode of the minor Seventh. If we ^
take the upper line as itstands,this is also not

trichordal. But if we use D and B* b,it has the

3 chords F+A^-C, C-E'b + Q, G-B'b + A
and is hence I C ma.mi.mi. If we take D,
and Bb

,
the 3 chords are Bb +Di-F, F+A^

-C, C-^'b + G, and the scale is 5 JP

ma.majni. With D^ and "' b the scale is again
not trichordal.

4) Mode of the minor Third. The first

line as it stands is not tri^ordal. Taking
D and S'b the 3 chords are F-A^b-i- C,C-
"'b + G, G-B'b + D, and the scale is i C

mi.mi.mi. Taking i",and Bb the 3 chords are

Bb-^Di^F.F-A^b + CrC-E^b +G,andthe
scale is 5 JP ma.mijni. With Dj and B'b

againthe scale is not trichordal.

5) Mode of the minor Sixth. The first

line as itstands givesthe 3 chordsBb" i)'b +

^, ^-^'b+C, C--E'b + G, and the scale is
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i) Majob mode,

C...D.,.Ei...F.,.G.,.Ai,..Bi,..c
Di

2) Mode op the Foubth,

3) Mode of the minob Seventh,

4) Mode of the mikob Thibd,

^ 5) Mode of the minob Sixth,

J3"b

By this notation,then,the intonation is alwaysexactlyexpressed,and the kind

of consonance which each tone makes with the tonic,or the tones related to it is

clearlyshewn.
In the ancient Greek Pythagoreanintonation these scaleswould have to be

written:

Majormode-- C...D...E,.,F.,.a...A..,B...C.

and the others in a similar manner, allwith lettersof the same kind,belonging
to the same seriesof Fifths.*

In the formulae here givenfor the diatonic tonal modes, the intonation of the

Second and Seventh is partlyundetermined. In these cases I have givenD the

^ preferenceover D^,and ^ the preferenceover B^\},because the relationshipof
the Fifth is closerthan that of the Third ; but ^ and D stand in the relation of

the Fifth respectivelyto F, (?,the tones nearest related to the tonic,while Dj and

B^\}are onlyin the relationof the minor Third to F and G. But this reason is

certainlynot sufficiententirelyto exclude the two lasttones in homophonicvocal
music. For ifin a melodic phrase,the Second of the tonic came into close con-nection

with tones related to jP" for instance,if it fell between F and il|,or
followed them " an accurate singerwould certainlyfind it more natural to use the

Di, which is directlyrelated to F and Ai, than |theD which is related to them

onlyin the third degree. The slightlycloser relationshipof the latter to the

tonic could scarcelygivethe decision in itsfavour in such a case.

This ambiguityin the intercalarytones cannot,I think,be considered as a

faultin the tonal system,since in our modem minor mode, the Sixth and Seventh

of the tonic are often altered,not merelyby a comma, but by a whole Semitone,

f accordingto the direction of the melodic progression.We shall find,however,
more decisivereasons for the use of D in placeof Di in the next chapter,when we

pass from homophonicmusic to the influence of harmonic music on the scales.

The account here givenof the rational construction of scales and the corre-sponding

intonation of intervals,deviates essentiallyfrom that givento the Greeks

by Pythagoras,which has thence descended to the latest musical theories,and

even now serves as the basis of our system of musical notation. Pythagoras
constructed the whole diatonic scalefrom the followingseriesof Fifths :"

F"C"G"D"A"E"B,

5 F mijnijni. If we use B^b in place of distinct,though purposelyconfused in the

"b, the 3 chords are i)'b+ JP""i*b,il'b+ C" nomenclature of the text,apparently as aa
^

E^bi E^b +0~B^b, and the scale is 3 A^b accommodation to the usual temperednota-
nujnijni. Hon." TrmislatorJ]

The modes formed by taking one inter- * [In this case the intonation becomes

calarytone or the other are therefore quite altogetherdifferent.- Translator.}
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and oalcnlated the intervalsfrom itas theyhave been givenabove. In his diatonic

scale there are but two kinds of small intervals,the whole Tone f, [s 204 cents]
and the Limma f4""[= 9""cents].*

In this seriesif C be taken as the tonic,A would be related to the tonic in the

Third degree,E in the Fourth,and B in the Fifth. Such a relationshipwould be

absolutelyinsensible to any ear that has no guidebut directsensation.

A seriesof Fifths may certainlybe tuned on any instrument,and continued as

far as we please; but neither singernor hearer could possiblydiscover in passing
from c to e that the latteristhe fourth from the former in the seriesof Fifths. Even

in a relationof the second degreethroughFifths,as of c to d,itisdoubtful whether

a hearer can discover the relation of the tones. But in this case when we pass
from one tone to the other we can imaginethe insertionof a silentg,*so to speak,
formingthe Fourth below c, and the Fifth below d, and thus establisha comiection,
for the mind's ear at least,ifnot for the body's.This is probablythe meaningto ^
be attached to Rameau*s and d'Alembert's explanationthat a singereffectsthe

passage from ciodhy means of the fundamental bass G. If the singerdoes not

hear the bass note G at the same time as d, he cannot possiblybringhis d into

consonance with that G ; but the melodic progressionmay certainlybe facilitated

by conceivingthe existence of such a tone. This is a well-known means for

strikingthe more difficultintervals,and is often appliedwith advantage. But of

course itcompletelyfieulswhen the transitionhas to be made between tones widely
separatedin the seriesof Fifths.f

* [The fact that the Greek scale was

derived from the tetrachord,or divisions of

the Fourth, and not the Fifth,leads me to

suppose that the tuning was founded on the

Fourth and not the Fifth. On proceedingup-wards
from C by Fourths, we get C F Bb Eb

Ab Db Ob Cb Fb Bbb Ebb Abb Dbb, and

on proceedingdou^wards we get C G D A E.

Now these notes afterGfb in the firstseries,are

preciselythose of Abdulqadir,written as ^j5,̂E^
M, *Di G, *C,on p. 2826, accordingto the no-tation

explainedon p. 2816,note *. Of course

the Arabic lute,tuned in Fourths,naturallyled
to this. Itismost convenient formodem habits

of thought to consider the series as one of

Fifths. But I wish to draw attention to the

fact that in allprobabilityit was historicallya

series of Fourths. " Translator,]
t [One of the practicalresults of the Tonic

Solfa system of teachingto sing the diatonic

major scale as marked on p. 2746,No. i, in just
intonation,(seeApp. XVIII.,)has been the

discoverythat it is not so easy to learn to

strike the proper tone by a knowledge of the

interval between two adjacent tones in a

melodic passage, as by a knowledge of the

mental effectproduced by each tone of the

scale in relation to the tonic. These mental

effects are perhaps not veiy clearlycharacter-ised

by the mere names givento them in the

Tonic Solfa books, but the teacher soon makes

his class understand them, and then finds

them the most valuable instrument which he

possesses for inspiringa feelingfor justintona-tion.

On these characters of each tone in the

(just)diatonic scale,a system of manual signs
has been formed,by which classes are con-stantly

led. Particulars are given in * The

Standard Course of Lessons and Exercises in

the Tonic Solfa Method of Teaching Music,
with additional exercises,by John Curwen,
new edition,re-written,a.d. 1872.' But it

may be convenient to mention in this place
the characters and manual signsthere given
{ib,p. iv.).

I. First step.
Do

J Tonic,* the strong or firm tone,*fist
closed,horizontal,thumb down.

So, Fifth,' the okand or brighttone,*the
fingersextended and horizontal, hand with
littlefingerbelow and thumb above, so that
the palm of the hand is vertical. ar

Mi, Major Third, * the stsadt or calm tone/
fingersextended and horizontal,palm of hand

horizontal and undermost.

II. Second step.
Re, Second, ' the bousino or hopefidtone,*

fingersextended,hand forming half a right
angle with ground pointingupwards, palm
downwards.

Ti, Seventh, *the pdsbcino or sensitive

tone,*onlythe forefingerextended and pointing
up, the other fingersand thumb closed,hand

forminghalf a rightanglewith ground,back
of hand downwards.

III. Third step.
Fa, Fourth, * the desolate or awe-inspiring

tone,*onlythe forefingerextended and point-ing
down, at half a rightanglewith the ground,

the back of hand upwards.
La, major Sixth,* the bad or weepingtone,*m

fingersfullyextended, whole hand pointing
down with a weak fall,back of hand upwards.

It is thus seen that the order of teaching
takes the tonic chord first,then the dominant,
and lastlythe subdominant. The doubtful

Second thus comes early on.
* The teacher

firstsingsthe exercise to [thenames of]con-secutive

figures,tellinghis pupilsthat he is

about to introduce a new tone (thatis one not

DO, n, or so),and askingthem to tellhim on

which figureitfalls. When theyhave distin-guished

the new tone, he singsthe exercise

again" laa-ingit [thisis callingeach note la]
" and asks them to tell him how that tone
'* makes them feel.** Those who can describe

the feelinghold up their hands, and the

teacher asks one for a description.But others,
who are not satisfied with words, may also

perceiveand feci. The teacher can tell by
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Finallythere is no perceptiblereason in the seriesof Fifths why theyshould
not be carried further,after the gaps in the diatonic scale have been supplied.
Why do we not go on tillwe reach the chromatic scale of Semitones ? To what

purpose do we conclude our diatonic scale with the followingsingularlyunequal
arrangementof intervals"

1, I, i, I, I, I, i

The new tones introduced bycontinuingthe seriesof Fifths would lead to no closer

intervalsthan those which alreadyexist. The old scale of fivetones appears to

have avoided Semitones as beingtoo close. But when two such intervals already
appear in the scale,why not introduce more ?

The Arabic and Persian musical system ŝo far as its nature is shewn in the

writingsof the older theorists,also knew no method of tuningbut by Fifths. But

^ this system,which seems to have developeditspeculiaritiesin the Persian dynasty
of the Sassanides (a.d.226-651)before the Arabian conquest,shews an essential

advance on the Pythagoreansystemof Fifths.

In order to judgeof this systemof music, which has been hitherto completely
misunderstood,the followingrelation has to be known. By tuningfour Fifths

upwardsfrom G

C"G"D"A"E

we come to a tone,E, which is f^ or a comma higherthan the natural major
Third of O, which we write Ei. The former E forms the major Third in the

Pythagoreanscale. But if we tune eightFifths downwards from C, thus "

C"F"JB\}"E\}"A\}"JD\)"G\}"Gj;}"F\}

we come to a tone,F\},which is almost exactlythe same as the natural Ei* The

m interval of C to F\}isexpressedby

liH=f x^ilMi or nearlyJx|ff:f [=384 cents].

their' eyes whether they have done so. He ^1, B|. We can partiallyjudge of them by
multipliesexamples until all the class have the effectsof equaltemperament, which melo-

their attention fullyawakened to the effect of dicallycannot differ much, although they
the new tone. This done he tells his pupils certainlydiffersensibly,from those of Pytha-
the Sol-fa name and the manual signfor the gorean intonation. And it must be remem-

new tone, and guides them by the signsto bered that singersactuallylearn to sing in

Sol-fa the exercise and tiiemselves producethe equaltemperament,in which all major Thirds

proper effect. The signs are better in this are 14 cents too sharp, and then find just
case than the notation, because with them major Thirds intolerablyflat! To this I would

the teacher can best command the attention add the followinganecdote quoted from F^tis

of every eye and ear and voice, and at {Hist.G"rUrale de la Musique,vol.ii.p. 27)by
the firstintroduction of a tone, attention Prof. Land (Oamme Arabe, p. 19 footnote),
should be acute ' (ibid,p. 15). This passage, containing' a fact,'as he says,

* which could

the result of practicewith hundreds of thou- not be believed,if it were not attested by the

sands of chilchren,shews that a totallynew person whom it concerns. The celebrated

^ principleof understandingthe relation of the organist M. Lemmens, who was bom in a

tones in a scale to the tonic has not onlybeen villageof Gampine [orEempenland, a district

introduced, but worked out on a largescale in the Belgianprovinceof Limbourg, 5i"i5'N.
practically,and,a8lmyBelfknow, successfully,lat.,5^20^". long.],studied music in early
See Prof. Helmholtz's own impressionof the youth upon a clavecin (harpsichord),which

success, as long ago as 1864,in App. XVIII. had been long dreadfullyout of tune, because

Since that time great experiencehas been no tuner existed in the district. Fortunately*
gainedand many methods improved. But the an organ-builderwas summoned to repairthe

objectof introducingthis notice here is to organ at the abbey of Everbode near that

shew that proper training(suchas the ancient village.By chance he called upon the young
Greeks certainlyhad) could producethe corre- musician's father,and heard the boy play on

Bjpondjngfeelingfor the effectof any tone in any his miserable instrument. Shocked at the

scale anyhow divided,independentlyof the rela- multitude of false notes which struck his ear,

tion of consonances
,
and that this consideration he immediatelydetermined to tune the clavecin,

may help to explainthe persistenceof many When he had done so, M. Lemmens experi-
scales which are harmonicallyinexplicable, enced the most disagreeablesensations,and it

No doubt Pythagorean singershit the degrees was some time before he could habituate his

of their scale quitecorrectly,and no doubt the ear to the correct intervals,having been bo

' mental effects' of their A^ E^ B, were very long misled by different relations.' Uenoe,
different from those of the harmonisable ^p falseintervals may seem natural." TransUUorJ]
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Hence the tone F\}is lower than the natural major Third ^1 [=386 cents]by
the extremelysmall interval ffj [=2 cents],which is about the eleventh partof a

comma [=22 cents]. This intervalbetween F\}and ^1 ispracticallyscarcelyper-ceptible,

or at most onlyperceptibleby the extremelyslow beats producedby the

chord C...F\}..,G[=C 384 jP^318 G] upon an instrument most exactlytuned.

Practically,then,we may without hesitation assume that the two tones Fi^and E^
are identical,and of course that their Fifths are also identical,or

F\} = ^1, q? = -Bi,Gb = FS, "c.*

Now in the Arabic and Persian scale the Octave is divided into 16 intervals,but

in our equaltemperament it is divided into 6 whole Tones. Modern [European]
interpretersof the Arabic and Persian systemof music have hence been misled

into the conclusion that each of the 17 degreesof the scale correspondedto about

the third of a Tone in our music. In that case the intonation of the degreesin IT

the Arabic and Persian scale would not be executable on our instruments. But

in Eiesewetter's work on the Music of the Arabs,twhich was written with the

* [On this substitation,which amounts to

a temperament with perfectFifths,and major
Thirds too flat by a skhisma, or nearly the

eleventh of a comma, and which I therefore

call skhismic temperament, see Appendix XX.

section A. art. 1 7. Itisconvenient to use a grave
accent prefixedthas,̂ ^p to show flatteningby
a skhisma,and to read it as skhismic,thus,
* skhismic E one.' The above equationscan
therefore be made preciseby writinĝ b"^JS7i,
Cb"'B" Gb = '^,",

"o." Translator.]
t R. G. Kiesewetter,Die Musik der Araher

nach Originalquellendargestellt,mit einem
Vorworte von dem Freiherm von Hammer-

PurgstalU Leipzig,1842, pp. 32, 33. The

directions given in an anonymous manuscript
of the 666th year of the Hegira,a.d. 1267, in
the possessionof Prof. Salisbury[ofYale Coll.],
are essentiallythe same. See Journal of the
American Oriental Society,vol.i.p. 1 74. [Since
the publicationof the 4th German edition

of this work in 1877,the whole historyof the
Arabic scale has been reinvestigatedfrom the

originalArabic sources by Herr J. P. N. Land,
D.B., Professor of Mental Philosophy at

Leyden, an Oriental scholar and a musician,
and the results were publishedfirst in Dutch

as a paper in the Transactions of the Dutch

Academy of Sciences,division Literature,2nd
series,vol.ix.,and separatelyunder the title
of Over de Toonladders der Arabische Mvaiek

(On the Scales of Arabic Music)in 1880, and
secondlyin French as a paper conmiunicated
to the International Congressof Orientalists at

Leyden in 1882 and pubUshed in vol.ii.of their
* Transactions,'and also separatelyin 1884 as

liecherches sur Vhistoire de la Garrnne Arabe,
This paper supersedesin many respects the
work of Kiesewetterand von Hammer-Furgstall,
of whom the first was a musician but not an

Orientalist,and the second an Orientalistbut not

a musician. Alfarables scale was producedby a

succession of Fifths [or rather Fourths, see

p. 42, note],but a century and a half previously
Zalzal had introduced a new interval 22 : 27 "

355 cents, which Prof. Land terms a neutral

Third. It is actuallyifx " or 151 + 204 cents,
that is,three quarters of a Tone sharperthan
a major tone, whereas the major Third is 182

cents or a minor Tone sharper,and the minor

Third was only a diatonic Semitone 112 cents

sharper.The interval 12 : 11 " 151 cents is the

well-known trumpetinterval between the shar-pened

Fourth and Fifth,the nth and 12th har-monics,

as may be heard in the fifthOctave of

the Harmonical *'/": g"'.This on the Arabic

lute was necessarilyaccompanied by a similar

interval on the next string,498 -(-355^853
cents. These two notes eventuallysuperseded
the old Pythagoreanminor Third of 294 cents

and the Fourth above it of 792 cents; and

seem entirelyout of the reach of a succession

of Fifths or Fourths. But it was the objectof
Abdulqadirand others to form a succession of

Fifths (orrather Fourths)which would include

these two intervals,at least approximately,f
This theyaccomplishedwithin lessthan 30 cents

by their 384 and 882 cents. It does not appear
to have been Abdulqadir'sobjectto approxi-mate

to the just major Third 386,and just
major Sixth 884,but to getby means of Fifths

or Fourths certain tones which would pass as

Zalzal 's. The list in the text (p.2826)gives
the seventeen tones thus producedwith the in-tervals

that theyform with each other,and Prof.

Helmholtz's names of the notes, completedby
a grave accent. Here I re-arrange them in

order of Fifths down or Fourths up, the ap-proximate

Thirds being added immediatelyto
the right,and the numbers showingthe interval

in cents from C :

E 408
A 906, D\" ='Ci5 90
D 204, Ob "-'^,"588
Q 702, Cb "'^i 1086 ^
C o, F\" -i'^i 384
F 498, Bbb^'il, 882

jBb996, i;bb"='A 'So

"b294, ilbb='Oi 678
Ab192, Dbb = 'Ci 1176

Observe that the real major Third was the

Pythagorean 408 cents, as the minor Third

was the Pythagorean 294 cents. Also that

180 cents was within two cents of the minor

tone 182 cents. But these approximations
were probablynot contemplated.

An English concertina,which has fourteen

notes to the Octave, was tuned with thirteen

consecutive Fifths from Gb to CS, so that I

was able to try the chords ADbE DObA,
that is,A^CJ^E, D'F^ZA, where the major
Thirds are two cents too flat,and compare

them with the Pythagoreanchords ACtEt
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assistance of the celebrated Orientalist von Hammer-Purgstall,there is givena

translation of the directionsfor the division of the monoohord laid down by Abdul

Kadir, a celebrated Persian theoristof the fourteenth centuryof oar era, that lived

at the courts of Timur and Bajazet.These directions enable us to calculate the

intonation of the Oriental scale with perfectcertainty.These directionsalso agree

in essentialsboth with those of the much older Farabi,*(whodied in a.d. 950),and
of his own contemporary,Mahmud Shirazi,t(who died in 1315),for dividingthe

fingerboardof lutes. According to the directions of Abdul Eadir all the tonal

degreesof the Arabic scale are obtained by a seriesof 16 Fifths,and if we call the

lowest degreeC, and arrange them in order of pitchwithin the compass of an

Octave,theywill be the following,as expressedin our notation [withthe addition

of the grave accent explainedin p. 281",note *].

I) C - 2)Db- 3) 'D,^4) D^ s)^"- 6) 'E,^
IT 7) ^- 8) i^ - 9) Gb-io)^Gi--ii) G -12) ^b-

13)^ili"14)A -is) B[}-16) ^^1-17) "ci^iS) c

where the line" between two tones indicates the interval of a PythagoreanLinmia

fi7 (whichis nearlyf^ [=90 cents]),and the sign-^ a Pythagoreancomma
[=531441 : 524288=24 cents]. The Limma is about i and the Pythagorean
comma a littlemore than ^ and less than f of the natural Semitone \^ [=112

cents].
Abdul Eadir assignsthe followingintonation to the three firstof the 12 prin-cipal
tonal modes or Makamiat :"

Arabic Ancient Qreek

1. Uschak C...D ,..E ..,F...O ...4 ...J5l"...cHypophrygianor Ionic.

2. Newa C..D ...Ei^."F.,.G...-4b...J5b...cHypodorianor Eolio.

-r 3. Buselik C...I)t"...j"b---^"""G^l"--^b--^-cMixolydian,[allonp.269a.]

These three are therefore completelyidentical with the ancient Greek scales in

Pythagoreanintonation.^:Since the Arabic theoreticians divide these scales into

the Fourth G...F and the Fifth F",c, and since O, F and B\}are considered to be

invariable tones, and the others to be variable,it is probablethat F must be

regardedas the tonic. In this case

1. Uschak would be = i^ major.
2. Newa would be = the mode of the minor Seventh of i^."
3. Buselik would be = the mode of the minor Sixth of F.

allthree in Pythagoreanintonation. The Persian school also considers the scales

to be related.

DFt A, The latter were offensive,the former their dftssical lute,to which alone the above

^ indistiiiguishablefrom just. It seems re- refers." Translator.]
markable, therefore,how with suoh a collection * J. G. L. Eosegarten,Alii IspaJutnensiB
of notes the Arabs escaped harmonic music. Zdber CaiUUenartun^ pp. 76-86.
But it will be seen on examining the scales f Eiesewetter,Die Mtuik der Amber nach

formed from them (seeespeoia^yp. 284^,note), Originalquellendarg.,p. 33.
that they were perfectlyunadapted for har- \ [Nottherefore accordingto the forms on

mony, which would have occasioned a perfect p. 26"i',note,but on the more recent Pytha-
revolution in their musical systems. gorean imitation of those forms. They are

There was certainlyno attempt to divide respectivelythe representativesof scales 2, 4,

the scale as Villoteau supposed into seventeen and 6 of that note. " Translator,']
equal parts each of about 70*6cents, for no " [In the German text, Quartengsscklecht^
such intervals occur, stillless any third parts or the mode of the Fourth of F. The tones

of a (tempered)tone of 66fcents,which was a in the mode of the Fourth of ^ are those in

mere hallucination of Yilloteau's. the Pythagorean scale of Bb
, or, in order of

This system of Abdulqadirprevailedfrom Fifths, E\f "B\""F"C"Q"B"At and the

the thirteenth to the fifteenth century. The tones of the mode of the minor Seventh of F

modem division into twenty-fourQuartertones are those in the Pythagoreanscale otE\"% or, in

is noticed on p. 2646 and note **. order of Fifths,A\) "E\" " B"" "F " C "0 " D.

The Arabs, however, had also entirely The correction is therefore evident. " Trans-

dilterent scales for other inbtruments than lalor,]
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The next group consists of fivetonal modes havingjustor natural intonation,

namely :

4. Rast 0
... ^D,

...
'E,

...
F

...
G

...
'A^

... JB\}
5. Husseini.

. . .
C

...
'Di ". Ej[}... F ...'G^...A\} ... B\}

6. Hidschaf.
. . .

C ...'Dy... E\} ...
F ...'G^...'!^... J^

7. Rahewi
" . . .

C
... 'D^ ...'F .̂..

F ...'Gi...A\)... B\}
8. Sengule . . . .

G
...

D ...'E .̂..
F ...'G^...'A^ ... B\}

..
c

..
c

..
G

..
C

..
c

Bast may be regardedas the mode of the Fourth of C ; Hidschafas the mode

of the Fourth of F ; Husseini as the mode of the Fourth oi B^\ as such they
would have perfectlynatural intonation. In Bahetvi,if we refer it to the tonic F,

the minor third A\} is in Pythagorean,not natural,intonation. It might be re-garded

as the mode of the minor Seventh of i^ in which the majorSeventh E^ is m

used as the leadingnote in placeof the minor Seventh, as in our own minor mode.

The natural intonation of such a tonal mode cannot, indeed, be properlyrepre-sented

by the existing17 tonal degrees.It becomes necessary to take either

Pythagoreanminor Thirds and natural majorThirds or conversely.Husseini may
be regardedas the same tonal mode with Bahetvi,havingthe same falseminor

Third, but a minor Seventh. FinallySengulemay be regardedas F majorwith a

PythagoreanSixth. Bast may be conceived in the same way ; theyare merelydis-tinguished

by the differentvalues of the Seconds G oi^Gi.
The four last Makamat have each 8 tones, new intercalarytones beingem-ployed.

Two of them resemble the modes Bast and Sengule,and between B\}
and C there is an intercalarytone ^Cyintroduced ; named

9. Irak
. . . C...'D,...'Ey...F...G...'A,...B\}...'c,..x

10. Iszfahan
. .

G...D ...'E^...F..:Gy..:Ai...B\}..:cy...c ^

The lasttransposeda Fourth gives

11. Biisiirg. "
C...D ...'Ey...F...'Gi...G... A ...'By...c

The lasttonal mode is

12. Zirefkend.
. C...'Dy...E\}...F..:Gy...A\}...''Ay...'By...c

which certainly,if rightlyreported,is a very singularcreation. It might be

looked upon as a minor scale with a majorSeventh,and both a majorand minor

Sixth,but then the Fifth ^Gx is wrong. On the other hand, if F is taken as the

tonic, it has no Fourth, for which certainlythere is some analogyin the Mixo-

lydianand Hypolydianscales. The instructions for scales of eightnotes are very

contradictory,to judgeby the differentauthoritiescitedby Kiesewetter.

The followingfour are distinguishedas the principalmodes of the Makamat :" ^

1. Uschak = PythagoreanF major.
2. Rast = Natural mode of the Fourth of (7,or natural F majorwith acute

Sixth.

3. Husseini = Natural mode of the minor Seventh of F.

4. Hidschaf = Natural mode of the Fourth of F.

We find,then,a decided predominanceof scales with a perfectlycorrect natural in-tonation,

which has been attained by a skilfuluse of a continued seriesof Fifths.

This makes the Arabic and Persian tonal system very noteworthyin the historyof
the developmentof music. Moreover, in some of these scales we find ascending
leadingnotes,which are perfectlyforeignto the Greek scales. Thus in Rahewi,

E\ is the leadingnote to F, althoughthe minor Third -4|"stands above F, while no

Greek scale could have allowed thiswithout at the same time changinĝ^ into E\},
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Similarlyin Zirefkend the Bi is used as a leadingnote to C, althoughthe minor

Third E\}is used above 0.*

" [Prof.Land (Gamme Arabe p̂. 38,note 3)
says

* some of the descriptionsof Prof. Helm-

holtz,borrowed from Kiesewetter,do not quite
correspondwith the originaldata.' It will be

interestingtherefore to givethese scales as Prof.

Land describes them with his (more exact)
French orthographyof the Arabic names and

in his order. The notation isthe Translator's,

M| being24 cents flatterthan A.

1. 'OcJiaq,Our F major commencing (as
shewn by [)with the dominant, FOABb

[CDEF. * This commencement is the inevitable

consequence of the progressionby conjunct
tetrachords which belongsto the lute. 'Ochaq

^ is as it were the typeof all these maqdmdty the

others of which differ at one time like the

tropes or modes of the Greeks and of the

middle ages, by the displacementof both the

Bemitones at once, and at other times like the

Greek genera, by exchanges of intervals with-out

disturbingthe scheme of two conjunct
tetrachords followed by a tone, with the ex-ception

of Nos. 7 and 8,which are more distinct

from the model maqd?na.*
2. Nawd, ' We may say that the scale is

that -of E\" major,beginningwith the Sixth.'

EbFQABb[CDE\",
3. B"msiUk or Ahou-sillk, 'The scale of

D\" major beginningat the Seventh,DbE\"
FGb AbBb [CDb.' The Pythagorean into-nation

of the three first scales renders them

non-harmonic.

% 4. Bast, ' The same as 'Ochaq exceptthat
the Third A and the Seventh E are depressed
by a Pyth.comma, FQ'A^Bb [CD'E^F, which

makes them just rather than Pythagorean.'
The subdominant BbDF is non-harmonic.

5. ^Iraq.* Like Bast, but with the second

and the sixth above diminished by a Pyth.
comma, which makes the second nearly the

minor Second 10 : 9, and with grave supple-mentary
Fifth.' F'O, 'A^Bb ^C,[C 'D,'E,F.

Tuis has the proper subdominant Bb^D^F, but

the double Fifth is quitenon-harmonic.
6. I^ahdn. ^Bast enriched with a grave

supplementaryFifth.' FG'A^Bb'C^[CD'E^F.
Here both the subdominant BbDF and double

Fifth render the scale non-harmonic.

7. Zirafkend,C 'D,EbF'G^Ab M, ^J5,C.
* An artificialscale composed of fragmentsof
those of Eb (eb/ Vi"*t"c *d,fib, Third and

^ Seventh almost just)and of C (c^d^f^a^̂5,c,
Second minor and Sixth nearlyjust)varied
also with Pythagorean A ot D and ^^p' Of

course entirelynon -harmonic.

8. Bousourk, * C major with the Second,
Third, and Seventh diminished by a Pyth.
comma, and with a grave supplementaryFifth.'
C D;E^FG^GA'Bfi. Both subdominant and

dominant are non -harmonic.

9. Zetikouleh. * Differs from Bast only in

having the Second minor.' F^'Gi^AiBbiC
D'E^F, Subdominant non-harmonic.

10. Bdhawi. *F minor commencing with

the Fifth, but with the Sixth and Seventh

each increased by a Limma = 90 cents, and the

Second diminished by a Pythagorean comma,

very nearly our just ascending scale of F

minor.' F'GiAbBblC'D^E.F. The Pyth.
scale of F minor is FGAbBb[C DbEbF.
Here Db=^90 cents; 90 + 90=180^204-24

cents -^Dp 24 cents being the Pyth. comma.

SimilarlyJ?b " 294 cents ; 294 + 90 = 384 " 408
" 24 cents = ^E^."Entirelynon-harmonio.

11. HhosaKni, *Like Nawa, but with the

Third and Seventh diminished by a Pyth.
comma.' EbF^G^ABb [C'D^ Eb. Entirely
non-harmonic.

12. Hhidjdzi,*Bb major, beginningwith
the Second and with the Third, Sixt",and
Seventh diminished and therefore nearlyjust.'
Bb[C'D^EbIf''G^'A^Bb.This is the only one

of tiiesescales which is practicallyharmonic.
If we restore the proper names of the notes

in the seriesof Fifths or Fourths,(asin p. 28 id')
calculate the cents between each pairof notes

and from the firstto each note,and beginwith
the note indicated,we shall have a better idea

of the real nature of these scales,thus :

1. 'Ochaq,C204 D 20^ E ^ F 21^ G204
o sn4 408 498 7"

il 90 JBb 204 C
906 996 xaoo

2. Nawd. C 204 D 90 "b 204 F 204 O 204
o 904 394 498 70a

A^ Bb 204 C
906 99^ 1200

3. BousilXk. C 90 Db 204 Eb 204 F 90
o 90 394 49B

Gb 204 Ab 204 Bb 204 C

4. Bast, C 204 D 180 Fb 114 F 20^ Q i8q
O 904 384 498 TQB

Bbb 114 Bb204 C
88b 996 X900

5. 'Irdq,C 180 ^bb 204 Fb 114 F 180
o i8b 384 498

^bb 204 Bbb 114 Bb 180 Dbb 24 C.
678 88b 996 XX76 laoo

This double initialZ"bb,C maybe compared to

our double second in justmajorscales,and pos-sibly

has to be explainedin the same way as a

real modulation.

6. I^ahdn. O 180 Ebb 20^ Fb iiA ^ 204
o 180 3B4 49"

G 180 Bbb 114 Bb 180 Dbb 24 G
70a 88b 996 X176 xaoo

7. Zirafkend.C 180 "bbii4 "b204 F 180
o 180 994 49B

Abb 114 Ab 90 Bbb 204 Cb 114 C
678 79a SSa 1086 xaoo

8. Bomourk, C 180 Ebb 204 ^b 114 F 180
o x8o 3B4 498

Abb 24 G 204 A iSo Cb 114 O
678 70a 906 1086 xaoo

9. Zenkouleh. C 204 B 180 ^b 114 F 180
o ao4 384 498

Abb 204 Bbb 114 Bb 204 C
678 88a 996 xaoo

io" Bdhawi. C 180 Ebb 204 ^b 114 F 180
0x80 384 49B

Abb 114 Ab 204 Bb 204 C
678 79a 996 laoo

II, IDvosaXni. C iSo Ebb 114 i?b204 J^ 180

Abb 228 il 90 Bb 204 G
678 906 996 xaoo

12. Hhidjazi,C 180 Ebb 114 J5b 204 F 180
o 180 994 498

^bb 204 Bbb 114 Bb 204 C

678 883 996 xaoo

Of these I have been able to playi, 2, 3 direct,
and 4, 5,10, 12 by transpositionupon my Pytha-gorean

concertina (p.28 id').When 12 beKHis
with Bb, or is played by transpositionabd'\"

d'cfj'ba'ba'tit is indistinguishablefrom the
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At a littlelater perioda new musical system was developedin Persia with

12 Semitones to the Octave,analogousto the modem European system. Kiese-

wetter here hazards the very unlikelyhypothesisthat this scale was introduced

into Persia hy Christian missionaries. But itis clear that the system of 17 tonal

degreeswhich had been previouslyin popularuse, merelyrequiredthe feehngforthe
finerdistinctionsto grow dull so that intervalswhich differedonlyby a [Pythagorean]
comma should be confused,in order to generatethe system of 12 Semitones.* No

foreigninfluence was necessary here. Moreover, the Greek system of music had

long been taughtto the Arabs and Persians by Alf"rabl. Again,the European

theoryof music had not made any essentialadvance in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries,if we exceptthe studyof harmony,which never found favour with the

Orientals. Hence the Europeans of those dayscould teach the Orientals nothing
that theydid not alreadyknow better themselves,exceptsome imperfectrudiments
of harmony which theydid not want. There is much more reason, I think,for ^

askingwhether the imperfectfragmentsof the natural system which we find

among the Alexandrine Greeks, do not depend on Persian traditions,and also,

whether the Europeansin the time of the Crusades did not learn much music from

the Orientals. It is very probablethat theybroughttlielute-shapedinstruments
with fingerboardsand the bowed instruments from the East. In the construction

of tonal modes we might especiallyinstance the use of the leadingnote,which
we have here found existingin the East, and which at that time also beganto figure
in the Western music.

The use of the majorSeventh of the scale as a leadingnote to the tonic marks

a new conception,which admitted of beingused for the further developmentof
the tonal degreesof a scale,even within the domain of purelyhomophonicmusic.
The tone Bi in the major scale of C has the most distant relationshipof allthe

tones to the tonic 0, because as the major Third of the dominant G, it has a less

close connection with itthan itsFifth X". We may perhapsassume this to be the IT

reason why, when a sixth tone was introduced into some Gaehc airs,the Seventh

was usuallyomitted. But, on the other hand, the major Seventh Bi developeda
peculiarrelation to the tonic,which in modem music is indicated by caUingit
the leading7U"te. The majorSeventh B^ differsfrom the Octave c of the tonic by
the smallest interval in the scale,namely a Semitone,and this proximityto the

tonic allows the Seventh to be struck easilyand prettysurely,even when starting
from tones in the scale which are not at all related to jBj. The leap F...B1

[=45 '

32=590 cents],for example,is difficult,because there is no relationshipat

all between the tones. But when a singerhas to performthe passage F...Bi...c,
he conceives the interval F...C,which he can easilyexecute,but does not force his

voice up sufficientlyhighto reach c at first,and thus strikesBi on the way. Thus

Bi assumes the appearance of a preparationfor c, and this view alone justifiesit

to the ears of a hstener,by whom the transition into c is,therefore,expected.
Hence ithas been said that Bi leads to c ; or that Bi is the leadingnote to c. In f

jast "oale abCi%d'e'f/tg/Za',The three melodies the Orientals,as we do, selected

chords d^g'ba'tad'\"e\ef^bh are perfectly from them several series of 7 [occasionally8]
good,and the passage d'b0V, d^b a',e'tt'ii^'b,tones, very slightlydifferent from our dia-

e^a'bb'td!b tla!perfectlygood,much better than tonic scales.* But so materiallydifferent that
on the piano. Yet it never occurred to Arabs any attempt to play harmonies upon them

to playin harmony. would result in frightfuldissonance. " Traws-
* In face of these historicalscales,'observes latorJ]

Prof. Land (t"u2.p.38),* itisdifiScultto conceive * [Ifwe suppose the pairsof notes in ( )
how Eiesewetter could say that the 17 degreesof to have been confused into one by neglecting
the completescale were not treated like sharps the Pythagorean comma, then the series of

and flats,but that each one had tiie same notes on p. 2826 becomes C Db CA D) Eb {'E^
importance. On the contrary,the 17 degrees E) F Gb fO^O) Ab ^A^A) Bb 'B, i^CiC),
were like our 12 Semitones to the Octave, or, wnence the equallytemperedscale C Db D

still better,like the 17 intervals of the so- Eb E F Ob G Ab A Bb B c immediately
called enharmonic scale,which distinguishes follows. In Meshaqah's scale of 24 Quarter-
sharps and flats,without dividingthe Semi- tones, p. 264c,that of 12 Semitones is also

tones E to Ff and B to C To compose their implicitlycontained." Traru^a^.]
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this sense italsobecomes easy to sharpenBi somewhat, making itB, forexample,
to bringitnear to c, and mark itsreference to that tone more distinctly.

Accordingto my own feeling,the leadingeffectof the tone ^i is much more

marked in such passages as i^...jBi...cotF-\-Ax..,Bi,.,c,in which ^iisnot related

to the precedingtones,than in such a passage as 0+Bi.,.c where itis. But as I

have found nothingon this pointin musical writings,I do not know whether

musicians are likelyto agree with me in this opinion.For the other Semitone of

the scale,Ei.,.F,the Ei does not seem to lead to F, if the tonalityof the melody
is well preserved,because in this case Ei has its own independentrelation to the

tonic,and hence is musicallyquitedeterminate. The hearer, then, has no

occasion to regardEi as a mere preparationfor F. Similarlyfor the interval

G..,A^\}[=112 cents]in the minor mode. The O is more nearlyrelated to the

tonic C than A^\}is. On the other hand, Hauptmann is probablyrightin

.f consideringthe intervalD...E^\}[=112 cents]in the minor mode, as one in which

D leads to E^\},because D has onlya relationshipof the second degreeto the tonic

0, althoughitsrelationshipis certainlycloser than that of Bi to 0.

But the relation of D^\}in descendingpassages of the mode of the minor

Sixth of C (theold Greek Doric)is perfectlysimilar to the effectof ^1 in the

ascendingscale of C major. It reallyforms a kind of descendingleadingnote,
and since in the best periodof Greek music descendingpassages were felt as

nobler and more harmonious than ascendingones,* this peculiarityof the Dorio

mode may have been of specialimportanceand have been a reason for the

preferencegivento this scale. The cadence with the chord of the extreme sharp
Sixth [ratio128 : 225, cents 976]"

C " JE;"["+ (?...c
^

f is almosi the onlyremnant of the ancient tonal modes. It is quiteisolatedand
misunderstood. This is a (Greek)Doric cadence,in which D^\}and Bi are both

used at the same time as leadingnotes to O.f
The relation of the second or pa/rhypateof the Greek Doric scale,to the lowest

tone or hypate,seems also to have been perfectlywell feltby the Greeks them"

selves,to judgeby Ari8totle*sremarks in the 3rd and 4th of his problemson
harmony. I cannot abstain from adducingthem here because theyadmirablyand

V delicatelycharacterise the relation. Aristotle inquireswhy the singerfeels his

voice more taxed in takingthe parhypatethan in takingthe hypatS,althoughthey
are separatedby so small an interval. The hypateissung, he says, with a remission

of effort. And then he adds that in order to reach an aim easilyitis necessary that

in addition to the motive which determines the will,the kind of volitional effort

should be quitefeuniliarand easy to the mind.t The effortfeltin singingthe lead-

* Aristotle,Problems zix" 33. [The pas- robots 9^ ir6vos'xovovvra 84 fxaXXop Sto^cfperoi*

^ sage has alreadybeen cited at full,p. 241(2', Aid rl 84 ravrvp x'^^^h I'V 84 iirw^v pifBtmr
note I." Translator,] icdrot ZUais Ijcor^pas;*H 8rt fur* kifiauos 1^

f [This cadence is a union of the ancient ^^i}, koX dfia/xtrii.r^v tHtvraffuf4ka^" rh

Doric,beginningwith c,rendered harmonisable ivot fidXXttv; Ath. rainh 84 Ifooccirp6sfiiaŷ^ccr-
as the mode of the minor Sixth,(c...

c2'b
...

0'b Bcurii itpbsrairrfiv̂ mpatr^imvj^fuwa'8"" 7^
. . . / . . .pr. . .

a* b
. . .

b'b . . . c',p. 27"2,note)with the fi^rittrwpoias icolKwraffrda-""s ohc^undrrisr^
modem minor,beginningwith c, (c.. .d..

.""b
. . ./ ^^i irphsriivfiofiKriffUf.Arist. ProbL xix. 3, 4.

..."/...a' b ... bi.. . c',)and will be more partica- [The whole passage may perhaps be translated

larlyconsidered in the next chapter,pp. 2o6d- thus : * Why do those who sing the parhypaU
308c. The intervals expressed in cents are break down not less than those who sing the

i)'b 386 F 204 O 386 B, and C 316 J7'b 386 G nJete and higher tones,though with a greater
498 c" Translator.] disagreement(hiiartura)? Is it because they

% This periphrasisseems to me to render singthis with the greatestdifficulty,even when

correctlythe last clause in the followingcita- this is the beginning? Does not difficulty
tion : Ath ri r^v trofnnrdrriv$8orrcstAdhiora arise from straining[and forcing]the voice ?

itiro^pfirYruvrtUyoitxi^Toy^ r^v jrfirripKpX rh.6"t"^ This occasions effort,and things done with

fitrii84 9uurrdtrws wKtiovos;*H 8ri xo^cin^crra effortare most apt to fail. But why do they
rairjfyfSovo'i,icolcSttii| kpxh ; t^ 84 xo^-c^o^ sing the parhypaU with difficulty,and yet
9tk riiv iwh-wrw [iratwUcw] riis ^"tnis; iv take the hypate easily,althoughthere is on^
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ingnote does not liein the larynx,but in the difficultywe feel in fixingthe voice

upon itby mere volitionwhile another tone is alreadyin our mind, to which we

desire to pass, and which by itsproximityconducted us to the leadingnote. It is

not tillwe reach the finaltone that we feelourselves at home and at rest,and this

final tone is sung without any strain on the will.

Proximityin the scale then givesa new pointof connection between two tones,
which is not merelyactive in the case of the leadingnote,justconsidered,but also,

as alreadymentioned,in interpolatingtones between two others in the chromatic

and enharmonic modes. Intervals of pitchare in this respect analogousto mea-surements

of distance. When we have the means of determiningone point(the
tonic)with greatexactness and certainty,we are able by itsmeans to determine

other pointswith certainty,when theyare at a known small distance from it (the
interval of a Semitone),althoughperhapswe could not have determined them with

so much certaintyindependently.Thus the astronomer employshis fundamental f
fixed stars,of which the positionshave been determined with the greatestpossible
accuracy, for accuratelydeterminingthe positionsof*other stars in their neigh-bourhood.

We may also remark that the interval of a Semitone playsa peculiarpartas the

introduction {appoggiatura)to another note. As an appoggiaturain a melodyany
tone can be used, even when not in itsscale,providedit makes the interval of a

Semitone with the note in the scale which it introduces ; but a foreigntone which

makes the interval of a whole Tone with that note in the scale,cannot be so used.

The onlyjustificationof this use of the Semitone is certainlyits existence as a

well-known interval in the diatonic scale,which the voice can singcorrectlyand
the ear can readilyappreciate,even when the relations on which itsmagnitude
ddipendsare not clearlysensible in the passage where it is used. Hence also no

arbitrarilychosen small interval can be thus employed. Althoughslightchanges
in the interval of the leadingnote may be introduced by practicalmusician^Ho givê
a strongerexpressionto itstendencytowards the tonic,theymust never go so fia.r

as to make those changesclearlyfelt.*
Hence the majorSeventh in itscharacter of leadingnote to the tonic acquires

a new and closer relationshipto it,unattainable by the minor Seventh. And in

this way the note which is most distantlyrelated to the tonic beeomes peculiarly
valuable in the scale. This circumstance has continuallygrown in importancein
modem music, which aims at referringevery tone to the tonic in the clearestpos-sible

manner ; and hence,in ascendingpassages goingto the tonic,a preference
has been givento the major Seventh in allmodem keys,even in those to which itdid

not properlybelong. This transformation appears to have begun in Europeduring
the periodof polyphonicmusic, but not in partsongs only,for we find italso in the

bomophonioGantus firrmiBof the Eoman Catholic Church. It was blamed in an

edict of Pope John XXII., in 1322, and in consequence the sharpeningof the lead-ing

note was omitted in writing,but was suppliedby the singers,a practicewhich ^

Winterfeld believes to have been followed by Protestant musical composers even

down to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,because it had once come into

use. And this makes it impossibleto determine exactlywhat were the stepsby
which this change in the old tonal modes was effected.f

Even to the presentday,accordingto A. v. Oettingen'sreport,t̂he Esthonians

a diesis (Semitoneor Qaartertone)between clearlya connection in the writer's mind be-

them ? Is it because the hypatSis snng with tween Sicbroo-is,HffrturiSyand Kardaraffis^
a remission of eiffort,and at the same time it which influenced his reasoning,but evaporates
is easy to go upwards after gettingoneself in translation." Translator.]
togetherfor the effort {avcrouris)? For the " [SeeApp. XX. sect. G. art.'6."TranS'

same reason it is easy to sing what leads up latorJ]
to any note, or the paraneU. For the will f Def evangeUscheKirchengesang,Leip-
requiresnot only conscious thought {Hwota) zig,1843,vol. i.introduction.
but an inclination {Kardtrrcuris)which is per- J Das Harmoniesystem in dualer Ent-

fectlyfamiliar to the habit of mind {^Bos).*wickelung, Dorpat und Leipzig,1866,p. 113,
The passage is very difficult,and there was
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struggleagainstsingingthe leadingnote in minor scales,althoughitmay be clearly
struck on the organ.

Among the ancient tonal modes, the Greek Lydian(majormode) and the un-

melodic Hypolydian(mode of the Fifth,p. 269a,No. 7)had the majorSeventh as

the leadingnote to the tonic,and hence the firstwas developedinto the principal
tonal mode of modem music, the major mode. The Greek Ionic (mode of the

Fourth)differedfrom itonlyin havinga minor Seventh. On simplyalteringthis
into a majorSeventh, this mode also became major. On givinga majorSeventh
to each of the other three,theygraduallyconvergedto our present minor mode

duringthe seventeenth century. From the Greek Phrygian(mode of the minor

Seventh)by changingB\}into By we obtain

THE ASCENDING MINOR SCALE.
'

G".D...E'\}...F."G...Ai..,By...c

as we had alreadyfound from a simpleconsideration of the relationshipof tones

[p.2746,No. 2]. The Greek Hypodoricor EoKc (modeof the minor Third),which
answers to our descendingminor scale,giveson changingB^\}into ^1,

THE INSTRUMENTAL MINOR SCALE.

C
...

D
... E^\}...

F
...

G
... A'\}... 5, ...

c

which is difficultfor singersto execute,on account of the interval A^\}... 5,
[= ratio 64 : 75, cents 274J,but frequentlyoccurs in modem music both ascending
and descending.

The Greek Doric (mode of the minor Sixth)with a major instead of a minor

Seventh,is stilldiscoverable in the finalcadence mentioned on p. 286^.

The generalintroduction of the leadingtone represents,therefore,a continually
increasingconsistencyin the developmentof a feelingfor the predominanceof the

"r tonic in a scale. By thischange,not onlyis the varietyof character in the ancient

tonal modes seriouslyinjured,and the wealth of previousmeans of expression
essentiallydiminished,but even the links of the chain of tones in the scale were

disruptedor disturbed. We have seen that the most ancient theorymade tonal

systemsconsistof seriesof Fifths,and that each systemhad at firstfour and after-wards

six intervalsof a Fifth. The predominanceof a tonic as the singlefocus
of the system was not yet indicated,at least externally; it became apparent at

most by a limitation of the number of Fifths to contain those tones onlywhich
occurred in the natural scale. All Greek tonal modes may be formed from the

tones in the seriesof Fifths"

F"C"G"D"A"E"B.

Directlywe proceedto the natural intonation of Thirds,the series of Fifths ia

interruptedby an imperfectFifth,as in

m
F " C " G " D

... Ay " El " Bi

where the Fifth D...A1[= 680 cents]is imperfect.And when finallythe sharp
leadingnote is introduced,as by the use of G^iff̂or G in Ay minor, the series

is entirelyinterrupted[0 : (?2J = 16 : 25 = 772 cents].
In the gradualdevelopmentof the diatonic system,therefore,the various links

of the chain which bound the tones togetherwere sacrificedsuccessivelyto the

desire of connectingallthe tones in a scale with one central tone,the tonic. And

in exact proportionto the degreewith which this was carried out,the conceptionof

tonalityconsciouslydevelopeditselfin the minds of musicians.

The further developmentof the European tonal systemis due to the cultivation

of harmony,which will occupy us in the next chapter.
But before leavingour presentsubject,some doubtful pointshave stillto be

considered. In the precedingchapterI have shewn that the melodic relationship
of tones can be made to depend upon their upper partials,preciselyin the same
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way as their consonance was shewn to be determined in ChapterX. Now this

method of explanationmay in a certain sense be considered to agree with the

favourite assertion that * melody is resolved harmony,*on which mtisicians do

not hesitate to form musical systems without stayingto inquirehow harmonies

could have been resolved into melodies at times and placeswhere harmonies had

either never been heard, or were, after hearing,repudiated.Accordingto our

explanation,at least,the same physicalpeculiaritiesin the compositionof musical

tones, which determined consonances for tones struck simultaneously,would also

determine melodic relationsfor tones struck in succession. The former then would

not be the reason for the latter,as the above phrasesuggests,but both would have

a common cause in the natural formation of musical tones.

Again,in consonance we found other peculiarrelations,due to combinational

tones,which become effectiveeven when simpletones, or tones with few and faint

upper partials,are struck simultaneously.I have alreadyshewn that combina- ^
tional tones very imperfectlyreplacethe effectof upper partialtones in a con-sonance,

and that consequentlya chord formed of simple tones is wanting in

brightnessand character,the distinctions between consonance and dissonance

beingonlyvery imperfectlydeveloped.
In melodic passages, however, combinational tones do not occur, and hence the

questionarises as to how far a melodic effectcould be producedby a succession of

simple tones. There is no doubt that we can recognisemelodies which we have

alreadyheard, when theyare executed on the stoppedpipesof an organ, or are

whistled with the mouth, or merelystruck on a glassor wood or steel harmonicon,

as a musical box,or are playedon bells. But there is also no doubt that all these

instruments, which generatesimpletones, either alone or accompaniedby weak

and remote inharmonic secondarytones,are incapableof producingany effective

melodic impressionwithout an accompanimentof musical instruments proper.

They may be often extremelyeffectivefor performingsinglepartswhen accom- ^
paniedby the organ, or the orchestra,or a pianoforte,but bythemselves theyproduce

very poor music indeed,which degeneratesinto absolute unpleasantnesswhen the

inharmonic secondarytones are somewhat too loud.

We are bound, however, to givesome reason why any impressionof melodyat
all can be producedby such instnmients.

Now we must firstremember that,as shewn at the end of ChapterVII.,the
actual construction of the ear favours the generationof weak harmonic upper par-tials

within the ear itself,when powerfulbut objectivelysimpletones are sounded.

Hence it is at most very weak objectivelysimpletones which can be regardedas
also subjectivelysimple.

Next,there is an effect of memory to be broughtinto account. Supposing
that I have been used to hear Fifths taken at allpossiblepitches,and have recog-nised

them by aural sensation as having a very close melodic relationship,I should

know the magnitudeof this interval by experiencefor every tone in the scale,̂

and should retain the knowledgethus acquiredby the action of a man's memory

of sensations,even of those for which he has no verbal expression.
When, then,I hear such an interval executed on tuning-forks,I am able to

recogniseit as an interval I have often heard,althoughits tones have either none,

or onlysome faint remnants of those upper partialswhich formerlygave it a right
to be considered as a favourite interval of close melodic relationship.And justin
the same way I shall be able to recognise,as previouslyknown, other melodic pas-sages

or whole melodies which are executed in simpletones, and even ifI hear a

melody forthe firsttime in thisway, whistled with the mouth or chimed by a clock,
or struck on a glassharmonicon, I should be able to completeit byimagininghow
it would soimd ifexecuted on a real musical instrument, as the voice or a violin.

A practisedmusician isable to form a conceptionof a melodyby merelyreading
the notes. If we givethe prime tones of these notes on a glassharmonicon, we give
a firmer basis to the conceptionby reallyexcitinga largeportionof the impression
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on the senses which the melodywould have producedifsung. Simpletones,how-ever,

merelyexhibit an outline of the melody. All that givesthe melodyitscharm

isabsent. We know, indeed,the individual intervalswhich itcontains,but we have

no inamediate impressionon our senses which serves to distinguishthose which are

distantlyfrom those which are closelyrelated,or the related from the totallyun-related.

Observe the greatdifferencebetween merelywhistlinga melody or play-ing
iton a violin; between strikingiton a glassharmonicon or on the pianoI The

differenceissomewhat of the same kind as that between viewinga singlephotograph
of a landscape,and seeingtwo correspondingphotographsof it through a stereo-scope.

The firstenables me, by means of my memory, to form a conceptionof the

relativedistances of itsparts,and this conceptionmay be often very satisfactory.
But the stereoscopicfusion of the two figuresgivesme the real impressionon the

senses which the relativedistances of the partsof the landscapewould have them-

[selvesproduced,and which I am obhgedin the case of a singleimage to supplyby
experienceand memory. Hence the stereoscopicpictureis more livelythan the

simpleperspectiveview, exactlyin the same way as immediate impressionson our

senses are more Hvelythan our recollections.

The case seems to be the same for melodies executed in simpletones. We

recognisethe melodies when we have heard them otherwise performed; we can

even, if we have sufi"cientmusical imagination,pictureto ourselves how they
would sound if executed by other instruments,but theyare decidedlywithout the

immediate impressionon the senses which givesmusic itscharm.

CHAPTER XV.

THE CONSONANT CHORDS OF THE TONAL MODES.

^ Polyphony was the form in which music for several voices firstattained a certain

degree of artisticperfection.The peculiarcharacteristic of this styleof music

was that several voices were singingeach itsown independentmelodyat the same

time, which mightbe a repetitionof the melodies alreadysung by the other voices,

or else quitea differentone. Under these circumstances each voice had to obey
the generallaw of tonaHtycommon to the construction of allmelodies,and, more-over,

every tone of a polyphonicpassage had to be referred to the same tonic.

Hence each voice had to commence separatelyon the tonic or some tone closely
related to it,and to close in the same way. In practiceeach partof a polyphonic
piecewas made to beginwith the tonic or its Octave. This fulfilled the law of

tonality,but necessitated the closingof a polyphonicpiecewith a unison.

The reason why higherOctaves might accompany the tonic at the close,lies,as

we saw in the lastchapter,in the fa^ithat higherOctaves are merelyrepetitionsof

portionsof the fundamental tone. Hence by addingitsOctave to the tonic at the

H close,we merelyreinforcepartof itscompound tone ; no new compound or simple
tone is added,and the union of allthe tones contains onlythe constituents of the

tonic itself.

The same is true for allthe other partialtones which are contained in the tonic.

The next stepin the developmentof the finalchord was to add the Twelfth of the

tonic. Now the chord c...c'"^'contains no element which is not also a con-stituent

of the compound tone c when sounded alone,and consequently,being a

mere representativeof the singlemusical tone o, itis suitable for the termination

of a pieceof music havingthe tonic c.

Nay even the chord ""g\..c" mightbe so used, for when itis struck we hear,

weaklyindeed,but stillsensibly,the combinational tone c, so that the whole mass

of tone againcontains nothingmore than the constituents of the tone c. It must

be owned, however, that thiscombination would answer to a rather unusual quality
of tone, with a proportionablyweak prime partial.

On the other hand, it was not possibleto use the chords c.c'.../'or c'.../'dic"
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to end a piecehavingthe tonic c, althoughthese chords are consonances as well as

the preceding,because / is not an element of tliecompound tone c, and hence the

closingchord would contain somethingwhich was not the tonic at all. It is here

probablythat we have to look for the reason why some medieval theoreticians

wished to reckon the Fourth among the dissonances. But perfectconsonance was

not sufficientto make an intervalavailablefor the finalchord. There was a second

condition which the theoreticians did not clearlyunderstand. The tones of the

final chord had to be constituents of the compound tone of the tonic. This was

the onlycase in which those tones could be employed.
The Sixth of the tonic is as illsuited as the Fourth for use in the finalchord.

But the majorThird can be used, because it occurs as the fifthpartialtone of the

tonic. Since the qualitiesof tone which are fitfor music generallyallow the fifth

and sixth partialtone to be audible,but make the higherpartialseither entirely
inaudible or at least very funt, and since,moreover, the seventh partialis dissonant ^

i"ith the fifth,sixth,and eighth,and is not used in the scale,the seriesof tones

available for the closingchord terminates with the Third. Thus we actuallyfind
down to the beginningof the eighteenthcentury,that the finalchord has either

no Third, or onlya majorThird, even in tonal modes which contain onlythe minor

and not the major Third of the tonic. To attain fulness,it was preferredto do

violence to the scale by usingthe majorThird in the closingchord. The minor

Third of the tonic can never stand for a constituent of itscompound tone. Hence

it was originallyas much forbidden as the Fourth and Sixth of the tonic. Be-fore

a minor chord could be used to close a pieceof music the feelingfor harmony
bad to be cultivated in a new direction.

The ear is the more satisfiedwith a closingmajorchord, the more closelythe
order of the tones used imitates the arrangementof the partialtones in a compound.
8ince in modem music the upper voice is most conspicuous,and hence has the

principalmelody,this voice must usuallyfinish with the tonic. Bearingthis in f
mind, we can use any of the followingchords for the close (combinationaltones
are added as crotchets): "

12345

5
rz2i

=g=
IZ2I izar 122=

m
IC2I r?2=

r r
In the chords i and 2 all the notes coincide with partialsof 0, and they

therefore most closelyresemble the compound tone C itself. And then closer

positionsof the chord can be substituted,providedthey resemble the firstby ^

havingC for the fundamental tone as in 3, 4, 5. They stillretain sufficientresem-blance

to the compound tone of the low G to be used in its place. Moreover,the
combinational tones, written as crotchets in 3, 4 and 5, assist in the effect of

making the deeperpartialsof the compound C, at leastfaintly,audible. But the

first two positionsalwaysgivethe most satisfactoryclose. The tendencytowards
a deep finaltone in harmonic music is very characteristic,and I beheve that the

above is itsproper explanation.There is nothingof the kind in the construction

of homophonicmelodies. It is peculiarto the bass of partmusic.

Preciselyin the same way that the tonic,when used as the bass of its major
chord at the close,givesit a resemblance to its own compound tone, and is hence

felt as the essential tone of the chord,all major chords sound best when the

lowest tone of their closesttriad position(No.4, p. 219c)is made the bass. The

other major chords in the scale are those on itsFourth and Fifth,and hence for

the scale of C major,are F+Ai " C and G+^i" i". Hence if we make the
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harmony of a pieceof masic to consist of these major chords only,each having
its fundamental tone in the bass,the effectis almost that of a compound tonic in

different qualitiesof tone passinginto its two nearest related compound tones, the

Fourth and Fifth. This makes the harmonisation transparentand definite,but it

would be too uniform for longpieces. Modem populartunes, songs and dances,

are however, as is well known, constructed in this manner. The people,and

generallypersons of small musical cultivation,can be pleasedonlyby extremely

simple and intelligiblemusical relations. Now the relations of the tones are

generallymuch easier to feelwith distinctness in harmonised than in homophonic
music. In the latter the feelingof relationshipof tone dependssolelyon the

sameness of pitchof two partialsin two Consecutive musical tones. But when we

hear the second compound tone we can at most remember the first,and hence we

are driven to completethe comparisonby an act of memory. The consonance, on

^ the other hand, givesthe relation by an immediate act of sensation ; we are no

longerdriven to have recourse to memory ; we hear beats, or there is a roughness
in the combined sound, when the proper relations are not preserved. Again,when

two chords having a common note occur in succession,our recognitionof their

relationshipdoes not dependupon weak upper partials,but upon the comparisonof

two independentnotes, havingthe same force as the other notes of the corre-sponding

chord.

When, for example,I ascend from C to its Sixth Ai,l recognisetheir mutual

relationshipin an unaccompaniedmelody,by the fact that "',,the fifthpartialof

C, which is alreadyvery weak, is identicalwith the third partialof -4i. But if I

accompany the -4,with the chord jP+^Ii" c, I hear the former c sound on power-fully

in the chord, and know by immediate sensation that Ai and C are consonant,

and that both of them are constituents of the compound tone F,

When I pass melodicallyfrom C to i9ior X),I am obligedto imaginea kind of

% mute G between them, in order to recognisetheir relationship,which is of the

second degree. But if I audiblysustain the note G while the others are sounded,

their common relationshipbecomes reallysensible to my ear.

Habituation to the tonal relations so evidentlydisplayedin harmonic music,

has had an indisputableinfluence on modem musical taste. Unaccompanied

songs no longerpleaseus ; they seem poor and incomplete. But if merelythe

twangingof a guitaradds the fundamental chords of the key,and indicates the

harmonic relations of the tones, we are satisfied. Again,we cannot failto see

that the clearer perceptionof tonal relationshipin harmonic music has greatly
increased the practicablevarietyin the relationsof tones,by allowingthose which

are less marked to be freelyused, and has also rendered possiblethe construction

of long musical pieceswhich requirepowerfullinks to connect their partsinto one

whole.

The closestand simplestrelation of the tones is reached in the major mode,

^ when allthe tones of a melody are treated as constituents of the compound tone

of the tonic,or of the Fifth above or the Fifth below it. By this means all the

relations of tones are reduced to the simplestand closest relation existingin

any musical system" that of the Fifth.

The relation of the chord of the dominant G to that of the tonic C, is some-what

differentfrom that of the chord of the subdominant F to the tonic chord.

When we pass from C-^-Ei"G to G-^Bi"d we use a compound tone, G, which

is alreadycontained in the firstchord,and isconsequentlyproperlyprepared,while

at the same time such a stepleads us to those degreesof the scale which are most

distant firom the tonic,and have onlyan indirectrelationshipwith it. Hence this

passage forms a distinctprogressionin the harmony, which is at once well assured

and properlybased. It is quitedifferent with the passage from C+J5J|" G to

F-^Ai^c, The compound tone F is not preparedin the firstchord, and it has

therefore to be discovered and struck. Hence the justificationof this passage as

correct and closelyrelated,is not completeuntil the step is actuallymade and it is
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felt that tliechord of F contains no tones which are not directlyrelatedto the tonic

(7. In the passage from the chord of 0 to that of F, therefore,we miss that distinct

and well-assured progressionwhich marked the passage from the chord of C to that

of G, Bat as a compensation,the progressionfrom the chord of C to that of F

bas a softer and calmer kind of heaaty,due, perhaps,to its keepingwithin tones

directlyrelated to the tonic C, Popularmusic, however, favours the other passage
from the tonic to the Fifth ahove (hencecalled the dominant of the key),and many
of the simplerpopularsongs and dances consist merely of an interchangeof tonic

and dominant chords. Hence also the common harmonicon (accordion,German
concertina),which is arrangedfor them, givesthe tonic chord on openingthe
bellows, and the dominant chord on closingthem. The Fifth below the tonic is

called the sz^idominant of the key. Its chord is seldom introduced at all into usual

popularmelodies,except,perhaps,once near the close,to restore the equilibrium
of the harmony,which had chieflyinclined towards the dominant.

When a section of a pieceof music terminates with the passage of the dominant

into the tonic chord,musicians call the close a completecadence. We thus return from

tbe tones most distantlyrelated to the tonic,to the tonic itself,and, as befitsa close,

make a distinctpassage from the remotest parts of the scale to the centre of the

systemitself.If,on the other hand, we close bypassingfrom the subdominant to the

tonic chord, the result is called an imperfector plagalcadence. The tones of the

subdominant triad are all directlyrelated to the tonic,so that we are alreadyclose

upon the tonic before we pass over to it. Hence the imperfectcadence corresponds
to a much quieterreturn of the music to tbe tonic chord, and the progressionis
much less distinctthan before.

In tbe completecadence tbe chord of tbe tonic follows that of the dominant,

but to preserve the equilibriumof the system in relation to tbe subdominant, its

chord is made to precedethat of the dominant as in i or 2.

IF
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-4-

^ -"sf- "Ts
"

:
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321

-^ r:"-
IZ2I
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This succession reallyforms tbe completeclose,by bringingall the tones of the

whole scaletogetheragain,and thus in conclusion collectingand fixingevery part
of tbe key.

Tbe major mode, as we bavei seen, permitstbe requisitionsof tonalityto be

most easilyand completelyunited with harmonic completeness. Everytone of its

scale can be employedas a constituent of tbe musical tone of tbe tonic,the domi IT

nant, or the subdominant,because these fundamental tones of tbe mode are also

fundamental tones of major chords. This is not equallytbe case in tbe other

ancient tonal modes.

I. Majob mode
*

Mode of the

FOUBTH *

major
^"~ "

*
""k

f + ai " c +"! " g +"1" ^
"

,
^

.

major major
major

/ + ai - c + ei - g " b^\}+ d

major minor

* [Of course when the modes are thas

reduced to harmonic combinations, the tones

ol the old modes, as givenin footnote to p. 268c,

are all altered,and become those in footnote

to p. 274c. See also App. XX. sect. ", arts. 9
and 10," Translator.]
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3. Mode op the

MiNOB Seventh *

4. Mode op the

MINOB Thibd*

{minormode)

5. Mode op the

MINOB Sixth*

minor

/ 4- ai - c - e^\}-hg - b^\}+ d

major minor

minor

/ - a^\"+ c - e^\"+g - 2"'t"+̂

minor minor

minor

5t?- ^*t"+/ - a"t?+c - e^\}+g

minor minor

In the minor chords,the Third does not belongto the compomid tone of itsfdnda-

% mental note,and hence cannot appear as a constituent of itsquality; so that the

relationof all the parts of a minor chord to the fundamental note is not ao im-mediate

as that for the majorchord, and this is a source of difficultyin the final

chord. For this reason we find almost allpopulardance and song music written

m the majormode f ; indeed,the minor mode forms a rare exception.The people
must have the clearestand simplestintelligibilityin their music, and this can only
be furnished by the majormode. But there was nothinglikethis predominanceof
the majorkeyin homophonicmusic. For the same reason the harmonic accom-paniment

of chorales in majorkeyswas developedwith tolerablecompletenessas
earlyas the sixteenth century,so that many of them correspondwith the cultivated

musical taste of the presentday; but the harmonic treatment of the minor and

the other ecclesiasticalmodes was stillin a very unsettled condition,and strikes

modem ears as very strange.
In a majorchord c+^i "g, we may regardboth g and e, as constituents of the

f compound tone of c, but neither c nor g as constituentsof the compound tone of e^,

and neither c nor Ci as constituents of the compound tone of g.t
.

Hence the major
chord c+Ci^g is completelyunambiguous,and can be compared onlywith the

compound tone of c, and consequentlyc is the predominanttone in the chord, its

rootyor, in Rameau's language,itsfundamentalbass ; and neither of the other two

tones in the chord has the sHghtestclaim to be so considered.

In the minor chord c"e^\}+gjthe ^ is a constituent of the compound tones of

both c and e^\}.Neither e^ n̂or c occurs in either of the other two compound
tones c, g. Hence itis clear that g at least isa dependenttone. But, on the other

hand, this minor chord can be regardedeither as a compound tone of c with an

added e^\}or as a compound tone of e^\}with an added c. Both views are enter-tained

at differenttimes,but the firstusuallyprevails.If we regardthe chord as

the compound tone of c, we find g for itsthird partial,while the foreigntone 6^t"
onlyoccupiesthe placeof the weak fifthpartiale|. But if we regardedthe chord

f as a compound tone of e^\},althoughthe weak fifthpartialg would be properlyrepre-sented,

the strongerthird partial,which ought to be b^\},isreplacedby the foreign
tone c. Hence in modem music we usuallyfind the minor chord c"e*b+^ treated

as if its root or fundamental bass were c, so that the chord appears as a some-what

altered and obscured compound tone of c. But the chord also occurs in the

positione^\}-^g.,,c(orbetter stillas e^\}-^g...c^)even in the key of B^\}major,as a

substitutefor the chord of the subdominant e'j^.Rameau then callsitthe chord of

the great Sixth [inEnghsh ' added Sixth '],and, more correctlythan most modem

theoreticians,regardse^\}as its fundamental bass."
" [Seep. 293, note.] t [T^isremark does not applyto old EnglishmoBio," Translator.^

X [Takingonlysix partials,we have for" " [The scale of B^ b major has the chords

"^b + gr" 6'b+ d-/* + a" c*; hence, regarding
the chord as made up of the notes of this

scale,it would be c^ \e'b + (7,which is not a

minor chord at all,like c-e'b + f7,because it
has a Pythagorean in place of a just minor
Third. It was onlytemperedintonation which

confused the iwc?;c^|e^^|^f"^wUl be
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When it is importantto guidethe ear in selectingone or other of these two

meaningsof the minor chord,the root intended may be emphasisedby givingit a

low positionor by throwingseveral voices upon it. The low positionof the root

allows such other tones as could be fittedinto itscompound tone,to be considered

directlyas its partials,whereas the low compound tone itselfcannot be considered

as the partialof another much highertone. In the firsthalf of lastcentury,when
the minor chord was firstused as a close,composers endeavoured to give pro-minence

to the tonic by increasingthe loudness of the tonic note in comparison
with its minor Third. Thus in Handel's oratorios,when he concludes with a

minor chord,most of the conspicuousvocal and instrumental partsare concen-trated

on the tonic,while the minor Third is either touched by one voice alone,or

merelyby the accompanyingpianoforteor organ. The cases are much rarer where

in minor keyshe givesonlytwo voices to the tonic in the closingchord,and one

to itsFifth and another to itsThird,which is his rule in majormodes. IT

When the minor chord appears in its second Subordinate signification,as

e^\}+g..xwith the root e^\},this (aoi is shewn partlyby the positionof e^\}in the

bass,and partlyby its close relationshipto the tonic "^t".Modem music even

makes thisinterpretationof the chord stillclearerbyaddingZ"^t"as the Fifth of e^t""
so that the chord becomes dissonant in the form e^l}"g-\-b^\}..,c^.*

The disinclination of older composers to close with a minor chord,may be

explainedpartlyby the obscuration ofitsconsonance from falsecombinational tones,
and partlybecause,as alreadymentioned, it does not givea mere qualityof the

tonic tone,but mixes foreignconstituents with it. But in addition to the minor

Third,which does not fitinto the compound tone of the tonic,the combinational

tones of a minor chord are equallyforeignto it. As long as the feelingof tonaHty
requireda definite singlecompound tone for the connectingcentre of the key,it
was impossibleto form a satisfeu^toryclose exceptby a reproductionof the pure

compound tone of the tonic with no foreignadmixture. It was not tilla farther ^
developmentof musical feelinghad giventhe chords of the mode an independent
significance,that the minor chord, notwithstandingits possessionof constituents

foreignto the compound tone of the tonic,could be justifiedin itsuse as a close.

Hauptmann f givesa differentreason for avoidingthe minor chord at the close.

He asserts that before the chord of the dominant Seventh came into use, there was

no voice-partsuitableforfedlinginto the minor Third of the tonic. Thus if the final

cadence consisted of the chords G+Bi" -D,C" ^'t"+ G^,the D of the firstchord

was the onlyone which could pass melodiouslyin E^\},but this would have ap-peared

like the passage of the leadingnote D in the keyof E^\}majorinto itstonic

E^\},and hence have called up the feelingof E^\}majorin Heu of C minor. We

may admit that this relation of the leadingnote would have drawn the hearer's

specialattention to the two tones in question,and to a certain extent disturbed his

recognitionof the key,but yetitis clear that even without the helpof this chord

of the dominant Seventh, there were several ways for the voices to pass through^
dissonances into the minor Third of the closingchord, if composers had felt any
wish to do so. Thus in the plagalcadence

c -e"|"- ĝ ..."

0 - e^\}+g ...
cf

which is so often used on other occasions,the Fourth / could be made to descend

to the minor Third e^\}without any inconvenience. Indeed, we find that when

hereafter drawn to this importantdistinction, Observe that it is c* which is now introduced

see p. 299a. " Translator,] in the text,in place of c. If c is retained,
* [Transposingthe c* the chord becomes thus c" e*b + ";" 6'b,the chord is one of those

c* Ie'b + i;" 6'b, BO that we have a major chord chords of the Seventh considered in Chapter
with the Sixth of its root added, that is,the X\l.- -Translator,]
snbdominant of the key of JB'b rendered dis- f Harmonik und Mclrik, Leipzig,1853,
sonant by introducingc\ the Second of the p. 216.

key,or the Sixth above the Bubdominant c'b. V^OOQIC
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the chord of the dominant Seventh had actuallycome into use, and the Saventh F

of the chord (?+5i " Z) |F oughtby every rightto have descended into the minor

Third E^\}of the closingchord, musical piecesof the fifteenthcentury*avoid this

progression,and make this Seventh F either ascend to the Fifth G, or descend to

the majorThird ^i of the final chord, instead of to E^\}yits minor Third. This

custom prevaileddown to Bach's time.

In ChapterXUI. (p.249a)we characterised modem harmonic music, as con-trasted

with medieval polyphony,byitsdevelopmentof a feelingfor the independent
significanceof chords. In Palestrina,Gabrieli,and stillmore in Monteverde and the

first composers of operas, we find the various degreesof harmoniousness in chords

carefullyused for the purposes of expression.But these masters are almost entirely
without any feelingfor the mutual relation of consecutive chords. These chords

often follow one another by entirelyunconnected leaps,and the onlybond of union

.
IIis the scale,to which all their notes belong.

The transformation which took placefrom the sixteenth to the beginningof the

eighteenthcentury,may, I think, be characterised by the developmentof a feeling
for the independentrelationshipof chords one to the other,and by the establish-ment

of a central core, the tonic chordy round which were groupedthe whole of

the consonant chords that could be formed out of the notes of the scale. For these

chords there was a repetitionof the same effortwhich was formerlyshewn in the

construction of the scale,where interrelationsof the tones were firstgroundedon

a chain of intervals,and afterwards on a reference of each note to a central com-pound

tone,the tonic.

Two chords which have one or more tones in common will here be termed

directlyrelated.
Chords which are directlyrelated to the same chord will be here said to be

related to each other in the second degree,
H Thus c+Ci "g and g-\'hx"dare directlyrelated,and so are c+ei"g and aj "

cH-^i ; but g + bi"d and ai"c+Ci are related onlyin the second degree.
When two chords have two tones in common theyare more closelyrelated than

when theyhave onlyone tone in common. Thus c+ej " ^ and Ui " c+ei are more

closelyrelated than c -f-e 1
" gfand gf-h6 ,

" d.

The tonic chord of any tonal mode can of course onlybe one which more or

less perfectlyrepresentsthe compound tone of the tonic,that is,that major or

minor chord of which the tonic is the root. The tonic note, as the connectingcore
of all the tones in a regularlyconstructed melody, must be heard on the first

accented partof a bar, and also at the close,so that the melodystarts from itand

returns to it; the same is true for the tonic chord in a succession of chords. In

both of these positionsin the scale we requireto hear the tonic note,accompanied
not by any arbitrarychord, but onlyby the tonic chord,havingthe tonic note

itselfas itsroot. This was not the case even as late as the sixteenth century,as

1[is seen by the exampleon p. 247c taken from Palestrina.

When the tonic chord is major,the domination of all the tones by the tonic

rote isreadilyreconciled with the domination of all the chords by the tonic chord*

for as the piecebeginsand ends with the tonic chord,italso beginsand ends at the

same time with the pure unmixed compound tone of the tonic note. But when

the tonic chord isminor, all these conditions cannot be so perfectlysatisfied. We

are obligedto sacrificesomewhat of the strictnessof the tonalityin order to admit

the minor Third into the tonic chord at the beginningand end. At the com-mencement

of the eighteenthcentury we find Sebastian Bach usingminor chords

at the end of his preludes,because these were merelyintroductorypieces,but not

at the end offuguesand chorales,and at other completecloses. In Handel and even

in the ecclesiasticalpiecesof Mozart, the close in a minor chord is used alternately

" See an example in Anton Brnmel, in will be found, iMd, p. 550, where the voices

Forkers Oeschichte der Musikf vol. ii.p. 647. might have easilybeen led to the minor

Another, with a plagalcadence by Josquin, Third.
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with the close in a chord without any Third, or with the majorThird. And the

last composer cannot be accused of external imitation of old habits,for we find

that in these usages theyalwaysobserve the expressionof the piece. When at the

close of a compositionin the minor mode, a major chord is introduced,,it has the

effect of a sudden and unexpectedbrighteningup of the sadness of the minor key,

producinga cheering,enlightening,and reconcilingeffectafter the sorrow, grief,
or restlessness of the minor. Thus a close in the major suits the prayer for the

peace of the departedin the words, * et lux perpetualuceat eis,'or the conclusion

of the ConfutatisTnaledictis,which runs thus :"

Oro Bupplexet acclinis,

Cor contritum quasiciuis ;

Gere coram mei finis.

But such a closingmajor chord is certainlysomewhat startlingfor our presentf
musical feeling,even though its introduction may, at one time, add wondrous

beautyand solemnity,or, at another, dart like a beam of hope into the gloom
of deepestdespair.If the restlessness remains to the last,as in the Dies irae of

Mozart's Bequiem,the minor chord,in which an unresolved disturbance exists,

forms a fittingclose. Mozart was wont to terminate ecclesiasticalpiecesof a less

decided character with a chord that had no Third. There are many similar

examples in Handel. Hence althoughboth masters stood on the very same plat-form
as modem musical feeling,and themselves gave, as it were, the finishing

touch to the construction of the modem tonal system,theywere not altogether
strangersto the feelingwhich had preventedolder musicians from usingthe minor

Third of the tonic in the finalchord. They followed no strictrule,however, but

acted accordingto the expressionand characteirof the pieceand the sense of the

words with which theyhad to close.

Those tonal modes which furnish the greatestnumber of consonant chords "r

related to one another or to the common chord,are best adaptedfor artistically
connected harmonies. Since all consonant chords,when reduced to their closest

positionand simplestform,are triadsconsistingof a majorand a minor Third, all

the consonant chords of any key can be found by simplyarrangingthem in order

of Thirds,as in the followingtables. The braces above and below connect the

chords together.The ordinaryround braces,which are placedabove, pointout
minor chords ; the square braces below indicate major chorda. The tonic chord

is printedin capitals.

i) Majob mode

di - f + ai " C " El - G + bi -- d

I 11 !I !

2) Mode of the Foubth

6l"+dt -f + at - C + Et- G - i'|?+d

3) Mode of the hinob Seventh

b\"+ di-f + at- C - "'t"+ a - 6'1"+d
I II J I I

4) Mode of the minob Thibd

I I ! ^1 ^1

5) Mode of the uinob Sixth

-E'\}+ G-

11
_

Jl"-i't)+ /-o'|?+ C - E'\}+ G- i'l)
I !I II I
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In this ajrangement I have introduced the differentintonations of the Second

and Seventh of the key,which we found in the construction of the scales for

homophonicmusic* But we observe that the chords directlyrelatedto the tonio

chord contain every tone in the scale,exceptingin the mode of the minor Sixth.

The Second and Seventh of the tonic occur firstin the chord of G, which isdirectly
relatedto the tonic chord,and next in chords containingjP,which are, however, not

directlyconnected with the tonic chord. The supplementarytones of the scale

which are related to the dominant thus acquirein harmonic music an important
preponderanceover those related to the subdominant. We must necessarilyprefer
direct to indirect relations for determiningscalar degrees.Hence by confining
ourselves to the chords which are directlyrelated to the tonic chord,we obtain the

followingarrangementof the tonal modes :t"

f i) Major mode

f+ai-C+Ei-G+bi-d
I II II I

2) Mode of the Foubth

I II I

3) Mode op the minob Seventh

/+tt,-C-B"t" + (?-6't"+i

4) Mode of the hinob Thibo

V I 11 I

5) Mods of the minob Sixth

d'\"+f^a'\"+C-E'\}-hG-b%

A glanceat this table shews that the majormode and mode ofthe minor Third

(minormode) possess the most completeand connected series of chords, so that

these two are decidedlysuperiorto the rest for harmonic purposes. This is also

the reason which led to the preferencegivento them in modem music.

And in this way we obtain a final settlement of the proper intonation of the

supplementarytones of the scale,at least for the firstfour modes. Hauptmann,
with whom I agree, considers the tone D alone to be the essentialconstituent of

both the majorand minor modes of G. This D forms an imperfect(Pythagorean)
H minor Third with F^ so that the chord D \F-k-A^must be considered as dissonant.^

This chord thus intoned is in reaHtymost decidedlydissonant to the ear. On the

other hand, Hauptmann admits a major mode which reaches over to the sub-

dominant,and uses Dx in placeof D. I consider this conceptionto be a very

* [These soales differ from those tran- the double modalityalluded to in the last

scribed in pp. 293^ and 294a, onlyin the addi- note, and fixes the modes in the meanings
tion of the secondaryforms of intercalarytones, of App. XX. sect. E. art. 9, as

dp bbt or 6^b,which, in fact,imply modula- (i) i C ma.ma.ma.

tions into adjacent modes, or else give (2) i C ma.ma.mL
dp bbt or 6^b,which, in fact,imply modula- (i) i C ma.ma.ma.

tions into adjacent modes, or else give (2) i C ma.ma.mL

a double and ambiguous character to each (3) i C majm.mi.

mode, as shewn on p. 277, footnote f, and by (4) i C mi.mi.mi.

referringto the Duodenarium, App. XX. sect. (5)3 ^'bma.ma.ma.

". art. 18,itwill be seen that there is a real In the last scale it is more usual, however,to

change of duodene,which alwaysmust happen take 6 b in placeof 6'b"which makes the scale

when changes of a comma occur. " Trans- 6b-d*b+/" o'b + C" ^'b +0"5Fmijnijiii.
latorJ] But temperament obscures all these dififer-

t [Thefirstfour are the same as in pp. zg^d ences."TraTtslator.]
and 294^. The settlement in the text avoids \ [Seep. 295(i,note *." Traiislaior.]
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happy expressionof the real state of things. When the consonant chord

Di"F+Ai occurs in any compositionit is impossibleto return immediately,
without any transitionaltone,to the tonic chord C-^E^ " G, The result would

be felt as an harmonic leap without adequate notice. Hence it is a correct

expressionof the state of affairsto look upon the use of this chord as the

beginningof a modulation beyondthe boundaries of the key of G major,that is,

beyond the limits of direct relationshipto its tonic chord. In the minor mode

this would correspondto a modulation into the chord of D^\}+F"A^\}. Of course

in the modem tempered intonation the consonant chord Di"F+Ai is not dis-tinguished

from the dissonant D |F+Ai, and hence the feelingof musicians has

not been sufficientlycultivated to make them appreciatethis differenceon which

Hauptmann insists.*

As regardsthe other supplementarytone b^\},which may occur in the chords

e'b+gf"̂ *["SiJidg" b^\}-^d\1 have alreadyshewn in the lastchapterthat even in ^

homophonicmusic itis almost alwaysreplacedby "i. Harmonic considerations

likewise favour the use of b^ independentlyof melodic progression.It has been

alreadyshewn that when the two tones of the scale which are but distantly
related to the tonic,make their appearance as constituents of the dominant,they
enter into close relation to the tonic. Now this can onlybe the case with the

compound tones of the major chord g+bi"d, and not with those of the minor

chord g^b^\}+d" Considered independently,the tones b^\}and d are quiteas
closelyrelated to c as the tones b^ and d. But by regardingthe two latter as

constituents of the compound tone g, we connect them with c by the same

closeness of relationshipthat g is itselfconnected with c. Hence, in all modem

music,wherever b^\}mightoccur as a constituent of the dominant chord of the key
of 0 minor,or of some dissonant chord replacingthe dominant chord,itis usual to

changeit into bi and otherwise to use either b^\}OTbiaccordingto the melodic

progression,but more frequentlythe latter,as I have alreadyremarked when ^
treatingof the construction of minor scales. It is thissystematicuse of the major
Seventh bi in placeof the minor Seventh 5^t"of the keywhich now distinguishes
the modem minor mode from the ancient Hypodoric,tor the mode of the minor

Third. Here againsome part of the consistencyof the scale is sacrificedin

order to bind the harmony closertogether.
The chain of consonant chords in the mode of the minor Third iscertainly

impairedwhen that mode is transformed into our minor by the introduction oibi.
In placeof the chain

f^a'\"+C'-E'\"+G-b^M

our minor furnishes only

I I J I

which has one triad less. But the composer is at libertyto alternate the two

tones b^\}and bi.
The introduction of the leadingnote 5iinto the keyof c minor generateda new

difficultyin the completeclosingcadence of this key. When the chord g + bi"d
isfollowed bythe chord c"e*b+gr,the firstbeinga perfectlyharmonious majorchord,
and the latteran obscurelyharmonious minor chord,the defectin the harmonious-

* [This was referred to in p. 2g4d,note ". be traced on the Duodenarinm. " Translator.']
See App. XX. sect. ". art. 26, example of the f [Hyi)odoric,also caUed Eolio,p. 26Sd,foot-
uae of duodenals. It is a real,though tern- note No. 6, but here the harmonic alteration

porary modulation into a new duodene, one of that mode is meant as in p. 274, footnote
Fifth lower. But for D |F+il, we might use No. 3. This confusion is here regularand in-

D"F^ + A, which is again a modulation into ienUoB"l.^TransUUor,]
a new duodene,one Fifth higher. This should
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ness of the latteris made much more e\ddent by the contrast. But it is precisely
in the final chord that perfectconsonance is essential to satisfythe feelingof the

hearer. Hence this close could not become satisfactoryuntil the chord of the

dominant Seventh had been invented,which changedthe dominant consonance

into a dissonance.

The precedingexplanationshews that when we try to institute a close con-nection

among all the chords peculiarto a mode similar to the close connection

among the tones of the scale,(thatis,when we requireall the consonant triads
in the harmonic tissue to be related to one of tlieirnumber, the tonic triad,in a

manner analogousto that in which the notes of the scale are related to one of

their number, the tonic tone),there are only two tonal modes, the major and

wiTior, which properlysatisfysuch conditions of related tones and related chords.

The major mode fulfilsthe two conditions of chordal relationshipand tonal

IIrelationshipin the most perfectmanner. It has four triads which are immediately
related to tlietonic chord

L II II I

Its harmonisation can be so conducted,(indeed,in popularpieceswhich must be

readilyinteUigible,it is so conducted,)that all tones appear as constituents of the

three majorchords of the system,those of the tonic,dominant,and subdominant.

These majorchords,when their roots lie lo^, appear to the ear as reinforcements

of the compound tones of the tonic,dominant, and subdominant,which tones are

themselves connected by the closest possiblerelationshipof Fifths. Hence in

thismode everythingcan be reduced to the closestmusical relationshipin existence.

And since the tonic chord in this case representsthe compound tone of the tonic

% immediatelyand completely,the two conditions"predominance of the tonic tone

and of the tonic chord " go hand in hand, without the possibilityof any contra-diction,

or the necessityof making any changesin the scale.

The majormode has,therefore,the character of possessingthe most complete
melodic and harmonic consistency,combined with the greatestsimplicityand
clearness in allits relations. Moreover, its predominantchords beingmajor,are

distinguishedbyfull unobscured harmoniousness,when such positionsare selected

for them as do not introduce inappropriatecombinational tones.

The majorscale ispurelydiatonic,and possesses the ascendingleadingnote of

the majorSeventh, whence it results that the tone most distantlyrelated to the

tonic isbroughtinto closestmelodic connection with it.

The three predominantmajor chords furnish tones sufficientto producetwo
minor chords,which are closelyrelated to them, and can be employedto diversify
the succession of majorchords.

i) The minor mode is in many respectsinferiorto the major.The chain of chords

for itsmodem form is"

/-a"b+C-^^"b+ G+h.-d

Elinor chords do not representthe compound tone of their root as well as the

majorchords ; their Third, indeed,does not form any part of this compound tone.

The dominant chord alone* ismajor,and itcontains the two supplementarytones of

the scale. Hence when these appear as constituents of the dominant triad,and

therefore of the compound tone of the dominant,theyare connected with the tonic

by the closerelationshipof Fifths. On the other hand, the tonic and subdominant

triads do not simplyrepresentthe compound tones of the tonic and subdominant

notes, but are accompaniedbyThirds which cannot be reduced to the closerelation-

* [Thatis,among the characteristicchords, textf contain the tones of one major chord,
The two minor chords, as is 8he""'n in the a'b +c-c'b." Transiator.]
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shipof Fifths. The tones of the minor scale can therefore not be harmonised in

such a way as to link them with the tonic note by so close a relationshipas in the

majormode.
The conditions of tonalitycannot be so simplyreconciled with the predominance

of the tonic chord as in the major mode. When a piececoncludes with a minor

chord, we hear, in addition to the compound tone of the tonic note, a second

compound tone which is not a constituent of the first. This accounts for the long
hesitation of musical composers respectingthe admissibilityof a minor chord in

the close.

The predominantminor chords have not the clearness and unobscured har-

moniousness of the majorchords,because theyare accompaniedby combinational

tones which do not fitinto the chord.

The minor scale contains an intervala^b...6i,which exceeds a whole Tone in

the diatonic scale,*and answers to the numerical ratio 75 : 64 [=274 cents].̂
To make the minor scale melodic itmust have a different form in descendingfrom
what ithas in ascending,as mentioned in the lastchapter.

The minor mode, therefore,has no such simple,clear,intelligibleconsistencyas
the majormode ; ithas arisen,as itwere, from a compromisebetween the different

conditions of the laws of tonalityand the interlinkingof harmonies. Hencfe it is

also much more variable,much more inclined to modulations into other modes.

This assertion that the minor system is much less consistent than the major,
win be combated by many modem musicians, justas they have contested the

assertion alreadymade by me, and by other physicistsbefore me, that minor triads

are generallyinferiorin harmoniousness to majortriads. There are many eager

assurances of the contraryin recent books on the theoryof harmony.f But the

historyof music,the extremelyslow and careful developmentof the minor system
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,the guarded use of the minor close by
Handel, the partialavoidance of a minor close even by Mozart," allthese seem to ^
leave no doubt that the artisticfeelingof the greatcomposers agreedwith our

conclusions.^To this must be added the varied use of the major and minor

Seventh, and the major and minor Sixth of the scale,the modulations rapidly
introduced and rapidlychanging,and finally,but very decisively,popularcustom.

Popularmelodies can contain none but clear transparentrelations. Look through
collectionsofsongs now preferredby those classes among the Western nations which

have often an opportunityof hearingharmonic music, as students, soldiers,

artisans. There are scarcelyone or two per cent, in minor keys,and those are

mostlyold popularsongs which have descended from the times of homophonic
music. It is also characteristicthat, as I have been assured by an experienced

" [Theinterval ieso strange,when nnaccom- fallingupon the same note with which they
panied,that ifit had to be taken merely as an began, will take e\^ the major Third of c'.

interval,a*b 2745,,a singerwould probablyfail. Hence the difficultyis not avoided but in-

But the a" b is taken as the minor Third of / creased by introducingthe ambiguity of the ^
with ease, and the 6,is taken as the leading major key,into which this is a real modulation

note to c',with 6qual ease, so that the per- from q onwards. " Translator.]
fectlyunmelodic and inharmonic interval a' b f [Can this be due to temperament ? The

274", never comes into consideration at all. sharp equallytempered major Third of 400
To get rid of it,the subdominant is often taken cents is worse of its kind than the flatequally
major,producingthe chords of i C ma.mi.ma., tempered minor Third of 300 cents, which

App. XX. sect. E. art. 10, III.,which makes the approaches close to 16:19-298 cents, an

Bcalec204dii2e'bi82/204gi82a,2046,ii2c',interval which many like,and which maybe
and this differsfrom liemajor onlyby having tried as ef" I -V'b on the Harmonical. " Trans-

e^b in place of e^ In many pianofortein- lator.]
stmction books this is given as the onlyform { [These composers played in meantone

of tl e ascendingminor. Mr. Curwen (Standard temperament (App. XX. sect. A. art. 16),in

Course, p. 86) says that this major Sixth which the minor Third of 310 cents was much

* ascending is very difficultto sing,*and * has rougherthan the equallytempered one of 300

a hard and by no means pleasanteffect,*and cents, having much slower beats. Possibly
points out that it leads singersto forgetthe this difference in the modes of temperingthe
key,and in such a phraseas g a, 6,c'd' c" b,the minor Third, may have led to the difference of

pupilswill singe\ instead of e'*b;and even in opinionmentioned in the text." Tf aiwtotor.l
singingsuch a passage as ^ a, 6,c'g, instead of
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teacherof singing,pupilsof onlymoderate musical talenthave much more difficulty
in hittingthe minor than the majorThird.

But I am by no means of opinionthat this character depreciatesthe minor

system. The majormode is well suitedfor allframes of mind which are completely
formed and clearlyunderstood,for strongresolve,and for soft and gentleor even

for sorrowingfeelings,when the sorrow has passedinto the condition of dreamy
and yieldingregret. But it is quiteunsuited for indistinct,obscure, unformed

frames of mind, or for the expressionof the dismal,the dreary,the enigmatic,the

mysterious,the rude, and whatever offends againstartisticbeauty;" and it is pre-cisely

for these that we requirethe minor mode, with itsveiled harmoniousness,

its changeablescale,its readymodulation, and less intelligiblebasis of construc-tion.

The major mode would be an unsuitable form for such purposes, and

hence the minor mode has its own proper artisticjustificationas a separate
f system.

The harmonic peculiaritiesof the modem keys are best seen by comparing
them with the harmonisation of the other ancient tonal modes.

Major Modb.

Among the melodic tonal modes the Lydian of the Greeks (theecclesiastical
Ionic [p.274, note,No. i]),in agreementwith our major,is the onlyone which has

an ascendingleadingnote in the form of a major Seventh. The four others had

originallyand naturallyonlyminor Sevenths,which even in the later periodsof
the middle ages beganto giveplaceto major Sevenths,in order that the Seventh

of the scale,which was in itselfso looselyconnected with the tonic,mightbe more

closelyunited to itby becomingthe leadingnote to the tonic at the close.

Mode op the Fourth.

^ The inode of the Fourth (theGreek Ionic,and ecclesiasticalMixolydian)is

principallydistinguishedfrom the major mode by itsminor Seventh. By merely
changingthis into the majorwe obliterate the difference between them. Taking
C as the tonic the chain of chords in the unaltered mode are as on p. 2986,No. 2,

I II I

If we attempt to form a completecadence in this mode, as in the following
examplesi and 2, theywill sound dull from want of the leadingnote,even when

the dominant chord is extended to a chord of the Seventh g"b^\}+d\f,as in 2.

'I
i[C]* 2[C] 3[C]

fM=j=ii\fS fJ-:$^;=si E^^
U

^EE^
* I

I

^ite ::tsi

The second example,in which the leadingnote li^l̂ies uppermost,is even duller

than the firstexample,in which that note Z^^["ismoreconcealed. The i^^inthese

examples has a very uncertain sound. It is not closelyenough related to the

tonic,it is not part of the compound tone of the dominant note g, itis not suffi-ciently

close in pitchto serve as a leadingnote to the tonic,and ithas no tendency

* [The [0] iflthe duodenal of App. XX.

sect. E. art. 26, shewing the exact pitchof all
the notea. These examples have been trans-

posed
to admit of their being played on the

Harmonioal, " Translator,]
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to push on to the tonic. Hence when the older composers wished to distinguish
pieceswritten in the mode of the Fourth from those in the major mode, by their

close,theyemployedthe imperfector plagalcadence, as in example 3. And as

such a cadence wants the decisiveprogressionrequiredfor a close,the sluggishness
previouslycaused by the absence of a leadingtone ceases to be striking.*

In the course of a piecewritten in this tonal mode, the leadingnote bimay of

course be used in ascendingpassages, providedthe minor Seventh b^\}isemployed
often enough in descendingpassages. But the effectof the mode is destroyed
when an essentialtone of the scale ischangedat the close. Hence piecesin the

mode of the Fourth sound likepiecesin a majormode which have a decided incli-nation

to modulate into the major mode of the subdominant.f For reasons

" alreadygiven,transitionto the subdominant appears to be less active than transi-tion

to the dominant. This tonal mode has also no decided progressionat the

close,whereas majorchords,of which the tonic is one, predominatein itowingto ^
their greaterharmoniousness. The mode of the Fourth is consequentlyas soft

and harmonious as the majormode, but itwants the powerfulforward impetusof

major movement. This agrees with the character assignedto it by Winterfeld.t
He describes the ecclesiasticalIonic (major)mode, as a scale which, ' strictlyself-
contained and founded on the clearand brightmajortriad" a naturallyharmonious
and satisfactoryfusion of differenttones," also bears the stamp of brightand
cheerful satisfsustion.'On the other hand, the ecclesiasticalMixolydian(mode of

the Fourth)is a scale ' in which every partby sound and movement hastens to the

source of itsfundamental tone ' (thatis,to the majormode of its subdominant),
' and this givesita yearningcharacter in addition to the former cheerfulsatisfaction,
not unlike to the Christian yearningfor spiritualregenerationand redemption,and
return of primitiveinnocency,thoughsoftened by the blissof love and faith'.'

Mode of the minob Seventh.

The mode of the minor Seventh (GreekPhrygian [p.274, note, No. 4] eccle-siastical

Doric)has a minor chord on c as the tonic,and originallyanother on g

as the dominant, while it has a major chord on its subdominant /,and this last

chord distinguishesthe mode from the w/"de of the minor Third (Eolic[p.294(2,
note, No. 3]); thus

I ! I I

Both of these modes of the minor Seventh and minor Third may, without

destroyingtheir character,change the minor Seventh h^\înto a leadingnote 6,,
and our minor mode is a fusion of both. The ascendingminor scale belongs
to the mode of the minor Seventh, in which the leadingnote is used, and the ^
descendingto the mode of the minor Third. But when the mode of the minor

Seventh admits the leadingnote,itschain of chords reduces to the three essential

chords of the scale

This tonal mode has allthe character of a minor,but the transition to the chord

of the subdominant has a brightereffectthan in the normal minor, where the sub-

* [Thesecan be playedon the Harmonical. with its subdominant fga^hbcfd\6\f. "

"Translator.] Translator,]
t [Thisinolination seems to arise from the X Johannes GabrieK und ssin Zeitalter,

temperedconfusion of h^\"d with "b (2,so that vol. i.p. 87.
the scale c(ie|/(^ajd'bc' becomes confused

^-^ ^
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dominant chord is also minor. On formingthe completecadence both dominant

and subdominant chords are major,while the tonic remains minor. This has of

course an mipleasanteffect in the close,because itmakes the finalchord obscurer

than either of the other two principalchords. Hence it is necessary to introduce

strong dissonances into these two chords,to restore the balance. But ifwe follow

the old composers and make the finalchord major,we givethe closingcadence of

this mode an unmistakablymajor character. As in ecclesiasticalmodes it is

alwaysallowed to change Ai into A^\},which would change the subdominant

chord of the mode of the minor Seventh into a minor chord,* we can protectthe

mode of the minor Seventh from confusion with the major mode in its final

cadence, but then againitwill entirelycoincide with the old minor cadence.

Sebastian Bach introduces the major Sixth of the tonic,which is peculiarto
this tonal mode, into other chords for the closingcadence, and thus avoids the

f majortriad on the subdominant. He very usuallyemploysthe majorSixth as the

Fifth of the chord of the Seventh on the Second of the scale,tas in the following
examples. No. i is the conclusion of the chorale : Was mein Gott loill,das

gescheh'allzeit,in the St. Matthew Passion-Music. No. 2 is the conclusion of the

hymn Veni redemptorgentium,at the end of the cantata : SchwingtfrevdigEuch

empor zu den erhabenen Sternen, In both the tonic is bi,the majorSixth g^-t

* [In the originalthe scale was g + b^" D

" F^ + A + C|Jl-e in order that it might run

from D to d; and hence the statement was

that it is allowable to change B into B'b.

But in order to keep to the same notes as

were used previously,and to allow of the

scale beingplayed on the Harmonical, I have

transposedit,and hence have had to make

the same change here. The result is precisely
the same, merely meaning that the Seventh

might be taken minor. " Translator.]
t [In the scale / + a,-c-e*b + Sf+ 6,-"^,

a, is the major Sixth of the tonic c and d the

Second. The chord of the Seventh on the

^ Second of the scale is therefore d +/ilf" a |c.

hence if S. Bach makes this Fifth a agree with

the major Sixth of the scale a" he is thinking
in tempered music. When justintonation is

restored,this occasions a restless modulation

as shewn by the duodenals which I hav" in-

troduced over the followingexamples." Trotis-

lator.]
t [The notes in the stafifnotation are the

usual temperedscale,but the inserted duodenals

convert them into justnotes, on the principle
of App. XX. sect. ". art. 26. The tonic is
taken as B, in order to be within the duo^ne
of C, and hence the subdominanr is j^|and -

the dominant i^,K, givingthe three duodenes :

In Ex. I the [Bj]indicates that the firsttwo

chords are in the duodene ofB,. Then [E{\shews
that the Dext two chords are in the duodene

of Ey. The difference relates to the chords

with A in the tirst case and A^ in the second.

But the next pair of chords return to the

duodene of B,,which remains tillthe last bar,
when the notes are in the duodene of F^Xi.
This is rendered necessary by the chord of the

Seventh on C,S the second of the scale,the
Fifth of which is G,ffand not Gf-J, which isthe

Sixth of the scale of /?,.That is,itis C,ff+ E.,l

" G,5 IJ5,. This is,however, only a tem-porary

modulation,and the pieceends in the
d u odene of B, .

In E x. 2 the modulations are only
J5,.F,5 and B,,that into F^t beingnecessitated
by the same chord as before. If these modu-lations

were not taken, but the duodene of B,
were persistedin throughout,frightfuldis-sonances

(much worse than the old * wolves ')
would ensue from the imperfectFifths E^A
and C," GjU .-Translator,]
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2. [Bi-] I'M [Bil

i Ei" i
^ U 1^^"^="^^

V, iTJ -^ .-^ ^ ^

^E^ y* g

There are many similar examples. He evidentlyevades a regularolose.

Minob-Majob Mode.

Modem composers, when theywish to insert a tonal mode which liesbetween ^

Majorand Minor, to be used for a few phrasesor cadences,have generallypreferred
givingthe minor chord of the mode to the subdominant and not to the tonic.

Hauptmann calls this the minor-majormode {Moll'Durtonart).*Its chain of

chords ]

I ^^1 I

^his givesa leadingnote in the dominant chord, and a completefinalcadence in

the major chord of the tonic,while the minor relation of the subdominant chord

remains undisturbed. This minor-majormode is at all events much more suitable

for harmonisation than the old mode of the minor Seventh. But itis unsuitable

for homophonicsinging,unless in the ascendingscale a^["is changed into ai,

because the voice would otherwise have to make the complicatedstepa*[".. .
"i[= 2 74

cents,see p. 301a, d]. The old modes were derived from homophonicsinging,for ^
which the mode of the minor Seventh isperfectlywell fitted,as we know from its

beingstillused as our ascendingminor 8cale.t

Mode of the Mikob Sixth.

While the mode of the minor Seventh oscillatesindeterminatelybetween major
and minor without admittingof any consistent treatment,the m^de of the minor

Sixth (GreekDoric, [p.274^',note No. 7]ecclesiasticalPhrygian),with its minor

Second, has a much more peculiarcharacter,which distinguishesitaltogetherfrom
all other modes. This minor Second stands in the same melodic connection to the

tonic as a leadingnote would do, but itrequiresa descendingprogression.Hence
for descendingpassages this mode possesses the same melodic advantagesas the

major mode does for ascendingpassages. The minor Second has the more distant

relationshipwith the tonic,due entirelyto the subdominant. The mode cannot If

form a dominant chord without exceedingits limits. If we keep c as the tonic,
the chain of chords is

In this case the chords 6(""d^|"-|-/and^^["+/"a'^)are not directlyrelated to the

tonic. The tone d^\}cannot enter into any consonant chord which is directly
related to the tonic. But since d^\}isthe characteristicminor Second of the mode,

such chords cannot well be avoided,not even in the cadence. Although,then.
* [Itis I C mijiia.ma. of App. XX. sect. E.

art. g," Translator,]
f [Afterthe introduction of the leadingnote

to form a major dominant chord. " Translator.]
^ [The notes have been transposed in

order to keep the same tonic chord C"E^b + O.

Obserre that both Sevenths hb and b^b are in-troduced.
If "'b be omitted, the system of

chords is that of 5 ^ mi.mi.mi. On the Har-monica!,

on account of the absence of 6 b" it is

necessary to use the system of chords e2," /+
a, - c + JK,- G + JBi- d.'-TranslatorJ}
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there is a close relationshipbetween the consecntive links of the chain of chords,
some of its indispensableterms are onlydistantlyrelated to the tonic. Moreover,
in the course of a piecein this mode, it will alwaysbe necessary to form the

dominant chord g-i-bi^d*althoughit contains two tones foreignto the original
mode, as otherwise we could not preventthe prevalenceof the impressionthat/
is the tonic and/" a*["+cthe tonic chord. It follows,therefore,that the mode of
the minor Sixth must be stillless consistent in its harmonisation and stillmore

looselyconnected than the minor mode, althoughit admits of very consistent

melodic treatment. It contains three essential minor chords,namely the tonic

c" e^b+ ^r,the subdominant /"a'b+c, and the chord which contains the two tones

slightlyrelated to the tonic H^"d^\}+f, It is exactlythe reverse of the major
mode, for whereas that mode proceedstowards the dominant,this mode proceeds
towards the subdominant.

f Major: f+a^ -C+JS?i ^G+b^-d
Mode of I I I

minor Sixth : 6t"-d"b+/-a'l"+0-JS7"b+C?

For harmonisation the differenceof the two cases is,first,that the related tones

introduced into the sgaleby the subdominant /,namely ^ and d^\}jare not

partialsof the compound tone of the subdominant,whereas tones hiand d,which

are introduced by the dominant, are some of the partialsof the tonic ; and,

secondly,that the tonic chord alwayslieson the dominant side of the tonic tone.

Hence in the harmonic connection,the tones l^BXidd^\)cannot be so closelyunited
with either the tonic tone or the tonic chord,as is the case with the supplementary
tones introduced by the dominant. This givesa kind of exaggeratedminor cha-racter

to the mode of the minor Sixth,when harmonised. Its tones and chords are

certainlyconnected,but much lessclearlyand intelligiblythan those of the minor

ITsystem. The chords which can be broughttogetherin this key,without obscuring
reference to c as the tonic,are ^ minor and d^\}major on the one hand and g

majoron the other,chords which in the majorsystemcould not be broughttogether
without extraordinarymodulational appUances.fThe estheticalcharacter of the

mode of the minor Sixth correspondswith this fact. It is well suited for the

expressionof dark mystery,or of deepestdepression,and an utter lapseinto

melancholy,in which it is impossibleto collect one's thoughts.On the other

hand,as itsdescendingleadingnote givesit a certain amount of energy in descent,

it is able to express earnest and majesticsolemnity,to which the concurrence of

those major chords which are so strangelyconnected givesa kind of peculiar
magnificenceand wondrous richness.

Notwithstandingthat the mode of the minor Sixth has been rejectedfrom
modem musical theory,much more distincttraces of its existence have been left

in musical practicethan of any other ancient mode ; for the mode of the Fourth

IThas been fiisedinto the major,and the mode of the minor Seventh into the minor.

Certainlya mode likethat we have described is not suitable for frequentuse ; it is

not closelyenoughconnected for longpieces,but itspeculiarpower of expression
cannot be replacedby that of any other mode. Its occurrence isgenerallymarked

by itspeculiarfinalcadence which starts from the minor Second in the root. In

Handel the natural cadence of this system is used with greateffect. Thus in the

* [The introdaction of this chord shews 3 il'bmajna.ma. of App.XX. sect.E. art. 9. "

that the composer is writingin the key of c, but Translator.]
has a prevailingtendencyto modulate into the t [This,in fact,lengthensthe originalchain
subdominant, from which 6 b

,
"i'b are chosen, of chords into bb-d}b +f"a^b +c"e^b -h g +

When "'b is used for 6b, or b^ for "*b, the 5,-"2,and leads to the treatment of the mode

modulation into the subdominant does not as merely C minor, with a tendencyto modu-

take place. The major chord e*b + ^" 6'b is late into F minor. The C minor is,however,
entirelyadventitious. If it is used in ascend- the modem minor C mi.mi.ma., and the F

ing,thus, c 112 d'b 204 ^'b 182/204^ 112 minor is F mi.mi.mi.,whidi is much more

a*b 204 "*b 182 c\ the result is the scale of gloomy,̂Translator.]
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Messiah,the magnificentfagaeAnd with his stripeswe are healed,which has the

signatureof F minor, but by its frequentuse of the harmony of the dominant

Seventh on G, shews that C is the real tonic,introduces the pure [ecclesiastical
Phrygian]Doric cadence as follows :

"

[^0

^
^

^
521 lar

132= 122:

=22=

^
^

i J J.

m
zjan

-7zr

Similarlyin /SarrMon,tthe chorus,flie^r,Jacob's God, which,written in the ^

Doric mode of E, finelycharacterises the earnest prayer of the anxious Israelites

as contrasted with the noisysacrificialsongs of the Philistines in G major,which

immediatelyfollow. The cadence here also ispurelyDoric.it

The chorus of Israeliteswhich introduces the third pwrt: In Thwnder come, 0 God, ^
from heaven I and is chieflyin A minor, has likelyan intermediate Doric section.

Sebastian Bach also,in the chorales which he has harmonised,has left them

in the mode of the minor Sixth,to which theymelodicallybelonged,whenever the

text requiresa deeplysorrowful expression,as in the De Proftmdisor the AtLS

tieferNoth schreV ich zu dir,and againin Paul Gerhardt's song, Wenn ich einmal

soilscheiden,so scheide nicht von mvr. But he has harmonised the same melody
arrangedfor other texts,as BefiehlDu deine Wege,and 0 Haupt von Blut und

Wunden, "c.,as majoror minor, in which case the melodyends on the Third or

Fifth of the key,instead of on the Doric tonic.

Fortlage" had alreadyobserved that Mozart had appliedthe Doric mode in

* [The cadence is produced by passing
from the minor subdominani Bb^D^b + F to

the major dominant, C + E^ " 0,m the key of

F minor. This is the concludingcadence of

the whole fugne,and for this reason appa-rently,
the signaturein Novello's edition is

that of C minor, not of F minor,and the d^ b

18 n"arked as an accidental throughout. That

is, Kovello takes the key to be C minor with a

constant tendencyto modulate into the key of

the subdominant, from which it borrows the

chord Bb"D^b + F, But the fugue begins
with F...fin the bass,and the openingsub-ject,

in the treble,isc",a"b, d""b,"/,/, g",a"'b,

6'b, c",which isclearlyin the scale of F minor,

with the chordal system bb"d^b +f-a^ b + c + e,

" ^, of which it contains every note. In the

text ihe [FJ]is the duodenal and refers to

the duodene of F, which contains all the tones

in the passage. The whole fugue oscillates

between the duodenes C and F." Translator.]
f [Mr.H. KeatleyMoore informs me that

this chorus was taken by Handel from

PloratefiMaeIsrael in Carisaimi's Jephthah,
" Translator.]

X [The duodene is that of A^. The sncces- m

sion of chords,each reduced to the simplest
form, as referred to by the bracketed figures
below the notes, is i. e," ^ + 6" 2. a^ " c + e^,

3. e^-g + b^,4. Z+Oi-c, S-"^i-/+"ii6. e,+
i7"5" 6, 7- "!" c + e" 8. e^+g^"bi. Hence,
assuming the scale to have the chordal system
d,-/+a,-c + e,-5f + 6" with e,-gf + 6,as the
tonic chord, taken major as e^+ g^ -^biinthe
close, we have the * Boric cadence' between
chords 5 and 6, which is then lengthenedby
introducingthe remainingtones of the key in

7, the whole closingas in 8. It would be most

probably received as in A^ minor,closingin
the dominant. " Translator.]

" Examples from instrumental music are

mentioned by Ekert in his Habilitationsschrift,
Die Principiender Modulation und musikal-
ischen Idee. Heidelberg,i860,p. 12.

^
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Famina*B air in the second act Of II Fla/uto Magioo[No.19]. One of the finest

examplesfor the contrast between this and the majormode occurs in the same

composer*sDon Giovanni in the Sestette of the second act [No.21],where Ottavio

and Donna Anna enter. Ottavio singsthe comfortingwords"

Tergiiloiglio,0 vita mia,
" d" calma al tuo dolore

in D major,which,however,is pectdiarlycoloured by a preponderating,although
not uninterrupted,inclination to the subdominant,as in the mode of the Fourth.

Then Anna, who isplungedin grief,beginsin perfectlysimilar melodical phrases,
and vnth a similaraccompaniment,and after a short modulation throughD minor,
establishesherselfin the mode of the minor Sixth for C, vnth the words "

Sol la morte, 0 mio tesoroi
11 n mio piantopa6 finir.

The contrast between gentleemotion and crushinggriefishere representedwith a

most wonderfullybeautiful effect,principallyby the changeof mode. The dying
Commandant also,in the introduction to Don Giovanni,ends with a Doric cadence.*

Similarlythe Agni^ Dei of Mozart's Bequiem-^aliiioxxgh,of course, we (ure not

quitecertain how much of this was vmtten by himself.

Among Beethoven's compositionswe may notice the firstmovement of the

Sonata, No. 90, in E minor, for the pianoforte,as an example of peculiarde-pression

caused by repeatedDoric cadences,whence the second (major)movement
acquiresa stillsofterexpression.

Modem composers form a cadence which belongsto the mode of the minor

Sixth,by means of the minor Second and the major Seventh,the so-called chord

of the extreme sharpSixth,t/'+a...e2ijjl)where both /"and dijj^have to move

f half a tone to reach the tonic e [p.2S6b], This chord cannot be deduced fix"m the

majorand minor modes, and hence appears very enigmaticaland inexplicableto

many modem theoreticians. But it is easilyexplainedas a remnant of the old

mode of the minor Sixth,in which the major Seventh dijj^,which belongsto the

dominant chord h+d^jj^-fj/^,is combined vdth the tones f^+a, which are taken

from the subdominant side.it
These examplesmay sufficeto shew that there are stillremnants of the mode

of the minor Sixth in modem music. It would be easy to adduce more examples
iftheywere looked for. The harmonic connection of the chords in this mode is

not sufficientlyfirm and intelligiblefor the construction of longpieces.But in

short pieces,chorales,or intermediate sections,and melodic phrasesin larger
musical works, it is so effectivein itsexpression,that it should not be forgotten,
especiallyas Handel,Bach, and Mozart have used it in such conspicuousplaces
in their works. "

f * [No.I of the opera. Bepresentingmajor Leipzig,1866),has carried oat"in a moat in-
chords by capitalsand minor by small letters, terestingmanner, the complete analogy be-
the final chords of the vocal music are /,D* bi tween the mode of the minor Sixth and the
0*b, /, C, ft so that all the tones will lie in major mode, of which it is the direct conTer-

the scheme g*b+ 6b -d" b + / -a" b + c + ", - (7, sion; and has shewn how this conversion l^da
or c- e*b + ^. The tonic is F. " Translator.] to a peculiarlycharacteristic harmonisation of

f [Callcott{Mtuical Qrammar, 1809,art. the mode of the minor Sixth. In this respect
441) calls it *the chord of the extreme sharp I wish emphaticallyto recommend this book
Sixth,* and says that * this harmony when to the attention of musicians. On the other

accompaniedsimply by the Third, has been hand, it seems to me that it is necessary to
termed the Italian Sixth,* Of course he has shew by musical practice,that the new prin-
no theory for it; the tone is * accidentallyciple,which is made the basis of that writer's

sharpened.'" Translator.] theoryof the mode of the minor Sixth,con-
i [That is the chords of the scale are sidered by birn as the theoreticallynormal

taken as (2-/* + a - c* + e - g*+ 6 + (iff" ^
,
of minor mode, reallysufficesfor the construction

which the two notes last are modem additions.' of great musical pieces. The author,namely.
See p. 2S6d, note f." Translator.] considers the minor triad c" e'b + g as repre-

" Herr A. von Oettingcn,in his Harmonie- sentingthe tone g" which is common to the

system in dualer Entwickelujtg(Dorpat and three compound tones of which it is composed
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Similar relationsexistfor the mode of the Fourth and of the minor Seventh,

althoughthese are less specificallydifferentfrom the majorand minor modes re-

spectively.They are, however, capableof givinga peculiarexpressionto certain

musical periods,althoughdif^cultieswould arise in consistentlycarryingout these

peculiaritiesthroughlongpiecesof music. The harmonic phraseswhich belongto
these two last-named modes can of course also be executed within the usual major
and minor systems. But perhapsit would fEM^ilitatethe theoreticalcomprehen-sion

of certain modulations,if the conceptionof these modes and of their system
of harmonisation were definitelylaiddown.

The onlypoint,then, as historicaldevelopmentand physiologicaltheoryalike

testify,for which modem music is superiorto the ancient,isharmonisation. The

developmentof modem music has been evoked by itstheoreticalprinciple,that the

tonic chord should predominateamong the series of chords by the same laws of

relationshipas the tonic note predominatesamong the notes of the scale. This If

principledid not become practicallyefiectivetillthe commencement of lastcentury,
when it was feltnecessary to preserve the minor chord in the finalcadence.

The physiologicalphenomenon which this esthetical principlebroughtinto

action,isthe compound character of musical tones which are of themselves chords

composed of partials,and consequently,conversely,the possibilityunder certain

circumstances of replacingcompound tones by chords. Hence in every chord the

principaltone is that of which the whole chord may be considered to express its

compound form. Practicallythis principlewas acknowledgedfrom the time that

piecesof music were allowed to end in chords of several parts. Then it was im-mediately

feltthat the concludingtone of the bass ought be accompanied by a

higher Octave,Fifth,and, finally,major Third,but not by a Fourth, or minor

Sixth,and for a longtime also the minor Third was rejected; and we know that

the firstthree intervals (theOctave, Fifth,and major Third)occur among the

partialsof the compound tone which liesin the bass,and that the others do not. f
The various values of the tones of a chord were firsttheoreticallyrecognised

by Bameau in his theoryof the fundamental bass,althoughBameau was not ac-quainted

with the cause here assignedfor these differentvalues. That compound
tone which representsa chord accordingto our view,constitutes its Fundamental

Bas8^ Radical Tone or Boot^as distinguishedfrom itshass^that is,the tone which

belongsto the lowest part. The major triad has the same TOot whatever be its

inversion or position.In the chords c+ 6]"^, orgr...c+ei,therootisstillc.The

minor chord d^P-\-a has also as a rule onlyd as itsroot in allitsinversions,but

in the chord of ttiegreat[oradded]Sixth/*+ a... (i ŵe may also consider/*as the

root,and it is in this sense that it occurs in the cadence of c* major. Bameau's

successors have partlygivenup thislastdistinction; but itis one in which Bameau's

fine artisticfeelingfullycorrespondedwith the facts in nature. The minor chord

reallyadmits of this double interpretation,as we have alreadyshewn (p.294^).
The essentialdifferencebetween the old and new tonal modes is this : the old ^

have their minor chords on the dominant, the new on the subdominant side.

The reasons for the followingconstruction have been alreadyinvestigated.*

(beinga higherOctave of g, of the Fifth of c,

and of the major Third of 6'b),and hence

caUe it * the phonic g tone,*whereas he con-

sidersc + e," "7 in the same way as we do,as

the * tonic c tone.'
* [Itwill be seen that this arrangement
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CHAPTER XVL

THE SYSTEM OF EETS.

Thebb isnothingin the nature of music itselfto determine the pitchof the ionic

of any composition.If differentmelodies and musical pieceshave to be execated

by musical instruments or singingvoices of definitecompass, the tonic must be

chosen of a suitablepitch,differingwhen the melodyrisesfax above the tonic and

when itsinks much below it. In short,the pitchof the tonic must be chosen so

as to bringthe compass of the tones of the piecewithin the compass of the execu-tants,

vocal or instrumental. This inevitablepracticalnecessityentails the con-dition

of beingable to giveany requiredpitchto the tonic.

f Moreover, in the longerpiecesof music it is necessary to be able to make a

temporarychangeof tonic,that is,to modulate^ in order to avoid uniformityand
to utilisethe musical effectsresulting"om changingand then returningto the

originalkey. Just as consonances are made more prominentand effectivebymeans

of dissonances,the feelingfor the predominanttonalityand the satisfactionwhich

arisesfrom it,isheightenedby previousdeviationsintoadjacentkeys. The variety
in musical turns producedby modulational connection has become all the more

necessary for modem music, because we have been obligedentirelyto renounce,

or at any rate materiallyto circumscribe,the old principleof alteringexpression
by means of the various tonal modes. The Greeks had a free choice among seven

differenttonal modes, the middle ages among fiveor six,but we can choose between

two only,majorand minor. Those old tonal modes presenteda seriesof different

degreesof tonal character,out of which two onlyremain suitable for harmonic

music. But the clearer and firmer construction of an harmonic piecegivesmodem
f composers greaterfreedom in modulational deviations from the originalkey,and

placesat their command new sources of musical wealth, which were scarcely
accessibleto the ancients.

FinallyI must justtouch on the question,so much discussed,whether each

differentkeyhas a peculiarcharacter of itsown.

It isquiteclear that,within the course of a singlepieceof music,modulational
deviations iato the more or less distantlyrelated keys on the dominant or sub-

dominant side producevery differenteffects. This, however, arises simplyfrom
the contrast theyofferto the originalprincipalkey,and would be merelya rela-tive

character. But the questionhere mooted is,whether individual keyshave an

absolute character of their own, independentlyof theirrelationto any other key.
This is often asserted,but it is dif"cult to determine how much tmth the

assertioncontains,or even what itpreciselymeans, because probablya varietyof
differentthingsare included under the term character ând perhapsthe amount of

H effectdue to the particularinstrument employedhas not been allowed for. If an

instrument of fixedtones iscompletelyand uniformlytuned accordingto the equal
temperament, so that all Semitones throughoutthe scale have preciselythe same

magnitude,and if also the musical qualityof allthe tones is preciselythe same,

there seems to be no groundfor understandinghow each differentkeyshould have

a different character. Musicians follycapableof forming a judgmenthave also

admitted to me, that no differencein the character of the keyscan be observed on

the organ, for example. And Hauptmann,* I think,is rightwhen he makes the

same assertion for singingvoices with or without an organ accompaniment.A

greatchangein the pitchof the tonic can at most cause allthe highernotes to be

strained or allthe lower ones obscured.

On the other hand, there is a decidedlydifferentcharacter in differentkeyson

does not inolnde the mode of the minor Sixth, art. 9, and thence to the generaltheoryof
It was this tabulation which led me to the duodenes in that section." TVansZafor.]
richordal theorydevelopedin App.XX. sect.E. * Harmonik und Metrik, p. 188.
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pianofortesand bowed instmments. 0 major and the adjacentD\" major have

differenteffects. That this differenceisnot caused by differenceof absolute pitch,
can be readilydetermined by comparingtwo differentinstruments tuned to differ-ent

pitches.The D\}of the one instrument may be as highas the G of the other,
and yeton both the G major retains its brighterand strongercharacter,and the

X"t"itssoftand veiled harmonious effect. It is scarcelypossibleto think of any

oth^ reason than that the method of strikingthe short narrow black digitalsof
the pianomust producea somewhat differentqualityof tone,and that differenceof

character arises"om the differentdistributionof the strongerand gentlerquality
of tone among the differentdegreesof the scale.* The differencemade in the

timingof those Fifthswhich the tuner keepsto the last,and on which are crowded

the whole of the errors in tuningthe other Fifths in the circle of Fifths,may

possiblybe regular,and may contribute to this effect,but of thisI have no person^
experience.[SeeApp.XX. sect. G. art. 17.] f

In bowed instruments the more powerfulqualityof tone in the open stringsis

conspicuous,and there are also probablydifferencesin the qualityof tone of strings
which are stoppedat short and long lengths,and these may alterthe character of

the keyaccordingto the degreeof the scale on which theyfall. This assumption
is confirmed by the inquiriesI have made of musicians respectingthe mode in

which theyrecognisekeysunder certain conditions. The inequaHtyof intonation

wiQ add to this effect. The Fifths of the open stringsare perfectFifths. But it

is impossiblethat all the other Fifths should be perfectif in playingin different

keyse%ch note has the same sound throughout,as appears at least to be the inten-tion

of elementaryinstruction on the violin. In this way the scalesof the various

keyswill differin intonation,and this willnecessarilyhave a much more important
influence on the character of the melody. [SeeApp.XX. sect. O. arts. 6 and 7.]

The differencesin qualityof tone of differentnotes on wind instruments are

stillmore striking. ^
If thisview iscorrect,the character of the keyswould be very differenton differ-ent

instruments,and I believe this to be the case. But itis a matter to be decided

by a musician with delicateears, who directshis attention to the pointshere raised.

It is,however, not impossiblethat by a peculiarityof the human ear, abeady
touched upon in p. 11 6a, certain common features may enter into the character of

keys,independentof the difference of musical instruments,and dependentsolely
on the absolute pitchof the tonic. Since ^'"'is a proper tone of the human ear,

it sounds peculiarlyshrillunder ordinarycircumstances,and somewhat of this

shrillnessis common to/'"Jand a""l".To a somewhat less extent those musical

tones of which ^"" isan upper partial,as gr"',0"',and gf",have a brighterand more

piercingtone than theirneighbours.It is possible,then,that itis not indifferent

forpiecesin G majorto have itshighFifth g' ând hightonic c'" thus distinguished
in brightnessfrom other tones,but these differences must in all cases be very slight,
and for the presentI must leave it undecided whether theyhave any weightat all.^

All or some of these reasons, then,made itnecessary for musicians to have free

command over the pitchof the tonic,and hence even the later Greeks transposed
their scales on to all degreesof the chromatic scale. For singersthese trans-positions

offer no difficulties.They can beginwith any requiredpitch,and find

in their vocal instrument all such of the correspondingdegreesas liewithin the

extreme limits of their voice. But the matter becomes much more difficultfor

musical instruments,especiallyfor such as onlypossess tones of certain definite

degreesof pitch.The difficultyis not entirelyremoved even on bowed instruments.

It is true that these can produce every requireddegreeof pitch; but playersare
unable to hit the pitch,as correctlyas the ear desires,without acquiringa certain

* [Mr. H. Eeatley Moore, Mas. B., thinks they gain this by a quickermotion,each arm

the difference is due to the different leverage of the lever being shorter,and short keys
of the black digitals.Although in well con- differingaltogetherfrom long ones in the feel-

structed digitalsthe black have as much ing producedin the hand. See also App. XX.

action at the further end as the white ones, sect. N. No. 6." Translator.]
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mechanical use of theirfingers,which can onlyresult from an immense amoant

of practice.
The Greek systemwas not accompaniedwith greatdifficulties,even for injstra-

ments, so longas no deviations into remote keyswere permitted,and hence but

few marks of sharpsand flatshad to be used. Up to the beginningof the seven-teenth

centurymusicians were content with two signsof depressionfor the notes

B\}and E\},and with the sign$ for ^, df^ Ô^,in order to have the leading
tones for the tonics G, D, and A. They took care to avoid the enharmonicallj
equivalenttones ilJ for B^},Djjf̂or E\},0\}for i^,D\"for C#,and A\} for G^.
By helpof B\}for B* every tonal mode could be tremsposedto the keyof its sab-

dominant,and no other transpositionwas made.

In the Pythagoreansystem,which maintained its predominanceover theory
to the time of Zarlino in the sixteenth century,tuningproceededby ascending

IFFifths,thus"

CaDAEBFJj^C^GiDjj^Ajj^EJiBH^
Now if we tune two Fifthsupwardsand an Octave downwards, we make a step

havingthe ratiof x f x ^=f ,
which is a majorSecond. This givesforthe pitchof

every second tone in the last list"

G D E 1% a^ A^ B^
I I (I)'(I)'(ir (")*(f)'

Now if we proceedc2(m^wards by Fifijisfrom C we obtain the series"

G F B\" E\} A\" D\" G\" C\" iT" B\}\"E\"\"A\}\}2)t"t".

If we descend two Fifths and rise an Octave,we may obtain the tones "

0 B\} A\} G\} F\} E\}\}D\}\}
I I (1)^m' HY {ir (i)"

If Now the interval If)"=Mmt=i x UUH
or, approximately(|)^=ix ^

Hence the tone Bjjîs higherthan the Octave of G by the small interval

^ [=24 cents], and the tone D[}\}is lower than the Octave below G by the same

interval. If we ascend by perfectFifths from G and i"t"t",we shall find the same

constant differencebetween

G a D A E B 1% G% Gi D% Ai EjfB̂jtfiad
D\}\}A\}\"E\^\}B\}\"F^ G\} G\} D\} A\} E\" B\^ F G.

The tones in the upper line are allhigherthan those in the lower by the small

interval || [=24 cents]. Our staffnptationhad itsprinciplessettledbefore the

developmentof the modem musical system,and has consequentlypreservedthese
differencesof pitch.But for practiceon instruments with fixed tones the distinc-

5)tion between degreesof tone which lieso near to each other,was inconvenient,and

attemptswere made to fiisethem together.This led to many imperfectattempts,
in which individual intervals were more or less altered in order to keepthe rest

* [In the oldest printed book on mnsic, almost the cursive ^written form f} of Ii in

{Franchini Oafori Laudenaia Muaici pro- Germany. Qn the other hand it was often
.

fessorU theoricum opus artnonice discipline, made with two strokes ||afterwards crossed,
NeapolisM.CCCC.LXXX., for a sightof which like B

,
and then itdegeneratedinto ||" which

I am indebted to Mr. Quaritch,who bought it is apparentlythe precursor of our 8 .
In tiiis

at the sale of the SysUm Library)6 b is in the case both q and S and also h would have

printed text representedby a small Boman arisen from the same square-bottomedb" the

b, and "l|by a capitalBoman B. But in a French bicarreyand PraBtorius Q quadratum^
plateattached are giveneightvarieties of the which, however, he identified witii h, H in

written form of "Q
, by which it would seem subsequentwriting. The Italian names for

to have been intended for b with a square h,b\"9ktQsiminoretS%maggiore,Whether these
instead of a round bottom, like 0

,
which is refer to the musical intervals a 5bi a 6l|

,
which

almost indistinguishablefrom a mutilated Gafori printeda b, a B, or to these printed
Boman b. As it was clearlymade in two forms, it is difficultto say with certainty,
parts t 1 ,

the second was often long,and then The Germans acceptedthe forms b b
,

as b h,
the resemblance to Q was great,and this was callingthe latter ha. The meaning that
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true, producingthe so-oalled unequaltemperaments,and finallyto the system
of equaltemperament,in which the Octave was divided into 12 preciselyequal
degreesof tone.* We have seen that we can ascend from C by 12 perfectFifths to

B$,which differsfirom c by about j ôf a Semitone, namelyby the interval|}. In

the same way we can descend by 12 perfectFifths to D\)"\},which is as much lower

than C, as ^ is higher. If,then,we put G^BJj^=iD\}\},and distributethis httle

deviation of J4 equallyamong allthe 12 Fifths of the circle,each Fifth will be

erroneous by about |^ of a Semitone [or^ of a comma or 2 cents],which is

certainlya very small interval. By this means allvarietiesof tonal degreeswithin
an Octave are reduced to 12, as on our modem keyedinstruments.

The Fifth in the systemof equaltemperament,is,when expressedapproximately
in the smallest possiblenumbers,ss f x |ff.

It is very seldom that any difficulty
could result from itsuse in placeof the perfectFifth. The root struck with its

temperedFifth makes one beat in the time that the Fifth makes 442^ completeIf
vibrations. Mow since a' makes 440 vibrations in a second,it follows that the

temperedFifth d'dta' willproduceexactlyone beat in a second. In long-sustained
tones this would, indeed, be perceptible,but by no means disturbing,and for

quickpassages it would have no time to occur. The beats are stillless disturb-ing

in lower positions,where theydecrease in rapiditywith the pitchnumbers of

the tones. In higherpositionstheycertainlybecome more striking; d'""^o}'*

givesfour,and a'"".e"' six beats in a second ; but chords very seldom occur with

such high notes in slow passages. The Fourths of the equaltemperament are

$ X iff[=49^ + 2 cents]. There is one beat for every 22i|vibrations of the lower

tone of the Fourth. Hence the Fourth a
.
d' makes one beat in a second,the

same as the Fifth d'":a'. The pure consonances retained in the Pythagorean
system are therefore not injuredto any extent worth notice by equaltemperament.
In melodic progressionof tones the interval ||| borders on the very limits of dis-tinguishable

differencesof pitch,accordingto Preyer'sexperiments(seep. 147").H
In the doublyaccented Octave it would be easilydistinguished.In the unac-cented

or lower Octaves itwould not be feltat all.

The Thirds and Sixths of the equal temperament are nearer the perfect
intervals than are the Pythagorean.f

The dissonances occasioned by the upper partialtones are consequentlysome- IF

what milder than those due to Pythagoreanintervals,but the combinational tones

Oafori attached to b B (whichin one platehe
also gives in the same sense in black letter),
is shewn by the followingquotationwhich he

makes from Guidons hexachord, and this also

shews that he used Pythagorean intonation,
meaning in our notation:

/Ffaut

tonus

G sol re ut

tonus

a la mi re

semitonium

bfa

apothome
B mi Trittonus

semitonium

0 sol fa ut

204 cents s Tone

204 cents a Tone

a

90 cents " Semitone

6b

1 14 cents " Apotome
h Tritone 612 cents

90 cents a Semitone

c' Fifth 702 cents

The Germans generallyspeak of b and S
as Be, Ereuz (cross).I do not remember ever

having heard the I)named, but I find in Flii-

gers DictionaryBeqiuidra/twn(squareb) and

Wiederhersiellungazeichen(signof restitution,
for which Q was not used tillthe seventeenth

century). Germans never have occasion to use

the word, because,instead of ^d flat,d natural,
d sharp,'they say

* des,de, dis,'while "b, 6 Q
are termed ' be,ha.* On older organ pipesb 4

are constantlyused for "b 6 K ,
and some organ*

builders stilluse them. " Translator,']
" [The general relations on which the

schemes of temperai;^entdepend will be found

in App. XX. sect, k." Translator.]
f [The cents in the Table were of course

insertedby me. " Translator.]
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are much more disagreeable.For the PythagoreanThirds V+e' and d"(f the

combinational tones are nearlyC)|;and B,,both differingby a Semitone "om the

combinational tone C" which woiiLd result from the perfectintervalsin both cases.

For the Pythagoreanminor chord e'"g'-^-h'the combinational tones are B, and

very nearly(rj.The first,J5y,is very suitable,better even than the combina-tional

tone G which resxdtsfrom perfectintonation. But the second,(?$,belongs
to the majorand not to the minor chord of E. However, as in perfectintonation
one of the two combinational tones C and Q isfedse,the Pythagoreanminor chord

can hardlybe considered inferiorin this respect.But the combinational tones of

the equallytempered Thirds lie between those of the perfectand Pythagorean
Thirds,and are lessthan a Semitone differenthorn those ofjustintonation. Hence

theycorrespondto no possiblemodulation, no tone of the chromatic scale,no dis-sonance

that could possiblybe introduced by the progressionof the melody; they
ITsimplysound out of tune and wrong.*

These bad combinational tones have alwaysbeen to me the most annoying
partof equallytempered harmonies. When moderatelyslow passages in Thirds

at rather a highpitchare played,theyform a horrible bass to them, which is all

the more disagreeablefor coming tolerablynear to the correct bass,and henea

soundingas if theywere playedon some other instrument which was dreadiiilly
out of tune. They are heard most distinctlyon the harmonium and violin. Here

every professionaland even every amateur musician observes them immediately,
when their attention is properlydirected. And when the ear has once become

accustomed to note them, it can even discover them on the piano. In the

Pythagoreanintonation the combinational tones sound rather as if some one were

intentionallyplayingdissonances. Which of these two evilsis the worse, I will

not venture to decide. In lower positionswhere the very low combinati"mal tones

can be scarcely,if at all,heard, the equallytemperedThirds have the advantage
% over the Greek, because they are not so rough,and producefewer beats. In.

higherpositionsthe latter advantageisperhapsdestroyedby their combinational

tones. However, the equallytemperedsystem is capableof effectingeverything
that can be done by the Pythagorean,and with lessexpenditureof means.

C. E. Naumann,t who has latelydefended the Pythagoreanas opposedto the

equallytemperedsystem,groundshis reasons chieflyon the fact that the Semi-tones

which separatethe ascendingleadingtone from the tonic,and the descend-ing

minor Seventh from the Third of the chord on which ithas to be resolved,are

smaller in the Pythagorean(wheretheyare about ^ ; as appears in the Table on

P* 3^3^)than in the equallytempered,where theyare about ||; while theyare

greatestof allin justintonation,viz.\i. Now in the equallytemperedscale there
is onlyone tone between / and g, which is acceptedat one time as /jfto be a

leadingnote to ^, and at another as g\ t̂o act as a Seventh resolvingupon /; but

in the Pythagoreanthere are two tones,/{);and g\},of which the latteristhe flatter.

% * [This may be seen more clearlyby oalcalatingthe pitch numbers, assmning (/ to be

264 as on p. 17. Then "

The * differences' give the pitch nmnbers of
the combinational tones. Now we have by
p. 17a, C = 66, G " 99, B^"6r88, but the others

correspondto no precisetones. The nearest

equally tempered intervals are B 62-3, Off

" 69-93,̂ ^^ ^t = 104-76." TranslatoT.\
t Veher die verschiedenen Bestimmungen

der Tonverhdltnisse, [On the various deter-minations

of the ratios of tones.] Leipzig,
1858.
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Hence the Semitone alwaysapproachesthe tone on to which itwould fallin regular
resolution,and the heightof the pitchdetermines the directionof resolution. But

althoughthe leadingtone playsan importantpart in modulations,it is perfectly
clear that we are not justifiedin changingits pitchat will in order to bringit
nearer to the note on which ithas to be resolved. There would otherwise be no

limit to our makingit come nearer and nearer to that tone,as in the ancient Greek

enharmonic mode.* Supposewe replacethe PythagoreanSemitone, which is

about f of the natural Semitone, by another stillsmaller,about f of the natural

one, say 44 x |^ x |^ ; the result would be perfectlyunnatural as a leadingnote.f
We have alreadyseen that the character of the leadingnote essentiallydepends
upon itsbeingthat tone in the scale which is most distantlyrelated to the tonic,
and hence most uncertain and alterable [melodically].Hence we are perfectly
unjustifiedin deducingfrom such a tone the principleof construction for the whole

scale. ^
The principalfaultof our presenttemperedintonation,therefore,does not lie

in the Fifths ; for their imperfectionis reallynot worth speakingof,and is

scarcelyperceptiblein chords. The faultrather liesin the Thirds,and this error

is not due to formingthe Thirds by means of a seriesof imperfectFifths,but itis

the old Pythagoreanerror of formingthe Thirds by means of an ascendingseriesof
four Fifths. Perfect Fifths in this case giveeven a worse result than flatFifths.

The natural relationof the majorThird to the tonic,both melodicallyand harmo-nically,

dependson the ratio f of the pitchnumbers. Any other Third is onlya

more or less unsatisfactorysubstitute for the natural major Third. The only
correct system of tones is that in which, as Hauptmann proposed,the system of

tones generatedby Fifths should be separatedfrom those generatedby major
Thirds. Now as itis importantfor the solution of many theoreticalquestionsto
be able to make experimentson tones which reallyform with each other the

natural intervals requiredby theory,to preventthe ear from beingdeceived by IT
the imperfectionsof the equaltemperament,I have endeavoured to have an in-strument

constructed by which I could modulate by perfectintervalsinto allkeys.
If we were reallyobligedto producein allitscompletenessthe systemof tones

distinguishedby Hauptmann,in order to obtain perfectintervals in all keys,it
would certainlybe scarcelypossibleto overcome the diflBcultiesof the problem.
Fortunatelyit is possibleto introduce a greatand essentialsimplificationby means

of the artificeoriginallyinvented by the Arabic and Persian musicians,and pre-viously

mentioned on p. 281a.

We have afreadyseen that the tones of Hauptmann'ssystemwhich are generated
by Fifths,and are marked by letterswithout any subscribed or superscribedlines,as

c":gf"^"a", Ac, are one comma or f| [=22 cents]higherthan the notes which

bear the same names, when generatedby major Thirds,and which are here dis-tinguished

byan inferiorfigureas Cj"gf1"(Zi"ai ", "c. We have further seen that

if we descend from 6 by a seriesof 12 Fifths down to ct",the last tone,reduced to IT
the proper Octave,is lower than b by about fj [=24 cents]. Hence we have "

b : 5,=8i : 80

b : ct"=74: 73

Now these two intervalsare very nearlyalike; biis rather higherthan c\},but

onlyin the proportion"

c\}: 51=32768 : 32805 [=2 cents]

* [However justifiableBDch alterationsmay place of 112 cents).No diminution of the

be in unaccompanied melody, they are de- justSemitone can be made without injuryto
Btructive of harmony, and hence do not belong the major Thirds. " Translator.]
to harmonic music proper. Of all the older f [Thiswould have 112 " 2x22^68 cents,

temperaments, the meantone is most har- which approaches very closelyto the small

monious, but this makes the leading tones Semitone 25 : 24970 cents,so that the effect

stillfurther from the tone on which they are can be judged from playing"'b..."ion the

resolved,than even in justintonation (117in Harmonical." 2Va"wZator.]

\^oogle
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or, usingthe approximationobtainedby continued fractiouB"

c|": 61=885 : 886.

The interval between ct"and bi isconsequentlyabout the same as that between

a perfectand an equallytemperedFifth.*
Now biis the true major Third of g, and if we descend 8 Fifths from g we

arrive at c\}thus :

g"c"f"b\}"e\}"a\}"d\}"g\}"c\}

Now, as c\}is flatterthan "i,if we diminished f allthe Fifthsby i of the small

intervalfff we should arrive at "iinstead of c\}.
Now, since the intervalf|f is itselfon the limits of sensible differenceof pitch,

the eighthpartof this interval cannot be taken into account at all,and we may

1 consequentlyidentifythe followingtones of Hauptmann'ssystem,byproceedingin
a seriesof Fifths from c["="i,that is,the upper line with the lower,or "

f\}"c\}"g\}"d\} "a\} "e\} "b\"
:=e,"b,"/J"c,#"^,#"d,#"aj#

Among musical instruments,the harmonium, on account of itsuniformlysus-tained

sound,the piercingcharacter of its qualityof tone,and itstolerablydistinct
combinational tones,isparticularlysensitiveto inaccuraciesof intonation. And as

itsvibrators also admit of a delicateand durable tuning,itappearedto me pecu-liarly

suitable for experimentson a more perfectsystem of tones. I therefore

selectedan harmonium of the largerkind,j:with two manuals, and a set of vibrators

for each, and had it so tuned that by usingthe tones of the two manuals I could

playall the major chords from JP]"major to Fjjm̂ajor. The tones are thus dia--

f tributed :

/b + a,b-cb + e,b-gb + 6,b" "ib+/,-

On Lower Manual

eb + flfi- 6b + i|- /+ a,-|-c
""; II fj D
On Upper Manual

I II II ^^1
On Lower Manual

-e+g^U -6 + d," -Jt +a,J -cj +

On Upper Manual

eiS

This instrument therefore furnishes 15 major chords and as many minor

chords,with perfectlypure Thirds,but with Fifths too flatby i of the intervalby
which an equallytemperedFifth is too flat."On the Lower Manual we have the

* [On aooount of the approximatecharacter
ol the calculation,the extreme closeness of

result is not well shewn. Taking the accurate

f numbers, the ratio

^+cb"S?i{. givingcents r95372i.
Perfect Fifth+ tempered Fifth ^f+'i'/,

givingcents 701 "955001 " 700 " I -955001. Dif-ference

*ooi28o cents. Human ears, however

much assisted by human contrivances,could
never hear the difference." Translator.]

f [Accidentallymisprinted* increased,*that
is, * zu gross,'and ' too sharp,*that is, * za

hoch,* instead of *
zu klein,*and * zu tief* in

all the four Oerman editions. This error

evidentlyarose merely from forgettingfor the

moment that the Fifths were taken down and

not ttjp.Now 8 perfectFifths down "" " 8 x 702

cents " " 5616cents, which on adding5 octaves

b6ooo cents,gives384 cents, and this is less

than the major Thirds of 386 cents by 2 cents.

Hence if we diminish each Fifth by i cent,
8 diminished Fifths down " " 8 x 7oi|= " 5614
cents, which,on adding5 octaves or 0000 cents

gives386 cents,and this is the correct major
Third. But to tune Fifths of this kind,ifpos-sible,

would be a work of immense labour even

with tuning-forks,the most permanent of exist-ing

conveyors of pitch,and the most perfeot
apparatus known. Thus such a Fifth reckoned

from cf264 vib. giveŝ 395*944 vib.,while the

perfectg'is 396*000vib.,difference '056vib.,
which it is hopelessto tune exactly. Henoe

these Fifths can onlybe regardedas products
of calculation which could not be realised. In

App. XX. sect A. art. 18 I term the result-ing

temperament Helmholtzian,although,as
will be seen in the followingnote ", Prof.

Helmholtz himself did not attemptto realise

it." TranslatorJ]
X Made by Messrs. J. " P* Schiedmayer,

in Stuttgart.
" The tuningof this instrument was easily

managed. Herr Schiedmayer succeeded at the

firstattemptby the followingdirection. Start-

ing from a on the lower manual, tune the

Fifths d"a,g"dtC"g perfectlyjust,and thus
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completescales of C\"majorand O majorand in the upper the completescales of

II\}majorand B major inclusive complete.All the major scales existfrom C\}
major to B major,and theycan all be playedwith perfectexactness in the natural

intonation. But to modulate beyondB majoron the one sideand C\}majoron the

other,it isnecessary to make a reallyenharmonic interchangebetween B^ and Ct",
which perceptiblyaltersthe pitch(bya comma |^).* The minor modes on the

lower manual are Bi minor or G\}minor complete,on the upper manual DiJj^minor
or E\}minor.

For the minor keysthis series of tones is not quiteso satisfactoryas for the

majorkeys. The dominant of a minor keyis the Fifth of a minor triad and the

root of a major triad. But as the minor chord has to be written as ai " c + ^i,

and the majorchord as / 1"+ ^i["" c[",the correspondingdominant must be written

in the firstchord with an inferiornumber, and in the second with a letterwithout

any number attached ; that is,theymust be tones of the kind which we have ^
identifiedby means of the assumptionshere made, as in the presentcase where Ci

obtain c, g, d. Then tone the major chords

c + e," "7,g + b^"d.d + fji -a, givingthe Ihred

tones ei"i/iS1 and finallythe Fifth,fit " CjS ,

to obtain CiS, Then pattinge^^fb 2̂"i"cb,
/18 "I7b" c,S adbi tune the major chords

/b+a,b-cb, cb + eib-S'b,gb-^-h^b-db with

pnre Thirds giving no beats, thas obtaining

a, b,eib,"ib ,
and finallythe Fifth 5|b "/i" giving

/,. This completesthe tuningof the notes on

the lower manual. For the upper manual first

tune e as the perfectFifth of the a in the

lower manual,and then the three major chords

e + Jf,!-6,6 + d," -/5,/5 +a,5 -c",andthe
Fifth a," "e.J,giving6,y5,clf,andthengr,5,
d|8, OiS and also e^^. Then put g^% -ab,
d|S -eb,a|8 "6b, e^t "/,and tune the Thirds

in the majorchords ab + c,~eb" eb + gi " "b,
6b+di-/, and the Fifth d^jto^.This gives

^1* fif^n "^^ ^1* "^^ completes the whole

tuning, which is much easier than for a series

of equallytemperedtones.

[The theoretical flatteningof all the Fifths

by ) of a skhisma is here neglected,as it
woiJd be impossibleby ear only,and in all

probabilitymany other errors in tuning were

eommitted,which could not be detected. The

result is that the two manuals were tuned to

the followingtones, using capitalletters to

representthe largeor white digitals,and the

small letters the small or black digitals.The
Boman lettersbelow shew the secondarymean-ing

attached to the lettersabove them for the

tuning of the notes marked with a * above

them.

Upper ManuaL

61c" A d,t E E,t ft G, g,t J,a," B

eb f ab bb

Lower Manual.

0 Cj" D "I"E, F, /,5 G JjbA 6*bB,
db Fb gb Cb

To make it more dear how the 24 notes of ^
this instmment represent48 by neglectingthe
skhisma, I have below arranged the scale on

the duodenary system (majorThirds in lines.
Fifths in columns, App. XX. sect. E. art. 18),
and giventhe proper number of cents for each

note, using capitalsfor the notes actually
tuned, and smiUl lettersfor those obtained by
substitution. The notes above the horizontal

line were in the upper manual, those below it

on the lower.

It is thus seen i)that the notes in cols.L, II.,

III.areexactly2 cents sharperthan those in cols.

IV., v., VI. 2)that onlycols. I.,H., VI. were

tuned,and that IV., V.,and HE. without being
tuned were assumed to be identical with them

respectively.3) That cols. I.,II.,III. form a

series of Fifths down or Fourths up, of which

only two, namely C to ^,S and E^ to 9^ S
,

are defective,being both 700 cents down or

500 up, in place of 702 and 498 as all the

others. 4) That the simplestway of tuning
would be to take A to pitch,and then A + C,S,
and Cit + ejSas perfectmajor Thirds,and then

from A, Cit , e^tto tune the rest of the notes

in their columns by perfectFifths and Fourths,
naming the notes in col.IIL for convenience as

those in col.VI. Afterwards the identityof the

firstthree with the last three columns would

be assumed. All the propertiesand defects

of this system of tuning can be immediately
deduced from the above diagram." TraYuZa-

tor.]
* [For instead of the keysof J^ and JPb,

the absence of Gt^ and 6b b, "2,bobligesus
to use the keys of F,8 and F^b, which are

respectivelya comma lower and higher."
Translator,]
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is identifiedwith /["" Hence the inBtniment famishes the followingeightperfectly
justminor scales [wherethe lettersin brackets indicatethose which are not written

in the account of the manuals in the text of p. 316c]:"

i)ai or b\}\}minor : di " f + ai " c -h ei + \gjj^-- ^i ]
f\} + a,b - c\}

2) Bi or/t) minor: ay ^ c -h "! -^ + 6, + [djj-̂/i#]

3) 6, orct" minor: Bi -g -f ^1 -d +/i#+ [^ajf- CiiO
g\} + 6," - d\}

4)/i#orgrt"minor: ii - d +/,# -a + c,# + ["2#- 9\9\
d\"+ fi -a\"

5)Ci#ord|"minor :/,#-.a + cj - " + ^J + [^a#- ^i#]
IT at"'+ Ci " el"

6) ^,#ora^ minor : Ci#-6 + grj- 6 + dj + [/jfttf-"i#]
"" + ^1 - ^t"

7)di#or eb minor : gf,J- 6 + d,#-/J + a,#+ [cJJ- e,#]
^b + d, -/

8) aij;or 6t" minor : dij-yj+ a,#- cjf+ c,#+ [Sfafttf-*iftl
/ + a, - c

Of these,the six last tonics from C|"to B\} are also providedwith major scales.

Hence there are completeminor scaleson all degreesof the scales of Bi majorand

^1 major; and completeminor and majorscales on all degreesof the scale of Bi

major,with the exceptionof Ei.
After previousexperimentson another harmonium, where I had at command

onlythe two sets of tones of one octave common to two stopswith one manual, I

f had expectedthat itwould be scarcelyobserved if either the other minor keyshad
a somewhat too sharpPythagoreanSeventh,or if minor chords which are them-selves

rather obscurelyharmonious, were executed in Pythagoreanintonation.
When isolatedminor chords are struck the differenceis,indeed,not much observed.

But when longseriesof justly-intonedchords have been employed,and the ear has

grown accustomed to their effect,it becomes so sensitive to any intermixture of

chords in imperfectintonation,that the disturbance is very appreciable.*
The least disturbance is caused by takingthe PythagoreanSeventh,because

this leadingtone isin modem compositionsscarcelyever used but in the chord of

the dominant Seventh,or other dissonances. In a pure majortriad its effect is

certainlyvery harsh. But in a discord it has a lessdisturbingeffect,becau^ by
itssharpnessitbringsout the character of the leadingnote more distinctly.On
the other hand, I have found minor chords with PythagoreanThirds absolutely
intolerable when coming between justly-intonedmajor and nunor chords.* By

^ allowing,then,a PythagoreanSeventh in the scale,or a PythagoreanmajorThird
in the chord of the dominant Seventh,we may form the followingminor scales :t "

9) di minor : gr, " fc["+ dj " / + aj ...
cS I "i

10)gi minor : Ci " eb + ^1 " 6i"+ dj .../iffI ai

11)Ci minor : /j " at"+ Ci " et"+ fiTi ... 61 Idi
12)/, minor : 6,l"" dt"+ /i " at"+ Cj ... e, I ^,

13)6,t"minor : a,t"" {/b+ *il"" ^t"+ /i """ ^1 I ^1

14)e,b minor : a^]}" c^ + Cjb " g\}+ ^\\"""" ^1 1/i

* [My own experienceis that the minor ments enable me to compare these effects

chords even more than the major shew the readily,and both arise from similar,though
vast superiorityof the justintonation over the not the same causes." TranaZafor.]
equal temperament; and that the occasional f [In which (...)representsthe Pythago-
introduction of Pythagorean among justly- rean major Third of 408 cents and ( |) the

intoned chords,major or minor, is comparable Pythagorean minor Third of 294 cents."

onlyto the " wolves *
on the * bad keys,*as Eb, Translator,]

or E, of the old organ tuning. My instru-
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In the former series,Nos. 8 and 7, we had alreadyb\}minor and e\ m̂inor,
which are a comma sharperthan Nos. 13 and 14. Hence the series of minor

keysis also completedbythe fusion of theirextremities throughenharmonic inter^

change.
In most cases itispossibleto transposethe music to be playedon such instru-ments,

so as to avoid the necessityof making these enharmonic interchanges,pro-vided

the modulations do not extend too far into differentkeys. But if it is not

possibleto avoid enharmonic interchanges,theymust be introduced where two

unrelated * chords follow each other. This is best done between dissonant chords.

Naturallythis enharmonic change is alwaysnecessary when a pieceof music

modulates throughthe whole circle of Fifths" from C major to Bjjm̂ajor,for
example. But Hauptmann iscertainlyrightwhen he characterises such circular

modulation as unnatural artificiality,which could onlybe rendered possibleby the

imperfectionsof our modem system of temperament. Such a process must cer- IT

tainlydestroythe hearer's feelingfor the unityof the tonic. For althoughBjj^
has very nearlythe same pitchas 0, or can be even improperlyidentifiedwith it,

the hearer can onlyrestore his feelingfor the former tonic by goingback on the

same path that he advanced. He cannot possiblyretain his recollectionof the

absolute pitchof the firsttonic C afterhis long modulations up to ^, with such

a degreeof exactness as to be able to recognisethat theyare identical. For any

fine artisticfeelingBjjm̂ust remain a tonic far removed from G on the dominant

side ; or, more probably,aftersuch distant modulations,the hearer'swhole feeling
for tonalitywill have become confased,and itwill then be perfectlyindifferentto
him in what keythe pieceends. Generallyspeaking,an immoderate use of strik-ing

modulations is a suitable and easy instrument in the hands of modem com-posers,

to make theirpiecespiquantand highlycoloured. But a man cannot live

upon spice,and the consequence of restless modulation is almost alwaysthe
obliteration of artisticconnection. It must not be forgottenthat modulations f

should be onlya means of givingprominenceto the tonic by contrastingitwith
another and then returninginto it,or of attainingisolatedand peculiareffectsof
expression.

Since harmoniums with two manuals have usuallytwo sets of vibrators for

each manual of which the above systemof tuningonlyuses one, I have had the

two others (an 8-footand a 16-foot stop)tuned in the usual equaltemperament,
which renders itvery easy to compare the effectof this tuningwith justintona-tion,

as I have merelyto pullout or pushin a stopto make the difference.f

As regardsmusical effect,the difference between the justand the equally-
tempered,or the justand the Pythagoreanintonations,isvery remarkable. The

justly-intonedchords,in "vourable positions,notwithstandingthe rather piercing
qualityof the tone of the vibrators,possess a falland as it were saturated har-

moniousness ; theyflow on, with a fullstream, calm and smooth,without tremor

or beat. Equally-temperedor Pythagoreanchords sound beside them rough,dull,f
trembling,restless. The difference is so marked that every one, whether he is

musicallycultivated or not, observes itat once. Chords of the dominant Seventh

in justintonation have nearlythe same degreeof roughnessas a common major
chord of the same pitchin temperedintonation. The differencebetween natural

and temperedintonation isgreatestand most unpleasantin the higherOctaves of

the scale,because here the false combinational tones of the tempered intonation

are more observable,and the number of beats forequaldifferencesof pitchbecomes
larger,and hence the roughnessgreater.

A second circumstance of essentialimportanceis,that the differencesof effect

between major and minor chords, between differentinversions and positionsof

* [That is,chords not haying a common and at the same time greatlyfacilitating
tone. " Translator.]

^

fingeringby the use of a singlemanual, will

f Proposalsfor making the seriesof tones be found in AppendixXVII.
in this system of intonation more complete
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chords of the same kind,and between consonances and dissonances are much

more decided and conspicuous,than in the equal temperament. Hence modu-lations

become much more expressive.Many fine distinctionsare sensible,which
otherwise almost disappear,as, for instance,those which dependon the different

inversions and positionsof chords,while,on the Other hand, the intensityof the

harsher dissonances is much increased by their contrast with perfectchords. The

chord of the diminished Seventh,for example,which is so much used in modem

music, borders upon the insupportable,when the other chords are tuned justly.*
Modem musicians who, with rare exceptions,have never heard any mnsio

executed exceptin equaltemperament, mostlymake lightof the inexactness of

temperedintonation. The errors of the Fifths are very small. There is no doubt

of that. And itis usual to say that the Thirds are much less perfectconsonances
than the Fifths,and consequentlyalso less sensitiveto errors of intonation. Tlie

f lastassertion is also correct,so longas homophonicmusic is considered,in which

the Thirds occur onlyas melodic intervals and not in harmonic combinations. In

a consonant triad every tone is equallysensitiveto falseintonation,as theoryand
experiencealiketestify,and the bad effectof the temperedtriadsdependsespecially
on the imperfectThirds.f

There can be no questionthat the simplicityof temperedintonation is ex*

tremelyadvantageousfor instrumental music,that any other intonation requires
an extraordinarilygreatercomplicationin the mechanism of the instrument,and
would materiallyincrease the difficultiesof manipulation,and that consequently
the highdevelopmentof modem instrumental music would not have been possible
without temperedintonation. But it must not be imaginedthat the difference

between temperedand justintonation is a mere mathematical subtiltywithout any

practicalvalue. That this differenceisreallyvery strikingeven to unmuaieal ears,

is shewn immediatelyby actual experimentswith properlytuned instruments^

f And that the earlymusicians,who were stillaccustomed to the perfectintervals of

vocal music, which was then most carefullypractised,feltthe same, isimmediately
seen by a glanceat the musical writingsof the latterhalf of the seventeenth and

the earlierpartof the eighteenthcenturies,at which time there was much dis-cussion

about the introduction of differentkinds of temperament, and one new

method after another was invented and rejectedfor escapingthe difficulties,and

the most ingeniousforms of instrument were designedfor practicallyexecuting
the enharmonic differences of the tones. Praetoriustmentions a universal

cymbalum, which he saw at the house of the court-organistof the Emperor
Budolph n. in Prague,and which had 77 digitalsin 4 octaves,or 19 to the

octave,the black digitalsbeingdoubled,and others inserted between those for s

and/, and between those for b and c." In the older directionsfor tuning,several
tones are usuallytuned by Fifths which beat slightly,and then others as perfect
majorThirds. The intervalson which the errors accumulated were called wolves*.

^ * [Thisshould be tried on the Hannonioal where the Fifth is only one-eleventh of a

as h^'-d\f-a}\".Although it has two per- comma or 2 cents too flat,and tke major
feet minor Thirds and only one Pythagorean, Third is seven-elevenths of a comma or 14

it is a mere pieceof noise,of a much worse cents too sharp,and hence the minor Third is

kind than the noise of the equally-temperedeight-eleventhsof a comma or 16 cents too

imitation of the same chord in the same flat. The effect is much more strongly felt

qualityof tone. In justintonation the chord in playingpassages than in playingisolated
of the diminished Seventh can therefore be chords." 2Va?wZa"or.]
used only with mild qualitiesof tone. But % Syntagma musicum, II.,Chap. XL, p.
the real intonation of this chord is to : 12 : 14 63.
: 17, which can also be playedon the Har- " [This was to make the meantone acala

monical as 0/'3i6 ^267 'd^'b336 "d'^'b." more complete,the scale beingC cffdb -D dt

Tramlator.-] e\" E el F /" g\"Q gt a)" A a" 6b B 6j C,

f [A triad in which the major Third is where the capitalsrepresentthe white, and

perfect,but the Fifth and minor Third both small letters the black digitals,all in mean-

too small by a quarter of a comma or 5} cents tone temperament,the effect of which would

(as in the meantone temperament, in which I have been very good on the organ. For the

have a concertina tuned),has a very much intonation of these notes see App. XX. sect. A.

better effect than the equally-temperedtriad, art. 16,"TransUUor.]
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PraBtorius says :
* It is best for the wolf to remain iiitliewood with its abominable

howling,and n6t disturb our hannonicas concordantias,' Hameau, too, who at a

later periodcontributed greatlyto the introduction of equaltemperament,in 1726 *

still defended a differentstyleof tuning,in which the Thirds of the more usual

keys were keptperfectat the expense of the Fifths and of the unusual keys.
Thus he tuned up from G, in Fifths so much diminished, that the fourth Fifths

instead of beingE, became the perfectThird of C, namely^i=i^t". Then again

four Fifths more to i4i|7,the perfectThird of F\}tinstead of to A\}. But then the

four Fifths between thisAi\}and G had necessarilyf to be made too large,because
it is not Ai\}but A\}which is four perfectFifths distant from C This planof

tuninggivesthe perfectmajor Thirds, C+-E,, G-l-5,,D-fi^iJ,-Kj+ Gajj!,but
when we proceedfurther from E on the dominant side,or from G on the sub-

dominant side,we find Thirds which become worse and worse. The error in the

Fifths is about three times that in the equaltemperament. Even in 1762, this^

system could be characterised by d'Alembert as that commonly used in France, in

oppositionto the equaltemperament which Bameau subsequentlyproposed. Mar-

purg t has collected a longseriesof other systems of tuning. Since playersfound
themselves compelledby the use ofonly12 digitalsto the octave, to put up with a

series of false intervals,and to let their ears become accustomed to them, it was

certainlybetter to make up their minds to giveup their few perfectmajor Thirds

Btillremaimng in the scale,and to make allthe majorThirds equallyerroneous. It

necessarilyproduces more disturbance to hear very falselytuned Thirds amidst

correct intervals,than to hear intervals which are all equallyout of tune and are

not contrasted with others in perfectintonation. Hence as long as it is necessary

practicallyto hmit the number of separatetones witliinthe octave to 12, there caif

be no questionat allas to the superiorityof the equaltemperament with its 12 equal
Semitones, over all others,and, as a natural consequence, this has become the sole

acknowledged method of tuning. It is onlybowed instruments, with [includinĝ
the Tenor] their four perfectFifths G"G"D"A"E, which stilldeviate from it.

The equaltemperament came into use in Germany before itwas introduced into

France. In the second volume of Matheson's Gritica Mtisicdywhich appearedin

1752, he mentions Neidhard and Werckmeister as the inventors of this tempera-
ment." Sebastian Bach had alreadyused it for the clavichord (clavier),as we

must conclude from Marpurg'sreportof Kimbeirger'sassertion,that when he was

a pupilof the elderBach he had been made to tune allthe majorThirds too sharp.'
Sebastian's son, Emanuel, who was a celebrated pianist,and publishedin 1753 a

* Nouveau Systime de Muaiquet Chap. D, O on the other, fience oame the wolves.

XXIV. And a system of tuning was blamed for not

t [That is,if only twelve digitalsmight doing what it never professedto do. As long
be used, so that the temperament became as twelve digitalsonly are insisted on, the

unequal. But this styleof tuning,which at equal temperament, by dividingthe Octavo
first was the meantone temperament, where into twelve equal Semitones, is a necessity.
the Fifths are made a quarter of a comma too But with Mr. Bosanquet*sfingerboard(App.^
flat,should be carried out through twenty-six XX. sect. F. No. 8)there is no longerany need to

Fifths,requiringtwenty-seven tones (namely, limit organs to 12 notes to the Octave. When,

7 natural,7 sharp,7 flat,3 double sharp,and however, he playedon such an organ before

3 double flat)to be reallyeffective,and if any the Musical Association,great objectionwas
fewer are employed no attempt should be made taken to the flatness of the leading note,
to modulate into keysnot providedwith proper which was 5^ cents flatterthan just,as musi-

tones. It is a temperament with which I am cians are accustomed to on6 which is 12 cents

practicallyfamiliar. It is harmonically far too sharp."Tratw^a^.]
superiorto the equallytempered,and is even { Versuch Uber die musikalische Tempera-
endurable on the concertina,which used to be tur^ Breslau, 1776.

always so tuned, but having fourteen digitals, " Op, cit.p. 162. The followingworks of

extends from ^ b to Dt
.

The twelve digitals these two authors are cited by Forkel : Ncid-

could play then only in Bb, F, C, G, D, and hard (Royal Prussian Band-conductor),Die
A major,and in G, D, and A minor, which of teste und leickteste Tempcratur des Mono-

course failed to satisfythe requirementsof cJtordi(thebest and easiesttemperament of the

modulation. Hence playerssoughtto identify monochord),Jena, 1706 ; Sectio carwnis har-

Dff ,
^5

,
J??jr

,
FJJ

,
C" " ,

"a J with E\),B\", monici, KSnigsberg,1724. Werck7n"ister (or-
F. G, /",A on the one hand, and I"b, Gb, Cb, ganistat Quedlinburg,bom 1645),Miisikalische
Ftfj Bbby Kb by Abb with CJJ,FU , D, JC, A, Tempcratur,Frankfurt and Li'ipziq,i69i.

v^oagle
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work of greatautliorityiiiitsday *
on the true art of playingthe clavier,'requires

this instrument to be alwaystuned in the equaltemperament.*
The old attemptsto introduce more than 12 degreesinto the scale have led

to nothingpractical,because theydid not start from any rightprinciple.They
alwaysattached themselves to the Greek system of Pythagoras,and imaginedonly
(hat it was necessary to make a difference between dfiand d\}for between /$ and

g\}yand so on. But that is not by any means sufficient,and is not even always
correct. Accordingto our system of notation we may identifyc,Jjlwith d\},but
we must distinguishthe cfjj^found from the relation of Fifths,from the c,j|!found

from the relationof Thirds.f Hence the attemptsto construct instruments with

complexarrangements of manuals and digitals,have led to no result,which was

at all commensurate with the trouble bestowed upon them, and the increased

difficultiesof fingeringwhich they occasioned. The onlyinstrument of the kind

f which is stillused is the pedalharp a double mouvement, on which tlieintonation

can be changedby the foot.

Not only habitual use, and the absence of any power to compare its effects

with those of justintonation,but some other circumstances are "vourable to equal
temperament.

First,it should be observed that the disturbances due to beats in the tempered
scale,are the less observable the swifter the motion and the shorter the duration of

the singlenotes. When the note is so short that but very few beats can possibly
occur while it lasts,the ear has no time to remark their presence. The beats pro-duced

by a temperedtriad are the following:
I. Beats of the tempered Fifth. Supposewe take the number of vibrations of

o' to be 264, the temperedFifth c''".g'would produce9 beats in 10 seconds,partly
by the upper partials,and partlyby the combinational tones. These beats are

alwaysquiteaudible.

^ 2. Beats of the two firstcombinational tones of c'+6' and ^" ^'in tempered
intonation ; 5^ in the second. These are plainlyaudible in allqualitiesof tones,

if the tones themselves are not too weak.

3. Beats of the major Third c'+^' alone,10^ in the second,which, however,

are not plainlyaudible unless the quahtiesof tone employedhave high upper

partials.
4. Beats of the minor Third e'" ^',18 in the second,mostlymuch weaker than

those of the major Third, and also heard onlyin qualitiesof tone havinghigh
upper partials.

All these beats occur twice as fast when the chord lies an Octave higher,and
half as fast when it occurs an Octave lower.

Of these beats, the first,arisingfrom the temperedFifths,have the least

injuriousinfluence on the harmoniousness of the chord. They are so slow that

they can be heard onlyfor very slow notes in the middle partsof the scale,and

^ then theyproducea slow undulation of the chord which may occasionallyhave a

good effect. Beats of the second kind are most strikingfor the softer qualityof
tone. In an Allegro,of four crotchets in a bar, two bars occupy about three

seconds. If,then, the tempered chord c'+e'" gr'is playedon a crotchet in this

bar, 2^ of these beats will be heard,so that if the tone beginssoft,it will swell,

decrease,swell again,decrease and then finish. It would be certainlyworse if

this chord were playedan Octave or two higher,so that ^\ or 8^ beats could be

heard, because these could not failto strikethe ear as a marked rouglmess.
For the same reason the beats of the third and fourth kinds,arisingfrom the

Thirds, which are clearlyaudible on harsher qualitiesof tone (as on the har-

jnonium),are also decidedlydisturbingin the middle positions,even in quicktime"
* [Equal temperament was not commer- perament,pp. 27^32. " Translator.]

ciallyestablished in England till i84i"i846. f V^^^^ is*ct found from c"g"d^a"e
See App. XX. sect. N. No. 5. With regard to "b"fZ "cff, from c,9 found from first the

both Sebastian and Emanuel Bach's relation to major Third c + e^ and then the Fifths ^| "

it,see Bosanquel'sMusical Intervals aitd Tern- 6,"/,5 "c,J .- Translator.]
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and essentiallyinjurethe calmness of the triad,because theyare twice and thrice

as fast as the others. It is onlyin soft qualitiesof tone that they are but little

observed, or, when observed,are so covered by stronger unbroken tones as to be

very slightlymarked.
Hence in rapidpassages, with a soft qualityand moderate intensityof tone,the

evils of tempered intonation are but littleapparent. Now, almost all instrumental

music isdesignedfor rapidmovement, and this forms its essential advantageover

vocal music. We might,indeed,raise the questionwhether instrumental music

had not rather been forced into rapidityof movement by this very tempered into-nation,

which did not allow us to feelthe fullharmoniousness of slow chords to the

8ame extent as is possiblefrom well-trained singers,and that instruments had

consequentlybeen forced to renounce this branch of music.

Tempered intonation was firstand especiallydevelopedon the pianoforte,and

hence graduallytransferred to other instruments. Now, on the pianofortecircum- f

stances reallyf"vour the concealment of the imperfectionsdue to the temperament.
The tones of a pianoforteare very loud onlyat the moment of striking,and their

loudness rapidlydiminishes. This, as I have alreadyhad occasion to mention,

causes their combinational tones to be audible at the firstmoment only,and hence

makes them very difficultto hear. Beats from that source must therefore be left

out of consideration. The beats which depend on the upper partialshave been

eliminated in modern pianofortes(especiallyin the higher Octaves, where they
would have done most harm),owing to the mode in which upper partialsare

greatlyweakened and the qualityof tone much softened by regulatingthe striking

place,as I have explainedin Chap.V. (p.776). Hence on a pianofortethe defi-ciencies

of the intonation are less marked than on any mstrument with sustained

tones, and yet are not quiteabsent. When I go from my justly-intonedharT-

monium to a grandpianoforte,every note of the lattersounds false and disturbing,

especiallywhen I strikeisolated successions of chords. In rapid melodic figuresf
and passages, and in arpeggiochords,the effectis lessdisagreeable.Hence older

musicians especiallyrecommended the equaltemperament for the pianofortealone.
Matheson, in doingso, acknowledgesthat for organs Silberman*s unequaltempera-
ment, in which the usual keys were keptpure,*is more advantageous.Emanuel
Bach says that a correctlytuned pianofortehas the most perfectintonation of all

instruments^ which in the above sense is correct. The greatdiffusion and conve-nience

of pianofortesmade it subsequentlythe chief instrument for the studyof
music and itsintonation the patternfor that of all other instruments.

On the other hand, for the harsher stopson the organ, as the mixture and reed

stops,the deficiencies of equaltemperament are extremelystriking.It is con-sidered

inevitable that when the mixture stops are playedwith full chords an aw ful

din (hollenldrm)must ensue, and organistshave submitted to their fate. Now this

is mainlydue to equaltemperament, because if the Fifths and Thirds in the pipe^
for each digitalof the mixture stopswere not tuned justly,every singlenote would ^

produce beats by itself. But when the Fifths and Thirds between the notes

belongingto the different digitalsare tuned in equaltemperament,every chord

famishes at once temperedand justFifths and Thirds, and the result is a restless

blurred confusion of sounds. And yetitis preciselyon the organ it would be so

easy by a few stopsto regulatethe action for each key so as to produceharmonious
chords.t

Whoever has heard the differencebetween justly-intonedand tempered chords,

can feel no doubt that it would be the greatestpossiblegain for a largeorgan to

omit half itsstops,which are mostlymere toys,and double the number of tones

* [Probablythis was the xneantone tern- 1850 there is a descriptionof an organ by
penunent explainedon p. 32 1, note t." Trans- Poole, which is tuned justlyfor all keys
lalor.] by means of stops. fSee App. XVIII. second

t From Zamminer'B book (p.140),I see that paragraph,and App. XX. sect. F. No. 7, where

in Silliman's American Journal of Science for Poole's new keyboard without stopsis figured.]
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in the Octave, so as to be able,by means of suitable stops,to playcorrectlyin all

keys.*
The case is the same for the harmonium as for these stopson the organ. Its

powerfulfalse combinational tones and its grittytremblingchords,both due U"

temperedintonation,are certainlythe reason why many musicians pronounce this

instrument to be out of tune, and dismiss it at once as too tryingto the nerves.

Orchestral instruments can generallyaltertheir pitchslightly.Bowed instru-ments

are perfectlyunfettered as to intonation ; wind instruments caji be made a

littlesharperor flatterby blowingwith more or lessforce. They are, indeed, all

adaptedfor equaltemperament,but good playershave the means of indulgingtlie
ear to some extent. Hence, passages in Thirds for wind instruments,when
executed by indifferentplayers,often sound desperatelyfalse (verzweifeltfalsch),
whereas good performers,with delicate ears, make them sound perfectlywell.

^ The bowed instruments are peculiar.From the firsttheyhave retained their

tuning in perfectFifths. The violins themselves have the perfectFifths,G"D
"i4"jB. The tenor and violoncello give the Fifth C:hG in addition. Now,

every scale has itsown peculiarfingering,and hence every pupilcould be easOy
practisedin playingeach scale in itsproper intonation,and then, of course, tones

of the same name but in differentkeyscould not be rtoppedin the same way, and

even the major Third of tliemajor scale of C, when the C of the tenor is taken

as the tonic,must not be playedon the E stringof the violin,because this gi^-es
E and not ^j. Nevertheless,tlie modem school of violin-playingsince the time

of Spohr,aims especiallyat producmg equally-temperedintonation,althoughthis
caimot be completelyattained,owing to the perfectFifths of the open strings.At

any rate,the acknowledgedintention of presentviolin-playersis to produce only
1 2 degreesin the Octave. The sole exceptionwhich theyallow isfor double-stop
passages, in which the notes have to be somewhat differentlystoppedfrom what

fjfthey are when playedalone. But this exceptionis decisive. In double-stop
passages the individual playerfeelshimself responsiblefor the harmoniousness "tf

the interval,and it liescompletelywithin his power to make it good or bad. Any
violin-playerwill easilybe able to verifythe following"ct. Tune the stringsof
the violin in the perfectFifths G"D".A",E, and find where the fingermast be

pressedon the A stringto producethe B, which will givea perfectFourth B...E,

Now, let him, without moving his finger,strike this same B togetherwith the

open D string. The interval D...B would, accordingto the usual view, be a

major Sixth,but it would be a Pythagoreanone [of 906 cents]. In order to

obtain iiieconsonant Sixth D...B1 [of884 cents],the fingerwould have to be

drawn back for about ij Paris lines (nearlŷ% inch),a distance quiteappreciable
in stoppings,and sufficientto alter the pitchand the beautyof the consonance

most perceptibly.
But itis clear that if individual playersfeelthemselves obligedto distinguish

^ the differentvalues of the notes in the different consonances, there is no reason

why the bad Thirds of the Pythagoreanseries of Fifths should be retained in

quartettplaying.Chords of several parts, executed by several performersin
a quartett,often sound very ill,even when each singleone of these performers
can perform solo piecesvery well and pleasantly; and, on the otlierhand, when

quartettsare playedby finely-cultivatedartists,itis impossibleto detect any false

consonances. To my mind the onlyassignablereason for these results is that

practisedviolinistswith a delicate sense of harmony,know how to stop the tones

theywant to hear,and hence do not submit to the rules of an imperfectschool.

* [That is,as correctlyas on the Author's more than three-quartersinstead of only on"-

justly-intonedharmoniam, but that is far too half of the stops. And then musicians would

deficientin power of modulation into minor have to learn how to use a practicallyjust
keys,to make it worth while to construct it scale,and how to adapt tempered music to it,
on a great orgali. Nothing short of the 53 both of which present considerable difiBiculties.
division of the Octave (p.328c)would suffice, It is,therefore,safe to say that nothing of the
and this would necessitate the omission of kind will be done. " Translator. ^^
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That performersof the highestrank do reallyplayin justintonation,has been

directlyprovedby the very interestingand exact results of Delezenne.* This

observer determined the individual notes of the major scale,as it was playedby
distinguishedviolinistsand violoncellists,by means of an accuratelygauged string,
and found that these playersproducedcorrectlyperfectThirds and Sixths,and

neither equallytemperednor PythagoreanThirds or Sixths. I was fortunate

enough to have an opportunityof making similar observations by means of my
liarmonium on Herr Joachim. He tuned his violin exactlywith the g"d"a"e
of my instrument. I then requestedhim to playthe scale,and immediatelyhe
had playedthe Third or Sixth,I gave the correspondingnote on the harmonium.

By means of beats it was easy to determine that this distinguishedmusician used

bi and not b as the major Third to g, and Sy not e as the Sixth.f But if the best

playerswho are thoroughlyacquaintedwith what they are playingare able

to overcome the defects of their school and of the temperedsystem, it would ^

certainlywonderfullysmooth the pathof performersof the second order,in their

attempts to attain a perfectensemble^if theyhad been accustomed from the first

to playthe scales by natural intervals. The greater trouble attendingthe first

attempts would be amply repaidby the result when the ear has once become

accustomed to hear perfectconsonances. It is reallymuch easier to apprehend
the differences between notes of the same name in justintonation than people
usuallyimagine,when the ear has once become accustomed to the effectof just
consonances. A confusion between a^ and a in a consonant chord on my har-monium

strikesme with the same readiness and certaintyas a confusion between

A and A\}on b^pianoforte.it
I am, however,too httle acquaintedwith the technicalitiesof violin-playing,

to attempt making any proposalsfor a definite regulationof the tonal system of

bowed instruments. This must be left to masters of this instrument who at the

same time possess the powers of a composer. Such men will readilyconvince %
themselves by the testimonyof their ears, that the factshere adduced are correct,

and perceivethat,far from being useless mathematical speculations,they are

practicalquestionsof very greatimportance.
The case is preciselysimilar for our presentsingers.For singing,intonation

is perfectlyfree,whereas on bowed instruments, the fivetones of the open strings
at least have an unalterable pitch. In singingthe pitchcan be made most easily
and perfectlyto follow the wishes of a fine musical ear. Hence all music began
with singing;" and singingwill alwaysremain the true and natural school of all

music. The onlyintervalswhich singerscan strikewith certaintyand perfection,
are such as they can comprehend with certaintyand perfection,and what the

singereasilyand naturallysingsthe hearer will also easilyand naturallyunder-
Btand.**

* Recueil des Travaux de la SodiU des when isolated from the rest of the scale,I
Sciences

f
de V Agriculture,et des Arts de Lille, find it difficultto distinguishbetween the just^

1826 et premier semestre 1827; Mimoire sur and the Pythagorean major Third. But when

les Valeurs nuirUriquedes Notes de la Oatnme, I play on my harmonium the completemelody
par M. Delezenne. [See especiallypp. 55-6.] of some well-known air without harmonies the

For observations on corresponding circum- PythagoreanThird alwaysfeels tome strained,
stances in singing,see Appendix XVIII. the perfectThird calm and soft. It is only in

t Messrs. Comu and Mercadier have indeed the leadingnote, perhaps, that the sharper
publishedcontradictoryobservations. {Comptes Third is more expressive. [See App. XX.

liendus de VAcad. des Sc, de Paris, 8 et "2 sect. G. arts. 6 and 7, for the results of later

F^vrier,1869.) They let a musician play the experimentsby Messrs. Comu and Mercadier.

Third of a major chord firet in melodic sue- " Translator.]
cession,and then in harmonious consonance. X U^ ^ consonant chord the difference is

In the latter case it was always 4:5. But striking,melodicallynot so. An eminent

in melodic succession the performer selected teacher of singingcould only by great atten-

a somewhat sharper Third. I am bound to tion tellthe difference when I alternated a" a

reply,that in melodic succession the major and d" c2in the major scale of C. " Translator.]
Third is not a very characteristicallydeter- " [Itmust not be forgotten,however, that

mined interval,and that all livingmusicians the voice was the onlymusical instrument at

have been accustomed to sharp Thirds on the firstknovfn." Translator.]
pianoforte.In the simple succession c + e-y,

"" [That this must also apply to non-har*
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Down to the seventeenth centurysingerswere practisedby the monocbord, for

which Zarlino in the middle of the sixteentlicenturyreintroduced the correct

natural intonation. Singerswere then practisedwith a degreeof care of which

we have at presentno conception.We can even now see from the Italian music

of the fifteenthand sixteenth centuries that theywere calculated for most periiBct
intonation of the chords,and that their whole effectis destroyedas soon as this

intonation is executed with insufficient precision.
But it is impossiblenot to acknowledgethat at the presentdayfew even of our

opera singersare able to execute a httle piecefor several voices,when either

totallyunaccompanied,or at most accompaniedby occasional chords, (as, for

example,tlietrio for the three masks, ProteggaitgiustocielOyfrom the finale to

the firstact of Mozart *s Don Giovanni,)in a manner suited to givethe hearer a

full enjoymentof itsperfectharmony. The chords almost alwayssound a little

% sharp or uncertain,so that theydisturb a musical hearer. But where are our

singersto learn justintonation and make their ears sensitivefor perfectchords ?

They are from the firsttaughtto sing to the equally-temperedpianoforte.If a

majorchord is struck as an accompaniment,theymay sing a perfectconsonance
with its root, its Fifth,or its Third. This givesthem about the fifthpartof a

Semitone fortheir voices to choose from without decidedlysingingout of harmony,
and even if tlieysing a littlesharper than consonance witli the sharpThird

requires,or a littleflatterthan consonance with the flat Fifth requires,the
harmoniousness of the chord will not be reallymuch more damaged. The singer
who practisesto a tempered instrument has no principleat all for exactlyand

certainlydeterminingthe pitchof his voice.*

On tlieother hand, we often hear four musical amateurs who have practised
much together,singingquartettsin perfectlyjustintonation. Indeed, my own

experienceleads me almost to affirm that quartettsare more frequentlyheard

5 with justintonation when smig by young men who scarcelysinganythingelse,
and often and regularlypractisethem, than when sung by instructed solo singers
who are accustomed to the accompaniment of the pianoforteor the orchestra. But

correct intonation in singingis so far above allothers tliefirstcondition of beauty,
that a song when sung in correct intonation even by a weak and unpractisedvoice
alwayssounds agreeable,whereas the richest and most practisedvoice offends the

hearer when it singsfalse,or sharpens.
The case is the same as for bowed instruments. The instruction of our present

singersby means of temperedinstruments isunsatisfactory,but those who possess

good musical talents are ultimatelyable by their own practiceto strikeout the

rightpath for themselves,and overcome the error of their originalinstruction.

They even succeed the earlier,perhaps,the sooner theyquitschool,although,of

course, I do not mean to denythat fluencyin singing,and the disuse of all kinds

of bad ways can onlybe acquiredin school.

f It is clearlynot necessary to temper the instruments to which the singer
practises.A singlekey sufficesfor these exercises,and that can be correctly
tuned. We do not requireto use the same pianofor the teachingto singand for

playingsonatas. Of course it would be better to practisethe singerto a justly*
intoned organ or harmonium in which by means of two manuals all keysmay be

used.t Sustained tones are preferableas an accompanimentbecause the singer
himself can immediatelyhear the beats between the instrument and his voice

when he alters the pitchslightly.Draw his attention to these beats,and he will

monic scales is evident from the fact that wo aid not suit. Stillthe Harmonioal, or, for

music has existed for thousands of years, but modulating purposes, the just harmoniom or

harmonic scales have been in use only a few justconcertina,may prove of service. Other-

centuries,and are far from being even yet wise specialinstruments must be used, as Mr.

univeraal." Translator.] Colin Brown's Voice-Harmonium. The Tonic
" See Appendix XVIII. So^.faists teach without any accompaniment,
t ;Voices differ so much that the bame not even that of the teacher's voic^e,but

pitch for the tonic, that is the same key, rapidlyintroduce part music" IVaHfiiotor."
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then have a means of cbeckiiighis own voice in the most decisive manner. This

is very easy on my justly-intonedharmonium, as I know by experience.It is

onlyafter the singerhas learned to hear every slightdeviation from correctness

announced by a strikingincident,that itbecomes possiblefor him to regulatethe
motions of his larynxand the tension of his vocal chords with sufficientdelicacy
to produce the tone which his ear demands. When we requirea delicate use of

the muscles of any partof the human body,as, in this case, of the larynx,there
must be some sure means of ascertainingwhether success has been attained. Now

the presence or absence of beats givessuch a means of detectingsuccess or failure

when a voice isaccompaniedby sustained chords in justintonation. But tempered
chords which producebeats of their own are necessarilyquiteunsuited for such a

purpose.

Finally,we cannot,I think,failto recognisethe influence of temperedintona-tion

upon the styleof composition.The iirsteffectof thisinfluence was favourable, f'
It allowed composers as well as playersto move freelyand easilyinto all keys,and
thus openedup a new weaAth of modulation. On the other hand, we hkewise cannot

fail to recognisethat the alterationof intonation also compelledcomposers to have

recourse to some such wealth of modulation. For when the intonation of consonant

chords ceased to be perfect,and the differencesbetween their various inversions

and positionswere, as a consequence, nearlyobhterated,it was necessary to use

more powerfulmeans, to have recourse to a frequentemploymentof harsh disso-nances,

and to endeavour by less usual modulations to replacethe characteristic

expression,which the harmonies proper to the keyitselfhad ceased to possess.
Hence in many modem compositionsdissonant chords of the dominant Seventh

form the majority,and consonant chords the minority,yet no one can doubt that

this isthe reverse of what oughtto be the case ; and continual bold modulational

leapsthreaten entirelyto destroythe feehng for tonahty. These are unpleasant
symptoms for the further developmentof art. The mechanism of instruments ^
and attention to their convenience,threaten to lord it over the natural require-ments

of the ear, and to destroyonce more the principleupon which modem

musical art isfounded,the steadypredominanceof the tonic tone and tonic chord.

Among our greatcomposers, Mozart and Beethoven were yet at the commence-ment

of the reignof equal temperament. Mozart had stillan opportunityof
making extensive studies in the compositionof song. He is master of the sweetest

possibleharmoniousness,where he desires it,but he is almost the last of such

masters. Beethoven eagerlyand boldlyseized the wealth offered by instrumental

music, and in his powerfulhands it became the appropriateand readytool for

producingeffectswhich none had hitherto attempted. But he used the human

voice as a mere handmaid, and consequentlyshe has also not lavished on him the

highestmagic of her beauty.
And afterall,I do not know that it was so necessary to sacrificecorrectness of

intonation to the convenience of musical instruments. As soon as violinists have f
resolved to playevery scale in justintonation,which can scarcelyoccasion any

difliculty,the other orchestral instruments will have to suit themselves to the

correcter intonation of the violins. Horns and trumpetshave alreadynaturally
justintonation.*

Moreover,we must observe that when justintonation is made the groundwork
of modulations,even comparativelysimplemodulational excursions will occasion

enharmonic confusions (amountingto a comma) which do not appear as such in

the temperedsystem.f
To me it seems necessary that the new tonic into which we modulate should

'*' [Beferringto this passage, Mr. Blaikley in practice/ See the whole of this paper,

says (Proceediyigsof the Musical Association^ and the discussion on it,and also see supra,
vol. iv. p. 56): ' This must be taken as being pp. 97^,996,notes." Translator,]
particularlyand not generallytrue, that is, t [See p. 324"{,note'*',and p. 340c, note *"

though the ideal instrument has such charac- "Translator.]
teristics,this ideal is not necessarilyattained
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be related to the tonic in which we are playing; the nearer the relationship,the

more strikingthe transition. Again,it is not advisable to remain longin a key
which is not related to the principaltonic of the piece.With these principlesthe
rules for modulation usuallygivencoincide. The easiest and most usual tran-sitions

are into the keyof the dominant or subdominant,these tones being,as is

well known, the nearest relationsof the firsttonio" Henoe ifthe originalkeyis C,

we can pass immediatelyinto G major,and thus changethe tones F and Ai of the

scale of C majorinto F^jf^and A. Or we can pass into F majorbyexchangingi?,
and D for B\}and Di. After this stephas been made, the music will often pass

into a keywith a tonic related to C in the second degreeonly,as from GtoDor

from F to B\}. By proceedingin this way we should come to keysas A and ^t",
of which the relationto the originaltonic C would be very obscure and in which

itwould certainlynot be advisable to remain longfor fear of too much weakening
f the feelingfor the originaltonic.

Again, we may also modulate from the principaltonic C to its Thirds and

Sixths,to E^ and A^ or E^\}and A^\}. Li tempered intonation these changes
seem to be the same as from O and D to A and E^ or from F and B\}to E\}and
A\}, But theydifferin the pitch,as shewn by the differentmarks A and ^i, "c.

In the temperedintonation it seems allowable to go by a Sixth from c to the key a,

and then by Fifths back,to d, g, and then c again. But in realitywe thus reach

a d fferent c from that with which we began. By such a transition,which is

certainlynot quitenatural,we should be obligedto make an enharmonic exchange
[alterationof pitchby a comma], and thiswould be best done while in the keyof "f,
since both d and dy are related to c in the second degree.In the comphcated
modulations of modem composers such enharmonic changeswill of course have

to be often made. A cultivated taste will have to judgein each individual case

how theyare to be introduced,but itwill be probablyadvisable to retain the roles

f alreadymentioned, and to choose the intonation of the new tonics introduced by
modulation m such a manner as will keep them as closelyrelated to the prin*
cipaltonic as possible.Enharmonic changesare least observed when theyare

made immediatelybefore or after stronglydissonant chords,as those of the

diminished Seventh. Such enharmonic changesof pitchare alreadysometimes

clearlyand intentionallymade by violinists,and where theyare suitable even pro*

duce a very goodeffect.*
t If we desire to producea scale in almost preciselyjustintonation,which will

allow of an indefinite power of modulation without havingrecourse to enhar-monic

changes, ŵe can effectour purpose by the division of the Octave into 53

exactlyequalparts,as was longago proposedby Mercator [torepresentPytha-gorean
intonation].Mr. E. H. M. Bosanquet"has recentlyprovidedthis tem-perament,

as realised on an harmonium, with a symmetricallyarrangedfinger-board.
When the Octave is divided into 53 equal intervals or degrees,31 such

^ degreesgivean almost perfectFifth,the error of which is only^\ of the error

of the Fifth of the usual equaltemperament,and 17 of these degreesgivea major
Third, of which the error in defect is only^ of the above-named error of the Fifth

in equaltemperament.**The error of the Fifth in this systemmust be considered

* See examplesin C. E. Naumann's JSes^im- in Boom Q of the ScientificCollections ai the

mungen der Tonverhdltnisse (Determinations South KensingtonMaseam].
ol the Tonal Katios),Leipzig,1858,pp. 48,sqq. ** On convertingthe ratio of the extent of

f [From here to the end of the chapter the interval of a Fifth to that of an Octave

is an addition to the 4th German edition." (thatis log.1-5 .*log.2)into a continued frac-

Translator.] tion,we get the followingapproximations:
t [This is unfortunatelynot the case

j^
-- y^ Fifths,

when translatingequallytemperedmusic, as
nearly = 7 31 179 Octaves

shewn by the last example." Tratwia/or.] \
" An Elementary Treatise on Musical And by a similar approximation

Intervals and Temperament, London, Mac-
^ 28 59 major Thirds-

millan, 1875. The instrument described was nearly-i 9 19 Octaves,
exhibited in the Scientific Loan Exhibition at

South Kensington [in May 1876,and is still TAs these approximationsgiveno coneep-
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as quiteinappreciable,that of the majorThird is stillmore difficultto perceivethan
that of the equallytemperedFifth.* In these degreesthe majorscale will be

C D E, F G Ay By G

degrees o 9 17 22 31 39 48 53

differences 9859895

These differencesof 9, 8, 5 correspondto the major,minor, and half Tone of

the justscale. Each separate degree of the scale correspondsnearlywith the

interval 77 : 76 [=2 2 '6 cents]and is therefore extremelylittlegreaterthan the

comma 81 : 80 [=21*5 cents],which in the justscale givesthe differencebetween

a largeor diatonic Semitone [16 : i5=:ii2 cents]and a small Semitone or limma

[256 : 243=90 cents]. The ear cannot distinguishthis scale from the juBt,tand
in its practicalapplicationsitadmits of unhmited modulation in what isequalto
exact intonation. The differencebetween our c, and c, or our c and c' would answer

to sharpeningby one degree. Mr. Bosanquettherefore employsthe convenien' IT

signs\c for c, and /c for c*,Wc for c^, "c. These signs,\and /, he also

employsbefore notes on the staff,exactlyas we employjfand \},The fingerboardis

arrangedin a very comprehensibleand symmetricalway to make the fingeringof
all scales and all chords the same in allkeys.t A diagramof the keyboardwill
be found in App.XIX. "

Perhapsa justificationis needed for our havingin this whole theoryof keys
and modulations,identifiedthe keyof the Octave with that of its root, while

tion of the extreme closeness with which the

53 division,ifaccuratelytaned, woald approxi-mate to justintonation,I annex the following
table :

Hence for alltertian intervals the approxima-tion
is within 2 cents,often within i cent.

The septimal comma being greater than I

degree,the 'Bb is too sharp by 5 cents.

StiU the 53 div. chord C I E, Gl'Bb ish

greatimprovement on the justC : E^ : G : Bb.
The 17^1 harmonic is 8 cents too sharp,but
the chord of the diminished Seventh in the

53 div. Ej : O : 'Bb : ^^Bb is much superior
to the just form E^: O: Bb: D'b, though
from its just surroundingsinferior in. effect

to the equallytempered E : O : Bb I Db."

Translator,]
* [Both,however,give rise to beats which

are of great importance to the tuner. See

App. XX. sect. G. art. 20." Translator.]

t [Melodically; but harmonically,at least

as the intervals were tuned on Mr. Bosanquet's
instrument, there was a decidedlyperceptible
difference to an ear, accustomed as mine was,
to listen to justintonation. Traimlator.]

% [Prof.Helmholtz adds,* after a plan in-vented

by the American, Mr. H. W. Poole.* I fl
have omitted this line because,althoughMr.
Poolers remarkable fingerboard(figuredin
App. XX. sect. F. No. 6) also allows of playing
with the same fingeringin all keys, it was

not intended for the 53 division,and it bears

no resemblance to that of Mr. Bosanquet,
who has the exclusive merit of inventingand
practicallycarryingout his extraordinary* gene-ralised

keyboard,'which issuitable for allcycles
(exceptthe ordinaryone of 12)that resolve the

tones used into a seriesof temperedFifths. See

App. XX. sect. A. art. 20 ^({."Translator,]
" [InApp. XX. sect. F. No. 8, 1 have added

a further account of this invention,and (ibii.
No. 9) a notice of another keyboardfor a reed
instrument called the Harmon^ also usingthe
53 division,invented and executed by Mr. James
Paul White, a tuner, of Springfield,Massachu-setts,

U.S. kmetioik. "Translator.]
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we have distinguishedthe key of the Twelfth. lii tlie usual school of musical

theory,the meaning of the sound of the Octave is completelyidentifiedwith that

of its root,and is so treated. For us, on the other hand, the Octave is onlythe
Tone most nearlyand clearlyrelated to the root;but its relationshipis the same

in kind as that of the Twelfth,or the next highermajorThird (Seventeenth)to
the root.

Now we have shewn in p. 273a that in the particularrelation of the forma-tion

of scales,that is of the determination of the key,the higherOctave introduces

the same seriesof directlyrelated tones as does the lower,althoughin a somewhat

differentorder of strengthof relationship.Only throughoutthe formation of the

lower Octave the tones of the majorscale are favoured,and in the formation of

the upper Octave those of the minor scale are preferred,but not to the exclusion

of those of other scales.

m When we proceedbeyondthe limits of the firstOctave, the relationshipsof

tone depending on the six firstpartialsgiveonlythe Tenth and Twelfth. The

other stepsof the scales have then to be filledup with tones related in the second

degree,and, among these,the relations of the Octave must have the preference,
and next those of the Twelfth. H.nce in the second Octave we have necessarily
a repetitionof the scale of the first. By this means, in the formation of scales an

equivalenceof Octaves is established,without any necessityfor assuminga speci-fically
differentrelationof similaritybetween them and the root, as we had to do

for the other consonances. In the formation of consonant intervals,the usual

theoryof music also considers the Octaves as equivalentto the roots. This is

within certain hmits correct,because the intervalsusuallyconsidered as consonant,

remain consonant when one of their tones istransposedby an Octave, or at least

produceintervalswhich lieon the limits of consonance. But here the usual rule

of the school reallygave a very imperfectexpressionof the facts^since,as we

^ have shewn in ChaptersX.,XI.,and XII., the degreeand sequence of the con-sonance

are reallymateriallyaltered by these changes,and composers who have

outgrown the rules of the school,have also very clearlyhad regardto tliese

alterations.

CHAPTER XVII.

OF DISGOBDS.

When voices move foi-wardmelodicallyin partmusic,the generalrule is that they
must form consonances with each other. For it is onlyas long as theyare con-sonant,

that there is an uninterruptedfusion of the correspondingauditoryseusa-
tions. As soon as they are dissonant the individual partsmutuallydisturb each

other,and each is a hindrance to the "ree motion of the other. To this estlietic

reason must be added the purelyphysicalconsideration,that consonances cause

an agreeablekind of gentleand uniform excitement to the ear which is distin-guished

by its greater varietyfrom that produced by a singlecompound tone,
whereas the sensation caused by intermittent dissonances is distressingand ex-hausting.

However, the rule that the various partsshould make consonances with each

other,is not without exception. The esthetic reason for tliisrule is not opposed
to an occasional and temporarydissonance among the various parts,providedthe
motion of the parts is so contrived as to make the directionsof the different voices

perfectlyeasy to follow by the ear. Hence, in addition to the generallaws of scale

and. key, to which the direction of every part is subject,there are particularrulc^
for the progressionof voices throughdiscords. Again,dissonances cannot be en-tirely

excluded because consonances arc physicallymore agreeable.That which
is physicallyagreeableis an importantadjunctand supportto estheticbeauty,but
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it is certainlynot identicalwith it. On the contrary,in all arts we frequently
employ its opposite,that which is physicallydisagreeable,partlyto bringthe

beautyof the firstinto relief,by contrast,and partlyto gain a more powerful
means for the expressionof passion.Dissonances are used for similarpurposes in

music. They are partlymeans of contrast,to giveprominenceto the impression
made by consonances, and partlymeans of expression,not merelyforpeculiarand
isolatedemotional disturbances,but generallyto heightenthe impressionof musical

progress and impetuosity,because when the ear has been distressedbydissonances

it longsto return to the calm current of pure consonances. It is for this last

reason that dissonances are prominentlyemployedimmediatelybefore the conclu-sion

of a piece,where they were regularlyintroduced even by the old masters of

medieval polyphony. But to effect this objectin usingthem, the motion of the

partsmust be so conducted that the hearer can feel throughoutthat the partsare

pressingforward throughthe dissonance to a followingconsonance, and,althoughT
tliismay be delayedor frustrated,the anticipationof itsapproachisthe onlymotive
which justifiesthe existence of the dissonances.

Since any relation of pitchwhich cannot be expressedin small numbers is

dissonant,and it is onlythe number of the consonances which is limited,the

number of possibledissonances would be infinitewere it not that the individual

partscomposinga discord in music must necessarilyobey the laws of melodic

motion, that is,must liewithin the scale. Consonances have an independentright
to exist. Our modem scales have been formed upon them. But dissonances are

allowable only as transitions between consonances. They have no independent
right of existence,and tlie partscomposingthem are consequentlyobhged to

move within the degreeof the scales,by the same laws that were established in

favour of the consonances.

On proceedingto a detailed consideration of the separatedissonant intervals,it
should be rememberod that in theoreticalmusic the normal positionof discords is H

taken to be that which arranges theirtones as a seriesof Thirds. This,forexample,
is the rule for the chord of the dominant Seventh, which consists of the root,its

Third,Fifth,and Seventh. The Fifth forms a Third with the Thurd,and the

Seventh forms a Third with the Fifth. Hence we can consider a Fifth to be com-posed

of two, and a Seventh of three Thirds. By invertingTliirds we obtain

Sixths, by invertingFifths we obtain Fourths, and by invertingSevenths we

obtain Seconds. In this way all the intervals in the scale are reproduced.
Usingthe presentmodification of Hauptmann's notation,it iseasilyseen how

differentintervals of the same name must differfrom each other in magnitude.
We have onlyto remember that c^ is a comma higherthan 0, and C| two commas

lower than c^ and one comma lower than c, and that the comma is about the fifth

partof a Semitone.

To obtain a generalview of both the magnitudeand roughnessof the dissonant

intervals,I have constructed fig.6t (p.333a),in which the curve of roughnessis%

copiedfrom fig.60 A (p.1936).The base line X Y signifiesthe intervalof an Octave,

upon which the individual consonant and dissonant intervals are set off from X,

accordingto their magnitudeon this scale.* On the lower side of the base are

marked the twelve equalSemitcHies of the equally-temperedscale [eachdistant
from the other by 100 cents],and on the upper side the consonant and dissonant

intervals which occur in justly-intoned scales. The magnitudeof the interval is

alwaysto be measured on the base line from X to the correspondingverticalline.
The vertical lines correspondingto the consonances have been producedto tlie

upper margins of the diagram, and those for the dissonances have been made

shorter. The lengthof the verticalsinterceptedbetween the base and the curve

of roughnessshews the comparativedegreeof roughnessprobablypossessedby tlie

interval when playedin a violinqualityof tone.

" [That is,assuming X Y to represent the X of any line shewing the interyal,givcathe
cents in an Octave or 1200, the distance from centb in that interval. -Translator.]
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* [Tabclab Expbbssiom or thb Duobam, Fio. 6i Opposite.
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Pig. 6i. (See iwte * opposite,)

The precedingtabular expressionof the

diagram will be often found eonvenient. The

degree of roughness was determined by mea-suring

the lengthsof the verticals in the dia-gram

in hundredths of an inch. The names of

the notes are givenin the notation of the text,
usingsuperiorand inferior figuresfor the lines

above and below in the diagram. The sign||
means * equallytempered/ and '*' ' consonance.'

The cross lines group the justintervals repre-sented

by a singletempered interval. The

cents are cyclical,as in the Duodenarium,

App. XX. sect. E. art. i8.

The intervals in the diagram are not noted

as from C to another tone, but as between the

two tones where they usuallyoccur, except in

the equalintonation below. In the Table both

are given. The verticals for the dissonances

Were placed in two rows in re-cuttingthe
diagram for the ist edition of this translation,

pierelyfor the purpose of clearness,to prevent
the letters from coming too close to each other,
but without attachingany meaning to the differ-ence

of row ; the other differences described in

the text have been retained. The diagram also

uses the lines above and below the letters em-ployed

in the ist edition,(p.2770, note *)and

separates the letters by ( " ),(p.276^, note f)
as it was not considered advisable to re-engrave

it. In the Table, however, the notation of the

text is restored.

Tabic of Roughness.

The followingis a comparativearrangement
of these intervals in order of roughness,the

consonances beingmarked *,and the tempered
intervals ||. The number in a parenthesisis
that of the interval when it is contained in the

precedingTable. The name given to each in-terval

in App. XX. sect. D. is annexed, fol-lowing

by itsroughnesst marked
* ro.'

Rough iicffs

* o" (25)justFifth.

Roughness

II I " (24)tempered Fifth representing(25)
justFifth,ro. o, and (23)grave
Fifth,ro. 44.

" 2" (15)justFourth.

g 3" (16)temperedFourth, representing(15)
_

just Fourth, ro. 2, and (17)H
acute Fourth,ro. 27.

"
3 -(29) justmajor Sixth.

" 8" (12)justmajor Third.

15" (33)extreme sharpSixth.
II 16 " (13)tempered major Third, represent-ing

(12)justmajor Third, ro. 8,
and (14)diminished Fourth, ro.

25," and also the Pythagorean
major Third, ifrequired,ro. 19.

II 18" (20) tempered sharp Fourth or flat

Fifth, representing(19) false

Fourth or Tritone, ro. 20, (21)
diminished Fifth, ro. 28, (18)
superfluousFourth, ro. 32, and

(22) acute diminished Fifth,
ro. 35.

19" Pythagorean major Third c I e "SJ-
408 cents. See p. 334, note J. g|

" 20 " (28)justminor Sixth. "

" 20" (II)justminor Third.

2a" (19)false Fourth or Tritone.

II 22" (30)tempered major Sixth,represent-ing
(29)justmajor Sixth, ro. 3,

(31)PyUiagorean major Sixth,
ro. 24, and (32) diminished

Seventh, ro. 24.

II 22 " (27)tempered minor Sixth, represent-ing
(28) just minor Sixth, ro.

20, and (26)grave superfluous
Fifth,ro. 3Q.

23 " (34)minor Seventh.

II 24- (35)tempered minor Seventh, repre-senting

(33)the extreme sharp
Sixth, ro. 15; (34) the minor

Seventh, ro. 23, and (36) the

acute minor Seventh, ro. 25.

[Continuedon next page]
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The various Thirds,Fifths,and Sevenths of the scale are foand by arranging
it in Thirds thus: "

A. Tones op the MiUOR Scale.

hx-dlf+ai " c + Bi-g + bi'-dlf-ax

5T T T " f
32 A
2T "

B. Tones of the Minor Scale.

^r l i; T^ " " IS
A %\

For the minor scale I have assumed the usual form with the majorSeventh,

^ because scales with the minor Seventh yieldthe same intervals as the major
scale.*

I. Thirds and Sixths.

The above schemes shew that in the justly-intonedmajor and minor scales,

three kinds of Thirds occur, and their inversions givethree kinds of Sixths. These

are:

i) The jiistly-intoned major Third ^,

inversion the minor Sixth |^,

0

[i2,cents 386, roughness8],tand its

[28,cents 814, roughness20],both consonant.

-Therjttstlfintonod mi;iior~ThrcL {jD[11,cents 316,roughness20],and its

inversion the viajorSixth f , [29,cents ^4,roughness3],also both consonant.

3) The Pythagoreanminor Third ^^, [9,cents 294, roughness26],between
the extreme tones of the key,d and /. If we used dy in placeof d, this interval

would occur between by and d^. On comparingthis dissonant minor Third d \f
with the consonant minor Third dy^f, we find that the former is a comma

closer than the latter,since d ib a, comma sharperthan dy. The Pythagorean
minor Third is somewhat less harmonious than the justminor Third,but tlie

difference between them is not so great as that between the two corresponding
major Thirds.^ The differenceof the two cases consists,first,in the major Tliird

beinga much more perfectconsonance than the minor Third, and consequently
much more liableto injuryfrom defects of intonation ; and secondlyin the nature

RouRhneas

1} 24" (10)temperedminor Third,represent-ing
(11)justminor Third, ro.

20 ; (8)acute augmented Tone,
ro. 24, and (9) Pythagorean
minor Third, ro. 26.

24" (31)Pythagoreanmajor Sixth.

24 " Pythagoreanminor Sixth c : ab -^ii
= 792 cents.

I 24 " (32)diminished Seventh.

24" (8)augmented Tone.

II 25" (5)tempered major Second or whole

Tone, representing(7)diminished
minor Third, ro. 30, (6)major
Tone, ro. 32, and (4)minor Tone,
ro. 38.

25" (14)diminished Fourth.

25 " (36)acute minor Seventh.

26 " (9)Pythagoreanminor Third.

27" (17)acute Fourth.

28" (21)diminished Fifth.

29 " grave major Seventh c : b =̂ {;?- 1067.

30 " (7)diminished minor Third.
'

32 "(6) major Tone.

I acute diminished Fifth.
32 " (18)superfluousFourth^
3S-(22)
38" (4)minor Tone.

39" (26)grave superfluousFifth.
42" (37)justmajor Seventh.

Roughness
44" (2^)grave Fifth.

ii 48 -{38)tempered major Seventh, repre.
senting(37)justmajor Seventh,
ro. 42.

56" great Limma c : d*b =f? = 134 cents.

70" (3)justminor Second,justor diatonic
Semitone.

II 76" (2)tempered Semitone, representing
(3) just Semitone, ro. 70. "

Translator,]
* [The remainder of this chapter should

be followed step by step on the Harmon ical,
wherever it is possible,as is most frequently
the case. " Translator.]

f [Forimmediate comparison I have, after
each interval as it arises,inserted in square
brackets, the number of the interval,the
number of cents it contains,and itsdegree of

roughness as given in the Table on p. 332.
" Translator.]

X [The roughnessof the justmajor Third,
c + e, is only8,while that of the Pythagorean "

l{ (which is not givenin the Table on p. 332,
becausie it does not occur in the scale)is
necessarilyclose to that of the tempered major
Third, 18,and may probably be taken as 19,

as will be seen by the curve in fig.61, p. ;i^^.
" Translator.]
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of the two combinational tones. The justminor Third d/" " /" has 6["for its
combinational tone, which completesit into the just major triad of b\}. The

Pythagoreanminor Third d"' \f" has a, for its combinational tone,which com-

pletesit into the chord d\ f "\-a^^ and this is not a perfectlycorrect minor chord.

But as the incorrect Fifth a^ liesamong the deepcombinational tones and is very
weak, the differenceis scarcelyperceptible.Moreover,itispracticallyalmost im-possible

to tune the interval so preciselyas to insure the combinational tone a^ in

placeof a. But for the Pythagoreanmajor Third c"
.,

e" the combinational tone

is (4f,which is,of course, much more annoyingthan the rather imperfectFifth a^

when added to the chord d \f.*
The Pythagoreanmajor Third does not occur in scales tuned accordingto the

conditions of harmonic music. If we used the minor Seventh b\}in placeof ^^l"
for the minor scale,b\}...dwould be a Pythagoreanmajor Third.t

The inversion of the Third ^ |/isthe PythagoreanmajorSixth f...d\fJ, [31,c
cents 906,roughness24]"

which is a comma wider than the justmajor Sixth,and
is greatlyinferiorto itin harmoniousness,as is clearlyseen in fig.61 (p.333a).

II. Fifths and Fourths.

The Fifth is simplycomposed of two Thirds,and the different varieties of

Fifths dependupon the nature of those Thirds.

4) The justFifth|, [25,cents 702, roughnesso],consists of a justmajor and

a justminor Third,or f = J x ^ [cents702 = 386 + 316]. Its inversion is the

justJ^ourth f , [15,cents 498,roughness2]. Both are consonant. Examples in

the majorscale,/"c', ai " e/,c"^, ei ""i, ^" d.

5) The grave or imperfectFifthd...aif^, [23,cents 680, roughness44], a

comma [of22 cents]less than the justFifth,consists of a Pythagoreanminor and

a justmajorThird,f? = ^f x f [cents680 = 294 + 386]. It sounds like a badly-̂
tuned Fifth,and makes clearlysensible beats. In the Octave C'..."\the number

of these beats in a second is 11. Its inversion,the acute or imperfectFourth,
ai...d\fJ,[17,cents 520, roughness27],is also decidedlydissonant. The Fourth

Ai...dmakes as many beats in a second as the Fifth d...aiythe d beingthe same

in each, [seeApp. XX. sect. G. art. 16].

6) The falseor diminished Fifth,bi..,/, ^, [21,cents 610, roughness28],
consists of a justand Pythagoreanminor Third,f| = J x ^, [cents610 = 316 +

294] and is,hence,as the compositionshews, [92cents or]about half a Tone closer

than the justFifth. It is a tolerablyrough dissonance,nearlyequalin roughness
to a majorSecond [6,cents 204, roughness 32]. Its inversion is the falseFourth
or Tritone,/...61,^, [19,cents 590, roughness 20],consistingof three whole

Tones,major/...gf,minorgf...a,,andmajorai...6,,f x V x | = ^, [cents590 =

204 + 182 -f 204]; ithas very nearlythe same degreeof roughnessas the last [or
false Fifth],and is [20cents or]about a comma closer. For the falseFifth ^1./^
is nearlythe same as c|".../,and ifwe diminish this interval by a comma we obtain

cl"" /i,which is a falseFourth. Strictlyspeaking,as c\}is not preciselythe same

as 5
1,

the differencebetween the intervals is not preciselya comma, |^,but about

^, [or1^ of a comma = 20 cents]. On keyedinstruments theycoincide.

7) The superfliumsor extreme sharpFifthof the minor scale,e*t"-^u t"" [26,
cents 772, roughness39],consists of two major Thirds,e^\}+ g, and ^ + 6,,̂ =

J X f [cents772 = 386 -f 386]. It is seen to be [42cents or]nearlytwo commas

[44cents]closer than the minor Sixth, [cents814] by puttingfor b- the nearly
identicalol",so that e^t"...5,is nearlythe same as e^|"...c[",whereas the consonant

minor Sixth ise||;"...c|;",where "it"is two commas flatterthan e^\}.The superfluous
Fifth [26,cents 772, roughness39]is markedlyrougherthan the minor Sixth [28,

* [Injustintonation,however, the difference f [The Pythagorean major Third of 408
between "2," / and d \f i" very marked, as cents does not occur on the Harmonical. The

may be readilyobserved on the Harmonical. " nearest interval '"b...(i,of 413 cents is supe-
Translator.] rior in eflect.^Tra7tslator.]
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cents 814, roughness20],with wliich itcoincides upon keyedinstruments. Its in-version,

the diminished Fourth 6,...e*'t""^I" [14,cents 428, roughness 25],is [42
cents or] about two commas higherthan the justmajor Third, [12,cents 386,
rouglmess8],and considerablyrougher,althoughthe two intervals coincide on

keyedinstruments,[13,cents 400, common rouglmess18].
Two justor two Pythagoreanminor Thirds cannot occur consecutivelyin the

natural series of Thirds of the justmajorand minor scales. In the modes of the

minor Seventh and of the Fourth, we may find the intervals a|...e*|;"and ex...b^\}
= JJ,[22,cents 632,roughness35],composed of two minor Tliirds,̂ f = J x f
[cents632 "" 316 H- 316]; these are a comma wider than the usual false Fifths

6,../(orap. e'\}m the keyof b\}major,and "j,...6t"in the key of /major),and
are decidedlyrougherthan these,[21,cents 610, roughness28].

III. Sevenths and Seconds.

Any three successive Thirds givea Seventh. Beginningwith the smallest we

obtam the followingdifferentmagnitudes :

8) The diminished Seventh of the minor scale fep..a*'t"[32,cents 926,rough-ness
24],= (6," d')+ (rf'+/) H- (/ " a*'l"),or two justminor Thirds and one

Pythagoreanminor Third. Its numerical ratio is VV = ir ^ 5t ^ J,[cents926 =

316 + 294 -f-316,]which is [42cents or]about two commas greaterthan tliemajor
Sixth [29,cents 884,roughness3],as is seen by putting6,...a*'t"= c["..a*'l".The
interval c\^...a\'\}^which is two commas flatterthan the last,would be a just
majorSixth. Its dissonance is harsh and rough,the same as that of the Pytha-gorean

major Sixth c. a, [31,cents 906],which is [20 cents or] about a conmia

less. But itsinversion,the superfiuoiLsSecond a^\}...hx[8,cents 274, having tlie

K same roughness24],is not much rougherthan the justminor Third [ii, cents 316,
roughness 20 ; the temperedminor Third 10, cents 300, has exactlythe same

roughness24]. Its numerical ratio 7ff[c"ii*s274] is very nearlyJ [cents267]

(since^ = | x 5.JJ[cents274= 267 -f 7]).If this Second isextended to a Ninth,

7,^,[Ijaving1474 cents or]nearlŷ ,[cents1467]itbecomes tolerablyharmonious,
as much so as the minor Tenth V" [cents15 16]which,however,is a very imper-fect

consonance, [seefig.60 B, p. 193c].*
9) The closerminor Seventh of the scale g-'-fjbx . a/, or d"c\ V, [34,cents

996, roughness23],consists of a justmajor,a justminor, and a Pythagorean
minor Third,^ - / = (^ + ",)+ (6,- ci')+ (d''- /), [orV = ^ x f x 5|
cents 996 = 386 -I-316 + 294.] It is a comparativelymild dissonance,milder than

the diminished Seventh [32,cents 926,roughness24],and this is of importance
for the effectof the chord of the dominant Seventh,in which the Seventh has

this form. This closer minor Seventh is the interval of a Seventh in the scale

H nearest to the natural Seventh or seventh harmonic, J [= V x JJ,cents.969=-996
" 27],althoughnot so close as the extreme sharpSixth [33,cents 976=996- 20,

roughness15]. It has been alreadyshewn that the natural Seventh belongsto
harmonious combinations (pp.195a, 217c). The inversion of this Seventh is the

major Second, c...d,ai,..by,/.,g, |, [6,cents 204, roughness32], a powerful
dissonance.

10) The actcte or wider minor Seventh, e,...rf',ai...g',̂, [36, cents 1018,

roughness25],
a comma greaterthan the last,isdistinctlyharsher than that interval,

because itis nearer to the Octave ; itsroughness[25]is nearlythe same as that of

tlie diminished Seventh [24]. It consists of a justmajor and two justminor
Thirds : e^.^.d'= (e,- g) + (g " b^) -f-(b^- d'),[orJ = ^ x ^ x f ,

cents 1018

= 316 + 386 + 316.] The last-mentioned closerminor Seventh has its root on the

* [Compare on Harmonical a''b...6,"with g\..b^"b. The (/'...'6"b will be found much

l/'...'6"b,and a'b...6/with g^..,^b"\"and with the most hannonious." rrawsfa/cw.;;
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dominant side of the scale,and itsSeventh on the subdominant side,because it

contains the Pythagoreanminor Third d \/. The wider minor Seventh,on the

other hand, has itsSeventh on the dominant side. Its inversion,the minor Tone,

^f d...ei,g...aif [4,cents 182,roughness38]is somewhat harsher than the major
Tone [6,cents 204, roughness32].

11)The majorSeventh f...e\,c.hy, */,[37,cents 1088,roughness42],con-sists

of two justmajor and one justminor Third : C...5,= (c+ ei)+ (^i" g)+
{g+ bi)[orV =

T X I "" T"
cents 1088 = 386 -f 316 + 386]. It is a harsh dis-sonance,

about the same as the minor Tone [4,cents 182, roughness 38]. Its

inversion,the minor Second or Semitone ^i-.c',ei.../,|f, [3,cents 112, roughness
70],is the harshest dissonance in the scale.*

In the mode of the Fourth or minor Seventh, we find a somewhat closer

major Seventh,b^\}.,.a\,which is a comma closer than the usual majorSeventh,
and hence somewhat milder in effect.t H

Finallywe have to mention an interval peculiarto the Doric mode of the

minor Sixth,namely:

12) The sujperfltiousor extreme sharpSixth d^\}...bi,which arisesin this mode

from connectingthe peculiarminor Second of the mode d^\}with the leadingnote
bi [seep. 2S6b].

The numerical ratioisf||,[33,cents 976,roughness15],so that itis [20cents or]
about a comma less than the closer minor Seventh of the chord of the dominant

Seventh [cents996],as is seen by puttingd2*t"...6,=c^^t"--c'l";the intervald\^ .c'\}
would be the closer minor Seventh, and d^\}is a comma higherthan d\}. The

superfluousSixth may be conceived as composed of two justmajor Thirds and

one justmajorTone : {d^\}+f) + (f...g)+ (S'+ ^'i)= ^*b ... "i,[or|?i= f x f
X f,

cents 976 = 386 + 204 + 386]. Its harmoniousness is equal to that of the

minor Sixth,because itis almost exactlythe natural Seventh ^^isince i||= 7
x

Hf [or976 = 969+ 7]- Taken alone it cannot be regardedas a dissonance,but H

it makes no other consonant combinations,and hence is unfit for use in consonant

chords. When itis inverted into the diminished Third |ff [cents224],or nearly
^ [cents231],it is,as alreadyobserved,considerablydamaged [7,cents 224, the

roughness rises to 30],but itis improvedby takingthe upper tone bi an Octave

higher,in which case it is [cents2176 or] nearlŷ [= cents 2169]. Its near

agreement with the natural Seventh and itscomparativeharmoniousness,seem to

have preservedthis remarkable interval in certain cadences,althoughit is quite
foreignto our presenttonal system. It is characteristic that musicians forbid its

inversion into the diminished Third (whichlessens its harmoniousness),but allow

its extension into the correspondingThirteenth (whichimproves its harmonious-ness).

On keyedinstruments this interval coincides with the minor Seventh [35,
cents 1000, roughness24].

Generally,a glanceat fig.61 (p.333a)willshew to what an extraordinaryextent

differentintervals are fused on keyedinstruments." On the lower side of the base ^
line X Y are marked the placesof the tones of the equallytemperedscale,and the

small braces below the base line shew those different tonal degreeswhich are

* [That is in the jast major scale;the 1 = 969 cents. As a matter of fact, on my
8emitone of the tempered scale,2, reaches 76 meantone concertina I find / 966 d% much

degreesof roughness." Translator.] smoother than / 1007 eb. The chord intro-

t [Itsnumerical ratio is ^ = V'^ a?*cents ducing this interval occurs in three forms.

1088 -22 =1066, so that it is the interval c...6g, The 'Italian' D'b 386 F 590 J5" and the

which by fig.61 (p.333a)should have a rough- * German * D"b 386 F 316 A^b 274 J5,,are
ness of about 29, in placeof 42, the roughness simply imitations of the true chord of the

of c..,b^."-Translator.] dominant Seventh D"b 386 F 316 A"b 267
J [The diagram,fig.61 (p.333a),givesthe 'C*b. The * French ' form, (theonly one con-

roughness of the superfluousSixth as 15, and sidered in the text and on p. 2866,)Z"'b 386
that of the minor Sixth as 20 ; see p. 3330^,d'. F 204 O 386 B^ is the harshest of all. The O

This would make the former more harmonious seems to be merelyan anticipationof the note

tiian the latter. This interval does not exist on of the chord C 316 -B'b 386 G 498 c on which

the Harmonical. In meantone intonation,the it resolveB." Translator.]
extreme sharp Sixth has only 966 cents, and is " [Thisis shewn in detailon pp. 332-4, note,

therefore stillcloser to the subminor Seventh -^Translator,]
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usuallyexpressedby the correspondingtone of the temperedscale. The interval

bi...a^\}[cents926] is identified on the pianofortewith the major Sixth c\}...a\}
[cents884, or 42 cents closer],while the interval d^\}...bi[cents976,or 50 cents

wider than the first]is made a (tempered)Semitone [cents100] wider [being
identifiedwith 1000 cents],and yet the last is scarcelymore different from the

first,than the first from a major Sixth. The figure61 shews also very clearly
what an immense differenceof harmoniousness oughtto exist between the first

and either of the two last of the followingintervals c.ai, /...d',and bi.,.a^\},

[29, 31, 32, respectivecents 884, 906, 926, respectiveroughness3, 24, 24],
which are all expressedby the sufficientlyharsh sound of the tempered inter-val

c.,.a [30,cents 900, roughness22]. The justly-intonedharmonium with two

rows of keys*allows allthese intervalsto be givenaccurately,by which the differ-ence

of their sound becomes extremelystriking.In this evidentlyliesone of the

ITgreatestimperfectionsof temperedintonation.

Dissonant Triads.

Dissonant triads with a singledissonant interval are obtained by takingtwo
tones which are consonant to the root,but dissonant to each other. Thus :

i)Fifthand Fourth : c...f...g,[orfdtc"g],
2) Third and Fourth : c + ej.../or c " e^\}./,[or/" c + Bi and/" c" "*W.
3) Fifthand Sixth : c " gr . a, or c ":g.,.a^\},[ora"c " g, and a^\}-\-c:t.g],
4) Dissimilar Thirds and Sixths: c" c'|:"...aior c + ei...a*l",[orai" c" e"l"

anda^b + c + "i].t

In all these c is consonant with each of the other two tones. The firstchord

alone playsa greatpartin the older polyphonicmusic as a chord of suspension,
% The others we shall meet with againin the chords of the Seventh.

The chords named in the fourth series above t admit of an inversion which

makes them appear as triadswith diminished or superfluousFifths,namely :

ai " c " e^\}and a^\}+ c + gj.

The firstof these is composed of two justminor Thirds,[sothat the Fifth

ax,..e^\},No. 22, ratio 25 : 36,cents 632, roughness35, is the acute diminished

Fifth,]and the second of two justmajorThirds,[sothat the Fifth a^\}...ei.No. 26,
ratio 25 : 16, cents 772, roughness39, is the grave superfluousFifth], Both are

dissonant on account of the altered Fifth,althoughthe dissonance of the second

has to be playedas the consonance ^2$...e [minorSixth 814 cents]upon keyed
instruments. The firstof these two chords can onlyappear in the mode of the

minor Third,and the above would be heard in that of F." The second,on the

other hand,belongs"0 J^ minor.**

5F If we suppose this seriesof tones to be continued as

a"l"+ c'+ e/...a"'t"+ c"+ e/'
i i n i i

* [And,with the exceptionof the extreme " c" 6*b + g, that is in one of the forms

^rp Sixth d'b...6,,onthe Harmonic^also.
6b + d,-/+a,-c-e"b + ^=i Fma.maanL

The extreme sharp Sixth c...a^ may be. ^^ ftb-d'biz+a^-c-e^b+ i^^i FmijnaanL
oientlyimitated as c.Jhb.^Translatar.'] /+a,-c-e"b + ^ + 6,-d = i C ma.mi.ma.

t [These triads I propose to term can^^ /+a -c-"i"b + g-6'b + d-i Cma.mi.mL
sonant^ and the two last especiallyI caU the '' '

minor and major trine. See App. XX. sect. E. Bat not one of these belongsto the mode of

art. 5." Translator.'] the minor Third, which for F is i F mijnijni.,

X [From p. 338c,beginningwith these words unless the second is taken to be such with

to the paragraph ending *
as in concords,'on a major tonic. The last, however, is the

p. 339",is an insertion in the 4th German edi- mode of the minor Seventh of C " TraMS-

tion."Translator,] latorJ]
" [Itis evident that a," c" e'b can only ** [Inthe major dominant fonn 6 b"cl^b-f

occur when the chain of chords contains / + a, /" a' b + e + 61 " g." Translaior.]
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an intervalglidesin of"| = f " f|f = J " || approximatively[cents428 == 386+ 42],

which is slightly(about2 commas) greaterthan a justmajor Third. By small

alterations of pitchother chords are formed which belongto other keys:

A^\}+ c + 61 .,.a^\}in i''minor

Oiij^,.,c+ ei + gjjîn -4,minor
U i i

A^\}+ c.../'t"+a^t"^ -D*t"minor

The roots of these three minor keys
D'\}+ F+A,

form a similar chord,of which the roots are a Semitone higherthan those of the ^

preceding.*Since ^*|;"is nearlythe same as G^jf^,and F^\}nearlythe same as

"ji,these transformations alter the pitchof one of the tones in the chord by
about two commas, or, at least in the resolution of the chord,this tone is treated

as a leadingnote justas if it were thus altered. Hence we obtain modulations

which with a singlesteplead us to comparativelydistant keys,and we can as

easilyresolve into the minor as into the major keys of the three roots named.

This means of modulation is often employedby modem composers, (forexample
B. Wagner)in placeof usingthe chord of the diminished Seventh,which ismuch

rougher but was also appliedfor the same purpose. In justintonation these

chords are not by any means so unpleasantas in the tempered intonation of the

pianoforte.Generallyitmay be observed that when one is accustomed to playin

justintonation,the ear becomes quiteas sensitiveto a pitchwhich is wrong by a

comma in discords as in concords.

For modem music triads with two dissonances,formed by includingthe ^
extremes of the key,are more important.

In the seriesof chords in any key,majorand minor Thirds follow each other

alternately,and any two adjacentThirds produce a consonant triad. But the

interval between the extreme tones d and / is a Pythagoreanminor Third,and
when these are connected as a chord with one of either of the two adjacenttones
to make a new triad,itwill be dissonant.

Major : o + Bi " gr+ 61" i|/+a, "c + ei ^g

Minor : c " e*b+ gr+ 61" d \f" a^\}-^ c " e^\}+ g

far, 83S6 06 A

T 1 f VT f Tir ^

The major system givestwo triads of this kind :

bi-d+f and d I/+ ai %

in Mi

The minor scale also givestwo :

bi-d \f and d \f - a^\"
i u n i

In the two triadsbi" d \/and d \f " a^|?,which combine a Pythagorean
with a justminor Third,there are also second dissonances,namelythe falseFifths

"!.../and d...a^\}fwhich make the chord more stronglydissonant than the Pytha-gorean
minor Third ff alone could make them. They are hence called diminished

* [Only in the form c + 6, +^^. From apart,and could not pOBsiblybe confounded in

what follows it is evident that the transforma- just intonation. Of course Wagner thought
tion could onlytake placein temperedintona- only in equaltemperament,in which the tones

tion. The tones confounded are all 42 cents are absolutelyidentical."Tmn^Zator.]
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triads^ The chord d |/ -f ^i, which in the usual musical notation is not distiii*

guishedfrom the minor triad c^i" / + aj, and may hence be called the falseminer
triad,is,as Hauptmann has correctlyshewn, dissonant,and on justly-intoned
instruments itis very decidedlydissonant. It sounds almost as roughas the chord

6,"
(i I/. If in G major,without confoundingd with di,we form the cadence

I or 2

r,
-

^j
^

-[0]
_

[sodded]

lE^^
1"-

the chords a^^...d"\f and/ -f ai',,.d"\f are quiteas dissonant in their effects

as the followinghi'-- d" \f and g' -"- hi " d" \f". But on account of the in-correct

intonation of our musical instruments we cannot producethe same effect

^ without combiningan inverted chord of the Seventh with the subdominant in the

cadence, as /+ ai " d ,..d\ Hauptmann doubts whether in practicethe iialse

minor chord of the keyof Q majorcan be distinguishedfrom the minor chord of D.

I find that this is most distinctlyand undoubtedlyeffected on my justlyintoned
harmonium, but allow that we cannot expect the correct intonation from singers.
They will involuntarilypass into the minor chord, unless the progressionof the

partswhich execute D, stronglyemphasiseits connection with the dominant G.*

These chords, and among them most decisivelyand distinctlythe chord

hi " d Iffhave for musical compositionthe especiallyimportantadvantageof

combiningthose limitingtones of the key,which separate it from the nearest

related keys,and are consequentlyextremelywell suited for markingthe key in

which the harmony is moving at any giventime. If the harmony passedinto G

majoror G minor, / would have to be replacedby/iJ. If it passedinto -F major,
d would become di and if into F minor d would become d^\}and Z",would in the

^ same chords become h^\}.Thus "

This shews that the chords in the nearest related keysare alldistinctlydifferent,
with the exceptionof d \f + ai and ^i " / + ^i, the distinctionbetween which in

" [The chord on the Second of the major
scale is in fact the crux of the translation of

tempered into just intonation. It is easy to

^ play Ex. I and 2, and Ex. 3, here added, as

a' d^' f f a' d," f f a( d,"
6/ d" /'andfl' 6/ d" /'and^ V d"

d' c" e," c' c" c" e," f 6/ d"

e' d' d'

and the effectis not bad. In the firstthe d('
might be held on to the second chord,as 6' d"

f\ without materiallyincreasingthe harshness

of the dissonance,but in the second this would

give^ 6/ d/'/",where the grave Fifth is very
harsh. In the second case, then, there is

least harshness in playingd!' in both chords.

And in both cases there is most smoothness

in playingthem as justwritten. The effectis

one on which I have repeatedlyexperimented,
'butI find that the smali interval d^'d" in the

highestor lowest part,producesa strangeeffect,
which in singing,and perhapson the violin,
seems to be overcome by a gUde, if the other

voices are strong enough to pullthis voice out
of its course, even though the words and parts
are written so as to imply that this note is sus-tained.

WTien the d" is in the principalpari
in the melody,as in the third example,I find
it best on the whole not to play as written,d/'
d'\but to sustain d'\ In some cases an at-tempt

to avoid the dissonance,which is really
harsh,would lead to such melodic phrasesas

d d,d, which would be simplyimpossiblefor
an unaccompanied voice. If in the third ex-ample

d" were held throughout,and the ac-companying

voices sang the minor chord, wa

should get the succession P'a'd",g'6/ d*\f b/
d'\ e* c" c\ which amounts to a modulatioa
into the minor of the dominant, instead of
into the subdominant. Whether such is pos-sible

depends on the precedingchords. As/*
does not occur on the Harmonical, I played
Ex. 3 on my justconcertina in A^ major as d'

fx'tW, e/ g^t 6/, d,'g^l 6/, Cj'Ja/ a\ and
found that such chords producedthe best effect
of all for this isolated phrase." TraJisl(UoT.\
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singingmightbe doubtful. The rest are much more clearlydistinguishedfrom the

chords in the nearest adjacentkeys. Nevertheless

b^-^d \f and d \f -a'\}

6 33 3 2 8
5 TT irr f

axe easilyconfused with

", I d,-/ and d-f I a"t"

U i i ^ I

of which the former belongsto Ai minor,and the latterto E^\}majoror minor,

where A^ minor is the minor keynearest related to C major,and E^\}major is the

major keynearest related to C minor.

Finallywhen we remember that the Pythagoreanminor Third ff [cents294]^
is nearer the superfluoussecond JJ [cents274] than to the normal minor Third

[cents316](^?=
5

X Sy [cents294 = 316 " 22] and Jf = J-Jx fJ^J [cents294
= 274 + 20] or nearly= H ^ f3^"^^ requirescomparativelyslightchangesin
intonation to convert the chord bi" d \/into

by " d ...CjiJand c^}[).,.di"f

6 7.'} 70 n

which belongto i^jjlj!minor and E\)minor. Hence the diminished triad bi " d |/,
by sUghtchangesof intonation,*never exceeding|^, can be referred to the keys
of

C major,C minor,Ai minor,F^jj^minor,and E\}minor.

Hence althoughthe use of the diminished triad 61 " ^ |/ excludes the keysf
most nearlyrelated to C, it allows of a confusion with more distantkeys,and hence

also the characterisation of the keyby these triads will not be completewithout a

fourth note, convertingthe triad into a tetrad. This leads us to the chords of the

Seventh proper.

Chords of the Seventh.

A. Formed of two Consonant Triads,

Consonant tetrads,or chords in four parts,as shewn on p. 222^,cannot be

constructed without usingthe Octave of one of the tones, but dissonant tetrads are

easilyconstructed. The least dissonant of such chords are those in which onlya

singleinterval is dissonant,and the rest are consonant. These are most teadily
formed by unitingtwo consonant triads which have two tones in common. In this

case the tones which are not in common to the two chords are dissonant to each ^

other,and the rest are consonant, so that the dissonance is comparativelyun-observed

t amid the mass of consonances. Thus the triads

c + ^i -gr

on beingfused givethe tetrad

c + Bi"g + bi

in which the major Seventh c."i is a dissonant interval and the other intervals

are consonant, as the annexed scheme shews :"

* [Which are made spontaneously in denariom, App. XX. sect. E. art. 18." TranS'

equallytempered intonation,where all three latorj]
chords are absolutelyidentical,bat would other- f [To my sensation the dissonant tones

wise requirean entire sacrificeof the feeling utterlydestroythe consonance. " Translator.^
of tonality.Follow these chords on the Duo-

^.joogle
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[Incents :

c 702 gr,ei 702 bi
C 386 El 316 G 386 Bi
c 1088 6J.]

"

This positionof the chord of the Seventh,deduced from the closestpositionsof
the triads,is regardedas fundamental or primary. The intervals between the

individual tones appear as Thirds,and when chords of the Seventh are formed

from the consonant triadsof the scale,these Thirds will be alternatelymajor and

minor, because consonant triadsalwaysunite a majorwith a minor Third. Haupt-
mann callsthese chords of the Seventh which occur spontaneouslyin the natnial

f seriesof Thirds of a key

the chords of the directsystem or simplydirect chords. There are two kinds of

these chords. In one a minor Third lies between two major Thirds, as in the

tetrad c+61" gf+bialreadycited,and similarlyin / + ai" c'+ e/ in G major,
and il*[?H-c"c*b+grin 0 minor. In the other a majorThird lies between two

minor Thirds,as in

% [Incents :

1' '
^

a 702 e'l,c' 702 g'

aj-c' + "jV-i/' ^1 316 G 386 E, 316 G

V yK.,^^y " ^ ai loiS g\]
i i i

f

^ and similarlyin ei " ^ + 6," dj in C majorand /" a*|?+c""*l"in C minor. In

this second speciesthe dissonance is a minor Seventh, f,[roughness25, p. 332,

Table, No. 36,cents 1018,]which is much milder than the majorSeventh,'^ [ibid.
No. 37, cents 1088,roughness42].

B. Chords of the Seventh formedof Dissonant Triads,

Other chords of the Seventh may be formed from the dissonant triads of the

key,each united with one consonant triad,and also from the two dissonant triads

themselves. By thus unitingthe limitingtones of the seriesof chords in the key,

major: c+Ci ^g+bi" d \f+a^ "c

and minor: c" e*b+gf-f6," d |/" a*l"+c

we obtain the followingChords of the Seventh in the reverted system ôr iiidirect

f tetrads :

[Incents :

1) 1^ i) g ^02 d\ bi 610 f
J' '

^ G 386 J5,316 D 294 F

gJtb,-d' \ f 17996 /]

f f 33

V-

2) I [2) d 680 a,,/ 702 c'

JO. -_ D 2942^386^1,316 C

d 996 c']d I f -^-a^-c'
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3) f [3) d6joa%f'jo2e'
^.^^~" ^ D 294 F 316 A^\}386 G

d I f-a^]}+" dgg6"]

7T

343

31 e J

V-

4) ^ [4) 6,610/,d 680 a,
fl4

.ty" "
^ Bi 3i6Z)294jP386il,

6 3 3 A

5) n [5) b,610 f,d 610 a'\} f

B, 3i6D294F3i6il"t"
bi 926 a^W

The Sevenths of these chords all come prettynear to the natural Seventh ^

[cents969],and are all smaller than the Sevenths in the chords of the Seventh

formed from two consonant triads [cents1088 and 1018]. The principaldisso-nances

in these chords are the falseand imperfectFifths bi...f,d...aifand d,..a^\},
that is,the intervals$| and ^ [p.332, Table,Nos. 21 and 23, cents 610 and 680,

roughnesses28 and 44]. Hence the firstthree of these chords of the Seventh,

g + bi" d \ffd I/ + ^1 " c, and d \f"-a^\}+ c, each of which contains onlyone
of these imperfectFifths,are less harshlydissonant than the two last,each off

-which contains two of them. Such of these chords as contain a majortriad,

namely"

g + fei" d I/ and d |/ + ^i " c

I ! I I

are about equalin dissonance to the milder chords of the Seventh in the direct

system,which contains the largerand rougherkind of Sevenths,and,at the same

time, onlyperfectFifths,viz. :

ai"c + Bi"g and Bi ^ g + bi " d

The chord of the dominant Seventh g + bi" d^ \f can be even rendered

much milder by loweringits / to//. The interval g.."ficorrespondsto the

ratio VW [cents974],which is very nearlyequalto J [cents969],being= Jx f

^i% [cents969 + 5],or approximatelyi x|^^. Hence the chord gf+ 61" ^ |/i
is on the verge of consonance.*

But the chord of the Seventh which contains a fialseFifth and a minor triad,
namelyNo. 3 above,or

is about as roughas the tetrads of the direct system containinga majorSeventh,
namely"

* [Thatis,allowingg h^d^for c e^g'hbto be satisfactoryimitation " especiallyby ears nn-

consonant. In the 53 division the playeruses accustomed to the true interval,because it is so

44 degrees" 996 cents for ^.../,and 43 degrees much superiorto the former of 44 degrees=" 996
"1974 cents for g...7,and the latteris found a oent8.-*TnirM2ator.]
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It is carious that the firstof these three tetrads oontains exactlythe same intervals

as the chord of the dominant Seventh itself,g + b^ " d \f,onlyin inverse order,

thus "

U

In the firstthe consonant portionis a minor triad,and this makes it decidedly
harsher than the second where the consonant portionis a majortriad.

Here also the differenceof harshness depends on the nature of the combina-tional

tones, of which those generatedby the closer intervals are most distinctly
heard. These are

for ^'+ 6/-(i" I/' and for d" \/'-a""t"+ c'"

f G G Ai Ai d^\} a^\}

Hence one combinational tone in the firstchord,and two in the second, are un-suitable

to the chord. "

The harshest chords of the Seventh are those which each contain two false

Fifths,.namely,No. ^orbi"d] Z+a/ and No. 5 or "i-d' |/-a*'t"- But the

firstof these can be made much milder by a slightchange in its intonation. Thus

bi" d...fi'...a'contains tones which all belongto the compound tone of G,, and

these sound tolerablywell together.*
The chords of the reverted system playan importantpartin modulations,by

servingto mark the keyprecisely.The most decisivein its action is the chord of

the Seventh on the dominant of the key,that is the chord g + bi " d |/ for the

tonic C. We saw (p.341 5)that the diminished triad bi " d \f could be adapted
by slightchangesin itsintonation to the keysof

IT G major,C minor,Ai minor,i^,J minor, and E^\}minor.

Of these onlythe two first contain the tone G, so that the chord g + bi " d \ f
can belongto no tonic but G.

The imperfectminor triad [orchord of the added Sixth]d \/+ ^i, which,
when the intonation is correct,belongsonlyto the keyof G major,admits of being
confused [andis in equaltemperamentalwaysidentified]with di " /+ ai, which

* [This is onlyto be taken as an approxi-mative
statement, groundedon the assumption

that the interval g to // is correctlyJ,in which

case the primes of the tones 6,,d,/,',o' are

the 5th,6th, 7th, 9th partialsof G. This

chord in its true formation is used on Mr.

Poole*8 double or dichordal scale F G A''Bb

cdCifythe two chords beingF : A^ : c = 4.l $ :

6, and C : ^, : G : '-Bb : d = 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 9.

^ In the text it is,in point of fact,proposed to

use B^ b in the chord C Ei G B^b d^ as an imi-tation

of Mr. Poole's natural chord, which

"^'ould be stillcloser than C E G A^ d^ with

the extreme sharp Sixth in place of the

natural Seventh. In fact,C : ^Bb = 969 cents,
C : B,b = 974 cents, and C : A^t "976 cents.

To test the effect of septimalintonation I

had an instrument tuned to givethe chords "

BbdJ,FA,C, CE.G'Bbd, GB^d,DF'A^

perfectly(of which the second, third, and

fourth occur on the Harmonical). The effect

of the third of these chords far surpasses my

expectations,and it is beyond comparison
better than the usual chord of the Ninth with

Bb d in placeof ^Bbd (forwhich on the Har-monical

gb^dfa^ can be played). The chord

of the Bubminor Seventh and itsinversions

CE^Q 'Bb. E^G^Bbc, G "Bb c Cp "Bb ce,g

are all decidedlysuperiorto the chord of the

dominant Seventh,with Bb in placeof '"b,
and its inversions (whichon the Harmonical

must be tried as ^ ",(2/ and its inversions).
The septimalminor triad G 'Bb "2 is far snpe-
rior to the Pythagorean minor triad D P A

(noton the Harmonical),or the false minor

triad D F A^^and is not far inferior to the

true minor triad Bj F A^ or D F^ A (on the

Harmonical compare g^bbd' with gb^bd). The

septimaldiminished triad ^^ G 'Bb approaches
consonance much more nearlythan the nsaal

diminished triad E^ G Bb (play6,d/ on the

Harmonical). Though Poolers ascendingscale
makes too great a gap between 'Bb and c, yet
by using'Bb B as alternative tones with Bb

Bp ascendingwith the sharperand descending
with the flatterforms, we obtain the perfectly
melodious scales of

F G A^Bbc d e^f and f e^d^c 'Bb A^QF

'of which the first,beingthe ordinaryscale of

i^ major,does not exist on the Harmonical,
which has no Bb, but the second can be played

upon it). These facts shew the acoustic possi-bility
of a septimaltheoryof harmony, which

would include the tertian,or ordinaryharmony
of justintonation. " Translator"1

^'
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belongsto the keysof Ai minor,J^ major,and "J"major. This confusion is not

entirelyobviated byaddingthe tone c,and the consequence isthe chord of the Seventh

d I/ + a, " c is usuallyemployedonly in alternation with the chord of the

dominant Seventh in the cadence, where it distinguishesG major from C minor.*

But the addition of the tone b^ to the triad d |/ + ^i [asfej" ei \f '\-a{] is

characteristic,because this last can at most be confused with 5| | ^1 " / + ai,

which belongsto A^ minor. The chord h] " d \f -^ a^, however, sounds com-paratively

harsh in every positionfor which a, is not the highestnote,and hence

its applicationis very limited. It is often united with the chord of the dominant

Seventh as a chord of the Ninth, thus g + b^ " d' |/ + a/, in which g and ai'
must remain the extreme tones. More upon this hereafter.

In the key of C minor, the triad d \f ^ cl^\}would, in justintonation,be
characteristic,but yet it is easilyconfused with other chords. Thus

H
d \f " a^\}[incents d 294/316 a^\}]belongsto G minor

^1 ~ / I a|?[incents d 316/ 294 a\}]to E\}majorand E\}minor

6 3 2
S ST

d " /^..{/ij[incents d 316/* 274 "7iJ]to A minor

d^..,e,J-gfj[incents d^ 274 eijf316 ^ to Fjjm̂inor.

75 r.

The addition of the tone G in the firstchord of the Seventh above, thus

^ I/ - ct*|?4- c, would decisivelyexclude the keyi^ minor only,and the addition

of the tone ^i (whichin tempered intonation is confused with b or c^\yjwould also

readilybe adaptedto all the above keys. Thus altered itbecomes the chord 61 " IT

d If " a^\},and is called th^ chord of the diminished Seventh,which on keyed
instruments appears as a series of minor Thirds. In realitya Pythagoreanminor
Third or else an acute augmented Second separatesthe normal minor Thirds,thus :

bi-d \ f-^a'\) .
b.-d I/-a"t"...^^i

[Incents: 316294 316 274 316 294316 274]

Since the three intervals |, -|f,and J-{[cents316,294, 274] differbut very

slightly[by20, 22, 42 cents respectively],theyare readilyconfused,tand we obtain

the following,nearlyidentical,seriesof tones :

bi" d I/ " a*l"...Z"i[incents 6,316 ^ 294/316 a*|:"2746,]in C minor

6 33 6 75

b 1 d" f ...
gi$^ b \m cents b 294 d 316f 274 gjj3̂16 b]inA minor

b " d^
... 61J" (/jfI 5 [incents b 316 d^ 274 ei#316 gf#294 6]in i^ minor

6 7 5 6 3 2

c^l"... ^1" / I a\}- c*t"[incents c^\}274 di316/294 a\}316c^\}]in E\}minor.

75 6 3 2 6

* [Thisarises entirelyfrom temperament, hence in all written music theyare treated as

which identifiesthe two chords d |/+a, " c, identical. The four followingforms of the

and rf,-/+ ai"c. Listen to the dififerenceon chord (ofwhich onlythe firstcan be playedon

the Harmonioal." TmrwZator.] the Harmonical) are struck with absolutelythe

t [Itis quiteimpossibleto confuse them same digitalson a pianoforte.Trace them on

in the justintonation of any harmonic inter- the Duodenarium, App. XX. sect. E. art. 18."

"als, but they are absolutelyidentified in Translator.}

equallytempered intonation as 300 cents,and
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These chords of the diminished Seventh do not form so sharpa contrast with

the consonances in the minor mode, as the correspondingchord does in the major
mode, althoughifthe intonation is justthe dissonance is alwaysextremelyharsh
and cutting.*When theyare followed by the triad of the tonic,the two chords

togethercontain all the tones of the key,and hence completelycharacterise it.

The chief use of the chord of the diminished Seventh is due to its variability,
which readilyleads the harmony into new keys. By merelysubjoiningthe minor

chords of i^.A, C or ^ the new keywill be completelyestablished. It is readily
seen that this seriesof keysitselfforms a chord of the diminished Seventh, the

tones of which liea Semitone higherthan those of the givenchord. This givesa
simplemeans of recollectingthem.f

The comprehensionof the whole of a keyby these chords is of specialimpor-tance
in the cadence at the end of a compositionor of one of itsprincipalsections.

% For this purpose we have also to determine what fundamental primarytones can

be representedby these chords of the Seventh.

It is clear that a singlemusical tone can never be more than imperfectly
representedby the tones of a dissonant chord. But as a generalrule some of

these tones can be acceptedas the constituents of a musical tone. This givesrise
to a practicallyimportantdifference between the differenttones of such a chord.

Those tones which can be considered as the elements of a compoundtone,form a com-pact,

well-definedmass of tone. Any one or two other tones in the chord,which do

not belongto this mass of tone,have the appearance of unconnected tones,acci-dentally

intruding.The latterare called by musicians the dissonances or the dis-

sonant notes of the chord. Considered independently,of course, either tone in a

dissonant intervalisequallydissonant in respectto the other,and ifthere were only
two tones itwould be absurd to call one of them onlythe dissonant tone. In

the Seventh c.bi, cis dissonant in respectto "i,and bi in respectto c. In the

% chord c + ^1 " gf+ 61 the notes c -h 61 " gfform a singlemass of tone corresponding
to the compound tone of c, and bi is an unconnected tone sounding at the same

time. Hence the three tones c + ^1 " ^have an independentsteadinessand compact-

* [Asthe ratios 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 are the justifi- four keys into which a slightalteration of the

cation of the chord of ihe dominant Seventh pitchesof the notes in the chord of the dimi-

4 : 5 : 6 : 7j,so the ratios 10 : 12 : 14 : 17 are nished Seventh will make itfit,are FJl,A^ C,
the justificationof the chord of the diminished E\}. These notes,however, do not form a chord

Seventh 10 : 12 : 14J : 17^ taking the ratios with the same intervals,but Ft 294 A 294 C

of No. 5, p. 343",and commencing with 10. 294 ^b, that isa succession of Pythagoreanminor
That is,e"3i6 ^'267 '6"b 336 *'d'"b,which Thirds, the result of which is simplyhideooA.
can be played on the Harmonical,is the just It is only in equallytempered intonation in

chord of the diminished Seventh, for which which the four forms above givenof the chord

the form of ordinaryjustintonation is e''3i6 of the diminished Seventh agree absolutelyin
g^'2f)"̂''b3i6d'b, which must be played as sound, though they di"Fer in writing,because

^^3162)/294/'316 a^"\" on the Harmonical, signsoriginallyintended for other tempera-
an intenselyharsh chord,for which is played ments (asthe Pythagorean,meantone, or other

in equal temperament /300 6^300/'300 a"b. which distinguishedCjf and Db, but did not

ITObserve that the dimini"ed Seventh 10 : 17 distinguishthe conmia)have continued in use,

has 919 cents, the diminished Seventh of with confounded meanings. This is precisely
ordinaryjust intonation 10 : 17^ has 926 the same as in ordinary English speUing,
cents,7 too sharp; while in equallytempered where combinations of lettersoriginallyrepre-
intonation it is only 900 cents or 19 too flat. sentingvery different sounds, are now con-

And the tempered major Sixth is repre- fused,as I have demonstrated historicallyin
sented by the same interval of 900 cents, my Early English Pronunciation. In equally
which is 16 cents too sharp. It is remarkable tempered intonation the roots ft 300 a 300 c

that any sense of interval or tonalitysurvives 300 ^b do also form a chord of the diminished

these confusions. Of course the introduction Seventh. But this does not end the confusion,
of the 17thharmonic into the scale is a sheer for the key oift may betaken as that of grb,of

impossibility.The chord 10 : 12 : 14J : 17^ a as that of "bb, c as that of "S
,
eb as that of

is simple noise. The chord 10 : 12 : 14 : 17 dt ,and these four roots,ab, "b \"^ht^dt, being
which I have tried on Appunn's tonometer in played with the same digitalsrepresent the

its inversions,is a comparativelysmooth dis- same chord,but the four keys are now totally
cord superiorto the tempered form. But the unrelated. What then becomes of the feeling
chord is reallydue to tempered intonation of tonality?and how are we to feel the right
only. For further notes on this chord see amid this mass of wrong, as Sir George Mac-

App. XX. sect. E. art. 23, and sect. F. towards farren says we can, and as I must thereforo

end of No. 7." SVansIator.] suppose he himself hjM sacceeded in doing?"

t [Itis correctlystated in the text that the Translator,']
Digitizedby ^OOQIC
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ness of their own. But the unsupportedsolitarySeventh bihas to stand against
the preponderanceof the other tones,and itcould not do so either when executed

by a singer,or heard by a listener,unless the melodic progressionwere keptvery
simpleand readilyintelligible.Consequentlyparticularrules have to be observed

for the progressionof the partwhich producesthis note,whereas the introduction

of c, which issufficientlyjustifiedbythe chord itself,isperfectlyfree and unfettered.

Musicians indicate this practicaldifferencein the laws of progressionof partsby
termingby alone the dissonant note of this chord; and althoughthe expression
is not a very happy one, we can have no hesitation in retainingit,after its real

meaninghas been thus explained.
We now proceedto examine each of the previouschords of the Seventh with a

view to determine what compound musical tone theyrepresent,and which are their

dissonant tones.

1. The chard of the dominant Seventh,g + bi"d\f, contains three tones f

belongingto the compound tone of G, namely^,^j,and (2,and the Seventh / isthe

dissonant tone. But we must observe that the minor Seventh ^ . . / [or*^= |^ x J,or

cents 996 = 969 + 27]approachesso near to the ratio i [cents969]which would be

almost exactlyrepresentedby ^ . . ./,, [cents974],
that / may in any case pass as the

seventh partialtone of the compound G* Singersprobablyoften exchangethe/
of the chord of the dominant Seventh for/i,t partlybecause itusuallypasses into e|,

partlybecause theythus diminish the harshness of the dissonance. This can be

easilydone when the pitchof/is not determined in the precedingchord by some

near relationship.Thus if the consonant chord g-\'bi"dhad alreadybeen struck

and then / were added, itwould readilyfallinto/i,[^h.Q,tis^/jbecause/is to itself

unrelated to g, b^j or d.t Hence, althoughthe chord of the dominant Seventh

is dissonant,its dissonant tone so nearlycorrespondsto the correspondingpartial
tone in the compound tone of the dominant,that the whole chord may be very well

regardedas a representativeof that compound. For this reason, doubtless,the f
Seventh of this chord has been set free from many obHgationsin the progression
of parts to which dissonant Sevenths are otherwise subjected.Thus itis allowed

to be introduced freelywithout preparation,which is not the case for the other

Sevenths. In modem compositions(asE. Wagner's)the chord of the dominant

Seventh not unfrequentlyoccurs as the concludingchord of a subordinate section

of a pieceof music.

The chord of the dominant Seventh consequentlyplaysthe second most impor-tant
partin modem music,standingnext to the tonic. It exactlydefines the key"

more exactlythan the simpletriad g + b^"d, 01 than the diminished triad bi"d |/.
As a dissonant chord it urgentlyrequiresto be resolved on to the tonic chord,
which the simpledominant triad does not. And finallyitsharmoniousness is so

extremelylittleobscured,that it is the softestof alldissonant chords." Hence we

could scarcelydo without it in modem music. This chord appears to have been

discovered in the beginningof the seventeenth centuryby Monteverde. f
2

.
The chord ofthe Seventh upon the Second ofa majorscale,d \/+ a, " c, has

three tones,/,a^, c, which belongto the compound tone of F. When the intona-tion

isjust,d isdissonant with each of the three tones of thischord,and hence must

" [Ithas, however, a very different effect on such points)that /,is very remote indeed

on the ear. " Translator.'] from g." Translator.]
t [Here/,must be considered as the repre- " [Aswe hear itonlyin temperedmusic as a

sentative of y. Singers would not naturally rule,with the harsh majorThird, which makes

take such a strange artificialapproximationas the major triad almost dissonant,the addition

/,, unless led by an instrument. Unaccom- of the dominant Seventh increases the harsh-

panied singerscould onlychoose between / and ness surprisinglylittle. But in justintonation

y, and singersof unaccompanied melodies are g b^df is markedly harsher than g b^d % as

said often to choose '/when descendingto e. I have often had occasion to observe in Ap-
What is the custom in unaccompanied choirs, punn's tonometer, where g b^ d can be left

which have not been trained to give/,has, so sounding,and / suddenlytransformed to */and
far as I know, not bepn recorded. " Translator.] conversely.On the Harmonical we must oom-

% [And '/is,but/i againis not. It will be pare g b^d f with ce^g ^5b,and that in aU

seen by the Duodenarium (App.XX. sect. E. their inversions and positions." Translator,]
art. 18) (whichshould be constantlyconsulted *

Digitizedby V^OOQIC
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be regardedas the dissonant note. This would make the fundamental positionof
thischord to be thatwhich Eameau assigned,making/theroot,thus :/+ ^i " c ...fZ,

which is a positionof the Sixth and Fifth,and the chord is called by Eameau the

cJiord of the greatSixth [grandeSixte,in English * added Sixth'].This is the

positionin which the chord usuallyappears in the finalcadence of C major. Its

meaning and its relation to the keyis more certain than that of the falseminor
chord d \f+a^^ mentioned on p. 340a, which as executed by a singeror heard by
a listener is readilyapt to be confused with di"f + ai in the keyof Ai minor.

By changingd |/+"! into d^ " / + ai we obtain a minor chord,to which there

will be a greatattraction when the relation of ^ to ^ is not made very distinct.

But if we were to changed into di in the chord d \/H-ai" c, thus producing
di " /+ "! " c, althoughdi would be consonant with /and ai it would not be so

with c ; on the contrary,the dissonance dy-.x'[p.332, No. 36,cents 1018, rough-

f ness 25]is much harsher than d...c\[ibid..No. 34, cents 996,roughness23,
much the same as the other]

,
and, after all,it would be onlythe tone ai which

would enter into the compound tone of d^,so that,notwithstandingthis change,/,
which contains three tones of the chord in itsown compound tone,would predomi-nate

over d,,which has onlytwo. In accordance with this view, I find the chord

/-h ^i " c...{?when used on the justly-intonedharmonium, as subdominant of C

major,producesa better effect than/+ ai"c.di.

3. The correspondingchord of the Seventh on the Second of the minor scale^

d \f" a^\}-h c, has onlyone tone,c, which can be regardedas a constituent of the

compound tone of either/ or a^\}.But since c is the third partialof / and only
the fifthpartialof a*[7,/ as a rule predominates,and the chord must be regarded
as a subdominant chord /" a^|?+ c with the addition of dissonant d. There is

stillless inducement to changed into di in this case than in the last.

4. The chord ofthe Seventh on the Seventh of the majorscale,61 " d |/+ ^i,

^ contains two tones,bi and d, belongingto the dominant g, and two others,/,and

ai ,
belongingto the subdominant /. Hence the chord splitsinto two equallyim-portant

halves. But we must observe that the two tones / and Ay approachvery
closelyto the two next partialtones of the compound tone of (7. The partialsof
this compound tone from the fourth onwards may be written "

g-]-bi-d..,fi.,.g...a
4 5 6 7* 8 9

Hence the chord of the Ninth g + b^"d \f+a^ may representthe compound tone

of the dominant g, providedthat the similaritybe keptclear by the positionof the

tones,g beingthe lowest and a^ the highest; it is also best not to let/ [standing
for y] falltoo low. Since a is the ninth partialtone of the compound g, which is

very weak in all usual quahtiesof tone,and is often inaudible,and since there

is the intervalof a comma between a and ax ,
and also between /jand / [buty and /

% differby 27 cents],care must be taken to render the resemblance of the chord of

the Ninth to the compound tone of g, as strongas possible,by adoptingthe device

of keepinga, uppermost,and then tiieuse of /,a,, for /i,a, [meaningy a] wiU

not be very striking.In this case / and a^ must be considered as the cUssonant

notes of the chord of the Ninth g + bi"d \f+ai, because althoughtheyare very

nearlythe same, theyare not quitethe same, as the partialtones of G. No pre-paration

isnecessary for the introduction of a^ into the chord,forthe same reasons

that / is allowed to be introduced into the chord of the dominant Seventh,

g+bi"d I/ without preparation.Lastly,some of the tones of the pentadchord
of the Ninth may be omitted,to reduce it to four parts; for example,its Fifth,as

in g + bi ..f+ai,or itsroot,as in bi^d \/+"!. If onlythe order of the tones is

preservedas much as possible,and especiallythe a^ keptuppermost,the chord will

alwaysbe recognisedas a representativeof the compound tone of G.

* (That is,supposing /i to be used for so that the above chord representsgbid^fg a.

y, as abreadyexplained,see p. 347"J,note f, " Trcmslaior.^
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This seems to me the simplereason why musicians find itdesirableto make ai

the highesttone in the chord bi"d\ /H-ap Hauptmann, indeed,givesthis as a

rule without exception,and assignsrather an artificialreason for it. The ambiguity
of the chord will thus be obviated as far as possible,and it receives a clearlyin-

telhgiblerelation to the dominant of the key of C major,whereas in other positions
of the same chord there would be too greata .chance of confusingit with the sub-

dominant of A
I
minor.* When the intonation isjust ,

the chord gr+ 6
,

" 6?
. . ./i. . .

a,f

which consists (verynearlyindeed)of the partialtones of the compound tone of g,

sounds very soft,and but slightlydissonant ; the chord of the Ninth in the key
of C major,g-^bi-^d'l/'+a/, and the chord of the Seventh in the position

hi"d' IZ+a/, sound somewhat rougher,on account of the PythagoreanThird
d' I/, and the imperfectFifth ^'...a/,but theyare not very harsh. If,however,

a/ is taken in a lower position,theybecome veiy rough indeed.

The chord of the Seventh hi"d [/+"! and the followingtriad c-he^"g, as ^
alreadyobserved, contain all the tones in the key of C major,and hence this

chordal succession is extremelywell adaptedfor a briefand completecharacterisa-tion

of the key.
5. The chord of the diminished Seventh

,
bi"d\ f"a^\},and the minor chord

c " e^\}+g,have the last mentioned propertyfor the minor key of C, and for this

reason as well as for its greatvariability(p.345^) it is largely,perhapsfar too

largely(p.320^^),employed in modem music, especiallyfor modulations. It con-tains

no note which belongsto the compound tone of any other note in the chord,

but the three tones bi"d\ /may be regardedas belongingto the compound tone

of ^, so that it also presentsthe appearance of a chord of the Ninth in the form

g+bi"d I/" a'b- It therefore imperfectlyrepresentsthe compomid tone of the

dominant,with an intruded tone a*b,and/ anda*t"̂̂ J thereforebe regardedas its

dissonant tones. But the connection of the three tones bi-"d |/ with the compound
tone of g isnot so distinctlymarked as to make it necessarjf to subordinate the pro- "r

gressionof the tones/and a^\}to that of bi and d. At least the chord is allowed

to commence without preparation,and it is resolved by the motion of all its tones

to those tones of the scale which make the smallest intervals with them, for its

elements are not sufficientlywell connected with one another to allow of wide steps
in its resolution.

6. The chords of the major Seventh in the direct system of the key,as

/-t-ai"c+Ci and c+"i" g +̂ ^i in C major, and a'b+c" e^b+S'̂ ^ ^ minor, as

alreadyremarked,mainlyrepresenta major chord with the major Seventh as dis-sonant

tone. The majorSeventh forms rather a rough dissonance,and is decidedly
opposed to the triad below it,into which it will not fitat all.

7. The chords of the minor Seventh in the direct system of the key,as

ai " c + ex"g and ex"g + bi"df givegreatestprominence to the compound tone

of their Thirds,to which their bass seems to be subjoined.Thus c-f e| "g...ai is

the compound tone of c with an added a,, and g-{-bx"d...eiis the compound tone m

of g with an added Cj. But since c + Cj" {/ and g-\-bx"d,beingthe principal
triads of the key,are constantlyrecurring,this addition of a^ and 6, respectively
givesby contrast greatprominenceto these tones ; moreover, the a, and e^ in these

chords of the Seventh are not so isolatedas the d'uid\f-^-a^" c, where d has no true

Fifth in the chord. The a, in aj" c+Cj-gf has the Fifth e,, and even the

Seventh gt which belongsto its compound tone ; and in the same way the b^ and

* [The rootless chord of the Ninth on the pare its effect with that of the next three
dominant of C major is b^"d \f+a^^ and the chords as givenin the text. " Translator,']
snbdominant of A^ minor is 6 |dj" /+a" J [The tone gj of course represents the

which would not be confused with the former third partialof a,. Does the Author mean

in just intonation,but in equal temperament that the acute minor Seventh g representsthe
is identical with it." Translator,] seventh partial'^|for which itis 49 cents, or

f [This is the form in which the Author about a quarterof a Tone too sharp? The

was obligedto playit on his instrument,which usual minor Seventh ^, has been allowed to do

had /" see p. 317c, note, but not Y. On the so, although27 cents too sharp. Perhaps the

Harmonical play c + c," y...'6l)...oand com- expression* even the Seventh' (alien/allsauch
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dotei"g+bi"d may be considered to belongto the compound tone of e,. Hence

the tone a^ in the firstand Ci in the second are not necessarilysubjectto the laws

of the resolution of dissonant notes.

Writers on harmony are accustomed to consider the normal positionof allthese

chords to be that of the chord of the Seventh,and to call the lowest tone itsroot.

Perhapsitwould be more natural to consider c + e,"g...ai as the principalposition
of the chord ai" c+^i" grand c as its root. But such a chord is a compound
tone of c with an inclinationto aj ,

and in modulations this intrusion of the tone

of ai is utilisedfor proceedingto those chords related to aj which are not related

to the chord c+e, "g, for exampleto d^" /+ai. In the same way we can proceed
from ^ + 6," d...eito ai" c+"i, which would be a jump from ^-f6," (^. For

modulation,therefore,the a^ and ei are essentialpartsof these chords respectively,
and in this practicallighttheymight be called the fundamental tones of their

Irespectivechords.
8. The chord of the Seventh on the tonic of the minor hey,c-e^b+f^-f̂i,is

seldom used,because b^ in the minor keybelongsessentiallyto ascendingmotion,
and a resolved Seventh habituallydescends. Hence it would be alwaysbetter to

form the chord c" e*t)+^" 6^l",which is similar to the chords considered in No. 7.

CHAPTER XVm.

LAWS OF THE PBOGRESSION OF PARTS.

Up to this pointwe have considered onlythe relations of the tones in a pieceof
"- music with its tonic,and of its chords with its tonic chord. On these relations

dependsthe connection of the partsof a mass of tone into one coherent whole.

But besides this the succession of the tones and chords must be regulatedbynatural
relations. The mass of sound thus becomes more intimatelybound up together,
and, as a generalrule,we must aim at producingsuch a connection,although,

exceptionally,peculiarexpressionmay necessitate the selectionof a more violent

and less obvious planof progression.In the developmentof the scale we saw that

the connection of allthe notes by means of their relation to the tonic,iforiginally
perceivedat all,was at most but very dimlyseen, and was apparentlyreplacedby
the chain of Fifths ; at any rate,the latter alone was sufficientlydevelopedto be

recognisedin the Pythagoreanconstruction of tonal systems. But by the side of

our stronglydevelopedfeelingforthe tonic in modem harmonic music, the necessity
for a linked connection of individual tones and chords is stillrecognised,although
the chain of Fifths,which originallyconnected the tones of the scale,as

If f"c"g" d "a"e"b,

has been interruptedby the introduction of perfectmajorThirds,and now appears

as

/" o"^g "d...di"^i":^i", *i-

The musical connection between two consecutive notes may be effected:

I. By the relation oftheircompound tones.

This is either :

a.)direct,when the two consecutive tones form a perfectlyconsonant interval,
in which case, as we have previouslyseen, one of the clearlyperceptiblepartial
tones of the firstnote is identicalwith one of the second. The pitchof the follow-

die Septime)is intended to shew that this " gf,and the chord of a is ||a-4-cS" e-^. Bat

view is rather too loose. In eqaal tempera- this is mere confosion. " TranslaiorJ]
ment, indeed,the dissonant chord is ga-c + 6

^.joogle
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ingcompound tone is then clearlydetermined for the ear. This is the best and

surest kind of connection. The closest relationshipof this kind exists when the

voice jumps a whole Octave ; but this is not usual in melodies,exceptwith the

bass, as the alteration of pitchis feltto be too sudden for the upper part. Next

to this comes the jump of a Fifth or Fourth, both of which are very definite

and clear. After these follow the stepsof a major Sixth or major Third,both of

which can be readilytaken,but some uncertaintybeginsto arise in the case of

minor Sixths and minor Thirds. Estheticallyit should be remarked,that of all

the melodic stepsjustmentioned, the majorSixth and majorThird have,I might
almost say, the highestdegreeof thoroughbeauty. This possiblydepends upon

their positionat the limit of clearlyintelligibleintervals. The stepsof a Fifth or

Fourth are too clear,and hence are, as it were, drilyintelligible;the stepsof

minor Thirds, and especiallyminor Sixths,begin to sound indeterminate. The

major Thirds and majorSixths seem to hold the rightbalance between darkness ^
and light. The major Sixth and major Third seem also to stand in the same

relation to the other intervalsharmonically.
b.)indirect,of the second degreeonly. This occurs in the regularprogression

of the scale,proceedingby Tones or Semitones. For example:

c
...

d d
... $1 Bi f

^IT ^"5^ ^c^

The whole major Tone c
...

d proceedsfrom the Fourth to the Fifth of the

auxiliarytone G, which Eameau supposedto be subjoinedas the fundamental bass

of the above melodic progression.The minor Tone d...e\proceedsfrom the Fifth

to the major Sixth of the auxiHarytone (7,and the Semitone 61.../from the major
Third to the Fourth of the auxiliarytone C But in order that these auxiliary
tones may readilyoccur to both singerand hearer, theymust be among the f
principaltones of the key. Thus the stepa^.^.hîn the majorscale of G causes

the singersa littletrouble,althoughitis onlythe interval of a major Tone, and

could be easilyreferred to the auxiliarytone E^, But the sound of ei is not so firm

and readyin the mind, as the sound of G and itsFifth G and Fourth F. Hence the

Hexachord of Guide of Arezzo, which was the normal scale for singersthroughout
the middle ages, ended at the Sixth.* This Hexachord was sung with different

pitchesof the firstnote, but alwaysformed the same melody:

So that the interval Mi..,Fa alwaysmarked the Semitone. t

For the same reason Eameau preferred,in the minor scale,to refer tliestepŝ
d...e't)aiide^[}...fto G and G as auxiliarytones, rather than to B}},the Seventh of

* For the same reason d'Alembert explains certainlyased for trainingsingersin meantone

the limits of the old Greek heptachord,by temperament. It could not have been used for

means of two connected tetraohords " justintonation,because the melody cdef is

K Q g ^ f Q a
assumed to be identicalwith^ a 6 cin the same

'' "* *' '"

scale,whereas in justintonation c 204 d 182 ""
in which the step a

...
" is avoided. But this 112/ and ^ i82a|20461112c' are different. For

explanationwould only suit a key in which c an excellent account of the Hexachord see

was the tonic,and this "ras probablynot the Mr. Bockstro's article * Hexachord,' in Grove's

case for the ancient Greek scale. Dictionary. To shew, however, how intona-
t [Prof.Helmholtz leaves the intonation tions are mixed up, it may be observed that he

unmarked. Guido d'Arezzo, the presumed in- illustratesthe use of the Hexachord in * Beal

ventor of the Hexachord, is said to have intro- Fugue ' by an example of Palestrina,who lived

duced it about 1024 a.]".,that is long before in the sixteenth century,and is often credited

meantone temperament existed. Hence we with justintonation,but who being juniorto

must assume Pythagorean intonation (seep. Salinas and Zarlino must have used meantone

3i3fi).Yet in later times the Hexachord was temperament." Tratwiator.]
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the descendingscale,*which had not a sufficientlyclose relationshipto the tonic,

and hence was not well enoughimpressedon the singer'smind for such a purpose.

Taking g and c, the Octaves of G and C as the auxiharytones,the motion in

d...e^\}is from the Fourth below g to the majorThird below it,and in e^\}...ffrom

the major Sixth below c to the Fifth below it. On the other hand,itis impossible
to reduce the stepa^\}...bx[cents274]in the minor scale to any relationshipof the

second degree. [See p. 301c, note *.] It is therefore also decidedlyunmelodic
and had to be entirelyavoided in the old homophonicmusic, justas the steps
of the falseFifths and Fourths, as 6

1 . . ./ [cents6 1o],
or / . . .

5 / [cents590].
Hence

the alterationsin the ascendingand descendingmiaor scales alreadymentioned.
In modem harmonic music many of these difficultieshave disappeared,or

become less sensible,because correct harmonisation can exhibit the connections

which are absent in the melodic progressionof an unaccompaniedvoice. Hence

% also it is much easier to take a partat sightin a harmony,written in pianoforte

score, which shews its relations,than to singit from an unconnected part. The

former shews how the tone to be sung is connected with the whole harmony,the
lattergivesonlyits connection with the adjacenttones.f

2. Tones may be connected by their ajp'proxhnationin pitch.
This relationhas been considered previouslywith reference to the leadingnote.

The same holds good for the intercalated tones in chromatic passages. For

example,if in C major,we replaceC...D hj C.CJff..D,this Cj has no relation

either of the firstor second degree with the tonic (7,and also no harmonic or

modulational significance.It is nothing but a stepintercalated between two

tones,which has no relation to the scale,and onlyserves to render itsdiscontinuous

progressionmore Uke the glidingmotion of natural speech,or weepingor howling.
The Greeks carried this subdivision stillfurther than we do at present,by splitting
up a Semitone into two partsin theirenharmonic system (p.265a).Notwithstand-

^ ingthe strangeness of the tone to be struck,chromatic progressionin Semitones

can be executed with sufficientcertaintyto allow it to be used in modulational

transitionsfor the purpose of suddenlyreachingvery distant keys.
ItaHan melodies are especiallyrich in such intercalated tones. Investigations

of the laws ûnder which they occur will be found in two essays of Sig.A. Basevi.J
The rule is without exceptionthat tones foreignto the scale can be introduced only
when theydifferby a Semitone " from the note of the scale on to which they
resolve,while any tones belongingto the scale itselfcan be freelyintroduced
althoughout of harmony with the accompaniment,and even requiringthe step of

a whole Tone for their resolution.

* [The Anthor writes "b, and calls it ' the tones,the small 90 and the large1 14 cents, and

Seventh of the descendingscale ' of C minor, the rule was to make the Semitone closestto the

which, however, is B'b, and this answers for note to which it led,thus cii4c](9od, (i 114

the first interval (2
...

e^b, owing to 6^ b + d^and db 9od, And this notation was retained even

^ e^b " 6*b ; but it does not answer to the second in meantone temperament, where the relations

interval e'b .../as / ...6*bis dissonant,and it were reversed,as c 76 cj 117 d^ d 76 db 117 c;

would not do to use "b, although6b "/ is con- but practicallythis made no difference except
sonant, because e'b

...
"b is dissonant. Buta'b

.

to the singer,as the playerhad onlyone Semi-

would do, as we see from a'bie^b, /" a'b. tone at command. Ttus writingis stillcon-
Hence ifthe text givesRameau's notes, he must tinned in equal temperament, although the

have been misled by temperament. " Trans- two Semitones are now equalisedas 100 cents,

lator.] thus c 100 cH 100 d, and d 100 db 100 c. Bat

f [Henceany means of shewingthe relation in justintonation We have Semitones of varioos

of each tone to the tonic of the moment, as in dimensions,c 114 eft90 c2,c 112 d^b 92 d, c 92

the Tonic Solfa system, materiallyfacilitates c,](112 d, c 90 db 114 d, c 70 CjS 134 d ; which

sight-singing,as perhaps the use of the duode- of these is the playerto play,or the singerto
nal (App.XX. sect. E. art. 26) when thoroughly sing(aquestionof importancewhen each part
understood might also do." Translator.'] is sustained by many unaccompanied voices)?

X Introduction d un nouveau System Practicallythe playerwill take the most handy
d*Harmoniet traduit par L. DeUtre ; Florence, interval,and the singersmust arrange in re-

1855. Studj sulV Armoniat Firenze, 1865. hearsal,but would possiblytake c 92 c^t 1 12 d,
" [Of course those who laid down the rule d 92 d'b 112 c, as these are the intervals used

thoughtonlyof a tempered Semitone. But in in modulation from / to /,Sto the dominant,
Pythagoreantemperament there were two Semi- and 6,to 6 b to the Bubdominant. " Translator.]
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In the same way stepsof a whole Tone may be made, providedthe notes liein

the scale,when they serve merelyto connect two other tones which belongto
chords. These are the so-called passingor changingnotes. Thus if while the

triad of C major is sustained,a voice singsthe passage c...d...ei.,f...g,the two

notes d and / do not suit the chord, and have no relation to the harmony, but

are simplyjustifiedby the melodic progressionof the singlevoice. It is usual to

placethese passingnotes on the unaccented parts of the bar, and to givethem a

short duration. Thus in the above example c, e,, ^ would fall on accented parts
of the bar. Then d is the passingnote between c and ei and /between e^ and g.
It is essentialfor their intelligibihtythat theyshould make stepsof Semitones or

whole Tones. They thus produce a simplemelodic progression,which flows on

freely,without givingany prominenceto the dissonances produced.
Even in Che essentiallydissonant chords the ruleis,that dissonant tones which in-trude

isolatedlyon the mass of the other tones must proceedin a melodic progression,f
which can be easilyunderstood and easilyperformed. And since the feelingfor
the natural relations of such an isolatedtone is almost overpoweredby the simul-taneous

sound of the other tones which force themselves much more stronglyon
the attention,both singerand hearer are thrown upon the gradualdiatonic pro-gression

as the only means of clearlyfixingthe melodic relations of a dissonant

note of this description.Hence it is generallynecessary that a dissonant note

should enter and leave the chord by degreesof the scale.

Chords must be considered essentiallydissonant,in which the dissonant notes

do not enter as passingnotes over a sustained chord,but are either accompanied
by an especialchord,differingfirom the precedingand followingchords,or else are

rendered so prominentby their duration or accentuation,that theycannot possibly
escape the attention of the hearer. It has been alreadyremarked that these chords

are not used for their own sakes,but principallyas a means of increasingthe

feelingof onward progressionin the composition. Hence it follows for the motion IT

of the dissonant note,that when it enters and leaves the chord,itwilleither ascend

on each occasion or descend on each. If we allowed it to reverse itsmotion in the

second half,and thus return to its originalposition,there would seem to have been

no motive for the dissonance. It would in that case have been better to leave the

note at rest in its consonant position.A motion which returns to itsoriginand
creates a dissonance by the way, had better be avoided ; ithas no object.

Secondlyit may be laid down as a rule,that the motion of the dissonant note

should not be such as to make the chord consonant without any change in the

other notes. For a dissonance which disappearsof itselfprovidedwe wait for the

next step,givesno impetus to the progress of the harmony. It sounds poor and

unjustified.This is the principalreason why chords of the Seventh which have

to be resolved by the motion of the Seventh,can onlypermitthe Seventh to

descend. For if the Seventh ascended in the scale,it would pass into the octave

of the lowest tone,and the dissonance of the chord would disappear. When Bach, %

Mozart,and others use such progressionsfor chords of the dominant Seventh,the

Seventh has the effectof a passingnote, and must be so treated. In that case it

has no effecton the progressionof the harmony.
The pitchof a singledissonant note in a chord of many partsis determined

with greatestcertainty,when ithas been previouslyheard as a consonance in the

precedingchord,and ismerelysustained while the new chord isintroduced. Thus

if we take the followingsuccession of chords :

0...d... g + b^
c +"!" g + bi

the hi in the firstchord isdetermined by itsconsonance with G. It simplyremains
while the tones c and Bi are introduced in placeof G and d, and thus becomes a

dissonance in the chord of the Seventh c-^ei" g+b^. In this case the dissonance

is said to be prepared. This was the onlyway in which dissonances might be
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introduced down to the end ofthe sixteenth century. Prepareddissonances produce
a peculiarlypowerfuleffect: a partof the precedingchord lingerson, and has to

be forced from itspositionbythe followingchord. In thisway, an effortto advance

againstopposingobstacles wliich only slowlyyield,is very effectivelyexpressed.
And for the same reason the newly introduced chord (c4 Ci " 5^ in the last

example)must enter on a stronglyaccented partof the bar ; as it would otheonrise

not sufficientlyexpress exertion. The resolution of the prepareddissonance,on
the contrary,naturallyfallson an unaccented partof the bar. Nothingsonnds
worse than dissonances playedor sung in a draggingor uncertain manner. In

that case theyappear to be simplyout of tune. They are, as a rule,onlyjustified
by expressingenergy and vigorousprogress.

Such prepareddissonances,termed sttspensions,may occur in many other chords

besides those of the Seventh. For example:

''
Preparation: G .,.c + "i

Suspension: G ...c ...d

Resolution : G -\-Bi" d

The tone c is the prepareddissonance ; in the second chord,which must faXLon

an accented partof the bar, d the Fifth of G is introduced and generatesthe dis-sonance

c..,d,and then c must giveway, and accordingto our second rule,must

go further from d,which resultsin the resolution G -{-Bi ^ d. The chords might
also be playedin the inverse order,and then d would be a prepareddissonance which

was forced away by c. But this isnot so good,because descendingmotion is better

suited than ascendingmotion to an extruded note. Heightenedpitchalwaysgives
us involuntarilythe impressionof greatereffort,because we have continuallyto
exert our voice in order to reach hightones. The dissonant note on descending
seems to yieldsuitablyto superiorforce,but on ascendingit as it were rises by its

^ own exertion. But circumstances may render the latter course suitable,and its

occurrence is not unfrequent.
In the other case, especiallyfrequentfor chords of the Seventh, when the dis-sonant

note is not preparedbut is struck simultaneouslywith the chord to which it

is dissonant,the significanceof the dissonance is different.Since these unprepared
Sevenths must usuallyenter by the descent of the precedingnote, theymay be

always considered as descendingfrom the Octave of the root of their chord,by
supposinga consonant majoror minor chord havingthe same root as the chord

of the Seventh to be inserted between that and the precedingchord. In this case

the entrance of the Seventh merelyindicates that this consonant chord beginsto
break up immediatelyand that the melodic progressiongivesa new direction to the

harmony. This new direction,leadingto the chord of resolution,must be empha-sised,
and hence the dissonance necessarilyfallson the precedingunaccented pari

of a bar.

^ The introduction of an isolated dissonant note into a chord of several parts
cannot generallybe used as the expressionof exertion,but this character will

attach to the introduction of a chord as againsta singlenote, supposingthat this

singlenote is not too powerful. Hence it lies in the nature of thingsthat the

firstkind of introduction takes placeon unaccented and the last on accented parts
of a bar.

These rules for the introduction of dissonances may be often neglectedfor the

chords of the Seventh in the reverted system, in which the Fourth and Second of

the scale oecur, and notes from the subdominant sideare mixed up with notes from

the dominant side. These chords may also be introduced to enhance the dynamical
impressionof the advancingharmony, for theyhave the effectof keepingthe
extent of the key perpetuallybefore the feelingof the hearer,and this object
justifiestheir existence.

Of several voices which are leavingthe chord of the tonic C, it is quiteeasy
for some to pass on to notes of the dominant chord g + bi " d, and for others to
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proceedto the notes of the subdominant chords/+ "i " c or/ " a't"+ c, as each

voice will be able to strikethe new note with perfectcertainty,on account of the

closerelationshipbetween the chords. When, however,the dissonant chord has been

thus formed and sounded, the dissonant notes will have the feelingfor their more

distant relationsobscured by the strangenessof the other partsof the chord,and
must generallyproceedaccordingto the rule of resolution of dissonances. Thus

the singerwho sounds / in the chord g-^-bi^d\f,would vainlyendeavour to

pictureto himself the sound of the ai which isrelated to / with sufficientclearness

to leapup or down to itwith certainty; but he is easilyable to execute the small

stepof half a Tone,by which / descends to 6] in the chord ci-ei"g. But the

note g itself,on the other hand, havingits own compound tone approximatively
indicated by the chord of the Seventh,has no difficultyin passingby a leapto its

related notes,as c for example,or bito g.

In the chords hi"d \f-\-aiand 61"d |/" a^t),in which neither dominant nor ^
Bubdomiiiant prevails,itwould not be advisable to letany note proceedby a leap.

And it would also not be advisable to pass by a leapinto the chords of the

reverted system from any other chord but the tonic,because that chord alone is

related to both dominant and subdominant chords at the same time.

It is not possibleto pass to chords of the Seventh in the direct system,from
another chord related to both extremities of the chord of the Seventh,and hence

in this case the dissonance must be introduced in accordance with the strictrules.

Musicians are divided in opinionas to the proper treatment of the subdominant

chord with an added Sixth,f-\-ai" c...d in C major. The rule of Eameau is

probablycorrect (p.347^),making d the dissonant note,to be resolved by rising
to Bi. This is also decidedlythe most harmonious kind of resolution. Modem

theorists,on the other hand,regardthis chord as a chord of the Seventh on d^and

take c as the dissonant note to be resolved by descent ; whereas when c remains,d
is quitefree and may therefore even descend. cr

Chordal Sequences.

Just as the older homophonicmusic requiredthe notes of a melodyto be linked

together,modern music endeavours to link togetherthe seriesof chords occurring
in a tissueof harmony, and it thus obtains much greaterfreedom in the melodic

succession of individual notes, because the natural relationshipof the notes is'

much more decisivelyand emphaticallymarked in harmonic music than in homo-

phonic melody. This desire for linkingthe chords togetherwas but sHghtly
developedin the sixteenth century. The greatItalian masters of this periodallow
the chords of the keyto succeed each other in leapswhich are often surprising,
and which we should at presentadmit onlyin exceptionalcases. But duringthe
seventeenth centurythe feelingfor this peculiarityof harmony also was developed,
so that we find Eameau layingdown distinctrules on the subjectin the beginning
of the eighteenthcentury. In reference to his conceptionof fundamental bass,f
Bameau worded his rule thus :

' Ths fundamentalbass ma/y, as a generalrule,

proceedonlyin perfectFifthsor Thirds,upwards or downwards.' Accordingto
our view the fundamental bass of a chord is that compound tone which is either

exclusivelyor principallyrepresentedby the notes of the chord. In this sense

Bameau's rule coincides with that for the melodic progressionof a singlenote to

its nearest related notes. The compound tone of a chord,like the voice of a

melody,may onlyproceedto its nearest related notes. It is much more difficult

to assigna meaning to progressionby relationshipin the second degreefor chords
than for separatenotes,and similarlyfor progressionin small diatonic degrees
-without relationship.Hence Rameau's rule for the progressionof the funda-mental

bass is on the whole stricterthan the rules for the melodic progression
of a singlevoice.

Thus ifwe take the chord c+^i " gr,which belongsto the compound tone of C,

we may pass by Fifths to ^+61" d,the compound tone of G, or to/-faj " c the
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compound tone of F. Both of these chords are directlyrelated to the first

0+^1" 9" because each has one note in common with it,g and c respectively.
But we can also allow the compound tone to proceedin Thirds,and then we

obtain minor chords,that is,providedwe keepto the same scale. The transition

from the compound tone of C to that of ^i is expressedby the sequence of chords

c+e^"g and e," ^+"if which are relatedby havingtwo notes, "i, gr,in common.

,
The sequence c+^i" ^ and a^" c+^i from the compound tone of C to that of Ai
is of the same kind. The latteris even more natural than the former,because the

chord ai " c+^i representsimperfectlythe compound tone of Ax into which that of

C intrudes,so that the compound tone of 0, which was clearlygivenin the pre-ceding

chord,persistswith two of its tones,c, ^i, in the second chord,a relation

which did not existin the former case.

But if we preferto leave the keyof G major,we can pass to perfectcompound
f tones in Thirds, as from c + "i " ^ to fii+ g^ " hi or a^ + c^ " 6i, as is very

usual in modulations.

Bameau will not allow a simplediatonic progressionof the fundamental baas of

consonant triads,exceptwhere majorand minor chords alternate,as from g-"hi^d
to a|" c+"?it that isfrom the compound tone of O to that oi Ai,but cedlsthis a

* hcence.' In realitythisprogressionis readilyexplicablefrom our pointof view,

by consideringaj" c + ^i as a compound tone of G with an intrusive ai. The

transition is then one of the usual closerelationship,from the compound tone of

G to that of C, and the aj appears as a mere appendage to the latter. Every
minor chord representstwo compound tones in an imperfectmanner. Bameaa

firstformulated this ambiguity{doubleemploi)for the minor chord with added

Seventh, which, in the form ^i" / + ai" c, may representthe compound tone of

Di, and in the form/+ai" c.d that of Fy or in Bameau's languageits funda-mental

bass might be Di or F,* In this chord of the Seventh the ambiguityis

f more marked, because itcontains the compound tone of F more completely; but

the ambiguitybelongsin a lessmarked degreeto the simplechord also.

With the falsecadence in the majorkey

g + 6i" d to ai " c + Ci

must be associated the correspondingcadence in the minor key"

g + bi"d to a*t""c + c^t"

where the chord a*|"" o + e t̂"replacesthe normal resolution c^e^\}+g. But here

there is onlya singlenote of the compound tone of G remaining,and the false

cd.dence therefore becomes much more striking.It will be rendered milder by
addingthe Seventh /to the G chord,because/is related to a^\}.

When two chords havingonlya relationshipof the second degree,are placed
in juxtaposition,we usuallyfeelthe transitionto be very abrupt.But if the chord

^ which connects them is one of the principalchords of the key,and has con-sequently

been frequentlyheard,the effectis not so striking.Thus in the final

cadence it is not unusual to see the succession/-h ai" c and y+6i " d,the two

chords beingrelatedthroughthe tonic chord c+ei^ g, thus :

/ + ai-c 5r+ 6i-d
c " "i " ^
"

,

Generallywe must remember that all these rules of progressionare subject
to many exceptions,partlybecause expressionmay requireexceptionalabruptness
of transition,and partlybecause the hearer's recollectionof previouschords may

* [Ofooorse Bamean, writingin tempered and f+a^-^c.^d were to him identioaL See
notation,did not distinguiBhd, and "2,so that pp. 340a, 345a, 34"1." Translator.]
the actual notes in the two chords c{," /+ a, " e
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saffioientlystrengthena naturallyweak relationship.It is clearlyan entirelyfalse

positionwhich teachers of harmony have assumed, in declaringthis or that to be
' forbidden ' in music. In pointof fact nothing musical is absolutelyforbidden,
and all rules for the progressionof partsare actuallyviolated in the most effective

piecesof the greatestcomposers. Itwould have been much better to proceedfrom
the principlethat certain transitions,which are disallowed,producestrikingand
unusual effectsupon the hearer,and consequentlyare unsuitable exceptfor the

expressionof what is unusual. Generallyspeaking,the objectof the rules laid

down by theoristsis to keepup a well-connected flow of melodyand harmony,and
make itscourse readilyintelligible.If that iswhat we aim at,we had best observe

their restrictions. But itcaimot be denied that a too anxious avoidance of what is

unusual placesus in dangerof becomingtrivialand dull,while,on the other hand,

inconsiderate and frequentinfringementof rules makes compositionseccentric and

unconnected. %

When disconnected triads would come togetherit is frequentlyadvantageousto
transform them into chords of the Seventh,and thus create a bond between them.

In placeof the precedingsequence of two triads

/-hai" c to gf+ 5i" d

we can use a sequence of chords of the Seventh which r^resent the same 00m-

pound tones

/ + tti" c ...d to g + "i" d I/.

In this case two of the four notes remain unchanged; in the chord of F, the

d belongsto the compound tone of the dominant,and in the chord of G the / to

that of the subdominant.

Hence chords of the Seventh come to playan importantpartin modem music

for the purpose of effectingwell-connected and yetrapidtransitionsfrom chord to f

chord, and urgingthem forward by the action of dissonances. In this way par-ticularly,

transitionsto the compound tone of the subdominant are easilyeffected.
Thus, for example,beginningwith the triad g -{"bi ^ d vfe can not merely

pass to the chord of C, or c -h ei " g, but,lettingg remain as a Seventh, to the chord

of the Seventh a^ " c + ei " g, which unites the two chords c -f e, " ^ and

ai " c -t- fii, and then immediatelypass to t^i" /+ a,, which is related to the

latter chord, so that two stepsbringus to the other extremityof the systemof C

major. This transition also givesthe best progressionfor the Seventh {gin the

example),because it has been preparedin the previouschord,and is resolved by
descent (to/)in the succeedingchord. If we tried the same transition backwards,

we should have to obtain the Seventh g by progressionfrom aj in the chord of

di "/ + "!, and then be compelledto introduce the c of the chord of the Seventh

abruptly,because we should have a prohibitedsuccession of Fifths {dx+ ai and

c + ^)if we tried to descend from di. We must rather obtain c by a leapfrom/,^
because aj in the firsttriad must furnish both the a^ and g of the chord of the

Seventh. Thus the transition to the dominant is by no means easy, fluent,and

natural ; itis much more embarrassed than the passage to the subdominant. Con-sequently

the regularand usual progressionof the chord of the Seventh is for

its Seventh to descend to the triad whose Fifth is the root of the chord of the

Seventh. Supposingwe denote the root of the chord of the Seventh by I, its

Third by III,"c.,a fallingSeventh will lead us to either of these chords :

i_ni-v-vn and i-in-v-vn

I - IV - VI I - m - VI

Of these two transitions,the first,which leads to a chord of which IV is tiieroot,

10 the liveliest,because it introduces a chord with two new tones. Tbe.other,
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which leads to a triadhavingVI for its root,introduces onlyone new tone. Henoe

the firstis regardedas the principalmethod of resolvingchords of the Seventh.

For example:
g + by " d \f Ci - g + bi " d

\ \/ / \ \/ /
g ...

c + e\ Ci ... ai " c

"5 + "i " 9 + *i bi -- d \f + ai

I V / i \/ /
c

... / + ai bi
... Ci " g

The descent of the tone VII introduces the tone YI. In the firstcase this is the

Third of the new triad,and in the second itsroot.* But it may be itsFifth :

i-m-v-vn

11 -IV - VI

This,however,could onlyoccur naturallyin the two chords :

bi"d I f + ai and bi-^d | / " a't"
\ V" /

c + ei " g

because the two chords of the Seventh representthe compound tone of G, and the

tonic chord estabHshes the bond of union between itstwo sections. In other cases

our scheme givesso-calledfalsecadences :

(/ + 61 " d I/ and g + by " d \f

a, " c + fij a*p + c " e*p

which are justified(thefirstas most natural)bythe factthat either c + "i or c " e'b

belongsto the chord of the normal resolution. Eameau therefore justlyobserves
that this kind of resolution is onlypermissiblewhen the IV of the second chord is

the normal Fourth of the I in the chord of the Seventh.

This exhausts the resolutions by the descent of the Seventh. Those in which

it remains unchangedtake placeaccordingto the schemes :

I-m-V-Vnt and I-IH-V-Vnt
I

vnii^iV
- VII n "

i^ "

In the firstthe Seventh becomes the root,in the second the Third of the new

chord. If it were the Fifth,the new chord would coincide with partof the chord

% of the Seventh :

I - m - V - VII

I I I I
vn - m - V - vn."

* [As examples of the second method have triad 6." "2|/,itselfa dissonanoe ; and in the

been omitted in the text,take third tne imperfectminor d |Z+Oj. " TVymm-

lator.]

g+b,...ei e^-g-g ...
c g + ^-cti/, C + 6,-^ + 0,

^Translator.] X/ I I \/ I
^

a, d f, d
... g + b^t [Examples : . -

-^ -7*1

\Y...)\y...i yX..d v'rVi rtTi'
Here in the firstexample we obtain the major /"""^'i"a |/ 0|...6i"gf+ 0,
triad /+a|~c; in the second the diminished " TransUUof.
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Tti these conneGtions the resolution is towards the dominant side. The transitionis

most decisive in the first,where the Seventh becomes the root. These resolutions

are on the whole less usual, because we pass more easilyand frequentlyfrom
chords on the dominant side into chords of the Seventh of the directsystem. In

tlae chords of the reverted systemthese transitions occur more frequently,because
tlieir Sevenths may enter by ascent,and hence we avoid the sequences of Fifths,
Tvliich greatlyembarrass the transitionsfrom a triad to a chord of the Seventh on

its dominant side.

As to the transitionsfrom one chord of the Seventh to another,or to a dissonant

triad of the direct system which may be regardedas a mutilated chord of the

Seventh, all these matters are sufficientlydevelopedin the ordinarymanuals of

Thorough Bass, and offer no difficultiesthat would justifyus in dwellingupon
tbem here.

On the other hand, we have to say a few words on certain rules respectingthe IT

progressionof the individual partsin polyphoniccompositions.Originally,as we

liave alreadyremarked, all these partswere of equalimportance,and had usually
to repeatthe same melodic figuresin succepsion. The harmony was a secondary
consideration,the melodic progressionof the individual voices was the principal
matter. Hence it was necessary to take care that each voice should stand out

clear and distinctfrom all the others. The relation between the importanceof

harmony and melody has certainlyaltered essentiallyin modern music ; the former

has attained a much higherindependentsignificance.But, after all,perfectionof

harmony must arise from the simultaneous performanceof several voices,each of

-which has its own beautiful and clear melodic progression,and each of which

therefore moves in a direction that the hearer has no difficultyin understanding.
On this rests the prohibitionof consecutive Fifthsand Octaves, The meaning

of this prohibitionhas givenrise to much disputation.The meaning of pro-hibiting

consecutive Octaves has been made clear by musical practice.In poly-%

phonic music two voices which lie one or two Octaves apart,are forbidden to

move forward in such a way that aftertheir next steptheyshould be also one or

two Octaves apart. But preciselyin the same way, two voices in a polyphonic
pieceare forbidden to go on in unison for several notes,while forcompletemusical

compositionsit is not forbidden that two voices,or even all the voices,should

proceedin Unisons or Octaves,for the purpose of strengtheningthe melodic pro-gression.

It is clearthat the reason of this rule must he in the Umitingthe wealth

of the progressionof partsby Unisons and Octaves. This is allowable when itis

intentionallyintroduced for a whole melodic phrase,but it is not suited for a few

notes in the course of a piece,where it can onlygive the impressionof reducing
the richness of the harmony by an unskilful accident. The accompaniment of a

lower part by a voice singingan Octave higher,merelystrengthenspart of the

compound tone of the lower voice,and hence where varietyin the progressionof

partsisimportant,does not essentiallydiffer from a Unison. ^

Now in this respectthe nearest to an Octave are the Twelfth,and its lower

octave, the Fifth. Hence, then, consecutive Twelfths and consecutive Fifths par-take

of the same imperfectionas consecutive Octaves. But the case is somewhat

worse. It is possibleto accompany a whole melodyin Octaves when desirable,

without committing any error, but this cannot be done for Fifths and Twelfths

without changingthe key. It is impossibleto proceedby a singlediatonic step
from the tonic as root with an accompaniment of Fifths,without departingfrom

the key. In G major,we ascend from the Fifth c " grto the Fifth (i" a, but a

does not belongto the scale,which requiresthe deepera^ ; we descend to fei"/,J,
and there is no /jJ in the scale at all. The other upward stepsfrom d exclusive

to ai can of course be accompaniedby perfectFifths in the scale,as ^i "61,

/"c', g'i^',ai"Ci'. It is therefore impossibleto use the Twelfth consistently
for increasingthe richness of the tone. But again,when the intervalsof a Twelfth

or Fifth are continued for a few stepsin melodic progression,theyhave simplythe
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effect of strengtheningthe root. For the Twelfth this arises from its directly
correspondingto one of the upper partialtones of the root. For the Fifth c " ^,

the c and g are the two firstupper partialsof the combinational tone G, which

necessarilyaccompaniesthe Fifth. Hence an accompanimentin Fifths above,

when it occurs isolatedlyin the midst of a polyphonicpiece,isnot onlyopen to the

chargeof monotony, but cannot be consistentlycarried out. It should therefore

be alwaysavoided.
But that consecutive Fifths merelyinfringethe laws of artisticcomposition,

and are not disagreeableto the natural ear, is evident from the simplefact that all

the tones of our voice,and those of most instruments,are accompaniedby Twelfths,
and that our whole tonal system reposes upon that fsuat When the Fifths are

introduced as merelymechanical constituents of the compound tone, they are

therefore fullyjustified.So in the mixture stopsof organs. In these stops the

f pipeswhich givethe prime tones of the compound,are alwaysaccompaniedby
others which giveits harmonics, as the Octaves,Twelfths variouslyrepeated,and
even the highermajorThirds. By this means the performeris able to compose a

tone of a much more penetrating,piercingquaUty,than it would be possibleto
produceby the simpleorgan pipeswith their relativelyweak upper partialtones.
It is onlyby such means that an organ is able to dominate over the singingof a

largecongregation.Almost all musicians have blamed an accompaniment of

Fifths,or even Thirds, but fortunatelyhave not been able to effectanything
againstthe practiceof organ-builders.In fa^t the mixture stopsof an organ

merelyreproducethe masses of tone which would have been created by bowed

instruments,trombones, and trumpets,if theyhad executed the same music. It

would be quitedifferentif we collectedindependentparts,from each of which we

should have to expectan independentmelodic progressionin the tones of the

scale. Such independentparts cannot possiblymove with the precisionof a

f machine ; theywould soon betraytheir independenceby slightmistakes,and we

should be led to subjectthem to the laws of the scale,which, as we have seen,

render a consistent accompaniment in Fifths impossible.
The prohibitionof Fifths and Octaves extends also,but with less strictness,to

the next adjacentconsonant intervals,when two of them are so placedas to form

a connected group of upper partialsin a compound tone. Thus transitionslike

d
,,, g + bi to c.,,/+(ii,

are rulad by musical theoriststo be inferiorto transitionslike

bi " d*
... g' to a, " c' .../.

For df g, byare the third,fourth,and fifthpartialtones of the compound G^,but

61,d\ g'could only be regardedas its fifth,sixth,and eighth.Hence the first

f positionof the chord expresses a singlecompoimd tone much more decidedlythan
the second,which is often allowed to be continued throughlongpassages, when of

course the nature of the Thirds and Fourths varies.

The prohibitionof consecutive Fifths was perhapshistoricallya reaction against
the firstimperfectattemptsat polyphonicmusic, which were confined to an ac-companiment

in Fourths or Fifths,and then, like all reactions,it was carried

too far,in a barren mechanical period,tillabsolute purityfrom consecutive Fifths

became one of the principalcharacteristicsof good musical composition.Modem
harmonists agree in allowingthat other beauties in the progressionof partsare
not to be rejectedbecause theyintroduce consecutive Fifths,althoughitis advisable
to avoid them, when there is no need to make such a sacrifice.

There is also another pointin the prohibitionof Fifths to which HauptmAnn
has drawn attention. We are not temptedto use consecutive Fifths when we pass
from one consonant triad to another which is nearlyrelated to it,because other

progressionslie nearer at hand. Thus we pass from the triad of G majorto the
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four related triads in the followingmanner, the fundamental bass proceedingby
Thirds or Fifths :

c -\-Bx " g c + ^i " ^ c + ei-gr and c + "i " ^

to c + 64 ... ai, to c
... / + ai, to B^,,.ex " g^ to Bx ...

d
... g.

Bat when the fundamental bass proceedsin Seconds, and hence does not pass

to a directlyrelated chord, the nearest positionof the new chord is certainlyone
which producesconsecutive Fifths. For example:

^ + 61 " d' or (/ + 61 - d'

to a " c' + Cxt to / + ai " c

In such cases, then, we must have recourse to other transitions by larger
intervals,as :

"

g -{"hx " d/ or ^ + "i " d'

to ^1... ax " c', toai" c
... /

which avoid consecutive Fifths.

Hence when the chords are closelyconnected by near relationshipand small

distance in the scale,consecutive Fifths do not presentthemselves. When they
occur, therefore,theyare alwayssignsof abruptchordal transition,and it is then

better to assimilate the progressionof partsto that which spontaneouslyarisesin
the case of related chords.

This consideration respectingconsecutive Fifths,which was emphasisedby
Hauptmann, appears to givethe law greaterimportance. That it is not the only
motive for the prohibitionof consecutive Fifths appears from the fact,that the

forbidden sequence

gr+ 61 - d' to / + a^ " "/
^

is allowed,when the chords are in the position

hx^d'".g to ax" c' .,.f,

althoughthe stepin the fundamental bass is the same.

The prohibitionof so-called hidden Fifthsand Octaves has been added on to

the prohibitionof consecutive Fifths and Octaves,at least for the two extreme

voices of a compositionin several parts. This prohibitionforbids the lowest and

uppermost voice in a pieceto proceedbydirectmotion [thatis,both partsascending
or both partsdescending]into the consonance of an Octave or Fifth (including
Twelfth).They should rather come into such a consonance by contrarymotion

(onedescendingand the other ascending).In duets this would also hold for the

unison. The meaning of this law must certainlybe, that whenever the extreme

voices unite to form the partialtones of a compound, theyought to have reached ^
a state of relativerest. It must be conceded that the equihbriumwill be more

perfectwhen the extreme partsof the whole mass of tone approachtheir junction
from oppositesides,than when the centre of gravity,so to speak,of the sonorous

mass is displacedby the parallelmotion of the extreme voices,and these voices

catch one another up with differentvelocities. But where the motion proceedsin
the same direction,and no relativerest is intended,the hidden Fifths are also not

avoided,as in the usual formulae :

m e=ff

in which the g".diB reached by passages involvinghidden Fifths.

Another rule in the progressionof parts,prohibitingfalserelationŝ must have

had its originin the requirementsof the singer.But what the singerfinds a
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difficultyin hitting,must naturallyalso appear an unusual and forced skipto the

hearer. By fake relations is meant the case when two tones in consecutive

chords,which belongto differentvoices,form falseOctaves or fedseFifths. For

example,if one voice in the firstchord singsbi and another voice in the next

chord sings5[",or the firsthas c and the second cjj^,there are falseOctave rela-tions.

False Fifth relations are forbidden for the extreme voices only. Thus in

the firstchord the bass has ^p in the second the soprano has /,or conversely,
where bi.,./ia a false Fifth. The meaning of this rule is,probably,that the

singerwould find it difficultto hit the new tone which is not in the scale,if

he had justheard the next nearest tone of the scale givenby another singer.
Similarly,when he has to take the false Fifth of a tone which is prominentin

presentharmony as lowest or highest.There is therefore a certain sense in the

prohibition,but numerous exceptionshave arisen,as the ear of modem musicians,

f singersand hearers,has become accustomed to bolder combinations and livelier

progressions.All these rules were essentiallyintended for the old ecclesiastieal

music, where a quiet,gentle,well-contrived,and well-adjustedstream of sound

was aimed at, without any intentional effort or disturbance of the smoothest

equihbrium.Where music has to express effort and excitement, these rules

become meaningless.Hidden Fifths and Octaves and even false relations of

Fifths are found in abundance in the chorales of Sebastian Bach, who is other-wise

so strictin his harmonies, but it must be admitted that the motion of his

voices is much more powerfullyexpressedthan in the old Italian ecclesiastical

music.

CHAPTER XIX.

ESTHETIOAL RELATIONS.

Let us review the resultsof the precedinginvestigation.
Compound tones of a certain class are preferredfor allkinds of music,melodic

or harmonic ; and are almost exclusivelyemployedfor the more delicate and

artisticdevelopmentof music: these are the compound tones which have har-monic

upper partialtones,that is compound tones in which the higherpartialtones
have vibrational numbers which are integralmultiplesof the vibrationalnumber of

the lowest partialtone,or prime. For a goodmusical effectwe requirea certain

moderate degreeof force in the five or six lowest partialtones,and a low degree
of force in the higherpartialtones.

This class of compound tones with harmonic upper partialsis objectivelydis-tinguished

by includingall sonorous motions which are generatedby a mechanical

f process that continues to act uniformly,and which consequentlyproducea uniform

and sustained sensation. In the firstrank among them stand the compound tones

of the human voice,man*s firstmusical instrument in time and value. The com-pound

tones of allwind and bowed instruments belongto this class.

Among the bodies which are made to emit tones by striking,some, as strings,
have also harmonic upper partials,and these can be used for artisticmusic.

The greaternumber of the rest,as membranes, rods,plates,"c.,have inhar-monic

upper partialtones,and onlysuch of them as have not very strongsecondary
tones of this kind can be singlyand occasionallyemployedin connection with

musical instruments proper.

Althoughsonorous bodies excited by blows may continue to sound for some

time, their tones do not proceedwith uniform force,but diminish more or less

slowlyand die away. Constant power over the intensityof tone,therefore,which

is indispensablefor expressiveperformance,can onlybe attained on instruments

of the firstkind,which can be maintained in a state of excitement,and which
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produce onlyharmonic upper partialtones. On the other hand,bodies excited by
blo^w^s have a peculiarvalue for clearlydefiningthe rhythm.

A second reason for preferringcompound tones with harmonic upper partials
is subjectiveand conditioned by the construction of our ear. In the ear even

every simpletone, if sufficientlyintense,excites feeble sensations of harmonic

npper partials,and each combination of several simpletones generatescombina-tional

tones,as I have explainedat the end of Chap.VII. (p.157^1590).A single
compound tone with irrationalpartials,when sounded with sufficientforce,thus

produces the sensation of dissonance,and simpletones acquirein the ear itself

something of the nature of compositionout of harmonic upper partialtones.
We are justifiedin assumingthat historicallyall music was developedfrom

song. Afterwards the power of producingsimilar melodic effectswas attained by
means of other instruments,which had a qualityof tone compoimdedin a manner

resemblingthat of the human voice. The reason why, even when constructive H

art was most advanced,the choice of musical instruments was necessarilylimited
to those which producedcompound tones with harmonic upper partials,is clear

from the above conditions.

This invariable and peculiarselectionof instruments makes us perfectlycertain
that harmonic upper partialshave from alltime playedan essentialpartin musical

constructions,not merelyfor harmony,as the second partof this book shews,but
also for melody.

Again,we can at any moment convince ourselves of the essentialimportance
of upper partialtones to melody,by the absence of all expressionin melodies

executed with objectivelysimpletones, as, for example,those of wide-stopped

organ pipes,for which the harmonic upper partialsare formed onlysubjectively
and weaklyin the ear.

A necessitywas alwaysfeltfor music of allkinds to proceedby certain definite

degreesof pitch; but the choice of these degreeswas longunsettled. To distin-^

guishsmall differencesof pitchand intonate them with certainty,requiresa greater
amount of technical musical power and cultivationof ear, than when the intervals

are larger.Hence among almost all uncivilised peoplewe find the Semitones

neglected,and onlythe largerintervalsretained. For some of the more cultivated

nations,as the Chinese and Gaels,a scale of this kind has become established.*

It might perhapshave seemed most simpleto make allsuch degreesof pitch
of equalamount, that is,equallywell distinguishableby our sensations. Such a

graduationispossiblefor all our sensations,as Fechner has shewn in his investi-gations

on psychophysicallaws. We find such graduationsused forthe divisionsof

musical rhythm,and "the astronomers use them in reference to the intensityof

lightin determiningstellarmagnitudes.Even in the field of musical pitch,the
modem equallytemperedchromatic scale presentsus with a similar graduation.
But althoughin certain of the less usual Greek scales and in modem Oriental

music,cases occur where some particularsmall intervalshave been divided on the ^

principleof equalgraduations,yet there seems at no time or placeto have been a

systemof music in which melodies constantlymoved in equaldegreesof pitch,
but smaller and largerintervals have alwaysbeen mixed in the musical scales

in a way that must appear entirelyarbitraryand irregularuntil the relationshipof

compound tones is taken into consideration.*

On the contrary,in all known musical systems the intervals of Octave and

Fifth have been decisivelyemphasised.Their difference is the Fourth,and the

differencebetween this and the Fifth,is the Pythagoreanmajor Tone 8 : 9, by
which (butnot by the Fourth or Fifth)the Octave might be approximatively
divided.

The sole renmants that I can find in modem music of the endeavour some-times

made in homophonicmusic to introduce degreesdependingon equalityof
intervaland not on relationshipof tone, are the chromatic intercalated notes,and

* [See,however,App. XX. sect. E." Translator.]
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the leadingnote of the key when similaxlyased. But this isalwaysa Semitone

(p.352c),an interval well known in the series of related tones, which,owing to

its smallness,is easilymeasured hy the sensation of itsdifference,even in places
where itstonal relationshipis not immediatelysensible.

The decisiveimportanceacquiredby the Octave and Fifth iu allmusical scales

from the earliest times shews, that the construction of scales must have been

originallyinfluenced by another principle,which Anallybecame the sole regulator
of every artisticform of a completescale. This is the principlewhich we have

termed tonal relationship,
Belationshipin the firstdegreebetween two compound tones consists in their

each havinga partialtone of the same pitch.
In singing,the similarityof two musical tones which stand in the relation of

Octave or Fifth to one another,must have been very soon observed. As already
% remarked,this givesalso the Fourth, which has itselfa sufficientlyperceptible

natural relationshipto have been remarked independently.To discover the tonal

similarityof the majorThird and major Sixth,requireda finer cultivationof the

musical ear, and perhapsalso peculiarbeautyof voice. Even yetwe are easilyled

by the fomiliar sharpmajor Thirds of equaltemperament,to endure any major
Thirds which are somewhat too sharp,providedthey occur melodicallyand are

not sounded together.On the other hand, we must not forgetthat the rules of

" Archytasand Abdul Kadir,*both of which were applicableto homophonicmusie

only,gave a preferenceto the natural major Third,althoughits introduction

obligedboth musicians to renounce a musical system so theoreticallyconsistent

and invested with such highauthorityas that of Pythagoras.
Hence the principleof tonal relationshipdid not at alltimes exclusivelydeter-mine

the construction of the scale,and does not even yetdetermine itexclusively
among allnations. This principlemust, therefore,be regardedto some extent as

% " freelyselectedprincipleofstyle,as I have endeavoured to shew in ChapterXTTT.

But, on the other hand, the art of music in Europe was historicallydeveloped
from that principle,and on this fact dependsthe main proofthat it was reallyas
importantas we have assumed it to be. The preferencefirstgivento the diatonic

scale,and finallythe exclusive use of that scale,introduced the principleof tonal

relationshipin allits integrityinto the musical scale. Within the diatonic scale

various methods of execution were possible,and these generatedthe ancient modes,
which had equalclaims to attention in homophonicsong, and hence stood on a

level.

But the principleof tonal relationshippenetratedfar deeperin itsharmonic

than itdid in its melodic form. In melodic sequence the identityof two partial
tones is a matter of memory, but when the notes are sounded togetherthe im-mediate

sensible impressionof the beats,or else of the undisturbed flow of sound

forces itselfon the hearer's attention. The livelinessof melodic and harmonic

f impressionsdiffersin the same way as a recollectedimage differsfrom the actual

impressionmade by the original.As an immediate consequence arose that "Eur

superiorsensibilityfor the correctness of the intervals which is seen in the har-monic

union of tones, and which admitted of being developedinto the finest

physicalmethods of measurement.

It must also be remembered that relationshipin the second degreecan in

harmonic music be reduced to audible relationshipsof the firstdegree,by a proper
selection of the fundamental bass,and that generallymore distant relationships
can easilybe made clearlyaudible. By this means, notwithstandingthe variety
of progression,a much clearer connection of all partswith their origin,the tonic,

can be maintained and rendered objectivelysensible to the hearer. It cannot be

doubted that these are the essentialfoundations of the greatbreadth and wealth of

expressionwhich modem compositionscan attainwithout losingtheirartisticunity.
" [For Archytas of Tarentnm, about b.o. note ^.^TranskUor.']

400, see p. 262c,and for Abdolqadir,see p. 281,
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We then saw that the requirementsof harmonio musio reacted in a peculiar
manner on the construction of scales ; that properlyspeakingonlyone of the old

tonal modes (ourmajormode)could be retained unaltered,*and that the rest after

undergoingpeculiarmodifications were fused into our minor mode, which, though
most like the ancient mode of the minor Third,can at one time resemble the mode

of the minor Sixth,and at another time that of the minor Seventh,but does not

perfectlycorrespondwith any one of these.

This process of the developmentof the elements of our modem musical

system lasted down to the middle of the last century. It was not until composers
ventured to put a minor chord at the close of compositionswritten in the minor

mode, that the musical feelingof European musicians and hearers can be admitted

to have become perfectlyand surelyhabituated to the new system. The minor

chord was allowed to be a real,althoughobscured,chord of its tonic.

Whether this admission of the minor chord expresseda feelingfor another V

mode of unifyingits three tones, as A. von Oettingenf has assumed, " relying
on the fwt that the three tones c"e^\}'^ghave a common upper partialgr","

must be leftto future experienceto decide,should itbe found practicableto con-struct

longand well-connected musical compositionsin Oettingen'sphonicsystem
(thisisthe name which he givesto the minor systemwhich he has theoretically
developed,and which is essentiallydifferentfrom the historicalminor mode). At

any rate, the minor mode has historicallydevelopeditself as a compromise
between dififerentkinds of claims. Thus it is onlymajor triads which can per-fectly

indicate the compound tone of the tonic ; minor chords contain in their

Third sm element which, althoughnearlyrelated to the tonic and its Fifth,does
not thoroughlyfuse with them, and hence in their finalcadence theydo not so

thoroughlyagree with the principleof tonalitywhich had ruled the previous
developmentof music. I have endeavoured to make itprobablethat the peculiar
esthetic expressionof the minor mode proceededpartlyfrom this cause and partlyIf
from the heterogenouscombinational tones of the minor chord.

In the last partof my book, I have endeavoured to shew that the construction

of scales and of harmonic tissue is a product of artisticinvention,and by no

means famished by the natural formation or natural function of our ear, as ithas

t)een hitherto most generallyasserted. Of course the laws of the natural function

of our ear playa greatand influentialpart in this result; these laws are, as it

were, the buildingstones with which the edificeof our musical system has been

* [But see Bupra, p. 274, note ",scale i." in the theory of composition. For the rest

Translator.] this author justifies(p.54)the assertion I have

f The System of Harmony Dually Deve- made in the text by remarking:
' I am sorry

loped,Dorpat and Leipzig,1866. Herr y. Get- to say that I am unable to adduce a single
tingen,as already observed, p. 308, note ", example from the whole of our musical litera-

regardsthe minor chord as representingthe ture,of the carryingout of (v.Oettingen's)pure
harmonic undertones of itsFifth,and hence as minor mode harmony even in the simplest
standingin placeof a part of itscompound tone. manner.* I have not been able to convince^
He caUs itthe Aphonic'chord,as opposedto the myself of the correctness of the fact adduced
* tonic * major chord which stands in placeof on p. xiii.and p. 6, that the undertones of a

the upper partialsof itsroot. He proceedsto tone stronglystruck on the piano sound when

deduce the formation of the minor system from the correspondingdampers are raised. Perhaps
the relations of the harmonic undertones in a the author has been deceived by the circum-

manner preciselyanalogousto that by which stance that with very resonant instruments

I have deduced the major system from the (especiaUyolder ones)any strong shake, and
relations of the upper partialtones. The therefore probablya violent blow on the digitals,
tonal mode thus constructed is,however, in our will cause some one or several of the deeper
languagethe mode of the minor Sixth (p.274, stringsto sound its note. [The undertones

note *,scale 7),and the usual minor,a mixed have always each an upper partialtone of the

mode. LatterlyDr. Hugo Biemann has given pitchof the note struck ; the strikingof this

in his adhesion to this view, and in his lately note must then sympatheticallyexcite those

publishedMusical Syniaxis has attemptedto upper partialsof the undertones, and thus

examine and establish the consequences of reinforce the prime of the note struck,justas
this system by examples from acknowledged strikingthe undertone sympatheticaUyexcites

composers. The applicationof this critical the highertone itself. Can this have deceived

method appears to me very commendable, and Dr. Biemann ? " Translator,]
to be the indispensablecondition to advancing
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erected,and the necessityof accuratelyunderstandingthe nature of these

materials in order to understand the construction of the edificeitself,has been

clearlyshewn by the course of our investigationsupon this very subject.But

justas peoplewith differentlydirected tastes can erect extremelydifferentkinds of

buildingswith the same stones,so also the historyof music shews us that the

same propertiesof the human ear could serve as the foundation of very different

musical systems. Consequentlyit seems to me that we cannot doubt, that not

merelythe compositionof perfectmusical works of art,but even the construction

of our system of scales,keys,chords,in short of allthat is usuallycomprehended
in a treatiseon ThoroughBass, is the work of artisticinvention,and hence most

be subjectto the laws of artisticbeauty. In pointof fact,mankind has been at

work on the diatonic systemfor more than 2500 years since the daysof Terpander
and Pythagoras,and in many cases we are stillable to determine that the pro*

"|[gressivechanges made in the tonal system have been due to the most distin-guished

composers themselves,partlythroughtheir own independentinventions,
and partlythroughthe sanction which theygave to the inventions of others,by
employingthem artistically.

The estheticanalysisof completemusical works of art,and the comprehension
of the reasons of their beauty,encounter apparentlyinvincibleobstacles at almost

every point. But in the fieldof elementarymusical art we have now gainedso

much insightinto itsinternal connection that we are able to bringthe results of

our investigationsto bear on the views which have been formed and in modem

times nearlyuniversallyacceptedrespectingthe cause and character of artistic

beautyin general. It is,in fact,not difBcult to discover a close connection and

agreementbetween them ; nay, there are probablyfewer examplesmore suitable

than the theoryof musical scales and harmony, to illustratethe darkest and most

dif"cultpointsof generalesthetics. Hence I feelthat I should not be justifiedin

^ passingover these considerations,more especiallyas theyare closelyconnected
with the theoryof sensual perception,and hence with physiologyin general.

No doubt is now entertained that beautyis subjectto laws and rules dependent
on the nature of human inteUigence.The dif"cultyconsists in the forctthat these

laws and rules,on whose fulfilment beautydependsand bywhich itmust be judged,
are not consciouslypresentto the mind, either of the artistwho creates the work,
or the observer who contemplatesit. Art works with design,but the work of art

ought to have the appearance of beingundesigned,and must be judgedon that

ground. Art creates as imaginationpictures,regularlywithout conscious law,

designedlywithout conscious aim. A work, known and ackno\^ledgedas the pro-duct

of mere intelligence,will never be acceptedas a work of art,however peifect
be its adaptationto itsend. Whenever we see that conscious reflectionhas acted

in the arrangementof the whole,we find it poor.

Man fiihltdie Absioht,and man wird verstimmt.

IT (We feel the purpose, and itjarsupon as.)

And yetwe requireevery work of art to be reasonable,and we shew this by
subjectingitto a criticalexamination,and byseekingto enhance our enjoymentand
our interestin itbytracingout the suitability,connection,and equilibriumof all its

separateparts. The more we succeed in making the harmony and beautyof all

its peculiaritiesclear and distinct,the richer we find it,and we even regardas

the principalcharacteristicof a greatwork of art that deeperthought,reiterated
observation,and continued reflection shew us more and more clearlythe reason-ableness

of all its individual parts. Our endeavour to comprehendthe beautyof
such a work by criticalexamination, in which we partlysucceed, shews that we

assume a certain adaptationto reason in works of art,which may possiblyrise to
a conscious understanding,althoughsuch imderstandingisneither necessary forthe

invention nor for the enjoymentof the beautiful. For what isestheticallybeau"

tiful is recognisedby the immediate judgmentof a cultivated taste,which declaims
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it pleasingor displeasing,without any comparisonwhatever with law or concep-tion.

But that we do not acceptdelightin the beautiful as somethingindividual,but
rather hold it to be in regularaccordance with the nature of mind in general,

appears by our expectingand requiringfrom every other healthyhuman intellect

the same homage that we ourselves pay to what we call beautiful. At most we

allow that national or individual peculiaritiesof taste incline to this or that artistic

ideal,and are most easilymoved by it,preciselyin the same way that a certain

amount of education and practicein the contemplationof fine works of art is

undeniablynecessary for penetrationinto their deepermeaning.
The principaldifficultyin pursuingthis object,is to understand how regularity

can be apprehendedby intuitionwithout beingconsciouslyfeltto exist. And this

unconsciousness of regularityis not a mere accident in the effectof the beautiful

on our mind, which may indifferentlyexist or not ; it is,on the contrary,most ^

clearly,prominently,and essentiallyimportant.For throughapprehendingevery-where

traces of regularity,connection,and order,without beingable to grasp the

law and planof the whole,there arisesin our mind a feelingthat the work of art

-which we are contemplatingis the productof a designwhich far exceeds anything
we can conceive at the moment, and which hence partakesof the character of the

illimitable. Remembering the poet'swords :

Da gleichstdem Gteist,den da begreifst,

(Thoa*rtlike the spiritthoa oonceivest),

we feelthat those intellectualpowers which were at work in the artist,are farabove

our conscious mental action,and that were it even possibleat all,infinitetime,
meditation,and labour would have been necessary to attain by conscious thought
that degreeof order,connection,and equilibriumof all partsand all internal

relations,which the artisthas accomplishedunder the sole guidanceof tact and ^

taste,and which we have in turn to appreciateand comprehendby our own tact and

taste,longbefore we begina criticalanalysisof the work.

It is clear that all high appreciationof the artistand his work reposes essen-tially

on this feeling.In the first we honour a genius,a sparkof divine creative

fire,which hx transcends the limitsof our intelligentand conscious forecast. And

yet the artistis a man as we are, in whom work the same mental powers as in our-selves,

onlyin their own peculiardirection,purer, brighter,steadier ; and by the

greateror lessreadiness and completenesswith which we grasp the artist'slanguage
we measure our own share of those powers which producedthe wonder.

Herein is manifestlythe cause of that moral elevation and feelingof ecstatic

satisfactionwhich is calledforth bythoroughabsorptionin genuineand loftyworks
of art. We learn from them to feelthat even in the obscure depthsof a healthy
and harmoniouslydevelopedhuman mind, which are at least for the present
inaccessible to analysisby conscious thought,there slumbers a germ of order that ^
is capableof rich intellectualcultivation,and we learn to recogniseand admire in

the work of art,thoughdraughtedin unimportantmaterial,the pictureof a similar

arrangement of the universe,governedby law and reason in all its parts. The

contemplationof a real work of art awakens our confidence in the originallyhealthy
nature of the human mind, when uncribbed,unharassed,unobscured,and un-

falsified.

But for allthis it is an essentialcondition that the whole extent of the regularity
and designof a work of art should no^ be apprehendedconsciously.Itisprecisely
from that part of its regularsubjectionto reason, which escapes our conscious

apprehension,that a work of art exalts and delightsus, and that the chief effects

of the artisticallybeautiful proceed,not from the partwhich we are able fullyto

analyse.
If we now applythese considerations to the system of musical tones and har-mony,

we see of course that these are objectsbelongingto an entirelysubordinate
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and elementarydomain,but nevertheless they,too,are slowlymatured inventions

of the artistictaste of musicians, and consequentlythey,too,must be governed by
the generalrules of artisticbeauty. Preciselybecause we are here stilltreading
the lower walks of art, and are not dealingwith the expressionof deeppsycho-logical

problems,we are able to discover a comparativelysimpleand transparent
solution of that fundamental enigma of esthetics.

The whole of the last partof this book has explainedhow musicians gradually
discovered the relationshipsbetween tones and chords,and how the invention of

harmonic music rendered these relationshipscloser,and clearer,and richer. We

have been able to deduce the whole system of rules which constitute Thorough
Bass,from an endeavour to introduce a clearlysensible connection into the series

of tones which form a pieceof music.

A feelingfor the melodic relationshipof consecutive tones,was firstdeveloped,

^ commencingwith Octave and Fifth and advancingto the Third, We have taJ^en

painsto prove that this feelingof relationshipwas founded on the perceptionof
identical partialtones in the correspondingcompound tones. Now these partial
tones are of course presentin the sensations excited in our auditoryapparatus, and

yetthey are not generallythe subjectof conscious perceptionas independentsensa-tions.

The conscious perceptionof everydaylifeis limited to the apprehensionof

the tone compoundedof these partials,as a whole,justas we apprehendthe taste

of a very compound dish as a whole, without clearlyfeelinghow much of it is due

to the salt,or the pepper, or other spicesand condiments. A criticalexamination

of our auditorysensations as such was requiredbefore we could discover the exist-ence

of upper partialtones. Hence the real reason of the melodic relationshipof
two tones (withthe exceptionof a few more or less clearlyexpressedconjectures,
as, for example,by Bameau and d'Alembert)remained so longundiscovered,or at

leastwas not in any respectclearlyand definitelyformulated. I believethat I have

^ been able to furnish the requiredexplanation,and hence clearlyto exhibit the

whole connection of the phenomena. The estheticproblemisthus referredto the

common propertyof allsensual perceptions,namely,the apprehensionof compound
aggregatesof sensations as sensible symbolsof simpleexternal objects,without

analysingthem. In our usual observations on external nature our attention is so

thoroughlyengagedby external objectsthat we are entirelyunpractisedin taking
for the subjectsof conscious observation,any propertiesof our sensations them-selves,

which we do not alreadyknow as the sensibleexpressionof some individual

external objector event.

After musicians had longbeen content with the melodic relationshipof tones,

theybegan in the middle ages to make use of harmonic relationshipas shewn in

consonance. The effectsof various combinations of tones also dependpartlyon
the identityor differenceof two of their differentpartialtones,but theylikewise

partlydepend on their combinational tones. Whereas, however, in melodic

-r relationshipthe equahtyof the upper partialtones can only be perceivedby
rememberingthe precedLagcompound tone, in harmonic relationshipit is deter-mined

by immediate sensation,by the presence or absence of beats. Hence in

harmonic combinations of tone,tonal relationshipis feltwith that greaterliveli-ness

due to a presentsensation as comparedwith the recollectionof a past sensa-tion.

The wealth of clearlyperceptiblerelationsgrows with the number of tones

combined. Beats are easy to recogniseas such when theyoccur slowly; but those

which characterise dissonances are, almost without exception,very rapid,and are

partlycovered by sustained tones which do not beat,so that a careful comparison
of slower and quickerbeats is necessary to gainthe conviction that the essence of

dissonance consistspreciselyin rapidbeats. Slow beats do not create the feeling
of dissonance,which does not arise tillthe rapidityof the beats confuses the ear

and makes itunable to distinguishthem. In this case also the ear feels the dif-ference

between the undisturbed combination of sound in the case of two consonant

tones,and the disturbed roughcombination resultingfrom a dissonance. But, as
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s, generalrule,the hearer is then perfectlyunconscious of the cause to which the

disturbance and roughnessare due.

The developmentof harmony gave riseto a much richeropeningout of musical
-

art than was previouslypossible,because the far clearer characterisation of related

combinations of tones by means of chords and chordal sequences, allowed of tlie

use of much more distant relationshipsthan were previouslyavailable,by modu-lating

into differentkeys. In this way the means of expressiongreatlyincreased
as well as the rapidityof the melodic and harmonic transitionswhich could now

be introduced without destroyingthe musical connection.

As the independentsignificanceof chords came to be appreciatedin the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries,a feelingarose for the relationshipof chords to one another

and to the tonic chord,in accordance with the same law which had long ago

unconsciouslyregulatedthe relationshipof compound tones. The relationshipof

compound tones dependedon the identityof two or more partialtones, that of ^

chords on the identityof two or more notes. For the musician,of course, the law

of the relationshipof chords and keysis much more intelligiblethan that of com-pound

tones. He readilyhears the identicaltones,or sees them in the notes before

him. But the unprejudicedand uninstructed hearer is as littleconscious of the

reason of the connection of a clear and agreeableseriesof fluent chords, as he is

of the reason of a well-connected melody. He is startled by a false cadence and

feels itsunexpectedness,but is not at allnecessarilyconscious of the reason of its

unexpectedness.
Then, again,we have seen that the reason why a chord in music appears to be

the chord of a determinate root,dependsas before upon the analysisof a com-pound

tone into its partialtones, that is, as before upon those elements of a

sensation which cannot readilybecome subjectsof conscious perception.This rela-tion

between chords is of greatimportance,both in the relationof the tonic chord

to the tonic tone, and in the sequence of chords. %
The recognitionof these resemblances between compound tones and between

chords,reminds us of other exactlyanalogouscircumstances which we must have

often experienced.We recognisethe resemblance between the faces of two near

relations,without beingat all able to say in what the resemblance consists,

especiallywhen age and sex are different,and the coarser outlines of the features

consequentlypresentstrikingdifferences. And yet notwithstandingthese differ-ences

" notwithstandingthat we are unable to fix upon a singlepoint in the

two countenances which is absolutelyalike" the resemblance is often so extra-ordinarily

strikingand convincing,that we have not a moment's doubt about

it. Preciselythe same thingoccurs in recognisingthe relationshipbetween two

compound tones.

Again,we are often able to assert with perfectcertainty,that a passage not

previouslyheard is due to a particularauthor or composer whose other works we

know. Occasionally,but by no means always,individual mannerisms in verbal or ^
musical phrasesdetermine our judgment,but as a rule we are mostlyunable to fix

upon the exact pointsof resemblance between the new pieceand the known works

of the author or composer.

The analogy of these different cases may be even carried farther. When a

father and daughterare strikinglyalike in sonie well-marked feature,as the nose

or forehead,we observe itat once, and think no more about it. But if the resem-blance

is so enigmaticallyconcealed that we cannot detect it,we are fekscinated,and

cannot helpcontinuingto compare their countenances. And ifa painterdrew two

such heads having,say, a somewhat different expressionof character combined

-with a predominantand striking,though indefinable,resemblance,we should

undoubtedlyvalue it as one of the principalbeauties of his painting.Our ad-miration

would certainlynot be due merelyto his technical skill; we should

rather look upon his paintingas evidencingan unusuallydelicatefeehngfor the
BB
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significanceof the human countenance, and find in this the artisticjustification
of his work.

Now the case is similar formusical intervals. The resemblance of an Octave to

itsroot is so greatand strikingthat the dullest ear perceivesit; the Octave seems

to be almost a pure repetitionof the root, as it,in fact,merelyrepeatsa partof the

compound tone of itsroot,without addinganythingnew. Hence the esthetical

effectof an Octave is that of a perfectlysimple,but littleattractiveinterval. The

most attractive of the intervals,melodicallyand harmonically,are clearlythe
Thirds and Sixths," ^theintervalswhich he at the very boundaryof those that the

ear can grasp. The majorThird and the majorSixth cannot be properlyappre-ciated

unless the firstfive partialtones are audible. These are presentin good
musical qualitiesof tone. The minor Third and the minor Sixth are for the most

partjustifiableonlyas inversions of the former intervals. The more compHcated
^ intervals in the scale cease to have any direct or easilyintelligiblerelationship.
They have no longerthe charm of the Thirds.

Moreover, itisby no means a merelyexternal indifferentregularitywhich the

employmentof diatonic scales,founded on the relationshipof compound tones, has

introduced into the tonal material of music,as, for instance,rhythm introduced

some such external arrangementinto the words of poetry. I have shewn, on the

contrary,in ChapterXIY.,that this construction of the scale furnished a means of

measuringthe intervalsof their tones,so that the equaUtyof two intervalslying
in different sections of the scale would be recognisedby immediate sensation.

Thus the melodic stepof a Fifth is alwayscharacterised by havingthe second

partialtone of the second note identicalwith the third of the first. This produces
a definiteness and certaintyin the measurement of intervals for our sensation,
such as might be looked for in vain in the system of colours,otherwise so

similar,or in the estimation of mere differencesof intensityin our various sensual

ITperceptions.
Upon this reposes also the characteristicresemblance between the relations of

the musical scale and of space, a resemblance which appears to me of vitalimpor"
tance for the peculiareffectsof music. It is an essentialcharacter of space that

at every positionvTithin it like bodies can be placed,and likemotions can occur.

Everythingthat is possibleto happen in one partof space is equallypossiblein

every other partof space and is perceivedby us in preciselythe same way. This

is the case also with the musical scale. Everymelodic phrase,every chord,which

can be executed at any pitch,can be also executed at any other pitchin such a way

that we immediatelyperceivethe characteristicmarks of their similarity.On the

other hand,also,differentvoices,executingthe same or differentmelodic phrases,
can move at the same time within the compass of the scale,like two bodies in

space, and, providedthey are consonant in the accented partsof bars, without

creatingany musical disturbances. Such a close analogyconsequentlyexists in

^ allessentialrelationsbetween the musical scale and space, that even alterationof

pitchhas a readilyrecognisedand unmistakable resemblance to motion in space,

and is often metaphoricallytermed the ascendingor descendingmotion or progres-sion
of a part. Hence, again,it becomes possiblefor motion in music to imitate

the peculiarcharacteristicsof motive forces in space, that is,to form an imageof

the various impulsesand forces which lieat the root of motion. And on this,as I

believe,essentiallydependsthe power of music to pictureemotion.
It isnot my intention to denythat music in itsinitialstate and simplestforms

may have been originallyan artisticimitation of the instinctivemodulations of the

voice that correspondto various conditions of the feelings.But I cannot think that

this is opposedto the above explanation; for a greatpartof the natural means of

vocal expressionmay be reduced to such facts as the following: its rhythm and

accentuation are an immediate expressionof the rapidityor force of tiie corre*

spendingpsychicalmotives " alleffortdrivesthe voice up " a desire to make a plea-sant
impressionon another mind leads to selectinga softer,pleasanterqualityof
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tone " and so forth. An endeavour to imitate the involuntarymodulations of the

voice and make its recitation richer and more expressive,may therefore very pos-sibly

have led our ancestors to the discoveryof the firstmeans of musical expres-sion,

just as the imitation of weeping,shouting,or sobbing,and other musical

delineations may playa partin even cultivated music, (asin operas),although
such modifications of the voice are not confined to the action of free mental

motives, but embrace reallymechanical and even involuntarymuscular contrac-tions.

But itisquiteclearthat every completelydevelopedmelodygoes far beyond
an imitation of nature, even if we include the cases of the most varied alteration

of voice under the influence of passion.Nay,the very fact that music introduces

progressionby fixed degreesboth in rhythm and in the scale,renders even an

approximativdycorrect representationof nature simplyimpossible,for most of

the passionateaffectionsof the voice are characterised by a ghding transitionin

pitch. The imitation of nature is thus rendered as imperfectas the imitation of IT

a pictureby embroideryon a canvas with separatelittlesquares for each shade of '

colour. Music, too,departedstillfurther from nature when it introduced the

greatercompass, the mobility,and the strangequalitiesof tone belongingto musical

instruments,by which the fieldof attainable musical effectshas become so much

wider than it was or could be when the human voice alone was employed.
Hence thoughitisprobablycorrect to say that mankind, in historicaldevelop*

ment, firstlearned the means of musical expressionfrom the human voice,it can

hardlybe denied that these same means of expressingmelodic progressionact,
in artisticallydevelopedmusic, without the slightestreference to the application
made of them in the modulations of the human voice,and have a more general
significancethan any that can be attributed to innate instinctivecries. That this

is the case appears above all in the modem developmentof instrumental music,
which possesses an effectivepower and artisticjustificationthat need not be gain-said,

althoughwe may not yetbe able to explainitin allitsdetails. V

Here I close my work. It appears to me that I have carried it as far as the

physiologicalpropertiesof the sensation of hearingexercise a directinfluence on

the construction of a musical system,that is,as "r as the work especiallybelongs
to natural philosophy.For even ifI could not avoid mixingup estheticproblems
with physical,the former were comparativelysimple,and the lattermuch more

complicated.This relation would necessarilybecome inverted if I attemptedto

proceedfurther into the estheticsof music,and to enter on the theoryof rhythm,
forms of composition,and means of musical expression.In all these fieldsthe

propertiesof sensual perceptionwould of course have an influence at times,but only
in a very subordinate degree.The real difficultywould liein the developmentof
the psychicalmotives which here assert themselves. Certainlythis is the pointIT
where the more interestingpartof musical esthetics begins,the aim beingto ex-plain

the wonders of greatworks of art,and to learn the utterances and actions of

the various affectionsof the mind. But, however alluringsuch an aim may be,I

preferleavingothers to carry out such investigations,in which I should feelmyself
too much of an amateur, while I myselfremain on the safe ground of natural

phdUosopby,in which I am at home*

GaQgle
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APPENDIX I.

"r ON AN ELEGTBO-MAON^ITIC DBIYIKG MACHINB FOB THE 6IBEN.

(Seep. 13a.)

I HAVE latelyhad a small electro-magneticmachine constructed with a constant

velocityof rotation,and it has provedof great service in drivingthe siren. A

rotatingelectro-magnet,in which the direction of current is changedevery semi*

rotation,moves between two fixed magneticpoles. The current in this electro-magnet

isinterrupted,as soon as the velocitybeginsto exceed the desired amount,

by the centrifugalforce of a mass of metal febstenedto its axis of rotation. Two

spiralspringswhose elasticityisopposedto the centrifugalforce,maybe tightened
or loosened,and thus made strongeror weaker at pleasure.By this means the

velocitycan be maintained at any requiredrate. A figureand descriptionof this

machine were givenby Herr S. Exner, in the ' Proceedings' {Sitzungsberichte)
of the Vienna Academy : * Math. Naturw. CI.*vol. Iviii.part2, 8 Oct. 1868.

The machine was improved in 1875 by separatingfrom it the centrifugal
ir regulator,and* lettingit onlyopen and close the weaJk current for a relay. It

is the relaywhich makes or breaks the strongcurrent that drives the electro-magnetic

machine.

The siren is connected with the machine by a thin drivingband, and then

it does not requireto be blown. Instead of blowing,I placedon the disc a

small turbine constructed of stiffpaper, which drove the air throughthe open-ings
whenever they coincided with those in the chest. This arrangement gave

me extremelyconstant tones on the siren,rivallingthose on the best constructed

organ pipes.LatterlyI have giventhe siren straightholes,so that the strength
of the wind has no longerany influence on itsspeed,and then I blow throughthe
box. [SeeApp.XX. sect.B. No. 2.]

APPENDIX H.

ON THE SIZE AND CONSTRUCTION OF BBSONATOBS"

(Seepp. 44b and i66d,note ".)

Sphebioal Resonators with a short fimnel-shapedneck for insertion into the

ear as shewn in fig.16 a (p.4$b),are most ^cient. Their advantageconsists

partlyin their other proper tones beingvery distant indeed from their primetones,
and nence being very slightlyreinforced,and partlyin the sphericalform giving
the most powerfulresonance. But the walls of the sphere must be firm and

smooth,to oppose the necessary resistance to the powerfulvibrations of air whioh

take placewithin them, and to impedethe motion of the air as litUe as possible
by firiction.At firstI employedany sphericalglassvessels that came to hand,
as the receivers of retorts, and inserted into one of their openingsa glasstube
which had been adaptedto my ear. Afterwards Herr R. Koenig,maker of acous-tical

instruments,Paris [now of 27 Quai d'Anjou],constructed a series of these
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glassspheresproperlytuned,and afterwards had them made of brass in the form

shewn in fig.i6 a, p. 436. This is the most appropriateform for resonators.

When the openingsare relativelyvery narrow, their pitchcan be determined by
the formula which I have developed,namely*

n

where a is the velocityof sound, a the area of the circular opeiung, and S the

volume of the cavity*Or if we assume as itsvalue

a = 332*260metres,

which correspondswith a temperatureof zero centigrade,the above formula gives

~ =56174 4^(^) ,

Herr Sondhauss [Pogg.vol.Ixxxi. pp. 347-373]had discovered the same formula

experimentally,but used 52400 for the numerical coefficient,which agrees with

the experimentalresults better when the openingsare not very small. When

the diameter of the openingis smaller than one-tenth of the diameter of the

sphere,the formula deduced from theoryagrees well with Wertheim's experiments.
For resonators which have the diameter of their openingbetween a fourth and a

fifth of the diameter of the sphere,I have experimentallydetermined the coeffi-cient

as 47000. The second openingof the resonator may be regardedas closed

because itisbroughtfirmlyagainstthe ear. If the cavityis sphericalwith radius

jB,while r is that of the opening,the above formula becomes

'-'"' (rfs.)
Here follows a hst of the measurements of my glassresonators.

Fitoh

I) 9

r
5)
6)

il

d'

8) V\"

9) 6"b

10) "r"

%

Diameter of the

Sphere
in millimetres

[and inohes]

131

130

115

79

76
70

[606]
[5-i6]
[5-12]
[4-53]
[3-11]
[2-99]
[276]

53*5 [2-11]

46
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[r8i]

[1-69]

Diameter of the

Oriflce

in millimetrea

[and inches]

35'S [i'4o]
285 [I 1 2]

302 [119]
30 [118]

"

[73]i8-5
22

205
8

IS
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["87]
["81]
["31]

["S9]

["S9]

Volumes of the

Interior

in cubic centimetres

[and cnbic inches]

1773 [108-19]
1092 [66*64]
1053 [6426]
546 [33-32]

23s [14-341]

214 [1306]
162 [9-89]
74 [452]

49

37

[2-99]

[2-26]

Remarks

Neck

'funnelshaped

Neck oylindrioal

{Keckcylindrical,
month at side

Neck oylindrioal

Smaller spheresdid not answer welL In order to tune the resonators,Herr

"oenig has also made them of two short cylindersof which one runs into tiie

other,each havinga piercedlid at its external end. One openingserves* for a

connection with the ear or a sympatheticflame,the other isfree.f The measure-ments

givenin App.IV.,p. 377^^,will serve for the manufibcture of such tubes,as
the second openingis of no consequence because itisfirmlyinserted intOithe ear.

Since metal cubes are troublesome to manufacture and hence proportionately
dear, we can use double cones of tin or pasteboard,the vertices of which have

"been removed. The cone next the ear is more shfurplypoizitedso that its end

readilyfitsthe ear.

Conical resonators of thin sheet zinc,such as HerrG. Appunn % of Hanau manu-

* * Theory of Vibrations of Air in Tubes

with Open Ends/ in Jourjial fUr reine u, an-

gew. Mathematikf vol. Ivii.,equation30a, and

following.
t Poggendorff'sAnnals

^
vol. ezlvi. p. 189.

X [Deceased,now Anton Appunn.^
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factures,*are easilymade, and are useful for most purposes. But theyreinforce
all the partialsof their fundamental tone at the same time. Their lengthis about

the same as that of open organ pipesof the same pitch.
Eesonators with a very narrow openinggenerallyproducea much more con-siderable

reinforcement of the tone, but then there must be a much more precise
agreementbetween the pitchof the tone to be heard,and the proper tone of the

resonator. It is justas in microscopes; the greaterthe magnifymg power, the

smaller the fieldof view. Eeducingthe size of the orificealso deepensthe pitch
of the resonator,and this givesan easy means of tuningit to any requiredpitch.
But, for the above reason, the openingmust not be reduced too much.

I should also mention Herr Koenig*splanof transferringvibrations of air to

gas flames,and thus making them visible. Flames of this sort act well when

connected with resonators,which are then best made of a sphericalform, and

should have two equalopenings.To one of the openingsthe small gas-chaonber
is fixed. This chamber is a small flat box,about bigenough to contain two

5[shillingpieceslaid flat on one another. It is cut out of a plateof wood, and

closed on the side next the resonator with a very thin membrane of india-rubber,
which,wkLle it completelyseparatesthe air of the resonator from the gas in the

chamber,allows the vibrations of the air to be freelycommunicated to the gas.

Throughthe plateof wood two narrow pipesenter the chamber, one introducing
the inflammable gas and the other conductingitaway. This last ends in a Teiy
fine pointat which the gas is lighted. The vibrations of the air in the re-sonator

beingcommunicated to the gas cause the flame to leapup and down.

These oscillationsof the flame are so rapidand regularthat,when viewed directly,
the flame appears to be quitesteady.Its altered condition,however, betraysitself
by an altered form and colour. Thus to recognisethe beats of two tones rein-forced

by the resonator,itisenough to look at the flame and observe how italter-nates

between its forms of rest and of oscillation. But to see the separate
oscillationsthe flames should be viewed in a rotatingglass,in which the flame at

rest appears to be drawn out into a longuniform ribbon,while the oscillatingflame

f appears as a seriesof separateimagesof flames. It is thus possibleto allow a

largeniunber of persons at once to determine whether or not a giventone is

reinforced by the resonator .f
An extremelysensitivemeans of making the vibrationsof the air in a resonator

visible,is a flatfilm of glycerinedsoap and water which is placedover itsopening.
[Mr.Bosanquetfindingthat for observations on beats all these resonators im-perfectly

plug one ear and leave the other open, has invented another kind,for
which see App.XX. sect. L. art. 4, b.]

APPENDIX in.

ON THE MOTION OF PLUCKED STBINGS.

(Seep. 526.)

Let X be the distance of a pointin the stringfrom one of its extremities,and I
the lengthof the string,so that for one extremitya?=o, and for the other a;=Z.
It is suflicientto investigatethe case for which the motion takes placein one

Elanepassingthroughthe positionof rest. Let y be the distance of the pointx
:om its positionof rest at the time t And let f( be the weightof the unit

* [Thereis a set in the Soienoe Collections octaves were sang to the French vowels, were

at South KensingtonMuseum. " Translator.] also exhibited. See Koenig's paper on the

t [Allthese instruments and appliances subject,with plates,in PhilosophicalMaga-
can be obtained of Herr Eoenig, by whom ^tm, 1873,vol, xlv. pp, 1-18, 105-14." On

they were exhibited in London at the Inter- the principlesof the use of revolvingmirrors,
national Exhibition of 1872. Large drawings first experimentallyused by Sir C. Wheats
of the appearances of the flames justdescribed, stone, see Donjcin'sAcoustics,1870,p. 142."
as viewed in the rotatingmirror while two Translator*]
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of length,and T the tensiou of the string.The differentialequationof motion is

then

'"'w -^'W ^'

Then, since the extremities of the stringare assumed to be at rest,we must have

^ = o when rcsro, and also when a; = { (la)

The most generalintegralof the equation(i)which fulfilsthe conditions (la)
and correspondsto a periodicmotion of the string,is

y = ill. sin ^ . cos ^^n^ + ilj.
sin ?^.cos ^ifnt^

+ ils.
sin3^ .

cos 6 nnt + "c.

+ Si .
sin!!^, sin 2imt +^2 "

sin^ .
sin 4'tmt

+ ^3 .
sin 5^ .

sin Simt + "c.

(lb)

T
where n* = " =.

and Ai, A^,A^,"o.,and Bi, B^, B^, "c.,are any constant co"

4/11*

efficients,which can be determined when the form and velocityof the stringaro
known for any determinate time t.

For t ss o, the form of the stringwill be

y = 4,.flin^+^.55i^+4,.Bin2p+ "c (ic)

and the velocityof the stringwill be

g = a""(B,.sin!:^+ 2S,.8in?^+ 3B,.8in3p+ "c.)...(id)
^

Now suppose the stringto have been drawn aside by a sharppoint,and that

the pointwas withdrawn at the time ^ = o, so that the vibration commenced at

that moment, then for t=o there was no velocity,that is - ŵas = o for all

^valuesof ic. This can onlybe the case when in equation(id),o^Bi ^B^ s=58="c.
The coefficientsA^yA^^A^^ "c.,depend on the shapeof the stringat the time

^ =: o. At the moment the sharppointquittedit the stringmust have assumed

the positionof fig.i8 A (p.54a),that is,it must have formed two straightlines
proceedingfrom the sharppointto the fixed extremities of the string. Supposing
the positionof the sharppointat that moment to be determined by a; = a and

y = 6,then for the time ^ = o, the value of y^ was

y= "
ifa"a;"o (2)

and y = 6.7^^ifZ"""a (2a)
*" a

and the values of y in (ic)and Y2),or else (2a)respectively,must be identical.

To find the coefficientA^^ tne well-known metiiod is to multiplyboth sides of

the equation(ic)by sin^^ . dx^and to integratebetween the limits 0;= o and

x^L In this case equation(ic)reduces to

|V.sin!^.dx=^..|)in"'?p."fe(2b)

in which y must be replacedby its values in (2)and (2a).Performingthe into-

grationsindicated in (2b)we find

^" = mVa(Z-a)-""-r ^3"

\^oogle
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Hence A" will =s o, and consequentlythe mOi tone of the stringwill disappear,

when sin
" ^-=o, that is,when a = " or=

-,
or = ^, Ac. Hence if we sup-

pose the stringto be divided into m equalparts,and to be pluckedin one of these

divisions,the mth tone disappears,and this is the tone whose nodes failupon
these points.

Everynode for an mth tone is also a node for the 2n"th,3mth,4mth, "c.,tone,
and hence allthese tones also disappear.

The integralof equation(i)may also,as is well known, be exhibited in the

followingform :"

y^"^(x^at) + ^x + at) (4)
T

where a' = "
,
and ^, \l/are arbitraryfunctions. The function "l"(X'-at)denotes

any form of the stringwhich advances in the direction of positivex with the

^ velocitya, but without any other change ; and the fonotion yl/(x+ at)denotes a

similar form proceedingwith the same velocityin the direction of negativex.
For any givenvalue of the time t we must suppose both fonctions to be given
from a;=" 00 tQa;= + oo, and then the motion of the stringis determined.

The determination of the motion of a pluckedstringwill result in this second

form of solution,from determiningthe functions ^ and \l^,so that

1) for the values x = o and a; = 2,the value of y for any value of t will be

constantlyss o. This will be the case, iffor any value of ^

^( -a^)= ^^+at) (4^)

and ^(Z- a^)= - i/'(i+ a^) (4b)

If in the firstequationwe put at= "v, and in the second 2 + a^ = " t;, we

obtain

iT and 0(2Z+ v)= " "/'(" '")

so that ^(2i+ v)= ^(v) (5)

Hence the function ^ is periodic,for its value becomes the same when its

argument is increased by 2 2. The same resultsfor \j/.

2) For t = o, we must have ^= o between the limits a; = o and x^L Henee
at

writing}l/{v)for J^^^J,and putting- =̂ o in equation(4),we obtain
av at

And integratingthis with respectto x, we have

^(a:)= i/^{x)+ C

^1 ISTowsince neithery nor - âre alteredby addingthe same constant to f and
dt

subtractingit from 4^,the constant G is perfectlyarbitrary,and we may conse-quently

assume itto be = q, and hence write

9(^)^^x) (5a)

3) Since finallyat the time t^o, and within the limits x^o, x^l^ the

magnitude
y, which is = ^(x)+ i(x)= 2"p{x),

must have the value shewn in fig.18 A (p.54a),the ordinates of this figureimme-diately

givethe value of 2^(x)and of 2}l/(x),by means of equation(5):"

between x = o and x^zl

"
x=2l

"
a; = 3Z

"
a; = 4Z

" x^s^
and 60 forth.
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But since from (4a,4b, 5) it follows that ^( " v)= " ^(t?),and ([^(1" 1?)=
" f{l+ v),the value of 2^(0;)isgivenby the trianglein fig.18 G (p.54^)"

between a? =" iandaj=s o

"
a;= " 3Z "

a; = " 2Z

and in the same way between x^ I
,,

x^ 2I

and so forth.

By this means the functions ^ and ij/are completelydetermined, and on sup-posing

that the two wave-Hnes proceedin oppositedirectionswith the velocitya,
we obtain the forms of the stringgiven in fig.18,p. 54a, b,which representthe

changes of the stringfor every twelfth partof the periodictime of itsvibration.

[SeeDonkin's Acotistics,Chaps.V. and VI.]

APPENDIX IV.

ON THE PRODUCTION OF SIBiPLE TONES BY BESONANCE.

(Seepp. 55a and 69c.)

I HAVE giventhe theoryof tubes and hollow spaces filledwith air,so fax as it can

be at presentmathematicallyexpressed,in my paper, entiiled * The Theoryof
Aerial Vibrations in Tubes with Open Ends* ("heorieder Luftschwingungenin
Bohren mit offenenEtiden),in Crelle*s Journal filrMathematik, vol. Ivii. A

comparisonof the upper partialtones of tuning-forksand the correspondingreso-nance

tubes,will be found in my paper,
* On Combinational Tones '

(Ueber Com-

hinationstone),in PoggendorflTsAnnalen^vol. xcix. pp. 509 and 510.*
I add here the dimensions of the resonance tubes mentioned on p. 54a, which

were made for me by Herr Fessel,in Cologne,in connection with the tuning-forksm

keptin motion byelectricityas described in Appendix VIII. These were cylindrical
tubes of pasteboard,with terminal surfaces of zinc plate,one entirelyclosed,the
other providedwith a circular opening. These tubes therefore had only one

opening,not two likethe resonators which were intended for insertion in the ear.

A resonance tube of thiskind can have itstone flattenedbydiminishingitsopening.
To sharpenthe tone,when necessary, I threw in a littlewax, and placedthe closed

end of the tube on a warm stove or hob,until the wax was melted,and imifbrmly
distributed over the surface. It was then allowed to cool in the same position.
To trywhether the tone of a tube is a httle sharperor flatterthan that of the

fork,cover its openingsHghtlywhile the excited fork is held before it. If the

coveringstrengthensthe resonance the tube was too sharp. But if the resonance

begins to decrease decidedlyas soon as any part of the openingis covered,the
tube was too flat. The dimensions in millimetres [andinches]are as follows :"

The theoryof the sympatheticresonance of stringsis best developedby means

* The hannonic uppQr partialsof the air
"ibratingin the neighbourhood of a tuning-
fork,there mentioned, have also been observed

with an interference apparatus by Herr Stefan

{Proceedingsof the Vienna Academy, vol. Izi.

part 2, pp. 491-8) and by Herr Quincke
(Poggcndorfif'sAnnals, vol.xxviii.).

\^oogle
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of the experimentsmentioned on p. 55c. Retain the notations of AppendixIII.
and assume that the end of the stringfor which a; = o, is connected with the stem

of the tuning-fork,and must move in the same way, and that itsmotion isgiven
hy the equation

y^^A . sinm^, for ic = o (6)

Supposethe other end of the stringto rest on the bridgewhich stands on the

soundingboard. The followingforces act upon the bridge:"

i) The pressure of the string,which will increase or diminish accordingto the

angleunder which the extremityof the stringis directed againstthe bridge. The

tangentof this anglebetween the variable direction of the stringand itsposition

of rest is^,and hence we can put the variable pressure of the string= " T. -J',

for a; = Z,supposingthe bridgeto lieon the side of negativey,
2) The elasticforce of the soundingboard,which acts to bringthe bridgeback

ITinto its positionof rest,may be put = " /V*
3 ) The soundingboard, which moves with the bridge,is resistedby the air,to

whicn it impartssome of itsmotion. The resistance of the air may be considered

to be approximativelyproportionalto the velocityof its motion, and hence be

Then puttingM for the mass of the bridge,we obtain the followingequation
for the motion of the bridge,and hence for that of the extremityof the string
which rests upon it:

^"S=-^-l-^^-^'4?'^'-' (^*)

For the motion of the other pointsin the string,we have,as in AppendixIII.,
the condition

'""=^-g """

Since partof every motion of the stringmust be constantlygivenoff to the

air in the resonance chamber, the motion would graduallydie away if it were not

keptup by some continuous cause. Hence we may neglectthe variable initial

conditions of the motion, and proceedat once to determine the periodicmotion,
which finallyremains constant under the influence of the periodicagitationof
the tuning-fork.It ismanifest that the periodof the motion of the stringmust
be the same as the periodof the motion of the fork. Hence the requiredintegral
of (i)must be of the form

y = Z". cosjpaj.sin m^ + jB7.cos ^2;. cos mt\ / x

-{-F
, sin^aj. sin mt-^- G

. sin^a;.cos mtj

And to satisfyequation(i)we must then have

f ^Trf^Tf (7a)

From the equation(7)we have,when a; =30,

y = D
.
sin mi + jE?

.
cos mi,

and on comparingthis with equation(6)we find

I" = i4,and " = 0 (8)

The two other coefficientsof the equation(7),namelyF and G, must be deter-mined

by means of equation(6a). On substitutingin (6a)the values of y from

(7),the equation(6a)splitsinto two, as we must put the sum of the terms mul-tiplied

by sin mi separately= o, and also the sum of those multipliedby cos vni

separately= o. These two equationsare :

F
. \{p-Mm^). sin^^+2)!r.cos ^q - Gmgr*.

sin|?r
="-4

. [(/*"Jtfm'). cos2?^-p!r.sin^pZ] /g^)
-P77i^".sinj5Z+a.[(/"-ilfm2).sinpi+2)r.cosi?q

^ '

=" .4f/^wi.cos pZ
^

Digitizedby^vjOOgie
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Assume for abbreviation

f*-Mm"
(/"-Jifm")"+l""T"=C"

Then the values of F and O -willbe as follows :

p__il C*
.
sin 2 (p?+ ft)+ g*m*.

sin 2pt
1' (P. axx^ {pl+ k) + g*m*. sin^yi

G = -A
Cmg* .

sin k

(8b)

(8c)

C*
.
sin" (i? +̂ A;)+ g*m^.

sin'jji

Puttingthe amplitudeof the vibration of the extremityof the stringwhich
rests upon the bridge= F, equation(7)becomes

V^^[F.Bmpl + A, GOB pJ] +̂ CP. sin"pi, "

and on puttingin this equationthe values of F and G from (8c)we find

AC
.
sin k

F =

V [0*.Bia^(pL+ lc)+g^w?.
sin ^pj;\

(9)

The numerator in this expressionis independentof the lengthof the string.
Any alteration of its lengththerefore affectsthe denominator only. Under the

radical sign is the sum of two squares, which can never = o, because m, g, p, T,
and hence k,can never = o. The coefficientof the resistance of air,g, must cer-tainly

be considered as infinitesimal. Hence the denominator is a maximum, and

F is a minimum, when sin (pi+ A;)= o, or when

pl = vTr"k
, ,

where v is any whole number. The maximum value of F is

AC

(9a)

f

F^ = -

g'm

Hence, other circumstances beiagthe same, this maximum value increases as

Qy the coefficientof the resistance of the air,decreases,and as C increases. To

ascertain the circumstances on which the magnitude of C depends,put forp^ in

the second of the equations(8b),which defines the meaning of C, its value from

(7a),and also put n* =^r"; this gives

C" = Jlf"
. (n"-m8)"+ TfAmK

Now n is the number of vibrations which the bridgewould performin 2t

seconds,under the influence of the elastic soundingboard alone, without the

stringand the resistance of the air ; and m is the same number of vibrations for

the tuning-fork.Hence the maximum value of F can now be written f

^'-V["'-(-5)'*^'-]
in which everythingis reduced to the weightsM, T, fiand the magnitudeof the

interval i "
J?

"

m

JSm"n, which isusuallythe case, itis advantageousto make the weightof
the bridgeif,rather large.Hence I have had it constructed of a plateof copper.
If Jlfis very large,k will be very small in consequence of (8b),and then the equa-tion

(9a)shews that the varidus tones of greatestresonance approachallthe more

nearlyto those which correspondwith the seriesof simplewhole numbers. The

heavier the bridgethe sharperthe boundaries of the tones of the string.
Observe that the rules here givenfor the influence of the bridgehold only

for the assumptionthat the stringis excited by a tuning-fork,and not, so far as

thisinvestigationextends,for other cases.
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APPENDIX V.

ON THB VIBRATIONAIi FOBMS OF PIANOFORTE STRINGS.

(Seepp. 74c to Sob.)

When a stretched stringis struck by a perfectlyhard and narrow metal point,
which is immediatelywithdrawn, the blow conveys a certain velocityto the point
struck,while the rest of the stringreceives no motion. Let the moment of im-pact

correspondto ^ = o ; the motion of the stringcan then be determined on the

condition that at that moment the stringas a whole was in itspositionofequilibrium,
and that it was onlythe pointstruck that had any velocity.Hence in equations

-. (ic)and (id)of AppendixIII.(p.3756)put both y = o and -^^= o for ^ = o, at all
n (It

pointsexceptthat which is struck,for which suppose the co-ordinate to be a.

Hence it follows that in those equations

o = i4i= ila= il3= "c.,

and the values of E are determined by an integrationsimilar to that in (2b),
P- 375^1giving

J) I jodt I

and vnmlB^ = c
.
sin

Ttiva

where c is the productof the velocityimpartedto the struck portionof the string
and of itsinfinitesimallength.Consequently

vnl
'

\
sm

y- .
sm

-y- .
Bin 2init

+ -.
sin?I-

*
sin -

.
sin 4-^nt+ i. sin ^. sin 5-^.sin 6wnt + "c^

^ "-=ss-""? """

The mth partialtone of the string,therefore,disappearsin this case also when

itis struck in a node of this string.Also the upper partialtones are strongerin

comparisonwith the prime tone,than when the stringis plucked,because the

value of A^ in equation(3),p. %i^d,has m^ as a divisor,whereas the value of B^ io

(10)has onlym as a divisor. This is immediatelyconfirmed by experiment,on
strikingthe stringswith the sharpedge of a metal ruler.

For a pianoforte,the discontinuityin the motion of the stringisdiminished by
coveringthe hammer with an elasticpad. This sensiblydiminishes the force df

f the higherupper partials,because the motion is no longerconveyedto a single
point,but isimpartedto a sensiblelengthof string,and this too, not in an indivi-

sible moment of time, as would be the case for a blow with a perfectlyhard body.
On the contrary,the elasticpadyieldsto the blow at first,and then recovers itself,
so that while the hammer is in contact with the string,the motion iscapable
of extendingover a considerable length. An exact ansJysisof the motion of a

stringexcited by the hammer of a pianofortewould be rather compUcated. But

observingthat Uie stringmoves but very slightlyfrom its positionof rest, and

that the elasticpad of the hammer is very yieldingand admits of much com-pression,

we may simplifythe mathematical theory,by assumingthe pressure
exerted by the hammer duringthe blow which itgivesto the stringto be as great
as it would be if the stringwere a perfectlyfixed and perfectlyunyieldingbody.
AVe are then able to assume the pressure of the hammer to be

P = i4 sin mU

for such moments of time that o"^"-. This last magnitudê isthe lengthof
771 m
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time duringwhich the hammer iffin contact with the string. The magnitudeof
m increases therefore as the elasticpower of the hammer increases and its weight
decreases.

We have firstto determine the motion of the stringduringthe interval of time

that the hanmier is in contact with it,that is,from ^ = 0 to ^=
~. During this

time,the hammer divides the stringinto two sections,and the motion of each
section has to be separatelydetermined. At the placeof impactlet x be written

Xq. When xKx^, distinguishthe values of y by writingthem y,, and when x"Xq,
by writingthem y^. At the pointstruck the pressure of the stringagainstthe
hammer must be equalto the pressure P, which the hammer exerts againstthe
string.The pressure of the stringis to be calculated as in AppendixIV.,equation
(6a)(p.3786),and we consequenUyobtain the equation

P=^.dn^=r. (*-!') (.., t

Waves proceedtowards both ends of the stringfrom the placestruck. Hence

yi must have the form

for values of tjfor which o " ^ " ^, and fl;o"x " Xq" at, and y^ must have the
m

form

for the same values of ^ and for values of x for which tCo" ^ " ^0 + ^^" Usingf
for the differentialcoefficientof the function ^, equation(11)gives

P=:A.saimt=^2T."i^'(at) (iia)

Integratingwith respectto ^ we find %

C- "

.

cosmi=-^.A (at),
m a

and then,determiningthe constant C, so that yi = o when js = Xo + at,and y
^

= o

when x=^Xq " at, we have

2mT
" I " cos I-(a;"Xo) + mt\ \

,

Ii-cosf"(aJo-")+ mM j.

This determines the motion of the stringfor the time t,when o " ^ " _

,
and

m

on the suppositionthat the two waves proceedingfirom the placeof impacthave
not reached one of the ends of the string.If the latterhad been the case, tibeŷ
would have been reflectedthere.

When at has become greaterthan ^
,
the pressure P will be ss o, and hence it

follows from equation(iia)that from thenceforward

""'(at)^o,and hence ^=s constant,when at "^.
m

aA
Hence both y^ and y^remain = "

=
for allthose partsof the stringover which

the waves have alreadyadvanced,until portionsof the waves reflectedfrom the

extremities reach those partsof the stringon their return.

To introduce the influence of the extremities of the stringproperlyinto calcu-lation,

suppose the stringto be infinitelylong,and that at all pointsdistant from
Xq by multiplesof 2I,similar blows are givento it,so that from all these places
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waves proceedsimilar to those which proceedfrom Xq. Moreover suppose that in

allthose placesfor which x = " Xq^ 2yl,a blow be appliedequalto that givento

Xq and at the same time,but in the oppositedirection,so that from all these latter

pointswaves willproceedof an identicalform,but with a negativeheight. Those

pointsof the infinitestringwhich correspondwith the extremities of the finite

stringwill then be agitatedby positiveand negativewaves of equalmagnitudeat
the same time,and will hence be completelyat rest,and consequentlyall the

conditions of the real finitestringwill be fulfilledby the state of this section of

the infinitestring.
From the moment that the hammer quitsthe string,the motion of the string

may be regardedas two systemsof waves, one advancing(orin the direction of

positivex),and the other retreating(orin the direction of negativex). Of these

systemsof waves we have as yet found onlycertain isolated portions,namely
those which correspondto the sectionsof the stringlyingnearest the pointstruck.
We have now to completethese waves properlyand obtain a connected advancing

IFand retreatingsystem.
Advancingin the direction of the positivex on the string,we have y = o untfl

we come to a positiveretreatingwave, and then it rises to
~-^,

which is its value

in the positivestrikingpoints.If we proceedbeyondthe strikingpoint,and over

the wave thence proceeding,we again find values of y which = o, and sink to

""- as soon as the firstnegativeretreatingwave has been passedover. This is

the value of y in the firstnegativestrikingpoint. To connect the positiveand
negativeretreatingwaves properlywith each other,we must suppose the values of

yi to be increased between every positivestrikingpointand the next foUowing

negativestrikingpoint,by the magnitude+ ^, so that the heightof the wave

retains this value,which ithad at Xq^ untilthe correspondingnegativewave begins.

"r Here then the heightof the wave becomes
" rn'^Vi ^^^ sinks to zero. Similarly,

suppose that =is added to the heightof the wave in advancingwaves between
ml

any negativestrikingpointand the next followingpositivestrikingpoint. The

retreatingwaves will thus be everywherepositive,and the advancingwaves every-where
negative,and the waves at the same time are so constituted that their con-tinued

motion will generatethat kind of motion which we have found to exist in

the stringafterthe hammer quitsit.
We have now to express this system of waves as the sum of simplewaves.

The lengthof the wave is 2Z,because the pointsof simultaneous impactlie at

intervals of 2h Let us take the positiveretreatingwaves at the time tss-

then

i)y,=0, from a? = o to a? = a:o" "

from a; = a?o" " to x^x^
m

3)2/1=" 7Ti"
from X = Xo to iC=2/" Xo" "

ml VI

from a; = 2Z-rro-" to ar = 2Z-a-o
m

5)^1 = o" from X = 2^"3^0to rr = 2/.
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Hence if we assume

y ,
= ilo+ ill. cos

J (a;+ c)+ ^a .
cos ^J(a?+ c)+ ilg. cos ^(x+ c)-\-"c.

+ Bi . siny(x+ c)+B^. sin
y (a;+ c)+ J?,. sin 35 (x-^ c)-{-"o. (12)

we shall have
*'

.nw,Iyi . cos ^ ("+ c).
da;= A J,

yi .
sin! (̂a?+ c).

da;= JB"Z.^
If we put c = "

, every B becomes = o, because yi has the same values for

" + ( and
"

" (,and the limitsof the integrationmay be selected at pleasure"r

providedonlythat their differenceis 2Z. But on the other hand

1
2aA7nP

'^ fnv
_

N
^^^

fnv av\
, .

K^"in r-n-a am-
sm (^ .a;" ). cos (-^ . ^ ) (12a)

This equationgivesthe amplitudeA^ of the several partialtones of the com-pound

tone of the stringwhich has been struck. When the pointof impactis a

node of the nth partial,the factor sin [̂ . x^ will = o, and hence allthose par-tial

tones disappearwhich have a node at the pointof impact. The table on

p. 79c was calculated from this equation.*
To determine the completemotion of the stringwe must further substitute

a; -(-a^ for a; in the equation(12)for y^ The correspondingexpressionfory^then
becomes

y*=" ilo""-^!-coSy (a;+ ai"c)" -4s.cos y (a;"a^" c)"Ac. ^

and finally

y = yi + y"= 2A1 . COS J a? . COS ^{at+c) + ^A^ .
cos " a;

. cos ^ {at+ c)+ "c-

which completelysolves the problem.
If m be infinite,that is,if the hammer be perfectlyhard,the expressionfor

A^ in (12a)becomes identicalwith that of B^ in equation(10),p. 380c. It must be
remembered that m in (10)isidenticalwith n in (12a)(andthat a in (10)is then
identicalwith Xq in (i2aj,while a in (12a)has a differentmeaning).

If m is not infinite,as n increases the coefficientsil"decrease as ^,but ifm

be infinitetheydecrease as i-
; forpluckedstringstheydecrease as -^.This corrc'

spends to the theorems provedby Stokes {CambridgeTransactions,vol. viii.

PP- 533 to 5S4)concerningthe effectof the discontinuityof a function,when f
developedin Fourier's series,upon the magnitudeof the terms with high ordinal
numbers. Thus, if y is the fdnction to be developedin a series

y = ilo+ -4i. sin {ma + Ci)+ A^ .
sin {2fnz+ c^ + "c.

the coefficientof A^ when n isvery great,

I ) isof the order L when y itselfsuddenlyalters;
n

* [Itis shewn in the notes on p. 76(2'and foroe of the correspondingpartialismaterially
p. 77c, that when the blow is made with an weakened, it is not absolutelyextinguished,
ordinarypianofortehammer, the partialtone, It may therefore be necessaiy to re-open the

eorrespondingto the node struck, does not mathematical investigationwithout having re-

wholly vanish. The subjectis resumed in course to the facilitation due to the funda-

App. XX. sect. N. No. 2, where the result of mental (butcertainlyonlyapproximative)as-
later experimentsis given. In the meantime sumption on p. 'fiod,givingP = ^ sin nU. "

it must be borne in mind that though the TranslcUor,"]

\^oogle
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2) is of the order - ŵhen the firstdifferentialcoefficientS suddenlyalters ;

3)is of the order J^when the second differentialcoefficient-^suddenly

alters;

4)is at most of the order e-" when the function itselfand allitsdifferential

coefficientsare continuous. [Seenote,p. 35^2.]

Hence follow the laws of musical tones so often mentioned in the text,that

their upper partialtones generallyincrease in power, with the greaterdiscontinuity
of the correspondingmotion of the resonant body.

[SeeDonldn's Acoicstics,pp. 1 19-126,where, on p. 124, equation(14)corre*

^ spendsto equation(12a)above.]

APPENDIX VI.

ANALYSIS OP THE MOTION OP VIOLIN STRINGS.

(Seep. 83a.)

AssuBfE the lens of the vibration microscopeto make horizontal vibrations,then
vibrational curves wiU be observed like those representedin fig.23, p. 826, c. Call

the verticalordinate y and the horizontal x ; then y isdirectlyproportionalto Uie

displacementof the vibratingpoint,and x to that of the vibratinglens. Tlie

latter performsa simplependularvibration. If the number of itsvibrations be n

^
and the time t,we have generally

re =s 4
.
sin {iimt+ c)

where A and c are constant.

Now if y also makes n vibrations,x and y are both periodicand have the

same periodictime. Hence, at the end of each period,x and y have the same

values as before,and the observed pointis at exactlythe same placeas at the

beginningof the period.This holds for every pointin the curve and for every
fresh repetitionof the vibratorymotion,so that the curve appears stationary.

Suppose a vibrational form of the kind depictedin figs.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, pp. 20

and 21, in which the horizontal abscissa is directlyproportionalto the time, to

be wrapped round a cylinderôf which the circumference is equalto a single
periodof those curves, so that the time t is now to be measured alongthe cir-cumference

of the cylinder.Gall x the distance of a pointfrom a planedrawn
throughthe axis of the cylinder.Then in this case also

^ a; = -4
.
sin (2imt+ c),

where ii
.
sin c is the value of x for ^ = o" and A is the radius of the cylinder.

Hence, if the curve drawn upon the cylinderbe viewed by an eye at an infinite
distance in the line x =s o, ^ = o, the curve has exactlytidesame appearance as in

the vibration microscope.
If X and y have not exactlythe same period; if,for example,y makes n vibra-tions

while X makes n + A n, where A n is a very small number, Uie expressionfor
X may be written

a? = il
.
sin [2imt+ (c+ 2irtAn)].

In this case, then, c which was formerlyconstant,increasesslowly.But c r""

presentsthe anglebetween the planex =0 and the pointin the drawingfor which
^ = o. In this case, then, the imaginarycylinderround which the drawing is
supposedto be wrapped,revolves slowly.

Since a magnitude which is periodicafterthe period̂ , may be also considered
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as periodicafterthe periods2ir, or 3ir,or I'lr,where r is any whole number, these

remarks applyalso for the case when the periodof y is an aliquotpart of the

periodof x, or conversely,or both are aliquotpartsof the same third period,that
is,for the case when the tones of the tuning-forkand of the observed bodystand in

any consonant ratio ; the onlylimitation is that the common periodof vibration

must not exceed the time requiredfor a luminous impressionto become extinct

in the eye. [SeeDonkin's Acoustics,pp. 36-44.]
Prom the observed curves, fig.23 B, C, p. 826, and fig.24 A, B, p. 836,it

follows that allpointsof the stringascend and descend alternately,that the ascent

is made with a constant velocity,and also the descent with a constant velocity,
which ishowever differentfrom the velocityof ascent. When the bow is drawn

across a node of one of the upper partialsof the string,the motion takes placein
all nodes of the same tone preciselyin the manner described. For other points
of the string,littlecrumplesare perceptiblein the vibrational figure,but theydo
not preventus from clearlyrecognisingthe principalmotion, IT

Pia. 63.

If in fig.62 we reckon the time from the abscissa of the pointa, so that for

a, ^ = o, and further for the pointfiput ^ = r, and for the pointy put ^ = T, so

that the lastrepresentsthe lengthof a whole period; then *

yss/^+ ",from ^ = 0 to ^asr; 1
,^

y =zg {T -t)-^h, from t=^T to t^T, J ^''

whence for ^ = r, itresultsthat

fr=g{T-T). 1

Now suppose y to be developedin one of Foiurier'sseries:

y = il,
.
sin? +̂ -4a.

sin^ + ^8 "
sin- "̂o.

+ Bi.C08^+JB,.C0S^*+ B,,C0S^"C.
then itresultsfrom integrationthat

and thisgivesthe followingvalues for A^ and B^ :

and y may then be written in the form

In equation(2),y denotes merelythe distance of any determinate pointof the

stringfrom itspositionof rest. U x denotes the distance of this pointfrom the
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beginningof the string,and L the lengthof the string,then the generalform of

y, as in equation(ib)of App.III.,p. 5756,is

+2::r {^-"-^-^('-i)} 13)

By comparingequations(2)and (3)we find immediatelythat all D*8 Yanish,
or

2) =̂ o, and

n .sin^^=^.-^..8in5!^ (3a)

^ Here g +/ and r are independentof x^ but not of n. On takingthe equations
for n= I and n^2, and then,dividingone by the other,there residts

^".C082=-.008 5,.

T m

From which it follows that for " =
-, t is also=

-,
as observation shews.

2 2

But ifa; = o, then accordingto observations r is also = o. Hence

C, = i.CH andj^l, (3b)

so that ^ +/ i" independentof x. Let v be the amplitudeof the vibration of the

pointX in the string,then

IF /r = 5r(T-T) = 2t;,

"
. ^

2V
,

2V 2VT 2VL*

T T-T r(T^T) Txijj-x)

And since ^ +/ isindependentof x, we must have

where Fis the amplitudein the middle of the string.From equation(3b)itfollows
that the sections a/3and fiyof the vibrational figure,fig.62, p. 3856,must be

proportionalto the correspondingpartsof the stringon both sides of the observed

point.Hence we have finally

for the completeexpressionof the motion of the string.

If we put t" - =0, y will s=o for all values of x, and hence all partsof the

stringpass throughtheir positionof rest simultaneously.From that time the

velocity/of the pointx is

,_2v_SV(L'-x)
^^V LT

TV
But this velocitylastsonlyduringthe time r, where r=s -

.
Hence after the

time t,and
Tx SV

as long as ^"
-r-"

^" ^*^" y='f^^f-m-(i " ")^ (4)

SV
and hence y " ^=^,x(L''x),
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From that pointy retumB with the velocity

2V 8 7x
9 " i

"-T
'

JjT

And hence afterthe time "s=r 4- ti.

And since L " a: = "

"y,- "
L

we find y=^.{r-(r+ ".)}

=^. (r-") (4a) f

The deflectionon one partof the stringis therefore givenbv the equation(4),
and on the other partby the equation̂ 4a).Both equationsshow that the form

of the stringis a straightline,which m (4)passes throughx^L, and in (4a)
througha; = o. These are the two extremities of the string.The pointwhere
these straighthnes intersectisgivenby the condition

Whence (L-x)t^x(T-i)
and Lt^xT.

Hence the abscissa x of the pointof intersection increases in proportionto the

time. This pointof intersection,which is at the same time the pointof the string
most remote from the positionof rest,passes, therefore,with a constant velocity
from one end of the stringto the other, and during this passage describes a ^
parabolicarc, for which

Hence the motion of the stringmay be brieflythus described. In fig.63 the

foot d of the ordinate of its highestpointmoves backwards and forwards with a

constant velocityon the horizontal line ab,

Fio. 63.

while the highestpointof the stringdescribesin successionthe two parabolicarcs
acib and bcsa,and the stringitselfis always stretched in the two linesaC| and

bo, or aca and bcj. [SeeDonkin's Acoustics,pp. 131-138.]
The small crumplesof the vibrationalfigureswhich are so frequentlyobserved,

fif?'25, p. 846,probablyarise from the damping and disappearanceof those tones

which have nodes at the pointbowed or in its immediate neighbourhood,and
are consequentlyeither unexcited or but slightlyexcited by the bow. When the

bow is drawn across the stringin a node of the mth partialtone situate near to

the bridge,the vibrations of this mth, and further of the 2mih, 3mth, "c.,tone
have no influence on the motion of the pointin the stringtouched by the bow,
and theymay consequentlydisappear,wi"out changingthe effectof the bow upon

the string,and this reallyexplainsthe crumplesobserved in the vibrationalfigure.
[Seealso App. XX. sect. N. No. 5, on Prof.Mayer'sHarmonic Curves.] I have

not been able to determine by observation what happenswhen the bow is drawn

across the stringbetween two nodal points.
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APPENDIX Vn.

ON THE THBOBY OP PIPES*

A. Influenceof Resonance in Reed Pipes.

(Seep. 1026.)

" The laws of resonance for cylindricaltubes have been developedmaihematicallj
in my paper on the * Theory of Aerial Vibrations in Tubes with Open Ends '

(Theorieder Luftschwingungenin Rdhren mit offenenEnden, * Journal fiirreine

und angewandteMathematik/ vol.Ivii.).The exampletreatedin " 7 of that paper

is applicableto reed pipes,where the motion at the bottom of the pipeis assumed

% to be given. Let Vdt be the volume of air which enters the reed pipein the in-finitesimal

time dtjthen as thismagnitudeisperiodicalwe can express Fin one of

Fourier's series,thus :"

F= Co + Ci .
cos {2irnt+ Tx) + Cj . cos (41m*+ ^2)+ "c (i)

The resonance must be determined separatelyfor each term, because the vibra-tions

correspondingto each partialtone are superposedwithout modification.

If we assume Z to be 4ihe length of the tube,S its section,Z + a the reduced

lengthof the tube (wherein cylindricaltubes the difference a is equalto the

radius multipliedby ^ [butsee p. 9ieZ,note t]),fethe magnitudê (whereX is the
4 ^

lengthof the wave),and put the potentialof the wave in free space, for the tone

havingthe vibrational number i^n.

%
= .J!

, cos [vkr^irmt + c),

where r is the distance from the middle of the opening;then the equations(15)
and (12b)of the paper referred to,give

V (4fl-"cos" rk (Zr a) 4- y*k*S^ sin^ vkl)

Since the magnitudek^S must alwaysbe considered as very small to make our

theoryapplicable,this equation,for cases in which Z + a is not an uneven mul-tiple

of the lengthof a quarterof a wave, becomes approximatively,

3f^" 9i
.

2T.C0Sr^(Z+ a)*

Hence the resonance is weakest when the reduced lengthof the tube is an

even multipleof the lengthof a quarterof a wave, and becomes strongeras it

"[approachesan uneven multipleof that length. When it absolutelyreaches such

a multiplethe completeformula gives

Hence the maximum of resonance increases as the lengthof the wave of the

tone in questionincreases and the transverse section decreases. The smaller the

transverse section,the more sharplydefined is the limit of the pitchof the tone

which is stronglyreinforced by resonance ; while when the transverse section is

large,the reinforcement of resonance extends over a much greaterlengthof the

scale.
For hollow bodies of other shapes,with naiTow mouths, similar equations

may be obtained by means of the propositionsgivenin " 10 of the paper cited.

Since the condition of powerfulresonance is that cos lA;(Z-H o) = o, cylin-drical
tubes (clarinet)reinforceonlythe prime and other unevenlynumbered partial

tones [butsee note p. 99c].
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In the interiorof conical tubes we may assume the potentialof the motion of

the air for the tube n to be

F=
- .

sin (ftr+ c)cos 2nnL
T

where r is the distance from the vertex of the cone. If a vibrator is introduced at

a distance a from the vertex, and I be the lengthof the tube, so that for the open
end r = Z + a, we may assume as an approximativelycorrect Umitingcondition for

the free end,that the pressure there vanishes. This isthe case when

dV A
-3-

= " 2?m
. . .

sin [k{l4- a)+ c].
sin 2nnt = o, and hence

at I + a

Hence we may assume

sin [k{l+ a)+ c]= ""

A

and F= -

,
sin fc(r"i" a) . cos 2imL

T

The most powerfulresonance, then,in this case, as well as in cylindricaltubes,
belongsto those tones which have a minimum velocityat the placewhere the

vibrator is placed.For as duringthe developmentof velocityin the mouthpiecein
equation(i)the coefficientsC^ have a determinate value which dependsonlyon

the motion of the vibrator and the pulsesof air which itoccasions,the coefficient

A of the last equationmust increase,as the velocityproducedby the correspond-ing
train of waves in the mouthpieceof the tube decreases. The velocityin the

other partsof the tube will then increase. Now the velocityof a particleof air is

dV A
= _- .

cos 2rmt
" [kr" cos fc(r"i" a)"sin fe(r"i" a)].

Hence for maximum resonance we have the condition that for r s a ^

either hr = tan A;(r"Z" a)

or ia = " tanfcZ.

If,then,the magnitudea, that is,the distance of the vibrator from the vertex

of the cone, be very small,ka and also tan kl will be very small,and kl"w must

also be very small,if i' is any whole number. Hence we may developthe tangents
accordingto powers of their arc, and retainingonlythe firstterm of this develop-ment

we have

ka = mr" kl, and k{a+ Z)= ^t

or, puttingfc= ~

,
we have

A

a + l=iy.-.

f

This shews that conical tubes reinforce allihose tones for which the whole length
of the cone, reckoned up to its imaginaryvertex, is a multipleof half the length
of the wave, on the assumptionthat the distance of the vibrator from this ima-ginary

vertex is infinitesimalin comparisonwith the lengthof the wave" Hence

if the primeof the compound tone is reinforced by the tube,allthe partialtones,
both the evenlyand unevenlynumbered^ will be reinforced up to a pitchwhere
the wave-lengthsof the higherpartialtones cease to be very largein comparison
with the distance a.*

CcBterisparibus,the number and magnitudeof the terms of the series (i),
which representsthe excitingaerialmotion will be the greater,the more perfectly
the enteringstream of air is interrupted.Free reeds must therefore tit their

* [The remainder of this AppendixVII. to principallyfrom the ist English edition.-"

p. 3966, is an addition to the 4th German Translator.]
edition. The additions on pp. 396-7 are
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frames very exactly,in order to producea powerfultone. Strikmgreeds,which
effect a more perfectstoppage,are superiorin this respect.According to the

information obtained by Mr. A. J. Ellis [seep. 95^^',note t],organ-buildershave
reallybeen more inclined in recent times to use strikingreeds. But the vibrating
laminsB are very sUghtlycurved, so that theydo not strike the frame all at once,
but rollthemselves graduallyout upon it.

B. Theoryofthe BlotuingofPipes.

When longitudinalwaves have once been excited in the mass of air in a tube,

theymay be reflected backwards and forwards many times between the ends of

the tube, and form constant, periodicallyreturningvibrations,before they die

away. At the closed end of a stoppedpipe,the reflexionof ever^train of waves

is tolerablycomplete,but at the open ends a perceptiblefraction of the wave

alwayspasses into the open air,and hence the reflected wave has not the same

f intensityas theincident wave possessed.Indeed the intensityof the waves re-flected

backwards and forwards in the tube continuallydiminishes,and finally
dies off,if the lostwork is not replacedat every backwards and forwards reflexion

by some other kind of action. What has to be replaced,however, isusuallyonly
a small partof the whole vis viva of the modulatorymotion, that is,justas much

as is lost by reflexion at the open ends. If the inner radius at the open end of a

cylindricaltube be i?,the fraction of the amplitudewhich is lost at the open end

for a tone havingthe wave-lengthA, is,accordingto theory,

where B is small in comparisonwith X. In the pipesexamined by Zamminer,
the wave-lengthX varied between S4B and i^'6B.In the first case the loss

would be T^T^th,and in the latterabout ^thof the amplitude.
Now, this loss of vis viva can be replacedin various ways. Supposingthat

% the small volume dV, which was under the pressure ^0* ^^re forced over into a

space filledwith air under the pressure p, the requiredwork would be (p-'PQ)dV.
Hence if duringthe vibrations of sound, at those placesand times where the air

iscondensed, either a small quantityof air isregularlyforced in,or the pressiue
of the compressedair is increased by heating,this mass of air generatesby its

expansiona greater quantityof vis viva than was lost by its resistance to the

condensation at the time the loss occurred. The firstof the two pauses is effective

in reed pipes,the second in the tubes of the Pyrophone[seeApp.XX. sect. N.

No. 4],
In which, togetherwith the air which streams back into the tube, an

increased quantityof gas is poured in firom the gas tube,and this on burning
increases the pressure duringthe time of re^expansion.

The conditions which must be fulfilledto make reed pipesspeakwere givenby
me in the ' Transactions of the Association for Natural Historyand Medicine '

(Verhandlungendes naturhistorischr^medicinischenVereins)at Heidelberg(26July
i86j),and I take the libertyof reprintingthisshort explanationhere with a few

ITimprovementn.

I. The BlowingofBsed Pipes.

By a reed pipeI mean any kind of wind instrument in which the path of the

stream of wind is alternatelyopened and closed by means of a vibratingelastic
body, The firstwork which made the mechanics of reed pipesaccessible waa

that of W, Weber. But he experimentedchieflywith metal reeds,which on

account of their great mass and elasticity,could not be powerfullymoved by the

air unless the tone givenby the pipewas not materiallv differentfrom the proper
tone of the reed independentlyof the pipe. Hence pipeswith metal reeds are

usuallycapableof producingonlya singletone,namely that one among those

theoreticallypossiblewhich is closestto the proper tone of the reed.

The case is differentfor reeds of lightmaterial which offers but littleresistance,
such as the cane reeds of the clarinet,oboe, bassoon, and the muBcular reeds of
the human lipsin trumpets,trombones,and horns, Beeds of vulcanised India*

rubber,placedsimilarlyto the vocal chords in the larynx,are also welladaptedfor
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experiments; but,to make them speakeasilyand well,care must be taken to

placethem obliquelyto the current of air (p.976).
The action of reeds differsessentiallyaccordingas the passage which theyclose

is opened when the reed moves againstthe wind towards the windchest,or moves

with the wind towards the pipe. I shall say that the firststrikeinwardsyand the
second strike (mtwards. The reeds of the clarinet,oboe,bassoon,and organ all

strike inwards. The human lipsin brass instruments,on the other hand, are

reeds strikingoutwards. The india-rubber reeds that I employmay be arranged
to strikeeitherinwards or outwards.

The laws for the pitchof reed pipesare completelyfound,when we have deter-mined

the motion of the reed as influenced by the alternatingpressure of the air

in the pipeand air chamber [seefig.29, B, p p, on p. g6b]; rememberingthat the

effluent air cannot attain its maximum velocityuntil the passage closed by the

reed has been ojpenedas widelyas possible.
i)Beeds with cyUndricalpipewithout air chamber. The reed isregardedas ^

a bodywhich returns to itspositionof equilibriumbyelasticforces,and is again
broughtout of that positionby the pressure of the aur in the pipe,which changes
periodicallywith the sine of the time. The equationsof motion* show that the

instant of greatestpressure within the pipemust fallbetween a maximum dis-placement

of the reed outwards,which precedesit,and a maximum displacement
of the same inwards,which follows it. If the vibrational periodbe divided into

360",likethe circumference of a circle,the anglec, by which the maximum pres-sure

precedesthe passage of the reed throughitspositionof equilibrium,isgiven
by the equation

tanc = ^'-A\

where L is the lengthof the wave of the reed in the air without the pipe,X the

wave-lengthof the tone which is actuallyproduced,and /S â constant which is

greaterfor reeds of lightmaterial and greaterfrictionthan for heavyand perfectly
elasticmaterials. The anglec must be taken between " 90^ and + 90"^. %

In the same way we must determine the time at which the greatestpressure
within the pipeseparatesfrom the greatestvelocity.The latter must coincide

with the positionof the reed for which the openingis greatest.The calculation

of this magnitude results from my investigationson ^e motion of air within an

open cylindricaltube {Jotimalfilrreine uvd angewamdteMathematik,Ivii.).The
maximum of the velocityin the direction of the openingprecedesthe maximum

of pressure by an angle8 (consideringthe vibrational periodaa the cireumfsrence

of a circle)which isgivenoy the equation

where S is the transverse section,I the lengthof the tnbe"and a a constant de-pending

on the form of the opening,being45**[butsee note f and t V' 9}\^^^
cylindricaltubes,of which the section has the radius p. The angle8 in this case

is againto be taken between " 90" and -h 90^.
Now as air can onlyenter the pipewhen the reed leaves the passage open, itf

follows that forreeds which strikeinwa/rds the maximum velocityof the airdnrected

outwards must coincide with tiiemaximum displacementof the teed inwards.

Hence we must have

2

and both 8 and c must be negative.
For reeds which strikeoutwards ôn the other hand,the maximiam effluenceof

the air must coincide with the maximum di^lacementof the reed outwards,and
we must have

_ir = 8 + ",
2

and both 8 and c must be positive.
* To be treated as in Seebeck*8 theoryof the followingApp. IX. Bat the c there is the

sympatheticresonance, Bepertoriumder Phy- complement of "e c here,and wave-lengthsare
ti/p,vol.vUi. pp. 60-64. Also see equation4c in here used instead of pitchnumbers, as there.

^.joogle
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Both cases are included in the equation

tan CSS cot S

or

8inlli^= ^S^.^ (,j

in which the reeds must strikeinwards or outwards respectively,accordingas the

quantitieson each side of equation(i)are positiveor negative.
Since S and ^ are very small quantities,sin {4^(2-|-a)-i-X}cannot have any

sensible value unless \*"L^ is very small,that is,unless the pitchof the mpe

nearlycoincides with that of the reed sounded separatelyfrom the pipe. This

is generallythe case with metal reeds. The viJue of X is determined from

equation(i).
On the contrarywhen the difference of the two tones X" 2/ is great,then

f sin {4ir(Z+ a)-f- X} must be very small,and hence approzimatively

4

where v is any whole number.

The alterationof pressure within the tube isproportionalto sin {zw{l+ a)-i-X},

and hence is a minimum when

and a maximum when

4

In the firstcase the force of the pressure of the air does not sufficeto move the

m reed. In the second case itsufficeswhen the reeds are not too heavyand have

not too great a power of resistance. Hence the tones speak well for which

approzimatively

Z + a = (2i+̂ i).^,
4

that is,for which the column of air in the pipevibrates as in a stoppedpipe. At

the same time we see that these tones are almost independentof the proper tone

of the reed.

Of this kind are the tones of the clarinet. Membranous reeds of india-rubber
which strike inwards, attached to glasstubes 16 feet long,also speakeasilyand
allow various upper partialsto be producedwhich agr^ well with equation(i).
The reeds which strike outwards must be tuned very low in order to givethe
pure tones of the tube. Hence the human lipsare well adaptedfor this purpose,
as the bundles of elasticfibres of which they are composed,are loaded with a

IFlargequantityof watery inelastictissue [seefootnotep̂. 97^. Cylindricalglass
tubes may easilybe blown as trumpets,and givethe tones of a stopped pipe.
Of these the upper tones,for which the difference Zr^" X^ is large,can be pro-duced

with firmness and correct intonation,but the lower tones, on the other

hand, beingnot quiteindependentof the v^ue of L, that is,of the tension and

densityof the lips,are uncertain and variable.

2) Beeds with conical pipeswithout air chamber. There is a remarkable

difference between cylindricaland conical pipes.The motion of the air in the
interiorof the latter may be determined on the same principlesthat I have used

for cylindricalpipes.
Put the potentialof the motion of the air,inside the pipe,equalto

^ {Binp (̂jB-r+ a)lcos 2imt j+ ?^^?.
cos ? {̂B-r) .

sin 2imt,

where r isthe distance from the vertex of the cone, B the value of r at the open-ing

[orbase]of the cone, S its section,a the difference between the true and
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reduced length,n the pitchnumber. Consideringa -f-X to be very small,and

puttingJS" r = i,this gives

. "
"X*

.
2ir(l+ a)

tan h =
" - .

sm
^

"

'^J
" r" 27r(Z+ a) 2Tr(l4- O^

,
-

,
COS _ii^_i:i + _:l. sin ""\' "\

2irb XL X 27rr A J

in which I is to be referred to the placeof the reed.

Here also we have to put
cot ^ s= tan c.

We are at presentchieflyinterested in those tones of pipewhich differmuch

from the tone of the reed,for which therefore L^"P is great,tan " is also con-sequently

very great,and tan 3 very small. For these then we must either have

approximatively
sin [2ir{l+ a)-4-X]= o,

which givesno tone at all,because the alterationof pressure in the interiorof the ^
pipeis too weak, or else

tan [2ir(i+ a)-i-X]= " 2irr-HX (2)

This is the equationfor the powerfulupper tones of the pipes.
Below is the seriesof tones calculated from equation(2)for a conical pipeof

zinc of the followingdimensions :

Length I = 1297 centimetres [= 5i'o6inch].
Diameter of the openings5*5 and 0*7 ctm. [= 2*17 and '28 inch].
Reduced lengthZ + a, calculated I24'77 ctm. [= 49*12 inch].

The tones firom the 2nd to the 9thcould be observed,and were found to agree

perfectlywith the calculation. It appears from the last two columns that the

highertones were almost exactlythose of a stoppedpipe,the lengthof which is^
equalto the reduced lengthof the pipe124-77 ctm., and that the deeper tones

approachnearer to those of an open pipe,the lengthof which was that from the

vertex to the foot of the cone. The reduced lengthof this would be JR + a= 142:6
ctm. [= 56'1 5 inch]. The tones of brass instruments are usuallyassumed to be

the same as those of an open pipe,but the highertones -of these instruments are

relativelytoo sharp*for the lower ones, in the presentcase by more than half

* [The text has * flat/but this is against
the figures.As it will appear that the notes

assigned to the pitchesin the first eolnmn

are only roughly approximative,it is best to

calculate out the intervals in cents, and as-suming

that the pitchvaries inverselyas the

wave-length,we hawe in cents "
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a Tone. In trampetsand horns this error isperhapsio some extent compensated
by the caps of the mouthpiece.In trombones the slidesassist.*

Whereas trampets, trombones,and horns belongto the reed pipesof this

class with conical pipes,and deep reeds which strike outwards, oboes and bas-soons

have high reeds which strike inwards. When stronglyblown they also

givethe higherOctave and then the Twelfth,like an open pipe. The calculation
from equation(2)for the oboe agrees very well with Zamminer's measurements.

[Zam. ibid,p. 306.]

n. The Bloivingof Flue Pipes.

In my memoir on
* The Discontinuous Motions of Fluids * (MonthlyProceed-

* ingsof the Academy of Sciences at Berlin,April23, 1868},I nave described the
mechanical peculiaritiesof such motions,and deduced from the theoryhow ihey
are broughtabout by means of the blade-shapedcurrent of air at the mouth of an

m organ pipewhich isblown,as described on p. 92a to p. 93a. The boundingsurfaces
,

of this current which cuts throughand across the mass of air that runs into and

out of the mouth of the pipe,are to be considered as vortical surfaces,that is,
surfaces which are faced with a continuous stratum of vorticalfilaments or thread-like

eddies. Such surfe^es have a very unstable equilibrium.An infinitelyex-tended

planesurfEM^ uniformlycovered with parallelstraightvortical filaments

might indeed continue stable ; but where the least flexure occurs at any time,
the surface curls itselfround in ever narrowingspiralcoils,which continually
involve more and more distant partsof the surface in their vortex.

shewing that the tones of the reed pipe are

always too sharp, and not too flat,as the

German text states,the sharpness being a

comma for tone 2, a Quartertonefor tone 3,

^ Tone for 4, nearlya Semitone for 5, more

than a Semitone for the rest, the last two

beingequallytoo sharpby aboat 1}Semitone.
% The misprintof {2'"8tor d'" in the German text

For tones

made the last tone appear to be a whole l\ne
too sharp.In determiningthe notes in column

I, the Author has probablyassumed the velo-city,

of sound at 342 metres (whichgives11 22

feet,or the velocityat about 60' F., see note

p. god), and divided it by the wave-lengths
reduced to metres. This would give"

the pitchnos.
While pitchnos.

.

belong to equally\^
tempered notes J

Whence it appears that g"and b"\"are much,
and cf'\d'" somewhat, too sharp,so that the

d"% of the German text is a manifest error.

This rough mode of comparing by vibrational

1170-4.
1 184-2

d'"

numbers, does not however convey a proper

conception. If we calculate the cents from

C66, we find"

And this shews how very rough are the ap-proximations
to the pitchwhich are made in

the text by means of equallytemperednotes. "

TramlaUyr^
" [*The conical tube examined by Prof.

Helmholtz,* says Mr. Blaikley (see note^

p. 97"2),*wa8 not a perfectbut a truncated

cone, and any such would have its series of

intervals intermediate between i, 2, 3, 4, 5,
"c., and I, 3, 5, 7, 9, ""c.; that is,a perfect
cone, or one truncated to an infinitelysmall

extent,would have the first,and an infinitely
long cone ( " a stopped cylindricaltube)
would have the second. Such a cone as

Helmholtz describes is wit a representativeof
the brass instrument family,for if cylindrical

tubingwere added at the small end, the series

with this added tube would not even be so

near the theoretical i, 2, 3, 4, 5,"J^o.,as on the

originalcone. There are brass instruments in

which the series,so far from gettingsharp on

the highertones,getsflat,i, - 2, " 3," 4, "- 5,^fco.
Technicallysuch instruments are said to be
** sharp at the bottom.** In short, trumpets
and trombones, ""c.,are not conical in the

ordinarysense of the word, but have in most

cases a cylindricaltube expanding into a bell

by a line of increasingcurvature,so that the

boundaries are approximately hyperbolic*
MS. communication. See also note f*P- 99^
" TraiiilaU"r,'\

.
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This inclination of the dividingsurfaces of masses of air when moved discon-

tinuously,to resolve themselves into vortices,can also be clearlyseen on cylin-drical
streams of air,driven from cylindricalpipesand mixed with a littlesmoke

to make them visible. In perfectlyquietair and under favourable conditions,they
may reach a lengthof one foot to three feet. The least noise however makes

them shrink up, as the vortices then commence close to their origin.Professor
TyndaU has also observed and described a greatnumber of similar phenomena of

this kind,in burninggas jets.*
This resolution into vortices takes placein the blade of air at the mouth of

the pipe,where it strikes againstthe lip. From this placeon itis resolved into

vortices,and thus mixes with the surroundingoscillatingair of the pipe,and
accordinglyas it streams inwards or outwards,it reinforcesitsinward or outward

velocity,and hence acts as an acceleratingforce with a periodicallyalternating
direction,which turns from one side to the other with greatrapidity.Such a

blade of air follows the transversal oscillationsof the surroundingmass of air ^
without sensible resistance. During the phase of entrance of air,the blade is

also directed inwards,and thus on itspart reinforces the vis viva of the inward

currents. Conversely,for the outward current.f
If we suppose the acceleratingforce of the current of air to be representedby

one of Fourier's series,the amplitudeof any term of the order m will in general
diminish as i -nm (seep. 35^2).In fact we requireonlyto use the expreRsion
given in App. HI. p. 375, equations(ib)and (3)for the displacement̂ of a

pluckedstring,in order to find the value of -^,for the time ^ = o. We thus find the
ax

series which expresses the periodicalalternation between a greaterand smaller

value of y, as shewn ia fig.19, p. 54c.
From my memoir * On the Vibrations of Air in Tubes with Open Ends,'

alreadycited (p.388a),itfollows that throughoutthe tube a positivecomponent of

pressure coincides with the maximum velocityin the direction of the opening,and
when multipliedby such velocitythis component has the value %

aA^k^S

where

a is the velocityof sound,
A the maximum velocityat the end of the tube,
S the transverse section of the cylindricalportionof the tube,
k = 27r -i- \, X beingthe lengthof the wave.

If,then,two trains of waves start from any transverse section in the directions of

the two ends,and have the same velocityat that section,the above component
of pressure must be directed in oppositeways in the two trains of waves. This

holds for the placeof blowingeven when itis quiteclose to the end of the tube,so
that one train of waves is infinitesimallyshort. Under these circumstances the

acceleration producedby the air blown in,must correspondto twice that difference

of pressure. Since A is the velocityat the opening,twice this differenceof pres- H
sure for the mtii tone,wiQ be

a A^ 2ir Sm^

This would be the onlydifference of pressure if the tone blown exactlycorre-sponded

to the proper tone of the tube. But it may be shewn that this cannot be

made to agree with the mechanism of blowing,and there is alwaysa lengthfi
which must be intercalated between the two trains of waves in order to reduce

* J. TyndaU On Sounds Lect. VI.
,
also,in Journal January,1867; Nature^ vol. viii.pp.

PhilosophicalMagassine,series iv. vol. xxxiii. 25, 45, 383,vol. x. pp. 161,481,vol. xi. p. 325
pp. 92-99, and 375-391. [24 Jane 1875, P- "45 '" 27 April 1876, p.

f The formation of this blade of air has Sn])* Herr Sohneebeli also gave a mechani-

been described by Messrs. Schneebeli (Pogg., cal explanationof the principalfeatures of
Ann. cliii.p. 301),Sonreck (ib.clviii.p. 129), the process. [See the Translator's addition

and Hermann Smith (English Mechanics^ at the end of this Appendix,p. 3966.]
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them to an accordant seriesof constant vibrations. lu this case there isanother

additional differenceof pressure equalto

"a 4^ sin 2'frmP

For the smaller numbers expressingthe order,the sine may be replacedby
the arc, and this latter term considered as the greater.Consequentlythe lower

partialsof the musical tone produced,allow the coefficientm A^io increase as

i-7-m, that is A^ as i -f-m^, and the higherpartialsallow A^ to increase as

I ^ rn^. The velocities of the partialvibrations in more distant parts of the

external free air contain the factor k once more than the velocitiesin the tubes

(seeequationsi2g and i2h in my memoir). These will consequentlyincrease as

I -t- m for lower values of m, which is also the case for the velocitiesof violin

strings,but for highervalues of m theydecrease as i h- m*. The greaterS is,the

f sooner will this more considerable decrease of the higherpartialsoccur. It is

for this reason especiaUythat organ-builderscompare the tones of narrow metal

organ pipeswith those of the violinand violoncello.

The circumstances which affectthe blowingof pipesand the value of the mag-nitude

P, requirea more extended investigation,which I hope to be soon aUe to

giveelsewhere.

Additions bt Tbanslator.

[Itmay be conTenient for those not con-versant

with mathematics to reproduce the

aoconnt of the phenomena, which was givenby
me in pp. 708-711 of the ist Englishedition.

Uerr Sohneebeli had an experimentalpipe
constructed in the usual way ; with glassback
and a movable lipand slitor windway, through
which was driven air impregnatedwith smoke,

as is frequentlydone to make itvisible. When

^ he so placedthe lipand slit that the stream

of air passed entirelyotUside of the pipe,no
sound occurred; but if he blew gentlyupon
this sheet of air, at rightangles,the pipe
sounded,and the tone continued until he blew

through the other end of the pipe; neverthe-less

under these circumstances it was very

rare indeed to findthat any smoke penetrated
into the pipe. If the sheet of smoked air

passedentirelyinside of the pipe,there was

also no sound ; but then on blowingthrough
the open end, so as to force some of it out,
sound was produced,and it was stopped by
blowingagainstthe slit. This case was there-fore

the converse of the last. He concludes :

*That the stream of air which issues from

the slit forms a speciesof air-reed (Luft-
Lamelle, aerial lamina),and that this plays
in the generationof vibrations in the mass of

H air,a partanalogousto that of reeds in reed

pipes.*He states that the vibrational nature

of motion of the air between the slitand the

lipcan be shewn by attachinga pieceof silk-

paper to the edge of the lip or the split,and

pressinga point againstit. He further pro-poses

a theoryfounded on Helmholtz's hydro-
dynamicalinvestigationsin the Berichte der

Berliner Akademie^ 1868,23 April,Crelle 60,
and states it to this effect: When the splitis
in the normal positionthe air-reed strikes the

lip,a portionof the stream enters, and pro-duces

a compression as in reed pipes; the

reaction of this compression affects the air-

reed and bends it outwards ; on the pressure

ceasingthe air-reed returns to its original
positionand tiieprocess beginsafresh.

Mr. Hermann Smith states that the air

from the bellows is iwt directed ' againstthe

edgeof the lip,*and that,ifitwere so directed,
the pipewould not speak. He also states that

the sharpnessof the lipis immaterial to mere

speaking,and that a pipe that speaks well

may have the edge of its lip half an inch

thick. (Compare supril,p. 6qc, where the

wind which excites the sound in the bottle

is blown across its mouth and the edges of

the opening are rounded, not sharps)
The source of tone, accordingto both Mr.

Hermann Smith and Herr Schneebeli,is the

formation of what the former calls an
^
aero-

plasticreed,*and also simply an '^air-reed,*
and the latter a * Luft-Lamelle * (Prof.Helm-holtz's

* Luft-Blatt,*air-blade,oi; blattfdrmige
Schicht,' blade-shapedstratum or sheet,* as

used BupriL,p. 394a),which is produced out-side

of the pipe,and bends partlywithin
it. For the formation of this reed both agree
that it is'essential for the excitingair to pass
the lip,certainlynot to enter the pipe. The

existence of the reed is shewn by Mr. Her-mann

Smith by interposinga thin lamina, a

shaving,or crisptissue paper, which is caught
by the air and vibrates as a reed*,and by Herr

Schneebeli by the smoke mixed with air which

enables the experimenter to see its motion

directly,and also by a pieceof silk-paper.
Herr Schneebeli supposes this air-reed to

act by producing condensation, but Mr. Her-mann

Smith's theory of its originseems to

be as follows. The air driven rapidlyand

closelyfrom the slit past the mouth of the

pipe,in a flat stream, just and only just
avoidingthe edge of the lip,creates a vacuum,

preciselyas in the tubes for ether spray or

perfume spray in common use, or in ordinary
chimney-pots. The air in the pipe under

the action of the atmospheric pressure at

" Press a pieceof crisp,bat very light,thin paper

firmlyAgainstthe oatalde of the windway by moans oC

a card or piece of ynxA. Let the paper projectupwards
tillit nearly oorers the mouth, but is quite dear of

both Up and ears. The paper then resembles a free

reed. On now blowing in the u^nal way through the

slit,the pajier wi'.lcommence its Tibrations which Mr.

Hermann Smith ponsidcfi to correspond to thoae of his

air-rocd. The eilect is caciiyobserved.
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the upper open end immediatelydescends to

supply this vacumn, and by so doing not

"only bends the flat excitingstream of air

outwards, but also of course producesa rare-faction

in the tube,which by extendingfrom
the mouth upwards necessarilyweakens the

force of the outward rush of wind. The ex-ternal

(notthe exciting)air,takingadvantage
of this relaxation of force,enters the tube at

the lip,causing a condensation in the lower

part of the pipe,and the resultingwave of
condensation before ithas proceededhalf-way
meets the former wave of rarefaction,which
continued to proceedfrom the further end of
the tube,and thus forms a node. The node

is consequentlyalwaysnearer the mouth than

the end of the pipe. The ratio of the length
of the segment further from the mouth to

that nearer to it varies from 4 : 3 to 7 : 6 ac-cording

to the diameter or scale of the pipe
and the strengthof wind (see p. 91 6, and

footnotes t,%). In the meantime the exciting
stream of air rightsitself,passes over the

vertical,bends inwards, and a small portion
of it enters the pipewith the external air,to
be cast out again by the returningwave of

rarefaction,and by this time the exciting
stream of air has been converted into a vibra-ting

air-reed. That the first(butmomentary)
effect of the upward rush of the exciting
stream of air is to abstract air from the pipe
Mr. Hermann Smith considers to be demon-strated

by insertingon the 'languid,'just
within the mouth, some filaments of cotton,
fluff,or down, which, in largerpipes,are shot

out with energy. He supposes the air-reed

afterwards to abstract and admit air in con-stant

succession,thus producingthe necessaiy
stimulu" for the sound heard,which would on

this theorydepend,among other conditions,

upon the force of blast,its inclination to the

mouth, the size and form of the mouth and

ears, the interpositionof obstructions between

the reed and outer air (asthe shadingbar of

the Oamba), the capacityand lengthof the

pipe,and whether a node has to be formed in

the pipein the mode explainedfor open pipes,
or in the mode used for stoppedpipes,which
are acknowledgedto speak more readilythan
the former. The external air of course passes
continually,but intermittently,tiiroughtiie
mouth of the pipe.

The law of vibration of the air-reed as

stated by Mr. Hermann Smith, but unob*

served and possiblyunobtained by Herr Schnee-

beli,is : * As its arcs of vibration are less,
its speed is preater,*6r * the times {ofvibra-tion)

vary with the amplittidet*beingdifferent
from the usual law of a vibratingreed in

which the time is independentof the ampli-tude
of vibration. If by extraneous influence

the pitchof the pipeis flattened,as by partly
shadingthe mouth from the external air,Mr.
Hermann Smith states that the path of the

air-reed is lengthened,and conversely.When
an organ pipe speaks the tones of the air-

reed and pipe are distinct and may be sepa-rated

or combined; and when a pipe is said
* to flyoff to itsOctave,*hd says that the air-

reed leaps back to its Octave speed,compel-ling
the pipe to follow,and that this can be

made visible. The natural pitch of the air-
reed is also,he states,far higher than the

pitchof the tones of the pipe.
Herr Sonreck's account, although tho-roughly

independent,agrees with Mr. Her-mann

Smith's so closelyas regardsthe origin
of the motion of air in the pipe that it seems

unnecessary to cite it. He calls the blade of

air merely the Anblasestrom,i.e. * blow-cur-rent
'
or ' blast.'

But so far as I have hitherto found,the
firstperson who drew attention to the mode in
which flue pipeswere made to speak,was M.
Aristide Cavaill6-Coll,the celebrated French

organ-builder,who in a paper presentedto the
French Academy of Sciences on February 24,
1840 (which was never printed,owing appa- IT
rentlyto the death of M. Savart, one of the

referees),* demonstrated,'as he states in his

paper printedin the Comptes Rendus for i860

(even then anterior to all the other writers),
vol. 1.p. 176,'more dearlythan had hitherto

been done, the real function of the originator
of the sound in the mouth of flue pipes,which
originatorhe assimilated to a free aerial reed

(anche Ubre airienney He also investigated
the mode of blowing the flute,by the mouth

or a mouthpiece. And lastlyhe treated of
the analogy between 'the transversal vibra-tions

of vibratinglamine of air,and solid

vibratinglaminiB,'which he supposed to be

governed by the same laws, and from this
examination he deduced ' positivedata for

determiningthe heightof mouths of flue pipes
in relation to their intonation and the eUstic f
force of air which excites them.' He informs
me that he intends to publishthis paper.

In conclusion,it diould be observed that
this blade or flat current of air acts like a

metal reed only so far as it oscillates back-wards
and forwards,and not in other respects.

It does not shut off and open out a stream of
air alternately.It is moved inwards by the
outward air,and outwards by the inclosed air,
whereas the metal reed is moved only one way
by the current of air,and the other way by
its own elasticity,l^ereis therefore simply
an analogy and not a substantive similarity,
so that tiie terms aero-plasticreed,air-reed,
free aerial reed, suggestinga differentopera-tion

to what actuallyensues, might be disused
with advantage. The action seems reallyto
be one of alternate rarefaction and condensa-tion.

But there are numerous litUe pointsIT
which requireveiy careful study" ^the shape
of the upper lip;straight(asusual)or arched

(as in Benatus Harris's flue pipes),the height
of the openingof the mouth, the exact direc-tion

of the blade of airin relation to that of the

upper lip,the presence and shape of the ears,
and the generalarts of the * voicer ' whereby
he makes a pipe ' speak ' satisfactorily.All of
these matters influence both pitchand quality
of tone,and though they are dailypractised,
their theoryis as good as unknown.

For observations on the action of reeds see

App. XX. sect. N. No. 8.]
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APPENDIX Vm.

PBACTICAIi DIBECTIONS FOB PBBPOBMINQ THE EXPEBIMBNTS ON THE

COMPOSITION OF VOWELS.

(Seep. 1 2 2d.)

To make the forks vibrate powerfully,itis necessary that the ratiosof theirpiteh
numbers should agree with the simplearithmetics^ ratios to the utmost mcety.
Afber the forks have been toned by the maker by ear and to the pianoas accu-rately

as ispossiblein this way, the necessary greaterexactness is obtainedby the

electricalcurrent itself. First the interruptingfork,fig.33, p. 122c, is connected

with the fork that givesthe primetone,and the movable clampon the former is

^ arrangedso as to make the unison perfect.This givesa maxunum intensityto
the prime tone, easilyrecognisedby both epreand ear. The vibrations of this

lowest fork are so powerfulthat the excursions of the extremities of the prongs
under favourable circumstances amount to 2 or 3 millimetres (from'08 to *i2

inch). It should also be observed that if the unison has not been perfectlyat-tained,

a few beats of the fork are heard when the electriccurrent is firstbrought
to bear upon it,althoughthese disappearwhen the apparatusis in full action.

[Thisis accounted for in AppendixIX.]
After perfectunison has oeen accomplishedbetween the interruptingfork and

that of the primetone,the other forks are successivelybroughtintoelectricalcon-nection,

wiui their resonance chambers wide open, and theyare tuned until they
reach a maximum intensitywhen excited by the current. The tuningisfirstper-formed

wiUi the file. The forks are sharpened,as is well known, bv takingoff
some metal from their extremities,and flattenedby reducingthe thickness of the

root of the prongs. Both must be done with the greatestpossibleuniformityto

each prong. To discover whether the fork is too sharpor too flat,stick a httle

f pieceof wax at the ends of itsprongs (whichflattensthe fork)and observe whether

the tone becomes louder or weaker. If louder,the fork was too sharp; ifweaker,
it was too flat. Since alterationsof temperature,and,perhaps,other causes exert

a slightinfluence on the pitchof the forks,I have preferredto make the higher
forks a littletoo sharpby filing,and to bringthem into exact tune by attaching
small quantitiesof wax to the extremities of the prongs. The quantityof wax is

easilyalteredat pleasure,and by this means shghtaccidental variations of pitch
can be readilycorrected.

It is not necessary to tune the resonance tubes so accurately; if,when blown

across, theygivethe same pitchas the forks,the;^are sufiicientlywell tuned. If

theyare too flat,some melted wax may be pouredin to sharpenthem. If theyare
too sharp,the openingmust be reduced.

It cost me some trouble to getrid of the noise of the sparkat the pointof in-terruption.

At firstI inserted a largecondenser of tin foil such as is used in

induction machines. But this merelyreduced the sparkto a certain size. No

% goodeffectfollowed from increasingthe size of the condenser. The lasersof the

condenser are separatedby thin varnished paper ; one is connected with the in-terrupting

fork,and the other with the cup of quicksilverinto which itsend dips.
After many vain attempts,I at last found that,by insertinga very long and thin

wire between the two extremities of the conduction at the pointof interruption^
the noise of the sparkwas almost entirelydestroyed,without injuringthe action

of the current on the forks. The wire thus inserted must have an amount of

resistance far greaterthan that occasioned by the coils in allthe electro-magnets
taken together.When this is the case no sensible portionof the current wUl go

throughtliiswire. It is not tillthe conduction is broken and the thin wire forms

the oulyconnection for the extra current of the electro-magnets,that the current

dischargesitselfthrough the wire. But to prevent the thin wire itselffrom

generatingany secondarycurrent,itmust not be coiled round a cylinder,but must

be stretched up and down on a board in such a way that two adjacentpiecesof the

wire should be traversed by two currents,proceedingin oppositedirections. For
this purpose I screwed two hard india-rubber combs at the two ends of a board
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(one foot long),and passeda thin platedcopper wire,such as is used for spinning
over with silken threads,backwards and forwards (90 times)between the teeth of

^ese combs. By this means a greatlength(90feet)of this wire was brought
i^ell insulated into a comparativelysmall space, in such a way as not to produce
any sensible secondarycurrent. For when on breakingthe primarycurrent a

secondarycurrent would be formed in the wire,this would have a direction in the

circuit formed by the electro-magnetsand the thin wire,oppositeto the secondary
current in the electro-magnets,and the latter would be entirelyor partlypre-vented

from dischargingitselfthroughthe thin wire.

For moving the forks I used two or three cells of a Orove's battery.The
electro-magnetswere placedin two rows beside one another. The whole arrange-ment

is shewn in a diagram in fig.64, below. The figuresi to 8 shew the

resonant chambers of the tuning-forks; the dotted lines which lead to mi and mg
are the threads which remove the cover from the opening of the resonance

.

chambers ; ai to ag are the electro-magnetswhich set in motion the tuning-forksf

Fig. 64.

tar^ m SH^
- " my

^^^

If

between their legs; h is the interruptingfork,and f itsown electro-magnet.The %
relative positionof the two lasthas been somewhat changedin order to make the

connection of the direction of the currents more intelligible.The cells of the

galvanicbatteryare marked Ci and e, ; the greatresistance-wire dd ; the condenser

c, but its plateswhich are rolled in a spiralare seen onlyin section.

The electriccurrent passes from e^, throughallthe electro-magnetsin order,

up to the handle of the interruptingfork g. It is sometimes more advantageous
to arrange this part of the conduction so that it should be separatedinto two

parallelbranches,and that the three highestforks,which are the most difficultto

set in motion, should be inserted into one branch, and the fivelower forks into the

other,thus allowinga strongerstream to pass throughthe former than the latter.

The remainder of the conduction from g to the second poleof the batteryCi
contains the interruptingapparatus,which is here so arrangedthat each vibration

of ttie fork makes the current twice ; once when the upper prong dipsinto the

cup of mercury h, and once when the lower prong dipsinto the cup i. When

the conduction is closed at h, it passes from g throughthe fork to h, and then
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throughthe electro-magnetf to k and e^ Between h and k itis generallyneces-sary

to insert a lateral branch h 1 k,havingmoderate resistingpower, to weaken
the current in the eleotro-magnetf, sufficientlyto preventthe fork b from maJ^g
violent vibrations. The zigzagat 1 shews this branch.

When the prongs of the fork move apart,the conduction will be broken at h,
and after a short interval againcompletedat i,so that the current now passes
from g throughthe lower prong of the fork to i,and thence by k to the batteryat
C). But at the moment the conduction is broken either at h or at i,poweifdl
secondarycurrents are formed by induction in the 8 electro-magnetsof the tuning-
forks,which would emit luminous and noisysparksat the pointsof interruption,
if the rush of electricitywere not partlystored for the moment in the condenser c,

and partlydischargedthroughthe very greatresistance dd.
This resistance dd, as is seen by the figure,forms a perpetualconnection be-tween

g and the battery,but itconducts so badlythat no sensible partof the cnr-

.f rent can pass throughit,exceptat the moment when, on breakingthe conduction*
the greatelectro-motive force of the secondarycurrents isgenerated.

The arrangementjustdescribed is preferablewhen the fork in front of the

resonance chamber i is the Octave above the fork b. But if the fork oppositei
makes the same number of vibrations as the fork b,the wire i k must be removed,
and both the other wires endingin i must be connected with h.

To exclude particularforks from the circuit,short secondaryconnections of the

coilsof wire of their electro-magnetsare introduced. The arrangement is shewn

in fig.32, p. J 2 lb. The metal knobs h h are connected condnctivelywith the

clampingscrew g in which the wire of the electro-magnetterminates. If the

lever i is moved down, it presses with some friction on the nearer knob h, and

forms so good a secondaryconductingconnection for the wire of the electro-magnets,

tiiatthe greaterpart of the electriccurrent passes by h h, and only
an infinitesimallysmall parttravels round by the much longerpathof Uie electro-magnets.

As regardsthe theoryof the motion of the forks,itis immediatelyseen that

ITthe force of the current in the electro-magnetsmust be a function of the time.

The lengthof the periodis equalto the periodof a vibration of the interrupting
fork b. Let the number of interruptionsin a second be n. Then the strengthof
the current in the electro-magnets,and consequentlythe magnitudeof the force

exerted by the electro-magnetson the forks,will be of the form :

Aq-^Ai. cos (2'jmt+ Ci)-I-ila. cos {4imt+ c^)
4-ilj. cos (67m -̂f c,)+ "c.

The generalterm of this seriesA^ .
cos {iirmnt"{-c^)is adaptedfor settingin

motion a fork making mn vibrations in a second,but would have littleeffect on

forks otherwise tuned.

\ APPENDIX IX.

ON THE PHASES OP WAVES CAUSED BY RESONANCE.

(Seep.1246.)

Let a tuning-forkbe broughtnear the openingof a resonance chamber, and sup-pose
the ear of the Ustener to be at a greatdistance offin comparisonwith the

dimensions of the opening. In the Journal filrreine und arwewandte Mathe*

matiky vol.Ivii.pp. 1-72, in my paper on the * Theoryof Aerial Vibrations in Tubes

with Open Ends,'I have shewn that ifa sonorous pointexistsat jB in a space partly
bounded by firm walls, and partlyunbounded, the motion of sound at another

pointAy in the same space, will be identical in intensityand phase with that

which would have existed at B if A had been the sonorous point. Let B be the

positionof the tuning-fork(ormore properlyof the end of one of its prongs),and
A that of the ear. The motion of the air which beginswhen the tuning-forkia
placednear the openingof the resonance chamber, is not easilydetermined,but
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I have been able (inpp. 47 and 48 of the paper quotedabove)to determine the

motion when the tuning-forkisat a greatdistance. Let us suppose, then,that the

fork is removed to the positionof the ear A, and we shallthen have to determine the

motion of the sound at the pointB near the opening. This motion is composed
of two parts; the first,havingitspotentialdenoted by ^ in the paper cited,corre-sponds

with the motion which would also exist if the openingto the resonance

chamber were closed,and in'the above case is too small to be sensible; the second,
there marked ^, has, in open space and at some distance from the opening,the
followingvalue,usingthe notations explainedin the above paper (p.28, equation
12 h),

ir = -^.cos(A;^-27mi) (i)
2irp

where Q is the sectional area of the resonance tube,p the distance from the middle

pointof the opening,n the pitchnumber, ^ the lengthof the wave. The motion IF

at an infinitesimaldistance r from the sonorous pointA isgivenby the equation.

^^^ cos(2irn^-c) .

r

and if r^ be the distance of the imaginarysonorous pointA from the middle

of the op^iingof the resonance tube,we find from equations(i6c)and (13a)of
the paper cited:

. /, , N .
A;*

. Q .
sin W

.
cos Ara

,
"

-tan (A;ri+c)= tanr2 = ^
j--t-

" -- (2a)^
27r

.
cos k\^L+ a) ^ '

(Zlengthof tube,and a a constant dependingon tlieform of its opening),and
finallyby the same equations,the magnitudethere called I is:

r TT
2A:

.
sin A;Z

. ^ X-.
Zf

.̂
sin ^Z

Tx 2T
.
sm ra H

whence itfollows that ^ = "H.4!;ii^5Ji (3)

The si^ " is to be so determined that the consonants A and B. have the same

sign,and m that case r^ must liebetween o and ir.

Iq this case the strengthof the resonance A is expressedin terms of the in-tensity

of the sonorous pointH, the section of the resonance tube Q, the distance

Ti of the sonorous pointfrom the openingof the tube,and the magnituder,. The
difference of phasebetween the pointsA and B is shewn by equations(i),(2),and
(2a)to be

TT " Zf/i+ c = TT " A;p" fcri" r^.

But the magnitudeUp at all such distances of the pointB firom the middle of
the openingas we can use, may be regardedas iofinitesimallysmall,so that when

we weaken the tone by withdrawingthe fork further from the openingof the tube,f
we do not sensiblychangethe phase of the aerialvibration. But if we change
the pitchof the tube,the expressionfor the phasewill be altered onlythrougha
change in r^, which by equation(2a)dependson hi,and to this changethere
always correspondsa change in the strengthof the resonance, since sin r^

appears as a fEkctorin the expressionfor that resonance in equation(3). The

resonance isstrongestwhen sin r, = i, or 73 = \v. Callingthis maximum reson-ance

il],we have

and for other pitchesof the tube,supposingits sectional area Q to remain un-changed,

A
sm rj =

-J- .

Whether rj is to be taken smaller or greaterthan a rightangle,dependsupon
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whether the value of tan r, from equation(2a)is positiveor negative.Bat
since k,Q and cos ka are alwayspositive,the value of tan r^ dependson the

factor
"
?J5L The maximum resonance correspondsto cos Ar(Z+ a) = o : the

cos k(l'\-a)
^ V / "

minimum to sin A;Z= o. Hence r^K^ when bv lengtheningthe tube the reson-ance

isbroughttowards itsminimum ; but T2"ffr when the resonance is brougfat
towards its maximum. In actual applicationthe tube is alwaysnear itsposi^on
of maximum resonance, and hence r2"^irwhen the tube is too flatin pitch,and
r2"^7r when the tube is too sharpin pitch.

If we put the tube out of tune to such an extent that A* = ^.A^^,iihephaseof
vibration altersby ^. Hence we are alwaysable to estimate the amount of altera-tion

of phaseby the alterationof strengthof resonance.

x = -

A similar law holds for the phasesof the vibratingforks as comparedwith
^ those of the excitingcurrent. To simplifythe treatment,I will consider the case

of a singlevibratingheavypoint,which is constantlyrestored to its positionof
rest by an elasticforce. When the heavy pointis moved to the distance x from

its positionof rest,let" a^^ be the elasticforce. Supposemoreover that there

act,firsta periodicforce,similar to that generatedby the electricalcurrents in our

experiments,which may be representedby il
.
sin nt, and secondlya force which

damps the vibrations and is proportionalto the velocity,so that we may write it

" ft*
-7".

A force of the latterkind arisesin our experimentspartlyfrom friction
at

and resistance of the air,and also partlyfrom the currents induced by the tuning-
forks set in motion, and this latter parthas most effect in dampingthe vibrations.

If m isthe mass of the heavyvibratingpoint,we have,therefore,

m.f =̂ -a"ir-6"^+ i4.sinn^ (4)
dt^ at

^ The completeintegralof thisequationis

^.J55J.sin(n^-f)+ ^e"^.sin(-."/(a"m-J6^) +c j
... (4a)

where tan"= + -H = (4b)
a^ " mri'

The term havingthe coefficientB in (4a)is sensible onlyat the beginningof

the motion ; on account of the factor e "" it decreases with the increase of the

time tfand ultimatelyvanishes. But its existence at the beginningof the motion

occasions those transient beats mentioned in App.VIII.,p. 3986,when n isslightly
differentfrom

I "/ (a"m-i6").
m

f The term with the coefficientA in equation(4a),on the other hand,corresponds
to the sustained vibration of the heavypoint. The vis viva t* of this motion is

equalto the maximum value of ^ m . [ ~ ] ,
or to

., m^".8in"e .

2b*
^^'

When the pitchof the excitingtone, that is,n, can be altered,i^ will reach its

maximum (whichwe will callP), when

8in*"=i, dr tan " = "00,

givmg ^'^Ib^'
Hence we may also write

""-. (5")
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The same magnitude e therefore determines in equation(4a)the difference

of the phasesbetween the periodicallychangingdisplacementsx of the heavypoint
and the changingvalues of the force,and, in equation(5a),the strengthof the

resonance.

The condition tan " = " 00 is by (4b)falfilledwhen a* " m n*.

Hence if ^ be the value of n which answers to the maximum of the sym-pathetic
vibration,we shall have

3

J^ =
^ (Sb)

This tone of strongestresonance is the same as the tone which the heavy
pointwould occasion,if it were set in vibration solelyby the influence of the

elasticforce,without frictionand without external excitement. Somewhat, differ-ent

from this is the proper tone of the body,which it producesunder the influence

of frictionand resistance of the air. The pitchof this proper tone y is givenin %

the second term of the equation(4a)

Not until 6 = 0, that is,not until the frictionand resistance of the air vanish,

will r^z^^^IP.
m

Now in all practicalcases where we have to observe the phenomenon of

sympatheticvibration,b is infinitesimal,so that the difference between the tone

of greatestresonance and the proper tone of the vibratingbodymay be disregarded,
as in the text. Introducingthe magnitudeN the equation(4b)becomes

*-'=^K^") '^) ^

On account of the questionraised on p. 150"as to the behaviour of the basilar

membrane of the ear fornoises,we are interested farther in the integralof an equa-tion
in which ilsin n^ of equation(4)(p.4026)isreplacedby an arbi^aryfunction of

Uie time i/^^.Of course, ifthis function vanishes for very greatpositiveand negative
values of the time,it could be transformed,by means of Fourier's integral,into a

Bum (integral)of terms such as il sin {nt-f*c),and then for each one of these

terms, the solution justfound might be applied,and finallythe sum of allthese

solutions might be taken. But this form of solution becomes mcomprehensible,
because iteiddbits a continuous seriesof tones each of which existsfrom ^ss" 00

to ^= + 00
.

Hence we must proceeddifferently.
The differentialequationto be integratedis

.-^+^'l+'"'-='^ (s)
,

in which x is the required,and \pthe givenfunction of the time,1/b̂eingassumed
to be finitefor allvalues of t.

Assume

y + sA^A r tJ/,.e-^'-^.ds (6)

where k representsone of the roots of the equation

mic" + ""ic+ a" = o (6a)
that IB

"=_^"^f^-i*.) (6b)

whieh we willrepresentby
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That is,X is shewn to be a sum of superposedexpiringoscillations,of which the

initialtime is 8, and the initialamplitude-^^ and every moment precedingthe

pointof time t contributes to the result. But this contribution vanishes for those

partsof the motion which were excited for a longtime before the moment con-

^ sidered,that is/forthose for which the exponenta {t"s)is a largenumber, and

the motion therefore dependsat every instant onlyon those forces i^which have

acted a short time previously.
If the action of the force \l/takes placeonlyduringa limited time from toto

ti,then X of the equation(6d)will not be=so except up to the time ^o,lifter
which it will differ from nothing,and after tithe motion will be that of simply
expiringvibrations. Also the magnitudeof x will depend upon how often large
positivevalues of 4/occur at the same time as largepositivevalues of sin fit,and

negativewith negative. The value of x will be comparativelythe greatestwhen
i//and sin fitchangetheir signnearlyat the same time.

If ;//(has had a constant value p from ^ = ^0to ^3=^,,then

on putting

assumingthe coefficientof damping to be smaU enough for the root, which we
'

representby fi,to be possible.
Hence, if 1//is a continuous function, j

|^(y+ rci)=A-PJ...e'('-\"+ ^^, (6c)

"^{y^xi)^AK^Vj..e"*-'\ds+ AKx(^,+A^ (̂6d)

Then, multiplying(6)by a*,(6c)by b^,(6d)by m, and adding,and takingaccount
of (6a),we obtain the followingequationbetween the imaginarypartsof the le-

spectiveexpressions.

Then assuming A = -"

pm

equation(6)givesa value for x which satisfiesthe di"Eerentialequationin 8, and

is finitefor all values of the time,namely

X^He -^'-^) Bm{fi{t-ti)-he-ri]

k cos ri = " a, fcsini/=)8

-^ ^^ ' "" ^ ^'"^ '^'''^^ ''''' A^i-^0)]

If tire suppose k to have the positivevalue of %/(""*+ j8*),)? wiU be an obtuse

angle. If we giveH the sign of the pressure p, then the anglec, which hes

between + ^^ and " '^,will have the same signas sin fi{ti-~ "o)* ^ this case the

expressionfor x representsexpiringvibrations,of which the initialamplitude
(pattingr s the lengthof the action ss t|" ^0)has the value

H^^JSL^s/(1-2 c-'cos/Jr+ e -""').

This is a maximum for differentvalues of r, when cos (/3r+ ij)=5: cos ly . c^*,or,
for small values of a and r, when firapproximatelycontains an uneven number
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of half periodsof vibration of the proper tone ; and on the other hand f is a

minimmn for an even number of "uch vibrations.

After longcontinued action of the forcejp,however,the exponentialfunctions
vanish,and H receives the constant value

H ^
P

On the other hand, for very small values of r the initialmaxima for /3r= w, may
attain the value

If the pressure p changesitssignwhenever cos j3rdoes so, the ampUtudeH after

n such changesof signwill be ^

or

H= JL^ .

i""Z
. (I^ e-("+i)-M.

fimk I " e " '
^ ^

This expressionshews the reinforcement,increasingwith every changeof sign,
which ensues upon the coincidence of the periodof changeof pressure with the

periodof the proper tone. The denominator (i" e ~")givesthe amount of damp-ing
duringhalf the periodictime of vibration. Finally,when this is very smtJl

H will be very large,and at last,afker an infinitenumber of repetitions.

I" e"

APPENDIX X.

BSLATION BETWEEN THE STRENGTH OF SYMPATHETIC BEBONANCE AND THE

LENGTH OF TIME BEQITIBED FOB THE TONE TO DIE AWAY.

(Seepp. 113a and 142^2.)

Retain the notation of App. IX., for the motion of a heavypoint,reduced to

itspositionof rest by an elaisticforce. When such a pointis agitatedby an ex-ternal

periodicforce,itsmotion isgivenby equation(4a),p. 402c. If we assume

Af the intensityof this force,to vanish,equation(4a)reduces to f

x^B.e a""
". sin (fi+ c)

where y=^
" V (a^w" i 6^).

On account of the factor which contains ^ in the exponent,the value of x

continuallydiminishes. As in the text,measure t by the number of vibrations of

the tone of strongestresonance, and for this purpose put

2n

/J
IT 6* /IT n\

, f^.

/Vjoogle
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Let L be the vis viva of the vibrations at the time tso, and I at the time

i^U then

.c-*^^

BO that l
= e-"^^

Li

and T = iz.lognat~ (6a)

In the table on p. 143a, itis assumed that L^iol, and the value of T is cal-culated

on this assumption,as follows,after findingthe value of p. In equation
(6),sin* e isputsss^,correspondingwith the condition that the strengthof the

% tone of the sympatheticallyresonant bodyshould be ^ of the maximum strength
it can attain; and the ratio^ : n is calculated from the numerical ratioscorre-sponding

to the intervalsmentioned in the firstcolumn of that table.

Equation(4b)in App.IX.,p. 402c, may be whttei^

V p
tan " = =

" fN n\ fN n\

In this equationN, givingthe pitchof strongestresonance ; 6',the strength
of the friction;and m, the mass may be differentfor various fibres of Gorti.
Hence in applicationsto the ear, we must consider b^ and m to be functions of N.

Now since the degreeofroughnessof the closer dissonant intervalsremains tolerably
constant for constant intervals throughoutthe scale,the magnitude represented

by tan t muEt assume approximativelythe same values for equalvalues of
--,

and

[ **

hence the magnitude" ^= niust be tolerablyindependentof the values of N.

No very exact result can be obtained. Hence in the calculations which will
follow hereafterp isassumed to be independentof N.

APPENDIX XI.

VIBBATION OF THE MEMBRANA BASXLABIB IN THE OOOHLEA.

(Seep. 1466.)

f The mechanical problemhere attemptedis to examine whether a connected mem*

brane with propertiessimilar to those of the membrana basilarisin the cochlte,
could vibrate as Herr Hensen has supposedthis particularmembrane to do; that

is,in such a way that every bundle of nerves in the membrane could vibrate sym-pathetically
with a tone correspondingto its lengthand tension,without being

sensiblyset in motion b^the adjacentfibres. For this investigationwe may dis-regard

the spiralexpansion of the basilarmembrane, and assume itto be stretched

between the legsof an angle,of the magnitude 217. Let the axis of x bisectthis

angle,and the axis of ^ 1^ drawn at rightanglesto itthroughthe vertex of the

angle. Let the tension of the membrane parallelto the axis of x be = P, and

that parallelto the axis of ^ be = Q, both measured by the forces which when

exerted on the sidesof a unit square, parallelto x and y respectively,would balance

the tension of the membrane. Let /j.be the mass of this unit square, t the time,
and z the displacementof a pointin the membrane from itspositionof equilibrium.
Moreover let Z be an external force,actingon the membrane in the direction of

positivez, and settingit in vibration. The equationof the motion of the mem-
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brane, deduced without material difficultyfrom Hamilton's principleby EirchhofTs

process, is then

^+^-"+"-i'='-4'" "'^

The limitingconditions are

1 ) that 2r = o alongthe legsof the angle,that is,jsr= o, when y = " a?
.
tan "/.

2) that "r = o, when a; = y = o, that is,at the vertex of the angle,and finally
3) that z isfinite,when x isinfinite.

The farther developmentof the problemwill shew how these fcwo lastlimiting
equations,which sufficefor our purpose, may be replacedby certain determinate

curves actingas fixed boundaries between the legsof the angle(p.41 ic, d).
By puttingx^i ,

s/P and y =1;
.
n/Q, the equation(i)may be reduced to the ^

better known form

which isthe equationof motion for a membrane stretched uniformlyin all direc-tions,

I and V beingthe rectangularco-ordinates on itssurface.

For this notation the limitingconditions become

i) ;?=:o for i;=:""
.
n/"

.
tan j;,

2) ;j=o for f = v = o,

3) z finite,for 5 = 00
.

The transformed problemconsequentlydiffersfrom the originalmerelyin
baying a uniformlystretched membrane, and a differentamount of angle,which

we will representby 2e. H
Since in the applicationswhich we have to make of the result,P will be very

small in comparisonwith Q, the anglec for the transformed membrane will also

be very small,and upon this circumstance mainlydepend the analyticaldifficulties
of the problem.

After these preliminaryremarks,we proceedto the analyticaltreatment of the

equations(i)and (la)by introducingpolarco-ordinates,assuming

icssf
. s/Pssr .

n/P
.
cos taf1 i y^

y = v . s/q^r . s/Q .
sin "/ ^'^^

The equations(i)and (la)then take the form

d^z
.

1 dz
,

1 d^z d^z
" ,-.

dP+f jr+p-5;?=''-5F-'^ ^"^

The limitingconditions are now, that ^
*

p
i) esso, when utss + c, and hence tan "=:^/-..tan 17,

2) 2r = o for r=o,

3) z isfinite,when r is infinite.

As regardsthe nature of the force Z, we shall assume that it consists of two

dz
parts; the firstdependingon the friction,which we may put = " v

. -,- ,
where y

is a positivereal constant ; the second,dependingon a periodicallyvariable pres-sure
exerted by the surroundingmedium on the membrane, uniformlyover its

whole surface. Consequentlywe put

at
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and obtain as the equationof motion

"'+?-l+^-"='-"+-|-^-"- """

Of the various motions which the membrane could execute under these circam-

stances,we are interestedsolelyin those which are maintained by the continaons

periodicalaction of the force,and which must themselves have itxesame period.
Let us consequentlyassume

j? = f .e'"*,where i=-v/(-i) ("")

and determine C by the equation

t ^K-fr*^-^^^---'"'-'"^ """'

In this case the real partof the value of z will satisfyequation(2)and corre-spond

to a uniformlysustained oscillationof the membrane.

Having thus eliminated the variable t from the differentialequation,we proceed
to do the same for w by means of the firstlimitingequation,after transforming
both C and the constant A into a series of cosines of uneven multiplesof the

angle " = ^. It is well known that between the limits ^ s=s + ^ and " ^
2e

il=:-
.̂

/"cOS^"i.C08 3^ + i.COSS;i"+ ...} (3)
IT V 3 5 ^

If in the same way we put

4:=si .
cos ^" "

i
.S3, cos 3^+

'
""6-oo8 s^+ (3ft)

"' 35

then for each coefficient8^ we must have

And since the firstof our limitingconditions is satisfiedby the equation(3a).
whenever the seriesconverges,there remain onlythe conditions that

i) s,.= oforr=o,

2) s^ finite,for r = 00 .

It iseasilyseen that every s^ isperfectlydetermined by these conditions. For

if there were two differentfunctions which satisfiedthe equation(3b)and the two

limitingconditions,then their difference,which we will callS,would satisfythe
conditions

5^
+ r-5-r-^(''~-^^^-^-^^^ (^"^

and hence be a Bessel's function,and at the same time we should have

i) 3s=o for r = o,

2) 2 finitefor r = oo.

But these two conditions cannot be satisfiedat the same time by a Bessel's func-tion,

when V has a value differingever so littlefrom o. It is onlywhen i^so,

that is,when there is no friction,that the determination is insufficient. In that

case oscillationsonce induced may continue for ever, even when there is no force

to givefresh impulses.
Particular integralsof the equation(3b)may be easilydevelopedin the form

of series,resemblingthe series for the related BessePs functions which satisfy
equation(3c). One of these seriesproceedsaccordingto integralpowers of r and
isalwaysconvergent. But when the anglec is very small,the number of terms
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in this serieswhich are necessary to determine s isvery large,and hence the series

ctmnot be used for determiningthe progress of the function." A second series

which proceedsaccordingto negativepowers of r and givesa second particular
integralissemi-convergent,and will not become an algebraicalfunction,unless h

is an uneven number. But in the latter case the firstmentioned series will be

infinitein itsseparateterms.
It is therefore preferablefor our presentpurpose to obtain the expressionfor

8 in the form of definiteintegrals.
Let ^ and }pdenote the followingpairof integrals:"

^=1 u.e \ uj du

(4)

where ic= v'lftn*"i"v) (4a) %

and the signof the root is so chosen that the possiblepartof i ic ispositive*
Then

3^=:^.(mA.i/'+ m/t.^,cosJw"ir" i) (4b)

which isthe requiredexpressionfor 8^,
To shew that the expressionin (4b)reallysatisfiesthe equation(3b),substitute

this value for s^ in that equation,and in differentiatingunder the integralsignsof

1/ând ^, use partialintegrationto eliminate the ia^tora cos t and [1^"-]which

appear under the integralsigns.
For r = o we find

f du
^

I

mh

and hence 9, =̂ 0.

For r=oo
,

we have ^s=\/.s=:o,and hence

8 "

^

Hence the function 5,,,also satisfiesthe two limitingconditions,which have
been alreadyshewn to be sufficientto determine it.

The equation(4b)may be used to determine the value of 8^ when P, the ten-sion
of the membrane in the direction x, is infinitesimal. Li this case, as (ib)

shews,r must be the iofinite; as also h,of which the value is
-r

ft- ^"VQ
2

. v P
.
tan ly*

Hence putting
rzszhp

p will be the finite,namely
2X

.
tan 71

It is easilyseen that under these circumstances mhf will= o. For we may
write

mki,^rmh.e-^f^'^ogu-il-i.)M.(u^iy^^^^
u

where I have put
iics=i-iA^
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and I accordingto the above suppositionwill be positive.Since within the whole

extent of the integrationt^ " i and hence logu"o, the possiblepart of the ex"

ponentwill be negativethroughoutthe same extent,and will contain the infinite
factor h. Consequentlyevery part of the integralvanishes,and hence also the

whole value h "f".
On the other hand the integralrp or

^-i:e
" (Z"iX). ^.sin ^

.
sin mht

.
dt

will have the possiblepartof the exponentnegativeand infinitefor allthose parts
of the integralfor which t is not infinitesimal,so that these will all= o. Bat

this is not the case forthose partsof the integralfor which t vanishes.

Hence for an infinite h we may replacethe above equationsfor ^ by the

f following:

^ Jo .
emmht .dt

In this lastform the integrationmay be effectedand gives

''"^
^.[(Z-iA)".f)"+ m"]J

^^*^

and S^ =
, a a a^

or, by (4a),
^

,^ = _^^i".^.,-^j (5b)

Or if,in order to getrid of the auxiliarymagnitudep, we representby ^fithe

^
value of y on the limits of membrane, we have

ifi^x tan 7/,

and hence 0 = "

'-
" --,

so that [usingS^ for the modulus of ^J,*

S""=-
4A

!?^!![i^-".i"V4..".i1 (5d)^[(^-A^n^)"+ n"."]
This value is quiteindependentof the magnitudeof the anglethroughwhich

the membrane is stretched. In placeof the distance p or a; from the vertex,we
have only/3the breadth of the membrane at the pointin question.Hence this

expressionwill stillhold when the angleis = o, and the membrane vibrates likea

stringbetween two parallellines,thus formingm vibratingsegments which are

^ separatedby linesof nodes parallelto the edges.
The same expressionalso resultsfor a string,if j? isregardedfrom the firstin

equation(i âs onlya function of ^ in a line,and supposedto be independentof
X, but the limitingcondition is retained that when ^=: "/3,then 2r = o. Hence

the motion of the membrane is the same as that of a series of juxtaposedbut
unconnected strings.

The value of
"

. 5^ in (sd)givesus the amplitudeof the correspondingfonn
m

of vibration havingthe pitchnumber ^
,
and havingm vibratingtransverse divi-

sions of the membrane. The maximum of S^ will occur when

m*ir"0-/3V"* = o (6)

* [In the 3rd German edition S^ is used "" is henceforth nsed for S^ ; consequentlj
without the explanationhere inserted; in the the reading of the 3rd edition has been re-

4 th German edition by an error of the press tained." Translator,]
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The valae of this mftTimTiTn,which we call 2" is

any

The smaller the coefficientof frictionv, the larger̂nll be this maximum at the

pointin question.
If we cskH h the value of /3which satisfiesthe equation(6),we may write the

equation(sd)thus

/r mU^Q^ f\ I \n

When V is infinitesimal,and the condition of the maximum is not fulfilledin

equation(6),the denominator of this expressionbecomes infinite,and hence S^

infinitesimal. The amplitudeof the vibrations 1-
. "",",will become finite,for If

those values of /3onlywhich are so nearly= ",that " " /?is of the same order

as V, Under these circumstances,therefore,each simple tone sets in vibration

onlysome narrow stripsof the membrane in the direction of x, of which the first

has one, the second three,the third four,"c.,vibratingsegments,and in which ^,

that is the lengthof the vibratingsegments,has alwaysthe same value.

The greaterthe coefficientof friction r, the greaterin generalwill be the

extent of the vibrations of every tone over the membrane.
The presentmathematical analysisshews that every superinducedtone must

also excite all those transverse fibres of the membrane on which it can exist as a

proper tone with the formation of nodes. Hence it would follow,that if the

membrane of the labyrinthwere of completelyuniform structure,as the membrane

here assumed, every excitement of a bundle of transverse fibresby the respective
fundamental tone must be accompanied by weaker excitements of the unevenlŷ
numbered harmonic undertones,the intensityof which would, however, be mul-tiplied

by the "ctors i,i-
,
and generally-L. Althoughthis hypothesishas been

9 25 w*

advanced byDr. Hugo Biemann in his Musikalische Logik,there isnothingof the

kind observable in the ear. I think,however,that this cannot necessarilybe urged
as an objectionagainstthe presenttheory,because the appendagesof the basilar

membrane probablygreatlyimpedethe formation of tones with nodes.

The solution can also be extended without difficultyto the case where the

membrane in the fieldof ",v is bounded by two circulararcs, with their centre at

the vertex of the angle. To this case correspondas boundaries in the real case,

that is,in the fieldof x, y, two ellipticlimitingarcs, which when P vanishes be-come

straightlines. It is onlynecessary to add to the value of 5,^ in (4b),a com-plete

integralof the equation(3c),which can be expressedby BessePs functions

with two arbitraryconstants,and to determine these constants in such a manner ^
as to make "," = o on the limitingcurves selected. When y is small this change
in the limits has no essentialefi'ecton the motion of the membrane, exceptwhen
the maximum of vibration itselffallsin the neighbourhoodof the limitingcurves.

APPENDIX Xn.

THEOBY OF COMBIKATIONAIi TONES.

(Seepp. 152, note f, and 158,note *.)

It is well known that the princ^)leof the undisturbed superpositionof oscillatory
motions,holds only on the suppositionthat the motions are small," so small,
indeed,that the moving forces excited by the mutual displacementsof the par-ticles

of the oscillatingmedium should be sensiblyproportionalto these displace-
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ments. Now itmay be shewn that combinational tones must arise whenever the

vibrations are so largethat the square of the disjplacementshas a sensible in^

fiuenceon the m"otions. It will sufficefor the presentto select,as the simplest
example,the motion of a singleheavjpointonder the influence of a system of

waves, and developthe correspondingresult. The motions of the air and other

elasticmedia may be treated in a pei^ectlysimilar manner.

Supposethat a heavy pointhaving the mass m is able to oscillatein the

direction of the axis of x. And let tiie force which restores it to its positionof
equilibriumbe

isKoaj + ia?*-

Supposetwo systems of sonorous waves to act upon it,with the respective
forces

/ .
sinptf and g .em (qt+ c)

% then itsequationof motion is

cPx
"m.

-^
ss ax -^ bx^ -hf.

Binpt + g .
Bm {qt-^ c)"

This equationmay be integratedby a series,putting

and then equatingthe terms multipliedby like powers of e, separatelyto zero.

This gives

1)axi+m.-j^= -fi.anpt-gi .em(qt + c),

af

3) ax^+ m
. -7^= " 2bxî 8" ^^^ so on.

From the firstequationwe obtain

Xi^A .
sin^i

.
N/^-+fcj+ t* . sin^i+ v .

Bin (g +̂ c)

where tt=s "

/l
"

and v = " ^ " .

mpr^a mq^"a

This is the well-known result for infinitesimal vibrations,shewingthat the

bodywhich vibrates sympatheticallyproducesonlyits proper tone "/^,together

% with those communicated to it,p and q. Since the proper tone in this case

rapidlydisappears,we may put Jla=o. And then equation(2)gives

2a
'

2(4mp'
^ .COS2pt -, ^ 1 . COS 2(qt+ c)

^^

. cos [(i,- q)t^c]-._--^^^^_. COS [(;,+ q)t+c].

The second term of the series for x [involvingx^, contains,then,a constant,

and also the tones 2p, 2q, (^"9)9 and (j"+ ^)" If the proper tone n/^ of the

body which vibrates sympatheticallyis deeperthan (2?" g)"aa mav be certainly
assumed in most cases lor the drumskin of the ear in connection with the auditory
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ossicles,and if the intensitiesu and v are nearlythe same, the tone {p " q)-will
have the greatestintensityof allthe tones in the terms of x^ ; itcorrespondswith
the weU-biown deep combinational tone. The tone (p + q)will be much weaker,
and the tones 2p and 2q will be heard with difficultyas weak harmonic upper
partialtones of me generatingtones.

The third term x^ [ofthe seriesfor x] contains the tones ^p,$q, 2^+?, 2^"9,
p-h2q,p^2q^p and q. Of these 2p^q or 2q^p is a combinational tone of the

second order accordingto Hallstroem's nomenclature (p.154^). Similarlythe
fourth term x^ [ofthe seriesfor x] givescombinational tones of the third order ;
and so on.

If,then, we assume that in the vibrations of the tympanicmembrane and its

appendages,the sq^uareof the displacementshas an effecton the vibrations,the
precedingmechamcal developmentsgivea completeexplanationof the originof
combinational tones. Thus the presentnew theoryexplainsthe originof the

tones (^-fg),as well as of the tones {p^q)tand shews us, why when the intensities

t^ and V of the generatingtones increase,the intensityof the combinational tones,"-

which isproporaonalto uv, increases in a more rapidratio.
The previousassumptionrespectingthe magnitudeof the force called into

action,namely
k=:ax + boc^

impliesthat when x changes itssign,k changesnot merelyits sign,but also its

absolute value. Hence this assumptioncan hold onlyfor an elasticbodywhich is

nnsymmetricallyrelated to positiveand negativedisplacements.It is oiUyin such

that tiiQ square of the displacementcan affect the motion, and combinational

tones of the firstorder arise. Now among the vibratingpartsof the human ear,

the drumsldn is especiallydistinguishedby its want of symmetry, because it is

iorciblybent inwards to a considerable extent by the handle of the hammer, and I

venture therefore to conjecturethat this peculiarform of the tympanicmembrane
conditions the generationof combinational tones.

[SeeespeciallyApp. XX. sect. L. art. 5.] ^

APPENDIX Xm.

DBSOSIPTIOK OF THE IfEOHANIBM EMPtiOTED FOB OPENING THE SEVERAL SERIES

OF HOLES IN THE POLYPHONIC SIREN.

{Seep. 162, note *.)

Fia. 65 (p.414a, b)shews the verticalsectionof the upper box of the double siren,in
order to displayitsinternal construction. E is the wind pipewhich isprolonged
into the interior of the box, and firmlyfixed in the cross beam AA of the sup-port

of the apparatus. The prolongationof the wind pipeinto the box B has

conical surfaces at itsupper and lower ends, on which slidecorrespondinghollow tr

surfaces in the bottom and top surfaces of the box,so that this box can revolve

freelyabout the wind pipeas an axis. At a may be seen a section of the toothed

wheel fastened to the cover of the box. At /3isthe drivingwheel which is turned

by the handle y ; and 2 is a pointerwhich is directed to the graduationon the

edgeof the disc te.

D is the upper extremityof the axis of the movable discs,of which onlythe
npper one CC is here shewn. The axis turns on finepointsin conical cups. The

upper cup is introduced into the lower end of the screw 17,which can be more or

less tightenedby the milled screw head introduced above,so that any required
degreeof ease and steadiness in the motion of the axis may be attained.

Inside the box are seen the sections of four piercedringsk\, X/i,fiv, and vo,

which fiton to one another with oblique,tile-shapededges,and thus mutuallyhold
each other steady.Each of these ringsliesbeneath a seriesof holes in the cover,
and contains preciselythe same number of holes as the correspondingseriesof the
cover and of the rotatingdisc. By means of studs,shewn at ii in fig.56 (p.162),
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these four ringscan be slightlydisplaced,so as either to make the holes of the

ringcoincide with the holes of the box, and thus give"ee passage to the air and

producethe correspondingtone ; or else to close the holes of the cover by the

interspacesbetween the holes of the ring,and thus cut off their corresponding
tone idtogether.

In this way itispossibleto sound the various tones of this siren in succession

or simultaneously,and hence obtainseparateor combined tones at pleasure.

APPENDIX XIV.

VABUTION IN THE PITCH OF SIMPLE TONUS THAT BEAT TOGETHEB.

(Seep. 1656and note *.)

Let t; be the velocityof a particle,which vibrates under the influence of two tones,

so that

V =A
.

Bm mt + B
.

an (nt+ c)

where m differsvery slightlyfrom w, and A"B. We may then put

n^ + c = m^ " [[m^n)t^c\, and

^ f)= [A +3
.
cos [(m " n) t^c]] .

Bmmt"B
.
sin [(w" n) * " c] .

eosm^

Assume

A-\
B

. sm Iand

80 that

A+B ,QOB [im" n)^ " c]=s: C
.

cos ",

sm ",

t?= C
.
sin {mt" c),

in which C and e are functions of the time f,which will alterslowly,if,as we have

assumed, m " n is small in comparisonwith m.

The intensity(? of this osciUation is determined by

C^^A^+2 AB .QOB [(m-w) *-c] + 5",

and itwill be a maximum,

C= {A + J5)*,when cos [(m- n) * - c]= + x,
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and a minimum,

C^=(il" B)*, whencos [(m" w) ^ " c]= " I,

The variable phasee of the motion isdetermined by

tanc-
^.Bin[(m-n)^-c]

A'\-B .COS [{m " n) t " c]

A.BA"B, this tangent never becomes infinite,and hence e remains included

between the limits +^ and " ^ir,to which it alternatelyapproaches.As long
as e increases,mt " e mcreases more slowlythan mt ; as long as c diminishes,
mt " " increases faster than nU ; hence in the firstcase the tone flattensand in

the second itsharpens.
The pitchnumber of the variable tone,multipliedby 2 tt, is under these cir-cumstances

equalto 1

_

Jg
^

m i4'+ {m-^-n),
AB

.
COB [(m " w) t " c] + n jg'

dt il"+ 2 .ili?. cos [(m-n)^-c] + B^

The limits for the pitchnumber therefore correspond

to cos [(m " n)t" c]becoming+ i or " i,

and hence also to a maximum or minimum strengthof tone.

i) When the strengthof tone is a maximum, the pitchnumber varies as

mA +nB __^_{m " n) B
__^

^(m'-n) A

A+B
"^

TTB
""^

A+B
'

3) When the strengthof tone is a minimuTn, the pitchnumber varies as

mA "nB_^. (m" n) B
^

.im " n) A f

-Zirfi-='*+̂ -iri-="+ -JITS-

Hence in the firstcase, [orduringthe maximum strength,]the pitchof the

variable tone Ues between the pitchesof the two separatetones. But duringthe
minimum strength,if the strongertone is also the sharper,the pitchof the

variable tone is sharperthan that of either of the singletones; and ifthe stronger
tone is the flatter,the pitchof the variable tone is flatterthan that of either of

the singletones.
These differences are well heard with two stoppedpipes; and also with two

tuning-forkswhen firstthe higherand then the lower is placednearer to the

resonance chamber.

[SeeMr. SedleyTaylor'spaper on this subject,PhilosophicalMaaazine Ĵuly
1872, pp. 56-64,where he givesseveral figuresillustratingthe variabiUtyof the

pitch,and deduces the above results(i)and (2)firom the figuresonly.]

APPENDIX XV.

CALCULATION OF THE INTENSITY OF THE BEATS OF DIFFEBENT INTEBVALS.

(Seepp. xSya and note* and 193, note *.)

We shall again employthe formulae for the strengthof the sympatheticvibration
developedin AppendixIX., equations(4a)and (4b),p. 402c, and (5)and (5a),
p. 402S.For the tone of strongestresonance in one of Corti'selementaryorgans,
let n be itsnumber of vibrations in 2ir seconds,n^ and n^ the correspondingnum-bers

of vibrations in 2ir seconds for two tones heard,and B, B" the greatest
velocitiesof the vibrations which theysuperinducein those Corti's organs which

have the same pitch,and B^^ B^ the greatestvelocitieswhich both attain in their
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representationof the number of vibrations n. Then by equation(5a)of Appen-dix
IX., p. 402d,we have

Bi =B' sin ei, and B^^B'^ .
sin e,

where "" .
tan ", = " " "

,
and ""

.
tan t^ = "

1-
"

,

ni n n^ n

and /3is a magnitudewhich may be regardedas independentof n. Hence the

intensityof the vibrations of the organ for the number of vibrations n, when both

tones Uy and n^ affectitsimultaneously,fluctuatesbetween the values

{B^+B^f and (B^^B^)\

The difference of these two magnitudes,which measures the strengthof the

f beats,is
4B, -82= 4 B' B"

.
sin e, .

sin ", (7)

Hence for equaldifferencesin the amount of pitch,the strengthof the beats is

dependenton the productB' B". For the mth partialtone of the compound tone

of a violin,we may, byAppendixVI.,p. 597c, put 5'* = "

^ ,
and hence \1the With

rn,

and m^th partialtone of two compound tones of a violin,beat,we may put the

intensityof their beats for equaldifferencesof interval =
.

m\ . m^
This is the expression"om which the numbers in the last column of the table

on p. 187"have been calculated. [Theyare therefore 100 times the reciprocakof
the productsof the two numbers which givethe ratio of the pitchnumbers in the

correspondingline of itsthird column.]
For tiiecalculation of the degreeof roughnessof the various'intervals,men-tioned

in pp. 193, 332, and 333, the followingabbreviations of notation are in

1[troduced :

w, + n, = 2 J"f.

n, =JV(i+5).
n^ =iV (i- 1).
n =^(i + "')-

So that

V
.
tan ei= "

;
" - "

"5
8^d V

.
tan "5=-

I -^ S 1 -j-y I " oi-f-r

Since powerfulsympatheticresonance ensues onlywhen v and S are very small,
we may assume that,approximatively,

tan c,= "
-1-

.,
and tan ""= 1

.

27r("'"d) 23r(i'-f-"))

U Puttingthese values for cj and f2" ^ equation(7)we have

4 5. B,= 4 B' B"
.

^^^ ^^, ^ ^^_ ^^^ '^̂_^ ^^, ^ _̂^ ^^,^
... (7a)

If then we consider y, that is,the pitchof the Gorti's organ which vibrates

sympathetically,to be variable,4 B^ B^ will reach its maximum when v==^, and
hence n=iVs=^ [n +̂ n^),and ifwe call the value of this maximum s we have

'-'^'^'-w^ ('"')

In calculatingthe degreeof roughnessarisingfrom soundingtwo tones together
which differ"om each other by the interval 2I,I have thoughtit sufficientto
consider this maximum value,which existsin those Corti'sorgans which are most

favourablysituated. Undoubtedlyother beats of a weaker kind will be excited in
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the neighbouringfibres,but their intensityrapidlydiminishes. It mighttherefore
appear to be a more exact process to integratethe value of 4 5, J?,in equation
(7a]with respectto r, in order to obtain the sum of the beats in allCorti^sorgans.
This would requirean at least approximateknowledgeof the densityof Corti's
organs for differentvalues of y, that is,for differentpartsof the scale,and of that
we know nothing.In sensation,the highestdegreeof roughnessiscertainlymore
Importantthan the distributionof a lessdegreeof roughnessover many sensitive
organs. Hence I have preferredto take onlythe maximum of the vibrationsfrom
(7b)into account.

Finallywe have to consider that very slow beats cause no roughness,and that
"when the intensityof the beats remains unaltered,and their number increases,
the roughnessreaches a maximum and then decreases. To express this,the value
of s must be also multipliedbya factor,which vanishes when the number of beats
is small,attains a maximum for about 30 beats in a second,and then diminishes,
and againvanishes when the number of such beats isinfinite. Supposethen that
the roughnessr^,due to the j?thpartialtone,is expressedby ^

4eva^"f

The factor of Sp reaches its maximum value =s i, when p^^0\ and becomes

=: o, when 0, that is,half the interval between the two tones in the scale,is = o

or 00
.

Since h may be indifferentlypositiveor negative,the expressioncan only
involve even powers of h. The above is the simplestexpressionwhich satisfies

the conditions,but it is of course to a certain extent arbitrary.
For 0 we must put half the extent of the interval which at the pitchof the

lower beatingtone causes 30 beats to be made in a second.

Since we have taken " with 264 vibrations in a second,as the lower tone,0

has been put = -^
.

Hence we have finally
264

r = 16 B'B- ^^'cy^_
"(/3^+4'r"^")("Hi^"t"r %

And from this formula I have calculated the roughnessof the intervals,shewn

graphicallyin the diagrams,fig.60, A and B, p. 193^,c, and fig.61, p. 333a.
The roughnessesdue to the separate partialtones have been drawn separately
and superimposedon one another in the drawing.

Althoughthe theoryleaves much to be desired in the matter of exactness,itat
least serves to shew that the theoretical view we have proposedis reallycapable
of explainingsuch a distributionof dissonances and consonances as actuallyoccurs
in nature.

Professor Alfred M. Mayer,of Hoboken, New Jersey,*has instituted experi-ments
on the duration of sensations of sound,and the number of audible beats.

Between a vibratingtuning-forkand its resonator he interposeda revolvingdisc
witiiopeningsof the same shapeas that of the resonator,so that the sound was

heard loudlywhen an openingin the disc came in front of that in the resonator,
and faintlywhen the latter was coshered. His results agree essentiallywith the

assumptionsI have made on pp. 143 to 145, and 183 to 185,but are more com- m

pleteas theyhave been pursuedthroughoutthe whole scale. His conclusions are

as follows :"

* SiUiman's Journal, ser. iil.vol. viii. tinaitywonld have the ratio 2048 : 2249, giving
October 1874,PhUoaqphicdlMoffazine,May 162 cents,and the interval of maximum disso-

1875, ^""1*ii* [From the followingtable,p. nance would be 67 cents, and hence the beats

418a, it is seen that the interval of a minor of b'" c"" should be quiteconspicuous,agree-
Third as the limit of continmtyappliesonly ing with observations. In reference to p. 1446,
to the Octave c to c'. For gf"",supposingthe Prof. Mayer observes that the law abruptly
law connectingD and N, given on p. 4i"i,to breaks down for vibrations below 40 in a

hold for such a high pitch,the interval of con- second, and thinks that this abrupt breaking
tinaitywould have the ratio 3072 : 3072 + 225, down * can only be explainedby the highly
or 122 cents, and the interval of maximum probablesuppositionthat co-vibratingbodies
dissonance would be 49 cents, so that the in the ear, tuned to vibrations below 40 per
interval of one Semitone is near the limit of second, do not exist,and therefore

...
the

continnity; hence it is not surprisingthat no inner ear
. . . can onlyvibrate en masse,*and

beats were heard in the ease referred to on also that such oscillations cannot last ^ sec.

p. 1 73c, note *. But for c"" the interval of con- " Translator,]
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APPENDIX XVI.

ON BEATS OF COMBINATIONAL TONES, AND ON COMBINATIONAL TONES IN THE

SIREN AND HABMONIUM.

(Seepp. 199a and note *, also 155c to 158a.)

Let a, h,c, d,e,/,g, h be whole numbers. Let an and ^n+^ be the pitchnomben
of the primesof two compound tones sounded simultaneously,where B is supposed
to be very small in comparisonwith n, and a and b are the smallest whole numbers

by which the ratio a : b can be expressed.The pitchnumbers of any pairof
partialtones of these two compound tones will be

acn and bdn-^-dd.

These will beat with each other dh times in a second,if

1^ ac^bd or r
= ~'

And since the ratio "-
is expressedin its lowest terms, the smallest values of

o

d and c are

and their other values are

d^a and c=s",

d^ha and c = %2".

Now 0 and d representthe ordinal numbers of the partialtones which beat

together.Hence the lowest partialsof this kind will be the bih partialof tiie

compound a n, and the ath partialof the compound bn+L The resultingnumber
of beats is a 3.

In the same way the 25th partialof the firstcompound, and the 2ath of the

% second give2a c beats,and so on.

The firstdifferentialcombinational tone of the two partialsacn and bdn + di

is

"l{bd'^ac)n + dh]

where the + or * signhas to be taken so that the whole expressionis positive.

* [The intervalis foand as the ratio of the

pitch number to the same increased by the

nomber in the next colomn to it;thus for

C it is 64 : 64+ i6"4 : 5, and for g' it is

384:384 + 60=96:111, and from these I

have calculated the cents as in p. 701 of the

ist edition.

If^l^ be the pitch number, and I"" dura-tion

of residual sensations or Uie reciprocalof
the numbers of vibrations producing a con-tinuous

sound, 16,26, (tc, as in the next pre-

ceding
column, then Prof. Mayer finds"

.4). seconds. " Tratu-^^U + 23
+

lator,^
f [The interval is found as the ratio of the

pitchnumber to the same increased by the last
mentioned number of beats,thus 64 : 644-6-4.
Prof. Mayer draws attention to the fact that
his beats were all tones of the same pitch,
whereas the beats of imperfectconsonances

are tones of variable pitch.--7Vafu2aior.]
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Two other partials/aTiand gbn-^-g^ givethe differentialcombinational tone

"[(gb-af)n'^gh].

When both sound togethertheyproduce(gzfd) b̂eats,if

6eZ " ac="(^6 " a/)

a gz^d
or

b-fzfc

As before,itfollows that the leastvalue of ^ + eZis= a, and the other (greater)
values are = ^a, so that the smallest number of beats is a^.

To find the lowest values of the partialswhich must be presentin order to

beat with the firstdifferentialtones,we will take the lower signsfor c and d, and

we thus obtain :

gr= eZ= ia,or ^ = i (a+ i),and d = i

/=:c = |fc,or/ = |(6+ i),and c = J

accordingas a and b are even or odd. If b is the largernumber, ^b or i(b+ i)is
the number of partialswhich any compound must have in order to producebeats
when the two tones composingthe interval are sounded. If the combinational

tones are neglected,about double the number, that is b, are required.
When simple tones are sounded together,the beats arise from the combina-tional

tones of higherorders. The generalexpressionfor a differentialtone of a

higherorder arisingfrom two tones with the vibrational numbers n and m is
" (an ".few),and this tone is then of the (a+ 6" i)thorder. Let the pitch
number of a combinational tone of the (c+ ^ ~ i)order arisingfrom the tones an

and {bn+ i)be
"[{bd-ca) . n-^dh],

and of another of the (/+ ^" i)thorder be 1

"[{9b-fa),n + g^l

tlien both produce(gz^d),

^ beats,when

bd " ac=^".{bg"af)

a Q'ln.d.
or -==^:?^.

b f^LC

The lowest number of beats is therefore againa^, and the lowest values of

c,d,f,g, are found as in the former case, so that the ordinal numbers of combina-

tioncJ tones need not exceed ^(a+6 " 2),if a and b are both odd, or ^(a+6"1),
if onlyone of them isodd,the other beingeven.

To what has been said in Chap.VII.,pp. 154-159, 1 wiU add the followingf
remarks on the originof combinational tones.

Combinational tones must alwaysarise when the displacementof the vibrating
particlesfrom their positionof rest is so largethat the force of restitutionis no

longer simplyproportionalto the displacement.The mathematical theoryof this

case for a heavyvibratingpointisgivenm App.XII. , pp. 4 1 ie2to 41 5^. The same

holds for aerial vibrations of finitemagnitude. The principlesof the theoryare
givenin my essay on the * Theoryof Aerial Vibrations in Tuoes with Open Ends,'
in Crelle'sJowmal fur Mathematik, vol. Ivii.p. 14. I will here draw attention

to a third case, where combinational tones may also arise from infinitelysmall

vibrations. This has alreadybeen mentioned in pp. is^d-isjd. It occurs with

sirens and harmoniums. We have here two openings,periodicallyalteringin
size,and with a greaterpressure of air on one side than on the other. Since we

are dealingonlywith ver^small differencesof pressure, we may assume, that the

mass of the escapingair is jointlyproportionalto the size of the openingta, and to

the differenceof pressure p, so that
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where c is some constant. If we now assume for uf the simplestperiodicfdnction
which expresses an alternate shuttingand opening,namely

w = i4
. (i" sin 2irnt)f

and consider j? to be constant,that is,suppose uf to be so small and tiieinflux of

air so copious,that the periodicalloss throughthe openingdoes not essentiallj
alterthe pressure, q will be of the form

q = B
. (i" sm2irnt)

where B=^cAp.

In this case the velocity of the motion of sound at any placeof the space filled

with air,must have a similar form,so that onlya tone with the vibrationalnumber

n can arise. But if there is a second greateropeningof variable size,through
H which there is sufficientescape of air to render the pressure p periodicallyvariable,

instead of beingconstant,as the air passes out throughthe other opening,that is,
if|7 is of the form

p=iP . (i" sin 2irmt),

then q will have the form

q=icAP . (i" sin 2irnt). (i "sin 2wmt)
zsicAP

. [i" sin 27rwi " sin 2Trmt - ^ cos 2 ir(w+ n)^+i ^^^ 2ir(m" n)fj.

Hence, in addition to the two primarytones n and m, there will be also the

tones m-hn and m ^ n, that is,the two combinational tones of the firstorder.
In realitythe equationswill alwaysbe much more complicatedthan those here

selected for shewingthe process in its simplestform. The tone n will influence

the pressure p, as well as the tone m ; even the combinational tones will alterp ;

^ and finallythe magnitudeof the openingmay not be expressibleby such a simple
periodicAction as we have selected for ta. This will occasion not merelythe
tones m, n, and m + n, m " n, to be produced,but also their upper partiais,and
the combinational tones of those upper partiais,as may also be observed in experi-ments.

The completetheoryof such a case becomes extraordinarilycomplicated,
and hence the above account of a very simplecase may sufficeto shew the nature

of the process.

I will mention another experimentwhich may be similarlyexplained.The
lower box of my double siren vibrates stronglyin sympathywith the fork a' when
itis held before the lower opening,and the holes are idlcovered,but not when the
holes are open. On puttingthe disc of the siren in rotation so that the holes bib

alternatelyopen and covered,the resonance of the tuning-forkvaries periodically.
If n isthe vibrationalnumber of the fork,and m the number of times that a single
hole in the box isopened,the strengthof the resonance will be a periodicfunction
of the time,and consequentlyin itssimplestcase equalto i " sin 2irmt,

^ Hence the vibrationalmotion of the air will be of the form

(i" sin 2Trmt).
sin 2?r?t =̂ sin 27rnt + ^ cos 2ir(m+ n)i" ^ cos 27r(m" n)^,

and consequentlywe hear the tones m -I-n, and w " n orn " m. If the siren is
rotated slowly,m will be Yery small,and these tones beingall nearlythe same,
willbeat. On rotatingthe disc rapidly,the ear separatesthem.*

* [Forthe whole subjectof beats and com" recent discussions in Appendix XX. sect. I"."
binational tones the reader is referred to the Translator.']
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APPENDIX XVn.

FLAN FOB JUSTLY INTONED INBTBUMSNTS WITH A SINGLE MANUAL.

(Seep. 319c, and note f.)

To arrange an organ or harmonium with twenty-fourtones to the octave in such

a way as to phiyin justintonation in allkeys,the tones of the instrument must

be separatedinto four pairsof groups, thus

Each of these groups must have a separateportventfrom the bellows,and
valves must be introduced in such a wav that the wind may be driven at pleasure
either to the rightor leftgroup of any horizontal series. This would not be diffi-cult

on the organ. On the harmonium the digitalswould have to be placedin a

different order from the tongues,and consequentlyit would,as on iJieorgan, be

necessary to have a more complicatedarrangement for conductingthe effectof

pressingdown a digitalto the valva

Hence four valves are to be arrangedby stopsor pedalsin a differentway for

every key. The followingis a table of the arrangementof the stopsfor the four

horizontal seriesof the tones named :"

ir

The minor keyswhich have their names in parentheses,namelyEi\}jBi\},i^,,
Ci, "7i,Di, have a true minor Seventh, but too high a leadingtona [Their
dominant chord has an impossiblePvthagoreanmajorThird.]For the six keys
marked with (*),the arrangementof the stopsis the same both for major and

minor.f

In order to have a completeseriesof tonics,each with a perfectmajorand
minor form,itwould be necessary to cut offai|",",{",6i|",/i,Ci,"1,from the other

notes, and to allow them to be replacedwhen needed by ^, e2$,0$,"{(,bjj^,and

fJKJl^,by means of a fifthstop. We should thus have 30 tones to the octave. By
drawingout this stopwe shouldhave the followingsystemof keys:"

t [The series in the firstsix lines is the same as in the six last" Tmfw2a^.]
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H

To have a completeseriesof minor keys,28 instead of 30 tones to the octave

would be enough. They would sufficefor the 12 minor keysoiAx,Ei,Bi, i^ijfor
Gt",CiJor Dt",(?ijor -4|",Z"iJfor E[}jB, F, G, O and D, and for 17 majorkeys
from C|"mjgor to Gj major,t

APPENDIX XVIIL

JUST INTONATION IN SINGINQ.

(Seep. 3266.)

ITSince the publicationof the firstedition of this book,I have had an opportunity
of seeingthe Enharmonic Organ,constructed by General Perronet Thompson,t
which sdlows of performancein 21 major and minor scales with different tonics

harmonicallyconnected. This instrument is much more complicatedthan my
harmonium. It contains 40 pipesto the octave,and has three distinctmanuals,

with,on the whole, 65 digitalsto the octave,as the same note has to be sometimes

struck on two or allof the manuals. This instrument allows of the performance
of much more extensive modulations than my harmonium, without requiringany
enharmonic interchange"It is even possibleto execute tolerablyquick passages
and ornamentations upon it,notwithstandingits apparentlyinvolved fiingenng.

also explained.-Translator.]
X [*On the Principlesand Practice of Just

IntomUion, with a view to the Abolition of

Temperament, and embodying the results of
the Tonic Sol-faAssociations,as illustrated

on ihe Enharmonic Organ . . . presentingthe
power of performingcorrectlyin 21 keys (with
the minors to the extent of involvingnot
more than 5 flats),and a correction for changes
of temperature. . . .

Calculated for takingthe
placeof the choir orgaxk in a cathedral, and
learned by the blind in six lessons. With an

Appendix tracingthe identityof design with

the Enharmonic of the Ancients.* By T.

Perronet Thompson, FJK.S. Ninth edition,
1866. The exact compass of this organ wiU

be explained in App. XX. sect. F. No. 6.

General Thompson was bom at Hull, in 17S3,
and died at Blackheath, 6 September 1869.
He had been four years in the navy before

joiningthe army, and was prominent during
the Com Law Abolition agitation.He was

many years editor of the Westminsier Review^
and was firstreturned to Parliament for HuU

in iS^s,"Translator,]

* [The E minor has the leadingnote, but

not the minor Seventh. The otiier minor

keys have hoih.^Translator.]
t [As Prof. Helmholtz has retained this

Appendix in his 4th German edition it is

given in the translation. But the scheme

c|explainedhas never been tried. The plan
for 24 notes is impracticablebecause of the de-fective

state of the minor keys,and imperfect
modulating power. It could only be used

as an experimentalinstrument, and for that

the double keyboard as explainedon p. 3166
suffices. The vcJve arrangement for 30 notes

would be complicated,and even if it could be

used would stillhave a very imperfectmodu-lating

power. The 53 division of the octave

introduced by Mr. Bosanquet, and subse-quently

by Mr. Paul White, with fingerboards
which have been actuallyused, as explained
in App. XIX., and also App. XX. sect. F.

Nos. 8 and 9, are so much superiorin mani-pulation,

musical effect,and power of modula-tion,

that it is unnecessary to seek further.

In App. XX. sect. F. the other principal
methods that have been actuallytried,are
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The organ was erected in the Sunday School Chapel,10 Jewin Street,Aldersgate,
London,* and was builtby Messrs. Bobson, loi St. Martin's Lane, London. It

contains onlyone stopof the usual principalwork, has Venetian shutters form-ing

a swell throughout,and is providedwith a peculiarmechanism for correcting
the influence of temperatureon the intonation.

Mr. H. W. Poole has latelytransformed his organf so as to getrid of stopsfor
changingthe intonation,and has constructed a peculiararrangementof the digitals,
which enables him to playin allkeyswith the same fingering.His scale contains

not merelythe justFifths and Thirds in the seriesof majorchords,but also the

natural or subminor Sevenths for the tones of both series. There are 78 pipesto
Die octave, and Fh has been identifiedwith J^i,"c.,as upon my harmonium.^

Successions of chords on General Thompson'sinstrument are extraordinarily
harmonious, and, perhaps,on account of their softer qualityof tone, even more

surprisingin theiragreeablecharacter than on my harmonium.S I had an oppor-tunity,
at the same time,of hearinga female singer,who had often sung to it,per-form

a pieceto the accompanimentof the enharmonic organ, and her singinggave ^
me a peculiarlysatisfactoryfeehng of perfectcertaintyin intonation,which is

usuallyabsent when a pianoforteaccompanies.There was also a vioUnist** present
^vho had not been much accustomed to playwith the organ, and accompaniedwell-
Ivnown airsby ear. He hit off the intonation exactlyas longas the keyremained
unchanged, and it was onlyin some rapidmodulations that he was not able to

follow itperfectly.
In London I had also an opportunityof comparingthe intonation of this

instrument with the natural intonation of singerswho had learned to singwithout
any instrumental accompaniment at all,and are accustomed to follow their ear

alone. This was the Societyof Tonic Sol-"aists,who are spreadin greatnumbers
(therewere 150,000 in i862tt)over the largecitiesof England,and whose great

* [Shortlybefore his death General Per-

Tonet Thompson presentedthis organ to Mr.

.Tohn Garwen, mentioned in note ff, below.
The General's executors had it reconstructed

in a schoolroom at Plaistow, Essex. It was

afterwards exhibited at the Scientific Loan

Exhibition at South Kensington Museum in

1876,and has remained there ever since,at
the top of the staircase leadingto room Q of

the Science Collections." Translator,]
t Silliman's American Journal ofScience

and Arts,vol. xliv.,July 1867. [Initsorigi-nal
form the instrument, with an ordinary

keyboard and pedals,was termed the Ett-

hannonic Organ,and is described in Silliman's

Journal, vol. ix. p. 209, for May 1850. The

new fingerboardis figuredand described here-after,

App. XX. sect. F. No. 7."Translator.]
X [The text is in error. There are 100 not

78 pipesto the octave,and Ei is not identified

with Fb," Translator.]
" [*On organs of many stops,one or more

ought certainlyto be tuned with mathemati-cally

correct intonation,on account of their

wonderful effect,to be employed (of course

without using any others at the same time)
as the music of the spheres{alsOesang der

Sphdren). It isimpossibleto form any notion

of the effectof a chord in mathematicallyjust
intonation,without having heard it. I have

such a one to compare with the others. Every
one who hears it expresses his delightand
surpriseat a correctness of intonation that it

does one good to hear {Jeder,der thn hOrt,
gprichtsei/n frohes Erstaunen Uber diese

toohllhuende Reinheit aus).'"Scheibler,Ueber
maihematische Stimmung, Temperaturen und

Orgelstimmungnach Vibrations-Differenzen
Oder Stdssen,1838. I have giventhe original
words of the last German sentence,as it was

impossibleto do justiceto its homely force in

any translation. Every one who has heard

just intonation will understand it." Trans-lator.]

*" [A blind man, who had therefore no ir

notes to guide him. I had the pleasureof
takingProfessor Helmholtz to hear the organ

on this occasion (20April1864),and can corro-borate

his statements. Unfortunatelythe

proper blind organistwas not present. It is

to this ladythat General Thompson dedicates

his littlebook, alreadyrecited,in these words :

*To Miss E. S. Northcote, Organist of St.

Anne and St. Agnes, St. Martin 's-le-Grand.

In conunemoration of the talent by which,
after six lessons,she was able to performin
publicon the enharmonic organ with 40 sounds

to the octave ; therebysettlingthe questionof
the practicabilityof just intonation on keyed
instruments,and realisingthe visions of Guido

and Mersenne, and the harmonists of classical

antiquity.'"Translator.]
ff [The 20 years which have elapsedsince

Prof. Helmholtz 's firstacquaintancewith the ^
Tonic Sol-fa movement have made a struggling
system, slowlyelaborated by a Congregation-
fUistminister in connection with his ministry,
into a great national system of teachingsing-ing.

And as the system had the cordial

approvalof Prof. Helmholtz (seenote p. 427^),
I feel justifiedin adding a short account of

its origin,progress, and present condition.

In 18 12 the two Miss Glovers, daughtersof
a clergyman of Norwich^ then, young women,

now both dead at a very advanced age, in-vented

and introduced into the schools under

their superintendencea new sol-fa system,
based upon the 'movable doh,* that is,the

use of doh as the name of the keynote,what-ever

that might be. This was littleknown

beyond the town where it was used, but

was publishedabout 1827 as a Scheme for
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progress is of much importancefor the theoryof music. The Tonic Sol-fusts re-present

the tones of the majorscale by the syllablesDo, Be, Mi, Fa, So, La^ Ti,

renderingPsalmodyCongregational,and passed
through three editions. About 1841 John

Curwen, then an unmarried GongregationcJist
minister (bom 14 November 1816 at Heck-

mondwike, Yorks),visited the school, and at

once saw that Miss Glover's scheme gave him

the instrument he desired for his own work.

In 1845 ^G married, and he and his wife

struggled" it was a real and severe struggle,
againstsmall means " to make this system
l^own and active. In the course of working
it out various improvements suggestedthem-selves,

and the Tonic Sol-fa system, as he

termed it,is not preciselythe same as Miss

^ Glover*s; it is essentiallyJohn Ourwen's.

Thus Miss Glover*8 scheme (asshe says in a

MS. prefacein 1862 to the 2nd edition of the

descriptionof her Harmonicon, in the Science

Collections,South Kensington Museum) was

founded on temperament ; Gurwen*s on just
intonation ; and the alterations that this

change involved were many and laborious.

Here Curwen was, I believe,much assisted by
the personalfriendshipof General Perronet

Thompson, whose works he constantlyquoted
in the first book he issued,SingingforSchools
and Congregations,1843-8. A remarkable

power of methodising, systeraatising,and
teaching,of making fnencb and co-workers,
and of utilisingsuggestionscarried everything
before it" at last. But the work was long,
and the oppositionstrong.There was only an

* Association ' when Prof. Helmholtz made the

^[acquaintanceof the Tonic Sol-fa system. But

the Association grew to be a * College,*which

held its first* summer term '
on 10 July 1876,

having been ' incorporated' on 26 June 1875,
and there were in 1884, 1420 * Shareholders '

in this College,which opened its * Buildings'

(atForest Gate, London, E.)on 5 July 1879.
John Curwen lived long enough to see the

openingand to presideat the unveilingof Miss

Glover's portraitin it,never having neglected
to own his obligationsto her initiative. On

a stone at the entrance of the present College
building he placed this inscription: * This

stone was laid by John Curwen, May 14, 1879,
in memory of Miss Sarah Glover, on whose
** Scheme for renderingPsalmody Congrega-tional

" the Tonic Sol-fa method was founded.'

John Curwen died 26 May 1880,of weakness

^ of the heart. His eldest son, John Spencer
Curwen, Associate of the Boyal Academy of

Music, has been since that date annually
elected as President of the College.The work

of the Collegeischieflyexaminational,carrying
on classes by post in the various branches of

music,and grantingcertificatesshewingvarious
degreesof attainment,on the authorityof duly
appointedexaminers. From 1858to 1884 the

numbers of these certificates granted have

been: Junior, 52,000; Elementary, 167,000;
Intermediate, 44,000; Matriculation,3350;
Advanced, 520 ; Musical Theory (including
Harmony, Composition, Form, Expression,
Acoustics, (fee),8200; total 275,070, as the

Secretaryinforms me. During the summer

there is alwaysa term for the specialvvod voce

instruction of teachers. Of course largeclasses
are constantlygoing on everywhere.I qoote
the followingfrom a letter dftted 15 October

1884,written by John Spencer Curwen to the

Editor of the Times :"

At the most modest estimate,daringthe y"

years our system has been at work,we have taognt
at least the elements of mnsic to fbur million per-sons.

There are now, in the elementaiyaehooh of

the United Kingdom, about one mUlion children

learningto sing at sightnpon our system. The

Tonic Sol-fa Collegehas 28 difierentkinds and

grades of mnsical ezaminationa,and these were

passed last year b^ 18,716 persons. Eveiy ex-amination

includes individmd tests in "tigiwp at

sight. We have between 4000 and 5000 tcAoen

at work, and at the present time they have under

instruction some 200,000 adultsîn addition to the

children alreadymentioned. I latelyinquiredof
16 of our most active professionalteacMrs how

many pupils,adults and children,they were in-structing

per week in their classes. The nomber

proved to be 61,051. We have a weJl-ornudaed
movement. During the last four yean I hare

attended 166 meetingsin the lengthand breadth

of the kingdom, my travels extending over 13,000
miles,and rangingfrom Plymouthto LondoniJerry,
firom Inverness to Norwich. These meetings,at
which demonstrations of mnsical education are

invariablygiven,have been attended b^ at least

zoo/xx" people.I have further travelled m France.
Germany, Austria,and Switzerland,stud3rin|^the

condition of popularmusical instruction in s""ooU"
singingclubs,"C.,so that we may bringour prac-tice

up to the best continental mo'deU. The quan-tity
of music printedin the Tonic Sol-fanotation

is enormous, and is increasingvery rapidly.Two-
thirds of our pupils,having been groundiKlin our

noution, go on to learn the ordinaiystaff nota-tion,

and prove themselves excellent readers ef

that notation.

With regardto teachingmusio in 8oh"x)iU,
the followingis compiled from the papen
issued by the Educational Department in

1884,England and Wales C. 3941, and Soot-
land C. 394^. They refer to 27,330 onbordi-

nate educational departmentsforEngland and
Wales. Of these, 21,743 teach mnsio by ear

only; 1429 by the staff or ordinarynotation ;

3871 by Tonic Sol-fa;32 by both systems;
and 2161 in some other way. For SootlAnd

there are 3403 subordinate departments,of
which 1238 teach by ear only ; 8 by the

late Dr. Hullah's modification of Wilhelm*8

method, 1746 by Tonic Sol-fa; 117 by old

notation with movable doh (forwhich many
teasers have a strong predilection),and 7 by
more than one system. There are 94 depart-ments

in England,and 277 in Scotland miAii^g
no returns. These returns shew that Toni"

Sol-fa is the national system of teaching
musio by note in the primary sohooLs of Eng-land

and Scotland at the presentday.
John Curwen having started his system

from purely philanthropicmotives, gladly
placedhis notation at the disposalof all who

liked to use it. A strongproofof the soooesa

of his system is furnished by the fact that aJl

the principalLondon publi^ershave availed

themselves of this permission. Ctonnod's Re-demption

and Mackenzie's Rose of Sharon are

among the latest additions to the Tonio

Sol-fa repertoire.It is estimated that at the

present time there are 40,000 pages of mnsifl

printedand publishedin this latter notation.

But the ednoatiottid works on musio and the

system are the privateproperty of the firm of
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Do. where Do is alwaysthe tonic [vowelsas in Italian].Their vocal music is not

written in ordinarymusical notation,but isprintedwith common types,the initial

letters of the above words representingthe pitch.*
When the tonic is changedin modulations, the notation is also changed. The

n"w tonic is now called Do, and the changeis pointedout in the notation by giving
two different marks to the note on which it occurs, one belongingto the old,and

one to the new key. This notation,therefore,givesthe very firstplaceto repre-senting
the relationof every note to the tonic,while the absolute pitchin which

the piecehas to be performedis marked at the commencement only. Since the

intervals of the natural majorscale are transferred to each new tonic as it arises

in the course of modulation, allkeysare performedwithout temperingthe inter-nals.

That in the modulation from C major to Q major,the Mi (orhx)of the

second scale answers preciselyto the Ti of the firstis not indicated in the nota-tion,

and is onlytaughtin the further course of instruction. Hence the pupilhas
no inducement to confase a with a^.f H

John Cnrwen " Sons, and are of such a remark-able

character that a gold medal was awarded

for them at the International Health and Edu-cation

Exhibition at South Kensingtonin 1884.
It would indeed be difficultto find so much

information on music and the method of

teaching it (inboth notations),so succinctly
and plainlygiven,and at so cheap a rate, as

in the late John Curwen's T6a4iher^8Manual,
standard Course, Miisical Theory, How to

Observe Hannony, How to Read Music, not to

mention the very largenumber of books and

music intended for immediate class use. John

Curwen's especialdesire was to teach * the

thing music,'as he words it,and the peculiar
means which he elaborated for this purpose,
he valued only because itproved effectual for

that purpose.
As one who was personallyacquainted

with John Curwen and his work for a quarter
of a century,I may be permittedto give this

testimony,and to refer all those who would

learn the historyof this successful musical

educationaUst to the Memorials ofJohn Cur-wen,

compiledby his son, J. SpencerCurwen,
iSHz," Translator.]

* [Great care has also been bestowed on

the representationof rhythm, and exercises in

rhythm form an importantpart of the Stand-ard

Course and the practiceof Tonic Sol-fa

teachers. "Translator.]
t [Ina footnote to this passage Prof. Helm-

holtz givesa list of the Tonic Sol-fa works,
which is supersededby the note I have in-serted

above, and at the end of it he says:]
In France singingis taught by the Oalin-

Paris-Chcvi system, on similar principlesand
with the help of a similar notation. [This
statement is misleading. Neither principles
nor notation are alike. In 1818 P. Galin,
* Instituteur k TEcole des Sourds-Muets de

Bordeaux,' publishedhis Exposition d*une

Nouvelle MUhode pour VEnseignement de la

Musique, It follows from p. 162 of his book

(3rded. 1863,reprintedby ]6mileChev6) that

Galin adoptedas his normal intonation Huy-
ghens's cycleof 31 divisions of the octave,
which closelyrepresents the meantone tem-perament

(seeApp. XX. sect. A. art. 22, ii.),
although Galin did not seem to be acquainted
with it under that name, and seems to an-nounce

as his own discovery{ibid.p. 80, and

especiallyp. 107)what was in fact Huyghens's
more than 120 years previously: viz. that I
of a whole Tone " j m̂ajor Semitone "" J of a

minor Semitone, but the ourions thingis that
he considers the resultingflat Fifth of 696773
cents to be correct,and "e Fifth with 701*955
cents from the ratio of 2 : 3 to be wrong.
This is enough to shew how widely Galin's

principlesdiffered from Curwen's. The nota-tion

of intervals which Galin used was Bous-

seau's numerical expressionof the major scale

as I 2 3 4 5 6 7, indicatinga risingOctave by
overdottingand a fallingby underdotting,
but callingthe figuresut ri mi fa sol la si.

Here the onlyresemblance is the movable ut

{= doh), as distinguishedfrom the usual

French custom of making ut^C. In mark-ing

sharpsand flatsand time the difference is

greater,but need not be pursued. We should

observe,however,that on this system, as Galin

expresslystates (p.Si),gZ is flatterthan ab. %
Galin was bom 16 Dec. 1786, and died 30
Aug. 1822. His pupUs, and especiallyAim6

a^dNanine Paris (thelatter of whom married

Emile Chev6, a surgeon),continued to teach

his system, and suppliedit with text-books.

The principalone is MUhode Slementaire par
Mine. Chev^ (NanineParis). La partiethio-
rique de cet ouvrage est ridigiepar J^mile
Chevi. In this theoretical part,p. 292, 1 find

that Chev6 imagined Galin to have called his

singledivision half of a minor Second,whereas
he says, as above, that it was half of a minor

Semitone, which istotallydifferent. The con-sequence

is that Chev6 makes Galin's scale a

division of the octave into 29 divisions,in-stead

of 31 ,
and hence he obtained a sharpFifth

of 703*46cents,a very sharp major Third of

413*8 cents, much sharper than the Pytha-gorean
(App. XX. sect. A. art. 23, vi.).If he "r

could have tuned an harmonium to this major
scale and played the major chords,he would

have been scared at the result. He makes gt
much sharper than ab; his ab was indeed

flatter and gt sharper than on the Pytha-gorean
system. It is evident that his pupils

when they sang in chorus could not have

used his theoretical scale. Hence his prin-ciples
were entirelydifferent from Curwen's.

The notation remained the same as with Galin,
sharps and flats being denoted by acute and

grave accents drawn throughthe stems of the

figures,but their meaning was altogetherdif-ferent.

Also he retained the movable ut of

Galin, and on p. 327 he made out a general
table of the relation of modulations,which re-sembles

my Duodenarinm, App.XX. sect E. art.

18. M. Aim^ Paris also introduced a plan for
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It isimpossiblenot to acknowledgethat this method of notatioo has the great
advantage to the singerof givingprominence to what is of the greatestim-portance

to him, namely,the relation of each tone to the tonic. It is odIj a

few persons, unusuallygifted,who are able to fix in their mind, and re-discover

absolute pitches,when other tones are sounded at the same time. But the ordinary
notation* givesdirectlynothingbut absolute pitch,and that too onlyfor tempered
intonation. Any one who has frequentlysung at sightis aware how much earner

it is to do so from a pianofortevocal score, in which the harmony is shewn, than

from the separatevoice part. In the firstcase itis easy to see whether the note to

be sung is the root. Third, Fifth,or dissonance of the chord which occurs, and it is

then comparativelyeasy to find one*s way ;f in the second case the only resource

of the singeris to go up and down by intervals as well as he can, and trust to

the accompanyinginstruments and the other voices to force his own to the right
pitch.

Now the instruction conveyedto a singerwho is familiar with musical theory
IFby an examination of the pianofortevocal score, is conveyedby the notation itself

of the Tonic Sol-faisteven to the uninstructed. I have convinced myselfthat by
using this notation,it is much easier to sing from the separatepart than in

ordinarymusical notation,and I had an opportunitywhen in one of the primary
schools in London, of hearing more than fortychildren of between eightand

marking modulations which has a great re-semblance

to John Curwen's * bridgetone,'
but both plans were absolutelyindependent.
The * langue des durtes ' of Aim6 Paris was,

however, avowedlyadaptedto the Tonic Sol-fa

system by John Curwen. Both M. and Mme.

K. Chev6 are dead, and after some time their

son Amand Chev6 revived the system, which

has had great success in France, and gained

many^ prizesin choral competitions,shewing
that Emile Chevy's theoretical scale could not

have been adopted.From a correspondenceI
V had with M. Amand Chev6 I found he did

not hold with his father's 29 division of the

octave, but adopted the 53 division (not
however as representingjustintonation with

a major Third of 17 degreesor 384*9 cents,
but)as representingthe Pythagorean intona-tion

with a major Third of 18 degreesor 407*5
cents (App.XX. sect. A. art. 22, iii.).As this

would be frightfulin part singing,it is pro-bable

that his pupils,although strictlytaught
to make g1^sharperthan ab (indeedto make

the intervals ^ to ab and giio a identical,
each containing4 degreesor 90*6cents, with

an interval of i degree or 22*6 cents between

them), in choral singinginsensiblyuse^ the

equal temperament which Galin and Emile

Chev6 for different reasons inveighedagainst.
At any rate the Galin-Pari8-Chev6 system,

^ clever and successful as itis,is after tiland
was from the firsta temperedsystem,and in

its Chev6 form a ^theoretically)very badly
temperedsystem, ana hence not in the slightest
degreesimUar in principleto the Tonic Sol-fa,
which as taughtby John Curwen was alwaysa

system of justintonation. Another immense

difference must be noted. Curwen founds

ever}'thingupon the major chord do mi so at

all pitches,then proceeds to its dominant

80 ti re, and finallyto its subdominant

fa la do, in.every case drawing attention to

the character of the notes in the scale. The

Chev6 system began by teachingthe melody,
ut re mi fa sol,and not advancing tillthis

melody was thoroughlyimpressedon the mind

of the pupil for any ut, taken backwards or

forwards, or stoppingat any note and begin-ning
againat that note. Afterwards the sys-tem

took the melody tU} si la sol,and treated

it in the same way. Finally the two were

united as ut re mi fa sol la si iit^. On these

melodies all is founded, and the pupilis told

to take any other intervals by imagining the

intermediate notes, without utteringthem^
thus (thenotes in roman letters beingmerely
imagined),ut re mi fa sol la si ut. This is

developedin Mme. Chev6*s Science et Art de

Vintonation,th6orie et pratique,systime des

points d^appui,1868. On the title-pageshe
says :

* Les grands ressorts de notre methods,

pour P^tude de Pintonation, consistent en

ceci: i^ Chercher les sons un a un et les
^mettre aussi un d un, en les d^tachant les

uns des autres. Hors de Ik point de sncc^

possible.2^ Se servir de deux rapports que
I'on connait,pour trouver un troisi^me rapport
qu^on ignore; c^est-i-dire,aller du conna i

Pinconnu ; ce quiconduit k penser par degr^
conjoints,en ohantant par degr^sdisjoints,*
May 1868. The two systems of Chev6 and
Curwen ar6 therefore distinct in principle,
value of the signs,form of the signs,notation
of rhythm, and mode of teaching. They are

alike in being taughtwithout an instrument,
but for very different reasons; in the Tonic

Sol-fa to allow justintonation to become the

pupiPs guide; in the ChevS to allow of taldng
gt sharper than ab, and to make " to/ the

same as gZ to a, but different from ab to a.

They are also alike in having a movable do or

ut, a very ancient device. And also alike in
their nomenclature of lengths,* langue des

dur^es,'which was an originalinvention of

Aim6 Paris. As to priorityof invention.Miss
Glover taught her system in 18 12, Galin pub-lished

his in 1818. Both used tempered sys-tems.
-Translator J]

" [Usuallycalled * the Staff Notation '
ot

" the Old Notation * by the Tonic Sol-faistsby
way of distinction." Traniiator.]

f [Aftera pupil has thoroughlyacquired
music on the Sol-fa notation,it be")me8 part
of his duty to learn the other,and a coarse of

instruction has been preparedfor this purpose
by Mr. Curwen, which when properlymastered
(acomparativelyeasy task)puts the pupilin
a concUtion to sing at sight from the old

notation as readilyas from the new. " Trang"

lator.]
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twelve years of age, that performedsingingexercises in a manner that astonished

me ('mich in Erstaunen setzten*)by the certaintywith which theyread the

notes, and by the accuracy of their intonation.* Every year the London schools
of Sol-fedstsare accustomed to givea concert of two to three thousand children's

voices in the CrystalPalace at Sydenham,which, I have been assured by persons
who understand music, makes the best impressionon the audience by the har-

moniousness and exactness of itsexecution.f
The Tonic Sol-faists,then, singby natural,and not by tempered intervals.

When their choirs are accompaniedby a tempered organ, there are marked differ-ences

and disturbances,whereas theyare in perfectunison with General Thomp-son's
Enharmonic Organ. Many expressionsused are very characteristic. A

young girlhad to singa solo in F minor, and took ithome to studyitat her piano-forte.
When she returned she said that the A\}and IJ\}on her pianowere all

wrong. These are the Third and Sixth of the key in which the deviation of

temperedfrom justintonation is most marked. Another girlwas so charmed with

the Enharmonic Organthat she remained practisingfor three hours in succession,̂

declaringthat itwas pleasantto be able to playreal notes. Generallyin a large
number of cases, young peoplewho have learned to singby the Sol-fa method,
find out by themselves,without any instruction,how to use the complicated
manuals of the Enharmonic Organ,and alwaysselectthe proper intervals.

Singersfind that it is easier to singto the accompaniment of this organ, and

also that theydo not hear the instrument while theyare singing,because itis in

perfectharmony with their voice and makes no beats.

* [On 20 April 1864,after we had heard

Gen. Ferronet Thompson's organ, I had the

pleasure of taking Prof. Helmholtz to hear

the singingof the children in the British and

Foreign School here alluded to, which was

situate behind the chapelin Tottenham Court

Boad. The master of the school,Mr. Gardi-ner,

was a very good Tonic Sol-fa teacher,but
the children were those who ordinarilyat-tended

(aboutforty were then present)and
had received onlyordinaryinstruction. After

hearing them singa few tunes in parts,from
the Tonic Sol-fa notation,Prof. Helmholtz

himself ' pointed' out an air on the ' modu-lator
'
or scale drawn out large on a chart,

from which the pupilslearn to sing(thatis,
by means of a pointershewed the Tonic Sol-fa

names of the tones the children were to sing),
and the class followed in unison at sight.
Then, on the suggestionof Mr. Gardiner, the

class was divided into two sections,and Prof.

Helmholtz pointeda piecein two parts, one

with each hand, while the class took them at

sight Of course the piece was simple,but
the dissonance of a Semitone was purposely
introduced in one place between the parts,
and Prof. Helmholtz was delightedat the

firmness and correctness with which the chil-dren

took it. I recollect his saying to me

afterwards, *We could not do that in Ger-many
1 ' meaning, as he subsequently ex-plained,

that there was no German system of

teaching to sing which could produce such

results on such materials. The followingis
an extract of a letterfrom Prof. Helmholtz to

Mr. Curwen printedon p. 159 of the Memo-

rials
t
dated 21 April1864,the day after his

visit to the class : ' We were reallysurprised
by the readiness and surety[certainty]with
which the children succeeded in readingmusic
that they did not know before,and in follow-ing

a series of notes which were indicated to

them on their modulatoryboard [modulator].
I think that what I saw shewed the complete
success of your system, and I was peculiarly
interested by it,because duringmy researches

in musical acoustics I came from theoretical

reasons to the conviction that this was the

natural way of learningmusic, but I did not

know that it had been carried out in England
with such beautiful results.'" Translator.']

t [I am informed by the Secretaryof the

Tonic Sol-fa Collegethat the first Crystal
Palace Festival of the Tonic Sol-faists was

held on 2 September 1857,with a choir of ^T
about 3200 children and 300 adults. These

concerts have been continued year by year to

the presenttime. For many years two con-certs

were given,one juvenileand one adult,
the singersvaryingin number from 3500 to

5000. Some of these performanceswere so

popularthat a repetitionwas givena few weeks

later. The plan of testingthe great choirs in

sightsingingwas firsttried at the Festival on

14 August 1867,at which I was present,when
an anthem speciallywritten for the occasion

by Mr. (now Sir)G. A. Macfarren (Professorof
Music at the Universityof Cambridge,and Prin-cipal

of the RoyalAcademy of Music)was sung

by a choir of 4500 voices. Of the performance
of this anthem Mr. Macfarren wrote a short

time after in the Comhill Magazine thus :

* A pieceof music which had been composed
for the occasion,and had not until then been flr

seen by human eyes save those of the writer

and the printers,was handed forth to the mem-bers

of the chorus there present,and then,
before an audience furnished at the same time

with copiesto test the accuracy of the per-formance,

forty-fivehundred singerssang it at

firstsightin a manner to fulfilthe highest
requirements of the severest judges.* Mr.

Macfarren was himself present, and publicly
expressedhis own satisfaction.

Sight-singingtests have been givenalmost

every year since,and always with the same

success. They have become a common part of

publicconcerts intended as * demonstrations,'
and are regarded by Tonic Sol-faists as no

more extraordinarythan reading the words

at sightwould be considered. " Translator.']
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*

I have myselfobserved,that singersaccustomed to a pianoforteaccompani-ment,
when theysang a simplemelody to my justlyintoned harmonium, san^

natural Thirds and Sixths,not tempered,nor yet Pythagorean. I accompanied
the commencement of the melody,and then pausedwlule the singertook the

Third or Sixth of the key. After he had struck it,I touched on the instrument

the natural,or the Pythagorean,or the tempered interval. The firstwas always
in unison with the singer,the others gave shrillbeats.

After this experience,I think that no doubt can remain,if ever any doubt

existed,that the intervals which have been theoretically-determined in the preced-ing
pages, and tlierecalled natural,are reallynatv/ralforuncorruptedears ; that

moreover the deviations of temperedintonation are reallyperceptibleand un-pleasant

to uncorruptedewrs ; and lastlythat,notwithstandingthe delicate dis^

tinctionsin particularintervals,correct singingby natural intervals ismuch easier

than singingin temperedintonation. The complicatedcalculation of intervals

which the natural scale necessitates,and which undoubtedlymuch increases the

f manual difficultyof performanceon instruments with fixed tones,does not exist

for either singeror violinist,if the latteronlylets himself be guidedby his ear.

For in the natural progressionof correctlymodulated music theyhave alwaysand
onlyto proceedby the intervals of the natural diatonic scale. It is oidy the

theoreticianwho finds the calculation complicated,when at the end of numerous

such progressionshe sums up the result,and compares it with the starting-
point.

That the natural systemcan be carried out bysingers,isprovedby the English
Tonic Sol-faists. That it can also be carried out on bowed instruments, and is

reallycarried out by distinguishedplayers,I have no doubt at all afterthe experi-ments
of Delezenne alreadymentioned (p.325, note *),and what I myselfheard

when I was hsteningto the violinistwho accompaniedthe Enharmonic Organ.
Among the other orchestral instruments,the brass instruments naturallyplayin
justintonation,and can onlybe forced to the temperedsystemby beingblown out

of tune.* The wooden instruments could have their tones sUghtlychangedso as

^ to bringthem into tune with the rest Hence I do not think that the difficulties

of the natural system are invincible. On the contrary,I think that many of our

best musical perJFormancesowe theirbeautyto an unconscious introduction of the

natural system,and that we should oftener enjoytheir charms ifthat system were

taughtpedagogically,and made the foundation of allinstructionin music,in place
of the tempered intonation which endeavours to preventthe human voice and

bowed instruments from developingtheir full harmoniousness, for the sake of not

interferingwith the convenience of performerson the pianoforteand the organ.
Musicians have contested,in a very dogmaticmanner, the correctness of the

propositionshere advanced. I do not doubt for a moment that many of these

antagonistsof mine reallyperform very good music, because their ear forces

them to playbetter than theyintended,better than would reallybe the case ifthey
actuallycarried out the regulationsof the school,and playedexactlyin Pytha-gorean

or temperedintonation. On the other hand, it isgenerallypossibleto con-vince

oneself from their very writings,that these writers have never taken the

trouble to make a methodical comparisonof justand temperedintonation. I can

^ onlyonce more invitethem to hear,before utteringjudgments,founded on an im-

pei^ectschool-theory,concerningmatters which are not within their own personal
experience.Those who have no time for such observations,should at any rate

glanceover the hterature of the periodduringwhich equaltemperament was

introduced. When the organ took the lead among musical instruments it was

not yet tempered. And the pianoforteis doubtless a very useful instrument for

making the acquaintanceof musical literature,or for domestic amusement, or for

accompanyingsingers.But for artisticpurposes its importanceis not such as to

requireitsmechanism to be made the basis of the whole systemof music, t

* [On this sentence Mr. Blaikleyobserves f [This last paragraph,from * Mnsidans

(Proceedingsof the Musical Association,vol. have contested ' to * the whole system of

iv. p. 56): ' It seemed to me worth attention mosic,' is an addition to the 4th Oerman edi-

that this must be talcen as being particularly tion. The remainder of this Appendix, whioh

and not generallytrue : that is,that though concludes the work in the 3rd German edition,
the ideal brass instrument has such character- was occupiedwith a descriptionof the madeal

istics,this ideal is not necessarilyattained to notation which I employedin my footnotes

in practice.'See pp. 99 and iQO,"Translator.] and Appendix to the ist English edition ; bnt
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APPENDIX XIX.

PLAN OF MR. BOSANQUET'S MANUAL.

(Seep. 328c.)

The accompanyingfigure66 [takenby permissionfrom p. 23 of Mr. R. H. M.

Bosanquet'sElementaryTreatise on Musical Intervals and Temperament 1̂^76]

Pio. 66.

Section

\c

Elevation

cT^ch
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plan
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shews the arrangement of a part of this manual for 53 equal divisions of the

octave. The upper division givesa longitudinalsection of two digitalsstanding

as I have long since abandoned this notation p. 277, I have thought it right to omit the

in favour of that introduced in Chapter XIV., description."TraTwZator.]
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one above the other. All the digitalsare of the same form and differonly in

colour. The middle partof the figurepresentsan elevation of the front ends of

these digitals.In the lower part,there is a view as seen from above [plan].Pro-
ceedingfirom one of the tones, as c, upwards and backwards, leapingover an in-termediate

digitalin the way, we pass to d and e [onwhite digitals],and then

continuingby majorSeconds we pass tof% ^, c" [onblack digitals],and finally
h^ or /c [ona white digitalagain].* The sign/ means, as has been explained
in the text (p.329^),sharpeningby a comma \i [orone of the 53 degrees= 2 2'642
cents]and is very nearlyequivalentto our superior^ [whichmeans sharpeningby
a comma of Didymus J^=2i*5 cents, for which 22 cents is usuallyemployed].
Between the members of this series are inserted,on the digitalsleaptover, those
of another series proceedingby major Seconds, d\^,̂ [bothblack],/,g, a, h,(!$
[allfivewhite].

The series which liejustabove one another differfrom each other by a comma

^ of the same kind,the upper being;khesharper.
In playingthe scale of c major* as c, d, \ e,/,S^,\ a, \ b,d, observe that

a horizontal line drawn throughthe pointswhere d and g are printedin the

figurewilljustpass throughallthe requiredkeys. At \ e, \ a, \ 6, we thus

come on a deeperintermediate series.fEverymajorscale is fingeredin precisely
the same way no matter with what note it begins.

The harmonium constructed by Mr. Bosanquet distributes the 53 tones over

84 digitals,some of those at the upper part of the manual being identicalwith

some of those at the lower part,in order to avoid havingfrequentlyto jump from

upper to lower digitals.In the system of 53 divisions ///6= \(;,since five

smallest degreesrepresenta diatonic Semitone. [Fora further account of Mr.

Bosanquet'snotation see App. XX. sect. A. art. 27. For a more detailed planof
his generalisedfingerboardsee ihid, sect. F. No. 8, and for his methods of tuning
see ibid, sect, G. art 16.]

*^* \T}m concludes the work in tJieGerman. Appendix XX. has been en-

f tirelywritten by tJieTranslator
j
and Prof,Helmholtz is in no respectresponsible

foritscontents.]

APPENDIX XX.

ADDITIONS BY THE TRANSLATOR.

SECTION A.

ON TEHPERAUENT.

(Seenotes pp. 30, 281,315, and 329.)

Art. Art.

1. Objectof Temperament,p. 431. 12. Generation of the Metcatorial,p. 432.
2. Equal Temperament and Cents defined, 13. Notation adopted and Fondamental rela-

p. 431. tions between tempered Fifths,major
3. No recarrenoe possibleof notes tuned by Thirds,Commas, and Skhismas,p. 432.

justFifths and justmajorThirds,p. 43 r . 14. Linear and CydlicTemperaments,p. 432.
4. Generation of the Comma, p. 431. Linear TemperamentStpp. 433-435.
5. Generation of Meantone Fifths,p. 431. 15. The Pythagorean,with its asoal 27 notes

6. Generation of the Skhisma, p. 432. tabulated,p. 433.
7. Generation of Hebnholtzian Fifths,p. 432. 16. The Meantone Temperament, with itsnsual

8. Generation of Skhismic major lairds, 27 notes tabulated and theirpitchnom*
p. 432. bers calculated for 4 pitches,p. 433.

9. Generation of the PythagoreanComma, 17. The Skhismic Temperament,p. 435.

p. 432. 18. The Helmholtzian Temperament, p. 435.
10. Generation of the equalFifth,p. 432. 19. UnequalTemperaments,p. 435.
11. Generation of the Great Diesis,p. 432. CyclicTemperaments,pp. 435-441.

* [In the German edition a cross was altered accordingly."TrofuZator.]
placedon the digitalsof the plan which were f [A horizontal line through 6 in the

played in this key, but the German copy figurewill pass throughcdefgabc, and

could not be used here because it followed thus give the Pythagorean major scale. -

German mnsical notation. The text has been Translator.]
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Art. Art.

20. Conceptionof a CyclicTemperament, p. Est^ve's musician's cycleof 55; in ix.

435. as 8 : 5, Henfling^scycleof 50, p. 436.
21. Equations and conditions for CyclicTern- 24. Paper Cycles for calcodation,x. of 30103;

perament, p. 435. xi. of 3010; xii. of 301; xiii.of 1200,

22. Cycles,i. of 12 (equal);ii.of 31 (Huy- P* 437.

ghens); iii.and iv.of 53 (Mercatorand 25. Equal Temperament tabulated in various

Bosanquet),p. 436. pitches,p. 437.

23. Cyclesderived from the ratio of the inter- 26. Synonymity of Equal Temperament nota-

vals of a Tone to a Semitone in i. as tion,p. 438.
2:1, equal cycleof 12; in ii.as 5 : 3, 27. Notation of Bosanquet'scycleanditstabu-
Huyghens^s cycleof 31 ; in iii.as 9 : 4, lation,p. 438.
Mercator*s cycleof 53 ; in v. as 3 : 2, 28. Expressionof justintonation by the cycle
Woolhouse's cycleof 19 ; in vi. as 5 : 2, of 1200, p. 439.
Chevy's cycleof 29; in vii. as 7:4, 29. Beferences,p. 441.
Sauveur's cycleof 43 ; in viii.as 9 : 5,

Art. I. " The objectof temperament (literally* tmiing'),is to render possible
the expressionof an indefinitenumber of intervals by means of a limited nmnber ^
of tones without distressingthe ear too much by the imperfectionsof the conso-nances.

The generalpracticehas been from the earliest invention of the key-board
of the organ to the presentdayto make 12 notes in the Octave suffice. This

number has been in a very few instances increased to 14, 16, 19, and even to 31
and 53, but such instruments have never come into generaluse.

Art. 2. " The systemwhich tuners at the presentday intend to follow,though
none of them absolutelysucceed in so doing(seeinfrk,sect. G.),is to produce12

notes reckoned from any tone exclusiveto itsOctave inclusive,such that the Octave

should be justand the interval between any two consecutive notes,that is,the
ratio of theirpitchnumbers,should be alwaysthe same. This is known as Equal
Temperament (seesuprib,pp. 320^ to 327c). The interval between any two notes

is an Equal Semitone, and its ratio is i : *5/2=i : i "0594631,or very nearly
84 : 89. If we farther supposedthat 99 other notes were introduced so as to make

100 equalintervals between each pairof equalnotes,these intervalswould be those

here termed Cents, having the common ratio i : ^"^2=1 : 1*0005778,or very^
nearly1730 : 173 1. As the human ear is,exceptin very rare cases, insensible to

the interval of a cent,we need not divide further,except occasionallyfor purely
theoretical purposes, to avoid errors of accumulation,as in this section,when even

the thousandth part of a cent may have to be dealt with. In practicethe errors

of tuningwould soon far exceed the errors arisingfrom systematicallyneglecting
amounts of less than half a cent. The mode of findingcents from the ratiosof

pitchnumbers, wave lengths,or vibratinglengths,is givenin sect. C, and the

values of most of the usuallyrecognisedintervals are representedin cents in

sect. D. From these we take,up to 3 placesof decimals.

One justFifth =7oi*955 cents

" " majorThird =386-314 "

" "
Comma = 21*506 "

" "
Skhisma = 1-954 "

Art. 3." No recurrence of notes formed by takingintervals of Fifths,major^
Thirds and Octaves is possiblebecause no powers of the numbers

7, f, 2, or of any
combination of them, however often repeated,can producea power of any single
one of them. When we onlyproceedto 3 placesof decimals of cents (thenof
course usingmultiplesforpowers),there would be a recurrence, but so remote that

it would be practicallyat an infinitedistance,and would after all onlyarise from

our not havingcarried the decimals fia.renough. The nearest approximationsof
any practicalvalue are givenin arts. 4, 6, 9, 11, 12.

Art. 4." Four Fifths up and two Octaves down, togetherwith a major Third

down, givethe Comma (ofDidymus ratio,80 : 81, which isalwaysintended when

no qualificationisadded),that is,in cents,

4X7oi*95S " 2x1200" 386'3i4=2i"5o6.

Art. 5." Consequentlyif we used Fifths di- preciselytwo Octaves more than an exact

minished by the small but sensible interval of a major Third. These (fora reason given in

quarter of a Comma, that is701*955"} x 21*506 art. 16)were called meantone Fifths,and were

or 696-578cents, four of these Fifths would be longin use.
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Art. 6. " Eight Fifths up and also a major Third up, with five Octaves doinrn,

givethe Skhisma,that is,in cents,

8 X7or955 + 386-3i4-5X 1200=1-954.

From this we can deduce two differentusage"

Art. 7." If we employed Fifths diminished by a Skhisma,giving386*314" 1'954" 384*360
by the insensible interval of i x 1*954, or cents, which may be called a Skhlrauo major
701*955-'24425-* 701-71075, eight of these Third, then this major Third added to five

Fifths added to a justmajor Third would give Octaves will give exactlyeightFifths. This

exactlyfive Octaves. These are the Fifths is the relation which Prof. Helmholtz pointed
proposed supril,p. 316a, and may hence be out (asexisting,but not designed)in medieval

called Helmholtz's. Arabic scales,supri,p. 281a,and will be called

Art. 8." But ifwe diminished the major Third Skhismic.

Art 9." Twelve Fifths up and seven Octaves down givethe sum of a Comma

1 and a Skhisma, known as the PythagoreanComma, that is,in cents,

12x701-955" 7 xi2oo=23'46o=2i-5o6 + 1-954.

Art. 10. " ^Hence if we used Fifths dimin- Skhisma, which, more fullycalculated,has
ished by the scarcelyperceptibleinterval of i'95372 cents. The difference between these

^x 23*460= 1*9550, or 701-955-1*955 = 700 two intervals is far beyond all powers of ap-

cents, twelve of tiiese Fifths,known as equal preciationby any acoustical contrivance. The

Fifths, would give exactly seven Octaves. Skhisma will therefore be considered as the

These are the Fifths now in generaluse. The twelfth part of a Pythagorean Comma, and

amount subtracted,1*95500,is very nearlythe also as the error of an equalFifth. See p. 316^.

Art. II. " One Octave up and three major Thirds down givethe difference

between two Commas and a Skhisma, known as
' the Great Didsis,'that is,in

cents,

1200-3 X 386"3i4=:4i 059=2 X 2r5o6" 1-954.

f Art. 12. " Fifty-three Fifths up and thirty-oneOctaves down givewhat may be

called a Mercatorial,because on it dependsthe advantagearisingfrom the use of

Mercator's 53 divisionof the Octave. It isless than two Skhismas by about one-

third of a cent,that is,in cents,

53x701955-31 xi2oo=3-6i5=:2xi-954--293 (5)

Consequently,as ^x 3-615= -068,if we used Fifths which were too flat by this

imperceptibleinterval,or had 701-955 " -068 =5701 887 cents (whichmay be called

Mercator's Fifths,from theirinventor),we should have precisely53 Mercator's

Fifths=3i Octaves (6)
On these relationsdepend all systems of temperament which are worth con-sideration.

Art. 13." Let us suppose that,measured in cents,in any systemoftemperament,
V representsthe Fifth adopted,T the major Third adopted,and K and S the

Comma and Skhisma adopted,so that j^-fS will correspondto the Pythagorean
f Comma, and 2 K"S to the Great Didsis. Then as the four firstrelations must

hold for these temperedintervals,and an Octave has 1200 cents,we must have

from art. 9; 12^-8400= -iT-l-S,whence F= 700+ X (Z'-hS)
from art. 11; 1200-31" =2Z^-iS, whence T=4oo-^(2J5r"5)

And deducingthe values of K and S from these equations,

ir=4F" T- 2400, which isthe relation in art 4,

;S=s8F+T" 6000, which is the relation in art 6.

So that there are only 2 independentequationsconnectingthe four intervals

F, r, K^ S. Hence, on assumingvalues for any two of them we may find cor-responding

values for the other two. But no results are of any Europeaninterest
unless F and T both approximatevery closelyto ihe justvalues 701*955 and

386-314cents.
Art. 14." There are two quitedifferentkinds of temperament,the Linear and

the Cyclic. The Linear contains an endless series of notes which never recur in
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pitch. The Cycliccontains also an endless series of notes which,however,do
recur in pitch,althoughusuallyunder differentnames. Hence in Cyclictempera-ments

allthe intervals are made up of aliquotpartsof an Octave,or 1200 cents,
which is not the case in Linear temperaments. In both of them the main object
is to substitute a series of temperedFifths for the several series of Fifths and

major Thirds introduced,supr",p. 276a,and exhibited at fallin the Duodenarium,
infr^,sect. E. art. 18. The advantageof the Cychc over the Linear temperaments
consists chieflyin a power of endless modulation " a very questionableadvantage
when harmoniousness is sacrificedto it.

LiNEAB Temperaments.

Art. 15." 27w Pythagoreanor Ancient Greek Temperament.

Assume F=7oi*955 and J?=o,

Then from art. 16, 5= 1 2 F" 8400=23*460

and T= 400 4-^.5=407 '820

=386-3i4+2r5o6

The major Third is a whole Comma too

sharp, and hence this system is quiteunfit for

harmony. It was the theoretical Greek scale,
and is stillmuch used by violinists. See Gomu

and Meroadier*s experiments,infr",sect. G.

art. 6 and 7. The followingare the 27 tones

which this temperament would requirefor
ordinarymodulations,with the cents in the

intervals from the lowest note, the logarithms
of those interval ratios,and the pitchnumbers
to c'264.

IT

These can be all exhibited and calculated as a seriesof 26 perfectFifths up,

namely,
"t"t""bb ^\"\"yJb c\}gb clba\}e\}b\},f c g d a e b,

fi 4 dit̂ i "̂4 4 % M"M 9U '

The 17 notes of the medieval Arabic scale (supr^,p. 281c')are those in the first
line of this series,addingd\}\}at tliebeginning,and omittingb at the end,with
all the j{land jj^jj^notes in the Table.

Art. 16." The Meantone Temperament,

The major Thirds are assumed to be perfect,and the Comma is left out of

account. Hence,
T=386*3i4, K=o. Whence.byart. 13

7=696*578 as in art. 5, and S=" 41059.

"k)n8equentlythe Second of the scale,which
is always two Fifths less an Octave, will

have 193*157 cents or be half a Comma or

10*753 cents flatterthan the justmajor Tone

of 203-910 cents too flat,and hence by the

same amount sharper than the just minor

Tone of 182-404cents. From this mean value

of the Tofie the temperament receives its

name. This was the temperament which pre-vailed
all over the Continent and in England

for centuries,and for this,and the Pythagorean,
our musical staff notation was invented,with
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a distinctdifferenceof meaning between sharps
and flats,althoughthat difiFerence was different

in each of the two cases. For the historyof
its invention see infri,sect. N. No. 3. This

temperament disappearedfrom pianofortesin
England between 1840 and 1846. (Seeinfr",
sect. N. No. 4.) But at the Great Exhibition

of 1851 all English organs were thus tuned.

If carried out to 27 notes bearingthe same

names as in art. 15, but having the different

values in the followingtable,it would pro-bably
have stillremained in use. Handel in

his Foundling Hospitalorgan had 16 notes,

tuned from dbtoat in the series of Fifths in

art. 15. Father Smith on Durham Cathedral

and the Temple organ had 14 notes from ab to

dZ
,
and the modem English concertina has

the same compass and uses the same tem-

ifperament, and the same number of notes.

The only objectionto this temperament was

that the organ-builders,with rare exceptions,
such as those justmentioned (seealso 320c
and note "),used only 12 notes to the Octave,
eb bbf eg dae bfZ cU gZ "

The consequence
was that in placeof the chords ab c eb, f ab

c, "fec.,organistshad to play gUc ebt f gZc,
where gU was a Great DiSsis (41*059cents)too
flat,and the horrible effect was familiarly

compared to the howling of ' wolves.* Simi-larly

for bdZftit was necessary to use b eb

/K ,
eb being a Great Di"sis too sharp, with

similar excruciatingeffects. In modem mose

it is quite customary to use keys requiriog
more than two flats and three sharps,and
hence this temperament was first stjled* un-equal

' (whereasthe organ, not the Umpera-
ment was " ^not unequsJ, but " defeiUive)sod
then abandoned. But with the 27 notes here

giventhere would have been nothiii^t̂o offend

the ears of Handel and Mozart. At the pre-sent

day,ears accustomed to the sharp lead-ing

note of the equaltemperament (where b : t!

has 100 cents)are shocked at the flat leadisx
note of the meantone temperament when b : (f

has 117*1 cents. But played with 27 or 36
digitalson Mr. Bosanquet'sgeneralisedkey-board

(AppendixXIX. and also XX., secL F.

No. 8)it is the only temperament suitable to

the organ. In my examination of 50 tempos-
men ts {Proc.Boyal Soc,, vol. xiii. p. 404)I
found tiiat this was decidedlythe best for

harmonic purposes. For simple melody per-haps

the Pythagoreanispreferredby violiniBte,
but that was alwaysabsolutelyimpossiblefor
harmony.

Meantone Intonation.

On account of the greathistorical interest

attachingto this temperament, I give the

whole 27 notes, shewing their value in cents

and logarithms,whence the pitch numbers

can be calculated out for any pitch,and I

have actuallycalculated them out for 4 pitches.
That headed 'Handel' has A 422*5, the

pitch of Handel's own fork, the common

pitch of Europe for two centuries (seeinfr^,
sect. H.). The piano of the London Phil-harmonic

Society was tuned to A 423*7 or

very nearlythis pitchwhen that Societywas

founded in 18 13. But about 1828 Sir George
Smart, the conductor of that Society'scon-certs,

raised the pitch to A 433*2, as I have

determined from his own fork, and oolumn
* Smart ' givesthe notes for this pitch. As

Sir George considered the fork C 518 to eorre-

apond to his A 433*2 (itis only -2 vib. too

flat),he manifestlyused meantone temper*-
ment even so late as this,for the equalC to

A 433*2 would have been much flatter,namely
C 515*1. This was a very curious anticipa-tion

of the French pitchof 1859. The next
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pitch which takes Helmholtz*s d 264 for com- sured by me. Now omitting Smart's pitch,
parison,gives o! 441*4, and Father Smith's which does not belongto the old organ period,
pitch for the Hampton Court Palace organ, a curious relation will be found to connect the

determined from an unaltered pipe,1690,was other three. Handel's dt is Helmholtz's c',
a! 4417. Hence this was a regularmeantone and this pitch was therefore a * small Semi-

pitch. The last column shews the extra- tone' of 76*1 cents sharper,and Handel's d.'

ordinarilyhigh pitch used by Father Smith 282*5is practicallythe Durham d 283*6,which
for the Durham Cathedral organ, determined was therefore a Tone of 193*2 cents sharper
from an original̂ 8 pipe,found with all the than Handel's pitch,
others by the organistDr. Armes and mea-

Art. 17. " The Skhismic Temperament.

The condition is that the Fifths should be perfectand the Skhisma should be

disregarded.This gives

F=7or'955,S=o, and hence by art, 13, ^=23*460,

T=4oo" ?\Zr=384'36o=5386*3i4--1'954 as in art. 8. m

3

That is the major Third is too flat by a of Fifths given below the Table,we see that

Skhisma, whence the name of the tempera- /b is the eighth Fifth below c, which follows

znent (seesupr",p. 281a). The effectof this from art. 13 whenever S ^ o. Hence gene-
flat major Third is very good indeed. On rallythe notes in the top line will be major
lookingat the Table in art. 15 we see that c'l/b Thirds above those in she bottom line re-

is such a major Third,and lookingto the lists spectively"

abb ebb bbb fb cb gb db ab eb bb f c g d a e b ft ct
eb bb f c g d a e b fl ct gt d% at el bt fit clt git

Having an English concertina (whichhas 14 beats 16 times in 10 seconds,which is scarcely
notes)tuned in perfectFifths from gb to cS in perceptibleand far from disagreeable.But it

the series in art. 15, 1 have been able to verify is evident that if this system of tuning were

this result for six of the major Thirds,and to adopted, a different musical notation would

determine that although a cl e^ e gl ", are be necessary, and a convenient typographical
horrible chords,adbe^eab b are quitesmooth modification of Mr. Bosanquet'swill be ex-

and pleasant.The major Third d :fb of art. 15 plainedon p. 438(2.

Art. 18." The Helmholtzian Temperament. ^

In this case the majorThirds are taken perfect,and the Skhisma isdisregarded.
Then by art. 13,

K=i 2o'534= 2i'5o6" 1*07^
and 7=70171 i=7oi*955"ix i'954 as in art. 7.

The Comma and the Fifth are therefore imperceptiblyflattened. In this case

also the majorThird would be the eighthFifth down. And the same reason for

alteringthe notation would hold as for art. 17.
Art. 19." In their endeavours to avoid the * wolves ' of meantone temperament

musicians invented numerous reallyunequaltemperaments, which it would be

uncharitable to resuscitate. There is,however, a reallypracticableunequal
temperament which I call UnequallyJv^t,but it cannot well be explainedtillthe
Duodenarium has been developed.(Seeinfr",sect. E. art. 25.) I proceed,there-fore,

to the consideration of the

Cyclic Tempebaments. IF

Art. 20." The Octave of 1 200 cents beingdivided into differentsets of aliquot
partscalled t^^ree^,certain numbers of those degreesmay approachto the value of

the justFifth 701-955 and major Third 386*314,and from these the whole scale

may be constructed,each intervalbeingmore or less well representedby a certain

number of degrees. There would then be this advantage,that the number of

values of notes (whateverhappenedto theirnames) would be strictlylimitedby the

number of degreesin the Octave, and hence values would recur, and the whole

scale could alwaysbe expressedby a limited number of cyclicFifths.
Art. 21. " The equationsfor findingsuch cyclesmay be immediatelyderived

from those in art. 13, thus :

Let m be the number of degrees,and ?^=:I20o-^m be the number of cents in

one degree,so that i2oo=7wn. Put F=wt?, T"nt, K=nk, S^^ns in the four

equationsart. 13, and divide out by n. Then i2V" 7m=/:+", m" 3^=2^;"5,
whence k^^v"t - 2m, 5=8t; + ^" 5w. On assuming values for m, beginningat

12, and puttingfirstA;=o, and then 5=1, 2, 3, "c.,or"i, " 2, " 3, "c.,and next
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s=o, and then ifc=i,2, 3, or" 1,-2, " 3, "c.,we get the correspondingvalues of

V and t, whence the scale. Most such scales would be useless. For practical
tuning m should be small, and v : rriyt : m should be nearlythe ratios of the

numbers of cents in the justFifth and majorThird to 1200 (orof the logarithms
of their interval ratiosto log2='3oio3). Now the approximatevalues of

7or955

1200
are '- -2'

7
"

"

12

31
53'

"c..

and of
28 31 '59 53

'
1200

are -=

3 12
"c.

Next take the Pythagoreanmajor Third from art 15.
values of

3' 50 53

The approximate

407 'Sio I

are -"
1200 2

"c

Finally,take the meantone Fifth from art 16. The approximatevalues of

696-578
", ,

I 4 S _9 14 23 .

are i, -"
"

" " "
"

"
"

" ""^

1200
""" *'

2 5 7 12 19 31

Art 22. " These numbers suggestcyclesof 12, 31, and 53 degrees.

i. The cycleof 12 with a Fifth of 7 and a

major Third of 4 degreeswould imitate Pytha-gorean
intonation well and justintonation in-

difiFerently.It is the equal temperament of

to-day. Here w"i2, v = 7, ^ = 4, k^s"o.

In cents, one degree=100, F=700, r=4cx",
K=S = o. See art. 25.

ii.The cycleof 31, with a Fifth of 23 and

"r a major Third of 10 degrees would imitate

meantone temperament very closely.It is the

Harmonic Cycle of Huyghens. Here w=3i,
t?=i8, ^=10, fc"=o,a=i " I. In cents, one

degree*38710, 7" 696773, T= 387-097,J5:=o,
"=-38710.

iii.The cycleof 53,with a Fifth of 31 and

a major Third of 18 degrees,is an extremely
close approximationto Pythagorean tempera-ment.

It is Mercator's cycle. Here m = 53,
v = 3 1, i = j8, /c= o, s = I. In cents, one degree
" 22-642, 7=701-886, !r= 407-547, ir=o,
"S" 22*642.

iv. The cycle,of 53, with the same Fifth

of 31, but a major Third of 17 degreeswould

givea sufficientlydose approximationto just

intonation. (Seep. 328"2.) As it seems to

have been first supplied with a fingerboard
by Mr. Bosanquet,itis properlycalled Boean-

quet'scycle,but,as will be seen (infri,sect. F.

No. 9),Mr. J. Paul White has also invented

a keyboardfor it. Long previouslyto either

Gen. T. Perronet Thompson used itextensively
in his works on the Enharmonic QttUar and

Just JrUonation as a convenient approximation
to justintonation,and from his works it was

introduced into the Tonic Sol-fa books for the

same purpose. Here m"53, t? = 3i, ""I7,
A;=.i, 8-0, In cents, one degree" 22*642,
7=701-886, 7 = 384-905. Observe that in

art. 21, Skhismic 7=701-955 is onlythe im-perceptible

interval -069 cents sharper,and
Skhismic T= 384-360is onlythe imperceptible
interval -565 cents flatter. Hence Skhismic

intonation and Bosanquet's cycleare andibly
interchangeablewithin the limits of a few

keys. It is onlywhen the modulation beyond
53 degreesis requiredthat the* cyclicintona-tion

has the advantage. See art. 27.

Art 23." ^Besidesthese the followingtemperamentshave been at leastproposed.
^ Theychieflydependupon assigningimaginaryor arbitraryevaluations of the ratio of

a Tone to a Semitone, the Comma beingneglected,and the Octave supposedto con-sist

of 5 Tones and 2 Semitones, so that if Tone : Semitone =p : q, the number of

degreesof the cyclewill be 5J?-f27, and v^^p-^-q, i=2p, ^"=o, 2k" s, the Diesis

= " s variable. This apphes to all temperaments where K"Oy thus (art.22)in i.,

p : g=2 : I ; in h.,p : q=$ : 3 ; in iii.,p : q"g : 4.

We thus obtain,among others,

V. Woolhouse's cycle of 19, i" : 2 " 3 : 2,

""ii,i"6, fc=o, " = " i,2A;"fi"i. In cents,

onedegree"63-i6,F-694-76, 7=378-96.
vi. Chev6*8 cycleof 29, p : g-5 : 2, t7:=i7,

"ssio, fc"o, a-i, 2*" "==-!. In cents, one

degree"4i'38o.7=703-460, 7=413-80.
vii. Sauveur's cycle of 43 m^rides,p : q

= 7 : 4, v"25, /=I4, A;"o, "= -I, 2/c-s= I.

In cents, one degree= 27-907, 7=697-674,
r" 390698.

viii.The Musician's cycleof 55, in 1755,

accordingto Sauveur and E8t^ve,p'

ff= 9 : 5.
u-32, i = i8,/c= o,"=-i,2/c-s"i. In cents,

one degree=21 -818, 7=698-176, 7=392*724.
ix. Henfling^scycleof 50, in 1710, j? : g

"8 : 5, v"29, " = i6, A;=:o,s= " 2. In cents,
one degree= 24, 7=696, 7=384, JC"o,
5* -48.

Both Fifth and Third are much too flat
in V. and too sharp in vi. Both vii. and viii.

were decent approximations,and convenient

on paper. It would not have been worth
while to producethem on instruments.
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Art. 24. " But paper cyclesare sometimes extremelyuseful for the purposes of

calculation,as in the followingcases.

X. Cycleof 30103 jots(deMorgan'sname),
17 " 17609, t^gSgi, A;= 539, " = 48, 2k-8

= 1030. In cents, one degree= '039863,
y= 701-950, r= 386-3135, "-= 21-4862, S^

1-91343.
,

This is therefore an exceedinglyaccurate
representationof just intonation. It is

derived from looooxlog 2, using 5 place
logarithms,and the only reason for the differ-ences

from justintonation is that it is taken

strictlyto the nearest integer.Thus loooo x

log |s 17609*13,and this would have made
V correct. Mr. John Curwen used this in his

Musical Statics,to avoid logarithms.
xi. Cycleof 3010 degrees,t;= 1761,^ = 969,

fc= 55" s="7, 2^"5 = 103. In cents, one de-

gree = -3987i,F"702-o6o, ^=386-3135, ^-

21-9269, 5 = 2-7907. This is derived from

1000 X log2 to 4 places,and is consequently
not quiteso accurate as the last.

xii. Cycle of 301 degrees,̂ =176, ^ = 97,
^ =" 5" * "" o, 2" - " = 10. In cents, one degree=

3-9866,7" 701-661,r=386-7n, 2^-19-93355,
iS"o.

This was the cycleused by Sauveur {Mim.
de VAcaditnie, 1 701, p. 310)as a finer division

than was givenby his cycleof 43 m6rides (see
vii.).As 301 a 7 X 43, he called each degreea

heptam6ride, which he made =-03987 of an

(equal)Semitone. He also gives a rule for

findingthe number of heptamSrides in any
interval under 6:7a 267 cents, which is the

equivalentof my rule for findingcents (infril,
sect. C, I. 4, note),only my rule extends to

498 cents. Sauveur's rule is : multiply875 by
the differences of the interval numbers and

divide by their sum. For 6 : 7, this gives67
7

heptam6rides, and as log z"'o67 to three

places,this is correct. It is the earliest in-stance
I have met with of the bimodular

method of findinglogarithms. Sauveur's 875
is an augmented bimodulus for 869, for the

same reason as I selected 3477 in place of

3462,p. 447c'.
I have here taken the values of v and t as

they ought to be, but judgingby vii. Sauveur

took t7--i75 and "^98, and hence got the

results there given,which agree better with

meantone intonation.

Observe that the Helmholtzian 7=701*711 ^
is only-050 cents,or imperceptiblylarger,and
the cyclicT is only -397 cents, also imper-ceptibly

largerthan just. Hence the Helm-holtzian

intonation and Sauveur's cycleof 301
are interchangeablewithin 301 degrees.

xiii.Cycleof 1200, or the Centesimal Cycle.
If we refrain from usingdecimals of cents,we

reallyuse a cyclewhere one degree" i cent,
17=: 7=702, "=r=386, A = ^=22, a = 5 = 2,

2k"s-*^2. These are quite imperceptibly
different from the justfor a singlekey, but

when modulation is extended, the relative

value of distant notes to the startingnote will

be slightlyaltered. See infr^,art. 28. In the

body of this work and after this section
* cycliccents,'as they may be called,will be

used, unless accumulated fractions of a cent

become sensible. But in the investigationof
this section it was necessary to shew differ-f
ences much more minute than a singlecent.

Art. 25." The onlycyclesrequiringfurther attention,then, are i.,the Equal,
and iv.,Bosanquet's.The method of tuningEqual Temperament is giveninfr^,
sect. G. art. 10. The pitchof the notes used is very variable. Six principal
pitchesare tabulated below.

EqtialIntonation.

L The pitch offioiallyadopted for Italian

militarybands in August 1884. The standard

was a jBb456, because Bb can be produced
on the brass instruments without using the

valves. It is reallythe neai-est approach in

whole numbers to the old arithmetical pitch
of C"5I2.

ii. French diapason normal intentionally

"k'435*gl'^'ii^eqnal c"5i7*3iis practicallythe

same as Smart's pitch,which is the lowest

that has been used for equal temperament in

England, and was contemporary with its in-troduction

there. On 19 March 1885 this was

also officiallyadopted as the pitch of Belgian
militarybands,which had hitherto used il451*7,
or say ^452, as givenin col. v.
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iii.Soheibler's pitch,proposedat Btutt- t. The highestasual Englishpitch,known
gardt,often called the German pitch,having as * band pitch,*or * Kneller HsJl pitch,*to
^440. which militarybrass instruments are toned in

iv. The pitch proposed by the Societyof England, adopted as the pitchof musical in-

Arts, known in Germany as English pitch, struments at the International Inventions and

having ""528,and a'444. Unfortunatelythe Music Exhibition,London, 1885.
originalfork tuned for the Societyof Arts by vi. The originalpitch of the St. Jaoobi

Griesbaoh provedto be c"534'46,equivalentto organ at Hamburg built by Schnitger16S8,
equala'449'4,and commercial copiesvary from the oldest as well as the sharpestexample of

c''533*3to c''535'5. equal temperament I have found. On these

Helmholtz's justc"528a'440,may be con- pitches,see the abstract of my History cf
sidered as representedby iii.and iv.jointly. Musical Pitehjinfr4,sect. H.

Ari 26." The notation of music (seeart. 16) was adaptedto either the

Pythagoreanor Meantone intonation,in which there was a Diesis or interval

between a sharpand a flat,not to the equalwhere the Diesis disappearsand sharp
coalesces with flat. In the table only the sharpsare noted as usual, but they

H implyflats. If we arrange the notes in three lines,in the same order of Fifths as

in art. 15, but continue them to 36 tones,we shall have

F C O DA E B ik CJjLQ% Dt A%
c" ^ fM "Mmt^^m^M ftm "Wt mm

The middle line indicates the ordinarynotes,but those in the upper and lower

line are (atleastfrom a["t"to ^'jfôccasionallymet with in modulations. Now the

three notes in each column have the same meaningpreciselyin equal tempera-ment.
They are absolutelyidentical. But in the Pythagoreanand Meantone tem-peraments

theyhave three different meanings,as shewn in the tables of arts.

15 and 16. This confusion arises from equaltemperament beingcyclic.If we

beginat F and proceedby Fifths to A^ we have exhausted all our 12 valuea

The Fifth above A^ isplayedby F^ but itwould be considered * bad spelling' to

write itso, for5|"to / iscalled a Fifth,and aj{lto/a diminished Sixth,althoughthey
^ make the same interval precisely.This arises from history.It has been pro-posed

to alter the notation,but the objectionsto changingare so greatthat the

matter is mentioned here chieflyto explainhow the apparentlyabsurd synonymity
of equaltemperament arose, and also because this synonymityis a cardinal point
in Mr. Bosanquet'snotation.

Art. 27. " ^InMr. Bosanquet'scycle,art. 22, iv.,there are 53 notes to be supplied
with names, and moreover after the 53 notes have been exhausted the values

recur, but, ifthe old notation is to be in any way preserved,the old names do not

recur. Hence there will be here also another and a differentkind of synonymity,
which will affect the positionof the notes. In the followingtables I have fii^
arrangedthe notes by Fifths and then by regularascent. The largelettersmay
be considered regular.They are each supposedto have allthe synonyms of equal
temperament alreadyexplained,and hence are written onlyas the line of capitals
in art. 26. They are divided into ' sets 'of 12, each set beingdistinguishedby a

superioror inferiornumber, because each is one degree(22*642cents, and hence

very nearlya real Comma of 21*506cents)sharperor flatterrespectively.Under
% these capitallettersis written the number of the note in the cycleaccordingto

Mr. Bosanquet'sarrangement,dictated by practicalconvenience in performance.
Now there are 12 notes in each line,and hence after4 lines and 5 Fifths,indicated

by II,we have exhausted allthe 53 values. The names of the lettersare, however,
continued on the same plan,but they are now synonymous with those at the

beginningof the series,and hence the name of the 54thFifth,or jP',numbered

27, is written in small lettersunder the firstnote FJ}^ŵhich is also numbered

27, and the series afterF^ in capitalsis written after/^in small letters. These

small letters have the same value as the largeones above them. This synonymity
forms the chief difiicultyof the instrument when modulations obligethe player
to proceedbeyondthe first53 notes. For this reason, partly,Mr. Bosanquethas
in practiceextended his keyboardto contain 7 sets or 84 notes. The inferiorand

superiornumbers are my typographicalcontrivances,not Mr. Bosanquet's.He
uses slopinglines Uke those supr^,p. 220c, lastbar,ascendingfor my superiors,
descendingfor my inferiors,and repeatedtwice, three times, "c., for my 2, 3,
"c. These are very convenient in musical notation,and, on account of usingthe
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qua!temperament synonyms, are the onlyalterations requiredto adaptordinary
dusic for performancein thiscycle.

"2

8 39

17*
17

il5

48
a*

F

26

6"

C

4

6"
35 13 44

^5

E

22 53 m

10 41 19
d*

50 28 6 37 15
ft

46

E*

24

d^5
2

Jtfr.Bosanquet*sCycleof 53.

Art. 28. " The cycleof 1200 is especiallyused for indicatingthe relations of

justnotes and the mode in which the notes of tempered and inharmonic scales

generallyfitin among these justnotes. The seriesof 11 7 justnotes to the Octave

isdevelopedin sect. E. infr^,and the value of each note isgiven{ibid.art. 18)by
the numbers of the correspondingnote in the cyclesof 53 and 1200. The number

in the cycleof 53, by means of the table in art 27, givesall the information

requiredas to these substitutes,includingMr. Bosanquet'snames, which are

differentfrom those assignedto justintonation on the principlesof Chap.XIV.

pp. 2766 to 277a. To shew the difference between cyclicand just cents the

followingtable is added, in which all the names of the 117 justnotes in the
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Doodenariimi of sect. E. p. 463,are placedin alphabeticalorder foreasy reference,

with their cyclicand justcents,logarithms,and pitch. It must be remembered

thatthe inferiorand superiornumbers in this tablereferto differencesof a Comma

of 22 cycliccents,or one of 21-5 justcents,and in that of the cycleof 53 on p. 439,

to a degreeof 22*6 cents, hence the same name has distinctlydifferent meanings.
Thus Bosanquet*sNo. 5, or C^fi^c^,has 22-6 cents,and justc^ has 21-5 cents,

which agrees well with 22*6,but justC^fihas 49*2 cents and agrees more nearly

with Bosanquet*BNo. 6, or Cjjŵith 45*3 cents.

Expressionof Just Intonation in ths Cycleof 1200.

Kote

Db
2)"b
2)"b
JD'b
D'bb
D"bb
2)*bb

D*bbb

E

E,
E,
E,t
E^t
^,"
E,t

Eb

E'b
E^b

E'bb
E*bb
E*bb
E^bbb
jB^bbb
F

Ft

F,t

Fjit
F,tZ
F,Zt
F,Ztt
F'b

F'b
F*b
F'bb
F*bb

G

G'

G.
G."
Ojl
G,"
(?,""
0,8 s

o,tzt
G'b

Q'b

(Pb

G'bb
0*bb
G'bb

G'bbb

Cyclic
Cents

90
112

134
156
20

42
64

1 150

408
386
364

5^
478
456
434

570
548
294

338
224

246
268

132

154

498
520

542

476
612

568
682

660

638
752
406
428
450

336
358
702

724
680

794

772

750
886

864
842
956
610

632
654
518
540

562
448

Just

Cents

90-2

111-7

132-5

154-7

19-6
4I-I
62-6

1 148-9
4078
386-3
364-8
500-0

478-5
457-0

435*5

570-7

549*2

294-1
3"5*6
337*1

223-5

245-0

266-5
131-3
1528
498-0
519*6
54I-I
476-5
611-7
590-2

568-7
682-4
660*9
6394
753-1
405-9

427*4
448-9
335*2
336*7
702-0

723*5
680*4
794*1

772-6
751*1
886*3
8648
843-3
957-0
6098
631*3
652*8
517-6

i^
446*9

Logs

02263
02803
03342
03882
00490

01030
01569
28821

1023 1

09691
09152

12542

12003
1 1464
10924

I4316
13776
07379

07918
08458
05606

06145
06688

03293
03833
12493

13033

13573
1 1954
15346
14806
14267
17119

16579
16040
18892
I0181

I0721
1 1261

08409
08948
17609
18149
17070

19922

19382
18843
22234
21694
21 15s
24007

15297
15836
16376
12984
13524

14063
II2I0

H^"-
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and pitchnumber 445*5. Then for ^A, Bosan-

qaet'8 number is 43 (having883 cents, log
'22151, pitch number 4397)*the cycliccents
are 906" 27 = 879,the just cents 905-9-27'3
= 878*6,log = '22724 " -00584= '22140, the

pitchnumber = 445-5 - A x 445-5 = 445-5 - 6'96
= 438*5,shewing that Bosanquet'ssubstitute
is a trifletoo sharp.

If it is wished to introduce the series of

natural harmonic Sevenths as in Poole (infri,
sect. F. No. 7),X beingany note, 'X will have

the number of X in Bosanquet'scycledimi-nished

by I, the cycliccents of X diminished

by 27, the justcents of X by 27-3, the log of

X by '00584,and the pitchnumber of X by ^
of its value. Thus A has Bosanquet^snumber
44, cycliccents 906,justcents 905*9,log-22724,

Art. 29. " Those who requiremore information are referred to my paper on

* Temperament,'Proc. B. S.,vol. xiii.pp. 404-422 (wherethe subjectis treated

more in detail and in an entirelydifferent manner), and to the memoirs and

essays of Salinas,Zarlino,Huyghens, Sauveur, Henflins, K. Smith, Marpurg,
Est^ve,Cavallo,Romieu, Lambert, T. Young, Eobison,Farey,Delezenne, Wool-

house, De Morgan, Drobisch, Naumann, there cited. Also to Mr. Bosanquet's
treatise on Mtisical Intervals and Temperament, 1876, to his papers on

* Tempera- IF

ment * in the Proc. ofthe Musical Association,firstyear, pp. 4-17, 112-54, and his '

article on
* Temperament ' in Stainer and Barrett's Dictionaryof Mtisical Terms,

Also to Mr. Lecky'sarticleon * Temperament * in Grove's DictionaryofMusic,

SECTION B.

ON THE nSTEBlUNATION OF PITCH NUUBEBfi.

(Seenotes ppr.11, 56,168,176.)

No.

I

No.

5.
6.

The Clock (Eoenig,Lord Bayleigh),p. 442.
Harmonium Beeds (Appunn, Lord Bay"

leigh),p. 443.
Tuning-forks(Scheibler),how to form and

use a tuning-forktonometer, p. 44.3.

The StringrEuler and Bernouilli,Thomp-son,
Griesoach,Delezenne),p. 441.

2. The Siren,p. 442.

3. OpticalMethod (McLeod and Clarke),p. 442.
4. Electrical Methods (Mayer, Glazebrook),

p. 442.

The determination of the pitchnumber of any note heard is a very difficult

problemto solve. The followingmethods have been used. 1[

I. The String,Supposingthat a heavystringof uniform density,perfectelas-ticity,

of no thickness,but capableof bearinga considerable strain,could have its

vibratinglengthdetermined with perfectaccuracy " none of which conditions

can be more than roughlyfulfilled" then the pitchnumbers of its partswould be

inverselyproportionalto their lengths.The formula has been worked out by
Euler and Bernouilli,and amounts to this.

Let L be the vibratinglengthof a suspendedstringin Englishinches,I the
same in French millimetres,TFthe stretchingweightin any unit,w the weightof
the vibratinglengthof the stringin the same unit,V the pitchnumber. Then

2 log7 = 1-98485+ logTr-(logw + logL)
= 3*38968+ logW-{log w + logI).

This was used for careful measures by Euler, Dr. Eobert Smith, Marpurg,
Fischer,and De Prony. Probablyon account of the necessary thickness of the

stringthe results could not be trusted within 5 vib. 5I

The work is also extremelydifiScnlt,and
depends ultimatelyon determining a unison

between two tones of very different qualities.
General T. Perronet Thompson used such an

instrument for tuning his organ (describedin
Just Intanationt7th ed. p. 69). As his string
was No. 20 (i'i65mm. in diam.)no reliance

could be placedon the perfectexactness of his

results. Mr. J. H. Griesbach in i860 tuned a

string5*17 mm. in diam. till one quarter
of its lengthwas in unison with a given note,
and then counted the yibrations of the whole

stringautomatically.The instrument is in

the South Kensington Museum, and was de-scribed

in the Journal of the SocietyofArts,
6 April i860,p. 353. The results were 3 to 6

vibrations wrong.
Delezenne {M"m, de la Soc. des Sciences d

- Lille, 1854,p. i)made the best use of the

string. He stretched 700 millimetres of wire

on a violoncello body, and tuned it to Mar-

loye's128 vib. (whichwas probably accurate,
as Marloye*s 256 vib. certainlywas), and

then by a movable bridgecut off the length,
which when bowed was in unison with the

fork. This fork had been adjustedby slid-ing

weights to the pitch of a note heard.

Then measuring this lengthin millimetres,he
divided 128 x 700^89,600 by it,to find the vib.

This assumed that lengthswere inverselyas
the vib.or pitchnumbers. But he found that

the same fork was in unison with 203*8 mm.

of a string'6154 mm. thick,and 198*9mm.

of a wire -1280 mm. thick. The former gave
439*6,the latter 450*5 vib. The thick wire

therefore gave a pitch 42 cents flatter than
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the thin. Hence he confined his obeervations was presseddown on itby a knife-edge. The

to the thinnest wire that woald bear the strain, intervals between the lowest and each of the

In conjunctionwith Mr. Hipkins of Broad- other forks,and the longestand each of the

woods* and the foreman tuner, Mr. Hartan, other lengths(assumingthem to be invers^y
I made some experiments on 2 April 1885 as the number of vibrations),were calculated

with the monochord at Broadwoods*, having in cents. The former were generallysharper
a stringof '98 mm. in thickness. Nineteen by the followingcents, the minus signshew-
tuning-forksabout 20 vib. apart,with pitches ing when they were flatter: 076133 9 ^^
from 22377 to 578-40vib. accuratelyknown, 2 23 22 91 118955-^-4. These irregular
were brought into unison with lengthsof the differences demonstrate that such a monochord

monochord limited by a movable bridgetouch- gives very uncertain results,even when the

ing,but slidingeasilyunder the string,whioh unisons are estimated by very sensitive "

2. The Siren, This has been described in the text,p. 12. But onlythe most

carefullyconstructed sirens with bellows of constant pressure, as that described in

App.I.,or the * Souffleriede precision' of M. Cavaill6-CoU,worked by well prac-tised

operators,can givegood results. Here also a unison between tones of very

^ differentqualities,one of which is fixed and the other variable,has to be deter-mined.

The best work that I know with the siren was that done by M. Lissajons
(who used M. Cavaill6-Coirs bellows,as the latter tellsme) in determiningthe
pitchof the ' DiapasonNormal ' at Paris,which was meant to give435 vib. at

15"C.= 59''F., and actuallygave 435'45 vib.

3. The OpticalMethod of Professor Herbert McLeod, F.R.S.,and Lieut. R. G.

Clarke,E.E. (ProceedingsofBoyalSociety,Jan. 1879,vol. xxviii.p. 291, BudPhilo-

sophidtilTransaction's,vol. clxxi.pp. 1-14, platesi to 3),consisted in viewingwhite
lines on a rotatingcylinderthroughthe shadow of a vibratingfork. The machine

is difficultto manipulate,but in the hands of itsinventors gave extremelyaccurate
results.

4. The ElectrographicMethod,invented byProf. A. Mayer,of Stevens Institute,
Hoboken, New Jersey,U.S., consisted in causinga tuning-forkby means of a

copper-foilpointto scribe itsvibrations on the camphor-smokedpaper cover of a

brass rotatingcylinder,and marking seconds by passinga stronginduction spark
throughthe fork,scribingpoint,and paper cover at the passage of a seconds pen-

ITdulum througha spotof mercury, and then countingthe sinuositiesat leisure.

The weightof the scribingpointhad to be allowed for,but the results were very
accurate.

For another means of determiningthe frequencyof a fork used as an inter-rupter

of electricity,see Mr. B. T. Glazebrook's paper in PhilosophicalMagazine^
Aug. 1884,vol. xviii.pp. 98-105.

5. The Clock. Dr. Koenig(inWiedemann's, latePuggendorflTsAnnals,1880,
pp. 394-417)describes a largetuning-forkhavingthe pitchnumber 64,which was

made to act on a clock at a constant temperatureof 20" C.=68** F.,functioningas
a pendulum,so that every singlevibration was registeredfor many hours,and he

was thus enabled to determine one standard pitchwith extreme accuracy. He also

found from thisthat his old well-known forksof nominally256 double vib.had been

tuned at too higha temperature,and at 20**C. gave 256'i774,and at 15**C.=59**F.,
256*28d. vib. He also determined the pitchof the DiapasonNormal at 15^G. as

435*45 d. vib. A rise in temperatureof 1" F. flattens tuning-forksby i vib. in

f from 16,000 (Eoenig)or 20,000 (Scheibler)or 22,000 (Mayer)double vibrations in

a second (seemy ' Notes of Observations on Musical Beats,'Proc, B, S., 28 May
1880, vol. XXX. p. 523),and flattensharmonium reeds by about i in 10,000 vib.

(See my paper
* On the Influence of Temperatureon the Musical Pitch of Har-monium

Reeds,'Proc. B. S.,Jan. 1881, p. 413.)

hordBAyleigji(PhUosophicalTransactions, placed a screen perforatedby a Bomewhal

1883, Part I.,pp. 316-321)describes another narrow vertical slit. If the periodof the pen"
method of determining the frequency of a dulum were a precisemultipleof that of the
standard fork by means of a clock. * The ob- fork,the flash of light,whioh to ordinaryob-server

lookingover a platecarried by the upper servers would be visible at each passage,

prong of the fork [ofintentionally32 vib.]ob- would either be visible,or be obscured,in %

tained 32 views per second, i^. 64 views of permanent manner. If, as in practice,the
the pendulum, in one completevibration. The coincidence be not perfect,the flashes appear
immediate subjectof observation is a silvered and disappearin a regularcycle,whose period
bead attached to the bottom of the pendulum, is the time in which the fork gains(orloses)
upon which as it passes the positionof equili- one complete vibration. This period can be
brium the lightof a para"Bn lamp is concen- determined with any degree of precisionby a

trated. Close in front of the pendulum is suflicientprolongationof the observations.*
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6. Harmonium Beeds,

HeiT Georg Appunn, of Hanau, invented tonometers of 65,33, and 57 reeds,

servingfor many importantexperiments(seefor examplesupr^,p. 176,footnotef).
Copiesof allthree are at the South KensingtonMuseum, and of the two firstat the

Museum of King'sCollege,London. These reeds were tuned to make 4 heats in

a second with each other,so that the 65th reed made with the first,which was

an Octave flatter,4x64=256 heats,and consequently,accordingto the theoryof
beats (seetext,Chap.VIU.), the pitchnumher of the lowest note should be 256.
Unfortunately,the condensed air in which the beats took placeaccelerated the beats

by 76 in 10,000, as I determined by long-continuedobservations and experiments
(described generallyin my firstpaper alreadycited,Proc, B, S.,vol. xxx. pp. 527-

532),and consequentlythe results had to be lessened by that amount, making the

pitch number of the lowest reed about 254. These reeds,too,were not sufficiently
permanent in pitch.Hence this instrument,though otherwise very useful,failedII
in determiningpitchwith sufficientaccuracy.

Lord Bayleigh(Proc Mu$. Aasn, vol. v.,

1878-9, p. 15) disoovered a way of determin-ing

the pitch of two low harmoniom reeds,
the lowest C and D on bis harmonium. Keep-ing

the wind for 10 minutes or 600 seconds

as constant as possibleand using resonators

tuned by partiallycoveringwith the fingerto
about the 9th and 10th partialsof the low C,
two observers counted the beats,one between

the 9th partialof C and the 8th of D, and the

other between the loth partialof C and the

9ih of JD. They thus found

gC" 8 2) = 2392+6oo
9i"-io 0=" 2341 +600

Whence

C = (9X 2392 + 8 X 2341)̂ 600

= (21528 + 18728)-r 600 = 67-09

and similarly

i) = (ioX 2392 + 9 X 2341)-1-600= 74*98

As these notes make an interval of 192*5
cents with each other, Lord Bayleigh had

evidently(ashe suggested)altered the interval

to about a meantone 193*2 cents. His object
was to determine the pitch of a fork of

Koenig's,supposedto vibrate 64 times in a

second. Now as Koenig's256 is really256*28
at 59^ F.,this 64 should be 64*07at the same

temperature. Lord Bayleigh, to take ac-count

of the effectof the simultaneous beating
of the two reeds,sounded both of them at the

same time with the fork,and on differentdays
obtained the followingresults (temperature
not named) :"

Harmonium 67*09
67*04
67*17
67*19

Tnning-fork64*06

"" 6407
" n 6417

," 6398

Which were wonderfullyaccurate.

7. Tuning-forks.

All the above methods have one importantfault. The measuring instruments
are not easilyportableand not readilyapplicableto all kinds of sustained tones,

while the two firstrequiredtrained ears to discriminate unisons between tones

of differentqualities,with greataccuracy, that is to say, at least i vib.in 10 sec. All

these faults are obviated by the Tuning-forkTonometer invented by J. Heinrich

Scheibler (b.1777, e2.1837),a silk manufacturer of Crefeld in Ehenish Prussia.

The simplestprocess of making such a Tonometer, althoughnot the one used by
Scheibler (seehis pamphletcited in note t, p. iggd),is as follows. I quote prin-cipally

from my
' Notes on Musical Beats,'alreadycited.

Obtain a set of about 70 good forks with

parallelprongs, and of a tolerablylargesize ;
tone the lowest to about the cf(or6 for English
high pitch)and tune the rest roughly each

about four beats in a second sharperthan the

preceding. Then fitthem with wooden collars

or handles, and allow them to rest for three

months, if possiblein the same temperature
at which they will be counted, and never

alter their pitch again by filing,but count

the beats between each set most carefully,at

a temperature which remains as uniform as

possible.It may be necessary to use a high
temperature; thus Scheibler's was from 15^K.
to 18" R." 65*75 to 72"-5F., which I reckon

at 69^ F. as a mean ; and Koenig now works

at 20" G. =s 68" F. Count on one day the beats

between forks i and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6,(fee,
and on another between forks 2 and 3, 4 and 5,

Ac, so that the same fork is not used for ^
two counts on the same day. Excite by strik"

ing with a softball of fine flannel wound round

the end of a pieceof whalebone, as a bow is

not convenient unless the forks are tightly
fixed. Each blow or bowing heats,and hence

flattens,and this tells if the experimentson

any one fork are longcontinued. Count each

set of beats for 40 seconds if possible,and

many times over, registeringthe temperature
and the beats,and takingthe mean. Having
counted all, observe those forks which are

near the Octave of the lowest fork. Find two

such, beatingwith the Octave (thatis, the
second partial)of the lowest fork less than

they beat with each other. Then the sum of

all the beats from the lowest fork to the lower

of the two forks,added to the beats of the

Octave (thatis,the second partialtone of the
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lower fork)with that fork,is the pitchof the

lowest fork. Hence the pitchof allthe forks

is known. The extra high forks are for verify-ing
by the Octaves of several low forks, and

for the purpose of subsequentlymeasuring.
From such a tonometer any other can be

made, and the value of each fork at another

temperaturecalculated.
Scheibler made a 52-forktonometer with

infinite trouble,on another plan,described in

his book and counted it with marvellous accu-racy.

This tonometer, which I have made

many efforts to find, has absolutelydisap-peared
and his family knows nothing of it.

But he left behind him a 56-forktonometer,
believed to proceed from 220 to 440 vibra-tions,

by steps of 4 vibrations,and through
the kindness of Herr Amels, an old friend of

^ the Scheibler family,who obtained it from

Scheibler 's grandson,I had the use of it for

a year. I had to count it as well as I could,

justas if ithad been a set of forks such as I

have described,and I found it was not what

was thought,but that only 32 sets of beats

were 4 in a second, and the other 23 sets

varied from 38 to 42 in 10 seconds. I found

also that the extremes were probably of the

same pitch as in the original52-forktono-meter.

After then counting it as well as I

could,and obtaining219-27 vibrations in place
of 219*67,at 69" F., I distributed the error of

4 beats in 10 seconds, as 2 in 100 seconds,

among 20 of the 23 sets which were not

exactly4 beats in 10 seconds, leavingthe
first 3 sets, which I had repeatedlycounted
and felt sure of, imaltered. Then I reduced

all the values from 69**to 59" F. Finally
U to verifymy result I measured by beats

with Scheibler's forks as thus determined;
first 5 largeforks of various pitches,which
I had had made for me in Paris, and then

4 forks of Eoenig's belonging to Professor

McLeod. Professor McLeod himself kindly
measured all of them, also,by his machine,
and Professor Mayer also obliginglymeasured
the first 5 forks by his electrograpMcmethod,
both with the greatest care and precaution.
The three sets of measurements agreed to

less than i beat in 10 seconds, and more

often less than i beat in 20 seconds, when

reduced to the same temperature. Thus the

value of the tonometrioal measurement by
beats only, and the possibilityof counting.
a tonometer sufficiently,was fully esta-blished.

Eoenig'smeasurements of his own

forks reduced to 59^ F., and of the actual

% Diapason Normal at the Ck)nservatoire,Paris,
intended to be used at the same tempera-ture,

also agree with mine within less than

the same limits.

The pitchof allsufficientlysustained tones

can thus be determined mechanically.We
find two forks, whose pitch is known, with

each of which the new tone beats more slowly
than the forks beat with each other, and we

verifythe count, by seeingthat the sum of

the beats with both forks is the number of

beats of the forks with one another. The

pitchnumber is then that of the lower fork

increased by the number of beats made with

it in a second, and that of the upper fork

diminished by the number of beats made

with it in a second. The followingnotes
are the result of much ezperienoe.

Tuning-forksare comparativelysimple in

qualityof tone but always possess an audible

second partialor Octave,and sometimes higher
partialsstill,capable of being so reinforced

by resonance jars properly tuned to them,
that beats can be separatelyobtained from

them and counted. This, as we have seen, is

a matter of great importance in the con-struction

of a tuning-forktonometer. When

the tone is very compound, as in the ease of

bass reeds (especiallytlioseof Appunn's tono-meter,

furnished with a bellows giving,-when
properlymanaged, a perfectlysteady blast
for an indefinite lengih of time),beats can

be obtained and counted from the 20th to the

30th and even the 40th partial,without any re*

inforcement by a resonance jar.(Seep. I76c2'.)
Taking tuning-forksfirst,I find it advan-tageous

to hold the beatingforks over one or

two resonance jars, tuned, by pouring in

water, to the pitch of the partialto be ob-served,

whether it be the prime of both or

the prime of one and the second partial(or
Octave) of the other. There may be smaU

differences,but I have not found any diffei^

ence appreciableby my methods of observa-tion

in the number of beats in a second,
whether the resonance jar is the same or

different for the two forks,and whether it is

exactlyor very indifferentlytuned to each

fork,but a tolerablyaccurate tuning mneh
' improvesthe tone and lengthof the beat. In

that case the resonance jarpracticallyquenches
all other partialtones, and the beats are

distinctlyheard as loudnesses separated by
silences. If no jar is used, the other par-tials

are heard. In the case of the Octave, the

low prime becomes a drone and fillsup the

silences. In the case of beatingprimes,the
Octaves, which are beatingtwice as fast,tend
to confuse the ear. Sometimes the second

partialof a fork is so much stronger than the

prime, that when the fork is applied to a

sounding-board,only the Octave is heard,
which is often inconvenient to the fork tuner.

This is entirelyavoided by the resonance jar.
Beats beinga case of interference,the ampli-tude

of the beatingpartialsshould be equa-lised

as much as possible.With two forks of

very different size and power, it is easy to

regulatethe amplitudeby holding the louder

fork further from the jar. Otherwise the

beats become blurred and indistinct. For

powerful reeds or organ pipes,beating with

forks, it is best to go to a considerable "lis"
tance from the reed or pipeand hold the fork

close to the ear or over a jar. I find 50 or 40
feet necessary for organs ; in Durham Cathe-dral,

where the pressure of wind was strong
and my forks weak, I found 60 or 70 feet dis-tance

much better. As I was not iJ"lelatterly
to go to a distance from Appunn's reed tono-meter,

having to pump it myself,I foond it

impossibleto count the primes of the upper
reeds by the Octaves of my forks,which were

completelydrowned by the reeds.

I find beats of all kinds most easy la
count when about 3 or 4 in a second. They
can be counted well from 2 to 5 in a second.

Above 5 they are too rapid for aconiacy;
below 2, and certainlybelow i, they are too

slow, so that it is extremelydifficultto teU

from what part of the swell of sound the bort

should be reckoned. Partlyfrom this reason.
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erhaps, I have found greatvarietyin connt-

ag suooeBsiye sets of such slow beats. I

lever use beats of less than one in a second,
I I can avoid it. When the beats are slow it

9 difficult to discover by ear which of the

wo beating tones is the sharper;and even

Lne ears are often deceived. It is easy to

liscover,however, by puttingone of the forks

tnder the arm for a minute. This heats and

lattens it by 2 or 3 beats in 10 seconds.

HLence if the beats with the heated fork are

ilower,that fork was sharper,because it has

"een brought nearer the other ; if faster,it

ras flatterand has been broughtfurther away.
")unt for 10, 20, or 40 seconds,accordingto
he fork. Up to 20 or 30 beats in 10 seconds

t is easy to count in ones, but from 30 to 50
t is best to count in twos, as one-ee, two-ee,

fee.,beginningwith one, and hence throwing
"ff one at the end. When counting for 20

seconds I always count in twos, and for 40

seconds in fours, as one-ee"ah-tee,two-ee-ah-

tee,"ftc.,because I have to divide the result by
zo or 40 ; and this division is avoided by the

30unt itself. As my countingwas never for

more than 40 seconds,small errors of the

olock or pendulum were imperceptible. I

B^enerallyused a marine or pocket chrono-meter

when making the principalcount for

40 seconds,but for merely determiningpitch
from a fork of known pitch,10 seconds of

time, and any ordinaryseconds watch suffice.

For Prof. McLeod's observations,which lasted

5 minutes or more, extreme accuracy in rating
an astronomical clock was necessary. Sup-pose

a watch to gain5 minutes or 300 seconds

in 24 mean hours, which is an extreme case,

80 that 86,700 watch seconds = 86,400 mean

seconds, then 10 watch seconds = 9*9654mean
seconds, and 40 watch seconds = 39*8616mean
seconds. Hence no perceptibleerror will arise

from identifyingwatch and mean seconds.

But 300 watch seconds = 298*962mean seconds,
and the error would have to be allowed for.

Scheibler used a metronome corrected dailyby
an astronomical clock, and graduated. On

this a movable weight enabled him to make

one swing of the pendulum take placein the

same time as 4 beats were heard, and then

from the graduation he read off the rate.

But countingby the seconds hand of a watch

is much easier and altogethermore conve-nient,

while it is probablyas accurate. Owing
to difficultiesin beginning and ending the

count, I find the possibleerror per second

to be 2 divided by the number of seconds

through which the count extends; and that

it is best to take a mean of 5 to 10 counts

for each set of beats. As most persons, in-cluding

myself,begin to count from one and

not from nought,it must be remembered that

the last number uttered on countingthe last

beat, is one in excess of the real number of

beats. Thus if in counting for 10 seconds

we end with 37, the number of beats was 36
in 10 seconds. If in countingby twos, one-ee,

two-ee, "G., the last was 19, then we have

counted only 18 pairs,and hence there were

also 36 beats in 10 seconds. If we end with

19-ee, there were 18^ pairsor 37 beats in a

second. It is best to count the same set of

beats in one, twos and fours to realise these

corrections,which are extremelyiiAportaftt
Temperature must never be neglcNcted.

Forks should not be touched with the un-protected

hand ; they otherwise easilyflatten
by 2 beats in 10 seconds. Interposefolds of

paper. I use two folds of brown paper
stitched between two piecesof wash-leather.

Large forks are generallyon resonance boxes

and need not be touched, otherwise the same

precautionsshould be used, as they are very

sensitive,and retain the heat longer than

small forks. Scheibler's forks are fitted with

wooden handles. In tuning,the fileheats and

flattens;the result of tuning,therefore,can
seldom be known for a day or two, when the

forks have cooled and 'settled,*as they will

be sure to * jump up.* I find it best to leave

off filingwhen the forks are two or three

tenths of a vibration too flat. In sharpening
there is,therefore,great danger of doing too

much, as the fork remains apparentlyat the ^
same pitch,the flatteningby heat balancing
the sharpeningby filing. Hence all copies
should be compared some days after, by
means of a third fork about four vibrations

flatter or sharper than each, to avoid the

slow beats of approximate unisons. The

filingalso seems to interfere with the mole-cular

arrangement of the forks.

The thermometer should be always con-sulted

when beats are taken. But if the beats

are between two forks,of which the pitchof
one at a given temperature is known, and

both forks may be assumed to be altered in

the same ratio by heat,then the temperature
need not be observed ; but the unknown fork

may be presumed to be as many vibrations

sharper(orflatter)than the measured fork at

the temperature at which the latter was

measured, as beats in a second were observed ^
to take place. This is because the alteration
is very small,and would be quiteinappreci-able

for the few vibrations between them.

But for tonometrioal purposes an allowance

must be made.

When forks are counted without a reson-ance

jar,they should not be applied to a

sounding-board,or held one to one ear and

one to the other, but should both be held

about six inches from the same ear, and
their strengthsshould be equalisedby hold-ing

the weaker fork closer to the ear than

the stronger.
When the forks are screwed on and off a

sounding-board or resonance box, there is

great dangerof wrenching the prongs, unless

they are held below the bend,but I have con-stantly

seen this precautionneglected. A cr

wrench immediately affects the pitch and
duration of sound of a fork, and renders
itcomparativelyworthless. Such cases have

come within my observation. To prevent
wrenching when filingforks,only one prong
should be inserted in the vice. And for even-ness

file the same quantityoff the inside of
each prong, countingthe number of strokes
with the file,near the tips for sharpening,
and near (notat)the bend for flattening.

The next enemy to be guarded againstis
rust. Forks should be keptdry,and occasion-ally

oiled with gun-lockoil. Bust towards the

tip affects the fork much less than rust at

the bend. My observations and experiments
shew that errors from rust can scarcelyexceed
a flatteningof i vibration in 250, and are

generallyvery much less. But as the amount

^.joogle
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is uncertain, rust spoilsa fork for accurate

tonometrical purposes. With care, however,
the pitchof a tuning-forkremains remarkably
permanent. Scheibler's had eyidentlynot
altered in more than fortyyears.

When the pitchto be ascertained is of a

very short sounding tone, as that of a glass
or wood harmonicon, or very high,it requires
an extremelydelicate ear indeed to be able to

determine between which two forks, or the

octaves of which two forks the tone lies.

In this case I have been fortunate in having
the kind assistance of Mr. A. J. Hipkins of

Broadwoods', without whose accurate apprecia-tion
of differences of pitch I should have

frequentlybeen altogetherat a loss.

Dr. Eoenig (27Quai d'Anjou,Paris)makes
^ tuning-forktonometers of beautiful workman-ship,

but they are necessarilyvery expensive.
The largest,proceedingfrom 64 to 2 1845double
vibrations at 20*^ F. with slidingweights,costs
1200Z. The medium has 67 forks from 256
to 512 double vibrations at intervals of four

beats each, with / and a! which fall between

pairsof forks,mounted on resonance boxes,and

costs i2o2. A smaller set without resonators

costs 6o2. A small set of 13 forks in a case,

givingthe equallytemperedOctave c' to c''for

a! 435 double vibrations,costs only*]l.4^., and
for the same priceanother set 4 double vibra-tions

lower, for tuning by beats to French

pitch,can be obtained. This apparentlyhigh

pricearises from the great difficultyof taxiing
such a succession of forks with perfectacco-
racy to particularpitches. This accuracy is,
however, not necessary, providedthe coont be

accurate. Any tuning-forkmaker would make

a set of forks such as has been described.

The count must be made by the investigator
himself,and he should verifyby a set of

Eoenig*sforks of c\ e',̂ , c",such as may be

found in many places,remembering that all

the older sets when reduced for temperature
give at 15" C. = 59""F., d 256-3,"' 320-3, ^
384*4,d' 512*6. Prof. McLeod*s determina*

tions by his machine at this temperature,as
the mean of many measurements, were c'

256*310,another copy 256*306,d 320-372, tf
3S4'437fd' 512-351. Eoenig considered them

correct at 26-2"*C. = 79*i6"F.
For my own use after returningScheibler's

forks to Mr. Amels, Ihad 105 forks constructed

proceedingfrom 223-77 to 586*12vib.,which,
after being tuned partlyby Scheibler's maker

in Crefeld by the forks alreadydescribed,and
partlyconstructed to differences of about 4
beats by the late Mr. Valantine of Sheffield,
were all very carefullycounted again by me

with Scheibler's own forks,the means of manj
determinations up to two placesof decimals

beingassumed as correct. With this perfectly
unique set of forks I have, since that time,
made allthe determinations of pitchmentioned
in this book.

ir

Art.

I.

SECTION 0.

THB CAIiCUIATION OF CENTS FROM INTEBVAL lUnOS.

(Seenotes pp. I3i 4I1 and 70.)

Art.

16

Nature of Cents, and necessityfor using
them, p. 446.

I. Firzi Method, without Tables or

Logarithmsp̂. 447.

2. When the interval exceeds an Octave,

p. 447.

3. When the interval lies between a Fourth

and Fifth,p. 447.

4. When the interval is less than a Fourth,

p. 447.

U. Second Method, with Tables but

without Logarithmsp̂. 447.

5. Previous Reduction, p. 447.
IT 6, 7. Rule and example,p. 447-^"

III. Third Method,by Five Place Logarithms,
p. 448.

8. Reason for previousmethods,p. 448.

I. When the ' intervalnumbers,*that isthe pitchnumbers of two notes, have

been found (orthe ' intervalratio,*that isratioof those numbers giventheoretically
by means of pitchnumbers, or of numbers in proportionto them, or of lengthsof

stringsassumed to be perfect,or of wave-lengths),itis necessary, in order to have

a proper conceptionof the interval itselfby comparisonwith a pianoor other

instrument tuned in intentionallyequaltemperament,to determine the number

of cents, or hundredtlis of an equalSemitone, in that interval. Such cents have

been extensivelyused in the notes, and occasionallyintroduced into the text,of

this translation,see pp. 4id,50a, 56a,"c., and supri,sect A. art. 2, p. 4316.

9, 10. Rule and examples,p. 448.
11. To find to the tenth of a cent,p. 448.

IV. Fourth Method, by Seven Place

Logarithms,

12. Rule and examples findingto the thoa^

sandth of a cent,p. 449.

y. FindingInterval Ratio from Cents.

13. Without Logarithms,p. 449.

14. By Five Place Logarithms,p. 449.

15. By Seven Place Logarithms,p. 450.
Given a note of any pitch number to find

the pitchnumber of a note which makes

with it an interval expressedin oenis^
p. 451.

PrincipalTable, p. 450.

AuxiUary Tables,I. IL IIL IV.,p. 45i"
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I. First Method, without either Tables or Logarithms*

2. If the greaternumber of the ratio be more than twice the smaller,divide the

greater (orelsemultiplythe less)by 2 mitil the greaternmnber is not more than

twice the smaller. This is equivalentto loweringthe higheror raisingthe lower

tone by so many Octaves. Hence for each division or multiplicationby 2 add 1200

to the result.

Ex. To find the cents in 47th harmonic.

Interval ratio i : 47. Multiplyingthe smaller

number 5 times by 2, the result is 32 : 47, for

which 'reduced' interval ratio we have to

determine the cents as ander and then add

5 X 1200=^6000 to the result.

3. If the reduced interval ratio be such that 3 times the largernumber is

greaterthan 4 times the smaller,but twice the largernumber isless than 3 times

the smaller number, then multiplythe largernumber by 3, and the smaller by 4,
for a new intervalratio,and add 498 cents to the result. m

Ex. For 32 : 47, then 3 x 47 " 141 isgreater
than 4 X 32 - 128, but 2 x 47 " 94 is less than

3 X 32 " 96. Hence we use the interval ratio

128 : 141 and add 498 cents to the result. If

however as in 32 : 49, twice the largernumber
or 2x49^98, is not less than 3 times the

smaller or 3 x 32 = 96, we use this interval

ratio 96 : 98 or its equivalent48 : 49 and add

702 cents to the result. In the first case the

4. Multiply3477 by the differenceof the numbers of the reduced intervalratio,
and divide the resultby theirsum to the nearest whole number, and ifthe quotient
is more than 450 add i. To the result add the numbers of cents from arta i and

2. The resultis correct to i cent.

given interval having the ratio 32 : 47 lies
between a Fourth and a Fifth, in the second

case it is greater than a Fifth, but in both

cases the reduced interval ratio 128 : 141 or

48 : 49 is less than a Fourth. The object
of this reduction,which is seldom necessary,
is to have to deal with ratios less than a

Fourth.

Ex. I. Intervalratio 128 : 141

13 di"Ferenc6

10431

3477
Sam

269)45201(168
269 498 from art. 3

6000 from art. 2

1830
1614 6666 cents result

2161 or 5 Octaves

2152 6 Semitones

and } Semitone

in the intervalof 47thharmonic from the fun-damental.

Ex. 2. Interval ratio 48 : 49, difference " i

Sum

97)3477 ( 36
291 702

567 738 centa in the interval

588 32 : 49, or about Ji
Semitones.

""" The number 3477 depends on the

principlesexplainedin my paper
* On an C*

Improved Bimodular Method of Computing
Logarithms,'Proc. R. 5.,Feb. 1881,vol. xxxi.
p. 382. Cents are in fact a system of logsin
which cent log 2=1200, and its bimodulus is
2 X cent log 2 -I- nat log 2-1 2400 -i-'69315"

3462*4. But ifthis number had been selected
there would have been constant additive cor-rections

from the first. Hence an augmented
bimodulus 3477 has been selected " 9 x 386^,
or 9 times the cents in the ratio 4:5. The
result is that the rule is exact for intervals of
a major Third. For less intervals itgivestoo
great a result,but never by more than '6

cent, which may be neglected. Between a

major Third and a Fourth it givestoo small

a result,but only after 450 by about i cent.

For small numbers, few calculations,and in
the absence of tables this method is very
convenient. For Sauveur's previous use of m

an augmented bimodulus,see supri,p. 4376,
sect.A. art. 24, xii.

II. Second Method, with Tables but without Logarithms,

5. The reduction for Octaves is alwayssupposedto be made as in art. 2, and

hence onlyintervalsof less than an Octave will be considered.

If the interval numbers (art.t) contain

decimals they must be multipliedby 10 till

the decimals disappear. Thus 264 : 4785 is

6. Bule. Annex 0000 to the largernumber and divide by the smaller to the
nearest whole number. If the quotientisless 1 1290, take the nearest ' quotient'

taken at 2640 : 4785,so that the rule applies
to whole numbers only.
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in the PrincipalTable below. The correspondingnearest whole number of * cents '

is on the same line.

Ex. 48 : 49. 12 I490000 Nearest quotientin Table 10210 for oents 36 as

"
" in art. 4, ex. 2.

Since 48 " 4 x 12 use short division. 4 140833

10208

7. If the quotientexceeds 11290, look for the next less quotientin Auxiliary
Table I.,multiplyand divide by the numbers in the col. of multipliersand
divisors,and thus reduce the quotientto one in the table. Then proce âs heiore

and add the number of cents on the line with the next least quotientin Aaxi-

liaryTable I.

Ex. Batio 32 : 47 as in art 3. Since 32 " 4 x 8 proceedthus :

4 1470000

81117500

14688
3 Next less quotient13333, mult.3,div. 4, oents 498.

4:44064

11016 Nearest 11019 cents 168

add 498

as before,666 cents for the 47th harmonic.

Actually 11016 lies exactlyhalf-waybe- the error of i cent in the finalresult is always
tween 11013 and 11019, and in that case the possible,and ishere disregarded.It is avoided

rule is to tiJ^ethe largernumber. On account by the followingmethods,
of the approximatiyenature of the calculatioa

fl in. Third Method, by Five Place Logarithms,

8. This isby far the best,most exact, and at the same time easiest method,
but as many musicians are not familiar with logarithms,and it is importantthat
theyshould be able to reduce interval ratios to cents, the two precedmgmethods
have been inserted.

9. After reducingfor Octaves as in art. 2, subtract the log of the smaller

number from that of the larger.If the resultinglog is less than '05268, the

number of cents is givenoppositeto the nearest login the PrincipalTable. The

decimal point,zeroes after it,and characteristic are omitted in practicebut are

used here for completeness.

Ex. Interval ratio 48 : 49. The difference between any two loga-
log49=1*69020 rithms in the table is 25 or 26, hence the

log48 a 1*68124 nearest is that which differs by less than

13. In this case it differs only by 7.
diff. -00896

m nearest log '00903, cents 36.

10. If the logexceeds -05268,find the nearest log,in Aux. Table 11.,subtract
it,take the cents from the PrincipalTable for this diif.as in art. 9, and add the

cents oppositethe next least login Aux. Table 11.

Ex. Interval ratio 32 : 47.

log47- I'67210
log32= 1-50515

ist diff. '16695
Next least,Aux. T. II. 'i 5051, cents 600

2nd diff. '01644
Nearest log '01656,cents 66

result 666, as before for the 47thhannonic.

zi. If itis desired to find the number of cents to the nearest tenth of a cent.
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take the next leastnumber in the PrincipalTable,find the difference,and add the

tenths of cents from Aux. Table UI. Thus "

Ex. in art. lo.

2nd diff. -01644
Next least '01631 cents 65

3rd diff. 13 "t S

cents 65-5resalt.

IV. Fourth Method, by Seven Place Logarithms.

12. As a generalrule the approximationin art. 10 is amply sufficient,and is

generallyused here. But occasionallyitis advisable to proceedto three placesof
decimals of cents,as in the whole of sect. A. on * Temperament.' The processis

then conducted by Aux. Table IV.,the method of usingwhich will appear by the ^

followingexamples:"

Ex. I. Intervalratio 32 : 47.
log47= 1-6720979
log32 -1-505 1500

1029-5707 cents result.

V. Method offindingthe Interval Batio from the Cents.

73. Without Logarithms.If the cents are less than 210, the ratio is that of

iocx)o to the quotientoppositethe cents in the PrincipalTable. If the cents are

greaterthan 210, subtract the next least number of cents in Aux. Table I.,and

multiplyand divide the quotientoppositethe diff.of cents in the PrincipalTable
by the correspondingdivisor and multipherrespectively(observethis inversion,
multiplyby divisor,and divide by multiplier)in Aux. TaUe L

Thus, given666 cents,
Bubtr. next least498 in Aux. Table I.;take 3 as

" div. and 4 as mult.

168

quo. to 168 cts. 1 1019 in PrincipalTable.
4

This is the correct ratio for 666 cents,it
is largerthan 1*4688obtained from 32 : 47
in art. 7, because the cents were in excess, IT
but the difference is quiteunimportant.

3 I44076

14692,ratio 1*4692.

14. By Five Place Logarithms.

Given 665-5̂ ^o^* as results from art. 11"

Genta hog%
600 "15051
65 "0163I

"5 -00013

Aux. Table 11.

PrincipalTable
Aux. TaUc III.

Bum * 16695" logi*4^7i which is now 'oooi smaller than in

art. 7, and is the correct value of 665*5 cents.

^*bogle
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12.

IS' ^y Seven Place Logarithms,

From Aux. Table IV. Cents 665507,art, -which is the more correct valtie of 47-^32.
obtained by carryingthe diyision one alep
further than in art. 7.

"166 9480 = log 1-46875,

PrincipalTable for the Calculation of Cents,
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16. Hence givena note of any pitchand the intervalin cents between that and

uiother note,itis easy to determine the pitchof this second note.

Ex. Bequiredthe reduced 47thharmonio to

A. 453*9, the concert organ pitch of Mr. H.

Willis,to which is tuned the great organ at

ihe Albert Hall.

log4S3'9 = 2-65696
Bents 665*5,art. 14, givelog=" -16695

log666*7= 2*82391

Hence 666*7 ^^ ^^^ pitch nomber of the

note required. Thus it is possible,for any

givenpitchof the tuningnote,to calculate the

pitchof the notes for any giventemperament,
and hence, as will be shewn, to tune in that

temperament.

SECTION D.

MUSICAL INTEBVALS, NOT EXCEXDINO AN OCTAVE, ARBAKOED IN ORDER OF WIDTH.

(Seenotes pp. 13, 187,213, 264,and 333.)

IT

I.

t.

Width of an interval,p. 451.

Cyclicand actual Fifths and major Thirds,

p. 452.

{. Cyclicand Exact cents,p. 452.

|. Interval ratio,p. 452.

^. "x"garithms,p. 452.

J. Theoretical and practicalintervals,p. 452.

^ Calculation of justintervals by Fifths and

major Thirds up and down, p. 452.
$. Calculation of interval ratios in the same

way, p. 452.

Art.

9. Harmonics, p. 452.
10. Intervals in an Octave, p. 453.

Table I. Intervals not exceedingan Octave,

p. 453.
,

Table U. The unevenly numbered harmo-nics
of C766 up to the 63rd,p. 457.

Table III. Number of any interval,not ex-ceeding

the Tritone, contained in an

Octave, p. 457.

I .
An interval was defined supr^,p. i ^d,note J. The tindth of an intervalis

(neasiired by the number of cents it contains. Beside the usual diatonic intervals,
a, largenumber of others occasionallyoccur, which itisconvenient to have arranged
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accordingto their widths as measured in cents,

the followingtable.
Many of these are famished in

2. The oents used are cycliccents,as de-fined

sapri,sect. A. art. 24, xiii.p. 4376',that is,
those intervals found by takinga certain num-ber

of Fifths and major Thirds up and down

and reducing the result to the same octave,
are assumed to have cyclicFifths and major
Thirds of 702 and 386 cents respectively.But
as the actual Fifths and major Thirds have

70''955 ^^^ 3^6*314cents respectively,a slight
error in excess is made in every Fifth up and

every major Third down, and in defect in every
Fifth down and major Third up, which, when

a great many are supposed to be taken for

theoretical purposes, may reach to a sensible

5[amount. These errors are of no consequence
for ordinarypurposes, but a means of correct-ing

them is givenin sect. E., p. 463d,and here

it has been tiioughtbetter to add the result to

three placesof decimals in many cases, and

this is put in the last column, precededby the

letters * ex.,*meaning * more exact cents.'

3. Other intervals are givento the nearest

whole number of cents,determined as in sect.

C, which therefore belongto the cycleof 1200,

and hence are rightlycalled cyclic.Here also

is added the result to three placesof decimals,
when it appeared advisable for theoretical

purposes. For ordinarypurposes cyclicoents
always suffice.

4. The interval ratios^being of historical

interest,are always given,although they are

of no assistance to the eye in recognisingthe
width of an interval. In these ratios the

smaller number is always placedfirst. In the

case of tempered intervals an approximate
ratio,with f prefixed,is given in the second

column, and the * ex.* or more exact ' ratio' it

givenin the last column.

5. The (fiveplace)logarithmof each inter-val

ratio,considered as a fraction of which the

largernumber is the numerator, is added in

each case, to enable those who understand

logarithmsto deal with them inmiediatelyin

calculatingpitch numbers, Ac. The loga-rithms
always give the exact intervals. The

decimal pointis omitted.
6. In the last colunm is givena varietyof

information. The name of the interval when

any usual name exists,or the instrument on

which it is found. The Greek and Arabic in-tervals

were theoretical,and givenin terms of

lengths of string. As we see from sect. B.

No. I, p. 44 id,there is every reason to suppose
that the real intervals tuned differed from

them materially.Some further information is

occasionallyadded.

7. If the interval is found in the Duode-

narium (sect.E.,p. 463),then a mode of obtain-ing

it by Fifths up and down with major
Thirds up and down is annexed. Here

Vu s one Fifth up "= 702 cents, 2Vu^2x 702 cents, "o.

Yd " one Fifth down " 498 cents up, 2 7(i= 2 x 498 cents,"feo.
Tu = one major Third up = 386 cents, 2rii = 2 x 386 cents,"fto.

Tt^Bone major Third down -=814cents, 2Td " 2 x 814 oents,Ac

When such additions are made, 1200 or mul-tiples

of 1200 must be subtracted tillthe result

is less than 1200. That result will be the

number of cycliccents in the firstcolumn. Of

course, if we take the value to three placesof
decimals.

Ftt = 7oi-95S. Fd-498-045" T"*-386-3i4,r"f=8i3-686.

and then the result will be correct to at least

two placesof decimals.

8. If we put Ftt"?,2Ftt=3*̂ 0, pa, a,
2 2" 3

2Yd = ?,Ac. Tu = 5, 2Tu =
i* Ac. Td^^,

3* 4 4" 5

2Tda^, Ac. and multiplyinstead of adding,

and finallymultiplyor divide by 2 until the

c result liesbetween i and 2, these formulsB give
the exact ratio. Thus 2 7(2"i'2Tu" cyclically
2 X 498 + 2 X 386 = 996 + 772 = 1768- 1200 = 568
cents as in the table. Or to three placesof
decimals, 2x498-045 + 2x386-3 14 =996090 +

772-628= 1768718 -1200= 568-718,which is

correct. Or again,̂ x5!.iiL?|"?|x 2 =
?-5

3" 4" 9 X 16 36 18

the correct result. See Table I.under 568.
9. In Table 11. are given all the unevenly

numbered harmonics up to the 63rdin order of

occurrence. The firstcolumn givesthe number

of the harmonic, in which those marked * will

be found on the Harmonical as harmonics of

both C 66 and C 132, and those marked f
as harmonics of C 132 only. In the second

column are the pitch numbers of all the har-monics

of C 66. In the third column Mog'
are the logarithmsof the harmonics of I, pre-

ceded
by a T^lvAsign +

,
so that if to each of

these be added the logarithm of the pitch
number of the fundamental note,the result is
the logarithmof the pitchnumber of the har-monic.

Thus Iqg 66=1-81954, which added

to 1*36173,the log opposite23rd harmonic,
gives3-i8i27"log 15 18,the pitchnumber (in
the table)of the 23rdharmonic of C 66. The

column is divided into octaves by cross lines,
at the beginningof which, precededby a minus

sign "

,
is the number to be subtracted from

the loggiven in order to find the log of the

harmonic reduced to one octave as given in

Table I. Thus for 23rd harmonic 1-36173"
1*20412 = '1 5761, which is the log opposite
628 oents in Table I. In the fourth column is

giventhe cycliccents in the ratio of the funda-mental

note to the harmonic reduced to the

same octave,the same as given in Table \^
where will be found the more exact number

of cents. But to each octave in prefixedthe
number of cents, followed by a j^lmsign +

"

which have to be added in order to find the

unreduced interval. Thus for 23rdharmonic it

is 4800 + 628 = 5428 cents. Finallyin the last

column there is giventhe ntareni equallytem"
peredtone, supposingthe fundamental note is

C, and the number of cents to be added to or

subtracted from that note in order to prodnoe
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le harmonic. Thus the 23rd harmonic is

iiarper than \\f"%by 28 cents. These com-

arisonB are readilymade from the column of

yoliocents, and can be easilyappliedto any
uidamental note. Thas the 23rd harmonic

f B,b must be 4 Octayes and 6 Semitones

nd 28 cents sharperthan JB^b,and hence

lust be e^"+ 28. The marking of the differ-

cLces of the harmonics from equallytempered
otes is convenient for repeatingthe experi-
lents in pect. N. No. 2.

10. Table III. is constructed to shew how

ften each principalinterval,not exceedinga
^ritone,is contained in the Octave. The first

column givesthe cycliccents in the interval

for easy reference to Table I. The second

column contains the names of the intervals.

The third contains,up to one place of deci-mals,
the number of times that the interval is

contained in the Octave, found by dividing
log 2 by the logarithmof the interval as given
in Table I. This is therefore not always the

same as the number arrived at by dividing
1200 by the number of q/cUc cents,but only
by the number of precisecents, as given in
Table I. Thus, takmg the skhisma of 2 cyclic
and 1*953 ex. cents,1200+ 2 " 600, too small,
but i20o-ri'953 = 614-4as in Table III.

I. Table of Intervals not exceedingone Octave,

Interral Batios

tAppTozimatiye
Logs Name, "o.

I : I

1730 : 1731

32768 : 32805

25s : 256

95:96

2025 : 2048

80:81

524288 : 531441

63:64

3072 : 3125

48 -.49

125 : 128

39:40

38:39
37:38
36:37
35 : 36

\ 239 ; 246

32:33

31 :32

30 : 31

24:25
\ 67 : 70

20 : 21

19 : 20

243 : 256

128 : 135

o

00025

00049

00170

00455

00490

00540

00589

00684

00743

00896
01030

01 100

01 128

01 1 58
01 190

01223

01254

01336

01379

01424

01773

01908

021 19

02228

02263

02312

Fundamental note of the open string,assumed as C 66
Cent, hundredth of an equal Semitone,nearest approxi-mate

ratio,ex. i : 1*0005755
Skhisma, SVu+Tu=^C : B,5 , ex. 1*953

Ex. 6775, the ratio =i|" i|,and the result is the 17th
10 10

harmonic of 2"'b,a diatonic Semitone above C

Ex. 18*128,the ratio is
-

"
"

,
or the interval by which

the 19thharmonic is flatterthan the minor Third

Diaskhisma, 4Vd + 2Td " C : Dbb = C,J : D'b, ex,

19-553
Comma of Didymus, which is alwaysmeant by Comma

when no qualificationis added, ^Vu+Td^C : C\ ex.

21-506
Pythagorean Comma, 12 7tt " C : Bff " D b : C8

,
ex.

23*460
Septimal Comma, or interval by which the 7th harmonic,
969 cents,is flatterthan the minor Seventh, 996 cents,
''Bt": Bb

t
ex. 27264

Small Diesis,Vd^ sTu^C-b : Bjl ,
ex. 29*614. In equal

temperament this last interval would be represented(as
||JB; c)by a Semitone of 100 cents

Interval of Al Farabi's improvedKabab
Great Diesis,the defect of 3 major Thirds from an Octave,

the interval between CZ and Db in the meantone tem-perament,

3rd = Ca5 : -D'b
,
ex. 41*059

First interval on the Tambur of Bagdad, the interval by
which the 13thharmonic of 840*528cents is flatterthan

the justmajor Sixth of 2^84*359,ex. 43-831
Second interval on the Tambur of Bagdad
Third

Fourth

Fifth
" " " "

Quartertoneof Meshaqah, the quarter of an equal Tone,
ex. ratio -" I : 1*0293022, ||0: Cq

33rd harmonic, interval by which the nth harmonic ex-ceeds

the justFourth,F : *'^,ex. 53*273
Greek Enharmonic Quartertone,supr4,p. 265a
Another Greek Enharmonic Quartertone,supri,p. 265a
Small Semitone, Vd + iTu^C : C^ff, ex. 70*673
Meantone Small Semitone, meantone C : CS

1
and hence

the 9 of that system,ex. 76*050,ex. ratio i : 1*0449
Snbminor Second,Greek intervcd,sapr^,p.264a ; A^ : 'Bb,

on the harmonical

Interval from open stringto second fret on the Tambur of

Bagdad
PythagoreanLimma, the * defect ' of two major Tones, 408

cents, from a Fourth, 498 cents, sVd " C : JDb, ex.

90*225
LargerLimma, the defect of a Fourth,498 cents,increased

by a diatonic Semitone, 112 cents (total610 cents),from
a Fifth,702 cents,and hence the interval by which the

IT
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C"o.io InterviU Hallos
Cento tApprozinuktiye

IT

94

99
100

105
112

114

117
128

134

13s

139

145

146
150

155

165

168

180

182

193

200

204

224

231

240

246

250

251

267

274

281

i 294

18 : 19

17 : 18

84:89

16 : 17

15 : 16

2048 : 2187

100 : 107

13: 14

25:27

37:40

12 : 13

149 : 162

4235 : 4608
221 : 241

II : 12

32:35

10 : II

49:54

59049 : 65536
9 : 10

t 161 : 180

400:449

8:9
225 : 256
7:8

74:85

125 : 144

200 : 231

32 : 37
108 : 125
6:7

64:7s

17 : 20

27 : 32

02348

02480
02509

02633
02803

02852

02938
03219

03342

03386

03476
03633
03666
03763

03779

03892

04139

04219

04527
04576

04846

05017
0511S

05606
05799

06021

06145

06271

06305
06349
06695

06888

07158
07379

Name, Ao.

Fourth must be sharpened to be a diatonic Semitone

below (i.e.the * leadingnote ' to)the Fifth,and hence

the interval by which the Fourth is sharpenedon moda-

latinginto the dominant, 3VU+ Tu^ C : C,8 " ^
. J^,|,

ex. 92*179. This was used as the meaning of 8 in the

firstEnglishedition,for which in the present 114 cents,

or the Apotome, has been substituted,to agree with

Prof. Helmboltz's notation for justintonation
Greek interval in Al Farabi,interval between the i8th and

19thharmonics,d'" : ef"\"on Harmonical

Arabic interval

Ex. 100-099, ^e nearest approximatein small numbers to

the ratio of the interval of an equalSemitone, ex. ratio

I : 1-059461
17thharmonic "C : "d'"b on the Harmonical, ex. 104*955
Diatonic or just Semitone, ex. 111731 cents, Vd-i^Td=^

B : c^E : JF*

Pythagorean ApotomS, 'off-cut,'or what is left of the

major Tone, 204 cents,after * cuttingoff ' the Limma or

90 cents,used for t in this edition,7F""C : Cf "=C,
: C,",ex. 113685

Meantone great Semitone, meantone C I Z"b"ex. 117-108
Interval between 13thand 14thharmonics,ex. 128*298
Great Limma, a Ck)mma greater than the diatonic Semi-tone,

112 cents,ex. 133*237, 3Ft*+ 2Td"C : D'b. E^ : F

in the Phrygiantetrachord,supri,p. 263"f\No. 6

Interval from open stringto the thhni fxet of the Tambur

of Bagdad
Interval between the 12th and 13thharmonics, ex. 138*573
Persian * near the forefinger' lute interval

Arabic * near the forefinger' lute interval

Meshaqah's 3 Quartertones,imitation of 151 cents, ex.

ratio I : V2"= I : 1*0905
The interval between the nth and 12th harmonics on

the trumpet scale,used in Ptolemy'sequal diatonic

mode, snpr",p. 2646,used by Zalzal in Arabic Inte scale

as
' middle finger,*see infri,sect. K.,Persia,Arabia,and

Syria
The 35thharmonic,septimalor submajor Second,snpri,

p. 2I2C, ex. 155*140
A trumpet interval,used in Ptolemy'sequaldiatonic scale,

supra, p. 2646
Zahsal's * near the forefinger'

on Arabic lute

Abdulqadir'ssubstitute for Zalzal's 168 cents

The minor Tone of justintonation,the *
grave Seoond * of

the major scale,2F(2+ Tu" C : /)i,ex. 182-404
The mean Tone, the Tone of the meantone system,C I D,

the mean between a major Tone of 204 cents, and a minor

Tone of 182 cents, ex. ratio i : ^^/s^^i: 1*1180340
An equalTone, ex. ratio i : '9'2s î : 1*22462
The 9th harmonic,major Tone, 2FttaC : D, ex. 203*910
Diminished minor Third,2Vd + 2Td =^B^ : D* b,ex. 223-463
Supersecond,or septimal Second, 'Bb : c, on the Har-

monioal, ex. 231*174
The Pentatone, or fifth part of an Octave, ex. ratio

I : {/2"i I : 1*1487in the Salendro scale,see infri,sect.
E., Java

Acute diminished minor Third, 2F" + 3T(2-B, : i"*b,ex.

244*968
Five Quartertones,on Mesh"qah's scale,ex. ratio i : '^2*

"i : 115535
The 37thharmonic, ex. 251-344
Grave augmented Tone, 3 V3 + sTu " C : Djl ,

ex. 253*076
Septimalor subminor Third,O : ^Bb on the Harmonical,

Poole's minim Third,ex. 266*871
The 75th harmonic,augmentedTone, Vu t iTw^ C : Djg ,

ex. 274*583
Interval on Tambfir of Bagdad
Pythagorean minor Third, ancient 'middle finger'00

Arabic lute,3Va"C : JSb, ex. 294135

\^oogle
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Intenral Batlos

tApproximatire
Logs Name, "o.

512
520

550 It
551
568
583

16 : 19

37:44
68:81

5:6
14: 17

32 : 39

59:73

"S : 153

22 : 27

6561 :'8i92
4:5

50:63
64:81

25 : 32

33 : 41

7:9

27:35
10: 13
96: 125

16 : 21

243 : 320

25:33

3:4
227 : 303
80: 107

32:43
20 : 27

500 : 687
8: II

18 : 25
5:7

32:45

99: 140
45:64
512 : 729
16 : 23
25:36

90: 131

24:35

32:47
49:72

177147 : 262144

27:40

109 : 163

t 289 : 433

2:3

07463
07526
07598
07918
08432

08591
08648

08780

08894

09642
09691

10034

1023 1

1072 1

10763
10914

1 1288

"394
11464

11810

1 1954

I204i

12494

12543

12629

12832
13033

13797

13833
14267
I46I3

14806

15052
15297

15346
15761
15836

16305
16486

16695
I67I3

17070
17474

17560
17609

The 19thhannonio,ex. 297*513
The equalminor Third,pL : C

Persian * middle finger' on late

JuBt minor Third, Vu+Td^Ail O'^O : E^b^ex, 315*641
Wide or superminor Third in the chord of diminished

Seventh,'b"b I "d'"b on Harmonical,ex. 336-129
The 39th harmonic, ex. 342-483
Arabic late open stringto stringof the mean of the

lengthsfor 204 and 498 cents, practicalsabstitute for

355 cents

Meshaqah's 7 Qaartertones,tempered form of 355, ex.

ratio I : ^^2'= i : 1*2241
Zalzal's * middle finger,*or wostd, mean lengthof strings

for 303 and 408 cents

Abdalqadir'ssubstitute for 355 cents

The 5th harmonic, just major Third, Tu^C'.E^, ex.

386-314
Equal major Third, ex. ratio i : 1^2"= i : 1-25992 10

Pythagorean major Third,or Ditone,as it consists of two

major Tonesa2 x 204, ex. 407*820
Diminished Fourth, iTd^E^ : A^bt ex. 427*342
The 41st harmonic, ex. 429*062
Septimal or supermajor Third, Poole's maxim Third,

^Bb : don Harmonical, ex. 435*084
Meahaqah's 9 Qaartertones,ex. ratio 'Vs'^ 1*297
One of Prof. Preyer'strialintervals
Superfluous Third, Vd + ^Tu^C : E^ ^^A^b : C,8 ,

ex.

456-986
The 2 1st harmonic,the septimalor Bubfourth,F i^Bb on

Harmonical, ex. 470*781
Grave Fourth, $Vd + Tu=0 : F^, ex, 476*539
Two Pentatones, the representativeof the Fourth in the

Salendro scale,see infr4,sect. K., Java, ex. ratio i : Ji^^
= 1:1*3195

Just and PythagoreanFourth, Vd^'^C : Fj ex. 498*045
Equal Fourth, ||C: J'',ex. ratio i : "|/2"= i : 1*3348
Meantone Fourth, meantone C : F, ex. 503-422, ex. ratio

I : Jx (^^;-A=": 1-3375
The 43rd harmonic, ex. 511*5x8
Acute Fourth, 3Vu+Td = C : F^ = A^ : D, ex. 519*552
Meshaqah*8 ii Quartertones,ex. ratio I : 'V2'*ai : 1*374
The nth harmonic, ex. 551*318
SuperfluousFourth, 2Vd+2Tu^C : Fjl ,

ex. 568*718
Septimal or subminor Fifth, E : ^Bb on Harmonical,ex.

582512
The 45th harmonic,Tritone,false,sharp,augmented, or

pluperfect Fourth, 2 Ft* + Tt* = F ; B, = C ; F,5 ,
ex.

590*224,the Fourth C : J^ as widened for passinginto
the key of the dominant, 498 + 92 " 590

Equal Tritone,^F : B, ex. ratio i : V2^ i : 1*4142

Diminished Pifth,2Fd+ !r(i= C : G*b =-F"5 : c,ex. 609-777
Pythagorean Tritone,6Vu=C iFt^FiB, ex. 611-731
The 23rdharmonic,ex. 628*274
Acute diminished Fifth,2Vu + 2Td"C : O^b "ii| : e^b,

ex. 631*283
Meshaqah's 13 Quartertones,ex. ratio i : 'V2'*=i : 1*4556
Septimal, or Subfifth, ^*b : ^-Bb on Harmonical, ex.

653-184
The 47th harmonic, ex. 665*507
Arabic lute, 2nd string,a Fourth above 168 cents, ex.

666*258,and hence *75i cents sharperthan the last,the

confusion with the former is due to approximations
Abdulqadir'ssubstitute for 666 cents, beinga Fourth above

his 180 cents

Grave Fifth,^Vd+Tu^C : G" ex. 680-449
Meantone Fifth, meantone C : G, a quarter of a Comma

too flat,ex. 696*579,ex. ratio i : ] x 4^{}-1 : 1*4954
Equal Fifth,|iC: O

Just and PythagoreanFifth,Vu=C:0, ex. 701*955
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Cyclic
OentB

Interval Batios

tApproximatiTe

720

724

738

772

792
794
800

t 95 : 144

160 : 243

32:49

59:91
16 : 25

81 : 128

256 : 40s

63 : 100

807
814
841
850

874
882

900

906

919

926

933
938
947

950

954
960

969

976
996

999
1000

1018

1030

1050

1059
1067
1088

1 100

1 1 10

nil

1117
1 129

1145

1150

1158
"73
1 180
1200

i!
30:

II :

32:

19683:

3:
22 :

16:

10 :

75:

7:

32:

125:

93:

72:

85:

: 13

49

18

32768

5
37

27

17

128

12

55
;216

161

148

4:7

128 : 225

9 : 16

32 : 57

55:98

5:9

16 : 29
6: II

32: 59

27:50
8:15

89: 168

128 : 243
10 : 19

32 : 61

25:48
16; 31
35:68
64: 125

32:63
1024 : 2025

I : 2

Log!

18062

18149

;K
19382

19873
19922
20069

30242

20412

21085
21323

21388
21913
22136

22185
22577

22724

23045

23215

23408
23521

23754

23831
23958
24082

24304

24497
24988

25072

25086

25527

25828
26340
26570
26761
27300

27594
27840
27875
28018

28330
28724
28848
29073

29419
29613
30103

Kame^ Ac.

Three Pentatones,givingan aoate Fifth,as in SalendiOi
Bee infri,sect. K., Java,ex. ratio i : i^8 = i : 1*5157

Acute Fifth,sVu+Td = C :G\ ex. 723-461
The 49th harxnonio,ex. 737*652
Meshaqah's 15 Quartertones,ex. ratio i ! 'V2**" I : 1*5424
Grave superfluoosFifth,2Tu = C : (7,8, the 25thharmonic,

ex. 772*627
Pythagoreanminor Sixth,^Vd^C : ^b, ex. 792-180
Extreme sharpFilth,4Vu + Tu=C : O^t ,

ex. 794*134
Equal superfluousFifth,||C: (?S ,

and also equal minor

Sixth, |)C: ^b, the same notes differentlywritten,ex.

ratio I : "^4^1 : 1*5874
The 5 1 St harmonic,ex. 807*304
Just minor Sixth,Td"C : A^b, ex. 813*687
The 13thharmonic,ex. 840*528
Meshaqah*s 17 Quartertones,his tempered substitute for

853 cents,ex. ratio i : "^2"=i : 1*6339
Arabic lute,the Fourth above Zalzal's 355 cents

The 53rdharmonic,ex. 873*504
Abdulqadir*Bsubstitute for Zalzal*8 853 cents, being a

Fourth above 384 cents

Just major Sixth,Vd + Tu^C : -4,,ex. 884-359
Equal major Sixth,||C: ^, and also equal diminished

Seventh,||C: Bbb'^A : Gb, ex. ratio i : ^8=1 : 1-6818

The 27th harmonic,Pythagoreanmajor Sixth,^Vu^C :A,
ex. 905865

Batio of the loth : 17th harmonic, the harmonic dimin-ished

Seventh,e/': "d"' on the Harmonical, ex. 918*641
Just diminished Seventh, Vd + 2Td^C : B'bb -^ : G'b.

ex. 925*416
Septimalor supermajorSixth,̂ Bb Iff,ex. 933*129
The 55ihharmonic,ex. 937*632
Acute diminished Seventh, ^'^u+S^^'^O : B*bb ^A:

0*bj ex. 946*924
Meshaqah's 19 Quartertones,ex. ratio i : ^^2"si : 1*7311
Just superfluousSixth,sVd + ^Tu^C : Ajt ,

ex. 955*031
Four Pentatonea, the fourth note in the Salencbo soUe,

see infri,sect. E., Java, a close approximationto 969
cents,ex. ratio i : "^16 ai : 1*7411

The 7thharmonic,natural,harmonic,or subminor Seventh,
C : 'Bb on the Harmonical,ex. 968*826

Extreme sharpSixth,2F" + 2Ttt"C : ^^ ,ex. 976-537
Minor Seventh, used in the subdominant, 2Vd^C : B^,

ex. 996*091
The SJihharmonic, ex. 999*468
Equal superfluous,or extreme sharp Sixth,i|C: ilt ,

or

minor Seventh,||0: Bb
Acute minor Seventh, used in descending minor scales,

2Vtt+Td-C:B'b,ex. 1017*597
The 29th harmonic,ex. 1029*577
Meshaqah*s 21 Quartertones,ex. ratio i : '^2'* = i : 1*8340
The 59thharmonic, ex. 1059-172
Grave major Seventh, ^Vd + 2Tu^C : B" ex. 1066-762
Just major Seventh, Ftt+ T^"C : B|,the 15th harmonio,

ex. 1088*269
Equal major Seventh

Pythagoreanmajor Seventh, $Vu^C : B^ol. 1109*775
One of Prof. Preyer'strialintervals
The 6iBt harmonic, ex. 1116*884
Diminished Octave, Vu + 2Td " C I C*b

*
ex. 1 129-327

The 31st harmonio, ex. 1145*036
Meshaqah's 23 Quartertones,ex. ratio i : 'V2*'" i : 1*943

SuperfluousSeventh, sTu^C : Bjt ,
ex. 11 58-941

The 63rd harmonio, ex. 1172*736
The double Tritone,4F" + 2Tii" C : jB^ ,

ex. 1180*447
The Octave,C : c
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Table II. The UnevenlyNumbered Harmonics of C 66 up to the 6^rd,

No.

"9

*i5

"19
21

23

*25
27

"29
31

Pitch

66

198

330
462

594
726
858
990

1 122

1254
1386
1518
i6|o
1782
1914
2046

Log

-"30103
+ "47712

-"60206

+ "69897
+ "84510

-"90306
+ 0-95424
+ 1-04139
+ 111394
+ 1-17609

-1-20412
+ 1-23045
+ 1-27875
+ 1-32222
+ 1-36173
+ 1-39794
+ 1-43136
+ 1*46240
+ 1-49136

^^ Bqaal notes

1200 +

702

2400 +

386
969

3600+

204

841
1088

4800 +

298
471
628

772

906
1030
1 145

+ 2

tl -14
a'l -31

r
a"

h"

+ 4

+ 51

-59
- 12

Log
Cyolio Equal notes

-1-50515
+ 1-5x851
+ 1-54407
+ 1-56820
+ 1-59106
+ 1-61278
+ 1-63347
+ 1-65321
+ 1-67210

+ 1-69020
+ 1-70757
+ 1-72428
+ 1-74036
+ 1*75587
+ 1-77085
+ 178533
+ 1*79934

6000 +

53

155

251

342

429

512

590
666

738
807
874
938
999

1059

1117

"73

9"l + 7
a''' -26

a'^ +38
a"'" - I

6^ -41

b'" +17
c^ -27

Table HE. Number of amy Interval,not exceedingthe Tritons,contained in an

Octave.

SECTION E.

on KUBICAL DU0DBNS8 OB THS DBVELOPMEXIT OW JUST INTONATION FOB HABUONT.

(Seenotes pp. 3o8,309, 211, 269,272, 293, 298,299, 301, 302, 304. 305, 306,310, 333, 338.345,
346,352, and 363.)

Art. "

1. Introduction,p. 458.
2. Harmonic Elements, p. 458.
3. Construction of the Schemes, p. 458.
4. Harmonic Cell or Unit of Concord,p. 458.
5. Harmonic Heptad or Unit of Chord Rela-tionship,

p. 458.

Art.

6. Harmonic Decad or Unit of Harmony,

7. ChoMs of the Decad, p. 459.
8. Interyals of the Decad, p. 459.

9. Harmonic Trichordals and Scales,p. 460.
10. PrincipalTrichordal Scales,p. 460.
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Art.
^

Art.

11. Hannonlc Daodene or Unit of Modulation, i8. The Duodenarium, p. 463.
p. 461. 19. Construction of the Duodenarinm, p. 463.

12. Modulation into the Dominant Duodene, 20. Just Intervals reduced to steps of Fifths

p. 461. and major Thirds, p. 464.
13. Modulation into the Suhdominant Duo- 21. The oolunm of Fifths,p. 464.

dene, p. 462. 22. The Limits of the Duodenarium, p. 464.
14. Modulation into the Mediant Duodene, 23. Introduction of the Seventh and Seven-

p. 462. teenth Harmonic, p. 464*
15. Modulation into the Minor Submediant 24. Need of Reduction of the number of Just

Duodene, p. 462. Tones, p. 464.
16. Modulation into Relative and Ck"rrelative,25. Omission of the Skhismas. Unequally

p. 462. Just Intonation. The oyde of 53, p. 465.
17. Duodenation,p. 462. 26. Duodenals, p. 465.

1. Introduction. The followingsketch is founded on my paper on the same

subjectin the Proceedingsof the Royal Societyfor Nov. 19, 1874, vol. xxiii.p. 3.

^ It is an attemptto developthe trichordal principlesof suprit,pp. 293d and 3093.
This,of course, is an inversion of what actuallyoccurred. But the introduction

of the harmonic principlehas completelychangedthe nature of music, and its plaii
consequentlyrequiresreconstruction. Harmony alone is considered. Melodyis

made dependenton harmony. The harmony is tertian,that is,it includes perfect
Thirds,major and minor ; but not septimialythat is,it does not include the 7th
harmonic of the base of a chord. But this may be superadded,see art 23. The

planhere pursuedalso has the advantageof showingthe precisetertianrelation of
the notes of a chord written in the usual notation,bymerelysuperscribinga letter,
called the duodenal, without any changewhatever in the ordinarynotation itself.

The notes affectedby the other harmonies can then be easilyindicated (art.26)
2. The Harmonic Elements are the intervalsof a Fifth,majorand minor Third,

with all their extensions,inversions,and extensions of their inversions,that is all

the forms in p. 191",c, which are here assumed. Capitalletters will therefore

indicate notes without regardto octave, and even allow of reduplication,or added

octaves. The notation is otherwise the same as for my variation of Herr A. v.

% Oettingen'snotation,explainedon p. 277c, note*, and used throughthe rest of

this work. The notation of intervals is used as in p. 276^,notet, so that + is

386, " is 316, " is 702, I is 294 cents, and (...)is replacedby the proper
number of cents in the interval.

3. In the construction of the schemes notes forming ascending Fifths are

written over one another vertically; notes forming ascendingmajor Thirds are

written to the righthorizontally.Againsteach note is written the number of

cycHc cents (supri,p. 452a)in itsinterval from G or the root,reduced to the same

octave. A notation in Solfeggioterms (modifiedfrom that used by the Tonic

Solfedstswith Italian pronunciationof the vowels)is also supplied,in which Do

stands for the root whatever the note itselfmay be.

4. Harmonic Cell or Unit of Concord.

Letter Notation, SolfeggioNotation.
E^\}316 G 702 Mo 316 So 70a

% C o El 386 Do o Mi 386

This consistsof the three harmonic elements,the FifthG"G (orDo"So) and

majorThirds C+E^ , ^*["+G (orDo-^ Mi and Mo'\-So)beingplacedas already
explained,so that the minor Thirds G"E^\} (orDo"Mo) and E^^G (or1ft" So)
lieobliquelyupwardsto the left. Such a cell is called the Cell of C (orDo) its

root.

The student should construct such cells on The cell contains therefore all forms of the

any root. C has been adoptedsimplybecause major and minor chords,triad or tetrad,given
it is most usual,and because it is suited to the in Chap. XII. above.

Harmonical, on which its effectshould be tried.

5. The Hoflrmonic Heptad or Unit of Chord BelationsMp.
Letter Notation. SolfeggioNotation.

E^h 316 G 702 Mo 316 So 702

A^\}814 Co Ex 386 Lo 814 Do o Mi 386
i^ 498 A^ 884 Fa 498 La 884
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The heptadpossesses seven notes, whence itsname. It is formed bysubjoining
tie cell of F (orFa) to the cell of G (orDo),so that the Fifth of the lower cell is

lie root of the upper cell. This is called the Heptadof C (orDo) itscentral note.

t contains not onlythe 4 cell triads,major O+^i " G. -F+uli-C (or Do'\-
^li"So, Fa^La-Do), minor (7-E'["+G^,F A^\}-^C(or Do-Mo'\'So, Fa-*

'^o-\-Do),but also two union triads,major i4*t"+0"JS7*b(orLo+Do" Jfo),and
ainor A^^C-^Ei (orLa" Do + Mi), which result from the union of the two cells.

t therefore possesses all the six consonant chords which contain the same note G

or Do), and can hence pass readilyinto one another,as should be verifiedon the

larmonical. It possesses also the seven condissonant triads (p.338,note f) con-

ainingG, the major Trine i4*["+CH-jB?,(or Lo+Do-^Mi) containingtwo major
[thirds,and the ndnor Trine Ai " G^EJi(pxLa"Do-^Mo) containingtwo minor

["hirds,the jpurequintalTrine F":G"G (orFa"Do"So) containingtwo Fifths,
he major quintalTrines u4"p+0"G (orLo-^Do"So) and F"G+E^ (orFa"
Do-^Mi) consistingof a major Third and a Fifth,and the minor quintalTrines
li" 0"G (orLa"Do"So) and i''"C'" J^*t"(orFa"Do"Mo) consistingof a ^
oinor Third and a Fifth.

All of these should be stadied on the Har- consonant triad containingthe same note G

lonioal, and the readiness with which their should be felt.

issonanoe may be removed by passing into a

6. The Harmonic Decad or Unit of Hamu"ny.

Letter Notation,

B"|"1018 D 204

E^\} 316 a 702 5,
il"b 814 Go E^

F 498 Ay

The Decad possesses ten notes,whence its name. It consists of the heptad
"fG (orSo)superimposedon the heptadof G (orDo). These two heptadshave
\ common cell,that of G (orDo). Hence the decad of G (orDo) may also be ^
considered as three cells,the tonic or that of G (orDo) in the middle ; the domi-

lant or that of G [ox So)above,and the subdominant or that of i^ (orFa) below.

Che decad of G (orDo) is the completedevelopmentof the cell of G (orDo),for
he root of the upper cellis the Fifth of the root of the middle cell,while that

*oot itselfis the fmh of the root of the lower cell.

7. The Ghords of the Decad. The verticalaxis is the column of Fifths F"G".

T:tD (orFa"Do^So"Be). Those are two horizontal axes of major Trines.

Phe decad contains 3 cell ?na;or triads F-^A^^G, G-^Ei " G, G-^B^^D (or
?a + La" Do, Do + 3ft"So, "0+ Ti"Be) on the right,and 2 union majortriads
i"b+C7--B*b"̂ 'b+^-^*b (orLo-\'Do-Mo, Mo-"So-To) on the left. The

lecadalso contains 3 cellminor triads F-A^^^+G, G-E^\}'tG, G-5^b + Z) (or
ya-Lo -^ D̂o, Do" Mo + So, So " To+Be) on the left,and 2 union minor triads

ii-C+-",, Ei-G-^Bi (or La-Do+Mi, Mi-So^Ti) on the right.It has
Jso the dissonance of the dominant Seventh, G-^ B " D \F (or So + Ti "

He IFa) and mimyr Ninth G+B-D \F"A^\} (orSo-k-Ti-Be \Fa-Lo), andf
lence of the diminished Seventh (thesame less G or So),and of the added Sixth

f^+u4-C 204 D, or 2^+4 520 D {Fa+La-Do 204 Be, or Fa+La 520 Be), but

lot the minor triad 2","JF*+u4,(orBa"Fa-k-La, see Ba in art. 11, p. 461),
^hich isconfused with itin temperedintonation. And ithas also not the chords
"fthe extreme diarpSixth,D^\}'\'F204 (t+5,, p. 2866,or/*+a 590 d,J,p. 308".

8. The Intervals ofthe Decad. The relativepositionof the principalintervals
ihouldbe observed in addition to the verticalFifths (includingFourths),the hori-

:ontalmigor Thirds (includingminor Sixths),and obliqueminor Thirds (including
najorSixths),on which the scheme is founded.

Major Tone 204, two Filths verticallynp, Diatonic Semitone 112, obliquelydown to

aC D (orDo Re). the leftin the next line as B, C (orTi Do).
Minor Tone 182,obliquelydown to the right Small Semitone 70, obliquelydown to the

D the next line but one as G il|(orSo La). rightin the next column but one, and in the

Defective Fifth 680, obliquelydown to the next line,as i^'b B, (orTo Ti^.
ightin the next line but two as D Ai (or This is the smallest interval occurringin a

3e La). Decad.
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9. Harmonic Trichordals, A trichordal consists of one triad from each of the

three cells of a decad. Eight such trichordals may be formed from the three

majorand three minor cell triads. Abbreviate the names
' majortriad ' and ' minor

^triad' into their firstsyllables,ma,, mu (wliichhowever may, ifpreferred,be read

more at fallas ' major ' and ' minor '),and name them in the order of Subdominant,
Tonic and Dominant triads,then the eighttrichordals are ma^nia.ma., mi.ma.ma.,
via,mi.7na,,mi,mi,ma,,ma.ma.mi,,,mi,ma,mi,, ma,rm.mi,, mi,ini,im. The seven

tones in each trichordalreduced to a singleoctave constitutean harmonic scale,thai
is a scale in which each note belongsto a triad in the scale. We may begin the

scale with any one of the notes of any one of the 3 generatingtriads. These notes

may be numbered in order of sharpnesswhen reduced to the same octave,as 4, 6, i

in the subdominant,1,3, 5 in the tonic,and 5, 7, 2 in the dominant. These

numbers may be simplyprefixedto the trichordal theyaffect,to shew on what

note the scale begins. We thus obtain 7 x 8=56 trichordal scales,of which 8 are

% genericallydifferent,each genus having7 species.In some accounts of the modes

theyare allrepresentedin faxst as ma.ma.ma., differingonlyas to the note of the

scalewith which theybegin.This is,of course, thoroughlyerroneous. The student

is recommended to make out on the Harmonical every one of these 56 scales.

10. PrincipalTrichordal Scales, The followinggivesa listof the principal
scales thus generatedreferringto the placeswhere theyhave been noted in the

text,and the scale is noted as beginningwith C,

The figuresbetween two oonseoutive notes the Harmonical a form is givenwhich can be

indicate the interval between them in cents, played. As each note forms part of a cell

The number prefixedto the root of the decad triad,and mostly also of a union triad, each
indicates the note of the chord with which the scale can be harmonised, and the stadent

scale begins,reckoned in the way justmen- should therefore harmonise all of them on the

tioned. Beferenoes to the text fpllow. Where Harmonical. See also p. 277, note f. No ex-

any one of these scales cannot be playedon amples of the unusual VI. Mi.ica.mi.are given.

I,

m I 0-C 204 D 182 J^i112 J^ 204 O 182 A^ 204 B| 112 c, No. I of p. 2746 and note. Bfajor
Mode of p. 2986. OrdinaryC major.

K F^C 182 D| 204 JE7|112 F 204 G 182 A^ 112 "b 204 c, No. 5 of p. 275a, there called the

mode of the Fourth. This must be played on the Harmonical as 5 C ma.majaia., which has the

same intervals,namely: O 182 Ai 204 B^ 112 e 204 d 182 e^ 112 / 204 y. It is No. 5 ol

p. 275a, there called the mode of the Fourth.

II. MZ.1IA.MA.

I CsC 204 D 182 E^ 112 F 204 G 112 A^b 274 B 112 c. The minor-major mode of

pp. 3056 and 309^.
III. Ma.mi.ma.

I C = C 204 D 112 J^'b 182 ^ 204 G 182 ill204 B, 112 c, No. 2 of p. 2746. The mode of th"

minor Seventh, with the leadingnote, or major Seventh, substituted for ihe minor Seventh, aa

in p. 303d. An ordinaryform of the ascendingminor scale p. 288a.

lY. M1.MI.11A.

I C^C 204 D ii2"7*b 182 JP 204(7 112 A^b 274 B, 112 c. The * instrumental ' minor seal*

of p. 2886 ; the * modem ' ascendingminor scale of p. ^ood,

IF V. Ma.ma.mi.

I C-C 204 D 182 "",112 F 204 G 182 Ai 134 B^b 182 c. Although this is called the mode

of the Fourth on pp. 2986 and 309^2,it is a different scale from that called the mode of the

Fourth on p. 2756,which is 5 J^ ma.ma.ma. above, under I.,because the Seventh in this case is

JB'b and in that Bbt a comma lower. See p. 277, footnote t, on this and similar confusions.

5 ^a C 182 Di 134 ^^ b 182 F204G iSzA^iii Bb 204 c. This must be playedon the Har-monical

as 5 C-G 182 ^, 134 B^b 182 c 204 d 182 e, 112 /204 pr. This is No. 6 of p. 275^
and there considered as a variant of the mode of the minor Seventh,which is reallythe diffeieni

scale,3 C majnioni., next immediatelyfollowing.

VII. Ma.mi.mi.

I C"C 204 D 112 E^b 182 ^ 204 G 182 ill134 -S^b 182 c. This is No. 4 of p. 2750 taken

upwards,instead of downwards as there. The mode of the minor Seventh of p. 2986 withoni

the leadingtone of p. 303c.
VIU. M1.MI.MI.

I C'^C 204 D 112 E^b 182 F 204 G 112 il'b204 B^b 182 c. No. 3 or descendingminor
scale of p. 274c, the mode of the minor Third of p. 294a, No. 4.

5 F" C 112 jD'b 204 "*b 182 F 204 G 112 A^b 182 Bb 204 c. This must be playedon tha
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Harmonica! as 5 C^G 112 A^b 204 B*b 182 C 204 D 112 E^b 182 F 204 {7. It is No.

p. 2756,the mode of the minor Sixth of pp. 294a No. 5, 298cNo. 5, 305c to 308^.
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II. The Harmonic Dtwdene, or Unit of Modulation.

Letter Notation, SolfeggioNotation.

In referringto the figureof the decad in art. 6 two gaps will be noticed,one to

the rightat the top,the other to the leftat the bottom. On fillingthese up accord-ing

to the same laws by making F^jf^a Fifth above ^i and a major Third above

D, and D'|"a Fifth below A^\}and a majorThird below F, we obtain the scheme

in the central rectangleof the above figures,which is called a Dtiodene,because it

consists of ttvelvenotes bearingto each other the relation of the twelve notes on

the piano,which, by omittingthe marks of commas ^1,may be supposed to be

representedby the same letters. The Duodene then consists of 3 columns or

quaternionsof Fifths,and four lines or majortrines of Thirds,and itsroot, which

is tiiatof the correspondingdecad, is in the centre of the lowest line but one, so

that itis easy to construct a duodene on any note as a root.

The duodene thus completedby these extreme tones possesses two additional

union Thirds,majorD^\}'\'F"A^\}(orBo-^-Fa^Lo) and minor 5," D+i^iJf(or
Tt"Be-^Fi), and consequentlybesides the 8 genera of scalesof the decad contains T
the majorscale of il*|"(majorchords D"t?+^-^*bM*b+"^--25;"b.E^h-^-G-B^l})
and the descendingminor scale of Ei (minorchords ul|̂ C-^-E, E^ " (r+^n -Bi"

D-\-Filf)jand italso givesus the chords of the extreme sharpSixth (976 cents,a

yexj near approachto the 7th harmonic of 969 cents)in itsthree forms,

Italian Sixth A^\}386 C 590 i^i ŝcarcelya dissonance,
French Sixth A^\}386 C 204 D 386 FA,
German Sixth A^\}386 C 316 E^\}274 F^%.

These three last chords cannot be played on the Harmonical. They arose in the days of

xneantone temi)eTament. The chord of the dominant Seventh omittingthe Fifth E^b 386
O 610 ^'b had then to be playedwith tempered notes as Eb 386 O 579 cff,

because there was no

db on the instrument, and as the 7th harmonic would have been E^b 386 Q 583 'd*b the effect

was so good that the chord was adopted in writingand distinguishedfrom the chord of the

dominant Seventh, by resolvingupwards instead of downwards.

These new notes have also introduced two new Semitones of 92 cents,i^ 92 F,JJ1[
and D^\}gi D. But the smallest interval between any two notes remains the
small Semitone of 70 cents, A^\}70 -4

1, E^\}70 E,, B^[}70 5,,

12. Modulation into the Dominant Duodene.

It is obvious from the construction of the

duodene that the transition from any duo-dene

to an adjacentone is very easy. Suppose
(seescheme in art. 11)that we omit the lowest

line D*b + F + ^, (orRo-^Fa-^La) and take

in the line i^'+ ^ ""-C,S at the top, we shall

have the duodene of G, which has three lines

in common with that of O. The three new

notes introduce 2 commas F 22 F\ Ai22A and

one diaskhisma 0,8 20 D'b. These minute

distinctions neglectedin tempered music have,

however, a powerfuleffect on the harmony of

justlyintoned instruments. The C|S is indeed

one of the extra notes and does not occur in

the decad of O or its scales. On the otiier
hand F,S ,

which was an extra note in the duo-dene
of Cy becomes a substantive note in the

decad, as well as duodene,of G, and we find
then that the F of the C decad becomes the

Fit , 92 cents higher in the G decad. This
difference is so largethat it cannot be disre-garded

in tempered music, and it is,accord-ingly,
there representedby an interval of 100

cents,and forms the distinguishingmark for

major scales of what is termed the modulatum
into the dominant as justexplained.
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13. Modulation into the Subdominant Duodene.

Omit the top line B^b + D + F^t (or To

+ Re + Fi) of the daodene of O in scheme

art. II, and take a new line G'b + Bb + A (o^
Sa + Ta + Ra) at the bottom to obtain the

duodene of F (orFa), The changes made are

the reverse of those for modulations into the

dominant. The notes B^ b, D are depressedby
a comma of 22 cents to JBb"i"i,and the extra

note F^% of the C daodene is raised by a

diaskhisma of 20 cents to O^b of the ^daodene.

These changes are neglectedin tempered in-tonation.

Bat the most important change
is that B^ (whichis in the daodene, bat not

the decad of F) is depressedby a Semitone of

92 cents from B, to Bb" and thisbeingnoticed
in tempered masic, becomes the distingoish-
ing mark in the modulation of the major aeale

of C into that of the subdominant F,

14. Modulation into the Mediant Duodene,

Betuming again to the daodene of C, we

might omit tibeleft column D^b"A^b"E^b"
B* b (orro "lo "mo "to) of the duodene of C

[(seescheme in art. ii)and introduce a new

column on the right CjS db Q^ " D^ "

A^ (orde"8e"ri"t%)y in which each new

note is a greatdiesis of 42 cents lower than

the note in the column omitted. This differ-

ence
is ignored in playing tempered mnsie,

althoughthe distinction is preseiredin writ-ing

as Db and C%
, "Jkc.,bat it is of great im-portance

in justintonation. This is termed

modulation from the root C (orIkf^into the

Mediant^ E^ (orMi) as the root of the new

daodene is the major Third or Mediant of the

root C (orDo) of the old daodene.

15, Modulation into the Minor Svhmediant Duodene,

Similarlywe might omit the rightcolumn

A^"E^"By"F^% (orla mi ti fi)of the duo-dene

of C (see scheme in art. 11) and in-
troducea new column B-'bb " F"b "C-b" G*b

^orta fu du su) on the left,thus forming the

duodene of A^ b (orLo) or minor subtnedianL

16. Modulation into the Belative and- Correlative Duodenes.

But itis usual to combine these two modu-lations

with others into the subdominant of

the mediant (thatis the submediant)A^ (or
La), generallycalled the relative on the one

m hand, and the dominant of the minor sub-

mediant,that is E^b (orMo)y sometimes called

the correlativeôn the other. In each case the

root of the new duodene differs by a minor

Third from the old root. The change for these

two last modulations is considerable if we take

the whole duodene into consideration,as may
be seen by the schemes in art. 11, where the

dotted linesmark offthe new duodenes. But in

the cases which occur in practicethe changes
are very small, especiallywhen the difference

of a comma is neglectedas in tempered music.

The modulation into the relative is generaUy
from the major scale of the decad of C or chords

F+Ai-CC + Ei-O.O + B^-DinioHieminor
scale of the relativedecad of il"either consist-ing

of the chords D, - F+ i4"-4,- C + ^,,-E?,-

O + Bi (inwhich there is only the use of D, for

D, to indicate this modulation),or else con-

In sistingofthe chords jD,-F+-4" -4,-C + -B"
VE?,4Gjr-B" or even D^ + FJt-At, A^-
C-^Et !"," Gjf" B" these being the three

recognisedforms of the minor scale. As the

two latter forms are also acknowledged in

tempered intonation (which,however, confuses

F,5 and F.J ),the change of O into G^ (orso
into se, that is the sharpeningof the Fifth by
properly 70 cents)has generallybeen con-sidered

the mark of modulation from a major
scale into its relative minor," one of the com-monest

in music.

The modulation into the correlative is in

the same way generallythought of as the

change of the tonic major scale chords F+

^,-C., C-*-E^-0, G + Bi-D (or Fai^La

-Do, Do + Mi-So, So+Ti-Re) into the

tonic minor scale chords F"A^b+C, C-

E^b + G,G-B^b + D (or Fa-Lo^Do, Do-

Mo -" So, So " To + Re),in which however the

chord G + B^-D (or 80+Ti-Re) may re-main,

and sometimes the chord F+A^ " O

(orFa La Do), This is not a modulation at

all in the sense justexplained,because there

is no change of duodene or even decad. It is

merely a change of scale within the same

decad, that is,a new triohordal scale moving
from I C ma.ma.ma. to I Cmijni jni.,mijnLma..
or ma.mi.ma., art. 9. It would, however, be

more consonant to ancient practiceto restrict
the term modulation to such changes of tri-
chordal within the same duodene,and to use

a new term for the more generaloperation.

17. Dux)denation,

This is the term I propose to substitute

for modulation when it means passing from

one duodene to another which bears a known

relation to the first. This relation may be very

close, as in the cases just considered, or so

remote that the two duodenes have only one

note in common. Thus the duodene of D'b

and C have only the note B'b in common.

The annexed figure,called the Duod^ndi^um,

probablycontains allsuch duodenations which

occur even in modem music,though itis im-possible

to be certain how far the ambiguities
of tempered intonation may mislead the com-poser

to consider as related,chords and scales
which are reallyvery far apart. It contains
therefore an approximativeestimate of 117,
for the number of tones in aa Octave which

would be requiredto playin jastintonation,
and are roughlyrepresentedby the 12 tones of

equaltemperament.
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18. The Diiodendrium.

The largefiguresgive the cychc cents in the interval of each note from C. See Table

440. The small figuresgive the correspondingnunberB of the cycleof 53 with the nearest

bole number of cents. See Table p. 439.

-"32

-"27

-"23

-"18 IT

"14

"09

-05

o

+ "05

+"09

+"14

+ i8

f

+ "23

This is the firsttable of modulations adaptedto Just Intonation that has been constructed.

But .thetable in (GottfriedWeber's Versuch Hner geordnetenTheorie der Tonaeizkunst (Attempt
%i systematictheory of musical composition,1830-2,vol. ii.," 180, p. 86),although only
Gbdaptedto equaltemperament, was of much assistance to me.

19. Constniction of the Duodenarium, The arrangement is that of all the

previousschemes, proceedingfrom bottom to topby intervals of a Fifth 702 cents

(orfrom top to bottom by intervalsof a Fourth 498 cents),and from leftto rightby
intervalsof a majorThird 386 cents (orfrom rightto leftby intervals of a minor

Bixth 814 cents). The number written againstany note shews the cyclicintervals
of the note from (7,when all are reduced to the same Octave, see App. XX. sect. A.

art. 24, xiii.p. 4376'.

But as a Fifth is 701*955 cents, and a major Third 386-314,errors of accumulation occur,
and hence the cyclicnumbers requirecorrections if the precisenumbers are wanted; apply
those givenat top or bottom of the column, or at either end of the line containingthe number.

Thus F28S682 has the column correction + -63,and the line correction --23, and its true dis-tance
from C is therefore 682-4 cents. On referringto the name of the note in the Table,

Beet. A. art. 28, p. 440, the precisenumber of cents to one placeof decimals,the logarithmand
pitchof the note will be found in addition.

The interval between any two notes, reduced to the same Octave, is the dif-ference

of the number of cycliccents assigned; corrected ifrequired.The number

of the note by which the justnote would be representedin Bosanquet*scycleof

53, isadded in smaller figuresunder the justnote, and the nearest whole number

of cents is annexed. Referringto that number in the Table in sect. A. art. 27,

1[
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p. 439",the name givenby Mr. Bosanquet,the precisenumber of cents,the loga-rithm
and the pitchwill be found.

20. Jvst Intervals Bediiced to Stepsof Fifthsand Major Thirds, On account

of the construction by Fifths and major Thirds,we can proceedfrom any note to

any other by takinga certain number of Fifths up or down, and then ms^'or
Thirds up or down, and reducingto the same Octave. See suprii,sect. D. arts.

7 and 9, p. 452"^ c, where the process is described.

21. The Column of Fifths.

The central column of Fifths has no sape-
nor or inferior indexes. The superiorindexes

*,*,*,*to the leftnot onlyserve to distinguish
the columns, but indicate that the note bear-ing

it is I, 2, 3, 4 commas of 22 cents sharper
I or higherthan the note of the same name in
' the column of Fifths. Thus Dbin the oolumn

of Fifths has 90 cents,D*bhas therefore 90 +

3 X 22 = 156 cents as there marked. The in-ferior

indexes
p ", ti 4

to the rightalso not

merely distinguish"e columns,but indicate

that the notes are i, 2, 3, 4 commas flatteror
lower than a note of the same in the oolmnn
of Fifths. Thus Ct has 1 14 cents, but C^ has

114-3x22 = 48 cents. It is thus quiteeasy
to continue the line of Fifths up at least to

-DS S 8 546 from the table by addingthe ap-propriate
number of commas, thus Z"8 8t

= ^4""" +45"22 = 458t88-546 cents and
down to Cbbb 858 by subtractingthe
as shewn by C^bbb-4x 22 = 946-88=858.

22. Limits of the Ihiodenarium.

These were determined thus : The central

dark oblong is the duodene of C. Within

the next cUkrk oblong are all the duodenes

which have at least one note in common with

the duodene of C The extremes are the duo-

denes of D^b (with the note B"b),of A^bb

(with the note i""b),of E^l (with the note

FyU ),and of B^ (withthe note ^1,).Then the

outer black oblong contains all Uie duodenes

whose roots are notes in the intermediate

black oblong. Supposing the originaldno*
dene, then, to be one which had its root in
the duodene of C (whichmay always be con-sidered

as the case),the limits allow of modu-lation
into any duodene containingthat note,

and thence into duodenes which have at least

one note in common with the last named. We
thus obtain 9 x 13= 117 notes, forming 7 x 10

= 70 duodenes.

23. Introdnction of the Seventh and Seventeenth Harmonics.

If it is desired to proceed beyond tertian

to septimal harmony to inftroduce the har-monic

form of the phord of the dominant

Seventh, with the ratios 4:5:6:7 as Mr.

Poole has done (see sect. F. No. 7),or even

to septendecimalharmony to introduce the

harmonic form of the chord of the minor

Ninth 8 : 10 : 12 : 14 : 17 (seep. 346c,note "),
the number of the notes will be nearlytripled.
Taking the root of the chord as C, to each

minor Seventh Bbwe should have to add 'Pb,
which is 27 cycliccents flatter than this

minor Seventh Bb (as shewn in the duo-denary

arrangement of Mr. Poole's notes,

I
sect. F. No. 7),and to each minor Ninth as

i"ib we must add *^i"*bfwhich is seven cyclic
cents flatterthan this minor Ninth. The cents

in the tertian chord of the minor Ninth C JB7,
G Bb -D'b are o, 386, 702, 996, 1200+ 112.

Hence the cents in the harmonic septimal
chord of tiie dominant Seventh, or C E^ G

*Bb, are o, 386,702, 969,and the cents in the

septendeeimalchord of the minor Ninth, or

C E,G 'Bb"i""b, are o, 386, 702, 969, 1200

+ 105. This form can be played in all its
inversions on the Harmonica), see sect. P.
No. I. If the root be omitted in the cJiord
of the minor Ninth, we obtain the chord of
the diminished Seventh, which in its har-monic

form is 10 : 12 : 14 : 17, or E^ G ^Bh
*'jD'b,in cents o, 316,583,919, which can also
be played on the Harmonical in allits inver-sions.

In Mr. Bosanquet*B cyde of 53, the
chord of the dominant Seventh is playedby
the degrees4, 21, 35, 47, or cents o, 385,702,
974, of which the last note is 5 cents too

sharp,but the effect is good. The chord of
the diminished Seventh must be played bj
degrees4, 18,30. 45, or cents o, 317, 589.929.
the last of which is 10 cents too sharp, and
the result would not be improvedby takingit
one degree or 23 cents flatter. Altogetherit
is only a slightimprovement on the imitatioa
of the tertian form, degrees4, 18,31, 45, or

cents o, 317, 611, 929.

24. Need of Beduction of the Number of Just Tones,

Of course it is quiteout of the question
that any attempt should be made to deal with

such numbers of tones differingoften by only
2 cents from each other. No ear could appre-ciate

tiie multitude of distinctions. No in-strument,

even if once correctlytoned, would

keep itsintonation sufficientlywell to preserve

such niceties. No keyboardcould be invented
for playingthe notes even if they eooid bs
tuned, although,as will be seen in art. 26, it
is very easy to mark a piece of otdinazy
music so as to indicate the piedse notes to
be struck. Hence some compromise is needed,
such as the following.
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25. The Omissicni of the Skhisma. UneqiiaUyJiist Intonation.
The Cycleof 53.

The first compromise is to consider all

tones differingby 2 cents (a skhisma)as iden-tical.

The dotted lines in the Duodenarium

inclose 7 x 8 = 56 tones which differfrom each

other by more than 2 cents. Any note in the
line just above the upper dotted line differs

only by 2 cents from the note justabove the

lower dotted line in the precedingcolumn.
We may proceed then by perfectFifths of

702 cents up from D3S 252, the extreme note

in the right-handbottom comer of this oblong,
to D,t 1 366,at the top, and thence by an im-perfect

Fifth of 700 cents (the same as in the

equally tempered scale)to B^ 1066 at the

bottom of the next column to the left. Then

again we may go by perfectFifths to Bjt 1 180,
and then by another Fifth of 700 cents to G,
680 J=1180 + 700- 1200) and so on till we

had by these alternatingFifths of 702 and

7cx" cents reached the 56th note and 55th
Fifth F*b 450. In this way, at the 53rdFifth
or 54th note we should have reached E*["b

246, over which a short line is drawn. Now

this is lower than the initial note D^ 252 by
only 6 cents. Hence if on the three last occa-

26. The Duodenal, The duodenal is the letter name of the root of any
dnodene. By placingit over any note or chord we indicate that that note and all

which followtill a new dttod^nal is giveiiare to have such values onlyas tJiey
would have in the duodene ofwhich the tone indicated by the duodenal is the root.

This preventsallambiguityby restoringin fsbcithe notation of commas higheror
lower, which alone iswanting for the representationof tertian harmony in the

ordinarystaffnotation. If the 7th and 17thharmonics have to be introduced they%
will have slopinglinesplacedbefore them as in chord 1 7 below. The examples
given are not intended as specimensof desirable harmony,but of the means of

representingdifferencesof justintonation. The first16 chords are from God save

the Queen ; the four last are merelyexamplesof notation.

sions where Fifths of 700 cents were to have

been used, we had taJcen the perfectFifths
of 702 cents we should have made C*b^ mo

cents,ii*bb"726 cents and ^bb"342 cents,
and consequentlyE*\)b 252 cents. This would

have become identical with the startingnote
Dji 252. This mode of tuning,which if accu-rately

executed no ear could distinguishfrom

justintonation,forms the unequallyjtistin-
tonation mentioned in sect. A. art. 19, p. 435c.
It is also the foundation of substitutingfor
the perfectFifth another of 31 x 1200-7-53 =

701-886cents, 80 that on repeatingit 53 times,
and deducting31 Octaves we should come back

to the startingnote. And this givesthe cycle%'
of 53 alreadydescribed,sect. A. arts. 22 and 27,
to which reference is made on the Duoden-arium

itself,shewing exactlythe mode in

which it can be substituted for Just Intona-tion

without perceptibleinjury to the har-monic

effect. For this and other less happy
but more handy attempts,see sect. A. The

mode of fingeringthis cycleis explainedinfr4,
sect. F. Nos. 8 and 9, and of tuningitin sect.

G. arts. 19 and 20.

C G C

I I I, I

123 4 56 7 S 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16
17 18

19 20

The chords are numbered for convenience

of reference,and only the treble is givenfor

brevity. When the bass is added, the duo-denal

should be repeatedin the bass or merely
placedbetween treble and bass. Observe the

chords 3, 9, 13, which introduce the ambi-guous

chord on the second. The duodenal

C over chord i shews that we begin in the

duodene of c, so that the firstchord is e'316
g^498 e'. But G over chord 3 shews that there

is a dnodenation into the dominant, and that

the chord is the true minor /''386 a'498 d" and

not the dissonant chord of tiie added Sixth

/ 386 a/ 520 d". The d" must be retained for

the voice to descend by a perfectminor Third

to 6/ in chord 4, and be the true Octave of d'

in that chord wliere C shews that the duodene

of C is again reached. Hence it is not allow-able

to tak^ chord 3 in the dnodene of F as

/386 a/ 498 dy". The followingchords 5, 6, 7,
8 are also in the duodene of C, as there is no

change of duodenal. But chord 0 is in the

duodene of F, because a/ is retained from

chord 8, and d"j f* must harmonise with it.

In chord 10 the duodene of C is againreached.
As purposelywritten in this example chord 13
is the dissonant added Sixth ^386 a,'520 d'\ ^
which is resolved on chord 14, but the reten-tion

of a{ would make it more natural to take

the duodene of F, as /'386a,'498 d" and then

return immediatelyto the duodene of C. In

chord 15,d'267^f 2^1 ^ 386 6/ the method is

shewn by which the septimal7 is indicated.

The duodenal C would make / without the

mark before it,to be true Fourth of the root

c. But this Fourth is 27 cents too sharp for

the 7th harmonic of the dominant g, and

hence the line slopingdown to the rightin-dicates

that the Fourth has to be taken 27

cents flatterin s^timal harmony. In ordi-nary

tertian harmony as indicated by the duo-denal

only,the Fourth would remain unaltered.

In chord 17, the duodenal C would shew that

the a'b must be a^'b,the minor Sixth Of the

root c, or a diatonic Semitone above th^ domi-nant

g. But this is 7 cents too sharp for the
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17th harmonic of the dominant, and henoe served if this minor Sixth werieoBedin place
the line slopingdown to the rightindicates of the 17th haimonic provided only the 7th
that it is to be 7 cents flatter. The sloping harmonic of the dominant were retained,

line,therefore,indicates different degreesof Equal temperament of course not recognis*
flatteningaccording as it is appliedto the ing the difference of a comma, so far as sound

Fourth or minor Sixth of the root expressed is concerned, retains the same tempered duo-

by the duodenal. If,therefore,we wished to dene throughout,althoughthere is a difference

have the chord ",'316 fir'267'6'b336*'d*"bwe in writingit,as would be shewn in the Duo-

must write the duodenal as F to get the right denarium (p.463) if the indices were omitted,

intonation, as in chord 19. Since the 17th Such an omission reduces the Duodenarium

harmonic of the dominant is so nearly the to a table of modulations in any temperament
minor Sixth of the root, and the chord is which neglectsthe comma,

dissonant, much of the effect would be pre-

SECTION F.

m BZPBBIXEMTAI* ZNSTBUMBNT8 TOB EXHIBITIMO THS BFFECTS OV JUST OTTONATIOM.

(Seenotes pp. 6, 17,217, 218, 222, 256,329, and 346.)

No. No.

Introduction,p. 466. 5. Rev. H. Listen's Organ,p. 473.
1. The Harmonical, p. 466. 6. General Thompson's Organ, p. 473.
2. The Just Harmonium, p. 470. 7. Mr. H. W. Poole's Organ, p. 474.

3. The Just EnglishConcertina,p. 470. 8. Mr. Bosanquet's Generalised Fingerboard
4. BIr. Colin Brown's Voice Harmoninm, p. and Harmonium, p. 479.

470. 9. Mr. Paul White's Hiumon, p. 481.

Inteoduction.

At the presentdayordinarymasical instruments are intended to be toned in

accordance with equaltemperament (seepp. 313a, 432^,art. 10 ; 4366,art. 22, i.;

437c, art. 25 ; sect. G. arts. 11 and following).The Englishconcertina,which has

14 keysfor the Octave, is stillusuallytuned in the older Meantone temperament
H (P-433^"art* ^6"^^^ ^^^' ^* ^' ^^)' ^^* neither systemgivesthe onlyinter^

which will allow chords in the middle partof the scale to be playedwithout giving
riseto beats. In order,then, that the ear may learn what is the meaningof ' just
intonation,'itis necessary for it to have specialinstruments,or at least instru-ments

speciallytuned. Prof. Helmholtz has for this purpose invented a tuning
for an harmonium with two rows of ordinarykeys,explainedon pp. 31 62)to 320a.

Others, as Colin Brown, Liston,Poole,and Perronet Thompson,have invented

harmoniums or organs with novel fingerboards; and others, as Bosanquetand
J. P. White, have invented means for usingthe divisionof the Octave into 53 parts,
which, as is seen in sect.E., p. 463,is practicallyalmost identicalwith justintona-tion.

A brief account of these instruments (with the exceptionof Prof. Helm-

holtz's,which is fullydescribed in the text)will here be given. But none of them

meet the wants of the student. They are all too expensiveand requireso much

specialeducation to use, that (withthe exceptionof Mr. Colin Brown's)theyhave
remained musical curiosities,some of them entirelyunique. But there are two

^ instruments which are cheap and which can be tuned so as to illustratealmost

every pointof theory,though they of course remain experimentalinstruments
intended onlyto shew the nature of musical intervals,chords,and scales,and not

to playpiecesof music exceptespeciallycomposed exercises. These two I shall

take first. They are a speciallytuned harmonium and Englishconcertina. Beed

instruments are far the best for experiments,because theygivesustained notes

possessinga largenumber of powerfidupper partialtones,so that any deviations

from justintonation are extremelyconspicuous,painfullyevident indeed on any
harmonium tuned in equaltemperament.

I. The Harmonical.

The scale of the Harmonical and the number of vibrationsfor every note in ""

firstfour octaves will be found on p. 17, note. The instrument has been con^

stantlyreferred to in the Translator's notes to the precedingpages. It is an

harmonium with one row of vibratorsextendingover five octaves. The toningof
tiiefifthoctave wiU be explainedfurther on.
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Any one baying such an hannoniun of

Ifessra. Moore A Moore, pianoforteand har-monium

makers, 104 and 105 Bishopsgate
Street, London, for 165s.net, may have it

tuned as an Hannonical, by my forks,and
provided with an *harmonical bar' as pre-sently

explained,both without extra charge.
I am sure that all musical students,as well

as myself,must feel greatlyindebted to this

firm, who at the instance of Mr. H. Keatley
Moore, Mus. B., a student of the firstedition

of this work, have so kindly undertaken to

furnish this almost indispensableaid to the

Btudy of music on Hehnholtz's principlesat
Buch a very moderate cost.

On the first four octaves this instrument

contains all the 10 notes of the Decad of C

(p.459"),and hence all its chords (p.459c),
and allows of playingand harmonisingall the

56 trichordal scales (p.460)contained in that
decad. Its 10 notes, C D E'b E^ F O A^\)A^
B'b ^1, are placed on their usual digitals.
Hence so far there is no new fingeringto
learn. The remaining two digitalsare em-ployed

to furnish two notes of great theoreti-cal

importance,the grave Second D,, which is

of course placedon the Db or C% digital,and
the natural or harmonic Seventh 'Bb, which
had to be placed,rather out of order,on the
6 b or ^ digital,the only one at liberty.
Hence, using small letters to represent the

short black keys,the keyboardfor each of the
firstfour octaves is

C D E^

vib.in two-foot Octave 264{"^^*^o;
^'^

330 352

'6b a*b 6*b
F G A, B^ C

46a 49"f 475J

396 440 495 528

and its scheme in the Decad form with the

two additional notes is

B'b

E'\"

A'b

D

O

C

F

'Bb ^1

In this form (...)in the second column

indicatesthe absence of Bb, and ^Bb forms a

column by itself. The scheme is seen filled

up on p. 474c, d. The addition of ^Bb gives
an opportunityof playing the first sixteen
harmonics of C with the exceptionof the
I ith and 13th(whencethe name Harmonical),
thus:

Note C c g c' e^' g' '6'b c" d" c/'
Harmonic 123456789 10 12 14 15 16

By means of the *harmonical bar' pro-vided
with the instrument, these harmonics,

except the 7th and I4ih,can be presseddown
at the same time, and then the 7th and 14th,
being on short keys, can be added with the

fingersof the hands which press down the bar.

The pegs which press the notes are arranged
on different lines,so that the first8 harmonics

can be played by themselves, and then the

effect of addingthe higherOctave can be tried.

It is thus possibleto play the harmonics

simultaneouslywith or without the 7th and

14th,and thus to estimate their presumed
dissonant effect. To my own feelingthese'
harmonics greatlyenrich and improve the

qualityof the very compound tone produced.
It is evident therefore that the effects of

all the intervals depending on the numbers

I to 16 (omittingii and 13) can be immedi-ately

produced,and hence all the intervals on

p. 2126,c,induding the septimalintervals,aris-ing

from 'Bb, which are of specialimportance
and interest because they can be so rarely
heard.

The existence of higherupper partialsof
the low notes can easilybe made evident by
beats. If we press down one of the digitals
for the shortest distance that will allow the

note to sound at all,we flattenit slightly,and
hence put it out of tune. Keeping then C

sounding fully,and slightlyflatteningitshar-monics,

one by one in tillsway (indicatedby a

prefixedgrave accent)we easilyobtain the

beats from Ccy C% Ccf, C'e,',Cg\ C"6'b,

CTc". Cd", CTe/',CTg", CTb^b, Cl^\ Cc"\

making evident the existence of 13 out of 15
of the upper partialsof C In the same way

by slightlyflatteningthe upper or lower notes

of any of the consonant intervals,as e : (7,we

IT

can produce the beats which shew that the

consonance has been disturbed. These are

some of the most strikingillustrationsof
Helmholtz's discoveries.

Beats between the primes of two notes are

well shewn by DDp "W" d'd{,d"d^\ which
should beat about 9, 18, 37, 73 times in
10 seconds, the number of beats doublingfor
each ascent of an Octave. The very impure
character of the beats of i)/""arisingfrom
our hearingat the same time the beats of the

upper pairsof notes as partials,is instructive.
We can also hear the beats faJl givenfor 10

seconds and fractions omittea)in D""b 50,
'Bb B"b 33t ^'b E^ 33, il'b A, 44, B"b B, 50,
but the higherOctaves of these notes beat too

rapidlyto be counted.

Combinational tones are easilyheard. Any
two consecutive harmonics of C give C, and
by soundingtwo of them stronglyand slightly%
flatteningthe C, the beats of this flattened
^C with the combinational tone may be heard,
but much care and attention are necessary for
this purpose. On pUying 6,"c'"the rattleof
the 66 beats in a second may be heard, as

well as the combinational C of 66 vib. Simi-
larlyfor 6,"and 6"'b the rattle of the 39-6
beats in a second, and also the deep combina-tional

tone ^'^b of 39-6vib. And if all three
keys 6""b,6,",and c" be held down together,
the low-pitchedbeat of the two combinational
tones may also be heard with proper care and
attention. If we play"2/'/'we have a beat-
note of 1 17*3 vib.,very nearlyB"b. If we play
d"/'we have the beat-note il|of 1 10 vib. If we

play allthree togetherthe two beat-notes beat
73*3 times in 10 seconds. This must be care-fully

listened for,but the beats beingso much
lower in pitch cannot be confused with the
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higher beats of d/' d", although their fre-quency

is the same.

All the forms of the major and minor

triads and tetrads on pp. 2 i86 to 224a oan be

played and appreciated,and in many cases

the combinational tones can be playedas sub-stantive

notes with them ; see my footnotes to

these pages.
The e"Pect of the analysesof dyads in my

footnotes on pp. 188 to 191 can all be studied,
and much of the diagrams on pp. 193 and 333

can be verified.

Most of the old Greek tetrachords on

p. 263^2'can be playedas there pointedout.
The analysisof scales on pp. 274-278 can

be illustrated.

The discords in Chap. XVII. oan be mostly

^ illustrated,as pointedout in my footnotes.

As shewn by the table on p. 17, note, the

intervals 80 : 81, or comma, the minor Tone

9 : 10, and major Tone 8 : 9, the diatonic

Semitone 15 : 16,and small Semitone 24 : 25,
and other importantintervals,can all be illus-trated.

Again,'Bb : "'b = 3S : 36 is 49 cents,
and hence almost preciselya quarter of a

Tone or 50 cents, and A^ : 'Bb = 20 : 21 is 85
cents,or very nearlythe Pythagorean Limma

of 90 cents. The imperfectFifth of justin-tonation

Z) : iip or 680 cents, may be con-trasted

with the perfectFifth D| : il"or 702
cents. The Pythagorean minor Third D : F^

or 294 cents,can be contrasted with the just
minor Third D^ : J?',-or316 cents.

But it is also necessary to note what the

Harmonical cannot do. Ithas no Pythagorean
conmia, and no Pythagoreanmajor Third, nor

c|can it play a Pythagorean scale. It cannot

play the chord of the extreme sharp Sixth,

nor can itmodulate into the dominant or sub-

dominant, or relative minor (exceptin the

descending form), but it can distinguish
/ 386 "! 520 "2,the chord of the added Sixth,
from the minor chord/ 386 a, 498 "2"and oan

modulate from C major to C minor.

It is also able to playMr. Poole's dichordal

scale F A C,C E O'Bb D with the peculiar
minor chord O : 'Bb : D = 6 : 7 : 9, and the

fullnatural chord of the major Ninth.

Method of Tutiing, To be sure about the

pitches,I tuned c"528, a'440, a"b422-4,
'6'b462on forks with greataccuracy, by means

of my tuning-forksmentioned on p. 4466'. I

tuned also a second set of forks each two

beats flatter than the above, which I found

very useful in determiningthe accuracy of the

m tuning by unisons. In fact the note of the

reed is so much more powerfulthan that of the

fork,that the latter was quitedrowned when

near the unison, so that the pitch could not

be determined within 3 to 5 beats in 10

seconds,and this difficultywas entirelyobvi-ated

by the flatforks. After these notes then

had been tuned on the Harmonical, the rest of

the notes in the two-foot Octave were tuned by
Fifths or Fourths, namely flrsta"'b to e^%

e"'b to 6"'b,secondlyc" to ^, gf'to d'\ cT to/,
thirdlya,'to "/',","to fe/,and a,'to d/. The

other notes were obtained by Octaves. The

verification is by the perfectmajor chords

FA^C, CEfi, GB,D, A'bCE^b, JT'bOB'b;
the perfectminor chord D^FA^ and the per-fect

chord of the harmonic Seventh CEfi^B)",
all without beats in the two-foot Octave.

Pitch. The pitch (^'528was choeen to

agree with the pitchadopted by Prof. Helm-

holtz in the text; a'440 was the pitchpro-posed
by Scheibler ; a''b422-4is within -i vib.

of the pitchof HandePs own A fork 422*5,now
in the possessionof Bev. G. T. Driffield,Bector

of Old, near Northampton. In the notes not

tuned by forks there may be a very slightbut
not perceptibleerror, so that the Hannonieal

presentsa series of trustworthypitches.
Eacercises, Besides numerous short airs,

and specialexercises,the followingpieces
may be played with full harmonies, and will

serve to illustratethe meaning of justintona-tion,

especiallyifthey are contrasted with the

same airs immediately afterwards played on

an ordinarilytuned harmonium.

Ood save the Queen (inC major with its

minor chord on the Second of the scale,alter-nating

with the chord of the added Sixth).
The Heavens are telling{C major with the

modulation into C minor).
OUyrious Apollo(alteringthe brief modula-tion

into the dominant).
The Old Hundredth (Cmajor).
John Anderson (0 nunor).
Adeste Fideles (avoidingthe modulation

into the dominant).
Auld Lang Syne (inC major).
Dies ir"Btin part (C minor modulating

into C major).
Leisejleise (theprayer in Der FreyschSti

in Poole's dichordal scale FAfi, CEfiB\"D,
alteringthe harmonies to suit the new scale).

Crudel perchA {NoMMedi Figa/ro în C

minor, altered,but preservingthe burst into

C major).
Wanderer's NachtUed (Schubert).
The Manly Heart (ZauberflOU).

So much relatesto the lower four Octaves of the Harmonical, which sufficeto

illustrateall the principalpeculiaritiesof just intonation. Advantage has been

taken of the Fifth or 6-inch Octave to exhibit some of the higherharmonics of

C 66, and to givea completeseriesof the first 16 harmonics of C 132, inclndhig
the nth and 13th. These notes are as follows :

Harmonics

Black digitals
White digitals
Pitch numbers

16 17 18 19
"V"b

20

1056 1 122 1 188 1254 1320

Of course with such high pitchesthere has

been great difficultyin tuning,and there are

probablyseveral slighterrors, but none that

will interfere with the generaleffect. I pro-ceeded
thus. The harmonics 16, 18, 20, 28,

^4" 30t 32 were the Octaves of harmonics 8,9,

22 28 24 25 26 29 30 33
'l/"b "a'"b "6"b

""/" g"f ""te I/** (T

1452 1848 1584 1650 1716 1914 1980 21 13

10, 14, 12, 15, 16 alreadytuned for the lower

Octave. Hence only 17, 19, 22, 25, 26,29 re-mained

to be treated,but they were in them-selves

far too high for me to tune forks for.

I tuned therefore ^^d"bwith 561 vib.,the 17th
harmonic,to which I had the Octave made I7
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Messrs. Valantine A Carr, music smiths, of

76 Milton Street, Sheffield. Then I tuned

"Vb3i3"S.'V363* '"a'b4i2-j,"a'429,*"6'b478-5
all harmonics of C"i6'$and hence two Octaves

too low. From these Messrs. Valantine A Carr

made me forks givingthe Octaves with great

accuracy, and afterwards the Octaves of these

forks,which so far as I could test them also

appeared accurate,but it was very difficultto

form an accurate judgment of the pitch of

these high tuning-forks.From the forks thus

made the remainder of the fifth octave was

tuned. But as the tone of the reed drowned

that of the fork"I had here also a second

series of flatterforks constructed,beatingtwice
in a second with the former. Of course I have

not been able personallyto check the tuning
of all the Harmonicals,but I worked with the

toner at firstand saw that he perfectlywell
understood what was to be done, so that I con-fidently

hope the Harmonicals he turns out

will answer their purpose. One of them was

exhibited in the International Inventions

Exhibition of 1885,Division n.. Music.

By means of Uiis fifth octave the instru-

10 : 12 : 14 : 17 = ",": gf":
12 : 14 : 17 : 20 = g'*:

14 : 17 : 20 : 24 ^

17 : 20 : 24 : 28

The extreme heightof the pitchof these notes,however, will prevent a due appreciationof
these chorda as compared with the usual forms, which can onlybe playedat a lower pitchthus :

20 " d'
*

ment has now all the first 32 harmonics of

C66, except6, namely 11, 13, 21, 23, 27, 31 ;

and has all the first 16 harmonics of c 132 with-out

exception.There are additional loose pegs
to the harmonical bar,which can be inserted,
in order to playall these 16 harmonics at once,
with the exceptionof the 7th and 14th,which,
being on black digitals,most be struck with

the fingeras before.

The fifth octave therefore gives the

trumpet scale 8,9, 10, ii, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
all,with exceptionof 14, on the white digitals.
These give the peculiarintervals 10 : 1 1 := 165
cents, II : 12^^151 cents, 12 : 13=139 cents,

13 : 14 " 128 cents. The inharmonic character

of these intervals is,however,not well brought
out,owing to the weakness of the upper par-
tialsin this region. Other intervals of interest m

are the approximationsto the tempered Semi-tone,

16 : 17 s 105 cents,17 : 18 = 99 cents.

The 17th harmonic allows of playingthe
harmonic form of the chord of the diminished

Seventh in its direct form and all its inver-sions

as

: '6"b : "d'"b

: *6"b : ""i"'b: ",'"
6"b : ''d'"b: "/" : a"'

= "d'"b : "/" : /" : 'I/"b

: i4|: 17
: 14I: 17

14S: 17iv.20:
7^:20:

:/':a"'b:6/
24 - /' : a"b : W : ^"

24: 28J = a"b:6/:d":/"

of which onlythe firstshews the fullharshness of the chord.

It isthus seen that the Harmonical is the onlyinstrument yet tuned which

bringsout the fullnature of justintonation for the 7th and 17thharmonics.
The difficultyin tuningthe Harmonical without forks may be to a great

extent avoided by the followingmeans, which will enable any possessor of a cheap
harmonium which he iswillingto sacrificeas an experimentalinstrument,to get
it tuned by a professionaltuner. It will,however, be necessary to giveup the

peculiararrangement of the fifth octave, and when it exists on any harmonium

to have ittuned simplyas an Octave higherthan the fourth octave.

First tune the 11 notes C D^ D E^\"E^ F

O A^b ^1 B*b Bi thus. Take C to the exist-ing

pitchon the instrument. Tune the Fifths

cf ig'/g^: d'\/' : c" tillthey leave no trace of

beats. Then take "' : e/' and a*'b : c''to be

as perfectmajor Thirds without beats as the

tuner can make them, verifyingby the major
chord c'e,V"M^d minor chord /'a*'bc ŵhich
should both be without beats. The combina-tional

tones (whichshould be C for c" : e/'and
A^b for a"b *.c")will also be a guide to the

ear. But there is very littlechance of perfect

accuracy, the ears of tuners havingbeen spoiled
by the sharp major Thirds of equaltempera-ment.

It is best to begin by tuning these

Thirds decidedlytoo flat,beating 10 or 20

times in 10 seconds, and then graduallyto

sharpen tiU the beats apparentlyvanish. The

Thirds may thus remain very slightlyflat,like

the skhismic Thirds on p. 2Sid\ and they
will give very good results. The point is to

avoid sharp major Thirds. Then tune the

Fifths "/ : 6/,a, : a/,d,': o/, and a"b : e"%
e^'b : 6*'b"the necessary Octaves having been

previouslytuned. Verifyby the major chords

ray\ c'e.'g^,g^^d"; a'b c^e'% e^'bg'b'X
and the minor chords d/f^a^',a/c"",",e/g'b';
/'a"'bc",(/e"bg',g'b^'bd'\all of which should

be perfectwithout sensible beats. Then only
'6b remains to be tuned. To this we may ap-proximate

very closelythus. In the firstplace"-

it is 49 cents,or say a quarter of a Tone (that
is,half a tempered Semitone),flatterthan 6'b
which has alreadybeen tuned,and many toners

can approximateto this interval. Next, in the

lowest octave "'b and 'Bb will beat. If the

pitchhappens to be ^"528,then the beats are

33 in 10 seconds. For c"540,which is sharp
band pitch,the beats would be not quite34 in

I o seconds. For c"518,which may be taken as

French pitch,the beats would be almost ex-actly

32 in 10 seconds. Hence by takingthem
as 33 in 10 seconds for any pitch,the tuner

will come very near the truth. After tuning
the Octaves,he will verifywith the chord

efe^'g'^Vbtwhich should be without any sen-sible

beats and have merelya slightroughness.
Even a rough approximationto the true value

of ^Bbt as on the 53 divisionof the Octave,
will gratifymost ears.
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2. The Just Habmqnium.

This I used for some years. The 'Bl"is sacrificed,as also the D, ; and the 12

notes are taken as in the margin,F^ beingput on the F% digital.F^
It therefore contains the duodene of C, with the exceptionof i^ijj,
and with the addition of F^. This was tuned by an ordinarytuner
in my presence in two hours from the followingdirections. Make

the 7 major chords CE^Q, GB^D, FA^C, A^\^CE^\^,E^\^GB%
B^\}DF\D^\}FA^\p̂erfectwithout beats.

This givesmore power of playing,as itcontains the decad of C complete,and
hence C major without the grave second, and G minor in all its forms, with

all the 56 modes ; E^\}majorwith the grave second F, and A^\}majorwithout the

grave second. But the harmonic Seventh ^-Eb,and grave second Di are much

missed in C major. There is power of modulatingfrom E^\}major to its sub-

dominant A^\}major(withoutthe grave second)and also into its relativeminor C

ITHence thisplanof tuninghas many advantages,especiallyin beingeasilyeffected

by any tuner without forks.

3. The Just English Concbbtina,

For many years I have been in the habit of making my experimentson one of

these instruments tuned thus :

Black studs Cjjj!d d^^ f\% g^lfâ h^
White studs G D, e[ F G A^ B\}

havingthe followingduodenaryarrangement:

A

D Fj
G bTdS

If G E, g4
F A, CS

Hence it contains the decad of E^ and four additional notes Ay F, B\},D,.
This furnished the power of playingin G and G majorwith the grave seconds ^1,
Di, and in F migor without the grave second G^. Also in Ex majorwithout the

grave second F^^.It can modulate perfectlyfrom G major to the dominant G

major,and from G major to its relative minor J^,. Also from J^imajor to its

tonic minor E^. But it cannot modulate perfectlyfrom C major to its relative

minor Ax^because of the absence of Fjj ôccasionallyused in the subdominant. It

can modulate perfectlyfrom G major to its subdominant C major,and thence to

its subdominant F major,less the grave second Gp A considerable varietyof
harmony and modulation therefore lies open to it,but most piecesrequirespecial
arrangement.

It has been found advisable to put Di, A^ on the white studs and D, A on the
V black studs,that is D on the D^ stud,and A on the A\}stud,and then I put Dj^

on the E\}stud. In other respectsthe fingeringis unaltered.

Tufimg. The tuners of Laohenal's conoer- numbers except for D| ^" whioh had to be
tins factory(4 Little James Street,Bedford distinguishedfrom D, A. In writingmosie
Bow, London, W.G.) were able to tmie with for it I generallyassume the valnes of D and
sufficientoorreotness from the followingdireo- ^, as in the key of C, and distingnishDj bj a

tions. downstroke (as '6'b in the diagram p. 22c),
Make the 8 major chords CE^O, GB,X", and il by an apstroke(as*'/'in the same dia-

DF^tA\ FAfi, B\"D^F\ Afi^^E^, E^G^B^, gram),but occasionallyto prevent amUgnity
B,Z) F̂^t perfectwithout beats. In giving I also use the up strdLe to A u"d the down

these directions I avoided using the inferior stroke to A^,

4. Mb. Colin Bbown's Voice Habhonium.

Mr. Colin Brown, Euing Lecturer on the Science,Theory,and Historyof
Music in the Andersonian Universityat Glasgow(seep. 259^2,note ^),has invented
the followingkeyboard,a full sized model of which isin the Science Collections at
the South KensingtonMuseum, Room Q. By the kindnose.of Mr. Brown I am
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enabled to givea perspectiveview of his keyboardin fig.67. He callshis instru-
xxient " The Voice Harmonium/

PLAN OF KBYBOABD.

Fio. 67.

DUODBNABT ABBANaXMBNT.

The notation used by Mr. CJolin

Brown, as shewn in fig.67,is dilfe-m

rent from that used above. The

colamn of Fifths,so far as itis there

shewn, is

'Dby Ab, Eb, Bb, F, C, G. D,
A',E\B^Ft.

The rest of his notation need not be

specified,because it does not appear
in fig.67.

By the duodenaryarrangementitis seen that the onlv duodenation contem-plated

was by Fifths up and down from the duodene of Bi\}to that of DA. But

it was not viewed in this light.It was rather considered as a series ot major
scales modulatinginto the dominant or subdominant,and also into the relative

minor. The tonic minor was alwaystaken one comma flatterUian the tonic
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major; thus the tonio minor of C majorwas considered to be the relativeminor of

E\}major,that is Ci minor, which, as shewn by Prof. Hehnholtz's theoriesand the

annexed duodenaryarrangement,has not a singletone in common with C major.*
The third column was considered merelyas containingthe major Sevenths and

majorSixths of the relativeminor scale and accounted of subordinate interest.

The arrangement of the keyboardis highlvingenious.Observingthat in the

major scale there are four notes in the column of Fifths,and three in the

column of Thirds,itbecame evident that each note ofthe firstwould lastduringfour
successivemodulations into the dominant, whereas each of the latterwould lastonly
throughthree modulations. Hence the digitalscontainingthe former were made

four partslong,and those containingthe latter three partslong. In goingup a

seriesof Fifths each digitaladvanced one part. In the planthe longerdigitalswith
'

onlyone note name were four parts long,and were leftwhite. It wiU be seen

that F is one partlower than 0, G than O, O ilianZ",and so on. Then D stands

two partshigherthan C. E, a majortone above D, stands also two parts above

H D. The longwhite digitals,read diagonally,givetherefore the firstcolunm in the

duodenaryarrangement. Immediatelybelow each is a short coloured digital,dis-tinguished

in the planbyhavingtwo names of notes on it. The lower isthat of the

note correspondingto the digital,and itis exacUyone comma flatterthan that of

the longwhite digitalabove it. By this means the diagonalseries of coloured

digitalsgivethe column of Thirds. Any white long digitalis separatedfrom the

white digitalnext below it by a short coloured digital,and hence it corresponds
to a riseof seven Fifths from the note of the lower white digital,and this rise

givesthe Pythagoreansharp,or 114 cents. Consequentlythe coloured digital
which separatestwo white ones, beinga comma of 22 cents flatterthan the upper
white one, is 92 cents sharperthan the lower one. This givesthe complete
order, white C, coloured Cxf âbove it,and white G" above that ; coloured C|
below G, and white C\}below C^ Then each digitfdon the rightbeginstwo
partshigher,correspondingto a major Second, or two Fifths less an Octave;
and the fingerboardis completefor the firsttwo colunms of the duodenary

^ arrangement. In the fingerboarditself,as shewn in fig.67, the lower and

upper digitalsare out throughat the dotted line,but theyhave been continued in

the planto shew the arrangement. Beginningthen with any white digitalas
G we playthe major scale in a horizontal linepassingthroughthe lettersD, Bi
on the plan,and givingC, D (bothwhite),JSr,(coloured),F, G (bothwhite),Jj,
^1 (bothcoloured).The fingeringis absolutelythe same for all major scales

whatever note is used as the white digitalto commence with. The grave second

D, is furnished by the coloured digitalbelow the usual second.
For the relativeminor,suppose the descendingform with three minor chords

is used ; another line not quitehorizontal throughDi,AiBi givesAiBi G Di Ei
F G Ai. To make the dominant chord major,ukL hence changeg into gjj^^touch
the small peg which risesout of the left-hand comer of the Ai digital,and itgives
a diatonic Semitone of 112 cents below A^, that is,the leadingnote to ^|. This

peg is immediatelyto the rightof the G digital.In the same way to make the

subdominant chord major,and hence change/ into/^, use the peg/^ immedi-

H atelyto the rightof the white digitalF. The names of these pegs are written in

small letterson the plan. We could by introducingthe Cgj|lpeg next to the G

digital,playthe completemajorscale of J[|,as Ai B^ c^fiJ^iE^ f^%^gj]!il,,and
allmajorscales beginningwith a coloured digitalwould be fingeredm the same

way. Thus we could playthe major scale of A^ and modulate into the tonic

minor scale of A^. Similarlywe could playthe majorscale of c^ and modulate

into the tonic minor scale of Ci. But the fingeringwas not intended for this,
and hence itis not so convenient.

* Mr. Brown considers (Music in Common upon the same tone of absolute piteh.'Bai
Things, p. 35) that C major and C, minor on his own fingerboardwe have the major
have one tone in common, F. This makes his scale of A^^ and what is,accordingto ProL

descendingform of the scale of C, minor read Hehnholts,the relative minor of C, both com-

upwards c^ d^ eb / Qi ab bb c/,where I should menoing with A^, the one having the three

use /|,which is readyto hand on the instru- minor chords d^fa^ â, C6,,6|fjrdiand the other

ment, ifdesired. Mr. Brown asserts (ibid,p. 35) the three correspondingmajor chords d^/jla.^
that * it is impossibleto build a major and a, CjS0p ",g.itdj.
its tonic minor scale in trus key relationship^
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For the sake of perfectuniformityin fingeringthe difference of a skhisma

is tnned, or intended so to be. Observingthe two dotted lines in the duodenary
arrangement, we see that no note between them differsfrom any other by less

than a comma, but the 8 notes A\},D\},G\},C\},and G^,F^, B^)},E^\}below

them, and 6 notes Di% Ax% ^i$ and f^%% c^jtff*9^ above them, differfrom

notes between them by a skhisma only,the firsteightbeingrespectivelya skhisma

flatterthan 0^% Ci^,Fx% Bi and b^, ejf^,ajj^,dj^,and the last six re-spectively

a skhisma sharperthan "[",̂ , F and Gi, D^, Aiy which notes alllie

between the dotted lines.

The tuningwas effected,as the duodenaryarrangement shews, by Fiflhs and

major Thirds,and to overcome the difficultyof the latterthe combinational tone

was employed*

5. Rev. Henby Liston's Obgan.

The pitchof Mr. Liston's notes has been calculated from the data furnished by %
Mr. Farey, PhilosophicalMagazvtie,vol. xxxix. p. 418. Mr. Liston's Essay on

PerfectIntonation was publishedin 1812. The followingis the duodenary
arrangement of his notes :"

The two isolated tones on the leftwere, I believe,added for the sake of tuning.
It is evident that Mr. Listen contemplatedconsiderable modulation,and provided
for the tonic as well as relativeminors.

6. Oen. Pebbonbt Thompson's Enhabmonio Organ.

This was the organ constructed by Robson for Gen. T. Perronet* Thompson,
which I took Prof. Helmholtz to hear,as described in App. XVIQ. p. 423. It had

three manuals,each with a complicatedfingerboard,and is completelydescribed
and figuredin the General's Principlesand Practice of Just Intonationywhich
is also fullof curious musical information. It contained,on the whole,40 tones

to the Octave, and had considerable power of modulation,as shewn by the follow-ing

table. But the gaps leftindicate that the problemhad not been completely
grasped*

f

Ko. of tones

* On the organ iieellthe name is paintedas Peronet with one r, bat the General printed
and wrote his name with rr.
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7. Mr. Henbt Ward Poole's Organ,

See p. 323d,note t" and App. XVIII. p. 423a, for references to Mr. Poole's

keyboards.His papers are in Silliman's Americcm Journal of Arts and Sciences,

1850,vol.ix.pp. 68-83, 199-216; 1867,^o^" ^^- PP* i~2" (whichcontains thm

diagramsof his keyboard,here reproducedas figs.68,69,70, p. 475, by the pholo-
graphicprocesses of the Typo-etchingCompany) ; 1868, vol. xlv. p. 289. The
firstpapers contain Mr. Poole's theoryand an acconnt of his Euharmonic Organ,
constructed by himself and Mr. JosephAbbey, of Newburyport,Massachusetts,
havingan ordinaryfingerboardand a pedalto changethe pipesthat itaffected,and

playingfrom the majorkeyof I)\)with 5 flatsto that of B with c sharps. The 12

digitalsbroughtinto actionby each pedalproducedthe 7 notes of the majorscale,the
leadingnote of the relative minor scale,the perfectSeventh, and three others

belongingto adjoiningscales,of which onlyone (thegrave Second)is specified.
This arrangement,which was actuallyused in Boston,was abandoned, because it

was found advisable to have all the notes under command of the hand ^th-

out pedalaction,and to use pedalsfor the bass only. But the new keyboardin

its completeform does not appear from Mr. Poole's papers to have advanced

beyond the stageof a cardboard model, althoughmore recent simplifications,
with 24 and 48 tones to the Octave, have been practicallyworked out. To these

reference will be made at the conclusion of this notice.

In his theoryof thiskeyboard,to which allsubsequentremarks refer,Mr. Poole

recognised5 series of Fifths,namely those in cols. 5, 6, 7 of the Duodenarium,
p. 463,and two others interposedwhich may be numbered as ^5and ^6,because they
contun notes which are a septimalconmia (63: 64, or 27 cents)flatterthan the

correspondingnotes in cols.5 and 6. These are givenin the followingduodenary
arrangement of his notes. But instead of my superiorand inferior numbers he

used varietiesof type,as shewi în the letterpressbelow fi^g.70, which was photo-graphed
from the originalat the same time as the fig.itself.

IF Dttodena/ryArrangementof Mr. Poolers 100 Tones.

Cols.

No. of tones

Thus ool. 5, or * keynotes,*was represented
by Roman capitals,as G, D, and had white

digitals; col. 6, or * Thirds,* by Roman small

letters,as b, e (thiswas, in fact,Hauptmann's

originalplan in 1853,snpr^ p. 2766),and had

black digitalsrising0*4 inch ; ooL 7, or * domi-nant

Thirds, minor,* by italic small letten,

as d%
,
and had flatblue digitalsrising0*1 inch
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PBBSPBOnVB VIBW Of MB. P00I.|'B KBTBOABD.

7ta. 69,

m

Fio. 70.

Do

2b

t:ie U"U S:"

PLAN OF MB. POOLB'S KBTBOABD. SECTION THBOUOH AB FIO. 69.

above the white keys,marked with heraldic

horizontal cross lines in fig.68; col. *5,or

' Sevenths,*by antique Boman capitals,with
the index ',as p, and had red digitals,marked
with heraldic vertical cross lines in fig.68,and

risingonly0*05 inch above the white digitals;
col. '6, or * dominant Sevenths, minor,' had

antique small letters and an index as d',and

ycXUm keys marked with heraldic dots in

fig.68, rising0*15 inch above the white keys.
The lengthof a white digitalfor col. 5 being
taken as 4 inches,that of the black digitalfor
coL 6 was 3 inches,and that of each of the

coloured keys i inch. Fig. 68 gives a per-spective

view of this arrangement, with Mr.

Poole's names of the notes on the digitalsfor
the keyof C major and some adjacentnotes.

Fig.69 givesa plan of this arrangement with

solfeggionames, except for two notes (pro-nounced
with ItaJian vowels),to shew that it

serves for any key beginningwith a white

digitaland a cross line A B * through the

centre of the third quarter (inch)of the key-note.'
Fig.70 givesthe solfeggionames of the

notes thus cut,with perspectiveviews above of

the remaining parts of the digitalsfurthest
from the player. Underneath the solfeggio
names are the relative number of vibrations ^
of each note, taking do as 48. Below this

again are the numbers of the notes in Mr,
Poole's * triplediatonic* or trichordal scale,
with the ratios of their intervals,and also the

numbers of the notes in his * double diatonic '

or dichordal scale (seep. 344c, note *). And

finallythe three last lines give the names of

the notes as he writes them, supposing the

firstwhite digitalsto giveO (keyof iff or one

sharp),C (naturalkey, where the mysterious
symbol may be meant for an n" that is,
* natural,'but seems to have been reversed by
the wood-engraver),and F (keyof i b or one

fiat).Interpretedinto our symbols,with the
interval in cents from the lowest note in each

line,these will be :
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rel.vib.

Kotes

in

fig.70

cents

Solfeggio
colours

If we took onlythe black and white digitals,
the arrangement of the keyboard would be

like Mr. Colin Brown's ; but this was an acci-dent,

Mr. Brown having never seen the draw-ings

of Mr. Poole's keyboard. Both arrange-

% nients arose from the column of Fifths in the

Decad (p.4596)containingfour,and the column
of Thirds oiUythree notes.

The greatpeculiarityof Mr. Poole's board,
where Mr. Brown differsfrom itentirely,is in

the introduction of the columns '5 and 6,
both containingnatural Sevenths, and tiieir

amalgamation, as it were, with the col. 7
(whichMr. Brown alone uses) in three short

flatdigitals,placedbeside the black,and hence
of the same length. They are placed from

front to back,as red,yellow,blue" that is, as

two Sevenths and a Third, which belong to

three different keys. Thus in fig.68, to the

leftof the black digitalfor E^ (markede),lie
three coloured digitals,i)the red 'jE7b(ofwhich
the name is not marked in the fig.),the natural

Seventh of the tonic in the key olF\ 2) the

yellow'Di (markedd'),the natural Seventh of

^ the dominant of the relative minor in the key

of C, which is e^ gfi 6,'(2,; 3) the red D^
(marked(2]t),the leadingnote (ormajor Third

of the dominant ",d^ /,'a,)of the relative

minor in the key of Q, The situation of th^e

digitalsis such that the lowest (orred) digital
givesthe natural seventh of the white digital
immediately adjoining(below in the figure,
compare C : 'C, F : 'F). The middle (or
yellow)digitalgivesthe natural Seventh of

the black digital,the right-handtop comer of

which touches its left-hand bottom caroa

(compare D^ : *i),,printedd d^). The upper-most
(orblue)digitalgivesa note which is a

small Semitone (24 : 25 = 70 cents) sharper
than the note of the white digitalon the left

(compare D : Z).J, marked D : ds), and a

diatonic Semitone (15: 16 or 112 cents) flatter
than the note of the black digitalon the ri^
(compareD^S : JEr"marked d% : e). The only
oigitalplacedout of ascendingorder from left

to rightis the yellowone, which should have

come between the two white digitidsfor so

and re, but has been displacedfrom motives

of convenience.

Mr. Poole,as Mr. Colin Brown afterwards,providedonlyfor modulations from

major keys into the dominant major, subdominant major,and relative mimn'.
For the modulation into the tonic minor,therefore,he had to flattenby a comma.

Thus C minor was considered to be the relativeminor of E[}majorinstead of E^\^
major. And although,in deference to Mr. Listen and Gen. Perronet Thompson,
he also made a provisionfor temporarilyintroducingthe tonic minor if desired,
givingcol.4 of the Duodenarium {Silliman,vol. xhv. p. 18, art. 35),he did not

requireithimself. ' In the theoryI have advocated,'he says,
' the majorkeys are

based on the firstseries of sounds,' p. 474c, col.5,
' and the minor keyson the

Sixths of the majorkeys,'ibid.col. 6. ' That there must be such a relation and

order is inevitable.' But this does not exclude takingminor keysalso upon notes

of col.5 as a base,considered,if desired,as the Sixths of majorkeyson the not^

of col.4 of the Duodenarium. Otherwise tonalityis destroyedby constant shifts

of a comma severelyfelton justlvintoned instruments.

[ Mr. Poole was "Jso aware of the alterationby a skhisma, and of the consequent
reduction of the number of pipes.He also refersto the 53 division,but he does

not seem to adopteither,and is not distinct enough on these pointsfor me to

state his conclusions with certainty.In the duodenaryarrangement,I have by
dotted linesmarked the placeswhere tlieskhisma comes into play,and by affixing
tiiecents to each note have shewn how itacts.

It will be seen that Mr. Poole had 100 notes to the octave,of which 39 arose

from the harmonic Sevenths. If the skhisma were neglectedthere would remain

only36 tertian and 20 septimal,or in all 56 tones to the octave. The duodenary
arrangement has been taken from Mr. Poole's Enharmonic table (SiUinian^xliv.
p. 13),consistingof 19 lines similar to the 3 at the bottom of fig.70. He adds

the followingexampleof the fingeringof chords upon his keyboard,the double

numbers indicating' that the key is touched with one fingerand immediatelj
changedfor another.* The duodenals and mark of the natural Seventh are accord-ing

to my notation,sect. E. art. 26, p. 465c. The upper figuresreferto the Notes
which follow.
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* ^o^. " I. Sabdominant chord/ and a/.
* 2. Dominant with Seventh /.
*
3. Same with Ninth a! [nota/, and hence

causing a dnodenation into the dominant (?,
but forming the second chord in Poolers di-

chordal scale of C. Of course, ''fitselfis not

in the duodene of G, but when these natural

hievenths are introduced the specialmarks are

used. See supri,p. 349a].
*
4. Dominant Seventh.

' 5. Dominant of the relative minor, the

iBeventh 'd,may be added [itis added here,
but to secure the intonation a duodenation

into the relative is marked].
'6. Subdominant with Seventh [duodena-tion
into F, therefore].

' 7. Grave second or Sixth of subdomi-nant

[as Uie duodenal givesthe root F^ the

"2/'is sufficientlymarked].
*8. The flattened note should be made

natural in the next chord* [meaning *next

chord but one,* namely at 8, so that there is

again a duodenation from i^ to C as marked].
The above examples will shew how Mr.

Poole treats the chord of the dominant Seventh

and the major Ninth. The three last chords

are added to shew his treatment of the chord

of the diminished Seventh (SiZZtman,vol. ix.

pp. 78-80). He considers the first of these

chords to be merely the chord of Q with the

dominant Seventh, "/ 6/ d" '/',which is of

course in the major scale of G, but this lies

within the duodene of ^p as I have marked it,ir
includingthe ^F within that duodene,as shewn
in the daodenary arrangement p. 4740. Then
he supposes that in order to resolve the chord

a/ c" e/'(thelast chord),the ^ is altered in
the second chord by '

a chromatic Semitone *

(thatis,the small Semitone 24 : 25 " 70 cents),
to git ,

which is necessarilyin the duodene of
JS7"bat this gi% serves merely as

'
a passing

note * to the followinga\ and therefore,he
says, *must be thrown out when we reckon
the harmony.* But this will not explainthe
presentuse of this chord,which is now intro-duced

without preparation,and as a means of
modulation. The ratios of the chord Mr.
Poole gives are 25 : 30 : 36 : 42, or taking
the ^,'8 an Octave higher,to compare with

my form, it becomes 30 : 36 : 42 : 50, that is
10 : 12 : 14 : i6",or in cents o, 316,583,884,
Mr. J. Paul White (seebelow No. 9)makes the %
ratios of the chord 30 : 35 : 42 : 50, that is
10 : II* : 14 : i6f,or in cents o, 267,583,884.
The individual intervals in the firstare 316,
267,301, and in the second 267, 316,301',so
that the two first intervals are transposed.
But in both the interval of the extreme notes
is 3 : 5 = 884 cents, so that in neither have we

a chord of a diminished Seventh at all,which
must have 919 or 926 cents. It is onlyequal
temperament which confuses the major Sixth
and diminished Seventh togetherby using900
cents for either of them.

With regardto the double diatonic or dichordal scale,which Mr. Poole always
Bolfas as fah sol la se do re mi fah (whereae is the harmonic Seventh to do),
80 that do isthe dominant, he says that ' the most beautifol,varied,and ornate

compositionsare made from the elements it contains. It has the capacityin oer- "r

tain stylesof music of usingwith much grace accidentals,or chromatics as they
are called ; for example,the si,the regularleadingnote to do, and the soljt,a
diatonic Semitone to below la,or the leadingnote to the relativeminor ; these
chromatics alwaysascendinga diatonic Senutone (15 : 16) to the notes above.'
In an examplegivenhe also admits se to be raised by 27 cents, that is to be the
regularFourth of the tripleor trichordalscale,and also allows the introductionofthe
Sixth of thisscale. Hence ifwe use the duodenaryform and representthe dichordal
scaleof F by capitalsand these permissiveadditions by small letterswe shall have

the scheme in the margin. This givesthe trichordal
scale of C majorcompletewith its grave second,and

gfjjj also one form of its relativeil,minor complete,but
both without the harmonic Seventh of the dominants,
which of course he would be readyto add when the

harmony in his view requiredit. There is also the completetrichordal scale of F
majorwithout the grave second. Hence his dichordal scale resolves itselfinto a

means of bringingthese three scales into close connection,chieflyby helpof the
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chord of the Ninth CE^G ^J?|"Z"in the above scheme. The examplethat he gives
of its use is the accompanimentto Figaro'sNumero quindicifrom Rossini's

Barbieretafterwards smig as the air Ah I che d'amore byAhnaviva. This iswritten

in G major. He givesthe scale thus"usingmy notation and indicatingaccidentals
by small letters:

Double Diatonic Scale in G, with Accidentals.

G A ajjfBx ^C, c cj D JE? JP,#

''t-ZT~T-^r-^^

The Dnodenals are mine, but as the Ninth

is not in a singleduodena,it can be marked

onlyby givingthe duodene containingall but

the natural Seventh and indicatingthat by a

slopingline in the usual way. The notes in

inverted commas are from Mr. Poole, except
the bracketed portions,which are mine.

* I. This may be ","[inthat case the three

firstnotes are in the duodene of G].
* 2 and 3. These may be c" as well as V'

[inthe latter case the whole run would be in

D, the c" beingmarked as V ; in the former,
the run would be in G].

* 4. This may be e,"[thiswill be onlyif 3

" is c",so that the whole run is in (?J.
* 5. This note is clearlyand necessarily0".

[In this case 3 certainlyshould be V and 4

should also be e",but Mr. Poole does not ob-ject

to gf'a' 6/ c" d" e,"followed by e",saying]
the enharmonic change from e" to ^',a rise of

a conmia, is often required,and I have proved
that it can readilybe made, for my singers,
who know this change of a comma as well as

others know the Tone or Semitone, will give
it,even without accompaniment, with perfect
accuracy, as proved by the harmony after-wards

supplied as a test. All this variety

Mr. Poole has also devised an enharmonic keyboardpedalfor the bass of his

organ, but then confines himself entirelyto cols. 5" ^5,6. The 'keynotes' cor-responding

to the white digitalsare in front in

order of f^hs from leftto right.Behind them,

^ at a higherelevation,are the majorThirds lying
between them. The Sevenths are in a back row

behind their Fifths. This is indicated by the lettersin the margin.
Mr. H. W. Poole is a native of Salem (afterwardsDanvers, now Peabody),

Massachusetts,U.S., and is now Professor of Public Instruction in the Oovem-

ment Institute of the cityof Mexico, whence he kindlywrote to me on 9 March

1885,describingone of his new keyboards.From this I take the following
summary and extracts : "

within the limits of musical laws " which only
forbid what is disorderly,complicated,or what
the ear will not distinguish" adds to the plea-sure

of vocal music, and it is the exact render-ing

of all the melodies and harmonies which

givesthe charm to a good singer. [A little

difficultyarises as to tonality.]When acutely
perceptiveof such accuracy, I had the good
fortune to listen to Alboni on allthe occasions
when it was possibleto do so. I thought her

then, am still of opinion,that she was the
best singerI have ever heard. It is certain
that she had a wonderful exactness in execating
whatever she undertook. There was no

'* tem-perament
" in her scales,and what the strictest

theory requiresin intonation she understood

and gave. She sang music whose analysis
would alarm a student with its apparent "ffi-
culties ; but the delightedauditors perceived
only a delicious and "easy

" flow of melody.'
[Thishas been quoted at lengthto add to the

examples supr",p. 325a.]
6. Mr. Poole says nothing about this (f*^

but I presume he would take it regularlyas
v. In that case the whole of this would be

in D major.

red

black

white

7^b
^1

^-Bt"
^1

G

* I send you a stereographof a simpleform
of one of them [hisnew manuals] ,

which v\

easier to comprehend than a largerone with

48 levers to the octave. This may be called a

working model, and suffices for an organ or

pianofortefor instruction or study in effect

of chords and fingering.It is solidlycon-structed

in wood, ebony,and ivory,and works

as fre""lyas a common one. These 24 levers

are a quarter of an inch wide, and can pJay
a pianofortewith hammers half the common

width,with singlestrings,but largerand lightly
strained so as to yieldthe wifiTimTiTn of tone,
tension nearly to breaking-pointgivingbad
tone.' The "ager-key8for each Fifth rise ^
inch, BO 0 is ^ inch above Ab" The white

digitalshave the same shape as in fig.69, but
from each projectsa narrow black finger-kry.
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Krith a note one comma flatter,giving the (xx ^ inch each) was allotted.' They fillup

najor Thirds, and fittinginto the left-hand tne space on the left-hand side of the black

lick of the next lower white digital.What- Thirds, and are of the shape of the white digi-
"ver white digitalthe playerbeginswith, the tals in fig.69,only very much narrower, half

ingeiing is the same, and for major scales the thin part being separated,and for ex-

mach Kke that for the key of A on the usual ample given to A.Jj^
, leading note to B^,

manual. For the Seventh and Ninth of the while the rest, includingthe wide part,is
Dichordal system separate digitalsmust be given to '^b, harmonic Seventh to Bb. * My
kouched. Mr. Poole can arrange for a minor keyboardadmits of eiqualfacilityin execution

on the same tonic,but thinks it an extrava- and in taking the chords, with the common

ganoe.
* The diatonic scales with the broad one of 12. I think its firstutilitywill be for

ivory keys (largerthan on the common board) teachingsinging,accompanying violin players
are of first importance; next the raised ebony and students of harmony. For this I recom-

digitals for Thirds. The Sevenths are well mend the simple form with less outlay of

provided for and convenient. The leading money.' This form of Mr. Poole's keyboard
notes to major Thirds are introduced as dia- is therefore equivalentto Mr. Colin Brown's

tonio Semitones below these black notes, and (No. 4) with the addition of the natural

eerve them as the black ones do the white. Seventh. V
On my model an equalspace of two measures

8. Mb. Bosanquet'b Generalised Fingbbboabd and Harmonium.

Mr. R. H. M. BoBanquet'sharmomuxn is partlydescribed in the text,p. ^-iSc,
and its keyboardis figuredand brieflyexplainedin App.XIX., p. 429. In App.XX.
sect. A. art. 27, the nature of Mr. Bosanquet'scycleof 53 and his notation,and
the value of every one of his notes are explained.In App. XX. sect. E. art. 18,
there is an elaborate comparisonof this cyclewith justintonation givingthe
number and pitchof every note, and, ibid, art. 25, it is shewn how such a cycle
might have been suggestedby justintonation. In sect. G. arts. 16 and 17, the

methods of tuningthe cycleof 53 adoptedby Mr. Bosanquetand Mr. White are

described. In the South KensingtonMuseum, Science Collections,Room Q, the

harmonium itselfmay be inspected,Mr. Bosanquet havingpresentedit to the

Museum, as he generallyemploysfor his own use an organ with the same finger-board,
and two sets of pipes,one set for 48 notes of the temperament advocated

by Prof. Helmholtz (p.432a),with perfectmajorThirds and Fifths imperceptibly^
flattened by ^ Skhisma, answeringto the notes written with capitalletterson the

digitalsin the followingplan; and the other set for 36 notes of the meantone tem-perament,

broughtinto separateaction by a stop. The pipesare stopped,with a

screw plug,so that theyare more readilytuned.
It remains in this placeto givethe planof the fingerboard,shewingthe dis-position

of the notes upon it both for the 53 division and meantone temperament,
and to describe itsarrangement, referringespeciallyto App. XIX., p. 429, fig.66.

In the presentplanof the keyboard,all the digitalsare representedas of the

same length,correspondingto that from tipto tip.This is 3 inches in the original
and is here only i inch. At each side runs a column of figuresi to 12 con-tinually

repeated.It will be observed that in the firstcolumn the linesterminating
the oblongscome against2, and that 2 is at the head pf the column. In this case

the end of each oblonggivesa form of c, and in passingfrom one form to another,
as c to c^ we have gained a Pythagoreancomma, which results from taking12
Fifths reduced to the same Octave. In the g column headed; 3 the lines are ^
opposite3 ; in the d column, headed 4, opposite4 ; and so on ; each Fifth corre-sponding

to a rise of ] înch from tipto tipof the digitals,and to a vertical rise

of iV i^")h"om level to level. Hence in goingfrom one degreeto another,as d

to c* or 4 to 5, we go backwards 12x^ = 3 inches,and rise 12 x 1^= i inch.

Mr. Bosanquetsays {Mus.Int. and Temp. p. 20):"

' The most importantpracticalpointabout the keyboardarises from itssym-metry

; that is to say, from the faictthat every key is surrounded by the same

definitearrangement of keys,and that a pairof keysin a given relative position
correspondsalwaysto the same interval. From this it follows that any passage,
chord,or combination of any kind,has exactlythe same form under the fingers
in whatever keyitisplayed. And more than this,a common chord,for instance,
has alwaysthe same form, no matter what view be taken of its keyrelationship.
Some simplificationof this kind is a necessityif these complexphenomena are to

be broughtwithin the reach of persons of average ability; and witibthis particular
simplification,the child or beginnerfinds the work reduced to the acquirementof
one thing,where twelve have to be learned on the ordinarykeyboard/
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PLAN OP MR. BOSANQUET'S GENERALISED KEYBOARD.
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The numbers in the oblongsand in the lines at the bottom of the Table are the nnmben

assiimed to the tones of Bosanquet'scycleof 53, in sect. A. art. 27, and sect E. art 18, and

shew their distributionon this keyboard,which was invented for playingthem. The smaU

italic letters under the numbers at the bottom of each oblongare the transcriptionsof one of

Mr Bosanquet*snames, of which all are given in sect. A. ait. 27, against the number ci

the note. The stars precedingthe numbers shew those which constitute the duodene of C.

The notes of all other duodenes stand in the same relative positionto their root- The capital
letters are 48 out of the 56 tones between the dotted and thick lines in the Duodenarinm,

sect E art. 18, and those followingthe sign = are other tones diflferingfrom them by a

skhisma, which are purposelyidentifiedwith them, see sect. E. art. 25. These are the 48 tones

used by Mr Bosanquet for his organ, but he names them as at the bottom of each digital.The
small thick Roman lettersat the top of each oblongare 36 tones of the meantone temperam""i.
and the numbers below them are the cents in the intervals from c to these notes.

This keyboardisapplicableto any intonation in which allnotes,by the neglect
of the comma or skhisma, are reduced to one set of Fifths,no matter whether pe*-
fect or imperfect,as the flat Fifths of the meantone temperament. On referring
to the plan,we see how the 53 division is placedon the notes. Mr. Bosanqnct
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finds it convenient to use 7 x 12 = 84 digitals,so that there are repetitionsas

shewn by the figuresat the bottom of the plan,each of the 12 columns contain-ing

7 digitals.The positionof the meantone notes is shewn by a small thick

Roman letter at the top of the digitalHaving 36 digitalsat his disposal,Mr.
Bosanquethas used 36 notes of the meantone scale in placeof only27. They
are disposedin 12 rows with three digitalsin each row. In the plan,thick lines

limit tiie three digitalsthus placedat the disposalof the meantone notes, and

nnder the name of each note is inserted the number of cents in the intervalbe-tween

itand c. It will thus be seen that each note differsfrom the one above it

in the planby a Didsis of 41 cents. Thus the firstrow has bjf1159, c o = 1200,

dt^ 41. Also each digitallies againsttwo to the rightand two to the left. The

apper one to the rightis 76 cents or a small meantone Semitone higher,the
Lower is 117 cents or a greatmeantone Semitone higher. The upper one to the
Left is,on the contrary,117 cents lower,and the lower one to the leftis 76 cents

Lower. The sum of the two Semitones is 193 cents = ^(204+ 182),a Meantone,f
uid their difference41 cents a Diesis.

The use of thisfingerboardis easilyacquiredby any pianist,the fingeringfor
idlmajorkeysresemblingthat for A majoron ordinaryinstruments.

9. Mb. J. Paul White's Habmon.

Mr. James Paul White, of Springfield,Massachusetts,U.S. America, a tuner

t)yprofession,havingbeen much impressedby Mr. Poole's papers in Silliman*s

Tou/mal,cited under No. 7, determined to realisethem so far as possiblebymeans

)f the 53 division of the Octave. Now on examiningthis divisionby the tables in

sect. A. art. 27, and sect. D. table i, we find that the number of degreesby which

uiy interval is representedcan alwaysbe expressedby multiples,or the sums or

lifferencesof multiples,of 2, 5, 7 (whichmay therefore be callediridices),as in the

followingtable :"
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It is reallyBiirprisinghow accuratelythe intervalsof jnstintonation are ihtis

represented.Only those marked * and t dependingon the 7th harmonic are

5 cents too flat,or sharprespectively,which is barelyperceptible.
Influenced no doubt by such a calculation as the above, Mr. Paul White con-ceived

and executed a fingerboardof which the typographicalplan below will

give some conception.And this conceptionwill be much improved by drawing
pencillines on the diagramparallelto the rows of figuresslopingup (as 48 i 6

II 16 21 26 31 36 41 46)and down (as41 48 2 9 16 23 30 37 44)to the right.
These lines will divide the plan into a number of parallelogramsor irregdar
lozenges,each of which representsa digitalof nearlythe same shape,but fitting
looselyinto itsplace. These are piecesof wood all diamond-shapedand allof

the same height,variouslymarked to assist the player,and all bearingupon them

the numbers printedin the plan. The typographicalplan is, of course, only
approximativelycorrect. In realitythe verticallines are not quitevertical,and the

lines parallelto the numbers differingby 12 as 39" 51 " 10" 22" 34" 46" 5 at

U the top(whichmay be connected by pencillines as justshewn) are more nearly
horizontal or rather slopeslightlydownwards instead of up. But as the design
has not been published,it was desirable to giveonlya conceptionand not an

accurate planof the arrangement with the curious slopesof the actual lines.

TYPOGRAPHICAL PLAN OP MB. J. PAUL WHITE'S FINGEKBOABD.
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The thick figuresrepresentwhite digitalsand serve as land-marks,formingthe

53 c, gdy 18 e, 22/,27/tt,31 gr,40 a, 496.
The numbers marked *

are the same as those in the planof Mr. Bosanquet's,
supr",p. 480, and representthe duodene of note 4. The numbers marked % or

53" ^7" 3^" 43"9" representthe chord of the majorNinth c ", gr^i["d.

In the columns the numbers as theyproceed from top to bottom increase

by 2, of course taken in the reverse direction theydecrease by 2. When necefisary

53 is subtracted or added here and elsewhere,as the numbers must not exceed S3-
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In the lineswhich slopewp to the rightthe numhers increase upwardshy 5, and

of course decrease downwards by 5.
In the lines which slopedown to the rightthe numbers increase downwards

by 7, and of course decrease upwardsby 7.
It is thus seen that the three indices 2, 5, 7 are representedby nearlyvertical

and slopinglines,and itbecomes easy by the precedingtable to pickout any intervaL

Thus to take the justminor Sixth from 18 (oneof the thick figures); we have by
the table,36=7x3 + 5x3, so that we go down 3 stepson the line of 7's,and then up

3 stepson the line of 5's,and thus reach i, the rightdegreefor 18 + 36=54=53 + 1.

!Biit in the table we also find 36=53 " 5x2 " 7, hence we may also go down

2 stepson the line of 5'sand then up 1 stepon the lineof 7's,reachingi as before,
but not the same i. It is now the Octave below,and if from this new i, we de-scend

4 stepson the line of 7'sand then ascend 5 stepson the line of 5's,we reach

the old I, for 7x4 + 5x5=28+25=53, or the Octave.

The bodyof each digitalis a block of wood 2^ inches high and not far from ^
I inch square on the top. The grainof the wood is vertical so as to feusilitatethe

action of the key on itstwo steel guidepins,which are driven firmlyinto a board

as wide as the manual. The valve is openedby a pinunder the keyin the usual

way. Of course the fingeringis entirelydifferentfrom ordinaryfingering,but is

the same in allpossiblekeys. Contrastinghis board with Mr. Bosanquet's,which
he admits is admirable and would be probablyregardedwith more favour by
musicians than his,Mr. Paul White (ina privateletter to me) says i)that his

board combines the advantagesof Mr. Poole's with Mr. Bosanquet's,and has

digitalsof a simplerconstruction than either,shewingalso the Pythagoreantones
conspicuouslyfor every note, and having the complete cycleof tones. 2) The

chords are all easy for the fingers,includingthose dependingon the 7th harmonic.
3) Digitalsdifferingby one comma are far apart,so that there is no danger of

playingtoo sharp or too flatby a comma. The fingerscan easilymake the just
chords, but to make them falseby a comma is difficult. 4) This fingerboardcan
be made more compact than any other. The extreme width of the presentin-strument

(thethird made) is only 1 1 inches,or twice the ordinarywidth. 'If

Mr. Paul White uses only56 digitalsto the Octave, Nos. 15, 27, 39, marked [|,
beingthe onlyrepeats. He was kind enough to send me two photographsof his

instrimient,(whichhe calls the Harmon, and which he constructed almost entirely
with his own hands,)one givinga bird's-eyeview of the digitals,and the other their

connection with the rods that open the valves. He has as yet not arrangedany
system of notation and does not himself playon his instrument from notes.

SECTION G.

ON TUNING AND INTONATION.

(Seenotes pp. 256,287,31 1, 325.)

Art. Art.

1. Difficultiesof tuning,p. 483. 10. The ' Tuning Octave * for harmonium,
2. Specimens of tuningin meantone tempera- organ, and piano,p. 488.

ment, p. 484. 11. The Translator's Rule for tuning in equalf
3. The Fifths and major Thirds in the same, temperament beginningwith c',p. 489.

p. 484. 12. Modification of the same for beginning
4. Specimens of tuning in equal tempera- with a',p. 489.

ment, p. 485. 13. Proof of the Bule, p. 490.

5. Examination of the Fifths and Fourths in 14. Bule for checking the tuningof Octaves,
four of the same, p. 485. p. 491.

6. Violin Intonation accordingto the observa- 15* The Translator's Bule for tuningin mean-

tions of Comu and Mercadier, p. 486. tone temperament, p. 491.

7. Observations on the same, p. 487. 16. Mr. Bosanquet'smethod of tuning of the

8. Scheibler's method of tuning,p. 488. 53 division,p. 492.

9. The Translator's approximative method 17. Mr. J. Paul White's two metliods of tuning
and countingbeats,p. 488. the same, p. 492.

Art. I. " We have seen in sect. E. that justtertian harmony requiresthe dis-crimination

of 1 17 differenttones within the Octave. They all indeed depend upon
justFifths,Fourths, Thirds, and Sixths. But very few ears could be trusted to

tune a succession of perfectFifths and Fourths. Herr G. Appunn told me that it

cost him an immense labour to tune 36 notes formingperfectFifths and Fourthsj
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upon an experimentalharmonium, and he had the finest ear for appreciating
intervals that I have ever heard of. The accumulation of ahnost insensible into

intolerable errors besets all attemptsto tune by a longseriesof similar intervals.

Even Octaves are rarelytuned accuratelythroughthe compass of a grandpianoforte.
But for majorThirds and minor Sixths there is no chance at all(exceptby a real

pieceof haphazardluck)to get even one interval tuned with absolute correctness

by mere appreciationof ear. Hence to attempt to tune the Duodenarium of

sect. E. art. 18, p. 463, merelyby Fifths and major Thirds is quitehopeless.
But if we cannot tune justintervalswith sufficientcorrectness,how can we expect
to tune all the variouslytempered intervalsmentioned in sect. A..(andthese are

onlya few of the most important)sufficientlywell to discriminate their qualities
and appreciatetheir merits ? No ear knows d prioriwhat result it has to expect,
or has any means of judgingwhether the result obtained is correct. It follows

that all attemptsto tune by ear must have grievouslyfailed,wherever theyde-pended

upon considerable alterationsof justintervals,and that even the laborious

IFand careM trainingof modem tuners for obtainingthe very slightlyaltered Fifths

and Fourths of equaltemperament can onlylead tibem to absolute correctness ' by
accident.'

Art. 2. " To ascertain whether these theoretical views were confirmed in prac-tice,
I have made some observations on the tuningof the old meantone and the

recent equaltemperaments. It is easy (fromthe data in sect. A.)to determine

the cents which should be contained in each interval,and (bymeasuringthe actual

pitchof each note with the forks described on p. 4466')*̂ ^^^ what the interval

obtained in any particularcase reallyis. For brevityI giveonlythe names of the

notes in the octave,and the interval in cents from the lowest note. But every
such figureis the result of a careful observation.

Line i in the followingTable gives the

theoretical number of cents.

Line 2 givesthe cents observed on a pitch-
pipe of 1730 belonging to the bellfonndry
Golbaochini at Padua, blown with the least

^ force of wind possibleto bring out the tone,
on an organ bellows at Mr. T. Hill's,the organ-

builder's.

Line 3 gives those observed on another

pitch-pipeof 1780,belongingto the same and

similarlyblown. The mean value of a' on

both was 425*2 vib.

Line 4 gives those observed on accurate

copiesof a set of timing-forks(V and "' miss-ing)

belongingto the beUfoundryGavedini at

Verona, supposedto be a century old,and pre-served
with greatcare, having a' 423-2.

Line 5 givesthe cents from an octave oi

pipes on Green's organ at St. Katharine's.

Begent'sPark, from the pitchesdetermined b;
me in 1878,up to which time it was one oi

the few organs tuned in meantone tempera-ment.
Of course in this case the tuning was

modem.

Art. 3. Meantone Fifths,ifproperlytuned,
should have 696*6cents,and the major Thirds

386*3cents. The old tuners did not use the

Fourth in tuning,but took,for example,d to

(f t̂hen ^ to d'\ and then the Octave down to

d\ thence the Fifths d! to a\ a! to e",and the

Octave down to e',so that c'to e'ought to be

a justmajor Third. The Fifths and major
Thirds actuallyobtained can be calculated
from the Table in Art. 2 by subtraction,taking
care to increase the minuend by 1200 when it

is less tiian the subtrahend. We thus find the

followingvalues. The figuresplacedbetween
the names of any two notes give the cents in

the interval between them, which, neglecting
decimals, should be 697 for Fifths,and 386 for

major Thirds.

Line 2. Old Pitch-pipe.Fifths: J?b723Bb

685 F 684 C 723 G^ 693 D 704 4 694 JB 712 B

693 -^ 683 c" 725 "n
"

Major Thirds : E\" 415 (? 403 B ; Bb 385 D

403 1?^; F404 ^ 382 CI ; C 414 -B 413 Gl
-

Line 3. Another old Pit"^-pipe.Fifths:
E\" 653 Bb 779 ^ 614 C 701 G 735 D 664 J

743 E 632 B 751 Ft 708 Cf 780 Ql .

Major Thirds: JSb 372 G 374 B; Bb 454 1"

390 Fl ; ^ 339 ii 434 C" ; C 443 ^ 471 G5
.

Line 4. Old Forks. Fifths : "7b 741 fib
665 JP 693 C 733 Gf 696 D 705 A 705 K\
(B missing); ^ 684 C]( 747 "it "

Major Thirds : J?b 432 O ; (B missing); fib
387B4042?'";lr'427.438305; CaV^E^^(^.

These old tuningsare very imperfect.BoUi
Fifths and major Thirds would make dreadful

harmony. The forks are if anything
than the pitch-pipes.
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Line 5. St Katharine's Organ. Fifths: Eb

^20 JBb 6891^7000 699 G 699 D 700.1684 -fi?

^ 14 B 690 i?Tr686 Cff 713 On .

Major Thirds : ^b 399 G 397 B ; Bb 378D

3S8 Ft; Fz^A 374 C" ; C 382 ^ 403 Gfff.
Thia modem tuningis better,but not good.

Art. 4." It takes a quickman three years to learn bow to tune a pianowell
ixL equaltemperament by estimation of ear, as I learn from Mr. A. J. Hipkins.
Timers bave not time for any otber metbod. Tbe followingare goodexamples:"

liine I. The theoretical intervals,allezaot
bundreds of cents.

liine 2. My own piano,tuned by one of

JBroadwoods* usual tuners, and let stand un-used

for a fortnight.
liines 3, 4, 5. Three grand pianos by

Sroadwoods' best tuners,preparedfor examin-

flktion through the kindness of Mr. A. J. Hip-
luns, of that house.

Line 6. An organ tuned a week previously
t"y one of Mr. T. Bill's tuners,and used only

The Fifths, which should be a quarterof a

comma 5*4 cents flat,are often sharp; the

major Thirds are unequal. But the errors

here are not more than might be reasonably
expectedfrom tuningby ear.

once, examined by the kind permissionof Mr.

G. Hickson, treasurer of South Place Chapel,
Finsbury,where the organ stood.

Line 7. An harmonium tuned by one of

Messrs. Moore A Moore's tuners,kindlypre-pared
for mj examination.

Line 8. An harmoniimi, used as a standard ^
of "pitch,tuned a year previouslyby Mr. D. J.

Blaikley (p. 97^), by means of accurately
counted beats,""c.,with a constant blast,put
at my disposalfor examination by Mr. Blaikley.

These were alltuned by the modem way of

Fifths up and Fourths down, and the objectis
to make the Fifth up 2 cents too close,and
the Fourth down 2 cents too open. As this

interval of 2 cents lies on the very boundary of

perceptionby ear, the difficultyof tuningthus
without attendingto the beats is enormous.

The above figuresin lines 2, 3, 4, 5 shew how

very close an approximationis now possiblein
pianofortes.

Art. 5." The order of tuningdiffersin dif-ferent

houses. Messrs. Moore " Moore's tuners

set "/ by a c'*fork,and then tune in order :

tf g d' aef bft dt gt d't
"

Then beginagain
and go on as c'/ 6 b e'b. The proofof the work

is that e'b and d% are identical. Messrs.

Broadwoods' tuners also set " from c, but then

proceed thus : cfgd'ae'bfZ c'% gt d*Z atfc^,
the proofbeingthat the final agrees with the

initial cf. In this case a%f is taken m bbf

f

or at et t
that is a Fourth down. Observe that

the tuning in both cases takes place in the

Octave /to/, for which the beats of disturbed

Fifths and even of disturbed Fourths are very
slow. This arises from the great prominence
of the second partialtone in this regionon

pianofortenotes. In takingthe pitchof each

note,I found that d',d't ,
e'taken as disturbed

unisons, beat with my forks much less dis-tinctly

than /, ft ,
"c., to eft fts disturbed

Octaves. Now the above table enables us to

calculate the cents in the Fifths and Fourths

actuallytuned,which were the intervals esti-mated

by ear. I take onlyline i as containing
the theoretical intervals,and lines 2 to 5 as

beingby Broadwoods' tuners,so that the order

is certain. The numbers of cents placedbe-tween

two notes shews the interval,all the ^
Fourths beingti^en down and the Fifths up.

PianoforteTuning" Fourths and Fifths.

I c'500 0700 d'soo ayoo e'500 6500 /" 700 c'ffsoo (75700 d'JJ500 "5500 /700 c'

These examples must probably be con-sidered

the best that pianofoi-tetuningby ear

can accomplish. But even in line 5, which is

the best,there are only five intervals abso-lutely

correct, two others are only an inappre-ciable
I cent in error, two are a justappreciable

2 cents wrong, two are 3 cents out, and one

wrong by the very pjerceptibleinterval of 4
cents. Now if this is the work of a clever
tuner in constant practicefor many hours daily
for many years, in tuning one kind of tem-perament

only,what are we to expect from
those who attemptto realise new intervals ?
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Art. 6." ^Tlievocalistdoes not,properlyspealdng,tnne at all. It is with him

a matter of ear, that is,sense of pitch,which guidesthe muscles to alterthe tension

of his vocal chords,and make them producetones of various pitch. The ease and

rapiditywith which this can b^ done are matters of carefultraining,followed by
long practice.They can never be acquiredby those who have not the proper
cerebral organisation.The extreme mobilityof the voice and the difficultyof sus-taining

a pitch,or of exactlyreacliingitagainafter a pause, throw great impedi-ments
in the way of testingunaccompaniedsingers.The habit of choral singing

leads to justintonation (App.XVIII.),but an accompanyinginstrument is quite
sufficientto lead the voice astray(p.207, note f). Hence I pass by voices alto-gether.

The violinistapparentlytunes onlyfour stringsto make three perfect
Fifths,and in doingso he is assistedby an audible combinational tone, which should

be justone Octave below the lower note of thepairhe istuning,and hence a Twelfth

below the upper note. But he reallytunes every note in the compass of his instro-

ment g to e"",by his method of stopping,as much as the pianofortetuner by
H increasingor diminishingthe tension of his strings.And accordingto the

' school,'he should tune the notes in equal temperament. How then does be

tune ? Or, to put the questionin more usual language,what intonation does he

use ? Messrs. Comu and Mercadier (asmentioned on p. z^S^"̂ ^^^ '^)instituted
a series of experimentson voices and organs by the phonautograph{Comptei
Rendus, vol.Ixviii.pp. 301 and 427),and on violinsand violoncellosby means of a

tin plateplacedunder the bridge,which was connected with a wire that conducted

the vibrations to the inscribingstyle(seeComptesBenchis, 17 July 1871,vol.
Ixxiii.p. 178,from which, and vol. Ixxiv.p. 321, vol. Ixxvi.p. 432, 1 obtained the

data which I have here reduced to cents).I givethe results onlyfordifferentindi-vidual

pljiyerson the violinand violoncello. Some of the scales are fragmentary.
I prefixthe just,Pythagorean,and equalnumber of cents for comparison. The

scales are firstmajor and then minor. 'The root is omitted as unnecessary. The

numbers in one line refer to a singletrial

Scale of G Major.
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Art. 7." Messrs. Cornu and Mercadier conclude finaUy(ibid.vol.IxxvL p. 434)
that :"

* Musical intervalsbelongto at leasttwo differentsystemsof differentvalues :

* i) The intervals employed in melodies which have no modulations agree
with those of the Pythagoreanscale. ^

* 2) The intervals between two notes sounded togetherin chords,the basis of

harmony, have for their ratios the followingnumbers : 2 for Octave, ^ Fifth,

J Fourth, f major Third, 4 minor Third,f major Sixth, | minor Sixth, and

J Seventh, where the Fourtn and Sixths were deduced firom observation of the

Fifth and Thirds,and the Seventh from the dominant chord.'

Thus for nnaocompanied harmony of two

tones (chordsmore than two tones were not

tried)just intonation dUme was used. For

melody the major Thirds, major Sixths,and

especiallythe major Sevenths (leadingnotes)
were much sharpened,and the minor Thirds

and minor Sixths generallymuch flattened.

Bat did this arise from the custom of equal
temperament? (as M. GuSroult thinks, i6u2.

9 May 1870,vol.Ixx.p.1037, to which Messrs.

Coma and Mercadier replied,on 30 May 1870,
vol. Ixx. p. 1 170) or reallyfrom the feelingof
Fifths ? The latterwas impossiblefor the lead-ing

note, which is sometimes much sharper
than in Pythagoreanintonation,and the Fifths

played were by ho means always true. Messrs.

Coma and Mercadier say that the divergence
from the mean only reaches ^ of a comma,

that is, about 7 cents; but as the Pytha-gorean
major Sixth,major Third, and major

Seventh differ from the correspondingequal
tempered intervals by only6, 8, and 10 cents

respectively,this uncertaintyrenders it im-possible

to decide whether the scale played
was intentionallyequal or Pythagorean,or

whether even it did not vary with the feeling
of the moment. Taking into consideration

that the pitchesactuallyshewn in the tables

vary considerably,that they very rarelyrepeat
themselves,that the notes are sometimes

flatterand sometimes sharjierthan either just

or Pythagoreanintonation,and that this un-certainty

pervadeseven such intervals as the

Fourth, Fifth, and Octave, I am inclined to

adopt the hypothesisof an intentionallyvari-able

intonation. Whether founded on the

feelingof Pythagoreanor equal temperament,
itis cUfficnltto decide. But itis certainlynot
founded on any feelingof justintonation for

harmony. If then these players,as Messrs.

Cornu and Mercadier assert from firstto last

in the unmistakable terms alreadycited,adopt
just intonation of intervals for harmony, a 5[
serious questionarises as to how they treat

the relations of tonality.The firstpart may
lead and the others may be adaptedto it,or

the bass may determine the intonation of the

other parts. In either case there would be ^

great variability,through which modulation,
and even the adjustment of parts without

much previouscombined practice,would be-come

extremely difficult;see pp. 208c and

note *,324^),c, d. But how about the return

to the same key after modulations (p.3286)?
Huyghens (Cosmothedros,lib. i. p. 77, as

cited by Dr. Smith, Harmonics^ 2nd ed.

p. 228)suggeststhat as * erringfrom the pitch
first assumed

. . .
would greatlyoffend the

ear of the musician, he naturallyavoids it by
his memory of pitch,and by tempering the

intervals of the intermediate sounds, so as to

return to itagain.' But ho^ accuratelydoes
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he remember the originalpitch? In some a series of modulations be noticed ? We knofw

oases in the above observations of Coma and indeed that unaccompanied singersconstantly
Mercadier the Octave (andhence the original * flatten* by much more than a comma. The

pitch)will be seen to be sharpenedor flattened Duodenarium simplyshews what sounds ought
by more than 2 cents. In the course of a few to be playedin modulations, and would be

modulations this 2 cents might easilybecome playedon instruments with fixed tones pio-
22 or a comma. Where is the guarantee for perlyarranged; not what intervals are nom

remembering the originalpitch? Would an played and sung, and mere memoj^ of ear

alterationof a whole comma in passingthrough does not suffice.

Art. 8." Sclieibler*smethod of timinginstruments was theoreticallyperfect.
It consisted in tuningby his fork tonometer a seriesof forks 4 vib. flatterthan the

pitchesrequired.The string,pipe,or reed was then tuned sharperthan the fork by
4 beats in a second. (Seep. 4466 forEoenig'sforks for thispurpose.)This only
appliedto one octave, and perhapsthe octave below ; the others were tuned from

them by estimation of Octave. The errors thus made were a minimum, but

^ there was the obvious disadvantageof havingto tune a new set of forks for each

pitchdesired. This Scheibler overcame by tuningauxiliaryoctaves on organs, ajid

countingbeats by rather a troublesome rule,entailingthe need of an accurate

metronome. Even then he onlytaughthow to tune in equaltemperament. For

practicalpurposes we requirenot only the equalbut the meantone temperament,
and also the 53 division of the octave. The onlysure way is by calculatingthe
pitchnumber of each note,and thus determiningthe beats between the note and

the forks of a tuning-forktonometer. This method may be dismissed as generally
impracticable.80 may any method which dependsupon accuratelyknowing the

pitchnumber of the tuning-note.What isrequiredis a method of tuningat any
unknown pitchwhich an organ or pianomay happento possess at the moment

within the limits of,say, 0^256and c'270without determiningexactlywhat that

pitchreallyis. This would save the greattrouble of entirelyalteringthe pitch
of the piano(neververy certain in itsresults),and the stillgreater trouble and

expense of enturelyalteringthe pitchof an organ or harmonium.

Art. 9." For this purpose I invented an approximativemethod (givenon p. 785
ITof the ist edition of this translation and subsequentlycommunicated to the

Musical Times),which I here subjoinin an improvedform. It is based on the

result of Prof. Preyer'sinvestigations(supn p̂. 147^^')that errors of ^ or '2 of a

vibration cannot be heard in any partof the scale,so that any attemptto tone

more accuratelyislabour thrown away. Moreover, even at highpitches'3,*4, and
"5 vib. are scarcelyperceptiblein melodyand quiteinoffensive in harmony. It

will be found very difficultwhen the beats are less than 4 in 10 seconds,that is,
when the error islessthan '4 vib.,to count them with any approachto accuracy.
But itisonlyby beats that we can work effectively.

Any one who undertakes tuning should only,there are 10 doable swingsin 10 seeonds.

learn to estimate the meaning of 6, 10, 15, 20, By watchingand countingthis,say for half "n

30 beats in 10 seconds. This is best done by hour, the tuner will learn to feel the rate of

short pendulums eonstructed of a piece of these two sets of swings. Then make another

thread with one end tied to a curtain ring,and pendulum with a lengthof stringof 4} inches
the oth^ passed through a sUt in a piece of measured as before. This vibrates much more

firewood,round which it is ultimatelytied, quickly,making 180 single and hence 90

% The stick is put under a book by the side of a double swingsin 60 seconds,and consequently
table, so that the pendulum swings freely. 30 singleand 15 double swingsin 10 seconda.

Measure the length of the stringfrom the Finallymake the length27^inches, always
centre of the ring to the beginning of the from tiie centre of the ringto the stick,and

wood, which aUows of an easy alteration of the pendulum will make 6 'double and 12

the lengthby drawing the stringthrough the singlevibrations in 10 seconds. Bemember

slit. Make this length9| inches. The pendu- that if you begincountingwith one, you will

lum swings backwards and forwards 120 times end with seven for 6, eleven for 10, uxteen

in 60 seconds, and hence 20 times in 10 for 15, and so on, so that you willalwayshave
seconds. Adjust it more accuratelyby a to throw oft one from your count,

seconds w"tchl Countingthe swingsone way

Art. 10. " The rule has to be arrangedin several"orms accordingto the custom

of tuninginstruments. Harmoniums are best tuned from c* to c",that is,in the

two-foot octave. Organs are- generallytuned in the principalstop,so that on

touchingthe keys from " to c", the sounds are from c" to "'\ in the one-foot

octave,and hence the beats are twice as fast. But for pianosit is the custom to

tune from/ to/ (seeart. 5). Most tuners in Englandbeginwith "\ from which
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a' is ' set/ and then the tuningcommences. Some tmiers in England and all

al)road beginwith a!. This makes no difference in the rule,providedthe tuning
octave remains the same.

Absolatelythe beats arisingfrom imper-fect
Fifths and Sixths vary for every difference

of pitch of the lower note. As the Fifth is

always too dose and the Fourth too open, the

reader can find the beats from the numbers in
tlie table,p. 437c, "2,by subtractingtwice the

larger from three times the smaller pitch
nximber for Fifths (thusd \ ^ in col. ii.of the

table is 258*6: 387*6,whence 3x258*6" 2 x

387*6 = 775*8-775*2 -'6, giving6 beats in 10

seconds),and four times the smaller pitch
from three times the largerfor Fourths (thus
^ '.d'" 387-6: 290*3, whence 3 x 387*6-4 x

274B 1162*8 " 1161*2- 1*6 or 16 in 10 seconds).
But for the purposes of the rule all the beats

of Fifths are supposedto be the same through-out
the tuning octave, and similarlyall the

beats of Fourths are assumed to be tiiesame.

The errors will be found to oorrect each other,

and in no case to exceed the permissiblelimits.

Art. 1 1 .
" Bide fortuningm equaltemperamentat any pitchbetween c'256and

c' 2 70-4.
Tune in the followingorder,making the Fifths closer and the Fourths wider f

than perfect.The numbers between the names of the notes indicate the beats

in 10 seconds.

For harmoniums :

" 10 g^15 d' 10 a' 15 e' 10 b' 15/# 15 c% 10 g% 15 d'#10 a% 15/

For organs, usingthe metal principal,soundingthus an Octave higherthan
the digitalsshew :

c" 20 ^" 30 (i" 20 a" 30 e''20 b" 30 f% 30 "t 20 ^"Jf30 d'f20 a"#30/'

For pianofortes:

c' 10 g 6 d' 10 a 6 e* 10 b 10 fjj^6 c% 10 ^ 6 d% 10 ajj!10/

On the piano the beats can often be heard

for only 5 seconds,and then the beats will be

3 and 5 in 5 seconds,in placeof 6 and 10 in

10 seconds.

In the two firstcases the intervals beating
10 in 10 seconds are all Fifths up, those beat-ing

15 in 10 seconds are Fourths down; in the

last case the Fifths up beat only 6 times in 10

seconds,and the Fourths down beat 10 times

in 10 seconds.

Tune each Fifth as accuratelyjust^ or

-without beats,as possible,and then make the

interval closer by flatteningthe upper note

-very slightlyindeed till 10 beats are heard in

10 seconds. Then from the Fifth thus reached

tune a Fourth down as accuratelyjust^or

-without beats,as possible,and then make the

interval opener by flatteningthe lower note

very slightlytill 15 beats are heard in 10

seconds. From the note thus gained proceed
to the next until/ is reached. The Fourth / tr

to d is not tuned, as both notes have been

determined. It never beats faster than 15 in

10 seconds.

If the Fifths and Fourths are not brought
to be as nearlyas possiblejustin the firstin-

stance the tuner can never be sure whether

the second note of the interval is too sharp or

too flat,because the error itselfis too small

to be judged of with accuracy on merely
sounding the notes in succession, and the

same number of beats would result whether

we had sharpened or flattened the note,but
the whole scheme would be entirelyfrustrated
ifthe interval were rendered opener instead of

doser or conversely.

Art. 12. " If itispreferredto commence on a',set a' to fork and proceedto e\
b' up to/',"c.,as in the regularscheme. Stopat /'and beginagainat a',and
time the Fifth a' to d' down, firstmaking the interval just,and then making it%
closer by sharpemngthe lower note till10 beats in 10 seconds result. Next take

d^ to g'a justFourth down, and then make the interval opener hyflatteningthe
lower note till15 beats are heard in a second. Lastly,from this g^take " a Fifth

lower,and aftermakingit just,render the interval closer by sharpeningthe lower
note till10 beats in 10 seconds are heard. This modification ismerelyan adapta-tion

of the generalprinciplethat Fifths are to be closer than just,and Fourths

opener than just.
The tuner should carefullyfamiliarise him-self

with tuning justFifths and Fourths, with

recognisingthem as justby their total absence

of beats in this 2-foot Octave, and by feeling
how beats arise by alteringeither of the notes

either way. On the harmonium this is easy,
when the justinterval has been tuned. It is

onlynecessary to press down the digitalof the

upper note slightly,so as just to hear the

note ; this process flattens it and renders the

interval closer;or to do the same with the

lower note,which renders the interval opener.
In either case beats ensue. As many just
Fourths and Fifths exist on the Harmonical,
this experimentis ready to hand.

Art. 13." The proof of my rule consistsin

shewing that for c'256,a'435,a'440,c'27o*4,it
leads to results which no ear could distinguish
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ir

from perfectlycorrect tuning,or which are

equalat least to the very best in art. 4. For

it is clear that ifitholds for all these pitches,
of which one is practicallythe lowest and one

practicallythe highestin use, and the other

two are as nearlyas may be halfway between

them, itmust hold for all intermediate pitches.
Now the resultsobtained by the rule are easily
calculated for a given c or a\ Using c',c'8

,

d,\ifec,for the pitchnumbers of these notes,
and remembering that the rule givesi beat in

a second for flat Fifths and 1-5 beats in a

second for sharp Fourths,we have, for har-moniums

or organs, supposingd known, and

the above rule accuratelyfollowed,

2/ "3c' -I

4^' =3/ -1*5
2a! =3d' -I

4c' =3a' -1-5
26' = 3e' - 1

4/ff =3^"' -1*5
4c'ff=3/"-i-5
2(7'tt=3c'5 -I

A^'l = 3^'tt- 1'5
2a'"=3^'"-i
4/ =3flt'tt-r5.

If we begin with a\ then the three firstequa-tions
will give

3d'= 2a'+i, 3^'= 4d'+i-5,3c'= 2/+i.

In the case of the pianoforte,usingthe Octave

/ to /, Uie equationsforcalculatingthe pitches
of the notes from beats will be, if we begin
with c',

4g -3c' -I

2d =3gf - -6

4a = 3d " I

zd ^Tfl, " -6

46 ^yl - 1

4/B "32" -I

2c'" =3/tt - -6

4{75 ^V^l -*

2d% "3^ - -6

4flff=3i'ff-I
4/ =3"" -I-

But if we beginwith a, the firstthree equations
will give

3(i= 4a+i, 3^"2d + '6,3c'"4"?+i.

In the followingcalculations the rule is

necessarilysupposed to be carried out with

perfectaccuracy. Of course in practice,espe-cially

when the beats are estimated instead of

being accuratelycounted,this is impossible.
But the results will be found much more accu-rate

than in the ordinaryway of tuning en-tirely

by e8tin[iationsof ear, and the rule much

more easy to manipulate than the ordinary
method of tuning.

'Proofof Bute forTuningin Equal Temperament.

Fob Hasuoniuiis and Oboanb.

f

Fob Pianos.

Hence it is apparent that the rule ^ever
makes an error exceeding-3 vib.,and generally
keeps below this limit. Now at 256 an error

of -3 vib. amounts to 2 cents, and at 540 to

less than 1 cent. The rule,therefore,properly
handled will giveresults equal if not superior
to the specimensin Art. 4.
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Art. 14. " The rule appliesonlyto one octave and giveswhat are known as

" the bearings,'whence the other notes must be derived by takingOctaves in the

usual way.

Tuners so frequentlyget out in takingthe
Octaves that it is convenient to have a (dieck

on the estimation of ear. This is furnished

by the fact that any note will beat the same

number of times in a second with an imperfect
Fourth below and its Octave (thatis,an im-perfect

Fifth)above. Thus if the note have

401 vib.,its imperfectFourth below 300, and

the Octave above that Fourth below 600, the

beats of the Fourth are 3 x 401 -4 x 300=3,
and the beats of the Fifth are 3 x 401 " 2 x 600

= 3 also. Now the imperfectFourths are fur-nished

by the bearings themselves. Thus,
going upwards,we have c'/ c",c% ft c^ff

,
d*

tfd", "fcc. Going downwards, the tuner takes

a Fifth and then a Fourth, as h' efh,Vbe^bh\),
a' d* a, and so on from octave to octave. Mr.
Hermann Smith prefersto insert the octaves

above when tuningthe originalbearings.Thus,
if the bearingswere taken in the two-foot oc-tave

d c" as a' xo d' 15 gr*loc/ 15/ 15 a't \od't

15 fl^fflodt 15 /ff 15 fe'10 e',he would intro-duce
the octaves in this order,a a* d' d" ^ g

d d'f fal a!% d'l d"% ^ff g\ dl d'% fl fl
hU d d' a\ But the method I have proposed
seems simpler.

The principleof the check appliesto the
inversions of other imperfectintervals,and

may serve as additional verifications. Thus

a note beats equallywith an imperfectminor
Sixth below and itsOctave the imperfectmajor
Third above. Thus 500 : 801 beat 5 x 801

-8x500 = 8, and 801 : 1000 beat 5x801-4
x 1000=8 also. Again,a note beats equally
with an imperfectminor Third below and its

Octave the major Sixth above. Thus 500 : 601

beat 5x601" 6x500 " 5, and 601 : 1000 beat

5 X 601 "3 X 1000= 5 also. If in each case we

inverted tiieorder,we should double the beats.

Thus for the Fifth,200 : 301 will beat 2 x 301
" 3 X 200= 2 ; but 301 : 400 willbeat 4 x 301 " 3
X 400 = 4. For the major Third,400 : 501 will ^
beat 4 X 501 - 5 X 400 = 4 ; but 501 : 800 will

beat 8 X 501 " 5 X 800 = 8. For the major Sixth,

300 : 501 will beat 3 x 501 - 5 x 300 = 3 ; but

501 : 600 will beat 6 x 501 " 5 x 600=6. The

reason is obvious. The fractions expressing
the minor intervals f, f, f have odd denomi-nators

and even numerators, and hence their

inversions reduce by dividingby 2, but this is

not the case for the major intervals,f, f, |.
So much of the beauty of tuning pianos,

harmoniums, and organs depends on the per-fection
of the Octave, that tuners would do

wen to apply the first test with the Fourth

below and Fifth above, as a matter of course.

Art. 15." Hule fortuningin meantone temperamentfrom d 2527, HandeVs

pitch,to " 283-6,Father Smith's pitchforthe Durham organ.

As will be seen by the table p. 4346,c'264
or Helmholtz's pitch is a small meantone

Semitone, and the Durham pitchis a mean-

tone Tone, sharperthan HandePs. The great
flatness of the Fifths in the meantone intona-tion

makes it necessary to divide ike tunings
into three classes,sufficientlyascertainableby
a fork in Helmholt^'s or even in French pitch.
The firstis from rather less than a Semitone
to about a Quartertone flatter than French

pitch; the second is French pitchand from a

Quartertoneflatter to a Quartertonesharper;

the ^hirdis from a Quartertoneto a Semitone IT
sharperthan French.

The rule would extend to 27 notes,but on

the proof it will be carried out only for 14

notes, as on the English concertina,for which

this intonation is stillused. And for this in-strument

the ' tuningoctave '
may be taken as

d to d*. For the few organs that stilluse this

intonation the same Octave must be tuned,
and hence, when taken on the * principal,'the
digitalsmust be fingeredfrom c to d, because

the beats would be otherwise too rapidto count

Tune in the followingorder the numbers 25-6-7 and 40-1-2, meaning that
the beats are to be 25 and 40 for the low, 26 and 41 forthe medium, and 27 and 42

for the highpitchin 10 sec., accordingto the three gradesalreadylaid down.

c'25-6-7g'40-1-2 d'25-6-7a'40-1-2 e'25-6-7b'40-1-2 /J 40-1-2 c'J25-6-7
^'#40-1-2. If

d 40-1-2/ 40-1-2 6't"25-6-7e'\}40-1-2 a]}.

The tuning is conducted in the same way 2^ "

as before,onlyin two series,from d to g'ttand 4d'
from d to a'b,making the Fifths and Fourths 2a'

at firstperfect,and then the Fifths closer and 4d "

the Fourths wider. But in two cases df^fb^b 26' -"

the Fourth is taken upwards, and then the 4/^9
upper note has to be sharpened. And there is 4di ""

an additional verificationafter tuningto e',for 2/5 ""

the major Thirds cV, gf'6',d'ft ,
a'dZ

,
difZ

,
Ad'Z

and also fa' and minor Sixths d'b'b^da'b
should be all sensiblyperfect.Octaves can 3/ "

be verifiedby imperfectFourths more easily 3yb =

than in equaltemperament. 3e'b
The equations for determiningthe pitch 3a'b =

irom the beats are

'3c' -2-5.-6-7
-39' -4'o--i-*2

.3d' -2-5.-6-7
"3a' " 40--X--2

""3d -2-5--6-7
= 36 " 4-0-'I -'2

-3f9 -4*o-'i-'2

= 3c'ff-2-S--6-7
"'Ztft-4*o--i--2

"4c' +4*o--i-'2
= 4/* +4-0--I--2

-.2b'b+2-5--6-7
"4db +4-0--I--2
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'Proofof the BuleforTuningin Meantone Temperament.

Notes

Handel
.

By Bole
.

2527
2527

Helmholtz

By Rule
.

Durham
.

By Rule
.

264*0
264-0

283-6
283-6

264-1

264-1

d' d'l

282-5295-2
282-41295-I

302-8
302

275-9 295-2^308-4
27S*8|295-o308-3

296-3]3i7-i
296-6317-0

331-3
331-6

^b

315-9
9431S

315-8
3159

339-2

339-2

338-0
3383

330-0

329-9

354-5
354-6

353-2
353-4

353-1

353-4

379-2

379-5

ft

369-0
3691

377-9394-9404-3
377-8

^

394-8
394*7

3963
396-9424-1

g't a'b

_. ._

422-5
394-84046 422-5

b'b

412-5

412-5

424-0443-1

443-5
453-7
453-7

422-4441-4
422-6441*2

472-3

472-

474-1

474-2

472-4505-4
505-4

452-1

452-3472-5

_

493-5
6493*6

507-3
507-4

530-1

530-6567

528-0
528-0

5672
2

The results are seen to be nearlyas good
OB before,only the Durham ft is 396*9 in

placeof 396-3,an error of *6 vib. and 2*6 oents,
which is scarcelyperceptible.

Art. 16." ^In the Froceedingsof the Mibsical Association for 1874-5,vol. L

^ pp. 141-145, Mr. Bosanquetgivesthe process that he followed in toninghis
cycleof 53 (seesect. F., p. 479),but it is too complicatedto be abstracted with

a reasonable hope of its beingunderstood. It dependedmainly on takingthe
beats of the differentialtones in the major chord, with the major Third either

in the middle or highest.In this case the Fifth was presumed to be accurately
tuned to beginwith. Takingthe numbers in sect. A. art. 27, but doublingthem
for the Octave higherand supposingthe Fourth to be perfect,we have

c"528,/'704,a"879'32in the cycle.
Differentials 176 175*32
Beats per second *68

,
that is,beats per minute 40*8

and the beats were apparentlycounted for a minute. Mr. Bosanquet,however,
does not recommend the process for his harmonium because the differentialtones

were not distinctenough.
Art. 17." Mr. Paul White has two methods of tuningthe cycleof 53 by means

^ of beats. We may suppose that for the givenpitchof the initialc, aJl the pitch
numbers have been calculated,as in sect. A, art. 27, for No. 4, Mr. Bosanquet's
initial0=264 vib. Two placesof decimals are requiredfor ijiispurpose, as in

both methods itis necessary to relyupon the slow beats of the Thirds and Sixths

and check the result at every few steps.
First method. Tune 5 minor Thirds of the cycleup, alternatingwith major

Sixths down, to keepwithin the same octave. Since a minor Third has 14 degrees
this gives5 x^=i^, or an Octave and 17 degrees,that is an Octave above the

major Third of the cycle,which will beat slowlywith the note on which we

started. Thus beginningwith 264 and takingfirst3 cyclicminor Thirds up, and

then a cyclicmajorBixth down, followed by a cyclicminor Third up, we have

vib 264
beats in 70 sec.

np np up down np

317*05 380-75 457'25 274-56 329-73

12 14-5 17-5 io'5 12-9

and as 264 : 329*73 isa cyclicand not a justmsgor Third,which would be 264 : 330,

^ itwill beat 10*8 times in 10 seconds,and this will be the verificationof the work.

Observe that the interval of the minor Third must be too wide, and hence of the

majorSixth too close,so that when we tune up, the uppemoi" must be made sharp,
and when we tune down, the lower note must be made sharp. Also that as the

5th and 6th partialsare involved in the beats,the method will suitonlyqualities
of tone,like reed-tones,with strongupper partials.Observe also that in equal
temperament 5 equalminor Thirds are an Octave and an equalminor (nota major)
Third. Having completedone set proceedwith the next set of 5 minor Thirds (or
majorSixths)until the whole cycleis completefor one octave and then tune by
Octaves.

Second method, which Mr. Paul White prefers.Tune 7 cyclicmajor Thirds

down (alternatingwith minor Sixths up to keep within the same octave).The
result will be a cyclicPythagoreanminor Third of 13 degreesdown, or 40 degrees
up, for 3-7xH=3-W=3-2-if=i-|J=f5. And this can be verified by

3 cyclicFifths up, for3 x fJ=ff =1 J",such Fifths beingpracticallyperfect.Thus
beginningat 528 vib. we obtain,takingmajorThirds down, and minor Sixths up :
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down down down np down down up

^b 528 42274 338-47 271-00 433*95 347'44 278-18 445*45
beatsin losec. 17 13-9 11-2 17-5 14 11-4 17-9

a Fourth down another Fourth down a Fifth up

^b 528 396 297 445-5

Ihe Fourths and Fifths are taken just,and the"result agrees to -05 vib. It must

he remembered that the cyclicmajor Thirds are too close,hence in tuningdown
the lower note must be sharpened.On the contrarythe cyclicminor Sixths will

be too wide,and hence in tuningup, the upper note has to be sharpened.Having
completedthis set of 7 proceedto another,tillthe cycleis complete.This method

also onlysuitsqualitiesof tone,like reed-tones,with powerful5th and 8th partials.
The process thus carried out would of course be tedious,and Mr. Paul White

seems to assume a tolerablyuniform beat,perhapsof 15 in 10 seconds,for he says:
' The beats cannot of course be made, or be made to remain uniform, but if they
are nearlyso, or if a few do not beat at all,the temperament is stillgood. 1 1|
have found that the Fifbhs can be keptalmost entirelyfreefrom beats bytalonggood
care of the very slow beats of the Thirds. I have longbeen convinced that beats

in the middle octave do much more good than harm in a musical cycle,for itwould
be impossibleto tune a musical cycleof any sizecorrectlywithout them. The least

scratch on a reed will changea beat,while it often takes quitea scrape to cause

a beat where none existed.' The processes Mr. Paul White has worked out with

the ingenioussystem of checks,shew that he is a thoroughmaster of the whole

art of tuning,and, a rare thingto be met with among professionaltuners or even

musicians, perfectlyunderstands itsrationale.

Art. 18." A succession of justFifths,as mentioned in art. i, is very difficultto

tune ; and one ofjustmajorThirds is stillmore difficult. Hence an auxiliarystop
on an organ or an auxiliaryharmonium is requiredwhen justintervals have to be

tuned.

Itisnot difficultto ascertain by ear whether tuned i beat in a second sharper than the

a Fifth or major Third is considerablytoo flat, auxiliaryd\ And in this way by a laborious m

Suppose we start with c',then tune an auxiliary double process the succession of Fifths could

g'(indicatedby a roman letter)decidedlyflat be tuned with great accuracy. For the major
beating40 times in 10 seconds with cf. Then Thirds,tune an auxiliarye' decidedlyflat,and
3c'" 2g'" 4, so that |c'= g'+ 2

,
but fc'is the beating4 in a second with c'. Then $(/- 40'== 4,

perfectFifth to "/,hence we must tune the re- and true e/Bfc'"e'+1. In the same way we

quiredFifth 9'" g'+ 2, that is,sharperthan g' could get g2Jtand b^'t" But for a' b,/'b,^'bb
by 2 beats in a second. For the next Fifth in we must tune auxiliaryminor Sixths,which is

order to remain in the same octave we should troublesome and not feasible except on reed

take the Fourth down. Tune the auxiliaryd' instruments. Tune an auxiliarya'b flat,so as

so that it should be too flat,and beat 4 times to beat 5 times in a second with ". Then

in a second with the correct ". Then 3^ 8c'" 5a'b= 5,and truea"b"Sc'= a'6+ 1. And

" 4d'= 4, and f^ = d' + i .
But Jgris the correct so on.

d', or Fourth below ^. Hence it must be

It appears, then,that temperedintervalswhich presentbeats of their own are

more easy to tune than justintervalsfor which an auxiliarybeatingtone has to be

supplied.The only satisfactoryway, however, of tuningperfectand tempered
intervals is by a fork tonometer, one of which sufficesfor every possiblecase that

can arise,when once the pitchnumbers of the notes have been calculated as in f
sect. A.

SECTION H.

THE HIBTORT OF ITDSZCAL PITCH IN EUROPE,

(Seenote p. 16.)

Art. Table I." continued,

1. Pitch of a Note, p. 494. 4. Mean Pitch of Europe for Two Cen-
2. Musical Pitch,p. 494. turies,p. 495.

3. Early Pitch,p. 494. 5. The Compromise Pitch,p. 497.
4. Materials and Authorities,p. 494. 6. Modem Orchestral Pitch, and

5. Descriptionof the Tables, p. 494. "Church Pitch Medium, p. 499.
Table I. Historical Pitches in order from the 7. Church Pitch,high,p. 503.

Lowest to the Highest,p. 495- 8. Church Pitch,highest,p. 503.
1. Church Pitch,lowest,p. 495. 9. Chamber Pitch,highest,and Church
2. Church Pitch,low, p. 495. Pitch,extreme, p. 504.
3. Chamber Pitch,low, p. 495.
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Table II. Classified Index to Table I.,

p. 504.
I. Austro-Hungary,p. 504.
II. Belgium,p. 504.

III. England, Scotland, and Ireland,

p. 505-
IV. France, p. 508.
V. Germany, p. 509.
VI. Holland, p. 510.
VII. Italy,p. 510.
VIII. Russia, p. 510.

IX. Spain,p. 511.
X. United States of America, p. 511.

GoMGLnsioNS, p. 511.
Art.

6. The Historyof Musical Pitch in Europe
for 500 years, p. 511.

^ 7. Original Motives for determination of

Church Pitch,p. 511.

Art.

8. Effect of the foot measure of different

countries on the pitchof organs, p. 511.
Originof Chamber Pitch,p. 512.
Evolution of the Mean Pitch, its great
extent geographicallyand chronologi-cally,

p. 512.
Difficultiesarisingfrom singing at hi^
pitch classical music written for mean

pitch,p. 512.
How the rise in pitch commenced and

spread,p. 512.
The Compromise Pitch in France, England,
and Germany, p. 512.

14. Variations in EnglishOrgan Pitch, p. 513.
1 5. Rise in pitchconnected with wind instru-ments,

p. 513.
16. What must be done, p. 513.

12.

13

Art. I. " The pitchnumber ofa note has been alreadydefined as the number of

double vibrations which the sonoroos bodyproducingitmakes and commnmcates

in one second (p.iia).
Art. 2. " The pitchnumber of a musical instrument, or brieflyits musiccd

pitch,is taken to be the pitchnumber of the tuningnote at a temperature of

59"F.=i5"C.=i2"R.

The tuningnote is here assumed to be the

a' of the violin,from which the pitchnumber
of all the other notes in the scale must be cal-culated,

or determined approximatelyby ear

from the temperament (sect.A.)and system

of tuning (sect.G.)in use. By taking a' as

the tuning note, the inquiry is practically
limited to European music within the last 500

years.

Art. 3." The followingpassage from Syntagmatismusid, Michaelis Pr^tobh

C, Tomus Secundus, de Organographia,1619, p. 14, explainsthe condition of

^ earlypitch.
* In the firstplaceit must be known that

the pitch,both of organs and other musical

instruments, varies greatly.Since the ancients

were not accustomed to playin concerfc with

all kinds of instruments at the same time,
.wind instruments were very differentlymade
and intoned by instrument makers, some high
and some low. For the higheran instrument

is intoned in its own kind and manner, as

trumpets, shawms, and treble viols,the more

freshlyit sounds and resounds. On the con-trary,

the deeper trombones,bassoons,bassa-
neldi,bombards, and bass viols are tuned, the

more majesticand magnificentis their stately
march. Hence when the organs, positives,
olavioymbals,and other wind instruments are

not in the same pitch with each other the
musician is much plagued.'

Art. 4." The authorities on whom 1 relyare minutelyspecifiedin my
* History

of Musical Pitch ' in the Journal of the Societyof Arts for 5 March and 2 April
1880, and 7 Jan. 1881. The two last papers contain indispensablecorrections
and additions. Li the privatelyprintedcopiesthere was an addendum on U.S.

America from Messrs. C. K. Cross and W. T. Miller,American Journal ofOtology,
Oct. 1880.

f Here it must sufficeto say that after learn-ing

to determine pitch to ^ vib. (p.444) I

obtained the loan of authentic forks from the

Societyof Arts,Mr. A. J. Hipkins,Rev. G. T.

DriflSeld (Handel's),Fran Naeke of Dresden,
Prof. Rossetti of Padua, Mr. Blaikley,and Dr.

W. H. Stone. I procuredcompared copiesof
forks in the Conservatoireat Paris,and others

tuned at known temperatures to remarkable

organs at Vienna, Dresden, Hamburg, Stras-

burg,and Seville. Then, with the assistance

of many organists,I measured numerous

organs in England of which the pitchhad not

been changed,or, with the kind helpof Beveral

organ-builders,obtained untouched pipes of

altered organs. When these failed I had

models made of pipesof which the dimensions

were given by Schlick 1511, PrsRtorius 1619,
Mersenne 1636,Tomkins 1668, Bi'-dos 1766,

and others,which were obliginglypresentedto
me by Mr. T. Hill,the organ -builder,on whose
bellows I measured them. These constituted

my own materials. Then I had recourse to

the measurements and lists of Cagniard de la

Tour, CavailU-Goll,de la Fage,Delezenne,de
Prony,Euler,Fischer,French Commission on

Pitch, Eoenig, Lissajous,McLeod, Marpuig,
Naeke, Sauveur, Scheibler,Schmahl, Dr. R.

Smith, and others. From these I constructed

the listswhich follow. In my originalpapers
each pitch is accompanied with full details.

Here I givethe smallest possibleaccount.
Art.. 5." The pitchgivenis always that of

a',where possibleat 59" F. But this was not

always the note measured. When it was not,
a' was calculated on the assumption of either

meantone or equal temperament. Assuming
a lowest ideal pitchof a'370,which has never
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yet been found,I g^ve the cents by which any
other pitch exceeds this,so that the interviJ

between any two pitchesis immediatelydeter-mined

by subtractingthe cents. I give also

the date,addingoccasionallya for ante^before,

;p for 2)05 âfter,and c for circa âbout ; and

the authority,or observer, where ". means

that I am responsiblefor the measurement,
directly or indirectly.Finally,I add a list,

classified by countries, stating the kind of

pitch. I hav^ not thoughtit necessary to give
absolutelyevery fork and pitch entered in my
* History,*but have reporteda largenumber of

these entries,and especiallyall the most inter-esting

of them. A complete Grerman trans-lation

of my paper is in preparation,and will

be publishedat Vienna.

Table I." Historical Pitches in obdeb fbom Lowest to Highest.

Cents I a' | Date Obeerrer Place and other particalars

199 415 "754

I. Church Fitch,Lowest

E.

Delezenne

B.

Delezenne

E.

E.

Ideal lowest pitchor zero point
Calculated from D.'s measurements of an open

wooden pipe 1-3 metres long,taken as c

Paris,from a model after Mersenne

Lille,organ of I'HospiceComtesse
Paris,from a model after B"dos

Heidelberg,from a model after Arnold Schlick

(see535 cents)

2. Church Pitch
f
Low:

Delezenne
.

Euler
.

Stockhausen " E.

Dr. B. Smith

McLeod " E.

E.

Delezenne
"

Lille,old fork found 1854a by M. Mazingue
Lille,organ of St. Sauveur, rebuilt,with old pitch
St. Petersburg,a clavichord accordingto Marpurg,

but Euler givesno particulars
StrassburgMinster, great organ by A. Silbermann

Cambridge,Bernhardt Schmidt's organ at Trinity
College,1708, after being new voiced and
* shifted' in 1759

Bome, pitch-pipesobserved by Dr. B. Smith

France, Versailles,copy of fork No. 410 at the

MuB^e du Conservatoire,Paris,compared with

the originalby Cavaill6-.Coll

Palatinate of the Bhine, from a model of pipe de-scribed

by Salomon de Cans

Lille,old organ of La Madeleine restored

3. Chamber Pitch^ Low.

E.
. .

E.

Sauveur

Delezenne
.

Schmahl " E.

Lissajous

Schmahl " E.

Naeke
.

Marpurg

Paris,Mersenne's Spinet,from his statement that

Bq = B^dos's 4-footc (see31 cents)
Padua, from copy sent by Prof. Bossetti of the old

lower /' fork of the bellfoundry of Colbacchini

Paris,result of several experimentson an e pipe
Lille,organ of St. Maurice repaired,old pitchkept
Hamburf?, organ of St. Michaelis Kirche, buUt

by Hildebrand of Dresden, imder the direction

of Handel's friend,J. Mattheson (1681-1764),
in the chamber pitch of the period,stillpre-served;

now, and probably always, in equal
temperament

Paris, Court clavecins,fork of Pascal Taskin,
their tuner

Paris, 18th centurypitch-pipefound in the cabinet

of the Facultyof Sciences

EEamburg, chamber pitch on the former 8-foot

Qedact of the St. Jacobi organ (see484 cents)
* Schneider's Oboe,' date and placeunknown
Breslau, clavichords

4. Mean Pitch of Ewropc for Two Centuries,

E.

IT

IT

Dresden, organ of the Boman Catholic Church by
Gottfried Silbermann,pitchof the chained fork

placed there by King August der Orechte,
1 763-1827,who would not allow the pitchto be

changed ; the fork was lent me by Frau Naeke
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Tablb I." Historical Pijcrkb in obdiek fbom Lowest to Hiobist " ecmiinued.

f

IT

Oenta Date Obeerrer Place and other particulan

4. Mean Pitch

1722 Naeke
.

1780
1878

1 700c

1714

1858
1785

Euler
.

E.

E.

Naeke
.

de la Fage
E.

1715c E.

1780

i860

1780

1780

1780
17800

1751

1820a

E.

E.

Naeke
.

Naeke " E

Naeke
.

E.

E.

E.

ofEurope for Two Centuries " oontinaed.

Dresden, organ of St. Sophie,built by G. Silber-

mann

St. Petersburg,organs ; no particnlars
Dresden, presentpitchof the organ of the Roman

Catholic Church, from a fork tuned for me there

London, Benatas Harris's organ at St. John's,
Clerkenwell

Freiberg,Saxony, G. Silbermann's organ
Madrid, ton de ohapelle,calculated
Seville,Spain, pitch of the old organ of Torje
Bosch, from a fork said by the organistDon
Yniguez to be in exact unison with its a' at a

mean temperature
England,rude tenor a fork,belongingto Rev. G. T.

Driffield,who held it to have been made by John

Shore, the inventor of tuning-forks
Winchester Collegeorgan, from one of the pipes

added by Green when repairingB. Harris's

organ of 168 1

Bussian Imperial Court church band from fork

lent by Frau Naeke

Vienna, fork of the Saxon organ-builderSchulze,
who lived at Vienna in Mozart's time

Vienna, copy of fork of Stein,who made Mozart's

clavichords and pianos,lent me by Frau Naeke

Dresden, fork of former Court organistKirsten
Verona, from a copy of a c'fork believed to be the

Boman pitch of 1780,preservedat the bell-

foundryof Cavedini,procuredby Prof. Bossetti

of Padua

England, Handel's fork belongingto Bev. G. T.

Driffield. The organ at Cannons in the private
chapelof the Duke of Chandos,bmlt by Jordans,
and afterwards bought by TrinityChurch, Gos-

port,has been recently(in1884)examined by
the organist,Mr. Hewlett,and found to have

had in Handel's time,when he used to playon

it, a Bq (now Bb) pipe of 12-3 inches long,
and I inch in diameter ; this shews that itspit"^
was then ^1423-5,or practicallythe same as

Handel's fork
.

Westminster Abbey, as originallytuned by
Schreider and Jordans,from indications by Mr.

T. Hill,who retuned it to a'44i*7. It had been
altered by Greatorex to 0^433*2,Smart's pitch

Bath Abbey Church, as rebuilt by Smith of Bristol,
from indications by Mr. T. HUl

England, Mr. J. Curwen's Tonic Solfa standard

c''507,usingthe justa' only
Eew Parish Church, Green's organ, untouched

and in meantone temperament when measived

in 1878,built as a ohunber organ for George IIL

Lille,very old fork found in workshops of M.

FranQois,musical instrument maker there

Padua, from copy of the higher/' fork of the bell-

foundryof Colbacohini (see152 cents)
England, from old fork,c"505-7,belonging to

Messrs. Broadwoods

Paris,Th64tre Feydeau,Op^a Comique,from copy
of fork at the Conservatoire,Paris,compared
with the originalby Cavaill6-Coll

London, Green's organ at St.Katharine's,Begent's
Park, still(when I measured it)in meantone

temperament (seesect G., p. 484CO
Dresden, band of the opera while C. M. von

Weber (i786.1826)was conductor {KdpM-
meister)

London, second copy of Peppercorn'sfori: by
which the pianofortesof the Philharmonic
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Table I." Historical Pitches in order frou Lowest to Highest " continued.

Date Observer Place and other particulaia

249

250

250

251

255

260

262

425-2

425-5

4256

425-8

425-9

426-5
427

4272

427-5

427-6
4277

4278

428-7

430

430-4

1 800c

1 730c
.I780C

1829

1740-

1780
1764

1824

1839

I8IOC

I70I

Mean Pitch ofEurope for Two Centuries " continued.

Societywere originallytuned; this copy was

preparedfor the Societyof Arts in i860, and is

now in the possessionof Messrs. Broadwoods

London, firstcopy of Peppercorn'sfork made be-fore

i860, belongingto Mr. Hlpkins; see last

entry,the originalis lost,and it is impossibleto
say which was correct. The difference,2 cents,
is utterlyinsignificant

Naeke
. . .

Eutin (18 miles N. of Liibeck),fork of Franz

Anton von Weber, father of Carl Maria von

Weber

E.
. . .

Brunswick, from a model made from Prastorius's

drawing of an organ pipeat a
* suitable * church %

pitch
Blscher

.
Paris, Italian Opera, mean of twenty measure-ments

of a fork givenby Spontini
E.

. . .
London, old forks formerly belonging to Prof.

Faraday,lent me by Mr. D. J. Blaikley
E.

. . .
London, organ at All Hallows the Great and Less,

Upper Thames Street,built by Glyn " Parker,

by whom Handel's Foundling Hospital organ

was built

E.
. . . Weimar, from a model of Tdpfer'swide principal

c"-pipe
E.

. . England, old fork said to have been used in Ply-mouth
Theatre, lent me by Dr. Stainer

E.
'

. . . London, old D fork of Elliott's,by which he tuned

the organ built for the Ancient Concerts at the

Hanover Square Booms, lent me by his suc-cessor,

Mr. T. Hill

Naeke
. . . Germany, fork of the bassoonist Eummer

E.
. . . Padua, mean of two ancient pitch-pipesbelonging

to the bellfoundry of Colbacchini,lent me at

the requestof Prof. F. Bossetti there

Lissajous .
Paris,pitch of opera piano as distinct from the

orchestra,verifiedby Monneron for de la Fage
E.

. . . England,Schnetzler's organ at the German Chapel
Boyal,St. James's Palace

E.
. . . Halifax, Schnetzler's organ, from indications by

Mr. T. Hill

Lissajous . . Paris, pitch of opera, suddenly lowered on 31
March for Mme. Branchu, whose voice was fail-ing.

The pianofor rehearsals was also lowered,
and was not raised inmiediatelywhen the or-chestra

was raised ; this was called opera pitch
de la Fage . . Bologna,Italy,pitchof fork of Tadolini,the best

tuner in the town

Great Yarmouth, St. George'sChapel,by Byfield,
Jordan " Bridge

Wimbledon Church, organ builtby Messrs. Walker at

Paris,Grand Opera
Norwich Cathedral organ before it was altered by
Bryceson,supposedto be by B. Harris

Tonic Solfa pitchto 1877,afterwards 422-5
Paris,Th6dtre Feydeau,fork givenby Spontini
London, old organ built by B. Harris,a pipeof St.

Andrew Undershaft, from Green's organ, pre-served
by Mr. T. Hill

E.
. . . St. George'sChapel,Windsor, measured in Feb.

1880, while stiU in meantone temperament
Ions

. . Newcastle-on-Tyne,St. Nicholas Church organ

built by Benatus Harris,frequentlyalteredex-cept

in pitch

5. The ComjpromieePitch.

Lissajous . .
Paris,fork of M. Lemoine, a celebrated amateur

E.
. . .

Fulliam Parish Church organ, built by Jordans.

This pitchwas officiallyadoptedin Italyin 1884
K K T

1740 ; Tunbridge" E.

E.

Scheibler

E.

1843
1811

1878a

1877a E.

1823 ' Fischer

1696 E.

1788

1670
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Table I." Historical Pitches ik order from Lowest to BiQBXffr^continued.

Cents Date Observer Place and other particulars

264

267
269
270

272

f

273

275

276

278

""

279

280

""

i82

^: S

285

286

287

431-3

4317

4322

4323

433

433-2

433-6

433'9

434

434*3

434"5
4347

435

""

435-2

435*4

435-9
436

4361

436-5
4367
436-8

288
, 4369

1625

1826

1854a
1846c

1820c

Lewis
.

Fischer

Delezenne

E.

E.

1828

1847

1834
1829

18340
1818

1869

1826

1859

1834a

1859

1868

1802

1846P

1878

1878

1834c
X845
1740-
1780
1869

E.

Byolin" E.

Scheibler

Cagniard
Tour

de la

Scheibler

McLeod " E.

E.

E.

Naeke

Fr. Com.

Scheibler

Eoenig " E

Cross " Miller

Sarti
.

E.

E.

E.

Scheibler

Delezenne

E.

R.

TJie CompromisePi"cA" continued.

as the pitchof the Italian army brass bands,
giving "b456, the nearest whole number to

equal"b456'i3,which would correspondto the
* arithmetical ' pitchC5 1 2

Lavenham (16 m̂iles W.N.W. of Ipswich),from a

famous old tenor bell sounding(2288*4
Paris,Grand Opera,fork givenby Spontini
Lille,organ of St. Andr6 repaired
England,old fork which belongedto the father of

Messrs. Bryceson,organ-builders,and had not

been tuned since 1848, when it had been

sharpenedslightly
London, fork approved of by Sir Qeorge Smart,

conductor of the Philharmonic Concerts,in pos-session
of Mr. Hipkins,|promc"5i8using mean-

tone temperament ; if equal temperament were

used it would give0^435*4and be a 30 years'
anticipationof French pitch. Used in this way
it is Broadwoods' lowest pitch. Long sold in

shops as * London Philharmonic '

London, Sir G. Smart's own Philharmonic fork.

Sir G. Smart considered this a' fork of his to

agree with c''5i8(seelast entry). This shews

that he used meantone temperament
Shrewsbury,St. Mary's,built 1729 by John Harris

and John Byfield,pitchaltered in 1847^7 Gtkj
" Davison

Vienna, fork I.,Delezenne's Vienna minimum

Paris,opera, verifiedby M. Montal, after the opera
had recovered itspitch,the opera pianoremain-ing

at a'425'5,which see, and also a'425*8
Paris Opera,fork by Petitbout,luthier de I'opdra
Paris,Chapelledes Tuileries,from a copy com-pared

by Cavaill^-Coll of fork No. 493 in the

Conservatoire

Baden, fork sent officiallyto Societyof Arts

London, from a model of piperepresenting6'486*i,
one foot longand one inch diameter,on Benatus

Harris's organ at All Hallows, Barking
Dresden, opera, fork of KapellmeisterBeissiger,

successor to C. M. von Weber. Naeke considers

this to have been Dresden pitchfrom 1825to 1830
Carlsruhe,opera, the fork which determined the

French DiapasonNormal
Paris,Conservatoire,fork made by Gand, luthier

du Conservatoire

Paris,the Diapason Normal in the Conservatoire,
used extensivelyin Germany, officiallyadopted
for the Belgianarmy in 1885. The various im-perfect

copiesused are not cited

U. S. America, E. S. Ritchie's standard pitch
St. Petersburg,five-footorgan pipes
London * Philharmonic,' from Mr. Hipkins's

vocal pitch,c"5i8*5,which for equal tempera-ment
givesa'436,but on meantone temperament,

for which itwas firstused,gave a'433'5; the fork

with which Mr. E. J. Hopkins compmd the pitch
of the organs at Liibeck,Hamburg, and Strass-

burg,see his The Organ ed. 1870,art. 791, p. 189
London, Messrs. Bishop's standard for church

organs
London, fork to which Messrs. Brycesontuned the

organ at Her Majesty'sTheatre
Vienna,opera, fork U.

Florence,fork lent by M. Marloye
Dublin, Green's organ in the B^ectoryof Trinity
College,probablysharpened

Wiirtemberg,fork sent officiallyto the Societyof
Arts
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Tabus I." Historical Pitches in order from Lowest to Kiqkebt" continued.

Oenta Obserrer Placo and other partioalars

6. Modem Orchestral Pitchyand * Chwrch Pitch Medium,

Fr. Com.
.

E.

Fischer

Delezenne
.

Streatfield" ".

E.

E.

Delezenne
.

Scheibler

E.

MoLeod "" E.

Delezenne

Lissajons

E.

Scheibler

E.

Scheibler

E.

Scheibler

Delezenne

Gagniard de

Tour

Fr. Com.

E.

Scheibler

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

Tooloase, Conservatoire

^Worcester, cathedral organ built by Thomas and
Benatas Harris,from a pipeat Mr. T. Hill's

Berlin, from a fork furnished by Pichler,who
tnned the piano of the opera

Paris, opera, from four forks purchased before

1854,and found to be in unison

^Maidstone, Old Parish Churdi, built by Jordans,
altered,but not in pitch,in 1878 in meantone

temperament
Dresden, fork given by the direction of the Court

Theatre to itslibrarian,Herr Moritz Furstenau,
after the conference on pitchheld there,bywhom
it was lent me to measure, meant for a'440

'Boston, England, organ built by Christian Smith,
from a pipepreservedby Mr. T. Hill

Lille,old fork formerlybelongingto the Marquis
d'Aligre

Vienna, opera, fork in.

Dresden,opera pitchat date,from a fork specially
prepared for me by the Court organ-builder,
Jehmlich, and sent by Herr Moritz Fiirstenau,
librarian of the theatre

Paris,Conservatoire,from copy of a fork preserved
there,verifiedby Cavaill6-Coll

England, Barking, Essex, Parish Church organ

(probablyoriginallya'474'i),built by By field "

Green, 1770,after alterations by Messrs. Walker

Turin,fork lent by Marloye
Paris,opera orchestra,verified by Monneron for

de la Fage
London, Messrs. Gray A Davison's standard pipe
Stuttgartpitch,=440 at 69^ F.,Lissajousmea-sured

it as 440*3 to French Diapason Normal^
reckoned as 435, which then when corrected to

435*4 gives4407
London, Messrs. Walker " Sons* standard pipe
Vienna Opera,fork IV.

London, Messrs. Bevington'sstandard pipe
Paris Conservatoire,not trusted so much by

Scheibler as 435'2
Paris Opera, fork of M. Leibner,who kept the

pianos to pitch of orchestra, verified by
Meyerbeer

Paris,Op^ra Comique

Dresden, fork sent to Fr. Com. by the Kapell-meister
Beissiger

London, church organ pitchof Messrs. Lewis "

Co.

Vienna Opera,fork V.,givenby Prof. Blahetka as

trustworthy; in 1879 this fork was found and

lent to me, and then from rust and ill"treatment

measured only439*9, the greatestloss of pitch
I have found in any fork

London, Covent Garden Opera, f6rk for Messrs.

Bryceson to tune the organ to

London, the equal a' correspondingto the late

Dr. John Hullah's standard fork,c"524*8,pur-porting
to be c"5i2; J. H. Griesbach measured

it as 521*6
Hampton Court Palace, Bernhardt Schmidt's

organ from an originalpipe,12 inches longand ;

I '2 inch in diameter, giving1/b472 *6

Whitehall,Chapel Boyal, organ by Bernhardt

Schmidt, accordingto indications by Mr. T. Hill
.

London, standard pipeof Messrs. Hill and Sons,
from c"525-3

H

ir

v55bgie
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Table I." Historical Pitchkb in ordbb pbom Lowest to BiaHEvr" continued.

Date Observer Place and other partioalars

6. Modem Orchestral Pitchy and * Church Pitch Medium " oontintied.

Scheibler

Fr. Com.

t"

E.

Fr. Com.

""

E.

E.

E.

W61fel
.

Fr. Com.

E.

Fr. Com.

Cross " Miller

Cavaill6-Coll

E.

Lissajous

E.

E.

Fr. Com.

LissajoQS
Hipkins
Naeke

.

Sohmahl

Scheibler

E.

Delezemie
.

Hipkins " E.

E.

E.

Lissajous

Berlin opera
Toulouse opera
Brussels,opera under direction of Bender

*Vienna, small Franciscan organ kept at modem

pitch,from a fork tuned for me by the organ-
builder UUmann

Bordeaux opera

Stuttgartopera
*Durham organ, as altered byshiftingfrom a'474*i ;

a'4447, the present pitch of new organ, is by
Willis

Bologna, Italy,Liceo Musicale, from fork sent

officiallyto Soc. of Arts

^Vienna, St. Stefan cathedral organ, from a fork

tuned for me by organ-builderUllmann.
Paris,Wdlfel's pianos
Gotha, opera

London, from Messrs. Bryceson'sstandard pipe
Brunswick, opera

U.S. America, Boston, organ of Church of the

Immaculate Conception
Intended but unexecuted standard of Society of

Arts to c"528
U.S. America, from c"528,the " low organ pitch*

of Hutchings,Plaisted A Co.

^France, St Denis Cathedral, organ built by
Cavaill^-CoU

^London, Temple Church organ after rebuilding
by Messrs. Forster and Andrews, who retained

the pitchwhich they found,which was Bobom's,

originallybuilt by Bernhardt Schmidt, with

both Eb and Dff ,
and both ^b and G8 keys,

and perhapsthen havinga'4417
Madrid, Theatre Royal,fork sent to de la Page by

the Maitre de Chapelle. French pitch was

adopted on 18 March 1879
"London, St. PauPs, after rebuildingby Willis,

from a fork belonging to Mr. Hipkins at

57"-5
"Durham Cathedral organ, rebuilt by Willis ; for

itsoriginalstate,see a'474'i
Turin opera

Weimar opera

Wiirtembergconcerts
Naples,San Carlo opera, Gxiillaume*s fork

London, Her Majesty'sopera, fork of the theatre

Vienna, pianoof KapellmeisterProch
Hamburg * old pitch,'date unknown

Vienna opera, fork VI., *a monstrous growth*
(Auswitchs)in Scheibler's opinion

"London {from c"529*4),Mr. H. Willis's church

pitch,to which he tuned the. organs of the

cathedrals of St. Paul's (London),Durham,
Salisbury,Glasgow (established),St. Mary
(Edinburgh)

Vienna Conservatorium, fork lent by Marloye
London, Her Majesty's opera during pOTform-

anoe

London, Covent Garden opera, fork in possession
of Mr. Pitman, organist,and Sig.Vianed, con-ductor.

Mr. Pitman said the pitchwas thus in

1878 because oboe,bassoon, and flute would not

play lower

London, Exeter Hall, both organs as originally
built,from a pipe at the makers', Messrs. "

Walker ; since sharpenedto a'447'3
Paris opera, from the fork of M. Bodin, professor

of the piano and music
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Table I." Historical Pitches in order from Lowest to Hiquzst" continued.

Oento Date Obseryer Place and other particulars

6. Modem Orchestral Pitch, and * Church Pitch Medium" continued.

445*9

446
4462

446*6
446-8

1849-
1854

1859
1856
1859
1845
1851
1878

447-0 1859
447*3 1879

447*4

447*5

4477

448

448-1

1856
1878
1877

1854
1839
1840
1859

448-2;1869

448-4

448-5

448-8
449

449*2

449-4

449*7

449*8
449*9

450*3
450*5

450-6

450-9

451*5

451*7

451*9

452

1857
i860

1880

1859
1855

1877
i860

1879

1859
1877
1856
1848

"1854

1877

1880

1858

1874

1867
1880

1878

1885

".
. . . ; London, from Broadwoods* originalmediom pitch

of c"530-6,fork of the tuner Finlayson; since

1854Messrs. Broadwoods use a'446-2as their me-dium

pitch. This pitchwas chosen empirically
Pr. Com.

. .
Pesth, opera

Lissajous . .
Paris,opera and Ck)n8ervatoire

Fr. Com.
. .

Holland, the Hague at the Conservatoire

Delezenne
. .

Milan, fork lent by Marloye

"
Lille,festival organ, fork of the tuner Mazingue

E.
. . .

Vienna opera, from a fork sent me by the organ-
builder,Ullmann, who had charge of the organ
there

Fr. Com.
. .

MarseillesConservatoire
E.

. .
London, Exeter Hall organ, from a pipe of the

makers, Messrs. Walker, see 445*8
Lissajous .

Paris,Italian opera, Bodin's fork

Hipkins .
London, Covent Garden opera harmonium

E.
. . .

Gloucester Festival organ, builtby Messrs. Walker ;

from the fork to which it was tuned at 64" F.,
the temperature of the pipebeingreduced to 59"

Lissajous .
Paris,Grand Opera" also at Lyons and Lidge

Schmahl
. . Hamburg, opera, under Erebs

Fr. Com.
. .

Munich, opera
E.

. .
Leipzig,Qewandhaus Concerts,from fork sent offi-cially

to the Societyof Arts

Lissajous . . Berlin,opera, fork of the conductor Taubert

E.
. . . London, from Gramer*s c"533*3,purportingto be

the Societyof Arts' pitch,intended for c''528
Cross " Miller Boston, Nichol's fork of Germania Orchestra,as

corrected to 59"F.
Fr. Com.

. . LeipzigConservatoire

Lissajous .
Paris opera, experimentsby Lissajousand Fer-

rand,the firstviolin

Hipkins .
Covent Garden Opera,pitchof the harmonium

".
. . .

London, from Griesbach's 0^534*5,tuned for the

Societyof Arts as c''528; he tuned a' as 4457
Hipkins . .

London, Covent Garden opera, taken from organ
a* duringperformance

Fr. Com.
. . Prague,opera "

E.
. . . London, firom copy of CoUard's standard fork

Lissajous . .
Milan, opera

Delezenne
. .

Lille,from forks tuned by the oboist Colin,during
the performances of Robert le Diahle, 27 April
1854,between the acts,and carefullyvenfied

E.
" . . Glasgow Public Halls organ, from fork settled by

the organistW. T. Best and the late H. Smart,
lent me by the builder Lewis

Cross " Miller U.S. America, Boston Music Hall, reduced from

pipe0271-2 at 70**F.

Fr. Com.
. .

Bussian opera, from a cf'fork,probablymiscalcu-lated,

as the a' from Broadwoods* c" forks were

E.
. " . Belgian army pitch,reduced from Eoenig*s 451

vib. by his old standard, and also measured

from copy sent by Mahillon. On 19 March 1885
the BelgianCk)vernment adoptedFrench pitch,
^435

Lissajous Milan, Scala Theatre

Cross " Miller U.S. America, New York, from Chickering's0268*5
standard fork

E.
. . .

British Army regulation,from fork lent by Dr.

W. H. Stone

E.
. .

The International Inventions and Music Exhibi-tion

of 1885 adopted this as the pitch of all

instruments for the exhibition,being the near-est

whole number to the next precedingand
next following.The fork was verifiedby myself
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Tablx I." HisTomcAi. Pitches in obdxu fbom Lowest to Hiohbst " continued.

Cents Date Obeeirer Place and other parttcnlars

6. Modem Orchestral Pitchtand * Church Pitch Medium " continaed.

349 452-5

f

350

354

355

357

358

359

362

452*9

453

4539

454

4541

1852-
1874

1880

1878

1645

1878

1862

1877

454*2 1 71 50

4547

4551

455*2

455*3
455'5

455*9

456-1

366

369

380

457*2

458-0

460-8

E.

Chambers " ".

E.

Sohmahl

E.

Naeke

E.

1874

1879
1878

1877

1749

1879
1859

1877

1880

1859a

1879

1880

Hipkins" ".

Sohmahl A E,

E.

Pr. CJom.

E.
" "

Cross " Miller

B,

Cross " Miller

"i ft

London, mean of the pitchof the Philharmonic

Band onder the direction of Sir Michael Costa

1846-54,tuned duringthat periodby Mr. J.

Black of Broadwoods*, approvedby Sir Bfichael

Costa, and recorded by Mr. Hipkins,who lent

me the fork. Used as Broadwoods' highesttill
1874,1^0.3 of French Conunission

NewcasUe-on-Tyne,Schulze's Tynedock organ,

from a fork tuned by Bir.Ch. Chambers, Mus. B.

Eneller Hall TrainingSchool for MilitaryMusic,
from a fork lent by Dr. W. H. Stone

*Holstein,Gliickstadt organ bcult 1645,improved
by Schnitger1665,measured 1879

London, Wi]lis*B concert organ pitch,to which he

tuned the largeorgans in the Albert Hall and

Alexandra Palace,from pipe c''543*2at 65^ F.,
and 54r2 at 61*5**F.

Vienna, piano of EapeUmeisterEsser, while the

orchestra was at a'466,the regularfork at

a'456*i,and the pianoof the other Kapellmeister
Prooh at a'445

CrystalPalace,from a fork cf'SAOlent by Mr.

Hipkins,to which the piano for concerts was

tuned

London, very old fork found at Brixton 1878 of

the same make as Bev. G. T. Driffield'stenor a,

see a'4i9*9
London, from 0^540*8,a fork representingthe

highestpitchof the London Philharmonic ob-served

by Mr. Hipkins since 1874 ; at the sng-

gestionof Mr. Charles Hall6,used as Broad-

wood's highestpitch
London, Messrs. Steinway*sLondon pitch
London, Messrs. Bryoeson'sband pitch,to which

they tuned their organ in St. Michael's,Corn-
hill,London

London, Wagner Festival at Albert Hall,tempe-rature
probably61*5**F., see above ^'453*9

Hamburg, old positivor chamber organ, buiU by
Lehnert, in possessionof Herr Schmahl

London, Erard's concert pitch,from their fork

Belgium,band of Guides ; probablyno such fork

existed. M. Bender used to givethe pitchon a

small darinet,from which M. Mahillon has a

fork of at least a'456
London, fork used by one of Chappell'stoners,

lent me by Dr. Stone

U.S. America, Cincinnati,pitchused in Thomas's

orchestra. [Thisis said by de la Fage to have

been the pitch sent by Bettini in 1857for the

London Italian opera" evidentlyan error}
Vienna, fork tuned for me by the pianoforte

makers Streicher in Vienna from a fork in

their possession,givingthe celebrated 'sharp
Vienna pitch' before the introduction of the

French Diapaeon Normal, Naeke says he heard

a'466in the actual playingof the orchestra

U.S. America, New Tork, from a fork obtained for

me bv Messrs. Steinway as representingtheir
American pitch

U.S. America, New Tork, from a fork furnished

by B. Spiceas Steinway'spitch
U.S. America, highestNew York pitch,from a

fork furnished by B. Spice; these two last are

sharperthan the next, but they are put first

because they belong to modem orchestralor

pianofortepitch.
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Tablb I." Historical Pitches in order prom Lowest to Highest " contiwued.

Gents Observer Place and other particulars

7. Church Pitch,High,

368

429

454

465

484

457-6

474*1

I640c E,

1668 E.

Armes " E.

E.

Degcnhardt " E.

Jimmerthal

Sohmahl " E.

Vienna,Great Franciscan organ, stated by organ-

builder Ullmann to be 240 years old in 1878,
and to possess itsoriginalpitch; only used for

leadingthe ecclesiasticalchants

England, in the Pars Organica of Tomkins's

Musica Deo Sacra as quotedin Sir F. A. Gore

Ouseley's Collectum of the Compositions of
Orlando Oibhons, 1873, makes the / pipe

2^feet long
Durnam, Bernhardt Schmidt's originalorgan at

Durham, which had both ab and gZ "
The

pipeI measured in Feb. 1879 ^ ^'443*1̂^ ^^^

shifted,and was orginallyg% ,
which givesthe

above pitch. This results from an examina-tion

of the originalpipes by Dr. Armes, the

organist
Chapel Boyal, St. James's, Bernhardt Schmidt's

organ, now in Mercers' Hall, which I found on

examination had had the pipes shifted a great
Semitone. Handel played on this organ, and

hence his note orderingthe voice parts of an

anthem written for the Chapel Boyal to be

transposed one Tone, and the organ part ttvo

Tones, referred to this organ
The Jordans' organ, Botolph Lane, from indica-tions

by Mr. T. Hill

Hamburg, St. Catherine Eirche, built by Hans

Stellwagenin 1543, and frequentlyrepaired.
Herr Degenhardt, the organist,declares that

even at the last repairing,1867-9,the pitchwas
not altered. The originalpitch,however, is

doubtful,and Herr Sohmahl thinks it was

altered formerly
Lubeok Cathedral, small organ, which according

to the organistJimmerthal has itsg'in unison

with the pipe on Schulze's new great organ

there,whidi givesFrench a'in summer at 68" F. ;

whence the above was calculated at 59" F.

Hamburg, St. Jacob! Eirche, built by Schnitger
of Harburg originallyin equal temperament,
playedon and approved by J. Sebastian Bach ;

pitchdetermined from an old pipe preservedin
the organ case. Herr Schmahl the organistis
accustomed to transposeall music at sightone

Tone lower,which bringsit to French pitch

8. Church Pitch,Highest.

Schmahl " E.

Schmahl

E.

E.

Hamburg, St. Jaoobi Eirche,present pitch,used
since 1866 in order to agree with Sdieibler's

forks,takinghis a'440for g'
Holstein,B6ndsburg,a largeorgan recentlybroken

up
Paris,Mersenne's ton de chapellewith G 11 2*6 on

the Frendi four-foot pipe,this beingthe lowest

note of his own voice

Heidelberg,from a model after Arnold Schlick,
who recommends that his 6^-footBhenish pipe,
having301*6vib.,should givei^ or c. If itgives
F we have a'377,if itgivesc we have the pre-sent

pitch
Halberstadt organ, built 1361,repaired1495, de-

.

scribed by PrsBtorius,who givesthe dimensions

of the largestpipe IB,,,,whence constructinga
model I arrived at the above pitch,confirmed
by the four precedingpitches

1[
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Cents

ADDITIONS BY THE TRANSLATOR. app. xx,

Table I." Historical Pitches in order from Highest to Lowest " continued.

Date Observer Place and other particulars

9. Cha/mber PitchyHighest ând Chu/rck PitchyExtreme,

726

740

563-1 1636 E.

567-3 1619

Paris,Mersenne's chamber pitchcalculated from
F being the pipeof 4 French feet giving1 12*6

vib. See Harmonie UnwerseUe, liv. 3, p. 143,
but from faultymeasurement Mersenne makes

this pipe to have only96 vib. But even with

that assumption the pitchwould be a'48cri,as
at Hamburg, St. Catherine Kirche ; but compare
the next entry

North German church pitch,called by Pnetorius

chamber pitch,taken as a meantone Fourth

(503 cents)above Prstorius's * suitable pitch'

a'424'2,which see

Table II." Classified Index to Table I.

The countries are arranged in alphabeticalorder: L Austro-Hungary; "1. Belgium;
IIL England, includingScotland and Lreland ; IV. France; V. Germany; YI. Holland; VH.

Italy; YIH. Bussia ; IX. Spain ; X. United States of America, which for musical purposes
are included in Europe.

Under each country the pitchesare classified as: i. Standards; 2, Old Forks; 3. Church

Organs; 4. Concert Organs; 5. Operas; 6. Concerts, includingConservatoriums ; 7. Piano-fortes

; 8. MilitaryMusic ; 9. Other instruments.

The cents and pitchare as in the former table,to which,therefore,immediate reference can

be made.

Within each division the pitchesare arranged firstgeographidallyand then ohronologieaUy,
but for England the organs by the same makers are generallyput together.

The mark
"

means that the number or date above is to be repeated,and " that the date

or placeis unknown.

I The pitchesare cited with the greatestbrevitywhich will allow of identification.

Date Place Pitch Cento

164OC
1780
1878

1834*

1878
1859

1845

1780
1862

1879

Vienna

Pesth

Prague

Vienna

Brussels

I. AUSTBO-HUNOABY.

3. Chu/rch Organs,

Large Franciscan organ

Organ-builderSchulz
St. Stefan

368
225

313
Small Franciscan organ 311

5. Opera,

Scheibler,fork I. |276
n.

"
in.

. , .

"
IV.

. . .

"
V. (Blahetka)

" "
VI. (*monstrosity')

Vienna Old Sharp Pitch
.

Ullmann
......

Fr. Com

6. Concerts,

Marloye (Conservatoire).

7. Pianofortes.

Stein,for Mozart

Esser, per Naeke

Proch, "

286

298
301

304

321

362
327

323
338

3^1

226

354
320

457-6
421*3

443*2

442*7

433*9
436-5
439*4

440*3

441-1

445*1

4561
446-8
446-0
449-8

445*4

421-6
454-0
445-0

II. Belgium.

I. Standards, I |
Mahillon's Army Standard

" . . .
.1 345 |451*7
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Tablb n. " Classifibd Indbx to Tabue l."ooniinutd.
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Place Cents

1859

1842
i860

1877a
I877P

17150

18000

18460

1625
1668ft

1660

1683
181SP
1879a
1690

""

1708
1759
1683
1879

1666

1670
1696
1700

1878a

1778
1780
1788
1790

1696

1749

1730
1820a

BrnsBels

BniBsels

London

II. Bbloium- oon^nued.

5. Opera.

Bender's pitoh

6. Concerts,

Conservatoire
....

8. MilitaryInstruments.

Band of GoldeB (Fr.Ck"m.)

III. England, Scotland, and Ireland.

I. Standards.

Hullah'Bc"5i2,really524-8 .

Societyof Arts intended c"528
Oriesbach's attempt at c"528a 534*5
Griesbaoh's a' to his c"

.

Cramer's a' and c"

Tonic Solfa College . . . .

Plymouth
London

Lavenham

London

Durham

Hampton Court

t"

London

Cambridge
Temple

Worcester

Newcastle

London

"i

Norwich

Londoii
Winchester

Windsor

Kew

Dublin

Boston, Line.

London

Westminster

2. Old Forks.

Faraday's ....

Bev. G. T. DriflSeld'sa
.

Fork found buried at Brixton,a
Handel's own fork

.

Broadwoods' c"
. . .

Dr. Stainer's a'
. . .

Bryceson'sc" ,

"

.

Church Organs and BellStand Organ-builders^
Church Standards.

Church Bell (2'288-4
Tomkins's Bule

....

Bernhardt Schmidt :

Whitehall,original.

"
altered

.

Original

(Altered)
(New, by Willis)
Chapel
Old pipeof original.
St. James's Chapel Boyal,original
TrinityCollege,after shifting.

Original
Altered

T. A R. Harris :

Cathedral
....

Renatus Harris :

St. Nicholas
....

St. Andrew Undershaft
.

St. John's, derkenwell
.

(?)Cathedral ....

Green:

St. Katharine's,Regent'sPark
Restoration of Collegeorgan .

St. George'sChapel .

Parish Church
....

TrinityCoUege (altered?)
Christian Smith :

Parish Church (restored?)
Olyn " Parker :

All Hallows the Great and Less

Schreider d Jordans :

Original
(Altered)

310

331

359

317

280

295

^Z7

230

442-5

448*0

455-5

444-3

437-1

438-9

424-3

422*5
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Table "1." Clabsifibd Index to Table L" continued.

AFP. XX.

Date Pitch Cents

1878

m. England, Scotland,and Isslajhd" continued.

3. Church Organs,rfc"continued.

Schnetsler :

German Chapel Royal
Parish Church

Byfieldd Green :

Originalprobably . . . .

*

.

(Restoredby Walker)
/. Byfieldd J, Harris :

Original
(Alteredby Blythe)
(Alteredby Gray " Davison) ....

Byfield,Jordan, d Bridge:
St. Gorge's Chapel

Jordans:

Old Parish Church

St. George's,Botolph Lane ....

Parish Church (altered?) . . . .

Smith ofBristol :

Abbey Church

Walker :

Parish Church

Bryceson:

St. Michael's,Comhill
Schulze :

Tynedock
H. Willis :

Cathedral

Established Church Cathedral

EpiscopalianCathedral
St. Paul's,present state (likethe other three

at 59" F.,but)at S7"'5P

Organ-builders*Standard Pipe,

Bishop,c"518-5
Gray "" Davison, c"523*2
Walker,c"523-6
Bevington,c"5237
Lewis, c"524*4
Hill.c"S25-3
Bryceson,c"527*3
H. Willis (church),c"S29-4

ExperimentalEnglish i-footPipes.

Diam. 1*2 inch ; wind 2| inch. ; vib. 477-0

taken as c" gives]
" *l/b

" \ ^ meantone temperament "

"t n
"'

""
)

Same diam. ; wind 3^ inch. ; vib.478*7
taken as c" gives

in meantone temperament
1/

6'b
a'

Bernhardt Schmidt's,same dimensions;wind 2^
inch. ; vib. 472*9

taken as "' gives

It n
^

II tt
^b

,. ,1
a'

Diam. '95 inch ; wind 3^ inch,

taken as c" gives

ti It
o ,,

tt It
^b ti

It It
^

It

Diam. *75inch. ; wind 3^ inch. ; vib. 498*6
taken as c'' gives)

in meantone temperament

vib. 488*7

in meantone temperament

b'

b'b

a'

in meantone temperament

Goo^

242

429
298

275

244

289
424
262

230

246

357

350

320

II

ti

318

284
300

301

302

304

307

313

320

133

247

323

440

136
253

329
446

"5

231
308
425

171
289

482

206

323

400

516
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Table II." Classitisd Indxx to Tabus L"contiwued.
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Date Place Pitch Cents

1805

1867
1879
1877

1877a

1877

1857

1877

1878

London

GloQoester

Glasgow

London

""

Sydenham

London

ni. Enolamd, Scotland, and Ibeland " continued,

4. Concert Organs.
ElUott:

Ancient Concerts from d"$6"'2
Walker :

Exeter Hall,original

" " sharpened
Festival organ

Lewis:

Public Halls

H. WilUs :

Concert Standard at Albert Hall and Alex-andra

Palace

Albert Hall, observed at 61-5 F̂.
.

Gray A Davison :

CrystalPalace
Bryceson:

Band pitch

5. Opera,

Opera,Bettini's fork (correct?) . . . .

Covent Qa/rden,:
Harmoniom

Organ (Bryceson'sfork)
Harmoniom

Organ (heard)
Band (performing)
Theatre fork (season1880) ....

Her Majesty^s:
Organ
Band (performing)
Theatre fork

6. Concerts.

Philharmonic :

Copy of originalfork
Another copy
Approved by Sir G. Smart

....

Mean pitchwhile the concerts were under the

direction of Sir M. Costa
....

Highest
CrystalPalace band

Wagner Festival at Albert Hall

7. Pianofortes.

Broadwoods' lowest,London No. i of Fr. Com.

medium, London, No. 2 of Fr. Com.

copy now used

copy made for Societyof Arts
....

highest,London No. 3 of Fr. Com. (which
calculated all these forks wrongly)

present highest
Hiplans'sVocal pitch(meantone)....

ft If (equal)
Collard

Erard

Steinway(inEngland)
Chappell

8. MilitaryMusic.

British Army regulation
Kneller Hall TrainingSchool ....

239

323
328
329

341

358

355

357

362

336
305

329

322

282

285
320

319

235
233

272

349

357
355
358

272

323

324

321

349

357
274
284
339

359

357
362

346
350

4299

445-8
447*3

4477

4506

453-9
455-1

454-1

454-7

456-1

449*2

441-2

447-5

445-6
449'7

435-4

4361
445-5
444-9

423-7

423-3

4330

452*5
454-7

454*1

455*1

433-0
445-9

4462
445*5

452*5
454-7

433-5
436-0
449-9

455*3

454*7

4559

451-9
452-9

f
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Table IL" CiiAssiFiKD Index to Tabu L-H^ontinued,

APP. XX.

Divte Place Pitch 1Cents,

I85I

I8II

I8I9
1822

1824
1829

18340
1836-
1839
1854a
1855
1856
1858

1823
1856

1820

1823
1836

1859
1838-

54

1859

1836
1812

Paris

Bordeaux

LiUe

Lyons
Toulouse

Paris

IV. France.

1. Standards.

One French footpipe :

Mersenne c"447
Dom BMos c"45o-5.

Delezenne, c"446'4 .

Pitch-pipeat Facultyof Sciences
.

de Prony'sproposal
Marloye's

" ...

CavaiU^-Coll's proposal .

Fr. Com.
" ...

Diapason Normal, at Conservatoire

2. Old Forks,

Mazingue's
Fran^ois^B
Cohen's

Delezenne*8

Marquis d'AHgre's
....

Lemoine's

3. Church Organs,

Mersenne's Um de chapelU
L'HospiceComtesse
Palace Chapel,fork at Conservatoire
Tuileries Chapel ....

St. Denis (Ctfvaill6-Coll).

St. Sauveur

La Madeleine (restored).

St. Andr6

4. Concert Organ,

Festival organ ....

5. Opera,

Grand Opera :

Boheibler

Cagniardde la Tour
Fischer

lowered for Branohu

recovered pitch
orchestral pitch
Scheibler's Petitbout

Delezenne's Leibner

"
forks

Lissajousand Ferrand

Bodin

Fr. Com

Italian Opera :

Fischer

Bodin

Op4ra Comiquet or Feydeau.
fork at Conservatoire

Fischer

Cagniardde la Tour
Provincial Opera ;

Fr. Com

Delezenne
....

Fr. Com

ij . . . , ,

6. Concerts,

Merscnne's ton de chambre

Conservatoire,fork there

17

31

15

178
307
262

316
280

282

66

230

255

272

297
260

534
19

117
278
317
69
129
269

327

248
276

267
243
276
300
276
304

289
335

323

331

237
329

232

250

304

312

340

331

310

726
298
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Table II." Clasbifibd Index to Table I," continued.
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Place Pitch Cent"t

1822

1834
1815-
1821

1859
1878
1859

Paris

Toulouse

Marseilles

Paris

Brunswiok

Stuttgard

Eutin

Dresden

N. Germany

Saxony
Heidelberg

""

Hamburg
Palatinate

Holstein

Hamburg

"i

Holstein

Saxony
Strassburg

Saxony
Hamburg
Dresden

Hamburg
Weimar

Dresden

Lubeck

Hamburg

Berlin

Dresden

Brunswiok

Carlsruhe
Gotha

Weimar

Stuttgard

IV. YtLkscE^amtinued,

6. Concerts " continued.

Conservatoire,Scheibler I.

..
II.

. .

"
III. (Gand)

de la Page
Fr. Com.

.

I 7. Pianofortesy Spinets,rfc.

Mersenne's spinet ....

' Saaveur
' Pascal Taskin

....

'

Piano of opera ....

I WSlfePs

y. Gerxant.

1. Standards.

Praetorius's suitable pitch
Soheibler's pitch(reducedto 59"F.)adoptedat the

Coilgressof Physicists

2. Old Forks.

F. Anton von Weber's

Eirsten's
.

Rummer's

3. Church Organs(inorder of date).

Pretorius (calledby him chamber pitch)highest
recorded

Halberstadt

Schlick,high jpitch

"
low pitch

St. Catherine (in1879)
Salomon de Cans

Gliickstadt

St. Jacobi,low stop,old pitch . . . .

" high stops, "

Bendsburg
FreibergCathedral, Silbermann . . . .

Minster, A. Silbermann

Dresden, St. Sophie . . . . "

Lehnert's jTon^ti;
Chained fork of the Boman Catholic Church

Mattheson's St. Michaelis

Topfer'spipe .

Boman Catholic Church
.

Cathedral, old organ

St. Jacobi,modem pitch

5. Opera (arrangedby towns).

Fischer's Pichler's fork
....

Scheibler,' trustwortiiy' ...

282

303
282

324
288

327

148

163
174

242

313

237

301

236

Naeke's fork of Weber's time 233

Fr. Com.
.

Jehmlich's fork

Fr. Com.
.

4353

4409

435-2
4462

437-0

447

402-9
4066
4090

425-5
4433

4242

440-2

424-1
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Table "1." Classified Index to Table I." continued.

APP. XT-

Date Place Pitch Oenta

1859
1869

1879

1859

""

1869

1776

1859

1720
1 730c
1780c

1730c
17800

1845

1856
1857

1859

1869

1839

1781
i860

1802

1858

Munich

Baden

Wurtemberg

Hamburg

Leipzig
Wurtemberg

Leipzig

Brealau

The Hague

Rome

[ Padua

Florence

Milan

Turin

Milan

""

Naples
Turin

Bologna

St. Petersburg

V. Gebmany " contmued.

Opera(arrangedby towns)"continued.

Fr. Com

Sent to Societyof Arts

"f If ."""..

Similar forks sent from Berlin and Munich, which

had adoptedFrench pitch
Opera under Erebs

6. Concerts.

Old orchestral pitch
Conservatoire Fr. Com

Fr. Com

Oewandhaas, sent to Societyof Arts

9. Instruments.

Marpurg ....

Naeke's Schneider's oboe

VI. Holland.

3. Church Organs.

The old celebrated Church organs had all been al-tered,

and I have not succeeded in recovering
theirancient pitch

6. Concerts.

Fr. Com

VII. Italy.

I. Standards.

Pitch-pipesof Dr. R. Smith

Mean of pitch-pipesof the bell-fonndryof Col-

bacchini

2. Old Forks.

From Colbacchini's low/"
high/" , ... . .

5. Opera.

Marloye

Fr. Com.
.

La Scala (dela Fage)
San Carlo (Guillaume)
Fr. Com.

.

6. Concerts.

Liceo Musicale (Societyof Arts)

7. Pianofortes.

Tadolini's fork
. . . .

VIII. Russia.

3. Church Organs.

Euler

332
278
288

331

320

334

3*9

332

196
191

4481
434-5

436-9

448-0

445-0 I
448-8 I
444-8
448-2 I

414-4

413-3

334

114

241

152
230

287
326
299

349

345

319

319

312

243

211

224

284
345Fr. Com. (Frenchpitchwas afterwards adopted)

446-2

395-2

425-2

403-9
422*6

436-7
446*6

439-4

450*3

45"7

444-9

444*8

4431 !

425-8

4iS-o
421*2

436-0
4S'-5
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Table II." Classitibd Index to Table I." conliniied.
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Date Place Pitch Cents

1785
1858

1868

1880

1879

1880

Seville

Madrid

New York

Boston

New York

It

Boston

Cincinnati

New York

IX. Spain.

3. Church Organs.

T. Bosch's organ
Ton de Ghapelle

5. Opera.

Theatre (Frenchpitchadoptedin 1879)"

X. United States of America.

". S. Bitohie's standard,and Mason " Hamlin's

French pitch
Church of Immaculate Conception.

Hutchings,Plaisted " Co., * low organ pitch'

NichoPs Fork, Germania orchestra
.

Music Hall organ (from 1863 to 1871 at French

pitch)
Organ tuned to Thomas's orchestra

Steinway'sAmerican pitch,from a fork furnished

by Steinway
Steinway's,from a fork furnished by B. Spice
Highest New York pitch,from a fork furnished by

B. Spice

218

218

318

283
315

316
333

342

362

366
369

380

419-6
"419-6

444*5

435*9
443*9
444*2

448-5

450*9

456-1

457*2

4580

460*8

Conclusions.

Art. 6. The two precedingtables contain the "icts of the histoiyof musical

dtch in Europesince 1361,the date of the Halberstadt organ, that isfor 500 years,

o fiftras I have been,able to collectinformation,and I have been fortunate enough
o bringtogethersuch an amount of historical evidence that probablyno new IT

acts could be ascertained which would materiallychangethe conclusions to which

have been led. These are very brieflyas follows.

Art. 7. The organ was originallya mere collection of pitch-pipes,each with a

ixed tone,to steadythe voice of the singersof ecclesiasticalchants,replacingthe
inglepitch-pipewith a movable pistonor some instrument like the flageolet
whistle)and oboe,which subsequentlygave riseto the two distinctseriesof flueand

eed pipes. But when thus collectedit was necessary to fix a pitch. The guiding
"rincipleswere the compass of the male voice,the rules of ecclesiasticalsong, the

lase of the performer,to avoid introducingchromatics as much as possible(Schlick),
knd the standard measure or foot rule of the country. The latter suggesteda
rhole number of feetfor the lengthof the standard pipe,generallyfour feet,about
he lowest note of the tenor voice,and the questionthus rose what note should

his tone represent? Here the answer came from ecclesiasticaluse, " either F or

.
Schhck recommends both, thus givingpitchesfor any givennote a whole

rourth apart. Bchlick's high pitch,arisingfrom givinga 6^-footRhenish pipê
o c, made a^5o4'2.(Allpitchesnamed should be referred to in Table i.) His

ow pitcharisingfrom givingthe same pipeto F, made a'377. These are a Mean-

one Fourth apart.

Art. 8." The foot had very different lengths
Q differentcountries. If we suppose the ' scale *

or ratio of diameter to lengthof pipe)and the

orce of wind to remain the same (bothin fact

aried much), then the influence of the length
"f the foot on the pitchof the organ, suppos-

og the four-foot or one-foot pipe to be given
o the same note, may be appreciatedfrom
he table on p. 512a. In this we see a differ-

nce of more than a Tone, nearly a minor

niird,between the pitch of a i-foot pipe in

l*rance and in Saxony. The difference be-

ween the pitchesof pipes of the lengthsof

the English foot and French foot is more than

an equal Semitone. Hence probablyit hap-pened
that the lowest French pitchmeasured,

a'374'2,is a Semitone flatterthan the lowest

English pitch measured a'395*2.Length of

foot alone would therefore account for great
varietyof organ-pitch,to which we must add

force of wind (seethe notes on experimental
English I -foot pipes, p. 506c)and different

methods of voicing.The low pitcheswere (and
stillare on old organs)prevalentin France

and Spain,the high pitcheswere at home in

North Germany (seeTable II.).
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Art. 9." The solo instmiments were tuned very variously.But it became the

^ custom to have a band to playwith the organ, and the princesand pettydukes used

the same bands to playin their privateapartments or
* chamber.* The very high

and very low pitchwere generaUyfound unsuitable for non-ecclesiasticalmusic.

Hence the instruments usuallyadopteda pitchlower than the highand higherthan
the low, and this was called * chamber pitch,'the other beingdistir^ruighedas

' church pitch.'But the same instruments had also to playwith "e organ.
Hence the difference had to be a definitenumber of degreesof the scale,a Semi-tone,

a Tone, or a minor Third. See a'407-9,and especiallya'4ii'4,which com-pare

with a'480'8,and a'484-irespectively.This was, however,not alwaysthe
case, for the very high church pitch,a'5037 had a stillhigherchamber pitch
a'563-i.

Art. 10. " But this greatvarietyoccasioned much trouble,and the chamber

pitchbelow the high and above the low church pitch seems to have suggested
PrsBtorius's * suitablepitch' of a'424-2in 1619. This was in fact a

*
mean pitch,'

and as such rapidlyfound such favourthat it spreadover all Europe and, with

H insignificantvarieties(froma'41$ to a'428'7at the extremes, an interval of 54

cents, or a quarterof a Tone),prevailedfor two centuries. Handers own fork,

a'422'5in 1 75 1, quitea common pitchat the time, and the London Philharmonic

fork,a'423*3from its foundation to 1820,are conspicuousexamples,but an inspec-tion
of the numerous pitchescited in Table I. sect. 4 (pp-495^7),will prove tiie

fact beyond doubt.

Art. II. " As this was the periodof the great musical masters, and as their

music is stillsung, and sung frequently,it is a greatpitythat the pitch should
have been raised,and that Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Weber, for

example,should be sung at a pitchmore than a Semitone higherthan theyin-tended.

The highpitchstrains the voices and hence deteriorates from the effect

of the music, when appliedto compositionsnot intended for it. Of course for

music written for a highpitchthe compass of the human voice is properlystudied

(seeApp. XX. sect. N. No. i),and so much music has in the last fiftyyears been

written for a high pitch,that to perform both properlytwo sets of instruments

would be required.Two sets are actuallyin use at Dresden, one for the theatre

Ifa'439'4,and one for the Roman Cathohc Church havinga'415,diff^erence98 cents,

or about a Semitone.

Art. 12. " The rise in pitchbeganat the greatCongressof Vienna, 181 4, when

the Emperor of Eussia presentednew and sharperwind instruments to an Austrian

regimentof which he was colonel. The band of this regimentbecame noted for

the brilhancyof its tones. In 1820 another Austrian regiment received even

sharperinstruments,and as the theatres were greatlydependentupon the bands

of the home regiments,they were obligedto adopttheir pitch.Graduallyat
Vienna, pitchrose from a'42i*6(Mozart'spitch)to a'456'i,that is,136 cents,or

nearlythree-quartersof a Tone. The mania spreadthroughoutEurope,but at

very differentrates. The pitchreached a'448at the Paris Operain 1858,and the

musical world took fright.
Art. 13." The Emperor of the French appointeda commission to selecta pitch,

and this determined on a'435,but made a fork called Diapasonnormal, now

found to be a'435'4,which is preservedat the Mus^e du Conservatoire,and is the

onlystandard pitchin the world. This pitchwas widelyadopted,but it i{556 cent^,
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or over a quarterof a Tone, sharperthan Mozart's pitch,althoughit was 80 cents,

fullythree-quartersof a Semitone, flatterthan the old Vienna sharppitcha' 456*1,
and 49 cents, or a quarterof a Tone, flatter than the then French opera pitch
a' 448. This pitchhad been reached independentlyin many places,and the French

commission had been twitted at takinga Carlsruhe pitch. But it is not generally
known that Sir GeorgeSmart's pitcha! 433, adoptedwith much hesitation for the

London Philharmonic Societyabout 1820, and extensivelysold in London as the
' London Philharmonic * for many years before the French Commission of 1859,
was in fact an anticipationof the French piitch.Both were compromises,a partial
yieldingto the new without entirelydisregardingthe old. The pitchesa' 430 to

a' 436-9,therefore (interval28 cents,or about \ Tone),formingTable I. Sect. 5,

pp. 497-8, are termed the * compromisepitch.'As instruments exist for this

pitch it is the only one that has a chance of beingused beside the present
sharppitchof England. Several attemptshave been made to restore it"notably
at Covent Garden Opera in 1880. But the expense of new instruments for a

band, about i,oooZ.,renders any alteration extremelydifficultto carry out. The ^
tendencyin Englandhas been to sharpen,and our orchestral and pianofortepitch
is now from a' 449*7 to a' 454*7, a differenceof only19 cents,not quitea comma.

In the United States,however, the pitchhas reached a' 460*8,that is 23 cents,or
about a comma more. In Germany the compromisepitchadoptedwas a' 440*2
as proposedby Scheibler,and it is curious that the standard pipesof the English
church organ builders vary from al 436 to a' 445*2, 36 cents, but are mostly
between 440 and 441 '7,an interval of only7 cents. The concert organs, of course,

follow orchestral pitch. (SeePostscript,p. 555.)
Art. 14. " In England the pitchof organs varied with the note on which the

four-foot or one-foot pipewas placed.We have onlyone record that the one-

foot pipewas placedon c" givinga' 395*2, whereas the same pipe made to giveb'

produceda' 423, the mean pitch,which so longprevailed.Put on b^}itproduced
a^ 442, which as a' 441*7 was Bernard Schmidt's low pitch,and is stillthe pitch
of Mr. T. Hill,the organ-builder.Placed on a' itgave a' 472*9, which as a' 474*1
was the highestchurch pitchused in England,justa Tone above mean pitch.
(Seep. 505c, III. 3, for details.) ^

Art. 15." If we look into the secrets of the riseof pitchwe find italwayscon-nected

with wind instruments. The firstrise was from a militaryband, and the wind

and the brass have constantlyrebelled againsta low pitch.The singershave not

prevailedagainstthem exceptfor a very short time. The greatviolinschool of

Oremona in Italylived in the time of mean pitchwith a higherchamber pitch,
and the resonance of the boxes of their violins seems to shew traces of the action

of both pitches(suprd.,p. 87,note *),but theirgreatobjectwas to insure tolerable

uniformityof reinforcement,and hence theyare a treasure for aU time.

Art. 16." The onlypossibleconclusion seems to be that to singmusic written

for pitchesdifferentfrom our own, we must either transposea Semitone (alwaysa
difficulty,and for some instruments an impossibility)or adopta new compromise
pitch,the French, alreadyonce firmlyrooted in England as Sir GeorgeSmart's,and
standinghalf-waybetween the extremes. On the continent,as formerlyshewn in

France, and quiterecentlyin Belgium and Italy,the government has a certain

power in fixingmusical pitch,by refusingto subsidise conservatories and theatres

which do not adoptthe pitchordered,and commanding the regimentalbands to %
make the change. But beyondthis their power does not extend,and the various

regulationswhich have been made in the two countries last named shew the

greatdifficultiesthat have to be overcome in introducinga new pitcheven within

the area under government control. In England, however, there are no subsidised

operas or musical conservatories,and even the instruments of the militarybands
are not providedby government. Hence the changemust be leftto the gradual
action of musical feeling.We have alreadychanged in England almost imper-ceptibly.

The raisingof Englishpitchfrom Sir George Smart's a' 433 was to a

greatextent due to the individual action of the late Sir Michael Costa while con-ductor

of the Philharmonic concerts 1846-45 (mean a' 452*5, extreme a' 454*7),
to whose insistence is also due the high pitchof the Albert Hall concert organ,
a' 453*9. Perhaps a similar energeticconductor will arise to turn the tide of
musical opinionin the oppositedirection.

GcJogle
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SECTION K.

NON-HARUONIC SCALES.

(SeeNotes, pp. 7i" 95. 237. 253" 255, 257, 258,264,272.)

Art.

I. iDtroduotion,p. 514.
n. Table of Non-Harmonic Scales,p. 514.

III. Annotations to the Table, p. 519.

IV. How these Divisions of the OetaTe maj
have arisen,p. 522.

V. Besalts of the inquiry,p. 524.

I. Inteoduction.

For particularsof my researches into non-harmonic scales,see my two papers,

first: * Tonometrical Observations on some existingnon-harmonic Scales * (Proc.
of the B. Societyfor Nov. 20, 1884, vol. xxxvii. p. 368)and second * On the Musical

Scales of Various Nations * (Journalof the Societyof Arts for March 27, 1885,
m vol.xxxiii.p. 485),in both of which I was most materiallyassisted by Mr. Alfred

James Hiplansof Messrs. J. Broad wood and Sons*.

Properlyspeakingthere is only one harmonic scale,that is, a scale which

allows the musician to producechords without beats,and therefore has notes with

pitchnumbers composed of productsand multiplesof the powers of 2, 3, 5, 7, 17,

as shewn in Sect. E. But the term harmonic may be extended to all tempered
imitations of such scales as are not worse than equalintonation. If we did not

extend the use of the term thus far,we should find absolutelyno harmonic scalein

practicaluse, exceptby the Tonic Sol-faistswhen unaccompanied(App. XVIII.)
Even with this extension of meaning,non-harmonic scales are greatlymore
numerous than harmonic. Harmony was a European discoveryof a few centmiei

back, and it has not penetratedbeyondEuropeand itscolonies.

scale is then found by subtraction. The

number of the note in the scale is usually
placedat the top, so that the eye can, at a

glance,compare the different usages. The

ratios representedby these cents may g"ii"-

rallybe found from the table in Sect. D.

Each scale is numbered, and in the annoCs-

tions immediatelyfollowingthe table,sevecsl

particularsare given. It was not, howeter,

possibleto include every case in this arrange-ment.

The complete ancient and medienl

Arabian lute,Bab"b, and Tambour scales,and

the completeIndian scales both in the old and

modem form, and some others are therefoR

differentlyordered,preserving,however, tbe

expressionof notes by cents as above ei*

plained. See Nos. 66 to 75.

In order to obtain a bird's-eyeglance over

the scales giventheoreticallyby ancient Greek

writers (asinterpretedin the text),by ancient

m and medieval Arabic writers (as interpreted
by Professor Land); by modem Arabic

theorists (as reported by Eli Smith); by
Indian musicians (as reported by Bajah
Sourindro Mohun Tagore); and those which

I have deduced from Javese, Chinese, and

Japanese instruments, with those of other

countries,examined by Mr. Hipkins and my-self,

I have constracted the followingtable.
The scale is represented by the numbers

of cents in the interval by which any one

of its notes is sharper than the lowest note,
and is generallyconfined to one octave.

The interval between any two notes in the

II Table of Non-Habmonic Scales.

Old Oreek Tetrachords.

1. Olympos .

2. Old Chromatic
.

3. Diatonic

4. IHdymns .

5. Doric

6. Phrygian .

7. Lydian
8. Helmholtz

9. Soft Diatonic
.

10. Ptolemy'sequaldiatonic
XI. Enharmonic

Greek Tetrachords afterAl Fa/rabi reportedby Prof.Land.

I. Oenus molle,ordinatttm.

a, continuum :"

12. laxum I o I 386 I 441
13. mediocre

\
^ 3'^ ' 4^5

14- acre 1 o 267 j 386
,

498
498
498
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Greek Tetrachorde afterAl Fardbi reportedby Prof.Land" continaed.

I. Genua molleyordinatum " oont.

b. non oontinuum.

15. lazum (enharmonic).
16. mediocre (softchromatic)
17. acre (syntonicallychromatic) .

II. Genua forte.
a. duplicatom:"

18. primum
19. secundum

2a tertinm

6. conjonctnm:"

21. primnm (entonicallydiatonic)
22. seonndum (syntonicallydiatonic)
23. tertinm (equallydiatonic)

6. disjunctum:"
24. primum (softdiatonic)

o

o

a

o

o

o

o

o

o

n.

386
316
267

231

204

182

231

204

182

231

TIL

460

435
418

462
408
365

435
386
347

413

IV.

Most Ancient Form of Oreek Scales with 7 Tones and Octave,

VI. viL vin.

25. Lydian
26. Phrygian .

27. Doric

28. Hypolydian
29. Hypophxygian(Ionic)
30. Hypodoric(Eolic)
31. Mixolydian

884
884
792

884
884
792

814

Later Oreek Scales toithPythagoreanIntonation,

32. Lydian
33. Hypophrygian(Ionic)
34. Phrygian .

35. Eolio

36. Doric (same as No. 27)
37. Siixolydian
38. Syntonolydian.

1200

1200

I203

1200

1200

1200

1200

Al Farahi's Oreek Scales as reportedby Prof.Land,

39. Qenus conjunotum medium

40. Genus duplicatummedium, or dito-

num (same as No. 38) .

41. Qenxxs conjunctum primum
42. Genus forte duplicatumprimum
43. Genus conjunotum tertium, or forte

flsquatum
44. Qenus forte disjunctumprimum
45. Genus non continuum acre

46. Genus non continuum mediocre

47. Gbnus non oontinuum laxum
.

48. Genus ohromaticum forte
.

49. Genus ohromaticum moUissimum

50. Genus moUissimum ordinantium

906
,

1088 ; 1200

906
933

933

884
933

969
1018

1088

969
1018

1088

I no 1 200

II37 I1200

1 164 I 1200

i

1049 I 1200

III5 I 1200

I 120 I I20O

"37
1 162

1088

nil

1 145

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200

H

Arabic and Persian Scales as reportedby Prof.Land.

51. Zalzal.see No. 66
. . . . | o | 204 | 355 |498 | 702 | 853 1 996 | 1200

HighlandBagpipemade by Macdonald ofEdinburgh.

52. Observed 1 o |197 | 341 I 495 |703 I 853 1 1009 | 1200

Modem Arabic Scale as reportedby Eli Smith,

53. Meshaqah, theoretical
. . ; o 200

'

350 | 500 | 700 [ 850 | 1000 | 1200 \
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II. Tablx of Kon-Habuonxc QckLKB"eontinuid,

APP. XI.

H

Arabic Medieval Scales as reportedby Prof.Land with 7 Tones and Octave.

I. II. I III. i IV. V. VI. Vn. VHL

54. *Oohaq (same as No. 33)

55. Nawa (same as No. 34)
56.BoasUik (same as No. 37)

57. Bast
.

58. Zenkonleh

59. Bahawi

60. Hhosaini
.

61. Hhidjazi .

906
906
792
882

882

792
906
882

996
996
996
996
996
996
996
996

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200 ;

1200

1200

Arabic Medieval Scales with 8 Tones and Octave.

62. 'Iraq
63. Isfahan
64. Zirafkend

65. Boozoork
,

II.

180

180

180

180

III.

384
384
294
384

IV.

498 678
498
498
498

702

678
678

VI.

882

882

792

702

VII. vin. IX.

996 1 176
996 1176
882 I10861200
906 ,10861200

1200

1200

66. Earlier Notes on the Arabic Lute as reportedby Prof.Land.

*^^*First, Sxoond, Ac, refer to the strings.The notes are named from the fingers" ^indez,
middle,ring,little" by which they were played.

Notes

C

D

Fb
E

F

Gb

G

Ab

Bbb
A

Bb
Cb

First OctaTe

Fibst: open
ancient near index

Persian near index

Zalzal's near index

index

ancient middle
.

Persian middle
.

Zalzal's middle

Second OctaTe

Cents

Oct.]

Third : index
,

ancient middle
.

Persian middle

Zalxal's middle

ring ....

littlea. Fourth: open

nng

little" Second : open
^

.

Second : ancient near index

Persian near index

ZalzaPs near index

index

ancient middle
.

Persian middle
.

Zalzal*s middle

nng

little= Third: open .

Third : ancient near index

Persian near index

Zalzal*s near index

index

Fourth : ancient near index

Persian near index

Zalzal's near index

index

ancient middle
.

Persian middle
.

2Uzal*s middle

ring ....

littleaFiTTH: open .

Fifth : ancient near index

o

90

145

168

204

294

303

355

408

498
588

Oct. a

IMO-t-

O

90

99

151

204

294

384

439
462
498
588
597

643 -

Persian near index

Zalzal's near index

Fifth : ancient middle

Persian middle
.

Zalzal's middle

ring .

666

702

792
801

853

906

996
1086

1 141

1 164
1200

649

702

792

882

937

960

1086

1095

1147
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67. Medieval Arabic Scales as reportedby Prof.Land.

*^* Names of stringBas in No. 66,names of notes as altered by the Arabic medieval writers.

First Ootare

First: open

remnant

near
.

index
.

Persian

Zalzal

ring .

UtU"
.

S]sooin": remnant

near
.

index
.

Persian

Zalzal

ring .

Uttle
.

Thibd: remnant

near .

index

Cents

Second Octaye

Thibd: index

Persian

Zalzal

ring "

Uttle
. .

FouBTH : renmant

near {= Obb)
index

.

Persian

Zalzal

ring .

Uttle
.

Fifth : remnant

near("Cbl")
index

.

Persian

Zalzal

ring .

68. Northern Tambour, or that of Khorassan, as reportedby Prof Land,

Co. Db 90, Ebb 180, "D204, "b294. Fb384, "7408, "F498, Gb 588,^"6i2, "G702,
tilb 792, GS816, i49o6, "b996, filQ1020, JB iiio, '^ci200,691224, c9 13141 *^ 1404

cents.
* Fixed tones. t Aitxiliarytones.

Babdb or 2'Stringedviol,afterProf,Land,

69. first I o

70. second jo
71. third I o

906
998
XI80

Southern Tamboury or that of Bagdad^ as reportedby Prof Land,

72. theoretical
. . . . |o |44 |89 |135 |182 | 231 |275 |320 | 366 |413 |462

Indian Chromatic Scale,

*"* Arranged accordingto the older and more modem division as inferred from indications

by Bajah Sourindro Mohan Tagore.

Degrees
Notes

73. Old
.

74. New
.

Dbb

49

"bb \i^
36411325*386
259 1316 37+

9 ;zo' XI I Z3 I 13 '14
Bt\F\" \Ft\F%t V

442 498549J60O
,
651 j7M

4351498543'589637 I685

33

Bt
"44

"35

Indian Semdtonic Scale as inferredfrom Measurement of a Madras Vina,

75. First Octave.
. .

I ol 89: 178!2691373I4751 S96|6841 781 8791 99610811199
Second Octave

" . I1199I1280I1376I1466I156711681I177611891I19842090J2187I2298I2398

"^* The Indian partialscales enumerated by Rajah S. M. Tagore,as made up from the 19

inotesin Nos. 73 or 74, 32 of them with 7 notes, 112 vdth 6 notes,and 160 with 5 notes each,
are not given because he does not distinguishthe minor variations of one degree.

Indian Partial Scales as playedby Bajah Bdm Pdl Singh,

76. First

77. Fourth

78. Second

79. Third

80. Fifth

VIII.

1230
II8I

1232
IJ98
1087

IT
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II. Tablb op Non-Harmonic Scales " conHnued,

Various Wood Harmonicons.

8i. Balafongfrom Patna

82. Balafongfrom Singapore
83. Patala from Btirmah

84. Balafongfrom the same
.

85. Banat from Siam, See p. 556
86. Balafongfrom Western Africa
87. Gen. Pitt-Biyers'B Balaiong from

the same

Pbntatonic Scales.

The Black Digitalsofa Pianoforte.

88. beginningwith Ct .

90. n "
FU

.

91. .. M
O^

.

92. " "
AU .

93. Balafong .

South Pacific.

. i o I 202 I 370 1 685 I 903 i 1200

Javese Scales,as observed from Instruments and Musicians.

94. Salendro,observed

95. "
assumed

Javese Pehg, Chromatic Scale,from which tJieothers are selected.

96. The seven notes

VII.

1098

VIII.

1200

The Five-NoU Scales Selected,

97. Pelog
98. Dangsoe {oeas in shotf)
99. Bem

100. Barang .

loi. Miring .

102. Menjoera (/o""-Englishyou)

1200 ,

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200

Chinese mdxed Pentatonic and HeptatonicScales,as observed.

*"* Notes marked * introdnoed for heptatonicplaying.

103. Flute (Ti-tsu).
104. Oboe (So-na) .

105. Mouth-organ (ShAng)
106. Grong-ehime(Yun-lo)
107. Dulcimer (Tang-ohin)
108. Tamboura ^Sien-tsu)
109. Balloon Omtar (p*i-p'a)

1196
I2I6

1199
I208

Ii9"
1200

"95
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II. Tablk op Non -Harmonic Scales " continued.

Pbntatonic Scales " continued,

Japanese,chieflyPentatonic,but with extra notes marked *

Koto Tuning^ Popular Scales,

I. II. ' III. IV. V.

JapaneseBvwa, Classical Instrument, Tetrachords observed on differentStrings.

I. I II. " III. t IV. I V.

I

134. Lowest string.

135. Second lowest
.

136. Second highest
1 37. Higheststring
138. Mean

139. Theoreticallyassumed as

III. Annotations to the Table.

N08. I to II are those given in the text,

pp. 262-5,^^^ ^o* 8 was merely suggested
by Prof. Helmholtz.

N08. 12 to 24 are from App. III.to Prof. Land's

paper, Over de Toonladders der Arabische

Musiek (on the Arabic musical scales),and
contain his corrections of the very faulty
MS. of Al Farabi ; the numbers are also

given by Eosegarteu, p. 55. After 24, the

numbers suddenly^ease in the MS.

Nos. 25 to 31 are the old theoretical form of

the Greek scales with the old tetrachords,
see supr^,p. 268 c, d',

Nos. 32 to 38 are taken from supra, p. 269 a.

Nos. 39 to 50 are from Prof. Land, ibid. p. 38,
corrected from the MS. at Leyden; for

No. 45 the copyisthad repeatedNo. 44, and

Prof. Land has supplied the numbers by
analog}'.

No. 51 is inferred from the complete set of ^
notes nsed on the Arabic lute at dififerent

times as shewn in No. 66,

No. 52. The Highland bagpipe representing
that scale has been inserted immediately
afterwards to show itspracticalidentity.It
was played to Mr. Hipkins and myself by
Mr. C. Keene, the artist.

No. 53. The very modem survival of the

same scale has been put next. It is de-scribed,

supri,p. 264 note **. In practice
each note might be sharpened by one or

more quartertones.
Nos. 54 to 65 are the twelve scales given,

supra, p. 2S4,from Prof. Land, but the four

which employ 8 notes are now placed last.

No. 61, Hhidjazi,is,in fact,more harmonic

than the nsual equal temperament. If we

begin on the note vii.,and reckon the
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intervals from it through an octave, after-

wards subtracting996, it gives the scale

0 204 384 498 702 882 1086 1200, and if

384 882 1086 were each increased by 2

cents, this would be our just major scale.

The difference is not felt even in chords, as

1 have ascertained by actuallyplayingthem
on a properlytuned concertina.

No. 66 is the complete collection of the notes

on the old Arabic lute,as used at different

times, reportedby Prof. Land. Of course

the Persian and ZalzaPs notes could not be

used together,and when Zalzal's 355 and

853 were used, both 294 and 408, and also

botii 792 and 906 had to be discontinued,
producingNo. 51.

No. 67 givesthe complete 17 medieval Arabic

notes as determined by Prof. Land, with the

^ 2 extra ones which appear in the second
Octave. Yilluteau (op.cit.suprd, p. 257,
note t, ed. 1809,folio,vol. i.)declared,as
is well known, that the most generallyre-ceived

Arabic division of the Octave is into

thirds of a Tone (op. cit. p. 613). Prof.

Land has demonstrated (Gamme Arabe,

p. 62) that this is not the case. Villoteau,
ftn excellent musician, sent to Egypt by
the French Government to studythe native

music, had every facilitygiven to him, and

had native musicians at his beck and calL

How did he arrive at this opinion? After

an attentive study of his book I consider

the followinghypothesis probable. The

greater number of theorists gave 17 notes

to the Octave. This was the medieval

Arabic scale, No. 67. Villoteau was not

used to justintervals,and he was a very

^ poor arithmetician (seethe remarkable note

op. cit.p. 668). He was used to the * musi-cians'

cycle' of 55 degrees(supr",p. 436d,
viii.),in which tiie Tone contained 9, the

major Semitone 5, and the minor 4 degrees
(op.cit.pp. 667,678). When he heard the

scale of liaat played(seep. 284 and No. 57,
for the medieval form o 204 384 498 702
882 996 1200 cents),which was the principal
Egyptian scale,he tried to sing it as ^1 "

CK , "c., in his 55 degrees,but was imme-diately

told that his CZ ~392 cents was

too sharp. This would hardly have been

the case if the true medieval 384 had been

played to him. He next tried A B C = 305
cents, but then C was too flat. Now the

interval Cix" Ct - 87 cents was his minor

Semitone of 4 degrees.Hence he concluded

that 3 degrees=65 cents in his tempera-
^ ment would be right,and that satisfied the

natives (op.cit.p. 679). This, however, was

one third of his Tone. But he found also

17 tabaqat or transpositionsof each scale,

proceedingby Fourths, called by him per-fect,
but as he reallyconsidered 1 7 of these

Fourths to make up 7 Octaves,he arrived at

a cycleof 17 degrees,each having 71 cents

(ex.70-588233)or being almost preciselya
small Semitone 24 : 25 (= ex. 70*673cents).
To the nearest cent, using his symbols,
where x means increased by one third,and

t increased by two thirds of a Tone, and
i,b mean diminished by the same amount),
the notes of this cyclein cents were, 1^0,
2 Ax "Sb 71, 3 A^ =jBU 141, 4 B 212,

5 C 282, 6 Cx =i)b 353. 7 Ct^^Dl 424,
8 D 494, gDx^Eb 565. 10 Dn "El 635,
IX E 706, 12 F 776, 13 Fx "Gb 847, 14

FZ -Gl 918, 15 G988, 16 Gx =^b io5".
17 Ot ''Al 1 129, i' A 1200. Then b"

writes the Bast as he heard it,as ii B C x

D E Fx G Ay which therefore gave the

cents o 212 353 494 706 847 988 1200. Now

it is difficultto conceive that he could have

heard the medieval Bast in this way, even

though the intervals were determined purely
by estimation of ear, apparentlyhis only
method of estimation. But the probability
is that medieval Bast^ like the other me-dieval

scales,had become a thing of the

past, and that what Villoteau heard in

Egypt in 1800 was what Eli Smith in 1849
tells us Meshaqah (supr",p. 2646)laid down

at Damascus, namely No. 53, that is,the
normal scale o 200 350 500 700 850 1000

1200 cents,a survived of Zalzal's with the

neutral Third and Sixth, and this is very

accuratelyrepresentedby the above scale of

Kast, as Villoteau notes it. At the very
outset Villoteau says that some divide the

Octave into Tones, Semitones, and Quarter-
tones (op.cit.p. 6x3). This shews that the

24 division was even acknowledged. But

ViUotean was perfectlyignorant of equal
temperament, and hence paid no attention

to this. On the other hand he found the 17
divisions in the theorists,and made them

equal,because he thus seemed to reconcile

theoryand practice.But he only obtained

an outline thus,as is evidentlyshewn by
his speaking (op.oit.p. 612) of * les divi-sions

et subdivisions des tons de la mnsique
arabe en intervalles si petitset si pen na-

turels,que I'ouie ne peut jamais les saisir

avec une pr^ision exacte, ni la voix les

entonner avec une parfaitejnstesse.'It
was evident there were many other Tones

(the Quartertones)not in his list of 17.
Lideed he says (op.oit.p. 673): * Us savent

anssi qu'ily a d'autres degr^sinterm6diaires
aux pr6c6dents,et ils en font usage mtoe

assez fr^quemment, mais ils ne sauraient

dire au justequelleest la nature et P^tendne

de rintervalle qui s^pare ces degr^ les

uns des autres.' These were possiblythe
Quartertones(veryuncertainlyproduced)by
which we learn from Eli Smith that the

Arabs, like the Lidians,continuallyvaried
their scale. If the 17 thirds of tones of

Villoteau,just given in his notation, be

read as i C, 2 Db, 3 ^bb. 4 A 5 ^b, 6 fb,

y E, S Fy 9 Gb, 10 ^bb, 11 O, 12 Ab,

13 Bbb, 14 A, 15 "b, 16 Cb, 17 Dbb, as in

No. 67, his 12 scales will be found to cor-respond

preciselyin names of the notes

with those given by Prof. Land (snpri,
p. 284),but the whole of the intervals,
which were originallyof 90 or 24 cents,are
now equalisedas 71 cents by this confused

temperament of Villotean*s in which medi-eval

Arabic music seems to have been in-tended,

but the modem form was reaDy
misrepresented. To shut up 24 Quarter-
tones into 17 thirds of Tones, at least two

must be given to one note on seven occa-sions.

Thus (incents)Villoteau*s 7 1 was

50 or 100, his 2S2 was 250 or 300, his 424

was 400 or 450, his 565 was 550 or 600,

his 776 was 750 or 800,his 918 was 900 or

950, and his 11 29 was 1 100 or 1150. This

would fullyaccount for the indistinctness

complainedof.

No. 68 is a complete Arabic medieval scale.
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with additional intervals,612, 816, mo,

1200+24, 1200+ 114, playedon a tambour.

These very long-neoked guitarsiJlow of

minute subdivision of the string.
Kos. 69 to 71 are the various notes produced

by the Bab"b, accordingto the three methods

of tuning the second stringas 316,408,or

590 cents, the intervals between pairs of

notes on both stringsbeing identical. In

No. 69 the note 520 cents is played on the

second string,but is here inserted in order

of pitch.
Ko. 72 givesthe most extraordinaryand most

limited scale known, producedby usingonly
the open stringand 39, 38,37, 36,and 35
fortieths of it; the open second stringbeing
tuned in unison with the sharpestnote of

the first string. It is valuable as showing
a primitivemethod of obtainingscales and

a division of one"eighthof the keyboard
into 5 equalparts.

Kos. 73 and 74 are an attempt to represent
the Indian Chromatic Scale fiom indications

in Bajah Sourindro Mohun Tagore'sMusical
Scales of the Hindus^ Calcutta,1884,and
the Annvaire du Conservatoire de Bruxelles^
1878, pp. 16 1 -1 69, the latter having been

drawn up by Mons. V. Mahillon from in-formation

furnished by the Bajah. As

regardsthe 7 flxednotes {prahrita)of the C

scale (sharjagr(Una),C, D, JS7,F, G, A (a
comma sharper than our Ay)^ ", there

seems to be no doubt of the theoretical

values. As to the 12 changing notes

{vikrita)tthe values given can be con-sidered

only as approximative. The divi-sion

of the intervals of a major Tone of 204
cents into 4 degrees(s'rtUis); of a minor

Tone of 182 cents into 3 degrees; and of

a Semitone of 112 cents into 2 degrees,as
indicated by the superscribednumbers, is

also certain. But whether the 4 parts of a

whole Tone were equal and each 51 cents,
and the three parts of a minor Tone were

also equaland each equalto 60} cents, and

the two partsof a Semitone were also equal
and each therefore 56 cents, is quite un-certain.

This,however, was assumed to be

the case in calculatingNo. 73, and the

results are probablynot much out. Nor is

it likelythat the alterations by degrees
(produced on increasingthe tension of the

stringby pressingbehind high frets, or

deflectingthe stringalong low frets,or by
arranging the movable frets)were even

approximately constant. In No. 74 we

have the ipodern Bengali division of the

finger-boardreferred to in the above books.

It seems that the stringis first divided into

half and a quarter, givingthe Octave and

Ponrth (theoretically).Then the distance

from the First to the Fourth on the finger-board
is divided into 9 equalparts,and that

from the Fourth to the Octave into 13 equal
parts, and each distance represents the

interval of a degree (s'ruti).From these

data the values of No. 74 have been calcu-lated.

It will be seen by subtraction that

the first9 degreesthus found vary from 49
to 63 cents, and the last 13 from 45 to 64
cents. The cents found, however,from the

inverse ratio of the lengths will differ

slightlyfrom those used practically.The
S and b (tihraand komala) are used in this

scale for deviations of two degreeswhen a

major tone is divided,and for deviations of

one degreewhen a minor Tone or Semitone

is divided. This is done by the Bajah in

his translations into ordinarynotation. In

addition I have taken the libertyto use bb

to representonly one degreeflatterthan the

singleb, and wish it to be read *

very flat '

(ati-komala); similarly8 S is one degree
sharper than % ,

and should be read *
very

sharp* {ati-tibra).The Bajah not having
distinguishedthe very flat and very sharp
notes from the simply flat and sharp ones

in his 304 scales,I have avoided citingthem
at length. SimilarlyI have not been able

satisfactorilyto find the cents for the F

scale or mad*hyama grdma (usuallyrepre-sented

as our just major scale in which

A should be one comma instead of one

degreeflatter than in the O scale, as it ^
would appear to be),or for the E scale or

gand*hdra grdma (inwhich D and A appear
to be one degreeflatter,and B one degree
sharper than in the normal C scale or

sharjagrdma),and hence I have not given
them in the table. But, using numbers

before the notes for degrees,they may
possiblybe for the F scale, iC, 5l".8",
loF, 14G, 17A, 21B, which would use

degree17, and the correspondingnote may
be called grave A, and written A\ For the

E scale we may possiblyhave iC, 4i),SE,
loF, 14G, 17A, 22B, where 4D is now

utilised,and becomes grave D\ But these

A\ D\ are not our il" Dp and hence the

scales are different from ours. This is,
however, pure conjecture.

No. 75, for the old national Indian instru-ment,

a Vina from Madras, in the South ^
Kensington Museum, gives the value of

24 notes by measuring vibratinglengthsof
stringfrom fret to bridge,and is,of course,

very uncertain. It will be found,however,
that the notes agree with No. 74 better than

with No. 73, for the scale C Db D Eb E
F Ft O Ab A Bb B c. The other degrees
could be easilyproduced by pressingthe
stringbehind the frets,which were about

one inch in height.
Nos. 76 to 80 are five observations of scales

played by Bajah lUun P"l Singh, and ob-served

with forks. These were set by alter-ing

the movable frets of a sit4r. The first

and fourth are placed togetherin the table,
as they are believed to have been meant for

the same scale, and differed only because

they were set on different days. They seem

to be meant for Bajah Sourindro Mohun ^
Tagore's first scale. The second setting
seems meant for his 13th,the third for his

29th,and the fifthfor his 9th.
No. 81. A wood harmonicon in the South Ken-sington

Museum, stated to have come from

Patna, but probablyarrived from some hill

tribes. Its scale resembles one which I

deduced by measurements of stringsfrom
a Tar of Cashmere, which was o 175 354

512 720 896 1062 1237, but I thought this

scale too uncertain to put in the table.

No. 82. A wood harmonicon sent direct from

Singapore to Mr. A. J. Hipkins,takingthe
central Octave.

Nos. 83 to 87. Wood harmonicons in South

Kensington Museum, of which the last be-longed

to General Pitt-Bivers.

Nos. 88 to 92 are inserted because theyare the
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examples of pentatoniosoales asnallygiTen.
They are at any rate now used for penta-
tonic Scotch masic. See supr^,p. 259^2.They
are not, however, by any means usual forms.

No. 93. A balafongfrom the South Pacific be-longing

to General Pitt-Bivers,seems to be

intended for No. 90, but 370, 685 cents for

400 and 700 cents are both rather flat.

Nob. 94 to 102. Javese instruments examined

at the Aquarium, London, in 1882,and pitch
of notes determined by forks. In Nos. 96
to 100 the order of these notes settled by
Mr. W. Stephen Mitchell,and the order

conflrmed by information received through
Prof. Land of Leyden. Nos. loi and 102 were

inferred from information of missionaries

obtained by Prof. Land. The assumption
in No. 95 of a division of the Octave into

^ five equal parts was confirmed by other

measurements communicated by Prof. Land.

Nos. 103 to 109. These seven scales were taken

from the playingof Chinese musicians at

the InternationaJ Health Exhibition,1885,
during four privateinterviews. No. 106 had

two additional tones of 497 and 797 cents

above the lowest note ; these were omitted

in playing by the musician. There was a

second yiin-loat the South KensingtonMu-seum,

also with 10 tones,which gave o 52
240 266 418 437 586 589 712 738,but these

form no scale. They may be a fund out of

which scales are constructed. The four fol-lowing

may be among such: " To a sharp
Fifth,o 240 418 589 712; to a flat Fifth,
o 188 366 534 686; to a flat Fifth again,
o 214 385 537 686; to a fourth,o 197 349
498. The last is a Meshaqah tetrachord,

il see No. 53. A chime of four small bells,be-longing

to Mr. Hermann Smith, gave o 312
480724.

Nos. no to 139. Japanese scales. Accepting
the statement of native musicians that the

intervals are those of equal temperament,
or at least so near them that Japanese ears

do not perceivetl^iedifference,then the

theory givesNos. no and Nos. 113 to 128

for * popular* koto tunings. There are 13

stringsto the koto,but only5 givethe scale,

the rest beingOctaves or onisons. Nos. 1 1 1

and 112, heard at the * Japanese Village'
Knightsbridge,shew how practicesometimea
overrides theory. Several of the scales seem

to be identical,but they are at different

pitches,and henoe no more identical than

our major scales for differentkeys.
Nos. 124 to 129 are

' elassical ' koto tamngs of

which 124 126 128 are classed as rio$en or

analogous to our major scales,and 125 127

129 as ritsusen or analogous to oar minor

scales. This must have been effected by
sharpening some of the notes by pressure
on the stringbehind the bridgeswhich limit

their vibratinglength.
Nos. 130 and 131 are both * classical ' hepta-

tonic scales,owing to the introdaotion of

the notes marked *.

Nos. 132 and 133 are both * popular' hepta-
tonic scales,in which however the intro-duced

notes are not pointed out in Mr.

Isawa's Report on Japanese music at the

Health Exhibition of 1885,Educational
Division,from which the scales No. 1 10 and

Nos. 113 to 133 have been taken.

Nos. 134 to 139 result from an examination of

the Biwa, a classical instrument, closelyre-sembling

the Arabic lute,fretted only as far

as the Fourth. The stringsare tuned to

one another in six differentways, and hence

producea greatvarietyof notes. By touch-ing

the stringson the frets (takingcare not

to press behind them)and determiningthe

pitchof the notes sounded,Mr.Hipkins and

I found that the tetrachord produced dif-fered

accordingto the stringemployed, as

shewn in Nos. 134 to 137. The mean of the

intervals thus determined isgivenin No. 138,
and acceptingequaltemperament, as in the

whole of Mr. Isawa's report,the correspond-ing
divisionsare given in No. 139. These

divisions were in so far assumed to be cor-rect

that the three Semitones, though ma-terially

differing(havingthe mean vadnes of

114, 89,and 86 cents),are, in Mr. Isawa's

account of the notes, considered as alike,

and exactlyhalf of the value of firstTone,
which had a mean value of 214 cents.

IV. How THESE Divisions of the Octave may have abiben.

It isimpossibleto trace such scales to their germs. Singingand playingon

pipeswere probablythe firstmusic. Strikingof bone,wooden, and metal bars was

^ probablyalso a very earlyform,and as their notes are tolerablypersistentthey are

valuable for determiningscales(seeNos. 81 to 87 and 93 to 102). But scales them-selves

are a greatdevelopment,and two or three notes, varied rhythmically,pro-bably

longprecededthem. We must be content to commence with strings,certunly
a very late form of musical instrument, on which, however, the chief work of the

older theorists was expended. After the examplesin the latterpart of the Table

we have no rightto assume an accurate musical * ear,*or appreciationof just
intervals. Even in Europe it requiresmuch practicefor the majorityto sing

accuratelyin tune or to appreciatesmall errors. (See suprii-,p. 1476?.)We now

know that on any stringedinstrujnent such as the violoncello or guitar,where, to

preventjarring,the stringhas to rise further and further from the fingerboard
as the fingerproceedsfrom the nut towards the bridge,the pressure of the finger
in * stopping' the stringeither on the board or fret increases the tension of the

stringand hence makes the note sharperthan it would be if the stringcould be

stoppedat its natural height,thougheven tlien,as we have seen (p.442a),the
results are not absolutelytrustworthy.The law that the number of vibrationsis
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inyerselyproportionalto the lengthof the stringholds hut very roughlyfor such

instruments. Thus stoppinga violoncellostringexactlyat its middle givesa note

sharperthan the Octave, hence the fingerhas to he placedsensihlynearer the nut.

Moreover, the amount of error dependson the nature of the string.The examples
Nob. 134 to 137 in the tahle are very instructive. The determination with which

those differences are overlooked (see Annotations to these Nos.)is equally
instructive. It is evident that Euclid in his Canon forthe Pythagoreannotes No.

32, and Ahdulqadirin givinghis rule for obtainingthe 17 notes of his Ecale No.

67, considered the divisionto be perfect,and Prof. Land in calculatingthe value

of the notes had, of course, to assume that it was so. The old intervals were,

therefore,not so accuratelytuned as was supposed,and hence when we take them

to be accuratelytuned we are ourselves inaccurate.

The fact was stronglyimpressed on me in

making an instrument on which I could play
any scale expressedin cents. I had a Dichord,
that is,a double monoohord, constructed with

wires 1,200 millimetres long,diameter *3mm.,

height of nut 7 mm., of bridge24mm., from

soimd board. Then having a number of laths

5 mm. thick,I used them as moveable finger-boards,
and marked on one the placeof the

notes of the justscale as determined by the

theoryof inverse ratios. Trying,by my Har-

monical, I found every placemuch too sharp,
and it was onlyby marking the placeswhich

gave unisons that I was able to correct the

error. If any one constructs such an instru-ment,
I recommend his settingoff the place

where he should stop for each semitone for

two octaves, by a well -tuned pianoforte,and
then dividingeach distance representinga
semitone into 10 parts. Each of these parts
will represent10 cents with quitesufficientac-curacy,

and can be subdivided by the eye. Thus

a geometricalscale can be constructed by
means of which the placesto touch the string
can be marked oft on a new lath,and the scale

played. This geometricalscale was placed
under one stringand the finger-boardto be

played from under the other. I found it best

for accuracy to stop the stringwith the side

of my thumb-nail. All the principalscales
above givenwere thus realised.

Now assuming the usual law of division,
suppose a stringdivided in half,givingthe
Octave, and each half subdivided in half,giving
the Fourth and double Octave. This division

being the simplestpossiblewould naturally
give a preponderanceto the Fourth, whence

would arise the tetrachords,the foundation of

Greek, and hence of European, and of Persian

and Arabic music. The Fourth is also recog-nised
in India; but in pentatonicregions,

especiallyin Java, where the stringis not in

use (therab4b they use is Arabic in name and

origm, Nos. 69 to 71),the Fourth is not cor-rect.

It is clearly,therefore,not a primitive
interval,and the quarteringof the stringmay
reallyhave much to do with itsadoption.

The interval was, however, too wide, and it

was necessary to subdivide it. The most ob-vious

plan was againto quarter it. Thus, the

additional distances of^,^ " i,̂ of the string
from the nut would be obtained,givingthe
vibratinglengthŝ |,{,̂ , the ratio. The first

givesthe diatonic Semitone of 1 1 2 cents, and

its defect from the Fourth, 498cents,the major
Third of 386 cents, see No. i. This ^ of the

string" 1 12 cents is conspicuousin Nos. i to

4, some of the oldest forms. The J," 23 1 cents,

we find in No. 72. The Jf = 360 cents did not

come into use, but it is practicallyZalzal's
355 cents. No. 51.

Continuingthis simplestof allsubdivisions ^
by two, we have half of ^^^" ^^of the string
from the nut, givingthe vibratinglength"|of
the string=55 cents. Hence we obtain the

enharmonic division No. 11. At the same

time my observations on p. 265,note *, hold

good,for the errors in coming so near the nut

as ^ of the string,would be too great to ob-tain

anythinglike accurate resultsby measure-ment.

On my dichord I found it impossible
to take less than a semitone of 100 cents VTith

any degree of certainty.It is interestingto
observe that this JJof the stringgivesvery

nearly 50 cents or the Quartertone,and still

more nearly54^,the 22nd part of an Octave,

correspondingto the Indian degree (Nos.73
and 74 Annotation),and is reallythe com-mencement

of the variation of notes by about

a Quartertone.
Then the divisions attemptedin the South- %

em Tambour No. 72, and also in forming
the Persian middle-fingernote, 303 cents (see
No. 66),by takinga placehalf-waybetween that

for 294 cents and 408 cents, and again for Zal-

zars middle-fingernote of 355 cents,by taking
a place half-way between 303 and 408 cents^
and finallythe modem Bengalidivision of the

distance occupied by a Fourth on the finger-board
into 9 parts (seeNo. 74)and that for

the followingFifth into 13 parts,suggest that

the attempts were made to divide the ^ of the

stringfrom the nut to the Fourth, by other

simple numbers beside 2. The division into

three parts would be more difficult,but might
be done very fairlyby guess. Now the dis-tances

of the stopping-placefrom the nut "^,

IS
=

a
o' *^" stringor the vibratinglengths{^

and I of the stringcorrespondingto 151 cents or

and 316 cents,the first,the Threequartertone,
'

which is the real parent of all the neutral

intervals to be considered presently,and the

second the minor Third. Both occur in

No. 10, and the minor Third occurs also in

Nos. 3 and 6.

The division of the whole stringinto thirds

could hardlyhave taken place,but ^ of the

stringfrom nut givesthe vibratinglength^ of

the string" 702 cents, the Fifth, which, as

exceedingthe Fourth of 498 cents, would not

be regardedtillthe tetrachord had been ex-tended

to the Octave. The defect of a Fourth

from a Fifth gave the major Tone, one of the

most important intervals,also obtained di-rectly

by taking^ of i, or ^of the stringfrom
the nut, giving{ of the strmg as the vibrating
length= 204 cents. This interval finallyab-sorbed

all the others, except the Fourth,
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espeoiallyafter the observation that it was

also the defect of two Fourths from an Octave.

Its direct use is apparent in No. 19, where 204

cents correspondsto i stringfrom nut, and

408 cents to j ôf the vibratinglength of the

204 cents from the stop for 204 cents. Thus

if the nut be called A^ and the stoppingplaces
for 204, 408, and 498 be B^ C, D, and the

bridgebe Z, we shall have AD'^\ AZ^ whence

i"Z = | AZ\ also AB = l AZ, whence BZ^

% AZ\ also BC = | BZ, whence CZ = g BZ =

jjÂZ, If we suppose the whole lengthAZ
divided into 324 parts,then AB = 36,BC " 32,
Ci"" 13. But the whole division is obtained

by takinghalves and thirds. Ko. 5 is the

reverse of No. 19. Let the stopping-places
for 90 and 294 be E and F, Then DZ^\ AZ,

FZ-I DZ = DZ-\-\ DZ, so that F is found

f Jrom DZ by adding ^ DZ^ which is obtained

by continual halving. Again EZ = \ FZ =

FZ + i FZ, so that E is found from FZ by
adding^ FZ, which is again obtained by con-tinual

halving. This made it easier to produce
No. 5 than No. 19. The complicatedvalue of

AE^^AZ would be thus altogetheravoided.
Nevertneless it is most probablethat Nos. 5
and 19 were both obtained simply * by'ear,'
and that they were never exactly* in tune.'

The next division of the Fourth to be ex-pected

is by 5, as in No. 72, and ^is is there-fore

advanced by Prof. Land as a probable
means of obtainingthe Arabic tetrachord.

This givesthe lengthsof the stringfrom the

""!*"551 TO
* A"A" A ^^ i"55 - }"aJ^dthe vibrating

lengthsfi,A, JJ,",5 of the stringgivinginter-vals

of 59, 182,281, 386,489 cents. Of these

^ 89 is a fair representativeof 90 in No. 5,

which has justbeen otherwise obtained. The

minor Tone, 182 cents, occurs direct in Nos. 6

and 7, and also possiblyin No. 2" where it

would be simplerto obtain it from the open

stringas ^ itslengththan as {{of the vibratiiig

lenjgôf 112 cents,that is,as |}of ^ of the

string. The 281 cents appears not to have

been used, but it approximates to 294 cents,

which may have been introduced from Gxeeoe

in placeof it. This is, however, mere con-jecture.

The 386,or major Third, is in No. 7

only (forNo. 8 is not ancient),and there is

very littleprobabilitythat it was tuned direct.

It might have been got as 182 + 204 or as

498 " 112. Both the 182 and 386 cents wexe

certainlylost at an earlytime in 204 and 408
cents, so that it is difficultto suppose that

386 at least was ever obtained directly.It
was indirectlyproducedin Nos. i and 2,

where, judging from Japanese habits, the

tuner tried to get the Semitone by ' feeling/
and leftthe major Third to arise as the defect

of the Semitone from the Fourth.

The division into 7 parts belongsto a mach

more advanced stage,and never seems to have

come into use. But we may understand No. 9
thus. Stopping at \ the string,we obtain a

vibratinglengthof J ^ 267 cents. Then taking
I of ^,or ^ the lengthfor the stoppingplace,
we obtain a vibratinglengthof ^ string" 85
cents, and thus find both intervals in No. 9.
Of course when the ball had been set tolling,
and there was no harmony to check the

fancies of dividers or musicians, such forms as

Nos. 12 to 24 could be produced. But the

ancient Nos. I to 7 and 9 to 1 1 (No.8 was not

ancient)are sufficientto have traced.

V. Besults op the Inquiry.

The chiefpointsof interestwhich the exhibition of these scales afifordsappear
to be the following:

I. The predominanceof the Fourth, and mere evolution of the Fifth,in Greece,

Arabia,India,and Japan.

These may be onlydifferentforms of some

originalsystem. The Chinese may have

imported the principle,but on this the ex-treme

uncertaintypervadingall exhibitions of

Chinese scales hithertomade (includingVan
Aalst's treatiseon Chinese Music, 1884)renders
it difficult to judge. The Fourths actually
heard are uncertain,see Nos. 103 to 109. But

they seem at home in Japan,where they are

m used in tuning,but may have been imported,
and they are occasionallyabsent. In the im-portant

Javese scales,Nos. 94 to 102, they are

never in tune. Even in Arabia and India they
are apt to be altered. The specimensof ruder

music. Nob. 81 to 87,are not favourable to the

Fourth. The Fifth never had the same pre-dominance.
It is constantlytoo sharp or too

flat. In modem India generallyitis too fiat.

In one set of scales in Java it is too sharp

fNo.94); in the other set as fiat,as in India

Nos. 74 to 79). These differences probably
pervadedalso the scales of other countries as

actuallyused, but we know Greece and Arabia

from theoryonly. That the Fifth is true on

the bagpipe (No. 52) depends apparentlyon

the use of tne drone,which would prodace
frightfulbeats if it were as much out of tone

as in the other cases cited.

2. The use of Tones and Semitones of about 200 and 100 cents dependsupon
the Greek tetrachordal system as modified by Pythagoreanintonation.

In Zalsal's scale (No.51),and even in the

medieval Arabic scales,Nos. 57 to 65 (thatis,
omittingthe three Nos. 54 to 56,which are

identical with the Greek, and the exceptional
scales,Nos. 68 to 72),they do not both exist.

In the Indian scales they are overridden by
the system of 22 degrees, and only un-designedly

come close to our equal intonation.

In the ruder scales Nos. 82 to 87 theycannot

be traced. In Java they do not exist actually.

In China greatdifficultywas feltby the native

musicians of the Health Exhibition of 1884in

respect to the Semitones. The Tones were

variable,and in some cases there seemed to

be a likingfor the minor Tone as in tuning
the Tamboura, No. 108. In Japan Semitones

and Tones play a great part theoretically,bat
in the onlypracticalcases I have been able to

observe,Nos. iii and 112 both were very un-certain,

and the Fourth was absent.
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3, Neutral intervals,each lyingbetween two European intervals,and having
the character of neither,but servingfor either,abound.

The earliestinstance is 151 cents in No. 10,

which is the Threequartertonebetween the

Semitone of 90 or 112 cents and the tone of

1 82 or 204 cents ; thus i x (90+ 204)= 147 "

^x (112+ 182). In ZalzaPs, No. 51, it was

355- 204 " 151, and 498-355 -H3 cents; in

the bagpipe observed,No. 52, it was 341 "

197 = 144, and 495 - 341 = 1 54"853- 703 "= " 50"

1009-853=146 cents, merely variants of

tuning; Meshaqah's theory gave 150 cents.

In bagpipe music it serves indifferentlyfor
what would be a Tone or a Semitone in music

for another instrument. In the Japanese
cases, No. iii representsthe two theoretical

Semitones by 357- 193 = 164, and 801 - 719=*
82 cents, and No. 112 by 337-185 = 152, and

790" 683= 107 cents.

Zalzal's neutral Third of 355 cents, No. 51,
is so trulyneutral between the justminor and

major Thirds, 316 and 386 cents, that Mr.

Hipkins was quite unable to determine to

which it most nearlyapproached in character,
but for 345 and 365 cents, as tried on my
dichord (p.5^26), the minor and major
characters were slightlybut decidedlyfelt.
In the observed bagpipe this interval was 341
cents. In Meshaq^'sQuartertonetempera-ment

it was 350 cents, which may be taken as

its usual tempered form. It is the 374 of the
New Indian, No. 74, as shown in Nos. 76,IT^
and 80. Compare also Nos. 81 to 84, 103,
105, 106, and 109. The correlative neutral

Sixth arises similarly.
The neutral Tritone,550 cents, is also ^

sometimes found, but it is rare, and as the

Tritone,600 cents, is itself rare, this neutral
form is not easilyobserved. See Nos. 73, 74,
76,78,79, 82, 83,84,and perhaps 96.

4. Modem Arabic and Indian scales have changingor alternativeintervals,

producedby varyingthe pitchof one or more of the regularnotes in any one scale

by a Quartertoneor Degree.

To a smaller extent alternative tones are

known in Europe. Thus the justmajor scale

borrows its occasional grave second from the

Bubdominant key,where the difference is only
a comma of 22 cents. Nos. 62, 63, 65 have

each two tones which differ by only a comma

of 24 cents,namely 11 76 and 1200 in Nos. 62

and 63, and 678 and 702 in No. 65. The

scales consequentlyhave 8 tones, as our just
major scale of C would have if we inserted

both D and D^, This,however, disappearsin
tempered intonation. Again our just ascend-ing

minor scale of A^ has two alternative

notes,F^ and G^S ,
as well as F and G, and

these reknain in tempered intonation. If we

Inserted these,we might say that our minor

scale had 9 tones. SimilarlyNo. 64 has

8 tones, with three intervals of 114 cents

between 180 and 294, 678 and 792, 1086 and

1200, and one interval of 90 cents between

792 and 882. We might suppose that 792 and

882 are alternative notes, and that we might
play either

o 180 294 498 678 882 1086 1200, or else

o 180 294 498 678 792 1086 1200,

the three final intervals in the firstcase being
204 204 114, and in the second 114 294 114.

This, however, is only an illustration,and is

not the point raised. Meshaqah's complete
scale consists of 24 Quartertonesto the Octave,
for two Octaves,each tone having its own

individual name. Of these,only 7 are selected

to form the normal scale,namely No. 53. But

any one of these 7 notes may be raised (oralso
probably depressed)by one or two Quarter-
tonps. And so freelyis this variation of the

scale employed, that of the 95 snatches of
melodies which Eli Smith reportsfrom Mesha-

qah, there are only 7 in whi(^ some change is
not occasionallymade. Sometimes the change
is in ascendingand not in descendingor con-versely.

Thus in the air called Remel, 1 find

9 notes, the alternatives 950 and 11 00 being
introduced so that the scale,instead of ending
700 850 1000 1200 ends as 700 850 950 1000 ^
1 100 1200. Something of the kind occurs in

bagpipe-playingat the present day, owing to

the system known as *crossfingering,'which

gives nominally two ways of fingeringthe
same g"^ but actuallyproduces two sightly
different notes, the sharper being used in

ascending passages. This was observed by
Mr. Bosanquet at a bagpipe competition,and
has been confirmed on inquiry by Messrs.

Glen,the great bagpipemakers of Edinburgh.
A similar thingapparentlyoccurs in In"an

scales,where some of the notes may be de-pressed

one, two, or three degrees,and others

raised by similar amounts as shewn in Nos. 73
and 74. And there seem to be other altera-tions

of the kind not written, but conditioned

by the rdgini or modelet in which the
musician is playing. This is a point which

greatlyrequireselucidation. ^
These tones changing by a degreeare made

by pressingthe stringbehind the fret or de-flecting
it along the fret. A similar thing

occurs in playing the Japanese koto. The

playeriscopstantlypressingslightlyor heavily
on the stringbeyond the bridge,or pulling
the stringtowards the bridge,and thus more

or less sharpeningor flatteningthe pitch of
the note.

5. Scales of five tones may be formed by omission from scales of seven tones,
but on the other hand many scales of five tones seem to be entirelyindependentof
tones of seven tones,neither generatingthem nor beinggeneratedby them.

Though some of Chinese pentatonicscales,
as Nos. 103 and 107, seem to be derived from

heptatonic or conversely,yet all the Javese

pentatonicscales are thoroughlyindependent
of any heptatonicform. No. 94 and Nos. 97
to 102 could not be expressedas parts of even
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oar ohromatio sc"le of 12 semitones. Euro-pean

masioians,indeed,persistin hearingand
writingthe Salindro scales,

properlyo 240 480 720 960 1200,

as o 200 500 700 9cx" 1200,

or o 300 500 700 1000 1200

bnt this mast arise from their not appreciating
240 cents,which is almost a neutral intervid

between a Tone, 200, and a minor Third,300,
and ishence mistaken by European ears some-times

for one and sometimes for the other.
As for the Pelog scales,I cannot find that

any one has ventured to put their airs into a

European dress, the intervals No. 96 are so

strange. I have however tried to appreciate
them by having a concertina tuned with the

white studs in Saldndro (tuningE and F and

^ also B and C as unisons),and the black studs

.

in Pelog, and writing them witH the notes

which would belong to the stud used in the

ordinarytuning. For the Saldndro I used the

airs in Raffles's Java, and in Crawford's paper
in the Tagore collection. For the Pelog I had

to invent airs myself. The characters of the

two sets are quite unlike. But pentatonio
Scotch airs playedwith the Saldndro scale are

quiterecognisable.Whether this scale is the

primitivepentatonioscale it is quite impos-sible
to say.

In Japan the koto timings are all penta-tonio,
and accordingto theory the * popular*

have intervals of a Semitone, a Tone, and a

major Thirds whereas the * classical ' have

intervals only of a Tone and a minor Thirds

justas on the commonly received black digi-tals
of a piano ; but the classical is said to

come from China. In practiceprobablythese
intervals are varied as in Nos. 11 1 and 112.

6. Pentatonio scales do not necessarilyarise from inabilityto appreciate
Semitones.

This is shewn by the Javese Pelog notes,
which contain intervals of 137, 129, 112, 133,
and 102 cents, and by the Japanese popular
koto tunings,No. no and Nos. 113 to 123, all

pentatonio,and theoreticallyfounded on the

8. There is an entire absence of tonalityin our sense of the term and of any

attemptat harmony.

diatonic Semitone. If in practicethe diatonic

Semitone sometimes grows to a Threeqnarter-
tone,italso sinks to a small Semitone, see Nos.

Ill and 112.

There is regard to the final cadence, at

least in Meshaqah^s scales,and probably in

all. There is in the Indian a ruler note (vddi),
"r see p. 243c',and minister notes ^am/oddij^

which function as our tonic, dominant and

subdominant in certain respects, and Prof.

Helmholtz thinks he discovers a reference to a

tonic in Aristotle (p.241). But the European
feelingof tonalityis one of very late growth,
and in non-harmonic scales must have been

something quitedifferent,and if we refer it to

the same feelingas our own, itis from want of

power to appreciatethe feelingof those who

use non-harmonic scales. This is parallelto
what constantlyhappens in appreciatingthe
intervals of these scales.

There is plentyof ensemble playing with
notes of very different qualitiesof tone, but

but they regularlyproceedin unisons and Oc-taves.

In the Indian instruments there are

sympatheticand secondarystrings.The for-mer

have their partialsevoked by the notes

played. The latter,generallytuned in rela-

^ tions of an Octave Fourth or Fifth, are occa-sionally

thrunmied. But there is nothinglike
a chord, or a tissue of harmony. It would not

be possiblewith the notes at command. There

is also discant playingas in the old polyphony
before harmony proper was invented. Prof.

Land, speaking of the Gamelan, or band of

Javese musicians sent by the independent
princeof Solo to the Amheim Industrial Ex-hibition

in 1879, says : * The musical treat-ment

is this. The rab4b playsthe tune in the

character of leader* [at the Aquarium, the

playerof the gambang (wooden bar harmo-nium)

seemed to be leader]; * the others play
the same tune, but figured,and each for him-self

and in his own way ; the s4ron (metalbar
harmonium) resumes the motive or tune. All
this is accompanied by a sort of basso osti-

7iato,and a rhythmicalmovement of the drum.

and the whole is divided into regularsections
and subsections by the periodicalstrokes of

the gongs and kenongs [kettles].The Taria-

tions of the same tune by the different instru-ments

produce a sort of barbarous harmony,
which has, however, its lucid moments,

when the beautiful tone of the instruments

yieldsa wonderful effect. But the principal
charm is in the qualityof the sound, and the

rhythmical accuracy of the playing. The

players know by heart a oouple of hundred

pieces,so as to be able to take any of the

instruments in turn.'

In his reporton Japanese music, Mr. S

Isawa, director of the Musical Institute at

Tokio, distinctlyclaims a speciesof harmony
for Japan, and gives an arrangement of the

Greek 'Hymn to Apollo'(Chappell,p. 174),
which he had directed 'a Ck"urt musician,

and a member of the [Musical]Institute,to
harmonise purelyaccordingto the principles
of Japanese classical music' It was set for

fiveinstruments, the Riuteki (fuye),Hiohiriki,
Sho, Koto, and Biwa. I possess the oopyof
the music in European notation,sent to the

Educational Section of the Health Exhibiti"Mi

in 1884. Though much was in Octaves, the

koto played a figuredform, with dissonances,
followed by consonances. A non-professionsl
Japanese gentleman,a student of physics,ac-quainted

with European music, in answering
my questions,says : * Anything like Eniopean
[harmony] cannot be heard in Japan. If it

exist,it is of the rudest possibledescription.
We have certainlyensemble playingwith many

instruments of different sorts; but it seems

to me that we have no idea of such things
as chords.

. . .
We go generallyparallelin

Octaves and in Fifths,rarelyin Fourths,
but there are cases where two different tones,

not belongingto the three consonances, are

sounded, but they are not harmonic^ but what
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Helmholtz calls polyphonic. We have many they do not seem to distinguishfrom Earo-

figures for accompaniment. ...
In popular pean equallytempered notes, and which will

music, we meet with cases where two instru- probablybe soon reduced to that form by the

ments play Octaves or Fifths. With singing labour of Mr. Isawa, there seems to be no

this would also hold, but it is very rare that reason why harmony should not be natural-

people ever singchorus.' ised,like so many European customs, in the

At the same time, as the Japanese use a wonderfullyprogressivecountry of Japan,
system of twelve notes to the Octave, which

It may be added, althoughitcannot appear from the table of the scales,that in

listeningto native Javese,Chinese,and Japaneseperformers,there seemed to be

a totalabsence of what we term expression.There was no piano and forte,no
shading or nuance, merelya hard playingof the notes,as on street mechanical

pianos. They appearedto dependprincipallyon gongs, clacks,or accumulation

of various instruments to giverhythm and spiritto the music. But so far as I

could judgeby the very littleIndia music I heard from BajahK4m P41 Singh,it
seems to have some expression,as it certainlyhas an extremelyvaried rhythm,
soundingvery strangeto European ears. (SeeSiamese scales,Postscript,p. 556.)H

SECTION L.

BECENT WORK ON BEATS AND COMBINATIONAL TONES.

(See notes throughout Part II.,pp. 152-233, and especiallypp. 43, 55, 126, 151, 152, 155, 156,
157, 159, 167, 199, 202, 204, 205, 226, 229, 231, and 420. The reader is particularlyre-quested

to defer any reference to this Section L until he has studied Part II.,and become

familiar with the whole phenomenon of beats and combinational tones, and with Prof.

Helmholtz*s theories respectingtheir origin. Until such familiarityhas been gained,much
* of what follows will be unintelligible.)

Art.

1. Papers considered,p. 527.
i.-v. Koenig; yi. Bosanquet; yii. and

viii.Preyer.
2. Koenig'sSimple Tones, p. 528.

(a)Simple tones of forks,p. 528.

(5)Simple tones of the wave-sirens,
p. 529.

3. The Phenomena which arise when Two

Tones are Sounded together,p. 529.

(a)The facts as distinct from theory,
p. 529.

(5)Upper and lower beats and beat-

notes,p. 529.

(c)Limits within which either one or

both beat-notes are heard, p. 529.

(d)Beat-notes and differential tones,

p. 530.
, ^ ^

(0)Bosanquet's summary of the phe-nomena,
p. 530.

4. ObjectiveBeats and SubjectiveBeats,Beat-
Notes, and Differential Tones, p. 531.

{a)Objectivebeats,531.
(6)Subjectivebeats and notes,p. 531.
(c)Preyer*sexperiments to shew the

subjectivityof differential tones,

p. 531.

(d) Subjectivityof Summational Tones,
p. 532.

Theory of Beats, Beat-Notes,and Combi-national

Tones, p. 532.
{a\ Originof beats,p. 532. %
\h)Can beats generate tones? First,

beats of intermittence,p. 533.
(c)Can beats generatetones ? Secondly,

beats of interference,p. 533.

(d)Would a tone generatedby beats be
louder than itsprimaries? p. 534.

(e)Experiments with the wave-siren,

p. 534.
(/) Beats and beat-notes heard together,

P- 535-

(g)Beat-notes and beat-tones,p. 535.
0i)Koenig's explanationof summational

tones,p. 536.
(i)Eoenig*s theory of the origin of

beat-notes,p. 536.
(k)Lecture-room demonstration of beat-

notes,p. 536.
Influence of Difference of Phase on Quality

.

of Tone, p. 537. ^
Influence of Combinational Tones on the

Consonance of Simple Tones, p. 537.

Art I. Papersconsidered.
The papers here considered are

i. B. Koenig. Ueher den ZtcsammenklangZweier Tone (On the soundingof
two tones at the same time). Pogg. Annal. Feb. 1876,vol. 157, pp. 177-237.

This paper appeareda year before the 4th
German option of Helmholtz's Tonempfin'
dun"en, and is cursorilyreferred to,supriL,p.
1596. The other papers of Koenig here men-tioned

appearedsubsequent to Prof. Helm-

holtz*s 4th German edition. But this paper

is placedfirst because itcommenced the new

investigations.A translation appeared in the

PhilosophicalMagazine,June 1876,and sup-plement

of the same date,pp. 417-446,51 1-

525, under the title * On the Simultaneous

Sounding of Two Notes,* and communicated

by the late W. Spottiswoode,President R. S.,
who also read a paper on ' Beats and Combi-nation

Tones * before the Musical Association

on May 5, 1879 {Proceedingsof Mas. A.,
1878-9,pp. 1 18-130),when he exhibited K.'s

apparatus and repeatedseveral of his experi-ments.
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ii.R. KoENiG. Ueher dieErregung harmonischer Ohertone durch Sckwingungen
eines Grundtones (On the excitement of harmonic upper partialshy the vibrations

of a fundamental tone). Wiedemann, AnnaL 1880, vol.xi.,pp. 857-870.

This treats of a subjectincidentallymentioned,soprA,p. 159a, in reference to combinational

tones.

iii.R. KoENiQ. Ueher den Ursprungder Stosse und Stosstone bei harmonischen

Intervallen (On the originof
.

beats and beat-tones for harmonic intervals).
Wiedemann, Vnnal. 1881, vol. xii.pp. 335-349, introducingan entirelynew
method of experimentingby means of the wave-siren.

iv. R. KoENiG. Beschreibungeinss Stosstoneapparatesfur Vorlesungsversucke
(Descriptionof a beat-tone apparatusfor lecture-room experiments),Wiedem., 1881,

immediatelyafterthe last paper, vol. xii.pp. 350-353.
V. R. KoENiG. Bemerhungeniiberdie Klangfarbe(Remarkson qualityof tone)

^ Wied., 1 88 1, vol. xiv.,pp. 369-393,more follydescribingthe wave siren of No. iii.

In drawing up this notice I made use solely p^riencesd'AcoustiquSj1882, to be had at his

of the originalQ"rman papers justcited. But present establishment,27 Quai d'Anjou,Paris,
I find that Dr. Koenig has republishedthe and I have made some use of the additional
whole of his 16 acoustical papers, of which notes then added. I cordiallyrecommend
those justcited form the 9th,14th,loth,nth, this collection as a valuable and almost indis-

and 1 6th,respectively,in the French language, pensable supplement to Prof. Helmholtz's

in one volume, with beautifullyprintedwood- work,

engravings,under the title of Quelques Ex-

vi. R. H. M. BoBANQUBT. On the Beats of Consonances of the Form h: i.

Proceedingsof the PhysicalSocietyof London, vol. iv.,Aug. 1880 to Dec. 1881,

pp. 221-256. This was written before B. had seen No. iiL and iv.above. "

vii.W. Preyee. Ueber die Orenzen der Tonwahmehmung (On the limits

of the perceptionof tone)containingthe sections. I. The Lower Tones. IL The

Highest Tones. IIL Sensitiveness for Difference of Pitch. IV. Sensitiveness

^ for the Sensation of Interval. V. Sensation of Silence. Forming the firstpart
of the firstseries of PhysiologischeAbhandlungen(PhysiologicalEssays)edited
by W. Preyer,M.D. and Ph.D., Prof, of Physiologyand Director of the Physio-logical

Institute at Jena, 1876,the year before the publicationof the 4th German

edition of Hehnholtz, who quotes it several times. It is here inserted for com-pleteness.

viiL W. Pbeyeb. Akustische Untersuchungen(AcousticalInvestigations)in tlie

same collection,second series,fourth part,containingI. DeepestTones without

upper partialTones (supri,see footnote,pp. 176-7). II. Combinational Tones and

upper partialTones of Tuning Forks. EDL Contributions to the Theoryof Con-sonance.

IV. Notice on the Perceptionof the smallest differences of Pitch,
Jena, 1879.

These will be cited by the initial of the editions of vii.and viii. Prof. Hehnholtz will

author, E. or B. or P. followed by the number be cited as H., generallyfollowed by tiiepage
of the paper, and generallyby the page, which of this edition,

in the case of P. will refer to the separate

^ Art. 2. Koenig's SimpleTones,
(a)Simple Tones of Forks, The tones dealt with by K. are as simpleas

K could make them. * The forks that I used with resonators,'says K. iii.337,
* had no recognisableharmonic upper partialsat all. The occurrence of harmonic

upper partialsin tuning-forksdependsnot so much on the lowness of their piteli
and the amplitudeof their \ibrations as on the relation of the amplitude to the

thickness of the prongs.'

From a c fork (128 d. v.) with prongs opening of the resonator tuned to them, almost

7 mm. (" '28 inch)thick,K. obtained as many touched the prongs of the fork. The pitchof
as 4 partials.From another c fork with forks varies directlyas the thickness,and in-

prongs 15 mm. ("'59 inch)thick and 20 mm. verselyas the square of the length,of their

(s 79 inch) wide, only 2 partialswere gene- prongs (K.iii.338). K. proceeds to mention

rallyobtained, but extremely violent blows that the forks he used, even the largest,when

brought out a 3rd partial. With prongs placedbefore properlytuned resonators, had no

29 mm. (1*14inch)thick and 40 mm. (=1-57 detectable upper partials. Subsequently B.

inch)wide, it was not possibleto hear even a repeatedK.'s observations in part with the
faint Octave, and a Twelfth, except when the stopped organ-pipes of B.'s experimental
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organ, in which only the Twelfth or 3rd par-tial
was perceptibleand could be allowed for.

Also, afterwards, K. iii. 342, used stopped
organ-pipes and tuning-forks.B. used tones

(6)SimpleTones ofthe Wave Siren.

however, E. invented the wave siren.

An harmonic curve constructed on a large
scale and reduced by photography was cut on

the edge of a wheel. The wheel revolved

under a narrow slit,placed exactlyin the

position of a radius of the wheel, through
which wind was driven as the wheel rotated.

The curve alternatelycut oS. and let pass the

stream of air,and produced a perfectlysimple
tone, the pitch of which depended on the ra-pidity

of rotation. Forms of this wave siren

are figuredin E. iii.346,347, and E. v. 386.
The last shews 16 harmonic curves which

may be made to act in any groups, producing
all the combinations of perfectlysimpletones,

of moderate force,and E. also used weak tones

with the pipe,and not the strong tones of his

tuning-forksmentioned in E. i.

To avoid the suspicionof upper partials,

of which the ratio numbers liebetween i and

16. Hence, althoughupper partialsare found

on most tuning-forks,and especiallyon cer-tain

of E.'s forks,it would be wrong to assume

(as P. ii. 38 apparentlyassumes) that in all
E.'s cases, at least the Octave was audible.

This waa not the case with stopped organ -

pipesused by both E. and B., and stillless so

with the tones of the wave siren. E.'s results "

therefore cannot be explainedby upper partial
tones. But when we are dealing with com-

pound tones, each pair of partialsforms a li

combination of simple tones to which E.'s

observations apply.

'Art. 3. The Phenomena which arise when two notes are sounded together,
accordingto Koenigand Bosanquet,

(a)The factsas distinctfrom theory.We must distinguishthe phenomenafrom

any theoretical explanationof them that may be proposed.The phenomena de-scribed

by such an acoustician as K., so careful in experiments,so amply provided
with the most exact instruments,will,I presume, be generallyaccepted. The

theoryby which he seeks to account for them is a matter for discussion. The

followingrelates to two simpletones only,and this must be carefullyborne in

mind, because H. 1592âpparentlyimaginedthat the tones used reallyhad upper

partials.
[h) Upper and Lower Beats and Beat-notes,

If two simpletones of either very slightlyor greatlydifferentpitches,called
generators,be sounded together,then the upper pitchnumber necessarilyHes ^r

between two multiplesof the lower pitchnumber, one smaller and the other

greater,and the differencesbetween these multiplesof the pitchnumber of the

lower generatorand the pitchnumber of the upper generatorgivetwo numbers

which either determine the frequencyof the two sets of beats which may be heard

or the pitchof the two beat-notes which may be heard in their place. The term
* beat-notes ' is here used without any theoryas the originof stwh tones^ but only
to shew that theyare tones havingthe same frequencyas the beats,which are

sometimes heard simultaneously.
Beferringto the tables in the Translator's

footnote to p. 191 suprd,which relate to com-pound

tones, and therefore contain multiples
of the pitchnumbers (orof the numbers which

givethe interval ratios)of two generators,we

see from the minor Tenth' 5 : 12, that the

prime 12 of the upper generator lies between

10 and 15,the 2nd and 3rd multiplesof the

lower generator,and hence the beat or beat-

note frequencieswould be 12" 10= 2, and

15 " 12 = 3. If,then, the two generators are

low enough, say, having the pitch-numbers
. 5 X 6 " 30 and 12 x 6 = 72, the beats heard

would be 2 X 6 " 12 and 3 x 6 " 18, which

But if they were higher,as 5 x 20 " 100 and

12 X 20 " 240, the beats would be 2 x 20 " 40,
and 3 X 20 " 60, which, though far too rapid
to be counted,would be clearlyheard as beats,
and at the sanie titne the beat-notes of 40 and

60 vib. would aUo be audible. If,however,
they were much higher,as 5 x 100 " 500 and

12 X 100 = 1200, then only the beat-notes of

2 X 100 = 200 and 3 X 100 = 300 vib. would ir

be heard. The beats heard are then the same

as if the upper generator were simpleand the

lower generator compound; but it must be

remembered that both generators are really
simple.

would be plainlydistinguishableas beats.

The frequencyarisingfrom the lower multipleof the lower generator is called
'

the frequencyof the lower beat or lower beat-note,that arisingfrom the higher
multipleis called the frequencyof the higherbeat or beat-note,without at aU

implyingthat one set of beats should be greater or less than the other,or that

one beat-note should be sharperor flatter than the other. They are in reality
sometimes one way and sometimes the other. "

(c)Limits within lohich either one or both Beat-Notes are heard. Both sets of

beats,or both beat-notes,are not usuallyheard at the same time. If we divide the

intervals examined into groups (i)from 1:1 to i : 2, (2)from i : 2 to i : 3,

(3)from I : 3 to I : 4, (4)from i : 4 to 1:5, and so on, the lower beats and
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beat-tones extend over littlemore than the lower half of each group, and the

upper beats and beat-tones over littlemore than the upper half. For a short

distance in the middle of each periodboth sets of beats,or both beat-notes, are

audible,and these beat-notes beat with each other,formingsecondarybeats, or are

replacedby new or secondarybeat-notes.
(d)Beat-Notes and DifferentialTones, The lower beats,as longas they are

distinctlyaudible,and refer to an interval less than 5 : 6, or a minor Third, sgree
with the beats of H. 171a, and when theyhave a greaterfrequencythan from 16

to 20 there is also heard the beat-note,which then coincides in pitchwith the

differentialtone of H. 153a. Above a minor Third, H. ijid says the beats are

practicallyinaudible. K. however hears them " and B. vi. 235-237 also heard

them " passingover into a roll and a confused rattle,as far as the major Sixth

(G : Ai){orthe lower beats.

confased when hoard separately,althongh the

frequencywas the same. K., so far as I can

see, does not anywhere mention the pitch of

the beats he heard, bat B., tI. 237-9. sajs

that in all cases he has obserred, when the

required partialshave been remoyed, 'the

beats
. . .

consist entirelyof variations of in-tensity

of the lower note/ and adds that, *
as

he (E.)does not analyse the beats,we cannot

tell whether the variations of the lower note

were produced in his experiments.'Mr. Blaik-

ley {Proc,Mub, Asm, i8Sf-2,p. 25) relates,
however, that when E. exhibited the beats to

him in Paris,E. said :
" You hear distinctly"

there can be no doubt about it" that the beat-ing

note is the lower one.' This gives K.*s

opinion,which Mr. Blaikleydid not share.

Observe that E. does not deny the exist-ence

of tones having the pitchof differential

(orsummational) tones, but, as in this case,

he shews their existence, and that they are

distinct from his beat-notes,having frequently
a different,and only occasionallythe same,

pitch. When, therefore,B., vi. 239, talks of

second, third,and fourth combinational tones

having been demonstrated directlyby K., he

seems to have identified beat-notes and diffe-rential

tones, which, however, E. distinguishes.
The above observations of E. on differential

tones are taken from the German edition of

E.'s paper in 1876. In the French repablica-
tion in 1882 they stillappear, but in paren-theses,

and with a long note (ibid.p. 130),in
which he states that subsequentinvestigations
have induced him to change his opinion,as he

finds that even very wide harmonic intervals

between extremely weak tones may prodace
distinct beats. Hence (forthe case where an

auxiliaryfork produced beats with two forks

having the ratio 8 : 15, shewing a very weak

tone 7, that might have arisen from ' the tone

of the lower beats of 8 and 15 '),in his Ger-man

summary of results,E. i. 236,parai^raph
III. 6, admitted the actual existence of differ-ential

tones, though * extraordinarilyweaker
than beat-notes ;

* but in his French republica-tion
(p.147)he has altered this paragraphto :

* No experimenthas yet provedwith certainty
the existence of differential and summationiU

tones.* Observe that the existence of tones
.

with the pitchof differential tones is not dis- 1

puted. It isonlythe theoretical originof snch 1

tones that is called in question. At present it \
seems impossibleto decide that point.

In other respectsE.'s beat-notes are differ-

^ ent from H.'s differentialtones. Thus for the

minor Tenth 5 : 12, our first example, the

beat-notes are 2 and 3, as justshewn, but the

differential tone is i2-5"7, which is not

obtained by E. i.216, who says : * These inter-vals,

which are formed by high tones, allow

the beat-notes to be heard quiteloudly,but
give no trace of differential tones. Thus

"" : b'" (8: 15)givesonly i and no trace of 7,
c'" : d'" (4 : 9) gives only i and nothing of

e"'(5); "" :r (3 : 8) only / and /' and no

a*" (5)at all,hence the differentialtones must

be extraordinarilyweaker than the beat-notes.

But I was able to establish the actual exist-ence

of these differential tones with certainty
by forming the above intervals with deeper
notes, which, lastinglonger,allowed me by
means of auxiliaryforks to get a definite

number of beats with the differential tones in

"r question.'This experiment I have repeated
.severaltimes. I made the tone of the generat-ing

forks as loud as possibleby holding them

over resonance jars. The auxiliaryfork had

to be held at a considerable distance from its

jar in order to reduce its loudness to about

that of the differentialtone, to allow the beats

to be counted. Thus the mistuned minor

Tenth 22377 : 539*18 gave the differential

tone 315*41, which, although inaudible, beat
with the fork 319*59 audibly4*18,which was

counted as 4*2. And so on in other cases.

In the case of a mistuned Octave, itappears
to me that the lower fork acts as this auxiliary
fork to catch the differential tone. Thus the

mistuned Octave 22377 : 451*14 givesthe dif-ferential

tone 227*37, which would possibly
have been quiteinaudible if it had not been

caught by the lower fork,with which it made

^ 3*6beats in a second, as I myselfcounted. In

this case I had to hold the higher fork far

above the resonance jar.The beats were heard

as low beats at the pitchof the lower fork. Also

in this case, on continuingto hold the high fork

over the resonance jar of the upper fork to

weaken its sound, but bringingthe low fork

over the higher resonance jar as closelyas
possible,the higher Octave of that fork, or

447'54, was produced, which beat with the

higherfork also 3*6times ; but now the beat

was clearlyand distinctlyat the pitch of the

npper fork. This was a beat of the 2nd par-tial
of the lower fork with the upper fork,and

was altogetherdistinct in character from the

lower beat. Hence the beats could not be

ie)BosanqneVs summary of the pJienom^na,B. vi.228. * As two notes of

equal amplitudesseparatefrom unison, theyare at firstreceived by the ear in the
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manner of resultant displacements,consistingof the beats of a note whose fre-quency

ismidway between the primaries. When the interval reaches about two

commas [say43 or 50 cents],the ear beginsto resolve the resultant displacements,
and the primarynotes step in beside the beats. When the intervalreaches a

minor Third in the ordinarypans of the scale,neither the beats nor the inter-mediate

pitchof the resultant note are any longeraudible,at least as matter of

ordinary perception; but the resultant displacementwhich reaches the ear is

decomposed, and producesthe sensation of the two primarynotes,perfectlydistinct
from each other : that is to say, Ohm's law has set in, and is true, for ordinary
perceptionsand in the ordinaryregionsof the scale,for the minor Third and all

greater intervals.' These phenomena are not mentioned by Koenig,and in my
own observations I feela difficultyin appreciatingthem.

Art. 4." ObjectiveBeats and SubjectiveBeats, Beat-Notes and Differential
Tones.

(a)ObjectiveBeats. Beats of a disturbed unison exist objectivelyas disturb-ances

in the air before it reaches the ear. They are reinforced by resonators,the}-%
disturb sand, "c. In the case of the beats of harmonium reeds in Appunn's
tonometer, theystronglyshook the box containingthe reeds. Other beats,beat-
notes, and combinational tones appear not to exist externallyto the ear.

(b)SubjectiveBeats and Notes. K. i. 221 says :
* Neither these combinational

tones nor the beat-notes alreadydescribed are reinforced by resonators.* B. vi.

233-4, after describinghis improved resonator,by means of which he can effec-tually

block up both ears againstany sound but that coming from a resonance

jar (seep. 4^d\ note J),says :
* By means of these arrangementsI some time ago

examined the nature of the ordinaryfirstdifference-tone,and convinced myself
that itis not capableof excitinga resonator. In short,the difference-toneof H.,
or first[lower]beat-note of K., as ordinarilyheard, is not objectivein itscharacter.

. . .
When the nipplesof the resonator-attachment fittedtightlyinto the ears, no-thing

reached the ear but the uniform vibrations of the resonator soundingC. But

if there was the slightestlooseness between the nippleand the passage of either ear,
the second note (c)of the combination got in,and gave rise to the subjective
difference-tone (first[lower]beat-note of K.),by the interference of which with the ^
C 1 explainthe beats on that note. These beats are thereforesubjective.'

This expressionis not meant to imply that again says, H. 216a, that he has * alwaysbeen
they are the prodnct of the imagination,but able to hear thefleepercombinational tones o!

that they do not exist externallyto the ear. the second order,when the tones have been

Hence, when H. 157c says that they are at played on the harmonium and the ear was

least partlyobjective,althoughhe admits that assisted by proper resonators,'he had possibly
the greater part of the strengthof combina- not succeeded in blockingboth ears properly
tional tones arises only within the ear, and againstthe outer air.

{c)Preyer'sexperimentsto shew the subjectivityofDifferentialTones. " P. viii.
II. had seven tuningforks of extraordinarydelicacyconstructed,giving/lyof,
c' 256,/'341^,a' 426I,c" S^^iJ["6S23,gr"768 vibrations,and hence havingthe
ratios 2:3:4:5:6:8:9, which were so readyto vibrate on the slightestex-citement

that theycould be experimented on at nightonly. The three lowest
forks had the followingpartials.

Fork / had the 2nd/' strong,the 3rd"' strong,and the 4th/" weak.
Fork c' had the 2nd "' strongand the 3rdg^'strong. ^
Fork/' had the 2nd/" strong.
Soundingthese forks in pairsto getthe differentialtones,

c" "/gave/' or 6 " 2=4 ;/" "/gave c" or 8 " 2=6; g' "̂ c'gave c" or 9"3=6;

and that these tones were objectiveenough was shewn by their making the forks

/',c" vibrate sympathetically.But we see that/'and c" are partialsof / and c',
which existed alreadystronglyon those forks,and if the forks / and " were

sounded separately,they also made the forks /', c" vibrate sjrmpathetically.
Hence these results did not prove the objectiveexistence of their differentialdupli-cates.

On the other hand, the pairsof forks gi\dngthe audible differentialtones "

/"-c" = / or 8-6 = 2, a'-c' = /or5-3 = 2, c"-/'=/ or 6-4 = 2,

g'-c" = c' or 9-6 = 3, a'-f= c' or 5-2 =3, /"-a'=c' or 8-5 = 3,

gF"-a'=/'or9-5=4, gf"-/ = a' or 9-4 = 5, /"-c'=a' or 8-3 = 5,

utterlyfailedto producethe slightesteffecton the forks havingthe same pitch, t
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(d)Subjectivityof Summational Tones. Again,for summational tones the

combined forks

/+/'=c''or2 + 4=:6, /+c"=/" or 2 + 6 = 8, c' +c" = 5f"or 3 + 6 = 9

gave tones perfectlyobjective,but then these tones c",/",gf"ahreadyexistedas

partialsof one of the two forks excited. On the other hand,

/+c'=a' or 2 + 3 = 5, c'+a'=/" or 3 + 5 = 8, /'+a' = sf"or 4 + 5 = 9

were inaudible,that is,neither existed without nor within the ear.
* Perhaps,'

says P., * theymight be made audible afterproperlyarming the forks by means of

resonance boxes while sounding. But the observation would not be easy.* Just

as H. could hear the cases he cites (Pogg.Ann. vol. xc. 1856,p. 519) ' only with

great difficulty.'But the forks tried by him each possessedthe Octave, as he

states (ibid.pp. 506,510).
Now, when Octaves exist,and in case of P., *

even the oomprehensiveinvestigationsof
"r the siren other partialsare stronglydeveloped, Koenig do not make the [externalobjective]

these summational tones " as G. Appunn existence ^of summationiA tones probable/
pointedout to P." could be conceived as differ- Hence, like the differential tones, they most

ential tones of the second order" that is, be generatedwithin the ear.

differential tones arisingfrom the first differ- E., in the French edition of his papers
ential actingon the partial,if such action is (note,p. 127),says : ' This explanationis not
admitted. Thus H. found b +/ " (2or 2 + 3 "= 5, admissible,because it assumes that two sounds

but then b and/ included the Octaves 2"'and/' always generate a differential tone, which is

or 4 and 6,and we had, the firstdifferential not correct. For example,take two tones cor-

/" 6 = Bor3 " 2 = 1,and the second f'"B = d" respondingto the fundamental tones d and t'

or 6" I =: 5, or, without usingB in the formula, [my notation],or 256 : 320=54 : 5. They give
/'"(/" 6)" d" or 6 " (3- 2)= 5. In this way the beat-note cf-i\ but this sound I does not

P. proceedsto shew that all the cases recorded form the sound 7 with the Octave of c^.thatis,
can be explained. Hence he concludes that with c" = 8 ; nor does it form the sound 9 with

the summational tone, if not existingas a the Octave of e/ or e/'" 10, as we can be con-

partialon one of the tones,is entirelygene- vinced by sounding at the same time the

rated within the ear. Thus, according to primary sounds C and c"-"i : 8, or G and "/'"
K., i. 220, from c' : ^ = 2 : 3 he heard clearly " i : 10, even when these latter are much

5 = tf",7=sfl"+ c', 8 = e" + gf',9*d"', io = e'" stronger than the beat-note in questionand
m and II, the last by auxiliaryforks which beat than the two Octaves of the primary sounds

with the requiredtones. But there were in cf and e/.' The explanationby differentialsof

this case the partials2, 4, 6, 8 = c',c",^',e'", the second order given by P. is an adoptionof
and 3, 6, 9, 12 = ^, /',d"\ /". Hence from a theoryof Appunn ; and, of course, nntil the

the summational tones we have 8 and 9 as realityof the differentials assumed can be

partials,while 5 = 8-3, 7=^"2, 10^12-2, proved,remains a merely theoretical explana-
Ii"i2~(3 " 2),and so jon. * Therefore,* adds tion.

Art. 5." Theoryof Beats, Beat-Notes, and Combinational Tones.

(a)OriginofBeats. * How do the beats of mistuned consonances arise? ' asks

B. vi. 228, and replies: * They may be regardedas springingfrom interference of

new notes, which arise by transformation,in the passage of the resultant forms

through the transmittingmechanism of the ear, before the analysisof the sen-

sorium.*

The theoryof beats of a disturbed unison on the hypothesisof interference is

givenin H. 164. The theory of differentialand summational tones is givenin
H. 159a and App. XIL pp. 411-413. This,however, extends onlyto the first

differentialand firstsummational tone. But H. 1586,c, givesa theoryfor the

f generationof such tones within the ear owingto the non-symmetricalstructure of

its drumskin and the looseness of the jointbetween the hammer and anvil within

the drum. And B. vi. 242-8,by means of some perhapsrather hazardous assump-tions,
succeeds in shewing that the asymmetry of the drumskin actingupon

the waves of air coming to them would, as he terms it in the above extract,
* transform ' the result into one for which the displacementis not relatively
infinitesimal,but in which itshigherterms must be taken in consideration. Tlien

proceedingto the fourth order of displacement,he ultimatelyobtains six summa-tional

and six differentialtones * producedby direct transformation of the prima-ries
' (B.vi.246),so that he avoids the introduction of numerous differentialtones

of various orders (H. 200-203, B. vi. 241),which H. seems to have borrowed fix)m

Scheibler,who, althoughhe did greatthingswith the beats of tuning-forks,was

not a physicalauthority.Calculation based on the introduction of these entirely
hypothetical,because alwaysinaudible,tones leads,as K. i. 200 shews, to the right
number of beats ; but, as he says,

*
we are compelledcontinuallyto assume the

existence of tones which have not onlynot been heard themselves,but which are
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supposed actuallyto generateand be generatedby other likewise infl.udibletones/

"We have an examplein the firstdifferentialof a tone which,when it does not

coincide with the lower beat-note,is appreciableonlyby beats with an auxiliary
tone, and is hence very faintindeed in respectto the generators; and yetthese are

supposed to be the progenitorsof others relativelyweaker, tillat last theyproduce
one strongenoughto be well heard (K.i.186). The diflBcultyissurmounted byB.,
so far as the existence of the ultimate tone, without assuming the action of hypo-thetical

intermediate generators.But we know nothingof the strengthof these

xdtimate tones as determined by the formula, and we are constrained to beheve

that what dependsupon the higherpowers of the displacement,when the latteris

not infinitesimal in respectto the lengthof the wave, must be extremelysmall,
not at all comparablewith the beat-notes actuallyheard, and hence must be in-

sufiBcient to explainthem. That is,we may admit all the differentialand summa-tional

tones of H. and B. without havingapproacheda satisfactoryexplanationof
the main phenomenon,the beat-note.

(b)Can Beats generateTones ? First,Beats ofIntermittence. Now, the obvious IT

hypothesisis that the beats coming within the frequencyof musical notes are

heard as tones. H. 156c,in mentioningthis,states three objections,of which

P. viii.27 says that not one is at presenttenable. They are : (i)that thishypo-thesis
does not explainsummational but onlydifferentialtones. On which P.

remarks that summational tones,which have been heard onlywhen at least the

second partialof the generatorswas audible,can be explainedas differentialtones of

the second order,as noted supr^,p. 532 6. (2)That ' under certainconditions the

combinational tones exist objectively,'which isagainstart. 4, p. 531 ; and P. viii.25

especiallyobserves that the onlyexperiment which H. has cited (Pogg.AnnaL
vol. xcix. p. 539)to prove the objectiveexistence of summational tones by sand

strewed on a membrane cannot be criticallyexamined because the two generators
are not specified.(3)That ' the only tones which the ear hears correspondto

pendularvibrations of the air.' P. considers this to be disprovedby the inter-

mittence tones obtained by K., who rotated a disc perforatedwith 128 holes before

tuningforks of differentpitches,and obtained the same tone of intermittence what-ever

was the pitchof the fork. This tone was accompaniedby two variant tones f

havingpitchnumbers equalto the sum and difference of the frequenciesof the

fork and intermittences.

E. i. 230, varied the experiment by oon- qnickly,the 16 periodsof the first,then the

fifructinga disc * with three circles,each with 12 of the second,and finallythe 8 of the third

96 equidistantholes,the diameters of which circle,passedover into a musical tone. Finally,
increased and diminished on the firstcircle 16 when the high tone of the 96 holes on revolv-

iimes from i to 6 mm. (a'04to -24 inch),on ing 8 times in a second had reached "/'with
the second 12, and on the third 8 times. On 768 d. vib.,the deep tones c, G, C" answering
blowingthrough a tube 6 mm. ("'24inch)in to the numbers of the periods128,96, 64 d.

diameter,and revolvingthe disc slowly,the vib." could be heard loudlyand powerfullyat

separate periodsof holes on each circlegave the same tim^ as y".'
separate beats. On revolvingcontinuaUymore

(c)Can Beats generateTones f Secondly, Beats of Interference.Now, in

reference to these tones of intermittence,E. i.231 remarks that althoughtheyshow
great similarityto beatingcombinations, as provingthe possibilityof separate
maxima of intensitypassingover into a continuous tone, theywere in realityvery "

differentfrom such combinations,because in the case of beats there was a change
of sign,a maximum of condensation beingfollowed by a maximum of rarefaction.

This was preciselythe objectionmade by equalto half the difference of the frequencies
liord Bayleigh when Mr. Spottiswoodegave of the primaries.'Hien B. says that if the

his account of Eoenig's experiments (Proc.law held for widelyseparatednotes, as for the

Mu", Ass. 1878-9,p. 128),and he in conse- * Fifth (4:6), the note heard would be the

quence could not understand how beats could major Third, which would beat rapidly. . .

generate tone. B. {ibid,p. 129) raised the but as a matter of fact the note 5 is not heard

same objection,which he developedin B. vi. at all in the above case.' Further, * supposing
223-5. He there shews that in the case of that in some unexplainedway the beats whose

two tones of equal strength,less than two speed is ' halfthe difference of the ^equencies
commas from a unison, * the resultant dis- of the primaries,as juststated,* gave rise to a

placement ' would produce a tone * whose fre- note as supposedby K., then the speedof that

quency is the arithmetical mean between the note does not agree with that requiredfor E.'s

frequenciesof the two primaries,and having first [lower]beat-note, which has the same

oscillations of intensitywhose frequency is speed as H.'s difference-tone,'or the whole in-

defined by a pendulum vibration of frequency stead of halfthe difference of the frequencies.
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Now this objectionwas fullyrealised by E.
i.232-3, which paper was before B. when he

wrote the passage justcited,but was possibly
overlooked by him. K. i. 232 says: *If two

tones of 80 and 96 d. vib. are sounded together,
they generate a tone of i.(80+ 96)=88 vibrar-
tions with an intensityincreasingand di-minishing

16 times, and at each passage from

one beat to another there is a change of sign,
so that the maximum of compressionof the
first vibration of the followingbeat is hidf

a vibration behind the maximum of compres-sion
of the last vibration of the preceding

beat.' To meet this case he made two experi-ments.
In the first he divided a circle into

176parts,and in the five pointsi, 3, 5, 7, 9 he

drilled fiveholes,graduallyincreasingand ihen

^ diminishingin size. Similarlyin the points
12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and then in the points
23f 25. 27, 29, and 30, and so on.

* When such

a disc was blown upon through a pipewith the

diameter of the largestopening,in addition to

the tone SS and the very powerfultone of the

period 16 both of the tones 80 and 96 could

be heard, but they were very weak, and, on

account of the roughness of the deep tone,
difficultto observe.* In this case the phase
was the same throughout. To imitate the

change of phase, K. i. 233 divided each of

two concentric circles,runningparallelto each

other,into 88 parts,and * disposedthe holes

which were to represent the successive beats

alternatelyon each. As 88 holes and 16

periodsgive 5^ holes to each period,E. took

two periodstogether,and piercedon the first

circlethe divisional pointsi, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, and

f on the second 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, then again on

the first 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and on the

second 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and so forth.'

The sizes of the holes were alternatelyin-creasing

and diminishingto representbeats.
* When these circles of holes were blown upon

at the same time through two pipes of the

diameter of the largestopening,and placedon
the same radius,one circlefrom above and the

other from below, then at each revolution of

the disc there were created SS isochronous

impulses,varying16 times in intensity,which

changedsignon each transition from one period
of intensityto the other. In this experiment
the two tones 80 and 96 were morcf distinct

than in the firstexperiment,where the circles

of holes were blown upon from one side only.*
On B.'s objectionsjust quoted (supr",p.

533),E. observes (Frenchedition,p. 143, note):
*The change of phase of the separate vibra-tions

of a variable amplitude,forming the

beats, does not cause these maxima of in-tensity

to be produced in contrarydirections.
Besides, these maxima remain isochronous,
and consequentlyfulfilthe conditions under

which primaryimpulsesare combined to form

sounds. The onlyinfluence which the change
of phase in questionexerts on the disposition
of the waves consists in these maxima of in-tensity

not standingapart by a whole number

of completevibrations,but by an odd number

of half-vibrations. The disc of the siren in

which the resultant compressionsof all the

successive vibrations of the complex sound are

representedby holes of a proper size,and, still

better,the disc that has its rim cut oat

accordingto the curve of a series of successive

beats [art.5 (e)below],render this mechanism

readilyapprehensible,and allow of shewing
that, notwithstandingthe change of phase,
the beat-note must always have Uie same fre-quency

as the beats.'

(d)Would a Tone generatedbyBeats be louder than the Primaries ? K. i.234
then proceededto meet Tyndall*sobjection{On Sound, 3rd ed. p. 350)that if the

resultant tones (ashe calls them) were formed from the beats of the primaries
theywould be heard when the primarieswere weak, which is not the case. E.

observes that beats would alwaysbe more powerfulthan their primarytones,
' providedthat equalamplitudesof vibration producedequalintensities for all

tones,'and proceedsto shew by experimentthat this isnot the case, and that ' deep
tones must have much largeramplitudesof vibration than hightones in order to

exhibit the same intensity/.

(e)Experimentswith the Wave Siren. Thus the questionwas lefttill188 1,

when K. appliedhis Wave Siren,originallyexhibited in the London International

Exhibition of 1872,alreadypartlydescribed in art. 2 (6),p. 529, to solve the ques"
tion experimentally.The completeform (K. v. 386)was of course applicableto

"|fany pairsof tones with ratiosexpressibleby numbers not exceeding16. But the

simplestmethod was to draw out the two harmonic curves, and the resultof their

combination, as isdone above (H.30 i,c) on a very largescale,and then reduce

the drawingbyphotographyto the requireddimensions. Then the compoundcurve

t^jusdrawn was inverted,so that the highpartsbecame low and the low high,cut,
and affixedto the rim of the wave siren. The reason forinversion in this case was

that the heightson the curve representedgreaterintensities,but on the siren

would givelessintensities.

K. iii.345 then says : " When a disc with
.

such a rim is rotated before a slitfixed over it

in the direction of the radius,and of a length
at leastequalto the greatestheightof the curve,

the slitwillbe periodicallyshortened and length-ened
accordingto the law of the curve ; and if

wind is blown through the slit,a motion in

the air must be generated correspondingto
the same law. And this motion must be pre-

cisely
the same as that producedby the simul-taneous

sounding of two reallysimple tones

without any admixture of upper partials.*The
beautyof this arrangement thus consists in oar

knowing preciselywhat tones act, and that

they are undoubtedlysimple. The result is

thus described :
* The discs for different inter-vals,

when the rotation was slow, gave beats,
and when itwas more rapid,beat-notes,exactly
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corresponding to those observed when two

'tuning-forkswere sounded together.Thus the

major Second 8 : 9 produced the lower beat-

r"ote I ; the major Seventh 8 : is, the upper
l"eat-note i ; the disturbed Twelfth 8 : 23, the

upper beat-note of the second period,which is

again ^ i, loudlyand distinctly.In the same

way the ratios 8:11 and 8 : 13 gave quite
distinctlyand at the same time the upper and

lower beat-notes 3 and 5 for the first,and 5
and 3 for the second:* 11 -8 = 3, 2 x 8-11 = 5,
and 13-8=5, 2x8-13 = 3.

(/)Beats and Beat-Notes heard together.The precedingexperimentshews the

gradual passage of beats into tones, the transitionalpartbeingwhere both beats

and tones are heard together.This occurs where the rotation is sufficientlyquick
to generatea tone (seeH. 174-9, and especiallyfootnote t to p. 176),but not so

fast as to destroythe distinctperceptionsof beat

To this I drew attention in a footnote to

p, 231 of the 1st edition of this translation,
now reproducedin a modified form (suprii,p.
1 530^,note). This hearingof the two phenomena
K. i. 227 explainsby a theoryof H. (contained
on pp. 217-^ of the ist English ed., but

omitted in this 2nd Englished.,because it was

struck out in the 4th German ed.,H. having
altered his opinion)that tones are heard in

the cochlea and noises in other parts of the

ear. In the additions to the 4th Qerman ed.

^8upr",pp. 1506to 151(2)H. attributesthe hear-ing
of both musical tone and noise to the

cochlea, and reserves the labyrinthfor the
sensation of revolution of the head, thus

agreeing with Exner. P. viii.29-33, thinks

there are many reasons why we should not

accept the theorythat allperceptionsof noise

are due to the cochlea. If so, he says,
* animals

-without a cochlea would be deaf. Fishes cer-tainly

are mostly dumb, and do not hear

acutely,as anglerswell know, but they are

not deaf.* On examining Exner's paper
(supr^,p. ISid,note *),and especiallyAnna
Tomaszewicz*s * Contributions to the Physi-ology

of the Labyrinthof the Ear,'{BeitrCtgeeur
Physiologiedes OhrlabyrinthSyMedic. In-augural

Dissertation,Zurich, 1877),with other

phenomena, he comes to the conclusion that

the cochlea hears only musical tones with a

pitch-number not less than about 16 (the
lowest audible musical tone as usuaUy pro-duced),

and that separatenoises are heard by
other parts of the ear " ifnot in the vestibule,
then in the sacculus. He considers itprobable,
as others have also thought,that the function

of the semicircular canals is rather to givea

sensationof the direction whence sound comes.

The pointis,however, stillundecided.

E., in the French republicationof his

paper (p. 137),says:" -'At all events the

simultaneous perceptionof separatebeats and
the sound which results from their succes-sion

is no more in contradiction with the new

hypothesisthan with the old,for we can very
well suppose that, beside the general excite-ment

of the basilar membrane due to each

separate beat, the particularparts of this

membrane, whose proper tones correspondto ^
the periodof the impulses,are more strongly
shaken, and execute lastingvibrations giving
the perceptionof sound.'

Lord Bayleigh,in his Presidential Address

to the British Association meetingat Montreal,

Canada, in Aug. 1884,says :"

" Every day we

are in the habit of recognising,without much

difficulty,the quarter from which a sound

proceeds,but by what step we attain that end

has not yet been satisfactorilyexplained. It

has been provedthat,when proper precautions
are taken,we are unable to distinguishwhether
a pure tone (as from a vibratingtuning-fork
held over a suitable resonator)comes to us

from in front or from behind. This is what

might have been expectedfrom an d priori
pointof view ; but what would not have been

expectedis,that with almost any other sort

of sound the discrimination is not onlypos- f
sible,but easy and instinctive. In these cases

it does not appear how the possessionof two

ears helps us, though there is some evidence

that it does ; and even when sounds come to

us from the rightor left,the explanationof
the ready discrimination which is then pos-sible

with pure tones is not so easy as might
at first appear. We should be inclined to

think that the sound was heard much more

loudlywith the ear that is turned towards

than with the ear which is turned from it,and
that in this way the direction was recognised.
But if we try the experimentwe find that" at

any rate with notes near the middle of the

musical scale" the difference of loudness is by
no means so very great. The wave-lengthsof
such notes are longenough,in relation to the

dimensions of the head, to forbid the forma-tion

of anythinglike a sound-shadow in which %
the averted ear might be sheltered.'

ig)Beat-Notes and Beat-Tones. After K.'s finalexperiment(p.532^^')on the

passage of beats into tones,we might perhapsdisuse the interim term ' beat"note,'
which impliedno theoryas to its origin,but onlya statement as to its frequency,
and use K.'s term ' beat-tone,'implyingthat the tone is generatedby beats. But

justbecause * beat-note ' does not implya theory,and because no theoryhas been

at presentgenerallyaccepted,nor is sufficientlysupportedby proofsto be so, it

will be convenient to continue the use of the word * beat-note,'which simply
states that the frequencyof the beat is identical with that of the note. At the

same time we must not disuse the terms ' differentialand summational tones,of
various orders,'because if theyreallyexist theyare a decidedlydiflFerentpheno-menon

from beat-notes, and onlyin the most frequentlyobserved case coincide
in pitch(but not in intensity)with beat-notes. P. viii. 29, however, decides to

identifythe two. K., on the other hand, considers the existence of differentialand

siumnational tones not proved.
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Messrs. Preece and Strob,referringto their

machines for the synthesisof vowels,noticed

infrd,sect. M. art. 2, p. 542^, say (Proc.R.
8. 27 Feb. 1879,vol. xxviii. p. 366):

* The

eurves arrived at syntheticallydo .not differ

materiallyfrom those arrived at analytically
by H. They principallydiffer in the promi-nence

of the prime. But the prime can be

dispensedwith altogether.Curves produced
by the syntheticmachine, compounded of the

different partialswithout their prime, shew

that there exist beats or resultant sounds. A

vowel sound of the pitch of the prime may

be produced by certain partialsalone, with-out

sounding the prime at all. The beat,in

fact,becomes the prime. This pointis clearly
illustrated by the automatic phonograph,and

graphicallyby the sketch drawn by the syn-thetic

curve machine. In fact, every two

partialsof numbers indivisibleby any common

multiple[divisor?],if sounded alone,reproduce
by their beats the prime itself. Thus, the

3rd and 5th partials,or the 2nd and 3rd,
""c., will result in the reproductionof the

prime.' Observe that this givesthe beat-note,
not the differential tone. The differential

tone of 3 and 5 is 2, but the beat-note is

2x3~5"i. *In fact,the figureillustratesnot
onlythis,but it shews that when the number

of partialsintroduced is increased,the beats

become more and more pronounced.* Mr.

Stroh from his own experienceconsiders the

the beat-notes thus producedto be generated
in the same way as K. supposes.

H (7^)Koenig'sexplanationof SummatiovM Tones. In the matter of snimna-

tional tones, P. (seep. 5326)explainsthem as differentialtones of the second

order. K. i. 217-8 thinks that they arise as beat-notes from upper partials.But
P. viii. 24 notes that this explanationfailswhen very high partialswould be

required.

but the explanationproposedby M. Preyeris
absolutelyinadmissible,for 496 and 528 d. vib.,
even when theyhave considerable force,give32
beats,which do not as yet allow the deeptone

C, to be heard, so that at any rate such tone

must be extremelyweak. Now the Octave of

528 (or 1056) is the 33rd harmonic of this

excessivelyweak sound. But two primary
sounds of 32 and 1056 d. vib., even when

extremelypowerful,never produce a sound of

1024 d. vib. The second manner in which M.

Preyerthinks the sound might have been pro-duced
is equallyopposed to all that has been

directlyobserved when two primary tones

sound together.Thus he makes the Octave of

528 (i.e.1056)produce with 496 d. vib. a dif-ferential

tone of 560 d. vib.,and then makes

this tone 560 producewith the Twelfth of 528
(i.e.1584) a new differential of 1024. Bat

these two sounds of 496 and 1056 ("= 2 x 496+

64)givethe beat-note 64,and not 560 ; and if

the sound 560 reallyexisted it would givewith
1584 ("2 X 560 + 464^ 3 X 560-96) the beat-

note 96, and also more faintly464, but not

1024.*

Thus, to get the summational tone 64 from

31 : 33 we should requirethe 32nd partial,
which is not heard. So, from the reed tones

496 and 528,P. heard 1024. The 32nd par-tials
would be 16896 and 15872, difference

1024. But such partialsare inaudible,* whereas

every term of the acoustical equations

2x528- (528-496)= 1056- 32=1024

3 X 528 - (2. 528-496) = 1584- 560 = 1024

is easilyproved.' The tones mentioned cer-tainly

exist; the questionis only,are they
m powerfulenough to producethe result ?

To the above remarks K. repliesin the

French edition,p. 127, note, continuingthe

passage alreadyquoted(p.5326'): * M. Preyer
cites in favour of his views that on sounding
togetherfree reeds of 496 and 528 d. vib.

"=31
'- 33fbe heard the sound 1024 d. vib. = 64,

and he thinks that we cannot assume that the

reeds had the 32nd partial,16896 and 15872
d. vib. If the sound reallyobserved was 64,
and not the Octave of 31 or 33, we might be

reallyastonished that the 32nd partialswere
snfficientlystrong in these tones to produceit;

(i)Koenig'stheoryforthe originof Beat-Notes. K. i. 186 givesthe following
theoryfor the originof tones from beats. He says that ' the beats of the harmonic

intervals,as well as of the unison,should be deduced directlyfrom the composition
of waves of sound, and we should assume that theyarise from the periodically

"- alternatingcoincidences of similar maxima of the generatingtones, and of the

maxima with oppositesigns. The similar maxima for these harmonic intervals,as
in the case of unisons,will eitherexactlycoincide,or elsethere will be maxima of

condensation in the highertone lyingbetween two successive vibrations of the

fundamental tone, slightlyprecedingone and slightlyfollowingthe other ; but in

both cases the effect on the ear will be the same, for a beat (fluctuation)is no

instantaneous phenomenon,but arises from a gradualincrease and diminution

of the intensityof tone.* Then he adds some drawingsof the compounded vibra-tions

of two tuning-forks,one of which bore a pieceof smoked glassand the other

a style. These are almost preciselythe same as the curves drawn by means of

Donkin's harmonograph,and inserted at the end of B. vi.,oppositep. 256. That

is,both K. and B., who are stronglyopposed in opinion,refer to practically
identicalcurves in supportof their own views. This serves to shew the extremely
difficultand delicatenature of the investigation.

(k) Lecture Demonstration ofBeat- Notes. In the beat-notes producedby the

wave siren,K. had the greatadvantageof producingtones which could be contmaed
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for any lengthof time,whereas those from tuning-forksvanished so rapidlythat
they could be with diflBcultyrecognised.But this did not suffice for lecture
demonstrations. Hence K. invented a machine which producesbeat-tones audible

over a whole lecture room.

This consists (E.iy.)of pairsof glasstubes tones and either one or both of the beat-notes

adjusted so as to givenotes with definite inter- continnoasly,and load enough to be appre-
vals by longitudinalvibrations. These are held dated by the whole audience. A piece of

at the node by two olamps againstthe surface paper wrapped round the node and bearingthe
of a wheel bearinga thick cloth tire,which con- number of the relative pitchenables the glass
tinuallydips into a troughof water, and thus tubes to be selected and changed with the

rubs the tubes sufficientlyto produce loud greatestrapidity.

Art. 6." Infltienceof differenceof Phase on Qualityof Tone.

H. p. 126a finds that dmerence of phasehas no effecton qualityof tone. But,
on p. 127c, H. pointsout 'an apparentexception,*on which E. v. 376 remarks

that if qualitydependson the relative intensityof the harmonic upper partials,%
and this relativeintensityis reallyaltered by differenceof phase,the influence of

this difference is ' actual,and not merelyapparent.' Then observingon the

difficulties attendant on H.'s rule for findingthe differences of phase (supr",
p. 124c),he proceedsto describe his new experimentswith the wave siren (for
which reason they are mentioned in this place),which certainlyadmit of very
much more precision.They were conducted thus : ". compounded harmonic

curves of various pitches,and with various assumptionsof amplitudes,under four

varieties of phase: (i)the beginningof all the waves coinciding; (2)the first

quarter,(3)the halves,and (4)the third quarterof each wave coinciding; briefly
said to have a difference of phaseof o, -j,̂ ,|. These were reduced by photo-graphy,

inverted,and placedon the rim of the disc of a wave siren,and then

made to speak. He givesthe remarkable curves which resulted in a few cases,

and instructions for repeatingthe experiments.The followingare his conclu-sions

(K.V. 391):"

* The compositionof a number of harmonic tones,includingboth the evenly
Bnd unevenlynumbered partials,generatesin allcases, quiteindependentlyof the If
relative intensityof these tones, the strongestand acutest qualitytone for the

\ differenceof phase,and the weakest and softest for | difference of phase,while
the difference o and ^ lie between the others,both as regardsintensityand
acuteness.

' When unevenlynumbered partialsonlyare compounded,the differences of

phase\ and | givethe same qualityof tone, as do also the differenceso and ^ ;
but the former is strongerand acuter than the latter.

' Hence, althoughthe quahtyof tone principallydependson the number and

relativeintensityof the harmonic tones compounded,the influence of differenceof

tone is not by any means so insignificantas to be entirelynegligible.We may

say, in generalterms, that the differencesin the number and relativeintensityof
the haisnonic tones compoundedproducesthose differencesin the qualityof tone

which are remarked in musical instruments of differentfamihes, or in the human
voice utteringdifferent vowels. But the alteration of phase between these har-monic

tones can excite at least such differencesof qualityof tone as are observed

in musical instruments of the same fojnily,or in differentvoices singingthe same If
vowel.*

Of course, as K. v. 392 observes,the completewave siren figuredon K. v. 386
is applicableto numerous other investigations.

Art. 7," InfluenceofCombinational Tones on the consonance of SimpleTones "

This isa briefnotice of P. viii.HI. It would appear from H.'s theoryof con-sonance

(see especiallysupra, pp. 2ood and 2056)that,if there were no upper

partialor combinational tones, dissonance and consonance could not be distin-guished

" in the Thirds for example. P.'s experimentsrendered this doubtful. He

had a seriesof 1 1 forks made, very accuratelytuned to "

Vib. 1000 iioo 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000

Cents 165 151 138 129 119 112 105 99 93 89
Sums o 165 316 454 583 702 814 919 1018 mi 1200

where the upper line givesthe numbers of vibrations,the second the cents in the
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intervalsbetween two snccessiye forks,and the bottom the sums of those cents,
or the cents in the intervals between any fork and the lowest,from which the

cents in the intervalsbetween any two forks can be immediatelydeduced by sub-traction

; and by a reference to the table in Sect. D. the names of such intervalscan

be found. P. selected the differenceof loo vib. because it was small enoughto allow
of a sensation of roughnesswhen two successive forks were sounded together.
And he selected the pitcheslooo and 2000 because theyprecludedhearingupper
partials,while the frequency1000 to 2000 not beingsufficientto have any dOTect

on distinguishingconsonance, the absence of power to distinguishit could not be

ascribed to the highpitch.

Both practisedand onpractisedears imme- pairof sounds, it loses the disagreeableeffect
diatelyrecognisedon them that successive forks of dissonance.*

were dissonant to each other; this was due The Octave and Fifth were generallyre-
to the small difference of 100 vib. Almost all cognisedwith certainty,probably from long
other intervals of these x I forks,when the forks practice.This appears to be an excellent

"r were not too loud,were frequentlyconsidered proofof H.'s theory. And the less care there
'
consonant, especiallyby musicians" such as was taken to exclude upper partialsand com-

10 : 13, iz : 13, 12 : 19, 17 : 20, ""c. Also the binational tones,the more unpleasantbecame
ratios expressibleby small numbers (except the dissonance,and the easier it was for the

8 : 9 and 9 : 10),namely, 5 : 7, 5 : 9, 6 : 7, ear alone to determine the interval immedi-

7
' 8,7 : 9, 7 : 10, often passedas consonances; ately. But this is not all. H.*s theory that

and though the i : 2, 2 : 3, 3 : 4, 3 : 5, 4 : 5, dissonances should be recognisedonlyby beats

5:6, 5:8 were genenJly preferred,some of the partialsor combinational tones implies
observers found 6:7, 15 : 19, 11 : I3t ""o* that,if these were too far distant in pitch to

more harmonious than the pure Thirds and produce beats,there would be no roughness.
Sixths,4 : 5} 5 : 6, 5 : 8,3 : 5, especiallythan and hence no beats. This did not prove to be

the minor Sixth 5 : 8. The listener was the case. The pair 1400 : 1600 vib. formed a

always kept in ignorance of the numerical dissonance, although all partialsand combi-

ratios,and only one person was tried at a national tones differed by 200. The ratio

time. The sum of the different judgments 8 : 9 was universallycalled a cuttingdisso-
was therefore : nance, even in the 4 times and 8 times accented

* After aU upper partialsand combinational Octave,

tones have been eliminated from a dissonant

^ The explanationof the above phenomena seemed to requirea remodellingof
H.'s theory,and P.*s conclusions are stated thus (P.viii.58):"

' (i)The largerthe leasttwo numbers requiredto express the ratiobetween two

tones, the greaterthe nun^r of combinational tones, which alwaysform an

arithmetical series,and arise,whether upper partialsbe presentor not (H. 155c).
' (2)The greaterthe number of simpletones which affectthe ear simultaneously,

the lessdistinctis each singletone.
' (3)The more coincidences there are between the tones which might be and

are generatedby any interval,the more pleasingis the sensation ; and the fewer

the coincidences the more confusing,and hence unpleasant,the impression.'
And as these conclusions hold for tones which,on account of their own dis-tance

from eadi other and the distance of their partialsand combinational tones,
cannot generatesensible beats,P. considers that this is both a formal and an

actual extension of H.'s theoryof consonance. But if,with E., we consider

these differentialtones absolutelyinsensible,it would be difficultto see how

theywould affectthe result,and the facts noted would stillrequireexplanation.
V The whole subjectof combinational tones and beats evidentlyrequiresmuch more

examination.

SECTION M.

ANALTBIS AKD SYNTHESIS OF VOWEL SOUMBS.

(SeeNotes, pp. 75, zz8,124.)

Art. Art.

I. Analysisof Vowel Sounds by means of the 2. SyntheticalProduction of Yowol Sounds,

Phonograph, p. 538. p. 542.

Art. I. " AnalysisofVowel Sounds by means of the Phonograph. The follow-ing

is a brief account of a paper by Prof. Fleeming Jenkin, F.R.SS. L. and E.,
and Mr. J. A. Ewing, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., On the Harmonic Analysisof certain

Vowel Sounds, * Transactions of the Royal Societyof Edinburgh,'vol. xxviii.
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pp. 745-777, plates34-40, communicated June 3 and July i, 1878,and published
'With additions toJuly 19, 1878" that is,subsequentlyto the appearance of the 4th
German ed. of this work.

Messrs. Jenkin and Ewing make use of a varietyof Mr. T. A. Edison's phono-graph
which, by means of a styleaffixed to a vibratingdisc againstwhich words

are spokenor sung, impressesthe amplitudeof vibration at any time on a piece
of tinfoilpassed beneath it by machinery. On repassingthe styleover these

indentations the vibrations are recommunicated to the disc,and the sounds re-produced

sufficiently,on the form of the instrument used by these gentlemen,for
listeners to understand sentences impressedduring their absence. Then the

indented foil was passedunder another stylein communication with a systemof
delicate levers,endingin one of Sir W. Thompson'selectricalsquirtingrecorder
tubes, which magnifiedthe depthof the indentations 400 times,and squirtedtheir
form, without friction,on to a telegraph-paperband wound round a cylinderre-volving

at such a speed as to magnKy the lengthof the indentations 7 times.

Perfect records of the vibrations registeredby the phonographwere thus obtained,If
of sufficient size to be measured. The amplitudesof the compound vibrations of

the curves were measured to the 200th partof an inch ('005inch). Then, as the

apparatuscould not properlydetermine highpartials,the curves were assumed to

be compounded of six partials,and the ordinates or amplitudeshad to be deter-mined

by Fourier's formula "

y=-4o+'4isin aj-h-ijsin 2a;-f- . . . +-4,sinna;-f . . "

+-B, C0QX+B2 cos 2X+ . . . +B^ cos nx-jr . . .

The periodwas taken as the lengthbetween two minima of ordinates,and
divided into 1 2 equalpartsfor successive values of a?,and then the corresponding
values of y were measured. The 1 2 resultingsimultaneous equations,givingthe
values Aq to A^ and By to -B5,were then solved by Professor Tait's formulaB (given
in the paper),and thus the amplitudesof the six partialsfor any lengthof the

ordinate were determined. The Authors say :" " IF

' The experimentswere chieflydirected to the two sounds o and u (thevowels in o^ /

and food). Several different voices were employed. Voice No. i was a powerfulbari-tone

with a considerable range and good musical training.No. 2 was a high set and

somewhat harsh voice of limited range and without musical training.No. 3 was a rich
and well-trained bass voice of a man of eighty. Nos. 4 and 5 were somewhat alike,being
voices of moderate range and power and with some musical training. No. 6 was a

powerful bass. Generallythe vowels were sung in tune with notes given by a piano,*
the pitchof which was supposedto be c^ 256,but was probablymuch higher.

. Photo-lithographsof the records of the vibratorycurves are givenin the paper,
and ingeniouslyarrangedtables are added shewingthe maximum amplitudesof
the partialsforeach pitchof the prime. Of these,the followingis Table VU. p. 761
slightlyre-arranged,with the names of the upper partialsinserted :"

Vowel Sound 0 {'oh').
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VowBL BoxmD S (*OB ')"eontinwd.

APP. XX.
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VowH. Souin) S (*OH ')" eontimied.

The followingis a table of the results for H for voices i and 5 only,where,for

brevity,I giveonlythe pitchesof the primes,for the pitchesof the partialsare

^ven in the precedingtable,and the numbering of the partialsis sufficientto

shew the greatpeculiarityof the jump from one reinforced partialto two, the H

second beingthen by far the most prominent,and the differentpitchesat which

differentvoices make the change. Voice 5 could not getout a clear H at the pitcha.

To these are added the results obtained from voice 5 for the vowels "^ (*awe ')and

a ('ah ')"
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On the firsttable the authors remark :"

' At the pitchesordinarilyused in speech,the vowel o consists almost whollyof the

two constituents" a prime and its Octave " the ratio of whose amplitudes may vary

widely. But when the range is extended so as to reach lower pitches,higherpurtials
successivelyappear in such a way as to allow the higheststronglyreinforced partialto
remain in the neighbourhoodof "'b.

. " . Generallywe may say, . . .
that there is a

wide range of reinforcement,extendingover about two Octaves (from/or g to/'O*within
which alltones are more or less stronglyreinforced,and that there is a speciallystrong
reinforcement at the pitchh'b.'

But this last did not appear for the artificial6*a producedby Prof. Gram

Brown's instrument (describedin the paper),and recognisedby the ear as o's.

They also draw attention to the sudden alteration of amplitudeof the 4th partial
with voice 6, and also of the sthpartial,for pitchesB\},A, O, a,a compared with

F ; and to siioilarsudden alterationsin the 3rdand also 4th partialwith voices

ir 1, 3. 5-

After discussingthe resultscondensed in these tables,the authors review former

vowel theories and givetheir own conclusions,of which the followingmay be

noted ; but the whole paper requirescareful examination,as a most originaland
laborious studyof a very difficultsubject,

* In distinguishingvowels the ear is guidedby two factors,one depending on the har-mony

or group of relative partiaJs,and the other on the absolute pitchof the reinforced

constituents. It seems not a littlesingularthat the ear should attach so distincta unity
to sounds made up of such very various groups of constituents as we have obtained from

different voices and at different pitches,so as to recognisecdl these sounds as some one

particularvowel. We are forced to the conclusion
" . .

that the ear recognisesthe kind of
oral camty by which the reinforcement isproduced.. . .

The vowel-producingresonance
cavities are clearlydistinguishedin virtue of two properties" ^first,the absolute pitchat
which theyproducea maximum reinforcement ; and, second,the area of pitchover which

reinforcement acts. The latter property,when it is extensive,is very probablydue to

the existence of subordinate j^ropertones not far from each other in pitch.. . .
W'e

m should
. . .

describe the u cavityas an adjustablecavity,with a very limited range of

resonance, whose efiectis to reinforce stronglyonly one partialabove the pitchof a.
. . .

If we assume that the o cavityis absolutelyconstant, we must describe it as a cavityre-inforcing

tones throughoutnearlytwo Octaves, or from g to f^\ . . .
We are disposedto

regardit as more probable,that in human voices the 0 cavityis slightlytuned or modi-fied

accordingto the pitchon which the vowel is simg ; . . .
the genuinecharacter of 0 is

given by a cavityreinforcingtones over rather more than one Octave, with an upper

proper tone never far from 6'b.
...

It is very satisfactoryto find that the 5*8 givenby
the human voices which we have experimentedwith are marked by the strong resonance

on "'b which Helmholtz has noticed by quitedifferentmethods of observation. It (ends

to shew that our 0 was essentiallythe same vowel sound as his,and to giveus confidence

in the mode of experimentwe have adopted.' {Ibid,pp. 772-775.)

Art. 2. " SyntheticalProduction ofVowel Sounds, A most ingeniousmethod of

producingartificialvowels was invented,and is explainedby Messrs. W. H. Preece

and A. Stroh in their paper entitledStudies in Acoustics : On the SyntheticEx-amination

ofVowel SouTiids,* Proceedingsof the EoyalSociety,'Feb. 27, 1879,̂ ^1.

^ xxviii.No. 193, pp. 358-67. Mr. Stroh,to whom all the machineryis due, was

kind enough,on May 29, 1884, for the purposes of this Appendix,t6 shew me the

machines in action,and to reproducethe results many times over in order that I

should be able to judgeof them. Essentiallythere are four machines. First,one
to producethe curve resultingfrom compounding8 harmonic curves, representing
partials,with maximum amplitudesdecreasinginverselyas the number of the

partialincreased,but with arrangements for alteringthe amplitudesand phases
of composition.The resultingfiguresare extremelybeautiful. Secondly,a
machine forcuttingthe curve thus produced,but on a reduced scale,on the edgeof
a brass disc,so that 30 periodswere included in one circumference of this disc,the
curves beingautomaticallytransferred from the firstmachine. Third, a machine

by which an axis on which 8 of the discs thus cut were placed,representing8 par-tials.
These discs by springscould be broughtinto action in any combinations,and

could convey the resultingvibration to a styleworkingagainsta sensitivedisc hke

that of the telephone.The sensitivedisc on vibratingproducedthe corresponding
sound audibly. Not beingsatisfiedwith these results,Mr. Stroh took the combina-
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tions and amplitudeswhich these experimentsshewed were Hkelyto sncceed best,
made the correspondingcompound curves by the syntheticmachine, cut them by
the second machine, mounted them as in the third,and then in a fourth or vowel
machine conducted the vibrationsfrom each compound curve to a disc,which spoke
them. The details and drawings of the firstand fourth machine, the speaking
disc, and various compound curves are givenin the paper. The curves are also

compared with those resultingfrom my table of Prof. Helmholtz's results (supdk.,p.
1 24c, dyfootnote),

which had alsoappearedin the i st editionof thistranslation,p. 1 8 1
.

The tableof the intensitiesof the partialsgivenin the paper (onits p. 365)" though
I am not quitesure that theyagreedwith those I heard " ore as follows,the pitchof
the primebeingB\}:"

8 16

1"

mf
The effectof these vowels on my ear was not like that of human vowels, hence

I found it extremely difficultto placethem anywhere in the human vowel

scale. Boughly,I feltthat"

U was a sort of 00, tendingtowards oh t

0 was more like the word awe than oh !

A was a very high ah, tendingto the longsound of Englisha in fat,
E was very imperfect,and had the effectof a hollow low French i mixed*

with EngHsh u in but.

J, was the worst vowel. It had none of the character of ai in air,but was

far from ee. The sound * tootled.'

When taken in rapidsuccession,the ear at once recognisedthat these sounds

were meant for 00, oh, ah, and perhapsay, ee ; but on prolongingthe sound of

any one, the character of the vowel became lost,as indeed is frequentlythe case

in singing.Curious effectsresulted from raisingand loweringthe pitch. The O if
flattened became a very decent 00 (inboot),and the A flattenedalmost a good oh.

The effectof takingall an Octave higherwas not so successful.

The synthesisof Prof. Helmholtz and that of Messrs. Preece and Stroh,
togetherwith the analysisof Messrs. FleemingJenkin and Ewing,in art. i, prove

distinctlythat difference in the quaUty of tone, takingonlyharmonic partials,is
the foundation of vowels, and also that differenceof phasehas, so far as theycould
observe, no effect on the ear. (But see supr^,App. XX. Sect. L, art. vi.p. 536.)
Both, however, also prove that there is much more yetto be learned before we

can satisfactorilyimitate spoken vowels. Each of these methods of synthesis
necessarilyrelates to sung vowels,which are quitedistinct from spokenvowels,and
indeed never satisfactorilyimitate them. It appears to me that the mode of vibra-tion

of the vocal chords is a most importantelement of vowel character,and that

the resultingeffect is modified by the resonance in the ventriclesof Morgagni,in
the cartilagenouslarynxmore or less covered by the epiglottis(acting,possibly,
like the cup mouthpieceof brass instruments, see supr^,p. gSd, note),in the ^
pharynx, and between the pillarsof the velum, before it reaches the largerre-sonance

cavitiesof nose and mouth, with which we are almost solelyable to deal.

By the originalmode of vibration of the vocal chords for spoken vowels many
inharmonic proper tones are probablyproduced,which are overcome in singing,
and this is possiblyone of the many differences between speakingand singing.
Also, we should bear in mind that each speakerhas his personalqualityof ' voice *

(thatis,mainly,of vowel sound),bywhich he would be recognisedin the dark,and

that in each individual the feelingof the moment varies the pitchand the charac-teristic

qualityof his vowels ; so that there are reallymillions of differentqualities
of tone allrecognisedgenericallyas the same vowel. And yetin the artificialvowels

justconsidered I could not recogniseany exact form of human vowel with which

I was acquainted,althoughI have made speechsounds an especialstudyfor more

than fortyyears. We have an analogyin the multiform presentment of the

human countenance, which is nevertheless unhesitatinglyrecognisedas distinct

from that of the anthropoidape.
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Compassofthe Suman Voice,

Instruments can be tuned or manufactured

at almost any requiredpitch. The human

voice is bom, not manufactured. Although by
skilful trainingits compass can generallybe
somewhat extended, both upwards and down-wards,

yetit must in generidbe considered to

be an instrument beyond human control. The

usages of Europe have,however, made it the

principalinstrument, and, when it is present,
have reduced all others to an accompaniment.
Hence it is necessary that these other instru-ments

should have their compass and pitch
regulatedby that of the human voice. Now

the voice,likethe viol family,representsat
least four differentinstruments " soprano, alto,

tenor,and bass, with two intermediate ones,

m mezzo-soprano, between soprano and alto,and

barytone,between tenor and bass. It is there-fore

as necessary to determine the average and

exceptionalcompass of these speciesof voice

as it is to know the compass of any other

instrument, in order that composers may be

certain as to what sounds can be reproduced,
and not demand any other. To do this,the

preciseacoustic meaning of each written musi-cal

note should be ascertained. The difficulty
of determiningit has been shown by the pre-ceding

historyof musical pitch(pp.494-513)1
from which,combined with the tauies of mean-

tone and equalintonation (pp.434 and 437),it
is evident that Handel's sustained a" in the

HdlUlvjah chorus had 845 vib.,but would

now be sung to 904 vib.; and that Mozart's

/" in the ZauberJWte would have meant 1349
CI vib.,but would now have to be sung at t^SS

vib. The strain that this would put upon
voices is evident,and no composer who wished

his music to be well representedwould think

of making such demands on his singers. It

appeared, therefore, necessary to ascertain

more preciselythan had been hitherto done,
and to express in numbers of vibrations,the
limits of the differentkinds of voices. If the

composer will then onlytranslatehis written

notes into numbers of vibrations,by the table

on p. 437, accordingto the pitch he employs,
he will avoid all danger of strainingsingers.

Through the kindness and liberalityof the

choir conductors Messrs. Henry Leslie, W.

G. McNaught, J. Proudman, Ebenezer Prout,
L. C. " G. J. Venables, and 542 members of

the choirs they conducted, I was able to

examine a sufficient number of singers,in

January, 1S80, to arrive at something like a

trustworthyaccount of the compass of the
voice. I gave each singera paper with the
words do re mi fa sol la tido' printedon them
in four columns up and down to the requisite
extent, and then started them on (io in 4
different pitches,507, 522*5, 528, 5407 rib.

(representingthe just cf^ correspondingto a'

422-5 Handel's pitch,a' 435-4 the French

pitch,a' 440 Scheibler's pitoh,and the equal
c" of a' 4547i the highestPhilharmonic pitch
of 1874,respectively).I got them to singup
and down in chorus under the direction d

the conductor,and to mark with a pencilthe
highestand lowest note eaoh one could reach,
firsteasily

t
or secondlyby an effort(falsetto

of male voices being exduded in the first

case, but not in the last).From these papers
I determined by calculation,on the assump-tion

of justintonation (as being most pro"
bable for unaccompanied singers),the numbers

of vibrations in the limitingnotes. These are

contained in the followingtable,togetherwith
the mean height and depth of all the voices.

The extreme highestlimit for male voices,as
it included falsetto,is a mere curiosity.For
writingmusic, the mean should not be as-sumed

as the limit,for perhapshalf the chorus
could not reach it. But it would be perfectly
safe to write from the highestlow easy limit
to the lowest high easy limit. Thus, for so-pranos

it would not do to write up to b" 993
and down to / 180,but it would be quitesafe
to write up to /' 704 and down to 6 253.
Viewed in this way, my results agree more

nearlywith Randegger's,which I add for com-parison.

These last are given in a staff-
notation form in his primer on Singing (No-
vello,1879)1

uid as he politelyinformed me

that he assumed Broadwood's medium pitch
a' 446*2,1 was able to calculate the vibrations.
All the numbers of vibrations are given to the
nearest integeronly,and itisto these numbers
that attention should be especiallypaid, the

names of the notes beingmerelyguides.Those
letters preceded by a turned periodrelate to

highpitchin the column * Actual,' and those

not so preceded relate to a medium pitch,
as French or German. But in the column
* Mean '

no precisesystem at all could be

selected. In Randegger's,of course. Broad-

wood's medium pitch is intended. If, how-ever,
the notes be playedon any ordinarypiano,

they will seldom be in error to the extent ctf

a quarter of a Tone.
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Harmonics and Partials ofa PianoforteStringstruck at one-eighth
ofitslength.

On p. 77, note* ,
willbe found Mr. Hipkins's

observations on the striking-pointof piano-forte
strings,shewingthat one-seventh of the

length,which seemed to be assumed as usual

by Prof. Helmholtz, was not in use generally,
or (p.y6d')at Steinways*.Prof. Helmholtz

conceived that the originof this presumed
custom was to get rid of the 7th partial,
which he also considered likelyto injurethe
qualityof tone. Mr. Hipkins'sexperiments
were therefore made with the objectof deter-mining

whether when the striking-placewas
one of the nodes the correspondingpartial
disappeared,as results from the mathematical

formula (12a)supdL,p. 3836.

^

Mr. Hipkins's first experiments are de-tailed

in his paper entitled * Observations on

the Harmonics of a String,struck at one-eighth
itslength' {Proc.Royal Society,20 Nov. 1884,
Yol.zxxvii.p. 363). The main facts are given
supr",p. 78^. The results were all witnessed

by Dr. Huggins, F.B.S.,and myself. The

stringwas exactly45 inches long, and was

struck at preciselyone-eighthits lengthfrom
the wrestplank-bridge(thatnearest the player).
When it was touched with a pieceof felt at

5*63,i6'88,and 28*13 inches from the belly-
bridge(thatfarthest from the player),which

are three positionsof the nodes for the 8tlv

partialor third Octave higher,selected to avoid

errors (as not being positionsof the nodes of

the 2nd or 4th partials),in each case the 8th

harmonic was well heard. It was not so

strong as the 4th, 5th,6th, 7th,and 9th,all
of which were heard, but quiteunmistakable,
and was heard better on removing the felt

immediately after the note had been pro- "r,

duced. The i6th partialwas also heard when
^'

the stringwas touched at its nodes 2-81 and

8'44 inches from the belly-bridge,which are

nodes of the i6th hat not of the 8th partial.
What was heard was the harmonic^ not the

simplepartialtone,and it was suggested,that
perhapstouchingthe stringat the node coerced

the stringand obligedit to vibrate with these

nodes, notwithstandingthat it was struck in

one of the series of such nodes. Mr; Hipkins,
therefore,at my suggestionmade a new series

of experiments,detailed in his paper entitled
* Observations on the Upper Partial Tones of

a Pianoforte String,struck at one-eighthits
length* (Proc,of the Royal Society, 15 Jan.

1885,vol. xxxviii. p. 83). These experiments
I also witnessed. The objectwas to leave the

stringperfectlyuneoerceid,and to avoid the

use of resonators,on which some suspicionhad

(Jbogle
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been (wrongly,as I believe)oast by at least

one observer. Calculatingthe pitch of the

partials,which would be the same as that of

the harmonics, and the interval which the

tempered notes of the piano would make with

them (as in Table II.,supriL,p. 457),a string
of the correspondingnote was slackened (or
tightened,as convenient ; sometimes both al-ternately),

while the other unison stringswere
damped with the usual tuners' wedges ; and in

the same way only one of the three lower

stringswas allowed to vibrate. Then the low

note and the high note were struck simul-taneously.

It is evident that the high note

being shghtlyout of unison with the upper

partialof the lower note,beats would ensue if

such a partialexisted. Now, for the 5th,6th,

^ 7th,8th,9th,loth,and i ith partialsuch beats

were perfectlyaudible,but their duration for

ithe nth partialwith 1487 vib. was so short

ihat higherones were not tried. For the 8th

partialthe beats were quitedistinct,and, on

removing the wedges that damped the unison

stringsfor the highnote,and strikingthe three

high stringswithout the lower note, it was

evident that the beats heard were the same in

rapidityand character as when the single
stringwas sounded with the low one.

The fact,therefore,that the 8th partial
existed was conclusivelv proved. Various

causes have been assigned.On p. 383^,note *,

I have suggestedthat if terms omitted by the

hypothesisnamed were introduced, perhaps
there would be a residuum which would account

for hearingthe 8th partial.This partialwas
mr reallymuch weaker than the 7th. The last,
'' indeed,was quiteclear and ringing,so that it

did not seem affected by strikingthe stringso
near itsnode.

It is curious that when the nodes do not

lieVery close the harmonic could be brought
out by touchingthe stringsomewhat near the

proper place. Thus for the 2nd harmonic,

node at 22*5 inches from the belly-bridge; the

next nodes were 1*2 inch nearer and 1*2 inch

farther from that spot,and on trial the 2nd

harmonic or Octave came out when the string
was touched between 22-1 and 22*95 inches

from the belly-bridge,but not at 22*05 and 23*0,
so there was a * play ' of '85 inch. For the

3rd harmonic there was similarlya * play' of

'65inch. A very remarkable fact was that by
stoppingwithin 1*5inch of the belly-bridge,the

simple prime or lowest partialcame out un-accompanied

by any other audible partials.
This was tested by beats of forks,shewingthat
the 2nd and 4thpartialsdid not exist.

Various causes for the soundingof the 8th

harmonic have been suggested.One of these

was that the hammer of the pianoforte,being
round and soft,did not strikeat one point,and
so excited the stringon each side of the node.

To avoid this action the much harder hammer

of the highestnote (Ain the 3-inchoctave)was
used in supplementaryexperimentsmade on

2 April1885. The width of the part of the

hammer that came in contact with the string
did not exceed ^ inch. And again,an ivoty
edge,not more than ^ inch in width,was used

instead of the felt coveringof the hammer.

The 8th partial,tried by brats,in both cases

came out much strongerthan before,and the

beats could be distinctlyheard 10 or 12 feet off.

Again,it was supposed that the stringmight
not be uniform, and that if the strikio^-plaoe
were slightlymoved from the theoretical node,
an actual node would be reached, and the par-tial

quenched. Hence the ivoryhead of the

hanmier was shifted so as to strike up to ^
inch away from the node on either side. The

partialwas heard strongly,but the sound oi

the note was not so pleasantas when the string
was struck at the actual node.

It has been also suggestedthat the string
moved the pointsof support,but that we had

no means of testing.The phenomenon, there-fore,

remains unexplained; but thanks to Mr.

Hipkins,who had the resources of Broadwoods'

establishment and the assistance of expe-rienced
tuners at command, there is no doubt

whatever of the fact,that a pianofortestring
when struck at a node by a hard or soft ham-mer

does not lose the correspondingpartial,
and does not materiallyenfeeble the partials
with adjacentnodes.

3. HistoryofMeantone TemperamenL

This is the temperament usually,but

wrongly,known as * unequal' (supr",p. 434a'),
which prevailedso long over Europe,and is

-
not yetentirelyextruded.

M Arnold Sohlick,Spiegelder Orgelmacher
irh Oraanisten (Mirrorof Organ-buildersand

Orgamsts),1511, chap,viii.,orders the Fifths

jPC, CO, OD, DA to be tuned as flat as the

ear could bear, so as to make the major Third

FA decent. Then he tunes AE, BD in the

same manner. Beginning again with F, he

tunes the Fifths down FBb, Bb Eb, sharpen-

ing the lower note for the same reason. Then

he tunes EbAb and makes ^ b * not sharp,but

somewhat flatter than the Fifth requires,on
account of the proof(vmbdas brifen),although,
however, the Gt thus made is never a good
Third or perfectSixth to the Fifth E a.nA Bt^

for cadences in A.* He prideshimself,how-ever,

on the Ab or G8
,
and shews how to dis-guise

inaccuracies. And he refutes those who

would make Ot good for cadences in ii in the

chord E Gff B, by sayingthis producesweak-

ness,
and takes away the effect of good and

strange consonances. For the rest,he tunes

B FZ with the upper note flat,and apparently
FH Ct in the same way. This was reallyan
unequaltemperament,and looks very like the

meantone temperament spoiled,but that sys-tem
was not yet discovered. Schlick's editor

(Bob.Eitner,in the MonaUhefU der Mttsik-

OeschichUt monthly parts of the Historyof
Music, part I.,1869)says that what Schliok

claims for Ab and Ot was supposedto be the

invention of Barth. Fritz of Brunswick in 1756,
245 years later.

Giuseppe Zarlino of Chioggia,50 yetrs
after Schlick,in his Le istilvtioniharmoniche

(Institutesof Harmony),Venice, 1562,speaks
of alcuni (somepeople)who seemed to think
that the interval of the comma should be dis-tributed

among the two nearest intervals,and
the others left in their natural foim (cap.43"
p. 128). This would givea meantone for the

second of the major scale =}x (204-1-182)"
193 oentR, but leave the others very dissonant.
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and to this Zarlino rightlyobjects.It would

givethe major scale Co, 2"I93,^3^* ^49^,
O702, ASS^j B1088, CI200 cents,so that the

Fourtii D : O would have 509 cents,and the

Tilth D : A would have 691 cents,which com-ing

in the midst of justintervals would be

intolerable,and beyond the natural keyit fails
entirely. Zarlino's remedy (chap.42, p. 126)
is to diminish every Fifth by two-sevenths of

a comma, and he proceeds to shew how this

affects the tuning. It preserves the small

Semitone 24 : 25 "" 70*673 cents. He says,

p. 127, * although in instruments thus tem-pered

consonances cannot be given in their

perfect" that is,their true and natural form "

yet they can be used when the chords have

to be given in their true and natural propor-tions.
I say this,'he adds, * because I have

frequentlymade the experiment on an instru-ment

which I had made for the purpose, and

the effect may be tried on any other instru-ment,

especiallythe harpsichordand clavi-chord,

which are well adaptedfor the purpose.*
Then, in chap. 43, he proceedsto shew that

this temperament is rationallyconstructed,
and that no other is so {cheper altro modo

non H possa fare,that is, ragiofieuolmente).
It is quiteclear,then, that Zarlino,as has

often been asserted,did not invent the mean-

tone temperament,and did not consider equal
temperament worth mentioning,even ifhe was

acquaintedwith it.

Francis Salinas of Burgos in Spain,bom
1 513, died 1590, blind from infancy.Professor
of Music in the Universityof Salamanca,
Abb6 of St. Pancras do Bocca Scalegno,in
the kingdom of Naples,in 1577 publishedhis
De Muaica libri septem^ of which a very im-perfect,

and, as respects temperament, in-correct

account is given in Bumey " Haw-kins.

Salinas says (lib.iii.cap. zv. p. 143,
I translate his Latin):"

' From what has been said,in order that

Tones should be rendered equal,the minor

must be increased and the major diminished.

It must be observed that this can be done in

several ways, because the comma, by which

they differ,may be divided in many ways.
Of these,three have been thought out up to

this time, which seem to me most suitable

{aptissimi).Hence arise three ways of tem-pering

imperfectinstruments. The firstis
to divide the comma into three proportional
parts,givingone to the minor Tone, and tak-ing

two from the major Tone. This gives a

new Tone, largerthan the minor and smaller

than the major. The decrement is twice the

increment, and through the maximum in-

eqnalitythe tone becomes equal.*
The comma has 21*506 cents, hence

^ comma has 7*169, and ) comma has

14*388cents. Then 182*404-1-7*169" 189*572
= 203*910-14*338 cents, which is what the

above statement comes to, giving 189*572
cents for the new Tone. Notwi"standing
this very precisestatement, Salinas ought to

mean preciselythe reverse. His objectwas to

make tiie Tritone perfect,and to make it con-sist

of three new Tones. Now a Tritone F : B

consists of 2 major Tones and i minor Tone,
" that is,3 minor Tones and 2 commas, or

590*224 cents, ^ of which is 196*741 cents,
which is 182*404+14*338and 203*910-7*169

"that is,the reverse of the former result. By
a singularerror perpetuatedin a figure(which,
of course, beingblind he could not see),Salinas
makes the Tritone in Hhis place consist of

2 minor Tones and i major Tone " that is,

3 minor Tones and i comma, having the ratio

18 : 25, or cents 568-718,which is not the

Tritone,but the superfluousFourth,and may
here be called the false Tritone. This mis-take

seems to have arisen thus. The Octave,
as he rightlysays, has 6 minor Tones, 2

commas, and a great DiSsis. * The comma

being divided into 3 proportionalparts,if one

is added to each minor Tone, 2 commas will

be added to the six Tones, and one to three,
equallydistributed among them. From which

distribution it will follow in this constitution

of the temperament that the Tritone consists

of three minor Tones and one comma, or f
2 minor Tones and one major,*whence he

deduces the ratio 18 : 25. But he thus alto-gether

loses sightof the great DiSsis,and
considers a Tritone to be half of an Octave

after ithas been diminished by a Digsis. On

p. 155 he againnotices the Tritone as 32 : 45,
the correct ratio. The falseTritonic tempera-ment

therefore makes the Tone 189*572,the
Fifth 694-786,and the false Tritone 568*718
cents. But the true Tritonic system givesthe
Tone of 196-74,the Fifth of 698*37and the

true Tritone 590^22cents.
Salinas continues his account of the three

temperaments thus : ' The second [tempera-ment]
divides the comma into 7 proportional

parts,giving3 to the minor and taking4 from

the major Tone.* This is Zarlino's tempera-ment
already described,and preserves the m

small Semitone 24 : 25 " 70*673cents. ' The

third will arise from halving the comma,

givinghalf to the minor and taJcinghalf from

the major Tone.* Then he adds (p.164):
* Wherefore any one ofthese three tempsraments
seems most suitable for artificialinstruments ;

nor have any more been as yet thought out

(nequeplwra adhuc excogitatasunt); * that is,
Salinas,like Zarlino,utterlyignoresthe equal
temperament. *The first,so far as I know,
has been laid down by no one.* From which

itis to be inferred that it was his own inven-tion.
* The second I have also found in the

harmonic institutions of Joseph Zarlino of

Ghioggia,*as alreadygiven. * The third was

commenced, but not perfected,by Luigi or

Ludovico Folliano of M6dena,* who must have

been Zarlino's *
some people* (alcuni),* And ^

Joseph Zarlino has properlyconsidered it in

his harmonic demonstrations. But no one

has previouslyacknowledged all three,nor

observed upon their relation and mutuiU

order.*

It was Salinas who finished Folliano*s

work, and in chaps. 22 to 25 he describes

the result thoroughly. As, therefore,we con-sider

Watt, and not the Marquis of Worces-ter,

to have invented the steam engine,we

must consider Salinas, and not Folliano, to

have invented the meantone temperament. I

^ve a comparativetable of all three schemes

m cents to the nearest integer,from Eb to

OZ
" distinguishingthe true and false Tritonic

and addingthe Equal,which willshew the real

rdbibtionsof these three temperaments to each

other.

G5bgle
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ir The true Tritonio,making the Tritone

590-22 cents, necessarilydiffers very slightly
from equal temperament, which makes it 600

cents, while the false Tritonic,making the

Tritone 568716, or a comma too flat,ap-proaches

very near to Zarlino's and the Mean-

tone, BO that I think Salinas must have

intended to use this one; which he laysdown
so clearly,and that he accidentallymade a

mistake of a comma in estimatingthe Tritone,
by hastilyneglectingthe DiSsiB. For later

usages see suprd,,pp. 320, 321.

4, The HistoryofEqual Temperament,

When once the Pythagorean division of

the Octave had been settled,and it had been

observed that 12 Fifths exceeded 7 Octaves by
the small interval of a Pythagorean comma

(p.432, art. 9),the idea of distributingthis
error among the 12 Fifths was obvious.

Aristoxenus, a pupilof Aristotle,the son of

a musician and a writer on music, is said to

have advocated this. At any rate he stated

that the Fourth consisted of two Tones and a

^ half,which is exactlytrue only in equal tem-perament.

Amiot reports equal temperament
from China long previouslyeven to Pytha-goras.

In later times Mersenne {Harmonie
Universellej1636)gives the correct numbers

for the ratios of equaltemperament, and says

(Livre3,prop. xii.' Des genres de la musique *)
of equal temperament that it * est le pita
usiU et le pluscommode, et que tous les prao-

ticiens avoiient que la division de TOctave en

12 demitons leur est plus facile pour toucher

les instruments.* This should imply that

there were numerous instruments in "qual
temperament,but I have not been able to find

any noticed. BMos (L'Artdufacteurd^Orgues,
1766) knows only meantone temperament,
which he givesdirections for tuning. In Ger-many,

Werckmeister (Orgelprobe,2nd edit.

1698)says that he can onlyrecommend equal
"r temperament, and Schnitgerof Harburg in

Hanover, and afterwards of Hamburg, an ad-mirer

of Werckmeister, built the organ of St.

Jacobi-Kirchein Hamburg in 1688,and tuned

it in intentionallyequal temperament. Herr

Schmahl, who had been the organistthere
since 1838,never knew it otherwise tuned,
and could find no record of any change of

intonation in the archives of the church, and

he also could not recollecthaving ever heard

of any other intonation in North Germany.
His master, Demuth (died1848)of St. Catha-

rinen-Kirche, whose memory extended back-wards

to iSio, also knew of no other tuning
in North Germany. Of course the tempera-ment

never was thoroughlyequal, so that

when Herr Schmahl practisedon the St.

Catharine's organ, the usual keys C and G

were not sic good as the unusual keys FU and

D8. Dr. Robert Smith, 1759, must have

heard equal temperament, or else he could

hardly have spoken of *that inharmonious

system of 12 hemitones* producing a 'har-mony

extremely coarse and disagreeable'

{Harmonicsf
2nd ed. pp. i66"7),but it may

have been only an experimentalinstrument of

his own.

As regardsthe recent introduction of equal
temperament into England, Mr. James Broad-

wood, in the New Monthly Mctganne^ i Sept
z8i I, proposedit,and gave the error of the
Fifths as ^ Semitone (= 2^ cents),which was

to him the smallest sensible intervaL On

1 Oct. 181 1, Mr. John Farey,sen., shewed that
this was too much (itshould be 1*954, or about

2 cents " that is,about -^^ Semitone),and re-ferred

to the article * Equal Temperament ' in
Bees's Cyclopedia.Hereupon, on i Nov. 181 1,
Mr. James Broadwood rejoinedthat be gave

merely a practicalmethod of producingequal
temperament, * from itsbeingin most general
use, and because of the various systems ithas
been pronounced the best deservingthat ap-pellation

by Haydn, Mozart, and other masters

of harmony.' ITnfortunatelyhe givesno refer-ences,

and consequentlythis assertion can be

taken onlyas an unverified impression.Haydn
died 1808, Mozart 1791, but the Hamburg
organs had equal temperament long before

that time. Sebastian Bach (died1750)is gene-rally
credited with introducingequal tem-perament,

but M. Bosanquet says
* Uiere is no

direct evidence that he ever played upon an

organ tuned accordingto equal temperament '

(Musical Intervals and Temperament^ 1876,
p. 31). Bitter,however, states,in his life of

Sebastian Bach, that he once playedon the St.

Jacobi organ at Hamburg, and expressedhis
approval of the tuning,and even appliedfor
the post of organist. The wohl temperirtes
Clavier^or well-tuned clavichord,the notes of
which are very fugitive,was the instniment
mentioned by Carl PhilipEmanuel Bach, who
died 1788.

As regardsMr. James Broadwood *8 state-ment
that equaltemperament was in 181 1 *in

most generaluse ' "presumablyin England--
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'h/lr. Hipkins has been at some painsto ascer-

XsLin how far that was the case, and from him

X learn that Mr. Peppercorn,who tuned origin-
aJ.ly for the Philharmonic Society,was concert

'tuner at Broadwoods', and a great favoarite of

Bf r. James Broadwood. His son writes to Mr.

Bjpkins that his father * always tnned so that

will keys can be played in,and neither he nor

I [neitherfather nor son]ever held with making
some keys sweet and others sour.* Mr. Bailey,
liowever, who succeeded Mr. Peppercorn as

concert tuner, and tuned Mr. James Broad-

VT'ood's own piano at Lyne, his country house,
used the meantone temperament to Mr. Hip-
Icins's own knowledge,and no other. Not one

of the old tuners Mr. Hipkins knew (and some

iiad been favourite tuners of Mr. James Broad-

^'ood) tuned anythinglike equaltemperament.
Ck"llard,the Wilkies, Challenger,Seymour, all

timed the meantone temperament, except that,
like Arnold Schlick, 1511 (seep. 546"2),they
raised the Gt somewhat to mitigatethe *"wolf '

resulting from the Fifth Eb : GU in place of

"b : Ab. Hence Mr. James Broadwood did

not succeed in introducingequaltemperament
permanently even into his own establishment,
and all tradition of it died out long ago. So

far runs Mr. Hipkins'sinterestinginformation.
In 181 2 Dr. Crotch (Elements of Musical

Composition^ pp. 134-S) gives the proper
figuresfor equal temperament, shews how it

arose, that itsFifths are too flatand itsmajor
Thirds too sharp,adding * this will render all

keys equallyimperfect,'but says nothing to

recommend it. Yet in 1840 Dr. Crotch (who
died in 1847) had his own chamber organ
tuned in equaltemperament, as I have been

informed by Mr. ". J. Hopkins, author of The

Organ^ dtc.

It is one thing to propose equal tempera-ment,
to calculate its ratios,and to have trial

instruments approximately tuned in accord-ance

with it,and another thingto use it com-mercially

in all instruments sold. For pianos
in England it did not become a trade usage
till 1846,at about which time it was intro-duced

into Broadwoods* under the superintend-ence
of Mr. Hipkins himself. At least eight

years more elapsedbefore equal temperament
was generallyused for organs, on which its

defects are more apparent,althoughnot to such

an extent as on the harmonium.

In 1851, at the Great Exhibition, no Eng-lish
organ was tuned in equal temperament,

but the onlyGerman organ exhibited (Schulze's)
was so tuned.

In July 1852 Messrs. J. W. Walker " Sons

put their Exeter Hall organ into equal tem-perament,

but it was not used publiclytill
November of that year. Meanwhile, in Sept.,
Mr. George Herbert, a barrister and amateur,
then in charge of the organ in the Koman

Catholic Church in Farm Street, Berkeley
Square,London, had that organ tuned equally
by Mr. Hill,the builder. Though much op-posed,

it was visited and approved by many,

and among others by Mr. Cooper,who had the

organ in the hall of Christ's Hospital(the
Bluecoat School)tuned equallyin 1853. ^

In 1854 the first organ built and tuned

oiiginallyin equal temperament, by Messrs.

Gray " Davison, was niade for Dr. Eraser's

CongregationalChapel at Blackburn (both
chapel and organ have since been burned).
In the same year Messrs. Walker and Mr.

Willis sent out their first equallytempered
organs. This must therefore be considered

as the commercial date for equaltemperament
on new organs in England. On old organs

meantone temperament lingeredmuch later.

In 1880,when I wrote my Historyof Musical

Pitch, from which most of these particulars
have been taken, I found meantone tempera-ment

stillgeneralin Spain,and used in Eng-land
on Greene's three organs, at St. George's

Chapel,Windsor (sincealtered),at St. Katha-rine's,

Regent's Park (see p. 484^/),and at

Kew Parish Church ; and while many others If
had only recentlybeen altered,one (Jordan's
at Maidstone Old Parish Church) was being
altered when I visited itin that year. Hence,
in England,equal temperament, though now

(1885)firmlyestablished,is not yet quite40
years old on the pianoforte,and only 30

years old on the organ.
The difficultyof tuningin equal tempera-ment

led to the invention of Scheibler's tuning-
fork tonometer. In Sect. G., art. 11, p. 489,
will be found a practicalrule for tuning in

sensiblyequaltemperament at allusual pitches.

5. ProfessorMayer'sAnalysisofCompound Tones and Hariruynic Curves,

The followingare two of the numerous

acoustical contrivances of Mr. Alfred M. Mayer,
Pb.D., Member of the National (American)
Academy of Sciences,and Professor of Physics
in the Stevens Institute of Technology,Hobo-
ken, New Jersey,United States (seesupr^,p.
417c).

I. New ObjectiveAnalysis of Compound
Sounds. The analysisof compound sounds by
resonators has two disadvantages:first,that
it is subjective,inasmuch as but one observer

at a time is capable of hearing the results ;

and,secondly,that the range of pitchreinforce-
able by a resonator is too great for extreme

accuracy in the estimation of the actual com-ponent

sound present. Both of these disad-vantages

were thus overcome (Phil,Mag, Oct.

1874,vol. xlviii.pp. 271-3, with a figure).
A Greni^'s free-reed pipe, of the pitch

C=i28, had part of its wooden chamber re-moved

and replaced by morocco leather,at

one pointof which 8 silk cocoon fibres were

attached, having their oppositeextremities
attached to 8 tuning-forkstuned to C, c, a, c',̂
efg't'b'btc",at the pointof the upper node in

each where it divides into segments when

giving its upper harmonic, so that this har-monic

was eliminated. The cocoon fibres were

stretched tilltheymade no visible ventral seg-ments
when vibrating.The reed was tuned

accuratelyto the C fork (of64 vibrations)by
means of the g fork. The forks were placed
on proper resonance boxes. When the reed

was sounded each fork *
sang out ' loudly,but

if the prongs of any fork were only slightly
loaded the fork was mute, ard was so rapidly
affected that Prof. Mayer estimates (same vol.

p. 519) that the effect of intervals such as

2000 : 2001 (or'87or not quitei cent)can be

rendered sensible to the ear. On ceasingto
sound the reed the forks continued to sound,
and produced a tone of so nearlythe same
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qualityas that of the reed that it was easy to

feel that the difference was due to the absence
of partialshigher than the eighth. By this

means, then, the analysisand synthesisof a

compound tone can be shewn to a large
audience at once, and all doubt as to its ob-jective

realityremoved. At the same time the
air in the resonance chamber of the reed acts

on the leather cover as in hearing itwould

have acted on the drumskin of the ear, and

the conduction of that vibration by the cocoon

fibres replacesthe complicatedarrangements
in the interior of the drum and the fluidof the

labyrinthof the ear, while the forks themselves

serve as the organs in the cochlea. Prof.
Helmholtz's physiologicaltheoryof audition is

thus perfectlyexhibited in a
* working model.*

^ The action of the resonance chambers of the

forks is simply to make the effects heard at a

distance.

2. Harmonic Curves (seep. 387^). In the

PhilosophicalMagazine^ Supplement for Jan-uary

1875,vol. xlviii.pp. 520-525, Prof. Mayer
givescurves compounded by six curves of sines

(p.23d'),representingsix partialtones, where,
for convenience, the amplitudes are taken to

vary as the wave lengths,and to have the same

initial phase. They are combined by taking

the algebraicalsum of their ordinates,which

law would of course not hold true for the am-plitudes

chosen (aboutone-third of the length
of the wave). The resultingfigurebears a

most remarkable resemblance to fig.25,supr^,
p. 846. There is the same sudden rise on the

left and step-likedescent on the right,but
the steps are more rounded, and the upper

crest more pointed,and there are five stepsin
addition to the crest. Prof. Mayer then com-bines

two such compound curves, and thus

producesthe resultingcurves of two oompoond
tones forming an Octave (withone high and

one low crest, and also one high and one low

trough,and the steps uneven and reduced in

number), a Fifth (withfour crests, two with

longand two with short descents,the shorter

having onlyone step),and a major Third (with
eightcrests,two extremelysmall,two mode-rate,

three intermediate between the two last

kinds,and one high,the asoents beingabrupt
as before,the descents rather wavy than

stepped). These had all been drawn on a

largescale with several hundred ordinates,
and were reduced photographically.They form

an excellent practicalillustrationof the nature

of harmonic motions.

6. The presumeddifferentCharacters ofKeys^both Major and Minor.

See 6upr",p. 3 loc to 3 1 1c. It isfirstneces-sary

to know what is the presumed pheno-menon
to account for. In the discussion of

my paper 'On the Measurement and Settle-

"[ment of Musical Pitch ' (Journalof the Society
of Arts,25 May 1877,p. 686),Prof, (now Sir

George) Maofarren, Principalof the Boyal
Academy of Music, spoke of * the difficultyof
representingthe compositionsof differenteras,
which had been written for different standards

of pitch,*and added * it was a marvellous fact

that,while the pitch was felt to be changed,
the impressionof the character of the keys
seemed to remain with reference to the nominal

key,not to the number of vibrations of each

particularnote. Thus the key of D at the

present day representedthe same effectas was

producedby the same key accordingto one's

earliestrecollections ; itdid not sound like the

key of JSb,although it might be of the same

pitch. If Mozart*s symphony in C were to

be playeda Semitone lower,to bringit to the

originalpitch,it would not sound at all the

^ same. How far this result was subjective"
how much depended on the imaginationof the

hearer,and how much on the physicalfacts"

was a deep,perhapsan insoluble question; but it

was one which reallyought to be considered.*

The Chairman (Mr. William Pole, FJt.S.,
Mus. D. Oxon),on the contrary,said : * In a prac-tical

pointof view the French did an exceed-ingly

good thingwhen they fixed on one pitch,
. . .

and they had practicallydone so, not

onlyfor France, but the Continent generally.
He had the gratificationsome time ago of

hearing Beethoven's Sinfonia Eroica played
at a Conservatoire concert in ^b, as it should

be, but he could not get rid of the idea,when
he heard it played,at the Philharmonic con-certs,

that it was in "q .*

The mention of the performance of sym-phonies
by Sir G. Macfarren and Dr. Pole

takes the whole questionout of the action of

individual instruments, in which there is no

doubt of considerable varietydependingon the

tonic,but this can be traced in every case to

some defect of the instrument itself,as haa

been considered in the text {loc.cU,). The

pointof the long and short keys on a piano-forte,
spoken of by Prof. Helmholtz, has

been well worked out by Mr. G. Johnstone

Stoney,D.Sc.,F.B.S. Dublin, in a paper read

before the Boyal Dublin Societyon 16 March

1883 {ScientificProc, R. Dublin Soe. p. 59),
who calls attention to the fact that in il all

the Fifths are on white digitalsand the major
Thirds on black digitals,while in ^b the
Fifths are on black and the major Thirds on

white digitals,and argues that this must

make considerable difference in playing. Mr.

Hipkins,however, givesit as his opinionthat
it is impossibleto tell in the performance of

a first-rateplayerwhether he is strikinga
white or a black key. That would relegate
the difference to the degree of skill of the

player. But this does not at all affect the

organ, the harmonium, or the voice. And by
reference to symphonies 'we are constrained

to consider the questionindependentlyof any

particularinstrument,as a simpleacoustical
fact.

In order to ascertain what that fact is sup-posed
to be,accordingto recognisedmusicians

of high standing,I givea condensed re-arrange-ment
of the characters attributed to different

keys in Mr. Ernst Pauer's Elements of the

BeauUfulin Music rNovello),p. 23, placing
the major and minor keysin oppositecolumns,
and proceedingby intervals of a Semitone.
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Presumed characters of

Major Keys. Minor Keys,

C. Expressiveof feelingin a pure, certain,
and decisive manner, of innocence,powerful
Tesolve, manly earnestness, deep religious
feeling.

08 . Scarcelyused ; as Db it has fulness

of tone, sonorousness, and euphony.
D. Expressiveof majesty,grandeur,pomp,

triumph, festivity,stateliness.
Eb" Greatest varietyof expression; emi-nently

masculine, serious and solemn ; expres-sive
of courage and determination,brilHant,

firm, dignified.
JB, Expressiveof joy,magnificence,splen-dour,

and highest brilliancy;brightestand
znost powerfulkey.

F, Expressive of peace and joy,also of

lightpassing regret and religioussentiment.
Fz. Brilliant and very clear; as Gd

expresses softness and richness.

O, Favourite key of youth ; expresses sin-cerity

of faith,quiet love,calm meditation,

simple grace, pastorallife,and a certain

humour and brightness.
Ab. Full of feelingand dreamy expres-

A, Full of confidence and hope, radiant

-with love,redolent of genuine cheerfulness;
especiallyexpresses sincerity.

Bb. Has an open, frank,clear,and bright
character,admittingof the expressionof quiet
contemplation; favourite classical key.

B, Expresses boldness and pridein for-tissimo,

purity and perfect clearness in

pianissimo; seldom used.

C. Expressive of softness,longing,sad-ness,

earnestness and passionateintensity,
and of the supernatural.

Db. The most intenselymelancholykey.

D. Expressive of subdued melancholy,
grief,anxiety,and solemnity.

Eb. Darkest and most sombre key of all ;

rarelyused.

E, Expressiveof grief,moumfulness, and
restlessness of spirit. mr

F. Harrowing, full of melancholy,at

times risinginto passion.
F^ . Dark, mysterious,spectral,and full

of passion.
O. Expresses sometimes sadness, at

others quietand sedate joy,with gentlegrace
or a slighttouch of dreamy melancholy,occa-sionally

risingto a romantic elevation.

Ab, Fit for funeral marches; fullof sad,
heartrendingexpression,as of an oppressed
and sorrowingheart.

A, Expresses tender womanly feeling,
especiallythe quietmelancholy sentiment of
Northern nations; also fit for Boleros and

Mauresque serenades; and finallyfor senti-ments
of devotion mingled with piousresigna-tion.

Bb. Full of gloomy and sombre feeling,
like Eb ; seldom used. If

B. Very melancholy; tellsof quietexpecta-tion
and patienthope.

In reading over this Table it is impossible
not to feel that the character,often contra-dictory,

arises from the reminiscence of pieces
of music in those keys,as the author indeed

admits (ib,p. 22). Such a distinction as that

made between Ft and Gfb" which, in equal
temperament, is a mere matter of notation,
but is here made to yieldincompatibleresults,
shews that the writer was thinkingmore of

treatment than of actual sound. This is con-firmed

by his saying(t".p. 26):
' We shall often

find that the generalcharacter of a key may be

changed by peculiaritiesand idiosyncrasiesof
the composer ; and thus a key may appear to

possess a cheerful character in the hands of

one writer,whilst another composer infuses

into it a melancholy expression; alldepends
on the treatment, on the individual feelingof
the composer, and on his acute understanding
of the characteristic qualitiesof the key he

employs.' The writer then goes on to consider

the effectof rhythm and time, and the different

characters which he assignsto their varieties,

independentlyof the key employed,clash so

much with the precedingthat itis difficultto

know what is supposed to belong to one and

what to the other.

Now the acoustical facts,independentlyof
any particularinstrument or temperament or

any errors of tuning or performance (both
numerous but variable),are these. Whether

we take justintonation,or that of any uni-form

linear or cyclictemperament, carried on

to a sufficientnumber of tones to prevent the

occurrence of 'wolves' within the piece of

music performed,the one thing aimed at is

to have the intervals between the same notes

of the same scale preciselythe same, at what-ever

pitch they are played,or however they
may be conventionallynoted. If there is any
difference between the scales of, say, justA^
and ^'b, which have a difference of 70 cents,
or equalA and A b, which differby 100 cents,
or meantone A and Ab^ which differ by 76 ^
cents,or PythagoreanA and A b, which differ

by 114 cents, this difference must be due

solelyto pitch. There is no doubt that on

the piano,the organ, and each instrument of

the orchestra,the difference will be consider-able

and very appreciable,but that does not

enter into oon^eration.What effect does

simple difference of pitch in the tonic pro-duce
? In the human voice and in all instru-ments

qualityof tone varies togetherwith
the pitch. A change of tonic impliesa dif-ferent

pitchfor the most frequentlyreturning
sounds, and those most important to the

nature of the key. Hence it produces a dif-ferent

qualityof tone,with a variation in the

range of partialspossessed,and consequently
affects the distinctness of the delimitation of

the principalconsonances and dissonances of
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the keys,and by that means alters their audi-ble

effect. For intervals so small as we have

supposed this difference must necessarilybe
small, whereas the difference of the keys of A

and Ab is said to be great. If so, it can only
arise from errors of intonation or performance.
In the days of the old meantone temperament
in its defective state of 12 notes only to the

Octave, there was a vast difference between

the keys of A and Ab; the first had all its

chords correct (supposingOU were not sharp-ened,
tnpr"L,p. 546(2),the latter had all the

chords involvingAb and Db (whichhad to be

representedby OZ and CU) frightfullyerro-neous.

It seems to me that the feelingof a di|-
ferenoe in the character of the keys whose

^ tonics vary but slightlyin pitch was esta-blished

at this time (in Sir George Mac-

farren's younger days,b. 1813). Any differ-ence

so slightas a Semitone would have been

stronglyfelt(exceptin passingfrom A ix"Bbt
the two extreme good keys). Whereas for differ-ences

of a Fifth there would generallynot have

been such violent distinctions (exceptat the ex-tremes

Ato E and Bb to ^b). It would ap-pear
that these mechanical distinctions partly

influenced composers in their choice of a key,
and produced what has become an hereditary
prejudice,for which there is no longer any

ground,and which never ought to have existed

in justunaccompanied singing. But even at

that time we have composers ignoringthe
difference. Handel composed his dead march

in Saul in C, and having written an anthem

('0 sing unto the Lord a new song *)for St.

% James' Chapel Koyal,in which the organ had

a pitch one Tone higher than his own (sea
sect. H.p.5036,under a' 474*1),he directed the

singers,as tiie voice parts were too high, to

take them a Tone lower,and the accompany-ing

organ to play tivo Tones lower. Had

Handel any idea of the innate di^erence of

the character of keys? and, if he had not,
what does it all amount to? Beyond those

differences inevitable to varieties of pitch,
alreadypointedout, and easilyperceivedby
slowly playing up the major scale on any
instrument from its lowest

,
note, or ainging

it on any voice from the lowest note it can

reach easily(seep. 544^)" beyond such differ-ences,

all seems to be subjective,or due to

hereditaryfeelingcreated by former defective

temperaments, or at present to mechanical

errors of tuning,stopping,or blowing,espe-cially
in unusual keys. Possiblya composer

at the present day would write a piece of a

totallydifferent character, as pointed out in

the table,accordingas he made the signature
FZ OT Gbf but that must have been a reaction

on his own mind, for the tones he would play
would be preciselythe same in both cases.

That tuners of the piano sometimes still

intentionallytune unequally,and hence make

the effectof A and A b reallyvery different,has

nothingwhatever to do with the matter. Those

who do so have not learned their profession.
Similarlyfor players on a pianofortewho

cannot equalisethe effectof the longand short

keys. But the singerknows very well when a

pieceof music falls upon his bad notes, and

ruthlesslytransposesthe key, quite reckless
of these presumed varieties of key-character.

7. Dr. W. H. Stone's Bestoration ofi6'footC, to the Orchestra.

See p. 175c on the deepesttones which can

be heard. The followingis condensed from

information furnished me by Br. Stone.

Dr. Stone has for some years endeavoured to

restore to the orchestra the lower notes of the

16-foot Octave, which appear to have been

neglectedof late. It seems to him a contra-diction

that, while the organ possessedthat
Octave, and another,the 32-foot,below it,and
while even an instrument of so comparatively
feeble a tone as the pianofortecould obtain

these deep notes, they should be absent from

the full band. Most of the great composers
have employed them, especiallyBeethoven and

% Onslow. Many passages of their compositions
had to be partiallytransposed,often (asin the

C minor Symphony of Beethoven)much to the

detriment of the generaleffect. In the Trio
of this great work a scale passage occurs

several times for the double basses alone,
beginning on the 16-foot G^ But this note

being entirelyabsent on the ordinarythree-
stringbasses,as used in England,it was there

customary to take it either ^together or in

part in the Octave above. Some players,
indeed, were in the habit of lettingdown the

A, or lowest string,by a Tone to O, for this

specialpassage ; but the resonance of a string
thus slackened was far inferior to what could

be obtained by more legitimatemeans. The

fine part for the contrafagottoin the same

symphony, descending to C,, was usually
omitted, or played an Octave higher by the

ophicleide.The Pastoral Symphonylikewise

frequentlycontains F, natural, a note quite
unattainable except on the four-stringbasses,
whose lowest note is E, (p.i8c).

It was obvious,in attemptingto remedy
this defect,that of the three modes by which

vibrations in a stretched string may be

slackened,two, namely, lengthand thidkness,
were inadmissible. The firstrenders the m-

strument so largeas to be unwieldy and out

of the reach of an ordinaryarm. The second

was found to cause rotation of the stringunder
the impulseof the bow actingat itsperiphery,
and thus to generate false notes. The third

remained,in increasingthe specificgravityof
the stringwithout enlargingitsdiameter. This

was satisfactorilyaccomplishedby coveringa
gut stringwith heavy copper wire saoh as is

used for the lowest stringsof pianos. The

note C, was obtained,and an instrument thus

strung was exhibited in London in the Inter-national

Exhibition of 1872.
But it became clear that to give the new

notes fullpower, and to prevent the dangerof
shaking the instrument to pieces,a means of

strengtheningthe bellyin the direction of

strain was required,which should not unduly
increase the weightof the sound-board. This

requisitewas ingeniously fulfilled by Mr.

Meeson : - - Four stripsof white pine are glued
on to the back of the belly,running its whole

length,one on one side of the ordinarybass-
bar, and three on its other side,thus eoire-

sponding in number, and to a certain degree
in position,to the increased number of strings*
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Two of them cross and interceptthe usual

/-shaped sound-holes, thus removing a weak

place in the belly,and causing it'to vibrate

more homogeneously. They appearedon trial

to add great power to the instrument through-out,
and to remove the inequalityand varying

intensityof vibration which exists on most

old instruments even by celebrated makers,
and which musicians usually designateby
the term " wolf.' The bars are curved to an

ollipticalshape to fitthe hollow of the belly,
and to give the greatest resistance to com-pression

with the smallest quantityof mate-rial.

Even in a double bass the quantityof
wood requiredis very small, and from its

lightnesswhen perfectlydry ithardlyexceeds
an ounce in weight. From their shape and
function they are termed eUipticalterision
bars.

It appeared from subsequentexperiments
that the same system was applicableto the
smaller members of the viol and violinfamily,
giving an increased sonorityand firmness to

the tone. It succeeds best with violins of

sweet but feeble quality,and in some of the

older Itijianinstruments, where the progress

of decay had to a certain extent diminished

the volume of sound.

The contrafagottoor double bassoon as

made on Dr. Stone's designsby Herr Haseneier

of Coblenz, consists of a tube i6 feet 4 inches

long,trulyconical in its bore,and enlarging
from j^-inchdiameter at the reed to 4 inches at

the bell or lower extremity. It is curved on

itself for convenience of manipulation, so

that in actual lengthit is ,aboutequal to the

ordinary bassoon. Its extreme compass is

from C,to c',but its ordinary range is to g

only,the other notes being difficultto bring
out. Haydn gives a part to such an instru-ment

in his Creation^ Mozart uses it occa-sionally,

Beethoven frequently,Mendelssohn
sometimes. ^

Both of these instruments I have heard in

use. Their tone is not perfectlycontinuous,
but is very good,and when playedin conjunc-tion

with other instruments, musicallyeffec-tive.

8. On the Action ofReeds.

(See pp. 95 to 100.) Knowing the long,
patient,and practicalattention which Mr.

Hermann Smith had paid to the action of

reeds, I requestedhim to furnish me with an

account of the results of his experience.He
obliginglysent me a series of elaborate and

extensive notes,which the space at my com-mand

utterlyprecludes me from giving at

proper length,and which I am therefore forced
to represent by the meagrest possibleoutline,
with the hope that they will appear elsewhere
in suitable detail. Only passages in inverted

commas contain Mr. Hermann Smith's actual

words,the rest ismy own necessarilyimperfect
attempt to condense his statements.

Beeds maybe classed as, i. singleŵhether
stHking (inclarinet of cane, and reed-pipeof
organ of metal) or free (harmonium and

American organ, both of metal);2. paired
(bassoon and oboe, both of cane, in action

compressible;horns and larynx,both mem-branous,

in action extensible); 3. streaming
(flutes,flageolets,flue-pipesof organ, all of

rushing air,in action abstracting).The last

kind has been partlyconsidered, supr",
pp. 396-7.

In the clarinet the reed is straightand
very thin at the tip,but the edge of the sec-tion

of the wooden tube against which it

strikes presents a slightcurve, whereas in the

organ pipe the reed is curved and the edge
against which it strikes is straight(p. 9^c).
The time of vibration consists (i)of the time

of forward motion, which may vary slightly;
(2)of the time of rest,which may vary greatly;
(3)of the time of recoil,which does not vary
* When the reed is placed in the mouth, the

air on both surfaces of the reed is of equal
pressure, and on increase of strengthin the

wind, the tendency would be to separate
the reed still further from the edge of the

mouthpiece, were it not that a current of air

quickly passinginto a tube exercises suction

at the orifice of entry; therefore the elastic

reed yieldsin the direction of the place of

suction, so that it is held there. The current

of wind having been sent forward with im-

petus,
leaves behind it a partialvacuum, which

is strongest close upon the inner face of the

tongue. There, then, is a region of least

pressure, which continues to exist duringthe
transit of the pulse of compressed air to the

first found pointof outlet. When that point is

reached, the external air rushes in and restores

equilibrium,and in doing so causes the shock

of arrested motion in which the reed recoils,
and forthwith the action commences as before.'f

The clarinet should not be described as a

stoppedpipe,though both have unevenlynum-bered

partialsand givesimilar pitchfor simi-lar

length,because * in the clarinet there is a

propulsivecurrent goingthroughthe pipe; in

the stopped pipe,on the contrary,there is an

abstractingcurrent actingoutside by suction.'

Too much has been attributedto the cylin-drical
bore for producing only the unevenly

numbered partials. * An oboe reed fixed

on the clarinet tube givesoboe pitch of tone

and oboe partials.'The Japanese Hichi-riJci

has an inverted conical bore,that is,the dia-meter

is the smallest at the point furthest

from the reed. * Like the clarinet,it g^ves
notes which are an Octave lower in pitch
than would be calculated from its length.
The first note after the fundamental is the

Twelfth. The reed is broad, not singleas on ^
the clarinet,but double and as the bassoon

reed,differing,however,in having an enlarged
base where it fixed into the tube.

...
On

substitutingan oboe reed,the pitchesof the

notes correspondto those of the oboe and the

firsttone after is the Octave.
...

If the end

of the pipe is placed fullwithin the mouth,
and is blown tl^oughwithout the use of any
reed whatever (and without any action from

the lips),clear and powerfulsounds are elicited,
varyingas the openingsof the holes are varied,
provided one of the upper holes is left open

...
it is indifferent whether the end of the

wide diameter or that of the narrow is taken

into the mouth, either way sounds are in this

manner readilyproduced.'This effect Mr.

Hermann Smith attributed to a stream reed

from the open hole.
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Bassoons and oboes have pairedreeds,\7hich
touch down their oater edge,and do not vibrate

length-wisebut cross-wise,so that a transverse

section through them has alternatelythe form

of the outer lines in fig.63, p. 387c, when

they are open, and of two parallellines when

they are dosed. The reeds are sections from

a small hollow reed-plantof particulargrowth
{arundo donax or saHva)^niade very min at

the tip,and rendered supple by the moisture

of the mouth. The player'sliprestrictsthe
size of the oval in notes of high pitch. * The

pressure of wind would keep the pairof reeds

apart but for the influence of the suction when
the current is thrown through. The vibration

therefore isproducedby the same kind of action

as in the clarinet,but there is a new mechani-cal

method for bringingit about.'
^ The membranous reeds formed by the lips

and vocal chords are reeds of extension b̂e-ginning

to vibrate from a state of closurej

contraryto all other reeds. In horns the cup
acts as an exhaust chamber, and when it is

too largethe upper notes cannot be well pro-duced
;

* that is to say, the necessary degreeof
vacuum cannot be brought about in time to

coincide with the reciprocatingreturn of the

column of air in the tube.' In the larynx
the ventriclesof Morgagnibetween the true and

false chords probablyact as exhaust chambers.

The stream reeds have been alreadycon-sidered

(p. 396c'),but Mr. Hermann Smith

has developedhis theory of displacement
actio7i,or the actual tone of air under cleav-age,

deduced originallyfrom observations of

the different sounds of wind sweepingthrough
the branches of leaflesstrees,in which tone is

5fproducedwithout a vibratingagent. Mr. Her-mann

Smith found the common doctrine of

frictionunsatisfactory.In 1870 he had made

a series of rods about 5 ft.long,the sides of

each having same smoothness and of the uni-form

width of i^ inches,with a V-Bhaped or

triangularsection,and these he swept swiftly
through the air like swords, sharp edge first.

He found that,although the friction surface

was similar on each, they developeddifferent
notes,which he discovered to be accordingto
the thickness of the back, the pitchesbeing
inverselyas the thickness. C 528 vib. re-quires

a thickness somewhat less than half an

inch. * Coveringirregularlythe tipsof the rods

did not affectthe sound. Half an inch thick-ness

of spongy felt fixed on the back of the

rod,the same width being preserved,lowered
the pitcha Fourth. The felt entangledair in

Ifits pores, so that the vacuum by suction was

less perfect.. . .
With less speedof stroke the

pitchisagainlowered. ...
In organ pipes,"c.,

in allwind instruments, a certain displacement
of air must take place immediatelynear the

agent of vibration,in which space a rightde-gree

of vacuum is requisite,else the rightnote
will not follow. To this result all the devices

of mouthpieces tend. This work of displace-ment
in the originationof sound raises a ques-tion

distinct from the transmission of sounds

in waves.'

The free reed is supposed to have been

adopted from China. But the European and

Chinese forms are different. The Chinese

reed is stamped out in the same pieceas the

frame, with which it lieslevel. The reeds act

upon tubes which (agreeingwith M. W. Weber's

law, though made long before its discovery)

are three-quartersof the half -wave length.
The harmonium reed isplacedabove the frame,
and the end turns up from it. If itis set level

with the frame it will not vibrate. To produce
vibration a stream of air must pass between

the tongue and the frame, producinga partial
vacuum on the underside of the reed,and the

amount of suction thus caused must be pro-perly

graduated or there will be no action.

The chief peculiarityof the free reed is that

the pitch is only slightlyaffected by the

cavities with which it is associated,but these

boxes or cavities,accordingto their dinaensions,
and governedby the operationof partialocdn-

slon,mainly determine the qttaUtyof tone.

The reed is not properlycompared to a

vibratingrod,because the reed actuallyin use

is not uniform. In a series,the low reeds

are thickest at tip and thinnest at root;

high reeds thinnest at tip and thickest at

root. Hence they are affected differentlyby
different pressures of wind, an^ alter their

pitchdifferently.Expressiveplaying there-fore

becomes playingout of tune. Only with

a constant blast will a free reed maintain a

constant pitch. The stronger blast flattens

deep reeds and sharpens high ones, and from

this cause arises much of the painfuldisso-nance

of series of chords playedon these in-struments.

To remedy this defect the action of the

wind on the tongue in the American organ is

limited by making the frame very thin, which

is * dished out ' underneath tillthe edge passed
by the tongue is barelythicker than the tongue,
instead of being 8 or 10 times as thick as

on the harmonium. The suction in the har-monium

is longer in time and stronger in de-gree,

the tongue moves a greaterdistance,and

more intensityof tone is produced. *The

American reed cannot make a deep excursion,

for the suction is spent as soon as the tongue

gets below the edgeof the frame.' It is there-fore

not suited for expression,but producesa
smooth and flexiblekmd of tone.

Mr. Hermann Smith considers the harsh-ness

of the free reed,resultingfrom its large
number of partials,to be chieflydue to its pro-portions.

* The tongueis inordinatelylongin

proportionto itswidth, and hence under the

stress of the wind (whichnecessarilyshifts its
incidence duringthe movements of the tongue
and itsre-course)there is developeda diagonal
strain or torsion*from one comer at the tipof
the tongue to the oppositecomer of the root,

so that a lateral irregularmotion is set up

accompanying the longitudinalvibration.'
Hence he concludes that * the long reed is a

wrong reed,'and that, * in view of its liability
to lateraltorsion,the rectangularform isabout

the worst.
. . .

Trial of various reeds shews that

a longrectangularreed isstrident in tone, that

increase of width in reeds bringsin increasing
proportionsmoothness of tone, and that the

width may be increased till it equalsthe
length.'

In * voicing,'a bend is made across the

tongue,turningthe pointupwards. This some-what

checks lateral vibration. By an early
plan of his,* reeds were yoked tootherby a

bar across the middle of the lengUi,and the

improvedqualityof tone was obviouslydoe to

the fa6t that the two reeds were equivalentto
one broad reed, and that the bar across hin-dered

the operationof anvdiagoxuŝtrainor
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twist duringvibration. . . .
When a reed ismuch

ourved it is slow in speech,and a great amount

of wind passes wastefully,compensated only
by the smoother tone.' Mr. Hermann Smith

says his * best toned reeds have been series in

which, accordingto his design,the openings
made by the curve givento the reed were filled

up at the sides by arched blocks added to the

top of the frame, followingthe line of curve.

The discontinuitywas therefore sharplyde-fined,

yet the tones were mellow and rich. A

reed mounted on wood surface may have its

qualitygreatlychanged by an interposedpad
of leather or felt between the reed frame and

the wood, the extreme harshness disappears
and the tone is smoother altogether,shewing
how much that is unpleasantis due to the

jarringfrom arrested motion.*

Mr. Hermann Smith's * conclusions are that,
in the making of free reed instruments, broad
reeds should be used, and with broad channels

or boxes or cavities of varied shape; that within

the large chamber small suction chambers
should be placed below or beyond the reed

tongue, in imitation of the ventricles of the

larynx; and if these afford areas and cavities

suitable for the displacementaccordant with

the pitches,the speechwill be quickened and
firmness givento the tones,or, in other words,
the mechanical motion of air and reed will be

steadied. The rectangularform of reed,except
when stopsof hard metallic qualityare re-quired,

should be abandoned, and broad shapes
substituted,havingtipssemicircular,semi-oval,
or ovate, or shapes to ensure a central line of

strain. Weighting the tipsof reeds should be

avoided as much as possible.*
Mr. Hermann Smith's latest device in the

treatment of reeds is designedto overcome the

difficultiesof inordinatelylong or weighted
reeds. His plan is ' to use metal or material of

uniform thickness, and to get the degreesof

flatteningby drillingout or excisingportions
of material at or near the root of the reed,

and then to fillsuch spaces as are thus made

with other fixed piecesof metal that are neu-tral,

and do not enter into vibration. Thus

the sides of the reed tongues remain with the

fibreintact,unweakened by thinningor scrap-ing,

which takes the best vigour out of the

reed. Any degree of fiatteningmay be at-tained

accordingas the excision is made to

extend up the tongue. A like treatment of the

half of the tongue forming the tip will pro-duce

the oppositeeffect,sharpeningpitch by
lighteningthe tip; the spaces leftby the ex-cised

portionsare then covered with lighter
material,such as goldbeater'sskin.'

Mr. Hermann Smith states that his device or

of * adding to the largecavities small exhaust

chambers or cup-likecavities,fixed justbelow
the tongue of the reed,causes the most un-manageable

reeds, even those in the 32-foot
Octave, when made broad on the above plan,
to render good musical service,to be free in

speech,and to producea fullpervadingquality
of tone, devoid of the harshness of longreeds

having heavilyweighted tips.'Mr. Augustus
Stroh (seeSect. M. No. 2, p. 542^)informs me

that he has been led to a similar contrivance

in a machine he has recentlyconstructed.
For further detailsof Mr. Hermann Smith's

inventions respectingreeds,see Specifications
to his Patents 1878,No. 227 and No. 4942 ;

1880,No. 68 ; and 1884,No. 7777. A large
amount of varied information may also be

found in his treatiseentitled ' In the Organ and

in the Orchestra,*now (1884-.5)publi^ingin ^,
Musical Opinion â monthly magazine. Of this

treatise 25 chaptershave alreadyappearedfull
of interestingelucidations of instrumental diffi-culties.

9. Postscript,
Standard Musical Pitch in England."la

consequence of a communication from our

Foreign Office,due to the Belgian change of

pitch (p.$oid)tSir G. A. Macfarren, Prin-cipal

of the Boyal Academy of Music, con-vened

a publicmeeting of musicians,theorists,
instrument-makers,and their friends,* to con-sider

the desirabilityof a standard musical

pitch for the United Kingdom.' It took place
on 20 June 1885, and was well attended.

Three resolutions were passed: (i)declaring
uniformitydesirable: (2)recommending French

pitch; (3)declaringit advisable to teSaesteps
for its adoptionin civil and militarybands.
A committee of 4 theorists,15 musicians, and

4 instrument-makers was appointed to carry
out the resolutions. See the Times^ 22 June

1885,p. 7, col.2, and p. 9, col. 3, and Musical

Opinion,i July 1885,p. 493.
Addenda to Historyof Pitch. In 1845t^e

pitchof the Philharmonic Societywas 0^447*1,
accordingto a fork tuned in the orchestra at

that date by Mr. B. S. Bockstro.

Herr Eduard Strauss,of Vienna, perform-ing
at the Inventions Exhibition 1885, used

a' 452*5, but the bandsmen said the pitch of
the opera was nearlya Quartertonefiatter,say
a' 447.

The band of the Pomeranian (Blucher)
Hussars performing at the same Exhibition

used a' 460-8,or, as the bandmaster said,

'exactly a Semitone sharper than French

pitch.'
Effectof Rust, dc, on Tuning-forks. See

p. 445 d\ Mr. Bockstiropossesses a fork which

in 1859 was at French pitch,and now through
rust (andpossiblybad treatment)shews only
a' 424-5, that is,has gone down by 42 cents,
far exceedingany other fork examined.

Flute Intonation. Mr. B. S. Bockstro, in

June 1885,kindlybrought me an eight-keyed"r
flute,about 40 years old,an excellent instru- ^'

ment of its kind. This he played so as to

preserve its natural intonation without cor-rection.

Before strikingany new note it was

ascertained that g"404 vib. remained constant.

The a' 461 vib. was a quarterof a Tone too

sharp. The result gave in cents, reckoningg*
as 1200-0, c'488, c'5564,d' 678, d'J763, "'

906, /' 1000, f% 1098,^ 1200 = 0, ^Z 92, a'

229, a% 292, 6'43i,c" 513, c"5 566. This seems

meant for meantone intonation,sharpening

many of the sharpsto pass as the flats above

them. But even in this case the intonation

was imperfect,and Mr. Bockstro thought it

was rather due to a series of compromises.
Mr. B. S. Bockstro brought at the same

time the ' Bockstro model ' flute,invented by
himself, to have a more correct equal intona-tion

than Boehm's. This was blown in the

same way, but in this case a' was always
broughtto 452 vib. Besult in cents,reckon.
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ing a* as i200"o, was d 312, c'"4o6,d' 506,
d'ft601, "'697,/ 801,/JJ895,g'looi, gr'51097,
o' i200;so, a% 102, 2/ 201, c" 304, c"5 404.
This is very good, and may be better than
the above numbers shew, as, on account of the

difficultyof sustaining notes on the flute

without variation,it was not possibleto deter-mine

the pitch of each note within less than

I vib. in a second. With regard to the lowest

d from the open end of the flute,Mr. Bockstro

says he leaves itpurposelytoo sharpin relation
to a', because it is easy, by management of

lip,to blow it in tune, but if it were originally
in tune, it would not sound sharp enough in

very soft passages.

Siamese Scales. The King of Siam sent

over his Court Band with their instruments to

^ the London Inventions Ejthibition 1885,and
the Siamese minister obliginglyallowed Mr.

Hipkins and myself to determine the musical

scale. Prince Prisdang told us that the in-tention

was to divide the Octave into 7 equal
intervals,each of which would then have

1 7 1 -43 cents. Hence the followingcomparison.
The scales are givenas usual in cents from the

lowest note.

Theoretical scale :" o, 171, 343, 514, 686,

857,1029, 1200 cents,having a neutral Second

171 lyingbetween 100 and 200, a neutral Third

343 lying between 3cx" and 400, a slightly
sharpenedFourth 514 for 500, a slightlyflat-tened

Fifth 686 for 700, a neutral Sixth 857
lying between 800 and 9CX), and a neutral

Seventh 1029 lying between 1000 and iioo,

but much nearer the former. As there is no

harmonic interval but the Octave, and as the

^ Siamese seem to tune by Octaves and single
degrees,there is room for much variation from

the ideal intonation,as shewn in the following
observed scales.

Banat ek or wood harmonicon, first Octave

o, 208,326, 537, 698, 883, 1048, 1208, second
Octave (pitchof lowest note 382-6vib.),o, 200,

359.537, 7". 883, 1057, 1222, third (incom-
plete)Octave o, 193, 347, 549, 698 (two more

bars,too high to measure). This instrument

is tuned by lumps of wax mixed with some

heavy substance stuck to the underpartof the

bar. The tuninglump having fallen from the

second bar of the first two Octaves, it was

quiteout of tune, and its proper pitch(regis-tered
above)was determined by a comparison

with other instruments. In the Banat, p. 518,
No. 85, all the lumps had been removed,
hence, it was entirelyout of tune,

f Banat t'hong or brass harmonicon (pitch
of lowest note 382*6 vib.)scale o, 200, 340,

537i 699,881,1043, 1207.
Banat lek or steel harmonicon, first Oc-tave

(thesecond bar absent),o, 327, 519, 679,
856, 1075, 1202, second Octave (pitchof low-est

note,385-5vib.),o, 150, 299, 447, 614,743,
960, 1 1 79, third (incomplete)Octave o, 90,

222, 430, 609.
Tak*hay or crocodile,a three-stringedin-strument

with high frets,playedwith a conical

plectrum,o, 198,362,528,720, 890,1080, 1250.
Hence 52 singledegrees were examined,

each of which should have had theoretically
171*43 cents. In reality5 were less than 132,
8 between 140 and 159, 12 between 160 and

167, 9 between 170 and 179, 3 between 180

and 185, 6 between 190 and 198, and 9 be-tween

2CO and 219. Hence only15 approached

to equalTones, and only 2 approachedto eqnal
Semitones, both sets being clearlyerroneons,
while the 21 between 160 and 179 were toler-ably

close approximationsto the ideal. Bear-ing

these variations in mind, it is probable
that p. 518, Nos. 81, 82, and 83,at least,be-longed

to this system of 7 intentionallyequal
heptatones,as they may be called. And this

confirms the conceptionthat Salendro, p. 518,
Nos. 94 and 95, consists ideallyof 5 equal
pentatones.

The instruments were beautifullyand

artisticallyornamented, the execution by the

musicians was florid and musicianlyin aoca-

rate and varied rhythm, there was an obser-vance

of lightand shade, togetherwith a clear

conceptionof melody, but none of harmony.
Besides the harmonicons there were kettles or

gongs (k'hong),a three-stringedviol (sawt'hai),
a two-stringedfiddle (saw Chine),the three-

stringedcrocodile (tak'hay); reed instruments,

flutes,and drums.

JapayieseScales,see pp. 519 and 522, Nos.

no to 139. In July 1885,Mr. Isawa, Director

of the Musical Institute,Tokio, Japan, sent to

the Inventions Exhibition several tuning-forks
and tables. From the tables it appearedthat
the classical 12 Bitsu or Semitones resulted

from tuning 1 1 perfectFifths up (orFourths

down),and then a Fifth too flat by a Pytha-gorean
comma, givingthe scale : o, 1 14, 204,

318,408,522, 612, 702, 816, 906, 1020, mo,

1200 cents. But the 13 forks sent had the

followingpitch (as determined by the Trans-lator),

the number and name of the Bitsu and

the name of the nearest European note at

French pitch being prefixed:- -I. Ichikotsa

d' 2927, n. Tangin d'n 305*6,III. Hiyojo
d 326*2,IV. ShOretsu / 343* i, V. Shimoma

fn 3657. VI. Sojog'391*5, VII. Fusho ^I 4io-ii
VIII. Waushiki a' 437, IX. Bankei a| 460,
X. Banshiki 6' 491-5, XI. Shinsen d' S^7'3^
XII. Kamimu d'Z 549'5iI'.Ichikotsu d" 585*4,
this givesthe scale in cents : o, 75, 188, 275,

385.503. 583.693"782,897,986, 1091, 1200.

Mr. Isawa also sent forks for tuning the

popular scale Hiradioshi (p.519a, Nos. no to

112)in two forms, old and new, both different

from those alreadygiven. Old stylein cents

o, 102, 502, 706, 809, 1x97, evidentlymeant
for just o, 112, 498, 702, 814, 1200. Nev

stylein cents o, 85, 502, 708, 793, 1200, for

Pythagorean o, 90, 498,702, 792, 1200.

Mr. Isawa also sent a Standard Tuning-
fork givingd 145*45 at 52" F. French pitch
d= 145*2vib.

There was also a monoohord on which

many scales were indicated,and two sets of

reed pitch-pipes,which cannot be described
for want of space.

Modem Greek Scale, According to Me-

shaqah, in Eli Smith (op.cit p. 264,note "),
the modern Greeks divided the Octave into

4 X 17 " 68 parts,and form the scale by 12, 9,

7, 12, 9, 7, 12 of these divisions. Since,then,

1200 -^ 68= 17*65cents,the scale in cents will

be o, 212, 371, 494, 706,865,988, 1200, which

again has a neutral Third and Sixth,371*865.
If the scale had consisted of 12, 8, 8, 12, 8.S,

12 of these divisions,we should have got the

precisescale of Villoieau (p.520a'1.5),which
is a singularadditional justificationof iiisdivi-sion

of the Octave into 1 7 equalparts.
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A" X, A", see VoweU

[Aalst,Van, on Chinese Music,524c]
Abdul Eadir, same as Abdulqadir,Persian,f4th
cent., 282a. his 17 tones, 282a, 6, and 12

scales,282 to 283
Abdulqadir, 2816',cf,282^. [his16 Fifths,
281c'. his system, 282^, 3646,523a]

Accented note names, how related to pitch
numbers, i6c

Accidental Scales defined,267a
rAcoustical facts in change of key,55li]
Acoustics, physicaland physiological,16, its

connection with music, ic. has hitherto not

helped musical theory,i^. physical,a section

of the theoryof elasticity,3c. physiological,
investigatesprocesses in the ear, 4a. its

physicalpart,46
Added Sixth, chord of, 294^, or imperfect
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Addition, algebraical,of waves, of velocities
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[Africa,Western, Balafongs,5186]
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[Alboni,her justintonation,4786]
Alexander the Great, zyid'
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Land, 515c]
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[Amati of Cremona, 1596-1684,resonance of

his violins,876]
Ambrose of Milan, a.d. 374-398ihis authentic

scales, 243a [doubtfulwhether they were

reallyhis,z^id'.] his numerical notation of

the modes, 2696. his ecclesiasticalscales,to

be regardedas essential,2716,c

Ambrosch, Chinese melodies,*2$%d\ 26id'

rAmels possesses Scheibler's Tonometer, 444a]
[America,U.S. of,511a]
[AmericanOrgan Reeds, 554^']
[Amiot,"95^',262d, 548c]
Amplitude, loc, 346
Ampullce,see Ear

Analysis of compound and composite tones

into simplevibrations by the ear, 33. this is

independent of power to analysevibrational

forms by eye, 34fi{.of air into pendularvibra-tions

by sympatheticresonance, independently
of ear, 42^2.objective,48a, 6. of sensations,

its difficulty,496. of compound into simple
tones by ear, its theory,148c

Anche lihre ôr free reed,956
Ansa, presumed Indian tonic,see Vadi,2436

Antony, "239^
Anvil, see Ear

Appogiatura,alwaysmakes a Semitone, 2876
Approximationin pitch,forms a musical con-nection,

352"
Appunn, late of Hanau, his high pitchfrom
forks,x8a, used by Preyer,1 5ic. his pipesfor
artificialvowels, 127^,128a. suggestionto
Preyer,iSyd, his loaded reeds, 176^, 177^'.
[theirpitch,as determined by Translator,
1776. his conical resonators,373d. [hisreed
tonometer, 443a. his difficultyin tuning a

series of perfectFifths,483^2]
Aqtueductusvestibuli,its function,136a
Arabesquescompared to music, 252c
[Arabiaand Persia,scales afterProfessor Land,
515^.modem, after Eli Smith,515^.medieval
scales after Professor Land, with 7 and 8

tones,516a,6, 5i9"f.lute,earlier notes after

Professor Land, 5166,520^. medieval notes

after ditto,517a, 520a]
Arabic Scales,282 to 283. modem, of 24
Quarter-tones,2646. [accordingto Professor

Land, 284 note]
Arabic and Persian musical system,28o"to 2856.
Arabs have no pleasurein polyphonicmusic,
1966

Architecture,its analogyto musical composi-tion,
2c. the periodsof its progress are the

analoguesof those of music, 235c
Archytas first settles major l%ird as 4:5,
262c, 3626,d

Aristotle,on Consonance, 237a, /",on variations,
2376. his indications of a tonic,240c, 24i{2,^',
indications of a downward leadingnote,242a,
251C, d, the only writer who indicates a

tonic, 2676. his conception of effects of

music, 251a. makes mese tonic,268a,d, on

descendingleadingnote, 286c, [d]
Aristoxenus,his twelve Fifths,271a [5486]
[Armes,Dr.,502a]
Art, works of,must not displaytheir purpose,
366c

Artificialcompound tones, 120c to 122^2

Artificialproductionof vowels,or vowel synthe-sis,
by, 123a to 124. [tabularstatement of

results,124^:2.]by organ pipeswhen the effect

of difference of phase is not under investiga-tion,
12yd, Appunn*B pipesfor this purpose,

128a

Artusi blames Monteverde for using dominant

Seventh without preparation,248^
Auditoryapparatus, its advantage,1346. the

mechanical problem it has to solve, 134^,
how solved,135a, ", c. sand,137a, stones or

otoliths,of fish,139a, of crastaceans, 149c.
oiliffiof ampu)lsB,in former editions sup-posed

to be hearers of noises,151a, 6,may be
hearers of squeaking,hissing,"S;c.,isid, hairs

^.joogle
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of Mysis,150a. nerves, how excited,hypothe-sis,
5a. ossiclesdescribed,131a, b

[Austro-Hungary,pitch,504c]
Authentic scales of Ambrose of Milan, 242^2,

243a. Glarean's six,245c, d, the first,267a

B

[B natural and B flat,ancient signsfor,Si2d]
Bach, C. P. Em., his equaltemperament, 321c,
considers equal temperament the most per-fect

intonation,323c [548^1
Bach, J. Sebastian, down to his time final

chords always major,or without the Thirds,

217a. his suites,245a. his use of closing
minor chord, 296^2. his use of the major
Sixth in the ecclesiastical Doric or mode of

the minor Seventh,3046, 305a. [example
analysedby duodenals,304c, d, c'.]his use of

the mode of the minor Sixth,307c [503c,S^Sd"]
[Bagdad Tambour, its scale,after Prof. Land,

517c]
[Bailey,549a]
Bajazet,282a
Ball,struck up as itfalls,its periodicmotion,
i^,21C, and fig.9

Barrow, *95d',262d
Basevi, 352c, "352^
Basilar membrane, 138a. Hensen and Basse's

researches on, 145". its breadth probably
determines the tuning,14 Sh.high notes near

round window, low notes near vertex,146c.
breadseasilyalong radial fibres,not trans-versely,

146a. consequent mathematical

theory,1466.itsfibresform approximativelya

series of stretched strings,146c.its behaviour
for noises,mathematicfJlyinvestigated,403c,
its vibration in the cochlea mathematically
investigated,4o6d
Bass, figured,shows new view of harmony, 248c
Bass notes with tinklingupper partials,11 65

Bassoon, its tongue or reed,966. conical tube,

producesallharmonics, 99a [reeds,554c]
Bausoh, his violin,85c
Beats, 5a, of simple tones, how distinguished
from combinational tones, 159^2.their origin,
their frequency:= the difference of pitchnum-bers

of generators,164^. diagram of,165a.
examples, 1656, c. from upper partialsas
well as primes, 165c. rendered visible,

165(2. requirethe sympatheticbody to be

nearly of the same pitch as itself,i6sd,
what becomes of them when too fast to be

counted, i66d. accordingto T. Young, they
become the differentialtone, i66d to 167a.
objectionsto this hypothesis,1676.[cheap

apparatus for shewing 167d\ use of Har-

monical for shewing,i6Sd,] how best ob-served,

167c.their character, z68a, jarring
like letterB, 168". intermittent tones heard

with a reed pipe or tuning-forkand double

siren,i68c. produceintermittent excitement

of auditorynerves, 169". do not disappear
from rapidityonly,but also depend on in-terval,

170(2.even 132 beats in a second are

audible,171a. the character of the roughness
alters with the number of beats in a second,

17 ic. beats of a Semitone heard up to 4,000
vib. per second, 171c, of a whole tone to 2,000

vib. per second, ijid. major and minor

Thirds, smooth from 264 to 528 vib.,are

rough in bass,17 id, their roughnessdoes not

depend solelyon their frequency,I7i"2,172a,
but,in a compound manner, on magnitude of

interval and frequency,172a. on the siren

will determine whether the note heard is the

prime or an upper partial,i74d. from the

upper partialsof a singletone, 1786 [I78d'].
of upper partialsof two compound tones,i8oa,

examples,i8oc. why consonances produce
no beats,and why ifthey are slightlyaltered
beats ensue, 18 16. of disturbed consonances,

how observed with double siren, 182c. of

upper partials,their rapidityhas a pre-ponderating
influence on distinctness of

definition,184". law for determiningthem,
with tables, 184c,d, the amount of dis-turbance

of a consonance being the same,

the beats increase with the higher numbers

expressingit,185a.table of,when consonances

are altered by a Semitone,185c. due to com-binational

tones, 197c. of combinational

tones,can alone distinguishconsonance from

dissonance of simpletones,199".of differen-tial

tones cannot occur if consonant interval

ratiosare exactlyobserved,but occur instantly
if they are not,203c. peculiarcharacter of

those with bowed instruments, 208". of the

tempered triad,3226, c. their effect on its

harmoniousness, 322^. variation in the pitch
of the beatingtones, 414c. calculation of

their intensityaccordingto the intervals of

the beating tones, 415^2. [how to count,

444^]
[Beatsand Ck"mbinational Tones, recent "works

on, sect. L. see table of contents, p. 527]
Beauty,subjectto laws dependent on human

intelligence,366
B6dos,Dom, *i6c [his4 old French foot pipe,
16c note,494^,50"1. knows only mean tone

temperament, 548c]
Beethoven [usespianofortesby Slein,77(2],
his use of the mode of the minor Sixth,308ft.
his relation to equaltemperament,32 7(;

[Behnke,Emil,*iood\ *ioid',on registersof
voice,1 01 6]
[Belgium,pitch,504^]
[Bell,Graham, inventor of Telephone, finds

and demonstrates double resonance in all

vowels, 107(2.his paper on Vowel Theories^
*io8(2]
[BeU,Melville,*io$d, his vowel system,io5(i,
107(2]

Bellermann, *26sd'
BeUs, large,how set swinging by periodical
efforts,36d. their inharmonic proper tones,

72c. why they beat,73a
Bell-shapedglasses,broken by singers,39(2
[Belly-bridgeof piano, old single,77^. the

divided,was introduced by John Broadwood,

1788,77cr\
[Bender,505a]
Bemouilli,Daniel (1700-1782),on law of mo-tion

of strings,15a [441c]
[Best,W. T.,organist,500c]
[Bettini,507c]
[Bevington,organ-builder,5o6e]
[Bishop,organ-builder,506c]
[Bitter,Life of J. S. Bach, 548(2]
[BlackDigitalScales,518",5226^
Blade of air,blade-shapedlamina of air aft

mouth of flue-pipe,its action,92a, 395a

[Blahetka,on Vienna pitch,504^]
[Blaikley,D. J.,on velocityof sound in tabes,

*90(2. distance of planeof reflexion from end

of flue-pipe,*gid, action of lipsin blowing
the horn, "o.,97(2. officeof the air in the

tube in relation to the lips,*97d% gSd^ 990,
* c'd\ his account of the clarinet and its
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partials,996,e. how brass tabes for horns

are shaped and bent,99^. their shape not

truly conical, 99^. sounds harmonics on

^French horn in exact tune, 99^'.form of

trumpets, looc. two lowest partialsout of

tone, looc. lengthof French horn with its

various crooks,lood. trombone, its shape,
1 00c'. slide trumpets, looc'. keyedhorns
obsolete,looc'. pistonhorns, lood', on side

holes, 105^2,210(2. on horns being in just
intonation,327^. on the conical tubes,tried

by Professor Helmholtz, 394^, note, says
there are no ideal brass instruments in prac-tice,

42Sd, forks,494d]
[Bodin,so"d]
[Boehm, Theobald,on flutes,*i03d. English,
edited by W. 8. Broadwood, 103d']

Boethius, on the old tuningof the lyre,355c,
266c

Boltzmann, 93a

[Boston Music Hall,96^
Bosanquet [hisresonator,43^',374c. on the

measurement of intensityof sound, *7Sd.
distance of planeof reflexionfrom end of flue-

pipe, *gid. Becent work on combinational

tones and beats, 152^2,155^2',156(2,157(2,
1^7(2,*322(2.his use of Mercator*s cycleof

53* 328c,(2. his arrangements, 329a, [329^2,
d'], his manual, 429. his cycle,4366',its
synonymity and intonation,439. his gene-ralised

fingerboardand harmonium, 4796 to

481a. on beats and combinational tones,528
to 538. on J. S. Bach's equaltemperament,
548(2]

[Bosch,his Seville organ, 511a]
Bourget,J.,*73(2'
Bowed instruments,190. their musical tones,
80c, 2076. their use in harmony, 207c. not

suited for soft melodies or sustained chords,
3o8a. their scrapingcharacter,208c. harsh-ness

in quartettsby good playersnot accus-tomed

to play together,208c. [one of its

causes, 2oSd. develop combinational tones

well,208(21see Violin,Ac, 2076
[Branchu,Madame, 508c]
Brandt, cited,on Young'slaw, 536. modifica-tion

of his experiment,53c, *syd
Brass instruments have sluggishattack,67a.not

suited to harmonies exceptout of doors,210c

Breguet, his watch-keyresembles the articu-lation

of anvil and hammer in the ear, 133a

[Broadwood, James, in z8ii,advocates equal
temperament, 548c]
[Broadwood,J.,A Sons, 497a, Soyd]
[Broadwood, John, introduces divided belly-
bridgeon piano,1788,and uniform striking-
place,77c]
[Broadwood, Henry Fowler, presenthead of

firm of J. Broadwood " Sons, has introduced

the ^-lengthstrikingdistance on all his

pianos,77(21
[Broadwood,W. S.,his edition ofBoehm, 103(21
[Brown, Colin,on characteristics of Scotch

music, 259(2note, on WiU you go, lassie,
262(2'. his Voice Harmonium described and

figured,326(2',47od]
[Browne and Behnke, on Voice,Song% and

Speech,*iood']
Brumel, Anton, 2g6d
[Bryceson,5056,5066,c]
[Burmah, Patala and Balafong,518a]
[ByfieldA Green, 506a]
[Byfield"j^Harris, 506a]
[Byfield,Jordan, A Bridge,5066]
[Byolin 4̂98a]

Caccini in 1600 invents recitative,248c
Cadence, complete and imperfector plagal,
2935,examples,293c

Cairo,Quartertonesused there,2656
[Callcotton extreme sharpSixth,*^oSd]
Canals, see Semicircular

Canonic imitationdevelopedearlyin 12th cen-tury,

244c

Cantus firmus,shews leadingnote,287c
Carissimi,307^^
Catgutstrings,their qualityof tone,80"
[Cavaill4-Goll,Aristide,organ-builder,his
rules for findingpitch of flue organ pipes,
*^, (2. tried and abandoned free reeds,
96c. builds Mr. Hopwood's organ, 96(2. on

Boehm's flutes,I03(2'.firstdraws attention
to the mode in which flue-pipesspeak,397a'.
his * soufileriede pr^ision,'4426,494(2',508(1
[Cavallo,Signor,helpsJ. Broadwood with the
divided belly-bridge,77c']
[Cell,harmonic, or Unit of Concord,458c]
[CentesimalCycle,437"1
[Cents or hundredths of an equal Semitone,
41(2. how to calculate,App. XX. sect. C, see

contents,446c]
[Challenger,5496]
Changing or passingnotes,353a
[Chappell,507(2]
[Characterof each tone in the major scale,
accordingto Curwen, 279c, d]

Characters of keys,are there any absolute ?

3 IOC. differ on pianos and violins,why,
3 1 1 c,and on wind instruments,311c. may be
influenced by peculiarresonance of ear pas-sage,

3 1 1 c. [presumed,after E. Pauer, 5506]
[Chev6,Emile, 425(2,marries Nanine Paris,
writes theory of Galin-Paris-Chev6 method,
his 29 division of the Octave,4250',436(2.his
system contrasted with Tonic Sol-fa,426(2]
[Chev6,Mme., formerlyNanine Paris, 425c',
her principlesof teachingto sing,4266I
[Chickering,5oi(2]
[China,scales from instruments and musicians
at the Health Exhibition,518(2,5226]
Chinese,their numerical speculationson music,
229c. their pentatonicscales,257(7. learned

heptatonicscales under Tsay-yu,258a. their

pentatonicairs are dull,258(7.260a. 261 6.

[theirequal temperament, 548c. their free

reeds,554^2]
Chladni,1756-1827,his sand figureson elastic
plates,41 ", 71(2,the proper tones of such

plates,J2a
Chord defined,24a, 211c. of four parts a

tetrad, 2226. rules for open and close posi-tions
hitherto givenhad no theory,224c

Chords, growth of feelingfor their relation-ship,

292(2,293a, 2966. of the tonal modes
with double intercalarytones, 297c, (2,with
singleDo, 2986, c. of Sixth and Fourth J,
and of Sixth and Third J or Sixth only 6,
213a. of extreme sharpSixth,their Gtreek
Doric cadence,2866. of the Seventh used
to connect other chords,3576. see also

ClosingChords,and see Italian,German, and
French Sixth,diminished Seventh,iftc.
Chordal sequences, 355c
Chordal relationshipfelt in 15th and i6th
centuries,369a
Chrysanthus of Dyrraohium, Archbishop,de-clares

Greeks have no pleasurein polyphonic
muFio, and leaves it to the West, 196",
"196(2
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CilisBof ampullffi,see AuditoryCiliaB
Cithara,five-stringedlute,2Syd
['Clang/ used by Prof. Tyndall for compoond
tone,why not so used here, 24d. Webster's

definition of,24d]
['Clangtint,'used by Prof. Tyndallfor quality
of tone,why not so used here,246']
[Clark,Lieut.,see Macleod]
Clarinet,its tongue or reed,966. cylindrical,
with unevenlynumbered partials,98c. [D.
J. Blaikley'saccount of the clarinet as not

wholly cylindrical,996, c] its peculiar
action in forming chords,2iod. experiment
with it and just harmonium, 211a. [its
tones,392c. its reeds,553c]
[Clavichord,strikes the stringat end, ySd']
Closing Chords, their development, 290^.
their fivemajor forms, 291c. major chords

in minor modes, 296^2,297a
Cochlea, see Ear

Cochlean nerve, itsexpansion,139",e

[Cohen,5086]
[Colbacchini,510c]
CoUard, 507^,5496
[Colour,used by T. Young for qualityof tone,

why not so used here,240^
Coloured lights,mixture of, different from

mixture of pigments,646
Colourings,Greek, XP^^t^eir reality,2656
Colours, primary, scarlet-red,yellow-green,
blue-violet,646, [d note] never seen pure,

64c. power to distinguishgenerallyabsent,

640^.analysisof,into three,by Waller, 94a
Combinational tones, 5a. occur when the vi-brations

of the air are not infinitesimal,152c.
resultfrom allthe partialtones, 153". most

easilyheard when generatorsare less than

an Octave apart; for harmoniums can be

reinforced by a resonator, but in other cases

not, 153c. [heardsimultaneouslywith rattle

of beats,153c. from two flageoletfifes,153d.]
multiple,considered as of different orders,
iS4d, [notallaudible,155^'.]once thought
to be subjective,and to result from beats be-coming

too rapidto be heard separately,156c.
objectionsto this theory,156c. they arise

from the largenessof the vibrations,156(2.
condition for beingwell heard on harmonium

and polyphonicsiren,157^1 b, may be gene-rated

in the ear by unsymmetrical form of

drumskin, 1586,and loose jointof hammer

and anvil,158c. producetinglingin the ear,

and are strong when soprano voices sing
Thirds, 1580. an accessory phenomenon by
which beats are not interrupted,1676. beat,

197c. delimit consonances when the partials
do not suffice,201 5. the most generalcause
of beats,2046. importantfor the harmoni-

ousness of a chord, 214c. those of major and

minor triads,215a, ", essentiallydifferent,
214c. their mathematical theory,411(2.their
effect in Just, Pythagorean,and Tempered
chords compared, 3146 [and note], their

beats mathematicallyinvestigated,4186 to

419c. their origin,41 9(2,in the siren and

harmonium, 419(2,4^cx2
[Commas higher indicated by superior,lower
by inferior figures,proposed by Translator

and here used,2776,c]
Compass of instruments, [lydlti8a, [186,c]
[Compass of the Human Voice,544^1
[Compositeand compound tones distinguished,
33^1
Composition of simple tones, tone and its

,

Octave, 306, c, tone and its Twelfth, 32. ]

artificial,of simpletones how arranged,l2oe
to 122(2

Compound tones,22a, and see Tone

Concatenation,or musical connection of tones,
direct,3502,indirect,3516
[Concertina,Just English,470"]
Concords are consonant chords,2ii"2
[Condissonant triads defineci,2ii(2',35812
note t,459"]
Congregationalsinging,itsresults,2460
Connection,musical,or ooncatenation of notes
in the scale,350(2to 352

Consecutive Twelfths and Fifths,why forbid-den,

359(2to 361C. Octaves,why forbidden,
359c

Consonances result from coinoidenoesof upper
partials,iSzd, tables of such ooincident

partiab, 183a. also in musical notation,
183(2.disturbed by the consonances next

adjoiningthem in the scale,meaning of this

expression,i86(2. defined,1946. and disso-nances,
their boundary,2286, which has not

been constant,228(7.absolute,Octave,Twelfth,
and double Octave, 1946. perfect.Fifth and

Fourth,194c. medial, major Sixth and major
Third,194c. imperfectminor Third and minor

Sixth,194(2.greatdiversityof opinionon the
order of their relativeharmoniousness,196".
order of de Vitryand de Muris, Franco of

Cologne,and Glarean's Dodecachordon,196c
here it is based on their independent har-moniousness,

197a. their influencseon each
other, tabular views, 187. separatelycon-sidered,

iSyd to 1906
Consonant intervals,why so called, 181c.

[theirbeatingpartialsand the ratios of those

partialscompared, 191 6,c]
Consonant triads not exceeding an Octave
examined, only six possibleforms, 2 1 2d to

217a. exceedingan Octave, examined, 2176
to 2226. effectof transposition,2180-2196

Consonants,tenues and fnedue, their charac-ter,
66a, h. hisses,F V, "tc.,R and L,

67(2
Comu and Mercadier,experimentson yiolin

intonation,*32$d
[CorrelativeDuodene,4626]
Corti,the Marchese,his formations,or arches,
or rods,1396,d to I4id, seem most suited
for sympathetic vibration,1456. they in-crease

in size as theyapproach the vertex of
the cochlea,145(2.their alteration of fonu,
146(2.probablyplay only a secondarypart
in the function of the cochlea,146(2.viewed
as the means of transmittingthe vibrations
of the basilar membrane to the terminals of
the nerves, 147a. may be 4500, or, throwing
off 300 for extramusical tones, 4200 in the
octave, 1476. how they may determine pitch
continuously,147a. mode in which they
analysetones, 147c to 148". may vibrate to
two tones,and their vibrations may be com-pounded

of them, 166c. attempt to estimate

intensityof sympathetic vibration for in-creasing
intervals of tones, 172c. choice of

hypotheses,172(2.considered as explaining
consonance and dissonance,2276

[Costa,Sir M., 502a, 507c, SSSdj
[Couchet,Jan, Antwerp, harpsichordmaker,
knew that striking-pliu"eaffectsquality,77c'.
Coussemaker,* 196(2,*243(2',*244d
[Cramer,5056]
[Crawford,526a]
[Crossand Miller on American pitch,494c]
[Crotch,Dr.,5496]
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Crmnplesin vibrationalform of vioUn strings,
f^b
Cmstaoea, observations on their auditoryap-
paratns by V. Hensen, 1490

[Corwen,John, names of registers,loie. his

use of the character of a tone in singing,
*279c,d. on major Sixth of the minor scale,
^joid. his work with Tonio Sol-fa,4246 to

4256. his pitch,496c]
[Carwen, John Spencer,eldest son of John

Corwen, President of the Tonic Sol-fa College,
424^. his letter to the Timest 424a'. his
ifemoriaU ofJohn Curwen, 425c]
[Cycleof 53, how it arises,465a]
[C^rclicTemperaments, 435^]
Cjmdbalomof 19 notes to the Octave, men-tioned

by Pnetorius,320c. value of the

notes, 320(f
[Caezmak,on whispering,*io"i']

d'Alembert,his theoryof consonance, 232a to

2336. his PythagoreanSixth in major scale

not allowed, 2y$d. says Bameau*8 tuning
was common in 1762,32 1". his explanation
of the limits of the Greek heptachord,35 id

[d'Aligre,Marquis,5086]
Damping, rapid,of tones of air in mouth, 1 12c

to 113a
Damping of vibrations in the ear, 142c to 143d
Danoe music in form of madrigalsand motetts

in Aj". 1529, down to J. S. Ba^ and Handel,
245a
[Deoad,harmonic,or Unit of Harmony, 4596]
[deCans, Solomon, 509c]
Deep tones requiremore power to make them

audible than high tones,174". experiments
dewing how weak deeptones are, 1756.below
iiovib. are more or less discontinuous on the

siren, 178a. jar on harmonium below 132
vib.,178a.producedby a stringweightedin
the middle, 176a. 37^ vib. weak, 29^vib.
scarcelyaudible,1766. Professor Helmholtz,
vrith large forks of 24 to 35, and 35 to 61

vib.,found 30 vib. weak, 28 vib. scarcelyaudi-ble,

176c. on Appunn's reeds, Preyer'sex-periments,

I76d. Author's conjecture,I76d\
{Translator'sexperiments,lyed']

XNsepestmusical tone,how many vibrations it

has, 174a

Deepest practicalorchestral tone, 41} vib.,

t7SC
,

[Degenhardt,5026]
[de la Fage,494"f,509a, 510c]
de la Tour, Cagniard,his siren,12c. [494^',
SoSc,d]

Delaitre,ssad
de la Motte Fouquet,105a
Delesenne shows that first-classviolinistsplay
in just intonation,325a, ^3250,title, [his
monochord, 44id',494d',508a,d,d]

de Muris, Jean, his consonances, excludes

Fourths, 1960
[Demuth,organist,S4Sd\
[de Prony,494^',5080]
de Vitry,Philipp,his consonances, excludes
Fourths, 196c
Diapason normah i6"2,[512^'}
[Diapasonwork of organs, 93(2']
Diaphony of Huobald,24^
[Dichord,5236]
[Diohordalor double diatonic scale of H. W.

Poole, 344"" 477c to 478c]
Didymna included major Third 4 : 5 in the

syntono-diatonicmode, 228c. his tetrachord,

263a
Differential combinational tones (Surge'sand

Tartini's),
1 53a. of usual harmonic intervals,

154a. generatedby upper partials,154c. of

differentorders exemplified,155a, 6, c, [cal-culated,
iSSd], form a complete series of

harmonic partialtones up to the generators,

155c. [influenceof this on consonance of

simpletones, iSS^\ 537^*] their reinforce-ment

by resonators,often small and dubious,

I57d, may then arise from vibrations com-municated

to resonator by drumskin, 158a.
of the firstorder,their beats,198a,b" beat

only when upper partialsbeat and with the

same frequency,199a. of higherorders,their
use in distinguishingFifths and Fourths of

simpleor slightlycompound tones,201 . [530a]
[Digitalsa finger-keys,50^']
Dixninished Seventh, its chord and transform-ations

of the same, 345c, d. [itschord has

the justform, 10 : 12 : 14 : 17, considered,

346c, d. its transformations considered,
346c',d',] itsusual justchord, 3496
[Dionysiusof Halicamassus,24fid]
Direct system,itschords,342c
Direction,the sensation of, is partlydue to

muscular sensations,63d
Discant at end of eleventh century in France

and Flanders, itsnature, 2446.developspoly-phonic
music and musical rhythm and ca-nonic

imitation,244c
Dissonance defined,194",204". how itarises,

330c, whither it tends, 330(i. different for

different qualitiesof tone,205a. how cha-racterised,

226c. and eonsonanoe, their boun-dary,

2286. not been alwaysthe same, 228c.

unprepared,3540
Dissonant chords imperfectlyrepresentcom-pound

tones,3466.dissonant notes,^6c. es-sentially,

why used, 3536. intervals,why so

called,18 ic. considered,generalview, 33 id

to 333d. notes of chords of the Seventh, con-sidered,

3476to 3500. tetrads,341c. tones how

introduced,3536.triad C E A\" or C E 0%,

213d,[2i4dr].triads,3386
Disturbance of consonances by adjacentcon-sonances,

meaning of this expression,i86d
Division of small intervals into equal parts by
ear, 256a
Dogs very sensitive to high e"" of violin,i i6d

Dominant. Seventh, itschord not used in 16th

century,246^2. [Duodene,461^2]
[Doncaster,Schulze's organ at,96(2]
Donders, first draws attention to noises attend-ing

vowels,67(2,io6cf, firstdiscovered vowel

resonances, *io86. how he estimated them,
io8c. his vowel resonances comparedwith

Prof. Hehnholtz's, 1096,["i6"2T
Donkin's Acoustics,377a
Doric,national Greek scale,242a. its scale,

267c,305c. Glarean's,or ecclesiastical,245c.
considered as the mode of the minor Seventh,

303c
Double Octave an absolute consonance, 194"
Double Siren,see Siren double

Dove's polyphonicSiren, 13a, 14a

[Driffield,Bev. G. T.,494(2,5056]
[DriUedBeeds, 5556]
Drum and Drumskin, set Ear

Du Bois Beymond, sen., his vowel trigram,
1056,"io5(2

Ductus ooMearis, lyjc

[Duiffoprugcar(SwissTyrol,Bologna,andLyons,
1510-1538),resonance of his violins,876,0
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[Duodenal,itsxneaiiingand use, 4656]
[Duodenarium, the, 463a. how constructed,

463(2.limits of,4646J
[Duodenation,462^2]
[Duodene,hannonio, or Unit of Modulation,

461a]
[Duodenes,musical, or the developmentof just
intonation for harmony, Sect. ", see con-tents,

457"2]

E

Ear, itsanalysisof musical tones accordingto
the law of simplevibrations,496,52a. espe-cially

sensitive from 2640 to 3163 vib.,e"" to

g''"yI i6a. consequent effectwhen bass voices

sing,1 166. how itapprehends and analyses
compound tones, i2Sc. construction of, de-scribed,

129c to 142a. its labyrinth,I2gdt
135(2to 137a. fluid of the same, 136". its

membranous labyrinth,i^6d, its hammer,

or malletis,figuredand described,13 1". its

anvil,or incuSy132^2,and its anvil'sjointwith
the hammer, 133". itsstirrup,133^2.figured,
134a. its stirrup'sattachment to the oval

window, 134a, and excursions,134". its sac-

cuius t^Z^'itsampullcBti^Cd,itsutriculuSf
136(2. its sand, 137a. its cochlea, 137" to

142a. sensitivetorf"'tand its consequences,

179a. contrasted with eye as to capabilities
of perceivingwaves, 29. compared with eye

in its apprehensionof compound vibrations,
128c. ear can analyse,eye cannot; eye can

distinguishallforms, ear can onlydistinguish
those which have different constituents,I28d.

compared with eye in analysisof compound
sensations,I48"2,and for intermittent irrita-tions,

173a, 6, c. compared with muscles for

intermittent irritations,173". [compared
with eye and muscles in timing a transit,
I73"2,(2'.]itswindows, see Oval and Bound

Ecclesiastical scales of Glarean,with incorrect

Greek names, 245c, d

[Edison,T. A.,his phonograph,539a]
Egyptian flute,interpretedby F^tis,2'jid
Eight-stringedScales,Lydian,Phrygian,Doric,
Hypolydian,Hypophrygian(Ionic),Hypodorio
(Eolioor liocrian),Mixolydian,2670. [the
same with the intervals in cents,268";]

Ekert,"307(2'
Eleventh not so pleasant as Fourth, 1895
[itspartialscompared with those of the

Fourth, i89(2],196a
[Elliot,507a]
Ellis,A. J. ["i6(2',17(2,56(2,66(2',"68(2,"68(2',

" io5(2',1 140^," 147(2.his Alphabetof Nature^

1845, first makes mention of Willis's and
Wheatstone's experiments and theories,
"11 7(2,"191"',390a]
Energetictone of voice,how produced,115c
Engel,G., "ii2(2

[England,pitch,505(2]
Enharmonic confusions occur in justintona-tion,

327^. [organof Gen. T. P. Thompson,
473c]

Eolic mode, Glarean's,245(2
Eolic (Hypodoric)Greek scale,267c
Equal temperament, circumstances favourable

to it,3226. firstdevelopedon the pianoforte
where much favoured,323(1^.its defects on the

organ, 323c, and harmonium, 324a, on violins,
3246. not used in double stop passages, 324c.
its influence on musical composition,3276.
Mozart and Beethoven, 327c. [itscycle,4366.

its intonation,437c. its synonymity,4386.
itshistory,548J
[Erard,507(2]
Eratosthenes, his method of tuning the older

chromatic tetraehord,262c
Erse have learnt heptatonicScales,2586
Essential scales,2676
[Esser,504^2]
[Estdve,436(2']
Esthetics,Musical, i"

Esthetic principlesmodify physical in the

formation of scales,234 to 236. analysisof
works of art,3666

Esthonian treatment of leadingnote, 288a

Euclid on consonance and dissonance, 226(2,

[523a]
Euler, Leonard (1707-1783),on law of motion

of strings,15a, on why simple ratios please,
15". his theoryof consonance and dissonance

founded on integersexplained,*22gd to 2316.
the gap he leftfilledby Prof. Helmholtz, 231c

[hisdetermination of pitchnumbers by a string
and formula, 441c. 494/2'.5iO(2]

Eustachian tube, 1306
[Ewing, J. A., 1 18(2'.analysisof vowels ^7
Phonograph, 538^542,see Jenkin]

Exner, S.,*i5i(2,̂3726
[ExperimentfUInstruments for Just Intonation.

4666 to 483c,see contents, 4666. pipes,506c]
Extreme sharp Sixth, its chord and Greek

Doric cadence, 2866,308c
Eye contrasted with ear as to oapabilitieaof

perceivingwaves, 29

Fagotto,see Bassoon

False (Midence,356c. relations forbidden,

36i(2,their meaning, 362a, often found in

J. S. Bach's chorales,3626
Farabi,same as Al Farabi, (2.950, 282a

[Faraday,5056]
[Farey,J.,sen., controversywith James Broad-

wood, 548c']
Fessel,I22(2,377c, his resonance tubes,dimen-sions

of,377^
F6tis,*239(2,*240(2',*257(2.adoptsterm "maZ"/y,
240". on pentatonicscales,257c 271(2. his

interpretationof an Egyptian flute,271(2,
2800'. [hisstory of Lemmens, 28o(2'j
Fifth,14S,not sensiblydisturbed by adjacent
intervals,i88c. [itspartialscompued, i88(2.]
a perfectconsonance, 194^. of simile tones

delimited by beats of differentialtones, aoo(2.

repetitionin it presentsnew elementa,2546.
used in modem music, 254(2. occurs in the

scale,255a. [indicatedby ", 276(2'.]grave
or imperfect and just,3356. false or di-minished,

335c. superfluousor extreme sharp,
335(2. see also Subminor Fifth

Fifths,consecutive,why forbidden,3590, 36o(2,
3616

fifths and Fourths consonant and dissonant

enumerated and considered,3356
Fifth and Fourth triad,3386
Fifth and Sixth triad,3386
Films of glycerinesoap and water for shewing
vibrations of air in a resonator, 374

[Finalycalled Umic in text,267(2j
Final Chords, see ClosingChords

[Finlayson,5"X)a]
[Fischer,494(2',508c,d]
[Flatteror lower tones defined,i id']
Floroke,on vowel resonance, io8c',iogc
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Flue-pipesof an organ open and stopped,S"bt
c. [theirpitchaccordingto Cayaill6-Goll,89c,
"2. effect of temperatureon pitchof,89(/,d'J]
motion of airinside,for open pipes,89cto 906,
for stopped pipes,90c. their reduced length,
91 6. distance of planeof reflexion from the

end of pipeaccordingto Prof. Helmholtz,91",
[accordingto Bosanquet,Loid Bayleigh,and
Blaikley,gid],motion of air at mouth, 926.
'narroii70r stoppedcylindrical,have proper tones

corresponding to the unevenly numbered

partials,the toider not so, and henc^ give
prime tone almost alone,94a, the blowingof
them, 394a to 3966. see Organ pipes,flue

flute pipes,see Flue pipes
Flutes, bad for harmony, joke on a Flute

concerto and concert, good in combination

with other instruments, 20$d, [oldand new,
their intonation,ss$d'to 556a]

[Tolliano,L., invento the meantone, but not

the meantone temperament, 547"2]
[Foot, lengthsof,in different countries,their
effect on pitch,$120]

force of tone,loc. its measure, lod, of sound,
its mechanical measurement, lod, [75"i']

Forks, tuning,their sympathetic resonance,

39^, 40a. [generallyhave the second partial,
54^. conditions of not having any partials,
55^'.]purifiedfrom secondarytones by ajar,
54"2,or a string,55c. see also Tuning-fork

Forkel, "296^,32 id, ^32id'
[ForsterA Andrews, 5006]
Forte and PianOt how producedon organs, 94c
Fortlage,307c
Four-part chords,2226
Fourier {1768-1830),his law,346. its acous-tical

expression,34c. what it shews and

does not shew, 356. mathematicallysolves
Pythagoras*sproblem,229a

Fourth, 14^. chieflydisturbed by major
Third, 189". itsprecedenceover major Third

and major Sixth principallydue to itsbeing
the inversion of the Fifth, 189". a perfect
consonance, 194c. why formerly not con-sidered

as a consonance, 196^. between two

simple tones delimited by beats of diffe-rential

tones, 20ca. mode of, Greek Ionic

Ecclesiastical Mixolydian considered,302c.
[itspredominance,524^]

[France,pitch,508a]
Franco of Cologne,end of 12th century,admits
Thirds as imperfectconsonances, 190a. his

order of consonances, 196c
[Francis, 508"]
[Fraser,his organ, firstcommerciallyissued in

equaltemperament, since burned, 5492/]
Free Beeds, 956. [in Chinese Shdng, 6sd.
not used in English organ pipes, 96c.
treated hjMr. Hermann Smith, 554^]

French pitch, i6d, [Commission on pitch,
494(2'.Sixth,461c]

French horn, see Horn

Frequency defined,iia, [iid]
Fullah negroes have pentatonicscales,257c
Fundamental major and minor chords, 21 2d,

bass,294c
[Furstenau,M., 4996]

Gabrieli Giovanni of Venice,composer, con-temporary

with Palestrina,247c. what we

miss in him, 2486,296a
Gaels have learned heptatonioscales,2586
[Pafori,treatiseon music, 1480,*si2d]

Galileo (1564-1649)on laws of motion of

strings,15a
[Galin,P.,his book and system,425^. adopts
Huyghens's cycleof 31, 425^]

Galin-Paris.Chev6 system of teachingsinging,
42 5c. [itshistoryand principles,425^ note f]

Galleries of cochlea,137 6
[Gamelan or Javese band, how itplays,526c]
[Gand,509a]
[Gardiner,Tonic Sol-fa teacher,427c]
[Gameri, G., or

* Joseph ' (Cremona, 1683-
1745),also called Guamerius, resonance of his

violins,87c]
[Gameri, P. (Mantua,1701),resonance of his

violins,87cQ
Oeigen-principalorgan stop,93a, c, d
Oemshom organ stop,94a, [94^]
Gerbert,"196^
[German peculiarityof consonants, 66d, d',
habit of beginningvowels with the check or

Arabic hamza, I04"2'.Sixth, 461c. pitch,
5096]
[Gewandhaus concerts at Leipzig,pitch,510"]
Glarean sometimes allows tenor and bass to

be in differentkeys,2 \$d, his Dodecachordon
and its order of consonances, *i96c. his six
authentic and six plagal scales with false
Greek names, 245c, d, his names of the

modes, 269a
Glass harmonioon,71a
[Glazebrook'selectric method of determining
pitch,4426]

Gleitz,organist,on Erfurt bell of 1477 and its

tones,*j2d
Glottis,98a
[Glover,Miss Sarah, starts the system of

teachingto singdevelopedas Tonic Sol-^

by John Curwen, 424a]
[Glyn " Parker,maker of HandePs Foundling
Hospitalorgan, So$d]
Goethe, 1749 -1832,relied on mixtures of pig-ments,

64^
Goltz, his investigationof the ciliieof am-

pullffi,leads to suppose that they and the
semicircular canals serve to givesensation of

revolution,151 6

[Got,M., pronounces oi"iwithout voice,68d]
Goudimel, Claude, a Huguenot, master of

Palestrina,2476
Graham, G. F., *258"2',2"od'y26id
[Graveharmonics = combinationid tones, 153c
note]
[Gray,Dr.,helps J. Broadwood with divided

belly.bridge,77(f|
[Gray "feDavison, 506c, 507a. in 1854 first
send out an organ in equal temperament,
549"Q
[Great Exhibition of 1851 had no English
organ in equaltemperament, 549a']
[Greatorex,496c]
[Greece,old tetrachords,5i2"2,519(2. ditto

afterAIFarabi,512^,519(2.scales,5 14 to 5 15.
most ancient,5156. later,and Al Farabi's,
5"5c. Si9d]

Greek Music, 237. tonal system,262 to 271.
later scale,270c, ". [scales,514 to 515a]

Greeks had a certain esthetic feelingfor
tonality,but tmdeveloped,242c
[Green,505(2]
Gregory,Pope, a.d. 590-604,his settlement of

the Liturgy,littlemore than established the

Boman school of singingof Pope Sylvester,
239a. inserts accidental scales among Am-

brosian essential,27 id]
[Griesbaoh,J. H., 499^,5056]

,
^.^^T^
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[Grove,Sir O.,"87(i']
[Orundton^ fundamental tone or root of chord,

Goadanini, violin by,85c
[Guamerios,P.,Sy", see Gameri]
Gu6roult,165^,note and 414c. [4^7^]
Guido d' Arezzo, b. about 990, 351c.
[Guillaume,510^
Guitar,746

[Halberstadtorgan, 1361,oldest pitchascer-
tained,511"]
[HalU, Ch.,502c]
HaUstroem considered multiplecombinational
tones to be of differentorders,* 154^2,413a

Hammer, moved by water-wheel,itsperiodic
motion, 19c, 21c. soft and elastic for pianos
complicatestiieproblem,74c, a sharp-edged
metalho,reboundinginstantly,excites but one

pointand producesnumerous partials,some
more intense tiban the prime,75a. of piano-forte,

why felted,75c. hard and soft,their

differentqualities,78c. see also Ear

Hammer-Purgstall, von, on Arabian Music,
3810,"2

Bdnt"hu of cochlea,137"
Handel sometimes concludes a minor piece
with a major chord, 21 76. his suites,245a.
his use of closingminor chord, 295a, 2g6d,
his use of the mode of minor Sixth,307a, 6,
[takesa chorus from Carissimi,sojd notef.

his fork,496c,5056]
Hanslick, "., on tiie Beautiful in Music, 26,

2Sod
[Harmon, Mr. J. Paul White's,for the 53 divi-sion

of ^e Octave, 4816]
Harmonic music, modem, how characterised,

246c. inducements for the change, 246c.
distinguishedfrom polyphonicby the in-dependence

of chords, 296a. relationship
began in the middle ages, 368c. Seventh, see

sub-minor Seventh, upper partialsproduced
by the same peculiaritiesof construction of

a body as allow combinational tones to be

heard,15"I,1590. these always accompany

a powerful simple tone, 159c. upper par-

tiiUs,why they play a leadingpart in the

sensations of the ear, 204a

[Harmonical,an instrument for musical ob-servation,

6c. a speciallytuned harmonium,
its priceand compass, 17", c, d, useful to

shew the existence of partialtones, 22d,

useful for shewing increasingfrequency of

beats with increasingpitch,i$Sd. full de-scription,

466^2]
Harmonicons of metal, wood, and glass,
7ia,",c
[Harmonics,how they differ from harmonic

upper partialtones, 24^'. defined,zsd,
of C66, table of partialsof the firstsixteen,
to shew how they affect each other in con-sonances,

197c, d, of a string45 inches long
struck at ) length,78^. partialsof a piano-forte

stringstruck at one-eighthits length,

545c. of a violin or harp, and fadinghar-monics

of piano,24(2'. Seventh and Seven-teenth

introduced into harmony, 464c

Harmony, of the spheres,solelyheard by

Pythagoras,229c, and playsa great part in

middle ages, 22gd. its modern principle,
249a, 249c. not natural,but freelychosen,
2496, gave rise to a richer opening out of |

musical art,369a. [absentin non-harmonic

scales,526c]
Harmonium, itsreeds,956,554a'.with 24 notes

in justintonation,invented by Prof. Helm-

holtz,itssystem of chords, 316c. its meUiod
of tuning,316^'.[itsduodenaryarrangement,
3170.] its system of minor keys,318a and d,
its contrast with tempered,319c. [just,de-scribed,

470a]
Harmoniousness of combinations in different

qualitiesof tone, 194a
Harp, 74". with pedal,3226
[Harper,trumpeter,and his son, had a slide

trumpet, loocT^
Harpsichord[itsstriking-place,77^
[Harris,B., arches the upper lipof flue-pipes,
397^',505^
[Harris,T. and B.,505^]
Harmonisation, the only point in which
modem excels ancient music, 309a
[Hart, violin-maker,assists in findingreso-nance

of violins,Sje]
[Hartan,monochord, 442a]
[Haseneier,maker of Dr. Stone's contrafagotto,
553"Q

Hasse, C, proves that birds and amphibiahave
no Gorti's rodb,I45(2',i^Sd
Hauptmann, objectsto a theoryof consonance

and dissonance by rationiJ numbers that no

sharpline can be drawn,*22yd. Prof. Helm-
holtz's reply,228a. his Pythagorean Sixth
in minor scale not allowed,*2';$d,his nota-tion

for Fifths and Thirds,276^2,277c. his
reason for avoidingclosingminor chords,
295c, 295(2',3ioe2'.his opinionon the Second
of the Scale,298^2.his minor major mode,
305 6. denies that there is any difference of
character to keys played on an organ, 3iodL
his system of tones,315c,340a. on consecu-tive

Fifths,3602,3616
Hautbois,see Oboe

[Haweis,Bev. H. B., assists in findingreao-
nance of violins,87c]
[Haydn, 54801
[Healey,Mr., assists in findingresonance "d

violms, 876',"/]
Heidenhain's Utanomdtort itsaction,139a
HiUcotrSma of cochlea,137"
Hehnholtz, Prof.,*6c\ i"2. his Optics,iSd',
"91c,"9"2',io5"2,106c',109c, nod, d\ "iiid,
117(2,123(2,*i34d,"iS2(2',153(2,195(2',23"2'.
his names for the modes explained,269c.
[takento hear Gen. P. Thompson's organ by
the Translator,423c',and taken by ihe same

to Mr. Gardiner's School to hear Tonic Sol-ta

singing,427c. his letter to J. Curwen about

it,427^
[HelmholtzianTemperament, 435c]
[Helmore,Bev. T.,on Gregorianmodes, ^26^
Heilwag,Gh.,loScf, [on vowel resonance, 109c]
Hemony of Zfitphen,17thcentury,his require-ments

for bells,72(2
[Henfling'scycleof 50,436(2']
Henle found where greatestincrease of breadth

of Gorti's rods fell,146a
Henrici,estimates upper partialsof tuning-
forks too low by an Octave, *62a

Hensen, V., researches on the basilar mem-brane,

145c,
* 145(2'.auditoryapparatus of

crastaceiB, ^1490
Hensen, 4o6d
HeptatonicScales,2626
[Herbert,Geo.,had organ tuned equally,5490'^
Herschel,Sir J.,iiyd'
Hervert,J.,*93(2'.see Mach
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Sexaohord of Guido d*Arezzo,3510
lUichi-riki,Japanese,itsreeds,553^1
Sidden Fifths and Octaves,361c. often found

in J. S. Bach's chorales,3626
High voices more agreeablethan low, and

why, 179c

fHildebrandof Dresden,495c]
[Hill,violin-maker,assistsin findingresonance
of violins,876,c]

[Hill,Thomas, organ-bnilder,his father tried

and abandoned free reeds,96c. 494^',506c]
[Hipkins, A. J., on harmonics of a Steinway
piano string,76^2. on striking-placeof
pianoforte,hai^sichord,and spinet,77c, note,

had not met with a striking-placeat | leng",
yydf, his experiments on harmonics of a

stringstruck at ^ its lemrth,*ySd. and fur-ther

experiments on its partials,*545c.
assists in findingresonance of violins,87c',
i83{f,2ogd,d\ monochord, 442a, 507^.assists
in determiningnon-harmonic scales,51461c,
on James Broadwood's equal temperament,
549a. introduces equal temperament at

Broad woods',1846,549c]
[Hitchcock's,early,i8th century,spinet,its
striking-place,jyd]

[Holland,pitch,5106]
Uomophonic music, 237 to 243
[Hopkins,E. J.,on the organ, cited,*33"2,Syef,
d',93c',d, 94d,d',96d,49"i,5496]

[Hopwood, of Kensington,his organ built by
Cavaill6.Goll,96^2]

Horn, function of the air in its tube in rela-tion

to lips,97c [afterBlaikley,97"2'],long
nearly conical tube,99a, [not quiteconical,
99^* givesthe harmonics only,99a [upper
ones true,99^1. action of hand in the bell,
looa. [2 lower harmonics false, looc. its
various lengths for diHerent crooks after

Blaikley,and error in reportingZamminer,
iQod.] keyed horns,icx)a, [nearlyobsolete,
lood']

[Hewlett,496c]
Hucbald, Flemish monk, at beginningof loth

century, 244a
Hudson's Bay, pentatonicscales,257c
[Hnggins,Dr.,F.B.S.,his observations of effect
of increasingtension of hairs in violin bow,
83^2. on positionof touch for Octave har-monic,

*84(2. on function of sound post of

violin,*86c,d, assistsin findingresonance of

violins,87c. the resonance of his Stradivari

of 1708.%^d']
[HuUah, 239d,499^.505"]
[Hutchings,Plaisted,A Ck".,511"]
Huyghens, 1629-1695 [knows that striking-
place of stringaffects qualityof tone, 77a.
his harmonic cycle,436c]
Hypate, uppermost stringin position,lowest
in pitch,answered to dominant,242a. Greek
music ended on it,2426
Hypodoric (Eolicor Loorian)Scale,2670
HypolydianScale,2670
Hypophrygian(Tonic)Scale,267c

InciUt 8ee Ear

[India,Chromatic and Semltonic Scales,5170.
partial Scales of Bajah B4m P"l Singh,
Siyd]
[IndianQuartertones,how produced,265^2']
Indirect or Beverted System of Chords, 3420
Instrumental tones accompanied by distinctive

xkoises,6S6.

Instruments with inharmonic proper tones not

suitable for artistic music, 73c. effect of

bowing and damping them, 73^
Intercalated tones,always Semitones, 3520
Interference of sound, 160

Intermittent excitement of nerves, its effect

on ear and eye, 169"to 170c

Intensityof sound,how measured,y$d [Bosan-
quet's,with Preece and Stroh's opinionupon
this measurement, 75^,d']

Interval, [a sensation,measured by ratios or

cents, 13d,their names distinguishedin print
by capitalletters,lyd'.]of Fifth and Fourth,
14a, major and minor Third, 146,major and

minor Sixth, 14c. all hitherto considered so

arrangedthat a pairof their partialsshall beat

33 times in a second, 191a, 192a. [all,except
Tnirds and Fifths, indicated by ...

or the

number of cents, 276^'. not exceedingan

Octave, expressedin Cents, Sect. D, see pre-fixed
table of contents,45id. neutral,525a,

alternative,5256]
[Intonation,Tempered Pythagoreanand Just

compared, 313c. unequallyjust,465a. of

vocalistsand violinists,486 to 7. of flutes,555
d' to 556a]

Inversions,first or chord, of Sixth and

Fourth S,second or chord of Sixth and Third,
.^,213a. on what their harmonious effect

depends,214a
Inwards strikingreeds,976
Ionic,Glarean's, 245c. Greek, considered as

mode of the Fourth, 302c. (Hypophrygian)
Scale,267c
[Ions,496^]
Irrational intervals,(Uoyo,264a
[Isawa,directorof the Musical Institute,Tokio,
Japan,522^, 526c',527a',S5^^]

Italian melodies rich in intercalated tones,

352c. [Sixth,461c]
[Italy,in 1884 officiallyadopts l/bAS^ "Pre-senting

the arithmetical pitchc"5i2,497"2,
49Sa,priorpitch,510c]

[Japan, koto tunings, heptatonicscales,
Biwa, 519a, 6,c, 522a',V, d. scales,̂ S^ih^^
[Java,music, 7id,237^2'.itspentatonicscales,

257^2. Salendro Scales, 518c,Pelog Scales,

518c,(2,5226]
[Jehmlich,4996,509(2]
[Jenkinand Ewing, ii"2'. analysisof vowels

by Phonograph, 538to 542]
[Jimmerthal,502c]
Joachim uses 4 : 5 major Thirds in melody,
255(2. playsin justintonation,325a

John XXH., Pope,a-d. 1322, forbids use of lead-ing

note,287c
Jones, Sir William, presumes antfa to have

been the Indian tonic,^2430,6,c. see Y6di

[Jordans,5066]
[Josquin,225(2,296(2]
[Jots,cycleof 30103, 437al
Just intonation instrumentallypracticable,
327(2.in singing,422 to 428. [extreme close-ness

of itsrepresentationby the cycleof 53,

3296,c] the protestof musicians against
it arises from their not having methodically
compared Just and Tempered Intonation,428c,
possiblein the orchestra,428c.natural,428a.
accordingto Delezenne, 4286. [expressedin
cycleof 1200, 440. experimeDtalinstruments
for exhibiting,App. XX. Seot"F, 4666 to 483c.
zee contents, 4666]
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Jnstlyintoned Harmoniums, with two msnnals

arrangedby the Author, 316c to 319c. instru-ments

necessary for teachingsinging,327a.
instruments, plan for them, with a single
manual, 421a to 4226

K

Eeppler could not free himself from musical

imagination,22gd
Kettledrums, their secondarytones noi inves-tigated,

736
Key of polyphoniccomposition different for

different voices,245(2. [acousticaleffects of

change of key,55ic2.]Keynote,see Tonic

Keys, have they specialcharacters? 310c.
[theirpresumed characters,550c]
[Khorassan,Tambour of,its scale,after Prof.

Land, 517"]
Kiesewetter,R. G.,236^2,*28i",c, 282^'

Kirchengesang,or congregationalsinging,
"287^'

Eircher, Athanasius, finds both macrocosm

and microcosm musical, 2290
[Kirkman's harpsichord,1773, its striking-
place,7yd]
^mbergertunes Bach's major Thirds sharp,
321C
[Kirsten,5096]
Eissar,five-stringlyreof North Africa,penta-
tonic accordingto Villoteau,257c
[Klang,24c]
Koenig, B. [when tuning-forkshave no

partials,55(2',io6df. on vowel resonance,

"109c',*iogd\ i22d', on influence of dif-ference

of phase on qualityof tone, I26"2.]
with short sounding-rodshas shewn that

tones with 4000 to 40000 vibrations in a

second can be heard, 151c, iS2d, 15912,d\
167(2.recent work on combinational tones

and beats,I52(2.]experimentson forks with

slidingweights,his results,159",[i59(21,176c.
makes resonators, 372(2. his manometric

flames,374(]^,5. [hisclock method of deter-mining

pitch,442c. his tuning-forktonome-ters,

price of various kinds,446a, ", 494(2'.
on beats and combinational tones,527 to 538]
Kosegarten,J. G. L.,282(2'
[Krebs,510a]
[Eummer, 509"]
[Kfitzing,C, 1884,giveŝ length as suitable

striking-place,but had met with |,*77c'J

[Land,Prof. J. P. N., Gamme Arabe, "28o"j',
*28ic. his account of the Arabic scales,284
note. Al Farabi's Greek Scales,515c. Arabic

and Persian,5 1$d. Ditto Medieval and Ancient

Lute, 5 166. Tambours of Khorassan and

Bagdad, 5176,c, 5236^
Larynx, action of,98a
Later Greek Scales,270a, 6,e

Leading note, conception of, 2856, between

Seventh and Octave, not between Third

and Fourth, 286a, but between Second and

Third in the minor mode, 2866. not marked,
but sung, even in Protestant churches, to

1 6th and 17th centuries,287^. found in

Cantus firmuSf2870.not sung by Esthonians

even when playedby the organ, 288a. exists

only in two tonal modes, Greek Lydian and

Hypolydian,288a. causes alteration of
Greek Phry^an mode to the ascendingminor
scale,and Greek Eolic to instrumental minor

scale,2886. itsgeneralintroduction leads to

developmentof feelingfor the tonic,2886,c.

effectof excessivelysharpening,315a
Leaps,when they are not advisable,3556
[Lehnert,509c]
[Leibner,508c]
Leibnitz,1646-1716,perdpirt and appereipirt

" syntheticallyand analyticallyperceived,
62(2,[d']
[Lemmens, jMreferredfalseintervals as a child,
F6tis's story,zSod']
[Lemoine,$oSb]
[Lewis,5"i6c,507a]
Lichaon of Samos, 266e

Light and Sound, analogiesof their oompass,
186. [lightextends over an Octave and a

Fourth, 18c',(21
[Lineartemperaments,433a]
Lips,as membraneous reeds,97c
[Lissajous,496(2',and Ferrand, 508c]
[Listen,Rev. Henry, his organ, 4736]
Liturgy,Roman, itssinging,239a
Locrian (Hypodoric)Scale,267^
Low tones, see Deep tones

[Lupot (France,1750-1820),resonanoe ol his

violins,Sjc]
[Lushington,V.,and daughter,assist in find-ing

resonance of violins,Syd]
[Lutestopof harpsichordin i8th century, 77"2]
Luther,his feelingson music, 246c
Lydian Scale,Glarean's,24$d
Lydian Scales,Greek,267c

M

[Macfarren,Sir G.,sees right(justintonation)
through wrong (temperedintonation),346^^.
writes sighttest for Tonic Sol-fa FeBtival,
4270'. on character of keys,550c, standard
pitch,555c]

Mach and J. Hervert's experiment with gas
flames before the end of open flue-pipes,936,
"93(2'
[Macleod,Prof. H., and Lieut. Clark,their opti-cal

method of findingpitch,̂ 4426,494(2^
Madrigals,244(2
[MahiUon,V., on Boehm's flutes,*io3(2',yxid',
504(2]

Major chords used as a close to minor modes,

296(2,297a
Major or Ionic mode, its harmony well de-veloped

in 16th century,246(2.givesfull ex-pression

to tonality,293(7. its harmonic

superiority,togetherwith the minor mode,

298c. considered,302
Major scale,ascending,2746
Major Seventh, 337a. itschord in the direct

syBtem, 349c

Major Sixth, a medial consonance, 194c

Major Tenth better than major Third, 1956
Major Tetrads, their moet perfectpoeitioDa,
223(J

Major Third a medial consonance, 194c not

easilydistinguishedby differential tones,

200c, [(2'].just,with the ratio 4 : 5 indnded

by Didymus and Ptolenueus in the syntono-
diatonic mode, but not recognisedas a con-sonance,

2280. that it was not considered a

consonance was due to the tonal systems
used, 228(2. not clearlydefined and doobtfol

in pure melody,2$$d [indicatedby -h after

276(2.]just,3346
Major Thirteenth worse than major Sixth,

Major triads,their combinational tones gene-
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rallysaiUble to the ehord, 215". their most

X)erfectpositions,219c. their less perfect
positions,220c

JlialliuStsee Ear

Marloye makes pipe with additional piece a

half lengthof wave, for experimenton plane
of reflexion,gid [explanations,gidf, 504"2,
508a,5IOC]

Marparg quotes Eimberger on equal tempera-ment,
32 ic, [494^',5106]

[Mason and Hemlin, 511a]
Maiheson, his Critica Mtaica, 1752, *32ie.
says Silbermann*s unequal temperament is

best for organs, 323c, [So^d]
[Maxwell, Clarke,fundamental oolours,64/f]
Mayer, Prof. A.,observations on the duration

of sound and numbers of audible beats,417c
and note, [hiseleotrographiome^od of de-termining

pitoh,4426. his lecture-room ana-lysis

of a reed-tone,549c. his harmonic

curves, 5506]
[Mazingue,5086]
[Mazzini(Brescia,1 560-1640),resonance of his

violins,87c]
[Meantone Temperament, 433^. its history,
546e. used in 1880,in Spain,in Greene's

organs, Ac, 549cT
Meatus auditorius,130a
Mechanical problem of transference of the

vibrations of air to labyrinthof ear, 134^2
[MediantDuodene, 462a]
fMeeson, his ellipticaltension bars,552rf]
Melodic relationship,originaldevelopment of

the feelingfor,3686
Melodies in modem music supposed to arise

from harmonies, 2536
Melody is not resolved harmony, 289a. in

simple tones,how appreciated,2896 to 290".
expresses motion appreciableby immediate

perception,252a. goes far beyond an imita-tion

of nature, 371a. does not arise from

distinctive cries,3716
Membranes, circular,their sympathetic re-sonance,

40c to 41 c

Membranes, stretched,their inharmonic proper
tones, 736

Membranous tongues, how to make, 97a.

[reeds,5546]
[Mental effects of each degreeof the scale,

279^ note]
Mental tune " OemilthsBiimmung,2$od
Mercadier, see Ck"rnu,*Z2Sd
Mercator*s cycleof 53, 328c,[436c]
[Merkel,io6c'. on whispering,*io84'. his

comparison of all opinionson vowel reso-nance

with comparativetable,* 109c, (2,nod]
[Mersenne,494(2,508a,6,d, spinet,509a. on

equaltemperament, 548c]
Mesl^ middle string,answered to tonic,242c
Meshaqah, ^2646',26$d. his modem Arabic

scale of 24 Quartertones,2646,285^',5256,d
Metal reeds,986
Metallic qualityof tone,71 6

[Meyerbeer,499c]
Middle-tone,see MesH

[Millimetres,their relation to inches,42^
Minor chord, its treatment by older com-posers,

avoided at close,217a. its use at the

dose marks the periodof modem music, 365a.
its root or fundamental bass ambiguous,291c.
how avoided, 295a. on the second, a real

modulation into the subdominant, 299a
Minor-Major Mode, Hauptmann*s name, and

itschain of chords, 305"
Minor mode arises fi*om fusion of Doric,Eolic,

and Phrygian in Monteverde's time, 248^2.
does not givefullexpressionto tonality,2946.
formerly closed with major chords, 296^,
297a. the harmonic superiorityof this and
the major mode, 298c

Minor scale,ascendingand descendingforms,
2746,c. instrumental form,2886. the effect

on itschords of usingthe major Seventh, 299c
Minor Seventh of scale alwaysreplaceableby
major Seventh, 2996,c. the effectof this on

the chords of minor scale,299c. acuter or

^der, 336c,d, chord of the, in the direct

system, 349c
Minor Sixth an imperfectconsonance, 194^2.
[itspartialscompared with those of subminor

Seventh,1956]
[Minor Submediant Duodene, 4626]
Minor system inferiorto major in harmonious-

ness, 301 6, c. this nowise depreciatesits
value,302a. itscapabilitiesin consequence,
302a

Minor Tenth,much worse than minor Third,

196a
Minor Tetrads,their best positions,2246
Minor Third, an imperfectconsonance, I94"2.
[indicatedby" from 276^.]Pythagorean,3346*
just,3346

Minor Thirteenth, much worse than minor

Sixth, 196a
Minor triad,false,340a. [examplesanalysed,
340d.] not so harmonious as major triads,

214c. their combinational tones do not belong
to the harmony, 216a. effectof such tones,
2 16c. their most perfectand less perfect
positions,22i5, c

Mixolydian scale, Greek, 267^. Glarean's,

245(2.considered as mode of the Fourth, 302^2
Mode of Fourth ascending form, 275a. of

minor Seventh descendingform, 275a, ascend-ing

form, 2756. of minor Sixth descending
form, 2756. itschain of chords, 305c, d. its

relation to the major scale,306". traces of

its use by Handel, 307a, ". by Bach, 307c.

by Mozart, 308a,6. by Beethoven, 30S6
[Modelet= ragiini,525c^
[Modem Greek scales,556^']
Modes, ecclesiastical,their system differed

greatlyfrom modem keys,247^2.Professor
Helmholtz's names for,compared with an-cient

Greek and ecclesiastical,269a. an-cient

Greek, tabulated with the same initial

or tonic,269a.the five with variable Seconds

or Sevenths, in the new notation,277a'.see

Tonal Modes

MddVfilus of cochlea,137"
Modulation in the modem sense, unknown to

polyphonicmusic,246a.rulesfor,328a. [into
the DominantDuodene, 46i(2.into the sub-

domins^,mediant,minor submediant, rela-tive

and correlative Duodenes, 462]
Mongolianpentatonicscales,257c
Monochord, 14^. [liableto error, 15a],746.
used to train singers,326a. [experiments
with,by Messrs. Hipkins and Hartan, with

Translator,442a]
[Monneron,497c]
Monteverde,Claudio, a.d. i565-1649,invents
solo songs with airs,248c. firstcomposer who

used chords of the dominant Seventh without

preparation,24842,296a
[Montal,4986]
[Moore A Moore, London, makers of Harmo-

nioal,176]
Moore, H. Keatley,ytjd,31 td, [saysHandel
took a chorus from Carissimi,307(2.explains

^.joogle
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action of short keysof pianoon the character

of the keys,Slid]
Motets, 245a
Motion measures power in the inorganicworld,
26. periodic,illustrated,86. undulatory,ga

Movements, musical, chieflydepend on psycho-logical
action,2C

Mozart [usespianofortesby Stein,77^].some-times

concludes a minor piecewith a major
chord, 2176. his use of chords in his Ave

verum cormu, 225a. his use of closingminor
chord, 29"2,2970. his Bequiem^ 2976. his

use of the mode of the minor Sixth,308a,6.
his Proieggailgiustocielo seldom sung satis-factorily,

326a. lived at the commencement

of equaltemperament, 327c, [4966,548"]
Mueller, Johannes (1801-58),starts physio-logical

acoustics,46. his form of membra-nous

tongues,976. his theoryof the specific
energiesof sense, 148c
Music, most closelyrelated to sensation of all

arts,2d. dependsfor material on sensation
of tone,3a. had to shape and select its ma-terials,

250a. expresses states of sensitive-ness,

250c, 25 ic

Musical qualityof tone, 676
Musical tones, 7c, 106, c, without opper
partials,69c. with inharmonic upper par-

tials,70a. of strings,74a. of bowed instru-ments,

80c. of reed pipes,95a. on compound
tones are chords of partialsand hence repre-sented

by chords,3096
[Musician'scycleof 55, 436(2]
Mysis (or opossum shrimp)hears when oto-liths

are extirpated,149(2.tuningof itsaudi-tory

hairs,150a

[Naeke,Herr and Frau, 494^']
[Natural,the symbol Q

,
whence derived,3X2(2]

* Naturalness ' of the major chord, according
to Rameau and d*Alembert,and insufficiency
of such assumption,2326,c

Natural Seventh (seeSubminor Seventh)
Nasals, M, N, N', their humming effect,have
peculiaritiesof U, 117a

Naumann, G. E., 276(2.defends Pythagorean
intonation,2^40, *3i4d',328(2
Neidhard,equaltemperament,170",*32ic,df
Nerve force has onlyquantitative,not qualita-tive

difFerenoes,the differentresultsdepend on

the differentterminals,149c
Netherland system, itsharsh polyphony,2256
Neumann, Clem., simpler way of observing
vibrational form of violin stringby a grating,
"83(2'
[NeutralIntervals,525a. Third,Prof. Land's

name for ZalzaPs Third, 2Sid]
New Caledonia,pentatonicscales,257c
New Guinea Papuas,pentatonicscales,2570
Newton (1642-.1727),on laws of motion of

strings,15a
[Nichol'sGermania Orchestra,5116]
Nicomachus, his comparisonof the seven tones

to the seven heavenlybodies,241a, [c\d'].on
the old tuningof the lyre,255c, 257(2',266c

Nodes of strings,how to find ^ose on a piano-forte,
47(2,5(3(2,and how to touch, 51a. par-tials

of stringswhich have no node in a certain

spot are silenced by touchingthe stringat
the node,52(2.̂ exceptions,78(2,5406]

Noise- defined,7c, "2,"80. accompanying in-strumental

notes, 67c. perception of, by
cochlea,i5")^

[Northcote,Miss, blind organistof Oen. P.

Thompson's Enharmonic organ, 4230^
Note, musical, its construction,5c. lisedfor
any musical tone,24a, d

Notation,new, for distinguishingthe relatioDS

of Fifths from those of major Thirds,276a to

2786 [substitutehere used, 277c]
Numbers, what have the ratios of the firstsix

to do with music ? 2a, see Pythagoras

[Oberzahn,25(2']
Oboe, its tongues or reeds,966,554c. has a

conical tube,and producesall haxmonioa, 99a
Observation, personal,better than best de-scription,

6a

Octave, a collection of eight notes (uBually
printedwith a small letter),onacoenied, or

4-foot,15(2. once accented or 2-foot, and
twice accented, or i-foot,16a. great, or 8-

foot,and contra,or 16-foot,and 32-foot,i6b
Octave. [Octave meaning interval (usually
printed with a capitalletter),and octave,

meaning set of notes (usuallyprintedwith a

small letter),I3(2.]easy to maikethe mistake

of, as Tartini,Henrici, and others, 62a.

givesno beats except those from partialsin
a singlecompound, iSyd, same for double

Octave, 187(2.greatlydistorts adjacentcon-sonances,

188a. an absolute consonance,

1946. of simple tones,distinguishedby the

firstdifferentialtone, 1990. repetitionin it

presents nothing but what has alreadybeen
heard, 2$yL not allowed in composition,
359c. why its keyis identified with that of

the prime,3296
[Octavedivisions,their possibleorigin,522(2]
Oettingen,A. von, his notation for relations of

Thirds and Fifths,277c. its modification by
Translator here used, 277c note, report 00

Esthonian treatment of leadingnote in minor

scales,^287(2.his minor system, *3o8c2,
3656

Ohm, G. S., 1787-1854, his law, 336, c, 76*.
completionof its proof,56c. Seebeck's ob-jections

to it,*sSd, his experiment with a

violin to shew fusion of note and Octave, 606.

better form with bottles blown by stream of

air over mouth, 6oe

Olivier,"io8c'

Olympos, B.C. 660-620, his pentatonictrans-formation

of the Doric scale, 258a. his

ancient enharmonic tetrachord,262c
Open pipes,see Organ pipes,open
Opera,one of the most active causes of deve-lopment

of harmony in 17th oentnry, 2486
[Organ-builders'measurement of octaves by
feet,l6d]
Organ pipes,wide stopped,unsnited for har-mony,

delimit consonance imperfectly,un-snited

for polyphony,their use, 2056. flue,
delimit Octaves and Fifths by partials,but
requirecombinational tones for the Thirds,

205(7. open, good for harmony and poly-phony,
206a

Oigan,itscompound stops have fewer pipesin

upper notes,2106

Organ stops,QuintaUn, 33(2. Twelfth,3312.
principalregister^ weiiigedacki^gei^en-regiaUfi
quintaUn^ comet, compound, 57b. ^usqui-
altera ĉomet mounted, 57(2'.}The musician
mnst regardall tones as resemblingthe ecai-

pound ^rgan stops ŝ?^
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Organiun of Haebald,244a
Oscillation,lengthof,86. periodof,86
Ossicles,see Auditory
Otoliths,ear stones, see Auditory
[Ouseley,Sir F. A. Gore, 503a]
Outwards strikingreeds,97c
Oval window of labyrinth,130a, 136"
[Overtones,used by Prof. TyndaU for upper
partialtones, an error of translation,here
avoided ; the term should never be used for

partialsin genecal,2$d']
[Overtooth,254'J

[Paoifio,South, Balafong,518c,̂ 226]
Palestrina, a.i". i524-*I594, under Pius IV.,

pupil of Goudimel, 2476. carries out sim-

pli"oationof church music, 247a. his use

of chords, especiallyin the opening of his

Stabat tnateTt 2256, 247c, 2486, 296a, c.

[Paris,Aim6 and Kanine, pupilsof Galin,

425c'. Alms's bridgetones, 426"J
Partial tones in general,and upper partial
tones in particular,how distinguished,22a.
in musical notes, 22c. [partialt"ne^pta-
tial tones, 24c\] partials,contraction for

partialtones, 240'. no illusion of the ear

any more than prismaticcolours are of the

eye, 48c. those unevenly numbered are

easier to observe, 49c. methods for observ-ing

by ear, 50c. on piano,50c. on strings
generally,50c to 51a. modes of observingon
human voice,516. [highupper, their exist-ence

proved by beats with forks by Trans-lator,

56d'.] partialsfuse into a compound
tone, shewn by experiments.Ohm's with a

violin.Prof. Helmholtz's with bottles,606, c.

[Translator'swith tuning-forksand resonant

jars,6 id.] upper, their influence on quality
of tone, 62a. inharmonic upper, 706.
favoured on a piano whose periodis nearly
twice the duration of stroke, 76a. of a

string-tonedisappearwhich have a node at

point excited,76c, 77a. [not always when

struck by a pianofortehammer, y6dt 78c,
54.66.]^ewn by flames seen in a revolving
mirror, Koenig*B manometric flames, 374a,
6. [of a pianofortestringstruck at one-

eightiiits length,545c.] upper, of human

voice, difficultto recognise but heard by
Kameau and Seller,1046. upper, perceived
synthetically,even when not anfUytically,
656. by properlydirected attention theymay
be observed analytically,65c. at any rate

they effectan alteration of qualityof tone, 65c
Passingnotes,353a
[Patna,Balafongfrom, 518a,521^2']
[Pauer,Ernst, on presumed character of keys,
S5od\ SSia]
Paul, O., considers that Hncbald invented

the principleof imitation,^2440
[Pedals- footkeys,50^1
[Pellisov,see Schafhautl, lo^d]
IPelogscales,518(2,526a]
Pendular or simple vibrations,23a. their

law and form, 230^
Pendulum, its periodicmotion, 190. how set

swingingby the hand, by periodicallymoving
the pointof suspension,376. to shew vibration

of membrane due to that of air in bottle,42a
Pentatonic scales in China, Mongolia,Java,
Sumatra, Hudson's Bay, New Guinea, New

Caledonia,and among Fullah negroes, 257c.

five varieties,259a, 6, e. [259^. numerous

other, 5186. independent of heptatonic
scales,525^. do not arise from inabilityto
appreciateSemitones, 5266]
[Peppercorn,496^,497a, 549a]
Perception,syntheticaland analytical,62d
Peri, Giacomo, in 1600 invents recitative,
2456,248c

Periodic motions of pendulum, 19c. of water-

wheel hammer, 19c. of ball struck up when

falling,igd
Periods of musical composition,three,236^
Persian,see Arabic

Persian music later develops 12 Semitones,
285a. Eiesewetter's hypothesis,285a [d]
[Phonograph,Edison's, used to analyse vowel
sounds, by Messrs. Jenkin A Ewing, 539a]

Phase, difference of,346. its effectson forms

of vibrational curves, iigd. on qualityof
tone, 1 20c. in compounded simpletones does

not affect qualityof tone, 124c to 127c. as

seen in the vibration microscope,I26(2,127a.
[itsinfluence on qualityof tone accordingto
Koenig,537a]

Philolaus,257^
Phrynis, victor at Panathenaic competitions,

t adds a ninth stringto his lyre,269c

I Phrygian scale, 267c. Greek " mode of the

I minor Seventh, 303c. Glarean's,245^2,305c
Pianoforte,echoes vowels,61 c [izgd,]strings,
where struck,776 [77c.] takes the firstplace
among instruments with struck strings,2o8d.
the qualityof its chords arisingfrom the

qualityof its tones,2090, c, d, bears disso-nances

well,2096. its strings,mathematical
investigationof their vibrational forms, 380a.
[itsstringstruck at one-eighthitslength,has
the 8th harmonic and partial,545c.] see also

Hammer

[Pichler,tuner at Berlin opera, $09(2]
Pipes,their theory,388-397. theoryof blow-ing

them, mathematicallytreated, 390 to

3966. conical,calculated seriesof their tones,

393c. [withremarks note * and 394/2note *,]
see also Organ pipes

Pitch, IOC. number defined,iia [iidJ] de-pends

only on the number of vibrations in

a second, 13c. numbers of just musical

scale, how calculated, 156, e. Scheibler's

16c. French, i6"2. numbers of the just
musical scale,tabulated to a'440,17a. of a

compound tone, is the pitch of its prime,
24a. its definite appreciationbegins at 40

vib. 177a. alters by definite intervals and

why, 2506,2526,d. of tonic undetermined,

dependingon compass of voice or instrument,

310a. [numbers,how to determine,App. XX.

sect. B, see contents, 4416. musical, de-fined,

4946. its history.495 to 513, sect. H.

see contents, 493(2. Church, lowest,495a.
low, 4956. medium, 499a. high, 503a.

highest,503(2. extreme, 524. chamber low,

4950. highest,504a. mean of Europe for

two centuries, 495(2,497(2. compromise,
497(2. modem orc^estrid,499a. when it

began to rise,512c]
[Pitman,organistat Covent Garden Theatre,
Sood]
[Pitt-Rivers,Gen., his balafong,5186,522a]
Pius IV., Pope, AJ). 1559-1565,orders simpli-fication

of church music, 247a

Pizzicato of violin more piercingthan piano
tones, 67a,746
Plagalscales,Glarean's six,245c. the fourth,
267(",271(2
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Plastio arts address the eye as poetrydoes the

ear, 2d

Playford,"atoi'
Plectrum, 74c

Plucking removes the whole stringfrom its

positionof rest,74^. the intensityof prime
is greaterthan that of any partial,75a

Plutarch on the Scale,2626. thinks the later

Greeks had a preferencefor the surviving
archaic intervals,*2'-$d'
Poetry,itsaim and means mainlypsychical,2d

[Pole,Dr. W., on characters of keys,550c]
Politzer,experiment on the round window,

1366. producesdrawingsof beats by attach-ing

a styleto the columella (auditoryossicle)
of a duck,1666

Polyphonic music generatedby discant,2446
to 246. siren,descriptionof mechanism for

openingthe several series of holes in it,413c
Polyphonicsiren,see Siren,i"olyphonic
[Pomeranian (Blucher)band, its very high
pitch,555(f|

Poole, H. W. [I95"2',2I"2, 222^',22Sd,323d',
329"i'.his dichordal scale,344c.] his Euhar-

monic Organ, *423a,[c.his proposed finger-board,
and theories of Seventh Harmonic,

474a to 4/ 9a. writes to Translator from

Mexico about his latestfingerboards,478^]
Position of stroke that excites a string,76c
Positions of a chord not hitherto regardedin
musical theory,224c

Povertyof tone, in what itconsists,756
PrsBtorius mentions a cymbalum with 19 digi-tals

to the octave, 320c, 320(2'.on ' wolves,'

321a. [on early pitch,'^4946,494i, 49 ;a,

5096,c]
[Preeceand Stroh on quantityof sound, *75i',
124^. syntheticalproductionof vowels,542^

Preparationof dissonant notes, 353d
Preyer,W., high pitchfrom forks,i8a ["iS^T],
55(2'].on distinguishableintervals,147c [*d],
by Appunn's tuning-forkshas shewn that

tones with 4000 to 40000 vib. in a second are

audible,151c, 167J.[his recent work on

combinational tones and beats, 152d,'153c,
156^, 167^,"i76d,d\ 1776,d',202d, 204^,
205^. his experimentswith two forks of 137
and 18*6 vib.,177^'.]finds the difference

between tones of tuning-forksand reeds dis-appears

at 4224 vib.,179c. his experiments
with Appunn's weighted reeds, l^("d, says

as low as 15 vib. may be heard, 176^. Prof,

fielmholtz inclined to think the tongues may
have givendouble their nominal pitch,176c'.
[the Translator's experimentsto determine

the real pitchof these reeds, 176^'. 226^,
229^',23 id', on beats and combinational

tones,528 to 538J
Prime of a compound tone defined,22a
Principal-stimmenof organs, q3c
[Principalwork of organs, 93d']
[Proch,504d]
Ihrogressionof Chords of the Seventh, 357d to

358d. by Fifths,355d. by Thirds,3566. its

laws are subjectto many exceptions,356d
Protestant congregationalsinging,itsmusical
results,246c
[Provost-Ponsin,Mme., pronounces last sylla-ble

of hachis without voice,68d]
Proximityin the scale,a new pointof connec-tion

between tones, 287a
Ptolemy included the major Third 4 : 5 in the

syntono-diatonicmode, 22SC. his tuning of

the equaldiatonic tetrachord,2646
[Pythagorean minor Thirds indicated typo-

graphically
by I, 276d. intonation in 15th

century,313d. temperament, 433aJ
Pythagoras (fl.b.c. 540-510), his discoretyof
law of consonance for strings,id. extended

to pitch numbers, id. the physiological
reason of his numerical law,56. how he dis-covered

his law of intervals,I4d. was the

sole hearer of the harmony of the spberee,
229c. his enigma, 'why consonance is de-termined

by ratiosof small whole numbers,'
solved by discoveryof partials,229a, 249a.
his tetrachord,2636. firstused 8 degreesto
the scale forming an octave,2666. his dis-junct

tetrachords,266c. constructed his scales
from a series of seven Fifths, 278d. 'or

rather Fourths, 2796,c, note *.] his system
used as foundation of temperament, 322a

Qualityof tone, loe, 18". defined,19a, depends
on form of vibration,19",2id. its concep-tion,

65d. must not be credited with the

noises of attack and release of tones, 66a, nor

with rapidityof dying away, 66c. its strict

meaning, 676. musical,69a. of reed pipes,
loia, I02d. [ofvowels depends not on the
absolute pitch,but on relative force of upper
partials,113d'.] recapitulationof results of

Chap, v., II 8d to 119c. apprehension of,
I I9d,1286. independentof difference of phase
in the partialscombined, 124c to 127c. appa-rent

exceptions,127c, [which are thought to

be real by Koenig,I26d, 537a]
Quanten,E. von, his objectionsto Helmholtz's

vowel theory,11 5d
Quartertones,Arabic scale of,2646. [notedby
q a turned b, 264d'. temperament, 525a]

Quartettplaying,why itoften sounds Ul, 324d.
singingof amateurs often just,3266
Quincke,*377d
Quintatsn(quintamtenentes)organ stop,946

B

B letter,its beats,67d, 168"

[Bab4b,scale after Prof. Land, 517c]
[Baffles,526a]
[Baginl,or modelets,525d]
[B"m P41 Singh,B"ja,his Quartertones,265^.
his scales,5i7d]

Bameau, 1685-1764,hears upper partialsof
human voice without apparatus,^516,1046.
his theoryof consonance, '232a to 2336. com-plete

expressionnot givento the new harmonic

view tillhis time,2496.his assumptionof an

* understood ' fundamental bass, 253c. his

chord of the greator added Sixth,294d. his
fundamental bass,radical tone or root,309c.
the tuninghe defended in 1726,321a. subee-

quently proposes equal temperament, 321^,
32 ic, 35 id. his law of motion of the funda-mental

bass by Fifths or Thirds, 355d. when

he allows a diatonic progressionof the funda-mental

bass,3566
Bational construction of scales,272c to 2756.
differsmateriallyfrom the Pythagorean,278d
[Bayleigh,Lord, distance of planeof reflexion

from end of flue-pipe,9 id. his dock method

of determiningpitch,442d. his harmonium

reed method, 4436]
Becitative,invented in 1600,by Peri A Caceini,

248c
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Becitation"musioal,239a
BeedB or vibrators of harmoniumB, how they
ftct,95a, 6. how their qualityof tone is

modified, 95c. on organs and harmoniums

for one note each,980. on wooden wind in-struments

one reed serves for several notes,
986. of clarinets,966, oboes and bassoons,

97a. strikinginwards and outwards, 976,c.

notes proper to them not used at all on

wooden wind instruments,98c. pipes,their
musical tones,95a. of organs, 96a.pipes,their
qualityof tone, loia, I02d, experimentsto

shew that they are modified by resonance

chambers, 102". with cylindricalpipes,391 6.

strikinginwards and outwards,391^.metal,
392a. with conical pipes,392^.pipes,theoryof
blowingthem, mathematicallytreated,39odt
394a. [actionof, by Hermann Smith, 5536
to 555c'. their kinds,553c. for clarinets,
553c. for Hichi-rikiySSScf.for bassoons and

oboes, 554a. membranous, 5546. stream,

544c. freereed,Chinese,554^. harmonium,

554a'. American organ, 5546'. voicingof,
554^2'. suction chambers, 5556. drilled,
555^1
[Begister,used by T. Young for qualityof
tone, why not so used here,24I/]
[Registersof the voice in singing,from Lennox

Browne and Emil Behnke,described,lood' to

loic, d, c' d"]
Beissner's membrane, i27d
Belationshipof tones in first and second de-gree,

2566. differs with the qualityof the

tone, 256c. due in melody to memory, in

harmony to immediate sensation,368^. be-tween

tones more than two Fifths apart im-perceptible,

2796. of chords,itsdegrees,2966
[RelativeDuodene, 4626]
Resemblance, unconscious sense of,369c
Resonance of boxes of violin,violoncello,and

vi61a,866 [S6d\ 876 to d'].of cavities of

mouth, how to find,I04d to 105a. depends
on vowel uttered independentof age and sex,

105". [difficultiesof determiningit,105c.]of

cavityof mouth, how it affects vowels,i loc.

its influence in reed pipes,mathematically
treated,388 to 390a

Res'onators for separatingthe musical tones

in noise,yd. sphericaland cylindrical,436,c.
Bosanquet's,43d'. advantages of a tuned

aeries of,446. use in findingpartials,51c.
affect the prime tone of the voice as well as

partials,Uieir effect on reed pipes, 1126.

spherical,their advantages,372^2.formula
for their pitch,373a. of glass,their dimen-sions,

373c. tin or pasteboardin double

cones, 373^.conical,373^
[Resultanttones. Prof. Tyndall'sname for

combinational tones, 153c]
Results of the whole investigation,362ato 3666
Retrospectof results in Parts I." II.,226 to :"33
Reverted system, its chords, 342c. serve to

mark the key,3446
[Beyher,S.,on vowel resonance, *io8d, 109c]
Richness of tone, in what itconsists,756
Riemann, Hugo, *^6sdt*4i ic

[Ritchie,E. 8.,511a]
Robson, Messrs., built Gen. Perronet Thomp-son's

Enharmonic Organ,423a
[Rockstro,W. S.,doubts whether the authentic

scales are rightly attributed to Ambrose,

242(2.on Ecclesiastical scales,266d. on .ne

Hexachord,*35id']
Rockstro, R. S.,intonation of his * model ' flute,
555^ to 556a

Rods, effectof their material on the qualityof
tone, 71a
Rohrflbte,organ stop,946,[94^2']
Roman Catholic Church alters itsmusic, 247a
Root or fundamental bass,294c
[Rossetti,Prof. 494(2]
Roughness of intervals,referred to the same

bass note calculated and constructed, 192^';,
discussed,193

Round window of labyrinth,130a, 136"
[Rudall,lo^d]
Rudinger on the semicircular canals,136^2
Rudolph II. of Prague,his cymbalum of 19
tones to the Octave, 320c
[Ruggieri(Cremona,1668-1720),resonance of

his violins,87c]
[Rulefor tuningin justintonation,493c]
[Russia,pitch,5iOc2]
[Rust,how it affectsforks,555c]
[R,uvular,where localised,67c2J

S

SacculuSj see Ear

St.Paul's,London, tones of its former bell,72^
[SalendroScales,518c,526a]
Salicumalf organ stop,94a, [94(2]
[Salinas,F., 1513-1590, 35i(2'.his tempera-ments,

5476. completesmeantone tempera-ment,
518]

Salisbury,Prof.,at Tale, his MS., 281c

[Samv"di,or * minister ' note,526c]
Sand, see Auditory
Sand figureson membranes, 4i(2
[Sarti,S^od]
Sauerwald,16 id'

[Sauveur'scycleof 43, 436i',494(2'5̂09"]
Savart on pitch of resonance of violin and

violoncello boxes,866,17$d
Scdla, vesdbilli et iympdni, or galleryof the

vestibule and drum of the ear, 1376
Scales,musical, their construction,$c. major,
division into two tetrachords,2556.founded on

relationshipof tones, 2566. later Greek, with

conjunct and disjuncttetrachord, 270a, ^.

[inthe complete notation with intervals in

cents, 274c to d\ harmonic and non-har-monic,

514". Greek, most ancient form,

5156. later,515c. Al Farabi's,515c. early,
their possibleorigin,Sizd]
Schafhautl, or Pellisov,"72^'. [histheoryof
stoppedand conical pipes,103^^
Scheibler,J. H. (i777-1837),his pitch,i6r.
[why selected by him,i6d\ 87c, 153c, 200/,
d', his tonometer, does not shew that com-binational

tones of higher orders existed,
* 199(2.]rule for tuning the Fifth by the

Octave, 202d. [not found by Translator,
202d\ his method of finding the major
Third on forks,203^2.]worked out combina-tional

tones for two simple tones only,227a.
[on the beautyof justintonation,423(2. his

tuning-forktonometer, 443c. his theoreti-cally

perfectmethod of tuning pianos and

organs, and itsinconveniences,4886. 49Ad\
504c, 508c,509a, 6]
Schiedmayer, J. and P., made Prof. Helm-

holtz's Just Harmonium, Si6d*
[Schlick,494(2,509c, 51 1". his temperament,
"546(2,5496]
[Schmahl,494(2',548(2]
[Schmidt, Bernhardt, called Father Smith,
organ-builder,505c]
Schneebeli, on the blade of air in flue-pipes,
*395"2. rhis theory,3966]
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[Schneider,5106]
[Schnetzler,506a]
[Schnitger,uses equaltemperament,SA-Sd]
[Sohreider,496c. and Jordans, 505^2]
[Schulzeof Paulenzelle,never saw a striking
reed tillhe came to England in 1851, but

afterwards scarcelyased any other,96c,506"]
Scholtze, Max, hairs on the epitheliumam-
pullcB,isSd
Science,musical, 16

Scotch handbell ringers,73J. Scotch pentatonic
airs bright,258c. playableon black notes of

a piano,259c. examples of such airs,2606,
261a, c. [characteristicsof Scotch music, ac-cording

to Colin Brown, 259C2,note %]
[Scotland,bagpipe,515^^,519^2]
Scott and Koenig*?Phonautograph,2od
Scratches of a bow used in excitingbodies
with inharmonic upper partialsconsist of

those partials,74a. of a violin,856
Second of the Scale undetermined,427. see

Sevenths

Sectional Scales,266c

Seebeck,A.,his siren,lie. his objectionsto
Ohm's law, did not apply proper means of

hearing the upper partials,*58J, considers

Ohm's definition of a simple tone too limi-ted,

59a. remarks on Ohm's experiment,6 la.

agrees with Ohm that upper partialsare per-ceived

synthetically,63a. disputes their

beingperceivedanalytically,63a,391^ note*

Seiler,hears partialsof a watchman's voice,
1016

Seiler,Mme., finds dogs sensitive to ""' of

violin,ii6d
Semicircular canals of the ear, 136a
Sensations, of hearingbelongto physiological
acoustics,3c. of sound defined,7c. of

musical tones and noises,how generated,8c.
compound, problem of their analysis,626.

easy when usual,otherwise difiicult,62c

[Septimalharmony, 464c]
[SeptendecimalHarmony, 464c]
Seven, notes characterised by, not being ad-mitted

into the scale determine the boundary
between consonance and dissonance,2286
[Seventeenthharmonic introduced into har-mony,

464c]
Seventh, see Harmonic, natural,subminor,
major,minor, diminished, mode of the minor

considered,303c. chords of the,341c. formed
of two Consonant Trials, 341c. formed of

dissonant Triads,342c
Sevenths and Seconds enumerated and con-sidered,

3366
Semitones, Chinese view of,229c
Seventh dhninished, 3366.chord of the, upon
the Second of a major Scale,347(2.upon the

Second of a minor Scale,348c. upon the

Seventh of a major Scale, 3486 to 3496.
chord of the Dominant, 3476, c. chord of

the, on the tonic of the minor scale,3506
[Seventhharmonic introduced into harmony,
464CJ
[Seymour,5496]
Sharperor highertones, iid^
[Sheffield,Sohulze's organ at,96d]
[ShMg, Chinese,described,gs^
Shirazi,282a

[Siamese,ranat, 5186. instruments, music,
scales,and intervals,556a to 5566']
[Side holes of wind instruments,theory not

worked out, Blaikley,Schafhautl, Boehm,
Mahillon, io3"i,d*]
fSight-singingtests for Tonic Sol-fa,AZjd"]

Silbermann,A., 1678-1733,celebrated cngiB-

builder,his unequal temperament^ 323c.
[495".509c]
[Silbermann,G.,495(2,496a]
Silence may result from two soands, i6oel.

instances of,organ pipes,i6ia, tonixig-foiks,
161"

Simple musical tones, 69c. produced by
resonance mathematicallyinvestigated,3776
to 379(2.see also Tone, simple
SimpleVibrations,23a
[Smgapore,Balafong,518a]
Singers,their form'^r caieful training,326a.
should practiseto justlyintoned instrumentu,
326(2.their opinionof Gen. P. Thompson*!
organ, 427a. take natural Thirds and Fifths,
428a
Singing, [contrastedwith speaking, 68^*.]
voice does not usuallydistinguishvowels weD,
1 14a. forms the commencement and the natu-ral

school of music,325c. intonation injured
by pianoforteaccompaniment,3266
Single,distinguishedfrom simpletones, 33(f
Siren,116,Seebeck's,i ic,Cagniardde la Tour^s,
I2C. action of,136. of Dove, 13a, 14a. in-tervals

playableon, i62(2,163d. constmetion

of, and beats on, 163",c, d. polyphonic or

double,itsgreat use in determiningthe ratios

of consonances, i82(2. electro-magnetic
driving machine for the, 3726. see also

Polyphonic
Sixth and Fourth, chord of,or first inversion

of major and minor chords, 213a. major,
more harmonious than fundamental, and

these than Sixth and Third, 2 14 6

Sixth and Third, or sixth only,chord of,or
second inversion of major and minor chords,

213a. minor more harmonious than funda-mental,

and these than Sixth and Fourth, 2146
Sixth, not included in consonances till the^
13th or 14thcentury,196c. [Italian,French,

'

and German, 461c.] superfluousor extreme

sharp,3376. see also Major Sixth and Minor

Sixth,and Extreme sharp Sixth

Skhisma neglected,its effect in prodadng
identities,281a [465a]
Skhismic Relation of eight Fifths down to a

major Third,280",discovered by Prof. Helm-

holtz,3 16a. [temperament,28 1 6,note*,435a]
[Smart,Sir G.,507c. his pitch,513a]
[Smart, H., 500c]
[Smith,of Bristol,organ-builder,4960,5066]
[Smith,Christian,organ-builder,505(2]
[Smith,Eli,S14C]
[Smith,Hermann, his account of the Shteg,
95(2.his account of Schulse's and Waleker's

and CavaiU^-Coll's organs with scaroelyany
free reeds,g6d, his account of the striking
reed,96(2'.]on the blade of air in flue-pipes,
*395"2*L^iBtheory,396(2. on the Action of

Reeds,5536 to SSSC^
[Smith,Dr. B.,494^2',510",5482^^
[Societyof Arts,494^
Solidity,sensation of,analysedby stereoscope,
63c
Solo songs vrith airs invented by Monteverdi
and Viadana,248c
SondhausB,his formula forpitchof resooatonv
3736
Sorge,German organist,1745,discovers com-binational

tones,* 152(2
Sound, velocityof,in open air,god^ [and in

tubes accordingto Mr. D. J. Blaikley,god]
Soureck on the blade of air in flue-pipet,3951L
thisaccount, 3970*]
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[Spain, pitoh,511a]
[Speaking contrasted with singing, 6Sd'.]
"oioe, more jarringthan singingvoice,i ijd

Speech, its natural intonation,238c
Spheres, their Pythagoreanharmony,15a
[Spioe,B., 502^,51 16]
Spinet [itsstriking-place,yyd]
SpiUflbU, organ stop,94a, [94x2]
[Spontini,4976]
[StaffNotation,426J']
[Stainer,Dr.,4976,5056]
Stapes^ see Ear

Stark,Prof.,241^
Stefan, "377^
[Steinof Augsburg,knew nothingof a uniform

striking-placefor piano strings,yyd,S04d]
Steinway " Sons of New York, their piano,
76a. [strikesat vVftncli the lengthof string,
ySd'. the 9th harmonic obtained by Mr. Hip-
kins, y6d'. 507(2,5 1 16]

Stereoscopeanalysessensation of solidity,63c
Stirrup,see Ear

[Stockhausen,4956]
Stokes, Prof.,"383d
[Stone,astronomer, 1730^
[Stone, Dr. W. H., 494(2. his restoration of

16 foot C,to the orchestra,5526. his contra-

fagotto,553aT
[Stoney,Dr. G. J.,on characters of keys,SSoc']
Stopped pipes,see Organ pipesstopped
Stops, compound, on organ, their use, 206c.

also see Organ stops
Stradivari, 1644-1737, his violins,866. [re-sonance

of the box of Dr. Huggins*sStradi-vari

violin of 1708,Syc^
Straightlines and acute anglesin vibrational

forms how produced,34^235a
[Strauss,E., his pitch,555(2]
Straw-fiddle,a wood harmonioon,71a
[Stream reeds,554c]
[Streatfield,497a]
[Streicher,$02d]
StrikingBeeds, 95c. how constructed,96c2'
Strings,their forms of vibration,how best

studied, 456,c. number of nodes, 46c. in-finite
number of forms of vibration,46(2.

different forms excited at tiiesame time, 47c.
experiment on, with a flatpiano,47c. [on a

cottage piano,47(2.]their tones best adapted
for provingthe ear's analysisof compound
tones into partials,$2a, motion of, when

deflected by a point,53(2to 54c. excited by
striking,746. their musical tones, 74a. how

to experimentupon, 756. of pianoforte,their
qualitiesof tone, 7gc. theoretical intensity
for difference of hanmier and duration of

stroke at } length of string,79a, h, in the

upper octaves prime predominant,in lower

octaves 2nd and 3rdpartiallouder than prime,
80a. effect of thickness and material,8oa.
motion of plucked,mathematicallyinvestiga-ted,

374(2to 377a. of pianofortes,vibrational
forms of,mathematicallyinvestigated,380a.
see also Pianoforte

[Stroh,*7Sd\ see Preece, 124. synthetical
productionof vowels,542(2]

Stroke, for excitingstring, its nature, 74(2.
duration of,75c

Subdominant chord,293. [Duodene,462a]
[Snbminor Pifth 5 : 7, its partialsexamined,
195c]

Subminor Fourteenth 2 : 7 much better than

minor Thirteenth,196a
Subminor Tenth 3 : 7 much better than minor

Tenth, 196a

Subminor Seventh 4 : 7, 49i'. often more

harmonious than minor Sixth, 195a. why
not used, 195a, 2136, c. its partialsex-amined,

195"
[Subminor Third 6 : 7, its partialsexamined,
195c]

[Suctionchambers,5556]
Sumatra, pentatonicscale,257
Summational combinational tones (Helm-
holtz's),153a. only heard on harmonium

and polyphonic siren, 155c. exemplified,
156a. are very inharmonic, 156". from

polyphonic siren act on membranes, 157a.
from harmonium act partly on resonators,
157c. [reasonsfor doubtingthe two last con-clusions,

157(2]
[SupermajorThird 7 : 9, itspartialsexamined,
I95fl

[SuperminorThird 14 : 17, its partialsexa-mined,

195(2]
[Supersecond7 : 8,itspartialsexamined,195c]
Suspensionof dissonant note,3546
Sylvester,Pope, a.d. 314-335. established Bo-

man school of singing,239a
Sympatheticoscillation and resonance, its

mechanics, 366. of piano strings,38(2. of

bodies of small mass, 39c. of tuning-forks,
39(2,40a. of circular membranes, 40C-41C.
relation between itsstrengthand the length
of time requiredfor the tone to die away,
mathematic!allyinvestigated,405c
Sympathetic vibration,the only analogue to

the resolution of compound into simplevibra-tions

by the ear, i2ga, of expansion of

auditorynerves, 1426. relation of amount of,
to difference of pitch,142c

[Tadolini,510(2]
[Tagore, Bajah Sourindro Mohun, * 243(2.
514c. Indian scale,5i7(2]
[Tambour,Northern and Southern,their scales
after Prof. Land, 517a]
[T4rof Cashmere, 522a]
Tartini,1692-1770, Italian violinist, dis*

covers combinational tones, 152c*. his theory
of consonance, '232a. estimated all combi-national

tones an octave too high,62a
[Taskin,Pascal,Court harpsichordtuner,5096]
Taste, difficultiesof perceivinganalytically,
636

Taylor,Sedley,his Sound and MusiCj 6c

Tempered fusion of justintervals,337(2
Temperament, relations leadingto it,312",c*

[App.XX. sect. A, see contents 430(2]
Terms defined,236,c, 24a

Terpander, b.c. 700-650, 249a. his seven-

stringedcithara, 257"2. his scale with a

tetrachord and Trichord, 26yd
[Tereisuoni^Tartini*s name for combinational

tones, i$2d:\
Tetrachorids,conjunct and disjunct,255(1;
i) ancient enharmonic of Ol3m:ipos,2626;
2) older chromatic, 262c ; (3)diatonic,262c ;

I4)of Didymus, 263a ; (5)Pythagorean,2636;
(6)Phrygian,263c; (7)Lydian,263(5; (8)un-used,

263(2; (9)soft diatonic, 264a; (10)
Ptolemy*s equaldiatonic,2646; (11)enhar-monic,

2656. [oldGreek,512(2. Greek after

Al Farabi, 5I2(2]
Tetrads, or four-partchords,when consonant

formed by takingthe Octave of one tone of a

triad,2226, c, 223a. major, their most per-fect
positions,223c j
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Thebes in Egypt,flutes fonnd there,27 id

[TheUWne^'gaTi'toneB,or partialtones, 240^
Third, iii, see Major Third and Minor Third

Thirds, Pythagorean, looked on as normal

Thirds to the close of Middle Ages, 190".
their tempered intonation is the principal
fault of tempered intonation,31 $6. not ad-mitted

to be consonances tillend of twelfth

centary, and then only as imperfect,190a.
[majorand minor,their npper partialscom-pared,

i^od]
Third and Fourth triad,3386
Thirds and Sixths,consonant and dissonant,
enumerated and considered,334a. triad of

dissimilar,3386
Thirteenths not so pleasantas Sixths,1896.
[partialsof Sixths and Thirteenths compared,
1906]

[Thomas's orchestra,Cincinnati,U.S., 51 16]
Thompson, Gen. Perronet,[hislife,422dJ] his

enharmonic organ, 422c. itseffect,423(2. a

soprano voice singingto it and a blind man

playingthe violin with it,4236. [hismono-
chord, 44id, notes on his organ, 473^2.]
[Thompson, Sir W., his electrical squirting
recorder,539a]
Thorough Bass, had formerly no scientific

foundation, 2c

[Threequartertoneintervals,525a]
[Timbre, its proper meaning, why not used

here for qualityof tone,24c ]
Timour, 282"i

ToeplerandBoltzman, their experimentson the

state of air inside flue-pipes,*93a
[Tomkins,494^,503a, 505c]
Tonal keyp of later times, 270c
Tonal modes, five melodic, 2726. Greek,
formed from a succession of 7 Fifths,288c.

only two X)ossiblefor a close connection of

all the chords,300a. the major is best,300".
the minor is second, 300^. as formed from

their three chords, subdominant, tonic, and

dominant, 293(2to 294a. their chords with

double intercalarytones,297c, d, with single
ditto,2986,c

Tonal relationship,unconsoious sense of,

370a

Tonalitydevelopedin modem music,5c. the

relation of all the tones in a piece to the

tonic (F^tis),240". Greeks had an unde-veloped

feelingfor,242. completein major
modes, has to be partlyabandoned in other

modes, 2g6d. [absentin non^harmonio scales,
526c]

Tones, (meaningmusical sounds),harmonic
upper* partial,4d, distinguishedby force,

pitch,and quality,loc. sharperor higher,and
flatteror lower, 116 [IKi']. musical, 7c. de-fined,

8a, c, 236. simple and compound, de-fined,

236. the term ' tone * used indifferently
for a simpleor compound tone, 24a. consti-tuent,

of a chord,24d\ composite,$6d. com-pound,

57a. u]^perpartial,a generalconsti-tuent

of allmusical tones,586,c. the difiBculty
of hearing them does not depend on their

weakness, sSd, circumstances favourable for

distinguishingmusical tones from different

sources, 59c. old rules of compositionwere
designedto render the voice partsseparable
by ear, 59(2. without upper partials,69c.
with inharmonic upper partials,706. of

elasticrods,yod, of bowed instruments,80c.
with a tolerablyloud series of harmonic par-tials

to Sixth indusive,are most harmonious,
119a. their hollow nasal, poor, cutting.

rough character,whence derived, 1 19a, h.

their natural relationshipas a basis for

scales,2566. related to dominant ascending
and descending scales,2746, c. related to

subdominant ascendingand descendingscales,
275a, b. of voice,energetic,how produced,
115c. [partial,246.] proper not generally
determinable,55(2,but determined in circular

platesand stretched membranes, 56a. simply
compounded, tone and Octave or tone and

Twelfth,305,32J. simple,11 8(2.simple,how
to produceby means of resonance jar,54"2to

S$c, combinational {seeCombinational tones)
Tones (meaning musical intervals),printed
with a capitalletterfor distinction,24c. and

Semitones where used,$24d
Tongue (seeBeed)
Tonic, did any exist in homophonic music ?

240". rules for findingit in the authentic

scales uncertain,2436.Greeks used any note as

such, 268a. chord representscompound tone

of tonic,296c. chord, development of feeling
for in 16th and 17thcenturies,2966. feeling
for it,weaklydevelopedin homophonicmusic,
243c

Tonic Sol-fa. singers,207(2.teaches to sing
by the characters of the tones in the scale,

279(2. system of shewing relation of each

note to the tonic,352(2.societyof, 4236.
[historyof, 423(2'to 425c'notes. festiTiOs,
42701
[T6pfer,509(2]
[Translator,his additions in Appendix XX.,

430 to 556J
[Trautmann,Moritz,on vowel resonance, 109c',
nod]

Triads,how formed, 21 26, e. consonant within

the compass of an octave,21 2(2. see Major
and Minor triads, of two justmajor Thirds,
and their transformations,338(2,3396. with

^two dissonances, 339c, d. how they limit

the tones of the key, 340", c, their pos-sible
confusions, 341c. [celland union, of a

duodene, and condissonant triads,459a]
Tremor, sonorous, distinct from motion of in-dividual

particlesof air,8(2

Trent,council of,altersmusic, 247a
Trichordal representationof harmonisabte

modes, ^ogd
[Trichordals,harmonic,460a]
[Trines,major and minor, pure quintal,major
and minor quintal,459a]
[Tritonictemperament, true and false,548a]
Trombones, lengthening, looa. [shape ot

looc'j
Tropes or scales of the best Greek period,
essential,having hypate as tonic,268e2

[Trumpets, their shape, looc. with slides,

rare, looc^
Tsay-yu,said to have introduced the hepte-
tonic scale into China, 258a
Tso-kiu-mingcompares the five Chinese tonel

to the five Chinese elements, 229c

[Tunbridge,496(2]
Tune, meniAi '^OemUthslimmung, 2$od
Tunes, popular,constructed from the three

constituent major chords of the scale,292a

[Tuning. Sec. G, see contents, 483(2. its

difficulties,484(2.examination of various spe-cimens

of,4B4" to 48^(2.Translator's prac-tical

rule for tuningin equaland meantone

intonation,488(2to 491c]
Tuning-fork,its form of vibration,20a, d. its

tone, 79". has high inharmonic proper tones,

70c. large,of 64 vib.gat",J^P93l*M '̂59"-
LUXUU.IUVUJIU |/"v^fcia I
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[bow to treat and tune,443a',d\ tonometer,

invented by Scbeibler, 443c. best method of

making, 443^2. how to use, 444a. the Trane-

lator*B,446^^.]"e" also Forks, tuning
Twelfth gives no beats, except those from

partialsin a singlecompound tone, iSy^f.an
absolute consonance, 194". better than Fifth,

1956. repetitionin it presents nothingbut
what has alreadybeen heard, 2536

Twelve Semitones introduced into China,
2566

Tympanum, see Drum

Tyndall, J., *on sound,* 6c'. translated by
Helmholtz and Wiedemann, 6"f. [his * tone,

clang,clangtint,overtone,'24, footnote. '
re-sultant

tones,*1 53c. finds beats do not in-crease

the range of power of sounds,*i7gd,
observations on gas jets,395a, d]

U

U, its resonance cavity,io6a
[TJeberzahn,2$d']
[XJllmann,504^']
XJlm,96d
Unconscious apprehensionof regularity,3676
Undertones, harmonic, defined,44d
Undulatory motion, ga

[Unequallyjustintonation,465a]
Unevenly numbered partials,easier to observe

than the evenlynumbered, 49c
Unison givesno beats except those from par-tials

in a singlecompound tone, iSyd, greatly
disturbs adjacentconsonances, i88a

Upper partials,see Tones, upper partials,586
[Upper tooth,2Sd']
Utficulus,see Ear

[Vddiy chief Indian note, 243c'. or
* ruler'

note, 526c,see ans'd]
[Variabilityof Seconds and Sevenths, its

effect on the modes, 277c',d"]
Testibule of the labyrinth,i^sd
fVianesi,sood]
Viadana invents solo songs with airs,2480
Vibrating forks,phases of,as compared with

those of the excitingcurrent,mathematically
investigated,4026

Vibration microscope,dod. curves shewn,
826

Vibrational form or form of vibration, simple,
2ia. for water-wheel hammers and struck-

up balls,2IC
Vibrations,86. single,as reckoned in France,
inconvenient for determining pitch, i6d'.

form of, 20a. for a tuning-fork,206, c.

pendular or simple,23a
Vibrator,see Beed

[Vieth,G. U. A., firstuses the term " combina-tional

tones,**i53c]
Villoteau,believes the Eissar to be penta-
tonic,"257^. [his thirds of Tones, 282^.

originof his conceptionof thirds of Tones,
5206,55W]
[Vince,I35cfl
Vi61a box, pitchof its resonance accordingto
Zamminer, 865, [S6d'note]

Vidla di Oamba, organ stop,93a, [93d]
Violin string,its vibrational form, 836. crum-

'piesupon it,84c. development of Octave,

85c. box, the pitchof its resonance accord-ing
to Savart, reportedby Zamminer, 866.

[accordingto Translator's observations,876,
c, d,] condition for regularityof vibration,
Ssd. why old ones are good, Ssd, bowing
the most important element, 86a. sound-

post, its function,866. [accordingto Dr.

Huggins's experiments to communicate vi-brations

from bellyto back,*86c,d.] effect
of the resonance of its box on qualityof its
tones, 2ioa. intonation and experiments,
3246, c. Comn and Mercadier, 325^,[486to
487]. strings,their motion mathematically
investigated,384 to 387
[Violinists,their intonation as determined by
Comu and Mercadier,486c. differi"ntfor
harmony and melody,487c]
Vwlofi'bass organ stop,93a, [93J]
Violoncello organ stop,930, [g^d]
Violoncello box, pitchof its resonance accord-ing

to Savart and Zamminer, 866, [86d']
Vis viva, insufficient measure of the strength
of tones, 1746,d, [75(f)

Visoher,his * Esthetics,'26
[Vocalists,their intonation, difficulties in
actual observation,486a]

Vocal chords or ligaments,98a. their rate of
vibration not iSteredmaterially by air-

chambers, their watery tissues,and variable

thickness,1006
Vocal expression,natural means of,370^
Voice, well suited to harmony, 206c. effect in
certain chords,with different vowels, 2o6d.

[compass of the human, 5446]
[VoiceHarmonium, Colin Brown's, 47od]
[Voicelessvowels,6Sd]
[Voicer,the,his arts,397iT
[Voicingof reeds,554^^
Vortical surfaces,3946
Vowel qualitiesof Tone, 103a. their charac-ter,

103a. theoryfiTst announced by Wheat-

stone,103d'. producedby resonance of cavi-ties

of mouth, 104c. trigram of du Bois

Beymond the elder,1056. resonance recom-mended

to philologistsfor definingvowels,
io6c. [difficultiesin doing so, 106c'. differ*

ences of opinion of Helmholtz, Donders,
Merkel, Koenig,io6d*,] resonances in notes

accordingto Helmholtz,1 106. their recogni-tion
by resonators,i loc. their modifications,

ii3"
Vowels, A, 1056. O U, io6a, [io6c,d.] O*

and A**,106". the above have only a single
resonance, io6c. X, E, I, double resonance,

107a, 6, c. [Graham Bell finds double reso-nance

in all vowels, lojd,] A, E, I, have

their resonances too high for forks,1 1 la, 0,
t!,io8a,5. U, how Helmholtz determined

its resonance, iiO(|i. its degenerationinto
Ou, nob. their transitional forms due to

continuous alterations of resonance cavities,
I lie to ^^. better distinguishedwhen
powerfttll^l^^mcnced,ii^d, their quality
of tone, 115a. distinguishedpreponderantly
by depending on the absolute pitch of the

partialsthat are reinforced,i i8c. their effect

on harmony, 207a [c, d], practicaldirec-tions

for their synthesis,398a to 400c. [their
new analysisby means of the phonographby
Messrs. Jenkin and Ewing, 538 to 542. Oh

analysed,539 to 541. Oo, Aw, Ah, analysed,
541. their syntheticalproductionby Messrs.
Preece and Stroh, 542^]. echoed from piano,
61C. vowels only,without consonants, heard

from speakersat a disti^pce,68c
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W

Wagner, B.,his treatment of the chord of two

major Thirds, 3396. [thinksin equaltem-perament,

339"2'.his festival,502c]
[Walckerof Ludwigsburg,had littleexperience
of strikingreeds,96c]

Waldeyer finds 4500 outer arch fibresof Corti

in the cochlea [givingi for each 2 cents],1476
Waller,B., 1686, reduces all colours to three

fundamental, 64a
[Walker,J. W. " Sons, organ-builders,never
used free reeds,96c. 5066^506c,507a. in

July 1852 put the Exeter Hall organ in

equaltemperament, 549a']
Water-wheel hammer, itsperiodicmotion, 190,

21C

Waves of water,96,d. generatedby a regular
series of drops,loa. of rope, chain, india-

rubber tubing,brass wire spiral,9c. their

composition,256,c, 26a-{2. of water or air,

algebraicaladdition,27^, 28c. periodic,re
suitingfrom composition of simple tones,
y"b to 32^. phasesof,caused by resonance,

40(x2, mathematically investigated,401a,
of the sea, effect of their motion on speota*
tors,251a
[Weber,Frank Anton von, 497a, 509"]
[Weber,0. M. von, 498c]
Weber, Dr. Fr. E., on function of the aqtUB-
ductus vesHb"H, 136a

Weber, W., 390*
Weitzmann, *26gc,d, title
Werckmeister (b.1645),advocated equal tem-perament

in 1691, 321 c, 548c
Wertheim, 3736
Westphal,"265^',"268c,d
Wetness, sensation of, compounded of un-resisting

glidingand cold,63c
Wheatstone, Sir Charles, first announces a

vowel theory,"103d. [repeatsWillis's ex-periments

on vowel reproduction,117^]
Whispered vowels, pitch of, io8c. Gzermak

and Merkel on, 108^'
[White, J. Paul, his Harmon, 22"2, 329^'.
described,4816. his methods of tuning it,

492c]
Wiedemann, G.,^dc'

[Wilkies,the,5496I
[Willis,organ-builder,never uses free re"4i,
96c,5065,506c,507a]
Willis,Prof. B., *io2d\ his reproductioiid
vowels by extensible reed pipes,11 76. iUt
table of vowel resonance, 117c. his ezpiri-
ments with toothed wheels and springs,1 18a.
his vowel theory,1186
Winterfeld,von, *24Sd,"272^, 287^',*z^
[Withers, violin-maker,assists in findbig
resonance of violin,876,c]
[W6lfel,5096]
[Woneggar'sabstract of Glarean, 196(2']
Wooden instruments are mobile in tone, 67^.
pipeshave softer tone than metal pipes,94c
reeds,gSb

Wood harmonicon, 71a

[Woolhouse'scycleof,19, 436(2]

[Ynignez,Don, organistof Seville,496a]
Young, T.,77d'
Young, Thomas, 1773-1829,^8 law that ezdt-

ing a stringat a node destroysthe harmoniei

corresponcUngto that node, 526. its proof,
52c.536 [S^Z^j5466.] his analysisof eokwr

into 3 primaries,14BC,149c. his theoryU
differentialtones generatedby beats,i66i

Z

Zamminer, *62d, on pitchof resonance of violia,

violoncello,and vi61a boxes, 866 [*S6d'note.]
length of horn, 99c. [error in reporting,
lood note.] 323^2,3906,394a
[Zaizal,lutist introduces ThreequartertflBO,
264^',2Sid, d, his two new intervals of 355
and 853 cents,28i(2,6^,5256]

Zarlino assumes the tenor voice part to deter-mine

the key, 245(i,312a, 326a,t35i(i'.hii

temperament,546^]
Zillerthal,in Tyrol,scale of its wood haniMi-

icon,270(2
Zither,746
Z6nak dmticula'iati^gd
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